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lHEARMV
TAUGHT YOU
NEVER TO GIVE
UP, SO DON'T
So there you are in civvy street. Completely at a loose end. But ... why? ... The Army's
what you're good at. What about joining the TA? It's part of the British Army so
you'll still be a soldier.
There are two options open to you. First, you can join one of the Territorial Army
Independent Units based in the TAVRA region in which you have decided to settle.
An ideal route for those who wish to serve locally. Which Unit you join will depend
on those available in the area you live in. Second, if you are leaving a Corps, you
could retain your cap badge and become a member of either an Independent Unit as
above, or a TA Specialist Unit. In either, you can maintain and develop the special
skills that you have learned.
The minimum commitment as a member of the Independent TA is 6 weekends, a
two-week Summer Camp and some weekday evenings. As a Specialist we ask only
2 weekends and a 15 day annual camp. In return, you will earn Army rates of pay
and an annual tax-free bonus of up to £1000.
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FRONT COVER-35 ig Regt ha long been a ociated with the
Birmingham Children's Hospital. On the opening of the new ho pita!,
now renamed 'Diana, Princess of Wales Children's Hospital'. the
Regiment was invited to provide c, carts and ·tewards for the official
opening by Her Majesty The Queen and His Royal Highness the Duke
of Edinburgh. Dw·ing the visit Hi Royal Highnes took the opportunity
co chat with the R M, WOI Kev Winkles and SSgt Ed Perry.

For an information brochure call
Freepost, The TA, CV37 9BR.

0845 603 32 32 quoting ref WI004, or send the coupon to:

SURNAME. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MR/ MS
BLOCK CAPITALS

PLEASE CIRCLE

FIRST NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BE THE BEST

POSTCODE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TEL (STDl- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DATE OF BIRTH _ ____,/_ _- - ' - - -

The TA is committed to Equal Opportunities.

http://www.army.mod.uk

FROM THE EDITOR
I expected a hefty postbag as a re ult of the flyer in luded with the
December i sue of THE WIRE.
Your response has ubstan tially exceeded my expectations.
Supportive and constructive is the first impress ion - ' ith many ideas
that will influence futw·e copies of THE WIRE. Ho\ to play The
Journal is now ubject to detailed analy is of your comments. We' ill
keep you informed and in the meantime, many thank for your
encouragi ng responses.
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BACK COVER-Exerci c Lion's Sun. A dawn beach landing by I
Mech Bde HQ & ig Sqn (215)

ASSOCIATION MEMBERSIDP
Part of the Royal Signals A ociation' charter is to help in
the reunion of former friends. Thi task is made more difficult
by the numerous oldiers who do not stay in contact with the
A ociation after di charge. It is a proven fact that later on in
life, when family. job and home are more ecure, memorie of
life in the Corps are often rekindled and an intere t is taken in
po ible reunion with former pals.
When you are contacted by the As ociation upon di charge,
plea e be ure to return th rele ant card and tay in touch believe u , one day you will be glad you did!

Authors alone are re ponsiblc for the contents of their articles. The opinions ex pres ed in the anicle, of thi · publication arc those of the indi' idual
authors and do not necessarily reflect the poli y and view . official or otherwi e. of rhc Royal Signal · or the Mini try of Defence. This publication
hould be tr,;ated with discretion by the recipient.

© Crown Copyright
Di. claimer: No respon ibility for che quality of good or crvices adverri ed in this magazine can be ac epted by the Publisher>. or their Agent'> .
Advertisement axe included in 'good faith'.
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ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM ACQUIRES
SIGNALMAN KENNETH SMITH'S GEORGE CROSS

IMPORTANT DATES

1999
10 April

by Colonel C. J. Walters, Regimental Colonel

Im GROUP

- R A Branch Reps meeting and
AG 1- Duke o f York's HQ,
London
-

orp Dinner - Cafe Royal ,
London

3 June

- Morri on up - Blandford
Morri on Cup - Germany

26 '27 June

- R A Reunion Weekend Blandford

26 June

- Corp Luncheon - B landford.

2 June
5 eptember

- Prince • Royal Day

29 October

- Scottish Dinner

16 December

- Corps Carol Service - London

- Corps Luncheon - Catterick

RSA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Royal Signals Association 's Annual General Meeting will be
held in Mercury House, the Duke of York's HQ, Kings Road,
London on aturday 10 April 1999 starting al 1030hrs. All Life
Members of the As ociation are eligi ble and welcome to attend. For
security reasons, any vehicle details should be given to RHQ at
Blandford by 30 March 1999.

LSC Group is a dynamic
IT/ Logistics company based in
the Midlands. The company has
contracts with a number of Blue
Chip Organisations throughout
the UK and abroad . Due to
ongoing business success LSC is
expanding and looking to recruit
a number of consultants with
varying skills to work at various
locations throughout the UK. The
positions will suit people seeking
a long term career with
opportunities for involvement in
leading edge projects.
Currently we are looking for
experienced professionals in
the following areas:

ARM Engineers
LSA/LCCILORA Engineers
RCM Facilitators

CORPS DINNER
1999
1. Tuesday I I May I 999, I 900hrs for l 930hrs.
2. Cafe Royal , London.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Anendance:
a. All Royal Signals Officers,
Regular or TA, serving or retired.
b. Former WRAC Officers who served with
the Corps.
Black Tie.
Cost:
a. £ 32 - for those who subscribe to Corps Funds.
b. £ 61 - for those who do not subscribe.
Seating requirements and cheques made payable to:
·The Royal Signals Benevolent Fund ' to
RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford,
DORSET OT! I 8RH.

Me

Ores~

Kit -

complete -

Jacket, trousers, Sam Browne belt,
brown shoes (size 11)
Service Cap (Field Officer size 7)0
Jacket, waistcoat, trousers
Mess Wellington Boots
(size 11 )/spurs

Senior Developer
Business Test Specialist
Team Leader - Project
Management
Software Business Unit Manager
Software Development Manager
Analyst Programmer
The company offers competitive
salary packages including
pension, private medical
insurance and performance
related pay,
Please contact Debbie Stone at
the address below, alternatively
visit our recruitment pages on our
website:
http://wwwllsc.eo.uk/recruitment/

£200

LSC Group

£300

Concept House Victoria Road
Tamworth Staffs B79 7HL.
Tel : 01827 63449
Fax 01827 63128
email: djs@lsc.co.uk
Web: //www.lsc.co.uk

. iLe~ -. 44 inch_ che t, 38 i~ch waist, 32 inch leg. Both uniforms rarely
worn ince their purchase in ovember 1993. For further information
phone Martin Ramshaw on 01258 459265.

2

Senior Analyst Programmers/
Analyst Programmers

IT Trainers

DRESS UNIFORMS FOR SALE
'er. ice

ILS Consultants
Safety Consultants
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The George Cross of S ignalman Kenn eth Smith GC has recen tly been
acquired by the Royal Signals Museum, Blandford. The mt:dal was
recently auctioned by Spink who describe it as, 'A superb clandestine
operat ions posthumous GC'. The London Gazelle of 19 October 1945
describes the background to this posthumous award that became the
subject of one of the otncial Royal Corps of Signals paintings.

'On the night of JOJanuaiy 1945, on the Is land of!st in the Adriatic (off
the coast of Yugoslavia), Sig11ul111a11 Smith was a member of a palrol of
the Long Range Desert Group, which was attacked by saboteurs, who laid
time-ho111bs in Jhe viral houses of the Island. After hearing some shols,
Signalman S mith enlered /he Wireless Room and found one such bomb on
1he /able. Realising Iha/ there were a number ofparti ·ans in the room and
young childru1 elsewhere in the house, Signalman Smith immediately
picked up the bomb. which was ticking. He intended 10 move if to a place
c>fsafety behmd a nearby wall, bllf he had only gone a few yards ollfside
the house "hen 1he bomb exploded and he was blown ro pieces. There is
no doubt 1ha1 S ig11u/111an Smith 5 aerion cerlainly saved the lives of many
of hi.1· < Jmrtu1.:s. partisans and civilians, and !hat he showed superb
coura~e and complete disregard for personal safety in lifting a time-bomb
which was a/tead_1• tickmg when he knew that it might explode at any
minute '.
The George C'ro 1s very rarely awarded and is, for instance, much
rarer than the \ 'C. King George \'J originally instituted it on 24
eptember 1940 for, 'acts of the greatest heroism or of the most
consp1c11011s courage in circumstances of extreme danger '. The Cros is
intended primarily for civi lians and is only awarded to members of the
Armed Forces for actions for which purely mi litary honours are not
normall y granted. In the first 59 years of its existence on ly I 54 were
awarded di rectly which include the one conferred upon the Island of
Malta. A further 244 were awarded to replace eligible Empire Gallantry,
Alben and Edward Medals that cea ed; as such only 398 have ever been
awarded.
Originally, the posthumou ly awarded GC of ignalman Smith
became the property of his mother along with hi five campaign medals.
She in tum eventually gave her second on the GC and her third son
Michael the campaign medals to afeguard .
Michael was only three years old v.hen Kenneth won the GC so he did
not know him but, ' ..... had always wanted to know more about the
circumstances in which my brother had given his Li fe. Then, in 19 5 my
sister saw an article by the Louth Branch of the Briti h Legion in the
Lincoln pres . They were seek ing information about my brother on behalf
of the Council oflst (pronounced EAST) who wi shed to erect a memorial
to him. As a re ult we sent them a copy of the citation and a photograph of
him.·
This incident furth er increased Michael's interest in his brother' award
and was closely fo llowed by a programme by ir Fitzroy Maclean on the
TV programme Pebble Mill. to whom they wrote. Following a number of
other contacts it wa eventua lly arranged with the I t council that M ichael,
his wife and his on hould visit the small I land in July 1988. They fl ew
to Spl it, drove to Zedar and sailed co the I land. On the I land the few
hundred Islanders treated them extremely kindly. They attended a
reception, met locals who had known Kenneth and most important met
Vjeko Smoljan and a friend Maria. Vjeko had befriended Kenneth and
Maria. as a young girl, had been in the hou e at the time of the original
fatal incident. he stated that Kenneth had aved her Ii fo. The visitors saw
the original house, the ori ginal radio room and Kenneth ' initial burial
place. After vi siting the Island, Michael and hi family went on to the
Brili h Military Cemetery in Belgrade where Signalman Kenneth Smith
GC was fin all y laid lo rest after the War. The whole vi it was an extremely
rewarding and mov ing famil y occa ion.
But the story doe not end there because when Michael and Kenneth'
brother died the GC could not be found ; it wa as urned to have been lo t
or sold. It was not until about two year after his death that hi wife
declared that the medal had been sold only six months after being put into
his care. Armed wi th this knowledge Michael and his on Jamie set out to
determine the medal's whereabouts. They had made no headway until
Jamie, a computer specialist, tried the Internet. Within a short period he
received an e-mail from a outh African · urfce' advising that the medal
was in the hands of Pl K and would soon appear for aucti on. He made
contact with them who advised him that the Royal ignals Museum had
al so s ou~ht information about the medal. Michael made contact ' ith the
Royal Signa ls Museum Trustee and was pre ent ' hen the medal ' a
acq uired.
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Mr Michael Smith and his son Jamie, holding the George Cross
The medal will now reside in the home of the Royal Signals and a
Michael staled, 'I am delighted that the medal has finally found a safe
home where it will be respected and treasured. I think it would have been a
great pity for such a national treasure to have gone overseas or to a private
collector. I am a very happy man. It will now be on show as a permanent
reminder to the nation of those who gave their lives so courageously that
we may live in freedom .'

How much will you be
earning in 2 years' time?
"Computer specialists expect panic in 2000. The
British Computer Society predicts that
programmmers paid £350 a day at present will
be able to command £1000 a day in
2000.''*
To find out whether you have the aptitude
to become a computer programmer,
contact Computeach International to£
day. Computeach specialises in
£
programming and systems analysis
training and has enabled thousands of
£ people from widely-differing backgrounds to enter
rewarding computing careers. Previous experience,
qualifications, age, race or gender are not in1portant. What
£
you need are determination and aptitude.
£ Computeach can easily test your aptitude - and if you've got
it, "How much could you be earning in 2 years' time?"
For a free information pack telephone
£

£

£ 0800 &57 &57

£
£

* Source: Financial Times September '9

£

£
£

£
£
£
£
£

£

£
£

£

!£
~£

Computeach International Ltd. Est. 1964

~

£
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OFFICER.
DE E:\IBER 1998
\ame & Rank
l:nit to which Po ted
Col R. J. faans OBE ....................................... BOIL (W)
Col I\.. J. Hadfield .......... .................................. Royal chool of ignal
Lt Col J. R. . Amberton ....................... ..........Royal chool of ignals
Lt Col \I A. Rough ......................................... HQ No11hern Ireland
A 1..t Col A.. '· torphet.. ..... .................. ..........R ig Intel Dh
laJ B. P. An on ............................................. 21 ignal Regiment (Air p)
:'-.faJ R. J. Carter MBE ............................ ...... .... HQ AFCE T
\ laj \ 1. . Coleman .......................................... Royal chool of ignals
\laj P. J. Holliday ......................................... .... 249 ig qn (AMF(L))
foj P. M. Kell) .............. .................................. 2 ignal Brigade
\ 1aj G. L. Owen .................... ........... ....... ......... 14 ignal Regimen t (£W)
"lllaj R. G. Thomas ... ................................... .. ... Comms Training Wing
A ~aj G. L. Hegarty ....................... ................. 14 Signal Regimen t (EW)
Capt . J. Boyne ............................ .................. HQ I igm;l Brigade
Capt D. J. Foulke" .............. .. ............................ 249 ig qn (A MF(L))
Capt F. E. Hargrea\e ............................... ....... 3 (UK) Di HQ & ig Regt
Capt K. 1cKenzie ............ ............................... 14 ignal Regiment (EW)
Capt R. G. 'ixon ............................................. 3 (UK) Di HQ & ig Regt
Capt I. G. Woodcock ........... ............................. 2 ignal Regiment
Lt P. C. Young ..... ...................... ..... .................. 2 Royal Anglian

J , ·u RY 1999
Vame and Rank

Unit to which posted

Col C. L. le Gallai OBE ................................. RCDS
Lt Col P. A. R. Rou e ............................ ...... ..... DI ( I)
Maj G. . Addley ..................... ....... ................ HQ 11 Signal Brigade
Maj A. J. Allman ................................... .......... HQ DCSA
Maj B. Bo her. .......... ................. ................. ..... 7 ig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
Maj B. A. Coram .............................. .. ............. AD POL
1aj B . T. Dearn1an .......................................... HQ Roya l ignal
Maj I. L. Dudding ......... ................................... 32 Signal Regiment (V)
Maj M. J.M. Emslie ............. ........................... HQ 15 (NE) Signal Brigade
hri venham
Maj S. C. Green .. ............................................. RM C
Maj D. A. Gruncell ......... .................. ............... ACOS 16 PJHQ (UK)
'v1aj D. A. 0. Holme ...................................... .37 Signa l Regiment (V)
Maj . A. Leigh ................................. ...... .... .... 15 ignal Regiment
Maj R. T. O' Hara ........ .............................. ....... HQ ARRC
Maj T. W. Pender-John ..... .... ...... ...... .............. HQ London Di trict
Maj P. tephen on ............. ................. .............. HQ SCOTLA, D
\.iaj D. A. Sullivan ........... ............. ........ ...... ..... 30 Signal Regiment
Maj K. Wh itehead ..................................... ....... Combined Arm Trg Ctr
Maj P. W. J. Wh itehead ...... ........... ................... DISC Support Unit
1aj H. F. M. Hughes ............... .. .... ....... ....... 9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
Capt D. J. Duggan ............................................ 15 Signal Regiment
Capt J. Howell-Wa lm ley ................................ 19 Mech Bde & igSqn (209)
Capt J.M. i orris ............................................. ATR Bassing bourn
Lt B. H. Lambert BSc(Hon ) ........................... Royal School of Signa ls
Lt r. F. K. Bates ....................................... ......... ATR Bassi ngboum
CO
\ Osand
DECDfBER 1998

Rank and Name

Unit to which posted

WO I F.G . Waters ..................................... ........ The Royal School of Signals
\ 02 FofS R.H. Batley ........... .......... ............. .. SSU
W0 2 R.A. Clubb ... .. ............................... ...... .. 38 Signal Regiment (Y)
W02 A.M. Max ted ................................... ....... Glasgow UOTC
W0 2 P.R. Sandford .......................................... JSSU Digby
W02 A. D. Young ....................... .. ................... 30 Signal Regiment
gt R.L. Baylis ............................................. 16 Signal Regiment
gt R.A. Clubb ..................... ........................ .38 Signal Regiment (Y)
gt D P. Coleman ......................... :................. 16 Signal Regi men t
gt A. B. Dixon ... .. ............................ ............. 16 Signal Regiment
gt I.E. Evans ............................................. ... 8 1nf Bde HQ&SigSqn (2 18)
gt C . . Hughes ................................... ......... 14 ignal Regiment (EW)
gt P.A. Moore .................. ........ ..... ............... Royal School of Signals
gt .S. Roberts ............................................ 2 1 ignal Regiment
gt J.T.T. Seymor ............ ................ .............. CIS Eng Gp
Sgt S. Taylor ............................................ ...... S HAPE ACE COMMSEC
Sgt P.R. Watson ... ....................... ............ .. ..... I MechBdeHQ & igSqn(2 15)
A· gt M.J. B. Cameron ... ............................... 16 Signal Regi ment
gt C . . Bentley .......................................... .... 8 lnf Bde HQ & SigSqn (2 18)
gt P. Binn ...... ........................ ........................ 249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L))
Sgt J. Cameron ............................................. .... 16 Signal Regiment
gt A. Davidson .................................... ........... 14 Signal Regiment (E W)
Sgt \1 .G. D. Ebanks ....... .... ......... ............. ...... ... CIS Eng Gp
. gt P.W. Elgenia ............................................... 2 Signal Regiment
Sgt L. . Ford ...................................... ....... .......The Royal School ofSigna l
gt P.J. 1runccll.. ............................................. CJS Eng G p
'gt .P. \lap;tonc ......................... ........... .. ...... 7 Signal Regiment
gt F. McG uincs\ ............................................. 24AinnobBde&Sig Sqn(210)
Sgt A P. \1 rllcr ................................... ............ .JS U Fl
Sgt .J. ·parl ing ....................... ................... .... HQ I & I 5 Signa l Regiment
4

'gt P.B. 1cremcta ...................... ..................... 259 ignal Squad ron
gt A.M. Thom. on .... ....... ................. ........ ...... Project A H
gt A.J . Wyatt .. ................................................ 2 Signal Regiment
A/Sgt T. Lees .......... ............. .. .......................... 7 ' ignal Regiment
JAN ARY 1999

Ra11k and l•lame

Unit to which posted

WOI R M A.B. Hilborn ................................. 32 ignal Regiment (V)
WO! R M .G. McGinley ............................ .40 ignal Regiment (Y)
WO I RSM S.P. M itchcll .................................. 19 Mech Bdc & ig Sqn (209)
WO I R M .C. Yarwood ............................. ..34 ignal Regiment (Y)
W02 . Fi her ................................. ............... Royal choo l of ignals
W02 P.V. McGarry ..........................................2 ignal Regiment
W02 K. Shclmerdine ........ .......... ... .............. .... Edinburgh UOT
W02 D. Thornton .......................................... ..9 Signa l Regiment (R)
W02 K. Weavcr. ................................ .............. 7 ignal Regimen t
Sgt K. Carter ................................... ..... ...... .... 34 ignal Regiment (V)
SSgt J.M. Hamill.. ............................................ 608 ignal Troop
gt .J. ickles ......... ................................... 19 Mech Bde & ig Sqn (209)
S gr K. tewart .... ........... ...... .. ....... ....... ........... Royal chool of Signal
Sgt G. ullivan ........... ................. ... ........ ....... .36 ignal Regiment (V)
Sgt M.G. wain ..................... .... ....... .... ........ MAP TO E
S gt D.J. William .................................... ..... ..
I OM
gt P. . Amies ........................................ .......... 94 ignal quadron
Sgt ~.C. Aver ....... ........ .... ............................... 6 CTI
Sgt A.C. Bate ................... ..... ... ..... ......... ......... Cl Eng Gp
Sgt K.D. Bremner .............................. ........ ...... Balado Bridge
Sgt A.B. Bum .......... .. ....... ...... ...... ........ .......... 3 (UK) Div Signal Regiment
gt D.A. Catlett ....... ................... ................. .. ... 39 lnfBde HQ&SigSqn (213)
Sgt S.E. o lbeck ........................ ........ .............. 16 Signa l Regiment
Sgt . Colledge .... ......... ................................... 35 igna l Regiment (V)
Sgt M.A . Concepcion .. ............... ......... ............ HAPE Regional ignal Group
gt !. Davis ........ .............................................. Royal School of Signals
Sgt I. Davis ................................. ....... ......... ..... 11 Signal Regiment
gt R. Deegan .................................................. 220 ignal quadron
gt H. Dunlop ............................. ........ ............. 9 ignal Regiment (Radio)
Sgt H. Glean .. ....... ....................... .... ........ ....... .. 16 ignal Regiment
Sgt P.J. Grallam ............ ........ .......... .. ................ ATR Bas ingboum
Sgt M.S. Kno' les ... ......................... ................ 34 Signal Regiment (V)
Sgt T.C. Lever .................. ............. ................... C IS Eng Gp
Sgt R.D. Long .................................. .. ....... ....... Royal chool of ignals
Sgt S. Macl aren ............................. .. ............... 249 ig Sqn (AMF(L))
Sgt T.B. Mayner ............................................... 600 ignal Troop
Sgt L.H. lortheast ........... ... .......... ... .. ....... .. ..... 20 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
Sgt R.J. O'Con nor. .................................... .. ..... 14 Signa l Regimen t (EW)
Sgt S.P. O liver ............ ....... ................ ....... ....... .4AmldBdeHQ&SigSqn(204)
Sgt J. Sa unders .. ................ ....... ........................ 7 Para RHA
Sgt D.S. Scragg................................ .. ..............
U
Sgt A. R. im ms ........ .. ....... .............................. 1 (UK) Div ignal Regiment
Sgt C .A.S. Smith .............................. .. ....... .. ..... 16 Signal Regiment
Sgt !.J . Taylor. ........................... ....................... 3 (UK) Div igna l Regiment
Sgt S. Welch ............................... .. .................... 11 ignal Regiment
A/Sgt .G. Hunt ............................................ .. 14 ignal Regi ment(EW)
A/Sgt G. D. Owen ..... ...... .............. .................. .. 32 RA
A/Sgt F.M. Poulson ........ .................................. 21 ignal Regiment
A/Sgt J. P. Roberts ............................... .. ........... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
A/Sgt J.C. Ward ............. ........... ........ ....... ........ 14 ignal Regiment (EW)
A/Sgt S.J . Lyne ........ ....................................... .JSSU Digby

e

e

R equest the Expres
Co urier Service* and
your cheque could arrive
in 24 hour.

e
SIMPLIFY YOUR
FINANCES?

o complicated appEcarion
forms to complete for
HM Force.

e

......

Make no repayments for
3 whole months.

e

Pay off outstanding credit,
buy a new car, get away
on holiday or pend your
cheque on almo t anything
you choose.

Apply for a Wilsons'
Personal Loan and - with
fixed rates from 12.9 APR
on loans over £10,000 you could put your plans
into action today.

Pay off your
outstanding credit
BEFORE
()ue;candmg
ll 1l•n<0 £1,050

personal lo.1.n
Credit C.rrd

Halan..-e

£688

Store Card!.

B.Uancc

£ 196
£1 ,934

Ti>Lli

Monthly R<pd)'ment

Total £254 .20

AFTER
Wibons Pcr<onal

£ 3,000.00

LlMn J\rnount

cw 01onrhly rcp3yrncnt

over 24 momhs

at

18.9 APR £153.32

Ca.sh l<ti owr
:~Jeer \ttdmg a.ccuunt
s~ving

0

each monlh

CHOOSE A NEW CAR?

......
ENJOY A NEW HOBBY?

•

DO IT TODAY
WITH A WILSON$'
PERSONAL LOAN:

No repayments
until May 1999
FEBRUARY
Cheque lSIUed- No ~p:iymn1L'.

MARCH

£1,066.00
£100.88-

Plcue note:: th1 i\ ln exlmple of one

' o repaymt<m_
,

APRIL

w.i.y :a

Wilsoll\' Penonal Loan could bt u c~l It 1~ not

Publish it in

The Wire
The Editor is always pleased
to receive interesting articles
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 1999

intended to unply an)' tdt"\'J.nce co your own
pcnonal 6nanc-t\

*• l\epaymcnn :att" urn1lly r~duced by exu:ndmg
the: n:piymt" nt pcnod.

Loan s are provided , subj ect to status, by CAPITAL BANK pie. Thistle House. C ity Road. Chester CH88 JAN . Written quotations ore aviulablo on request. You must

b~ et leas-t 18 and a UK ,... ident

<excluding the Chnnnel Islands and the lale of Man) to apply. The APR will vary depending on the amount of the loan. APR a~ repayment details ~re c~rrecl at the bme of pnnt. Certain purposes
of loan may be excluded or have limited repayment periods: please ring for details On loans of £ 10.000 and over the minimum repayment penod will be 24 months. Dalli Protection Act r
Any information provided by you may be used by the LtJnder, and others for marketing (by post. phone. e-mail or fax> . credit sconng and other purposes. •0e1ivery may take longer for weekend
appllcatlons or in outlying Meas . Please ring for details. tTelephone calls may be monitored and recorded to assist with staff tllllining . 12.9 APR for loans over Ct0 ,000. 14.9 APR for ioana of

£7,501 - £10,000, 169 APR for loans of £5,001 . £7.500, 18.9 APR for loans ol £2.501 . £5,000. 209 APR Jor loans up to £2.500 For Example· For_•!°"" of
t 4 000 repayable by Direct Debit over four yea rs, your monthty repayments would be 48 of £119.73 commencing three months after your loan cheque 1s issued.

Th~ total amount payable would be £5.747 04 , APR 18.9. If yoiJ choose the optional courier service, on odd1tionfl £35 will be payable one mo11th before
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you r first monthly repaym ent. Th e rate you are offered will depend on credit assessment procedures, your pe rsonal circumstances and other related factors
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MO DAY 14 SEPTEMBER
tage 4 and final day and most people just wanted to finish and get home.
Only eight miles today and that would bring the total to 60 miles. The
weather was still being kind to us so accompanied for the final stage by Col
Ewbank. the Chief of StaIT, and Lt Col Batho, who arrived the night
before, it was off to the start of Stage 4 and the final push to St Ives. This
proved to be quite a hike and most people were pushing ahead at a fast pace
to get 10 St Ives in good time so it was full steam ahead. Even with the wind
against us we got to St Ives by lunchtime. It was then back to the site to
finish clearing up, and then on the minibuses for the long drive home.

HEADQUARTERS
ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
with a trong brcc1e that would dry the team out by the time we had
reached Porthle\'en, the end of tage I. It was a good start to the walk and
le fl nobody in any doubt a to "hat was expected from them over the next
three day . Total di tan e co ered on tage I was 17 mile . After being
picked up by the minibus it wa back to the ite for the team medic to look
at any blisters. Three people had bli tcr , which were promptly looked at.
That evening it wa do\' n to the local pub for our e ening meal and a few
well de·erved orange juices and lemonades.

Most people seemed to enjoy 1t and even mentioned what a gc>od idea it
would be to organise another one for next year. Of course, the walk is the
easy part. Now comes the hard part of gathering in all the sponsorship
money raised through this event and presenting it to the Joseph Weld
Hospice.
As a footnote l would like to thank the following for their help which
made it a lot easier for us to complete it:
Tescos - Blandford; Safeway Supermarket - Penzance; Hall &
Woodhouse Brewery; Boscrege Camping and Caravan Park; Higher
Chellew Camping and Caravan Park and all those who sponsored us ...

HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE & COTSWOLD GARRISON

SATURDAY 12SEPTEMBER1998

TH RSDA 10 EPTE IBER 1998
On Thursda} I 0 eptember 1998, the adventure was about to begin. I
wa outside the Headquarters Royal ignals. a1 Blandford ready' ilh the
advance party of five people to travel do" n co Com" all for the stan of Ex
Iron Lizard. An AdYenturou Training Exerci e which would involve
walking 60 mile around the Corni h Coastal Path and rai e money in the
form ofindi' idual ponsorship for the Joseph Weld Ho pice Tru l. De pile
the fact that ix walkers had dropped out we still had enough walkers to
make a difference. The start would be at the Lizard Point and all being
well. would fini h four day later at t Ives.
The journey do" n was without incident and within five hours we had
arrived al the first camp ile. Bo crege campsite wa owned by Chri and
Peter Trevett who had loaned u their facilities fo r rree. The re t of the
afternoon wa pent etting up the tents ready for the arrival of the main
party, which wa due to arriYe later that evening, and making a recce of the
tan and fini h points for each day. By 2230hrs, the main party had arrived
at the ite. After a camp afety and exercise brief everyone was tucked up
early ready for the start of Stage 1 the following day.

FRIDAY 11SEPTEMBER1998
After a rain oaked night - where the rain was so heavy we thought we
were going to get wa hed away. the tart of Day I had arrived. After
getting washed and dressed, it was down to Safeway upermarket in
Penzance for breakfast. I had arranged earlier with the manager that for
every three breakfasts I purchased, the fourth would be free. This wou ld be
a great help as a good full Engli h breakfast was appreciated by everybody
who would be walking and burning the calories. After breakfast and a
quick read of the morning papers, we set off fo r the 30mins trip to the
Lizard Point 10 finally get under way.

Yet another night of heavy rain greeted us for the tart of Stage 2.
Tra clling down to Penzance for breakfast I could see that the mood wa
bleak and I think everybody would have preferred to stay in afeway all
day. I'm orry to say that thi is the Army and we had a mis ion to
complete. o, ' ith the group being dragged to the minibus kicking and
creaming, we were off to Porthleven for the tart of Stage 2. This would
take us from Porthleven to t Michael' Mount and on to Penzance. The
good news ' as no sooner had we left the minibus than the rain stopped
and the sun came out. Morale of course soared to new height and a good
day walking was achieved. This part of the' alk would take u over some
spectacular scenery and with the added bonu of sunshine. it was enjoyed
by all. Having arrived at St Michael"s Mount, it was agreed that \\e would
push on the extra three mile into Penzance. This proved to be a big
mi take as it wa all on tarmac. By the time we had arrived many of the
team were complaining of sore feet. The medic would be bu y back at the
site! Total distance covered was 17 mile . Of course, during our ab ence
on the walk the rear party had been bu y. They had dismant led the site at
Bo crege and moved 10 Higher Chellew, a uperb location owned by Pam
and E ric Bleasdale. Once again they had also given the u e of their site
for free. This site wa just north of Penzance and would suit us well for the
remainder of the walk.
That e\'ening, afler most of the team had limped to the minibu and the
girls were awoken from their lumber, ii was down to Penzance for a meal
at the Branwell Meadery. Knowing we were on a spon ored walk, the
Management had agreed to provide the table with free wine and mead.
They treated us well and everybody was impressed with the food. The size
of the portions proved so large that we made a booking for unday night.

SUNDAY 13SEPTEMBER1998
Stage 3 and no surpri es, it rained again all night! But, once again, the
day would be clear of rain with bright sunshine to accompany us all day.
Thi was to be a long stage taking us from Mou eholc to Lands End. But
the scenery was pcctacular! ln the end we completed 18 mi les, which was
more than planned and a majority of the team were exhausted at the fini h.
Despite thi most of the team did say it was the be t days walking so far.
That evening, after a short recovery, it was back down to Penzance to
gatecrash the Meadery. Once again they provided a wonderful service with
plenty of food 10 stock us up for the following day. Unfortunately, that
evening we had our first casualty. One of the team who had been uffcring
on Sunday during the walk collapsed through exhaustion and was taken 10
hospital. After a night in hospital she was relea ed the following day. he
has since made a full recovery but will think twice before signing up for
next years walk!
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OUR PRICES
CANNOT BE BEATEN!
If you are looking for leading clothing
brands - Levi's, Yves Saint Laurent, Kangol,
Armani, Reebok, Adidas and Calvin Klein,
then look no further than the spring /
summer Naafi Select catalogue. We have
checked our prices against all other home
shopping catalogues and we promise that
our prices cannot be beaten!

from AFCENT. He is given a warm welcome and will need it during the
winter if he continues to drive his TWO convertible cars that he has been
seen with so far. The TA Staff have finally given their farewell to Lt Col
Keith Knowles TD, who is to retire (again). He takes his peculiar sen e of
humour with him that will doubtless be missed. He is to keep himself busy
with his company that he and his brother have set up (R & KA sociates),
though as it involves being at the beach in Rio in Brazil, its nature may be
somewhat different to the Millennium Bug busting enterprise its said to
be. Maj Alisdai r M acG iUivray produced some black whisky al their
dinner that made the evening go with a (Highland) swing, that
accompanied the Scottish theme rather well. Lastly on the ACI G side of
the house, we welcome Capt Tim Bamber as the new S03 ACISG. He
has joined us on Full Time Reserve Service. He has served with 37 Sig
Regt (V) for seven years and this included a 6-month tour with IFOR in
Sarajevo . Previously working in the automotive industry, he has decided
that FTRS provided a promising career alternative. It is worthy of note that
of all FTRS now serving, I in 7 are with this Brigade.

Naafi Select' s unique offers include:
e Free delivery world-wide (normally
guaranteed to mainland UK within 72
hours and to Germany within 5 days)
e VAT free prices overseas
e Guaranteed lowest price promise
e Interest free credit on selected items
and spread payment plans

ORDERING IS EASY THROUGH
OUR LOW-CALL ORDER LINE

0345 023 753
JUST ONE CALL DOES IT ALL

Our 31.6 page mail order catalogue also
offers major brands in TV, videos and
stereos including Aiwa, JVC and Sony - as
well as garden furniture, gardening
equipment, jewellery and seasonal toys.

Back Row (L:-R): Matt Pa rker, SSgt Paul Harding,
Sheridan Mills, Maj John Stuart,
Maj Simon Leigh, Capt Mark Wright-Jones
Front Row (l:-R): Capt He len Bosley, LCpl Toney Morgan,
Fiona McDougall, Sig Chris Newman, S ig Lindsay Smith
As e\erybody clambered from the minibuse the faces said it all. The
clouds were gathering and the wind was picking up. Just time for a quick
team photograph and we were otT. o sooner had we joined th e path and
had \\alked about two mile the heavens opened and the whole group was
oaked in minute;. This was not a good start. I could tell that morale would
tak" a nosedi\c if the rain was to continue. But, luck was on our side and
afler about I 0 minutes. the rain stopped, the clouds cleared and sun hine
tinall) peeped through. The rest of the day was to conti nue in thi s fashion

Comd
Brig S. G. Hughes CBE
('<;M
WOI (GSM) Dubique
Ex P·irple Duster is over and the dust is now settling to be revisited in
two years time. ·ext on the agenda is The Spring CPX that the TA Staff
are bus. ing themselves with. Time-scale may seem extended but a~tual
plannio)? time is obviously limited. The Autumn FTX is being examined
before ne Spring Exercise is even under way. Elsewhere in the
Headquarters people have been pr~pping for the new financial year, and
working on the outfall from the Ti\ clement of the SOR and on the Brigade
tudy period to be held once more at Longmcor. The Brigade dinner night
was something of a succes , as ever, vi th the next being planned for April.
A big hand goes to Maj Rod Thomas our outgoing and on going Chief
of Staff. He is going on promotion to Lieutenant Colonel, where he is to
serve with the Royal Engineers at Minley. He has been with tre Brigade
for three years and served with three Brigade Corrunanders over that
period. With any luck he'll now have time to improve his squash (the
Yeoman says he needs to). Incoming, is Maj Paul Kelly who is incoming

PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION BY DIRECT DEBIT
(L:- R): SSgt Paul Hard ing , M iss Fiona McDougall,
Mr Matt Parker, Maj Simon Leigh,
Fund Raising Director, Caroline Nickinson
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999

If you would prefer to pay your WIRE subscription by Direct Debit please telephone RHO Accounts
for the necessary form. Telephone: Blandford Military 2087 or 01258 482087
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HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
BRI
DE TUDY PERI D 24 - 25 OCTOBER 1998
Thi. year· annual Brigade tud Period wa~ entitled 'The oldier'.
The purpo. e of the weekend (ye ! All you regulars. we have tudy Period
at ''eel.end. in a Brigade with even T unit ) wa to incrca e our
understanding of a number of topi al i ue that effect our oldiers and to
prond an ideal opportunity for the Brigade to meet more informally.
There "ere a nlllnber of presentation , by individuals at the top of their
re. pecti\e field , co\ering the topic of: 'Obtain'. ·Retain' and· u tain '.
A huge range of ubject matter wa co,·ered in the one and a half day ,
including:
· etting the cene · - a look at the tate of the Corp and ome cry talballing by ol Hadfield (Colonel Force Development). Thi was later to
pro' idea great d al of lively debate in an Open Forum!
·O btai n' - recrniting our oldiers both TA and Regu lar. We had a brief
from Col Blake on the ational Employment Liai on Committee ELC)
who encourage civilian companie to support their TA employees. Lt Col
(Retd) K a ne of the We t Midland TAVRA and ol Wa lters, Regimental
Colonel, re\ iewed the tale of TA and Regular Recrniting a well as giving
plugs for the Corp Internet ite and handing out ome ·freebie ·.
· Retain ' - thi became a particularly thorny topic - a the Brigadier
knew it would - and included forma l input from C ol Hadfield (havingju t
Ur\ ived the onslaught of comments from 2 Signal Regiment in particular,
concerning their future in hi earlier pre entation), and C ol McDowa ll
(MC:V1 Di,·). The Commanding Officers of 35 and 33 (Log1ca) Signals
Regiment (V) and their troop pro ided u with two ery popular and
amusing skits, including wolf whi tie for Adjutant 35 ig Regt, Capt
' lale 1odel' And Ta lbot.

Maj Mike Wise (DCOS )
proving t hat he can walk and che w Gum at the sa m e ti me

Two slackers identified ea rly on and calle d out to perform in
front o f the a ssembled Brigade - Capts Nick 'I didn' t make it to
bed' Range a nd J a s on 'my he ad hurts ' Kennedy
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·sustain ' - having thoroughly sustained our bodie - and minds - at the
Brigade Dinner ight we were all rudely awoken for a PT se sion of
aerobics, on the Main quarc, led by the local QM l. All that i except
Maj David ullivan who had rather neakily retained the role of
photographer and managed to get some embarrassing pictures of
everyone. The tudy Period clo ed with an address - not sermon - from
Pad1-e Jo hn W hitto n of etheravon House.
The other high point of the weekend wa the keynote addre s from Mr
Bob Pur kiss, a Commi sioner from the ommis ion for Racial Equality
(CRE) . Most of us were expecting a fairly scathing attack from a civilian
who could not po sibly understand Army life and anyway, why were the
RE interfering when there is no racism in the forces? We were treated to
a superb pre entation by a very talented speaker who proved to us that he
wa , indeed, very much on our ide, did understand u and tJiat there were
still, unfortunately. racial attacks and incidents of racism in the forces.
I believe that everyone had a profitable weekend (for the TA it was
more profitable - two day pay), 33 (Logica) ignal Regiment (V) may
have picked up ome more recrnits for the Regiment or for their ' ponsors'
Logica! Lt ol C hris Wa kerley's 2 ig Regt ·Gang' worked well with
Maj Dav id omerville providing a few (hundred) quiet, choice
interjections to all the pre entations, especially those concerning the future
of the 'Gang'. And finally, Maj M ike Wise, D 0 , who was the project
officer for the whole weekend did not get a hon notice po ting, unlike
Maj David Sullivan!
BRIGADE ST DY PERIO D - UPPORT TEAM A T IC
With the annual Brigade Study Period looming ever clo er, the HQ 11
Sig Bde Sp Team clo ed ranks and set too with a vengeance. Working
tirele sly behind the scenes they pieced together the detailed admini trative
support to one of the Brigade's major annual event . The highly motivated
team con isting of, Maj P hil 'Bills' Daisey and Maj Steve' eating Plan'
Bellerby, headed by Maj 1ike '7005' Wise took (not) a little time in
putting together a cunning plan that would tand the test of last minute
amendments to unit attendance lists. W02 (RQMS) ·Get on Parade'
Sadler, (Late Grenadier Guards) with impeccable tyle ru1d in the true
trad ition of the Household Division, ensured the finer points of detail\ ere
not overlooked. Day one of the Study Period arrived. With tea urns fully
charged, cakes and buffet lunches plated, and final adjustments to the
Brigade Dinner ight seating plan completed, our intrepid team looked on
in awe as the plan went forn•ard with no last minute hitches - well hundreds
actually but no one seemed to notice them. Which only goes to prove the
old adage that ' Prior Planning and Preparation makes for Perfect
Performance', or i it ' What tJ1e eye doesn't see ...... .'
EXERCISE P URPLE SO UND - A SAILOR'S VIEW
by WOJ (YojS) Graham 'Popeye' Pardew
When Maj ' David' S ullivan aid to me, 'Yeoman, you are deploying
on Ex Purple Sound as the Joint Task Force Headquarters Frequency
Manager in ovember', I recalled my predece sor, WO t (YofS) Gary
Shake peare tell ing me stories of his deployment to Gibraltar and of
simi lar exercises in Egypt and Jamaica. 1 had visions of sun, sand and
rolling sea - little did I realise that l would only encounter sea, more sea
and the sandy beach of Kin lo s! What harsh realities lay ahead for me? All
augmentees to the JTFHQ arrived at South Cerney Air Mounting Centre
(AMC) on the Monday evening. We received a welcome brief, before
being herded ofT to our respective Messes for a 'joint bonding session'.
Tue day consisted of briefings on the function of the Headquarters, the
planning process, information management, change of command
procedures and on the exercise itself. Unfortunately just before Lt C ol
Rimmell was due to give his C IS briefing, he wa re-called to PJHQ to
assist in the planning for an Operation in Belize -all ofa sudden I was the
'CIS Guru', briefi ng all of the augmentees on communications within the
JTFHQ! Lucki ly there were no awkward questions and the Colone l's
hand-over to me was very thorough.
Wednesday came quickly with an early revei ll e in order to catch that
comfortab le flight by C l 30 to tornaway (Outer Hebrides). We were
transferred onto a waiti ng Chinook and then onboard HMS Invincible
(JTFHQ Afloat). Apart from living on ships in the Falkland Islands, th is
was to be my first experience at sea. I had overheard some 'fish-heads'
saying that they always took seas ickness tablets, so I took no persuading in
downing my tab lets in one. The only problem was that you were meant to
take two tablets, six hou r before you thought you were goi ng to be ill.
Work that one out!
Once on board it was like living in a different Country. They all spoke
in a totally alien language, for instance, 'Bravo Zu lu , go past the Ga lley
starboard of the Bish's, mi nd the deckhead or else you wi ll end up in the
Sick Bay, that is where you wi ll find the heads.' Translated to, ' Well done,
go past the cookhouse righ t side of the Chaplain's, mind the ceiling or el e
you will end up in the medical centre, that is where you wi ll find the
toilets.' We were issued a 'guide to living on board HMS In vincible',
which made life a little easier, but the 'fish-heads' took great pleasure in
seemg the 'pongos and crabs' swaying from si de to side across the deck
and walking around aimless ly trying to fin d our way around the carrier.
I must say that I would rather keep both feet on land, and l was not sad
to reach the shores of RAF Ki nl oss aflcr spending four days on the
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Atlantic Ocean and orth Sea! The RA F's Tactical ommunications Wing
(TCW) had a ln:ady been deployed for three weeks installing the variou
communications systems (NSTN, PJO , AS\llA and RTTS) to name but
a few, and this was also the first time that the JTFHQ had carried out a
change of command from afloat to ashore. This went smoothly under the
careful eye of Lt Col 'Tim' Rimmcll (SOI J6) who had returned from his
Belize hot planning task. To summarise, the Exercise provided me with an
ideal opportunity to work in a unique Headquarters, alongside a diver e
range of communications systems. The additional benefit is that JFTHQ
deployment:; arc the most likely scenario for any future operations, and
1IQ 11 Sig Bde will be the lead formation 111 providing the
communications support.
P ': 'Can I go on the next deployment to Egypt?'

tasked with organising some form of an activities morning; quad b1kmg,
go-karting and paint balling were a few of his more workable ideas. After
much deliberation these were downgradt:d to the less arduous sports of
golf and pitch and putt and for the more energetic horse riding.
Apparently, the horse ridden by Maj David ullivan's was not as
interested in jumping as Maj ullivan him elf, consequently the good
Major ended up on hi dignity.
The golfers left for the Golf Course al 0830 hrs only to find it shut due
to frost - not as frosty as the golfers were on havmg their desire to play
dashed. In a rare display of togetherness they decided to join the pitch and
putt team. After a morning of lost balls and general hilarity we all returned
to the Headquarters for pre lunch Christmas drinks. '\ request for
'approximately ' three oranges to be marinated in Brandy overnight, for the
orange juice punch, of course, re ulted in enough punch being produced
for the whole of Donnington Station. Amazingly, the entire concoction
was consumed with the example bemg set by the Chief of tafT, 1aj Pa ul
Hudson, who was heard to mumble later in the aflemoon. 'I think 1t was
the seventeenth glass of Gluwein that did it'.
After our wive joined us we moved onto the coach kindly provided by
'15 Regt RLC MT Tours Ltd'. We arrived at the restaurant having taken
the scenic rcute and sat down to an excellent meal. Folio\\ ing lunch,
trophies were presented for the Pitch and Putt champion and the best Golf
(Pitch and Putt) score. Cpl Simon Em mett, the Commander's Driver
(Fix) was the winner of the Pitch and Putt and Maj Phil Da isey beat the
Commander to take the Golfers Trophy- Phil doesn't want to be promoted
anyway. There was no trophy for the horse riders - liniment might have
been welcome.
The Commander, Brig J onathan Cook, bade a fond farewell to 1aj
David uUivan and his wife, Maria. David is posted to 30 ig Regt as th
Operations Officer early in the ew Year. F lt Lt Fa rid Kha n. thinking he
was inconspicuous in his casual outfit, was left in no doubt that hi dres
had been noted when loud comments about not dipping hi tie in his soup
were hailed across the Restaurant. We returned to the HQ 'Local', the
Clock Tower, to continue the festivities. At 0130 hours, feeling socially
di orientated, the Signal Brigade's Christmas Party for another year came
to an end.

LUCKY
SIGNALLER
W01 (YofS) Pardew posing on HMS Invincible
whilst looking for the ' Heads'
EXERCISE WINTER EAGLE 1998
After months of anticipation and frantic planning by the Brigade
Operations Team, Ft Lt Farid Khan ru1d WOJ (YofS) Gra ha m Pa rdew.
Ex Winter Eagle 1998 finally got under way on the evening of 20
ovember. Thi was the first occa ion that our TA Regiment had
deployed to local training areas with the aim of producing a countrywide
trunk network, utilising fixed bearer installed in key locations. The trial
of the Kilostream
etwork was a resounding success with
communications quickly established bet\ een Colchester, Altcar Training
Area, ewca tic-Under-Lyme and York. The Regiment then concentrated
on their own Exercise aims and objective . Principal amongst these' as to
merge their own local area networks into the Kilo tream Infra tructure to
produce reliable communications over a large geographical area.
The Commander and Deputy Commander visited the Exercise on the
Saturday evening, the highlight of which wa a particularly challenging
conference call. Congratulations ha e to go to W0 2 (YofS) Bob J onas,
55 Signal Squadron (V), who had to ensure hi elu ive OC, l aj ick
Caleb. wa available via
RA(T)/C RI. The highlight of aturday's
activities in the Brigade EXCO vehicle were tea and cakes in celebration
of Ca pt J ohn Hiorns 37th birthday.
Sunday saw the Brigade taff gracefu lly exit the Exercise, with the
WOl (YofS) Gra ha m Pardew and gt igel J ones leaving cwca tleUnder-Lyme in plenty of time to get back to Donnington for sherry and
mince pies, and a Brigade Headquarters photograph. Unfort unate ly,
somebody had lcfl the key to the Land Rover in the 4 Tonner driven by
gt igel J ones. A quick te t of the mobile communications coverage in
the area saw their prompt return to hand the keys to our RAF
repre entative, F lt Lt Farid Khan , who tried to blame his pa s.:ngers,
Capt J ohn Hiorns and C apt Jim Sy kes, for this o er·ight. Being RAF he
was unaware that LE Officers don't make uch mistake - he know now.
Another Winter Eagle ha pa sed, and so to Ex pring Eagle 1999, and a
few words from the Commander.' ow that we've got the kilobit network
up and running I would like to make a few changes to Ell. pring Eagle
! 999 ...' Over to you YofS!
BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS CIIRISTMA FU CTION
It wa that time of year aga in - who was going to organ i e the Chri tmas
Party for the Brigade staff or should l say who will be told to take on this
onerous task. Ye - you gue scd it, - the hief !erk, W02 Kath Fenlon
AGC and her merry band of you ng
Os. pl Phil Bcacall AGC was
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by Michael Hancock

Foreword by Admiral of the Fleet
The Lord Hill-Norton
Forthright, critical. entertaining - L ucky Signaller is the high ly
readable autobiography of Major-General Michael Hancock whose
military career began before the Second World War and took him all
over the world. Michael Hancock joined the Royal Signal becau e of
boyhood intere t in wirele s. fter an abortive trip to France in 1940.
he went on to America, Canada, orth Africa. orn1ay and lndia. Hi
po 1-war job were in England. Germany and ingapore. as well a.
with 1 ATO in Pari . Washington and Brn el . Lucky Signaller
records an unu ually varied military career. From taking potsholl at
German plane in the desert to itting on ATO committee , MajorGeneral Hancock d cribe hi, many diverse appointments and travel.
with mode ty and humour. With empha. i on the lighter side of
military life. thi i al o a book to be taken eriously for it apprai al of
the way our peace is defended and for it frank comments about
former colleagu and the working of
:ro. L ucky ignallcr i
revealing for the layman and riveting for the profes ional.
Major-General Michael Hancock, CB. MBE, was co111111issioned
i1110 the Royal Signals in 1937. He served in the Tunisian campaign
and, in 1945, he arrived in India with /st Airbome Co1ps. In GHQ.
Ire became the sraff officer responsible for illlemal security in India.
His periods on the m1r Office taff resulted in trm•e/s round tire
Middle and Far East. He en•ed in Germany and in Singapore: and
with NATO in Paris, Washington and Brnssels. On retirement from
the army lte spe111 15 years a a planning inspector.
THE BOOK G ILD Ltd
Templ e Hou e, 25-26 High Street, Lewes, Ea t u e B 7 2LL
Telephone: 01273 472534. Di tributed through:
Vine House Distribution, Waldenbury, r orth Common,
Chailey, East Su ex B 8 4DR
Tel: 01825 723398 Fax: 01825 724188
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11 IGNAL REGIMENT
\\HIT PE R TROOP - EXER I E GRID IRO
hr Cpl To11y Brow11
.
· undav 11 Oct and it another early tart for the long tnp orth to Capel
Cung. O~ arrnal I'm met by a miling ~G who hours, 'Alright Tony.
lea\ our barrier po t alone. mate!. (previou trip incident) - then right on
cuc ll tam raimng. fier enling in (bag thrown into comer of room), 1t
"a tum: :o bnef the Phase II trainee on what wa in tore for the week
ahead. fa Grid Iron is a week of adventure training designed to challenge
the oldiers of 11 ig Regt ' ho are awaiting trade training. Eight
handpicked and high!) enthu ia tic soldiers were about to try their hand
(and rnrious other bod) part ) at canoeing and climbing. The
claustrophobes narrowly mi ed de cending into Lhe cave that could not
be squeezed intu the programme.
During a truly \\et ''eek which filled the rivers but fai~ed t? dampen
p1rits. tl1e trainees pent the first day on the Afon Llugwy nver m Grade I
- II waters. The econd day wa pent largely under the Afon Llugwy in
Grade Ill waters before moving on to ome drier activitie . The follO\\ ing
two da), were pent in pursuit of thinner air on the orth Face ofTryfon
and on to the Glyders. In spite of an exhaustive day and an early nighc. not
much leep was had because of the 50mph winds. Mo l managed to make
up for thi • however, on the bus home.
The advemure training ection of White pear Troop has undergone
some change this year with the arrival of a new face, Cpl Ton Brown,
and the departure of Cpl Matt Thomas to military training. With the
impending preparation for civilian treet by WOl Bill Ogden, Sgt Chris
Gleadow and Cpl ·Dave' Allen in 1999, the section will be losing a great
deal of expc:rti e. The mes age is \'cry clear to anyone who want to
pursue ad,·enture training in an instructional capacity, a a full time job.
\\ho ha some basic qualifications and would like a posting to Blandford,
then Whicespear Troop de perately needs you. Interested individual , both
male and female hould go through their chain of command, but further
detail can be obtained from the 2IC 11 Sig Regt on Blandford Mil 2235.
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About 2500 feet closer to God
(l.: R): S ig Moo re, Sig Whalley, S ig O'Con ner, Sig Berry,
Sig Ande rson, Sig Sm ith, Sig Tunnacliffe, Sig Collins.
TER SQ ADRO
OVICE BOXING C0'.\1PETITION 1998
Q DRO. CHA 1PIO
Team Manager
gt die Chapman
Team Trainer
Cpl Hughes
Team Trainer
LCpl Rayden
Team Trainer
ig Foster
Team Trainer
ig Johnson (Welter)
_Thi~ year's ln!er Squadron Boxing Competition began in September
''1th the tart of morning training runs at 0600hrs three times a week. This
continued for two weeks until the teams' fitness began to improve and
then skills training four nights a week began. As usual the numbers of
people including the \\Omen, who were competing fo r the first time this
year. started off at 83 but soon dwindled down lo 30 as the traini ng became
harder and the morni_ngs l\Ot colder. Only a ~ew of the men had fought
before but for the ladies this was a new experience which came to a head
w~e~ light parring w_ith _the lads began. The team took shape, but a few
lllJUrlCS and the reahsalton of what was in store further reduced the
numbers, lea\ ing the final team wnh a total of 13 male and 5 female
boxer .
The prclims took place on the 301\ovember 1998, which the team came
through well g1\ ing u even male and five female boxers for the finals.
Th big night itself was a great occasion for I Squadron. Every hoxer was
well prepar~J and \Cf) psyche_d up and the sheer guts of all in the ring
relle~tcd th1~. Two me!nbcr ?I the quadron team scored the on ly knock
ou of the mght. hoth m the first round. These were Sig 'Scotty' Johnson
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and ig 'Clubbcr' mith 6 0. pecial mention should al o be made of Sig
Fitzpatrick and Sig Flynn who both won the Best Boxer Trophy in their
re pcctive clas. e . \: ith the quadron winning even out of the twelve
bouts on the night, they . ccured the fir t ever male/female Inter Squadron
Boxing competition at 11 ig Regt.

THE HARROGATE C P
by Sig Wildman & Sig Sitlorowicz
The Harrogate Cup i an annual competition held between the troops
and squadrons of 11 Sig Rcgt. Throughout the year different sports arc
conte ted between the team . The competition is run on a points ystem,
the quadron with the mo t point at the end win the cup. The first to be
played was five-a-side football with Rhino Troop ' A team proving
emphatic winners in the Inter- quadron I st team competition. In contrast
Rhino Troop B Team struggled but luckily Kohima Troop B Team came
good clinching the overall competition for I quadron. 2 quadron
finished a clo e econd, only one poim behind. Mo t impres ive re ults
came rrom lron Troop A team collecting a total of four points out of a
po ible ix. Ulster Troop fielded a good side but 3 quadron were let
down by 2 poor ides from Lightning Troop. The second event was
volleyball and proved an exciting competition. pearheaded by both of
Iron Troop team who took maximum point and with Beau fighter Troop's
fair effort , 2 quadron took the trophy. Iron Troop was again in the
running when the basketball competition got under way. But this time the
combat trades of I Squadron didn't get a nif1: fini hing in last place.
Meanwhile the competition between 2 and 3 Squadron was hotting up.
The squash tournament was almost a repeat performance of the previous
event, with 2 and 3 quadron at loggerhead . Once again I quadron
hardly influenced the final result a the other two 2 squadrons fini hed
level on points. The Harrogate Cup was it eemed, evolving into a two
horse race.
The netball competition saw a rejuvenated I Squadron, e pecial!y
Kohima Troop, who put in a sterling performance. But it wasn't enough
as, once again, 2 quadron. led by Iron Troop, tole the how, finishing
ahead and securing a valuable place in the overall standings. During the
football competition it was the second teams that provided the
excitement, with 2 quadron clearing the table and taking the win . It was
worth remembering however that I Squadron's dominating team from
Kohima Troop had been 1110 tly inherited by 2 Squadron so there was a
quiet air of confidence that paid off with yet another victory for lron
Troop. With 2 quadron steaming ahead in the overall points, 3 Squadron
had a lot of catching up to do and their comeback started with the assault
course and continued with a win in the drill competition. This set up the
grand finale in the boxing ring:
2 Squadron had to beat 3 Squadron but it was not nece sary to win the
boxing competition outright to take the Harrogate Cup. lt wa the lack of
female competitors from I and 3 Squadrons which proved to be the
decisive factor as 2 Squadron had more than enough volunteers. In the end
the more experienced boxers of I quadron, three of who had boxed
before, proved too much for the exceptional amateurs of 2 quadron,
winning the event by three points. A gallant performance from 2 Squadron,
however, saw them finish second ahead of 3 Squadron who surrendered
their lead in the Harrogate Cup to the victorious hands of2 Squadron.

Col Le Gallais presents the Harrogate Cup to 2 Squadron
at the conclusion of the Regimental Boxing Night
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2 SQUADRON -FEMALE BOXING
by Sig Emma la111to11
The room was full, the noise deafening. 2 Squadron boxing team - the
first meeting, only this tune there was a new addition - a female squad. 11
• ig Rcgt allowed females to compete for the first time at the Inter
Squadron competition. A lot of people were doubtful, comments such as
·females can 't box' and 'they'll never do the traming' were nowing but
that JUSL made u more determined. Our trainer Cpl Rob Kirk, Cpl
' teve Riley and W02 (, 'M) Phil Christie were more than positive. Jn
fact, I think they would have preferred to be training to box themselves.
o ri ing at 0530 hrs every morning to parade outside the gym became
a regular thing. Often during our runs we would bump into an opposing
Squadron and as if on cue everyone wou Id start to run faster or push out
enough prc5s ups to beat a world record and shouts of 'losers' could be
heard from botl1 teams, but it was all friendly banter really. Every night
we'd be in the boxing gym working up a sweat on the bags and pads and
perfecting our skills. More trainers started helping out these were LCpl
Chris Orr and SSgt Chris Pomfret.
The hardest part of the training was the sparring, not because of the pain
and hard work but the fact that we nO\\ had to hit each other. We were
friends, but before long it dawned on us that if we wanted to make the
finals we had to think only of ourselves, JU t for this once, which was even
harder bccaust: "e wen: a team. s the time drew clo er to choose the
team for the iinals. :l Squadron had no girls and I Squadron only a handful
while we had an army of females cager to don their gloves and get stuck
in. Due to this shortage it meant only one thing - we could only enter

boxers to match the weight categories cif I Squadron, so only a few of u
would actually fight on the night. The lucky ones were ig Rachel
Goodhall, Sig Julie Parry, ig 'Red' tab les and ig Debbie 1yers. I
had a walkover due lo Sig arah Hardy (I Squadron) dropping out
because of injury. The rest of the team, though di appointed at not boxing,
threw themselves into helping the fighters. The trainers would throw
person after person into the ring with one of us until we were totally
exhausted and nearly in tears.
As fight night arrived the team met in the gym and that's when the hard
work put in was displayed. As the fighters were getting ready we cheered
them on giving them plenty of encouragement and lel!ing them know that
they had our full support all the way. The first fight to be announced wa
Sig Rachel Goodhall to fight Sig Emma Flynn. The fight was full of true
aggression with load of effort and skill shown by both boxers but
unfortunately for us, Sig Flynn was the winner. ext came ig Julie
Parry and Sig Mel Rudkin. Parry stormed traight in there a soon as the
bell rang and was soon showing the audience just what she was capable of.
The fight was stopped in the second round and Sig Parry was clearly the
wmner. Sig 'Red' Stables won her fight, which was also stopped due to the
blood from Sig Lyndsey Smith's nose making the ring look like an
abattoir before clean up time. By the last and final fight, the crowd were in
a frenzy shouting themselves hoarse. In came Sig Debbie 1yers and ig
Sonya Jamieson. 1yers got straight in there and was 'kicking butt' when
a sudden punch cau ed ig Myers to drop her guard and the fight was ig
Jamiesons. All the female boxers showed excellent sportsmanship
throughout the whole night. Who said females couldn't box!

0 R MDT
Lt Col Jack mberton
Team Capt
Capt Gordon ewell
Team Sgt
Sgt Don Brebner
The year closed with the departure of the OC RSMDT, Maj Keith
Russell. Fortunately he i n't moving too far - RHQ Royal Signals - o he
can always keep his hand in - or feet on the pedals. so to speak! The Team
thanks him for all hi hard enduring work over the years and wishe Keith
and Joan the very best for their future outside the Army. The Team
welcomes the return of Lt Col Jack Amberton to the White Helmets.
Over the past months the Team has gone through the quieter part of the
year with soldiers away on upgrading courses and crammer exams.
Needless to ay, in the meantime the Corp has kept us busy with latenight appearances for the SOinC and the Princes Royal's Lady-in-waiting
- riding out of the shadows in the Officers' Mess garden is becoming a
Team speciality. October and ovember saw che Team visiting a number
of available units throughout the Corp to recruit for the election Course
which took place between 30 ovember - 11 December 1998 at Blandford
Camp and Bovington Tank Training Area. Thi wa a terrific course with a
week spent olely on cro s-bike skills which many members had never
experienced before. A the course took place the Triumphs were serviced
and de-tnmmed and the Teams' berets hung up for a number of well
earned weeks of leave on the 14 December 1998.

After a very brief break the 1998 lour began with a trip to JHQ
Rheindahlen in Germany and SHAPE in Belgium. The Americans at
HAPE loved the Team and were overawed, but the highlight by far was
with the Band at JHQ where the ten-man Tableau fell down in the middle
of the arena with a Scottish piper on top of the ladder. Other memorable
performances this year included the Royal Shows at Stoneleigh, Bath &
West and 1orfolk, all of which were huge. Other highlights were the
Cromer Carnival with the 'Malin brothers', Sig Matty ' Karaoke King'
Adams, the show at HMS Colli11gwood in Portsmouth and the Corp
Cocktail Party. At the Corp Cocktail Party the Team produced a totally
non-stop action show that was fas t, furious and breathtaking - both for the
pectators and ourselves. The team also enjoyed other high lights in 1998
including the Team ergeanl. Sgt Don ' I-don't- wear-much-honest'
Brebner going tl1rough the barriers at the Royal Bath & West how. At
JHQ, Cpl Bob 'nox ious-but-I-tell-a-good-tale' Sizeland chatted with the
General. informing him about the crucial valve-clearance required on his
recently bought Hoover and the Team won the Tug-of-war championship
at the Bol over Tattoo. The Team tl1oroughly enjoyed a day filming with
Hale and Pace (yet again) and were subsequently forced to appear on TV.
Although the much awaited trip lo the Greek Military Tattoo in ovember
was cancelled ( urprise - not!) the Team have made a total of 99
perfom1ances thi year at over 41 different venue and have pen! O\er 90
night away from home in Blandford Camp. This year' Shell road-miles
added up to 24,0 6 - can you imagine how many free gla se you get for
that - no wonder we can't get the bike in the garages. Accidents in the
arena this year have thankfully been below ave.rage with just one back
injury and one leg injury. LCpl ·Rik ta· Ros and Sig Matty Adam are
no' fully recovered. Accident outside the are11a ha e unfortunacely made
a bit of an impact on the team with Cpl Charles 'Charlie' Che ter
rupturing hi pleen at the start of the eason and Cpl Adam Malin
breaking both arm and cheekbone in a biking accident in October.
Fortunately our wounded warriors are now back to full fighting strength.
The ?.7 Triumph motorcycles have performed very well thi year due to
the TLC afforded by the mechanic . headed by LCpl 'Tonka' Richard on
including Ir l vor ·German bloke' Downer. Recruiting al o went 'ery
well mainly down to LCpl 1avis Cann. LCpl Mavis Cann contributed
to recruiting with a total of 96 recruitment pack di patched by ORL
on information received from the White Helmets in man; location around
the UK. Unfortunate!) the team has had to ay goodb)e to five rider thi
year, Cpl Victor 1alin th team corporal, Cpl Rob ' Yeti ' Downton,
LCpl Mavis Cann and Sig David 'Darvid' Taylor all going to ciH )
street. Sig Gareth ·Tidy' Ryder posted and promoted to LCpl although he
may be back 0011! Promotion continue well within the Team '' ith
congratulations al o going out to L pl Charles · harlie · he ter now
promoted to Cpl. This sea on ended with the arri al of the ne" Team Capt,
Capt Gordon 'Gordybabe ' ewell in cimc to practice hi commentary at
an absolutely ma sive 1 ewbury how. The I 99R election course ended
the_ ear with twelve hopeful - trying for place in the team. lfthi year wa
anything to go b I am ure that tho e who are ucce ful and make the
grade will ha ea most enjoyable tour. Looking forward to 1999 thc eason
is already haping up nicely with more enquiries than we an meet. The
Royal Tournament i confirmed and hould bc memorable as it '' ill be the
la t Royal Tournament in it present form. Pro\ i ional booking include
the Royal tilitary cadem) andhurst, the Anny Exhibition for chools
at auerick and many famou national and count ·ho\\ ·. A po>sihle

REVillW OF 1998 SEASO
by Cpl A. Malin
As the 199 season for the White Helmets come to a clo e we can look
back at some of the highs and lows of this year. ine new riders joined the
team in January and commenced training during the bleak winter months
at Blandford Camp and Bovington Tank Arena. In March the Team went
to RAF Sealand near Chester for our annual training camp. It wa here that
the rough draft for the 1998 show was drawn up and also where this
sea on 's first-year riders surprised the Team ergeant by almost all
learning to reverse ride a Triumph, a feat normally achieved in the second
or third year! There were a couple of inevitable accidents due to the nature
of the training that led to some minor injuries including v:lrious bruise
and the odd broken rib. Two unfortunate soul were a little bit unlucky and
paid a visit to the local hospital, namely Sig Gary ·fi h" Fisher with a
broken ankle and Cpl A11dy • app' Butterfield with a sliced, diced and
broken thumb and forefinger - both riders are gladly back to full fitness.
In April the team returned to Blandford and began rehearsa ls for the
SOin 's Opening Show. E eryonc had their allocated trick and places
and all that was needed was a little spit, polish and fines e to bring the
show up to scratch. Rehearsals went well apart from a couple of hiccups
including Cpl Adam 'LL~ard' Malin being spat off the back ofa Triumph
and watching in horror as it narrowly missed Maj Russell's car before
being stopped by a brick wall. The final dre s rehear. al ' ent well apart
from the rain resulting in a hurried trip to the dry cleaners to sort the
uniform out for the next day!
The Opening Show itself wa excellent. The weather held off. the
performance wa smooth and trouble free and the SOin 's approval to go
on tour was given without que tion. It seemed only filling tliat afier a how
of such a high standard a celebration should en ue. The buffet and
afiernoon function were most enjoyable but the highlight had lo be the
?O's night disco with full-monty appearances from LCpl 'Tonka'
Richardson and gang. A difficult party to top - until next year!
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999
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hght i: the prt.n i:i nail) bo)k ·d Belfa. t how - the Team ha not
t ·d rn orthern Ireland ror man years.

Sf I E TIO, OLRSE 29 0\ E'.'.tBER-11 DECE 1BER 1998
T c annual course ran for two \\eeks at the' 'I) end of the yea r that saw
12 hl)pdul · from a ros the Corps at!cnd the challenge here at Blandford.

inspections the I\\ o week arc \·cry busy - but the achievement al the end
far outweigh the test! If any members of the Corps are interested in
pursuing an out-of-the-ordinary exciting tour and would like to take the
opponunity of being part of a unique Team then accept the challenge and
call the Team at Blandford Camp on (mil) 737 2365 or (civ) 01258 48
2365. You are not expected to ha\e a motorbike licence.

Selection Course 98
Back row (L-R): Cpl Strachan, Sig Fiddes, Sig Curtis,
Sig Woolnough, Sig Wright
Front row (L-R): LCpl Hildreth, Sig MacDonald, S ig O'Neil,
LCpl Horton, LCpl Ross, Sig Ashton.
The first week was pent confidence building as the bikes threw the
riders all o,·er the moorland down on Bovington Tank Training Area.
Injuries were a sad inevitability and thi was the end of the selection for
two hopeful . Those making it through the jump , tream , sand, mud and
grit began riding on the Triumphs after a week and were oon perforn1ing
ome of the simpler tricks before the final shO\\ for the QC RSMDT. Here
the media and Garri on upport en ices for the course attended and saw
the Team put on a final display with the Selection Course per onnel
joining in the di play. In between PT, lecturettes. bike maintenance and

No. 13 Sig Fiddes performs the Angel
on the final day of the selection course

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

OC
Maj Steve France
M
W02 (SSM) Mick Senior
Thi term we say welcome first of all to Cpl Bob Ayres Para, who
joined u in October from 2 Para, and Cpl Sy Cullen who arrived in
O\ember from 7 Sig Regt. A very warm welcome also to their families.
adly. it is also goodbye to Cpl Dave Fitton and his family who go to
Germany to join I (UK) Armd Div Sig Regt. Our heartfelt thanks to him
and hi family for their companionship and support to the Squadron during
their time '' ith us. As the end of term approaches and Christmas recess
draws ever clo er, it'- 'run ning around like headles chickens' time again,
what with the drill rehearsals, Cadre week, Basic Leadership, Quad Games
and the like all happening together. not to mention the end-of-term
admrm tration for AT ! We finish the year with ow· Senior Term ATs
pas ing out on 17 December and the last working day of the College being
I December.

HORT J, TROD CTIO TO THE ARMY APPRENTICES
OLLEGE
The College is a unit within the Individual Training Group (ITG) and
part of the Army Training and Recruiting Agency (ATRA). The aim of the
College is 'to provide young men and women with the mi/ital)' skills,
education and opportunity to develop as leaders in the Technical Co1ps of
the Future Army', and it is our vision 'to be the best training
establi1hme111 in ATRA '. TI1e College is currently established to train up
to I002 Apprentice Trade men (ATs) a year. Of these, 216 are RE, 2% R
IG . \LS, 171 RLC and 369 REME; although, allowing for a maximum
\\a.~tage rate of20%, a_minimum of801 ATs are delivered to respective
Phase 2 trammg e tabhshments, hke the Royal School of Signals. The
Colkge is commanded by a Lieutenant Colonel (currently Lt Col J . W.
:\1itchell RE~. and compri ~s a ollege HQ, a \1ilitary Training Wing, an
l:duca11011 \\mg and 4 Trammg quadrons or Companies, of which 263
!!lar!'ogate) Signal quadron is one. The quadron wa formed in
September 1996 after the closure of the Army Apprentices College at
llarro ate. The course. ATs undertake at the College is the Apprentice
Foundation Cour..e \\.hu.:h runs for 28 weeks and encompasses Military
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Training to the standard of the Common Military Syllabu for Recruits
(CMS( R)), Education/Key kills, Leadership & Initiative Training and
Character Development. The 28 weeks is divided into two terms of 14
weeks, the first 14 being devoted in the main to CMS(R) and the second
comprising mainly education. Entrants to the College are accepted
between the ages of 16 and ! 8X and Royal Signals ATs are placed in either
the Technician Trade Group or the Telecommunications Operator Trade
Group. On application, potential Technician ATs must have Grade C or
better in English and Maths at GCSE Level or equivalent, and potential
Operator ATs Grade Dor better.

BRADLEY AND PE EY TROOPS
EXERCISE JANNER'S JOY
by AT LCpl lddon and AT Jack
On Thursday the 26 November, as we departed from the College to
SalisbUI)• Plain Training Area, everyone wa apprehensive becau e of the
'Baltic' weather conditions. We arrived al our drop o!T point at 2030 and
had a 'Short walk? ' to our location where we made a hasty harbour. Once
we had arrived and set everything up we immediately headed out on an OP
under the fearless leadership of Cpl 'Muz' M urray. We left at 2359hrs and
returned to the harbour area around 0600hrs. We had to dig and dig in our
harbour area in the morning and most of the afternoon. Then at night we
embarked on a recce patrol returning back al 1200. Bradley Tp then carried
out a Relief in Place of Penny Tp's Key Point Defence. What we hadn 't
realised was that whilst we had been relatively warm and dry, Penny Tp had
been located in the ' omme'. Knee deep in mud, we re luctantly changed
locations. However, Penney Tp, who thought they were o!Tto dry o!Tin the
Ilarbour, got a nasty shock as the heavens opened up on their ' tab' in,
leaving them with swimming pools in tead of hell scrapes.
The following morning was by far the best part, the final attack! 2
Section of Bradley Tp were seconded to Penney Tp and tasked to provide a
dummy attack on the REME po ition. They ably sneaked up to 30m from
the REME position and fixed them in place whilst Penney Tp . tormed the
position rapidly destroying all the enemy. AT Madine from the Penney Tp
warriors became the ultimate human ground mat covering the barbed wire

entunglemcnl whilst Cpl 'Yak' Ayton LI spurred the rest to hurl themselves
over him. Simultaneously Bradley Tp's key point was attacked by a
combination of'grunts' lnfanteers and 'sparkies' REME, unsuccessfully, of
course because of the heroic fanatici sm of gt Mark Wigmore supervising
the defence, which led to the annihilation of the attackers.

Thanks to Capt Andy Elms for his determination on makmg thi~ a
successful and enjoyable trip right from the start, to QM I, Chris Higgin
on being a constant source of amusement with a never ending supply of
torture tactics and outstanding Scottish impersonations, to 'Shaggy' for
hi s immaculate dress sense and fluent linguistic skills and lastly to me, for
actually making it back alive. All in all, we had a Scorchio time!

Ats Simpson and Martin preparing to go on patrol

Cpl ' Muz' Murray 'on Exercise' in Salerno, Italy

THE HARDEST THr GIN TRAINING
by AT Snelling
The time that rve spent in the college has been enjoyable, but difficult. It
has been strenuou mentally more than physically, simply because of the
amount of pressure dealt out over a long period of time. Everyone has different
memories, high points and low points. some very low points! On many
occasions I have felt like saying, 'I've had enough.' and throwing in the towel,
but ['ve fow1d myself gritting my teeth and getting on with it, with help from
my fellow ATs, and ever caring Troop Staff'? Ever caring, especially when I
lost my glasses on Exercise just before the Judging Distance stand, in front of
the Squadron OC, OT! The hardest thing for me was Ex Dragon's Teeth
during which, because I wasn't very motivated, I didn 't perform well. The
next day after the Exercise, I got picked up on muster parade for having cam
cream on my neck - this really put the icing on the cake for me! After thi I
was on a real downer and I thought I might leave, but I got through it The
good times at the college have outweighed the bad. With one and a half weeks
remaining, I am glad that I have succeeded and ! look forward to passing off.

RAWSO TROOP
REFLECTIO S 0 THE SECOND HALF OF J IOR TER I
by ATs Gree11/ialgli, Wilde and Macmahon
Since returning from half-term leave we have engaged in a variety of
different activities, some military and some more civilian-orientated. We
went on Ex Dragon 's Teeth at Longmoor Training Area. This wa our first
48-hour test exercise. We were tested on all our ba ic field-craft skills that
we had previously been taught at the college. This included cam and
concealment, judging distances, harbouring, range cards. sentry du tie and
administering ourselves in the field. Although the going was difficult.
everybody was pleased with their personal performance. We all proved to
ourselves, and our Staff, that we had learnt something from those
'exciting' fieldcraft le sons. We will always remember how COLD it wa
on tho e early morning 'stag ·.
There have been a number of range days conducted over the last even
weeks. Tbey were all training towards our nnual Personal Weapon Test
(APWT). This is a major test in the CM (R). On the e days we also had a
number of concurrent activities taking place. These ranged from field
signals to recce patrols! The range days al o gave us a chance to get out of
camp. BC has played a big part of our training recently, in preparation
for our NBC attainment test, which we have just completed! We were all
plea ed to have passed this test.
External Leadership (EL) wa a civilian type of adventurous training in
Wales. We stayed at an Army camp in Crickhowell. From thi ba e we
conducted 3 different acti\•ities. These were rock climbing (including
abseiling and a visit to a really good indoor climbing centre), kayaking on
a freezing cold Wei h lake and mountaineering o er the Black Mountam
Range. Mountaineering was the best activity becau ~ it gaye us a cha~ce
to get out in the wildeme s and put our map rcadmg kills to pracuce
(plus, at 811 metres, the view were breath-taking). EL wa a go~
experience for u all as it gave us all our first chance to relax together rn
civilian surrounding .
Raw bn Troop al o went to a Combined Service Entertainment (C ~)
show at Churchill Hall in the Royal Military Academy andhurst. Thi
was an enjoyable night out of camp, and wa also quite a good laugh. The
whole of the Troop hope the rest of our course at the Army Apprentice
College i a good as the last seven week . Finally. a mention mu t go to
all the taff of Rawson Troop for their upport and all their help.

THE MOST INTERESTING THING IN THE COLLEGE
The most interesting thing about being at the Am1y Apprentices College
is the military training. For the last 28 weeks the rest of the intake and I ~ave
been learning the basic skills of a soldier. These have included fun thmgs
such as shooting and field-craft, and the not so fun things like BC lessons.
Before l joined l had no idea of what being a oldier was going to be like.
Even now as we prepare to pass off, we are till learning; although we have
already learnt a lot. Unlike all other Phase I Training Units, we h~d to pend
time in the classroom learning trade skills that would help u m Phase 2
training. Overall, the pa t 28 weeks have been a fun time with it ups and
downs. The ragging and the prai e and meeting new people from a variety
of backgrounds all helped to make the Drill, PT, and other military les ons
seem easier especially when ome of your peers were worse than you!
EXERCISE SALERNO SABRE
by Cpl 'Muz' Murray
.
I was originally selected to form part of a 4-man team to take part m an
Italian-run NATO patrol and military skills competition, which was to be
held in Solerno, Italy at the beginning of ovcmber. Capt Andy Elms
REME, W02 (QM I) Chris Higgins APTC, Sgt' haggy' Phillpott RE
and I formed the intrepid team, combining our skills and knowledge of
communications, demolitions, weapon systems, canoeing, military ~actics
and fitness to form what we perceived lo be a team to be reckoned with.
Shortly before the dare of departure, Capt Andy Elms infom1ed us that
the host Italian unit, having been put on tandby for Kosovo, had cancelled
the competition. We were naturally very disappointed, as we had been
building up to the competition for some time, putting in a great deal of
mental and phy ical preparation, only to have the anti-clima_x of no longer
being able to go. Fortunately, when many would have 9u~t. Capt E'. l ~ns
managed to drag the phoenix of a salvaged advcntme tram mg expedm~n
out of the ashc of cancellation. We secured rhe fund mg and support to still
travel to Solerno and run our own adventure training expedition,
culminating with two days R & R in Rome. After liaisi ng with the British
Embassy in Rome and the Briti h contingent in AFSOUTH, aples, we
managed to conduct a very enjoyable and fulfilling four day_s ' adventurous
training. These days included a trek up to Mount Ve uv1us, a dormant
volcano overlooking the ancient ruin of Pompeii, and a very adrcnalmchargcd two days' sea kayaking along the coa t of aple , under the ever
watchful eyes ofW02 Chris Higgi ns. The _R & R in Rome proved to be
culturally fulfilling, and we lefl Rome wnh lots of bemu ed hahan
wondering where on earth the four rciro-1970 ' Web ters beer swrllers had
come from, or maybe what planet!
THE W IRE, FEBRUARY 1999
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COTT TROOP
A AT'S VIEW OF LlFE SO FAR
bvATE11a11
' After finally completing the fir t tough seven week and having a nice
week's lea e, we arrived back at cott Tp line to a · miling gt '2 picoccond ' Wagstaff. 101 knowing'' hat wa in tore we went to have a look
at the timetable· the first piece of good news wa luster parade and an
in pection by th'e ergeant Major! The best thing about coming back was
we could wear om civvies and have our radio , although most of u had
lost the e privileges by the end of the first week! They haw been given
and taken m ay wi rh regular monotony ever ince! early everyday we
have had locker inspection by Cpl 'Ta manian De\ ii' Brothers ton. and
C pl 'MC Paul' Millington. The c early in,pection impro\·ed u
considerably, or at lea t we like to think so. Latterly, we_ ha'~ been _on
E, temal Leadership to not-so-sunny Wale . There we did H1llwalkmg
under Ca pt J effri es. Sgt \ agstaff and _pl · )iort ut:>'. Askin;
Ab ciling/Rock Climbing (good for tho e who hke height ) at'' hu.:h e\ en
pl 1.iJlinoto n had a go; and Kayaking. breaki~g t~e ice to launch th.e
boat whil t Cpl Brotherston watched over the pie 111 the cafe! 10\\ ll s
the last two week of term: last range day, la t PT I on. a trip to London,
then home for Chri tma and onto the enior term 111 the e\\ Year.
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SPLIT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt J. ichols
Tp gt
gt Dewal'
The Troop deployed at warp factor two to the Croatian Riviera and
assumed responsibility from 206 Sig Sqn for supporting the main rear
comm link back to the UK. In addition, the Troop took foll rt:sponsibility

1 (U lfED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISIONAL HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL REGIMENT
0
Lt Col E. M. Flint
R. \1
WOJ (RS 1) 1. A. chofield
This 1 sue of The JI/re find the Regiment deployed all over the world.
20, ig qn are erving in the Falkland I lands, while 2 11 Sig qn,
D
upplemented by per onnel from 212 ig qn. have fonned the
( W) Cl
qn in the Fonner Republic of Yugoslavia. We also ha e
members of the Regiment en ing on the prairie of Canada. at Corsham in
the nited Kingdom and of course our anchor back in Herford. lt is a
obering thought (ironically). that the Regiment wa able to . tretch ew
Year Day to approximately 30 hours, (if it had wanted to)!
M ' D ( \\') I Q ADRO
qn Comd
1aj A. A. S. Harwell
1
W02 ( SM) Palmer
The quadron arrived in Theatre on or around 17 October 199 and wa
immediately thrown into an exten ive and efiicient hand-over period with
3 (lJK) D R. Full re pons1bility for comm wa handed over on 24
October and thereafter the ·con' wa ours. Almo t immediately the
quadron was in full wing, deploying pecial Ta k Group to cover a
'ariety of incidents, practi ing the am1oured tactical HQ in the Banja Luka
area and deploying the GOC Forward HQ by Chinook (a novel
experience for an armoured war-fighting unit).
CO L"\f NlC TIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Morton
Tp gt
gt Wharton
Mid October saw Comm Troop deploy onto the multitude of Hilltop
site and Rear Link detachments that are pread about the Divisional area
in Bo nia. The hand-over/take-over from 3 (UK) DSR wa o mooth and
efficient that it was a shell- hocked group of men who on arrival in Split
were bundled into the back of Land Rovers only to see the light of day at
what would become home for the next five months. For tho e who may be
forced to write a history in the years to come, the Troop currently mans 7
hilltop site (Yitorog, Gola P, Lisina 'i est, Radaljica, Jenokosic, lvovik
and Banja Luka We t) and ix rear link detachment message centres
(Czech BG at Ljubija, Canadian BG at Corolici, Dutch BG at Sisava,
Belgian_ BG at Tomi lavgrad and the UK logi tic bases at Kupres, Sipovo
and pin).
Meanwhile back at ' the Ranch' (Banja Luka) the remainder of the
Troop, les a certain S gt (who wa on holiday in USA unning himself
and not a postcard was seat), were getting to grip with the massive task of
re upply. With the team driving well over I OOOkm of Bosnian road per
week there was linle time for relaxation back at Banja Luka.

MOBILE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt hakespcare
Tp gt
gt Leach
We arrived in Bosnia looking fonvard to a happy sunny tour loaded
with laugh and smiles ! (The CO has implemented a policy of lots of
morale or no food!) Split 1 as till a ' arm as ever, even in October. The
mo,·e to Banja Luka wa an unprecedented succe s with all the vehicle
making it in record time while adhering to SFOR speed limits (in case the
CO i reading). As oon as we arrived in BLMF we et up the annoured
HQ. much to the relief of everybody a we all wanted to get on with the
job at hand. ince then things have been non-stop, with visits from CinC
LA D. DCOM FOR. the Ma ter of ignals, Comd MND (SW), 3 foreign
general , 12 other important people and someone who looked a bit like
El is! In addition, the Troop ha conducted extensive comm recces in
western Bosnia, an area of stunning natural beauty and a challenge to the
brighte t of Yeomen. A mention mu t go to Sig Shackleton who halted his
vehicle in the middle of the road and ordered ig Amanda Giltrow 10 stay
out of harms way until he defu ed a particularly lethal looking boot which
was blocking the road. Finally congratulation go to Cp l Ridgers and
LCpl Cowley on their promotion .

'BLUEYS' FROM BOSNIA
From:

Capt J. A. ymmons
Banja Luka

(Capt Symmom is current~v serl'i11g as 1he liaison Officer wilh the
Scrbia11 ..tr111_1'. His lelfprs home give a ve1} real feel for the situation faced
by 1/w Army in Bosnia and we much appreciate Johns agreement to allow
us lo publish, perhaps with a Iii/le "enwuragement 'from his fa I her. Lt Col
Andreu• Sy111111011s of Comms Project Dn~ here in Blandford).

Date:

October I 0, 1998
about the mail hot but time is at a prem ium here at the moment,
main!/ due to Kosovo. Well as 1 say l am very busy but till enjoying
mys.:IL 1 he job is quite high profile with weekly meetings with the local
Gencnls and daily meetings with the YRS (Serb Army).
OIT)

Maj Vukovic, of the Serb Army, and interpreter
in conversation with Capt Symmons

Great credit goes to all the re- upply team for the many safe hours spent
b.:hind the wheel in ome very testing conditions (Lin le credit however
goe to . gt (FofS) Amies for the few unsafe, never to be repeated, hours
tha.t he inflict~ on gt _Innes). Thanks go to intendo for the driver
training that 1g 'Bleeding Eyes' McGen nity received throughout the
mo~th on his games con ole. A the weather closed in and the snow began
to fall the R & R plot came upon us. With comms firmly established the
'Outdets' running smoothly and Christmas quickly approaching, our ~ain
eflort ha. become en uring all 'Outdets' personnel gel home for R & R.
Finally congratulations on promotion for Cpl Robertson , pl Carty and
L pl Bag haw .
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'How come I've got two bits left? - Lt Gunson has a go himself!
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not been out and about much but there is plenty of time yet. Went up to the
local ranges a few times, and saw the Serbian Tanks firing and some
platoon live firing exerei es. All their equipment seems in dire net:<l of
repair but they have no money with which to do 1t.
I hope all is well in England and that there are no problems. I have been
driving a bit since my arrival and it i quite an experience. There is not a
huge amount of traffic but that which there is seems to move almost
randomly. The cars are mainly old bangers that would never pass a MOT
in a month of Sundays. I saw a car the other day drive into an open
manhole outside the house. When we helped him out the car was all
smashed underneath and had a Oat tyre. The driver drove off anyway. 1've
also seen a Yugo with a small cow on the back seat driving around town.
•Please don't do that Daisy, I've just had it valeted!!'
Monday October 19 1998
early got blown up this week, most exciting! It wasn't a bomb or
anything, just some wcrkmen rebuilding a road we happened to be driving
along, They were blowing a route for the new road and we just happened
to be there when the charge went off. We weren't too close but some bits
of earth landed on the bonnet of our landrover. Good job I was wearing my
brown trousers! There i not much going on here. Things have calmed
down at lea t for the time being in Kosovo. We were pulled out of the
house for the last two weeks in case of attack but the people in the metal
factory did not understand that there really is no threat. The only threat
would be from a local drunk or someone like that, but better safe than
sorry I suppose. Unfortunately they forgot about the French Colonels, who
come under Sarajevo. They were here the whole time having barbecues
and ·1eetle soirees' while we were slumming it in a 'Corimec· every night,
A Corimec is a tin box with beds in it, mine happened to be next to the
Helipad and generators. C'est la vie!
I have also had to speak to the Defence Mini ter once, he wa
urrounded by large men in large cars with black windows. l bad to tell
him that the meeting he wanted to have with Commander SFOR was a
go-er and his flight was leaving in one hour! eedless to say he told me
(COMSFOR) to poke off. Life has its ups and down . ow we are back in
the house I am getting back into a little of the social life and relaxing a bit
more. There are CD hop around here that ell pirate CDs for DM6 (about
two quid). Had a meal tonight with three mates. The bill was DM 110 (35
quid) (USA computer has no pound sign). Must go for the mo. More oon.

HQ TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gunson
Tp gt
gt Hook
We as urned respon ibility for Commcen HQ MND ( W) Main at
Banja Luka on 22 October 199 . The staff were quickly divided into three
shift headed by LCpl Jenny Campbell, LCpl Angie Twist and LCpl
1andy Hill with Cpl Ged Halliday as ADSO and Sgt Mick Poyning as
D 0. These five supervi ors oversee the six actual workers: Sig Nicky
Robert , Sig John Garrod, Sig Al Keenan, Sig Baz Barrett, ig Dean
T homp on and Sig Kizzy Craddock who are employed to test the
supen•isors with fluctuating memory warp for every day details. everal
operators from Mobile Troop al o augmented these personnel for R & R
cover. The first organisational hurdle complete we started to battle out the
daily routine of the COMMCE . The task ahead immediately proved to
be more difficult than was first thought. In fact life became extremely
hectic over a very shon period of time, a we got to grips with over 2000
mes age a week. However, human nature added the much-needed
elemen t of ' humour ' into the equation, the main characters of the
COMMCE rapidly coming to the surface. It tarted with LCpl Mandy
Hill gaining recognition for aU the wrong rea ons. Soon to be followed by
LCpl Lee Gobie (temporary cover from Mobile Troop) managing to
break every computer he touched, hence being awarded a special
cenificate of congratulations from the DSO. Leadership, however, does
not end at the DSO, there is also the ADSO; Cpl Ged Halliday whose
accomplishment have included selective hearing when sat next to the
phone and disabling one of the chairs.

'Hang on. Don't move, I've got a cunning plan!!'

for the first and . econd hne •epair, and back loading of all 11 used in the
southern half of the opcra11onal area. 'ot a mean teat by anybody's
standards, espt:cially as the Troop is only 19 strong! Sad farewells go to
Sgt Mandy Jone~, going back to bhghty (lucky girl) and Capt Mo by
moving up to greater things at Banja Luka.

It i sti ll quite warm here with temperarures in the mid-twenties on
average, but we are all braced up for the big freeze. There have been
several big thunder torms recently and a medium strength eanhquake (no
damage) on Thur day night. I am living in a house in town with three
French Colonels and an American Major. The ituation here i under
review and we are likely to be pulled back to the amp (Banja Luka Metal
Factory) in the near future. The local are great at the moment, and there
seems to be almo t no ten ion. However, thing may change oon. I have
the rare authority to walk around town armed and alone. so the
Commanders take my task very seriously. Mo t British troop are not even
allowed out of the camp and go tir crazy inside the wire. lam very lucky,
stress levels vary on a daily basis and currently I am on tress late 7!
One of the most notable things about thi country i the triking
imilarity to Germany. Rolling hill , mountains and deep river alleys.
The cenery i, quite stunning in places e pecially south of here. This part
of Bosnia escaped the ravage of the recent war but the farther outh you
go the more scarred the landscape and building are. There are burned out
cars and tanks all over the place and mo t of the houses are currently being
rebuilt. Literal translation of Bosnia-Herzego ina shou ld be 'Land of
Breeze Blocks'!
I have already partaken in some of the local ho pitality and the people
here arc extremely good at it too. Many people peak English but I ha\e
my own interpreter. The interprt:ter are o•ne of the be !-paid people in
the town. Mine drives a BMW! Cars are very cheap but you have to keep
them for six month before you can import them tax free. The re taurant
are quite rea onab le and the waiters most helpful. T\\'icc I have had tips
turned do,,n becau e they are too much. I only lcfi three quid! Everyth ing
is quite cheap. The local beer, pivo, costs just les than 25p a bottle! r have
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Saturda October 24 1998
Well rhe econd of my nine lives was accounted for today. There \\as a
live firing demonstration held by the Serb Army (yes all of it') and they
were firing anti-tank mi siles. One of them went a little a tra) and
exploded about I OOm in front of the iewing stand. l flinched a littk, a
did everyone el e. On the whole though it was very impres ive. The Serb
army still use the old communist doctrine and when they dig trenche
they link them all together. luch like the scene in Black Adder. mo t
interesting. There wa a whole brigade in defence and all the trenche
were interconnected. You could walk for miles (or kilometre depending
on your outlook) without going above ground. These thing are maze .
They have bedrooms and all ort .
Well that is enough for now I will write again soon.
Date: 07/11/98
I hope all is well in unny England. You will be pleased to hear that
nothing here ha changed apart from the temperature, which is teadily
falling. o frosts yet but they aren't far olT.
o major dramas here for the past few weeks. La t week I had to go tc a
cantonment ite with the Explo ive Ordnance Di posal Team, to COIT)' out
a afety inspection. The site is a mall barracks (looked like an old farm) m
a village ju t outside Prnjavor ortheast). The ammo bunker ''a a barnlike building with just a wooden door. '.Vh n we went in the place wa
stacked from top to bottom ' ith wood n crate containing all types of
ammo. \ e are talking about grenade , rocket', anti-tank mi ile·, you
name it. There i aLo an amnesty operation going on, whereby if anyone
find or has explo ive at home then they hand it in to FOR for
destrnction . Unfonunately this has drawback , as the YR do not fully
understand the danger. Either that or the) are bla e about it, probably the
latter. We found a box of handed in stufT in the clothing tore. It ''a - ju t
sat there! It contained variou mines, explo ives, rifle ammuniti<111 thnt had
all just been slung in a box and left to deteriorate.
My old 21 ha left now and the ne\\ guy, LCp l Mcllo\\S or 'Mc1', i
ettling in very well. He i somewhat quieter than 'Bu' but that 1s not a
bad thing. I am still doing the round of the local e ·tabli hmcnt, slo,,ly.
Our local is the town's be t fi h re taurant, called Alas (pronounced
Ala h) and much of my hard earned wedge is pent lh..:rc. I took the Chief
of tall~ from our HQ, there a couple of day ago. He ''as su1tably
impressed. I think though that he may have ideas about the hou e. I 'II ju t
ha e to wait and see. It ha. been great here for the la ·t fe\\ days a~ the
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fren h ha\ e b<.'<!n a'' a) a lot. Even the merican 1ajor ha not been seen
forthe la t four da) -.
\\e \\cnt to a Con cript ath-Taking Ceremony today. After twenty£\\ o da ·s of basic training the on cript pa· out at this huge ceremony.
There wa. I 90 of them, and IOOO ·pcdators. !though ma ive tl1ere wa
a cenmn lack. of tyle. u ha · we are u ed to. They just tood there, there
"as no marching or anyth ing. even he less it was quite an intere ting
m ming out. fterward laj Vukovic took u to the Hotel Sosna for a
drmk, '' hich wa nice. The Hotel Sosna i the best hotel in town. It is
''here all the dignitarie tay when they are isiting parl iament etc.
\\'ell what el e i· happening? ot a great deal really. There are always
lots of mall problem to be olved but at the moment tl1ere are no maj or
one . I did come into my wu la t week though . We were called out to
attend an RT ju t up the road from here. Luckil no-one wa hun but
the) \\ere all damned lucky. The driver of the Landrover braked ju t hard
enough to a\ oid going under the back of an articulated lorry ' ith a
puncture that had cau ed it to jack-knife aero the road ju t in front of
him.
Well a you can ee life here is not too hard with the odd soc ial event
mixing in with the norn1al daily grind.
Wednesday ovember 111998: I had my five minutes of fame today. I
had to do a quick interview with SFB Radio Live. othing special, just a
case of, 'What do you do?' Doesn' t that ound interesting, tell us about it?
That was after I had toe con the General to a meeting tllis morning. That
and ha\ ing to on out 0 oldier who were wanderin!t round town with
rifle , it made for an intere cing day.
I had to go to Viterog again today. If I haven ' t already told you, it i a
mountain of 6,500ft and i where the erb Anny ha a maze of
undergound tunnel that are de igned to provide a headquaners in the
e\'ent of war. The weather wa incredible. side' ay now! When ' e
arrived, there wa about one inch of snow. However, when we left four
hours later, there was over one foot. Driving wa a nightmare. The
temperature must have dropped to about minus 10 degrees. eedle lO
ay I stayed inside as long as po· ible!
ee you all soon! - John
Date: 17 December 1998
Well here is the late t ' diary' supplemenL Life is still OK and the YRS
are lowly corning round after the recent incident. pent today dri ving to a
place called Bugojno for the regular meeting of the Entity Leaders. Quite
tedious really but for the Generals it was quite u eful. They were all in
agreement over the points put aero s by SFOR. 1arnely, Joint Demining
programmes, Security of ite and Site afety. We sat down to lunch, that
was a four-course effort. Soup (not bad), meat pie which was tasteles ,
lamb (to be more accurate, cold lump of sheep) and some cake type stuff.
It was fine but I really was not in the mood for it having had a long night
watchi ng the news from Iraq. Well what a turn up for the books that was.
There was a Quiz Night at tlle Officers Mess last night and half.vay

through they stopped it and announced the Operations in Iraq. Can' t say it
wasn "t expected though.
I had my first dri \ e in a HMM MV (Hum V) the other day. IL wa the
armoured ariant and I expect it weighed 4 or 5 ton . T he door were so
hea\ y tlley were difficu lt to open. It is a fully automatic lank on whee l
and wa actually quite easy to drive. It is almost as wide as a DoubleDecker (John should knoll' as he ll'Orksfor Lo11do11 General Transport!)
My fami liarisation on tJ1e Hum V was in snow and ice on a mounta inside,
o all in all quite interesti ng. The weather here is quite odd , it ha warmed
up a little and the snow has all but melted. However, the smoke from all
the wood fi re lies th ick over the town. Snow and mog! Vi ibility is
about 15 metres.
The French (with whom he shares the house) are doing the ir handovers
at the moment. Franco ha lefl wh ich i a shame. He was the one with the
sen e of humour. His replacement is quite quiet. which i not a bad thing,
he eems reasonab le enough. Col Rey lea es tomorrow. He recently
discovered that I knm a little about computers and has been pe terin g me
ever since to help him wi tll thi and that. · How do I delete thi letter?'
' Why is my printer not worki ng?' etc, etc.
Pedja (lnterpre1e1~ went sick today. He said he had forgotten about a
Dentist's appointment in Belgrade for the next ix days. The denti st is a
friend o f tJ1e fa mily. I spoke to OC Interrupters (SFOR - speak fa r
lnte1p reter) about it and he was not happy to ay the lea t. He does not
have anyone who can cover fo r Pedj a. Pedja has ju t come back olT leave
too.
Monda. December 21 , 1998
Got hit by another earthquake ye terday. Just quiet rumbles notl1ing to
worry about. Went up to the Metal Factory a couple ohime thi week for
a beer (or maybe 2). The bannaid at me officers' mes is a form er Mi s
Yugo lavia. The nonual re ponsc to that is, mu t have been a few years
ago'. Had a chat with Tony Dowson regarding Pedja and will give Pedj a a
written warning when he get back from Belgrade.
Maj Vukovic ha invited Mez (LCpl Mellowes RM, Jolt11 's driver/2/ C)
and I to a friend's house tomorrow for a St icholas Day Celebration,
hould be a good time. Hopefully he will know where I can chop down a
tree for the house. I will write about it when I get back if I'm in a fit state. I
am inviting some people around to the hou e on Xma Day for Drink .
TI1en on Boxing Day I have a DLO Conference in Vitez. ounds like an
excu e for omething el e to me. Who 's complaining. ot 1 Sir!
It being Saturday there i much activity in town. Saturday is wedding
day in Bosnia. TI1e celebration s involve driving around town in large
convoys leaning on your horn and occasionally letting rip with whatever
piece of hardware you may be carrying at the time. ft sounded like a small
gw1 battle going on earlier. What with that and the kids with firecrackers it
can be a little disconcerting at times. I have yet to work out how you tell
the difference between ·celebratory gunfire' and incoming. The be t
answer I can give is that celebratory gunfire doesn ' t put holes in th ings
until it comes back down!

Lest we forget:
Sig Genge
6 Nov 71
Sig Dryden
7 Aug 91
LCpl Lambie
15 Jun 88
15 Jun 88
LCpl Paterson
Sgt Winker
15 Jun 88
Sig Clavey
16 Jun 88
SSgt Froggett
16 ep 89

ROM EO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ick Massey
SSgt Allen
Tp gt
In the aftennath of the Good Friday Peace Agreement, the Troop has
fai led to see the benefits of any peace di vidend. The workload has
increased due to the removal and re-s itings of SF base . The manning of
our detachment, 'the hi ll ', still goes on, and it occasi onally sees some
funny moments. One such rime being when Sgt Justin Woolen decided to
do the burning. After emptying an E T IRE bottle of heptane onto the
paper, he proceeded to li ght it. He then picked himsel fofftlle floor, wiped
the blacknes off hi face and neck, and inspected the damage done to his
non-ex istent eyelashes and eyebrows ! eedless to ay, he has not done the
burni ng again!
The Troop said a personal farewell to the qn Comd. Maj . Keen,
who impressed us all with his abilitie in drinking the half-yard. That wa
until a new arri val LCpl Helen Sh effi eld shocked us all into silence with
her half-yard talents! The Troop would like to congratulate C pl Iain
Galloway and hi s wife on lhe binh of their daughter Katie-Louise. Al o
well done to Cpl ' Birdy' Bird on passing P Company. he will be leaving
us soon to join 16 A ir A It Bde. Congratulation to LCpl ' lckle' Davies
on his long awai ted promotion to fo ll Cpl. Finally a tip for Sgt 'Tug'
Wilson ... go to the doctor when you feel a pai n ... altemati ely leave it ix
weeks before complai ning about a BROKE leg!

Cpl Wood
Cpl Aikman
Col Eaton
Sig Reece
Cpl Ward
Cpl Howes

Cpl Steele on duty

19 Mar38
6 Nov 73
30 Jun 76
2 Atig 79
I Apr 82
19 Mar 88

The one game that tick in my mind wa olombia v Italy. The Italians
cored twice within tlle first ten minutes. The Colombian de ided that
they did not like either my a isrant or my elf and I was forced to call
ecurity ( ix huge men - I already said, everything' bigger in the tat .
even the bouncers). Fortunately I u· vi\ ed the experience, '' 1thout a
Colombian necktie! All in all, I had a memorable two week , and made
some cry good friends . I wou ld lo\e to go again - but I think I'd a\·oid
refereei ng tlle Colombian team they toke their football very eriousl} in
these outh American eountrie !

c;o
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FOOTBALL C RAZY IN THE TATES
A PER 0 AL VIEW OF THE USA CU P 98
by Cpl D. P. Steele
Unt il I became an Anny Referee, I never dreamed that I would be able
to go to the USA and referee football matches in the sunshine (a very rare
tlling in N I) for two brilliant weeks. I fle\\ from London Heathrow to
Minneapol i Airport (via Reykjavik). The fi rst tlling I noticed on leaving
the plane was the incredible heat - around 9o·c, a bit of a change from
Lisburn. There were about 12 Referees, or ' Men In Black', as we became
known on the plane and we were immediately taken to the ational Spon
Centre (56 full sized football pitches - the biggest in the world - and
they' re ta lking about building another ten). It's right what they say,
everything IS bigger in the States, from the beer - served in pitchers - to
the pon s centres. The teams themselves, and the Referees, were from as
far a field as USA , Japan and Colombia!!
On a nonnal day I would referee four games, ranging rrom 12 year old
boy and girls to Under 21 teams (future World Cup stars perhaps). The
humidity was the worst thing - sun block wa compulsory. and there were
refreshment tents at every pitch. When l wasn "ton the pitch there was lots
to do! A few of us hired a car and tried to see ome of the ight of
Minneapolis. The Tournament Organisers really looked after u , and e\·en
laid on a VfP parry. Tournament Officials. Player , Senators. Team
Managers and even the local Mayor attended. What a night that was! The
Refereeing itself was hard work. and for those of us witll aching muscles
the Organi ers had even laid on ma sage (sometimes it"s so hard being a
football Official!).

SPORTSMA AND WOMAN'S DINNER AND WA RDS
EVE I G -17SEPTEMBER 1998
On the 17 September 1998 the Sport man and Woman 's dinner wa
held to highlight the achievement of individuals within the Regiment. It
was a night to award colours to a select few who have represented the
Regiment and Corp in a varied selection of spons from tug-of-war to
Golf.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
THE BLESS I 'G OF THE CORP STO E
P LACE BARRACKS ME 10RIAL GARDE
by W02 (SSM) Steve Russell
Pa I and pre ent members of the Corps may be interested to know that
Palace Barracks, Holywood, hou es a memorial garden for those that have
fallen in the ervice of peace in Ulster (and to ome degree the Falkland
Islands). The garden was the concept of Mr Albert Owens, an ex member
of the Parachute Regiment who devotes an inordinate amount of his own
time to it upkeep. The .Royal Co~s of Signals stone commemorating
th? e that have died during U lster s troubled recent past has now been
laid. On 29 October 1998 a service of Ble sing and Remembrance was
held.
The ervice was conducted by the 39 Bde's senior chaplain Maj John
Tee and was attended by the Regiment Colonel, Col Walters, Comd
omms I, Lt Col Gordo~ Rafferty,
40 Sig Regt, Lt Col Igel
Beacon, an.d the OCs (or their repre entauves) for the three Bde Sig Sqns
111 the Pronnce, Lt Col (Retd) Terry Lightfoot represented the RSA. The
wreath "35 laid by the Regimental Colonel and was followed by a
traditional act of Remembrance.
point wonh~ _of note i that a number of those members of the Corps
who g3\C their hte dunng the Falkland conflict are commemorated on
other memonals within the garden, they are: Maj Forge, Lt Barry and S gt
Baker.

233 SIGNAL SQ UADRON
Sqn (. >md
Maj R. P. Giles
SSM
W02 (SSM) Day
Tht Squadron is currently going through a busy period with the tear
down of bases and Permanent Vehick Checkpoints, all happening at an
imprc ,;sive rate. Through this busy period, in the run up to the Festive
Seas• n, Capt J ules Waister has managed to swan off on a couple of
jollie!\ Firstly to South Africa with the Corps etball Leam for two weeks
and the!'! an attachment to RSS to a si tin the running of the SORLS desk
(her old job). The OC and all rank of 233 ig qn would li ke to
congratulate C apt Waister on her recent engagement to E wen and wish
them all the best fo r the fu ture. We say a fond farewell to Cpl Mick
Graham ( GC) on his move across to movements in RHQ and welcome
C pl Stu Brittain (AGC) from Comms Branch HQNI who takes over the
sin gleton post looking after tl1e admini tration of some 200 soldiers.

Also prizes were awarded m various catcgoncs from the Yi u t
Improved Individual to the Best Sport,man "Woman in the Regiment. l h
night was organised by W02 (S "M) Day and turned out to be the tal kmg
po int for at least two weeks. Being a profe~ ional group of Spon s per n
this was the end of the season for a lot of people so copious amount of
amber nectar were had by all. Steven Watson a sports presenter from
UTV, kept the night going with some jokes and few words during the
evening and yet again the hierarchy got some stick '' ith jokes thrown 111
their general direction.
On a serious note the night was meant to highlight all the prospects and
sponing achievements that can be accomplished even in a bus}
operational unit. The persons in attendance also pro, ed a point that th~-rc
are fewe r of the younger generation join ing in and getting in\ olvcd 111 the
sponing field within the Regiment. Th<!re will definitely be a recruitment
drive for the Tug of War and Rugby teams fo r next season with \: 02
(SSM) Dave Rook headh unter for the teams. All in all this "as a verj
successfu l night and enjoyed by all in attendance even it there \H!rC some
serious ly unfit people suffering the nex t day. "Jcedlcss to say Rugby
training was cancelled that day! A fi nal congratul ations has to go to Ca pt
Jules Waister \\ho won Best Spons Person in the Regiment for her
ach ievements in Triathlon, ·ctball, Skiing and her achievements as the
fe male focus for all spons in the Province.

FAREWELL TO THE COMMA NDI G OFFfCER
29 SEPTEMBER 1998
On a bright and sunny epte mbcr afternoon the junior rank of the
Regiment gathered in the Peake Inn to ay farewell to Lt ol Rtmlin on
dnnk'
on hi depanure to the Military College at hrh en ham. Aller a
in the Peake Inn. a mall presentation ofa picture of the Mourn lountams
wa made and the usual spec he en ucd. Luckil) these didn "t la't too
long and the e · CO \\ a whi ked away in a snatch landro\ · r sponmg ,1
Viki ng helmet complete with horn and wm ing n hlO\\ up a:-.c. to a'' ai ling
Phoro.1 on•r pag<'
Gazelle for a final trip round the sights of L1 burn.

fc,,

CO p resenti ng th e Re gimenta l Colours for Rugby to Sig Huggett
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999
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R GI ENTAL
HEADQUARTERS

Th e O utg oin g CO, Lt Col D. E. Rowlinson handing over
co mmand to h is su ccessor Lt Col G. J . T. Raffe rty

The departure of Lt Col Rowli nsor.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

qnComd
RM

OPS
Farewell to the 21 C, Capt Richard Webb who is about to tan JDSC.
Congratulation on getting your Regular Commi sion, and good luck at 14
ig Regt. Many thanks for all you' ve done. Welcome to Capt Helen
Bo lev "ho has come from ORL in Blandford. Her social life may well
take a' nose dive.
CO 1 1UNICAT10 STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I. Bates
Tp Sgt
S gt J. Seymour
CO 1MUN1CATIONS SECTIO
Comm ection continue their work for commun ications in the 3 In f
Bde area. The ection consi ts of four teams: Syscon, COMMCE ,
Crypto, and Trials. Take one of the e vital pans away and the \\hole
hebang fall apart. For the unlucky few, the tours of these unsung heroes
are coming to an end, and for the lucky, it is all about to stall (God ble s
them all). We ay goodbye and veni vidi vici to Lt Ivan ' Boy Wonder '
Bates going to Bas ingbourn, SSgt Jan 'Buns' eymour going to
Blandford, LCpl 'Beaker' Phillips off to the Falkland , and Sig ' 01 so'
mart offlo 30 Sig Regt. Salutations are extended to 2Lt Forbes Guthrie
and S gt Bob Wallace. Finally, congratulations to LCpl Tony Adams on
his recent promotion.

COMM , IC TIO STROOP
D YO TPO YTREKKI G
More day out to boo t morale of the Troop. Off we set on a pcacerul
Sunday morning once everyone had arrived at the Mini-bus, complete
\\Ith hangovers from the previous night. When we arrived at the riding
chool we were kitted out with our riding helmets. ig George Marshall.
\\a. gi\en an original looking helmet with graffiti all over it. Each horse
had 1t own nameplate on the door of its stable. Upon looking around at
the e. ig George tar hall insi ted that he have the hor e called Barney.
01 being the tallest of people. George was a bit shocked when an
enorn1ou Shire horse emerged from the Barney door. To his credit, he still
mamtamcd thi was the horse he wanted. He seemed tu be sufTering from
a ltitude sickness when he finally managed to mount this gentle giant.
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EXl:-RCISE WATER FIN ..
The Troop organi. i:d an acl\ en tu re training Exercise m the Lake District
between IS -25 September. This involved 20 personnel from the Troop
and a visit from the Sqn QC, \1aj Mac Rostie. The acti\itie consisted of
hill-walking, canoeing, and mountam biking. All personnel had a great
time and the following diary extracts from Cpl Paterson and L pl
Howard summarise it all.
DERWENT STORM
bv Cpl Paterson
· Day one, week one. Got underway at 0700 hrs with the QM in a n<!n too
happy mood with Sig Albert Finney. After a couple of hours hstenmg to
Albert snoring the night before, he could take no more and C\'cntually
moved rooms. The phrase 'I'll kill you' wa defi nitely heard at one stage. I
this a new miracle cure for snoring, because Albert' condiuon definitely
improved a Iler that point. After a heany break fa ·1 we set off to Derwent
Water for a day's canoeing. T he weather wa foul and a gale was blO\\ ing.
ot deterred, everyone got kiued m their top of the range wetsuits supplied
by HM Forces Kinncgar. and off we floated with our in structo~, Pte Andy
Lorim ar . We managed 10 bluff Andy that we were all killed m the an of
Eskimo Ro lling and didn 't need to practice this manoeuvre in the freezing
water. The weather didn't help at all, and canoeing was a struggle for most.
After a couple of hours it was obviou that none of us would e\er make it to
the Olympics, su the QM decided that this was a good time 10 call us back
in and take us mountain biking. After warming up back at the villa, we
changed clothes and received a safety brief. We were. then taken 10 the ~rop
off point and shown the route we were to take. This incl uded a steep chmb
that meant that most of u ended up mountain walking rather than biking.
The downh ill bit was far more fu n than the uphill bit, and the route led us
conveniently to the local pub.

S ig Marsh all looki n g like Roy 'Chubby' Brown
EXERCISE ENDLESS SUMMER
Yet again it was another hot and clear sunny day in the Province (not),
but th1 was not going to poi I the high mora le a we set off to Portrush.
The transpon was stocked up with wetsuits and fresh ly waxed surfboards.
The night before we had all watched ' Point Break', so we thought we
knew what we were doing. After a two-hour drive we arrived at 5 R !RI SH
in Co leraine. It did not take u long to unpack and hit the beach where we
soon realised the Irish coa twas no Hawaiian parad ise. The cold weather
aside, we cl imbed into our wetsuits, threw the surfboa rds under our arm ,
and headed towards the surf to show the loca l how bad we rea lly were.
After some top instruction by Sig Tony Adams, we managed a few hour
in ome good 5 - 6fi breaks before nightfall fi nally descended.
The subsequent night was successful, e pecially for LCpl Maynard
and Sig 'keep it in the fami ly' Marshall. The next day wa also good for
surf, but it took some time to get goi ng a our heads weren' t really up to 1t
yet. The day went well with some good waves but W02 ·of course you
can drink and surf' Duncan, LCpl ' my wet uit's wet' Bushell, and Pte
'Shadwell fl annel' Humphries were all 100 cold lo carry on. This left the
die hards Cpl 'wizard ' Cator, Sig ' dancer' Adams. and Sig ·sta lker·
tainer to make the mo t ofa great \\ eekend.

Maj S. K. '.\1acRostie IBE
\: 01 (RS 1) . Che Jett

T 1 ECTION
The last three months have been very busy, largely due to the
forthcoming move to Ponadown. Apan from the normal day-to-day work
carried out by TM Section, there has also been a lot of packing up for the
move. alutations to Cpl 'Time for Telly Tubby Toast' Webster, wife
Deni e, and children hinise and Connor. Hope you and your famil y has
a good two years here. Another hello to Cpl ' Brummie' Baker'~ wife
Elain.: who we hope also enjoys her time out here. Congratulations are to
be extended to Sig tainer on coming off the recent F Board, earlier this
month. Al o LCpl 'Dogsy' Barker has managed to complete his Driving
In tructor cour e. God help us all. Finally, Cpl oily Webster has been
a\\ardcd his Army Colours for Karate for the econd time. Weil done.

PARACHUTING
rhe aim of this day out was to complete a tandem diw from 12,000
feet. The definition of complete is simply to hit the ground at such a speed
as to avoid any internal bleeding. We thought that being strapped to an
instructor would remove the possibility of Jibbing' out. After putting on
all our layers of wann clothing and jump suits, we looked like Michelin
Men. First down was Sig Si Frost who performed a type of Cossack dance
upon landing. I le was so thri lled with the experience that he wanted to go
up again. The rest of the group went up one by one and landed
successfully. Sig ' I've dune static line before' 1arsha ll was the last to go
up, but looked slightly di fTerent a Iler the jump . than before..Everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the day, and found the adrenalin rush fantastic.

The lads at the DOP

Private Johnson feeding her horse
Once we were all ocated our horses we began circling around the chool,
attempting to strike the correct po ture upon our mounts. At thi point we
were all feelin g fa irly confident and decided to have a go at trolling.
Ilowever, Sig 'shoulders' Moore's wife Karine had a bit of a shock when
her horse decided it wanted to become a ational Hunt horse, and
proceeded to go over one o f the jumps and stall cantering. Poor Karine
held on for dear life as the animal beneath her ran amok. We deduced that
this may have been for one of two reason :
I.

This type of event is commonplace among newlyweds.

2.

Karine's helmet was too big for her head, and kept covering her
eyes so she couldn ' t see.

Knowing Sig Moore, we believe the latter to be the more likely.
Anyway, onto the hor e riding, Karine eventually managed to control her
horse, and all the other horses were well behaved. Sig Emma Jones' hor e
was a bit of a donkey and struggled to walk let alone trot. Emma did not
seem to mind this too much as the expression on her face did not change
for the whole of the lesson . She seemed very relieved at the end. After the
lesson, we had worked up a thir t and appetite, and proceeded to the
nearest restaurant for our noscbags. We congratulated ourselves on our
impressive performance over the day, and nursed our sore legs for a few
days after.
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LCpls Stainer (left) and Adams (right) posing. What's new!
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt F. Payer
RQM S
W02 (RQMS) D. Craig
Welcome 10 LCpl Carlton who was promoted to Cpl only r' o wee~s
aft er arriving 10 the unit. Also, congratulations to LCpl Osbor~c and 111~
wi fe icki on the birth or their baby girl Molly. Farewell to Pte Geordie
Parkin, posted to 2 Log p RLC who is also undcrtakrng a chant.Y
parachute jump for another member of the Troop whose daughter 1.
seriously ill. The aim is 10 rai e enough money for l~er tog? to D1. neyland.
Good luck with the fund -rai sing. RQMS Dougie ~ra1g .1s po t.cd on
pr0mo1ion to R M, and to top it all his wife Tracy 1s havmg their first
baby in January. Many thank for your hard wor~ 1n the Troop and good
luck with the nappy changing and your new po 1111g. It follow , therefore
that the replacement of the RQM ha arrived. Welcome to RQ 1 Andy
trudwick.
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SHORT WALK UP A HlLL CALLED HELVEL
by LCpl Howard
.
At the car park, just some 215m above se~ level. lookmg up at
Helvell .n and its first peak, our faces dropped a bit. Before we et ?ff· the
QM gave us hi ma ter plan for the day. In orde~ to improve our nanga11on
we \ ere 10 map read throughout. If, al any poml '~e :vere unable to give
our location, we would have to go back down the hill :iOm and come back
up. The first ictim, Pte Wayne Rickard wa ta ked to nangate over the
ftr 1 tage. Almost immcdia~~ly. be bec_amc ~av!gauonally challen~ed but
wa set right by the QM. pint were l11gh with Joke and song unul a true
view of the path leading up 10 Helvellyn became clear. tep by tcp we
made our way up the path and lowl the group began to pread. out with
Cpl ·Green Gill · Turner holding up the rear. The respons1b1h1y ?f
navigation pa sed from \".ayne Rickard and Paul . La,,ler to Geordie
Parkin , ith hi new walking boot bought the pre\'lous da). '!'he Ot on
the other hand walked in a pair of trainers a"ld sub equently decided to bu}
a pair of boot that he didn't use . pproaching the _umm~l we pas ed a
steady stream of walkers coming down from the hill. With o~r !!roup
huffing and puffing but till trying to look a though we were cnJO} mg 1~,
we were pa eel by a group of young ladies. Hm' emb_arra mg. \\'e
e entually reached the summit and had a spot of lune!~. Thi~ consisted of
doorstep sandwiches which most of the lad turned their no es up at. qnce
the QM started to get a bit cold he decided that it would . oon be llme. tor a
pint, o off we et again. Once down off the top of the l111l 1he pace picked
up with the end in sight. The joking ·oon lllrt~d again but th' group found
thcmselve slightly lo 1 which dampened ~pmt. once more. The QM took
over as point man and soon found the main patlL He also teppcd up the
pace a the\ ill age lay ahead with the pub beckomng. After a fC\\ pmh "e
jumped in the tran port and mude our .w~y ba ·k to the four _tar
a commodation and Barbecue. The QM 111 1 ted that \\e \\ere g.orng
nowher~ until all the , ausage had been eaten "hich we dul) managed
along with a fe\\ pint . We then went into IO\\ n!
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MER
RY C P- l\IILITARY KILLS CO IPETITION
The almost Yictonous military skills competition team consisted of Lt
Ivan Bates Cpl
Osborne, Cpl Tom Wisc, LCpl cott Maynard,
LCpl Ian Pearce, LCpl ndy unns, Pte Paul Ridgeway, and ig Carl
te" art. Our first stand "a the equipment check that we were very
optimistic about as our RSM " .as runnin,g ~t. Until t~at is, we started to
lose points for 'the "rong T-shirt, and 1t s ms1dc out , and another team
member forut!ttinll his ID card ( l'Cll done, ir). ' It' in my trousers' just
doesn't count in the dou-eat-dog world of military skill competitions.
e;1.t up \\as the assault course: We knC\\ the. time we had to be~t, but.
failed in our attempt - badly. With mu.ch gnashing of teeth and Oailmg.ot
limb "c ju t ·uryi\ ed the tonure of 1t all. The FRG stand was our third
tand. The team had an mfollible plan that eemed to be left at th e stan
line. All wa going well until the rioters began to get a bit excited and
started to tlml\\ themselve at us. We needed batons, and fast.
Comrratulations must be extended to the firers who were obviou ly using
the fo· tactic of trying to bounce the round olTthe noor. Our fourtl1 stand
wa First Aid. We would have done so ' ell had Lt Bates found the final
ca ualty. lso Pte Ridgeway lo t us some point by refusing to give UJ? his
warm jacket so the casualty would have had a chance of urv1val.
However. O\'erall it \\as a good performance and tl1e team managed to
accrue enough point to come econd in thi e ent. Team medics rule. We
came first iii the next event, the pistol shoot, which involved scrambling
from wooden cars. in high spirits we moved onto the final event, the clay
pigeon hooting. This wa more fun than competi tion . Wor t shot wa Sig
Stewart and best hot was Lt Bates.
All in all it wa a ve1y enjoyable day, and the final score was such that
three teams at the top (including us) all had the ame core. Thi meant
that the final po ition were decided on the a ault course timing that,
needle to ay. meant we came third. 39 Inf Bde won the competition but
won't next year.

·ou '

At the summit
Rear row (l-R): Cpl ' S i' Ferrer, LCpl 'Howie' Howard,
Sig 'Taff James
Front Row (l-R): Maj Stuart MacRostie, LCpl Ian Pearce,
Capt Fred Payet, Sig 'Albert' Finney

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)
qnComd
R !\1

Maj . '. J. Borrill
WOl (RS'.\1) G. B. Hawkins BE 1

FAREWELL TO lAJOR R. J. HEALEY
On 10 eptember 199 a fun day was held to bid a fond farewell to the
qn Comd, laj Rob Healey. The day began with break.fast in the Sgt's
\1ess followed by a city flight around Belfast. Upon his return Maj
Healey wa hoisted up the mast to the rear of the Squadron and then
undertook a high-speed descent The OC assured all pre ent that the green
tinge around hi gills when he reached terra finna was due to dinner the
pre\ iou mght. The rest of tl1e day revolved around the Officers and
eniors taking on the junior ranks at all the OC's favourite spons: namely
football. hockey and Yolley ball. Highlights of the various matches were
Maj Healey's hat trick on the football field. Sgt Avery receiving a smack
around the chop during the hockey and a disrre ing level of
uncoordinated bodie in the Officer and Seniors' volley ball team.
faperience be led youthful energy and the Senior ranks beat the junior in
all events. The day was rounded off by a superb curry upper in the
Horse hoe Club followed by pre entations, speeches and some very
enlightening skill . The Squadron presented Jaj Healey with a crystal
horseshoe and wished him and his family all the best in their new home at
RMCS ShriYenham. The quadron welcomes Maj ick Borrill and his
family. He take over as OC of the quadron.
TM ECTIO

Well, as our la t entry fell into the Bermuda Triangle, we'd best catch
up with the cra.:y goings on at 39 TM Seclion. We ought to stan wi th some
hello and goodbye . The Riggers have said goodbye to LCpl Ali Lloyd
\\ho is oft on her travels to Cyprus, although we hear that she's not too
happ) about it. \'1eanwh1le, Sgt 'Lexffaff' Lougher has taken the helm as
ection ergeant. The work hops have lived up to their role as an
altemati\e Tl crammer and ent Cpls Gethin Tudor Bevan and Andy
'E\ ii Knie\ ii' Ward to Blandford. We hal'e also had the arrival of Cpl
Eric Dc\O · Cas cc who is on his R CC before he leave to join
... vcrybody else at Blandford. gt Fete Barber joined the great unwashed
mas es in cin) ~treet after a long and distinguished ca reer. Finally, Cpl
\larcu 'Hockey-boy' '\1urcott leaves, surprisingly to play hockey at 16
51g Rcgt.
l\rri\ing, "e have LCpl Ga llagher and Sig ' I can drive, to be sure'
\\ade straight from the factory. Congratulations to Cpl Sean 'Homer'
\\edge on complrting his R CC, with extra marks for being able to watch
for enemy with hi. eye clo ed. ig Jim Lawrence completed his caving
course. further improving our relations with all manner of gnome , dwarfs
and pi:1.ies, and let us not forget the Grim Reaper Sgt 'Six Million Dollar
\1.tn' Bate who ha had yet another rebuild on his knees. Ouch!
RO\f,RGR
P
Congratulations to the newly weds L pl Jim Bowen and wife Karen
"e "1 h them all the be t for the future. A warm welcome goes 10 LCpl.
\lick Constable into the group who has come down to us from YSCO
10 replace LCpl 'Dick' Hartley who has left to do hi~ PT! thing In the
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gym down at Blandford; Good Luck to him.
The drivers in the group ha\e been stealing the limelight of late with
LCpl Martin 'Stop or I'll Fire' Wal h nearly apprehending armed
robbers, but apparently hi door was stuck. LCpl 'LALA Geordie' Owens
managed to drag him elf away from the AAFI staff to do a spot of
dri\ ing on ly to get caught speeding. The group continues to fill tl1e
Squadron teams for every Military Skills competilion going; Mercury
Cup, Motrose Cup and any other Cup you care to mention, you name it
we'll be doing it. A final note, if anyone was wondering why the
paramilitaries have called a cea e fire ju t have a look at the photo, I must
emphasise that the two 'Warrior ' pictured were unsuccessful, Rover
Group. Kev and Marko enjoy the photo.
THE GREAT NORTH RU 1998
by Sgt S. Hy lan
In most year the Squadron entered a team in the Great orth Run. Our
accommodation wa an 'A' grade 5 star hotel on the coa t of Whitbum.
The team consisting of WOl (RSM) Hawkins BEM, W02 (RQMS)
Lawes, gt Hyland, C pls Wardale and Cassee with the support stalT of
Pte Binne , had trained over the past months and were ready 'for battle'
on Sunday morning. In the meantime we had a lot of historic ites to visit
and visit the sites we did, most until the early hours of the morning.
On the day of the run we all aro e bright and early, jumped into the
admin tran port and disembarked at outh Shields. Then it was omo the
famed Melro rai l sy tern and from there to Lhe very front of the run. Once
the run started the going wa easy for the fir t 500 yards. Then the ground
seemed Lo go uphill and carry on going up hill until 500 yards short of 13
mi les. An excellent time was had by all and everyone said that they would
love to participate in the run again next year.
EXERCISE PEAKS FI N -4-10 OCTOBER 1998
Exercise Peaks Finn was an adventurous training exercise carried out
by members of the Squadron. The aim of the Exercise wa to wa lk the four
highest peaks in each of the home nations, which incl uded Slieve Donard
in County Down, Ben evis in cotland, Scar Fell Pike in the Lake
District and finally Snowdon in the Snowdonian ational Park. Each day a
dilTerent mountain was climbed, ending up in Wales for two days, one fo r
R and R (DRINKING) and the econd for canyoning which involved
climbing up waterfa ll s and jumping off cli ffs . The OC Sq uadron and RSM
visited the team in Wales and enjoyed some of our great ho pitality and
choice ofnighHime venues.
RQMS' DEPARTME T
by W02 (RQMS) S. F. M. L"wes and Sgt S. Hyl"nd
Under the auspicious leadership of W02 (RQM ) S. F. M. Lawes the
department has worked tirele sly towards the ultimate rewa rd ot a sports
afternoon, but a usual to no avail! Rumours have been Oying around that
due to the amount of time the department spends cleani ng and tidyi ng the
store that the Pope was go ing to pay us a visi t and he would give us the
aid sports afternoon. This was quickly quashed by the RQMS who
announced the Logi tic Inspection Team was visiting in his place. Much

has happened since the last mention in The Wire som~ _months ago
including Sig 'Faye' Edwards who was due to attend a ghdmg course at
Bicester. However, the hire car she was given failed to reach its destination
and also the neck brace she had to wear stopped her from flying it and also
impeded her filling out the FMT 3. LCpl 'Mac' McGuinncss has spent
the last four months whinging and moaning about the state or his accounts
and even carried this on whilst on holiday in the seaside resort of
Magilligan. Sig 'Sticky' Bunn has finally escaped from the clutches of the
RQMS and moved to the MT Section. lie is at present in the process of
rctrading· we all wish him well in his future career.
('pl ·1>aul' Selby has, arter many years of si.:rvice, finally completed a
number of course . That was arter the usual comments of '****What do
you want that for, you're a storcman' . These courses included MLT,
(walking in the Lake District) and also a Map Reading instructors Course
(walkmg in Berkshire) and he is llO\\ in the planning stages of taking the
Department out for a days walking (using various local hostelries as key
focal points).
We arc pleased to announce the arrival Sig ·Kev'. Pack into the
Department. I le has joined us from I ( K) Div HQ & Sig Regt a~d who,
afler initial reviews and arrival procedures, was promptly booked mto the
Dental Centre for major surgery. We would also like to welcome Pte
'Steve' Binney (RLC) to the Department who has joined us from the MT.
MOllR"IE Ml DER II
b: LCpl Wandie Smith
llavi .g .1ust arrived in Province, my new _ Staff Sergeant, taff
Robin~on decided that it wasn't on that I had tune to settle m or even
unpack '~ afler being put on a couple of courses and thrown into my new
job feet :irst. he wasted no time at all volunteering me for the Squadron's
much 1a:1u~d about Battle Camp. Mourne Minder II (no surpri e there
then!) We deployed on the exercise on I ovember. We all .met ou~side _the
Squadron, jumped into our mini-bu cs and. left sunny Lisburn 111 fairly
high opirits. The high pints s?o_n turned_1_nto moans and grumbles on
arrival at the not so sunny Mag1ll1gan Tra111111g Centre! Day one was dry
traming ... although dry is the last word I' d u e to describe the ~rst day wet soaking and drenching arc words that would be more fittmg. Even
tho~1gh the weather was appalling we still managed to fit in _a fun packed
day of section battle dnlls, pairs fire and manoeuvre, first a1d and a pyro
demo. Oh. we also managed to have quite a laugh at those that forgot to
bring their waterproofs and a number, lik~ LCpl Leicester Richardson.
who did bring them, but only had the 3p crisp packet ~pe. so got oaked to
the skin anyway!! As the week went on the weather did dry up a touch, as
did the enthusia m, but luckily for us gt 'Donkers!' Coates had plenty to
keep u busy. Daily ta king \\ere dished out each night on our bne_fing,
along with much pleading for u to tum up for breakfast each mommg a
the D didn't like eating alone ......... Aaaahhhh!
The third day was spent on the ranges, \\ ith nearly all the quadron
passing their APWT and APWA. A miracle in itself. The backgro~nd
activity was Practice Grenades ready for the Grenade ran~e the follow1_ng
day. Sgt Scotty Cain eemed cool and ~aim whilst teachmg us ~he basics
in the Troop shelter, but didn't eem quite so brave once he realised that I
was actually female and threw li.ke a proper gir~! !. Day four saw the
beginning of the end (of the Excrc1 e and not me k1ll111g everyone on the
grenade range!). We pent the morning throwing grenades_ and later
getting to grips with the riot gun, both of which we a_ll enjoyed. The
afternoon was the Section competition that the DS had lovmgly concocted.
It comprised an BC stand, First Aid I land, Command Ta k and finally a
stretcher race. There were three sections that took part and we all seemed

MERCURY CUP MILITARY SKILL COMPETITIO 1998
The Mercury Cup Military Skills competition was held at Ballykinlcr
on Monday 23 ovember 1998. The competition wa contested by all six
Regular Squadrons in I and the results arc as fo llows:
SOU DRO '

fQlfilS

POSITION

39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn
225 Signal quadron
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
HQ Squadron
233 Signal Squadron
8 lnfBde HQ & ig qn

17
17
17
20
23
28

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

The position of the three teams scoring 17 points were decided by
their times on the Obstacle Course Stand.
MERCURY CUP CO 1PETITI01
OVERALL POINTS
D POSITIONS 1998
SOUADRO

POI 'TS

POSITION

39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
233 Signal quadron
225 Signal Squadron
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
HQ quadron
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig qn

7
9
13
15
17
23

I t
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
REGIME TAL HEADQUARTER
A LS&GC presentation took place on Wedne day 25 ovef!lber 1998,
in tl1e WO and Sgts Mess. The medals were pre ented by Bng J. E. B.
Smedley. Dep Div Comd. (Photo page 22)
LCP TROOP 212 SIG AL SQU DRON
Tp omd
2Lt W. Burlinson
Tp SSgt
Sgt R. Breheney
Since the deployment or the Bo nia quadron the Troop has_ been busy
maintaining the quadrons A and B fleet vehicles ..However, 111 between
they have managed Lo take part in a number of aet1v111es .. Ex Cluster Crew
was a quadron navigational 'rally' w~ich led io Cpl Tns Dunba1·~ LCpl
Dom Rowe and Sig Gav Wilson taking pan Ill _Ex 1agnum SpmL !he
Troop has also taken part in the Inter-Troop 5-a-side football compet1t1on.
As
gt Bob Breheney had already defected to another team, ig G~~
Wil~on led the Troop. The other team members were Cpl ·Geordie
Pearson, LCpl Ian Fowler, igs Bob Yuille, Jim Ca!le.nder, T?n~
Grimes and 'Shep' Heap. Playing under the name of the Pmk Pansies
the team went on to win their league and e enrually progre sed to the
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to have quite a laugh - unles' you ta_lk to my si.:ction a.b<;>ut fim aid that 1 !
The day went fairlv well overall with only one real mJury. I his \\a Pte
Kev Wills, from One Section. who decided that instead of folio\\ ing the
people in front of him on the log r~ce ~nd runni~g round. th~ \\all, he
would attempt to run through it, ca us mg himself a httle bn of pa_m!
.
That evening we completed a live firing exercise, once agam the ram
graced us with it's presenci.:, along with the win~. The idea was 10 do a
Platoon Section in defence. It all seemed to be gomg pretty well with gt
Rich Avery being chuffed to bits with the set of orders h~ gave u~, only to
have them blown into the wind due to us running out of range lime. 'Ol
that that really mattered as the Exercise had to be cut shon due to a minor
accident on the GPMG elTccts gun involving a 'cook off' On the last day
we finally got to spend some time in_ civvies_ a_nd undcrgoin_g driver
training. The intention _was to conduct skid pan dnvm_g manoeu~nng and a
written te t, but nothmg seemed to go to plan with the kid p_an c~r
breaking down. This was a shame a we had to go home early! All 111 all it
wasn't a bad a week (apan from the horizontal rain). It was very obYiou
that all the D had put a lot of effort into making it an interesting and
informative exercise, and I think that we all managed to have a laugh at
ome point; even if it was only in the coach on the way back!

Sig Jim Callender and Cpl Tris Dunbar
One of five teams that successfully completed
Exercise Magnum Spirit
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SSgt Stephan Schrechenbu rg showing the 1 ADSR team
how to use the Uzi 9mm
The final Jisc1pline was a 20Um shoot with the G36. The scores were
gctti1'g close '10\~ and C\eryone wanted to do well for a prize. Sadly LCpl
Dom Rowe had to face embarrassment when he only cored 36 on his
round while ' 1s \\ ife, May, got the top core of 53! With the competition
over we we t back to the har for the prize giving, even though we didn't
expect man) 10 be coming our way. After a few beers the SM got up to
announce the ~csults . In the women·s competition on the G36, Mrs lay
Rowe came fast. In the German Army regulars competition Stephan
came first and Petra Hilling came 7th. From both S gt tephan
Schreckenberg and his SM congratulations go to Petra for an
out ·tanding performance agamst the men. For the guest team competition
we came first. Overall, the whole day\\ as a brilliant experience for both us
and the Germans and a few things are now in the pipeline for the future.
Finally I would like to thank everyone for coming along and making it a
worthwhile day.

.
Back Row (l.:R): W02 McCracken, SSgt Barcley, SSgt Harvey, SSgt Robertson
Middle Row (l.:R): W02 (A/RSM) Kemp, Maj Harris, W01 Bolt, Paul Harvey, Brook Harvey, Kier Harvey, Sgt Tracy, Brig Smedley
Front Row (l.:R): Mrs Bolt, Mrs McCracken, Mrs Barcley, Mrs Harvey, Mrs Robertson, Mrs Tracy
fin~I, '~here they came up against an experienced I ADSR Rear side,
\\ h1ch mcluded gt. Bob ' the traitor' Breheney. After a hard fought 2-2
dra\V after normal time. the game went into extra time and the ·Pink
Pansies' eventuall} went on to\\ in by the 'golden goal ' scored by Sio Gav
WiJ on. Well done boys!
"
The Troop would like to welcome the following new members and their
familie : 2Lt Louise Burlin on, Sgt Tony Rosen, Cpl Mac McCallum,
LCpls Ian Fowler, Al Royston and ig Clare Brydon, Si Bums, Ilona
aufleld, Baz Harvey, Dave Honeywill, Mark 'Weeble· Robinson Jo
Thoma • Gav Wilson and 'Taff' Wilson. We would also likd to
congratu~ate LC_PI Ian F?" !er on his promotion to Cpl and Sig Dave
Honeywill on his promotion LCpl. Lastly, we say farewell to Cpl Tris
Dunbar and LCpl. Dom Rowe who are leaving us hortly, Goodbye and
Good Luck!

TR NK GRO P - PA THER TROOP
Fi.r ti)'.. we woulcl like to \\elcome our new Troop Commander 2Lt
Chns Biddulph and ay a fond farewell to 2Lt Mike Morton who i
sef\ing out in Bosnia. ( 'o Sir, you ha,en 't been sacked; you'vej~st been
moved side.ways!). The Troop has been busy over the last month preparing
fo.r the Station bonfire and the Station Chri tmas Fayre. However, we have
ttll had lime for some fun. We completed a uccessful exercise in Poland.
A11 the . ld_ier im olved gained· a vast amount of experience in both
cu111mumcatmg and l~ammg ho\\ to follow the Polish Military Police at
30kph for 5 hours. We have demanded sunglasses for the lead Landrover
on h. L Ian Eagle 1999!
DAY T THE RA GES
by Cpl JlcCal/um
On . aturday 28 November six other members of the Squadron and
my'>elf. et off.for Augustdorf as guests of the 2nd Company 212 Grenadier
Pan.1er Bauahon. We \\ere prnnarily going to shoot the MG36 the latest
ed1uon y> the German. personal weapon family, but there was also a
compeullon &hoot that mvohcd firing the MG36 and the Uzi 9mm. We
amvcd ~t Augustdorf, after having got the 'adult' out of bed (cheers Sgt
Harne) Balmforth). at about 09:15 and introduced everyone to
gt
Stephan . chrcckenbcrg, who \\Ould look after us for the day. The first
~.111 V\ as tor us to have a good old strong German coffee before we began.
I or 1nh:rcst tcpha11 had orgamscd for us to fire the German equivalent to
th GPMG. the MG. After everyone had had a couple of goes we were in
full agr~cment that, although _n?t quite as scary as the GPMG, we still
v ouldn t hke to be on the rece1v mg end of it.
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LADIE CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
In order for the female of I ADSR to form a Cross Country team. the
Regiment had to deploy lo Bosnia. Finally though, with a small amount of
pcrsua ion, a promise of a running strip and &even Royal Signals and one
Adjutant's General clerk later, the team was ready to rock and roll. The
fema le team normally travelled to race with the male team. However,
after travelling to one particular race in 1-lohne it wa decided that we
would make our own way in the future. The journey began at
Hammersmith Barracks at IOOOhrs where we all piled into the minibus

and waited while the driver tried to work out where first gear \\as in
relation to third! Our driver vv ill remain namcle s apart from the fact that
the individual concerned was an Adjutant's General clerk and female.
Firstly we took a slight detour so that our Cross Cou ntry officer (who
shall also remain nameless) could purchase some cream for his delicate
skin to protect him from the harsh cond itions that were waiting for us
outside. Once the shopping was over we finally headed to Route 2. The
driver, having never been to 1-lohne, had to rely on directions like. ·Just
keep going straight until we tell you otherwise.' Basically that meant
driving straight past the exit and carrying on for at least thirt) mmutes
until someone decided to look at a map! Whoever made the comment,
' ever give an officer a map,' could not have been closer to the truth.
I-lave you ever tried to come otr the autobahn at one exit. only having to
drive for another 20km before you can go in the opposite direction? o, we
were finally heading in the right direction, drhing somewhat like igel
Mansell. Considering the time \Vas now 1330hrs and we should have
registered I0 minutes earlier, the female aspect of 'girl power' put her foot
down, literally. Several red lights and tractors later we were still driving
around Hohne. It's quite a nice place really, in the middle of no\\ here and
no Army Barracks to be seen for miles.
The passengers in the 'happy bus' were now becoming quite restle s.
Most of them had been asleep since leaving Herford, including one bright
male spark who kindly informed us that we were nowhere near Bergen
Hohnc! Thi was the first time that Bergen had been put in front of the
word 1-lohne. It was decided that it was time to stop and for us all to agree
that we were not going to make the start of the race in filleen minutes. OK,
o we saw parts of Germany that we had never seen before, some of them
closer than we had anticipated. However, that was down 10 having
'squidgey brakes,' the men would have aid it was the driver. Seven and a
half-hours, a snow blizzard and a 6km tailback on Route 2 later, we finally
returned to Herford.
ow for the best part, a race was being held at 4 Regt RA and both male
and female teams were going to compete, that was until a better olTer came
along for the men to play a 5-a-side football competition at Herford. Well.
that was not going to stop us from competing. We arranged a minibus and
a driver, even though it was a male, and drove to Osnabruck. This lime we
arrived in plenty of time (and didn't get lost) and had a chance to survey
the course and the opposition. The team had been initially told that the
course was 4.5km, however, the briefing was to inform u differently.
Well , what's 2.5km between friends? h was an extremely cold day and the
ground was very hard from the night's frost. We were told that the course
was ' undulating' (the posh word for hilly) with ome traight parts!
Twenty-eight girls set off, pushing and hoving each other to get away
from the main pack and get a good po ition. We had entered two team of
three and all did extremely well. Team •A' got 3rd. 4th and I0th. whilst
Team ' B' got 17th, 18th and 19th. Overall, out of the seven team our 'A'
Team came first. We had achieved something without the aid of the men
and it felt good. Here's to the next race!

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

YORK
co

RSM

Lt Col C. Wakerley M BE
WOt (RSM) D. A. Whitaker

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj D. J. Walker
SSM
W02 (S M) A. J. Terry
The quadron has, as usual, had an abundance of people coming and
goi ng in the last three months and sadly, there is not a publication big
enough to list them al l. However, we wish them all the very best for the
future. In I-IQ, we ay farewell to Capt Graham Reith who goe to 19
Mech a th e QM . Welcome to the new Families Officer, Capt Geoff
Woodcock, fre h from the hallowed turf at Blandford. With the build up of
the fc tive season the Squadron ha een a varied and bu ·y periocl of activity
including R ' IT, PRE, a Mil Skills Competition and variou porting events.

On 11 ovember, we held an inter-department Mil Skills competition.
Thi was a one-day event consi ting of a CQB hoot, Confidence Course,
A sault Course, AT Shoot, First Aid and a General Knowledge Quiz.
Each department entered a team with the exception of M Troop who had
hedged their bet on two team . The day proved to be a great ucce and
wa a hard fought battle with plenty of call for re-counts. such wa the
competitive nature. La t year · winners, Catering Dept came a clo e
econd, but the Tech had the day with their first team scooping overall
victory. Our thanks to SSgt Gardner and Sgt Bladen for organi ing the
event and some good news, as a re ult of Sgt Fauld' General Knowledge
Quiz, he wa volunteered to ing solo at the Regiment' Carol Scr\ice!
SPORTING EVE TS
Having discovered a number of trophie hidden away, the following
events were held between departments:

SSgt Stephan Schrenkenburg showing Sgt 'Barney' Balmforth
how to fire the MG36
After our short period on the MG and another coffee we went ofT and

had .~ qui~k run through and hands on the G36. For 'those of you not

familiar with ~he weapon, it comes with both a sight similar to the SUSAT
and, above thi s, a RED DOT laser sight! We went onto the 25m range to
Ii.re the first part of the competition shoot, which was with the red dot
sight. Although we only had a few minutes with the weapon before hand,
everyone shot well. Cpl Tris ' wait till the Uzi shoot' Dunbar scored a
maximum 60 and everyone else was in the high SO's. We then went on to
the Uzi 9mm and split into groups of three for the shoot. Afier my
confirmatoT¥ shoot of three rounds at IOOm there was apparently calls
from local.a1rcran that they were being shot at! Investigations arc ongoing
after my 1x shots, allegedly, took down a British Airways M! (I scored 4
out of 601!) Cpl Tris Dunba1· has a confirmed kill with a score of 2.
Congratulations were in order for our civilian gate guard, Petra Hilling
who scored 45.
'
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Competition Winners M Troop
Standing (l.:R): Cpl Williams, LCpl Hayward, Sgt Walsh
Sitting (l.:R): LCpls Wood and Hughes
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'Give it back, you haven't signed for it!'
Front to Rear: Mr Potter, Cpl Mountain, Sig Dunnachie,
LCpl Williams, W02 (ROMS) Elliott
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4 • O\ - 5-a-. 1de-football
11 \)\ - \'olle\-Rall
t) D~c
fug-of.. \\'ar

Winners: L D (runners up - 'vi Tp)
\\'inn ·rs: 1T (runners up - LAD)
Winners: LAD (runners up - HQ)

round fhe or so hours after \\e'd set off, that wt:ll delined landmark
·The Red Lion', appeared before us. A mile a the crow new (about 2lHor
the route we took!) and we would be at our journey's end. At thi point,
WOI (RS 'I) Dave Whitaker proved that he really could walk on waler
and without so much as a patch of marshland touching his olc , took off
for said landmark with amazing determination. Sometime later, amid 17
umhawing bottoms against the Red Lion's blazing fireplace, muttering
could be heard rcgarding hiny Ebor 6 taking place during a time a lmost
unheard of for team building event - UMMER! I IQ quadron and
indeed all of 2 ig Reg!, join together to congratulate WOI (R SM)
Wh itaker on his recent election for a commi ion in May 1999.

214 SIG AL Q AD RON
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Somer ville
S M
W02 (S 1) Bob Fors haw

Volley Ball W inners
Standing (L-R ): Cpl Ganesh , Sig Blundell, LCpl Am rit
Kneeling (L-R): Sig Balleram, S igWilkinson , Cpl Man
RHQ/RAO
EXERCI E SlllNY EBOR 5
A dark winters morning brought together the RH Q and RAO under the
heavy kies of the orth York Moors. All met at 0600hrs sharp. except for
the 21C and RAO WO (excu ed an early tan as recomme nded by Age
Concern). A team building al fresco breakfast, beautifu lly pre pared by the
RCWO"s taffgave u a hearty start before striking off in to the wilderne s
ofGoathland for a days· hill walki ng.
Ha\ ing arrived in the hean of Heartbeat Country, mo t were disappointed
that the a tual urroundm!!s bore little resemblance to the televi ion
programme and that no-one \vould be spotted a future talent for Yorkshire
T . It was also noted that the Aiden field Arms was till shut - and it was at
lea t 0. 30hrs! Time to get tarted and Traffic Ofiicer, Capt . 1ick BoxaU
~mmed1at~ly took charge of the map reading. For the first few miles, bis
isolated 11houette could be seen on the skyline, as no one actually believed
he knew where he was going. Then the rain came down and the mist rolled in
and mo t decided that Capt Mick's heels were a pretty good iew to admire'.
so we all followed on (that is, until he put his back out and aot back on the
mini bus). peaking of mini buses, ourcru te~ safety gang- Cpl Julie Ward,
gt Jayne Doherty and Cpl Gaz Hartley, tned to ensure that we had the odd
break out of morale by turning up w ith piping hot tea, j ust as another muddy
excuse for a path led off in to the gloomy distance. At one point, they
surpassed thems~hes as supreme administrators by producing a birthday
cake, complete with candles, for WOI (YofS) Simon Lock who was indeed
21 yet again. He said that thi wa a binhday he wou ld never forget!
'

(l-R ): Capy Mick Boxall (Traffic), LCpl Karl Smith
Maj Frank Riley (21C), W02 Pete Aggett (RAOWO)
Sgt Shane Carnell, Sgt Bev Lumb,
W01 (RSM) Dave Whitaker, Sgt David Lloyd
W01 (YofS) Simon Lock

B) no\\. our young and trendy wa lker , LCpl Karl Smith Cpl Conrad
\\ illiam\ and Pte '1'obby' Clark were a ll re luctant to goo~. , ot, as you
might 1magme. becau,e the going was too tough but becau e the ir
Catcrp11lar boots a ~ d designer outdoor wear began to look a little less than
poh hcd. That ha\ mg been sa id, even the best Chris Brasher Gortex didn 't
c?pc "ell w 1th the bog-land we began to encounter. The cries from Det
( omd (and newly appointed Pre s Ollicer) apt Linda Johnston th at
were uppo,ed to be for photo opportuniucs; were more likely a ploy to
allow her to catch up!
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VIKI 'G TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Peter Ha le
Tp
gt
Sgt Terry S h iels
Viking Troop ha had a quiet few month since returning from Baulc
Camp. This stable peri d in Barracks ha been used to complete ATD
training and in preparation for RSIT and PREs. For many in the Troop it
has been their first R IT and the experience has proved lo be an education.
The Troop ha however managed to escape the rigors of barrack life a few
times. On one particular day in early ovember the Troop participated in a
very ucce fut OBUA day held in Catterick. This con tained plenty of
fighting through building , molatov cocktail tJ1rowing and other activities
that couldn·t strictly be inc.luded in day to day training. The day was
enjoyed by all and wa aid by many to be excellent preparation for
forthcoming Troop trip . A special well done also ha to be said to C pl
C adywo uld who came twelfth in a recent Army Cro s-Country race.
On the arrival front we would like to welcome Sigs Pe mber, E lliot and
Parke r who have arrived fre h from Blandford. A big welcome al o goes
to C pl K a ma who join the Troop on promotion from Tornado Tp. Viking
Tp are now looking forward to the Chri tmas period with a number parties
and a well deserved break.
ROMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ad a m Honor
Tp S gt
S gt Morrison
. Roman Tp has had a number of notable po ting out of late. These
mclu~e Sgt Kle ppang and C pl O ' Brien . Both will be orely mi ed,
especia ll y Sgt Kleppang and his u eful lifts to visit girlfriends. Thanks
Del! Cpl O ' Brien left on a high note, after 22 years of exemplary ervice
he \~as dined out in great style with a local member of the constabulary
v1 Jting to bare all. The Troop has a l o said farewell to C pl ' chimper '
Stevens and Sig 'The Druid' Wilson . A recent update on C pl Stevens is
that he has fina lly discovered what hard work is all about.
.Other than this the Troop has had a quiet period with the only highlight
being an exercise supporting the Territorial Army. Ex Winter Eagle took
plac~ over the weekend of 20
ovember and Roman Troop was based
w 11~1.n l~e barracks for the duration. The Troop establ ished itself in eager
ant1c1pat1on fo_r.the firs t links to drop in that evening but alas the Troop
were S!tll .w alling at 0530hrs on the Saturday morning. Eventua lly
terre tnal links were engineered and the network lattice took shape. The
exercise continued at the same pace for the remainder of the weekend
with trunk nodes moving around the
orth Ea t of England. C pi
Warburton .con~ 111 ued to lead from the front, his robu t performance on
the ~lay Statton inspired those ~round him but no one could even get close
to his high score. The Exercise eventually finished late afternoon on
Sunday w itb a ll parties feeling the a ims had been achieved.
TORNADO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bee Bryan
Tp SSgt
Sgt eil Cooper
We have had our fair share of new arriva ls and the Troop has grown to a
respectable 34. So a big 'Welcome' to Sgt Graham orris from 14 S ig
Regt and Sigs Stockdale, Griffiths, Holmes and Dawes all from
Blandford .. Goodbyes go to C pl 1arcus Bailey, off to 21 (A ) Regiment
on p~omou o n_, and C pl .Charlie Kama, who stayed a little closer to home,
and 1s sampling the th ird Troop in 214 Signa l Squadron w ith an inter squadron posting lo Viking Troop. Maybe one day he wi ll find one he likes
~n d stay ~h ere f?r a ~ i t . long.er! A lso, congratul ati<?ns and a temporary
G?odbye to Sig Vicki Brighton who got married and is now ig
Wilford. We hope to have you back in the Troop in the not too d istant
future. Finally 'Congratulati ons' to ig Graham R ennie who came off the
board for promotion l.o Lance Corporal. He will be oIT to 16 igna l
Reg1.me nt shonl)'. a nd 1s, at present gett ing plenty of pract ice in fo r that
posun g on the k1 slopes of Austria.
THE VISIT OF WELBECK STUDENTS
2 SIG AL REGIME T
For the second year running 2 Sig Regt played host to an e nthusiasti c
b~n ch of We lbeck ~tu.de~ts who were interested in j o ining the Royal
Signa ls upon .comm1ss1onmg fro m Sandhurst. The visit lasted three days
and was des1gnl'.d to be a healthy mix of education, enjoyment and
e ntenamm~nl, with a common thread of competition running thro ugh it
a ll. The nineteen students ai;ived at lunchtime on the Wednesday and
spent the a fternoon be m& .bn efed on the Regime nt and the Corps from
both reg11ncntal pc~s?na llt1 es and the SOR.LS team w ho came up fro m
Bl.and ford for the v1s_it. The evenmg was the n taken up w ith a Regimenta l
Dinner, complete with band . For many th is was thei r first visit to an
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Officers' Mess. It was an opportunity for the young subbies to do their bit
for recruiting and convince the Welbcxians that the Corps is the best not
only for career opportunities but also for Mess life. This did not seem to
1ake much effort as the bar bill was picked up by ORLS, and everyone
had a thoroughly enjoyable night and eventually got away to bed in the
wee small hours.
Battle PT at 0800hrs sorted out most of the bad heads the next morning
before a three way circuit of stands run by 214 Sqn. This consisted of
driver training, a 30 metre range and a radio relay task. In the afternoon
219 Sqn took over and introduced the students to orienteering in Land
Rovers, map reading and radio detachments. In the evening, the subbies
took control again for a cultural visit 10 York. This did not go on too late a
tht: students had to up early for a range day. The range was run as a
competition \\ ith prizes for the best individual shot and section. The
students left after the prize giving lunch, following a very successful visit.
219 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj D. C. Gaul
SSM
W02 (SSM) Neighbour
After JUSt a week back at work from the summer leave period, it was
back onto exercise supporting the RAF on Ex Rustic Reiver. Most ofSHQ
had a rather easier time of it at Otterburn Camp at EX CON while the rest
of the ;;quadron had to do things like dig trenches and put lots of nice
n:reen and brown make-up on at least twice a day. The Exercise was a great
succes- even though we did lose the new 21C to hospital as he tried to
attack one of the Trunk ode and his nose had an argument with
·omeo"e's Kevlar helmet -oh well!! Such are the rigours of playing war.
fter a I that it has been relatively quiet up in HQ apart from FofS S gt
Richie l'aterson getting everyone psyched up ready for the 'infamou '
RSIT T':am arrival. And, of course, who could forget the YofS SSgt Billy
Barnes and his Falklands Stum
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alex Clixby
Tp Sgt
gt ndy Allen
ince Battleeamp, at the end of eptember, the Troop have been
bu ying themselves\\ ith a number of Troop training days and an exercise
for visiting Welbeck College student . ince Welbexian Eagle, the Troop
ha been kept busy with a number of training days, including a visit to the
SAT range and a driver training day. The SAT range was great fun,
although the technophobic, oldies in the troop (including Sgt Andy· this
doesn't beat a wet range day" Allan) were not convinced. The remainder
of the Troop's time has been used in preparation for the forthcoming RSIT
and PRE inspections - good fun for all. During this time we are saddened
to lose a large number of the Troop. The leaving members are C pl AJ ' in
the good old days' Hanlon, Cpl And y 'where i my bike' Moffat, C pl
Mickey 'good sneck' M itchell, Sig Andy Kay and Sig Cath 'what i 19
Mech Bde' Hermitage. We have also lost two of our soldjers to Civ Div,
ick ' fireman' Brown and Tam ' hat" Dic k. Lastly, congratulations to
LCpl Gaz Willaims on his promotion to Cpl and Sig Kelly 'you can stop
creeping now' Thompson on her promotion to Lance Corporal. We now
look forward to tart packing our thermal vest and long johns for our
deployment to JCUFI.

l'ALCO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Kerry Cochran
Tp S gt
SSgt Carl Tucker
Firstly, we would like to congratulate LCpl 'Maureen from dri"mg
school' Lawrence on his promotion. During October assets of the Troop
deployed on F.'.x Arrcade Fusion, a two-week static exercise in the pleasant
surround ings of Blandford. The majority of Squadron manpower managed
to complete the whole exercise except the part timers Tp OC, 2Lt Kerry
'go Ricky' Cochran and
gt Carl 'get to your BASHAs' Tucker, who
seemed to be only able to manaee a week each.
On return to Imphal, the Troop increased the output rate in preparauon
for the RSlT team to come and inspect our new SA Airportablc~.
Unfortunately for them, it was felt the Troop wagons were in good order
and they were left slightly unfulfilled. No\\ that RSIT has been completed
the Troop can return to normal garage routine and. the maJority of the hard
work now completed, can return to making a more interesting and \aried
training programme. The Troop are even willing to stay during their
AAFI breaks. but this is to compete in a dans league. Currently led by
pl BiUy 'Bristow' Morris who usually pa11m:rs the weaker player' and
Cpl Craig 'Robin Hood' Purdon. For the more intelligent members of the
Troop, Sgt Cas 'curly sue' Cassid y and the Sys Ops produces the Tri,ial
pursuit cards. With the build up to Christmas, everyone was looking
forward to the Troop function that was held al the York brewery and of
course the Squadron deployment to the Falklands. Finally, another
mention for Cpl Billy Morris and Sig Ta m Dick \\ho both took part in a
gruelling two-day marathon over the orth York Moors in aid of the
Macmillan Cancer Relief Fund. The guys successfully raised over £200 by
completing the course through some of the worst weather conditions een
on the Moors this year. The Karrimor International Marathon i an annual
event covering SOkms of arduous terrain. The competition is a notoriously
tough challenge, only 20% of the entrants fini . hed the course alone, not to
mention raising money for charity at the ame time; well done lads!

Handing over the cheque to Macmillan Cancer Relief
(L-R): Sig Dick, Miss Wi lma Burn iston (Macmillan Cancer Relief
Fund ) Cpl Morris
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REG IMENTAL HEADQ ARTER S
CO
Lt C ol . D. C ouch
W Ol (RSM) G. J. Stoker l\1BE
R M

Grand Ope ning of the Regimental Launderette
LCpl Ba tty (NCO IC Scissors), Maj Wells, Lt Col Campbell,
Maj Ewell and Capt Stachini
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202 IGNAL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj R. J . Quinlan
M
W02 ( S ij . G. Jackson
1998 was a good year fo r the quadron. the majority of ' ' hom have
returned from an operational tour, a litt le bit stronger and wi:er. t the
beginning of 1999, the quadron is likely to be detaching more people m
order that the Regiment can continue to p --0\ ic!e · upport to operation:. but
in the interim , and for the first time under Maj Quinlan·· Command. the
quadron i now a single team aga in. In the fe,, short week · betw een
po I-operationa l tour leave and Chri tma. stand-down, the priority ha:
been to reconstitute and practise the qundron in its '' ar-fighting role in
preparation for our first E crcise in January. This ha in\'Oh ed
reorgani ing personne l and equipment in to the three Troops. accounting
for tore , and conducting a hon P EX to remind mo t, but also to
teach ome of our newest o ldiers \\hat upponing a Di\ 1sional
Headquarters in the fie ld is rea lly a bout. It i with great regret that '' e
trade in a vintage ergeant 1ajor. \ 02 ( M) Tait ''ho is mO\ ing to \><:
RQM . and we all '' i h him \'Cry well. Tiu year's latest model 1 \\ 02
( SM) ,Jackson who we arc pleased to we lcome from the Traimng \\ ing.
I o to RHQ we lo e our IB I lainfra me WOl (FofS) 0 borne to
whom we send our thanks and best " i hes. \\'e k ome, then to the
Pe11tium-dri\'en W02 (FofS) Ramsdal~ \\ho tak..:s up hi· appomtm ·nt in
qn Op .
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" TERLO TROOP
Tp omd
Lt C. E. uie
Tp gt
ot . J. Crawford
The-Troop returned to" ork at the end of, 0\ ember after a month· po t
tour ka\e. \\c were met by the unsmiling f. e of the rear party who
glumly pointed at the empty ~ hell .of all the Panzers we left behind. W~ll.
not to worry. three week unul Chnstm~ stand down to get them ~dy _tor
E: erci. e m Januar. and to indulge 111 the u ual round of fest1v1t1es.
Hope folly. in the haze of the e happy occa ion., th haemorrhaging of
personnel lea\ ing will not eem quite o bad.
We say hello to ot Jo hn MacNa mara "ho joined u at the beginn ing
of D ember. Goodbye and congratulation to Cpl teve Piper and
E mma "ho go on promotion to 33 ig Regt at Liverpool. Also. to Cpl
Buck· Rogers and Emma who al o leave on promotion to 14 1g_Regt.
Goodbye also go to ig ·Juice' Joyce and · ou e~ Traynor and ftnall_ .
fare" ell to ig C hris P im Iott on hi dep~rture to 1v . treet where 11 1
rumoured that he will keep a certain Ho pttal department m bu me s.
OVERLO
T ROOP
Tp Comd
apt L. R endricks
Tp gt
Sgt J. R. ti llie
The Troop ha finally reformed after being pread to the Four Comer
of the globe. , o ooner have "'e become a Troop again than we are
already aying goodbye to a Jew older members. S gt J im Stillie i oon
to leave u for the warner climes ofCardilfUOTC. C pl S teve orbie and
L pl Olivia Barne are both leaving the Army, good luck! Also good
luck to tho e soon to be posted away from Bulford; LCpl Joey Collin ,
LCpl harlie Edwards, ig Andy Bedward and Sig T hompson . We
welcome to the Troop Capt Jimmy Hendricks, Sgt Clair e C lark and
ig Baber and Fox. The majority of the Troop made up the over worked
and und r appreciated quadron rear party. We have worked like demons
''hi le the re t of the quadron has been sunning itself in Bosnia, the
Falkland and Canada. Who do they think painted the quadron Office
and maintained all the wagons while they were away? We did not realise
watching paint dry could be o exciting! Presumably concerned about the
Btu-tack that had been used instead of filler. SSgt Stillie was heard to
hout in true ergeant Major fashion, ·Don't lean on the walls. they've
been there longer than you ha\'e!' ln any case the offices now look very
mart, including the notice board being u ed to cover the holes that even
Blu-tack would nol cover.
BU
COTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. A. Jackson
Tp S gt
SSgt A. Dick
After a \\ell de er.·ed month's leave, Lhe Troop exchanged their Ci\ ies
for co' erall and rerumed to work in the garages, setting about tho e jobs
which the rear party were too busy to do. We would like to welcome C pl
Bob ·1 like my food' Dryden, LCpl Jim Annis and LCpl 'Mice lover'
'.\lax~ell also C pl 'Plug' Graham, C pl 'Taff' Thomas and S ig Giblin,
Warden , Hunter and Wrightman. A sad farewell goes to and LCpl
'Flash' Kidner and LCpl Jim Stewart. Finally, we say farewell to Sig
Bob ' oxiou ' Steel.
206 SIG AL SQ A ORO
Following a turbulent and varied year the Squadron is now once more
"hole and back at work following po t Bosnia and Falk.lands lea e. The
quadron i now in full swing preparing for a busy Exercise season in the
ew Year, even managing a short Exercise a whole 48hrs after everyone
returned from leave! It was all jolly exciting to get the train set out of its
box for the firsttime in 18 months, and it all went surprisingly well. Also a
big welcome goe to W02 (SS 1) tu Arch er who takes over the
quadron on I January 1998. The outgoing SSM, W02 (SSM) C hris
'The Wig' Hyma , moves temporarily to the Training Wing before
po ting Lo I Div as RSM nexl year. All the best Chris!
I, KE R.MA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alex Fenn el
Tp gt
S gt Steve Bartlelet
After returning from post-Falklands leave the Troop began the task of
turning around all of the vehicles and equipment that had been left behind .
fter a great deal of hard work three more vehicles returned from Bosnia
and there was ju t time to get these ready around for Ex Rhino·s Return I.
This comprised ofa pl ug-up fo llowed by 36 hours relearning all of the old
kill \\ hil t moving to locations on Salisbury Plain. To get everyone in the
right frame of mind there was non-stop ra in for the duration of the plug-up
and a few teddie · definitely got thrown around, mentioning no names Sig
Kenn et. While pau ing for lunch the new (and some old) members of the
Troop got a lesson in Inverted V antennas from Cpl ean 'Richie'
Richard on though it must be said that due to the rain they were not a
\ery receptive audience. Ju t before the end of this phase LC pl Shaun
'The Drive' Thom as took some of the Troop through the use of four
wheel-dri\ e on the wagon . Thi should hopefully stop the stench of
burning clutches every time we pull into location. Sig Lynnette 'D ie el'
nderson learnt that generators don't like the wrong fuel and Sig Jason
·Einstein' Leroy learnt just what a tent looks like when it's inside out. Due
to the inclement weather the Plain was like a speedway circuit and the
• Lt le ' 'inja' Fennel and
gt teve 'Sti rl ing Moss'
Troop
Bartleet 'cry nearly had an embarrassing moment when they took the
rcl:Ce \Chicle through some tank tracks.
The n:mamder of the Troop got back from their Post-Bosnia leave just
in time to help clean the vehicles and this resulted in an unofficial
compcuuon among t the guy as to who could get the most mud on thei r
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wagon. Congratulations go to Sig teph 'Bianca' Catney who got married
recently. shame her other half is in 222 Sqn. Finally there arc a few
farewells to Cpl Jo ·Disco· Ruth moves to 210 ig.Sqn and Sig Garry
· pide' Wilson goes to be a bad influence on Ofllccr Cadets at Sandhurst.
MONS TROOP
Tp omd
Capt P. M. ewton
SSgt R. Bed
Tp gt
The-early days of ovember heralded a brief re-union of Mons Tp at1er
returning from their deployments across the globe. Farewell to three Troop
talwart , LCpl Andy Stoker (CivDiv), Cpl Jo Biddle (Germany)_ and
Cpl cott Day (Gem18ny). From the ashes ro e a new Mons Tp with a
welcome to gt Tony ' ice Hat' \Vringe and ig Mick utton. Sgt
Wri nge ha · come fre h from the cold of outh Georgia with the new
Troop mascot, Daphnie the Al ation who has proven to be better than his
ma ter at barking out drill. Sig utton has found li fe in the Troop a little
difficult since it has come to light that he is related to the new RSM. As a
re ult he i uspected of being a mole and is rarely told Troop gossip.
EXERCISE lRO
PEAR-KENYA
Exped Ldr
Lt Alex Fen nel
Ex Iron pear was an adventure training exerci e in Kenya that ran over
eptember 1998. Ten of the twelve participants were
the period 11- 2
veteran from the Regiment's recent JWFI tour and were keen to
experience hot weather after ix month of being cold in the Falkland .
After a delayed flight out of Heathrow we very nearly mi sed the
connection from Brussel to airobi and after a mad da h through
Bru sels airport e eryone took their eat with minute to spare before
take-off. The main aim of the expedition was to climb Point Lenana, the
third highe t peak of Mt Kenya and the highest point acce sible without
pecialist climbing equipment. Before the ascent could begin we had to get
to the ba e of the mountain and this wa achieved in what felt like the
slowe t truck in the world. Everyone got their first four blisters on thi
journey - on our hands, caused by hanging on grimly during a particularly
rough I Okm section. The first night 011 the mountain wa spent finding out
what items of kit pro ed impo ible to u e in field conditions. In particular
die tent owned by LCpl Ma rk 'Where am l' Flin tham took an age to set
up. ln addition the stoves had a habit of dripping burning fuel everywhere
and at one stage a hut we were using for helter was nearly set alight by
LCpl Dave ' Home boy' Corcoran . Altitude sicknes set in on the first
full day of the trek for a couple of people and so the pace was fairly slow
which gave everyone a chance to admire the spectacular views along the
Cbogoria route up the mountain. To try and combat altitude sickne s Sgt
C hris 'Why am I here?' C hees man spent tbe day drinking Dioralyte as if
it wa going out of fashion. As we climbed higher more and more suffered
from altitude sickness and the night spent just short of the summit was
agony for everyone. As Sgt Pete 'Fire starter' Rodriguez pointed out 'l
haven't had this much fun since my Grandad's funeral.' To ensure a
pectacular dawn view of Africa from the ummit everyone had to get up
early to start climbing at Sa.m. The weather was unkind at this point and
instead of the glorious dawn view aero s the savannah we looked at the
in ide of a cloud for a freezing twenty minutes. Everyone took heart from
LCpl Ma r ia h ' Amu e me now! ' Harrop ' comment of, ' It 's not cold, just
a bit windy.' The sun did come out briefly and after a quick photo se sion
on the summit it was time to begin the descent.
At the end of the expedition there was time for 24 hours of R&R in
Mombassa. After some fierce negotiations W02 G az 'Live to party'
Wilson secured two beach front collages for the night. A very relaxing day
was spent on lhe pure wh ite beach looking out over the blue waters of the
Indian Ocean. After catching the overnight train back to Nairobi there was
j ust time to buy some souvenirs before heading to the airport for the flight
borne.
222 SI GNAL SQ UAD RO
Sqn Comd
M aj M. Billingham
SSM
W02 (SSM) F. Roberts
HQ Troop has had a busy period since summer leave including
Squadron Battle-Camp which took place in 'Sunny' Sennybridge with
members of the Troop getting expert tuition on tactics, ranges and getting
soaked and getting wet and miserable drills! The Troop also deployed on a
shakeout exercise with the new OSC crew deploying for the firs t time,
peace and hannony there was 'NOT'. The run up to Xmas will be a sober
affair with only 33 parties to attend on SSM W02 'Mine's a Xmas Tree'
Roberts social list! Congratulations to new ly promoted Sgt 'The Nose'
Curtis, Sgt Meadow , C pls Anderson, Burma n, Pilmer, Stenning and
LCpl Pereria . Welcome to Sgt Simons and C pl 'Windy' Gale to the
Troop and a sad farewell to SSgt Jarnell, C pl 's Dawes, S ibbald, Welch
and LCpl Ashman.
MASIRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Emma Fawcett
Tp SSgt
Sgt M. Emmerson
A fler a fine period of block leave the Troop prepared to deploy on the
Sq uadron Battlecamp. A selected elite were sorry not to experience die
deep joys of sunny Sennybridge but departed the country, heading in
search of adventure, in South Africa. Ex Kruger Iron proved to be a great
success wi th a large number of the troop represented inc luding Sgt Al ' I
w ish l was posted ' Keen and Lt Al ' Boss' Rawcs. T his le ft Sgt
E mmerson holding the rei ns once more. It's all change at the top fgr the
Premier Trunk ode of the Squadron. A fond farewell to Sgt Al 'Did I
tell you I was posted' Keen moving back up north to 2 Sig Regt. A l o it's
fa rewell to the founder Lt Al ' Danger' Hawes. HaviDg arrived back from
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adventures in outh Africa only to find that the 2IC's chair vacated by
apt Adam 'the beret' Hillary is now his. A warm welcome to 2Lt
Emma 'even shorter than Emmerson· Fawcett. the new Tp QC coming
straight from the Blandford hocolate Factor).
OMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. ellwood
Tp S gt
Sgt Baker
Once again it has been a turbulent time in Oman Tp with lots of
postings in and out. The Troop has also been busy with the first
communications exercise incc it was reformed . This saw the Troop
touring ·ome of the finest pig farm locations Wiltshire has to offer. Thi
Exercise included a pecial guest appearance of SSgt 'Bru' Baker, who
spent a suspicious amount of time 'looking' for kit on the back of the
Admin Bedford. The Troop would like to welcome ig Walters and Sig
McCarther from the factory. Sig Millar and Sig Swailes back from
counting penguins in JCUFl and the Three Amigos back from BATUS
after six month of Exercise with the infantry and armoured corps.
Far ·wells from the Troop go to, ig ' Big Vicki' shworth and Sig
waile both posted permanently lo Civ Div. ig Blackett and Sig 1iUar
hot~ go up Lo 2 Sig Regt in York and Sig Wright is posted to 7 Sig Regt.
Wc all 1~ ish you well in your new jobs.
SH RJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. Johnson
Tp .,. gt
SSgt Lang
flie Troop recently took part in Ex Arabian Reprise. A squadron
exerci e that was a very short, but a bad!y needed one. It gave the rest of
the quadron a cbance Lo catch up to TN 093 's standard , especially after
the digging out of Sig 'Bri' Dents truck. Sharjah Tp was located around
Hungerford and the local area with .ome of the areas being a little ·1ncky'.
The first location resulted in the whole ode being crammed into a tiny
space that didn't have enough room to swing a sprog.
Jn ovember harjah Tp forced themselve lo go on a brewery trip, big
mistake. The trip began with a tour of the brewery, thi tour wa suppo ed
Lo last for an hour. However, when the guide noticed that the entire Troop
were puppy eyed, they managed to get us round in ten minutes (who cares
where it comes from, we just want to drink it). After 22 year service in the
ignal , Cpl 'Elmo' Ennis has finally retired 10 Civ Div. Elmo will be
greatly mi sed by everyone including the Kiwi , Bulford's local pub, as
Elmo is their best dart player (and drinker). Elmo was seen off by the
Troop with a meal and a lot of drink . fond farewell and congratulation
to Sig 'Prince of darkness' Harkness for coming of age, the LCpts· board
and bis ubsequent po ting to I Di . Hopefully the women and children
will be able to leep better at night now, but I don •t think the landlords
will.
ADEN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt C. Crowther
gt Hogg
Tp SSgt
The last couple of months have been hectic for Aden Tp. On our return
from battle camp we were straight out again on a Comms Exercise 'Arabian Reprise '. This wa an opportunity for the Squadron's trunk nodes
to blow off the cobwebs on their kill and drills and their wagons! The
period ha seen several Troop personnel away on various courses. Cpl
Hobson has been away in TidwortJi learning to read and write on his EFP
course while Cpl 'Chalky' W hite and Cpl G raham Parkhill have been in
Blandford on their Class I understanding their role in the trunk node (they
are still none the wiser). ongratulations go to C pl W hite and Cpl
Parkhill on their promotion to Cpl and to Sig Hemley who \ in pick up
LCpl early next year along with a posting to Blandford soldier on!
number of our flock are significantly happier having passed their 3-2
upgrade exam and securing ome extra beer token each month, namely,
Sigs Martin, Brewer, Robb and Webster.
.
Out ide of the routine the Troop has managed to keep 11 elf bu y a
ever. We were invited to return to the village of Eddington to as isl with
Remembrance Sunday. The parade wa followed with copiou amounts of
booze, chip and war storie from those past and pre ent. It al o provided
an opportunity for ig 'Ginger' Davies and Sig 'Taff' Fra ncis to make the
most of their final days of freedom. They have both been sentenced to a
fate worst than Bosnia .... Marriage! Congratulations to both ... we hope.
The Troop also managed a trip to Portsmouth to see h_ow our
counterpart in the avy lived in the days of yore. The day comprised ofa
vi it to HM Victo1J', Admiral elson's flagship and to HMS Alliance, a
I 950's die el hunter-killer submarine. After the initia l giggle the lads
soon realised that their lot in die back of a Ptarmigan vehicle i luxury
compared to some of the stories. The trip wa followed by a few jars in
Portsmouth. Everyone had a good day out except for gt 'l' ll just lie here
and die' Hogg.
EXER C ISE ARABI A BATTLE 4 - 16 O CTOBE R 1998
Ex Arabian Battle was the Squadron Battle Camp of the year. The
Exercise took place on E TA training area. The training package wa
gt Brad Hogg and gt J~ s Meek.
compi led by Lt 'Crazy' C rowth er,
The training compo ed of three di~ t i n ct package ; a ltve firmg week
supplemented with mi litary train ing, a patrol competition \ _eekend and a
dry (yeah right) tra ining four day exercise .. There art: tar too many
anecdote to recount wit hi n the columns of tht magB1. me, however. the
Squadron's exploits wi ll li ve forever more on the li!)S of those who took
part and those who, in hi ndsight, wi hed that they <l td! The Exerct c has
been recorded and summarised by LCpl Andy Morris of Aden Tp. He
recounts the Troop'> experiences. 'The as ets and men of 222 ig qn
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came together on the 4 October 1998 to deploy on Ex Arabian Battle
(Battle-Camp I998 ). The first phas.i was a seven-day range and training
package; whose aim was to relearn and revise man:r of our forgotten
infantry skills. The second phase would see the Squadron implement the
skill that they had learned the previous week. The Squadron arrived al
SE TA, Sennybridge on Sunda:r evening and plit do\\n into the
respective Troops. We then trotted to the AAFI for what was to be our
last drink for at least a week (a long time for many of u ). :'v1ost lads had a
couple of beers followed by an early night in antic1pat1on of the early ~tart
the next morning but Sig 'Swampy· Martin had a reputation to uphold
and successfully managed to maintain thi on the first night of the
Exerci e. The Squadron rose early on \1onday morning to deploy to the
ranges. Throughout the week each Troop would get the opportuntl} to
shoot on the IBSR, MMTR, live Field Fire and a ight Shoot. Whenever a
Troop was not on the ranges they were on one of the many and \.aricd
background activities. One such activity was the ight avigation tand
conducted by gt 'Angry Little Man' Emmerson. He disqualified A Tp
just for using their initiative (cheating). The Troop would most likely have
got away with the scam only for the big mouth of Sig ' couse Snitch'
Davies. The week ended with the inevitable Patrol Competition and the
infamous Sennybridge A sault Course. After the event the Squadron
returned to SE TA for a night off and the presentation to the best ection
for the fir t week which was won by 2 cct, A Tp. The following morning
the Squadron would deploy on Exercise but not before the designated OP
commanders had the opportunity to recce their positions from a Gazelle
helicopter that wa somehow acquired by the Squadron. The Exercise
finished with a Coy level attack on the enemy position. The attack wa · set
to launch at 0700 hrs (first light). Unfortunately omebody (Sqn Comd)
accidentally set off a trip flare at 0635hrs which managed to catch the
enemy off balance along with the rest of the Squadron but we managed to
successfully overcome the little mishap and won the war (again).

Bosnia Medal Parade - (the w orst beret)
CO presenting to Sig Foster, W02 (SSM) Tait behind

Bosnia Medal Parade - (the best beret)
CO presenting to LCpl McDougall , Sig Richardson.
Sig Marshall and Sig Giddings in the background
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7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

O
Lt Col D. . H. Jones
R !\1
WOl (RSi\1) . moothey
There are ~o many cntrie · for The Wire this i .ue that it is obvious that
7 ig Regt hru been an acti\·e if nut operational unit.
B \ tG) CRO
TRY CHAMPION HIP 1998
bi· Cpl Templeman
•
A day to go down in porting hi tory. it had never been done b~I re, one
Regm1ent winning both male and fe!fla~e event . ~or. tlus to .be
accompanied by ladie hamp1on. first JUn1or, econd JlUHOr and third
indi\ idual overall make you wonder if it was worth the oppos11t~n
turning up. This was a great day for gt ' tu· Taylor to bow out of 7 1g
Regt cro -country. The whole team would ltke to wi h him and his family
all the be t in his new po ting in HAPE. Also welcome to SSgt cott
who will be taking O\·er gt Taylor· mantle.
The ladie · e\ent \\3 run first and much encouragement was offered to
ladie team by the male competitors. Mo t of thi wa well received apart
from Cfn ·Maz' Cooke who e limited vocabulary couldn't muster a witty
re pon e. The first lady in for the team and overall winner wa 2Lt
, oakes \\ho won the event convincingly even though being slightly
geographically challenged for part of tlie race. A big wel ome to LCpl
Hem tead who was the econd team member to fini h in 1l th place
clo el) followed by ig Paula Barratt and ig iobhan Nolan in 14th
and 16th re·pecti,ely. fhere wa al o a valiant effort by Pte Leane Dick
in 44th and Cfn 'Maz· Cooke \\ho brought up the rear. The men' event
started immediately after tlie ladie finished with most people trying to
keep their warm kit on until the \•ery last econd. Reports from the girls
aid that it wa a very hilly course fortunately thi was changed for the
men into a quite ridiculou ly hilly cour e. The hill approximately haltWay
round was particularly adistic. I ay approximately as I wa trying to top
my pine falling out at the time, it' been a while ince I've een grown
men cry.
First in for tlie tean1 and 3rd oYerall was WOI (YofS) Lee Kiely and
just over a minute behind, depending on who you talk to, was W02
(RQM ) Jed Keane. S gt Stu Taylor managed 7th closely followed by
ig Lee Manton who was the first junior. Sgt 'Tiny· Tindale put in an
excellent performance compared to last years slightly OLAK effort. Sgt
'Col' Forrester came in two place behind 'tiny' in 13th and I'm ure the
fact he is now Cpls course trained was of great use to him on tlie course.
The 2nd junior in was LCpl Musgrave in 14th place\ ho maybe could do
better if he topped moking but l was told not to mention that. After
somewhat of a battle at tlie rear of the pack Maj mith came 26th with
Cpl E\ans and SSgt Scott 27th and 30th. A special mention I think mu t
al o be made of those individual runners who did not get picked for the
team e'en though one of them did come 6th out of the Regiment. Those
runner were 2Lt Howarth , LCpl 'Hoppy' Hopkin on, Cpl Steve
Templeman. LCpl teve Baulch, Cpl Hayword , LCp l Duddles and ig
Wilkinson. Absent on his PTJ corse was Sig Aaron Garside but I think
we proved our point without him and if the points-margin had been any
clearer the other units might have got suicidal.

decided to u e their umbrellas to have a game. Bill and Ben the flower pot
men put down root · half way round and brightened up the route. An
e caped pri oner began to\\ i h he had not opted for tlic real ball and chain
a it \ as more like the CFT for him. However, some managed more
practical co · tume . 7 ig Regt raised the second large t amount of money
in 1997 and aim to rai e the mo t this year. The final total was DM 1382
and it ha not yet been announced bow that compares to the rest of
Germany. Everybody enjoyed the event and it was an excellent way to
upport the Poppy Appeal.
OP 1ARI
FOR BELORUSSIA
During tl1e month of July, clothing and food was loaded aboard a truck,
that wa paid for by a German charity 'JESU', bound for Minsk,
Beloru ia for di tribution to orphanages and old peoples homes. The
truck, fully laden with upplies, was bound for the orphanages and old
people homes in the areas of Beloru ia which had been severely
contaminated by the Chernobyl nuclear reactor meltdown. ' JE U'
informed u that though they had much more to send they were unable to,
a the cost of another chicle wa DM 4000 and that tl1eir main priority
was paying for children to come and stay in Gem1any at Chri tmas and
during the summer month .
Members of7 ig Regt decided to raise tlie DM 4000 needed in order to
hire the next truck. This had to be done by the end of October, as
afterward there would be problem on the route into Eastern Europe due
to the onset of \ inter. It wa done with the aid of many. The YMCA
donated a 22 inch teddy bear for a raffle, thi raised over DM 500. The
familie , AAFI, Krefeld, allowed us to hold a collection point for loo e
change and AAFI stamps for the purchase of supplies and food and
toiletries. A kio k was et up, at the Bradbury Barracks wimming pool for
the elling of drinks, sweets, crisp and ice-cream , thi rai ed in excess of
DM IOOO. Donations from the Sergeants Mess Welfare fund, 231 Sig Sqn,
229 Sig Sqn, 232 Sig qn and HQ qn. 7 ig Regt resulted in nearly DM
1000 of donation . Al o a 24hr pon ored BFT, held on West Park, prior to
the start of the Bradbury Fair raised in excess of DM 3000. Donations
were al o received from supporters of JESU, led by Mrs Brenda
Lawrence from JHQ or DM 450, raised at a car boot sale. All the e gave
us the money for the truck that departed from Germany, once again fully
laden on 14 October. On the truck was clothing, toys, food and baby care
products collected throughout Germany ie Hameln, 0 nabruck, Krefeld,
JHQ which were stored along with other supplies in RAF Bruggen.
Krefeld Primary School donated the Har est Festival Gifts from Year I
and 2 children · these were all tins and were presented in a pecial
assembly to Maj Gregg. JESU have said the tins were e pecially well
received by the Belorussian , becau e they are safe food for the children to
eat· uncontaminated, unlike the raw food they are use to mo t of the time.
Many of the baby products came from companie made aware of Op
Marina by Jenny aim, Courses Clerk, 7 Sig Regt, who wrote over 30
scrounging letters with rep I ies and help from four, they are: Bettacare Ltd,
PHP, The Great Little Trading Coy, Tomy. These companies had already
exceeded their annual allocation of donations to variou charities but still
came up with the goods and the cost of po tage to Germany. We would
like to thank them on behalf of Op Marina.
Much fun was had throughout the fund-raising, especially during the
sponsored run, with four teams taking part, two teams consisting of Royal
Signa ls personnel, one team AGC personnel and one team REME
personnel. Those who could not commit themselves to the full 24hrs
nevertheless were not to be left out. Members oftlie 7 ig Regt insisted on
joining in the running at lunchtime, in the evening and throughout the
night. The WO's and Sergeants' Mess came over and gave all runners a
break by running a few laps midway through their dining out of the R M,
Pete Griffiths (at 0300 hours).

The highly acclaimed 7 Signal regiment x-country Team
CO'S FU R ' N 1998
On 23 October. 7 Sig Regt held the British Forces Germany wide CO's
Fun Run. It \\a a charity event in aid of the British Legion Poppy Appeal.
Tho e who competed m fancy dress had a horter route to run. This
inccntl\ e led to an ama/.mg display of ingenuity and creativity. Uniform
T p .united to produce a snooker table with their he.ids representing the
d11len:nt coloured balls. It y,as a great costume although they did not
con_:iplcte the run at gr.:at peed and were not too impressed when the
OITtcer , ''ho \\ere perambulating around in black tie with champagne,
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W01 (RSM) Pete Griffiths
leaves the Regiment with his swimming pool
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This was very entertaining for all nmners as they took one step forward
and two steps back! The first runner had a broken leg, but being fully
anaesthetised al the time did not seem to notice. The pre-ruo briefing
which wa gi,cn by Maj Cathie Gregg, OIC 43 AEC, included the
instruction that plenty of nuids wen: to be taken on board • he didn't say
what type of fluids , and there was a lot of giggling at around 4.00 am. As
the money we raised exceeded the amount required, fund-raising will
continue next year in order to pay for another truck in March 1999 as there
arc still more supplies to go.
The first Op Marina truck arrived in Minsk on Sunday 18 October and
was successful in reaching Olga Cawoll, the Minsk representative of
JESU. h..: fought off the attentions of Customs and managed to
gel personal parcels lo the JESU children delivered and will
oversee distribution of the rest through various distribution points set
up hy tlie charity. Anybody wanting further information on Belorussia
and the 'Chern byl Children' or wishing to offer help can ring
Maj Cathie Gregg on Krefeld Mil 2236 or Cpl Geoff Richards on
Krefeld Mil 2378.
7TH S SIGN L BRIGADE 'VOICE OF FREEDOM' PARADE
Friday, 6 November saw the 7th U.' Signal Brigade change its
Commander. The incoming Commander is Col Melita E. McCully who
wa commissioned into the US Women's Army orps in 1976. The
momentous event \\BS marked by a parade at their Taylor Barracks Camp
111 Mannne11n. The 7th Sig Bde maintains a combat ready, forward
deployed :1gnal force . The parade wa ·attended b} both American soldiers
and sold.crs of tho e nations who work closely witli them. The parade was
made up ,,f officers and soldiers from the Headquarter and Headquarters
Company-7th (US) Signal Brigade, 44th (US) Signal Battalion, 7th (UK)
Signal Regiment, 40th Regiment De Transmi sions (FR) and the 990
Fem1elde Regiment (GE).
The British contingent wa led by 2Lt Jones and W02 (SSM) Ward.
The practices were interesting to say the least. With each version being
made different by 2Lt Jones ·s excellent improvised drill. The night before
the parade a bit of Anglo-American integration wa indulged in. The
medium for this event was line dancing. Sig lurray and LCpl Sigston
both Linemen, showed the Americans how to really do it. To make sure
everyone wa ready for the parade a spot of PT was called for in the
morning. The parade pa sed with no incident except a solo drill movement
by 2Lt Jones again.
REGlMENTAL CADRE COURSE
by Sig Ranson
On 25 October 27 Signallers and a Lance Corporal embarked upon 7
Sig Regt's most demanding and arduou course, the Regimental Cadre
Course. The course was lead by three Section Commanders. I Sect was
headed by Cpl Matt 'Ju t done my killies' Eastman, 2 Sect by Cpl
Stevie 'I love the parade square· Evans, and 3 Sect by Cpl Geoff 'This is
better than running tlie cinema' Richards. The course tudent were
subjected to a character readju tment in the first couple of day . lt consisted
of a BFL on the Monday, and a boot nm on the Tuesday. Cpl 'Taff Evans
combined gymna tic skill with wimming in large puddles, simulating
Welsh Mountains by running up aear vertical hills. Wednesday was
supposedly an easy circuit training se sion in the gym. which left most
people staggering out at the end. Towards the end of the first week we were
told to prepare for the first Exercise, Ex First Venture. What we weren't
told was that from the first minute we were on the training area it would
rain and continue to rain. There came a point when you couldn't tell
thunder and lightning from thunder nashe and nares, and our hell scrapes
filled with water quicker than you could dig it. Part of this Exercise was a
very cold and wet ight avigation Exerci e where the incentive was to
get around as quickly a possible in order to get back to your leeping bag
and thaw out. The mo t feared event the tretcher race, wa renamed the
'Lets stick a bit of tank track on two caffold pole ' race and run around the
area with it. This was okay until the gym taff decided we would go
swimming in - yes, you've guessed it - large puddle ! We were, however,
plea ed to hear that we had the weekend off to wa hand iron kit, bull boots,
write up notes, prepare le sons and then get ome Jeep.
Week 2 arrived, halfway tliere or half still to go? Monday morning ,
notoriously bad anyway but with only one (scheduled) PT le son to go
things were looking up. Tuesday morning, Drill Te t · Rain. These two
words seem to always follow side by idc. The evening was a contender
for tlie longest ever orders lesson, followed by deployment onto t~e final
exercise. The expectations for Ex Fma l Endeavour were gomg out mto the
field and getting wetter for longer than in the first Exercise. Unfortunately
the D had forgotten to book the rain and so it did not come. This Exercise
was unpopular a we missed the Regimental bonfire night . . o the Tp gt,
Sgt Carl 'Keen and Green ' Budding, decided to ha e one of hi own
disgui ed as a platoon attack. big thank to the 0 Trainin~ Wing, ~apt
Boyle for his enlightening lesson on 'The Memo'. It was enjoyable 1fn?t
informative.
good course was had by all. Congratu lati ons go to 1g
Samuel for Top Student, ig Roberts for Best Field oldier and Sig Flook
for Best Endeavour.
READQUARTERSSQ ADRO
Sqn omd
Maj Bob O'Hara
S<;M
W02 ( M) Angie Hilborn
The Squadron would like to ay farewell to W02 ( SM) Hilborn and
we wi h her luck not on ly on posting, but also on her new appointment as
R M. We all know just how happy she i to be going home to God'
Country and on to sunnier clime in 'Bonn ie cot!and_'. The
M would
like to thank the O for the constant upply of b1scutts (or rather thank
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Maureen!). We welcome W02 (SS'1) 'Stretch' Barry and w1 h him
well.
U IFORM TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI (FofS) teelc
S gt Matt Wakeling
Tp SSgt
The Troop would like to welcome S gt '\1att Wakeling along with
wife Lisa and family. We say a tearful Goodbye to
gt Rob Hood who
joins 231 Sig qn . Cpl ·Taff' Powell to his A I course, L pl 'Ollie'
Oliver off to earn a living in civvy street and last but not least a tearful
goodbye to Sig Miranda 'Bombdog' .Jenkins also off to civvy street. The
Troop decided to make a name for itself in the annual Poppy Day Fun Run .
This year it was decided that we should run as a Troop. After a week of
careful planning we decided to go as a snooker table. With 48hr to go we
managed to get hold of a large amount of cardboard which was hurriedly
painted and holes cut out. Table legs and pockets were then made and
pain takingly attached. The only things to add were the ball that were
ingeniously made from our heads being placed through the hole . The e
were in tum painted using hair dye, face paint and cam cream. eedle to
say all our hard work paid off as the Troop were judged winners in the
'Best Dressed' category.
CISTROOP
by LCpl Matt Duddles
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) O'Brien
Tp SSgt
SSgt Tipple
We bid farewell to our old Tp Comd, Capt (TOT) ' oddy' Baugh and
hi wife, Debbie on their posting to JHQ. We wish them all the best. We
welcome the new Tp Comd, Capt (TOT) O ' Brien and his wife, Julia,
and tlieir two children, Laura and Michael. They came from SS U, RAF
Digby, where the TOT reportedly only spent two afternoons in nine
months there. 1 can't think where we got that information. We also say
good-bye and good luck to Sgt ' Paul' Elgenia and his wife Jackie and
family, they're off to unny ClS in 2 Sig Regt, York.
Congratulations to Cpl 'Jacko' Jackson on promotion to gt, we wi h
him and Lynn a safe tour at his new post in orthem Ireland serving\\ ith
I QLR. September and October saw the troop working like dogs ('mules!'
cry the mas es) with two new additions, LCpl ' haz' Dainty and
gt
eil ·Taff' Evans having a traditional CIS welcome of exce sive working
hours during Ex Arrcade Fusion. Unfortunately for · haz', her beret and
belt were lost right at the start in an incident involving LCpl 'Tommo'
T homson and a portaloo. The mind boggles. And remember 'Shaz' not to
hang fre hly washed underwear up in a BSV to dry. We all tliought the
paras had landed!
Meanwhile Cpl 'Dunny' Dunnington and LCpl Bob Morton were
sunning tliemselves in Milan, with 3 IT Div enjoying plenty of pasta and
pizza. But of cour e they hated it, according to the e-mails sent during the
dead of night; we ympathise hone t. One cause of confu ion for them \\a
the Italians NBC warning ign. lt·s tlie ame as the ATO 'all clear'. mask
oo. mask off, mask on, mask oft~ MNDC got their hare of hard work
(we're sure) where Sig 'Ange' O'Sullivan and Sig Neil ·Boz' Borrows
handled the show pretty well.
OFFICERS' MESS
Me s Mgr
Sgt lick Angove
Head twd
Cpl Steve Peacock
Tbe Officers Mess of7 ig Regt has come to the end of an era. After 39
years, the military staff is to fade into hi tory with their job being
demilitarised and handed over to tlie civilian sector. Due to thi fact the
tru ty military team of S gt' Angry' ngovc and Cpl ' Old man' Peacock,
ig ' couse' Dowell. and Sig Sutherland are attending the vehicle park
rehabilitation centre, to aid their impending move back to their roots of
origin. The military team are looking forward to horter working hours,
going back on Exerci e and a social life. A we are on the eve ofa ne\\ era
tnff "ho have served it o well
we mu t remember all the Officer Me
over the years. For all their hard work we thank them. We wi h all the
civilian staff past and present all the be t in the future and thank them for
their loyal service. A the end of 1998 approache the Military team ay
'Goodbye'.
229 (BERLIN) SIG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Chris Robinson
M
W02 (
1) tevie Bovan
The quadron ha ju t returned from Ex helldrake word that la ted
from I ovember to 13 O\embcr 1998. afler an eight-hour journey to the
bitterly cold northern outpost of Holme. The aim of the Exercise wa · to
RA communications for the R yal rtillery. Apparently, onceu
pro idc
year on their major Exerci e, each Gunn r, if he ha been a good boy, 1s
given the opportunity to fire one. ye 'One· live round. Fonunately for u · in
the ignal , we were there for their big day. The Exercise was most!) tall
for Trunk odes 011 and 012. This wa most unfortunate for Radio Relay
detachment I 2B. They set up in what appeared to be an 'alleged ly ' haunted
area of woodland. They reported much IO\\ er temperature in tl1e1r part of
the wood, and • hadO\\ figure were een loitering around their dct.
feeling of uncertainty and fear" ent weeping tlirough the ranks of Trunk
ode O12. W02 ( S I) tevic · Aahhh · Bov:rn decided to qua. h these
unfounded rumours. Bra ly, he \entured i1110 the 'allegedly· haunted
woods alone. He was later een attacking the comer of a 9x9 tent with the
butt of his rine. o tliere wa ' omething out there. ·allegedly'! The nc. t
day, the node home wa to attend a briefing, and was told in no unccnain
terms tl1at the mere t mention of gho t , shadO\•S, LIFO". Leeds 1td
\\inning the double and all ther par:mormal C\ en ts\\ ere . trictl) forbidden.
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C HARLI E T R OP
Tp ( omd
2Lt aro line E' ans
fp · g1
gt Ga ry Davies
.\ sad farc"ell to pl Paul 'Houndog' Hounsell who move · on to
Londond 'rn'. and al o to LC pl Lee Gia' e ''ho lc.1' cs us for AF Ei T.
onoratulatlon go to U pl fan 'Hopp)· Hopkinson and L pl 'Mac·
Don7iell on their recem promotion . We ' ould like 10 we lcome 2Lt
aroline EYans a our ne\\ Troop Command r. During helldrake word.
. (me m 'mbers of the Troop were treated to ti fire po'~ er demo b)'. ?ur
friends in the Royal rtillel'). \\'e al o managed to fit 111 Wolf Tra111111g
( ot the howling \anety!) and ju t to fill out our days we managed to
111cludc some cross trade trainin11.. On a more obering note, some
members of the Troop took a trip to the Belsen Memorial ite. ow for
'<ome hello and goodbye : Fir tly a ad goodbye to L t nnabel Taylor
''ho lea\e. us a, Troop Commander. 1any congratulation go to Sig
\nd\ :\le Farlane and Anna on the birth of their new bab on 5
eptcmbcr. The Troop says a big welcome to Jack Owen who' eighed in
at n bouncing 91b 4oz. We wou ld lik to welcome our gt Ste e Foord and
h1. "ife Rac-hel. Finally, farewe ll to ot Kev \ ood who i' off to do R IT.
o doubt he" ill be back to haunt us.
WHJ KY T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt\ ilson
Tp g1
gt Robson
It ha been a bu y period for Whi ky Tp over the past fe, month . ''hat
with exerci e- and the Cadre Course coming and goi ng, and a couple of
promotion too. Fir t of all we would like to ay hello to LCpl 'Col'
\'illiers "ho ha joined u from 2 ig Regt in York. traight from the
factory are ig Taylor, io 1cCabe, and all the way from 23 1 qn. Sig
To\\n ley. I' m ure they will all be a great a et to the Troop! There have
been a fe'' promotion within the Troop, starting off with the bo s. Lt
Wit on . Al o congratulation mu t go to former LC pl Ru s Ryan who i
no" Cp l Ryan . Last but defi nitely not lea t our o I ED LCpl Bonney
ha just received hi tripe after a long stretch in the Officers' Mess. T he
whole Troop would like to congratulate LCpl :\larti n 'Jack· Ho rn er and
hi wife on the birth of their daughter Charlotte, who \ as born on 6
1 0\ ember 199 weighing in at 61b 6oz. adly though. we will be saying
goodbye to the Horner fami ly at the end of thi year. o we wish them
good luck at 2 1 ig Regt. Between 18 October and 6 lovember 1998, a
Cadre Course wa taking place at 7 ig Regt. The onl y member of the
Troop to complete the cour e was a cou er. S ig ·Ruby' Murray, who djd
exrremely well, and came very close to being top tudent. Hopefully we'll
be eeing him come off the board someti me nex t year.

231 Q ADRO
qn Comd
1aj ' Dumb Wa iter' Whitehead
M
W02 (SS I) Ward
J ow in the twilight days of Maj \ hitehead 's command, the quadron
prepares to wish him, Debb ie and Bryooy a fo nd goodbye and best w ishes
for \ armin ter. The buil d up to Chr istma has been hectic but season for
being jolly ha no \\ arrived. The Regimenta l reshuffle wil l change the
Troops that make up the Squadron. so here is thei r reports for the last time
a all part of 231 qn.
0 CA R T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jones
Tp gt
SSgt Dunseith
The Troop has had yet another amazing month. OT! What with
Arrcade Fu ion, Board of Officers, and the Regimental reshuffi e, it has
been a very busy month for the troop with I 0 per cent manning. Arrcade
Fu ion tarted the month out at Ayr hire Barracks again. This went
without a hitch, except for the fact it took a few attempts LO si te us. We also
lo t our beloved leader 2Lt ' Don't ask me' Ham ilton, who goes to
Blandford to auend his Troop Comman ders Course. Papa Tp eventually
got therr comms In and joined the Exerc ise, al though t11ey on ly had
command fo r 24hrs. urpri e! Surpri e!
·o ooner were we back fro m exercise than it was time for 1he Board of
Officers. and wirh S gt ·Have we got it' Dunseith and Sig 'Yes' C urran
checking all the kit fi \'e times this didn't go too badly! Du ring the Board of
Officer. omeone though t we didn' t have enough to do so they thought we
wou ld mo"e the Troop and the accommodation around at the same time.
The good thmg was we got rid of Papa Tp. They mi ght now have to do
some work for once and we might get to share the workload fa irly.
We're now into our UWI prep. The Troop says farewell to LCpl ' DJ'
L~ on ''ho \\i ll be joining Civ Div afte r an extensive resettlement period.
We sa> hello to 2Lt ' I love Lima' J ones all the way from Lima Tp, C pl
'I'll get there one da}' · Wilson, ig 'They' re not big' Constable and Sig ' J
like running' Wa lker. We wou ld like to welco me more but then we might
be able to make a Troop.
P P T R OP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lowth er
Tp. gt
gt Gemm ell
The Troop ha JUSI experienced another turbulent time in its bu y li fe.
\\ 1th
gt Archie ' Do you know I can fish?' Gemmell now firml y settled
in the co-pilots seat, it was time to say goodbye to some of the Troop. 2Lt
·b Tropo m yet?' Lowther ha been elevated to •he dia y heights ofO C
Ta.: Tp and Cpl 'There is nothing wrong with my sw itch' Lund has been
po ted on promoti on to 3 Div. Before you could say ' Regimental
re huffie'. Papa Tp fou nd itself moved to 232 Squadron and under the
guidance of 2Lt 'Tanya' oa kes, fresh from her Troop Commanders
course. Long li\c \taj 'Can I shoot it?' Stri nger . As if that wasn't enough
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to contend with. Cpl 'I'll ort it.' Jackson did a magnificant job in
preparing both the Troop and the tores for the recent Board of Otliccr .
Many thank .
Q EBECTROOP
Tp omd
Lt Richard Byfield
Tp gt
S gt Rob Hood .
.
Much has happened in t11e busy" arid o! Quebec Tp 111 recent months.
However. we h3\e moved garage and exchanged all of our old
Landrovcr for the nc'\ ·wow version. We mu Lsay well done to both S ig
J im my a mucl and ig ' Robbo· Rober ts who did exccptio~ally well on
t11e Regimental adre Course. The Troop ha changed considerably and
welcomes
gt Rob Hood, S ig Danny Pincott, Sig ' Leo· Lea rmonth,
io 'Interesting· Lane and ig 'Twiss' 1\vissel. Unfortunately we couldn't
ke~p our manpower up too high so we had to say goodbye Lo LCpl 'Ollie'
O lver. io Karen tafford and Sig 'Scottie' Steele who arc all off to 21
ig Reg1."wc al o ay farewell to LCpl Lee ·Hank' Ha nkin son who goe
on to 19 Mech Bde. Finally our congratulat ions go to C pl Stu Hunt and
hi wife ikki on the birth of their baby boy T hom as.
LIMA TR OOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Steve Jones
Tp gt
S gt Phil H ay
We would like to welcome Sgt Phil 'I've got every qualification '
Hay, wife Rachel and family. We hope they have an enjoyab le and fruitful
tour with us. Farewell to 2Lt Steve 'Barnsley' Jones although he is on ly
ooing uext door to 0 car Tp. Congratulation to C pl Steve Evan s on his
promotion to gt and posting to 14 ig Regt. SSgt Phil Hay arrived at the
Troop ju t in time for Arrcade Fusion, un lucky for him. The Excrci e
started in the u ual way with Line Tp getting stuck stra ight into the action,
thi we did fa ter than any other time 'thanks to the diagrams'. As the
Exerci e calmed down and the hustle and bu tie subsided, Line Tp settled
into their normal working routine.
Cp l teve 'I'll see you when I ee you' Evans found it difficu lt fitting
in to a daily routine and never got hi combats dirty. We must say a word
on ig Jam ie 'Cheeky boy' mith , who has to be the on ly one who could
reduce five length of faul tle cable into a 'bird ne t'. We wou ld like to
remind Sig Jock ' icknote' F lemin g that the be t way to move a Bedford
i to drive it and not with his head. Our other Line Det ba ed at Louth Trg
Area wa under the command of Sgt Drew 'Where' my BC uit'
Drewett who neglected to bring it on Exercise. IL was a good job the back
of the truck wa NBC proof.
As the Exercise drew to a clo e, rumours started circulating about ha lf
the Li ne Tp moving to 232 qn. This proved to be correct and the relevant
people were informed, after the SSM made sure everyone had bo ught a
quadron weatshirt. Thi is a end of a era as 231 Sqn, Line Tp is one of
the only real' Line Tp left in the Royal ignals. Impostors in black line
belts be warned (HQMT). Even though the Troop is split we hope we all
remain close friend and thanks for all your hard work in the past. 'KEE P
rTUP'
232 SIG AL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan 'Jerry' Stringer
SSM
W02 ( SM) Hugh es
S gt (YofS) 'Gaz' Tabor ha purchased a caravan and it is important
that all tho e who know him in the Corps real ise his change of character.
Apparen tly he is keen to start a club fo r those fe llow caravaners in the
Krefeld and J HQ area. The OC temporari ly got excited over the prospect
of an operational deployment and promptly cancelled his diving tri p to the
Red Sea. Last seen sat at his desk in co ld Krefe ld , nobody is allowed to
mention d i ing especially the five hundred pounds he spent on his dive
computer. Congratulations to the Sq uadron C lerk, LCpl Ann e ' I'm in
charge 'round 'ere' Bristow, on her marriage to Cpl Tony Simmons of
HQ qn. All the be L for the future. Finally, congrarulations to C pl Blair
·Mac' MacDo nald on selection fo r the Yeoman' Course next year.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt ' Pierre' Farrimond
Tp gt
S gt ' tef' ewto n
Hello to everyone out there in Wireland from Delta Troop. In October
the Troop depl oyed on Ex Arrcade Fusion with some lads and las es go ing
to lta ly agai n. LCp l ' ean' Ab Iott and Sig 'Connie' Tu rn er went LO
Greece with 16 Sig Regl while the rest of the Troop went to Euskirchen,
40 mi les down the road from camp, less those of course who were fi shing
or packing to go to Nepal. Despite th e last minute changes everyone
deployed to their respective locations on time. The Exerc i c went very
well for everyone except LC pl Damon '2 pints' Ga uchi whose exploits in
Mi lan included era hing a Landrover and los ing his passport. In
Eusk irchen C pl Ma tt 'Cleggy' Clegg had hi s SA
working like
clockwork, giving himself enough free time to set the fastest tage time on
Colin McRea Rally. ext time C leggy, next time .......
Jn the run-up to Christmas the Troop was kept bu y with the Board of
Officers and the UW I's whi ch went well for the Troop, so well done to
everyone. On a fin al note we say congratulations to Sig ' Paddy'
M cFarland and Sig ·Lance' Buckle on their recent promotions to LCpl.
There's hope for everyone !
TAC TROOP
Tp Comd
L t Youn g
Tp gt
S gt Mackenzie
Welcome to C pl ' Randy' R anderson and C pl ' Gwa ' G rey and their
fa milies and congratulations to both o f them on promotion to 'full screw'.

More hellos go to Sigs 'A. left' Dinsdale, Debbie 'Bob' Shillinglow and
Trish 'Jimmy Cranky' Drummond. Sadly we must also say farewell to Lt
·Peanut' Young who is now off to pretend to be warry in Cyprus. SSgt
Phil ·Jt's not a Harley. it's a Chopper' Mackenzie is off to HQ Sqn with
both of bis beloved bicycles.
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comcl
2Lt icky James
Tp Sgt
'gt George Farrar
Fir ta few hellos and goodbyes. LCpl 'Lee Spandex' Renwick leaves
the Troop and Regiment with our best \\is hes and good luck for the future.
Sig · haggy' Palmer with his wife Emma and son Jack are also leaving.
Congratulation· lo the Palmer on the birth of their new son Dylan Hellos
to Cpl ' i, The Pimpernel' Riley and his wife Claudia, LCpl 'Ken'
Barlow who with only a few days in the Regiment went to epal with Sig
'Audi, Q, Nancy, the Siggy form all; know as Corrigan' Qualtro ugh, for a
spot of hill walkmg. Sig · ot a Scouse' Hallway and his wife Gill and
th.:1r daughter Kayleigh also arrived along with ig 'A ndi, 450 DM for
WI IAT???' Porter fresh and interested from the sunny School of Signals.
We thank them dearly for send ing him. Congratulations to LCpJ ·Oz'
Bowden on his promotion to Corporal.
'A.orale is a~ high as ever with comments such as 'Where do all the
leaves come from?' (Sig 'Village' Par kin), and 'Yes Oflicer I'm pretty
sure it was ~tolcn .... oh hang on a minute. it was me' (Sig Ia n, 'Where's
yo 1r licence gone' Walker). The Troop is looking forward to Christmas
and hen skiing in the ew Year in Bavaria. Finally congratulations to Sigs
'FlO!> y' Fallows and 'l\llerc' Ainscough on their imminent wedding.
E ER I E ARR CADE FUSIO 1998
7 ig Regt began deploying as ets into the field on Monday 21
September lo prepare for the large- cale multinational Exercise. Ex
Arrcade Fusion. 231 Sig Sqn con tructed communications to headquarters
at Ayr hire Barracks and Louth. They also provided the majority of the
Regimental manpower. 232 Sig Sqn deployed radio to support all
locations and Secondary Access ode commanded by 2Lt Nicki J a mes
(Italy) and Lt Pete Young (Euskirchen) in support of Divisions. Thanks
must al o go to 229 ig Sqn who played a major role in filling the gaps
that undermanning has caused in the other quadrons. The Regiment
proved to be well prepared and although problems developed with CJS
equipment regularly, the technicians dealt with faults dlectively. They
even managed to provide technical assistance to other units including
Royal Artillery BATES and 7th US Signal Brigade. A good working
relationship developed with the American Satellite team who rel ied upon
231 Sig qn; e pecially C pl ' Ginger inja ' Crompton who was awarded
a medal for 'out landing work beyond the call of duty' . Overall the
Exercise went well and 7 Sig Regt, Exerci ing for the last ti me before
Regimental reorganisation, provided a ervice to Staff users which was
appreciated at the highest level.
EXERCISE ARRCADE FUSION ITALIAN SAN
The one and a half day journey began by Sig 'Jordie' Ainscough
ha\ ing to squeeze into the back of the HF det owing to the undue amount
of kit the OC, 2Lt icky 'friend-of-generals' Jame had brought. The
warning from the Ex Able Condor Italy tri p that the diet would consist of
pasta and lettuce was forgotten on the first night in the American base
where an 'on tap' coke machine and 'help-yourse lf-mister-whippy· ice
cream machine wi:rc heralded\ ith delight. However, rwo weeks later the
repetitive menu of pasta, lettuce and bread made us appreciate even more
the egg and bacon baguette prepared by C pl 'Itchy' M cintosh and his
handy helper Cfn 'Scratchy' W illia ms. On arrival there wa no sign of

EXERCISE MAGNUM SPIRIT
A military driver tra in ing exercise known as Magn um pirit 1998 wok
place in and around 21 Engr Regt at Quebec Barracks in 0 nabruck. 7 Sig
Regt entered one team consisting of gt Leigh ortheast, the driver. and
2Lt E mma Hamilton-Green AGC (SPS), the navigator. The event wa a
test of driving skills, navigational ability and endurance of the crews. The
event started off with a 200km ight av igational Exercise fo llowed by
daytime Special Sections and then another 170 km ight avigauonal
Exercise. Apart from fatigue the other hazards thrown at the teams were
the snow, ice and freezing fog. Thi s proved too much for some crew as a
fe\ Landrovers ended up in ditches! But not 7 Sig Regt's crew. The kill
of gt orthea t's driving combined with the fai rly accurate navigationa l
skills meant they came 38th place out of a starting number of 85.

Sgt Northeast and 2Lt Hami lton-Green go Amphibious

9 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(RADIO)
DHEKELIA DASH
On 1 ovember 28 1998 hundreds of runner gathered for t11e 32nd
record 54 team had entered to compete o er the
Dhekelia Dash.
undulating 15 mile route. Each team comprised 15 runners who each had
to complete, an approximate I mile leg.
The Ladies Team from Ay ik, who have won their category for th
past t\ o yea rs, entered with ome trep idation. With the reduction of
numbers wi th in the Regiment over the past year the poo l of fe male to
choose from was lightly limit ing, but the Ladies were st ill determined to
do well. The team, which con isted ofa combi nation of wive and military
personnel waited eagerly at the ir re pecti ve checkpoi nts to give their all on
each leg.
.
.
.
Epi Strollers ha d an outstanding team th1 year and had obv1ou. ly
carried out much traini ng in their quest to take the fe ~1a l e tr?ph . away
from the Ay
ik Ladie . They were uccessful 111 _their bid, so
congratulations Epi Strollers, but watch out next year we '':tll b back. Ay
ik Ladies put in a very good effort coming a commendable second place.
E~ERCI E ISLAND WIDE
THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE R
ER
Approx imately fo ur month ago, Pte ~eve H ou gh ~o n , now .LCpl, of
the QM' Department decided he w uld hke to orgam. e a chanty event
that had not been att empted befo re. The idea was to have. a team of i:mners
who would run through all U1e UK military ba e on 1111 ~ paradise 1 land ,
talion in aid of the Cyprus Anti-Cancer oc1ety
inc luding the Trood
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Italian activity o we indulged in a pre exercise R and R tnp to Milan.
However the work started in came ·t when the cam net wa< erected. C pl
'Random Peg' Millikan finally took control and the end product \\aS
worth all the effort and lost teddies. As the Exercise progrcs ed we relaxed
into the shill system and the sunshine. The LA Managers C pl 'tall man·
Dunnington and LCpJ 'keep your pants on' '\1.orton kept rushmg do,~n
to the HQ to help the Italian staff find the 'send' button for the email
LCpl 'Unfortunate' Gauchi tried to keep himself out of trouble by being
the most reliable person to switch on the loudspeaker for the conference
calls.
The SA was kept on its toes by a stream of visitors from the Squadron
OC, Maj Tm not her for a holiday' Stringer to COMARRC himself.
There was the ongoing task of trying to locate the Portuguese Brigade for
conference calls. Staff 'It is I' Ha nn ah kept himself amused when comms
worked by pract1~ing his Italian wink or accidentally tripping into LC pl
Morton 's bag of cookies. The exercise, the comms and taff's patience
ended in an 1mpres ive electrical storm. C pl Millikan ' cam net
masterpiece had to be taken down soakmg wet. The trip back was
achieved in safety by Sig Holt restraining himself from takmg out the
Italian Caribinari motorbike e corts and Sig 'Scou e' Hallway wisely
ignoring a direct order from the OC to close hi eyes as he drove through
Switzerland. The SAN group arrived in Krefeld to enjoy a cold, wet
weekend with no pasta and no plilgen.

and The Anthony olan Bone-M arrow Trust (U K). o was born Ex Island
Wide. The team of five runners would run relay- with a ·uppon team
tation-via Larnaca &
covering the fo llowing route : Ayios ikolao
Lima ol-Akrotiri- Epi ·kopi-Troodo -via ico ia-Ayios ikolao tat ion.
The next tep in the plan wa to gain big pon ors. A ller many fut ile
letter it was obviou no one thought t i c e ent viable and alas no offe rs
were forthcoming. Th i did not deter tcve Houghton in his perseverance.
ext were the team, he and four other volunteers plu a suppon crew.
De pile initial mi givings, th e runners came forward and the "upport ere\\
was selected. The route and the neces ary paperwork had to be cleared
th rough CyPol and the relevant Garrison Headquarters, eventually the
initial idea became a rea lity. The date " a ct for unday 20 eptembcr to
begin at 0500hrs. Each masochi t would run 30min slots "ith a 2hr.
recovery supported by a coach and two a fety \Ch icles wuh water and
ration in abundance. Thee timated time of completion wa late Monda)
evening.
After numerou last minute worrie the big day arri\'ed. The 0 of 9
ig Regt (R), L t C ol Whitby kindly . et off the fin runner with all the
encouragement anyone could muster at 0500hr.. Very oon the runners
ettled down into their routine of run, drink, eat, rest and run again. fhe
safety vehicle were leapfrogging backward and forward "h1ch causl·d
some con ternation wit11 the B
motor yclc e ·cort a the ll ·al
population looked on in bewi lderment. Dhckclia flew by \ I ithout a second
glance: Larnaca came to a ·top as the . tourists looked on. causing_ more
confus ion. Once on the coa Lroad to L1111a sol the ea '1e\\ s ;md \lll ag.:s
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The full Team
were th lat thing on the runner's mind -Macdonald " \as calling. A
de1ai1ed list of order was ru tied together by upport team members SSgt
ndy lack, pl Mick Marvel and LCpl 'Mac' lcCulloch and
de -patched at full . peed to get the grub! Back down the road with food the
no\\ weary runners were back on top forn1 aft r the boo t of Big Mac and
milk:.hakes (just what the dietician ordered!)
ext was Limas ol where the support team was again despatched to
. hake bucket in poor un u peeling faces. It didn't take long before they
fo~nd the area of scantily clad beach-babes in abundance-they managed to
raise 30 cents and a ca e of temporary blindnes . Once again the runner
brought the place to a tandstill. the recovery rate was amazing once the
beach-babe were potted. The route through Akrotiri wa a ca e of
through the talion pa t Tommy Tuckers and back out, but the re ponse
and .the monie donated were much appreciated. Unfortunately there was
no tune for the uggested Yisit Lo BFBS Radio. Regular phone call were
made lo the pre enters wh_o con tantly cajoled and encouraged Ii teners to
gr~·e m?n~y. On the pot hve broadcasts were given wi th the support team
bem~ rtd1culed for their poor radio voices and the constant update were
readily broadcast thanks 10 the wry helpful BFBS DJ's., ext to come wa
Episkopi Ga_rrison, in through the front and out through the back with a
bem~ ed Light Infantryman unlocking and locking up aftenvard .
Obv1ou ly unday night i sock Orting night with not a soul to be een.
There wa no\\ the dauntiag ight_ofTroodos looming in the di tance.
Fortunately with ome fonvard plannmg there wa a chance for the resting
runners to get a hower and a hot meal once within tl1e Station. eedless to
say the run-.up wa full o~ incident, ma!nly _because by this stage we had
lost our .Police escort. This was a defimte mghtmare knowing patience is
not a nrtue among t the local drivers. Surprisingly, at one point the
runners were held ~p by a lorry, which was travelling even slower than
they were. By the lime they reached the top morale was at its lowest ebb
and le~s ~1d feet were uffering their O\\ n private hell. The effort and
~etermmat1on n_ol ~owalk was a ight to behold, regardles of the pain and
lru trallon of tiffJomts. Once the top ofTroodos was breached it wa tum
around and run back down, the runner- were well ahead of schedule but it
\\BS _no\\. dark. The safety Yehicles were placed front and back with
flashmg lights an? lots of_concen?"8ti?n involved. The pace picked up and
~fore we knew II . 1cos1a ~·a _m s1_ght. The route planners had a linle
hiccup on the ?utskms of 1co ia with one of the vehicles disappearing
and then phomng rrom a phon_e _box to ai:ange a meeting point. Luckily
the no\\ te ty nmners \\ere oblivious to d11S as the ofT shift were now able
to pass nut within seconds uf climbing back aboard the admin coach. The
golden blanket would have to be hared. This also became a no-go area for
non~runners, as the smell of sweaty socks and trainers was enough to
banish even the bravest.

Following the road parallel to the motornay Larnaca soon came into
vie''· The worn "'a~ 110\\ arranging a reception committee back at camp
some 12 hours ahead of schedule de ·pile protests from the team to make
the most of it slO\\ do'' n and t!njoy the scenery. Aller the Larnaca ring
road it was back onto familiar ground back up the orridor Road to Ayios
iko laos. The ·uppo11 team shot forward with th e escort vehicle leavin g
Sgt Ke\ O' eill, ig Jimmy Brooks and the Duty Medic, LCpl icky
Holdridge. holding the fort behind the nmners. On arrival in Yrysoullcs it
was envisaged the team would catch up at I 230hrs- wrong-they were now
motoring with the fini h in . ight. t 121 Ohr they were potted coming
into the 'illagc. Panic stations. the reception comminee was expecting
them at 1300hrs and they on ly had about IOmin of running left to do .
There wa n? topping them no\\ ., so the wept through and up to camp to
receive a ·lightly mailer rt!cept1on, but never the less enthusiastic one.
Fini hing 12hrs ahead of schedule and still standing the incredible foal
was accomplished by the following:
LCpl teve Houghton , gt Dave C hurchward, gt Adie Davidson
Pte · Pez· Perry and the old man of the bunch, W02 ( SM) 'TatP
Thomas. Re erve· were gt John Brooke, pl · Paddy' Reece and Pte
' wede' tephen.
The tau tic arc as follows:
Total Di ·tance:
224.6 miles
Total Time:
30 hrs 21 mins
Di tance run by each runner:
44.6 miles

226 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Another busy period for the 226 Sig qn (EW) hierarchy, Capt Paul
Newson and W02 (SSM) Al Jenkins are both swanning on a rccce to
Beli.1e. Capt Paul ew on is then away skydiving in Florida. It' all right
for ome. W02 (FofS) Dean Briers has just spent two weeks on a combat
surviva l course with a few bli ters as a souvenir. Maj Rob
Meinertzhagen and W02 (YofS) Dick Rutherford have been busy in
sunny Rhcindahlcn on Ex Arrcade Fusion.

640 SIGNAL TROOP

TRAIN! 'G \ ING TROPHY 1998
On \~edn e day 25 ovember 19~8 , the annual Training Wing Trophy
Compelluon :vas hel~ ~round ~1e Ay1os 1kolaos Station. The competition
compn ed ot n111e 11litary Skills Events and wa entered by a total of six
teams from each of the quadrons within the Regiment. An all female
team \\'a al. o entered, obviously intent on destroying some male ego .
The compcuuon took the format of a round robin, with tean1 being
a\~arded point's dependant on their final po itions in each event, the team
" '. 1th tl1e !owe t. core at the end being tl1e winners. Each team wa given a
differe~t start tm~e " uppo_rt quadron got the competition underway with
the obligatory kit m pecuon by \ 01 (RSM) herrard. From this the
teams went on to the a sau lt cour e (twice!) carrying a jerry can of water
throughout the v~iou ob tacle . Thi was followed by the range, a
command task, .wntten te.st on ATD's, a s~eicher race, first aid and finally
an unopposed n ver crossmg. From the begmnmg the Operations quadron
Te~m knew they had a strong. chance of winning. The many days pent
trammg gave the Team Captam, Lt Short, a difficult choice in deciding
the final team. Eventually resorting to the old ' hort' straw method. They
made a strong tart repre ented by Lt· 1 can't believe I on ly hit 3/ 1O clay '
Short, Sgt Paul Tm not ginger' Timmis, Sgt Kev 'I can't believe we
have to do it twice' Taylor, Cpl Jas ·Follow me I'm a PT!' Roberts
LCpl '.God damn it' Bond, LCpl 'Zebedee' Timewell and finally the l\v~
s 1~e-kick reserves Cpl Mike Fo ter and LCpl Colin West. Despite this
bem~ the hottest 25 ovember for ten years, in Cyprus, all the teams put in
maximum effort. The girls' team must be commended for at least
attempting the assault cour e, .but it was clear after only five events that
Operation~ Squadron was gomg to run away with it. They put in a
commandmg performance throughout the day and were justified in
gammg overall first place, second place being a very close ten points
behind!
Congra.tulations must go to all t.hose who took part in the competition
and special thank to the Trammg Wmg and Gymnasium staff for
organi ing an overall enjoyable day. The quote of the day must go to WOI
(R M) herrard , who at the Operations Squadron river crossing
remarked 'Look, the DI (Sl) team are all wet'. Thanks ir!
VISIT OF COL D. T. W. GIBSO 1 MBE
After nearly 40 year a momentou occasion was marked in the
R~giments history whe~ the first and la t Commanding Officer of 9th
Signal Regimen.I (Radio) met on 2 November 1998. The Regiment
welcomed back mto the fo ld Col D. T. W. Gibso n MBE the incumbent
CO .from 1_958-60 when the unit was raised, who had taken'time out from a
family holiday to visit.
. A~_er a tour.of the Regiment~ faci~ities and the lozenge Col Gibson and
h1~ \\ 1fe Momca were entertamed m the Officers' Me s for lunch. Co l
Gib on then gave an informative presentation on life during the formative
yea~s of the Regiment and the challenge faced when working witl1
. a_uonal Servicemen. About having to live out of tents as the
mfrastructure of the barracks had yet to be built and having to cope witl1
tl1c political tensions of the day.
. Both Col Gibson and bis wife commented on the remarkable
improvements that . had taken place during the 38 years since their
departure. Most noticeably for them was the pre ent geographical position
of the old CO' house, now across the border in the Turkish controlled
Republic of orthem Cyprus. The Regiment would like to thank Col
Gibson and his wife Monica for making time to visit and allowing us 10
mark such an occa ion.

IS THERE A BRANCH OF THE RSA
IN NEWCASTLE?
FIND OUT AT
Sgt John Brooke, Nicosia to Larnaca

'

www.royalsignal. .army.org. uk/museum
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14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

/'

Congratulations to Sgt 'JP . Walker on becoming the Army Driving
C'hamp1on and congratulations to Cpl Simon Green on passing P
Compan). Congratulations to Greg Mulley, Paul Pettman, Jay Aldred
and Chas Caley on coming ofT the Corporals board and to Chas Caley
again ' n passing his Tl upgrading. Finally, congratulations to Cpl icky
Dawson, the 226 PT!, for all the bi cuits and chocolates.
On 27 September seven members of the Troop, under the watchful eye
of the Troop OC took four of the Troop's specialist vehicles to Salisbury
plain to take part in the tafTCollcge demonstration. Over a period of three
days the OC' and the Detachment commanders were to each give a total of
55 briefing. to the groups of visiting officers. ome of the groups that
come round were from foreign nations, in particular Kuwait, which
provided a few language problems while trying to de cribe how the British
Army and particularly 640 Tp conduct electronic warfare operations.
LCpl 'Chuck' orris and LCpl 1ark Young had the task of entertaining
the vi iting officers with a mobile display of one of the Troop's wildcat
jammer vehicles moving into location, while hel icopters flew overhead
and the artillery fired off their guns a hundred yards away. The EW stand
generated a lot of interest amongst the vis itors and we regularly ran out of
time before we could answer all their questions. The Troop is well
acquainted with giving briefings and demonstrations and the three days
passed with out any major hitches. Although the Troop OC did have to
help Cpl ' Skid' Rowe out on one occa ion when he became tongue-tied
after seeing an attractive young female amongst one of the groups.
Although we enjoyed ourselves the lads were happy to see the back of the
co ld showers at Rolleston Camp and head off back down the M4 and its
obligatory Burger King tops, which now eem almost SOPs.
In October the Boss, Capt Jim Brown thought it would be a good idea
to have a Batllecamp o he tasked Sgt 'JJ' Walker to run one. So w ith
some anticipation the Troop paraded at l 400hrs on Sunday 4 October to be
issued all the paraphernalia that accompanies this sort of Exercise. The
low level Oafs commanded by LCpl Holdridge arrived at the HLS dead
on time for the move to ennybridge. On arrival in location we were told
the scenario was that our detachments had been over run and that we had
to make our way back to friendly lines. We soon found out how hard it was
to map read in the dark whilst moving tactically across the area. Five
hours, and a few lo t teddies later we finally arrived at the friendly
locations. The next morning three teams found they had all slept within
two metres of each other and not even realised. After breakfast we waited
for tactical pickup, but when the Boss arrived he wa horrified to find that
we all appeared just to be waiting for the o.22 bu , and made u walk
back! Once back at Fann 2 we had lesson from gt 'JJ" friend from the
Pathfinder platoon, 23 PFA and 2 PARA. Due to the live firing the next
day we were then allowed the compul ory ten hours sleep.
Day 3 already and the start of the range package, Individual CQB. First
down was Sig ' Mothball' Taylor anyone would have thought it wa
midnight the way he ghost-walked down the range. There were also a few
other people who obviously needed the practice. Cpl ·Mac' MacDona ld
should book him elf into the optician a he claimed there were no targets,
only tree stump . Cp l 'Scou c' Meehan was quite glad of the impromptu
weapon-cleaning lesson, aller dropping his rifle nose fir t into the mud 30
seconds before crossing the LOD. That night both section were ta ked to
recce some woods, with the intention of using them later in the week.
Aller setting off with good intentions it all too oon went down hill. I
ection were quickly caught and decided to share a brew with guy's from
216 while waiting for 2 Section to return. They proved no better, walked
straight past an enemy Landrover and stepped over I\ o of the enemy
before entering the wood. After walking round the wood the obligatory
blue on blue nearly happened when Sig 'Drew' Connor proved that ED's
really cannot count. 2 Sect also mi sed the bu a the map-reader and point
man had a lack of communication. Ifit had not been 18km back, we would
still be walking. Pair fire and manoeuvre, a few heart stopping moment
for the D . ig ' Adam' Welton fo und out that if you shoot at the targets in
the wrong place they have a tendency to fight back. The evening
entertainment wa !es ons on FISH and CTR's.
The big day, Section Attacks, everyone ' a quite excited. However, the
DS looked a tad apprehens ive about the whole thing. l Section proved
they were no marksmen, when only 18 rounds had hit the target after
leaving the tart with over 1500. 2 Section's went a little moot her a Iler
the contact there wa at least 200111 to cover on belt and buckle before
everyone cou ld see the target and were in cover. By thi time the eel
Comd's and 21 's voice were already nearly gone. Luckily no one died
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although Sig ' Gaz' Roscoe looked a bit nervous as he went to po t his
non-working grenade. Afterwards everyone then had a go on the ' l don ' t
want to play' GPMG. After returning to Farm 2 we got is ued our sawe
kit for the next phase.
This phase was to move into the woods that 2 Sect had so expertly
recce' d earlier in the week. Once in the wood both Sections were given
two separate building's to CTR. Fortunately for 2 Sect they had driven
past their objective about ten times that week, so they just at around in the
very cold Sennybridge night and waited for the truck to take them home.
Later that night the Sections were then given their orders for the daring
morning raid on l Sect CTR objective. At 0430hrs, 2 eel ro e from a
glorious night' sleep ready to meet I Sect al 05 l 5hrs. l Sect obviously
wanted a late start and did not tum up until 0530hrs. We then moved to the
Bergen cache and put on the sawes kit. Which immediately gave our
position with it's bleeping. The Sections all moved to the start line ready to
cross at 0700hrs when the lire support would open up. At 0700 and 9
seconds SSgt 'Franco ' Flaherty finally got the thunder flash to work and
all hell broke loose. 1 Sect moved in to take the bottom floor, wh ieh turned
out to be quite a struggle and a few choice word were poken between
LCpl Robert and LCpl 'Trigger' Wil on. 2 Sect moved through to take
the top floor, their attempts to get up the stairs were halted by a number of
stoppages and in the commotion one of the enemy managed to jump out of
the window. o sooner had 2 Sect got up the stair than they were called
down to assault the next building but with only 3 out of 16 soldiers left
alive the DS decided to call it a day. ot, however, before an Assault
course race between the two Sections. 14 minutes later a very wet and
muddy 2 Sect claimed victory. We made our way back to Farm 2 where we
handed in all the stores before spending the night informally debriefing
each other with the aid of alcohol.
Early October also saw four Troop members deploy to Germany to take
part in the CP Ex Arrcade Fusion while the rest of the Troop roughed it on
battlecamp in Sennybridge. Although other members of the Regiment
deployed in support of the ARRC, the Troop was to act out it role in
support of the Multi ational Division. The Troop OC, Capt Jim Brown
and Q Andy Jensen managed to wangle themselve on a flight with the
Regimental Operations Cell while Cpl 'Skid' Rowe and LCpl Steve
Frost were left to drive the vehicles to Germany via the Ramsgate ferry.
Once the troops had met up they were to split up again. The Q and LCpl
Frost going to play the role of the troops a ets on the ground at Ayrshire
barracks and the OC and Cpl Rowe, along with WOl Thirsk from
Regimental Ops, travelling to Euskirchen and the MND HQ. Settling into
the routine at the German barracks and the divisional HQ took only a short
while, although the menu did not agree with everyone' idea of ideal
cui ine, the inclusion of jelly babies and sparkling water surprised mo t
people. Before the Exercise started the troops enjoyed a relaxed period and
got to sample ome local hospitality in the way of the local bars. Thanks to
the OC's manoeuvre approach to tactics (the art of running away), the
paper troop ufTered no ca ualties, which is more than can be said for the
rest of th division. The Exercise was quickly renamed Arrcade Confu ion
by some! By the time endex had been called everyone was more than
ready to let their hair down and relax for the day or two before it wa time
to set off again back to Brawdy. The empty trailers we had brought served
there purpose in providing u somewhere to ta h our duty free
allowances, but next time bigger trailers may be needed. Thanks mu t go
to Maj Danby and SM Brue! for ho ting u during our vi it to MND HQ.
HOTEL T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Michael Powell
Ops WO
W02 igel Watton
ln an attempt to e cape the humdrum of the vehicle bays mo·t of the
Troop headed up to Capel Curig. in nowdon, for ti e day hill walking,
which was ble sed with clear weather. On return there wa a quiet period
disturbed only by Cpl 'Gym Queen' Dawson 's hout as he bea ted u
around the Gym, the majority of the Troop nO\\ being ent to chool with
Racal in Heckfield. Tho e who remaine · behind are packing their bag in
preparation for variou adventures. Cpl Danny layto n i jetting of to
Barbado to play cricket. LCpl 'Evel' Hildreth i heading off to the
factory in Blandford for White Helmet selection. LCpl Joe Gallagher
has already begun a ix month stint in unny .l. and gt 'Father Ted'
Whiehelo has been packed off to equally sunny Bo nia for a "hitc
Christma along ide Cpl Tony Taylor and LCpl 'Wehby' Webster.
Congratulation are in order for Cpl ·Pott ie · Potion on hi recent
marriage to Emma and Cpl Chris 'Daddy' Dunn for pa sing hi · pilot
selection. Well don al o to LCpl iomic \ ilson and ig ·woody'
Woodrow for their recent perfonnance in the army wimming
championship and LCpl 'Dinger' Bell for managing to ·wing a golfing
swan in outh frica.
big hello to Sgt Frank Campbell who ha be •n po ted in to sort out
our admin along with his wife Jo, and we look forward to seeing pl Lee
Holme , Cpl John Panlihurst and ig Dianne Bradley \ ho "ill return
from Bosnia in January. Finally goodbye to LCpl Katie Heath \\ho along
with her hu band 1ick arc due to begin lite afresh in cin) tree!.
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RO\IEOTR OP
The) ·ar ontinue: to be challenging for the Troop. The main event of
th , ar took the hape of 3 deployment to the unny i land of
pru for
f'\ ·1 nna and . The \\·ork element pro,·ed 'interesting· a did the R and
R that follO\\ed. All in all it proYed to be a succe ful deployment and
enJO) able by all who tN part in the facrci e. The Troop ha continued to
enjo} some varied a ti\ 1uc , namely wind urfing, coa teering. urfing and
a cro' ·-country driver training day at cnn •bridge organi cd by Cpl Daz
Bro" n. This day sa\\ the Troop putting tl1 · Wolf Defender through their
plc . 111 tc ting condition ' that also brought out the lw1atic c lement in
tho-.: ''ho took part. A always the turnover in manpower ha had an
effe't on the Troop, ad farewell to
gt Steve ·werewolr Moffet on
ompletion of hi upen i or Radio course, gt Bill Riley to ci' 'Y treet
along ''1th Cpl te\C Miller L pl · cou e' Littler and LCpl ' Bamber'
Barron. Good luck to you all !

c_

OMM
TROOP
OC
gt
gt Paul Jude
big Comm Tp welcome to all our new Cut and Thrusting members,
gt te\e Brown and family. gt Titus Reene and family. Cp l tu
Latham and ig 'Gibbo' Gib on who have returned !Tom unny Bo nia.
LCpl BiU cour:field on return from London, Sig Davey ' When I ' as in
I' Kerr from JC 11 igs like 1cghee and Phil Bartlett from the
au age factory. GOODBYE to the one and on ly . Sgt Paul ·Hobo' Jude
to 2 ig Regt, a fond farewell and all the best for the future .
EXERCISE BO
IE D NDEE
From the two operations being required. tbe whole Troop ended up
deploying to Otterbum and cotland in upport of Highland 51 Bde and
Lowland ·2 Bde. An E.xcrci e witl1 a difference wa thi one. All tarted
well with our initial deployment to 55 qn (L) to pick up ome TA
personnel. Then came tlle follow on to Ouerbum. The first few days were
pent on Comm tests toe tabli h what coverage could be given to upport
the final FT ofbotll Brigades together. Day 3 aw tlle Troop plit off to
go to their variou location ro meet up with their re pective Bde's. LCpl
tu Kell. fought long and hard to get himself back to cotland only to
'' 1 h he hadn't. The more we neared Gia gov tl1e more excited a nd
stronger h.i accent .got. Only to drive traight past and keep going. After
our RV w1tll tlle Highland BOE at Perth we embarked on our journey to
Gareloch Head orth of Gia gow. A lot has to be said for some drills in
th~ TA. The com·oy Conunander wa 21C of a red VW Golf. Certainly
raised a few eyebrow from the regular contingent after eventually
arriving at our de tination the two RRB's were deployed. Due to the
hortage of map RRB 1 wa taken out and gi en a map. RRB 2 was led
r?und tlle mountains and once it was established that all the gates to the
lies .were locked the. RRB was told to stay put in a lay-by until tlle
mommg when ometllmg would be orted. After evenrually getting on the
ite, the link was establi hed betwe~n Gareloch Head and Cutty Braglaw.
On Friday the net went deathly qmet. Once Comms were establi hed on
the mobile phone the RRB were informed that endex had been called
' ice One· not. The following phase was 2 Bde·s commanding for the
final push ''here we were given a lesson on electrical torture by Sio Jo no
Johnson . He does like to go out with a spark or two 'Eh Jono.' l ; Gene
lead and 2 Gene's later the RRB was with power.
237 IG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
1aj J. W. Dakin
M
W02 (S 1) Richardson
LEWT - F REWEL
The Troop bids a temporary farewell to gt ' Brads' Bradbury on
roulement tour to Bo nia for six months and welcomes back gt E ngland,
pl ~uth and Cpl Clarke from recent tours. The Troop also welcome
t~e am' al of LCpl Br~dshaw o.n his recent posting to the Troop from 9
1gn.al Regiment (Radio). We bid farewell LO Sgt ' ico' 1 icholson on
post mg.

EXERCISE MEDMA 5 - 5 SEPTEMBER - 8 OCTOBER 1998
The LE\VT Troop deployed to Canadu on Medman 5 as a part of the
0 G Battlegroup. Thi was un excellent opportunity fo r the LEWT to
participate in field firing including LAW 94, GPMG, exp lo ive tec hnique
and battle inocculation. The Troop "as ab le to qualify and conduct live
rtillcry target indication that concluded in directing fire from five AS90
gun . The remainder of the Exercise included Heli Ops and a full force on
force TE E . Post Ex.erci e entertainmen t included an R&R package to
ample the delights of Edmonton.

distracted by the Welsh naked Yo Yo champion (LCpl Tony Gallagher)
wa not possible due to him lea ing his yo yo at home. Plan B was a
success with both targets destroyed . The team cxfilcd from the enemy area
on foot to a prearranged Fl LS and after a rather cold and wet wait, tlle
Puma arrived to airlifi u back to our safehou e. After breakfast and debrief
the tired and weary team boarded the Cl30 for the flight back to Blighty in
time for tea and medals. We would like to thank I (RBY) Signa l Sqn (SC)
for an excellent exercise. We hope to sec you next year.

EXERCISE FOXES' LOOK-23 NOVEMBER - 2 OCTOBER 1998
Five me mbers of the LE\VT deployed to Ho henfels, Germany, attached
to I 01 MI Battalion of the U Army. Thi wa an Exchange Exercise
culminating in a force on force T E EX. This provided an excellent
opportunity to ec how the ' Big Green One ' operates. The Troop looks
fonvard to possible Exchange Excrci e in the future. Pre ently the Troop
i in a period of re t and recuperation and is preparing for the next wave of
annual exercise , both abroad and at home. including 5AB and 24
AirMobile that tarted in came t in January 1999. It i al o intended to
hold a LEWT cadre in mid 1999.
245 SIGNAL Q ADRON (M)
qn Comd
Maj M. Davis
M
W02 ( M) Fisher
EXERCISE LA EAGLE 1998 - POLAND
This eptember aw the quadron take part in the biggest Exerci e of
the year. Around 3000 British Troop took part, with a Polish Tank
Company. and the MF joining in for good measure. This was the first time
Briti h and Polish oldiers have trained together ince the econd World
War. 245 ignal quadron (Electronic Warfare) provided a Troop of 37
men and 16 vehicle . The Troop wa commanded by Lt ' Rich to hi
mate · Bailey and included an ECM Jammer and Direction Finding
capability.
The Exercise began in the early hours of 17 October, with a road move
from Brawdy to Hanvich. This was to be our first introduction to the joys
of serious con oy moves, ometlling we became more practised in as we
made our way across f-!olland and Germany (and eventually to Poland).
Most of the vehicle arrived afely, in hope of some major 'surgery' in the
field. In Hohne we were brilliantly looked after by 207 Sig qn, who bent
over backwards ro make things as comfortable as possible for u . A ft.er the
first night in Germany, when we boosted the bar profits somewhat, the
OC, Cpl Cam Logan and Cp l L uke Venni organised a trip to tlle ite of
the old Bergen concentration camp. This was a moving and eerie visit, and
everyone was deeply touched.
The next couple of day were spent making sure that all the
pre-deployment admin was completed. SSgt Jez Clarke managed to pull
an absolute blinder by landing the coveted position of IC 'Train Party ' for
the move of the 432' to Poland, a job that meant the stress of 20hrs
continuous sleep. He was obviously chosen for his excellence in this role
back in barracks. The Yeoman, W02 'Taff Owens ins isted on initiating
every comms ~rocedure kno~vn to man and some good comms training
was conducted 111 the field. ll 1s unfortunate that the Ptarmigan link proved
to be so unreliable - which of course was blamed on the Yots. The· Ops
W<:!, SSgt R~y Poulton busied him elf witll a fine display of juggling,
whilst Lt Badey alternated between sleep and JOTES revision! SSgt
'Wally' Wallace. bu ied him elf with the admin role - although hi need to
do resups at high speed, cross country was ometime lost on his
passengers. Our main role was to support OPFOR, and provide DI 7, force
prot~cllon and ECM. All three aspects were successfully provided and we
received excellent feedback from the final exercise. The highlight was the
OPFOR prep day, when we received a truly excellent Warrior demo close
up examinations of Challenger and YR (T) and the chance to era,~! over
the T-72s provid.ed b.Y the .Poles. The return to Brawdy was fairly
~neventful , espec1all:r 1fyou ignore the Ops WO's ability to lock himself
111 .a Portaloo. Questions were asked as to why he was sing ing George
M ichael tunes all the way home! All in all, the Exercise was very good.
We pr.ov1ded .good product, and had the opportunity to train in fie ld
cond1t1ons usmg the Armour properly. Congratulations to Sgt ' Midge'
Midgely for his promotion in the field.
ZULU TROOP - EXERCI E RU NEL STO E 1998
. Zulu Troop was invited to take part in Ex Runnel Stone by I (RBY)
Signal Squadron (SC). The Exercise was an unconventional warfare
exercise that took place in orthcm Denmark. Preparation for the Exerci e
took the form of Helicopte~ training on the airfield, tlli s training wa
followe? by low level patrolling, CTRs and CQBs on Sennybridge training
area. With patrol orders complete, the team boarded the Cl30 at Luton for
the Club Class flight. Quite surprisingly, none oftlle team was airsick but
some of the more experienced airborne travellers had a little bit oftro~b le!
The flight abruptly ended with a rather bumpy Tactical land ing onto a
beach where after a quick sandblast from the departing 130 wee tablishcd
o ur fir~ RV. The team split into two patro ls and headed towards o ur
respective targets for CTlCs. The first patrol had a successful Reece under
S gt Donnelly managing to be clear of the target by first light. On the oth er
hand. the second patrol, led by Cpl Dirk McMu llen had a more eventfu l
even.mg. After $etling compromised they managed
split up losing the
Da111sh tour guide ~nd ig 'My Way' Green, who were sub eq uently
captured b_y the Danish home guard. A patrol the next afiemoon had a brief
contact wtth the enemy, howevc~ they managed to escape under smoke
before ~he enemy could orga111se themselves. With order received
preparations began for the final attacks. Plan A for the enemy to be

Members of Zulu Troop alight from the Puma
SQUADRON CHARITY W LK
On a pleasant sunny afternoon in mid eptember, sixty members of the
Squadron set off on a charity walk along thee tuary of the Cleddau Ri ver
in Pembrokeshire. The aim of the walk ' as to raise a substantial amount
of funds in order to re-equip the children' ward in Withybush Hospital,
the local ho pita! in Haverford West. During the three-year period that the
Regiment has been in Wales, severa l children of Sq uadron personnel have
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245 Signal Squadron - Charity Walk

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT
REGIMENTAL BOXING
ot withstanding RSIT and numerou other commitments, the
Regiment made the brave decis ion to hold an evening ofbox.ing on Friday
27 November 1998. With the date firmly implanted in tlle mind of those
concerned, not lea t tllc boxers, it was all hands to tlle pump. and planning
began in earnest. Squadron programmes were manipulated to ensure that,
where po sible, soldiers were gi en a minimum of ix weeks training.
Tasks were i sued by the RSM witll W02 (SSM) Paul Fleming and SSgt
(SS l) Jan Kilsby heading up the show and before long the night itself
arrived. With everything in place, boxer p ychcd and pectators whipped
up into a fren zy by SSgt ick Hawkins and his ound system, it was time
to. 'get down to it'. With a crack of thunder and to the ound of a tune that
tllc RSM certainly didn "t recogni e, the boxer were called for.
Fi r t up were W02 (SSM) Paul F leming and WOl ( Ml) 'Molly'
Molloy who gave a tunning performance of how you hould, and
houldn 't, conduct yourself in the ring. Following this and with the help of
a Prince asecm style light show (complete with moke, la er and the
sound of his favourite 'tune'), each boxer made hi way into the arena. The
melt of adrenalin filled the air as each boxer made what bas been
described a 'The Long Walk' to the ring and il uddenly dawned on tl1em
that it was time to put all that training to the test. In an atmosphere
befitting Caesar's Palace, each boxer gave a performance to be justifiably
proud of. Worthy ofa specia l mention arc Sig Teesdale, who boxed with
considerable style and panache. S ig Ba1Ton who was awarded the trophy
donated
for 'Best performance by a runner up ' (a pair of boxing g lo
and signed by Shea eary; WBU Welterweight champion of the world),
and ig Ramsden who was declared the 'Best Boxer' of the evening and
awarded tl1e Leicester Belt.

Sig Ramsden with Leicester Belt for the best boxer of the night

to

LEWT being extracted from the end of Phase 1,
Ex Pegasus Anvil

had cause to use the limited faciliuc of the hospital Cpl Rab Grice,
whose daughter was one of the patient:;, decided to grasp the initiative anJ
organise some funding. He cajoled, persuaded and frightened enough
Squadron per onnel to take part in an extended PT session, walking and
jogging around the sixteen-mi le course so as to raise 'some dosh'
There were no casualties on the aficmoon and some enterprising Sqn
members - Cpl 'Taff' Ca rter and LCpl Benny Burn~ - even manage<! to
squeeze some cash out of the locals en route As part of the tradition, after
a few hours cxerci e, a period of rest and recuperation was required at the
end of the route. This was overseen by W02 (SS:.\1) '\lo Fi her, who
warned off a local landlord that he wa~ about to be invaded. l\cedle s to
say, he had no objections a he saw hi profit hit new heights. \s this item
goes to press, money is still being collected, but early indications ·uggcst a
possible total of a thousand pounds. Well done 245 Sqn and especially pl
Grice. Finally, the Squadron bids a fond farewell to the OC, '.\-laj 1ark
Davis, Debra and Mary as they depart for Germany, where \1aj Davis ts
to be 'Our Man at ARRC' .

The CO presents Sig Barron with the Best Runner-Up pri ze,
a pair of Shae Neary's boxing gloves
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Fina lly, congratulations mu t go to all of tho e invohed in the e\ent, m
particu lar the boxers, all of whom howed great courage and commitment
in providing the spectators "ith on incredible CYening of bo:-.mg. The
Boxer : ig Ferguson. ig Wells, Cpl Angus, LCpl 0' onnor. , ig
Delaney, ig Ross, Sig Teesdale, ig loor. ig Bashford, ig Barron.
Lt Hutchinson. ig A)scough, ig '"cston, LCpl Womble • . ig
Ramsden, Cpl taintho1·pe.
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I.El E 'TER TROPH ' ORIE. 'TEERl G
1 he ne" a:on ha~ had a . lo\\ tart with the postponement of both the
UR 'C lG) L ague and 16 ignal Regiment's Leicester Trophy. ~u e ~o
commitm nt and land · learance, but at last the runn rs arc oil . This
:eason ha. een the popularity of orienteering increa e wit~ welco1~1 nC\\
blood. and not a moment too oon. a la t sea on 16 1g Regt team
a\ •rage age was clo. e to 3(, -. ears old. till leading the way. ho\ ever. are
Maj Jim Wood. nO\\ \\Ith ' ig Bde. \ 02 (S I) Kenny Syke and gt
M rlin Jeane . adl the Old Daddy' of the game, \ 02 (S 1) Rod
Oakle). ha had to concentrate on re ettlemen as he ' leavin~ the army
. honly. One of the early high points ~f the sea on wa t11e mtcr-troop
comp<!tition. the Le ice ter Trophy, \\Inch run throughout the year m a
\an I) of p rt . This y.:ar· e1·ent was a stan?ard cro -country cv~nt
\1 ith three courses, ranging from 4km to 5km m length and of varymg
d1tliculty. A t am' ove.rall time was cakulated from tJ1e be t three
indi\ idual times on ea h of the course . lndl\'ldual results are a fol101 :
·\Course

l t
2nd
3rd

gt Jeanes
1 Svke
gt Evans

B Course

I l
2nd
3rd

igArgyle
WOI Algar
gt Hudson

C Course

1st
2nd
3rd

ig Hatchard
gt Yeoman
gt Hawkin

all turned up to interv1C\\ T homas. The wallet. which contained
photograph of Josef (the. German soldier), was then return ed 10 J~s~f's
si ters. The Gcmian fami ly ·pent the re. t of t.he weekend enlerta.mmg
Thomas and Rosemar • \\ it11 a tour around the 1llage castl e, a meal 111 the
local hotel and finally a trip around the village graveyard an? a German
poppy day. ig Wei h and ig Ki_rby mad~ .such an ~mpress 1on on both
fa mi lie ' that they ha\e been mv ncd to v1 1t them for ew Year. The
German family and T homas have decided 10 keep in . touch and have
promised to visit each other eve ry year. T homas and hi s daughter w~ re
very grateful for the Regi ment' a isu1nce, as were t11e German family
concerned.

6'min 45 ee Regt Champion
63min 49 sec
70min 3c sec
42min 03 ec
47min 07 sec
4 min 31 sec
3 min 16 sec
39min 27 sec
41min 30 ec

As for the team re ults, congratulation go to Comm Troop, 252 Signal
quadron for \\;nning by a clear 70min over the second place team from
Fomard uppon Troop, 255 ig quadron. A special thankyou g?e to
faj Wood for etling the course and controlling the start/fin1 h pomt on
the day and to ne\\ ly promoted Maj Bell, for the overall control.
E, 'ERCI E MAG UM SPIRIT 1998
On the 19 ovember I 99 , three teams from the Regiment deployed 10
O nabruck to take part in Ex Magnum Spirit 1998. The Exer ise is
organi ed by the British Army Motoring As ociation to test the driving
kills, na\ igational ability and endw-ance of crews. The competition is
divided into three eparate events, namely, a night navigation phase
(200km), a large section to test driving skills, and finally another night
navigation Exerci e (200km). After much hectic vehicle preparation. and a
la t minute dash to the LAD for gt Ja on Gold worth. to repair the
electric on his Rover, we set off for 0 nabruck. On arrival, all chicles
were in peeled. Unfortunately. Sig Ro s 'The VM ' Turner reported that
hi rover had failed inspection due to ·an oil leak from the fuel pump' - to
our knowledge this is a first ever in vehicle faults! With the inspections
over, we booked in and were issued our maps for the Exercise, which we
proceeded to mark with the relevant information. The VM amused
everyone when he asked 'Do you just cut the maps so they fit onto the map
board then?' Well done Ro s!
Team o 39, Sgt 'Kit' Knight and Cpl Da,•e Sawyers were the first of
the 16 ig Regt teams to depart. Followed 30mins later by Team o 64.
gt Jason Goldsworthy and LCpl Chri Hoggard, and then by ig Ross
Turner and ig Gaz Restall Smins after that. The first stage was the night
navigation Exercise. This proved rather more difficult than first expected
with several checkpoints in well concealed positions. gt Knight and Cpl
a'l\yer finished the first night in a very healthy 36th position, followed
closely by gt Goldsworthy and LCpl Hoggard, two places behind them.
unfonunately. igs Restall and Turner were disqualified for fmi hing
O\cr the time limit. The second tage consisted of an orienteering phase
and a water-carrying phase, but due to administration problem , not
everyone completed this pha e. The final phase was another night
navigation Exercise, again checkpoints were plotted and the route was
planned. We set off for the final phru.e in abysmal weather, minus 5
degrees and fog visibility clown 10 40m, after a ·dear diary' night of map
reading, the overall results were as follows:
1st Royal Signals team
Sgt Knight/Cpl awyers, team 39
2nd Royal Signal team Sgt Gold worthy/LCpl Hoggard, team 64
Teams 39 and 64
9th Unit team
230 IGNAL QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj J. L. mart
S\1
W02 ( SM) A. F. Churchward
TRt, 'K 'ODE 014 - LO G LOST WALLET
Tp Comd
Lt L. Thirsk
Tp S gt
gt R. White
On Friday l3 November, ig tevc Welsh and ig Daz Kirby were
rnluntecred to translate for a econd World War veteran named Thomas
Keff \\hC', toward the eud of the Second World War, found a wallet
belonging to a young German oldier in the undergrowth of the Black
Fore:,!. It was Thomas' dream to be able to hand the wallet back to its
rightful O\\ner. Unfortunate ly, the German soldier was pronounced
'mis. ing in action' 111 orthem France a year before the end of the war.
Howe\ er. Thoma did manage to trace the sisters of the German soldier,
nd "ith the help of the Regiment, Thoma and his daughter Rosemary
Ha ling Oew over to return the wallet to the rightful owners.
. ig Wei h and ig Kirby met Thomas and Ro emary at the airport,
c c• •rtcd them to their hotel and entertained them for the evening. On
Saturday morning the German newspaper, TV and Sixth ense reporters
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Thomas and his daughter returning the long lost wallet
to the German sisters, with Maj Turner's help
TR NK NODE 015 - EXERCISE ARR CADE FUSION 1998
2Lt . Gladwin
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
S gt K. Marshall
Ex Arrcade Fusion started on the 6 October 1998. However, the
Technical and Line Dets of 230 ignal quadron had tarted the Excon
build ome two weeks prior. The Team headed by SSgt (FofS) Jamie
Harper, set about install ing the 75 subsets and drop leads around the
Excon hangar, along with acce s points for the ADCIS and BATES user .
Several kilometres of quad lay later, and with the comms asset in place,
the Techs and Linemen at down, to await the arrival of the taff. True to
form, the Staff arrived and promptly explained to the FofS how Exco_n
really hou ld have been set up! Once the FofS had recovered from his
coronary, the sub els and leads were moved (again) and the hangar was
ready.
For the next en days Excon was a hub of activity, throughout which the
occasional fault was enough to drag those on shift away from the
television screen. The most bizarre type of fault were the even quad
'which had a habit of mysteriously coming apart at night. The fact that the
CO was in the location each time led to a great deal of discus ion.
Throughout the Exerci e the faults were minor and easily repaired keeping
·subset down time ' to a minimwn. SW 014 was its usual
'set-your-watch-by-it ' reliable self. It managed to crash daily, three
minutes before the CO's conference call. till towards the end of the week
the witch and Relay Operators could implement the TACE patch plan
within IO pico seconds!
Heartfelt thanks go to Kowloon Tp for the loan of ig 'Late again'
Cole, LCpl ' VTC ' McKenna and LCpl ' Sleepy' Frazer. Their sterling
work and effort throughout the Exercise was much appreciated. The award
of 'Golden Blanket' goes to L pl Burgess who was always comp laining
of not being able to sleep when off shift. Congratulations go to Sig 'I don't
like heights' Langley who spent most of the build 30ft orr the ground
laying the quad. The biggest thanks, however, go to the Excon Chefs who
yet again did us proud by providing the best food any members of the
Team had ever een on an Exercise. Once Endex was called, whilst a
rather noisy tear down took place, the Staff got in the way during their
debrief. Any rumours you may have heard that 230 Sig Sqn did such a
good job and that they are in the frame for the same job next year are
totally untrue.
TRU K 'ODE 016 ·EXERCISE BURNT G HARMONY
Tp Comd
Lt P. Connor
Tp S gt
Sgt . Fisher
Ex Burning Harmony, otherwise known as Ex Burning Bale by our Ops
team or Ex Groundhog Day by those who deployed, was a three-week
ATO Exercise carried out at the Warrior Preparation Centre in
Kaiserslauten. It was a high level CPX of which our beloved ARRC was
only one of t11e four Corps player . We were tasked with providing a
COMMCE facility for the duration of the CPX, with our main role being
to act as an 'air interface' between the RO OS and TARE circuits. This
proved very demanding as, on some days, up to 15 messages needed
transferring. Exhausting work for a mere crew of nine! (Jn truth we were
under-worked because amazingly none of the systems crashed, otherwise
it would have been hectic. Honest.)
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However, slow the work, the faci lities provided were excellent. All
personnel were accommodated in single rooms with double beds,
mini-bar, microwave, TV and video as we ll as an en-suite bathroom.
Slightl y better th an the 9x9 and roll-mat which the Americans would get if
they came on Exercise with us. When orr shitl, there was a multitude of
activiti es to keep our idle hands busy. ig 'Ki ngpin ' Sanders and Sig
'Bullseye' Mettham defended Britain 's sporting reputation against
International oppos ition, albeit badly, while igs 'Shop 'till you drop'
Simms and Taylor spent more time in the PX than in the COMMC EN.
The rest of us seemed content to frequent the Irish Bars of Kai erslauten,
except for Cpl Musgrove who pre ferred the ' frozen microwave meals for
one' section o f the Commissary. All that remains now is to sweat off three
weeks worth of Burger King and Gu inness, which is easier said than done!
252 SIGNAL SQUADRO - ARMISTICE PARADE IN YPRES
by LCpl Lisa Paul
Sqn C'omd
Maj A. Thomas
SS M
W02 ( SM) K. kyes
The time has come aga in for u to remember those lost in the search for
peace Over the years millions have died and it is our duty not to forget.
Every night in the Belgian town of Ypres at 2000 hrs, under the arch of the
Men in \late, the Last Post is sounded . Come rain or storm they remember
. l wa' honoured when l was asked by my Troop SSgt to parade 111 Ypres
with 01Jr coll eague · from HAPE. He has attended the ceremony for the
past fi\ ~ years and said that it wa a very moving event.
We assembled on Tuesday JO ovember with brasses and boots
gleam 1- g. There were 10 members in total : Capt 'Cindy' Crawford,
SSgt i k Hawkins, Sgt Chris Neison, Cpl Trish Cox, Cpl Andy Paul,
ig am Hindson, Sig Mark Milne, ig Pete Beard ley, myself
LCpl Li a Paul and Sig 'Tommo' Thompson. who was actmg a ?ur
driver and photographer. The journey to HAPE was long, but we busied
ourselves perfecting our rendition of ' Roll . out the Barrel ', which
apparently is an essential number when meetmg the old comrades and
members of The Briti h Legion, which we would be domg after the
parade. o amount of practice, however, would make our s i~ging per~ect!
We booked into our accommodati on at SHAP E and, followmg one trip to
the cookhouse, there were many crie of. ' How do you get a posting here?'
After a few sociable drinks in the bar we all reured to our beds for a good
night 's sleep, it would be an early sta rt in the morning. Once we had all
consumed a hearty breakfast, we loaded up and were once ~gam on our
way. As we neared the town, SSgt Hawkins gave u an 111s1ght mto the
history of the area.
..
There were four major battles at '.Pr~s in the G_reat War and tJ:ie Bnttsh
alone sustained over 50,000 casualties 111 the altent, the town itself was
reduced to a pile of rubble. We drove down towards the Men.in Gate
Memorial, past the infamous Hellfire Comer where so ma~y soldiers f~ll.
After dropping our kit off at The Cloth Hall, SSgt Hawkins, still actmg
as our guide, took us on a whistle-stop tour of the parade route ..He must
have looked quite the professional as, at one s_tage, we acquired two
Japanese touri t who thought that they were getting a freebie tour! .Back
at The Cloth Hall with everyone suitably attired we assembled outside to
be sized off. Once everyone was in their re pective ranks we marched ofT
to join the parade. I don't think T have ~ver felt so proud to wear my
uniform, standing in awe of the old soldiers that had come to pay. their
respects to their friends and comrades, many of whom were weighed
down by their medals of coura~e . ~e paused along the route to pay our
respects at the Belgian Memorial, JI \~as a very movmg moment. as t~e
band played ' Abide with Me ', and fnen.ds and family once agam aid
goodbye to their loved ones. The procession contmue~ through the town
up to the Menin Gate where the wreath were to be laid. The feelmg wa
very ombre; the Memorial itself i inscribed with the names o.f all th~se
lost in the Ypres, Salient section of the We tern Front who perished with
no known grave. Words can not de cribe th.e feeling 1 hen you land
inside the Gate - too many names! The service was conducted m both
Flemish and English and wa very fitting. I wa o moved when the
voices of the male voice choir echoed around the Memorial as wreath
after wreath was laid in honour and respect. Thou ands of poppies ailed
from the sky and once more the La t Po l was played. We marched back
from the Memorial \ ith heads held high, proud to be members of the
British Army. Following the parade we met up in the Briti h Legion bar
for a few drinks and a sing along, something the old comrades looked
forward to every year. The bar was packed full of friend that annually
make this pilgrimage how ad though that each year their numbers
become fewer. SSgt Hawkins came prepared this year and to ensure that
no one forgot any words he arranged song sheets with clas ics . uch a
'Roll out the Barrel ' and ·Maybe its because I'm a Londoner'. Wnh beer
in hand and hot soup in our tomach w~ were happy. It wa nearly ume
to leave our friend and put the war stones on hold for another year, but
not without the presentation of our Regimental plaque and a heartfelt
thanks for their hospitality. The hardened few moved on. The town wa
now thriving, with hundred lining the treets to catch a glimpse of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, and the King and Queen of Belgium who
were due to follow our route up 10 the Mcnin Gate to pay their own
respect . By thi
time we l!ad .lot . Sgt. Nelson. and
Cpl Cox who were apparently nabbed tor an 111terv1ew with a Belgian TV
company (keep your eye peeled for that one!) The. rest ~f u were
en conccd in the back room of a local hotel to continue mgmg and
rcmini cing, our thanks must also go to a Y?ung Belgian man who ca!11e
to buy us all a drink, his father had served 111 the World. War I alongside
the British. After a last walk to the Gate for one final tribute and to once
again witne s the sounding of the. La t Post, it wa finally hme lo go
home. We will remember and we will return - that we can prom1 e.
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16 Sig Regt's representatives at Ypres
1998 Remembrance Day Parade.
(1.:-R): Sig Beardsly, Sgt Nelson, Cpl Cox, Capt Cra_wfo~d,
Sig Hindson, SSgt Hawkins, LCpl Paul, Cpl Paul, Sig Milne
255 SIG AL SQUADRO - EXERCISE TRUK BACKSTOP
Sqn Comd
Maj A. Ross
SSM
W02 (SSM) R. Oakley
Con iderable sub-aqua diving training has been carried out by members
of 16 Sig Regt and 255 Sig Sqn during the year. This started wi.th members
of the Regiment completing o~ice Diver courses, organised by !he
Rheindahlen Sub-Aqua Club, usmg the Blue Pool on camp. Havmg
qualified as basic divers, it was off to Gibraltar on Ex Wreck Backstop
organised by 2Lt Ca roline Odebar and Major Alistair Ross. Here, as
well as progressing to the next .diver grade, a~I experienced .deep wreck
diving. SSgt Willy Ryan enjoyed controlling all the girls on the
expedition, while Sig Kerry ims won the award for underwate~ dancmg
and Sig (now LCpl at last) Dave Storey got everyone very womed when
he turned green with sea sickness.
Following on from the expedition in Gibraltar, Ex Truk B~ckstop wa a
Joint Service sub-aqua diving Exercise to Truk Lagoon m the South
Pacific Federated States of Micronesia over the period 25 September - 7
avy executed Operation
October 1998. Truk Lagoon is where the U
Hailstone on the 17-18 February 1944. Operating from nine air raftcarriers wave after wave of aircraft rained a devastating combination of
ordnan~e onto the Japane e Armed Merchant Fleet in this deep water
anchorage and in two days sank 180,000 ton of sh!pping. In total .almo l
SO ships were ent to the bottom of this clear tropical lagoon during the
battle and today they are described as a 'Wreck Divers Heaven'. M.any of
the wrecks are intact and their holds contain complete Zero fighter aircraft,
mines, ann and ammunition, and various war supplies. The wrec~ are
not war graves as uch, but there are till hum~n skeleton and. remams to
be found, which can be a very eene and sobering d1vmg exJ>Cnence! B?th
expeditions gained funding from the Corps that enabl~~ this pro~ss1ve
training, culminating in a very adventurou and ambitious Exerc1 e. to
take place.

Flying the Flag for the Corps
A diver, at night, wearing Royal Signals tracksters
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IA TROOP - AR:\ll TI E PARADE I COLOG E
Tp Comd
Lt . Hutch in son
Tp gt
gt . rawford
Thi· , ear. 16 ii? Regt ''ere invited to provide the Guard of Honour at
the C mmonwealth Remembrance Parade held in ologne. Twenty- ix
m.:mbers of:!'O ig qn pro' ided the guard along with wreath bearers and
poppy ·ell rs. The morning began moothly - e~c~pt for one _mall detail.
l.intil arrival at the c;· etel') e\·eryone was obhv1ou to the lact tlrnl the
Guard Conu11ander '' n ab ent. left waiting for th tran port in tl1e Guard
Room back at JHQ. Qb,iou ly. 'If you're not 230 you·re not coming," wa ·
the motto of the morning! De pite their best effort he managed to get t~ere
m time to do hi bit. The parade wa a uc e • attended by repre entattve
from over a dozen common wen Ith late including the Briti h Amba sador.
ir P a ul LeYer . _'ext year's parade will be in Berlin. It i hoped that 16 ig
Regt will on e again be requested to provide the Guard of Honour.
F ORW RD
PPORT TROOP
EXE R I E RRC DE FUSIO 1998, G REECE
Tp Comd
2Lt E . J . Bruce
Tp gt
gt \ . Rya u
On I October, '.!I members of Fwd p Tp and a crew of four party led
by 2Lt Bruce, prepared to deploy A 872 10 Greece in order to provide
omm for 2 Greek Mechani ed Divi ion. The A deployed on what was
to be a ix-day drive, a first for many membe.rs of the Troop. The drive wa
broken up by -everal tops. the first an o emight tay at Manheim, a
Army Camp clo e to the German- wi border. The next stage was a I 4hr
tretch through \\ itzerland to Italy with many breath-taking views on the
way. The Carabaneri, the Italian Military Police met u at the Italian
Border, '' hich was an intimidating experience. They were to e con the
convoy through Italy to the next port of call, topping for nothing or
no-one including traffic light , until we reached an Ital ian Army Camp in
olbiate Olona where we stayed for two night .
The next day we continued our journey to Ancona where we joined our
ferry LO Greece. At the port we were met by ix member of a US atellite
Del and were then ready to board the ferry. The boarding itself provided
some hair rai ing moment for those with trailer a we had to re er e
them on with the help (or hindrance) of Greek guides! During tl1e 24hr
cro ing we were able to relax and let our hair down in the bar and the
ca ino,-although ome like gt 'brews on, fags out' Partrid ge and C p l
Richie Turnbull never found their ea leg ! \l e fi nally arrived at
lgoumenirsa in Greece. It wa warm and the sun was shining, but we sti ll
had a !'.!hr dri,·e through Greece with ome bean-stopping mountain peaks
and crazy Greek drivers to rackle before reachi ng our final destination.
The Greek Army escort aw us safely all the way to Kalenzou Camp,
Ede a - our home for the next two weeks.
An early tan was made selling up the SA and the Greek HQ with an
IARRCl cell and Ptarm igan facilities for the Greek Staff Officers. Once
et up. we establi hed a link over the Sat Det back to Germany, witl1 an E l
link a a tandby. Ptarmigan and Hermes were linked together by the
Tactical Interface, and the Rad Det, from Man Tp, provided HF comms.
WO! (FofS) 'Bobby Womack' Lewis and 2Lt "How Bizarre' Bruce were
constantly ob erving the set up. With language problems and a few comms
problems the Exercise became challenging for all concerned, but the
Greeks appeared very grateful for al l our hard work and our tolerance of
the cook house food - if you could call it food! At last, the long two weeks
were over and the Greeks ent u on our way with a little party, peeches of
thanks, several photographs and a bottle of ouzo each (which the OC
banned opening until return to JHQ - as if we would Maam !) lfwe thought
the drive wa hard the Exerci e proved a lot harder, so when it wa time to
dri\e home we were certai nly looking fo rward to it - and with the news of
mo days R&R in Milan for our efforts "' ho could complain!
REGIME TAL TRAI l G WI ' G
EXERCISE LADY WARRIOR 1998
QC Trg \ ng
Capt P. Stoddart
Trg YofS
W02 (YofS) S. Hartshorn e
It is a dark, rainy morning and Krefeld L ines resounds to the sound of
marching feet. This sound, however, is not generated by o ldiers for this is
aturday October I 0, and the start of Ex Lady Warrior 1998. An Exerc ise
fo r the'' ives of 16 ig Regt to experience army life in general, and that of
the Royal ignals in particular.
To set the ladie off on the right foot, the Exercise commenced wi th
drill, where, under the watch ful eye of W02 (SSM) Pa ul F leming, the
ladie executed a myriad of movements around Krefeld Lines. Then it was
onto the coaches and off to RAF Bruggen for some driv ing train ing. Here
under in truction from the ever calm Cpl Dave awyer and LCpl Ja me~
Womble, the ladies enjoyed some cros -country drivi ng over under and
around the Hill-60 area. The fastest lady on the so lo run was M'r Heather
Fleming, "ife of the MTWO - it obviously must run in the fa mily. The
defensive dm mg pcnod invo lving a pin in a skid car was, said the ladies
good practice for the sno' and ice to come. The aftern oon saw the ladie~
on the mall Arms Trainer. Under the gentle coach ing of Sgt O llie
Oldroyd they engaged the enemy in a number of scenarios. The award for
be t shot went to Mrs Debbie Prowse. ext stop was Arsbeck Anny
Trammg Area and a lecture by Cpl Jan icholas on the delights of D!Y
accommodauon for the ntght (to the uninitiated that's basha buildin g).
\\02 (\of\) Stu Hartshorne, highlighti ng along th e way the differences
between the officer and the other ranks ration packs demonstrated catering
m the field. It wai. the bonle of Chardonnay in the officers' pack that made
a fo,,.. of the ladies just a little bit suspicioub! After a pleasant supper,
1enu A wa very popular, a ·ight avigation Exercise (in torrential rai n)
made the night'. sleep that liule bit more restfu l.

unday morning and it wa time for the natural-born leaders to come to
the fore . Command tasks, under the critical eyes of Lt Lucy Thirsk and
2Lt Simon Glad" in and Mark Crinnion, left the ladies with a
completely different pinion of rope , benches and medicine bal ls! The
tempo continued apace as the ladies, in two groups, then commenced
euing up a Radio-Relay detachment with ju t a little assistance from
SSgt 1 cil Fisher and hi team. Unfortunately, the radio path between the
two vehicle could not be established before it was lime to get back to J HQ
gt (S 1) Jan Klisby had
and the delight of an indoor as ault ourse.
set-up a most demanding course. Firstly, however, there was a little
warn1-up to get the bones moving again. All of the Jadie gave the assault
course tl1eir be l effort, with the fa te t lady being M rs Man uela James.
Then. it was time to go to the Wall and Willow for a well-earned drink,
buffet and the prizes, including the best individual won by M rs Irene
Geere, pre ented by the 0, Lt Col James. Many of tl1e ladies were
asking, 'What doe next year hold?' That would be telling wouldn tit?

The Command ing Officer p resents the pr ize for ' Best Ind ividua l'
to Mrs Irene Geere

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Col John Terrington
R M
WOl (RSM) John Williams
REGIME TAL BATTLEC MP
EXERCI E TARTAN BEAUFIGHTER 11 - 24 OCTOBER 1998
Ex Tartan Beaufighter took place in the Inverness area over the period
11 - 24 October 1998. The mair1 body departed Colerne al 0700hrs Sunday
morning for a coach journey, that lasted I 2hrs, to Cameron Barracks.
Inverness, which is a strong contender for the coldest place on earth.
Battlecamp started in earnest on the Monday morning at 0600hr with a
nice spot or PT just to get us in the mood. The first week was spent dry
training and live firing on a wide variety of weapons, including; AK47,
Simonov, Browning 9mm, GPMG and the Sniper Rifle. The prize for the
sniper of the week had to go to Sig Turner, who from a distance of 25
netres managed to hit the target a mighty 19 times from 50 rounds. Just
the sort of guy to have on your side when the going gets tough!
aturday morning came and along with it, the march and hoot
c 1mpetition which was won by ection 6, under the leadership of LCpl
Daz Daniels. This was followed by a very demanding afternoon, a visit to
the Glenfiddich Whiskey Distillery, where we were given a guided tour
and shown a bottk which retailed at over £5000. Everyone showed great
determination, however, and completed the gruelling event none the worse
for wear. The following day the Regiment played l BW at both football
and rugby. We're still not sure which team Sig Joh n Marlboro ugh was
playing for as he scored one of the greate town goals ever witnessed when
he threw the ball into his own net! After finishing our live firing phase,
early in the second week, "e mo ed into the final Exercise. It wa now
that all the training we had done was put to good use in the dreadful
conditions (l ' m ure they booked the weather especially for u -as they ay,
'if it ain't raining then it ain't training'). All in all it wa a hard but very
enjoyable two weeks and a great parting gift from WOl (RSM) C hris
Laycock who has moved to Blandford to take over a the Corps RSM.
EXERCISE FISH TAIL IRO
Ex Fish Tail Iron wa a 21 Sig Regt (AS) adventurous training
expedition that took place in epal over the period 4 - 28 October 1998.
Ten members of the Regiment took part in the expedition to circumnavigate
the Annapurna Massif in epal, a trek called the Annapurna Circuit. The
route totals 250km and ascends a total height of 30,000 feei reaching a
maximum altitude of 17,750 feet. The trek was completed on foot in 80
hours, over I 7 days continuou walking. The team of I 0 was fully self·upporting, each individual carrying a Bergen of at least 3Slbs in
temperatures ranging from +30 to - 10 degrees centigrade. The route
travelled through primary jungle, the Tran - Himalayan zone to glaciated
arid terrain. The following extract from an individual's diary describes the
day the Team ascended to the TI1orong La Pa . 'IL is dark and our head
torches provide us with the light required for our slow steps. After two
hours the steep gradient flattens slightly. There follows a fu rther two hours
of false summits. Finally we near the top of the pass just a the uni rising
over the Chulu Mountains and Genjang Mountain. The view is a' esome as
we are also surrounded by Yakawakang Mountain to our orth and
Khatung Kang and Saya Gang Mountain to our South. The pas i marked
by prayer flags and a large cairn. It is bitterly cold and the wi nd has picked
up and we do not spend long at tl1e top once the high po int of the expedition
is reached. The descent is severe and it takes two to three hours to descend
to a more agreeab le gradient for the knees but the view on the descent are
very d ifTerent to those we have enjoyed o far. The mountain appear very
brown and stretch out before us a far as we can ee. They point towards the
country of Tibet and the terrai n makes u appreciate what a hardy race the
Tibetan are. Muktinath is a welcome sight.
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gt Paul Duke, Lt Owen Finnie, Sig Ian Blair and ig I Ta}lor
arrive after seven hours and quickly set about refuelling empty tomach .
The last of the Team come in after 10 hours and everyone is exhau ted but
extremely satisfied. Individuals recount that today has been one of the
most physically demanding of their Ii •es, in summary, an outstanding
expedition. Thanks to all in the Corps who have contributed to make it
po sible.

SSgt Pau l Du ke leads the Team over the Marsyangd i River

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE
PUBLICATION DATE
LCpl Mike Napier looking up towards Gangapurna

SSgt Paul Duke trekking towards Tatopan i
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m. \DQCARTE~

QUADRON
. An Comd
'.\taj Chas Dale
.. 1
W02 ( M) Nick Organ
.\ftcr . c\eml long month the otlice- of HQ have now been filled with
th.: 3ppropriate personnel. much to the relief of the over tretchcd
(ac ording 10 him) :!IC, Capt 'lots of hats' Richards. If nothing el e, the
,'Q. 1. ( gt Phil Huck) will t... able to concentrate on hi primary duties
of fund rai ing and dodgy dcal i'i •.

43 (WESSEX) IGNA SQ ADRO (VOL NTEERS)
qn Comd
Maj Craig Treeby
p I
gt (YofS) White
The report thi time cov rs major elements of activity during the
period both training and social. However. a special mention needs to be
made of the official recognition for out landing service to the quadron by
Capt David Sleigh and gts 1ick F ranks and Tim Cox who were
recently awarded the lord Lieutenant's Certificate, congratulations to all
three.

T:\I TROOP
Tp Comd
\ 01 (FofS) Martin Dr ke
Tp gt
S gt ige Rober
1
T\I Tp we! ome new armals
gt 1 ige Roberts from J
1 and Cpl
'Poll)· Poulson fresh of his Tl course. Congratulation go to both LCpl Ed
h~i eni on his recent promotion and Cpl haun Allsopp on pas ing hi
Tl cntran ·e (for the econd time!) Well done. The arri al of S CO's, and
c ncentratcd ttnimng has increa ed the technical ability'' ithin the Troop to
a le\el not . een for a long time, indeed the ' Baby Tech ' now unde1 tand
that to get the be t re ults. they need to conn t a power upply to the
eqmpment before switching it on. They all had their military sk.ills and
perse,erance tested to the full on Battle Can1p, except for Cpl Shaun
All opp who decided that he would sit his Tl entrance examination at the
'right time'. Individuals of note during the Exercise were Sig Nicki Ryan
\\ho unfortunat ly fell down a rabbit hole (how unlucky can you get,
1EDIVAC from both the Cadre Course and Battle Camp). Also there was
Cpl Dave Cla)1on-Batty and LCpl Mark Taylor who upheld the good
name of the Troop by spending the two weeks as administrators (pan ba h).
MOTOR TRA PORT TROOP
\,ffO
Capt Guy Richard
Tp gt
gt Mark Sala
!\ff Tp like every other military organisation are now dealing with
TQM. I 0 9000, IIP, and anything else anyone wishes to throw at u and
have a philosophy of ·panic before an inspection'. The immediate action
as always i the ame. da h, down, crawl, sights. observe, and rush around
to get It right on the day. And then the LSI was upon us. The Master Driver
(a nice man) from Div HQ, arrived, inserted his cassette and started to
que tion the ystem and principles that 'worked for us'. On questioning,
Cpl Howie (the POL expert) explained that, those that asked nicely were
entitled to draw fuel and that ye it was all there, al lea t it was on the day
it was delivered. Cpl 0' 'eill our driver training professional explained
that 'driver training did happen and yes we went on Exercise with our new
Landrover HS (HS - high pee - still no radio) and as a matter of fact (in a
Yery proud voice) all vehicles had a driver'. On MT details Cpl Eskdale
explained the concept of no procedures and out dated vehicle documents.
Amidst the chaos and mayhem of the day the 'management team '
(maintaining a low profile) were deciding which of the statements 'lets do
it' or ·can do. will do' would become the new Troop mission statement.
Having made light ofa difficult day and hard inspection it should be noted
that the report was satisfactory, so either the systems in place or the
explanations worked. Congratulations to all of those perso1111el involved.
HEADQ ARTERS AND FAC TROOP (VOLUNTEERS)
OC FAC Tp (V)
Maj P. CawkweU RA
OC HQ Tp (V)
Capt D. Allen R. Signals
Due to the TA SOR we who are currently in Trowbridge are due 10
mo'e to Bath in the near future, the good news is that the ever loyal and
very supportive TA soldiers will move with us. Despite the failing
accommodation and rumours of close down our membership remains
excellent and we are fully recruited. In fact attendance on training nights
and weekends are ever increasing.
As a direct result of full integration with the regulars SSgt Jackie
Herbert has fulfilled a life time ambition to join her husband as a regular
old1er and has become the first TA soldier to join the Regiment under the
FTRS cheme. Congratulation .
Thr0t1ghout the year we have completc<l a variety of training and
fulfilled many tasks in several countries around the world. 621 FAC
Detachment commanded by Maj David Bird PARA deployed to Canada
on Ex \'.'es~ern Vortex with a detachment consisting of, Cpl Speed, Cpl
Tony \\elhng and LCpl Alan Mitchell. Sgt Graham Anderson and
LCpl Ros Pierson deployed to Denmark on Ex Flying Rhino in support
of JFACT U. On a more normal training note our summer camp was
deploy!" ·nt to the north of England with the regulars on Ex Rustic Reiver
in upport of Support Helicopter Force RAF.
ful!) s~pportive of town acuvi~ies we were all ple~ed when LCpl
\1arg1e ~tlbert \\as crowned Carmval Queen ofTrowbndge. She is now
1molved m many of the !own's social events along with herTA p~y duties,
two young children and a college course. Well done.
On the sporting scene we .have had several successes, particularly in the
field ofCros -Country Runmng. ig Emma Flaherty came third overall in
the -~A • 'ational Cr?SS Co~ntry Championships with her mother, Sgt
.Jackie Herbert commg 111 third vet and the team achieved a creditable third
O\erall placing. Congratulations go to the mother and daughter combination
\\ho \\Cre both awarded their TA national colours for Cross-Country.

\\'HAT IS THE ORIGI OF THE CORPS CAP
BADGE 'JIMMY'? FIND OUT AT
www.royal ignal .army.org.uk/mu ·eum
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plenty of style. One of the most amusing elements down here has been
getting used to living with the Squadron of a Divisional Signal Regiment,
especially the PT. The onset of summer was boosted by the arrival of C pl
Alfie fangera, he is still attempting to improve his sun tan by burro\\ mg
out of the cable ducts in the Theatre Operallons Centre. Whilst LCpl
Martin Ferguson has been crawling about on all fours in their Alternauvc
Theatre Operations Centre, both are part of the many projects going on al
the moment. Sig BeY Smith is finding her feet, which when she draws
herself up to full height, aren't very far from her head. As IC works orders,
she has taken on the task of insta lling the trunking and routes in the
accommodation. The boss Sgt Dave Cascarino is having kittens planning
the rewire of the TOC, which is planned for mid January. On the social
front, LCpl Martin Ferguson and ig mith have fittt:d in very well,
taking on the section ethos of trying to drink the Stanley Globe Tavern dry.
Finally. we wish all of you back at the Squadron a very merry Christmas
and best ofluck for 1999, see you all in February, take care.

The Squadron team at Great Yarmouth outside broadcast
waiting to present the huge cheque held by LCpl S in gleton
live on air during the programme

(l:R) Sgt Mick Ranks, Captain David Sleigh and Sgt Tim Cox
EXERCISE RUSTIC REIVER
Ex Rustic Reiver took pla e in the Carlisle and Otterbum areas in
September and was originally the ATO OPEVAL for the SHF, RAF. 43
Sig Sqn deployed on the Exercise and several members of the Squadron
took the opportunity to deploy and in the process qualify for Annual
Camp. The Exercise proved to be testing for all concerned as the Squadron
maintained control of communications for a large part of the Exercise. The
Exercise started with a drive of I Oh rs to Carlisle in torrential rain and our
first location was extremely wet. The Exerci e was busy and we were
faced with a number of scenario generated by the EXCO team. The
most notable incident involved a civil disturbance at one of our locations
in which shots were fired. Several lessons were learnt but we all now fully
appreciate the complexities of ROE. The whole Squadron worked hard
during the exercise to integrate with our Regular counterparts and make it
a success. Our trairing standards have improved and it would be fa ir to say
that our camps have changed dramatically over the last couple of years.
We are now providing a good level of ser,ice to the SHF as part of the
only joint Regular and Territorial Regiment.
DRIVER TRAINING.
The Introduction of the new Landrover (or TUM HS) has given the
Squadron the opportunity to undergo ome worth while and mandatory
conversion driver training. A number of weekends were used to put the
vehicles and drivers tbrough their paces over the Braunton Burrows, a
~andy terrain with good steep climbs and descents. The Squadron is
mdebted to gt Rick Tapley for his work ia organising the road and off
road driving.

NEWS FROM THE FALKLA DS - 220 SIG AL SQUADRO
JCUFI DETACHMENT
(Good grief1 A et of notes from the South Atlantic, well done down
there. ob\iMsly 'Cas' is angling for the job of Unit Pres Officer no\\ that
Ca pt Knight ha been posted to I Mech Bde).
The Crew: , gt Dave Ca carino, Cpl Ifie Mangera, LCpl Martin
Ferguson, Sig Bev Smith.
We have all said our goodbyes to LCpl fare Quinn and Sig Kerry
Stewart, gone but definitely not forgotten. We wannly welcome LCpl
Martin Ferguson and Sig Bev Smith . s usual, work is piling up, but the
Telemechs who wear the 'Red Beau fighter of Courage' are more than up
to the task. Things down here in Fl have presented a steep learning curve
for us all. but with the issued crampons we are eating the heights with

31 (CITY OF LONDON)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
RHQ

co

RSM

Lt Col Linda Harrison TD
wot (RSM) Hall

THE MAYOR OF\ ANDSWORTH'S
CHRISTMAS CHARITY BALL - 5 DECEMBER 1998
The Mayor of Wandsworth, Cllr Professor Elizabeth Howlett, invited
the CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison 10 attend her Charity Venetian Ball in a
plush marquee in Battersea Park on Saturday S December. The
Commanding Officer, in her infinite wi dom, kindly invi ted the re t of the
RI IQ rabble in the form of the Trg Maj (Maj Alfie Brand). QM (Maj Ken
Clark), Adjt (Capt Mel Rayner). RSM (WOJ Hall) and their re pective
partners to be her guests. All anempts al an incognito appearance were
foiled when the Mayor announced that he wanted us to attend in Me s
Kit. Considering the gue t list included all the local councillors,
dignitaries and busine smcn " e decided that it wa too good a PR
opportunity to miss and dutifully obliged. A plendid night wa had by all
and thousands of pounds were raised for the Mayor's nominated local
Charities.

220 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Williams
SSM
W02 ( SM) Jed Robinson
BBC CHILDRE I
EED
Upon arrival at the Marina Centre in Great Yarmouth tbe producer told
~s that at I 5:30 there '~ould be a sea dash, which would involve us rnnning
11110 the. sea 111 boots, lightweight trousers and tee shirts, then running back
out a~am. W_hen we asked why tbis was necessary, considering there was a
freezmg horizontal November wind coming in off the murky and polluted
North Sea, ~he producer said it was to see how wacky we were. Interesting,
normally eight p111ts of bitter and a couple of inflatable condoms would
have provided a better manifestation of these sort of attributes! The time
arri.ved and accompanied by some equally unfortunate civilians, we duly
obhg_ed for the cameras, coming out of the water faster than we entered,
headmg as a squad, off up the beach to the changing rooms to avoid
exposure. Once the transmission was under way, we managed to present
the ~M 4,soo. oo Squad.ron cheque live on air. Although we had been
pro!111sed a nallonal slot, 1t was transmitted only to BBC Southeast viewers
du.ring the local TV opt out, so none of the people back in Germany saw it.
Still never mind, it's all in a good cause. Thanks to everyone who took part
or helped us.
THE WIRE, FEBR UARY 1999

The Crew including Cpl Pete Richards from 259 Sig Sqn

The Commanding Officer and her husband Alisdair with
the Mayor of Wandsworth and her daughter the Lady Mayoress
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HE DQ ARTERS SQUADRO - SO THFIELDS T C
Sqn Comd
1aj Chris Mahony
SSM
W02 (SS I) Pete Lovett
NEWS FROM THE SQU DRO
After Regimental Annual Camp, the quadron has continued with
collective training organised by both the Squadron and the Regimental
Training Tean1. Potential recruits continue to enter our TA Centre.
umbers are now al the best they have been for quite some time. Cpl
Tanya Campbell, under the leadership of Capt Da\'e Parr and \ 02
(SSM) Harding, heads up the outhfields Recruiting Cell. Despite the
demands of the job, he is producing excellem re ults as the recruit figure
uggest.
Promotions - The Squadron i plea ed to announce the promotion of
Sig 'Mac' 1cKay after serving everal year as both an Infantry and
Royal ignal soldier. Mac's dedication to the Squadron i beyond
reproach, ery well done LCpl lcKay and keep up the good work.
Regimental Trade Training - 617 'ovember 1998 - After arriving and
getting the lay of the land, the Regimental Yeoman of ignal . \ 02
(YofS) Simon Tyler. decided to deploy all the operators to one of the
many training areas used at both quadron and Regimental level. The two
quadron Detachment Commanders were Cpl Becks trickland and
LCp l 'Small One' Ogle. Other members of the team included LCpl i
Robe.-ts. LCpl 'Mac· 1cKa., Sig Bob Plant and ig Andy Pollard. The
P I wa impres ed with the overall standard of trade training (is that
becau e he (S gt Bruce) has conducted all the training and in trucuon?).
The deployment and et-up were executed 10 a tandard that would put an)
other unit to hame. The Exerci e wa greatly appreciated by all tho e "ho
took part. The Yeoman went awa) with plenty of ideas and plan · for
training for the next year. everal valid point were rai ed by the troop. in
an open forum al the end of the training.
Liaison isit by Col Titus, Commander 1108th S Army ignal
Brigade 19-23 ovember 1998 -The Bde Comd, Col Titus and hi Op
Offi', Mr David Graham arrived in UK on Thursday 19 OYcmber to
commence a five-day 'isit. By aturday they had already been briefed at
Bde HQ in orsham. visited \ incisor Ca ' tie and tonehenge and called in
on a omms Exerci e in Pippingford Park. On aturday night it wa. the
tum of the Officers' Mes to host the 'isitors. To mark the 'i it 111
appropriate tyle, the Officers' Me ·s held a dinner night at the rJlher
impre sivc Worshipful Compan} oflnnholders' Hall near \1ansion House
The Ma ter of the Jnnholdcrs·. 1r Tony Lorkin and the Bde omd, Brig
. G. Hughes were also on the guest Ii 1. The Hall is teeped in hbtory and
da!t: back 10 the 16th Century. It undoubtedly pro' ided a \el) tining
location for the Dinner. The end of the dinner wa marked b) the e\changc
of gill between the CO. Lt ol Lindo Harrison and the I,; Bdc C'omd.
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~really impressed our Amencan visitor · and we arc thankful to the R M

for his

a. istance. Other srto.:s on the tour around the Capital included t
Paul' Cath.::dral lJust in tune for Choir Practice!), Westminster bbcy,
The Tower of London, Co1 ent Garden and Trafalgar quarc. WO! (RSM)
Hall had ob' 1ousl rcud and digested a London Guidebook and wa the
fount of all knowledge! Hai ing ~ucccssfull; purcha cd traditional English
Teapots as som enir~ the day tin1~hcd ofY" ith a 'handover/takeover· of the
guests to the CO. Lt Col Harrison. he whisked them of to the fin al pon
of call that was The \ aldorf Hotel for the unday Aflernoon Tea Dance.
The CO and Adjt had cntcrta111cd !he idea of ullempling to 'trip the light
fanta tic· but upon sec mg the rather profe sional dancer twirling around
the dance noor, Lt Col Harrison and apt Ra yner decided the best
option wa to keep quiet and carry on munching sandwic hes! It certainly
turned out to be a 1·cry filling end to an excellent day. A big tha nk you goes
to the R M and Sgt Bruce for doing such a fine job as Tour Guides and
to W02 Brenda Prater for di. guising her elf o succe sfully as a London
Cabbie! The Americans d •parted on Monday morning wi th promises of
reciprocal visit to their HQ in far_ land and further visit to London.
Without doubt the 1 i it had heen a ·1orn1ing succes .

Col David Titus presents Lt Col Linda Harrison with
1108th US Army Sig Bde Plaque

ARMY INDIVID
L & INTER ORPS ORIENTEERI G
28-29 OVEMBER 1998
With their sanit) well and truly remaining in outhfields Capt Sarah
treete (56 ig Sqn) and !\1el Rayner (Adjl), igs Chris Cox and Chris
Hanlon (HQ qn) depaned RHQ on aturday morning bound for a chi ll y
ennybridge and the rm) Combined ight and Day Orienteering
Champion hip . What el e would you rather be doing on a aturday night
than running around the Welsh hill ide trying to fi nd little white and
orange flags! Up to your knees in water. falling over in the darkness and
becoming lost again - sound much better than a night down the pub!
Ha' ingjust about recovered from the night event we headed ofT to Methyr
Common for the daytime acti1 ities. What joy, \ isibility of more than I
metre, but" hat a barren and featureles land cape it wa . Commiseration
to ig Cox, who afier an e1entful night managed to 1\1 isl his knee on the
day event and had to limp home. Congratulations Lo Capts Streete an d
Rayner \I ho formed half the Corps Team that fin ished runners up in th e
Inter Corp Championship lo a rather wift AGC team. The two other
members of the Corps Team were Maj Jean Payne, HQ 11 Sig Bde and
Capt Sam Harrild J <; Digby.
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1azt:l le to conduct a reccc on Pippingford Park. Several members of the
Troop were regreuing the previous night's beer intake so I hcard ......... .Thc
teams on the 618 <let have been active again. conducting comms training
with the U I 108th US Army Sig Bdc. Their Bdc Comd has been visiting
the Regiment recently to get the perspective of the other side.

REMEMBRANCE PARADES
On Sunday I ovember members of the Squadron allendcd the PLK
Remembrance ' crvice at the Duke of York's Barracks in Kensington.
Member' of the Princess Louise's Kcn:,ington (PLK) Association, many
of \I hom fought in the Second World War, accompamed them. The service
was made more poignant by the fact that the PLK Regimental Colours and
Drums were on display. The following week the Squadron was on Parade
in Coulsdon for Remembrance Sunday. The Squadron marched from the
TA Centre to Old Coulsdon Church, 1\hcre Canon Stephen Maslen
presided ov;r the scrviee. Capt Steve Jones laid a wreath on behalf of the
Squadron. having paid our re peels and completed the formal pan of the
day, we marched back to the TA cntrc for a curry lunch.
56 SIGNAi SQUADRO (VOLU TEERS) - EASTBOURNE
1aj Brian Howe
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) Kevin Godden
EWS FROM THE SQUADRO
Still riding high after the successes of Annual Camp, 56 Sig Sqn (V)
launched imn its autumn training programme 1 llh customary enthusiasm.
In fact, three members of the Squadron were so inspired by two weeks in
Dartmoor ancl .'ennybridge that they decided to volunteer for something a
bit more long tcm1 and arc no\1 sen mg six month tour somewhere in
Bosnia. (Where hopefully the weather will be a bit better than the average
day in Scnnybridge!) Our best wishes go to W02 Jim Paine, and to Sigs
Richard Baldwin and James Coleman-Brown and we look forward to
their return 111 February. These were not the only moves. Congratulations
go to Capt Ton y Potter on his recent commis ioning and appointment as
Comd 858 Tp. We would like to thank him for all he did as SSM. He can
rest as urcd that that job is in safe hands with W02 Kevin Godden to
whom we also offer congratulations on his promotion and good luck in his
new appomtment. Well done, too, LCpl Jo Reader for passing her PTl's
course and gaining promotion. Congratulations al o go to LCpl Mick
C hilds on his recent promotion. Finally, a warm welcome to 2Lt Kieran
Fra nci who ha joined us !Tom Edinburgh UOTC and taken on the job of
Comd 857 Tp. We are now in the happy (or not, depend ing on your point
ofYiew!) position of having a full complement of officers.
LORD LIEUTENANT'S MERITORJOU AWARDS
The annual Lord Lieutenant' Meritorious Awards Ceremony took
place on 27 October in Brighton. The Lord Lieutenant of East Sussex,
Admiral Sir Lindsay Bryson KCB, presented awards to TA oldier and
cadets from all over the counry. Our CO, Lt Col Linda Harri on, and OC,
Maj Brian Howe, were present to see four members of the Squadron
receive awards. W02 (SSM) Godden received hi TEM and a Lord

Maj Alfie Brand, Col David Titus, Brig Hughes,
Mr David Graham, Lt Col Linda Harrison
It goe without saying that the subalterns were on fine form and
continued the party in the Officers' 1ess at Mercury House, Duke of
York ' Bks well into the wee small hours. On his arrival the following
morning, the RSM,\' 01 Hall really did not need to be greeted by Lt
cott '.\1ac ween in his boxer shorts! Well done Scott.

Hurry up - it's cold out here! !
The Corps Team : Maj Jean Payne, Capt Sam HarriId,
Capt Sarah Streete, Capt Mel Rayner
41 (PLK) SIG AL SQUADRON - COULSDO
Sqn Comd
Maj teve Baker
SM
W02 (S M) Watson
HELLO
Welcome to Lt cott Mac wee n who has just returned from Bo nia
where he served with 3 UK Di1• I IQ & Sig Regt. I le will be the new Troop
Commander of J Troop. We wish him all the be t with his new
appointment.

Lt Liz Fitzpatrick, Capt Stephen Ong, 2Lt Kieran Francis,

Lt Scott MacSween
Having got through Saturday night (only just in some cases!), the
stop sightseeing tour of London. The
Mel Rayner, WOI (R M) Hall and
bcgar. with a visit to the forecoun of
Buckingham Palace for an inside\ iew of the Changing of the Guard. This
a'> organised b:,. Capt Paul
amways who liaised with the Lord
Cha111bcrlain' Office, and the R M who touched base with the RSM of
The Duke of Wellington's Reg ment, WO I (R M) Dowdall. The Duke of
\\elling.t n's \\a the oncoming guard and their RSM was able to give a
running commentary of the proceedings and the traditions involved. This
~chedule for Sunda} \I as a whi tie
tour g~id~~ for the day were Ca pt
gt Craig Bruce BE~. The tour

TROOP WEEKE D 17-18 OCTOBER 1998
Led by their illustrious OCs (Lts Beth Pollard and Debbie peakman)
Kand Troops deployed on a Troop Activiry Weekend I7/18th October.
'. Tp deployed to Organford campsite near Poole, Dor et, where they
discovered gt Brian · couse' Traynor had already found a short cut to
the local pub - albeit via a ditch! After a night of gales and storms (who
was it that ended up. in the dodgy tent?), the Troop set ofT on Saturday
mo~1111g to wal~ sections of the South-West Coasta l Path. Teams kept in
radio contact ~v!th each other (who needs a control station anyway?) and
had a m1111 tnv1al pursuits competition over the net along the way. On
Sunday the Troop attempted the Burnbake Ropes Course. A series of
challenges designed to encourage teamwork and confidence. Some took
the idea of team bonding a bit too far - Lt Debbie ' I'm in charge'
peakman, gt Amy 1cAuliffe, LCpl Julia May and Sig Vanessa
Coles may never be the same again!
K Troop deployed to Gibraltar Barracks on the Saturday morning where
they put t.he. a~dhurst hors~s through their paces, (some fine
horse.mansh1p Ill action). In the afternoon they visited the Gurkha Museum
at. Winchester. On unday the Troop had fun in the wimming pool at
Gibraltar Barrack , and the weekend was rounded off by a ride in a

The Proud Recipients
Back Row: Sgt Cooper, Sgt Bonner.
Front Row: W02 (SSM) Godden, The Lord Lieutenant,
Sgt Cooper
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Lieutenant's Certificate for Meritorious Ser\' ice. gt Dickie Bonner al o
received his TFM and a Lord Lieutenant's Certificate for \1eritonous
crvice. Sgts Robert Cooper and Martin Cooper were presented \\ith
their TEMs. Congratulations to all concerned!
EXERCISE RED RAG J
The final Squadron Exercise of 1998 took place on Pipp1ngford Park
training area. Detachments deployed to various locations for a tactical HF
Comms Ex. Having left the TAC al dark o'clock that morning. the sight of
the Master Chef, W02 Fred Bramble, greeting the Squadron \\ ith a hot
breakfast at Pippingford Park was a welcome one indeed. Breakfast over,
and it was time to set up for the Exerci e and prepare for the vi it of Col
David Titu~. Comd of the I 108th US Anny ig Bdc. Of course, then: \\US
no extra pressure to make sure that the Exercise was executed with even
greater precision than usua l. After minimal mo\ ing of detachments from
location A to location B and back again. the complex was set up m record
time. Even the Sqn Comd, Maj Brian Howe, and the SM, W02 Kev
Godden, were heard to compliment the troops. By 1145 everything \\as
ready for the VIP who arrived \\i lh the CO. Suitably impressed by the
quadron's demonstration of its role, ol Titus then moved on to our
FRT6 I 8 det that was one hal f of a trans-Atlantic long range HF comms
link with Signals units based on the east coast of America. The Colonel
was able to talk to his 'boys back home '. Meanwhile, much to the di belief
of all present, out of the trees emerged a group of American Gls. Having
chatted to them, the Bde Comd felt reassured that he was not actually
starring in a remake of 'Back to the Future', but had in fact come aero
members of a WW2 re-enactment sociery out for a Sunday stroll! As the
Bde Comd st:ttled down to a splend id lunch in the field coune y of W02
Fred Bramble and Cpl teve Howell little did he reali e what the Regt
FofS and YofS had been up to. W02's Bob Wymer and imon Tyler had
been helping to extingui h a bush fire - are there no limits to the talents of
the Ops Team! Fortunately they managed to complete their stint as
Fi reman Sam and get to lunch in time (funny that!). FofS - next time wash
your face first please! Lunch was followed by a tour around the complex
led by the OC Sqn. The Bde Comd had a thoroughly enjoyable vi it,
seeing for the first time a Briti h Royal Signal (TA) unit deployed in the
field. He kindly handed out Comd Coins of Excellence to a few of the
fortunate personnel on dury. It was noted however, that SSgt Willie Loch,
the Sqn PSI, did not receive one.
CEREMONIALS
The Squadron was involved in two ceremonial occa ion in ovember.
A pleasingly high number braved the lashing rain and wind to attend
Ea tboume · Remembrance Parade where l\laj Howe laid the qn 's
wreath. The following weekend seven members of the Squadron travelled
up to London to form pan of the Rt:giment's guard of honour out ide the
Royal Courts of Justice during the annual Lord Mayor's Parade. By all
accounts, a great day out was had by all!
83 (LO DO ) SIGNAL SQ ADRO (VOLUNTEERS) CHELSEA
qn Comd
Maj ·like Jackson
SSM
W02 ( S 1) Jim 1cMahon
LORD MAYOR'S SHOW 1998
The 83 (London) Signal Squadron (V} detachment of drill pigs left the
Duke of York' HQ, on the evening of Friday 13 1 ovember, to rendeZ\'OU
with the remainder of the Regiment at the London UOTC TAC in Ru sell
quare. After ome quick revision on \\eapon drill, which ne\'er goe
ami s, it was either in the bar, or for the more adventurous amongst us to
O' eill ' . an lri h Watering Hole within taggcring distance of the TAC.
SSgt Dez Eldridge got the first round in for a change, (must be
Christma !). The RSM, \ 01 Hall got chauing to one of the locals. He
wa quoted as saying ·Thi bar is the canine privates. we were here la l
year. it wa a jolly good night our or word to that effect. ·oh I'm glad to
hear that. I'm the owner' reloned the Ii lener. lurping over a Bacardi
Breezer, or something of a similar outhem shandy drinking beverage!
Well after a hard night out it was into our maggots for a good night sleep.
Five minute later (or so it seemed) we wen! woken up by the R M. 0530
hrs is not a good time to get up on a aturday! Afier breakfa t. more drill
practice then the usual hurry up and wait until the parade at approx 1100
hrs. For the mathematician among t you, we had S hours from the lime
we got up until the parade staned! - Thank RS ~. The parade had its u ual
display of spectacular noat . eedle s 10 ay we were thankful of
omcthing 10 look al, as our panicular role wa · to tand till for \\hat
eemed an age a the Guard of Honour for the Lord Mayor. Atier a
succes ful parade (albeit numb limbs and ore heads!) it was ba k to the
TAC for fine food and a hair of the dog for tho e chap who don't knO\\
11 hen they've had enough. \: ell done 10 Capt Steve Ong. the Parade
Commander, for a stirling perfonnance. Howe\'cr, next year ir, can you
please gi\'e the command to Change nns either before or afier the Band
of the Household Di1 i ion go trundling past - not during! We might be
able to hear you then! Well done 10 the following members of the
Regiment who panicip 1ted in a succe sfu l parade:
Capt tcvc Ong, WOI (R M) Duncan Hall,
W02 ( SM) .Jim McMahon,\' 02 ( M) Godden,
, Sgt Craig Bruce BE 1, S gt De£ Eldridge, Sgt Jackson.
Sot Willie Loch, gt Bonner, gt Mat ahill,
gt lcGinnis. gt Stanton, gt Tt·a, Tra\'i ,
gt Martin Oliver, Cpl May, pl Joe amuel,
pl Beck) trickland, pl Martin Woodhouse,
L pl Laurel Allott, L('pl Gnrdyne. LCpl Grie-es,
LCpl Ogle, ig Farquarson-Robert , ig Plant.
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32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

0
R \1

Lt Col . C. C. Lapsley TD
\VOi (RS 1) J . .McLachlan

E ' ER l E TARTA
HARTER-MIS IO.':
TOGETTHEBO TFRO lOBA, TOV ALE l ' 6D Y
EXE 'TION - What ctually Happened .................
Waiting on the 82 b) Loch Lomond for the crew to pick me up, I
noticed that it was not rainin!!. - could th i be ummer about to happen wa
our indent for good weather~being actioned? The mini bus wa crammed
full of ration . sailing bags and - leeping bodies - no one tirred. Cpl
. arruther . our dri\ er greeted me. towed my gear onto the bu and I
jumped aboard. o far so good. Dunstaffange was reached on time and
the ere" awoke for coffee and bacon rolls at the Wide Mouth Frog. Boat
taken O\ er by I I 30hr with the help of a heli bourne - Co
laj John
lontieth and then t11e eriou bu ines began.
afet\ Brief
- The ·inherent danger to li fe and limb' brief or
Adventurou Training, •m-table decks Fire, Ga ,
Explo ion, Drowning, ea, Wind, Tide , Mon ter
of the Deep
\lundane Matters - Personal fitting of Harne !Life Jacket , airing of
foul "eather gear. Familiarisation with the boat
ea cocks, heads, lights, sai l , rope , location of
ga bottle , fire extinguishers etc.
The weather wa now su piciou ly good - un, wind, blue kies the loL
The outline plan was confinned - three days workup and then the da h
outh.

ig A. Jame R Sig (V)
ig G. Gray R igs (V)

Watch-Skipper JC - Rtd Chap - Ori er
Pon Bosun Tony - Wind Surfing Expert
Stb Mate Sam - Curry Expen
PonPurser Jean - Medic/Insurance Dept
Stb Asst Pun;er Margaret-Morale
Boo ter
Pon Chief Stoker Ann o 2
Engineering Offr
Stb Foredeck Gillian - Toast Expert

The Crew
TAT

2 x Regular oldier,,
5 x T\ Soldiers
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3 Males
4 Female

IOffr
6 Ors

52 (LOWLAND) IGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Sutherland
M
W02 (SS 1) Swa n
Q ADRO LIFE
After returning from Camp the quadron has been getting round to the
early preparation for in pections and ha tarted to build up towards_n~xt
year' mil itary skill ba ed annual camp, with the quadron trammg
weekend, ·weekend Warrior' in late October. The weekend began with the
Squadron deploying to a hide in the wood out ide Edinburgh, where
thankfully the weather gods looked favorably on us and let up on the rain
that had wa hcd through t11e country in the preceding week. After a good
nie.hts sleep under the tars - only rarely interrupted by the odd enemy
attack and the road works 300m away, it was time for range . As
background acti ity Maj Roddy 'Call me Biggie ' utherland arranged
for most Squadron personnel to get a trip round Edinburgh by Gazelle,
with a select few flying off on a two hour recce of Garelochhead training
area. As tradition would have it the weather that stayed kind to us on
Friday night broke for the ranges. with a howling gale and torrential rain
adding the customary dampne to proceedings. To round the day off a
party wa held in the Edinburgh quadron's TAC and thanks go to the
Capital Squadron for gi\ ing u 'soap-dodging-weegies' a roof for the
night. A late tart on unday morning was followed by a few hours
practicing off road dri\ ing, where Lt i\lilne Tm off to Oz' Weir the new
ICP Troop commander took the opportunity to introduce himself to the
Squadron by pranging hi rover on the route.
CONGRAT LATIO
Congratulations go to ig Ward, Finnigan, and Augusto on their
promotion to L/Cpl. Congratu lations also go to WOJ Terry McVey and
W02 Karen wan as they keep it in the family with Karen taking over
from Terry as Squadron ergeant Major a he takes over from her as
Recruit Tra ining Warrant Officer.

The Crew
THE CREW
Maj J. D. B. Chown AGC (V)
YofS A. R. Rathmell R ig
gt . Shan R igs
gt J. Thomson R ig (V)
gt )1. M. Murphy AGC (V)

THE VESSEL - LIGHT INFANTEER
he is a 341l, Auxiliary Bermudan loop built by ad lcr Yacht and
commis ioned in 1995 for !SA, i in extremely good condition with an
excellent ail wardrobe, good ystems documentation, fully funct ional
navigational aids and the be t et of chart folio outside a R warship
(Compliments to her bo un). My own ve_sel, a Westerly Conway ketc~ 1s
a nimble old lady but thi ve sel wa a JOY to dnve - a pure bred racmg
filly. (for the no\ ice - a loop has one ma t, the ketch, two). An
unforgettable ell.periencc and an achievement to be prou_d of, well done
hipmales. Final tally 390 mile at sea' ith 20 hours at 111ght and a lot of
fun . o damage to life or limb but the question is posed - who shot Jack
ound? Answers on a post card.

I x Coastal Skipper
2 x Day Skipper
Ix Comp Crew
3 x ovices

61 (CITY OF EDI BURGH) SIG AL SQ ADRO
NOVEMBER 1998
Sqn Comd
Maj B. Shankland
SSM
W02 (SSM) G. Garland

(V)

SQ ADRO ACTIVITY
The mo t noteable event in the post-summer period was, of course the
highl y an ticipated and often fraught involvement in Annual Camp. Things
got off to a cracking start when, as the engines roared at the start line in a
effort to get going, SM Gary 'London's Burning' Garland set out to
prove that a trailer (w ith a little assistance) could go faster than the towing
landrover. Cpl 'A int no mountain high enough' Fair completed the
mayhem by breaking down at Chesser Cresent gates. The 'vehicular'
theme continued at camp with Cpl Paula 'Postman Pat' MacLean being
required to explain her 'excessive' speed within Deverrel l Barracks to the
Royal Engineers and Cfn 'We ' Florence finally earning his licence after
having been 'done' for driving without an er... um ... licence. The quadron
had the opportunity to indulge in a spot of Adventure Training which,
inevitably included ab eiling. The occasion was remembered more for
LCpl ' Jamsie' Costello's remarks about the effects of the harnes on the
posterior region, than by any standard of vertical de cent. Once again Sgt
Marti n 'Stars in their Eye ' Garner won a ll the Karaoke pri zes going,
and was particularly plea ed to dedicate 'Spli sh Spla h I wa taking a
Bath ' to the Soap Dodgers who managed to make it out on Exerci se for a
change. (Careful explanation was required in order to tell them the
difference between cam cream and soap). Following the chaos of camp, a
cloud of mystery de cended on the Squadron as, during the first po t-camp
weekend Maj Bria n ·The truth is out there' Murray was responsible for
the instigation of a nationwide search following his trange disappearance
during a food foraging Exercise by the Squadron officers in the local
village. A very worried Squadron 21C reported the loss of his traffic
officer to the CO and was then told 'search the village, alert the police'.
All local shops and hostelries were visited and a description is ued, mall
man, mid fifties, moustache. The mo t amusing response was, ' Oh dear,
wandered off from a home has he?' One hour after disappearing th e bold
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Major was found in the dining room of a local hostel. H1 greeting for the
're cucr '? 'Where have )OU been? These gammon steak arc lovely~ ·
The mystery continued as a male and female soap dodger were later found
lo~kcd in the Armoury (Why was Mrs Fair one of them we ask
ourselvc '!) On a more exotic note Lt Phil 'Sans Pantalons' Donegan
selflessly volunteered for a two week stint with the United States Army
Reserve in Louisiana. USA during July/August. Despite being assigm:d to
the wrong unit he sti ll managed a bout of heat stroke, Karaoke in New
Orleans and an interview with the anti-terrorist police at 1leathrow
(Something to do with a hand-grenade wc hear).
CONGRATULATIO S
A spccial congratulation for the elevation of Maj Brian 'The merciful'
Shankland to OC Squadron. Responsibility beckons! Gone now arc the
days of rolling around on the gra s outside the quadron CP. Well done
also to Cpls Davidson and Park for their completion of the Oct
Commanders Course and subsequent promotion. Promotion also came at
long last to LCpl ·Victor Meldrew' Robertson, proof that patience doe.
pay off in the long run! Wedding fever hit the Squadron in August. First
off the blocks was LCpl Betty Saunders who had her particulars taken
<l0\\11 by her fiancee Constable Ian Robertson . Confusingly wc now
have two LCpl Robertsons. although thankfully they look completely
different (Betty's not balding yet!). Next up was the joining together of
two of the Squadron's mo~t V<1luable assets Capt Domhnall 'Doddsie'
Dod5 and Capt Jackie 'Four foot and a fag-end' Lockhart in holy
matrimony. Training Major take note, Married Quarter Accommodation
required for annual camp next year. Well done indeed to Sig Anderson for
complctmg her rt:cruits cour5e - welcome to the Squadron! gt John
'Recruiter specialist· Faichne) is to be congratulated (?) for earning his
PT! 's swords. please report to the stores for your triangular body and
'norman-nae-mates certificate'.
EMIGRATION
In July. the Squadron bade a fond and tearful farewell to the outgoing
0(' Maj Fiona 'Farquhars' Farquharson who leave after three years at
the helm. The greatest tears came for the 'bad back sufferer,,' who were
bemoaning the pa sing of a free physio ervice. We wish Fiona well in her
post at the Territorial Commissions Board. Also depaning was S gt John
'Calm Down' Leach our reliable PSI. His farewell dinner must go dO\\ n
as being unique in Corps history as, among the attendants were his
predecessor, successor an<l a few ' bewigged scouse gits· (No t11efts were
reported after the dinner).
IMMIGRATIO S
Po sibly the be t transfer acquisition of the year was Sgt Ian tallard.
Hi arrival repre ems a huge increase in 'value' training within 61 Sig qn
as there's nothing he doesn't know about everything. (What end do we
hold the rifle?) He ha quickly learned howe\ er that TA soldiers are all too
willing to leave as much as po sible to the P I and is rapidly learning not
to take on too much of their work. The quadron welcomed Lt Patricia
'The Stripper' Baird back to the TA after an extended absence. The
ab ence can apparently be accounted for by the length of time it took to get
rid of the grime acquired from her previou stint with the Glasgow
Squadron. Another convert to soap arrived in the form of our new PSI
SSgt Steve Harrison who is here to find all the televi ions reported
missing during his predecessor' stint. A hearty and Capital welcome i
extended to you a 11.

MILES FOR SMILE
Sever.ii Squadron m mbers succc~sfully completed a 93 mile ,ponsorcd
walk over the very reputable West Highland Way. ·1 his well kno\\ n
Scottish path starn; just outh West of Glasgow and Fort William through
some of the most bcauuful geography m the UK - d.:pcn<lcnt on the
weather. For their efforts thcy managed to raise the sum of£ 1102.50 for
The Royal Sick Children·s Hospital. Edinburgh which the Squadron have
adopted :ts their 'personal' charity.

The Team
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Here tbe OC Maj Brian Shankland is proud to present a di.play
cheque (as well as the genuine article) to Ms :\laureen Harrison of the
Friends of the ick Kid . Congratulations to all concerned in raising this
plendid amount.
SPOTLIGHT 0 PER 0 ALITIES
Over many weekends we have all enjoyed what pleasures the TA ha to
offer. All too often the' en•ice Support' elements which work behind the
scene go unmentioned in despat he . We are please here to feature two of
our most important' upport' personnel.

REMEMBRANCE P RADE
61 (City of Edinburgh) ig qn were again honoured to participate in
the annual Remembrance Parade held at the local Stenhouse church. A
simple but nonethele touching sen ice was conducted by the Minister
"ho predicted a happy outcome for the Squadron under the DR - the
benefits of a direct line to I ligher Com mand? One of the few occa ion
when we can be publicly seen parading the loca l treets and th is time in
tep. The absence ofa piper might have had omething to do with that.

Sgt Andy Crawford our erstwhile cook

During the ervicc the quadron laid their cu tomnry wreath at the
Church memorial which boasts a very locul V1ctona ross a\\ ard. The::
wreath bearers this year' ere pl David Crampton and LCpl 'Victor'
Robertson.
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LCpl Lynn Drummond the most essential 'pay clerk'
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33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

EXERCISE WI TER EAGLE-20 • 22 NOVEMBER 1998
The main t:\ent of this period was Ex Winter Eagle that took place in
nnd around the orth West of England. Thi was a Brigade lc\'cl
communications exercise li nking the rest of 11 Sig Bde via the new kilo·
stn:am pick-up point at the Altcar Training Arca. The Exercise was very
well attend with th;: Squadron lielding a 'aricty of installations includi ng
the Tnank Node, Access ode and a Central. A fl er a hard working
weekend with plenty of moves the Squadron returned lo barracks early on
Sunday morning, with the ex1.:cption of those lucky enough to man the
mini node that was set up on the aptly named Winter Hill. This provided
links for all Regimental assets as they moved back to TA Centres. Sgt
Maur ice Aarons, Sgt Lesley Dea kin and C pl Doreen Strin ger provided
a cheerful welcome to the returning members of the Squadron by serving
up a superb Sunday lunch and rounding olT a highly successful weekend
on a high note.

CO
Lt ol R. J. teed 1BE
R M
WOl (RS 1) K. C. Hallett ,
.
Life in 33 ig Regt l ") continues to move.along at a frantic pace, but all
is n t lo t. Reinforci;mentl have arrived lll the shape of Capt John
Harrimrton ,, ho has recently returned from hi un hine tour in Turkey
("here·~ the tan?). Outgoing Adjt, Capt ick_Ran_ge, is currently hand ing
0\ er the rein and . hO\\ ing John the seedier tde of Liverpool. Al o
joining us are LCpl Karen Ballard, gt Al~n Tow nsend, L pl Stephan
Piper, L pl raig Robertson and Cpl ra1g tevens. A warn1 welcome
{) tcGatT)'
to you all. Finall .. a big thank you and goodbye to W02 (
"ho depart for 2 ig Regt . Good luck fo r the next tour.
REGI 1ENT L TRADE TRAl I G
DO 'lNGTO OCTOBER 1998
The ReeimenL held it econd Trade Training Camp at Donnington over
the first ~'o weeks in October. The o erall- organiser of this dev ili h
scheme wa the Regimental Yeoman \ 02 ick Nic holson who devised
the traming ·o that soldiers could be trained up 1.0 class 3 tandard m the~r
re pecliYe trade o\·er a rwo week penod which would count as their
annual camp. The following Trade Courses were nm: ~ele Op . y
(Acces ). Tele Op Radio Relay. Tele Op Radio, Qnver Electnc1an. Dnver
Lmeman.
Al o a DriYer Training Course wa run by the MT\VO V 01 Ian
Tho rneycroft for all tho e oldier who required the correct dri\ ing
qualification for their trade.
.
The Tele Op y tern (Acee ) Course run by Sgt To o. Hartley wa m
depth, and the two tudent Sig· Dave Halsall and Sharon Halden have
no" full work.ino knowledge of the A IMC. The Instructors have quite a
fe,, headache ~fter the amount of questions a ked by the tudent ,
e pecially in the re\i ion period set a ide in the evening. Hopefully the e
question and an wer se sions ironed out any problem , which occurred
during the daytime cla ses. Sgt To ny Hartley will now .be allow~d to go
for a hower in peace. Congrarulations to_ bot~ students _m ac~1cvmg th~1r
clas 3 in trade all they need now are thetr dnvmg qualificattons. pec1al
thanks to LCpl Paula Scully who ran around trying to do eight jobs at
once and putting everything he has learnt with the Regulars into practice
(if in doubt make the Yeoman a cup of tea).
The Tele Op Radio course was run by gt Ade Ha milton. Cp l Steve
Peters was able to bewilder the two srudents Sig' Farrow and W righ t,
especially the lessons on BATCO and en ured they u ed it at every
po sible moment. Operating the different Clansman radio station . fault
finding. installing radio equipment into FFR · and the numerous VP
Exercises were all CO\'ered on the course along with all the visits that
occurred during the weeks training. At the end of the week both srudents
were relieved to have pa ed the course, and so were the over-worked
instructors. We wait to see if all the training will pay off on the next
Rel!imental Exerci e.
The Tele Op Radio Relay course run by SSgt J im 'Get off my train '
Eddowe had the honour of having two students from 35 Sig Regt (V) in
the form of ig's 'Alexi' ales and Phil 'Trainspotting' Willia ms a well
a ig Hitchen from the Regiment. All three soldiers learnt everything
that they needed to know from the two main instructors, C pl's Steve
'fuzzy eyes' Davies and Keith 'Monotone· Langan. Hopefully the lads
from 35 ig Regt will have gone back 10 their Regiment with a whole new
meaning 10 the words Radio Relay. If anyone has seen the Chief Instructor
can they point his train in the general direction of Liverpool.
42 IG
L SQ ADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
qn Comd
Maj l. J . Kelly T D KI GS
SSM
W02 ( SM) Paul Willi ams
At the Manchester outpost of 33 Sig Regt (V) life continues to be as
busy as e\'er, We have emerged relatively unscathed from the Strategic
Defence Review (SOR), ha\ ing suffered regreuable cuts to our Regular
man power, but fortunately not LO our TA strength, and we arc now
actively recruiting from the luckless units that have been disbanded. This
has not pro\'ed to be as succes fut as expected due 10 the relatively small
number of local units affected compared to the rest of the North West area.
Around Manchester only the QLR in Bolton, 3 Cheshire in Macclesfield
and 75 Engr Regt, Oldham detachment, have been unfortunate enough to
be clo ed down.
This reporting period commenced with a bracing military skills
weekend at Warcop ( 17-18 October). Here the weather was atrociou in the
mam, although 'sods law' dictated blue skies and unshine when it was
lime to go home, and where the CO's mandatory test of map reading was
made ju I lightly more difficult by driving rain and howling gales. Anyone
who found the wooden clas room, from the multitude of similar huts which
abound in the \Varcop Training Camp, and where the theory part of the map
reading te t was due to take place, was awarded extra points by an amazed
42 qn PSAO, Capt Gerry W helan, who had been confidently expecting
an undi turbed nooze in between reading the daily paper.
PRE follo\\t:d wiftly on the hcel5 ofWarcop, to be precise the day after
our return, and the Cumbrian mud was frantically hosed off in time for the
arri\ al of the intrepid men from 42 Bde at Preston. The next weekend saw
clement~ of the quadron deploying LO Thomey Island near Portsmouth to
E crci'>e \\1th 63 ( ·A ) ig Sqn. This proved •o be well worth the nme-hour
dmc do"n and gave those involved an interesting insight into the AS
\\Orld \\hilc at the same time providing 'aluable training in their trades.
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY
The Squadron marched through Manchester, headed by Maj Ian Kelly,
the Sqn Comd, lo take its plac•~ at the Cenotaph during the Remembrance
Sunday sen ice. Aller the parade a curry lunch took place in the Norman
Road TA Centre to wh ich the quadron had invited a number of civic
dignllarics including Vlr Duncan Lawton. Deputy Lord Lieutenant of
Greater Manchester, C llr Tony Burns. Deputy Lord Mayor {and Lord
Mayor dc~ignate) and Assistant ChicfConstabk Malcolm George.
CO GRATULATIONS
A number of congratu lations are due The first and warmest are to our
Recruiting Sergeant S ue E dge on the birth of her daughter Geo rgina at
Warrington Hospital on Tue day 24 'ovember 1998. Congratulations
,\)so. to the following indiYiduals on their recent promotions: Sgt Tim
I\ ounficld, gt Hazel Trotman, C pl Duncan Anderson, Cpl Ken
Bryan, Cpl li ck Hann a, LCp l Karl Bartlett, LC I Paul Benni on,
om er Cadet Curtis-Rous and O ffi cer Cadet Willia ms.
WELCOME
Finally, we extend a warm ''elcome to our l~test Regular soldier posted
in from 21 Sig Regt, Sig Ju lie Houghto n, whose claim to fame is that she
is the only female Driver/ Electrician in the Corps. We wish her an
cnjoyab lc and ucces. ful tour with the quadron.

Sgt Bob Duffield at Warcop
'According to my map this river shouldn't be here'

59 SIGNAL SQ UA DRON {VOLUNT EERS)
RE ME 1BRA CE DAY
On unday 8 ovember the Squadron paraded in Liverpool City Centre
as a part of the Remembrance Day ce lebrat ion. Ably led by Maj Chris
Heaton. the squad that had been put through its paces by W02 (SSM)
Bob Patterson the day before, paraded in o 2 dress for the very first
time. Thi 1s by no means a mall feat for a TA unit and much credit mu t
go to SSgt ( QMS) Frank Hale for hi endeavour and re ourcefulnes .

In March six squadron stalwarts, led by the OC. Maj Stan Fitzgera ld,
joined other members of the Regiment to deliver much needed aid to
hospitals and orphanage in Ode sa in the Ukraine. Thi ha become an
annual pilgrimage for the unit and close ties are being forged. nnual
Camp thi year took place in Germany. The remainder of the year wa
taken up with Squadron, Regimental and Brigade Exercises interspersed
with training, maintenance and competitions. 1aj Stan Fitzgera ld led a
team of young enthusia 1 up and do\rn Ben 'e'i , Scafell pike and
nowdon over one weekend while our two aforementioned intrepid 'RPS
took part in the Army and European Quadrathon Championships as well
as a myriad of other equally lunatic activities. The OC is no"
affectionately known as ·The Grand Old Duke of York'. This year we
dined out Maj Chris F idler, the outgoing OC. and welcomed Maj
Fitzgerald. We have also recently been joined by Capt Wend) K.i rb).
who is to become the quadron Op otlicer. She is an ex-regular who
should bring con iderable expertise 10 the umt.

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
59 on parade at St George's Square Liverpool.
W02 {SSM) Patterson leading
SPORT
The Squadron played in the semi-final of the TA soccer cup for the
orth West o f England on unday 19 O\ ember. Although soundly beaten
by 238 quadron R LC a good e ffort to progrc s o far. and an even bigger
effort to drink the bar dry a fterwards. Cpl Gaz Hayh urst ha asked that
the other Corps footballers do not know he was playing.

LCpl Helen Carden showing the S AS how it's done
THE WIR E, FE BRUARY 1999

80 (CHF.SHIRE YEOMA RY)
SIG AL SQ ADRON (VOL NTEER )
Another yea r rapidly came to a close and the millennium breathing
dO\~n our necks. For 80 (Cheshire Yeomanry) ignal quadron the pa l
y.:ar has been a mixture of consolidation and change "ith a sprinkling of
the unusual thrown in for good measure. Jn January a doLen members of
the , quadron went lo Au tria for a week's kiing while the remainder
made linal preparations for a Squadron Exerci e in allcrick. The aim of
the Exercise was to practise basic military skill and learn some new one .
We are fortunate 10 have in our midst two ex members of the Brigade of
Guards in the form of the P AO, a1>t C hris Hopkins, and the QM (R)
SSgt ammy Collister. Their combined knowledge of Infantry ~mining
and exceptional le' cl or physical fitne ensured a thoroughly te tmg, but
at the same time. enjoyable" eek end for participant ·.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999

• Would you like to be attached to your
home town ACIO for 5-10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school
and ACF to tell them about life in The
Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting
soldiers into The Royal Signals?

YES!!!
Then contact your Troop Office for details of

THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
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35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

THE DA H TO RAlSE
H - THE RACE TO THE FINISH
The Regiment. a
· iation with and as-i tance to the Birmingham
Children -Hospital is no'' legcn?'.111' and \\ e continue_ to be heaYily
m\ oh ed 111 the hospital fund-ra1 mg effort . The c effort were duly
rewankd <)n the opening of the new hospital ( n~\\ rename? '_Diana
Prince' o f Wale Children Ho pita I) whe n the Regunent '' a In\ 1ted to
prwide e ·cort and sle\\ards for the official opemng c remony on Friday
30 October. The actual ceremony wa. performed by Her Majesty the
Qu een and His Ro~al Highness the Duke .of Edinb~rgh . On arriYal_ thc
Queen and Duke were recei,ed by the Chief E. ecuuve of the Ho p1tal,
\Ir Colin. Hough and the Chaimian of the Tru t, Judy C lemen ts. In
attendance was the ecretary of State for Health. Frank Dobson. Her
lajesry and Hi Royal Highnes were then invited to ign the vi itor '
book, "hich was in the afe custody of gt Dean 1 icol and Cp l Carl
Ro sail, before tarting their tour of the ho pita!. Prior to the tour a pecial
reception wa held in the hospital' Victorian ConserYatory. Here the
Queen and Duke were pre ented to group of upporters, which included
the CO of 35 ig Regt. Lt Col i\liles tockd ale and hi wife. At this tage
of the, isit His Royal Highness took the opportunity to chat informally to
the R :\I, WO! Kev Winkle and to SSgt Ed Perry" ho e. pla med the
Regim nr long term commitment to the Ho pita!. The Regiment was
imn1en ely honoured to be part ofthi \ery ~pecial and hi storical o casion
and all tho e involved can be proud of the contribution they made no
matter ho\\ mall.

Guests were greeted by the CO, Mile Stockdale and the Hon Col, Brig
Tan Sim. Music was prov ided by the Corps Band. During the function the
CO pre ented Lt Peter Ayre with the Dobson Cup which is presented
annually to the 'Best Young Officer· in the Regiment. Once again many
o ld frien<ls joine<l the Regi ment at this grand occasion which again was
expertly organised by C apt George Cairn s. The Council House Dinner
tend to kick start all other Regimenta l functions and fo llowing in hot
mince pie and cream pursui t the first off the ice cream block was the
Permanent Staff lunch hosted by RHQ on Friday 4 December. Dish of the
<lay was a rather festive turkey curry - a simple case of sta1t ing where you
usuall y fin ish!

EXER I E WINTER E GLE

Opinion is general I) diYided a to when you can. e>.pcct the best support
for an faercise -is it the depths of Autumn or 1s earl y pn ng a more
favourab le time; is the \\Cather a factor or perhaps more sign ifica ntly th e
final sprint to complete mandatory days before bountifu l time. ~i~h er way
e\·en though I alway favour the latter my attendance pred1c11on are
.
.
u ually way off oursc and I am always proved wrong.
Winter Eagle was no excepllon. the weather forecast wa dire rangin g
from bitterly cold to freezing condition and attenda nce was bound to
renect thi - " ho on earth would rn luntari ly give up a comfortab le
weekend at home just to u!Ter inho pitab le field cond ition with an SOR
briefin o thrown in. Thankfully the CO's confi dence in the dedication and
tenac ity of the TA oldicr paid dividends a nd he was rewarded with an
excellent all round attendance and despite one or two m inor hiccups the
Exercise was hugely uccc sful. During the weekend the GO . 5 Div, 1aj
Gen R. V. earby 'isited the faercise area and, despite gt John cotts
cautiou in istence for a pas "ord before he wou ld le t the GO on ite,
wa clearly plea ed b) "hat he sa\\ . Following a Regimenta l briefi ng
given by the Adj t. Capt nd) Talbot and the Trg Maj, Maj Tudor Hill,
the GOC toured the Regimental a cts located at Chi ll ington Hall and
chaned to many me mbers of the Regiment. Fo llowing hi tour the GO
took time out to pre ent Maj Ivan Thoma the clasp to hi Territorial
Decorat ion and presented Efficicnc) Awards and cla ps to W02 ( SM)
Bill Macquire. gt Kevin Hand and gt Nigel Knowles.

A s cene from the Council House Dinner
A day later 48 Sig S4n enjoyed the ir Christmas Function with a
reported shortage ofChri tmas Belles (or was it bells) but nonetheless an
excellent party. Hot on 48 Sqn' hee ls was 9 ig qn 's Victorian Banquet
held in their TA Centre, on Friday I I December, which was transformed
by Sgt 'If I can find it I' ll scratch1t' Walker and his talented team to
match the theme. Singled out for special mention are LCpl Liz Judge and
Sig Jane Bell for producing such excellent props and backdrops and for
not los ing the ir sense of humour. As we make our way towards that well

earned Christmas Break the Sgts' Mess, HQ, 95 and 58 qn will be
hold ing their funcuons in their respective TA Centres before the
closedown. Once again a bus} but often uncertain year has ended on a
posit ive, reassuring and relaxing note!
EWSROU D
Here is a quic k round up of newsworthy events that have taken place
throughout the Regiment during the past few months. On Tuesday 17
November Her Maj esty's Lord Lieutenant for the County of
Warwickshire, Mr Martin Dunne JP v isited 89 Sig Sqn in Rugby. The
Lord Lieutenant was met and escorted throughout the visit by the CO, Lt
C ol Miles Stockdale the Sqn Comd, Maj Steve Pell and the Deputy
Secretary of TAVRA, Lt Col Dennis Kane. Following the visit the Lord
Lieutenant joined all ranks in the Sqn Club for a curry supper. Here he
took the opportunity to chat to many members of the quadron. The visit
was a resound ing success and prior to his departure the Lord Lieutenant
rema rked on how impressed he was with the efficiency proficiency and
dedication of Warwicksh ire's TA soldiers.
A rather sad event has also taken place recently with the departure of
perhaps the most resolute PSAO in the Brigade. After a remarkable total
of 46 years serv ice Maj Roger Breese, PSAO of 58 (Staffordshire) Sig
Sqn since 1986, fina lly retired from the Corps on 6 ovember. Roger was
one of the Corps stalwarts and true characters and his fondness for
storytelling and his presence will be sadly missed by all ranks as will his
humorous antics. Fortunately Roger has no plans at present to move from
the area and we hope to see him at many future functions - keep the
handkerchief handy Rog! A special warm welcome has also been
extended to his replacement, Capt M ike Gleeson and his wife Barbara.
We wish them both a happy and rewarding time with the Regiment and
Squadron.
To end on a light note 95 Sig Sqn also made the headlines on Friday 6
ovember with their involvement in restoring the Wrekin Beacon on top
of the famous Shropshire landmark. It was for the first time in over 30
years that this much-loved ' friendly light', which was a sign of home to
generations ofSalopians will have shone from the Wrekin. Members of95
Sqn took the new beacon to the summit and after SSgt Derek Adams and
Sig W illiam Aston gave it a final wipe down the beacon was witched on
for test transmissions. Thankfully the light in 95 Sqn's life has now been
fully restored!

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
The medal recipients pictured with GOC 5 Div

RSM

Lt Col C. H. Turner
WOI (R M) M. Godwin

68 (IC&CY) SIGNAL SQUAD RO
After the presentation the GOC congratulated and tha nked all the
recipients for their long and valued service and then joined all ranks for a
pecial lunch before returning to Shrewsbury. The Exe rc ise ended on a
high note with the CO briefi ng all ranks at Swynnerton Training Camp on
the results of the SDR and the good news that the Regiment had survived
with only a few c hange to endure, including an impend ing move of the
RHQ to pastures new in Coventry in the ew Year!

The fundraising team from the Regiment and Hospital
in front of the Diana Memorial Window
It ''ill undoubtedly provide many happ} memories and conversation
piece for years to come E:.speeially for those members of the Regiment
called upon to heip and in panicular to Capt David Brou ~h, \\ho was so
O\ercomt: by the o casion he forgot to put a film in his camera as well as
forgetting to put on his Corps tie! Our happy and productive as ociation
with the ho:;pital continued to develop in December when 48 Sig Sqn
hosted the Ward 9, Children's Christmas Party at Sparkbrook TA Centre
on . unday 6 December. The Children and their parents and helpers were
treated to a fe live feast and were entertained by an inspired magician who
!ell the children in stitches (sorry) with a unique blend of magic, comedy
and tenderness. Santa alsc> made a pre Christmas stop w ith presents for all
the delighted children.
During a short break in the festive fun and the face-painting the CO, Lt
ol \1iles Stockdale welcomed all the children and parents and together
with Lt arol~n Daly, presented a cheque for £!000 to the Ward sister,
Michelle . n_ipe. Once again a special thank you is reserved for
gt Ed
Perl) and h1;, kam ofhelpe~ for transfonning tht: Drill Hall and turning it
mto an enchanting and delightful fairyland that ensured a successful pany.
rhc laughter of the children and their ~hrieks of joy are still ringing in my

e
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wmPPS CROSS AND LINCOLN'S INN
Sqn Comd
Maj Rupert Sawyer
S M
W02 (SSM) L. Evans
LORD MAYOR'S SHOW
Once again, the Squadron wa honoured to be invited to enter a
mounted contingent into the proces ion of the Lord Mayor's show - the
annual celebration for the inauguration of the Lord Mayor of London.
Selected from a cast of many willing volunteers, the participants had
undergone some training before the day of the parade. courtesy of the
Household Cavalry Mounted Regiment. They had also had their o I
Dress uniforms tailored to perfection under the ' atchful eye of their
former Co ldstream Guards P AO, Capt Ian Wadley.

Smiling cheerfully after the lunch stop
Cpl Lewis, Sigs Hodder, Crispin and Stubbington

The 68 (IC&CY) Sig Sqn contingent in the Lord Mayor's Show

Cpl Lewis poses with his son

A scene from the Exercise!

THE FIRST STEPS I TO CHRISTMAS
The Christmas festivities this year once agai n started wi th the acc laimed
Council House Dinner which was held on Saturday 28 ovem ber. This
elegant and sumptuous event provides the highlight of the year for the
Officers Mess whose members and guests once again celebrated Chri stmas
111 style until the early hours in the magnificent, auspicious and celebrated
surrounds of the City of Birmingham Council I louse. Distinguished guests
at this prominent function included Cllr David Roy who was deputising
for the Lord Mayor of Birmingham, the SOinC (A), Brig J . H. Griffin
ADC and Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig .J. R. B. Cook.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999
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The da} it elf tarted e:-.tremcl) earl . The rider and upport team
paraded at Knight bridge Barrack 10 be is ued with their chargers for the
proce ·.ion. To a) the h n.e are enonnou would be no exaggeration. and
it ''a onl) due to the pre:ence. on horseback. of the RMO, Capt Da id
Thomp on. that se,eml ca -es of vertigo were avoided. Ha ing ett led
down. and collect d acc1'utrement •• uch as lances and sword , the party
·et off in file through the treets of London to lhe assembly point. The
weather. although cold, wa dry. 0 they remained in high pirits as they
waited to set off. The parade wa e:-.tremely well rec ived ' ith thou ands
of people on hand to cheer them on their "ay and revel in the spectac le.
The onl) ignificant highlight of the morning wa. when one of the
horses took fright at a balloon being waved from a nearby float, almo ·t
un ·eating hi rider. Fortunately, howe,·er, the di aster wa averted and
e'er) bod) made it intact to the lunch top. Ha\'ing been in the addle for
O\er four hours, it wa a welcome relief lo reach the ground of Middle
Temple where a well- tocked le tent wa ct up. fier a rea onable
break and a pau e for photographs. tl1e contingent then remounted, to
continue tlle ccond half of the proce ion. Thi part went as ucce fully
as the first. and tl1e rider had returned LO barracks in time to catch a
glimp e of the fireworks afier nearly eight hours in the add le.
FE TIVAL OF REME 1BRA CE
The quadron wa further honoured by being asked to participate in tl1e
tele' i ed Fe ti,·al of Remembrance at the Alben Hall. ix members of 68
(IC&CY) ig qn were joined by two members of~65 ( KCLY) ig qn in
commemorating the nation' war dead. Having been fitted with o I
Dre Unifonn to the satisfaction of the P AO, they had a couple of
rehearsal at Lincoln· Inn. prior to the full dre rehearsal on the day
before the event. Their effort were well recognised by the Garrison
ergeant Major who complimented them on their drill and turnout. A
Cold· tream Guard man, he doe not give prai e lightly, so every credit
goes to tllo e who took part. The praise was received with con iderable
relief -at 6ft 7'. the G M i not a man to mes with !
70(EYJ IG
qn Comd
M

L Q ADRON - CHEL 1SFORD A D HARLOW
Maj Simoa Palmer
\: 02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys

FAREWELL
Prior to thi year' Remembrance Day Parade, the quadron said
farewe ll and thank you to the quadron Honorary Colonel , Brig Colin
Brown. Brig Colin ha given tlie quadron tremendous upport
tllroughout hi tenure in the post.

WELCOME
At tbe same ceremony. the Squadron welcomed our new Honorary
Colonel. Col David Casstl T D DL. Col Casstlcs is well known to the
Squadron. He was a forn1er quadron Commander from 1972 - 1980 and later
commanded tl1c Regiment, laking over from Brig Colin Brown. He i Deputy
Lieutenant for Essex and has in previous years kindly presented HM Lord
Lieutenant' Ccrtilialle of Meritorious crvice to Essex to members of the
Regiment. This year, Col David presemcd tl1e award lo Sgt Brian Malyon.

ALTERNATE WAR HEADQUARTERS
COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRO

Sqn omd
rofS

The new Essex Yeomanry Honorary Colonel, Col Casstles,
presents the Lord Lieutenant's Certificate to Sgt Malyon
BTEC NATJO AL DIPLOMA JN P BLIC SERVICES
At Chelmsford we are fortunate in having a trong connection wi th tl1e
local Chelmsford College and the department organi ing the BTec ational
Diploma in Public Services. 111e Diploma in Public ervice i a two year
course and is equivalent to A Levels for male and female students who wish
to join tl1e unifonned ervices, military, fire, pol ice or ambulance. SSgt Liz
Murphy, in her civi lian occupation with the college, is the course leader and
has encouraged her students to join the quadron . We currently have eight
course members on trength, and in tlle past members of the course have
gone on lo join the Anny and tlie Metropolitan Police. A fonner student who
is still with tlle TA is currently serving with I (UK) Annd Div on Op
Palatine. The rudents use the facilities at Chelmsford TAC twice a week,
and aaturally receive a istance from tlle Squadron, when required.

Maj P. M. Kelly
WOl (FofS) K. Dodd MBE

l\VCC AWCS DEPLOYS AGAIN
In addition to our indefinite presence in SFOR, an AWCS Mobile
Communications Module (MCM) has deployed to KLIMA OVO in the
r ormer Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia as part of the Kosovo
erification Coordination Cell (KVCC). Aboard two Cl7 globemasters
travelled the OC, Maj Kelly, SSgt Andy Chalmers, Cpls Billy Eckett
and .' Caz' Castle and ':-~Pl 'Doc' Savage. These five R SIG ALS
soldiers were tl1e first Bnllsh personnel on the ground wh ich in time will
see the KVCC dealing with KO OVO verification matters and coordinatiag t~e activities of the F_rcnch led Extraction Force comprising
French, Bnllsh and German helicopters and infantry. AWCS provided
acces via atellile and switching facilities to link KVCC with HQ
AFSOUTH and SFOR.

Exercise Burning Harmony - AWCS HQ Signal Troop
providing all CIS for 1200 staff in Brunssum, The Netherlands
AWCS ON SAFARI
Capt Martin Fie lding led a merry band to Zimbabwe in October
where all had a thoroughly good time. A big red maple leaf goes to Cpl
Billy Eckett who got more that he bargained for. It's only fittiag that SSgt
Andy Chalmers deployed on the KVCC two day after Zimbabwe,
though he looked well tanned in anticipation of the delight of Skopje.

265 (KCLY) SIG AL QUADRO
BEXLEYHEATH AND BRIGHTON
Sqn Comd
Maj Hugh Robertson
SSM
W02 (SS f) Keith Wrate
SQUADRO REU IO
Thanks go out to the SSM, W02 Keith Wrate for organising an
extremely successful inaugural Squadron Reunion, which was held in
ovember at Bexleyheath. Over 130 people attended, with ome guests
dating back to the Sixties. Three pre ious qn Comds, (M ajs Simon
Malik, David Hannam and Da id Hewer) and two previous SSMs
(Mark Penny and Danny Farmer) were also present. This was a long
overdue event which was enjoyed by all concerned, both young and old. It
is hoped that this will aow become an annual bash, provided we can obtain
sufficient sandbag to sit on and enough lantern to swing. However, we
may have to outlaw tlle phrase ' Do you remember ... ?' as thi s was being
used to exce s, with ta les of derring do, mostly involving the haras menl
of the vertically challenged Sgt David ' Heed, Weeman ' Whitehouse.

Maj Palmer presents a farewel l gift to Brig Brown
His final act with the quadron was lo assist the Mayor of Chelmsford
in taking tlle salute during the Remembrance Day March Past, and then
pr~senting Territorial Efficiency Medal to Sgt Tony Perry, Sgt
ick
Wilks and a First Clasp to the Efficiency Medal to W02s Mark Bell and
Richard Pieper.

Awards recipients - Sgt Malyon, Sgt Wilks, Sgt Perry,
W02 Pieper, W02 Bell
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ALAS FAREWELL
We lo e witll tllis issue an OC, Maj Kelly who i off to be CO , 2 ig
Bde as well as SSgt Keith Carter who is taking his first teps towards
civvy life. Lea ing on promotion are Cpls ' Slasher' Heron, John
Mcloughlin. 'The Knife· lbinson and Billy Eckert.
Thaak you. good luck and farewe ll.
First British soldiers in the Kosovo Verification Coordination
Cell (KVCC) arrive via C17 in Skopje
(L-R): LCpl ' Doc' Savage, SSgt Andy Chalmers, Maj Paul Kelly
and Cpls ' Caz' Castle and Billy Eckett

..• No: YowRs ' 3 A llLOoO G#IJJuP•.• I TH!Hk OF N1J1e As A
Morro l'o11. IJ~ .... /IUT Hu IS JUST A G.2. STATe Of M~!!

OTHER EWS
The Squadron was more than happy to hea r that there is no change to
their establishment post SOR and that we can now knuckle down to the
new Trade Training season with renewed vigour, as well as the seemingly
endless rou nd of Christmas gel-logethers. We would like to welcome back
S gt Steve ' Razors' Shelley after a stint in Bosnia, with enough stories to
see us well into the new millennium.
EXERCISE STREET FIGHTER
Easnnere OBUA village was the setting for the 887 Tp Exercise where,
under the watchful eye of the range staff and our instructors from B Coy
Londons, our FIBUA skills were carefully honed to make us the promised
lean mean fighting machines .
. Most of us, having recently watched ' Saving Private Ryan ' had a better
insight to what support would be expected, but Eastmere having very little
i~ common with Hollywood provided us with Chorley grenades and battle
s1ms. The wee~end culminated in, surprise surprise, a dawn attack where
Cpl Andy Wilton and Andy Keeler led their respective sections in their
well rehearsed drills. Things were going relatively smoothly until Sig
'Mad Dog' ~illiams (clearly having watched too many Amie movies)
abandoned his buddy, ig Tracey MacKenzie (despite unprintable
threats)_ and single handedly attacked a three storey house through a first
floor window. Fortunately it didn't come out in the video and even more
fortunately ig Williams was only attached to the Troop for the weekend.
After . ucces fully clearing the houses and just before the tea and
medals bn, the weekend's final activity was the confidence course which if
you survived would ~efinitely give you confidence. Fortunately, we all did
survive and a fantastic weekend finished up.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999
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The Commander of Central Region Signal Group and the OC,
Maj Kelly visit the Sarajevo MCM for one last time
EXERCISE OR DIE
Burning Harmony is now just a plea an1 memory of an event that
occupied us for even week in five location throughout The etherland
and Gennany. R IG AL Capt Martin Fielding exclaimed, 'Thank
God I have the best soldiers in AFCENT' to which Cpls Harry Hilrris
and 'Sia her' Heron enthusiastically agreed whilst working the night shift
in MAI . In fact the Excrci e wa so enjoyable that gt Andy Butler
pined to join his H!COM switch and flew in from arajevo just to be with
his pride and joy.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999
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qnComd
R 1\1

laj A. H. Campbell-Black
WOI (RS 1.) D. raig

P PATROOP
b1· Cpl Pearsall
Tp Comd
2Lt Da e Hills
Tp gt
gt Norman Finnega n
The troop returned from Poland afler anqui hing the evil orange
force forever (or at lea t until the next Exercise). After tea and medals we
looked forward to a quiet time. a wind down period before we all depart on
lea\'e for Chri tmas and the ew Year. This time was only interrupted by a
few minor e\·ents uch as our L I, 2nd line inspections, PRE and PRE
monitoring team ~isit, HA AW in pection , Ex Magn~ IJirit, J01:E
exam and practical, squadron plug-up and JRDF mob1h atto~ practice.
Not forgetting of course the ongoing programme of erv1cing and
in pection and normal detachment maintenance drills. l_n the two or three
weeks in which all the above happened there are certain troop members
who. due to their outst.anding efforts truly deserve a mention. Cpl 'I 'II ju t
take the day off' Steve Heywood, who made the Troop tore look li!Ce a
Troop tore again, finding the anchor of the Mary Celeste at the ame tune,
as well a Lord Lucan's lippers. Sigs Glen ·ears' Hislop and la! 'l had
two' Pattin on for laving away on the entire rover fleet and getting them
through all their inspections with re pectable results. Sig 1 eil
McElhinney for winning the coveLed 'Best Marshall' award, although
how? and why? are the questions on most peoples' minds! The second
line went nearly according to plan with the lads putting in the effort and
con equently getting the reports that they de erved, especially Sig 'Franz
Klammer ' tanton and ig Paul 'sleeping bag' Henderson, both
managing to keep the ·A' job sheet clean.
On the JOTE ide of thing 'Lt Rupert Walsh' is to be commended
on hi aliant effort to try and wind our new boss up ...... unfortunately a
valiant effort was all it was because he wasn't having any of it. Never
mind there's plenty of time yet ir...... Sadly we have had to say goodbye to
some valued Troop members. Departing to pastures new are: Cpl Dinger'
BeU and his wife Jo who are leaving us upon promotion for good old
Blighty. LCpl Andy 'Parky' Parkinson and his wife Marie are both off
to the Royal chool. Last, but not least we say goodbye to Lt (now Capt)
ndy Hopcraft who leaves us for the warmer climate of the Ops Office as
he takes over as the new quadron Ops Officer. We all wish you all the
very be t ofluck in your new postings and appointments. At this stage we
welcome into our midst 2Lt Dave 'bit of a bayonet' Hill who joins us
straight from his Troop Commanders course, and Sig Glyn Hayes who
also join us straight from the factory.
PPORTTROOP
QM
Capt M. mith MBE
RQM
W02 (RQMS) V. E. Mc aught BEM
Once again this has been a busy time for Support Tp. In October we
said farewell to Sgt 'Taff' Doughty who is posted to sunny 1 Div, and Sig
Mark Bryden who is now enjoying himself in Civvy street. We would
like to say a warm welcome to S gt Dave 'Tit for tat' Patrick and his
family, Sgt 1ick Pryce and his family, and Sigs Thewlis and O'Connor
traight from the factory. Whilst on Ex Ulan Eagle Sgt Titch McGiffen
managed to di appear when his wife Lesley gave birth to their daughter
Laura - some people will go to any lengths to get off an Exercise!
(Congratulations from everyone in the Troop). On 19 June Support Troop
held a farewell party for Sgt 'Suntan' Hizzet and SSgt 'Barbie '

Farewell Party
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aunders that was organi ed by LCpls Paul Creeley and George
Callander. The evening wa well prepared and organi sed apart from the
weather, but what's a drop of rain compared wit!1 the water ta~k that both
members ended up in by the end of the evenmg. The BunJee run and
sumo's made the evening a night to remember.
EXERCISE WET RAT 17-23OCTOBER1998
by Sig Lee Slater
. .
.
.
With the planning and orgam auon complete, 1t was time to head off to
Keil for seven days adventure sail train ing around the Baltic Sea. With a
motley crew of six, we set ail for Marstal, our first de tination. Whilst
underway we had a general hake out and tried to get to the boat, which
seemed to have a mind of it's own, despite the amount of experienced
crew that we had on board. As we were to find out experience counts for
very little when Capt Andy Hopcraft and myself spent the best part of the
day hanging over the side and Technicolor yawning in unison. With not
one jot of ympathy for the two temporarily indispo ed crew-members, we
crept into the harbour at Marstal under cover of darkness. After turning the
boat around it was full team ahead , off into the town , led by our trusty
skipper Cpl Stu Reynolds, to ample a bit of Danish culture. Egos were
bruised when the pick of the local female population brushed aside the
younger, more sprightly members of the crew and flocked to our o_lder and
apparently more stylish skipper who handled the matter with tact,
diplomacy, and subtlety and sent them packing. Cheers Stu !
It was to Farborg that our journey look us next. After spending the
previous day ettling in, it was time to get down to some seriou sailin~
and teaching the two novices, Sigs Jim Findlay and Tim tanton what It
wa all about. What the different parts of the boat are, how each part
works, ho\ each piece of kit made the boat move differently and all other
basic aspect of sailing. It was a tired crew that pulled into Harbour that
night, but for Cfn Phil 'Trucker ' Taylor the day was not over. We had
engine trouble, and being our resident mechanics expert as well as day
skipper, it was down to him to try and sort it out. With only a few spare
parts and a bit of inspiration, an hour later the yacht, Kittywake was
seaworthy once again.
The following day was harder still, but our spirits weren 't subdued. We
took it in turns at the helm and sail changing and generally putting the boat
through its paces, catching some excellent waves and putting the boat on
its side. Although we assumed everyone had settled down Capt Andy
Hopcraft proved us all wrong, by saying hello again to at least one meal a
day. It turned out that Sonderborg was to be our last port of call and
happened to be our home for the next two nights due to severe torm
warnings. Even though the weather restricted us to the harbour area, the
.next day we still made use of the time and took to learning knots and the
ropes that go with the job. An early finish allowed us to look around the
town and a chance to do some quick hopping as well as the obligatory
night life recce.
A cooked breakfast for the rest of the crew and a quick clanking of the
kettle, which was the only thing that would motivate our skipper, was what
saw us off the next day. As well as feeling a touch on the rough side, we
had to cope with the sea, which , although calmer than the previous day
was still quite rough . It was a long sail and some of the crew tried to get
themselves below for a quick siesta before docking at Damp for the
evening. To put our minds at rest as to who copped for pan bashing that
night it was decided that we should go out for a quiet meal before turning
in for some needed rest. Our final leg took us back to the port of Kiel ,
where, once docked it was time to clean up the boat and hand back all
borrowed equipment and head off to camp. After what turned out lo be an
interesting and enjoyable week, everyone was glad to be back on dry land
permanently, especia ll y Capt Andy Hopcraft who cou ld at la t start
eating properly again!
EXERCISE ULA EAGLE
by Sig Nicky Moxon
This was the third time that the Squadron had been to Poland in a year but it was the biggest exercise by far - a Brigade FTX to test us all and it
was hard work. People were tired, including myself, and levels of morale
varied throughout! Most of the Squadron travelled to Poland by train
which took about 24 hours and was the opportunity to get plenty of sleep
as we knew that the next two weeks would be tough, but it was also an
excellen t opportunity to catch up on sleep on the way back. l was located
at ECH CP after a rather ' pleasant' trip with the not so cautious 432 driver,
Sig Tim tanton , from which my nerves eventually recovered. The first
few days were difficult getting into the routine of shifts and remembering
things that were not new to me, but needed a bit of practice. The Comms
Tps were busy in the main comp lex and altern ate, the constant change and
moves making everyone really tired, however the work rate and standards
remained the same throughout. Everyone, no matter what their role put in
I00% effort. That is why I think that the Exercise was beneficial to the
Squadron as everyone at every level learnt something. That said, I was
glad to hearthat brilliant phrase 'ENDEX', but fee l that I achieved a great
deal as I am sure most of the Squadron would agree.

As an extremely busy year draws to a close, the Sq uadron is looking
forward to a well deserved break. In th e period in ce the last edi tion we
have upportcd a number of Exercises as well as the normal routine of
inspection and military training. The change fro m training support role to
trai ning in 1999 wi ll be welcomed by all and will provide a whole fresh set
of challenges. ow, on with news from the Troops . . .
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Helen Murphy
SSgt James Runchman
Tp Sgt
The Troop has had an extremely busy time of late with Exercise upon
Exercise being slotted in between the usual daily tasks and inspections and
we are now looking forward to a well earned rest over the festive season.
Ex Ulan Eagle saw the Troop deploying to Poland in support of 4th
Armoured Brigade at the end of their train ing year under the command of
Lt Helen M urp hy and SSgt James Runchman. Sgt Tony Ward
unfortunately had to give Po land a mi ss due to injury and commanded the
Alpha Troop rear patty that consisted of LCpl Bernie Clifton (how the
time flew for the Tp Sgt). On the return fro m Poland, the Panzer
underwent a major re-furbishmenl with all radio equipment and furniture
being removed from them before everything was cleaned, serviced,
pa inted and rep laced, all under the watchful eye of the Complex Cpl, Dave
La ngrid ge.
It hasn't all been hard work though and the Troop has managed to
deploy on a few social tri ps as well. Lt Helen Murphy, LCpl Caz
Woolley, Sig ' Rossy' Ross and Sig ' Des' White went running off to
Prague for the weekend along with other quadron Members - a good time
was had by all. Some members of the Troop, along with a few wannabe's
from Bravo Troop trucked up to Berlin fo r an evening of entertainment
and culture, being kindly accommodated in a local Bundeswehr Camp aga in, a good time was had by all.
We would like to welcome to the Troop Sgt Tony Ward, his wi fe Anja
and their two sons who join us from 15 Sig Regt, we hope you enjoy your
time in the Troop. Sadl y we must bid farewell to LCpl Caz WooUey who
leaves us in January for l Signal quadron and to Sig 'Jock' Devaney who
also leaves in January for I Mech Brigade, the Troop wish you both well
in your future careers. Finally, congratulations go out to LCpl Ginty
McTurk on being selected for promotion to Cpl, to LCpl Dale Petty on
his recent engagement and to Cpl Phil Jenkinson on his forthcoming
marri age and honeymoon in the C'arribean.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Corkery
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Sloa ne
The last month or o has been a very busy period for the troop. Firstly
we wou ld like to welcome Sig Andy Barker straight from Blandford and

OPS/ES TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jason Gray
Yeoman
W02 (YofS) Parsons
Foreman
gt (FofS) McCuU um
Finally the end of a very busy year is drawing to a close having just
finished BBGT and Ex Sheldrake Sword, with the Troop performing
outstanding feats of engineering and battling the element to provide
techn ical assistance lo the Brigade complex . To say that we spent the
majority of the time playing cards in an air conditioned ERV is ju t a
bl atant lie! Massive congratulations must go to gt. Jules Thorne who,
whilst trying to bluff Sgt (FofS) 'Mac' McCallum on the qualities of the
new test rig, completed spec testing on a YRC 353 to prove his point only
ice one Jules!
to be told by Mac that he hadn ' t even turned the set on!
Cpl Richie ' Scratchy' Brown has discovered that perhaps he is not quite
ready for his class I as he was having difficulty accepting that 18 months
was 1.5 years - never mind Richie, you never were very good at
arithmetic! Lastly a fond farewell to Cpl Tony Thirlwell who is off to 'I
(Maybe to do some work??) and a big hello to our newe L recruit. LCpl
Roger Mortimer, I hope your time here will be as enjoyable as ours.
SUPPORT TROOP
QM
Capt (Q I) Drain
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Cowan
The Troop has been busy since returning from Ex Ulan Eagle 1998,
packing and sending the worlds biggest supply of lentage back to Dulmen.
During October we provided admin support for HQ RA on Ex Shelldrake
Sword. Once again LCpl (GWA) Rowles declined the offer to join u on
Exerci e, using his promotion on posting to 4 Bde a an excuse. Good luck
to him, or i that 4 Bde?
Congratulations to Capt (Q 1) W. J. Drain who i po led on promotion
to 7 Sigs a OC HQ Sqn and to Sig Robinson on promotion to LCpl (and
already wearing it). We are all looking forward to a well earned Chri tmas
break before preparation start for the forthcoming LSI in February.
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ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. . Griffith
SSgt G. tee!
Tp SSgt
It has been a while since Alpha Troop had an input into the 'Corp
Mag', so there is a fair bit of news to be reported on. After a rather hectic
few months following summer leave, which included numerou
exercises. a Staff College Demo, a Brigade C T (BBGT to older
members), an ATD camp and R IT it wa ti me for us to get away for a
few days as a Troop. We embarked on a Troop Range Camp, on the north
east coast, for a few days, to Whitbum Training Camp, near underland.
Afler arriving, the first day activities eventually tarted once the keys to
the target shed were found in SSgt Caz Steel's pocket (apparently he
forgot that he 'd signed for them 30 minute beforehand). The first day
con isled of zeroing the rifle 5.56, and then an introduction to firing
automatic with mixed results. Put it thi way, the fi h won ' t S\ im so
close to the beach in future. Day two we fired L W & GPMG, and with
more than 400 rounds per per on on the GPMG, it was surprising the
barrels stayed straight! On the third day, we had a demon trauon of nonservice weapons courtesy of the Durham Constabulary Fire Amis quad,
including sawn off shotgun, Uzi, niper rifle , and the m_ajority of issue
service weapons dating back to the ninet cnth century. This was followed
by a march and shoot competition. Of course, there were ·extra-mural
activities' during the evening which all contributed to an excellent week
away.
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999
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Cpl Jim Bean and his wife Sharon from 2 Sig Regt. Congratulations also
to ig ' Bob' Zimmerman, ig Greg Dick, LCpl Chris Moore and Cpl
'Jonah ' Jones on selection for the BAG football squad for a tour in
Denmark. Since Ulan Eagle the Troop has been to ennelager on a BDGT
Exercise and then supported Alpha Troop on Ex heldrake Sword (due to
a lack of good tradesmen of their own?) The Troop has also been bu y
with 1st lines where some quite impressive reports were achieved. We
would like to say congratulat ions to Sig Ian Danter and his new wife
tephanie on their marriage and to Barny Beevers on his promotion to
LCpl. Finally some farewells. Firstly to Cpl Damon Walmsley and his
wife who has left us in fa vour of I ADSR and al o to Sig Laura
Cummings who is re-badging to the AGC. Good luck Lo both of you.

HELLOS & GOODBYES
Finally, we would like to welcome the following to tlie fold: Lt John
Griffiths from 216, Sgt Neil Hunt, Cpl Jones from l, LCpl tonty
Monteith, igs ' 0' Kay, and Hermitage from 2 ig Regt and igs
·Unlucky Alf' Moore and Sig '210' Rakocevic from the factoT)-. hope
you enjoy Catterick (By the way, we now have 3-man crew ). Fond
farewells go to Lt Mike \ oog to 216, and L pl ick Ions to Rl 1
andhur t, hope you enjoy your new posting . All in all, a bu y period. we
now look forward to winding duwn for Christmas. Bye.
BRAVO TROOP
by Sig11a/ler. Whatmo11gh and Banks
Tp Comd
Lt J. E. Toze
S gt l. O'Brien
Tp g
On the
ovember, two luck")' members of Bravo Tp. 19MB • ig
Eddy Banks and 'Flyrno' Whatmough, joined the crew of HM
Monmouth for a week with the boys in blue. Hl\I Monmouth being a type
23 Frigate who e primary role i to hunt submarine.. 'he i. the onl}
member of the fleet to how the black flag, a Duke of Monmouth "a· a
traitor. The JOCOMEX exerci e involved establi hing a RATT hnk
between 19 MB Sand HM Mo11mo111h. We were the "Lucky' indi\ idual
cho en to tay on the hip. which meant we had aim ta" hole week at the
hand of the AVY. With storic about lonely ailors and long ca journey.
wirling around our head we bid farewell to the land and hi.:ad d out to :ea.
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On our first day '' e were issued with our ·easicknes pills and a we
bobbed around on the waters of the hannel we\\ ere told · e bother lads.
ju ta millpond thi . Be rou~hcr late~ on in the wee~.' Word whic~ were
·ttll "ith u a. we crawled mto our tmy bed that night. We were given a
guid d tour of the ship bi the Yeoman and ~old tha.t we could .vi it any
pan. and would htl\e the opportunity to work 1i_i the different ecllon~. Th~
first of the e wa. the 'P' room\\ here we were tnl'.Oduced to L.O.M. Tall
Ford \\ho . howed
hi radar, and how the hip tracked aircraft, boats
and ubmanne . He al o told us about the weapon .ystem. and ho\ they
worked. That night after a few drinks fro.m 'TH~ FRID9E' in the mes .
,, hich ,, e hared with 37 other members, 11 wa lime to lut the ack.
B) unday it wa getting rougher and it took all our concentration to
walk up the tairs and corrid r to the comms room to meet our na al
counterpart \\here OM , ' tan the man' Felton showed us around. The
onl) familiar thing wa the radio operator' log, wh ich hung u ele· ly ~n
the wall. Ba ically the hip work with si.gnal me sage from t!1e land, via
a satellite link, a well a. an HF voice hnk when manoeu en ng close to
other ship . The brief tour of the comm room over tan ~ook u up .to the
bridge where we had a good view of the steadily roughenmg sea. With the
Engine Room beckoning in the morning it wa time to hit the fridge in the
me". with our other· hipmate ·.
fonday brought the toker and their. engines: The . hip nm on .four
die el engine and two powerful gas turbmes 1m1lar to Je.t pl ane en~mc..
The e required a lot of maintenance and we pent our ume cuttlmg 111
mall holes trying to find them. As we pa ed through the Orkneys we

were thrilled as the waters quietened and the ship steadied. Another t~ip to
the comm room which we now knew as the M 0 (Mant1me
Communications Oflicc), and we were introduced to OM 'big Steve'
Hacking who went into greater detail. He exp lained how ofliccrs could
send mes ages from most parts of the ship, they cou ld al o pick up their
me age by entering their passwords into the con olc scattered around
the hip.
I 400hrs on Monday and we were at anchor off North Scotland . 24hrs
later and we were refuelling at Loch Ewe, and this ga e our land loving
ignaller 's time to stretch their legs in the far north '?f cotland., Back on
board, the ship was refuelled and ready to go. We sailed pa ed Anlhra.x
I land· which. as we later found out wa where the Bnt1sh te ted their
biological' capons during the second world war and headed back o ut into
the orthcrn Atlantic and more rough water .
At 0 11 hrs the teleprinter jumped into action and we received the fir t
test fro m Catterick. The link was trong and stayed almost unbroken for 48
hours. A few diflerent conversational subjects were encountered
throughout the night, but still the link held. Friday morning and it was land
ahoy a we docked at Faslane. Our transport was waiting for us and we
bade farewell to HM Monmouth and headed, on dry land, back to
Catterick.
We would both like to thank the Captain of HM Monmouth, a well as
the whole of the hip Company, especially the 39 Man Mess and the staff
of t11e MCO for their hospitality and efforts in making us fee l part of the
crew.
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qnComd
RSM

Maj P. J. Davies
01 (RS 1) D. Skimming

BE 'GAL TROOP - BRIGADE MAIN HEADQUARTERS

by Sigs Chri Elliston and Andy Campbell
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Stead
Tp Sgt
gt Dave Gosney
A warm welc-0me first of all to our new arrivals: LCpl paerpoiot from
249 Sig qn and ig Foster from RSS Blandford. A ad farewell to LCpl
'Willy' Wil on moving to 15 ig Regt and LCpl Kev Bickford on the
mo,·e to 16 Sig Regt in Germany, good luck to bot11 in their future careers
and postings. The Troop ha continued in its busy month with deployment
on Ex Certain Death I!, a Troop level shake out of the Brigade Main HQ. A
highly enjoyable and constructive exercise for most, the exception being
gt pence ·Pathfinder' Wolf, he decided co take a shon jolly around
alisbury Plain to complete what should be a ten minute journey in only a
hour , things look good for the forthcoming Sgt' Course Spence! The
Troop is now looking forward to the Squadron Xmas 'Bad Taste· party and
of course Xmas leave after another hectic year in Tidworth.

[e,,

ABRE TROOP - BRIGADE FORWARD HEADQ ARTERS
A farewell goe to Cpl Tony Rosen good luck in Herford and then
there' a hello to ig 'I'm too posh ' Dunn and Sig 'Swiller' Latimer
recently arri,ed from R Blandford. The Troop has carried out a number
of indi\ idual tasks that deserve comment. Sig Chris Elliston spent a bu y
week with hi father, Sgt Gary Elliston, and Cpl Dave Penelton
recruiting for the Corps. Ba ed in the Bath area they visited chools and
taught up 10 300 pupils to ride 80, 125 and 200cc motorbikes. A highly
enjoyable and constructive week for themselves as well as the Corps being
well represented. pl 'I 've upgraded my RAM ' Williams and LCpl ' The
Colonel ' Shaw spen t ummer leave in the COMCE
at Batus,
unfortunately though it was great fun , they won ' t be geuing the leave
back, sorry boys!
EXERCISE BLACK
BRE II
The last chance to practice Troop and Squadron SOPs prior to
deployment to Bo nia in March 1999. With renewed vigour the entire
Troop thre"' themselves into vehicles ready to face the world of the
renowned quagmire, that is Salisbury Plain in winter. Lt 'FA Cup' Muir,
the illustrious Troop Comd had obviously spent many a night in the Mes
planning this little gem of a training programme. The vehicles departed on
Day I to the armoured vehicle maintenance stand and the self-proclaimed
armour king pl 'B ig orm' Crook. Assisted by , Sgt TinkyWinky'
Rutland who did his utmost to persuade Sig l(jnsella that he was
enjoying the experience and comments of ' I'l l stick to my rover if it's all
the same,' would not pass as a valid excuse not to take part. A hectic
programme followed , the Tidworth av-ex Rally commenced with ig
'Che t Prodder' Russell breaking down only I km from the start, the
e\entual '~inner.. turning out to be the Tidwonh Orphan duo of Sig
ampbell and L pl Knowles.
ot to be outdone on the recruiting the Troop then hosted Tidworth
CCF, eager to learn more about the Royal Corps and army life. LCpl
' heepdog' imp on frantically herded the cadets to the waiting arms of
LCpl ·cam them up' aunder and an introduction into high tech world
of the Clansman radio. omewhat shell shocked they then moved to see
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that black magic known as the Ptarmigan equipment. This wa too much
for them to take, a it was for most of the Squadron who also bel ieve
Ptarmigan to be a small scary, rather rare, animal and not a form of
commw1ication. ext came Sgt Ginger Princess' torey 's last surprise,
the CS Chamber. The BC In tructors shenanigan were too difficult to
avoid and it was with slightly puffy eye that the Troop once again set off
into the next convoy drills se sion, luckily this time reaching ENDEX.
The relief' as obviou , whilst some imply collap ed under the emotion
of it all. OCdt ' Barry' Jeffrey took the moment to quickly reflect on how
not to run any more generators on Kero! At last back to camp for the
turnaround and the debrief in the relaxing surroundings of the pub for the
informal PXR points that ensure the Troop remain at the cutting edge of
the modem communications world . ext stop Bosnia 1999, no more
Salisbury Plain for at lea t a year, can it really be true?
MOTOR TRAN PORT DEPARTMENT
MT SSgt
SSgt Forrester
S CO
gtSmith
A busy time in the MT but firstly a welcome to Support Troop MT, Sig
Steers, ig Davies, Sig Turowski and ig Tucker from Blandford.
Congratulations on coming off the Corporals Promotion Board, LCpl
Andy Pursglove, LCpl ' Salty' Towner and also to Cpl Chris 'Colonel '
mney who successfully passed his Corporals Cour e and is keeping the
MT in shape, and gt 'Smudge' Smith who has at last passed his Motor
Bike Course. Aller returning back from Ex Lion Sun the MT has started
the role of Pre Bosnia Training and getting the vehicles ready for
deployment, which will be taking place March 1999.
QUARTERMASTERS DEPARTME T
Capt Phil Abbott
QM
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) George Crozier
Since returning from Summer Block Leave, it has been a very busy time
in the QM 's Dept with the Unit preparing for Ex Lion un , the annual L I
inspection and the usual handful of PRE's. But despite these side issues
Sig Debi Heath found time to get married to LCpl cott Lewis of 3 (UK)
Div Sig Regt, so congratulations to her and also S ig Ann-Ma rie Read on
the arrival of a baby boy. Also many congratulations lo the QM on being
selected for a time extension to his SSC (LE). Most of the Department
deployed to Cyprus. The prize for the best tan goes io the Quartermaster
and his FAN ASS ISTED HAT! SSgt Forrester was seconded to the QM's
Dept to act as RQMS, and afler some rudimentary training by C pl Brad
Bradley and LCpl 'Cheesy Fat Cat' 'Deas, settled into the job very well.
Despite the restrictions put upon exercising units, Cpl Bradley and
LCpl Deas managed to be socially active throughout. gt Brown
managed to gain some valuable training for his impending Sgt's Course,
which must have paid off because he has now success fully completed the
course. LCpl ' Rat Boy' Jones and the Siggies stayed behind with the
RQMS and did a complete clean up of the office and stores areas, not very
exciting when the majority of the Unit where ' relaxing' in Cyprus. After
everyone returned from Ex Lion Sun the Department started preparing for
the impending inspections and prep for Op Palatine, Bosnia I 999. Sadly a
few people will not be coming with us, so we say farewell to LCpl 'Rat
Boy' Jones, who is ofT to 19 Mech Bde at Xmas. It is also farewell to Sig
Ann· Marie Read and Sig 'Brew Assassin' Carter both of who leave the
Service in early 1999.
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Good luck to all of these and every success in the future. The
Department welcomes. ig 'Smudge' Smith from Blandford, we hope he
has a successful tour with the Unit. The Suppo1t Troop commitment to the
Tidwort11 Commun ity Action Plan continues in the form of providing
assistance lo I st T1dworth Scout Troop in their efforts to build a new cout
hut. Thanks to the efforts of the QM and RQMS the car boot sales to raise
money for the new Scout IJut continue to be a great success. The hut is at
last tarting to take shape in that the concrete foundations have been laid
and for thi a big thanks goes to 22 Engr Regt for their efforts. The next
stage is the arrival of the pre-fabricated building which, with a bit of luck
should be on site at the beginning of the New Year.
'
TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS
Tp Comd
Sgt Watson
It's been a busy period for the Tech Wksps. with many comm1tmt:nts
such as Ex Purple Sound and Cambrian patrol safety comms. We ha~c also
had a few postings in and out of the workshops.
Fir tly, and with regret the Workshop lost Sgt Reg Ebanks to the
School of ignals, a charact.-r in his own right and the only mobile ES
library in the British Army. Good luck for the future Reg! The long
awaited arrival of the Tech SSg was next when SSgt Bob Watson came to
us from 37 ig Regt (V) and immediately developed a nasty back strain.
Whether this was due to the workload or a batman costume is unknown at
thi lime. gt' hicken · George is till sow ing his own brand of chaos and
mayhem, although we have found that he seems to function better with his
beret on! Cp l Colin Hooson is now well and truly settled in the Squadron,
and is looking 'un' happier every day. Cpl Mark forphy ha been o
busy rep~esenting the Squadron in various competitions that he frequently
forgets his way to work. Both Cp ls Jelle and Paul Faizey are counting
down the days to their postings, only a few week to push now and sunny
T1dworth will only be a warm memory. LCpl Stu Rowbottom remains as
ewr at the bottom of the food chain but with all the departures and
operations looming he hope to gain advancement.
EXERCISE LION SUN 1998
On I 0 September, 215 ignal quadron et off on Exercise Lion Sun.
The aim was to develop the command skills of Junior CO's. The
secondary aim wa to wm the sun-tanning contest! The Exercise wa split
into three phase - the Live Firing Pha e, Infantry Training Pha e, and the
Final Exerci e. The phases were interspersed with adventurous training
that included a medley of water sport ranging from dinghy-sailing to
sub-aqua and water-skiing. There was, of course Rest and Recuperation
that produced wide and varied memories, though none were sufficient to
get us an early flight home.
A cro -section of rouges from the Roya l Scot , A&SH, Artillery and
Engineers gave u an excellent Live Firing package, really stretching the
skills of all that participated. After ma tering CQB ranges and live fireteam attacks, the grand finale was a live ection attack through a parched
valley. The GPMG sent rounds thudding over the heads of the section
whilst they destroyed an enemy tank using LAW 94. ections then
de cended into the dustbowl for ome hard fighti ng; with skills and drills
honed by a week of build up training the results were impre sive. After the
re-org, ections tabbed back for a well de erved ice cream from 'Toni
Bell', who had the knack of knowing our next location before we did!
ext came the Infantry Training Phase, a four day round robin pent in
the field. The knowledge gained here wa to ee the troops through the
Final Exercise, so OP's, Ambu hes and Map Reading had to be covered.
The OP' were characterised by the stars and moons seen through the
CW, and
G's. Troop learned to receive and deliver order here and on
the Ambush stand. On the Ambush tand t11e anticipation of triggering off
their first ambush was enough to keep many eyelids open, and the results
were good. The map reading wa completed with comment like, 'You
must be joking! ... it turned out that the local had been out and ·removed '
the markers - great! However, everyone realised that if they were to get
anywhere on the final Exerci e the map reading would have to be spot on.

saving first aid, patrols ·et ofT \\ ith a box of eqmpmcnt to the n xt gnd.
This 'ammo-box' race was h:sting. with teams not only battling again t the
tough terrain but also the rising heat. After re~ting through the mid-da\
sun (there were only mad dogs out this time) teams continued on to a hcfi
site but not before crossing a 'dangerous ravine· in the form ofa command
task. The patrols swarm.:cl from the helicopter and were immediately faced
with a gruelling map reading challenge before ome well earned rest.

LCpl Shaw about to put a stop
to Richard Branson's latest balloon challenge
Over the next night the patrols carried out Op· onto Paramali Village.
The RAF unsuspecting of the eye trained on them throughout the night.
The final task was an ambush for which the patrols came together into
Platoons. The now toughened soldiers were so exhausted that thcv had to
adopt the buddy-buddy system to keep each other awake. After
slaughtering the Rambo tyle enemy, all that remained was the extraction
tab to the beach. The consensus wa that Ex Trojan Patrol wa hard; but
that was good because it gave everyone a sense of achievement.

For Re · t and Recuperation the majorit) of the quadron d ~cended onto
Paphos for wild night and hazy day . The local night club were inducted
into the novelti of toga partie , though not all will adopt th' idea! Other..
caught the ferry to Egypt and had a whistle top tour of the Pyramids
wh ich wa thorough! enjoyed. After R & R the only thing lefi to do \\as
to pray for rain in rainy England - and I can a ure you that our" i ·h came
true!

Sgt Storey and Lt Stead Live Firing GPMG (SF)
Ex Trojan Patrol, the Final Exetcise was devised along the lines of a
Cambrian style patrol. Patrol team deployed on Rigid Raiders and once
ashore set off in earch of patrol B20 a lo t pccial Forces patrol (corny.
but fun!) After fi nding the remaining patrol members and performing life
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Change of Address?
Write and let us know!
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5 AffiBORNE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (216 PARACHUTE)

Far \\ell to Maj Ollv Hal tead and hello to Maj Scott Workman on
his return to 216 a the 'ne\\ OC qn. Good luck to Capt Rob AndertonBrown a he departs for JC C and greeting to Capt Roddy Wilson a he
take~ on the role of Op Officer.
LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt T. W. Day
Tp gt
.
gt ~· Read .
.
What wa to be a relauvely quiet period 111 the quadron s ca lendar, and
thu an opportune time for members of .the Troop to attend course :
tran pired to be an active few months with various comm itment . Ex
Lanyard II aw a rapid deployment of TA LO Tac by C- 130 Hercule fr~m
outh Cerney on to Watton irfield, clo el~ followed by. Para I Hq .with
the Rapid Air Land. uppon for !RGR during.the Exerc 1 e wa m1111mal,
with the re ult that we found oursel es extracting by C-130 after a malter
of hours on the ground.
.
During ovember. the majority of Alpha Tp took part in everal days of
troop training on a number of local ~ining a.rea . A .hort com1~1s phase.
wa qui kly followed b 4 hrs of m1htary kills traming. which included,
patrolling, clo e target recces, night orienteering, first aid, cross c~untry
driving and a niper exercise. Cpls Ted Page. Paul Coxon, Dave Briscoe,
John -Hilton and Rob Dawson were, among t others, re ponsible for
running the Exercise which culminated in a Troop Barbecue. ln
gt
Read ' absence, gts id James and Craig Dudley h~aded up the Troop'
re ponsibility of organising this year' ·All-Rank ' dmn.er, which \ as an
outstanding success. A piper, a comedian and ~e trad1~1ona l after-dm~er
kits represented the evenings entertainment, with pec1al mention gomg
to Cpl Rob Dawson for his impersonation of the ~SM. The remamder .o~
the period saw members of the Troop away on Rigex 1998, 2Lt · Do~1s
Day Cpl Eddie Cochran and igs ic Hillyard, Steve Jones and.Keith
William on Cambrian Patrol 1998, SSgt Kev ·Kebabs' Read on his EFP
and Cpls Paul Clancy and Mark Wyldes on CIS conversion training in
Blandford.
Congratularions go to igs Brett A(lpleya~d 3.1_1? Keith William~ on
their return from Brize 1orton and earning thetr mthtary parachute wmgs
and to Cpl ·Dog· Barker. LCpl Scott Finn and Sig 'Dangerous·
rm trong on pas ing P Coy. Hello and welcome to Cpl 'Dog' Barker,
LCpl ' Archi" Archibald and Sig Dan Fallows. The Troop says hello
again to igs Andrew Crabb and Dave Reid , who recently returned from
Batus, and farewells to 2Lt Olly Gardner who has headed for Blandford
to beoin his troop commanders course, and to Sig Gordon 'Flash' Wilkie
who has headed for orthern Ireland with 2 Para. Finally Sgt Sid James,
LCpl 'Pommie' Pearson and Sig Dan Fallows recently represented the
Anny at Wembley for the SOth Anniversary of Scrabble Championships.
They are now beginning a prolonged period of training in preparation for
world domination in ' pass the parcel. '
BRA OTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt M. Wong
Tp gt
gt S. Gorton
Despite being busy with various Squadron conunitments we have still
managed to find time for members of the Troop to disappear off on
courses. Congratulations to Sigs Steve Andrews, Lee Bourne, Mike
Allan, Ros Fyfe and Stu Yates on passing P Coy and to Sig ' Smudge'
mith for gaining his military parachute wings at last! Welcome back to
ig 'Melv' Melville who has tried to short cut his way to getting to jump
out of planes by spending hi R&R after his attachment to lPWRR on a
ci\ i parachute course. Cpl ' osher' Brown returns to these shores after a
brief spell in Bosnia to have his long awaited knee operations - timing!
Cpl i Barker and Sig ' Foxy' Fox visited Slovenia with 249 AMF (L) Sig
qn and ig ' hez' Sherrington leaves with 2 Para bound for the sunny
climes of I. 30 Sig Regt were subjected to intense preparation for combat
survival by S gt ·He's been scalped' Weaver, LCpl 'Digger' Barnes,
L pl 'Colonel ' ander and LCpl 'Zero to Hero' Witham, who was
taking a break from arresting criminals. Fair due to Sig ' Delbert'
McDowell was awarded his Army colours for Tae Kwon Do, Sig
Blackmore for being the 'SUPER TOM ', LCpl ' Daz' Barnes for getting
married, LCpl Attwell for getting married as well and also being voted the
best tradesman. Congratulations also go to Cpl Bruce Thornton for
winning the prize for the ' Best all-round Sqn contribution for the last year!
f'inally welcome to Sgt Steve Gorton who takes over from SSgt ' Wav '
Weaver who leaves us to hunt and fish in Germany.
The Squadrons annual · uper-Tom' competition, aimed at discovering
the ignaller in the qn with best all-round military skills was organised
b} gt 'Chimp' Oliver and was a rousing uccess. Sigs from across the
quadron battled through 24hrs worth of stands on the local training area,
in a bid to prove their ability in a variety of areas including map reading,
B , recognition, military knowledge and a physical phase. Good luck to
the quadron boxing team, as they put the finishing touches to their
traimng for the Army Boxing Semi-finals on December 14th.
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the agent resulted in the patrol heading for the wrong quarry, by the tim1.:
we rt:alised the mi take and corrected it -we were st:vcral hours behind
schedule. The patrol now beginning to feel the effects of some 48hrs worth
of inten c patrolling began to negotiate two steep dimb to get back on
route. R..:sorting on occasions to sledging on our Bt!rgans, and following
Cpl 'Magoo' Maguire through raging rivers we eventually reached the
parti ·an I IQ and an BC scenario. Whi I t the bo s received further orders,
the remainder were required to conduct confirmatory BC tests and
quc. tions. The patrol then received a set ofQBOs from Mr Day for a farm
ch.:arance. Instructions then arrived for the patrol to board a transit van to
take us to our HQ.
On arrival at our HQ we were processed through a check of the patrols
equipment. to dett!nnine the effectiveness of the patrol for future

operations and to ensure that "c \\Cr<.: operatmg w11hout any
compromismg material in our fl<'S'cssion. There follo\\cd .t patrol
interview, to enable extractinn of information gathered during the patrol.
In a dark, cold underground room, it started to become ditlicult to respond
to questions as some individuals eyelids bt:gan to droop. Endex follO\\ cd
the examination of the patrol and we were transported to ·ennybridgc
Camp for showers, food and beer. Despite confusion of the location ofthi:
partisan HQ and subsequently excluding two stands, the Patrol received
recognition for the high standard it had maintained up to and includmg its
final agent contact resultmg in the team being presented with a !LVER
AWARD! Special mention should go to those who assisted in the traming
of the team prior to the event, but particularly to Sgt J ack Ha\\ kin\ for
over eeing the entire training and for his painstakmg attenuon to dt:tail.

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

Members of the Squadron on the ' Super Tom' Competiti on
CAMBRIAN PATROL 1998
bv Sig Hillyard and Sig Jones
Patrol : 2Lt Tom 'the bad back' Day, Cpl Eddie 'slow down Cochran,
Cpl John 'navigator' Fawcett, Cpl Paul 'amphibiou ' Maguire, LCpl
Kev ·sniper ' Dade, ig Spence 'Yomp' Blackmore, Sig Nie Batco'
Hillyard, Sig teve ' Wake up ' Jones. Reserves: Sig Justin Dine, ig
Keith William .
Fo llowing a month and a half of training and preparat ion, including a
t\ o week training package in ennybridge, we finally travelled up from
Aldershot to Cwrt Y Gollen camp at Crickhowell on Wednesday 28
October, for an early start the fo llowing morning. At a secure holding area
in the early hours of Thursday, 2Lt Tom ' Bo~ ' Day received a set of
orders whilst the rest of the team were subjected to a thorough kit
in pection. Following a set of patrol orders by Mr Day we eventually
arrived at a DOP at I 300hrs to begin the patrol phase.

SQUADRO HEADQUA RTERS
qn Comd
Maj Steve Hunt
"SM
W02 (S M) 'H' Wells
Promotion , big congratulations to LCpl 'Gibbo' Gibson and Sig lick
Breydin on coming off the board, at last. Congratulations arc also in order
to the OC, '1aj teve Hunt, for finally getting his ACSM (only ten year
late sir!) he 1s no longer a chmg free zone.

GOC presents the medals
Back row: Capt Levins, Maj Hunt, Maj Gilchrist
Front row: Sgt Roper, GOC, Sig Mills

Sgt Wilt Kempton being presented with his ' Horseguards
Photo' by the Sqn Comd

SOINC'S VISIT TO THE SQ ADRO
Brig J. H. Griffin and the new Corp RSM, WOl (CRS 1) C.
Laycock. visited the quadron on 1onday 16 ovember 1998. The
OinC had not pre\ iously \ isited the Squadron in any capacity, and it was
the CR M's first day in the appo intment. However, a day out in London
eemed a good idea and we were able to work in the ights of the capital
with a briefon the various aspects of the Squadron.

GOC LO DO DISTRICT VISIT TO THE QUADRON
Maj Gen Webb-Carter isited the Squadron on 22 October 1998 to
cc what the Squadron was doing in terms of the Army CIS Group. After
taking an in depth look at the Squadron, he pre ented a LS and GC meda l
to Sgt George Roper and a U medal for service in the FRY to ig Jenny
Mills

LCpl Kev Dade and Sig Spence Blackmore
in an attempt to prove that land rovers float
We tabbed all afternoon to reach our first task which was a quick recce
of a building and after half an hour we proceeded on our way when we
were contacted by a patrol equipped with tracker dogs and found ourselves
spl it up for a short period. We dodged the headlights of various rover
patrols before regrouping and heading off to meet an agent. On route to the
agent, Cpl 'Spud' Fawcett took various detours down unseen drops of up
to 30ft. We were tasked by the agent with conducting a quick recce on
another building, the suspected location of an enemy arms cache which we
tabbed through the night to reach, eventually getting eyes on target as the
sun rose. Patrolling through the entire morning we eventually reached our
next agent, who gave us various grids, requirements and timings for the
next task, a route recce and anti-armour ambush site rccce. A transit van
took us to our next DOP where we conducted the recce of the route and
ambush site, before going to ground in a concentration area to complete a
patrol report detailing our findings so far.
It was then a race agamst time for the patrol, keen to make progress
over a long stretch of high open ground before night fell , making
navigation difficult. Inevitably, night did fall and slow our progress,
however we made it to the agent RV by the river, expecting a task that
would involve getting wet. Prolonged heavy rain and mass flooding meant
that instead we were directed to a bridge and instructed to head for the
partisans HQ situated in a quarry nearby. Some confused instructions from
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The Sqn OC wondering if the GOC has crashed the helpdesk
terminal I Mr Martin Bryant leaps to the rescue
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Cpl Spiers briefs the SOINC
on the ACISG aspects of Mike Troop
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I. FR .ISE BLAZI 'G BRl\ '0 1998
2(
l. ·1c 'AL BRI , DEB TTL
AMP

it: G. Byrge~\
.
I Blatml!. Bmno \\a thi. years· 2 ( ' ) 1g Bde Battle amp held at
cnn hridge~from 4-9 October 199 . It all began at a horrendous hour.on
th, morning of 4 Octob·r 199 • "hen E-. Blazing Bruno burst into hfe.
The fir.;t tep we had to o\ercome \\US gcttin~ everyone loaded onto the
D \F' .. no mean feat \\ 11h the mgh1-clubs ha\ mg nO! long been hut. The
firs! OAF kft about (}.'\-15 driYen b) ig tags 'Mind the Ga1e' \ est~
follO\\ ed l'hortl) b) on. of our i\ vy drivers .:\Ir Alan ·Brake Pumper
' lacl...
.
\\e e\cntualh am\ed m . ennybridge ·even hours later and 11 was
. tra11:?ht mto the programme \\ ith an xccllent Pyro Demo_ by the two
gt ·Fu e Bar· Hadle_ · and Sgt· chofls' chofield
danuerou· brothers.
\\ hl~ ga\ e a perfect re-enact men! of the T Fu e B~r ad\ ert. We ~lso had
1e, on. on cam and con alment wuh LCpl Lee Uncle Fe ter Lester
\\ho didn ·1 quite gra. p the fact 1hal your war paint doesn ·1 go on \\~th a
pain! roller. The \\eek progre sed \\ 1!h first aid ta~en by_ ~pl P~ul we
need more blood' Crabb and Sgt ·Re u c1 . Anme
m1th and
patrolling field craft ta~en by . gt. Bob 'Bundhne' Lawrence, also
e\ era I range day were included m th1. package. The week culmmated 111
u da\\ n auii k o'n a erie of skill hou e , 1hi was !ht: biggie, t11e final
pu hand !he D thre\\ e\erything at u . Ca -ualties were ta~en du~ing tl~e
final attack in the form of ig ·Ouch· Ford who discovered 11 wa 1~ l m ~1s
be t intere t, to grab the barrel of an F role GPMG after lellmg of a
thou and rounds.
Hat off al o to ig •£\·er o' light' ho, alter eeing Sig Ford burn
his hand, !houoht he \\Ould haYe a bash toe cape the assault course. He
unfortunately ;ame awa:r a bit luckie~ \\ ith nothing but a car_bon ma~k on
hi hand ( ubtlc Hint) next time try II while the barrel 1 till glowmg a
bn). After the auack we mo\ed to ennybridge a sault course and took
part in an inter- ection competition that wa triumphant! won by 2
ecuon. All in all an excellent week had by all.

"

GOC'
PORTS DAY
On a cold and wet day in October the quadron was fully committed lo
\\inning the GOC LO DI T port Day. 111e quadron entered all events.
Cro s-Country, Rugby, Football, Badminton, qua h and Ba ke~ball.
After a long day and much banling the quadron came away with a
creditable po ition and ome ih·erware from the Badminton court, much
to \ 02 ( s~n ·tt·' ells' delight in the bar afterwards.

GOC's cross-country team
(L-R): Sgt Fergi Anderson, LCpl Bill W izz Pond, Cpl Paul Bone,
Cpl S teve Hook, LCpl Gibbo G ibson,
Sig Mick 'wait till I am a PTI' Breydin
238 CHALLE GE CUP 1998
Event
Winn ers
Basketball
Mike Troop
Rugby
Mike Troop
Potted ports
Oscar/ HQ Troop
Just the Sportsman· Dinner lo be held in the Mercury Club, Duke of
York's on 11 December to complete this year sporting calendar. Mike
Troop haYe won thi years' competition and seem to be smarting but
remember SHQ were part of the early Mike Troop wins!
Final Postioos:
Isl
'vlike Troop
2nd
Oscar HQ Troop
2nd
Radio Troop

32pts
22 pts
20 pts

COR H MOPE DAY
Member.; of the quadron combined wi!h 243 Sig Sqn personnel to
pre ent a stand at the Corsham Open Day. The day started with Brig
Hughes giving a pre entation lo some 60 high ranking officers, using the
23R ig . qn PA system, complete with sound effects, provided by Mr
John ked and his team. Delegate then moved around a series of lands
demonstrating the capabilitie of the Brigade. The final stand showed the
range of kill to be found in the Army CIS Group. Whilst 243 Sig qn
pro\ided a trencher. fibre optic plicer, CAT 5 cabling and a PA system,
238 Sig . qn wcr.: able to sho\\ olT the discrete radio equipment used for
ceremomal and talc occa ions and the Pan l:.uropean motorcycles used
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for Buckingham Palace dispatches. h ccm that at the end of the day, all
the delegates had a much clearer undcrstunding of the ski lls on oiler to
t11em through the six Regional Signal quadron .
IIKETROOP
Tp omd
Maj Richard Howe
Tp gt
Vacant
.
.
The Troop welcomes Cpl Dean piers fr~m Germany, LCpl Ml_ck
Amb ler from .!. and Sigs tew Blevins, Keith ~ord, _Chris McGuire.
and Ayesha Muhammed. all of\\ horn ha\·e am ed from the JOYS of
Blandford. The Troop says farewell and good luck to . ' gt Dave
• trawbcrry Blonde' Purver who has made the reverse Journey to
Blandford. Also to gt 'B & H' Kempton (Cypms), Cpl. Andy
Thomp on who ha found him e!f a1~ exccllen~ job in the Far_ Ea t LCpl
Daz lark (Ciwy trcct) and 1g Jimmy Wiison to 220 1g qn. The
whole Troop ha been cry bu y lately. The Systems. Techs have b_een
dealing with the increa ed workload from Cl G . whilst Radio cc~1on,
ably assi ted by ome member of Systems ecuon, have had vanou
'ceremonial · to deal with - Remembrance Sunday, the tatc Openmg of
Parliament and \ arious tate Vi its - all of ' hich pa scd off without
incident. PA ection has been kept incredibly busy as well ~nd 1s
anticipating next\\ eeks ubbuteo competition in the Linc Stores. Fmally,
conoratulations go to t11c entire Troop on our glorious victory 111 the
qu~dron • Challenge hield. Dedication, _power and commitment were
just three of the qualities on shO\\ by the Mike Troop Globetrotters!

242 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Since our last article, several years ago, much has changed in this
'Fixed' ignal Unit. Many personnel have come and gone and we are now,
primarily. a civilian manned unit with a nucleus of military personnel. We
now have:
0
Maj N. S. tevens ( cd)
21 C
Maj (Rtd) G. A. Carmichael (George)
TOT
Capt (TOT) L. F. Brown (Lee)
WOIC 11 Tp
WO! (FofS) Alexander (Dave)
Fol
SSgt (FofS) O'Donnell (Jim)
AND - yes for those of you who have served here the Chief Clerk is
Jean Livingstone. We have recently added the range at Kirkcudbright and
the coltish 197 Help Desk to our tasking. Unfortunately a change in role
for the RA Range, 1lebridcs has meant us no longer manning !he St Kilda
Detachment as il is now a DERA responsibility. Added to this we arc to
leave tl1e island of Benb.:cula on 31 March 1999 and H Troop will cease to
exist. An article by Sgt Chris VDK (Van den Kerkhof) on St Kilda is
below. Some things do not change and we continue to lend intensive
support to the Edinburgh Military Tattoo that takes up our time from the
middle of July. when we start to build, to the middle of September, when
\\e have recovered all equipment, annually. This takes two teams of six
\1 ho do night on/night off for the 24 performances during August. One
team is picturt:d below.

OSC RTROOP
Tp Comd
1aj Dave Gilchrist
Tp gt
gt Karen Ripley
The Troop would like to say goodbye and good luck to gt George
Roper, Cpl Dave Housley (after 22 years service), and Sig adia
Mitchell who have left to join civvy street, and fare\ ell to Mrs Tracy
Harrison the C03 from London Central COMM E who is off to
pasture. new. A Hello goe to gt andra Thompson who joins the Troop
from I.
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Kerry Levins
Tp gt
gt coifs Schofield
.
Yet again life in Radio Troop move from the su~lune to Full Throttle
hold on tight. During the month of ovember Radio Troop wa ~ blur,
with Remembrance Sunday, Prince ofWales's Birthday, State Ope111ng Of
Parliamen~ Diplomatic Reception and a tate Visit in the ame month.
Thing could not ha e been bu ier. If any one ha a light clue on !he
amount of effort planning and rehearsals that go into the e events then the
post of Troop Commander come up soon. All CV' to Troop Sergeant
Please.
Remembrance unday and the timing of firing the cannon with Big
Ben's first strike of eleven, wa !he job of i\iaj Gilchrist and gt Simon
'where's the lift then' chofield. They would like to say farewell to Brian
·the Clock' Davies who i retiring after many years service and giving the
same tour every year a \ e climb the 292 steps to the clock room. We
noticed the rest breaks became longer and more frequent each time we
went up the tower.
On the 13 November we were summoned to Buckingham Palace for the
Prince of Wales' Birthday to a sist the dignitaries and gue ls to their cars.
This is not usually a problem, but on this occasion we had to compete with
a full choir, a drunken Charlie Chaplin staring up your left nostril and
dodging the Fire Breather. All this and you still had to be diplomatic with
the guests, also how many other people can say that they have had sau age
beans and chips at the palace. This event t as followed closely with !he
State Opening of Parliament. There was a Three o'Clock Parade for an
Early Morning Rehearsal. Mention must be made of ig Baz 'Mickey
Moue· Maitla nd who had to be retrained in the art of speaking, as no one
could understand him over the net when he used the new covert harne s.
That evening we were again at the Palace for the Diplomatic Reception
where ig Mags 'who is William Hague then' West, called over the PA
system for all to hear 'Car for the BATACA 'and had to be reminded by
the Ambassador that it was in fact the Vatican. Lastly The State Visit of the
President of Germany at Windsor !his time with a Two o'Clock Parade for
an Early Morning Rehearsal. On the actual State Vi it ig Baz
'approximately two over' Maitland di tinguished himself in front of Her
Majesty the Queen when he snapped to attention in true Military fashion
and one of the lenses of his glasses fell out.
The Troop would like to welcome Cpl Steve ·Bart' torey and hi wife
Elain e and say farewell to Cpl Jon ' I' m going to be a copper and nick all
of you' Rowe and ig ndy 'Bouffant' Birt who with a new ca reer at
McDonalds should be a General by Christmas.

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw
it in your Corps magazine
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L-R: lain Ingham, Stuart Gordon, Alan Douglas,
Capt (TOT) Lee Brown, Sgt Mark Kane APTC,
Sgt Van den Kerkhof

tallest sea stack at 676f!. The island of Hirta \\-US inhabited until 1930
when the population \\as, by lls own r..:quest. evacuated and .. mce then it
has been looked after by Scoui~h Natural Heritage on behalf of the
ational Trust for Scotland. The islands arc popular for their remoteness,
large colonies of sea birds and a primitive breed of'' tld sheep.
In 1957 the Army wi!n: granted permission to u e three areas ofHirta .
Two for radar tracking sites and one as a base camp. The racl::r lra~king
permitted testing of some of the larger ·a, al, Army and Air rorcc mts>ilc
systems as well as the range based on Benbccula. To support this a
military detachment, commanded by a Captain Ro}al Artillery. \\a,
stationed on the island of Hirta providing communication . po"cr, \later,
heating, food, sewage disposal, medical cover and day to da.
maintenance. The R JG "ALS had an S ·co tech01c1an based on the
island permanently who rotated through the Troop on B1:nbecula.
The role of the R SIG ALS personnel was to pro,ide support to all
aspects of communications including the microwave link to South ist that
carried mi silc telemetry, target TV syst<'ms, tra king data, telephones and
the most vital of all the card-phone used by the detachment for the dail} call
home. Then there was the !SOX that BT was seldom able to aucnd, the
coastguard and range safety HF radio and anything else on the island. All 111
all we were kept fairly busy. adly, after over 40 years, the Corp> \\ ithdre\\
from St Kilda on I Apnl 1998. Although many R SIG 'ALS will have
memories of the island (some fond. some not so fond) no-one can beat the
REME record of four years and >ix months continuous duty!

Back: Sgt Joe McGu inn ess, Mr (Ex SSgt) Nick Phillips
Front: Sgt Chris VDK, Cpl Euan Kinnear

STKILDA
by Sgt Chris Van den Kerklwf
t Kilda is 42 nautical mile West of the Outer Hebrides and i the most
i olated part of the British Isles. Being mainly clilT-bound and with great
difficulty of access they have become nicknamed ' Island on the edge of
the World' . They boast the highest sea cli!Ts in Britain at 1400fl and the

The handover continues and on 31 March 1999 the Corp is to leave the
Outer Hebrides for good. All members of the Corps, past or present,\\ ho
erved on Benbecula, S Uist or t Kilda are invited lo auend the farewell
day.
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EXERCISE BLAZING BR
0 1998 - THE SEQ EL
by W02 'Paddy· Morrow
Just to remind those who missed out on Ex Blazing Bruno ' Part One',
the Exerci c wa a combined tatic ignal quadron Battle-Camp that was
cond ucted at ennybridge o er the period 27 eptcmber - 9 October 1998.
The Squadron wa overall re p nsible for the co-ordination and execution
of the amp. The events of Week One of the Camp \ ere covered in the
last i sue of The Wire and went very ' ell, culminati ng in a i it by the
ommander HQ 2 (NC) ig Bde. Fully revitalised after 36hrs R&R: SSM_
'Paddy' 1orrow and hi. merry band of OS eagerly awa ited the am al ol
the troops for week two of the Exercise. Surprisingly there was not as
many dropouts as wa in week one, with the dmin completed and the
troops fully briefed the training commenced in earnest.
The ight avigation exercise which _wa ~onductcd on the Mo_n~ay
evening proved fun with t11e Junior Toctlcs Wmg, !TC Wales prO\ 1dmg
rccce patrols and am bu hes in and around our che.ck _Points. Day :! brought
the first of the injuries with gt 'Lolly' Bartlett 111J unng h1 knee dunng the
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999

Ca ualty Handling Exerci-e and Cpl ' hort) · Woodhou e injuring hi
shoulder during a fieldcraft and tactic. le on. The \\Cather for Sennybridge
remained urprisingly good \\ hich k~pl morale high. TI1e training went
smoothly and wa pretty much unevem!UI. 0615hrs on the Friday morning
53 \\ the final as au lt on Fanu 13, it is thought that we u ed up the Corps
entitlement of Pyro on that a ·ault. T\••o of the e-.ercising troops \\ho shall
remain anonvrnous went to the extrem ·to be excu ed the A.sault Course by
placing thei1: hand. on the barrel of Yery hot GP 1Gs. fortunately onl ·
minor burn ' were received. The exercise culminated with the As auh
Course competition and the SM recei\ ing an early bath thanks to . gt Gaz
Hinton and mends. On r turning to ennybridgc Camp. the weapons were
cleaned and the Troop debrided, then it was aboard the transport and horn.:
to the vanou · corners of the UK. surpri~ingly the morale was. till high a. the
troops departed, we mu t ha\C been doing something wrong! Our thank> go
to those personnel from 23 and 251 ignal quadron \\ho fonned part of
the D , lor making the Camp such a succc.s. We no\\ look for.,ard to 1h.:
1999 camp that i being organised by 23 ignal quadron. c:c you then:!
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249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE
MOBILE FORCE (LAND))

THE VISIT OF MAJOR GE ERAL REITH CBE COMMA DER
(AM}'(L)}

LCpl ' Pugs' Powney and Sgt Gaz Hinto n prepare for the off

~aj Gen Reith (CBE). visited the Squadron on Monday 2 ovember
whilst we were. ..:ond.ucting. our annual training programme prior to
uep~oyment to Slove111a. MaJ Gen Reith (CBE) was met by OC Sqn,
1a1or Peter ~ol~iday, a~d the SM, ~V02 Dave C umming, at SHQ
where he wa mv1led to sign the qn nsitors book. Then, afier a brief
quadron update. by the OC, l\1aj Gen Reith, visited all the qn personnel
\\ho were on various actl\ 1llcs.
Papa Tp was the first port of call, who w .re enjoying 2Lt Lindsey
Cn~derhcad's le~. on on the Law of Armed Conflict, which he interrupted,
by introducmg l~1msclfand chatted to the lads. During this chat he asked if
lhcr~ was anytlang th.at they wanted to complain about, the state of single
soldier accommodation \~~stop of the list. Inc luded in the General's reply
''a~ the; ·oss1bil1ty of the quadron moving to Germany. which brought a
smile to some ..ices and a shock of horror to others! '
He then visited. upport Tp who were on an BC practical lesson and
popped his .head into the I 2x 12 were he found Cpl Dean Wilson in 3
tablet. Consequently, he received an
Romeo having •usl ht his third
unexpected mou~hful of C. ·ccdkss to say, the General was a little put
out. The General then moved on to watch the Landing Point Commanders
(LPC's) and the Rigger Marshaller· battling it out whilst practising the
rigging of trailers led by gt Jase Raybould.
Finally the General wa. entertained by the Senior in the WO's and
gt's mess where he presented Sgt Phil Render with his Long Service and
Good Conduct medal.

GE ERALS C P ORlE TEERI G
by Sgt Jim Robertson
The Generals up Inter Branch Orienteering Competi tion at HQ LA D
just happened to fall on Friday the 13th, the sky was dark and o 7 runners
were keen to get tarted. Team 6 on isted mainly of ignals and Artillery
per onnel, in particular were S l 'Paddy· Morrow, gt Jim Robertson
and Cpl ·Greggs' Gregory who fini hed joint econd overall, finishing
the 60 minute cour c in -l8 minute . urrently, Team 6 is leading the
oYerall Generals Cup Competition \\ ith one port remaining that is
• uperstars· (Whatever that is!)

LS&GC lEDAL PRESENTATIO
by Sgt Ellie Pomeroy
The quadron Officer and eniors a embled in the gts Mess at HQ
LA D Comd on 17 ovember, in order to be tow the LS&GC medal upon
Sgt Pomeroy. ACOS CIS, Brig J. M. Shaw MBE, kind ly excepted our
invitation to present the medal. The presentation was organised by Sgt
George Quar under the watchful eye of the S M. The on ly major decision
the SSM had to make, leading up to the event, was whether Sgt Pomeroy's
hu band would appreciate a bouquet of flowers or a bottle of Whiskey, a
decision for the laner was made. The pre entation itself was incident free
and after a Curry Lunch everyone retired to the bar, where copiou amount
of cheer were consumed and the old stories told, mo tly by Ellie Pomeroy
herselfon how he managed IS years of undetected crime!

LS & GC presentation

249 SIGNAL SQUADRO (AMF(L)) - KIWI TROPHY 1998
The Kiwi Trophy is the Squadron's annual march and . hoot
compcfaion. It covers a di tance of 22kms and involves carrying 30 I b
and a nfle and a ten round ran ge shoot at a distance of 200 metres. This
year tbe main competit ion took place on 29 October. The challcnoing
cour. e starts and fini hes at the giant Kiwi , that is a chalk caning i1~ the
J111ls1dc above Bulford Camp in the shape of the ew Zealand bird. It was
fir t carved out of the hill afler World War I by e\\ Zealand Troops who
were stalloned near Bui ford \\hi le they waited for their tran port home.
When completed. the Ki\\ i wa J28m high and it beak 46m. It remains
today as a major landmark that can be clearly een aero ·s the Plain and the
quadron is responsible for the maintenance of tbe giant bird. Thi yea r
the Kiwi clean up was carried out by Oscar Troop und r the direction of
S gt Chris Martin.
The competition is a gruelling test of an individual' fitnes , tamina
and ab ility to hoot accurately. Competitors tart in pairs at two-min ute
interval · and, as it is up to individuals to set their own pace, it is a great
test of per onal motivation. The course include section on metalled
roads and on dirt tracks.
The firing range pn:scnted a major obstacle to most of the competitors
as each shot mi sed resulted in the addition of a three-minute pena lty to
the individual 's time. After the range only 3kms of the cour e remained
and, for many, this was the harde t part of the route, particularly as mu ck
cramps had begun to set in after resting 111 the prone po ition on the firing
range. The Kiwi trophy wa thi year won by Cpl Dean Wilson in a total
tune of 2hrs 18 min . pl Wil on ha won the trophy twice in the la t
three years.
The Barry trophy, which is presented in memory of Lt J. Ba r ry, a
former Troop ommandcr in 249 ig qn (AMF(L)) who was killed at the
Battle of Goose Green during the Falkland conflict on attachment to 2
Cpl Shorty Woodhouse tunes into Sennybridge FM
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P~ra. is

awarded to the individual with the fastest combined times for the
K1w1 trophy and the I Okm ordic ski race, which 1s held earlier in the
year, and was won thi year by Cpl !\<Jo Pay.

Cp l Wilson winning the event

EXERCISE CO-OPERATIVE ADVE TURE EXCHA GE 1998
SLOVENIA
On 14 ovember at, ·oh my god o'clock' the main body of249 Sig Sqn
(AMF(L)) left Bulford fo r the snowy scenery of lovenia. The flight was
on time and all appeared to be going rather well until it was discovered
that. in the hectic collection of vehic le at the port, one lone Land Rover
appeared to have been left behind. So, the recovery party set ofT on the Shr
dnve to the port. However, on reaching the RoYer it was discovered that
the k~ys for the fuel tank remained in the pocket of Sgt (YofS) Gaz
Curne. But SSgt Ken 1arsh and Sgt Jase Raybo uld didn 't mind the
drive (much).
The Squadron was <lisper ed to all four-comers of the Exerci e area, the
two principle location were the echelon at Cerk lje airfield and the
Radcon element, as part of the TOC, at Brestinica. In addition the main
part of the 9ua~ron _w~s. deployed to CP and RRB locations to provide
full commumcat1ons tae1ht1e for the exercising Troops.
It seemed as if we had been in lovenia for a week before the exercise
had even ?tarted but that i because we had. SSgt (YofS) Gaz C urrie had
been pamcularly bu y attempting to teach other nation· watch-keeper
(AMF(L)) voice procedure. He al o convinced him elf that he was the
reason that the &iris from Alpha Troop insisted on doing day hifts.
A the Exerc~ e progrc ed th~ voic~ procedure did improve e peciall}
after Sgt Ady Simms ( I am puttmg weight on hone ' t) realised tliat in fact
he was not the GOCC! LCpl Johnny\ hitrow managed to convince the
German . BC Platoon that the blown up bridge was ju t exercise play!
Me:rnwhile gt · addam' Marsh hared hi culinary knowledge with the
~merica1~ ? a hi new Fri.end ~arty in isted on hi adYice for the banquet
tor the v1sn of the Belgian prince s. We managed to top them sen·ing
Brus el sprout . A Marty was o generou with his chocolate and cereal
donations. S gt Ken Mars h didn.thave the heart to tell him that he \\35
not in fact the Squadron's Head Chef.
What better way to finish an Exerci e tlian '' ith a march and hoot
competition? The ATO Challenge Cup this year was O\ er a di tance of
between 8.5 and 9.2 mile (allegedly) and, during the team briefing. the
e,·ent was likened to a CFT. ome CFT! The route included section going
up '' aterfall and dO\\ n near ertical lopes and in total took
approximately five hours. The whole team worked extremely well. but a
mention mu t be made of ig Adam Rudge and LCpl 'Bu1' Bun who
both did good 'crazy leg crane· impre.sions - some people \\~ill do
anything to get rid of tl1cir Bergen'·. The team finished in third pla e
overall and a terhng effort wa made by all with e\ .:ryonc \\ho . tarted
completmg tl1c route and it wa \\ ith smiling faces that we recei;ed the
re ults and found that we had beaten many infantry uni! including 3 Para.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Plea e advi e the Sub criptions Clerk, at RHQ,
I WRITING, of any change of address.
This information should not be telephoned.

Brigadier J. M. Shaw MBE and the recipient S gt Ellie Po meroy
THE WIRE, FE BRUARY 1999
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.
.:\ member> of'.!64 ( ,\,')Sig. qn recently retum<>d from an 1\lp111e
' " nt.iinc<'t"ln!! E. p.::dition to the rrench and Italian Ip;. The pn~IOI')
ann l'f the e'l.pedition was to climb 1ont Blanc the highc. t mountnm 111
\\e,tcrn Etm'pe at •h 07111 .. \tkr ~rJ\ cl ling _b~ road to the ~hakt_ at_ er\'~.z:
in the Chamom'l.-\.lont Blanc \ alle\. tn11n111g and acchmut1~a11011 11 as
undertaken. Thi· comprised of a ti-averse of the i,g_uillcs Crochucs
(2. -lOm). glacier training on the . kr de Glac_c and a 111ght 111 the Albert
Premiere Hue (2..,02m) on the c .:e of the Glacier du Tour: .
Th· follO\\ ina couple of da\ ; \\ere spent 111 Italy dunb111g the Gran
Paradisio (4061 ~ ). Thi moun~Jin is situated in a natio~al par~ and the
\\alk up to the Chabod Hut (2750) wa ·\el) cen c~ Tht particular hut
:erved splendid pasta (for carbo-load111g) and a vel) line red wine t~ ~va h
11 dO\\ n. An early tart the follO\\ ing morn111g in poor \\eather cond1tton .•
kd through moraine . up a ere\ as ed glacier and fi_nally to a rock umn11t
1,)11 er. Thi. achie' ement was e\·eryonc 's first alpme 4000m peak. There
''a, then a long de,cent 'ta the Victor Emmanuelle hut.
.
The following day we tarted our a cent of lont Blanc u mg a cable
car and mountain railway. then walking for a couple of hours l~ the Tete
Rou.se Glacier. W no'' had to negotiate the Grand Couloir, tlus is very
e'l.p<-' ·ed to. tone fall, thus requiring-the printing speed of Linford Christie
to cro. it. The route then climbed a rocky rib for 600m to the Gouter Hut.
tarting at 2am the next morning wc walked for everal hours in the dark
until reaching the teep and narrO\\ Bo e Ridge. which due to i y
condition .:n1:r the pre' 10us fortnight had been the SC ne of over a dozen
fatalities Fortunately. tl1e fre h snO~\ made the ascent of the ridge safer. It
wa nO\\ onh a hort di tance to the ummit and shortly alter dawn on 9
eptember ail -e,·en members of the expedition tood proudly on the top
of \lont Blanc. After admiring tunning dew of the Alp we de cended
'ia the .ame route, reaching the valley at 5pm. a \'Cf)' long but sat1sfy111g
day.The Matterhorn looke d h"ke a 111ce
. mounta111
. to c1·un b next, one tI11ng
. .is
for ure, Pen-y-fan and the Brecon Beacons aren't going to eem vef)' big
for a while.
EXERCISE \\1NDY DRAGO
VIEW FROM STC 1 ·ALIFE 0 THE OCEA1 WAVE
Following my litlk weekend sailing excursion back in June of this year.
I decided to take the bull by the horns and go for a whole two week . We

were nevertoo far from a port in ca e of trouble therefore it wa n't too bad
and we were alongside C\ cry night so we weren't bobbing about too much
in our bunk beds. This time we took a slightly bigger boat, a Victoria 34,
which had e\ en berths. as there was on ly five of us on this boat we had
plenty of room. We picked up the boat from JSA TC in Gosport. Once we
had taken on board all the compo. frc ·h rations and waterproof kit it was
time to get the boat ready for our first pa sage.
Even tl10ugh it has been three months since 1 had been anywhere near a
boat. remembering\\ hat you had to do with the foresail and main sail and
which rope went 11 here came back quite quickly and it didn't take too long
to get back in the wing of things. The ' eather wa pretty good to us for
mo t of tl1e time so hort . I-shirt and trainers seemed to be the dre for
most of the two weeks. Over the two week we managed to log about 212
mile ailing. going from Go port to Lymington to The Folly on the Isle of
Wight to outhampton to Beaulieu to Cowe to Hamblc to Gosport, to The
Fott . to Hythe and finally back to Gosport. Therefore we managed to
practi e all the skill that we'd learnt on the fir t weekend and develop a
few more. I even managed to remember the names of t11e ropes and
different types of sail .
Over the two weeks travelling from place to place we all took it in turns
teering and changing the fore ai l and main ai l in all sort of weather
condition . Most of the time howe er it was nice and unny, despite a few
days when it rained and wa a bit windy. It' amazing how good the
promi e of hot cup of tea and a hot meal seems when you've been sailing
in tl1e wind and rain. when you know that when you get into port you still
have to put the boat to bed. We managed to get thi cracked by plitting the
re\\ into two watche . Although whil t we were actually sailing everyone
took part, when coming into a port one watch would be below deck getting
the tea and evening meal started while the other learn wou ld bring us into
port. Then we'd all pull together and put the boat to bed o that we could
all sit down lo the evening meal a a crew. We would have dinner and then
depending on where we were and how tired everyone was, we'd either go
out to see what that particular town was like or ju t stay on board and have
a few gla se of wine. Thi time we all had our own log books, so at the
end we managed to get them signed to say that we can actually sail a bit.
All in all it wa a great two weeks and you never know maybe next time it
will be omewhere nice and hot with blue skie , clear blue water and
golden beaches, (Yeah right if you look quick you might ju t catch c sie
swimming past!)

COMSEC MONITORING TEAM
(UNITED KINGDOM)
qn Comd
Capt T. C. Crosby
YofS
SSgt (YofS) Hogan
Congratulation (t\\ ice!) and goodbye to LCpl (now Cpl) Geoff
Wilman and his wife Jo on their recent marriage, posting to 21 Sig Regt
(A ) and Geoff's promotion. Ha' ing been on his Class 1 course and
mo,ed house three time in the la t four months. 1'm sure he will be happy
to ettle down. Also out of the lucky bag were LCpl Scottie Hoffman and
ig Rennie Stuart (now LCpl), both selected for promotion. We also say
half a farewell to Traq Hogan \\ho i now on her PC Plod tra in ing up in
Oxon. Finally. about to lea\e u is the OC, Capt Ten")' Cro by and his
wife Trudy. They are bound for HQ MND (C) in Rheindahlen in February
1999. We wish them well, at lea t th orienteering hotline will quieten
down!

FROM AUSTRALIA TO WALES TO COTLA D ..........
OHANDCAN DA
ever let it be said that the Team doesn't travel. Whilst the OC swanned
ofT to BATUS with half of the team, SSgt (YofS) Mark Hogan was busy
climbing the Sydney Bridge in Australia. The sight of the bridge suddenly
reminded him tlrnt he hadn't ordered any tickets to get across the Severn
Bridge for a forthcoming Exerci e and promptly faxed the Team from his
hotel to remind us! Sad i n't it. Less than 12 hrs after getting off the flight
from Au tralia, the YofS was off to Wale (bridge tickets et al!) with
augmented mapower from 14 Sig Regt (EW). LCpl 'Elts' Eltringham
and Sig Phil Lee moulded in o' ell, the latter even won an all expenses
hoJiday for two in Antigua for performing the best 'full Monty' at a local
night club! Wind swept from Wale , the Team set off for cotland only for
Sig Kurt Muller to firstly bog one veh in at 45 degrees and then to have
its gear box seize on tl1e homeward leg. It broke down near Carlisle· guess
where he lives? Meanwhile blissfully unaware in Canada ....... .

ARMY ELEMENT AIR WARFARE CENTRE
RAF WADDINGTON
Well. we finally decided it was about time we let our elves be known to
the Corp and the outside world! The Army Element here at the Air
Warfare Centre (AWC) is some 15 strong, compri ing of 10 Royal Signals
(nearly all Tele Op (Spec)_ bar one Tele Op (Data)), 4 Intelligence Corp·
an<l our 1 (token!) Army Air orps representative. !laving previously been
named the Army Electronic Warfare Operational Support Unit (Army
EWOSUl at RAF Wyton, we now operate from the Thomson Building
home of the AWC, ~ocated at RAF Waddington just outside Lincoln'.
Personnel arc fully 111tcgrated into a tri-scrvicc environment and are
dispersed throughout th~ building on variou flights and sections, working
shoulder to shoulder wnh o_u~ RAF and RN counterparts. The Army are
actively involved 111 ma111ta111111g and updating the live UK Defence EW
Database and also in support of Electronic arfare (EW) equipment used
b:t the Army Air Corps, Royal avy, Royal 1arine and our very own 14
Sig Rcgt (EW).
AR ~".' S PPORT SECTIO ',LAH (EW) PROD FLT
Pn..;111_g ourselves on being the only true Aimy 'section· in the building,
wc are niceh· tuc_ked a'' ay 111 a green comer of a mainly blue flight. Under
th? lc~dcrsh , (ts that what you call it), of newly promoted Sgt Danny
0 e1ll, \\C program, test and validate all Pre-llight messages (PFM"s).
These arc u~d on Radar Warning Receivers (RWR's) fitted to Lynx and
Gazelle hehcnpters of the Army Air Corp and Royal Marines and ea
~111gs of the Royal Navy' Fleet Air Am1. We also program mission
hbranes for the ESM systems_of226 ig 911, 14 Sig Regt (EW). The past
few month~ ha~e been a fairly busy period. In between knocking out
streams of I FM s and hbrancs for the users. members of the section have
been bu y on their travels. The ongoing upport of Op Palatine has seen
Sgt?' cill, C~ls Le_e ·~oatie' Ghaut, Andy 'Bushy' Bush and LCpl
Ray Karl Marx Chnspm at some pomt spend a week or o on holiday in
Bo ~ia. ,on~ memorable trip saw Danny 'look I can select all the gears
now 0 e1ll drop the gear box out of a land rover which was on loan
from the Gurkhas. This left the team stuck in Gornji Vakuf but Martin
·My name 1 Sgt....' ~ill came to the rescue, ~nd with one swift phone call
a Royal avy ea K111g was on its way, specially ta ked to pick us up and
take us back to Spht. We also managed to drink more Fosters ice than is
proba~ly recomme~ded: Sgts O' eill and Gill (EW Ops) also 'deployed'
to Ch111a L_ake, Cahfomta for what they claim was a terrible five weeks of
hard graft 111 support ofihe Royal avy ea King on Ex High Rider 4. In
between, we have been bles ed with our regular jaunts down to 14 ig
Regt (EW) at sunny Brawdy, just to keep in touch with the real world and
see how things are done at a proper ignals Unit!!

SPORT & SOCIAL
~cspite be_ing small in n_umbcrs we do manage to keep the Army flag
llymg very h_1gh o~ the social scene (mamly down to our two social hand
grenades, al~as Gill and Bush!). Cpl Lee C hau! organi ed a highly
succ_essful Air ~arfare Centre sports day m which the LAH team romped
to victory, c~ptamed by Cpl Andy Bu h (it was the tins of Carling that
kept him gomg!). We recently said farewell to Maj Dave Luckett. He 1s
posted to J.SSU O~kley and \\e \~ish hi_m well in his ne\\ surrounding .
One _outgo111g_ MaJO~ means one mcommg and we welcome Maj Dave
Do~hng and his family to ~111coh! and the Air Warfare Centre (we're ull
wa1t111g f~r t~e house warm111g drinks by the way). Also lea,ing us is 'Mr'
Ray Chnsp111. He has completed 12 years of gloriou crvice and take·
his so_apbox with him ~nt? civilia~ life! All the best Ray, no doubt you wi ll
keep m touch, even if its JUSl to give Martin an car-bashing every now and
then, I'm_ sure he'll miss it! We have also managed to make our presence
felt _outside of the AWC around the station. Our Intelligence Corps
cont111gent, Sgts Andy 'Barbi~' Barber and Mark ·Tug· Wil on conti nue
to ~epre ent the Statton Shoot111g team, Cpl Bush has run for the talion
Onenteenng team and Sgt 0' 'eill plays for the talion Football team.

-·

Back Row (l:R): Sgt Barber, Cpl Bush, Cpl Leggett,
Sgt Etzzard, Sgt O'Neill
Front Row (L-R): Sgt Wakeling, Sgt Gill, W01 (Supvr Rl Reehal
Maj (Tfe (R)) Luckett (R Signals), Sgt Pyemont, Sgt Wilson '

600 SIGNAL TROOP
TpComd

Maj Alan Eames

tran port was stranded on it '
MAC~ by helping the hotelie~

own island. The team inrnlved it elf in
r: cu~ hi ~rniture, but unfortunately he
couldn t find the genero 1ty w1th_111 htm to give us a discount. Eventually
the team and tran port _were reunited and the lnp cut short, with a promi e
to return. on a not quue so rainy d_ay. On a more eriou note, Garry
Annetts 1s about to _leave on ~romot 1 on !O HPTO and a new job in Abbey
Wood, a_nd _SSgt Keith Mardling 1 leav ing the Army on completion of22
years serv ice (will he come back as PTO?) We wish them and their
fa mil ies well in their ne\\ jobs.
S TCOM/EUROMUX SECTION
There have been two changes in personnel within this section of R
T
(UK). Th fir t to go wa
gt ige Quaile after completing 22 years
erv1ce.

OC 600 Signal Troop Maj Alan Eames surrounded
by (l:R): SSgt Chris Gouldson, Sgt Tim Mayner,
SSgt (FofS) Chris Wilson, Sgt Dave Doody,
Sgt Kev Wosika , SSgt (Yofs) Nige Richards
SSgt (FofS) Dave Petty

Team photo
Back standin g (l:R): LCpl Renne Stuart, Sig Kurt Muller
Front (l:R): Sig Krik Krikorian, Cpl lain Duncan,
Capt Terry Crosby, SSgt (YofS) Hogan, LCpl Scotty Hoffman

The BATUS Boys
(L-R): Capt Terry Crosby, LCpl Scotty Hoffman and
LCpl Renne Stuart

RSSST (UK)
PTARMIGAN SECTIO
The most recent trip for the ection was to send a team to hrew bury
for the annual screening of 35 ig Regt (V). The team consi ted of W02
(fofS) 1ick Ca mbell, S gt (fofS) Da\'C Petty, gt Keith Iardling,
gts' Dave Doody, Kev Wo ika and PTO, Mr Garry Aunetts.
We arrived in Shrewsbury just before the Ri ver evern burst its banks,
and awoke thll next morning. ot only were we and the town isolated, our
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SSgt Nige Quaile delivering his speech at his dining out much
to the amusement of W01 (YofS) Bleddyn Williams (now Capt)
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pubs were on the agenda. Da£ and Stan decided it "as \\Orth spending a
week's pay on alcohol for the night and a long taxi ride back to cam p.
Annual camp 1998 has been very successful and enjoyable for Sarawak
who came away with impro\cd knowledge, ability and confidence. \1uch
fun was had by all. A big thank you to all of 14 Sig Regt who jomcd us.
A fier summer camp w.: said goodbye and thanks for all your hard work to
W02 Roberts who has gone to 3 Div at Bui ford. Also welcome to \: 02
Pye, who doesn't yet know what he has let himself in for!
. Forthcoming events include Ex Lightni ng Strike, in March, the UOTC
Signal T~oop competition at Blandford where we hope to do well. This
weekend 1s renowned for bringing the different signals elements of the
OTC's together and is an excellent opportunity for inter OTC
competitiveness, not only in the field but in the Mess also where
everybody applies themselves to the task of meeting and greeting with
ardour. Many members of the Troop have moved of late. We say hello to
Liz lien who. is at Sandhurst, and hopefully will join the Corps. \il any
thanks LO oma Taylor who was the Tp Sgt last year and played an
mvaluable role on summer camp; who has no\\ left us to play nur e !

'"t Ian tun ford n:placd him and found that his first duty "as to
rrungc ht rreoeccs or's dining out from the, gts' Me·~· Th.: ~.c~nd
·han, ,as f1lr sg: "a' Inman to lx: posted to . rn1. "1.atl (the bu1ldmg
ne t d1 'r). to he reph.ccd by
gt Chris Gouldson from R IT (m the
am· building). \kan"hilc. S gt (F'ofS) hris Wilson and P1:0, Mr
Charlie Caw h:l\ e been on sc\cral course to try and keep up with ever
ing tcchnolog). and cYer incrca mg commitment .

"'°'

P 'G

.

: ·gt (YofS) ' ige Richards ah•y supported by his team of gt tc,:e
Pope. 0-t '\I~ ara layton ano !'TO tr Campbell ~familton (yes he ts
.1 ·cot). haYe continued carrying out the ta k ofkeepmg '"". Ptarrrngan world
~-qutp('<>d "ith all the sott\\ arc required to work. PCGC 1 m the unfortunate
p.»illlll of only being noticed if "e make a nu take. \_hat 1· e\'e~ more
unfortunate 1 that we are often the only one that not ice our mt take .
( re~ 1311) regarding the \\ itch database. Who realized t~mt there WC~ no
1.,LSIE channels for node command for two yers1on ol the databa el Or
that ir Defence Regiment· were delet d from the databa. e for three years
(1:-.:fore my time, I add ha tily)! If you are ·on·tantly hanng to create or
amend record then plerue infonn u , w are only a ' phone call away.

The women in our (working) lives
(l.:-R): C04 Mrs Sara Clayton, AO Mrs Mary Scott
AA Miss Lyn Goodch ild
CDPT
The Com ec Data Production Team is a two man team, respon ible for
the production, di tribution and accounting of the Corp_ ' ommunication
Information Package · ( IPs), (if you u e them you wi ll know what they
are)! The arrival of C pl J-1 e Wells "'ho joined the Troop on promotion
from 30 Sig Regt, was most welcome, a he . ucceeded Cp l Matt Petts
who had left five month preYiou ly for the tw1hghl world of264 Sig Sqn,
a I 00% increase in manpower overnight. thank you ACM Glasgow.

PCGC staff all agree that the wine is fine
(l.:-R): C04 Sara Clayton, PTO Campbell Hamilton,
Sgt Steve Pope and SSgt (YofS) Nige Richards

EMAN HEADQUARTERS LA D COMMA ' D
by WOJ (FojS) Harris .
.
.
.
When I arrived in this po t m July, all eemed quiet and ca lm, w ith the
outlook Lhe amc. Then August arrived and the word Spectrum Prici ng
and l!P became known, and the deeper you dig the bigger the hole you
create. So I began to fill the hole with paper on the two ubjects, and al the
moment llP is" inning on the paper output side. Having reached the point
of de peration, I accepted a week's break in Texa , courtesy of G6 HQ
Land to find out hO\\ the Americans accow1L for thei r frequencies.
Finishing on pectrum Pricing, you will all become involved in thi s
ooner or later, the bouom line i , if the frequency is popular then it will
c-0 t a lot of money.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
OFFICER TRAINING CORPS

PERSO ALITIES
TpComd
p I

Capt Joel Curry
W02 (S l\J) Mark Tivey

EXERCI E PURBECK CHASE - 3/4 OCTOBER 1998
by W02 (SSM) Tfrey PSI
Following a well de erved ummer Break 12 Troop ULOTC set off on
the first pecial to Arms Training Weekend of the new term. The weekend
wa the brainchild of Capt J. ymmons (Late ULOTC - now DLO Banja
Luka!). The Saturday wa spent roaming Dorset looking for checkpoints
expertly hidden b) 2Lt Johns and WOCdt Swatridge (Tp 21 C). The
Voice Procedure lefi a lot to be desired but we did manage to succcs fully
negotiate a long and arduous course without over running into valuable
sociali ing time. unday ompriscd of everyone volunteering £I 5 to
undergo a civilian high ropes course, most found it fun and challenging
\\ ith great spirit being shown, especially when it took a great Troop
com incing effort to coax Miss Philp back down! In summary an excellent
weekend was had by all and a big thank you must go to the organisers 2Lt Johns and \\OCdt \\3tridge.
E .ERCT E FIR T LOOK <BLA DFORD) 1998
On the 30 October the Troop departed on it's Annual visit to Blandford
to mtroduce the econd year Troop members to the home of the Corps and
g1\e the Third Years an el'cellent opponunity to catch up on a f.:w old
friends in the Officers Mess. Due to inclement weather Saturday was spent
in the classrooms "here the Troop were given Death by VP! (Judging
Purbcck's efforts this was well needed!). The evening was spent being
hosted by the Troop Commanders in the Officers Mess for a Halloween
function a usual a fantastic night was had by all and thanks must go once
agam to Capt ' Dish' Da"e Duggan for hosting and organising the event.
I la\ in_ been sponsored by SORL for the whole weekend we thought it
"a onl} right to drag the nc" boy, apt Allan Gaffett, out of bed to put
the Troop through its pace on the Command task course. Hopefully
ha\ mg completed the course with '.\1egan as the chief instructor this will
tand us 111 good stead for the forthcoming Lightning trike this year.
Thank \1eg\ and your dad!

lSIT BY HERR YAL IIlGHNESS THE PRINCESS ROYAL
CHAi CELLOR OF THE
IVERSITY OF LO DON
U IVERSITY OF LONDON FO NDATION DAY 18 OVEMBER
1998
On the 18 ovember 1998 W02 (SSM) Tivey and the Ceremonial
Squadron were requested to pro ide the Guard of Honour for the
University of London Foundatton Day held at Senate Hou e London in the
presence of Her Royal Highnes The Princess Roya l The University of
London Officers Training Corp Honorary Colonel and Chancellor of the
University of London. On arrival HRH was invited to inspect the Honour
Guard by W02 (SSM) M. . Tivey - Royal Signals PSI. The Guard of
Honour was a Tri-Service Guard provided by the Un iversity of London
Officers Training Corps, The niversity of London Royal aval Unit and
the University of London Air Squadron. The eveni ng was an out tanding
success. A great deal of effort was put in by members of ULOTC, who
provided the Guard of Honour and proved Lo be a credit to their Unit.

Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal inspects and meets
members of ULOTC

SOU'l'HAMPTON UNIVERSITY OFFICERS
TRAINING CORPS
by JUO Sama 11th a Yardley
SIGNALS TROOP - SARAWAK 1998 - 1999
Tp PSI
W02 Bob Pye
Tp Comd
JUO Matt Carter
Tp Sgt
JUO Samantha Yardley
Last year was again a very busy training year for the Troop. We worked
hard and had lots of fun. The Troop is responsible for Military Training
Qualification 2, signals training wi thin SUOTC. Last su mmer four officer
cadets visited Blandford to complete the UOTC Signals course and two
more members of the troop are attending the next course. A trip to
Blandford Fon~m was ~rranged early this year that proved extremely
mterestmg and mformattve. We had a tour of the camp, then a visit to the
Mu eum that wa fascinating and everyone agreed it is one of the best
Museum they have ever visited.
An es ape and eva ion weekend was organi ed in March this year based
in Swanage and Lulworth Cove. Thi involved a sea move for the
'evader ' on HM Blazer and an RL landing craft. They had to make a
train journey where tickets were obtained from various agents. MoD
guard-dogs had a role to play in cha ing and frightening the 'evaders'.
Apart from one cadet taking it too seriously and going missing, (twice!),
everything went smoothly.
Summer Camp 1998 was a very active time for Sarawak Tp. It was two
weeks of intensive training, based in Thetford. We had some of 14 Sig
Regt from 226 Sig Sqn (EW) Troop attached to us for the duration. Their
Tp Comd, Lt Charlie Roberts a former member of SUOTC, returned to
reminisce and spend summer camp with us. We were lucky enough to have
their fleet of new Wolfe Landrovers tote tout. We had the opportunity to
split into Detachment and Lo put our theory into practice. With help from
14 Sig Regt the Troop learnt how to set up and site det's, u e REBRO 's,
HF and lay line. Also how important it is to keep the generator topped up
with fuel at HQ.
A number of the Troop were deployed into the field as platoon
signallers and also operated in the coy HQ. To ensure more realism there
wa frequent moving ofdet' and changing of security codes. 14 Sigs al o
played enemy for our final attack. During camp, the Troop learned convoy
drills and various skills. We visited RAF Conningsby, to see 'the Battle of
Britain' exhibition. The trip also involved a practice at fire fighting.

The origins of the ACF/CCF Cadet ational Radio etwork are
obscure, but it is known that after the Second World War, ACF and CCF .
units were issued with W 12 and RIO? sets. These sets augmented by
WS 19, _WS22 and WS 62 were used widely on ACF/CCF networks run by
the vanous UK Army Commands. In the 1950s a cadet a1io11al Radio
etwork for voice and CW was organised and sponsored by the Corp .
This net\~ork, now including data, has operated ever since and very many
Royal Signals personnel have obtained their first long distance HF
radio-experience as cadets operat ing on the allotted frequencies. Adults
have always monitored the net, some of them additionally being registered
amateur radio enthusiasts. Amongst the monitors has been Capt Jack
Hargreaves MBE, formerly Signals Officer at Brighton School CCF.
Ca_p~ Hargreaves was awarded the MBE for services Lo cadet Signals
trammg and was acltve on the atlona l-Radio etwork frequencies until
1997.
. The photograph below shows Maj 1".iike Vokes TD, curremly County
Signals Officer, Hampshire & Isle of Wight ACF handing over a plaque Lo
David Walker of the Royal Signal Museum. It bear a uitable
inscription and QSL card confirming radio contacts in 1997 between Capt
Ja~k . Hargreaves, Lt John Wre dell, the current
ignals Officer,
Bndhngton School CCF and :vtaj like, whilst Hanis & Isle of Wight
ACF were at camp in Crowborough. 1aj 'like was himself a cadet
operator at Peter Symonds School CCF, Winchester in about 1958, Capt
Hargreaves first took up his appointmelll a the enior et Monitor. Lt
Wresdell learnt his operating skills at Bridlington School CCF from Capt
Hargreaves.

Maj Vokes presents the plaque to Dave Walker
at the R. Signals Museum

W02 (SSM) M. S. Tivey PSI invites Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal to inspect the Guard of Honour

On our R&R day we decided to descend upon Great Yarmoutl.! omc
of the Troor and mo t of 14 ig Rcgt oon cammed up m Union Jack ' and
wore si ll y hats to match making the local even more wary. As u ual many
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ACF CCF CADETS
NATIONAL RADIO NETWORK
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ACF/CCF Signals unit now lt-e PRC 320 equipmem. displayed
elsewhere in the museum. Thi equipment i a far cry in ·ize and
pcrfomrnnce from the WS 12 and Rt 07 used ahnO'I fifty years ago. Due to
security of premises and other constraims on cadet free tune. acti\ tty is
perhap not quite as prolific a it wa 40 years ago. ne,erthcle · three
competitions till take place annually with a · many a 20 - _5 participant .
ome lunchtime and aturday acti\'ity remain and the adult monitor. Lf)
Lo persuade ACF unit to join up on Thursday evening · at 20001uo.
If any of the readers ha precise information regarding the formation of
the 1 ational Radio et, would they plea ·e forward it to either: :\taj
Vokes, 21 Hocombe Dri,e, Chandlers Ford, Ea tleigh, Hanis 053 5QI'
(01703 262551 ): or to Ca pt like Buckle) , enior , et lonitor. 12
Ramnore Ave, Croydon, urre CRO SQA.
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The Adjutant ":as right with his \\ ise words and as soon as the Troop
from their many summer a.dvcntur.cs it was time to get stuck in.
Drill 1ghts became kn wn a~ Nattonal 1ghtmare Days. My role from
the stan was to ~ook after all signal aspects w1thm the unit In n.:ality that
has mvolvcd trnmmg at the t~1ree different Military Training Qualification
le\'~ls, superv1~1011 ?ftl.1e radm stores and equipment, and the major task of
e_qu1pment nat1 ~al1sa_1~on, from external sources, for major unit exercises.
~ach member o! stall 1s also challenged with any number of other tasks.
l·or me, that meluded taking up to 120 individuals away for an
adventurou tra111111g week at Sennybridge in Wales each Easter. The
complement or othcr m.inor !asks inclu?ed_ maps, video support library and
the management of umt trammg pubhcat1ons. The latter took three solid
months to son out -but that's another story. The interesting fact here is that
I did not have to look after MT; welcome my replacement W02 Bob Pye
from I IMS Colling1mod - he docs!

ret~med

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
Pre idem: Major General !. 0 . .I. prackling OBE Ma ·ter of ignals
Cl irman o/the Co1111cil: Major General\ . J.P. Robin~ CB ODE
I ice Chairman of the Co1111cil: Colonel K. J. Hadfield Commander Royal School of ig.nals
ecretary and Trea 111-er: Colonel A. F. Caner MBF
,\1embers of the Council
Colonel C. J Walters
Colonel J. K. E'' bank
WOI (YofS) Ha'' ley

Colond W. C. A. Kennedy
Colonel A. C. Cunningham TD
\VOi (Fol ) utfonh MBE

Object: To fo ter the prote sional and technical interest ofU1e Royal Corps of ignal
For dewils a/membership ofrhe Jnsriwrion co11tac1 Colonel A. F. Caner mE. RHQ the Royal Corps of ignals, Blandford, Dorset, DTI I 8RH

A TOUR OF DUTY
SOUTHAMPTON UOTC
. 'ew of my po ting to outharnpton UOTC seems like a lifetime ago!
That happy day dawned in ipo\'O. central Bosnia when the pace of iife
'' ith 4 Annd Bde en. urcd that no real con ideration was given to ''hat lay
ahead. Ha,ing returned to Osnabrnck there were tv,ro piece of advice
'' hich I remembered. One'' as from the QM, Capt Douglas,' ho aid that
I was to go a\\ ay, get tuck in and have a good time - or words to that
effect! Another set of adjective came from the 21C who said, ·Enjoy two
years off' I wi h! My predec or was W02 ·ff Wells. a fine man who
had done a fine job. Hi hand-over/take-over was fa t efficient and he got
out of the wa. quick!)! His departure wa the stan of a well founded
telephone ·Hot Line' brought about by two things. The first was my
appreciation for the total lack of comment., during the hand-over, on
per onalitie within the unit. He obviously presumed it was bener to find
those son of things out for my elf, he was right. The other was a dire need
for informed kno'' ledge on all manner of topic . often on a weekly basis.

The SU OTC Management Team - Ex Topham Hatt - July 1997

JUO John Cload on the lighter side of life- Septembe r 1997
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The unit in outhampton wa well ituated, being physically attached to
two pubs. There were also some 20 drinking establishments within a
couple of hundred yards, although I would doubt any had the licensing
hours the unit had! With the city just next door and military vehicles and
other training facilitie miles away it took a linle getting u ed to. Having
ju t completed an operational U
ATO tour I was launched into a unit
with irregular hours no prospect of the sight of troops for another 14
weeks. This wa together with continual offers of days off. At the other
end of the building wa thi pipe smoking grey haired 'middle-aged' man
who kept saying take more day leave ergeant Major; when the students
get back, you won't kno\ what' hit you! He was the Adjt, Maj Derrick
Heffron 1BE RLC, \\ho had been in the British Army for far too long
and in the unit for longer than I had been in the Briti h Army. Having
enjoyed a busy career, including Pre\ iou time with the TA, I thought I
was ready for anything; I was not ready for the Officer Cadet, in
Southampton's ca e 130 of them with a sprinkling of TA officers and
NCO . The largest dilemma was working out who they were. Officer
Cadets, tudents, officers, potential officers, soldiers, civvies, military
fanatics or just plain alcoholic ? I soon learnt that it was best to look at
each case and score the ind ividual on merit, at the bar!

SUOTC Airhead - Summer Camp 1997
~--------

The 14 Sig Regt 'Enemy Force' at Eastmere village, Thetford
(Summer Camp 1998)

Sarawak Troop - Mast training on the Dorset coast
(September 1997)
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Cambrian Patrol Orders - Summer Camp 1997
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It clearly bccamc apparent that a5sbtance from external units \\a~
There were two R SIG ALS units ''ith \\hich \\C had
afliltatton. The fin,t \~as 202 Sig Sqn, part of 3 (UK) Div at Bulford and
also 63 SAS Sig Sqn. (V) at Thomey I land. Over a period oftY.o years we
used all my ~avours m many comers of the country, more specifically:
3 (UK) Div Sig Regt. Manpower, RRB dets, gcnerators.
14 (EW) Sig Regt. A whole Troop!
21 (AS) Sig Regt. RRB Dct.
l Mech ~de Sig. Sqn manpower, RRB dct, generators
5 (AB) Sig Sela, lnstrnctors, generator
238 Sig Sqn Instructors.
The list is not conclusive, and the opponunity is taken to thank all
members of the Corps who assisted Southampton UOTC during the recent
two years.
Southampton is one of the few OTCs to be blessed with a dedicated
Signals Troop. There is a rank structure consistmg ofa Troop Commander
Se~geant and a number of Junior Under Officers (JUO's). Soon after my
amval I met J O's atalle Zimmer, :vtatt Carter and 'Taff' Davis who
were to form the backbone of my first year in Sarawak Tp. Having been
referred to as the i;>oor relatton of the other Advanced Wing Troops,
namely Imphal (Infantry) and Elhe (Engineer ) it was clear that either
some hard graft or some good PR was required.
A clear ch.ar:actcristic in the average cadet is enthusiasm; lots of it! I
h~ve been privileged to serve two years in a Troop that has been blessed
with man:r keen people, many of whom have been happy to stand up and
teach: This ha set th~ way for a teady improvement in many comms
practice across the u111t. At the top end, the introduction of a more formal
EXCO function has re ulted in standard command and control tasks are
now performed by the Troop as a matter of course. The net result has also
enab_led Troop per onnel to be.marching men, and women, and play a full
pan m the u111t as a whole. Assistance from our sponsor unit continued and
we were pleased to take Sigs Grifiths and Hall from 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt
on Summer Camp to Tregantle Fort. The line exercise was good fun. a
functio.n only surp.assed by dr!n~ing skills and skits on the final night.
Havmg settled mto the U111t 1t was clear that more fun was to be had in
the second year. The summer period was spent on the wanage Railway
during Ex Topham Hatt with _16 Officer Cadets and a number of regular
soldiers. Over a four-week period the team, with the help of staff at 11 Sig
Regt. managed to rescue 160 soldiers, from Charlie Tp (now Kohimia Tp)
and show them another part of Dorset. By October the hierarchy of the
Troop had changed and JUO Matt Carter took over as Troop
Commander a isted by J O's Sonia Taylor, Matt Hall Matt Denby
and Zoe White. Autumn aw the annual pre entation by the' Signal Officer
in Chiefs Recruiting and Liai on Staff. During this we were pleased to
welcome th~ Regt Col, Col Walters, Lt (now Capt) Parkinson from 3
(UK) Div ig Regt and a member of 63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (V). The visit
erved to tunher enhance intere t in the Corp , although it ha to he aid
that ome of those interested ha e since fallen by the wayside.
In .February the Regimental Colonel made a return visit in order to present
the ?1gs P l with his L &GC medal and a was likely all the ordid tale of
Chnstmas tree to come to the fore. It was excellent to see 35 or so ser. ing
and ex-members of the Corp at the event including Capt John Mackay
who had flown m from Bosnia. Sgt Tony Ward who flew in iTom elsewhere
a~d foi:mer members Dee Brookin_g, Lee HiUigenn, Mick 'evill and Andy
Smclair. The event concluded with an 'm your face band. during which
Capt Scott Youngson managed to cupper U1e Regimental Colonel's taxi
arrangements. He eventually left at about three in the morning: the Officer
Cadets were amused as they had never seen a real Colonel out o late before!
MASH 1998 wa to see the Unit with 90 Officer Cadets in Wale
engaging in adventure training activities. JUO 1att Carter assisted the
P I ig a Exercise 21C, and J 0 Zoe \ hite took on mountain of
tores. Grateful thanks a_re extended to Capt Kerry Levens (23 ig qn),
Lt Steve · hort (216 Sig. qn) and gt _Mick Openshaw ( 11 ig Regt)
who a 1 ted 111 the entertamment, on all fronts! Pos ibly the biggest coupe
wa t~e deployment of20 members of the Radio Troop from 226 Sig qn,
14 1g Regt (EW) on this years ummer Camp (held at Thetford in
orfolk). Under the Command of Lt Charlie Roberts, him elf an ex
member of the Unit, the team arrived with SSgt Paul Jude afier an 11 hr
arduous drive from Brawdy (all noted the ab ence of Lt Roberts in the
arri\'al pany). arawak Troop. with its complement of 'wah' regular·
deployed during the first week and were bu y with many ta k . The
dilemma during the training phase ' a one of balance; whether to teach
J 0 Carter about a Bde HQ and it move across the country ide. ig
Mel atmon ho'' to tune a VRC353 or ig Al Copestake ho" 10 look
afler the OC' weapon. Perhaps e en Sig Jonah Jones on ho'' 10 hoot.
Ci;>I_' Daz · !Jordeacai how to drive or LCpl Matt Quinn how to keep a
dnvmg licence! Anyway we had a plan. It imolved HF training, a trip to
the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight at RAF Conningsby, ·ome convoy
instruction, fire fighting with the RAF and a na\ igation quiz on the way
home lto a field) for another barbecue. o well done to LCpl Jeff Fawcett
for leading his team through the as e · ment pomts and Cpl Si Quinlan for
showing the Cadet how to lo ea teddy. prote ional tyle.
A long report, but then it ha certain I seemed like a long tour; it'' a
e:-.trcmely enjoyable, but al o hard work. Before I was po tcd Lt Col
Chris l\lelhuish enquired whether a Technician would be well suited to
the po t. The answer - yes, but do a Yeoman course first or imply accept
the venicle learning curve. ome of the things I will mis·: outhampton,
long ummcr holiday . the enthusia m of the Cadet.. honest opinions.
offers of help from buuing indi\'iduals and the Adjt. :'\1aj Derek Heffron
who retired on the day I lct1afier42 ears and finally of course, my Troop.
Things I "ill not mi s; Batco. equipment acqui ition and attonal
ightmarc Day on Wedne day!
esse~tt~I.
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Chi.twan we took part in elephant wash mg. and went un a boat ri de during
which we saw five crocodiles. On the final afternoon we visited a local
vi llage and met some of the locals. IL made everyone appreciate what life
1s like in a third world country, especially ·incc most of the group had
never lefl Eu rope.
On Sunday 15 November we travelled for eight hours on the bus back to
1Sath111andu where we spent the la ' l two days. During that time we went
s1ghtsec!ng with our gu ide. He took us to Durbar Square and the Royal
Palace m the old part of Kathmandu. We ate out in all the lovely
re. taurants and of course we had to try out some of the bars, just as a smal l
"ind down of course. Wednesday 18 ovember was probably the saddest
day for cv~rybod y, as we had to leave a beautil'ul country where we met so
many special people. We had all realised that there is a lot more to life and
that everybody has got so much to give.
The whole team loved this expedition to cpal, we can't just put it
dm\ n to one th mg. It was everything. The only way to reali e what its like
is by gomg there, and ask any of us, it is worth the world Len times over.

EXERCISE ANNAPURNA BACKSTOP
by Sig Adam, 7 Signal Regime/If

fter month of planning and a lot of hard work. ten young-keen-fit
old1ers, an officer and a 'CO, from the Anny Youth Team in ork.
embarked on a journey ofa lifetime to the roof of the world, epal. Much
fund-mi ing went into the expedition, which included a I OOkm walk in the
Ba' arian Alp and a cocktail party held the night before we left. The 12
member of tl1e Annapurna Backstop team were 2Lt ·Doc· Farrimond,
SSgt ·Paddy· Hammil, Cpl ·Rob' 1urray, LCpl ·Ken ' Barlow, LCpl
·10· Cooper , LCpl 'Lindsay' Kinghorn , LCpl ·Mick· Walker. Sig
·ctaire' Adam. Pte 'Leane' Dick, ig ·Bibbs' Bibby, ig 'Kate' Lean ing
and ig ·q· Qualtrough. Our aim on tlie Exerci e was to trek an arduous
secuon of tlie Annapurna Circuit up to Annapurna Base Camp in order to
de' elop limes and enhance interdependence, endurance and elf-reliance.
The e ''ere all achie,•ed so read on to find out more.
On unday 25 October we made our way Lo London Heathrm by
public rransport. It was quite a scene with all of our army i sued rucksacks
trying to cramble onto the London Underground. We checked in at the
terminal and reali ed tliat we were tlle only We temers on tlie flight,
hardly surprising considering we were flying Biman Banglade h airlines.
The uphol tery on tlie plane was like someth ing out of Austin Powers! The
mu ic and the films on the plane put us in tlie mood for a taste of epal. I 0
hours later we landed in Dhaka, Bangladesh. We then had more than
enough time to have a snooze, to pluck one's eyebrows and to freshen up
before our next flighL Blaming it on jet lag of course Sig Adam and Pte
Dick decided tliey would u e the water to brush thei r Leetli. It is a I 0-day
incubation period fo r worms. They were wame-0! We landed in
Kathmandu mid afternoon. It was amazing. The noise of the horn , the
smell of open sewers on tlle treet and tlie little cafes selling 'fine English
breakfa t. on ly 70 rupees'. Most of all we noticed, tliese people had
notliing but would do anything to make the touri ts welcome. We were
treated like royalty almost all of tlle time. We spent a day here getting
organi ed and then it was off for a 6hr-bus journey to Pokhara where we
would begin our 12-day trek.
On the Wednesday night we stayed at the British Gurkha Camp, it
would be our last night ofluxury. Early Thursday morn ing we et offfTom
'\:ew Bridge to Tikhedunga. It was a short 3hr wa lk to acclimatise and to
get used to carrying our rucksacks tliat would be on our backs for the next
11 days. Each night we stayed in teahouses. Our JSMEL, who had been
before, said that we would be living on dal bha1 for the duration. This
would make it easier for the meals to be prepared and considering that the
.:ooks basically worked in the dark on small gas stoves it wou ld make it
easier for them. But, oh no, not 12 soldiers. ig Bibby wi th hi chips and
omelettes and 2Lt Farrimond eating ix meals at one sitting, we just
kne" that we would ha\'e to allow at least two hours stopping for each
meal!
•.:e continued to make our way around the circuit we had chosen to do,
all tllc time knO\\ ing that we had to get to Annapurna Base Camp si tuated
at 4170 metres above sea level, bea ring in mi nd that we had started off
atl300 metres. The weather wa hot, the sweat poured otr us, we drank
gallons of mineral ,. ater, hut still we kept plodding. We moved furtlier up
through the \'alleys, onto Ghorepani, Poon Hill, Tadapani , Ghandrung,
Chromrong, Himalaya and finally arriving at MBC (3700m) on
Wednesday 4 \.ovembcr. Only another 500 metres to climb and we would
ha'c achie\'ed our aim. We were woken at 4.30 in the morning Lo begin
this final chmb. It wa a cold-crisp autumn morning and we started a slow
but tead} trek up the mountain. When we arrived the sun was just starting
to come up O\'er Lhe Annapumas. It was a glorious sight. The sen e of
:ich1e\ement was felt between us all. We had made it in one piece, witl1 all
of our kit and w itli all the member~ of the team. From where we had
tarted the trek, the Annapurna mountain range had seemed so far away
from u and yet here we were on Thursday S O\ember standing right in
front of them. The feeling is so hard to explain.
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We then began our descent back to Pokhara. lL had become an enjoyable
routine of walking, admiring the view, taking a cold hower and u ing the
'hole in the ground' toile~. particularly for Cpl Murray. During the day
however, he sa" a lot of the trees and the bu he ! Very few injuries
occurred during the trek that was quite surpri ing. However, ig Leaning
had an accident in the toilet and 2Lt Farrimond tell down a sewer- what a
combination. On the return journey we thought we would be going
dov..11hill but at one stage we had to climb 2020 teps to Chromrong. We
were all till smil ing on arrival at the teahouse. Each night on the trek we
were entertained by our porters who would play tlie drum , sing and dance
to epali music. Each night we were asked to join in and it would have
been very di re pectful if we were to tum down the inviwtion of learning
more about their culture. On our final night of the trek, in appreciation, the
porters and our guide Babu Ram decided that it wa their tum to cook us a
meal. So they made us a curry and a mas ive chocolate cake. It was
definitely the be t food I had tasted on the trek. We could trust the meat as
we had seen the chickens being killed. We celebrated witli the new friends
we had made by drinking rum tea (later forgetting about the tea) and beer,
and of course not forgetting our nightly dancing and inging.
On Monday 9 ovember we concluded our trek in tl1e Annapurna
Region and made our way back to Pokhara. Here we had a days rest.
Relaxing by the lake, sightseeing, hopping for ouven irs and probably the
most memorable part was eating at the Everest Steak House. Here they
served buffalo steak, which was superb. We left Pokhara on the
Wednesday a it was now time to head off for the white waters of Nepal
where we pent two exhilarating days rafting. We rafted from Malinga to
Fi hling, here we stayed overnight on the beach in tents. In the evening we
sat round a big fire and chatted about the expedition so far. This was also
the tart of a touch of food poisoning for tlie group, still nobody really
knows what caused it, however it wa notlling seriou . The next morning
the males in the group decided that they didn't want to shave in the
freezing cold river and so begged to wait until the sun came out. However,
bei ng an officer, 2Lt Fa rrimond , decided to show the guys how brave he
was by shaving. ot so that day! Today was the day that 'Bob' dec ided to
join us and we lien realised we had some stifT competition. ' Bob' was a
dead human floating ham1lessly down the river. Not rea lly what you
expect to see two metres in front of you while shav ing! The rap ids were
sometime small howe er we did experience some fa irly scary moments.
We did a lot of swimming and jumped off rocks. For some of us a little
helping foot was needed by LCpl Walker - cheers Mick! We concluded
the white water rafiing phase at Panchkilo where we had lunch on the
beach. We then headed off to the bus once again and travelled on for Phase
3 - Chit wan ational Park.
The heat wa e'en more inten e here. Our journey into the Park was by
a small wooden boat. It took four trips to get the team and the belongings
across. We tayed in tents that were similar to 12 by 12s witll a thatched
roof. Once at Chitwan we went for jungle walks. We were excited at the
thought of this as we were expecting lions, tigers and bears. In Lead we
smelt tiger wee, looked al rhino poo and ate leaves from a tree. However,
later that day we rode on elephants. Lt was magn ificent. All of a sudden the
elep h ant.~ would begin to make a lot of noise and start charging in to the
bushes. The elephants had surrounded a rhinoceros and were chasi ng it
into the water. It was great to see wild life in its natura l habitat. But tl1e
worst was yet to come. The elephants went wild aga in . This time they had
spotted two bears. In 1993 the park dec ided to name them the Sloth Bear.
These bears arc extremely dangerocs and ki ll a handful of locals every
year. Three elephants decided to surround the bear, it ra n toward u. but
soon backed down. It was easy to see who the King of the Jungle was now.
Later the rest of the group came across the bears. This time the bear went
to attack the back of the elephant. The elephant pushed up again t the tree
temporarily crushing Cpl Murray's legs. Additionall y while we were in
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The Never End ing Staircase

Day 1 of the Trek

The Team at Annapurna Ba s e Cam p

2Lt fina lly d iscove rs what a Trunk Node is!

S ig Bibby, LCpl Coope r, Pte Dick and 2Lt Farrimond
enjoy the Hot Spring

LCpl Kinghorn finds a friend
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BRIEF HISTORY OF BOY ENTRANTS TO THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS

EXERCISE ZAMBEZI BACKSTOP

by Lt Col D. I'. Herring. R. Signals
FORE\\ORD
It mu. t be borne in mmd that during th period co,· red b) thi arti I the
·hool I ·a' mg age "a. 1 4 vears and children of that age were e\.pected to
"m their kc :p. e'en r .:·J,eciall) \\hen living at !1?mc. pprentice hip.
\\ere not e;lS) 10 obtain.·. ·ere poorl) paid, and co11d111ons were hard. lt.wa
not un ·ommon for children a. young as I 0 •cars old to start their military
careers in earlier ume b\ carrymg the annour and weapon. of old1ers on
campaign. \Ian) of them \\ere the _on of oldiers who c farnili followed
the am1). \\'i,es of soldiers i,.illed m battle "ere often taken over by other
)ldiers <'r cooked and cleaned for them. There were many dmrnmer boy
and buglers killed in the course of battles prior to 1914 Mo t of the oldiers
killed in both the Great wars \\ere young people under 25 years o!age._ From
th1. it" ill be understood that the offer of a career with an appren11cesh1p wa
ought after and thi wa recogni ed by the gO\ ernment of the time as a
grod imesunent. The) could afford to be elecllve.
PRE 1939
In 1919 the Signal er\'ice Royal Engineers wa located at Mar field
Park. u: ·e:1.. HO\\ e\ er, in 19:! I thi unit became the Corps of ignals. The
ignal en ice RE had al that time a number of boys who were being trained
as- ignal Mechanics. Operators and Trumpeters. TI1e latter were al-o trained
as Wheelwrights and mith : thi was later changed to Despatch Riders.
In 1921 the e boys were transferred to the ne\\ ly formed Corp of
ignal and thus began the tradition of Appremice Boy in what became
the Royal Corp of ignal .
.
.
In 1923 the War Office introduced a policy for the recrunmem of boy ·
aged between 14 and IS years of age. Emry was by competitive
examination, 60% of which would be trained as operators, 40% In trument
l\1echanic and I 0 Trumpeters. Education would be aimed at the Anny
ccond Cla s Certificate and ome up to Arn1y First Clas Certificate.
SB: in those days a second clas certifica1e was required for promotion
up to sergeant andfirst class 10 11-'arra/I/ O.tficer.
In 1925 the ignal Training Centre moved from 1aresfield Park to
Catterick
Jn 1926 occurred a rede ignation of Company names, which were
lettered A B C etc in those day . At that time the boy were trained
along ide the Adults in their Companie but the deci ion to segregate them
wa- made and F Company became boys only with a Cadre of adults for
training and administration. Thus the first Royal Corps of ignals Boys
Company fom1ed to train boy from the age of 14 years to 18 years in the
trades required by the orp .
In 1933 the Education Centre at Kemme] Lines, Catterick wa
con tructed pecifically for the educational training of boy oldier in F
Company. It was considered that selected boy were an excellent ource of
trade men required by the modem anny. It \ as a condition of their
recruitment that the e boys would continue \\ ith their formal educational
training. For many it was a second bite at the cherry.
By 1939. at the onset of the Second World War, F Company consisted of
I 0 Apprentice Boys and 10 trumpeters. 60% of which were under training
as Operators, 20"/o as Instrument Makers and 20"Ai Electrician Signals.
Operator boys spent 18 months at the Post Office chool in the middle of
th ir course. After this they did a considerable amount of lineman training.
Poor operators were mustered as linemen. Recruitment of boys was stopped
probably because all available resources were required LO train adults.
POST 1942
By 1942 there remained some 50 F Company Boys who were due to
pass out into mans sen•ice in that year. The \V3f Office decided to
recommence the recruitment of boys and so the Boy Company Royal
ignals was forn1ed in Catterick as a Company of the 1st Trades Training
Battalion, Royal Corps of Signal . In those days the Corps wa formed
into Battalions a ifit were an infantry unit and companies were called A,
B, C. etc. Hence the pre-war name of the Boys Company wa F Company.
To this day boys \\ho trained pre 1939 are known as F Company Boy .
The change to Squadrons occurred later when it was decided that as the
Corp "as originally a mounted unit and had its origins in the Royal
Engineers, they should properly be called Regiments and quadrons. In
April 1942 the fir:.t of the new generation of Apprentice Tradesmen, called
Boy Ts arrived in Catterick to start their training firstly as soldiers and
econdly as tradesmen. They were greeted by a number of F Company
boys who had been recruited in 1939 and were still too young to go to war.
The e F Company Boy became the barrack room CO's of these new
recruits who ''ere no doubt made aware of their inferiority.
RE R ITT 1.E. T
All Boy entrants were recruited through the normal recruiting offices
usmg the competiti,·e exam system first used in 1921, throughout the
country. They were required to meet certain educational standards and sat
an examination at the Recruiting Centre. This was no simple exam as I
recall and most of the boys were of Grammar School standard. They were
to be between the ages of 14 and 15 years, no older. About 1943 it was
decided that older boys could be accepted into the army up to the age of
16. These boys were classified as General Duties Boys (G/D Boy) and
they \\ere to be tramcd in the lower kills of lineman etc. In fact many of
them \\ere trained in the higher skill and did equally well in their chosen
can:cr. A these G 1D boys arrived at irregular intervals they did not fit in
well w 1th thee tabli hed twice yearly intake. Many joined cour es late
whibt others attended specially adapted courses. All entrants were
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required to "gn on for e1gtn yca1> \\ ilh the Colour and four year on the
re cn·e from an ·r the age ol 18 year>. They were comm itted on entry.
TRAI ING
Education ,\II entrants \\ere required to complete a six-week Drill
and Duties course und.:r their drill s.::rgcant. (they could be returned to
ciYilian life but this \\as quite rare). They were al o required to attend
education classes in F.ngh. h, lathcmatics, Geography and Map Reading,
to prepan: for sittin!! the \nny First Cla ·s Certificate of Education. It wa
arranged to be taken oYcr two years, half of~he subjects were taken in each
year and e:-.amm •d separately. On complet1on of the exam the certificate
wa. awarded. Thi qualifkation wa~ required for promotion to Warrant
Officer. Those" ho c<'mpleted the First Cius Exam were further train.::d in
French. Cnglish(C),
la~hcmatt~s (B) and P~1ysics. (E&~) which
comprised the Arm) 'pecml Ccruficate of Education Tl11S certificate was
required for entry to C'ommissi?ne~ Officer Rnn.k._
.
Trade Trainin" - At the b.::gmnmg Trade Tram mg was undertaken with
the adult but gr~dually the Company obtained its own facilities and
eventually became ·omp!.:tel) separa te from the men. All entrants were
required to train as Operators \.\'ireless and Linc (OWL)_ for their first year
of en ice. t that tage they were abk to end and receive Morse Code at
up to 20 ,~ords per minute, although the actual trade test wa set at 12
WPM . oice 1:ioocedures were also taught and tested as a part of this
training. During this first year the entrants were given aplitude te ts to
enable them to be graded for the next tage of their training. These Test
were called D & P Tesb and were early attempts to a ses intelligence.
On completion of the first year the intakes were divide up into different
quads by trade and ompletcd their training over the next two years.
Traininu for the technician trades was re tricted to those who expressed a
de ire to become technicians and "ho had performed atisfactori ly as
operator . The trade which were taught were as follows:Opcrator Wireless and Line (OWL B 11)
Openitor Wire le s & Keyboard (OWK A 111)
Operator Keyboard & Line (OKL B 11
Radio Mechanic (1Uv1 A 111)
Telegraph Mechanic (TM A 111)
Line fechanic (LM A 111)
Lineman PL
Lineman Field
,\.B: The de ig11ation A I I I reflected the pay scale of the recipient who
were able to progress 10 A I 1he highest rate for the trade. B trades we1t?
paid on a lower scale.
Before leaving the Company all boys were taught to drive cars, trucks
(3Ton) and motor cycle and took a driving licence examination. At 18
years they were ready and willing to get out there and practice their trades.
Many of them left the army after eight year and led successfu l lives in the
community a civilian .
It is worthy of note that many of tho e remained for a full career of 22
years whil t others were commi ioned, one of the ex F Company Boys
reached the top of the tree and became ignal Officer in Chief (Major
General) ''hil t others were brigadiers and colonels. A large number became
Quartem13sters in the Corps and specialist Officers uch a , Technical
Officers Telecommunications (TOT). Traffic Officers (TO) and MT Officers
(MTO). Today these appointments still exist and are filled by Late Entry
Officers; the current designation of those commissioned directly from the
ranks. In 1948 tho e boys remaining in Catterick were transferred 10 the AAC
Harrogate. They took with them the tradition of Royal Signals and for some
it was not a happy marriage. Their esprit de Corps went with them and they
acquitted themselve well in all fields until in the fullness of time they all
passed out into the Corp . By 1945 there were ome 350 boys under training.
POST 1948
In 1948 the MoD made a decision to combine all Army Apprentice
training for the anny at a new facility in Harrogate. This meant that all of the
Corps who had apprentices had to end them there for training. The Anny
Apprentices School at Harrogate wa given to the Royal Anny Education
Corps to run and the military side was handed over to the Guards. aturally
that was the beginning of the end but it was not to last as before long the RE
and Rf.ME decided to take back their boys and the AAC became Royal
Signals only. The original concept of a school of 1000 boys wa dropped and
in 1987 the AAC closed. The remaining boys were ent to Blandford to be
trained there, but shortly after it was decided that there was no need for
apprentices as the school leaving age was 16 years giving insufficient time to
train the boys at a special establishment. The deci ion to set up a combined
Regiment for all the Corps at Arborfield with a squadron for each an11 was
made with training as adults after completion of their induction courses. For
the moment that is the status of apprentice training. They arc back wh re they
started in 1929 being trained with the adults at Blandford, the new home of
the Royal Corps of Signals, after their basic training at Arborfield
OTHER BOY ORGA ISATIO SIN THE ROYAL IGNALS
There have been other boys training schools set up for the army and in
particular R ignals. These were for Junior Leaders, boys who were too
old lo go to AAC I !arrogate. but before AA there was a Junior Leader
Squadron at Beverley, Yorks. This Squadron moved to ewton Abbott in
Devon. There was also a Junior Leaders
quadron at Ouston,
orthumberland. All these boys entered the Corps at 18 and were trained
as tradesmen with the adults at Cattcrick.
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A grey cold Saturday 3 October saw a group often AFCE T personnel

a.:~semb lc 11~ Brunssum, Holland for transport to whisk them away toward
Frankfun a1~port and then on to Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, to take part in
Ex Zambc~1 . Backstop. The group, led by Capt Martin Fielding, and

made up ol eight other members of the Royal Signals plus one member of
the RAF. had been i.n trai~1ing f~r the exped ition since May. The training
~a~l involved Kay~kmg, Pf sessions and treks; we were now going to sec
1f It would pay oil.
SU DAY 4 OCTOBER
Afte~ 15 h?urs of flying the team finally arrived m Victoria Falls.
Followmg a trip to the Bureau De Change, where we discovered that we
were all now, what could only be described as very wealthy. We were then
take~ onto what would be our base for the next two weeks, a basic but
comfortable backpackers lodge on the edge of town . Whilst some
members of the team went off to carry out rccce's for the various activities
and discover how great African bureaucracy can be, the remainder spent
omc ti me acclimati ing and discovermg the charms of the town. After
!went. minute> the main c~arms had been discovered in the shape of
E\plorers bar and the Downllml' club as well as local ~pecialities sampled
, well. local beers anyway!)

TUESDAY 6 OCTOBER
Trek Day One: At 9:00 am packs loaded, large amounts of water being
c.amed we set off on the trek with our guide named okay, (whose sense of
t1mmg was out a~ everywhere was just 15 minutes away). For some reason
he seemed to thmk we were on a CFT or so it felt with the pace he wa~
seumg. Once out of town we moved off the roads and into the bush. With
the tempernture already into the thirties the going was tough and water
consumption very high. As liming goes, this was probably the worst
moment to start experiencing food po~soni~g. as Billy 'Biggins' Gilro~
became the first of four LO complam of stomach problems caused,
apparently, by the local yumba cheese! Aller four hours hard walking we
fi!1ally rcach~d the top ol the g?rge and we were greeted with a spectacular
v1c:-v of the river. The descent mto the gorge wa at be L treachcrou \\ ith a
series of steps and ladder held together by pieces of wire and stakes,
which had often worked loose. Cpl Chris 'Don't like the sun' Eckett now
became the secon~ victim of stomach problems during a knee hammering
descent. On reachmg the bottom of the gorge the group split into two for
the next _leg that wa to a campsite for the night with the packs of Billy
' Buzz Light Weight' Gilroy and Chris Eckett having to be carried by
SSgt 'Quarke' Jexander-High and Sgt Rob Ash.

A quick water stop on the trek. Nice hats lads!
. The conditions in the gorge were beyond anything we had expected
with no shade and no path, ju l an undulating line of boulders to cramble
over. With temP_Crarures now into the high thirties and heat reflecting off
the rocks the gomg, to ay the least wa tough. After another break which
aw Sgts Jon Hatch and Si ice going through the 'Vumba' motions we
finally reached a campsite by the side of the river and pitched camp for the
night. After a quick dip in the river, during which Sgt Andy Chalmers
s.cared all wildlife away by going natural, dinner was eaten by the then
llred and ~ungry team and all settled down for the night. only to be
regularly d1 turbed by Chris Eckett and his impres ion ofa man about to
die. end of day core: Zambezi Backstop 0 Vumba Chee e 4.

The group at the Livingstone statue
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Sean Alexander High,
LCpl 'Scouse' Mcloughlin, Sgt Si Nice,
SSgt Andy Chalmers, Cpl Chris Eckett, Cpl Phil Heron,
Capt Martin Fielding (OC exped). Sgt Rob Ash
Front Row (L-R): Cpl Billy Gilroy (RAF), Sgt Jon Hatch
MO DAY 5 OCTOBER
Our first fi.1ll day, more acclimati ation, and forced change in our
plans. We agreed to meet for lunch at what can only be de cribed a a
shining example of colonialism. The place: The Victoria Fall Hotel if you
have the means I'd recommend it. Sitting on the patio sipping cocktails
with our food, we were told of the changes to our trek plans. One~ we
moved away from th.:: delight of the hotel some went to check into
kayaking, others to look at the falls or around to' n. It was at this point our
RAF team member chose to show hi true colour and bought him elf a
safari waistcoat which when worn gave him a certain resemblance to
hristophcr Biggins.
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WED ESDAY 7 OCTOBER
Trek Day Two: An early start at about 5:00am. Chris had made no
improvement on hi condition overnight and we oon realised that we
would have to split hi pack up between the rest of the team. By 9:00 an1
the sun had hit the gorge and U1e heat was becoming a relentless force to
contend with. The terrain onc<! again hindered u and we were covering
ground at a much lower rate than planned, around lkm per hour, with
plenty of to~ required. After 7km we reached rapid number I the aptly
named Obliv1on, and rested up for a few hour . Due to Chri ' condition
the decision wa made to end th trek early and leave the gorge. The walk
out was by no mean ea y for anyone. even tho e who hadn't eaten the
cheese. We were met at the top by tran pon, which carried a very tired and
relieved group back to ictoria Fall .
THURSDAY 8 OCTOBER
Trek Day Three (Well it hould have been): Original!} planned as the
final day of the trek; a change of plan wa undertaken to fill \\hat would
have been an idle adrenalin free day, with a moment of sheer terror-a
bungi-jump off the ictoria FilL bridge! One hundred and fourteen metre
trnight down, with only kni.cker ela tic to keep you alive. Before heading
out to the bndge where the JUmp take place, the Zambezi Backstop Golf
Cla sic wa played on the beautiful Elephant Hill golf course. The result
being that the QC expedition won the match, but only afler he in 1 ted on
ha ing a 28 hot handicap for 9 holes. Eventually we trooped out omo the
bridge, and made our leap of faith. The 0 . of course. led tht! "a} (the
draw for jump order \\a n 't rigged) and like lemming the remainder
follo,~ed. A special mention must be made or LC pl · cou ·e · '\tcloughlin
and h1 auempt to fly. o maner how hard you flap tho c arn1s }Oil will
still go downwards.
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FRID \' 9 0
OBER
. .
Re t Dll': EYervonc took adYantagc of the da) to rest and sort the1~ kit.
Folio\\ ·d in the e\ening b) a game \ iewing cmi .c dO\\ n the nvcr.
IJnfortunateh ome one forgot to tell the game. Each ume we got clo. ~ to
n\ animal the) made a :harp exit. but a ide ~om that a plea ant eYe111ng
":i. had b) all. \\'atching the ·unset n~ we dnftcd do\\ n the nver whilst
enjoying a beer or l" o.
:.\TLRD \' 10 ocr BER
.
AImo t Ka) a king: Ha' ing f?und Ot!t late Hie pre:1ous duy tl1a1 w_e
"ould not be able to !!Ct the required ka) k equipment tor th~ day. a day s
·afari "a arranged in the ational Park. morning game dnve ~oll?w1~g
the line of the Chobe Ri\er gayc us all the chance to see plenty ot wild life
up do. c in their natural urrounding , a definite in~provement ~n <;'hester
Zoo. Aller lunch it was all on board for a game crutse, where ~h1 ume "e
,3,, plcntv. managino 10 get right up to a H1ppopo1amu . Thi~ prompted
pknt) of comment ~ gt Jon ' Hippo Hunter' Hatch about l11s prenou.
night' conque t.
' DAY 11 OCTOBER
Kayak Familiarisation: fter having to bodge some rel?airs onto the
kayaks we had hired (die black nasty tape always comes ~n handy) we
found ou~elve at rapid three for the day, geumg use to the !ugh volu~11c of
water. Under the e:uidance of our re ident experts Rob Ash and Buzz
Light\\eight' Gilr~y, even such kaya.~ing novice" a Si Nice managed to
Sta} upright temporanly. Longe t swim of tl1c day .to .ean Alexa~der
Hioh \\ho \\'a last een floating toward rapid four with h1 kayak doing a
g~ impres ion of the Titanic. Most stylish kayaker goe to gt Andy
Chalmers \\ho eemed to be wearing a tutu as opposed to a spray deck.
l\lONDAY 12 OCTOBER
Ka\ak Pha e Day One: The tart of the main kayaking phase opened
up at rapid number four. A gentle grade three to start the day'.whi.ch wa .
ju t enough to giYe a taste of what \~as to come. ome ~fthe h1ghhghts ol
the day included rapid number eight with two possible Imes. We all
eemed to lo e control of our senses at this point and chose to take the 'go
big' line known as tar Trek. With ju t the expert making it tl~rough, the
remainder decided to try it from other angles (generally upside dow_n).
Thi turned out to be an excellent te t of our buoyancy aids. Once you ve
been thrown around a few time under water, up can be a difficult
direction to find. The next rapid called 'commercial uicide' turned out to
be an excellent te t of our sandals as we took the sensible option and
walked around. A name like that i only gained through good reason. i:~e
rest of the day saw u through uch aptly named place as the Devil
Toilet Bowl. the Wa hing Machine, Three Sisters, tl1e Mother and the
lel!endarv Oblivion. Which is made up of a harp drop and three very large
waves one of which is bound to get you. A mention must go to Billy
Gilroy who achieved the fastest ejection ever while in a Duo (a type of
two-man kayak), leaving Si ice at the front of the kaya~ to shoot th~
remainder of Morning Glory underwater. Kayaking novice Cpl Phil
Heron showed us how its done by being one of only two people to
complete number twenty three upri°ght, the other being resident Kayak
l!uru Rob A b. Rapid twenty-three also saw the end for the day and ume
to camp up for the night
T ESDAY 13 OCTOBER
Kayak Phase Day Two: The day saw a much more leisurely day with
long s'tack areas of water to follow as the gorge opened up into Crocodile
water. ot the best place to practice rolling a Duo, Rob Ash, e pecially if
you don't achieve it. There were some lightly more technical rapids;. as
well as longer rapids such as arrows One. Two and Three. Due to the size

Cpl Ph il Heron riding his luck through rapid number twenty three
of ome ofthc rapids, portage around wa requi red. Though Rob Ash and
Billy Gilroy were usually willing to play with tl~e big water. Tl~e final
rapid of the day gave some close calls due to the t1 gh tn7s of the line and
the rock on ei ther ide, which seemed for a. few a little too dos~ for
comfort. The day fini hed at a proposed dam site for the Zambezi wtth a
long walk out to our camp ite for the night ~here the OC had arranged for
beer and food to be dropped off for u . A fitung end to the kaya.k ph<~se, as
we S\ apped storie and watch the un drop below the surroundmg hill .
WEDNESD Y 14 OCTOBER
Return to Victoria Falls: An early pick up from our camp ite saw us
back to our lodge fo r lunch. after a bone- haking ride. Once showered and
uitably refre hed the group went to\ iew the falls and have the obligatory
Wire photo taken. The falls themselve are an awe ome sight, even though
they were not in full flow at the time.
(Editor: Whal happened to the 'obliga101y' WIRE photo?)
THURSAYISOCTOBER
For our linal day we decided to get back on the water, .and this time
white water raft do" n the ri er for the morning. The raft guides Sven and
May, seemed to think that they w~re on some s.ort of mis ion to traumati e
the whole group. This generally mvolved turnmg .the raft over as oflen as
possible in a big a water as pos 1ble. Perhap \his was the reason Andy
Chalmers eemed to pend the morning hiding in the bottom of the raft,
though hO\\ Billy Gilroy could fall out with the slightest ripple of water
remains a mystery. Aller the lunch top we chan&ed to Body B?ards to try
and ·surf the river. An experience well worth trymg but very tmng all the
same. Going into the third wave at Oblivion was compared to mnnmg
head on into an All Black fullback, a de cription that didn 't seem far from
the truth. By the end of the day we thought we were more proficient than
we actually were, though I'm con inced our Barrel Rolls were pretty
impres ive.
FRIDAY 16 OCTOBER
The final day found us witl1 just enough time to souvenir shop and to
have a last couple of cocktails and lunch . Some mor~ than others, or
perhaps it was ju l jet lag that affected John Mcloughlin ?n an mternal
flight! It was soon time, to move and make the return tnp t~ Holland
where it was only as we expected, cold and grey. A great expenence.wa
had by all and Zimbabwe i highly recommended as an expedition
location. It just remains to thank Capt Fielding for arranging the
expedition and all others who supported us and helped make the
expedition a succes .

INVESTORS IN PEOPLE
A unit perspective to gaining the award
by Maj S. C. Green BSc (Hons), MIIE (Elec}, TEM
WHAT I IIP ALL ABO T?
1 first became aware of llP whil t casually reading 'Focu ', the MOD
Journal. In it was a list of the late l awards for Investors In People (llP)
and third from the top was a Territorial Army (TA) unit which sparked a
ca ual enquiry that became a route to my Regiment joining a elect few
Army units. This was in early 1997 and 16 months later, 34 (Northern)
Signal Regiment (Volunteer ) has gained UP accreditation for its TA,
Regular. and Civil ervice staff covering five TA Centres (TACs) across
the North East of England.
The first point of contact was the local Training & Enterprise Council
(TEC), in our case this was the Tees Valley TEC. Each TEC has an llP
ad' isor who is there to promote the standard within their region. Initial
meetings and a visit to the Regiment by the advisor gave encouragement
and an early realisation that llP really i about people and their part in the
'corporate goal'. llP i intended to focus Training & Development (T&D)
,,.. ithin a bus mess organisation ultimately towards greater profit, output
and competiti\enc . For a military unit this business output equates to
Military Capability (~C) and, as the Army generally considers the soldier
1t most valued a set, the standards seemed ideally suited to improving
umt tandards. The Army, The Royal Corps of Signals and the Regiment
had so many different sy terns already in place, it was difficult to see
\\here \\e might be going wrong- ifat all. The first step was to see how the
umt measured up again t the llP standard th.at is measured against 23

different indicators, in the areas of Commitment, Planning, Action and
Evaluation.
THE PRINCIPLES OF INVESTORS I

PEOPLE

The II P standard is based on four principles:
COMMITME T to develop all employees to achieve the
organisations goals and targets.
PLA and regular review of the trai ning and development needs
of people throughout their employment.
ACTIO to meet the training and development needs of people
throughout their employment.
EVALUATIO of the organisations investment in training and
development to assess achievement and improve future
effectiveness.

MOTIVATING FACTORS
A more detailed investigation of the indicators revealed that llP 1s
largely common sense and good leadership - qualities that hould abound
in plenty in any Anny unit. For a TA unit conducting all of its Class 3 and
2 trade training in house, much of its recruit and promotion training, and
all of its continuation training, it was a good method of self-evaluation and
of focusing meagre resources more efficiently. In addition TA units
undertake their own publicity, advertising and recruiting, therefore llP
would provide another avenue for raising awareness with local employer
and potential recruits. The annual turnover of personnel within the
Regiment was around 20%, . ome of which is quite normal and healthy,
some of which could possibly be eliminated by more effective training and
career management. At this time, the MoD was still defining its own
policy regarding llP, so no guidelines existed, and more importantly no
rules existed to prevent the unit commencing accreditation. I consider the
main benefits to be gained by llP are at unit level. Whilst it could be
argued that the Army or MoD, as a corporate body, would provide the best
top level solution, the higher up the chain-of-command IIP is applied the
more removed from the workforce the principles become, and some of the
potential effectiveness i diluted.
AUTONOMY AND AUTHORITY
An initial hurdle to be overcome was to prove that the requirements by
II P• UK) for both authority and autonomy were satisfied. A short
ju Hfication was submitted to the TEC advisor who supported the
Rei;iment'. application. As a subordi nate unit, we were granted written
aut11ority from both OPCON and ADM! CON Brigade Headquarters.
Alt'1ough the case for both authority and autonomy is, I agree, debatable
for 1 unit, in broad terms we satisfied sufficient criteria (only 3 from Sare
req•iircd) as follow;.
'\fandatory
•The unit had a separate written but flexible plan that set the unit's
goa I. and target .
•Devises and implements its own plan for the T&D of staff and has
authority to change it.
• ontrols resources that support T&D within the unit.
Other Organisational Features
• Has separate financial and management accounts.
• Has a branding identity that is separate from any parent organisation.
• Is the main focu for loyalty for its staff.
ROUTE TO ACHIEVEMENT
As a benchmark exercise, lo detern1ine hoy, close we were to meeting
the standard, the TEC offered a model questionnaire for Managers
(Sergeants and above) and Employees (all ranks), thi wa completed by
120 members of the Regiment during a PTARMIGA Deployment
Exerci e in April 1997. The advice and bench marking are all conducted
free of charge by the TEC, o thi offered the unit, at the very least, a
method of detennining the current effectiveness of our T&D, effectively
an extemal audit. The result were very encouraging, quoted as ' the best
initial survey result the Tees Valley TEC has ever een '. From a randing
tart, and using a questionnaire in llP terminology, we were about 80%
effective at meeting the standard. The results, however highlighted the
following areas for improvement, which from previous ADTN articles
appear common to many:
•There was a lack of readily available information on T&D
•The civilian staff felt woefully neglected.
• ome managers did not want to take responsibility for T&D matters
for subordinates.
•There was a general feeling that individuals did not appreciate their
position and contribution towards the 'mission'.
•There was a lack of communications in the internal chain-ofeommand.
• There was a very distinct difference of perception between employees
and manager - the workforce was not as well looked after as the
managers had thought!
In tcnns of the four areas, we were certainly lacking in the amount of
evaluation we were doing, at tl1e three constituent levels: individual,
squadron and regimental. Most of tl1ose surveyed thought the unit was
committed, but there was ome uncertainty about how thi was planned
and what action was related to improving tandards. The detail provided
from the evaluation of the results m~ant that problem areas could be
related to sites, such as quadrons or troops; group of individuals, such as
managers or employees; and type of employees uch as civilian, TA or
Regular
As a method of providing incentive to the dispersed squadron the
results were promulgated to squadron commanders for their own
evaluation and to encourage 'problem owner hip'. Although the initial
aim was to develop squadron action plans many of the problem area ' ere
o common to each site it was decided to have one ba ic regimental plan.
The Regiment is dispersed over five geographical si tes at; Middle broug~.
Darlington, Leeds, Newca tie-upon-Tyne and Hull. For th~ umt. to gam
accreditation assessment would have to be undertaken on 111d1v1dual at
each site. Th~ugh evidence of compliance i submitted :is a portfolio, an
on- itc assessment i also carried out on at lea t I0% of the workforce.
Providing unre tricted acces to an exter'lal assessment body on a random
selection of the soldiers under command could be th Commandmg
Officer' ultimate test - or nightmare! From !hi initial evaluation an
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action plan "'as devised, each serial specifically targeted at one or other of
the 23 indicators. ome of the primary means used to 1mpro\e our 1 &D
are outlined below·
• Regimental Training ln~truction. A baseline document that sp~ died
both the Regimental frame work and the CO's annual training plan w:1'
lacking as a formal document. The Regimental Training In trucuon
published the guidelim:s, from sources such as the Signal Officer-in-Chief
(Army) Policy Directives SOinC (A) PDs and Royal Signals TA Traininl!
Objectives (TATOs). In addition this framework document was used t;>
introduce Systems Approach to Training (SAT) techniques for the much
needed post-training evaluation. For any Training Officer the
Management of Training Course (ADP Code 5767) at the Anny School of
Training Support is a highly recommended qualification In addition to
conducting the unit's own Internal Validation (l'JVAL). a form y,a
introduced to justify both the need for pccified courses and to evaluate the
benefits gained from specific training 2 months after its completion.
Chapters covered training systems for Ofticer & Soldier Careers,
Management Training, T&D Policy and tructure, Trade Training, Recruit
Training, Continuation Training (J\TDs etc) and Adventure Training (AT).
Distributed widely and hung on T&D otice Boards, there was no excuse
for not having access to the information considered missing during the
initial survey.
• T&D otice Boards. At each TAC a large notice board was found in a
prominent place, to act as the focal point for course information, trawls for
assistance to Regular units and operational tours, Post Exercise Reports
(PXRs), and also the sub-unit record of training achievement. A Royal
Signals specific Training matrix was modelled howing the sub-unit's
nominal roll vertically against the ideal career path horizontally. By using
a simple model to show career progres ion and the cour e or training
required to attain the next rank it quickly gave a graphical representation
of the unit's T&D state. omeone had to be reading it, as several inked-in
corrections appeared. In essence this illustrated the formal training
required to progress from the bottom rung of signaller to the top of bemg
the quadron Sergeant Major.
•Promotional Publicity for T&D. As internal communication were so
vital, and in some areas were so lacking, several methods were employed
to promote T&D. The unit issued to every soldier the annual training
calendar of events and bright colourful Regimental Mission Statement
posters were displayed everywhere in the unit lines and communications
vehicles. ln addition, personal ATD record cards were produced and
individually issued. All meetings and briefings were ·encouraged' to have
a T&D aspect. After 6 months to overhear a young oldier ay to another 'Oh that's to do with Investing-in-People' was joy indeed to the Training
Major's ears.
• Induction and Indoctrination. A part of an overall change to the
culture of T&D all aspects of presentational material was examined for
quality, accuracy and relevance to the Mission. Special relevance is placed
on sub-unit recruit rooms at each TAC and to the indoctrination packs
issued to all potential recruit . In addition the Regimental Yeoman of
Signals completed a review of all trade training 'OUrses, ome 1.270 x 30
minute period (a task delegated to nine Trade Co-ordinators) with pecial
importance placed on empha ising career tructure and future
development opportunities.
• se of Existing System . Many other reporting sy terns were al o
factored into the UP process, the bi-annual Measurement of Fighting
Power (MFP) as a final action has been incorporated into a detailed
Regimental Training Report, specifying the unit's T&D health again t the
many measures of perfo1111ance in the ADM! CO and OPCO
Brigades' plans. Monthly financial planning tools uch as TA
Management Information System (TAMIS) were used to mca ure
progress and determine value for money in broad terms.
THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Once the Action Plan had been agreed in consultation\\ ith the TEC. the
Regiment igned its formal commitment to the llP process and Certificates
of otification were posted at each TAC. The plan wa then di tributed
and a ettling-in period of eight months wa e tablished with progre>s
meeting held every two months. In particular Regimental events. such a
exercises and centrali ed trade training, were u ed as vehicles to
indoctrinate the T&D ethos. During thi period a portfolio buildmg
software package was obtained from the TEC and work started on
compiling the portfolio. The package's front end ha a · tOI) board'
que tionnaire requiring the user to show C\ idence of compliancl! against
the 23 IIP indicators and uccessful co11ipletion ofthi was used as one or
the final quality control mea ure just prior to confinning as e · ·ml!nl
date . At the ame time a second employee/manager urvey \\a
undertaken. This time a guided questionnaire, using familiar milital)
terminology was used, leading the employee to the means by which the
indicator topic hould have already been achieved. Though thi might be
considered 'cheating', it had two benefits. firstly to tea h tho e who ma)
ha e been mi scd and secondly to remind others prior to a ,e · ment ofT
& D activitie . The final un·ey \\·as very good, and did ho\\ genuine
impro ement. in all but one of the 23 indicator areas where action was otill
on-going relating to Regimental lc'el evaluation and feedback.
Up to this point the Regiment had had no financial support and
achieved and met the standard ut no real co. t; certainly a lim hundred
hours of my tnne had been spent. but only ah ut 12 T Man Trni11ing
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Da\. ( \TD·) for one proje t oftlcer had be n u ed. The final a e. mem
1~ priced at£ 50 p.:r da), with the TEC granting a sub. idy of £200 per day.
\n oraam~atton of400+ personnel would tuke 5 da: to a es 10% of the
mployec a ro 5 geographical ites. As the end of the financial year
,,a approaching our Regional
DM!NCO Brigade. I
orth Ea t)
Brigade granted financial ·upport to thi and the unit' ational Vocational
Quahti ation ( 'VQ) pr gramme.
Th final portfolio wa. ;ept within the 30 pieces of e idenc uggested
by the TEC and .pecial :.ncntion paid to both rclc\ance and brevity, both
M' \\hich were to be commented on fa, rably by the a· essor. An
a· ·e · ·mt'nt programme ''a agreed with th. assessor, · pread by rank,
lo~ation. gender and employment, a follow :

• Reduced wa tnge of training resources. Mnn Training Days (MTDs)
etc.
• Enhanced quality of train mg provided lCl TA soldii:rs especially with
interna l trade and career courses.
• Improved motiYation and commitrrn:nt brought about by career
tructures and better counseling.
•Public rt.-cogrmion of q iality training with loca l emp loyees and
potential recruits.
• Better retention rate - more satisfied sold iers. brought about by VQs
and high quality training.
• tructurcd T&D leads to better quality control and training standards
across a disper cd regiment.
•Improved unit pride and morale.
•Focus on ·core bu ine 'of providing Military apabi lity.

P BLICITY
THEA
Remarks

Date
lc-20
Apr9
(Week
end)

fa pring
Eagle
(Field
location)

49Sig qn (V)
745 igTp( }-Hull
742 Sig Tp (V)ewcastle

3x0ffr.
lxWO
Sx
3xJ
9xOR

21 Apr
98
(Drill
ight)

Darlington
TAC

50 ig Sqn (V)

JxOffr
Ix WO
2xS
2xJ
5xOR

23 Apr
98

Darlington
TAC

Civil Servants

3xstaff

25 Apr
98

Bramble Farm
TAC

HQ&90Sig qn ( )

2x0ffr
2xWO
3xS
4xJ
6xOR

co
co
co
co

co
co

The first day of assessment wa a bright and breezy day on a
PTARMJGA field deployment in the Yorkshire Wold . Filled with
apprehension the assessor was collected from a prominent RV - the Little
Chef on the A64 and taken to the first location. Personnel were then
elected at random from the nominal roll 1 ith the first interview lasting
some 45 minute ! The exercise was actually used by the asses or as a
vehicle to measure the four IIP component areas of commitment,
planning, action and evaluation. and also provided an excellent audit trail
for the final report. A the week progressed it became apparent that the
worrie of assessment were unfounded, as the as es or was very good al
drawing out information from the interviewee , and the soldiers were
confident, well trained and motivated. Many of the qualities taken for
granted by the military. such as morale, team pirit and loyalty, are often
missing in large civilian companies - this proved an outstanding feature
and an as et in achieving the HP standard. The final report and
presentation were put before the Awarding Board by the Assessor and on
the evening of 28 1ay 1998 the Regiment was finally accredited with the
IJP award, some ten month after commitment date.
The report was very detailed and has provided the unit with areas for
impro\'ement, many of which are to provide individuals with better goals,
targets and objectives for training and for formal courses. Some of the
benefits have already been felt in the short term whilst others will only
become evident m the long term, such as improved retention and better
recruiting. ome of the benefits are shown below:

The TE provided both the copy-writer and photographer, for their
internal publicity material, and fl>r future ca e studie in their promotional
material. A Media Plan wa completed and the unit' sources for recruiting
material targeted in addition to several additional educational and
employment publications identified by the TE . Al this point it certainly
proved very helpful ha\ ing one of our TA JNCO working in the publicity
department of the TE ! Although the Regiment was not been the first TA
unit to gain accreditation. it is the first in The Royal orps of ignals and
was only the 40th e tabli hmcnt in the MoD, o has joined a relatively
elect few. ow that the MoD ha de eloped its own IIP policy directing
Division and Brigade to achieve !IP talus, the Regiment has acted for
both it parent OPCO and ADMTNCO
Headquarters, 11 Signal
Brigade and the 2nd Division, as a pilot unit feeding in e, perience and its
action plan to a ist their IIP Project Officers.

CO TI UOU RE IEW
Once the unit gained the award the report from the !IP as essor
provided a base for the continuou re iew. A TA Officer was appointed as
11 P Project Officer. to ustain the standard and provide continuity to the
ever changing Regular Training Major. The direction in future is to
complete a ne\\ revi ed rolling programme sugge ted by the Tees Valle)
TEC for re,•iews every 12- 15 months, a opposed to a full as essment
every three years. Another option may be that the unit now gains reaccreditation through its parent OPCO Brigade, en uring an economy of
effort and funds. It i also reassuring from an Army corporate per pecti\e
that many recent initiat ive uch as the new open reporting system for all
ervice officers and initiative for a TA all ranks appraisal report, are llP
compliant and complement the unit' continuous improvement plan.

HIKE IN THE TIEN SHAN MOUNTAINS OF KAZAKHSTAN FOR MENCAP
by Capt R. C. Gamble Royal Signals

LOOK.I GBACK
At any level in the Army if a unit i working well it should be meeting
the HP standard. A unit uch as a TA regiment i specifically uited to
internal improvement with regards to recruiting, retention and training.
The Force have a generally high standard of training and this linked to
morale and team spirit fosters the type of ethos that can be lacking in a
commercial business. Although llP was introduced to promote business
improvement by valuing the people delivering the product or service, the
es ence i identical for the military. The key in using IIP for the military is
not to progress into busine s practice, principles or jargon, but to retain
what i well established and measure a unit against IIP standards, adapting
it where applicable. Looking back ome of our experiences are
summarised below:
• ot a painful as might be expected - retain military culture - it works!
• Be pragmatic and common sense shou ld prevail, keep in military
terminology- it's familiar.
• Evaluation & feedback are vital at all levels (unit, sub-units,
detachment and individual) for all activities (courses and training
events).
• Everyone in the team must 'Know their worth ' and contribute to tbe
Mission Statement.

YES?
THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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It was in late March 1998 that I first saw the adverti ement to 'Walk in
the Shadow of the Hindu Kush/or Mencap'. At that time I had no real idea
of what Mencap was but the thought of trekking omewhere so remote and
unspoilt fired my imagination. I quickly di covered that all I had to do was
promise to rai e £1,950 in ponsorship for tho e with a learning disability
(Mencap), pay £300 to cover my own costs and get a Visa from the
Pakistani Consulate in London. If all went well I could then expect to join
a bunch of like-minded persons for the trek of a lifetime. Although I
formulated a good plan for raising the required amount, the easiest part of
all turned out to be paying my own £300! Anyway, American Crnise
Mi iles flying aero Pakistan to targets in Afghani tan erved to prompt
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office to deter UK citizen from vi iting
the Hindu Ku h of Pakistan and so, at the eleventh hour, an alternative
location had to be found. Thi is ho~ I came to trek for eight day in the
Tien Shan of Kazakhstan. Kazakh tan i a member of the Commonwealth
of Independent Slate and lies between the Caspian ea to the West and
China in the East, with the Russian Federation to the onh and
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan in the Soutli. It is a large country given in
equal portion to mountains and a wide expan e of rolling gras land, !lie
ubiquitous Rus ian tcppe.
DAY I - Heathrow to Tashkent. The first day of our trek aw us
meeting at the Uzbekistan Airlines check-in at London Heathrow Airport
Terminal 2, on Tue day 29 eptember 199 . ever even having heard of
Uzbekistan Airlines was enough to fill our mind with the dr<!ad of ancient
Aeroflot fl) ing coffins. It wa - with considerable peace of mind therefore
that we eventually boarded a modem Airbu A3 I 0 for our ix hour flight
to Tashkent in Uzbekistan . This flight will remain with me for many years,
a I sat next to a bearded ikh Preacher who, though re plendent in
flowing white robes, in isted on hawking and clearing hi throat every I 0
or IS minutes ...
DAY 2 - Tashkent to Camp 1. !laving crossed Holland, Germany.
Denmark, weden , Russia, and Kazakh tan we eventually landed in
Tashkent to find the un had been up for about an hour, and was serving to
make la I night'~ rain gli ten where it lay, lending an air of antiquity to thi
once regular slop on the ilk Route to the East. ompleting the Cu tom.
Declarations that were presented on cheap green paper in ize 7 font. and
in Rus ian, caused quite a headache for our ingle interpreter. It was the
lucky ones who cleared this bureaucracy early and were able to while
away the three hour wait in the sunshine out idc the terminal building,
sampl ing the local Water 1elon which wa both very juicy and
inexpen ivc. Aller what seemed an eternity, ' c e entually boarded three
large German coaches for the next leg of our joumey. About half an hour
after departing the Airport we negotiated the border into Kazakhstan and
tbcn spent the next four hours cros ing the treele s rolling land cape that
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we came to know as the leppe. The blazing sunshine, fatigue and the
repetitive monotony of thi vista erved to transport u all into a state of
profound slumber. We woke lo find ourselves coming to a halt alongside
the Saryaygir River where half a dozen mall battered Buses and 11 hat was
obviou ly an anny surplu six wheeler witb a box body on top were
parked. The plan, we were told. was to get into our walking kit '' ith Day
Sacks and put our Bergens on the truck. We would then be transported up
the aryaygir Valley to a drop off point from where we would walk the
final ix kilometres to our first camp. It wa a very British group who
undress d at the roadside in order to get into shorts and boot , an event not
lost on the locals who ob iously thought the English very comical. Once
we set off again it rapidly became very obvious why the bu es looked o
dilapidated, a ' e spent the next hour bouncing around inside a metal box,
with no suspen ion. Thi , on an unmetalled road, that was full of potholes
which varied in depth between everal inches and a couple of feet. We
were certainly all loo ened up by the time we debu sed and prepared for
our walk into the foothills in earch of Camp I. Thi initial walk, though
all up hill, gave us a chance lo both stretch our legs and fill our lung '' ith
beautifully clean mountain air. The campsite wa situated on a low
meadow adjacent to a tream a few hundred metres hon of its confluence
with the Saryaygir River, and it wa immediately obvious tliat the military
had been at work here. The two-man tents were neatly laid out. a were
ablution . lavatorie , me tent and kitchen. s all this admini tration had
to be man-packed it wa of neces ity partan. though nonethele s very
functional. Mo t of the locals employed by the trekking company ( cro
the Divide Ltd) to act as guide . porters, cooks etc, had obviou ly done
ational crvice. One particular guide of the lean and mean variety
ported a Special Forces tyle blue and '"hite striped inglet atop hi
combat trousers!
DAY 3 - t Ca mp 1 (l,700m). The next day we were woken at 6.30am
to di cover the sky was clear with the sun al 1ost over the hill and into our
alley. To say thi cene was idyllic' ould have to be an understatement, it
ju t took your breath away. Where the teppe had been treele ·s. the
valley in the Tien han were thickly CO\ered in both coniferou and
deciduous tree , with wild flm ers, brambles and Broom in abundance. It
quickly became apparent this whole area wa untouched except for the
very fe" \\ho were fortunate enough lo live in the area.
The routine for this and the next ix days would be similar. "ith a
morning call at 6.30am, Brcakfa. t 7.30am, tretche (wann ups) .30am
and departure at approximately .45am. Breakfa I I\ a . crn:d on a long
low table in the mes tent at which we sat on tin_· pla tic tool. with our
knees al mo t around our chins. On thi and all the day to follow we\\ ere
served'' ith Porridge or emolina (made from thick. 1\·o.:ct milk and sugar).
Bread, alami, Cheese and Green Tea.
t a con.enati\c estimate
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Looking Southwest down the Sayramsu Valley
from the headwaters of the river

The valleys in the Tien Shan were thickly covered
Breakfast was .::asily in excess of 2,000 calories, and there were tho e in
the party who had 10 be convinced of the absolute need 10 consume all that
was a\'ailable. It is worthy of note that as the days progressed there wa no
one to be found who would give up their morning porridge. Indeed thi
excellent diet was to give u the energy to spend many hours climbing, and
we would all return to the UK urprised that a couple of inches had gone
from our waists. Group 3 wa forrned with guides Andre at che front and
Alexis at the back and we set out up the valley for a 6k.m · hake Out'. This
may not seem far but we had climbed up to 2, I OOm by the time we stopped
for lunch and we were all feeling weary from the altitude and the heat,
which at midday was above 40C. For lunch on this and all consecutive
day we had tinned Pilchard or Herring in oil, Bread, Salami, Chee e and
Green Tea. all con urned by the side of a mountain stream. By the lime we
rerurned to camp we all understood the need to ensure our boots were good
and tight, as ankles were to take a hammering as we moved acros both
uneven ground and scree. Dinner was served at 7.30pm and it was with
deep joy we discovered the greasy watery soup and the greasy watery Lew
''ere not only accompanied by bread but half litre bottles of Vodka. This
be\'erage you would certainly not find on a supermarket shelf in the UK
(unle s in the motoring section under Antifreeze), but on a starless
freezing cold night in orthern Asia, it served to warm those bodies
furthest from the campfire whilst ensuring a good nights sleep for all.
DAY 4 - Camp l to Camp 2 (l,900m). Another gloriously sunny dawn
heralded the arri\'al of Day 4 and the trek over the Bezimanniy Pass 10 the
ayramsu Ri,·er. Following a long low plod we eventually reached the
Pass at noon, and from its 2,300m vantage we looked over the foothills
and out to the teppe to the "'lorthwest and to the East, the Tien Shan
massif. Having lunch amid this gorgeous scenery, with fantastic views all
round, was so much like bemg in a Swiss Alpine meadow, that none of us
'' ould ha\'e be.:n surprised if Julie Andrew had appeared to a refrain from
'The Sound of\1usic'. adly it was to be after this lunch break and whilst
climbing down a pretty severe gully that Anne, a member ofGrouµ 5, fell
and recei\'cd a nasty compound fracture to her lower right leg. Our group
had reached Camp 2 by the time thi happened and so were not involved in
the drama, but suffice to ay, the 2 Team Doctors and Russian treteherbcarcrs did a fanta tic job of recovering her from an extremely difficult
posiuon. V.c heard that evening that Anne had been taken by helicopter to
Tashkent Hospital, and from there to the Airport to meet an Air Medevac
"hich fle\\ in from Calcutta and on to Heathrow just for her. This sad
e\'ent ~er\'ed to remind us of our mortality, and we went to our tents that
night thankful for the comprehensive trekking insurance policies we had
mitiatcd prior to departing the UK.
D \ 5 - amp 2 (1,900 m). Just one or two very small clouds marred
an othem 1se perfect ~tart to Day 5, and it was obvious (to us later) that
from talk at breakfast, nom: of us except the Russians understood the
significance of those few mall clouds. The plan for Day 5 was to walk up
the a)'ram u Valley to the headwaters of the Sayramsu River. This was to
be the longe t day's walk so far, with the groups depa11ing as normal ju. t
after breakfa t and reaching 2,500m for lunch before pressing on to the
high lakc at 2.700m.
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One or l"\:o talwart tripped off and swam in this glacier cold lake
before we all tarted back down the way we had come, returning to camp
just as night fell, and very much looking forward lo dinner and bed.
DAY 6 - Camp 2 to Camp 3 (2,800m). We had been briefed. on the
evening of Day 5 that today's walk would be a prelly evere uphill slog,
with Camp 3 being stabli he_d be_low t~e ayramsky Glac1_er. The camp
wa to be relocated with the aid ol a helicopter (Ml 8 Hip), 1fthe weather
,, as good enough for it to fly, a ubject open to much speculation as
ye terday' few small blobs of cotton wool were today ' partial overca I.
By mid morning the cloud had burned back and we departed the ~yramsu
alley on time, and were soon a foretold, slogging up a wmdmg ndgelme
with the azanata River below us to the orth. There was not so much
talking within the group now_ as . \~e were becomin~ !l'ore and more
preoccupied with our apparent mab1hty to get enou~h air mto ou~ lung to
provide the energy for the next step. II wa with deep gratitude we
eventually made camp and, devouring dinner and Vodka, ettled down for
a o-ood rest before auempting the glacier tomorrow. adly, for some the
go~ re twas not to be had, as the evening brought with it very high wi~ds
which filled the night air with a cacophony of no1 e. Our tent were takmg
a real beating in tbe face of wind so trong you had to take care not to be
bowled over a you staggered to the latrine .
DAY 7 - Camp 3 (2,800m). Day 7 dawned overcast and dull, and
for ak.ing a have in deference to the cutting wind, we were never more
appreciative of either our morning bowl of porridge or steaming mug of
Green Tea. Today we would attempt the Sayramsky Glacier and more than
one anxious glance was gi,en towards the heavens. Departing camp at the
normal time we soon found ourselves climbing over huge banks of scree
covered Lateral Moraine, which served 10 severely hinder our progre s
upwards. By late morning it had started to now and by noon we had got to
about 3,700m when, in near blizzard conditions, a temporary base was
established. While our Ru sian friends prepared lunch we launched
ourselves up and across the final snowfield barring us from the top of the
Glacier. 1t wa a race against time as our guide were keen to get us offth1
particular face of the mountain as oon as po ible, and certainly before
dark, when any movement would certainly guarantee a fall and injury. Try
a we might we could not rush this linal leg as our breathing became more
and more laboured, and then after what seemed an age, we suddenly found
our elves at the top, and at a height of 3,800m celebrated our achievement.
After a few minutes of furious picture taking amid swirling snow, we
quickly dropped down to our temporary forward base and, ju t as quickly,
chomped through our snow covered salami sandwiche . It was obvious to
everybody that the important thing now was to gain the shelter of Camp 3
before we lost the daylight, and so, helping our injured, we retraced our
routt: back down the way we had come.
Apart from a couple of sprained ankles, we all made it down safely and
discovered that in our absence the wind had totally destroyed one tent and
severely mauled a couple of others. Following the necessary re-shuffiing
of bodies it was not long before we were able to toast our day's
accomplishment with Vodka, over a meal of lovely, hot, greasy and watery
tew. That night cucked up warm in our leeping bags we were dismayed
to hear the sound, both of the wind as it rose and the unmistakable patter of
frozen snow being dri en before it. Needless to say not a lot of sleep was
to be had a we were constantly outside removing the snow as it drifted
against the weather side of our tent.
DAY 8 - Camp 3 to Camp 4 (1,900m). Our second Tuesday dawned.
heavily overcast, and we emerged from our tents to discover a world of
white, with snow at depths of 6 inches where it was flat , to a couple of feet
where any slope allowed dri fling. There were several unfortunates among
other groups who had not heeded the advice of the guides and their tents
were barely recognisable as such under a blanket of white. The Mess tent
and kitchen areas had been severely affected by the weather, with tenta~e
ripped and equipment buried. Breakfast was therefore eaten standing 111
similar fashion to that adopted by Penguins in the cold, with us all huddled
together munching on, joy of joy, hot Frankfurters a comp lement to our
normal Salami and Cheese.
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Looking East up towards the Sayramsky Glacier from Camp 3
Camp was broken early this morning, with everyone carrying all they
cou ld in order lo ensure a clean exit from thi high and dangerous place.
We set off in orderly fashion and re-traced our steps of Sunday (when we
slogged our " ay all day up this same ridge line), and despite being all
down hill, it wa still mid afternoon before we came once again to the
Sayramsu River. It was really amazing to find that ai this lower altirude the
sky was clear and the sun shining, but a glance back over our shoulders
was all that was required to confirm the Sayramsky remained wreathed in
cloud. This our final camp was on the site of a summer hikers rest area.
and came complete with quite a few metal TIR containers which some of
us were able to utilise in order to save on tents, a lot of which were still on
the mountain behind us. We had barely established our elve when our
guides informed us the helicopter could not fly, and asked for olunteers to
go back 10 Camp 3 and help bring down the residue of stores. Despite the
fact that our Camp taff continued to shuttle tores down the mountain
well into the night, dinner was nonetheless put before us on time. It was
during this meal that word was pas ed to the effect that a Sauna existed in
the tree only 300m away, and it would open tomorrow at Sam. One of our
group immediately made contact with the bearer of this news and
m:gotiated for the Sauna to open at 7am, a gem of information we kept to
our e lves.
DAY 9 - Camp 4 (l,900m). Only a few scudding clouds marred an
otherwise perfect start to Day 9. Our group met at the auna at 7am as
arranged and, following a good Beeching from an athletic and emhusiastic
Russian, had the luxury of a shower and shampoo in ice cold water. It was
not to be until after breakfast that the soporific effects of thi super auna
were to be realised, and by then it was too late, a we were preparing for
the final walk which would take us up to the high ground right in the
centre of our previous even days endeavours.

The Sayramsu River and the Tien Shan
It wa late afternoon when a bedraggled and thorn tom Group 3 cro ed
the Mencap Finish Line. receiving our medallion and mugs of
Champagne from the Mencap representatives, along with their thanks for a
job well done. Apparently our combined efforts had seen sponsorship in
exce of £250.000 raised for Meacap. The evening meal wa consumed
to the accompaniment of more local champagne as we sat in our group and
reflected on all we had done.
ot only in raising the neces ary
ponsorship, but also the achievements of the pa t week when we had
helped each other over ·omc very impressive terrain.
DAYS 10 At D 11 - Camp 4 to Heathrow via Tashkent. Our return to
Ta hkent went by in a blur, mostly brought about by the tiredness to be
associated with trekking for consecutive days over rough, steep and
ometime~ hazardous terrain, exacerbated by leeples night lying on the
hard ground. Retracing our steps we tayed o ernight in a Hotel where we
had our farewell party, which in the way of uch things. wa a huge
uccess. The following morning Tashkent wa in the middle of a blizzard
and it was obvious to all that Winter had arrived. onetheles '"e et out 10
purcha e our ouvenir prior to being ferried to the irport in time for our
6pm departure for Heathrow. It \ as a ·ombre Group 3 who stood around
the luggage carousel that Friday evening at Spm in Terminal 2. Having
agreed in principle to a reunion in either ovember or December and
having had a volunteer come forward co organi e it, we bouldered our
Bergen . said our last goodbyes, and di appeared one by one into a dark
rainy Heathro\ night.

NOW STOCKS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
STABLE BELTS
BADGES OF RANK SLIDES
EMBROIDERED BERET BADGES
Telephone: 01258 482248
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The Water Polo was always a two-horse race. ITO and UK both '1cat
Germany comfortably; 11-5 and 13-6 rcspccuvcly. The final between ITO
and UK was a very close conte t with neither team managmg to assert
themselves until tl1e third quarter. In this quarter WOl Pete Griffiths in the
!TO goal denied three 'certain' chances and ITO managed to open up a three
goal lead at 5-2. In the last quarter UK could only score once with ITO
managing a further two. ITO was victorious at 7-3 and won the competition.

BADMINTON
Ii 'TER- 'ORP' B DML TO TO R A IENT
The fntt'r-Corp · Badminton Tournament took place at Perham D~wn
during the '27-'2' , O\ ember 1998. Five Corps entered th~ co.mpellllon.
onh the fnlltlltrv \1as mi in" from la l year. The team vaned in lrength
due to 'Operational' and"' ,>'11er commitment . This, unfortunately,
de ·troyed the R. ignal preferred ~quad, however. as the orp has much
. trength in depth. albeit not at the highest tandard, we were able to field a
reasonable team .
The first match wa again t the R. Engineers. a grudge match. as they
were la t years winners, having defeated R. ignal (in the la, t m~tch, la I
game. la. t point). The Engineer were mis ing a key player for tlu match.
but thought they could win the match without h.im a tl1ey had a lready had
a warm-up match again t the RLC. The plan did not ~o " .e~I for them. a
the R. ignal team had a better balance between their pamng . and were
eventual winners by the odd game. The s1;:cond match was. against a ve~y
trong REME team and after only wi.nning two games in the fii;;t IX
game . R. ignals conceded the match in order to ave them el~ es tor the
ne>.t match against the RL . Thi proved to be the ca e, as R. 1gnals won
the match 7-'2.
The last round of matches aw the RE,. REME and R. ignals v AGC.
The e were 10 be die deciding games ,1·hich meant the difference bet\\ een
a 4-way tie for first place, a 3 -way tie for econd place or place would be
decided if certain team won the matche-. The AGC, had the trongest
team in the competition and ea ily "on the match 8-1 which meant tl1at the
R. ignal team were hoping that the REM E would beat the RE who had
gained tl1eir extra key player. The match wem to the la t game and REME
won S-4. The final po ition were a follow :
I t Place - AGC 8pts
2nd Place - REME 6pts
3rd Pia e - R. IG 4pts
4th Place - RE 2pts
5th Place - RLC Opts
Thi wa an excellent performance by the R. Signals team despite the
etback of players being injured, not being released from course and
Operational commitments. Dare I say it. 'Maybe next year?" The Corps
run it' own competition each year for players of all standards and new
players are welcome ei ther a individual or. as a m~mber, of. a team. If
there are any ·cJo et ' players out there who wish to JOtn the Ehte players
of the Corp , contact Capt Inman on Blandford Mil (737) Ex: 2661.

RUGBY
The Royal ignal RFC V RMCS 2 December 1998, the fixture took
place at hrivenham, the Corps dominated the scrum and line out but did
little to tum this advantaee into points. Whilst there was an abundance of
determination, from the Corp side, there was little structure or consistency
in their <>ame. The core at halftime was I S-12 to the Corp . A number of
substitutions at halftime lightly improved the situation with the Corp
producing ome good running, but it was thwarted at the last hurdle by
RJvlC defensi\e play. The final score was 22-20 to the Royal Signals.

Continuing in the orps tradition. cx-W02 (Supvr R) Ca~ Hayes has
recciwd a bnm.:I) award from the hiefConstable of the .ottmghamshirc
Constabulary. On lea' ing the Corps in I ~94, after .compl~tmg twenty-two
)Cars . ~nice Cas Hayes joined the . ottmgham l~1rc Police Force, whc:c
he ·en es in ewark a a rcspon e dnvcr. The Chief Con t~blc , Mr ohn
Bailey, :aid, Constable Haye .is to b~ commended for his courage and
braYery. in di ·am1ing and arre~tmg. a violent, drun~en and un ta.hie man,
brandishing a large butch.er kn1fo. Thu~ bnng1ng a potentially hfe
threatening incident to a satt factory conclusion.

SWIMMING & WATER POLO
ROYAL IG AL
ICTORIOUS TI TER -CORPS
SWIM JING A D WATER POLO CHAMPIONSHIPS
Report by l'rlaj T. P. la11gfo_rd
.
.
The Royal ignals achieved the unposs1ble at the 1.0th Inter Corps
Champion hips by taking all three title ; a fea~ never ach ieved before and
unlikely to be repeated. The ele uon and tram mg of all teams had a rather
ir.di tTerent • tart ......... ..... .
INTERN L ORPS 'OMPETITIO
The Internal Corp Competition was conducted at olerne on Tue day
27 O tober 199 . The Competition is ·fought' between UK, Germany and
ITO. It wa obviou from the tart that a very weak Germany Team would
achieve very little this year and the Trophies and Medals would be
between UK and ITO.
The first race of the day, tl1e I OOm Free tyle, was won by Sig James
Greenlee from ITO in 61 ec , UK were 2nd and Germany 3rd. UK won th
SOm Freestyle witl1 ig cott 1iller recording a time of 29secs. The first
female race aw ig Helen tanyer wm the SOm Freestyle for Germany m
33 ec . ITO returned to their winning ways in the fourth event as Sig Craig
Chilvers won the SOm Back troke. Sig Chris y Tilley, for Germany, won
the female SOm Back troke in a time of37secs. The SOm Butterfly, with an
older competitor or two ( 1aj Tim Langford and W02 Danny Thornton)
sa1\ ITO win again with Sig Ollie Smith . The 50m Butterfly gave LCpl
Lisa G ibbons the opportunity to display her clas as she won by o er 2secs
for UK. In the 50m Brea tstroke events ig ean Peart won again for ITO
in the male race and LCpl Sarah Lee was victoriou for UK in the female
race. As we began the all important relays the scores were:
UK
21
ITO
18
GER
IS
The first relay was the male 4 x SOm Freestyle which aw UK win in a
time of2min 21 secs, Germany were 2nd and ITO third. The 4 x SOm Male
Medley Relay was won by ITO in 2min 16secs and the final event, the
Female Medley Relay was won by UK. The final positions were:
UK
29 points
!TO
23 point
GER
20 points

OFFSHORE SAILING 1999
Following the Yacht lub AGM a programme was developed for
off: hore sailing during 1999. The a im of the programme is to introduce
more of the Corps 10 offshore sailing, provide basic training to Day
Skipper Je,·el, and compete in the A A Regatta. The programme will be
run to meet demand; ailing officers and individuals are requested to
contact the organi er to register interest. The flagship event will be the
Royal ignals ail Training Weck (STW) run from Kiel. This builds upon
a number of successful events and a wea lth of upport. Already five of the
nine available boats have firm charters. The overall programme, with
points of contact, is as follows:
fay (date TBC)
5 day training course
Solent
Capt I. Gray
Malvern South 6799
May (date TBC)
Capt I. Gray
weekend social sailing Solent
Malvern South 6799
(to follow the qualification course)
4-6 June
Solent
J . Grierson
Rally
Bulford 2252
9-19 July
STW
Kiel
Capt I. Gray
Malvern South 6799
ep {dates TBC)
weekend social sailing Solen! Maj T. C. Wadey
MOD MB 82678
I will also be looking for kippers and crews to enter two boats in the
ASA regatta, probably during early July. If any one is interested wou ld
they please contact 1\'1aj T. C. Wadey on MOD MB 82678. As already
stated these events cannot run without acuve partic ipation. The organi sers
are looking for skippers and crews of all abi lities from beginner upwards.
They do, however, olTer members of the Corps a very good way of trying
and then lcarnmg more about a sport with growing civ il ian popularity. It
"ill also offer the opportunity for more Corps members to sa il and get to
kno\\ the Corp Yachts based on the outh Coa t.
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UK Swimming Team

Cpl Fiona Maccarthy being presented with the Swimming
Trophy by Lt Col J. A. Terrington
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ITO Water Polo Team including Griff Minor

Sgt Pete Taylor being presented with the Water Po lo Cup by
Lt Col J. A. Terrington
INTER CORPS PREPARATlON
Selected mdividuals then remained in Colerne for training. S gt Paul
Gorman, from 11 Sig Regt, constructed a good swimming programme
and Mr Mick Flaharty, from the Gymnasium in 11 Sig Regt, (ex avy
and Combined Services Water Polo Player) coached the Water Polo Team
which embarked on a hard programme of matches.
On the evening of Tue day 27 October we travelled to Cheltenham to
play their Junior who had three Under 18 International . They were
superb which was reflected in a 26-4 defeat for the Corps. Wednesday 28
October saw us in Bovington playing our Coach's Civilian Team Wessex
who are ba ed in Weymouth. In a narrow pool the score wa always going
to be tight and we managed a 6-4 victory. On Thursday 29 October we
moved to HMS Collingwood to play a R Portsmouth team. We played
well and our uperior skill and experience ensured an ea y 16-S victory,
Cpl Rob Love scored 9 of our goals. The Bristol Harlequins entertained
us on the Friday 30 October in the Bristol outh wimming Pool. After
our initial concern a. to the probability of our transport being stolen whilst
we played, we enjoyed a very close match. We were finally defeated 12-9
but we played well and felt we were playing better as a Team. On Tue day
3 November we returned to Cbeltenham and managed a better core line
losing 25-4!! The We sex Club wa our ·enem_Y' ag.ain. on Wedne~day.4
ovember at Bovington and we beat them agam, th1 time S-2. With six
·practice' game behind u , ome highs and lows, we eagerly looked
forward to the Inter Corps Competition.
I TER CORPS CHA IPIONSHIPS
Jn the swimming events we were defending Champions in. both the
male and female competition ; indeed the girl had won the prev1ou three
years. The first event was the male 4 x I OOm Free tyle Relay where a very
strong RLC quartet won by nearly a lengtl1, we finished 2nd w ith APTC
3rd and REME disqualified, Sig James Greenlee wam our anchor leg
and recorded a time of 60sec . The second even t wa the female 4 x SOm
Freestyle Relay where REME won, RLC were 2nd, we fini hcd 3rd and
AGC were 4th. The third event wa the Male 4 x 50m Breast troke. The
team of Capt James Langley, S gt Bas Wa rd, Sig Craig C hilvers and
ig ean Peart 1 on comfortably with Sig Sean Peart recording a 33sec
leg. REME were 2nd, RL 3rd and A PT fini hed 4th. The next event
was the fema le 4 x SOm Brea tstroke. Our best Breast troker and Team
Captain, pl Sarah Lee, was injured. However, the Team of ig Hele~
Stanyer and Sig ikki Fa llows, ig C~ris sy Tilley and LCpl ao1111
Wilson were victoriou in a time of 2mms 53 ec . AG fimshed 2nd.
R.EME were 3rd and RLC were la t. The fifth race wa the male 4 x 50m
Freestyle where the strong quartet from the RLC were again winners,
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RE\11 were 2nd, we fimshed 3rd and APTC were last. The final female
race\\ as the 4 x SOm Medley, the scores going into thi C\ cnt 1\erc:
REME
6 points
R Signals 6 pomll>
RLC
4 points
4 points
AGC
As you can see by the points above any team was capable of winning
the Trophy and a disqualification was suicide! Our girls were superb. Sig
Chrissy Tilleyswam the Backstroke leg, Sig
ickki Fallows th.:
Breaststroke, LCpl Lisa Gibbons the Fly and ig Helen Stanyer the
Freestyle to 1~ in easily by 7secs and retain the title, AGC finished a,
runners-up. As we entered the final male event, again the l\:fedlcy Relay,
the scores were tight:
RLC
I 0 points
R Signals 9 points
REME
6 points
APTC
4 points
Any of the top th ree teams could win . However, our squad of Capt Ian
Hargreaves on the Backstroke, Sean Peart on the Breaststroke, ig
Stuart Reid on the Fly and Sig James Greenlee the Freestyle, won by an
amazing 6/1 OOth of a econd with Sig J ames G reenlee record mg a 27sec
SOm Freestyle. Brilliant, we retained our title with RLC as runners-up.
The Water Polo only had three entries thi year ourselves, REME and
the defending Champions APTC. Each game was 7min quarters which we
were more than happy with after our intense build up. We were dra"n
against APTC in our first game and defended the deep in the first quarter.
ft was a very physical game and in the first quarter Sgt Bas Ward in
defenc.e and WOl Pete Griffiths in goal were magnificent. We fini hed
the quarter without either team scoring, we were happy! Defending the
shallow in the econd quarter we expected to build a lead. Again it was
very hard and goals from WOI (RSM) Gaz Johnson and C pl Rob Love
gave us a 2-1 lead. In the third quarter our fitness and tactics began to tell
and goals from SSgt Graham Weavers and C pl Rob Love stretched our
lead to 4-2. Jn the last quarter Maj T im Langford and S gt Graham
Weavers both scored with no reply to secure a 6-2 victory. Onto the
REME. Again we defended the deep in the first quarter and built up a 2-0
lead. After this quarter it was all down hill. We finally won 9-0 with Cpl
Rob Love (4), SSgt Graham Weavers (2) and Cp l Andy Carneigne,
Capt Darren Coo per and WOI (RSM) Gaz Johnson with one apiece
.
. .
scoring our goals. We were Champions.
It was a memorable day wi th the Royal Corps of Signals winmng all
title . Thi was the IOtb Inter Corp meet and no Corps ha ever achieved
all three titles before and I suspect thi will never be repeated.
My thanks to Lt Col J. A. Terrington and 21 Signal Regt (AS) for a ll
the support we were given. Al o my thanks to all units that allowed their
Officers and Solders the opportunity to represent the Corps and a special
note of appreciation to SSgt Paul Gorman for training the Swimming
Team and Mr Mick Flaherty for coaching the Water Polo Team. The
Internal Competition will be held at Coleme on Tuesday 23 ovember
1999 in preparation for the Inter Corps on Thursday 2 December 1999.
Anyone interested in representing the Corp can contact 1aj Tim
Langford on Thomey Island Mil (729) Ext 258. lets do it again!

SSgt Bas Ward being presented the trophy
for Royal Signals Best Player- Well done Bas !

Inter Corps Water Polo Champions
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.
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NOTES FROM THE AO's DESK
Bra nch ffairs. tr Peter Dooley ha been elected a the new Hon
e retary of the outhport Branch. Peter can be contacted at 17
Cavendi h Rd, outhport PR8 4RT. Tel: 01704-5690 3. Bria n Podmore
has resumed the office of Hon ecretary of the hrop hire Branch. Brian '
nm addre s i ; 22 We twood Court. orth tr, Leek, Staff. Tel: 01538
381695.
Cenotaph Parade. There were 14 or o members who marched in the
Corp ecrion of the leading column at last 1ovember·s Remembrance
Da Parade at the Cenotaph, Whitehall. However it ' a noticeable that
there were many more who marched in other parts of the parade with other
organi ation ; i.e. Korean Vets. Burma tar etc. Whilst respecting their
right to march with any group. may I invite those members to con ider
joining their old Corp at the next parade. Tickets to march '' ith the Corps
ection, will be available from this office, please let me have your name if
you would like one. Tho e members who plan to attend should look out
for, and fall in under, the board marked 'R SIGS', on Horseguards Parade again a volunteer to hold the board will be called for in due course. My
thank go to Bud Abbot (ertswhile RQMS at the School of Signals), who
kindly sent me a ma hing 1999 calender of scene in Oman, where he
no'' works. Much appreciated Bud. Also many thanks to those who
kindl) ent Christmas greetings cards to us here in Association HQ.
tar & Garter Home and C helsea Hospital. The Rep Col Comdt, Maj
Gen . R. Carr-S mith and the Regimental Secretary, Col A. F. Ca rter
vi ited the tar and Garter Home at Richmond. Surrey on 17 December.
There they met former members of the Corps; 1aj John C ox, Cla ud e
Uen, and Frank 1artin. J ohn handed to Col Carter, the absolutely
fa cinating memoir of an Old Contemptible, handwritten by a apper
signaller in two exerci e books with over 36,000 words . Far from just
being stored in the Museum Archives, I understand that plans for this story
include eriali at ion in The Wire. Prior to that the General and the Colonel
had visited the Chelsea Hospital to have Christmas lunch wi th our 20
former Corps members. They found them in good spirits and enjoyi ng life
to the full.
CorJl C arol ervice. early JOO members (plus the choir of 36)
attended the Coips Carol ervice at Westminster on 17 December. The
readings were by Brig J. H. Griffin SOinC (A), Capt . J . Mo uld of71
ig Regt (V), apt M. C. Brookes of 34 Sig Regt (V), Sgt S. M.
Th omp on of 238 Sig Sqn, Sig G. Plumb of 31 Sig Regt (V) and Maj
Gen I. 0 . J . prackling fa ster of Signa ls. Our thank once again go to
Lt C ol John C hambers for his organi ation of the event and his hard
work as 1\faster of the Choristers. Many thanks to those who travelled
from far and '' ide to attend, including dear Ida Harvey all the way from
Manche ter, plus Lt Col David H a rgreaves and Capt Mark Brookes
from Middle brough. Tho e who live within reach of Westminster and
neYer attend this lovely service are missi ng out - so make a note of th is
year's service; 16 December.

GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST!
Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased
to receive interesting articles

It is wit~ great sadncs~ that we report the death of '.\-1aj 'cil Horlcr.
f'rom the tune thnt the Branch was reinstated to its present success eil
has been a most ener~ellc a~1d de~1cated Member. Fnend · from other
Branches and many .still serving will remember the very enjoyable Qui/
N1g~11 that he organised and conducted so ably. His Branch Standard was
earned at the funeral, attended by many friends from the Corps. A Corps
trumpeter sounded Last Post. Our deepest sympathy goes to Gill and her
two daught_c~rs. We hope tl~ey remcmbe~ they still belong to our Branch.
On a bright though chilly day in November Members of the Branch
j~ine~ by Ron and Pat Kil~cr on a visit to Denbies Wine Estate. Maj
Dusty Miller 1~ Chamnan of the West London Branch and we were
dcltghtt:d to cc him and Pat. We toured the cellars tasted the wines then
relaxed over a light lunch 111 the restaurant.
'
'
ovember was a busy month for our Standard Bearer, Fred Bridges,
who paraded our Standard at Aldershot on Remembrance Sunday and at
the Canadian service at Brookwood on Armistice Day. In April 1949 Gen
Flad~ate and 'I?odger' Grec!1 formed the Aldcrshot Branch and this year
on Fnday 9 Apnl we are holding a very special elebration Dinner details
of which appear elsewhere in this edition of The Wire. Musicians from the
C'orp Band will play throughout the evening. We hope that many friends
wil l help us enjoy it.

ew Life Members. The following recently enrolled Life
are welcomed to The As ociation:Bra nch
Ra nk
ame
East London
LCpl
Dennis Turton
RHQ
L. Cotterell
ig
Poole
W02
Tony Curnow
Ireland
Maj
Adrian cott
Ireland
WO I
Jim Cameron
Ireland
W02
Brian Chambers
RHQ
WOl(R M)
Reg orris
Manchester
LCpl
Barry Jervi
RHQ
gt
Allan Rayner
RHQ
Sig
Walter Hosken
Bath
WOI
John O'Donnell
RHQ
Cpl
Gordon Rodie
Bath
ig
Bertie Littman
Bath
Cpl
Frank Reynders
RHQ
LCpl
Jim Wil on
RHQ
Sgt
Peter Heaton
East London
Dvr
George Simner
RHQ
Sgt
Paul Anderson
RHQ
SS gt
Peter Rid! ington
RHQ
Sgt
Bernard Mee
Cardiff
Sig
Donald Shewring
RHQ
Sgt
Mike Prince
RHQ
Lt Col
Pat Kington
RHQ
Lt Col
Ron Abbott
South taffi
Sig
D. J. Waters
South Staffs
Wpte
I. Thornton
RHQ
Lt
Eddie Gibbons
Bedford
Pte
Tim Eggett
Bedford
Wpte
D. Eggett
Bedford
Sgt
Lou O'Dell
RHQ
WSgt
Karene Johnson
RHQ
Cpl
Harry Pridmore
RHQ
Cpl
Syd Rouse
RHQ
LCpl
Rob Ingram
Southampton
Sgt
David James-Bailey
RHQ
Cpl
Douglas Pepper
RHQ
Sgt
Chris Braid
Cardiff
B. Goode
Cpl
RHQ
Lt Col
Andy Forster
Rl-lQ
gt
Pat Price
RHQ
Cpl
Jason Medcrafl
RHQ
Cpl
Stuart Constantine
RHQ
Cpl
John Kendrick
RHQ
Sgt
A lbert Moffat
RHQ
W02
Jim Brebner
RHQ
Lt
Tommy Tomlin
RHQ
LCpl
Sid Lonergan
Dorset
Sgt
Andy Ann itage
RHQ
Cpl
ClifTMarker
RHQ
LCpl
Alex Howell
RH Q
W/LCpl
Jill Young

Members
Served
1948-50
1942-47
1959-81
1960-87
1947-67
1964-78
1950-75
1964-70
1938-46
1947-49
1975-97
1974-98
1940-46
1944-52
1989-98
1951-56
1952-54
1983-98
1974-98
1975-98
1944-46
1989-98
1967-98
1967-98
1953-55
1953-54
1939-46
tbc
1978-81
1943-47
1982-94
1941-46
1940-46
1988-95
1952-76
1989-98
1975-98
1952-55
1974-98
1944-47
1990-97
1988-98
?- 1978
1943-46
1975-98
1942-45
1943-47
1975-99
198 -98
1987-98
1992-98

BATH AND DISTRICT BRANCH
The Bath and District Branch members arc so far-flung coming from
'V ootton Bassett, Warminster, Trowbridge, Bradford-on-Avon Frome
Chippenham, Bat~. Bristol, Portishead, Bridgwater, Taunton, Wimbom~
Minster and all pomts in between, that we are unable to meet as a group as
frequently as many Branches can. However, we do enjoy those occasion
when we do meet. This year we have had a well-attended Curry lunch rn
1\1ay and a Barbecue in August, held at Pockeridge House, Corsham:
courtesy of The Officer ' Mess 2 Sig Bde. ext we had our Annual
Luncheon in October held at Azimghur Barracks, Coleme, Wilts; courtesy
of the WOs' & gts' Mess. 21 ig Regt (AS). This last wa particularly
well-attended and we were honoured to have as our guests Lt Col J.
Terrington, CO 21 Sig Regt, Maj R.Thomas, Chief-of-Staff 2 ig Bde;
WO! (RSM) D. Laycock and WOl (GSM) C. J. Dubique. We think we
a~e particularly fortunat~ i~ being able to hold our functions at serving
1gnals Establishments: It gives a real feeling of belonging. At the Annual
Luncheon, a a gesture of thanks to the WOs' & Sgts' Mess 21 Sig Regt,
the Chairman of the Branch, Lt Col Geoff Oakley, presented to RSM
Laycock a framed print of a painting of a Field Communications Site.
We also held our Annual General Meeting at the same mess in April.
Unfortunately t~e turnout for thi was rather disappointing. When the
Committee met 111 November we decided that the reason for thi might be
that we hold the AGM in the evening; members have to travel o far: and
becau .e o early in the year the weathe.r is highly unpredictable for driving
hom.e m the dark (and, alas, usually rarn). Therefore it was agreed that the
Chatrman would approach the Me ses to find out if it is feasible to hold
the AGM at lunchtime.
As usual the Branch wa represented at the War Memorial in Bath on
Remembrance Sunday, in the presence of the Lord Mayor. The Chairman
Lt Col Oakley laid the wreath and the Secretary, and Committee Membe;
Mr Roy Platten also attended. Our tandard Bearer was unable to attend
and a brand-new member, M r eil tewarr, with only a few minutes
instruction in the nearest car park, paraded the tandard. He did it
beautifully but what courage: The Secretary and Roy Platten al o
attended and paraded al the War Memorial in Combe Down, Bath on 11
ovember.
We were pleased to ee the splendid picture of Edgar Harrison who
was our last Chairman, in the article in The Wire about the Ceremony of
Remembrance for the Battle ofKaramate.
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Alan Foot, Bill Daley, Joe Morris on
To go back to Blandford; Yes? What is it like? Well a year or two ago it
was like a bomb site. And now? Very mart, very mart! What about the
people there? ma hing,just mashing. How is that? Becau e they are the
ame ort of people as the Brigadier and us. They are all Royal Signals~

DERBY BRANCH

Well what can your poor, humble cribe tell you? Was it a uccess? ft
was a smashing success. Then was it a sell-out? It was indeed I 07 sat
down to dinner - absolute capacity. Thank goodnes they did not'a11 try to
get on the dance floor at once. Point taken where was it? Brighton of
cour e. OK, what was it? It was the Annual Dinner of the Brighton Branch
of the Royal iguals Association 1998.

September 1998 - Four members of Derby Branch, \ 02 (Retd)
Dorothy Will iamso n, Sgt (Retd) G eoff llma n, gt (R etd) Jim H ayne
and M rs Joy Elliott were invited to spend a few days with 46 (City of
Derby) Signals Squadron at their nnual Camp near Weymouth. We were
regally entertained by all members of the Squadron and were privileged to
be present, along with The Mayor of Derby, when three of our Derby
Branch member - Sgt D. Snow, gt C. Rya n-Gilbank and Sgt P. Burns
were pre ented with their Long Service and Good Conduct Medal . Visits
were ma~e to Poole, Weymouth and Portland Bill accompanied by our
~ce-Charrman, S gt Al an Land boro ugh QMS 46 ignal quadron.
V_r ns were al o made to the Tank Mu eum at Bovington and The Royal
1gnals Mu eum at Blandford, which all found very interesting.
ovember I 998 - Our Remembrance Day Parade again took place at
the local Drill Hall by The Memorial in front of a cross placed there by
Derby Branch in remembrance of all who gave their lives in the el'\. ice of
their country. 25 World War 2 Veterans of the Royal Artillery \\ho ened
in the iege of Malta and for whom the Drill Hall where we hold our
Parade was built joined u . Wreaths were laid by both retired and ef'\.·ing
members of Derby Branch and by the Royal Artillery As ociation. Col .
Hawksworth T D DL, Pre ident of the Derby Branch and Capt R. C.
Ward, one of our Vice-Pre ident , took the parade. A alvation Am1y
bugler played the Last Post and Reveille. 46 Signal Squadron proYided an
excellent lunch after the parade. Our grateful thanks are extended to the
OC, M aj F lan agan and all member- of 46 ignal quadron who upport
u in our effort to continue thi tradition for our member .

Briga d ier Hughes, De e Barber, Liz Hughes

EWS FRO 'I MEMBE RS
Congratulations to the following member ''ho were married this vcar.
LCpl Tracey Cordon and Sig imon Houchin, Sgt Da rren non· and
C pl Leanne E ley, ' 02 Alan W hittaker and Tracey \ aring. \\e wish
them all every happine for the future Congratulation and'' clcome al o
to the 'new arrivals' Twin boy for ~ apt and Mrs Da' id Tomlinson and a
son .lam e for W02 Jim Batchelor and his partner gt Jane therley.
Our best wishes are ent to Maj Pam Kettle a long time member of the
Derby Branch \\ho has been unwell for ome time. Our Treasurer, Capt
Williams vi ited her recently in Wafton Ho pita l Che terfic ld and took a
mall gift. He spent an enjoyable afternoon ta lking over old time . \\ i!
wi h her a speedy recoY ry. \ e nl. o said goodbye to Mrs Olivey ( gt
(Rctd) Irene Knutton) who died on 22 eptember 199 . Two Cominittce
m~mbers attended the funera l in Derb on I ctober 1998. Our sympathy
is extended to her fainil}. Her .on and daughter aLo er.-ed as members of
the Royal ignals. Our enior !embers were again taken out for a
Christma Lunch at a local restaurant. Tin is no'' an annual C\<~nt '' hich
all look fomard to. The ommi ttee and all members wi h to •\tend their

BRIGHTON BRANCH
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Was there a splc~d1d pcaker'? Yes, not only did Brig Hughe\ make .,
speech he 1s <1lso a poet. Yes a j)oct, Joe oap sard he \a bcm •
normnated lor Poet Laureate, but there was a snag- it appci1Ts that the nc\v
Poet Laureate woul_d h_ave to live in Barbados. Possibly the Brigadier
would not want to hvc rn Barbados. Was there anyone \\ ith him? Yes of
course, his charming wife Liz.
'
Tell us more. Such as? Who were the other two gue~t ·on the top table'!
A_h! You must 111..:an Peter Cuckow and his charming wife heila. Where
did they come from'' Some place called Blandford. Where is that? Oh it i~
in some p~imeval part of. outhem England. Whereabouts? Well a:. far as
we know 1t 1s between Brighton and Land end but we arc not reall:i- sure
exactly_ where. Well how will Peter and heila get back? , o problem,
they will get the 11 o'clock Camel Train. Camel Train? Oh it 1s much
better than the Donkey Post. What about a train? What Train?''
An)' ad .points? Yes there was one. our popular PresrJent and hrs
charmrng wife were unable lO attend. You mean Brig Colin and Heather
Brown? Correct. J?ocs anybody need thankmg? Good h..:avcns yes. the
officers, the commmee and a host of helpers. Without them ''e could not
have had the dinner

splc~drd
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m < " tha • to th wo·. and gts \!cs: al Derb~ for allO\\ ing us. °' er
th I t 12 month .. to use the ks: facilities for our meetings and for
,, ·ial Hnt .. Than )'lu 10 all who haYe uppo!:1cd the Branch throughout
th pa 1 har. and \\e look r rnard 1 a ucce tul i 99C).

Lt Col Lapsley was asked to ay a few "·onb. He w,1, able to update
the company of the )atest position n:garding cut baeks proposed by the
1ovcmmcn1. The etlect on the Royal Signals 1 ·rritorial units, with un its
mcrl?in!l· and few cut back.s afTcct:n g thc strength ofthc Corps Rcgular, or
Tcrntona l, was well received. 8111 Taylor thanked the C:oluncl for his
speech . He thanked all the members, famil y and friend s attending the
dinner, for their support. I le also thanked the C'O, and members of the
Regiment, for their support of the bran ch at the monthly meetings and use
of the facilities, and Peggy Dollen for tending the bar at those meetings.
He thanked those ''ho donated prizes for the ra ffic. Bill then requc tcd
everyone 10 go downstairs to enjoy coffee chcc c and biscuits whilst the
hall '~as rearranged for dancing. The Piper who had played several tunes
during the meal then piped the company from the hall to the Messes
downstairs. The band named Prime Time was fir t class, suitable to
everyone, with the decibels at the right pitch. At the start someone let on
that it was the scribe's 78th Birthday. so all sang, and l was dragged onto
thr tloor at the beginning of the first dance. The raffie raised £ 142. Every
lady pre ent was presemed with a fresh while carnation tied with a blue
ribbon reprcsenting t Andrews colours.

.\ OTH R
CES, FOR A DERB_Y BR.\1 CH.MEMBER
\Ir De" i Treharne a life member ol the Association. ha notch~d up a
further notable succc ' m July of this year by co~1pletinf..the IJmegen
larche.. The tarchc' are held each yea: m _the lly ~f IJmegen over?
p.:ril'd of four day . r·v1.i 1pants walk 2:i mile t40 k1l?met~e ) per da).
The photograph sho\• Dewi atler being pr sented "1th h1 medal on
compktion of th~ four-· .1ys march.

NE\ ME lBER
We are de li e.hted to welcome 1r Andy & Mrs Eva Aston of
Littlestone. Kent to the Branch. Andy served from 1945-48 with 18 Air
Formauon ignals. in Egypt, Palestine and the udan .

LOUGHBOROUGH BRANCH

GLASGOW BRANCH

Thi was the second , ijmegen march that Dewi ha completed, his first
was in 1954 \\hen he was a corporal techni~ian auachcd ~o 22 LAA
Regiment Royal Artillery in Germany. Dewi aid that II took ~um ~ years
to forget the pain and hopes that he will be fit enough 10 do 11 agam after
another -Myears. He also thinks that he may have been the first R?y~l
Sie.nal member to complete the march, not counrmg the ones that did 1t
for real in 1944 '45. He may al o, at the age of 63 (going on 33) be the
.
olde t Royal ignal member to complete the march.
Dewi work a a lecturer at the number one Radio chool RAF Locking
Weston- uper-Mare and was ponsored by the Station to the um of £224
that was collected for the RAF Benevolent fund.

EAST KENT BRANCH
Forty four member and Frank Castle's grandson met for an excellent
lunch at the Manston Airport departure lounge restauran_t on Sunday 11
O tot-er 1998 after or before" hich many went to the Spitfire MuseU111 a
takeoff's leng'th away. Out through the picture window could be e~n an
arrav of monster aircraft, some of Russian descent, but mteresungly
enough, there wa no activity a~oun? any of them. We _can rec?mmend the
cui ine and the Mu eum, ''h1ch 1s desperately trying to improve on
rnlunteer funds . II is worth a visit for the history in picture alone.
RE~IEMBRA CEDAYPARADE UNDAYSNOVEMBER

Once again the Branch produced a larger contingent (other than the
ser,ing elements) than anyone else. Moreover neady_ everyone had
sensibly brought a black umbrella but bemg typically Bnt1 . h, the e ha~ to
be carried rolled 'at the port' even though 1t was teeming. Co l Mike
Barrett and the Hon Sec were seen conferring upon a modification to their
bowler hats that would allow the water which was overnowing from the
upturned brims to be provided with a down pipe which would carry it ?Ut
of harms way! The party in the Cathedral numbered 28 for a movmg
service, one of the most poignant parts being at the ery end. when the
choir sang 'We will remember them' :;et to Edward Elgar's music . .
The 13 stro11g marching contingent behind the Standard camed by
Keith Chamber and under command of the Chairman, Trevor Allison,
marched past the Lord Mayor (again in pouring rain). Our breast filled
''uh pnde as the spectators seemed to burst into applause as we marched
past them. Howe,er, we discovered thi was largely due to our supporters
club (the" ives) v.ho positioned themselves at intervals and started to clap
-'> ''e approached '' hich was taken up by the public around them!
Bnlliant! Donald Crisp's canoon depicts conditions.
EW OF fEMBER
Eadie Thomas has been m Kent & Canterbury Ho.,pital for further
treatment, pleased to say she is now at home and rec?vering. Edith, in her
eighties still likes to organise the Branch raffies and 1s a staunch supporter
of the Royal ignals B.:nevolent Fund. Thank you Ead!e f?r al.I your
efforts. Donald Crisp 1s now a SSAFA caseworker, so this' ill give the
Branch added support for its Welfare cases. Peter Foakes has won five
more Gold "'1edals m the inter service swimming but despite this, he
allov.ed the avy to win. Six Members. Fred & Joan Oaten, Alan &
Clare unnucks, .John & Gillian Badcock found themsel,es together in
Lc1ce~tcr m Halloween ight for a Reunion Dinner of the High peed
Wirele s Squadron in Ceylon during the war. Fred and Alan served in it
and John was their OC.
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Branch members with fam ily and fi-iends managed to attend the Beating
of Retreat. by the massed band of the Royal British Legion ( cotland), on
the esplanade of Edi nburgh Castle. A meal ~va ~rran~ed at an Edm?urgh
hotel before the ceremony. It was a worthwhile _rnp enjoyed by all, with all
the colourful plaids. kilt and headgear ofth_e pipers. The only . nag was to
fmd toilets on the homeward journey. It bemg a Sunday_ even mg the cafe
on our ide of the motorway had closed down for the night. A mad d~sh
over the foot bridge to the cafe on the other side of the motorway, (which
fo~ately wa open), saved a lot of embarra sment to one and all, and we
didn 't even buy a cup of tea.
.
Our monthly meetings are well anended and we have gamed a few more
member incc our la t contribution to The Wire. The Annual Dmner and
Dance was held on aturday 28 ovember, in the Drill Hall of 32
(Scotti h) Sig Regt (V) with the kind permi sion of the CC? of the
Regiment, Lt Col . C. C. Lapsley. The Branch President, MaJ Gen A.
A. Anderson CB, ent hi apologies for not bemg able to attend, but
wished all concerned a very enjoyable e ening. The me~bers_ and ~uests
were greeted with a glas of sherry on arrival, before bemg piped m t~ a
well set out dining area of the hall , decorated m 0e Corps colour w1lh
table mats, napkins and candelabras with cand les in the Corps colours. A
two foot high silver· Jimmy ' placed on the Top Table. All had been loaned
for the night !Tom the Regiment, signed for and counted out by our
Chairman.
.
A total of 85 member and guests sat down to an excellent dinner
provided by \ 02 Master Chef John Wren hi C~efs and taff Agam
the members wish to convey their thanks and apprec1at1on for a fir t cla s
dinner combined with excellent ervice. My guests turned down an
invitation to another function opting to accompany me, ha ing enjoyed the
1997 dinner so much. ongratulations to you and your staff John, your
fame ha spread beyond the limits of the Branch._Alistair Wil on, (the
newe t recent member to join the Branch), was given the assignment lo
propose the Loyal Toast and the Toast to the Colonel in Chief, HRH The
Princess Royal. WOI ( VWOI) Terry Mc ey of32 Sig Regt proposed
the toast of the R A Glasgow Branch. At the Top Table was Lt Col A. C.
C. and Mrs Ruth Lapsley, the Branch Chairman Bill Taylor and ~rs
Betty Taylor, Branch Treasurer Eric McWaters and Mr . Annice
Mcwaters. The guests included WOI Terry McVey, representing WO!
(R M) MacLachlan who was unable to attend, W02 _(SSM) Karen
Swan, Sgt Jackie and Mrs Peggy DolJen, of32 Scottish Sig Regt (V).

Lt Col Lapsley with Mrs Ruth Lapsley
and W01 (SVW01) Terry McVie
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complete without mentioning C\ Sgt Brian 'Paddy' Black. As 1 his wont
he arnmgcd to borrow some table furniture organised the catcnng and the
bar. pri nted the menu, produced the scaung plan and paid all the bills.
Others worthy of a mention were Da e Aldous who organised the Raffie
and Bruce Graham who, amongst other things, was responsible for
producing the professional looking place names. Once again this year the
I larrogatc branch annual dinner, organised by ex Corps members matched
the Regimental Dinners of bygone days.
On Sunday 8 ovembcr '.lO Branch \ilcmbcrs pamded behind the
Branch Standard and marched to the cenotaph for the Remembrance
Service and the laying of wreaths. This year the Branch wreath was laid by
our President, Maj (Retd) Chas Birchall. At the conclusion of the Parade
13 members and their wives r.:turned to the Oakdale Golf Club for lunch.
During the remainder of the year the Branch is still active. The third
Friday of each month is our social evening when members get together for
a drink and a natter. We also run our own Golf ociety this is ~upported by
an average of2 I members who get together for matches two or three times
a year. One of the highlights of our golfing calendar is playing in an 18hole match play, knockout competition for the 'Tom toddart Trophy'.
This trophy, which was presented by Lt Col (Retd) Tom Stoddart MBE,
is a replica of the St Andrews Claret Jug. This for the last two years h.as
been won by Pete Shepherd. Although we no longer have contact w11h
the servi ng Corps we of the Harrogate Branch maintain the spirit of
comradeship and endeavour to keep the Corps to the forefront in
Harrogate. If you live in the area and wish lo make contact, or, if you are
visiting, you will always be welcome.

Royal ignals Association, Loughborough Branch held their Annual
Dinner Dance on 14
ovember 1998 al the Carillon Room ,
Loughborough. 76 at down for dinner, which was followed by dancing to
a live band. They came from all over England, (Cheltenham, Southport,
Bristol, Bracknell, Derby) as well as our local Branch members and
friend . The evening was a tremendous success and naturally there was
lots of reminiscing amongst us all. We are all looking forward to next
year' Annual Dinner Dance that is booked for Saturday, 20 ovember
1999. Anyone wishing to attend next year please contact the Chairman.
Ben Banyard, Tel: 01509 557686.

NEWCASTLE BRANCH

Members and Guests at dinner
The Branch Commiuee put a lot of hours in preparing this event, o that
everything is ' Alright on the ight' . Thanks to them everyone enjoyed a
splendid eveni ng. Finally I apo logi e to QM 'orma Sproule, who, on our
visit to Ripon also looked after our interest for which we thank her. I
missed her name on my note . orry orma from a VERY OLD EX QM.

HARROGATE BRANCH
The first recorded meeting of the Harrogate Branch of the Association
was held on Friday 16 November 1951. This meeting was held in the Drill
Hall situated on Strawberry Dale and was attended by 19 member. The
last recorded meeting was held on Thursday J0 October 1970. This was
held in Hut 15 in Hildebrand Barracks with four members in attendance.
On the 11 February 1971 an AGM wa called, member present three. The
meeting was cancelled and no further entries were recorded in the Minute
Book.
On the 28 March 1982 and 2 May 1982 meeting were held to discus
the re-establishing the Branch. These meeting were attended by Lt Col
(Retd) L. J. D. Davies TD, Maj (Retd) K. G. Doyle and Mr P.
Wood.
The result of these meetings was that it was decided to have a remaugural
meeting on the 21 May 1982 in the Cpl's Club (the old Sgt's Mess) in
Uniacke Barracks. The re-inaugural meeting was supported by 4
members and apologies were received from 9 others. Amongst th~se
pre ent to give their support and to an wcr any quene that may arise
were: Col P. Verden Commandant of the Army Apprenti es College, Lt
Col R. L. Murray QBE General Secretary of the Royal Signal
Association, Maj (Retd) B. Edwards President of the Leed . Branch of
the Association. ll is no' IS years since that re-inaugural meeting and the
Branch continues 10 flourish with an average membership of 60. The
Committee is guided by our Chairman, Maj (Retd) J. 'ewma n. T~e
finances controlled by Brian ' Paddy' Black and the work horses con 1 t
of Jack Kendle (who is now in his 11th year) and Bruce Graham. I
('Chippy' Wood), for my ins, carry out th_e duti~s of the e retary.
ovember is the month "hen the Branch 1s at 11 bu 1e t. It starts with the
Annual Dinner that is always held on the Friday preceding the
Remembrance parade and culminate with the parade itself. From 1982 to
1995 the Branch Annual Dinner wa always held in the Sgt Mc at Army
Apprentices' College. With the closure of the College many thought
having lo. I the u e of that facility that finding a new venue for the dinner
would pose a bit of a problem. However, these fears proved to be
unfounded .
Our new venue is the Oakdale Golf Club. Thi year a total of 84
members and their guests were greeted with a gl~s of hcrry a~d then a~
down to a 5-course dinner. At the end of the dinner our Pre 1dcn1, 1aJ
(Retd) Chas Birchall, gave the as cm bled member a brief on the current
state of the orps, interspcr cd wi~h snippet~ about t1_1e two ~ve~ks re erve
training he had just completed with 31 1gnal Regiment, 111 i)~v?n and
Wales. /\Iler thi the members adjourned to the lounge bar to fu11 h th
evening off with a disco. A n:port on the annual dinner would not be

c;.
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Dear Mrs Herring,
In reply to your personal request in the October ls ue of The Wire. made
to· Ir Apology' of the ewcastle Branch, for news of our Branch. I. as an
ex-secretary of the ewcastle Branch, and as such ha ing a little
knowledge of joined-up, have taken it upon myself to an wer your plea.
However, before I get down to news of the Branch. l must draw your
attention to the most honoured and ....... . yes privileged po it ion in which
you found yourself on that day in Blandford, when you met face to face
with 'Mr Apology'. Let me explain. We of the ewcastle Branch,
probably the oldest Branch of the R A Uust thought I'd pop that one in_),
have members in our ranks, who go back as far as 'oah (00000 I 1g
oah), who have never een 'Mr Apology'. Although they have heard hi
voice when answering the phone on a meeting night saying. ' Please put in
my apologies I can't make it tonight'. in fact there are not many left who
have not been ·apologied' on the phone by our 'Mr Apology'. Indeed
some unfortunate have found themselve in this position more than once
and as a re ult ha,·e been given coun elling by our pecially trained
coun elling team.
As you -may have gathered. your meetingwith 'Mr Apology', face _to
face, in a pub in down 1own Blandford (the city that never sleeps), deta~I
of\ hich will never leave the tip of my pen. make you a member of an ehte
band of'Apology Seekers'. I, myself have not only met him, but as hi one
time controller al o knO\ hi true identity. I have spoken to him about
your meeting i'n Blandford and hO\\ clo e he had come to 'blowing hi
cover'. Hmvever, after a lengthy debriefing I am sure that hi co\'er i still
intact and have returned him to the field, where he can be be t employed
going around apoloe.ising for not being where he should be.
Enough of thi frivolity and on with the news of the elite 'Geordie'
Branch of the RSA. A mentioned. we do ha\'e our hare of veteran . One
in particular, I believe, de erve pecial mention. tr Sid Whitfield,_a
member now for well over 50 years (Honour Badge awarded), "ho de p1te
hi health problems over the past two years, of whic~ he ha. had_ man).
continues to think of hi fello' members first putting aside h1 O\\ n
problems. Over the pa t ten or more years we have di cu ed, on \'ariou ·
occasions, rene\\ ing our Branch tandard and the end re uh has always
been that the Branch could not afford the co t and the mailer wa hel\'ed.
However, at our October meeting a large cardboard box took centre stage
between the ecretary and the Chairman, on opening the box. ye you ·, e
guessed. a brand new tandard was revealed, fully embroidered with the
name of the Branch. paid fur and donated by id Whitfield to the Bran~h.
Where was Sid? He was ining at home, he had sent m his apolog1c
saying that he wa not feeling too good. Those of us' h? knm\. id, al.o
knm' that he ju t did not ''ant to be centre stage_ that nlj!hl or an~ ot~cr
night such i hi nature. Our ne'' tandard Will require a ded1ca11on
cere~ony, probably at t11e R A Reunion at Blandfor~ in June 1999. Our
old 1andard, which has seen a great deal of history and man} . a
"campaign', Catterick reunion Remembr~nce Day Parade. etc. ''ill
require a place of re t either in our O\\ n gam on church here m C\\Castle
or in tho; orp. Mu eum. The e mailer will b<! decided b) our members
priorto June 1999.
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uld hk to ta e thi' l1pportumty on behalfJfall our me1~1bers to say,
, u Sid Whitfield for your unselh hn~-,, dcd1cat1on. and
n •t ·ii, that wu ha'c sho'' n to u all with this much ~pprec1ated
J matwn_", tso ,\ e hope that "c ha' c suclceded in embarra ·smg the hell
l1u1 ofn>u. Thanks, id.
p :··\tr Apology· ·ends his apologie for not writing him elf but he i,
far too busy 1Ht1mg lctt.:rs of apology!

WEST LONDON BRANCH
In Octob.:r \\e heh.lour Annual D~nncr & Dance al the Civic Centre 1n
Hounslow. \mong the gue ts 1\cre friend from other Branches, whom 1~c
ah,·ay:; arc happy to sec and 11 was u most e~Joyablc c".enmg.
Our Christmas Part) 1h1s year. with music lor dancmg, was at our new
venue. the Infantry Barracks in Hounslow. We thank th~ resident unit for
their hospitality and for arranging the b~1lTct. Th~ cvcn mg was enhar~ccd
by our Pn:sidcnt, taj John Daw showmg the v ideo th.at he Look ot our
annual church parade 111 Scptcmber at the Royal ll osp~ta l. Chel sea. We
were plca:ed to see .Joh~ and Mar garet. who came up lrorn home on the
Hampshire coast 10 he ''1th us.

MALTA/LIBYA
ROYAL SIG ALS ASSOCIATION
OLD COMRADES BRANCH
A meeting wa hdd at The Denbigh Arm , Luuerworth, aturday 26
eptember 1998. !lOY and Pat .Andrews. Les Blackmore, Betty a1~d
Peter Charles, Rita and Denm
root, Angela and Arthu r Harns,
Ben•I and Dave Hun•ey, '111ggie and Bill La,~rence, Billy Wild . Alan
Wilcox and Harry Holben1• attended the Reunion on Friday 25 October
but owing to other commitment left early on aturday morn mg. A fe11
members- aid they would be going 10 Blandford at the end of June 1999.

On Monday we choppered back but this time from what i known a~
Terminal I on Tresco, a well appotntcd hut otherwise used as the cricket
pavilion, to the mainland in a clear blue sky "ilh SW England laid out
hcforc us. We !Cit that laj Denis Strange and Lt Robio Jennings had
missed one of our belier reunions!

MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY ASSOCIATION
On 23 Oc1obcr veterans of No 4 Squadron, 2nd Middlesex Yeomanry,
(22nd Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron) attended the unvei ling
ceremony of the Memorial to 7 Armoured Division (The Desert Rats)
erected in Thetford Forest where the Division prepared for the invasion of
orr11andy in June 1944. The ceremony was performed by Field Marshal
Lord Carver ''ho was greeted by a fanfare of four trumpeters from The
Blues & Royals. Aller inspecting the Guard of llonour provided by the 1st
Royal Tank Regiment, The Royal Yeomanry and Standard Bearers of the
Royal British Legion, Lord Carver said, 'It's a useful reminder to people
who come for walks in Thetford Forest that we were here during the
Second World War playing a very important part in ensuring that people
arc free to walk here at all.' The memorial repre ents five years work by
former De ert Rat, Les Dinning, who had the idea after visiting
ormandy in 1993.

Thi man wa. een in Blandford on the day in question claiming to be
·Mr Apolog) ·. Plea e re t a sured thi i an impostor a~d di .regard any
claim made b) him as he can not be held re pon 1ble for l11s acuon . due ~o
an o,·erdo e of • ewca tie Brown Ale. (Guy Turnbull, one of ht
henchmen in Blandford).

READING AND DISTRICT BRANCH
Our Year ended with a Christmas Social Evening at the Brock Barracks
(which i. tul. after the big cuts, home of a mall R. Signals TA Unit),
where we all had the type of fun that one expects at a well organi ed 'cio'.
, obody was di appointed. We all had our fill. Plus, we all remembered
wh) 'Christmas' ...... and we once again ended the evening \ I ith carols
around the Chrisunas tree. The portable organ was again there. The past
six months ha' e been hectic with so many events organised, like Branch
Meetings in pubs; Sandhurst - to see the fina l Rehear al of Sovereign's
parade/picnic. the Blandford Reunion, 'Sca leybacks', it was a super
parade. Then there was a Barbecue, Informal di110ers in a ·posh'
restaurant, ' i sit~ to neighbouring Branches as guests to their dinners,
Chelsea Royal Hospita l; Cenotaphs, and Museums. Alan , our Hon Sec
abo Hon ec for one of our Steam Rai lways hosted a Christmas Dinner on
'his· train. Look out for the photographs. Just a quickie ... ext year's
(29th) Annual Renuion Din ner is going to be on aturday 20 March 1999.
o hold ba k booking those holidays if you intend to come. For further
particulafl> about our branch, contact:
Alan E. Foot, 96 hi Item rescent. Earley RG6 1A1
or : alanfootfti,globa lnet.co.uk
or: Tel fax 0118 986 1130
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A Belated Happy New Year to you all and may 1999 be good to you.
1998 fini hed on a high note. A successfu l 'Cheese and Wine' party,
organised by Sally Bentley and Chri\sy Mill~. was held at ~1ercury
House, Duke of York's HQ. Two other hard workers, beavering awa)' to
make us all very happy were Ed Be ntley (Sa lly's husband) and L pl
Paul McGarrity, our thanks to them all. The CO, Lt Col Lin da Ha rrison
was there to prove to three former COs, who were also in attendance that
the Regiment has lost none of it socia l skills. These occasions are very
good at attracting former members of the Regiment back to the social
scene and this year was no exception. Alan Parry and his wife attended
and boy did the lamp start swinging.
Unfortunately our Carol Service in December clashed with the Corp
Carol Service which caused a few dcci ions to be made. Our Service wa
organ ised by our Regimental Chaplin, Maj Da vid C rawley, who insists
that he i in Sales and not Management.
Our annual trip overseas this year will be to the Somme and the V2
Rocket sites at La Cuople 28-30 May. By popular reque t we will have the
cu tomary singing of Tibetan sea-shanty on the coach. organi ed by our
social secretary Ron ' Dusty· M iller. Anyone wanting further detai l of
this trip should contact 'Dusty' on 01784 250756. A reminder that our
Annual Dinner is on the 17 April, detai ls can be obta ined from our
Secretary, Henry Holman on 0181 848 4597.
Congratulations to one of our committee member Steve Bland, who
did a spon ored motorcycle ride from Land End to John o·Groats, in aid
of the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. A sum of around £300 was very
well received by Lt Col Ian Ha milton at the 56 Div City of London
Signals OCA Dinner. Well done Steve.

56 DIV (CITY OF LONDON SIGNALS)
BRANCHOCA

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
It is time once again to remember tho e Comrade who are no lon~er
"ith us. Our Branch wa fully involved in vanou local functions during
ovember. Al Belfast City Hall Garden of Remembrance where the
ceremony was led by the Lord Mayor and the Councillors of Belfast City.
Paul Robertson and orman Coulter laid a cross on behal f of the
Branch. In Palace Barrack , Holyrood, Co. Down a service of
remembrance and the dedication ofa memorial stone in memory of those
Royal ignals personnel killed in the J orthem Ireland trouble wa
anended by Col Walter , the Regimental Colonel, our Branch wa
represented by Lt Col (Retd) Terry Lightfoot. On Remembrance w1day
there was a good turnout of Branch members for the church parade to St
{arks Dundella, Belfast, as gue ts of 40 (Ul Ler) Sig Regt (V). BiJly
Dickin on carried the Branch standard. Jim Reilly once again laid the
Branch wreath in the church. The buffet laid on by the Regiment
afterwards wa mo t welcome. At a Remembrance Parade and ceremony,
organi ed by 85 ig qn in ewtownard a wreath was laid. on behalf of
the Branch, by Chris Montgomery.
The serie of talks was continued at our ovember meeting. Th is time it
wa the tum of 66 ig Sqn, when SSgt Mark Barrass brought us up to
date in a mo t interesting way on the working of the Squadron. An unusual
feature on this occa ion was the practical demonstration given in the
vehicles by Cpl Dave Burgess and indeed by om own Hon Sec, .gt Ian
Wolfe. A disco for the younger members and friends was orgamsed m
Clonaver TAVR Centre by Ian and Debbie \ olfe. It was very successful
both socially and financia lly. The thanks of the Branch goes to all those
"'ho helped to make it a success and those who donated prizes for the
draw.
Don ·1 just read the e notes. If you are in orthem Ireland, visiting,
posted or living here come and meet us. We are not ha rd to find each third
Wednesday of the month. The Officers and Members of the orthem
Ireland Branch would like to thank the Chairman, Secretary, Adm in
Officer and all the Backroom ~talT of the RSA for the help they have given
to the Dranch during 1998 and we wish them a Prosperous New Year.

31 SIGNALS REGIME T
ASSOCIATION

The Members
Standing (l-R ): Pat Andrews, Les Blackmore,
Roy Andrews, Billy Wild
Sitting (LR): Beryl Harvey, Denni~ Croat, Da v e Harvey,.
Maggie Lawrence, Bill Lawrence,R1ta C roat , A rthur Harns,
Angela Harris, Peter Charles, Betty C harles.

79 ARMOURED DIVISION
SIGNALS OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
A is our custom the members of thi dwindling Branch of the
Association met toge'ther for a weekend Reunion . We have varied the
loc;itions of our meetings over the years but for the first time, becau e ?ne
of our members is a fanatic, we went to the Island ofTresco m the Scilly
Isle from 16-19 October. adly two of the even remaining members
could not be with u . Ho' ever, Capt C hris Dena rd, Capt Les Wardell,
Cap t Cli ff Hea p, Lt J immy Humble and Lt John Badc.ock (Rank at the
time of erving!) met at Penzance Heliport late on Friday afternoon m
pouring rain, gale force winds and low visiblity. The iskorsky carrymg 20
passengers and one dog flew 'blind' for the half hour flight lo t Marys,
where we then bus ed down 10 the harbour for a three mile trip in an open
boat in mountainous seas to the landing stage at Tresco. A tractor and
trailer, the only permitted motor transport allowed, took us to our very
comfortable hotel.
On Saturday and Sunday we were blessed with sunshi ne though on the
first there was the continuing gales whipp ing up the Atlantic .to crash m on
a myriad of rocks and reefs and on the Sunday dead ca lm w1Lh reflecuo.ns
across the bays. We walked the coastline in stages on the fi rst day with
suitable refreshments at the only other inn and joined the numerous
'Twitchers' who were studying the bird migrations. The second day we
joined a boat tour of the Eastern Isles with their sea lions and many sea
birds calling in on t Agne for a cuppa before returning to Tresco.

Middlesex Yeomanry, 7 Armoured Division Memorial
Thetford Forset
Christmas ha gone, ew Year's resolutions ha e been made and it's
heads down for the year 2000. good luck everybody, keep your powder
dry.
Since our last notes for The Wire we have paraded al t Paul 's for
Lafone Day. The Parade Commander wa Maj Mike Lansdowne, with a
very good turnout by all. Pre-Parade Lunch, with wine, assisted some
members of the As ociation to wing their arms a little higher. Several
members, including our Chairman Geor ge Key and Membership
Secretary Ted Hawkins, attended the unvei ll ing ceremony to the
Armoured Division, of which 4 Squadron Second Midd lesex Yeomanry
were a part.
The Annual Dinner, at the Duke of York's HQ, was a success with a
good number altending. Our Guest of Honour was Col Ted Sca rlett, ably
assisted by our President Col Simon Beazley.

The Branch has again joined forces with other Branche al events like
attending the Governor's Parade al Chelsea Hospital on 6 September (with
31 Signal Regiment Association and the West London Branch). Secretary,
Steve Bland could not join the parade th is year as he was riding hi s
motorcycle on a charity run from Land's End to John O' Groat . One of the
charit ies he sponsored was the RSA Benevolent Fund for which he raised
over £300 from the generou sponsorsh ip of members from 56 Branc.h and
the newly created South London Branch. He took the opportuntty to
present the proceeds to A sociation ecretary, Ian Hamilton, who was
Gue t of Honour at the 56 Branch Annual Dinner held at the Union Jack
Club, London on l 3 ovember. Other guests were Peter Cuckow, the R A
A si tant Secretary, Lt Col Linda Harrison the CO of3 I (City of London)
ignals Regiment (V) and Capt Dave Thomas, PSAO of 83 ignal
quadron (V) the successor Unit to 56 Di' ignals.

Peter Cuckow loo ks on wh ilst Steve Bland presents the cheque
to Ian Hami lton . 56 Pres ident Roy Hughes appears to be still
tackling his dessert

Our Pres id ent che cking t h e b ill

(l-R): Lt John Badcock, Ca pt Chris Dena rd, Lt Jimmy Humble,
Capt Les Wardell and Capt Cliff Heap
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 1999

n Remembrance unday we aga in paraded with the Squadron at the
Ruis li p Memorial. The As ociation wreath was laid by Maj ' Dusty '
Miller. After the parade the Sq uad ron ho tcd us to a splend id curry. back
at the TA Centre. The quadron are to be congratu lated for a very smart
turnout and thanked for their generous hospitality.
Ou r next get together, other than our regu lar meeting at Knightsbridgc
Barrack , wi ll be T he Cava lry Memori al Parade in Hyde Park on 9 lay
I CJ99. Get out your Regimcnial Tie and potish Y?ur hoes, 1t' not to be
mi sed. The ma sed hands alone arc worth turnmg up for and are very
good Lo march to.
T HE WIR E, FEBRUARY 1999

Ian Hamilton appears to be complaining to President Roy
Hughes about a violent attack on his left elbow by Cha irman
John Robson - to the amusement of Peter Cuckow
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REU IONS
THE 5 H (LONDON) CORPS SIGNALS
OLD Ol\1RADES ASSOCIATION
The 5th lLondon) Cl rp. 1gnals Old Comrade. ssociation hdd it
53rd R ·union meeting on 24 October 1998 '' ith a lunch at the Duke of
York·. Headquarters Club m Che! ca. O'er 80 member and gue t. were
pre:ent. and follO\\ ing tr ..! pre\ iou 'theme' Reunion , covering orth
fnca. Ital\ and Aus1ria.1he 199 Reunion eel brated 'Back Home' \\ith
a traditional Engli h meal that. of course. included roast beef and
York: hire pudding. The occa. ion was rnth r pt.'Cial. ot only had the
:\ ociation ecretal). id Prior, mount d a fine exhibition about the
allonal 1cmorial rborctum. following the As ociation · prcsemation
of-1 tree and a park bench in :Via), but the principal guests at the Reunion
were Da' id hild . the rboretum Appeal Director and hi wife Jane.
Din id gave th meeting a full and interesting update on progre s at the
<\rboretum and de\·elopment planned for the future. Another event mad
the occa ion rather pecial. In the course of the Annual General Meeting
the \ 'ice-Chairman. Frank Recd. made an announcement not on the
agenda and certain! , not e>..pected by the Chairman, Bob Roberts.
(Ahhough ii turned out later 1ha1 it wa not unexpected by hi wifo Edith).
Frank Reed announced that is wa. Bob Roberts, 51 st year as Chairman
of the A sociation. He also pre ented Bob with a plaque beanng the 5th
Corps • ign (the Viking hip) and an in ription together with a bottle of
cbampagne and a promi e of two further gifts to arrive a1 hi home after
the weekend, then he pre ·ented Edith\\ ith a box of chocolate . He went
on to present the ecretal). Sid Prior, with an in cribed plaque that
recogni ed hi contribution to the A sociation, a. a founder member. and
hi notable en ice in recent year a ecretary. fono\\ ing the death of the
pre\·iou ecretary.

The Secretary, Sid Prior, displays his plaque
with the Chairman beside him
Bob Roberts has been noted for getting through the Annual General
Meeting with commendabie brevity and speed but mt:mbers were
delighted not only at the recognition of his en•ice but this time to be
rathe~ taken aback by the eve~t. lt had _been a well kept secret. The 53rd
Reumon was a happy occasion despite two less cheerful items. The
Associ~tion ·s o_Idest member could not be present because of restrictions,
f~nowmg ho pita! treatmem, but a card signed by an present was ent to
h1_m 10 mark his 95th birthday. The A sociation also said goodbye to Louis
L!l~·eld , the Headquancr's Club Manager and his Assistant Pat Howard
who were retiring at the end <Jf the year and who had provided for the
A sociation's Reunions for 20 year. The future of the Duke York's
I leadquarters in \helsea is now uncertain but it is hoped that the 54th
Reunion can be held there in 1999. Once more 238 Signal quadron
pro\ 1ded an excenent sen ice of amplification at the Reunion and the Old
Comrade are 'ery grateful for this help

ROYAL IG ALS MILITARY TRAINERS
1st REUNION
The 23 October sa\\ the first coming together of Royal Signals Military
Tramers past and present. The day started off by personnel arriving from
an comers of the globe, ome spending their well earned cash getting to
Blandfor?. A p cial thanks for their efforts must go to SSgt John Laffey
_gt Phil Hay, Heather and Liz for their determination to attend th~
Dmncr. \>1ost _people cam~ down to 1he wo~d.s to see where the quadron
\\as put after tt left Cattenck, some not rcahsmg that we had spent time at
~oleme. After SIJ<'.nd~ng a lot of time looking at all the old photos of the
S_taffies and Dctues , ofT we all went to the SgtS' Mess for a Reunion
Dmner and a few lemonades. All \\ho attended will agree that the evening
~'as a great success.
apt Ian Hocn sch must be thanked for both the
1di:a and the ~'-ork 1mohe? before the Dinner. For the organisation of the
accom~odatton. and the Dinner an the credit and thanks must go to W02
( . \1) Do~g1e Eagle ham. Lookout for the excusive tie that was made
for the reumon. (Only a few left, cost £7.50). Yes it was the first Reunion
but 11 ''on't be the last. lf you couldn't make this one then put in your diary
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27 October 2000. this is a prO\ isional date. The dinner i. open to all
instructors\\ ho haYc crn:d "ith the Wing/Squadron.
On I OYembcr 1998 the ·hlitary Training Squadron lo t its title and
its link \\ith 11 ignal Regiment and now comes under the command of
the chool of ignals. Our nC\\ title 1s CO Training Wing, ommand
Traming Group.

254 OBA CLUB REUNION
The ninth reunion of the 254 Club took place in the Tillington Hall
Hotel, Stafford o\~r the weekend Friday 30 October and unday I
oYember I 99c. Tl11S 1s somethmg of a milestone when you think that, on
joining as a boy soldier. you had EIGHT years to serve in the ranks
AFTER compleung your tenn of Boy · erviee. At the time that eemed
to , trctch foreYcr into the distant future and here we are Fi fly year plu on
celebrating a I TH reunion.
total of 154 attended compri ing 90 ex
boy; and 64 wive .
Being the cu ·tom, Friday i the arrival day when everyone sett les into
their rooms and starts t get rea quainted with the others that they
probably haven't ccn since la. t year, or I 0, 20 or even 50 years ago.
Considering the weather\\ ith nood hampering progress both from onh
and outh and the congc tion on the motonvays an attending did well to
arri\·e at all, e pecially 'Deadly' and Daphne Baker who took o er seven
hour to get from Dover. Terry Beare from Australia (yet again), Colin
\i illiams and wite from America and John Dove and Anna from unny
Spain \\ere the ones \\ho had fiirthe t to travel. They an combined their
trip to the reunion" ith an extended holiday in UK.
For the second year. thee' ent ha been most excellently organised and
attended by Anne and Pat Fox-Roberts, a lot of work but high!)
appreciated by all\\ ho at1end. The reacquainting went on well into the '\\ee
mall hour ·of aturday, but then that' what it' an about! It wa nice to
cc first time attendees Alan Crabtree (haven't seen him since our
commission mg day in April 1996) and 'Titch' Spedding (haven't seen h11n
since l left X Watch \Var Office ignals in July 1948- over 50 year ago.)
aturday wa devoted to a late start v ith a visit to the Wedgewood factory
to let u see ho\\ the good thing in life are made - one or two were able to
try their hand at the art of potting. After lunch in the excenent restaurant at
Wedgewood we all went to their econds outlet in Stoke on Trent where
man) were relieved of some of their hard earned Old Age Pension! It \\3S
then back to the hotel for a bit of R & R prior to getting ready for the no\\
well e tabli bed emi formal dinner. It took the u ual fom1at with George
Severs in the chair \\ho invited the Revd Jim Ireland to ay grace. To
round off the first part of the evening Peter McNaughton propo ed 1he
toast to all tho e Ex-Boy who are no longer able to join in our reunions ~e roll of Honour now totals Eighty-Eight. After dinner the band got going
in the banroom and those who wanted danced the night away, others were
content to sit, drink and natter. Eventuany the hotel fen silent. unday
dawned and after breakfast tho e who were leaving said their farewell
with a promi e to be back next year. There were a few couples who stayed
on to take advantage of a third night in the hotel. The atmosphere at this
reunton was excellent and e eryone had a thoroughly enjoyable time.

Royal Signals Association
A ldershot Branch

50th Anniversary Dinner

(l:R): John Chenevix-Trench (CRA's_Signal Officer), Oliver Lebus (2nd Armd Brigade), Bobby Warren (2 RHA).
Manley B1rcurr_ishaw (Cable Troop). John West (Adjutant}.
(Appointments at the time of El Alamein}

LOSTCOMMS
T~c

fonn r service _pals of ~Michael .John Palmer are sought for a
possible surpn e rcumon. In parhcular the following; Dave Vince (28 ig
Regt 71172), John Scurr (233 Sig Sqn 73174), Bernie Cummings (9 Sig
Regt: 74), ·Mac' Macdonald (8 ig Reg 75176), Derek Styles and Ali
1~Kenzie (28 Sig_ Reg 84/85). and orrie Ruddiman (7 Sig Regt 87/88).
Mick al o. erved m the Jumor Leaders Regt at Denbury. 4 Armd Div Sig
Regt, I 0 ig Regt, at Wilton, 255 Sig, qn Bahrain and 35 Sig Reg1 (V) in
Birmingham. If anybody knows the current whereabouts of any of the e,
plus anyone else who remembers Mick, is asked to contact the RSA
Admin Officer at Blandford.
22717342 Barrow J. M. ational Service Group 52118. Service with
Betfor Signals 1953/4 would like to make contact with other RS
personnel from that time period, for reminiscences and a chat.
E-Mail: jmbarrow@btintemet.com
Mr Geoffrey Lewis is seeking the pre ent whereabout of his former
pal Clifford Treadwell. They served together in Egypt during the 1940 .
Anyone who can help is asked to call Geoffrey on 01628 626545.
Tony Kitchener ex orthampton now living in Coventry since 1962 i
looking for Cyril Bridgestock LKA, 29 He ton House, Tanner Hill.
Deptford, London E8, Approx 1961. He was in the Royal Signals,
Dvr MT ection, aighton Camp. Che ter and wa demobbed 1957/8.
Contact Tony on Tel: 01203 689048 ore.mail: Tony4679@aol.com or
any one who served with him 1955/58. Catterick Ganowgate Camp.
Rippon, aighton Camp, Che ter HQ sqn.

Ir Ian Dunningham's father, (Maj tanley Dunningham), was the
manager of Mercury House (one of the Corps homes) in Florence Rd,
Boscombe, Bournemouth, from 1948 to 1957. Ian, who was a lad at the
ttme, has contacted RHQ saying that he would be pleased to hear from
anyone who stayed at the home during that time. He can be contacted on
01454 312737 or by E-Mail 1an ~ dunningham.demon.co.uk
Mr S. F. Rouse is seeking the \\hereabouts of his former coneague
Gera ld McHugh. Also his former OC, Capt Oswald (from Ireland) and
RQMS R. Townsend (from Reading), both served with Syd in the
omaliland Signals in the 1940s.
Anyone who knows the whereabouts of former Sgt Ted Pearce. who
wa the Chief Clerk in I Wireles Regt/13 Sig Regt around 1958/60. is
asked to contact Lesley Banya rd, Hon Treasurer of Loughborough
Branch of the RSA on 01509 557686.

CORRESPONDENCE
A LETTER FROM THE WIRE'S
CORRESPONDENT IN BARBADOS,
CARIBBEAN, WEST INDIES
Dear Sir.
I thought your Wire readers would wish to know that the Barbados
Branch of the Royal ignal A ociation was host to a recent long-range
ignal Reece Patrol from UK. Detai l are ketchy but your cunning
correspondent in the Caribbean came aero s some fascinating snippets of

to be held in the

Garrison Sergeant's Mess, Aldershot on
Friday 9 April 1999 at 7.30pm for 8.00pm
An inclusive price of £25 per head for drinks on arrival, wine at
table and a five course dinner followed by coffee
The Corps Band will play during the evening
All past and present members of the orps living in the area
will be most welcome
ame please, with cheques, to: Capt Peter Sharpe
6 Rossmore Gardens, Aldershot, Hants GOI 13XF
Tel: 01252 333643

lST ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
IN AFRICA 1942/43
FAREWELL RE
IO
The Farewell Reunion of the Officers of I st Armoured Di vi ional
ignals in Africa 1942/43 was held at the aval and Military Club.
Piccadiny on 4 December 1998.
The u~it was con"!manded by the late Brig W.R. mijth-Windham CBE,
DSO _dunng the Kn1ghtsbridge-Alamein-Mareth period of the 8th Am1y. The
Reunion has been meeting annually since its inauguration in l 964. umbers
have of course been falling rapidly in recent years, but the five members
shown 111 the picture were able to meet and enjoy this final occasion.

Mr E. F. 'Tommy' Tomlin i keen to hear news of his former pals from
the orthampton Branch, from around 1946/47. In particular Henry
Knight, Ron Deacon and Bill Bruxby. Anyone who can help is asked to
call Tommy on 01495 220923.
24591622 Signaller Lee ·Sly' Silvester, having se1ved in the
following regiment between 1981/86. JRRS, OUSTO • 30 !G
REGT, 633 SlG Tp Belize, would like to contact anybody that knows
him. He can be contacted on 01216017307 or email:
LEE@lsilvester.free erve.co.uk
Mr Dalton pinola i eeking the whereabouts of his former pal
Gra ham Hyde. They served together in 7 ignal Regiment, Herford in
1962 and Gra ham was a Tg Op. Anyone who can help is asked to call Mr
Spinola on 01222 345962.
The SAS As ociation is seeking the whereabouts of the former Ro a l
Signals Sgt W. P. Duffy. He was known as "The Genera l" during his
service with the SAS in WW2. I le urvived an attack on his jeep.
which kined his OC. Apparently Sgt Duffy, despit being wounded,
bra ely returned fire and was only captured when the vehicle crashed
into a tree. He later escaped from his POW camp and was later
honoured for his action by the French. gt Duffy would be in hi O.
now and anyone with any knowledge of him is asked to all Maj
(Reid} .Jeremy Whittaker on 0142 7 I _292.
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Long-range Signals Reece Patrol Barbados 1998
Singing 'SAGA Calypso'
intenigence in earl 'ovcmber a he wa, taking a tron along a southern
beach near Worthing clo e to Bridge Town.
It was early evening and the un wa s tting into a calm rich blue sea
leaving behind a stunning after-glow in a ky that formed the backdrop for
a Bunch of Royal ignal Brigadiers and t cir Wi\·cs as the) frolicked in
the surf. 1 approached ' ith caution. There was much merrv-making and I
recogni ed a recently retired ignal Officer in Chief trying' to organise a 3
phase beach landing operation for his long range patrol. I lay IO\\ and hid
between the fold in the and. I sen cd dis ·en ion in the rank ·. Then:: \\us
much ta lk about Saga entries. agn en ors, aga Cal p os and aga
en ation . Could enior grown up Royal , ignal ollicers n::all) behave
like this? I kept till. The beach landing\\ a a farce. The parrol leader did a
leopard crawl up the beach. The moon shone brightly. nd giggling girb
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em.:mcd from behind big" me· to create a bridgehead next to ca Foam
lla.:1-nda .. I '' atch 'd and'' aited. The LRRP deployed inland to complete
their mL i m - the capture of the World' largest Rum DL tillery!

My husband sened with .>9 lnfBde HQ & ig qn (Comm Troop)and
the picture was drawn/painted as a whole picture but with smaller scenes
depicting different skills and a pccts of the Royul Signal in orthc~
lrdand. Tcould greatly appreciate if at all pos iblc :my help you may offer
or suggest.
Yours . incerely
Christopher Barnes
18640 Perego Way
aratoga
California 95070
UA
Dear ol Carter,
Thank you tndeed for making the arrangement for a trumpeter 10 play
at my father, ol B. H. P. Barnes, funeral. L pl John Bilby played
beautifully was immaculately turned out and his performance wa greatly
appreciated by the family, as well a other former <?rp members of my
father's era "ho were present. My father, a a long ttme supporter of the
Corp Band, would haYe greatly enjoyed it tremendou ly himself. Plea ·c
pa ·my thank to the trumpeter, LCpl John Bilby, and commend him for
hi efforts. I would like to sho\\ my appreciation further by making a
pecial donation to the Royal ignal As ociation and I enclose a cheque
accordingly.
Yours ye
From:

Brigadiers Wood, Wilcox, Waugh, Hughes
and Rev Maj Max Springer BEM and 'Mercury'
I checked the beach for some detailed information and found two
photograph and some crops of paper containing a AGA Operation
Order. The photographs are enclosed in the hope that you an publi'h them
in The Wire. Many of your re-aders will recognise the high-spirited holiday
makers. But I wonder hO\\ many recogni e our Barbadian Host and Guide
proudly holding 1ERC RY. The scrap of paper ga,·e me some clue :
• He completed a full career in Royal Signals reaching the rank of
lajor.
•He served under the command of the 4 Brigadiers in the photograph.
• He is married to ybil and he has a daughter married to a Corp
Officer - Captafo David Sullivan.
• He li\'e in Mercury Lodge clo e to the Airport in Barbados.
• He i Chaplain General to the Barbado Defence Force .
• He i now in charge ofa Church of England Parish in Bridge Town t Ambrose.
He i The Reverend Maj Max Springer BE 1 B . He and his wife,
ybiJ, end warm wishes to all their friend in Royal Signals. For those
thinking about Yisiting Barbados I can recommend the Wendy Wood Saga
Tours Holiday Company. With warm wi he from the Caribbean.
Certa Cito!
Jimmy Mercury
RSA Barbados Branch.
Mr W. Wood
25 George Road
Water - Orton
BIRMINGHAM
B46 IPF
Dear Editor,
For the past 14 years a party of ex-service personnel and members of
their families, including myself, have annually made a pilgrimage to war
graves in Holland and Germany, these being at Eindhoven, Arnhem, and
the Reichwald Foret in Germany. [have always made a point of visiting
the graYe of Corps Members buried in these cemeteries, in particular the
one in the Oosterbeek cemetery at Arnhem. Where pos ible on these
'i its, I have always placed a Poppy or Remembrance Cross on the e
graves. Our annual visit this year took place from 8-12 October. Owing to
a decline in my health, this year could be the last one I can go on, so to
highlight it, so to speak. I decided to have a wreath made, courte y of the
Royal British Legion. It was made, as near as po sible in the Corps
colours, light and dark blue carnation with the Corps Crest in the centre,
and finished off "ith a green ribbon and the following words in gold,
ROYAL IG· AL ASSOCIATIO . On the morning of the 11 October,
on the Airboume Memorial at Oosterbeek, Arnhem, a fellow RSA
m.ember '\fr F. Bailey and myself laid this. We were accompanied by a
fnend, an ex Guards Armoured member. Being a member of RHQ RSA , I
took the liberty of laying the aforemen tioned wreath on behalf of RHQ,
the accompanymg card was made out to all Corps Members who lie at rest
tn that area, and laid on behalf of RHQ ROYAL SIG AL
A OCIAT IO . Thank You,
From:

From:

Fran Mcldon
Lintley View House
laggyford
Carlisle
CUMBRIA CA6 7 H
Tel: 01434 381684

Dear ir,
I am \Hiting in the.hope that you may possibly be able to help rne in rny
~arch for a copy of a picture that was produced, and the scene set in
or:them. lrcla~d circa 19?5 - 1977. My husband was promoted there
dunng th1~ period and <?btamed a copy of this print but unfortunately over
the year~ 1t has been misplaced and I would dearly love to obtain another
print for him.
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From:

Mr George Best
9 Alamein Avenue
Chatham
KE T
MES OHZ

Gun ning - John Gunning
Ilorlcr - Maj . A. llorler
Jacklin - Sig G. J. Jacklin
Jordan - Maj K. W. Jordan
Marlboro ugh - Mr A. Marlborough
Rozier - David Rozier
Standing - Mr E. H. Standing
Tees - Mr Samuel Tees
Thompson - LCpl J. . Thompson
Webb - Brig P. H.F. Webb
Winter - A. H. Winter
Worth - Sig G. R. Worth

Served 1939/46
Served 1961/84
Served 1950/52
Served 1928/64
Served 1949/51
Served I 95 2/7 4
Served
Served 5 years
Served 1942/46
Served 1946/79
Served 1932/46
Served 1940/46

Died 11/ 11 /98
Died 21111 /98
Died Dec '98
Died 18/11/98
Died Recently
Died 17/ 12/98
Died 12/10/98
Died21/ll /98
Died 18/11198
Died 14112/98
Died 30/10/98
Died 25/11/98

Deighton • former S gt Barbara Deighton W/379206. Barbara served
from 1952 to 1977 first with 15th. Ack Ack Signals until she retired in
1977 and then with 34 ( ) ig Regt TAVR, during this time she was
with the Leeds Squadron that was 49 (WR) Signal Squadron. During
her ·ervicc and afier she served on the committee of and always gave
good support to all the Leeds & District RSA functions until through ill
health she had to retire from the committee. The last year even though
she was in a wheel chair she still continued to attend our socials and
every one would make her very welcome as she was so well liked. It
was sad when she departed from this life on the 27 October 1998. Our
treasurer Margaret Egan seldom missed a day when she did not visit
Barbara in hospital our thanks to you Margaret. Our condolences go
to Barbara ·s brother Ron and sister Vera.
Gavin - Sig R. W. Gavin - Bill maintained his contact with ex members
of the C'orps through his work with SSAFA. He was a caseworker and
latterly Divisional ccretary

Dear ir,
l am an ex-Territorial oldier who joined the Royal Signals in May
1939 and wa proud to think that I was a trained soldier when the war
broke-out. I am now 7 and was saddened when I read in the new paperi;
that they are cutting down the Territorial and closing down lots of Drill
Halls around the country.
o I wrote this little poem and I wondered if you would con ider it good
enough for publication in our WIRE magazine.
Yours Faithfully

THE T.A. ARMY
They are cutting down our T.A. Army, which I think is very barmy,
In fact I think it's quite the limit
So must the lad who are serving in it.
What the Government choose to ignore is there could easily be
another war,
In 1940 it wasn't fun when we stood alone to face the Hun,
But we bad no need to de pair becau e the T.A. Army was always there.
From: Brig F. L. Clarkson
Dear Editor,
There is a small error in your December 1998 issue on page 474- 'The
Corp Brooch'. The officer's name wa Fearfield, not Fairfield ; we were
personal friend - his wife wa called Ros. He and I passed into the RMA
Woolwich ('The hop') on 25 August 1939 - it closed a week later on I
September 1939 because of mobilisation! We all went on to 151 OCTV in
Aldershot and were commissioned in May 1940.
Yours incerely

DONATIONS
39 Inf Bde HQ & ig Sqn ........................................... ..................... £70.00
East Kent RSA .................................. ............................................. £ 150.00
alisbury R A ............ .. ....................................... ... .......................... £50.00
31 Signal R egi ment (V) ...................................................................£25.00
Mr G. A. Jenkins ......................... ...................................................... £5.00
Mrs J. Green treet ...........................................................................£20.00
MrJ.F. tuart ..................................................................... .. ........... £10.00
Certo Cito Lodge .................... .... .................. ........................ ........... £ l 0.00
42 Sig Regt Officers Club ...................... ...... .......................... ........ £162.00
outhampton & District RSA in memory of A. H.Winter ............. £20.00
Mrs D. M. Allen in memory of Derek Allen .................................... £50.00
Maj G. MacLennan in memory of Maj D. Allen ............................ £15.00
Maj (Retd) E. H. Le Quesne in memory of Maj D. Allen ............... £25.00
Mr C. Barnes in memory of Col B. H.P. Barnes ................ .... ....... £250.00
3 Div igs Reunion Club in memory of Brig P.H.F. Webb .............. £10.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club in memory of J.C. Thompson ................. £10.00

Winter - Alexander H. Winter died on 30 October 1998 aged 84 years.
lie ef\cd in the Royal orps of Signals from December 1932 to
February 1946 leavmg with the rank ofCQMS. Ale:\ was with 43rd Div
until 1942 when he wa posted to 44th Div and later to 5th Div in Italy.
He was a long serving member of the outhampton RSA and for many
year was their Standard Bearer.
Child - W02 Alfred John Child. Alfie joined the ignals in 1939 and
went to France with the BEF. In 1940 he was taken prisoner and then
pent until 1945 being transferred from POW Camp to POW Camp,
ending up working on a POW Farm in Poland where he mastered the
craft of making wood alcohol! In 1947 he joined 56 (London) Armd
Div ig Regt and ro e to W02 (SSM) serving at Atkins Road, Balham
until the reorganisation in 1961 when he transferred to 39 Signal , at
Wor hip Street in the City of London. He was a member of 56 Div
(Signal ) Association until his death on 6 December 1998. His funeral
took place at Croydon Crematorium on 15 December 1998.
Bell - Maj (QM) Harry Bell. It is with deep regret that the death of
Harry Bell i announced. Harry died after a long illness on Monday 21
September 1998. Harry's service record reads like a modem day tra el
catalogue: Catterick, Harrogate, Egypt, Du eldorf,
heffield,
ingaporc, Malaya, Brunei, Herford. Cypru . Plymouth, France,
Northern Ireland, Lippstadt, Gutersloh, Munchen Gladback, Belgium,
orthem Ireland, Aberdeen, Denmark and Holland being hi posting
locations. He also had the odd spell in udan, Malta, Turkey and
Penang. He enlisted at the age of 14 and served over 43 year before
retiring to live at Fort Matilda Place, Greenock. Harry continued to
keep in touch with the Corps attending the Quarterma ter ' Dinner until
illness prevented him from travelling. He leaves a wife Catherine and
sons Duncan and David. as well as many friends within the Corps who
will be saddened by this loss.

West f-rontier in India during the 1939-1945 war. Returning to Cattenck
once again m 1945 his linguistic skills were used to train refugees from
the Continent. He ~erved two tours in Germany during the 1940s in Bad
Lippspringe m 1946 and in Hannover in 1948. His unique skills at radio
maintenance and languages were rccogmsed by the serving Major at the
time and he was subsequently recommended for a commi. sion that was
granted in 1954. He served tour in Dover, the Ministry of Defence in
London (when he al o worked on the communicati0n ~ystem of the
Blue Streak Rocket at Woomera in Australia 111 1956), and Aldershot.
He was then posted for a three year tour to Singapore from 1958-1961
to serve with the Air Formation ignals in Changi where he abo
captained the regimental athletics team. hortly after his return to the
UK he was posted to Germany where he served from 1961 /64 al St
Tonis (near Krefeld) with 28 Signal Regiment and then with 16 ignal
Regiment at Krefeld. He returned to the UK in 1964 where he was
based at Catterick until his rel!rement in 1968. \\hen he retired he
became a sales representative for a new generation of computerised
cash regi ters. This he did until the early 1980s. He married Violet
Ottmann in 1942. Sb1;:, his 11 children (3 son and 8 <laughters). 26
grandchildren and 2 great-grandchildren, survive him.
Rozier - David Rozier Served 08/01/52 to 15/01174. It i '~ith much
sa<lne s that we report the udden and untimely death, on 17 December,
of our much loved and esteemed comrade Dave Rozier. Dave had been
Branch Treasurer of RSA Cardiff, for some years and a an ex-BBC
operative had been instrumental in gaining our Branch the hospitality of
the BBC (Wales) Social Club not only for our regular monthly meetings
but also for the Annual Dinner and other social functions. After serving
with distinction in the regular Corps in such widespread locations a
ingapore, Borneo, Kenya, orthem Ireland and Germany, Dave
rounded off his career with a posting to Cardiff as PSI to 55th Signal
Squadron. Past members of7 and 22 ignal Regiments who erved with
Dave in Germany will no doubt remember him with as much e teem as
did we here in Cardiff where he and his vivacious and charming "ife
Molly decided to domicile themselves for a peaceful retirement. The
obsequies. first at St. Peter's Church then at the Thornhill Crematorium
were attended by a very large company of mourners both from the
Cardiff RSA and the BBC Wales. At the Crematorium the standard of
the Cardiff R A was displayed with three others from associate umts
and a trumpeter from the Royal Regiment of Wales played the Last Po t
and Reveille. Jimmy Lister, Pre idem of the Cardiff A oc. orated the
"Exhortation" and Eric Powell. Branch Chairman. Read the Collect of
the Royal Corps of Signals. Dave will be orely missed by u all and
our hearts go out to Molly and her two sons, John and Christopher at
this most harrowing time.
Carter -Major .E.' ick'Carter. ickjoinedtheCorp in 1932when
he was 16 years old, and became a Dispatch Rider. He erved under
Montgo mery with the 21st Army during WW2. Nick remained with
the Corp for more than 35 years, retiring as a Major. At the Queen's
coronation, , ick was proud to be the RSM leading the parade of the
Royal ignals and hi skills as a rider made him into a key figure in the
Display Teams at many Military Tattoo . ick was actively involved in
Church life during his Army days and hi keene in gardening led to
not a bloom in his garden being out of place. Nick was a past Cbaim1an
and Pre ident of the R A' hropshire Branch until illness forced him
to tep down. The Branch Standard and many Branch Members were
pre ent at his funeral in December. Our condolences go to his wife
Loui e. to whom 1 ick was married for nearly 59 year . and hi family.

Ecckelaers - Major (TOT) Albert Eec kelaers - died on 15 December
1998 at the age of 83. He joined the Royal ignals in 1937 as a
Signalman; afier his induction at Catterick he was sent to the orth

LAST POST
Allen - Maj D. Allen
Barnes - Col B. H. P. Barnes QBE
Beddingfield - SSgt W Beddingfield
Bell - Maj H. Bell
Carter - Maj A. E. arter
Child - W02 A. J . Ch ild
Deighton - SSgt B. Deighton
Dorman - Capt . R. C. Dorman
Dunning - Sig I. Dunni ng
Eeckelaer - Maj A. Eeckelaers
Ellis - Maj W. Ellis
Gavin - ig R. W. Gavin

Served
Served
Served
erved
Served
Served
erved
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served

1953/82
1935/66
1950/72
1948/83
193 I/66
1936/64
1952/77
1942/65
1945/48
1937/68
1935/69
1954/56

Died 07/11/98
Died 12/ 11198
Died 23/11/98
Died 21109/98
Died 30/11198
Died 06/ 12/98
Died 27/10/98
Died 12/11/98
Died 04/ 12/98
Died 15/ 12/98
Di ed 06/11 /98
Died 02/ J J/98
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THEROYALHOSPrrALCHELSEA
For a comfortable and active retirement you can't beat being an In-Pensioner at the
Royal Hospital Chelsea, a magnificent home for old soldiers founded in 1682 by Charles
II and designed by Sir Christopher Wren. You'll be well dug in, with a room of your
own, and in good company with former soldiers like yourself The setting is idyllic: 60
acres close by the famous King' s Road in the heart of London and near the Thames.
Your every need will be met in a carefree life. You will eat in the Great Hall and relax
in the In-Pensioners Club. There's a billiards room, a good library of books and videos,
and an Arts and Crafts Centre and a Post Office. The Royal Hospital also has its own
Chapel, as well as a Roman Catholic Chapel. A splendid medical service includes an
Infirmary staffed by caring doctors, a matron and nurses. In addition, there are support
facilities which include a chiropodist, a physiotherapy department and a fitness centre.
You are eligible to apply to become an In-Pensioner if you are:
•

in receipt of a pension for Army service or disability due to military service; if you
are an Officer on retired pay with at least 12 years in the ranks you may also apply

•

65 years or over; exceptionally, if you are between 55-65 with a disability pension
you may apply if you are unable to earn a living because of disability

•

able to look after yourself and walk around unaided

•

free from obligations to support a wife or children

•

passed medically fit for admission

Remember: the Royal Hospital is primarily a residential home, NOT a hospital.

CHOOSE THE GOOD LIFE!
SO DON'T LEAVE IT TOO LATE TO APPLY.
If you want to know more, contact
The Secretary (Room 6), Royal Hospital Chelsea, London SW3 4SR.
Telephone 0171 881 5204 Fax 0171 823 6871
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KING HUSSEIN OF JORDAN 1935-1999
King Hussein bin Talat had a remarkable career. When he came to the RMA Sandhurst in 1952 he was already the Monarch of his country, but of
that country little was known. The Grandfather whom he succeeded was known as a fine and brave man, and the Arab Legion, commanded and
officered by the British had a colourful reputation somewhat like that of the French Foreign Legion.
By the time of his death King Hussein was known, loved and admired throughout the world and was a major figure in the politics of the whole of
the Middle East. There was a magic about this man who could converse happily with people of any station in life.
He made a moving speech when taking the Sovereign's Parade at Sandhurst at the invitation of our Queen saying that he enjoyed true friendship in
his time as a Cadet with Officers, Warrant Officers and NCOs as well as with the Civilian staff. There were a few in Royal Signals who were fortunate
to become hi close friend or torged the strong bond that is made between Cadets of the same lntake. Best placed of all was Major David Horsfield,
Commander oflnkerman Company which 'Mister King Hussein, Sir' joined. The pupil set out to play the part of a cadet to the best of his ability and
to enjoy the experience, succeeding fully on both counts. ow a retired Major General , David Horsfield reports:lt was thought that King Hussein should be given some rather wider experience than that given to other cadet . The programme was prepared in
conjunction with Profossor Boswell, at one time my own instructor at the RMA Woolwich. Visits were made, for example, to The Times and a London
Liveried Company. ln more relaxed vein I accompanied him to the Motor Show, where he bought an Aston Martin. We also visited Goodwood for the
motor racing. Here the interesting triangle developed where the Duke of Richmond called Hussein Sir, he called me Sir and l ca lled the Duke Sir.
King Hussein had an exceptional capacity for friendship with all the advantages that brings ia so many activities in life. There is much more I could
tell but now is not the moment.
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IRO TCO\ ER
i " lu. \·in a · 1.!.!lli.un! - Cadet Kini: Hus ein of .lord:m. "itb
taj D. R.Horsficld (R. SIG. ,\LS), _who commands ln~..:m1un
Cnn pan Th, t\\ •he 'andhurst Companie are named afler lmnl ~I>
ttk i1d camp.1ign>. R..:. ide King Hussein. th r• are 71 C<ldct~ m
In cm.an ( lllllp<lll}. (Cemral OJ}1cc vf!11formt1tio•1 l'hotographi.

WHAT IS IT?
The Royal '-1g.naL foseum would be plea ed to hear from anyone w!10
m:iy be able t..> help in recogni ing this item. E~ gt John Hodgk1~
(Royal ignaL found it in a field ·1t Fumes End village, near oventry, m
July 1996.

B CKCO\ER
Tl11s photo come· to us courtesy of the R. IG ALS Ban.d and was
wkcn ,,hilst they wen~ on tour 111 Bosnia. It hows some of the happy
children 111 Sarajc\ o with member· of the Band and two of the SFOR

pcrs nncl.

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
MEDAL PRESENTATION
The medal of 2325636 Corporal Steven Carter R JG AL were
recently pre ented to the \iluseui:i b his friend, Mr Phil Hudson. teve
recently died'' ithout a next of kin and Mr Hudson ~ame to the Museum
to make the presentation. Unfortunately, very little 1 known about Cpl
teve Carter as he was a Yery pm·ate person who kept very much 10
him elf We arc aware that he wa entitled to The Indian GSM 1937-39,
\Var Medal, and star for Italy, Africa and 1939-45. He wa al o awarded
the Greek Military ro·s Cla 3. Fortunately, the lGSM and Military
Cross. with it certificah:, have been found and presented to the Museum.
We would like to hear from you if you know anything about the service of
Cpl Carter.

e

Apply for a Wilsons'
Personal Loan and - with
fixed rates from 12.9 APR
on loans over £10,000 you could put your plans
into action today.

TODO
TODAY?

...
...
...

SIMPLIFY YOUR
FI NAN CES?

Pay off your
outstanding credit
The item i made of brass and appear LO have had two pin protruding
from the back of the plate. (located either side of tbe crown). The actual
dimensions are 2mm thick, 50mm depth and 30 mm width. If you have
any ideas write to Mr Dave Wa lker at
The Royal Signals Museum
Blandford Camp
DORSET DTl I SRH
Tel: 01258 482683

THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS CAROL SERVICE
IN LONDON
Lt Col Jo hn C hambers once again organised the Annual Christmas
Carol ervice at LStephen with St John Church in Rochester Row on
Thursday 17 December 1998 the eleventh in the series. A choir
compri ing nearly 40 members of the Corps, their families and friends,
was as embled to lead the Service and the ix Le son Readers were Sig
Plum b of 31 Sig Regt (V), Sgt Thom pson of 238 Sig qn, Capt Mould
of7l(Y) Sig Regt (V), Capt Brookes of34 Sig Regt {V), the SOinC and
the ~la ter of ignals. The congregation was a little mailer than in recent
yea~. However, on the other hand we were well supported by vicars with
Revd John cott from 71 (Y) Sig Regt (V) and Revd Peter Clemett the
HonoraJ) Chaplain to the Royal Signals Association supporting the home
team.
Although the pressures of work and long hours al Main Building
prevented ome from attending there was a good cross section of Branches
pre ent. It was also good to see representatives from Blandford and rural
Dorset and from a far away as 34 Sig Regt (V). In addition to a good
number of sen ing members of the TA there were several members of the
·Retired Corps· both Regular and TA including representation from
'mdu try' and the Association. The service was conducted at a cracking
pace in order that we could move on to the mince pies and sherry at the
Church Hall. The Choir till being in need oflubrication for their throats, a
foray to a local ho telry ensued to round off a succe sful evening.
Picas~ note, for your diaries, that the 12th Annual Carol Service will be
on Thursday 16 December 1999 at 1800 hrs at St Stephen with St John in
Rochester Row.

WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF THE CORPS CAP
BADGE 'JIMMY'? FIND OUT AT
www.royalsignal. .army.org.uk/museum

BE FORE
Oubtanding

Col Cliff Walters receiving the medals

pt•r-.onal loan

B>lance

£ 1,050

Credit Card

Balance

£688

Score Cud\

Dabnce
Total

CORPS BENEVOLENCE AND
THE ONE DAY'S PAY SCHEME
All members of the Corp shou ld be aware that one of the primary
pu"J>oses of the ' One Day's Pay Scheme' is to provide upport for need7
members of Royal Signal both serving and retired, and this includes their
dependants. The Royal Signals Benevolent Fund support to the needy is
administered by the Royal Signal Association and readers will be
intere ted Lo know that over £250K was given to those in need last year.
It may not be well known that the Corps has very close links with the
Army Benevolent Fund, a very large chari table fund who also helps the
needy. The Corps makes an annual donation to the Army Benevolent Fund
of approximately £50K, however, la t year the Army Benevolent Fund
helped our needy with about£ I05K. This is in addition LO the £250K the
Royal Signals Benevolent Fund gave.
Maj Gen Alan Yeoma n is the Chairman of the Royal Signals
Association. I-le recently received a letter from the Controller of the Army
Benevolent Fund thanking the Corps for its donation and in turn he, as
Chairman of the As ociation, would like to pass on a big 'Thank You! ' to
all serving members of the Corps who sub cribe to the ' One Day's Pay
Scheme', for their support to a most worthy cause. He also adds, 'You
never know, you might need help from the Corps in the future?'

The Wire
is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views ...
Share YOUR views
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Mmirhly R.epJ)'lll<nl

CHOOSE A NEW CAR?

£196

ENJOY A NEW HOBBY?

£1,934

•

Total £254.20

AFTER
Lo..mAmount

New monthly repJrment
over 24 month, a< 18.9 APR

£3,000.00
£153.32

Cash kl\ over
.1fcer \i!ctling .1rcoumc.

£1,066 .00

aving each month

£100.88~

Request the Expre s
Courier Service* and
your cheque could arrive
in 24 hours.

e

No complicated application
forms to complete for
HM Forces.

e

Make no repayments for
3 whole months .

e

Pay off outstanding credit,
buy a new car, get away
on holiday or spend your
cheque on almo t anyching
you choo e.

No repayments
until July 1999

DO IT TODAY
W ITH A WILSONS '
PERSONAL LOAN ~

'\J..fil!iom' PenonJl

e

APRIL
Chc!quc t...,ued. No

repa.vmen~.

MAY
No repaymcn~.

JUNE

Plea\l' nme": cht\ i\ an t.":omplc of one WJY .l
W 11.son!i' J>t'norul I u.rn could be lm·d. It a not

u1tt'nded to 1111ply lny relevJm·c to your own
pct\Ullll finance~

**

Rcp.iym~nts .trt· mu.lHy ttdU(t:d by c"'lt"nd111~
the' ttp:aymc11t period.

c·

Road Chester CH88 SAN. W ritten quotations are availoble on request. You must be at least 18 Md I UK resident
Loans ere provided, subject to status. by CAPITAL BANK pie, City Ho~se , ity
••
th mo nt of the loan Your repayments will vary depending on your chosen due date. APR and repayment
(excluding the Channel lsl~nds and ~he Isle of Me.n> to apply. The APR will vary ~:;;mda;;: onlim~~
yment pori~s: please ring for details. On loans of £ 10,000 and ~>Ver the minimum repayment
details ere correct at the time of pnnt. Certain purpo~es of lo?n may .be ;~clu
or beve ed b the~endel'. and others for marketing <by post, phone, e..mnil or fa'(), credit SCOOflQ end other purposes.
period wlll be 24 months. Data Protection Act: Ally i~formati~n proYtde Y you. may r u~ils ~Tele
e ~Us may be monitored and recorded to assist with staff tro1rung. 12.9 APR for loans over
·oelivery may take longer for weekend applications or m outlying areafs£r~8:~ ~~~ ~: 9
fot~s of £2.501 • £5,000. 20.9 APR fot loans up to £2.500. For
£10 000 14.9 APR for loans of £7 ,501 • £I 0.000. 16.9 APR for loans o
•
'
'
.
ts would be 48 of £ 119 73 commencing three months ofter 'fOU" k>an
0
For a k>an of £4,000 repayable by Direct Debit over four years. your
tional courier service: an additional £35
be payable one month
ROB I N
1 9 1
74
cheque Is issued. The total llmount payablo would be ts, ?~04: t:R : · • ~~
~ssessment
:roc.edures,
your
personal
circumstances
aod
other
related
factors.
COtpOrote
&EmP'O)l!>t Sel"wlCeS
before your first monthly repAyment. The rate you are offerll:JV w1 open on er 1

r:

H{. HO GG

APR

Exn.;,ple~
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THE SPORTS TOUR
OF SOUTH AFRICA

QUADRON SERGEANT MAJOR
JOINS THE SAFETY ELITE
Da,·id Rook of225 ignal quadron HQ I & 15 ~ ignal Regiment ha
received the pre tigiou Briti h afety Council Diploma in ufcty
l\lanagcmcnt in an awards ceremony at Armourers Hall, Lond_on. M.r
Rook wa · amone. 4c afety profe sional "ho were presented with their
award . They pa ·ed a 450 qu tion exam in order 10 ga in their Diploma.

In a message to delegates Alan Meale, the Mi nister with responsibility
for health and afety at work aid, 'Effective manageme/1/ is the key to
improving health and safe~~· ta11dards in !he warkplace and preventing
accidenls. I welcome the commitmenl that you have shown and hope tha1
you are able lo build on your achieveme/l/s. ·
Sir 'eville Pun•i , Director General of the British afety Council.
say , 'Good safety is good business and can sa1·e firms hundreds of
thousands of pounds. In achieving the Diploma in Safely Management,
David Rook has shown a commitmenl to improving heallh and safely in
the workplace. Proper training for people at all levels of an organisation
is vi1al, as accide111s and illnesses al work cost 1his coumry up 10 £16
billion every•year.'
Diploma delegate study safety law, communication , advanced safety
management, occupational health and hygiene and tota l los control (risk
management). The internationally recognised qualification also pro ides
ationa l Vocational Qualification in
domain knowledge for the
Occupational Health and Safety Practice at Levels 3 and 4, subject to an
asses ment of competence in the workplace.

CORPS LONDON DINNER
TUESDAY 11 MAY 1999
CAFE ROYAL - REGENT STREET
l 900hrs for l 930hrs
All Royal Signals Officers, Regular or Territorial ,
Serving or Retired
Plus
WRAC Officers who served with the Corps
ames to be sent to RHQ

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Plea e advise the Sub criptions Clerk, at RHQ,
I WRITI G, of any change of addre s.
Thi information should not be telephoned.
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Many of you will have read the report of the outh Africa , ports Tour
undertaken by the Corps. We fe lt that you may be interested in one letter
we received resulting from our visit to owcto. Just after Christmas we
re ched the following letter written by Mrs Ivy kutha, who was the
social worker from oweto who accompanied us during our visit there.
he ay:
Dear Sir,
Greetings!!! I am so sorry it took so long to write to you aner our
meeting at your tour of oweto when you were here in outh Africa
vi iting our military bases.
That wa a wonderful experience. Meeting people who showed interest
in our well being and growing. I thoroughly enjoyed spending that day
with you.
My grcate t hope i that you enjoyed the rest of your tour of the other
part· or our country that you managed to visit. Meeting you was one of the
mo t wonderful thing that ever happened to me. Once again, I, now,
together with the taff and children of Vu lamazibuko Primary chool.
wish to expre our warmest gratitude for the most wonderful present that
you gave 10 us. 'The occer Kit'. Herc is a picture that l took with the
team, to how you how well it fit and those happy smi les. 'GOD BLES
YOU' for putting them there.

THREE GENERATIONS OF
ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS

119GROUP
LSC Group is a dynamic
IT/Logistics company based in
the Midlands. The company has
contracts with a number of Blue
Chip Organisations throughout
the UK and abroad . Due to
ongoing business success LSC is
expanding and looking to recruit
a number of consultants with
varying skills to work at various
locations throughout the UK. The
positions will suit people seeking
a long term career with
opportunities for involvement in
leading edge projects.
Currently we are looking for
experienced professionals in
the following areas:

ARM Engineers
LSA/LCC/LORA Engineers
RCM Facilitators
ILS Consultants
You asked me what my top prioritie were concern ing school
developments and my an wer was sports field and facilities as we have
absolutely none. I wou ld be really gratefu l if we could get help towards
that. Being involved with children has taught me how easy children are.
All they need is lo e and guidance.
May you please pass my wannest regards Lo all the team you were with
and your familie . Wishing you a merry Christmas and a happy prosperou
New Year. May the Good Lord Bless and Keep You All. I pray God that
this is the tart of an everlasting relation hip.
Yours sincerely
Ivy kuth a
PS. orry I nearly forgot· the children have asked me for two more
soccer kits since we have four teams in the chool, please!!!
The punctuation marks are Ivy's not mine. ext year the Army Soccer
Team is to visit oweto during a tour that they are undertaking and it is
hoped that they may be able to meet some of the pleas that Ivy makes.
Meanwhile it is nice to know that our visi t was well received and that the
soccer kit which we gave, which you will remember was funded mainly
from the efforts of tour party members holding a charity . occer
competition at Blandford, is not only being used but is greatly appreciated.

Safety Consultants
On I I December 1998, 2Lt Jon Mayne was commi sioned into the
Corps from RMA Sandhursl, ~ia Wells Cathedral School CCF and
Univer ity of London OTC._ Jon 1 the third .generation. of his family to be
a Royal Signals officer: he 1s the son or MaJ (Retd) 1ck Mayne (served
1966-1 984), and the grand on of the late Capt F. P. 'Pat' Rickard, who
erYed during the Second World War.

26/27 June
5 September
29 October
10 ovembcr
11 November
16 December

Corp Dinner
Morrison up
Corps Luncheon
Princess Royal
Day Parade
R A Reunion
Corps Luncheon
Scoui h Dinner
RSI Lecture
Opening of Fi Id
of Remembrance
orps arol ervice

London
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IT Trainers

Senior Software Engineer
Technical Consultant
The company offers competitive
salary packages including
pension, private medical
insurance and performance
related pay,
Please contact Debbie Stone at
the address below, alternatively
visit our recruitment pages on our
website:

Cafe Royal
Blandford
Blandford
Blandford
Blandford
atterick
Gia gow
London
London

Senior Developer

Senior Consultant • Electronic
Documentation Business Unit

FORECAST OF CORPS EVENTS
1999
II May
3 June
26 June
26 June

Senior Analyst Programmers/
Analyst Programmers

http://wwwllsc.eo.uk/recruitment/

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw
it in your Corps magazine
THE WIRE, APRIL 1999

LSC Group
Concept House Victoria Road
Tamworth Staffs 879 7HL.
Tel: 01827 63449
Fax 01827 63128
email: djs@lsc.co.uk
Web: //www.lsc.co.uk
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PARACHUTE
SIGNALS
WANTED
TE TRAINED SOLDIERS TO

ER\'E \ ITH IRBORNE SIG
LS INTO THE
EXT MILLENNI M.
0\ I THE TIM E TO VOLU TEER FOR
ER\'ICE WITH IRBOR E FORCES I
16 AIR AS A LT BRIGADE.

S CCES F LI DJ ID AL WlLL BE CAREER
1A ' AGED TO ALLOV THE BE T CHA CE OF
S B EQ E T SER IC E WITH THE
AIRBORNE SlG ' L SQ ADRO '.
For more information contact the 21C at
216 Parachute ignal quadron
on Aldershot mil 4501 or the training wing on Aldershot mi l 4549.

1984-1999
ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS &
SWANAGE RAILWAY
FIFTEEN YEARS IN ASSOCIATION
The Royal Co~ of . ignals has as isted in the rebuilding of the
Swanage team Railway in Dorset since 1984. So ldiers installed the first
telecom cabl~ in 1984, installed the Corfe Ca tie telephone exchange in
1990 and bu1h the home for the third telephone exchange at Herston in
.1997. Around 1,000 ~desmen from the Royal ignal have been
involved. Telecom ass1 ranee continued in January 1999 commencing
\\ tth a replacement programme for 12 telephone poles. (222 Signal
quadron) . Exercise Topham Hatt has been approved until I Apri l 2003 by
HQ 3 (UK) Divi ion.
EXERCJ E TOPHAM HAIT
All aspects of planni~g. administration, health and safety and finance
ha~e ~ecently been revised;. the work ha ~ resulted in the Topham Hau
Plan~~ng D~ument. There ts. a fitted c.arnage for use during Ex Topham
Hat~, 1t provides accommodauo~ , messing, tool and stores facilities for up
~o e1~1 personnel. The Royal Signa ls have adopted an area of the railway
mcludmg Herston . Halt, and have commenced a general refurbi bment
programme of basic. DIY tasks throughout the whole area; many major
!elecom tasks remain. All Royal S ignals units are invited to consider
involvement in the project, specifically by small parties managed by
ergeants or Corporals.
THE MERCURY GRO P
9ver 130 mer:nbers of the Royal igna ls have joined the Swanage
Ra1h,ay as Premier Life Members, each paying £350. There i a military
support group within the Railway known as 'The Mercury Group ' . The
Group meet at least once a year.

THE 15th
ANNIVERSARY REUNION
will be held on

SATURDAY 12 JUNE 1999
in Swanage
All members of the Royal Signal. , past and pre em,
who have . upported Exercise Topham Hatt, or the
Mercury Group, are invited to attend .
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ORPORATE MEMBERSHlP
11 ig Rcgt i · the officia l link between the Roya l ignals and the
w.anage ~ni l way; the Re~ i ment ha been a orpora te Member of the
Railway smce 1993. o ld1crs and staff wnh a B lan.dford Camp postal
addrcs. may ?PPIY for .travel conces ion on the Ra il way offeri ng 50%
redu ttons oil fares. As pa11 of 1hc 15th Anniversary clcbrations a SOo/r
reducti~n on all ticket is ollered to ci:v ing so ldiers, the.ir fami lies and
·uppo11111g tafT. Pica e show your m ilitary ID card/ 1vd ervicc card
when vi iting the Raih ay during the period :
aturday 5 June - Sun day 13 June 1999
aturday 24 July - Sunday I August 1999
Further information on all matters fro m W02 ( SM) Frank Roberts
Di
ig Regt. Picton Bk , Bulford, alisbulJ:

~~L{~T-ll~t- ~ ~U'V

4

THESWANAGE
RAILWAY CO LTD
The company operates a steam railway 18 miles south of
Blandford . This year i the fifteenth anniver ary of the
A ociation between the Royal Corps of ignals and the
wanage Railway. In recognition of the substantial amount
of work undertaken by the Royal Corp of ignals ince
1984, the railway i pleased to offer
CO CES IO ARY TRAVEL
for all members of the Corps , their dependants and
government staff with a Blandford Camp postal addres .

DO YOU WANT OR NEED TO
INCREASE YOUR INCOME THAN
YOUR CURRENT JOB, BUSINESS
OR LIFESTYLE HAS TO OFFER?
MANAGEMENT SALES AGENTS REQUIRED
Mortgages, Commercial Finance, Offshore Banking & Car Finance
We specialise in reducing the In terest our clients pay
We assist clients who have previously been declined
We provide our agc::nts with leads ro acquire new clients
Would you like co benefit from an income source desc ribed as
the most powerful to arrive in the UK with unequalled
support and trai ning.
THIS IS A HIGH LY LUCRATIVE-ESTABLISHED-VIABLEETHICAL BUSINESS WIT H A UNIQUE TURN-KEY
INFORMATIO

YSTEM

One which does all the market ing and presenting for you, making
it extremely easy ro operate pare or fu ll ti me co su it your own
needs. If you really are OPEN MINDED and SERIOUS abou t
looking ac a business which could provide you with an
add itional source of income.
Sales Agency £950+ VAT
Management Sales Agency £2020+ VAT

Cartel Marketing Limited

FREE CAil: 0800 471 0906

By obtaining a
SWA AG E RAlLWAY COMMUNITY CARD
(pre iou ly only available to pennanent local residents
within the I le of Purbeck)
Holders will be entitled to half price discount off normal
wanage Railway train fares. The card costs £5.00 and is
valid for one year. This concession is offered to all
pers~nnel associated w ith 11 Signal Regiment (and
associated Blandford umts). The Regiment is a Corporate
Member of the Southern Steam Trust. The Trust is the
registere? charity. which manages the Swanage Railway.
Further mrormat1on on the Community Card , and the
many special events held at Swanage can be obtained by
contacting:

The Royal British Legion Tours Dept
are currently running fully Guided Tours to the following
Campaign Areas & War Cemeteries:
Italy South - 55th Anniversary (11-18 May/ 18-25 Sept),
Tunisia (12-19 May), Dunkirk (25-26 May),
Nonnandy-55th Anniversary (4-8 June),
Bavaria - Dumbach & The Tyrol (11-14 June),
The Somme Battlefield (29 June - 2nd July),
Berlin- Colditz (9-11 July), Sicily (4-11 Sept),
Holland - 55th Anniversary (17-21 Sept),
Italy Central (7-14 Oct), Egypt (19-26 Oct)

Mr Dave Green
The Passenger Services Manager
Swanage Railway
Swanage, DORSET BH19 IHB
Tel: 01929 425800

For your free Colour Brochure & Booking Form please contact:
Pilgrimages World-wide, The Pilgrimage Dept,
The Royal British Legion, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7NX

Telephone: 01622 7167291716182

Fax: 01622 715768

ABTA NO: V0211 ATOL NO: 1631

For further information on the military involvement within
the Swanage Railway Project, and the Roya l Signals
Mercury Group please contact:

Battlefield Tours

W02 (SSM) Frank Roberts
222 Sig Sqn
3 UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Picton Bks, Bui ford, Salisbury
WlLTSHIR.E SP4 9NY

for

Regimental Associations, TA's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 day
£149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive Itineraries

GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST!

Galina International Battlefield Tours

Publish it in The Wire
The Editor is always pleased
to receive interesting articles
THE WIRE, APR IL 1999

1 Tokenspire Park Beverley HU 17 OTB
Tel : 01482 880602

A
t

Official Tour Operators to the Normandy Veterans Assoc1a11on
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OFFICER
FEBR ARY t99'l
Some and Rank
Lt Col J. Dryburgr
...
Lt Col I.\'. Led,,ards ... .. .
. ..
Lt Col A. P.R. Roberts MBE
...
. 1aj . J. H. aylor \fBE
...
Capt \ . J. Dram . .. .. . .. .
. ..
Capt J. Howcll-Walm fey
...
.. .
Capt M. Keech BEM ..
Capt P. Kendrick . . . . . .
. ..
. ..
Capt G. . F. Knight. ..
. ..
Capt D. MacTaggan . . .
Capt . J. 1organ
...
Capt F. el on
...
. ..
Capt I. L. Parry . . . . ..
Capt J. Williams ... . . .
. ..
.... ........... ......
Lt . J. Morri

Unit to which pos ted
Combined Joint Ping taff
Royal School of ignal
40 ignal Regiment (Y)
AD DCI IA
7 Sig Regt (Corps Maio HQ)
HQ I & 15 ignal Regiment
14 ignal Regiment (EW)
COM EC Monitoring (UK)
I Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (215)
Army Appts STC ( HF HQ)
Royal chool of Signal
IARRCIS R S
Army EMC Division
30 Cdt TrgTeam
259 Signal Squadron

MARCH
Name and Rank
Col G. '·Donaldson OBE
...
Col . . Paul... ... . .. ...
. ..
Lt Col B. J. Barton-Ancliffe.. .
... ...
Lt Col A.H. Johnstone ... ... ... ... ...
Maj R. A. Licence MBE ... ............
Maj W. . White MBE .. .. .. ....... ..
Capt A. R. Aitken LLB (Hons) . . . . . . ...
Capt D. Chrystal ... ...
. . ...
Capt T. C. Cro by
...
Capt P. J. Me El wee .. . .. . . . .
. ..
Capt P. D. Merry Beng ... .. .
. ..
Lt G. K. Bowdler B c (Hons)
...
Lt P.A. Buck LLB (Hons) ...
. ..
Lt C. E. Caie BA .. . .. . . .. .. .
. ..
Lt A.G. L. Fennell BA (Hons)
...
Lt 0. S. Finnie BSc (Hons) .. .
.. .
Lt A. . Hopcraft
...
Lt G. B. lngram BSc (Hons)...
...
Lt R. J. Odling Meng (Hons)
. ..
Lt R. J. Smith BSc (Hons)
...
Lt R. J. Todd .. . .. .
. ..

Unit to which posted
OCE HQ LA D
OMO
MISC APPTS (R. SIG ALS)
PMSP
ATR Ba ingboum
SHAPE ACOSA
30 igoal Regiment
JCU orthem Ireland)
HQ M D {C){BAE)
I (UK} Armd Div & Sig Regt
24 Ainnob Bde/Sig Sqn (2 10)
Royal School of Signals
4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (204)
259 Signal Squadron
30 Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
Royal School of Signals

WOsaod S COs
FEBRUARY 1999
ameandRank
W02 YofS J. R. Love
A/W02 J. R. Stillie .. .
A/W02 A. G. Aimer .. .

Unit to which Posted
... SHAPE
. .. WalesUOTC
... 16 Signal Regiment

S gt P. W. Fowkes
Sgt B. P. Croxford
SSgt . K. Legg ...
gt J. H. Laffey
SSgt J.C. Heaton
A/S gt K. M. John on
Sgt J. Webber . . . . ..
Sgt J. Reid
Sgt P D. Lagden ...
Sgt L. . Cro ·sing
Sgt D. Clash . . . . ..
gt B . . Turner . . .
Sgt . W. Peters .. .
gt C . . !organ
Sgt M. D. Buffery
gtC. P. A h\\orth
Sgt I. M. Grubb .. .
Sgt J. A. S. Castle
Al gt S. J. Crook
Al gt J. G. MeCorry . . .
A/Sgt I. B. Pearson
MARCH 1999
Name and Rank
WO ! A. ott
........... .
A/WO! RD RSM A. Higgins
A/WO I RD R M A. Balsdon
A/WO! RD RSM J. Gib on .. .
A/WO! M. D. Elliott . .. .. .
A/WO I S. A. Knight ..... .
W02 YofS . J. Bertram .. .
A/W02 E. Hall . . . . ..
A/W02 K. J. Simmons
A/W02 K. R. J. mith
SSgt A. E. Taylor. ..
Sgt D. W. Hughe
Sgt S. J. Evans
Sgt C. R. Hawkins
Sgt M. A. Chivers
Sgt K. J. Wood
Sgt R. M . Godfrey
Sgt R. I. Hawkins
A/Sgt K. V. Castledine
A/Sgt A. M. Eardley
A/Sgt A. D. Moczul ki

...
...
.. .
.. .
...
...

...
.. .
...
. ..
...
...
.. .
.. .
.. .
.. .
...
...
.. .
. ..
.. .

...
...
...
. ..
...
. ..
.. .
...
. ..

. ..
. ..
...
.. .
.. .
...
.. .
...
...
.. .
...

2 ignal Regiment
71 (Y) Signal Regiment(V)
19 Mech Bde & Si g Sqn (209)
AC IO orwich
Royal School of Signals
4 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (204)
7 ignal Regiment
Army Pre entation Team
TWAC (TWT)
16 ignal Regiment
251 Signal quadron
17 Cadet Training Team
20 Armd Bde & Sig Sqn (200)
Royal School of ignals
Royal School of Signal
JSSU Digby
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
35 Signal Regiment (V)
243 Signal Squadron
Armagh Bn

HEADQUARTERS' MESS
ROYAL SIGNALS
l'AREWELL TO JUDITH JRO SIDE
On 10 December a representative group of mess .members. led by the
' ignal Ollicer in Chief (Am1y) bade fan:we ll to ,Judith Iro nside after 30
years service to the HQ Mess.
.
. ,
.
During a lunch in the orps Room held m Jud ith s honour, Bng
Griffin pre ·cnted a ilver sal ~cr o.n behalf of t~ e ,Officers .of the Corps,
past and present. He also paid tr.1bute lo _.Judith s exten~ 1 ve and loya l
service 10 the Mess. A summary of her service appears below.

Additiona l tributes have been received from many officers a selecuon
of which follows:
f remember Judith arriving as temporary bar staff. I was on a course at
the time. She was very good at lookmg after the young officers and
keeping us out of trouble in those lazy days of the late 60s.
A way ward young officer
[have many reasons to be grateful to her particular!y during. the period I
was running the Headquarters Mess (or was Judith runnmg the HQ
Mes !?)
A grateful Mess President (one ofmany).

Unit to which Posted
I (UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
30 ignal Regiment
HQ I & 15 Signal Regiment
31 Signal Regiment (Y)
Royal School of Signals
Dl(SI)
C IS Eng Gp
238 Signal Squadron
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Signal Regiment
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
HQAFCE T
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
94 (BY) Signal Squadron (V)
7 Signal Regiment
HQ I & 15 Signal Regiment
34 Signal Regiment (V)
37 Signal Regiment (V)
21 Signal Regiment
HQNORTH
30 Signal Regiment

In the December 1998 issue of The WIRE, there was an entry made for
Sgt L. V. Bath ... posted to I 6 Sig Regt. The o/dier 's rank should have
beenSSgt.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy must be received six weeks before the publication date

THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS

Judith was first employed in the Mess in 1968 as a temporary comi and
kitchen porter. Fortunately, she ' a persuaded to take up a pe~anent
position by Brig John Cubberley. Her potential was soon recognt ed and
she wa promoted into the Reception and later she became a steward m the
Bar. During the period 1973 -1975, JudHh did 111 fact work 111 the West
Moor Mess as hiefSteward but found 11 too quiet and ought to rectify
.
. .
this by further employment in Blandford!
On her return she became Chief teward 2 111 eharg~ of the Bar/D111nmg
Room/Reception and later became hief Steward I 111 o eraU charge o~
Front of 1lou e. As Chief teward I she a sumed the :ewardmg duty of
being responsible for the Corps and Mess Wine Cellar. From 1984 for ~ve
ears she was the Me s Accountant having achieved an A+ on the Service
~und Accounting ourse. In 19 9, at the time ol." c.o~tr~ctons,at1on m the
Mess, Judith 's commitmcnl and ded1ca11on a· a civil e1vant "as formally
reco nised by the award of the GOC's ommenda!lon. The contracto~
soongrea li sed that they needed J u?ith to_ advise on the general runnmg ot
the Mes particularly for function etiquette. Co!' eq.1ently, he . '' a
app inted Me Manager, an appointment she held tor nme years pnor to
her departure in May.

In my opinion Jud ith ha done a fanta tic job in the Headquart~rs
Mess. he ha always been helpful often _under ~re sur~. Her long en ice
ha done much to give the Mess the family feeling o important to u all,
especially the young officers.
Another old young officer
Judith was alway particularly hel . ful 10 ml'. in getting the TA course
accommodation mes ing and general well be111g orted out. I a~1 mosl
grateful to her tbr all the ~xtra time she alwa s willingly gave lo thts most
fru trat ing of tasks
A TA Oj]icei:
There can be no more than a handful of very wrinkly officer., in the
Corps who remember the Blandford Mes pre Judith!
.
Another ad1111f'l.'1:
Thank You J udith from all past and present m~mbers of the HQ less.
those that are wrinkly and those that arc not o '' rmkly!
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THE BAND

EW B
lMASTER FOR THE CORPS BA D
fter three years, it \\a time to ay 'goodbye' to\: 01 (BM) Kevin
Davies, who i no\\ Bandma ter to the Irish Guard . and welcome\ 01
(B I) Andrew 'Bill ' Booth.
.
.
fter joining the Royal Green Jacket m 19 I and tourn!g the wort ~.
Mr Booth undertook a three-year bandma ter· course, which tarted m
1994. Upon graduation with a BA degree, he '~a. poste? to .the Gib.ra~tar
Regiment a their Bandma ter. We welcome ·Bill and h1 wife Chnstme
and daughter Lindsey to the Corp , and hope hi tour with us i a happy
and enjoyable e>.peri nee.
1

•
(Before) -W01 Kevin Davies
The thought of leaving Blandford all got too much for him

(After) - Over to you Bill.
(L) the Outgoing Bandmaster W01 Kevin Davies hands over t he
baton to the new Bandmaster W01 Andrew 'Bill' Booth
THE ROYAL SIG
LS BA D VISITS BOS IA
It was on a damp Sunday, two weeks before Christmas, when a small
ensemble from the Corps Band set ofT for Op Paletine. With four members
fresh from the gts' Me s Chri tmas Ball the ten musicians, led by the
As istant Bandmaster, W02 1atthew Brown, loaded tJ1e MFO boxes at
3am and set ofT for RAF Lyneham. It was at Lyneham that we were to ld
that the temperature had been 25 degrees below only the week before a nd
we wondered if we would be able to play! Our arrival at Split was very
pica ant as we stepped off the Hercules to Mediterranean temperatures of
17 degrees and after clearing the airport, it was on to HQ M D (SW) for
documentation and the do's and don'ts of "Theatre". Here we met our
e~corts for the week, Capt Jason ichols and ig Philip mith, (later to
be known as 'Bodie' and 'Doyle' !), who led us to our accommodation a nd
the QM's, for the issue of Flack Jackets, Morphine and ration packs - just
in case! o tour goe without a first night out, so it was time to hit
downtown Trogir and a chance to get to know 'Bodie' and 'Doyle' a little
better, try the local piZL.a and negotiate a dodgy bus inspector. Monday
morning arrived and it was time to hit the road and start the week-long
journey around Theatre.
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Our first engagement was for rvfND (SW) HQ & Sig Rcgt at Banja
Luka. This was a ery relaxed evening in ' Tommy Tucke rs', their
amenities centre. Our aim for this, and all otJ1er engagements, was to get
the audience involved with our performance, and after a few carol it was
time to go into the olo routine. The Po t Horn Gallop is always good for
thi and the Band ergeant Major, W02 Russell Duckworth, and Sgt
Martin Hancock provided the necessary entertainment. Thi wa
followed by the ho e-pipes, our version of the Waltzing Bugle Boy .
audiences always marve l at what can be obtained from a lengtJ1 of plastic
tube and a tin can. The Po t Hom soloist were joined by
gt Kelvin
Bryant, Drum Major Tony Wilson and ~usici:m C live Membur~ for
this rendition . The merry group of mus1c1ans went on to cntertam B
Battery, I RHA in Glamoc for tJ1eir regimental dinner night. '.his was also
the la t night that the Kiwi Gunner would be with the Regiment before
returning to New Zealand. Here we involved the guests in a rendition of
"The Twelve Day of Chri tmas". Our only problem was that we found
that volunteers were not forthcoming, so it was up to our whip-cracking
flautist, LCpl Martin Hutchinson , and o lo clarinettist Musn Lee
Singleton to round up the prey. The 1st Battalion REM at Sipo o was
next on our list. On arrival we joined them in the garages for a curry lunch.
Quite an unusual venue we thought! That evening it was time to ing for
your upper. Each quadron had to compete to decide who would eat first.
The easie t way wa of course, a singing competition. Afterwards the four
CO's entertained the Officers Mess member with a few more carols. I
WFR in Gomji akufwas next on our hit list. Firstly a carol crvice in the
gymnasium. This didn't eem to be high up the li st of the most popular
things to do, and we were feeling very apprehen ive towards the_ evenin_g
concert. Somehow we managed to tum the table and get them gomg. This
wa helped along by our own LCpl Paul HiU, who gave an excellent
verbal 1D in a piece entitled 'The Snowman With a Terrible Temper', and
Capt Nichols helping eleven members of the Regiment to sing 'The
Twelve Days of Christma '. There are some job that give you a real sense
of achievement and this wa definitely one. Our la t day away from pin
took us e.astward to UK NSE detachment in arajevo, passing the
monument of 'Tito' Fist' en route. It was here that our task of playing for
the lighting of the Christmas tree was upstaged by local children
performing carols and dances. Of course, a visit from St ichola \\ ith
many helpers was perfect for this occasion, and the delight on the
chi ldren's faces was not to be missed.
Following this wa one of the biggest dinner nights that we have ever
been involved in. Held in a marquee, the British contingent hosted the
Canadians, who made their own special mark on the occasion, and who e
donation to the band were welcomed, especially by Cpl S imon Stember
Oil tuba.
The Christ.mas spirit was terrific, and in the presence of the Commander
British Force , we could not have wished for a better last day out of base.
The time to return to Spl it had udden ly arrived and after many an icccovered road, a thoroughly rewarding week, and seeing more of Bo nia
than many see in a six-month tour. We left the snow-clad mountains and
headed for the warmth of the Mediterranean and Croatia. The final carol
service in HQ MND (SW) gave u the opportunity to publicly thank Capt
ichols and Sig Smith for their great comradeship, help and friendship
during a week that we will always remember. It was then time for our
farewell visit to Trogir before the flight home.
ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS PIPES A D DRUM
Band President
Capt M . J. Chambers, Adjt 32 Sig Regt (V)
Band WO
W02 D. Y. S mith , 32 ig Regt (V)
The Pipes and Drums arc com illg along in leaps and bounds. We now
have CSgt (Pipe Major) J Stout, HIGHLANDERS estab lished m
Blandford who is, in addition to his main task of SQMS, Whitespear
Troop, running piping classes for anyone intere ted in learning or
improvi ng current standard. We welcome to the band Jimmy and his wife
An ne. For those of you who don't know who he is, he is the only man in a
.
kilt and funny green jumper at Blandford.
With the kind of assista nce of 2 Sig Rcgt, the Band has started to tram
on weekends in York. This provides a central location that all band
members, regular and TA can attend and train to improve the standard of
the band. As the Band develops, so does the dema nd to hear it. In the past
three months we have given piping support to units in Bosnia, wedcn,
Cyprus and Germany. The tropical paradise of Bcnbecula awaits us as do
confirmed requests to play in Germany. We say a sad ti rewell to WOI
(RSM) ShoweU, who was the first regular to join the band and has now
finished his time with the Army. We wish him all the very best for the
future.
The Band is unfunded and relies comp le tely on the goodw ill of the
Corps for assistance in achiev ing any credibility. Many thanks for your
support so far, but we are currently short of bagpipe and if any one has a
set they no longer require, we would be most pleased to deal with them. If
you are able to help, please contact W02 D. Y. Sm ith at 32 Sig Regt (V),
2 1 Jardine St. GLASGOW, G41 3A or fax 756 5041.
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ou 'orrible shower. Even though you live on a base you still need a TV Licence.
'
Id fnd
account.
1 a £1 ' 000 fine blasting through your bank
don t get one you cou
d r will want
So call 0800 6056500 smartish and quote reference AFA or the Camp Cornman e
a word in your lughole. Dismisssssssed!

R1gh~ y
And 1f you

T-

==

L ICENSINGE>
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Days two and three consisted of bui lding various types of wall s, drainage
ditches and generally making the lakes a nice place to visit, unl ess you were
part of the Boss's tea m, Maj Andy C ameron, which con ·isted of Cpl Mark
' Wi bble' Bciislcy, LCpl Kerr Laye and Sig Duggie 'Watcrsports Fanatic'
Porter, who decided to dig a drainage ditch the width of lhe M4! Meanwhile
on the other side of the mountain an elite team of trench diggers led by gt
'Northern Bloke' Lord ably assi ted by LCpl ' Rah' Guthrie and Sig
'Maximum Bob' Roberts were making good their escape fro m the hill just in
time for tea. The remainder of the Troop, gt ·Taff ' Jones and Cpls Jenkin
and Walker could be seen beavering away on drainage ditches and (lucky
Blokes) po itioning stepping tones through a particularly smelly patch of

SIGNALS TRIALS &
DEVELOPMENT UNIT (STDU)
ARMY CIS ENGINEERING GROUP

OC TD
OC Trials Tp 03(\ ) Trial

laj Pete Smurthwaite
laj Andy Cameron

H 'GE AT TH TOP
Hai ing managed to queeze in a final football tour to outh Africa in
0 tober ofla t year, the time has come to say farewell to the Main Man of
TD , Maj Pete mu rthwaite, a he gets ready to lip out of un iform
and into Hu h Puppies and lack in order to move aero on retirement to
a Retired Officers po t in HQ Arn1 CI Eng Gp. His tour at TD U marks
the end of 38 year of Colour ervice, much of which has been spent
playing, coaching and managing Corp Football. His time at TDU has
been marked by hi persistent dedication to the ta k and the career
management of all tho e within the Unit; all of whom have at least one
in tance to be grateful for the Bo ' guidance and leadership. TDU wish
you and l'rish all the be t and thank you for all of your efforts and support
throughout your time in Command of the Unit.

NEW 0 THE GRO
D - TRIALS T ROOP
by Sgt 'Ta.ff' Jones
Before I open the book on another chapter in the life of Trials Troop, let
me first congratulate Maj ndy Cameron and LCpl Kerr Laye on their
recent promotions. Good luck to Pa ul Ba rrett in his business venture after
a rewarding 22 years in the ignals. A fond farewell to J ohnny Atkinson,
hope you find ciwy street a ea y a you hoped. Welcome to W02 (YofS)
J ohn Eva ns hope you find life in Trials Troop to your liking and finally, hi
Pete 'The Civvy', I bet it' been a while since your last Wire mention.
ALL AT SEA!
by Cpl Mark Beasley
An opportunity had arrived that would whi k me away from the hum
drum life in Blandford Camp, a weeks sea trial te ting a speciali t piece of
equipment. My JOb was to make sure that this item didn ·t interfere with a
Lynx's operational sy tern . Thi involved copious amount of flight time
observing instrumentation looking for glitches; now this may not sound
exciting but it sure beat first lines!
In order for u to venture over or onto the sea we had to be kined out
with immersion suits. ow, these things are the most unfiatterin<> articles
of clothing you cou ld think of, however functionality over fashion has
alwa)_'S been the precedence for all the HM Forces and these were veerryJ'
functional_. Imagine_ if you w1H four ?verly large blobs swishing their way
down the J~Uy, l~okmg som~drn1g akin to four very large pints of Guinness
and that might give you an idea of what we looked like. At least they kept
you dry, which was a good thing a the weather took a turn for the worst. I
was flying high, well clear of the squall, however my colleague were not
so ~ortun~te; bauling I Oil swells trying to get onto a Trawler from a Ridge
Ratder with no ladder or ropes would ha e certainly set my heart beating
faster. I'm sad to. ~y that nobody fell in which was quite di appointing as
there was beer ndmg on 1t, but _you can't have everything. W0 2 (YofS)
Paul Barrett as the tnal co-ordinator performed admirably in the face of
such adverse conditions the only problem was hi mind wa telling his
st_omach 'Flat sea, Flat sea FLAT SEA!' but unfortunately it didn't believe
him. gt 'Taff' J ones also had a problem convincing his stomach that the
sea does ~o! have wel!s, along wi th_ Sig ' Butch Dingle' Roberts.
Whereas 1g Swami>-Rat Porter won his argument much to his delight.
. At the end of the tna! I managed to catch a ride on the Ridge Raider to see
1fl could face the sea, hke the rest of them who had by now turned into salty
old sea dogs wondering around aying AAAARRRR! to all and sundry. I
felt that I did fine, I ~xperienced no arguments, but of course the sea was flat,
so they told me that 1t proved nothing, oh well I'll see next time.

CHANGI OF ADDRISS
Please advise the Subscriptions Clerk
at RHO, IN WRITING,
of any change of address.

boggy ground. 'Old Burger Boy' Walke ~ had assu m e~ ~he m~ntlc o Ch1~ f
Construction Engineer for th is group and 1s so proud ot h1~ ach ievement. • h1
wife 1s going to receive a guided tour 01·cr the Easter Break (Lucky Lady!).
The fourth day was more digging, which we were becoming very
accustomed to by now and some of us were getting quite good at it until
our two Techn icians decided it would be fun to throw whedbarrows at
each other. The day ended and we said our good-byes to the kind people of
the 'ational Trust and we then fo und ourselves rctummg to our more
natural environmen t, namely be ing the local hostelries. The Exercise was
a bri lliant week away from the ' norm ·, although we can now appreciate
what is meant by the song ·working on the Chain Gang' !

0 T OFRA G E
by Sgt Taff Jones
Tl\ o weeks after hristm as leave we received our fi rst fa tball of 1999
from 3 Com mando Brigade a kin g Tri als Troop to range test th eir old field
radio , alongs ide new ones of the same make as th ere appeared to be a
problem. This we did and rather than u e Land Rovers we had to walk
about 60km (more if LCpl ' Rah· G uthrie 1 as map reading even with Cpl
' Old Bloke' Jenkins helping). Unfortun ately th i trial coincided with the
heavy rains that plagued the outh which meant lots of detours and some
swimming (or wa that the other way around?) One of the route that we
had to walk happened to finish at a pub and the two that were walking this
route Sgt 'Northern Bloke' Lord and gt ' Welsh Bloke ' Jones didn 't
have any money I\ ith them, but they still fa ncied a pint. ndeterred 'Taff
went in armed with water bottle and came out with two pints an excellent
example of rcsour efulness. Knowing this,
gt ' Olly' 1cGrail and
W02 (YofS) John Evans volunteered for that route the next day using the
excJ e that they had to settle the tab for gt Jones 's and gt Lord's two
pints. Hmmmmmm!. The trial ended ucce fully with all teams findin2
their way back, much to their disgust a it now meant that Lakeland
Volunteer was definitely going to happen.
EXER I EL KELAND OLU TEER - COVER STORY !
Ex Lakeland Volunteer was a Public Relations Training Exercise
executed during the week 31 January - 5 February 1999, in the Lake
District at ional Park, Cumbria. The Exercise provided a work pan}
(total 12 per onnel) to conduct strenuous labour in support of ational
Trust con ervati on project within the boundarie of the Lake District
ational Park . The aim of the Exercise was to support the conservation
work of the ational Tru t within the Lake District ational Park, an area
much u ed by military unit for training, in order to assist in the
maintenance of 'good will between the Park Authorities and the Military.
All con ervation project activities were under the direct supervision of
ation al Tru t!Lake District ational Park representative . Exerci e
personnel were centred on the. ational _Tru t Ba ecamp at High Wray,
near Amble 1de and ta ked daily by at1onal Park staff. Tasks included
path/wall building and repair and other conservation activities!
THE TRUE STORY!
by LCpl Kerr Laye
The week started out with the always reliable MT giving u a hed ofa
van which looked like it had just returned from the scrap heap. We
eventually headed off north with lots of abuse and hecklin g being fired at
our Tp Sgt, Sgt 'Taff' Jo nes. We arrived at High Wray ational Trust
Base Camp late afternoon ready and eager to start work the next day.
Although not before sampling the urrounding public houses, for good
food!
Monday morning wa here, breakfast was not on the table as promi ed
by .our f:- La Carte Chef, C pl Mark 'Wibble' Beasley. After some
deliberation among~t the troops, not including Sig Du ggie 'Swamp-Rat'
Porter who was still practising water sports, we decided that Cp l John
'Jenky Boy' J enki ns aided by non other than Cpl C r a ig ' Burger Boy'
Wal ker would make the scoff from then on in, especially after the Boss
managed to burn the toast! Our first task set by the Nationa l Trust was to
pull and push a cast iron barrow up 2000 feet of mountain , this was not
funny and Sgt ' Greengrass' J one (OC Ex) started to fear for his life as
some of the group were becoming very irate. Eventually many hours later
we were at th~ top. An achievement I think we were all very proud of, and
being well trained Soldiers we made it off the hill in record time and began
the long tedious task of replacing bodily fluids.
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DANGER - Eco-Terrorists at Wo rk

Cpl 'Bez' Beasley c;itches a lift to the Liverpool versus
Preston Testimonial

HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
Aller the bu ild up to and the excitement of Christmas the Brigade
Headquarters has lapsed into a period of relative calm a man)_' make use
of a maximum leave period. Calm though 1t appeared, a near d1sa ter (not
quite of San Andrea Fault proportions) made all think that half day
working was to be the norm, when at I 530hrs on the 6 January ~ power
black out switched offDonnington and Telford. There wa d1sappomtment
all round when the backup lighting (candles) could not be diverted to drive
the IT. There i no truth in the rumour that the 03 CEC, Capt Joh n
Hiorns was seen trying this . While the activity ha not bee_n as
newsworthy as in previous period it would be a brave man who ay . 1t ha
been a quiet period; especially in thi Headquarters! It would be faire: to
say the routine continues at pace and great magnirude, and the expres ion,
' You want what, by when?' has taken on a new dimen ion.
FIT ESS
As the new boy I have joined with enthusia m (honest), ~1e twice
weekly physical training ession . While the infirm. old or JU . t plam
grumpy (with apolo~ies to Cpl_Jackie im ps.on) head for the delight of
mechanical torture m the multi-gym, the racmg snakes try to keep pace
with the Brigade Commander, Brig Jonathan Cook, over dista~ces . of
varying pain. Is it just my imagination or do runners always smile hke
that?
BUILD UP TO AN UAL CAMP
Planning has already started for this year FTX. Ex Able c;ondor (UK).
The round of planning weekends and Exerc1 e m the bmld up to the
Exerci e started in January. The Chief of taff, Maj Pa ul 'This will only
take a few hours' Hudson, led the way with a hort meeting chat led to a
late lunch followed by an even later tea. One of the results of the weekend
was the production of the first edition of Maj teve ·J'm a Loggie'
Bcllerby's Lime/action chart which i already large enough to paper the
lounge and hallway of a mode t ize 'semi': it's also more colourful than
most wallpaper and of course less u eful! Fonvard planning a always ' e
have been directed to cotland next month by the ommander who want
us to recce the Brigade FT for training year 2001. Even .though
inexperienced in the way of this Headquarte~s I detect that there .1. some
reluctance amongst the Headquarters tafl to follo~v th1 d1rccllve,
reluctance which I put down to the arduous wmter cond1t1on they all scc_m
to be expecting. Well why else would they have already packed the kts,
boots and ice axe !
HAIL A D FA REWELL
Maj ndy Cornis h ha · arrived from R RO 10 take over a. . q2 GI
MS (V), t~e post vacated b~ M_aj Angu_s Ma ude l ~st year. Also J0111111g us
on Full Tune Reserve Service is gt 1gel Jone m th_e new post of .ta!f
Assistant Projects. The more a tutc wi ll be aware that tor Sgt J ones this 1s

only a change of employment not location. Maj David Sulliva n
eventually departed to 30 Sig Regt in mid-January and his replacement (or
is it relief?) Maj G raham Addlcy i now firmly in place. The new fount
of all knowledge claims he is free lo take questions at any time! We wi h
him and his wife C laire all the best during their new tour.
TALES F RO f THE OP " R (ECHE) YPT - OR THE NEW BOY
PERSPECTIVE
A REPORT FROM THE OPS ST FF
by Major Graham Addley
Having arri ed in the Bde HQ in the econd week of January 1999, I
took , ith a pinch of salt the constant comments from all the staff
(including the Commander) on how bu y the HQ wa and what long hours
everybody worked. Thi couldn't be more hectic than orthern Ireland,
could it? After all there were only a couple of Regular and a half dozen TA
units to worry about! My hand-over week proved my preco.nceptio~
completely fal e and I no1 realise. how very sheltered my ext~tence m
orthern Ireland had been from U1e mcredtble amount of work gomg on in
mainland UK, dealing with ongoing operations world-wide, new
equipment programmes, TR.IT and DR.
One of ihe outcomes of the DR wa the formation of the new Joint
Rapid Reaction Force (JR.RF). Thi Force, tht! fir t elements ofwh1eh are
Lo be formed by I April 1999. i to be commanded from a new, deployable
HQ ca lled the Joint Ta k For·e Headquarters (JTFHQ). At the nsk of
tealing omeone else's Umnder, one of the Brigade' units (30 ig Regt)
will be re ponsiblc for the provi ion of all the CIS and Life uppon fi r the
JTFHQ. Although 30 Sig Regt has for a long time been re pon ible for
world-wide trategic communication 'upporting variou scale, of
deployment this will be the first time that the unit has been tasked to
pro ide such a comprehensive infrastructure support a "ell a trateg1c
link .
As part of the build-up to the readine date of I pril 1999 the CO 30
ig Regt, Lt Col 1ike Lit hgow 1BE, hosted a demon trauon of a
' worst-case' I leadquarters. JFHQ tat! from orthwood. Commander 11
ig Bde and other Brigade ta ff attended on Fri_day I 5 January 1999, in
weather which matched the worst ca c cenano. In a large hangar in
Bramcote. the JTFHQ Squadron, commanded by Maj George Odl!ng,
had built a mas ive tented comple:-. and laid out example ommun1cat1. ns
and IS according to initial JFHQ requirements. The demonstration
howed clearl} how far the quadron had com in only a fe" month in
meeting the headquarter · need . How.ever, they \\'ere also able Lo ~:-.pla111
ome of the real problem. like!) to face the unn should the JTFHQ be
deployed.
At the end of the demonstration an outstanding curry lunch wa · sen ed
by the field kitchen which Jen the 'isitors m no doubt as to the abiliue · of
the unit to provide real · Jife uppon' !
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HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE & COTSWOLD GARRISON

Comd
RQM

Brig S. G. Hughes CBE
W02 . Simpson

GE 'ERAL
The Brigade Headquarters 1 standing tall( er) and proud as the recent
arri1·al ha1e pu_ hed the al'erage height to ju t over ix feet. This i
believed to be a ign of the good nurturing that occurs around here. It's a
Corsham thing. The CO , Maj Paul Kelly, has been seen in another car
(for regular readers) although this one ha a fixed roof. Tels, Capt Dave
Drinkall. the HQ a lion man is currently off skiing in orway, honing
tho e skills he mastered on his Chri tmas ' kiing trip. A great deal of work
loom with the millennium issue drawing ever near. Heading the pro3ect
from our end is Lt Col Malcolm Sinton. Controller, A ISG. The Brigade
a a whole ha a variety of equipment and resources that may be used in a
grand master-plan for the millennium period. Time\ ill tell . What hasn't
been told is that he is po ted a of 31 December 1999. Docs he know
omething we don't?
BRIGADE TUDY PERIOD
The major event of the current period was the Brigade tudy Period, the
theme of\\hich wa 'Mo ing Forward - From Yi ion to Reality'. The aim
was to ensure that all Officers of the Brigade would focus their minds on
the year ahead and the more tangible business of tran lating high level
Defence and Brigade plan into action on the ground. All of the Brigade 's
Officers are given a variety of lectures, presentations and time together to
learn about their wider and closer environments. Well over 150 people
attended the weekend, which was directly atler the Christmas break. Once
again. Longmoor wa the setting where the adequate, and in some ways
salubrious surroundi ngs provided their own element of making the
1 eekend a success. The bulk of the work party came from 39 Sig Regt (V)
who helped the HQ staff with the erup, (many thanks shou ld you read
this), before the multitude turned up on the Friday night to be wiflly
processed before making their own way to luxury style accommodation.
Saturday morning kicked off \ ith a hearty breakfast before the first
presentation; an update on British Army Doctrine.
Senior guest speakers included Brig John Griffin, Brig Bev Smalley,
Brig Tony ere , Col Pa ul Acda, Col John Ewbank and Col David
McDowell Once again the far reaching tendrils of the Brigade managed to
attract anothe~ s~cial guest speaker. The Deputy Commander, Col Steven
F?akes, had .mv1ted none oth_er than Jill Cooper co speak. As part of
wider education and general interest, she spoke on how he goes about
researching and collecting information to write a novel. Most of us have
to~d a few stories in our time with limit_ed time to develop one properly, so
this ?Ou.Id have proven very useful 111 being able to concoct a really
convmcmg_ tale. T~ere wer~ other pres~ntations given by regimental
representa!Jves on issues directly affecting the Brigade and also on
emergency planning, led by Lt Cdr Damian Belgonne.

The second week wa · \'Cl) different from the first but no le s
challengmg as we started to learn the tricks that have made the Team
famous . I felt privileged to be allowed to ride the actual bikes that are used
in the shows. If someone had told me at the beginning of the week that I
would soon be riding around the arena stood _on my head I may n.ot ha1e
believed them. but sure enough there l was domg exactly that w1thm a day
or so of the second week starting. The instructors were excellent and very
patient and within a short time we were all performing some prelly
impressive looking tricks. The highlight of the week I think for mo~t of the
Course had to be the lire jump, it was so exciting that I hardly no!Jced the
loss of facial hair. At the end of the Course we were all shattered, as
everyone had put a lot of effon into a physically demanding course.
Unfortunately not everyone passed the Course but most of those that failed
vowed to return next year to give it another sho.t. Having had .a .mall
insight into the work the team does and seen what hfe on the team 1s like, I
can't say I blame them.

THE SELECTION COURSE

r-

There was con 1dcrable face time to be had during the evenings
activitie . The Master of Ceremonies and creator of a 11 things devious for
the evening was Maj Peter Williams. It wou ld appear that the evening
was rather uccc, ful and enjoyed by all. A few interesting photos have
since been developed. The HQ staff really showed their sporting prowes
in the boat race with a team largely made up from WO . Not only was this
ho\\'.n in winn.ing the event ~ut .a l ~o in their sporting beh.aviour by letting
39 1g Regt '' 111 on a ·tcchmcahly . Perhaps their embroidered version of
events i r.:cordcd elsewhere within this is uc. Anyway, anything for gOOd
morale. 1 ext mornings BFT wa welcomed by all. Few really pushed the
boat out a there was a BFT to run the next day. Transport was not
available as nobody had had the foresight to submi t their AF756 on time.
The pa s rate was quite shocking with only minimal failure.
Longmoor is a rather o ld camp and being winter with bad weather there
was likely to be a little bit of a problem. Although it can be argued that it
happened at the best time (to pro1·ide a finale that nobody would forget) or
at the worst time (a the OinC began lo deliver his encapsulating peech)
the sl ight oroblem of electricity supply reared its unmistakable but
invisible head. The whole camp was supplied by a dying and de perately
urging power upply, which it would seem, was affecting the whole area.
Without nature's own light ource (no windows) Brig Griffin gave hi
11 ord of wisdom with the aid of a maglight torch. At least there were no
di tTactions to look at. Thus e nded another extravaganza from the Brigade,
done once again with panache, style, and a lot of smi les!

A Selection Course member
performs the famous 'Fruit Bat' trick

Cpl John Strachen shows some Corps pride by performing the
'Double Jimmy' with the aid of an established Team member

Happy Shiny People

The selection course itself was pretty much what I had expected but I
don't think anything could have prepared me for the sense of achievement
J felt at the end of each day. The first week was very physical with PT
before breakfast each day, followed by a room and kit inspection after. The
day then consisted of the election Course personnel load11:1g the
cross-country bikes onto the cranspon and a short Journey. to ~ovmgton .
Once al Bovington it was a long day of very challenging nding ~at
progressively got even more challenging as the week went on. Even tf I
had not pas ed the course I would of come a' ay from the fir t. wee.k with
increased confidence on a motorbike and a sense of pnde in my
achievement .

ow I am looking forward to my first season with the team. I have been
made to feel very welcome and the accommodation is excellent. Seriou
training begins at RAF Sealand soon and it is then that tho e new to the
Team will be integrated into the how and longer serving members t~
something new. Looking at the schedule we will be performing at a big
variety of hows this season at home and abroad. from mall County
shows to the Royal Tournament. I love to travel and there certainly won:t
be any shortage of that this year. To finish with I'd ju t like to say that. 1f
you are finding life a little dull. enjoy a challenge. and prefer working w~th
a close knit and friendly crowd then look no further than The While
Helmets.
SIULLINGSTONE SCHOOL
The Team al o <>ets involved in other local projects. On Wedne day I 0
February four m~mbers of the Team went to the Forum School i.n
hilling cone. The school, which deal with children with special need , 1s
doing a project on transport and wanted the team to let them see s~me of
the bike - and a few tricks to encourage the children to draw some picture
for the project. IL was a ery fro ty morning and a very lippery urfac~ but
turned out to be a very enjoyable day for the school and the four riders
involved.

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
3 (HARROGATE) SQUADRO CHRISTMAS PARTY
On the 3 December 1998, 3 (Harrogate) qn enjoyed th.cir annual
Christmas Party in the Semaphore Arm . The usual merriment was
enjoyed by Cadre and trainees alike producing ome memorable moments
a captured on camera.
11 SIG AL REGIME T DRILL COMPETITIO
OC White Helmets
Lt Col Jack Amberton
Team Capt
Capt Gord on ewell
Team gt
gt Don Brebner
The Team continue~ to tJ:a!n ~nd wi!I be involved in the opening shows
of the season by the um: tb1~ ~s published. The SOinC's Opening Show
takes place on the 23 Apnl, with the season then taking us all over the UK,
Germany and Belgium. Al the end oflast year the selection course brought
forth a number of new riders to the team. LCpl V-Ma l Hild reth
drag-raced himself into the limelight during training and his thoughts on
the Team are carried below.
JOii THE WHITE HELMETS
by LCpl Hildreth
After ten years m my trade I felt that I had pretty much seen and done
mo,t of the thmgs lhat my trade had to offer. I needed a new challenge.
Havmg "!1own a couple of people who had been in the White Helmets I
knew basically what they were about and had thought of trying for the Team

earlier in my career. I still. had things I wanted to do in my trade back then
but now . the time was nght. The White Helmets provided d1e perfect
opportunity to combine a favourite past-time (motorbike) with work and
there was no .doubt in my mind it would be challenging ljnd rewarding. Also
the opportumty to perform ~s part of such a highly regardttd (earn in front of
large .crowds and on telev1 ion had its appeal. [ knew I woul d be livmg and
working along side like minded people with simi lar interests and this I knew
would help to make a great job even better. J had heard the selection course
for the te~m was hard work and challenging but I was fit, could already ride
a motorbike, and had a positive attitude going into the course.
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by Sig Harrocks of 3 (Harrogate) Sqn. UI fer Tp
Exactly Two weeks before the event date (7 ovember 1998), 20 others
and I volunteered to participate in lhe glory hunting event that 1s die
annual Drill Competition. Two days before the dreaded e en! we were
ready, almost. At knockofT on the Thursday someone in their infinite
wisdom decided that we, the TEAM, needed extra personnel to compete.
WOI ' You are getting better, but it still need some work· Banner, thre~v
a slight wobbly and started volunteering people out of the good of his
heart, awful nice the way he docs that.
With three new members on the team we started from scratch. The day
finally arrived for the Competition. With brokenheart we watched the
amazing pcrfonnances of I qn and 2 qn then 1t was .our tum. OfT ' e
went to our destiny, marching on with our heads held 111gh and our arms
swi nging like two ton pendulun~s . I could have sworn that my C?llar wa~
go ing to leave a permanent scar in my.neck. I Sqn. the archenc~1e of th~
Technician world. looked hke favounte to take the pole pos1t1on. ~s ~l
happened the po itions were ~ailed out, 3rd 2 qn, 'Thank god wc cl1dn t

Who says upgraders are normal?
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c m •la. I.' "as heard from one 3 Sqn team member. ccond, I , qn (s light
u c "hik it ·ank in that\\<.! had actually \\On) th n !he cheers erupted.
Gn nin" from car 10 car like Cheshire cats" e left the ·quarc al lhe end of
,\ n 'f\ e-~\ re king day. Aller a "hort (yeah-right) peech from
gt Richie
Plummer.\\ •I'll t\l c lebralc in tnic 3 qn style! Happy days.

Many of those n:tum1ng from Bosnia had actually been 111ohiliscd · 1
last Ju!Y: As bca~liful as lhe Car~p is on a bn k Janu/
monung. 11 "as of_ little surpr! e to sec the old1crs· cnth~siasm to dcpa~
It 1s to the credit of 11. 1& ~cgt lhal all .were sm iling when the
commenced the final leg ot their Journey home JU t ix hours aIler arrivin~
in Blandford. Bon Voyage.

Blan~ford.

ff 'EWS
. Looking lhrough old_copies o~The Wire, il' fair to say lhat it has been a
little" l11lc ·mce lhdv1 f of 11 Sig Re&t has put anythi ng into The Wire so
here goes. I " ould like lo start by aymg hello to Sig Griffiths. who ha;
been po ·ted in fro m 3 (UK) Div Bui ford. The MT will also be' elcomin ·
tlm:e ne'~ lads th~t will be posted in10 the MT in lhe next couple of month~
which "111 hopefully make the work load a little lighter for the re tofus.
The MT ha been Its u ual busy hive of activity with LCpl Orr on the
detail -desk.
Juggling be1ween hi computer and the telephone which never eems to
st.op ringing, ~hi l e pl Mick ~tewart i running around trying to get all
~· green_ ch1~les back 1n on tune ready for in pcction . The MT would
hke to\\ 1 h M ick good l~ck on h1 forthcomi~g
Os Course at Mil Trg
qn. I am urc there won t be too many late 111gh1 . We would also like to
c~ngratulale LCpl 'Togs' Teague and hi wife. on their new baby girl
ma, who was born JUSt befo_re Christmas. We will shortly be lo ing SSgt
Kev Baxter who will be leaving the Army. we would like to wish him and
his family all tht: best in his new job and life in Civvy treet.

3 Squadron - 11 Signal Regiment Drill Competition
FARE\VELL TO tAJ DA E LUMB
Oc1ober 1998 aw a iurn around of !he quadron Commander with the
lo s of 1aj David Lumb and !he arrival of Maj And Duncan . After two
years of dedicated leader hip to 3 (Harrogate) qn, 1aj Lumb leave us
to eek pa rures new (re' i ited) on the sunny shore of Cypru . Maj
Lumb wa O\ ercome by emolion as he said farewell to 3 (Harrogate) Sqn,
\I hile \: 02 (
M) Eric Udell could hardly contain himself but managed
a rare mile. The quadron wi hes you and Brenda all the best for the
future and offers a warm welcome to Maj Andy and Claire Duncan .

CRO CO NTRY
It "as just not her day. ig 1cStravork had every intent ion of going to
the par to buy a chocolate bar when he wa diverted by the offer of a free
packed lunch and an afiemoon of fresh air. Minute later 1he bus left
Blandford, bound for Longmoor Camp and the venue of the 1999 Army
Cross Country Champion hip . he wa just one of six wi ll ing runners
from Kohima Tp lhat ran for the Women's Team that day. The olhers, for
the record. were gt Lindsey Manktelow, Sig Emma Flynn, Sig Helen
Capli_n and. ig Rachel Jacklin" The Team, complemented by Capt
Sophie Davies of ORL , ran their hearts out over the 3-mile Race. In a
race' here participalion was more important than position, everyone was
brilliant. Commi eration to Cpl Kendra Huohes and Sgt Sarah trawn
stalwarts of the women' team , a neither wer~ able to start the race.
'
Like lhe women, the men's team had won th 3 (UK) Division
Champion hips _to_ qualify for the Army finals. Unfortunately two key
runners were mis mg, Sgt Stu Maughan who was ill, and WOI (RSM)
La~cock who w~ away sho~ting sheep at Sennybridge. Fortunately the
entire learn survived the trad111onal and very precarious cavalry charge.
where 360 runners push and hove each other around the first field, that
had been though1fully churned up for the occasion. The old dependable
WOI (YofS) Stu Little and Sgt Bho Pradhamwere up there with the first
60 leader , along with gt Dave Clark who was taking a break from hi
Foreman of ignals Course. Well down the field, in what he de cribes as
an e sential sw~ep_ing role wa the not so old Regimental 2 1C, Maj Phil
Brown (now a1u111or veteran). It was his task lo encourage the four junior
runners from the ne_wly elected Kohima Tp men's rnnning team. The six.
mile course, compnsmg 5% firm flat paths, 5% impossible mud and 90%
undulating sandy lracks, is enough to intimidate the most seasoned athlete.
However, Sig Peter Tucker, Sig Glenn Gibbs, Sig Paul Romback and
Sig Dan nelling stuck to their tasks wi1h determination and finished in
style. It wa certainly an afiernoon to remember, or wa it to forge~
certainly Kohima Tp runs will never seem as bad again .

Maj Dave Lumb bids farewell to W02 (SSM) 'Ginge' Udell
OPERATIO PALATINE-THE LAST LEG
. On 2~ Ja~uary 1999, the Royal chool of Signals (RS ) undertook the
aemob1hsa_uon of 54 TA/Reservis~ returning from Bosnia having served
there for six momh on Op Palatme. It was the fourth occasion that the
RS _had conducted the proces ing of iroops to and from Bosnia. As on all
prev1ou occa ~on . the work was done by the staff of 11 Sig Regt. Under
1he co-ordma110n of !he _ R_e~imental 21C, Maj P. A. Brown, W02
( Q'\.1 )_ Gou~ge for the m1ttal processing met the relurning oldicrs at
RAF Bn,:e orton. Once they had moved back to Blandford W02
(RQ\1 ) Fradley pu~ them all th.rough a dekilling and weapon cleaning
programn:it: and reunited t_hem with whatever MFO was awaiting them.
The Med1ca! Ccntfe Practice Manager, gt Birtwell, then picked up the
baton and directed 1hem past both Regimental doc1ors for the necessary
final exammauons. Once all fin~ers and toes were accounted for it was
lime t~ sign off and dnve away 111 brand new hire cars arranged for their
collecuon by the MT S'.'ICO. Sgt Baxter.

Women's Cross Country Team at Long moor Camp
Back Row (l:-R) : SSgt Ma n ktelow, Capt Davies,
Sig Jacklin, Sig McStravock
Front Row Sig Flynn, Sig Caplin

Make 1999 the year you take out a subscription to your magazine!

1 TRAINING SQUADRON
ROYAL SIGNALS ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSINGBOURN
OC
Maj J. M. orri
SSM
W02 ( SM) . Slaney
ATR Bassingbourn is a mythical place. Those who have not served, or
trained, here have many pre-conceptions. They arc mostly inaccura1e!
More of the realities later, but suffice to say this is a challenging,
rewarding environmenl and, yes, it is a good career move. Here at ATR
Bassingbourn our six training teams of highly skilled instructors battle it
out against the odds to deliver able bodied and willing recruits to Phase II
at Blandford. Ho\\ever, we DO NOT deliver Field Standard. Phase 2
moves them from this intermediate level to lhat which you receive in the
field Anny.
For the c last few months the theme has definitely been charity fund
raising, more o than ever. with each Troop raising over £1000 for various
chari1ics. The Troops continue to orgamsc charity evenL5 for each intake of
recruits. Despite this, we find ourselves caughl up in a whirlwind of
spor ng evenls that we manage lo fit in to the hectic training schedule. All
six T-oops have been down to Tregantlc Fort, Devon for Advenlure
rrai111ng. Acti\1ties include caving, climbing, canoeing, dry slope skiing
and !1ill-walking. Alpha Tp even managed to fit in Go Karting! The
Squadron also bids farewell to Maj Charlie Cooper as he briefly
comma;;ds Wray Coy before heading to Au tralia! (Is this a precedent - I
hope so - ew OC). Maj John orris h11s a sumed command arriving
hotfoot from HQ 3 (UK) Div.

In addition they will have spent a total of ix nights in the field, living
under normal field conditions. There is not a 'pink and fluffy' approach to
training. It is demanding and testing while also bemg totally fair to each
recruil, regardless of age, sex, race and religion. There is ~OT a red sires
card system and recruits arc not in the AAFI every nigh! - most are
lucky to spend more than one or two nights there during 1he1r time al
Bassingbourn. In conclusion, there are a number of areas where recruits
can be expec1ed 10 be fully competent tramed soldiers. However, on
arrival at a field unit, they will not be fully trained and thi has to be borne
in mind by receiving units.
Finally .. . working in a training regiment is demanding but it is also
rewarding and enjoyable. The syllabus offers physically active instructors
ample opportunity to make their mark on tomorrow's soldiers. We
encourage everybody interested in trying their hand at instnicting or
something challenging to get themselves here. The hours may be irregular
but 1he job satisfaction is real!
ATR BASSINGBO R GOES TO THE DIV CHAMPIO SHIPS
ATR Bassingbourn fielded a team of hardy skiers to compete in the 2
Div ski championships in Serre Chevalier. Ten members of the Regiment
were finally chosen to make lhe long journey; six sweaties and four alpine
racers. Unfortunately, due to the lack of snow (which was, in fact, nonexistent) a two hour journey every day had to be undertaken to reach the
nearest resort with snow. Alpe D'Huez became our new training ground
for the week before the championships commenced. The races were hit
and miss for the whole competition. Lack of snow caused the alpiners to
bave alpi ne starts every morning; 0530 reveille in order to complele 1he
race before any holiday makers wanted to use lhe piste. So, no drinking for
1hem .. . !
The Regiment managed to field excellent learns, winning lhe combined
Alpine and ordic award for 2 Div. Lt Kate Simmonds then went on to
compete in the Anny and inter-service championships in Valliore. France.
She won the downhill race and came third overall in the combined event
Thanks must go to Echo Tp training team, who were working the recruits
while she was away, and certainly let her know about it when she got back.
(Cpl ·Mac' Mcintyre lhoughl it would be a good idea lo fill the bo s'
bergan up with some extra weight before exercise!).

Charlie Troop training team
relaxing after a recruit training exercise
A FEW FACTS ABOUT CMS(R)
Capt Fiona Hay
There are a number of misconceptions surrounding the Common
Military yllabus (Recruit), or CMS(R) in the field army. In an effort to
allay fears over the standard of recruits being trained at TR
Bassingbourn, and to highlight a few facts about 1he training, here i a
quick gu ide to CMS(R). ATR Bassingboum trains all recruits for the
Royal Corps of Signals. On arrival each recruit undergoes ' Week O', when
kit is issued and initial physical te is are undenaken. On succe sful
completion of 'Week O' lhe recniit will star! CM (R) - more ofthal later.
Should a recruit be unable to pass the initial physical tesis. they will be
sent to the Army Foundation Scheme Company - known as AFS, ' here
they will receive remedial PT. The tests include a jerry-can lift, lifting an
ammo box, comp leting a 31 sil up beep test and a 1.5 mile run in under 12
min I 5secs, which is squadded for the fir t 500 metres - making faster
time harder. Recniits who lack confidence, maiurity or the correct
attilllde to begin CMS(R) will al o be cnt to AFS al this slage to undergo
training in ·Whiskey Troop', which involves a number of field exercise
and package designed to addre character weaknesses. Recruits in F
arc reassessed every two weeks and ent to CMS(R) when they are ready
to begin training.
Recruits meeting all the required tandard begin CMS(R), which las!
for 11 week . Each Troop is lrained by a training team con isting or a Tp
omd, Tp Sgt and four Tp Cpls, \ ho are section commanders. Each Troop
normally begins training with 48 recruits . At the end of CM (R), recruits
arc able to do the fo llowi ng:
Pass an APWT (TS)
Complete TOET
Pa s an BC attainment test
Pass a First Aid attainment test
Run 1.5 miles in 11 min 45sec
Carry 2 full jerry cans for 90m
Lifi an ammo box 1 cighing 2Skg
Carry out basic map reading
Pa s MST
Complete a 6 mile Recruit CFT in 90 min

Lt Kate Simmonds receiving yet another
medal for her skiing efforts

NEWS FROM ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jamie Balfour
Tp gt
gt Roy Turne1·
Alpha Tp have ju t moved a staggering 45 recruit' on to Phase II
training. In between fitting in numerous courses, they managed to raise
o er £ 1600 for the Elgin and Los iemouth rthri1is Care charily. Many
thank go to lhe pa t recruit and their families for 1heir money raismg
efforts. The Training Team ha e managed to get themseh c away on
numerou course , much 10 the envy of the re t of the quadron. n
example i Sgt Roy Tu rner having completed his Balllefield First Aid
Trainer (BFAT) course, Mountain Lender Training ince the la t mtake of
recruit , and no" trying to gel on hi Drill Course and crgeant's Course!
Cpls Mitchell, Revell, McBea n und mith have performing miracles
with both the recruit and !he lroop lines. achie' ing a 90% pass rate \1 ith
the recruit and a complete profe ionnl redecoration wi1h the latter.
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NEWS FROM DELTA TROOP

BR.\YO TROOP PO . ' ORED CLl 1B
Tp Comd
Lt Charlie Roberts
gt Paula '\ltathcson
Tp gt
n the _4 oYember 199 member of Br.I\ o Tp. undertook a
spt)n ·ored climb on behalf of the BBC Children in ecd appeal. The event
\\as organi:ed and nm b • Cpl ·Richie' Richardson and aimed to climb
the total height of Ben 1evi (4406 feet) on the indoor climbing wall at
TR Ba ingbourn. The e,·enl wa a great .ucces and the tota l height was
reached. Pm'\:nt and relative rai ed the money on behalf of the recruits
and "e \\ere able pre.en! the BBC Children In eed ppeal with a cheque
for the total . ••·n of £544.00.
ince Dec •o.1ber and • ome \'Cl) welcome Christ ma leave the Troop ha
once again ·tarted training. thi. time with Royal ignal recruit rather
than the RL ! The Troop Corp , Is ha e been ke ping them elve bu y
and we are pica ed 10 '"elcome Cpl lcKenzie back from his short tour
"ith the Regimental Discharge ection (running it, not lea ing the Anny).
pl Perci,al R nglian i fully integrated into the orps now and is
tal..ing the opportunity to gain e'ery qualification the Army ha . The Troop
hope' to see bim oon o that he can train omc recruits before he goes on
hi di Ying expedition to Belize. Cpl Richa rdson is also catchi ng up on the
qualifications and has got hi head well and truly tuck in the PAMS on hi
AA cour e. That leave Cpl You ng who i about to tart on his own
courses que 1 with MLT and Balllefield First Aid Trainer Course. In
amongst all thi
gt Pa ula Matheson is keeping the ship running
moothly with occa ional a i lance from Lt Charlie Roberts when he
i n 't arranging his next ailing trip.

Tp omd
Lt Ivan Bates
Tp gt
Sgt Jason mithurst
incc the previous Delta Tp contribution 10 Tile Wire, a good deal of
change ha taken place amongst the pem1ancnt staff. Firstly, the Cava! .
representative, Lt Christopher Stanley-Smith has moved over to l~
chool Leaver cheme to hel~ transform. the youth of today into viable
tra111cc for the field army. In his place arrived Lt Ivan Bates fro111 3 Bdc
HQ and ig Sqn in orthern Ireland. I lerc he ha s found that the trects of
ATR Bas ingbourn are far more dangerous than the street of outh
Armagh! Having comp leted recently their adventure training package near
Plymouth in Devon. Delta Tp are now refreshed and are ready to develop
their recruits wit11 boundlcs enthu ia m.

FOXTROT TROOP
F
DRAI I G A D ADVE TURE TRAINING
Tp Comd
Lt imon Coeshott
Tp gt
Sgt Phil Graham
Foxtrot Tp managed 10 raise over £1100 for The alional Society for
Prevention of ruelty to Children ( PC ) with their marathon ab eil at
Royston Fire tat ion. The recruits managed 10 .a bs~il from t11e fire brigade
trammg tower contmuously for eight hours 111 bitterly cold conditions.
Foxtrot Tp deployed on ad enturc training to Dartmoor training area and
though the weather wa disappointingly mild, the recruits all had a
challenging time getting through t11e bogs that they seemed drawn to. The
recruit particularly enjoyed the canoeing phase, where they braved 1cv
Devon water t11rough heer enjoyment and prompting from the Trainine
Team. pecial mention must be made of Cpl Paul ' Diesel Power' mith
\ ho attempted to run the (diesel) adventure training minibus on four-star
petrol. A wann welcome must go to gt Phil Graham and Cpl Ga,in
Wilson , just posted in from the sunny field army, and a fond farewell to
h1 predecessor gt Mick Aver who moves on to another training job wuh
6 Cadet Training Team. Enjoy those lie-in !

If responding to any
advertisements in
The Wire please
mention that you
saw it in your
Corps magazine
Pte Moone y RLC ha ngs around on the s p onsored climb

Saturday morning was worse than a hangover, in fact it was a disaster as
we got al!acked and everything went wrong. If things had been for real we
would have been dead without a doubt! Even though Sgt Hodgskins
shouted at as all, it took us about one hour to vacate our location, but hy
this time we were all in 'mong mode'.
We tabbed to our hasty harbour where we got our orders from Capt
Cooper. At this stage we ate what we could frolll our 'tasty· ration packs.
At approximately 1400hrs we headed for the final allack and the adrena lin
was high, our hearts were pumping· in fact. we were lean mean fighting
machines. ln the attack we demoli hed the enemy and achieved our
mission, the only problem being clearing out the casualties. We then
tabbed back to our collection point which was a relief because the l::.xercise
was more or le s over.
We got our warm kit on, packed our bergens and headed back to
Arborfield. In bed that night we snuggled up to our quilts, glad to be back,
although we all enjoyed the exerci e and had a real ense of achievement.
Roll on the next Exercise, Ex Janner's Joy.

BASIC LEADERSlllP (BLJ 16 · 17 DECEMHER 1998
bv AT Lord
· Picture the scene. you arc stuck bchincl enemy lines hav•ng 10 learn nc\1
ways to survive with only what you are y,earing and \I hat resource you
can find locally. Under the direction of Scott Tp permanent ~ta ff we \\ere
taught the basics of survivmg in adverse weather conditions Ill the licld
without our bcrgens. This included how to humanely kill, pluck and gut a
chicken under the careful supervision of Sgt Hodgsk.ins. While cooking
the chicken. we were wishing the RL (chefs) were there.

SCOTT TROOP
Tp omd
Capt Tom Jeffries
Tp Sgt
gt Bruce 'Waggy" Wagstaff
During this senior term, when much of the curriculum is Education,
Cpls Millington and Brotherston have admirably kept the troops licked
into shape and road tested the Troop computer to its limits. whilst Sgt
Vagstaff has been doing his squan· bashing (on the All Arms Advanced
Dri ll Instructor Course) and Fiel Exerci es (on his RSSC)! In the
mc:antimc news of activities to date are covered by the ATs below.
T E MARCH AND SHOOT COMPETITIO -15 DECEMBER 1998
/> AT Harri~
In the" eeks prior to the big event, the stafT of cott Tp had hown great
e"'lphasis on their compelling need to win the competition, Cpl
I\ 1 lington treating it as a life and death situation and making out that the
hol'Our of the Troop was al stake. Thi gave our Troop the rapid ri e in
m rale 11 needc:d and we began our preparations. Eventually the day
arrived and seeing this as an opporrunity to get in the good books of the
Troop staff, we decided we would go all out to \ in the competition and
how the RE, RLC and REME how it's supposed to be done. Before the
event tarted there was an in pection by the OC of the Military Training
Wing (MTW), Maj Don Jcllard MBE D and D, of all our kit, down to the
minute detail of ha' ing two ten-pence piece taped to our note books. As
usual we were on the ball.
The event itself started off with what the staff called 'a gentle troll in
the countryside'. This stroll, as far as I was concerned. was anything but
gentle. Cp l Yates A and SH, our PTI, made sure of that, setting the pace.
Capt Jeffries brought up the rear with gt Wagstaff and Cpls
Brotherston, Millington, Lowe and Askin running up and down the
Troop making sure we were all giving 110%. The tab took us over a couple
of hill called the 'S isters ', whose name still gives us cause to mi s a heart
beat whenever they're mentioned. I' m not sure how many there were, but
each time we got to the top of one, the staff kept saying there ·s just one
more to go. As we ran the route several things then began to happen, uch
a Sgt Wagstaff went for a trip which ent him flying face first into the
mud. Cpl Millington used his fitne s to get us to t11e top of each hill u ing
the 'grab onto my webbing and hold on tight' method. Cpl Brotherston.
however, gave gentle encouragement as usual· YEAH RIGHT!
Then it was time for the shoot· lined up at the 200 metre point with our
weapons loaded, waiting for the off. The ignal wa given and we printed
down to the 100 metre point. Once there, we all made ready, took quick
steady aim, controlled our breathing and the rounds then began to ny
down the range to the plates. Remembering our detailed briefing from the
staff, the outer people took t11e outer plates and worked in and the inner
people took the inner plates and worked out. Of course ' e won, coming
out of the competition with the glory and the honour we set out to gain.
Now whenever the College doubt coll Troop, 263 (H} Sig qn, we
simply ay ' March and hoot'!

AT Baines being put to the test on the Confidence Course
Other tasks included the High Wire confidence course where we all did
our 'Elvis' impressions, shelter building and a 'stretcher' run that eemed
to last forever with a very odd and particularly heavy stretcher. On our first
night we completed a nav igation exercise before retiring 10 our ba hai..
The woods looked as if they had been taken over by an anti-road
demonstration group and we shivered the night away huddled around our
mall fires trying to keep wann. On the second day we were introduced lo
command tasks which everyone enjoyed. Although not all were completed
successfully. the staff remained happy as we entertained them with our
solutioas.

AT Vickers on the cantilever du ring a Section Command Task
All of us learned a great deal from the Exercise, but were thankful when
endex wa . called and al last it wa time to depart on Christma leave.

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

qn Comd
Maj Steven F ra nce
W0 2 (SSM) Mick enior
M
. The pring .Tenn ki~ked off on 4 January with the new intake (99A), 86
m number, being received mlo Bradley and Penney Troops and inducted
into the Anny way of life. We said goodbye to Capt Carm el Wins kill
AGC(ETS) who handed over .Bradley ..rP to Lt (now Capt) Kelly
Holloway . AGC(~T ). Kelly 1s r~v1 s1 11ng all her skills of Troop
Commandmg, havmg spent all her lime afler andhurst teaching in an
Anny ~ucation Centre, whilst Carmel has decided to embark upori a law
career m. the near future,. f?r which we wish her well. We also welcome
pl C raig Woolass who JOmed us from 264 (SA ) Sig Sqn to work in the
<?ym as a PTI. We wish him a very successful tour at Arborfield. By the
ume 1h1s article gets published, our Apprentice Tradesmen (AT) oflntake
98C from R_a~vson and cou Tr?Ops will be passing out of the College and
ea~erly wa1t111g to ge~ on. their trade courses al the Roya l School of
1~nals. Our slot m this ed1t1on of The Wire feature news of their main
ac11v111es.
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RAWSO
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt

TROOP
Capt Darren C ooper
Sgt 'Tosh' Hod gskins

Payment of Subscription
by Direct Debit

EXERCISE SARAH SAND 28 - 30 JANUA RY 1999
by AT Hayes
. Before the Exercise began we were nervous as havin g PT just before
dinner and deployment was not what we would class as an ideal scenario.
After dinner we formed up, cammed up and ready for war, wishing we had
a B-~h1t. When we amved at our destination we had to ' tab ' 2.Skm to our
locauon. It was at this time that tiredness ank in and we all wanted to go
to bed. Amvmg at our harbour location we started digging our shell
scrapes and soon got .tir~d of hearing ' Dig deeper' by our Troop staff. We
wer~ sure ~~.were d1ggmg to reach Austra lia! We then split off into our
secuon acuv1ues and for the next 18 hour we went on patrols conducted
OP's a.nd pra.cti. ed har?our defence. This took us up to Frid~y tca-tim~.
All Fnday night we did stag and slept, dreaming of the ' final attack.

If you would prefer to pay your WI RE subscription by
Direct Debit please telephone RHQ Accounts for the necessary form.

Telephone: Blandford Military 2087 or 01258 482087
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squeaky clean past or n?ne of his. friends were will mg to dish the dirt. He
now has ventured out mto the big bad world and has become a hun~an
being. the Section wish him all the best in civvy street. The Section
Chri~t111as 'do' went off in fine spirits. Sgt Pete Reeve wiped the floor
during the Ten Pin bowling, ~pl Andy Webb went into hidin~ after an
impressive score ol 34 showmg the re~t of us how no_t to do 11. At the
Troop function Sgt Ralph Johnson re-lived Saturday Night Fever and we
have the photos to prove it. LCpl 'Wrighty' Wright has sudden ly come
into an unexpected windfall however the Troop OC rcce~tly paid out a
ransom demand for his sports jacket taken dunng the evcnmg, apparently
the two incidents arc not related.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
ECHO TROOP - 2Z- SIG AL SQ ADRO
In the deep dark reccs e of HQ 'l & IS ig Regt, Echo Tp were
nudged by the real world and told that it wa
hristma . mid cries of
·Humbug· were the occa ional cheers of merriment from those fortunate
enough to own a calendar. With no windows to the out ide world: the only
thing to give the fact that it wa actually Chnstma · was the mcrcased
frequency of function • promotions and post ing .
.
First and foremost congratulation go to WO I Dave Ruddock for h1
promotion and posting. a whole 20 metres, back to 321 EOD. Our
congratulatwns also go to W02 Pa ul 'PFG' Ga rdin er who ha been
promoted from the hop floor to the dizzy height and day hirking, of the
qn OP WO. Other promotions include Sgt Dave 'JR Heartley' larrs
and Sgt a ra h 'Dodgy Peg ' Matthews. It i heavily rumoured that the
Troop ha a ·new' OC ma querading under the name of Lt at Baker. He
an be identified by hi dodgy hand hake and a fondne s for George
Michael. However, with the kiing ea on in full S\\ im, there is more
chance of meeting Lord Lucan riding Shergar around the quarter-deck of
the Titanic.
The festive ea on has taken its u ual toll on the Troop with many
planned, and even more impromptu, functions arranged under the gui e of
celebrating the ea on of good" ill. The mandatory Phoenix Bar 1ew
Years E\e ba h wa once again a hit thanks to the meticu lous planning of
C pl 'Pepsi· Mattacola and hi wife Vicky. At the stroke of midnight
·Pepsi' cracked the traditional bottle of Champagne seeing how many
people he could ricochet the cork off.
With the conclu ion to the season of merriment our continued good\ ill
goes with Sgt C hris Ashworth who is off to the black hole known
affectionately as JSSU Digby, and Cpl Aidy Russell who landed a plumb
po ting to HQ ARRC. Out with the old (in Aidy' case very old) and in
with the new. Tho e being LC pls H elen Waites and Lisa haw from
Digb). plu 'Bap ', Woodhou e and Steve Price from 14 ig Regt (EW).
The manning situat ion continues to change as posting eason hits hard and
ne\\ face arriving every week. The Troop spirit continues unabated and
we still ask Q G ardin er 's immortal question 'Where is my A ton Villa
Pennant?'
233 SIG AL SQ UAD RO
qn Comd
S M

- SQ UADRO HEADQ ARTERS
Maj Giles
W0 2 (SSM) Day

VISIT OF LT GE PIKE, G O C ORTHERN IRELA D
The ne\\ General Officer Command lorthern lreland, Lt Gen Sir Hew
Pike KC B DSO MB E paid a visit to the Squadron on 16 December 1998
to see in detail the mission of the Squadron and how we supported his
Troops on the ground. He vi ited both TM Tp and Romeo Tp and received
in-depth briefs on their Troops pecific roles within onhern Ireland,
before pre,enting L & GC Medals in the Officers' Me s Annex to
variou members of the Regiment including our very own W02 (YofS)
'Ru ' Da rlington .

OFFICER v ERGEANTS fE
AN UAL R GBY MATCH
E\ery year in the run up to Chri tmas and the beginning of the panv
sea on ·there ha to appear omewhere on the ca lendar the date for the
Annual Rugby match, between the Officers' Me s and the ergeants'
Me , to ort the men from the boys. fn previous years the Officers have
t.aken a keen interest in leave pa se being pu hed around the Regiment
before deciding the date, to ensure the maximum number of players
available to play the ergeant ' Mes are on leave or unavailable. This
year was different, the boot was on the other foot, the Adjt, Ca pt Cuv
Bennett had run off scared (although his impending marriage to Harr}
may ha\'e had omething to do with it) and Capt Dave Worden arranged
an early p ting to ommand Group to avoid the game, a little drastic me
thinks. o on a cold and wet (we are in orthern Ireland, what do you
expect) December day we prepared to do battle, the beer tent was up and
once the Officer had wanned up their weary old bone , we drew a line in
the sand and kicked off. Ob iou ly the ergeants' Mes had not warmed
up ufficiently in the beer tent as the Officer cored and converted a lr)
\ ithin even minutes and shocked everyone, watching as well as the
S CO's team and the band of merry supporters (not influenced by the beer
tent). The game continued at a furious pace, set by Capt 'Gig' Pl umb the
TOT and the ergeants' Mess oon levelled the score, with a try created b}
the forward effort of W02 (S M) Dave Rook and Sgt teve Legg. This
was the turning point "ith the experience of W02 (SSM) 'Doz' Dai,
W02 (RQM ) Paul Downie leading the back line and the Old and Bold
pack, the S CO's began to come out on top . The 9S metre try scored by
W02 ( SM) Day and set up by Sgt Pau l C leghorn was the final nail in
the coffin and the Sergeants· Me ran out fairly confortable winners.
revenge for the defeats in the two previou years games. W02 (SSM) Dai
would like to thank Capt Ju les Waister and W O J Fiona elson for
dres ing up a cheerleaders and warming everyone up on this cold winters
day.
ROMEO TROOP
NEWS FROM THE WORKSHOPS
Farewell's go out to Cp l Jayne immons and C pl Si Butler, both of
whom are off to do their upgrading. A welcome goes out to LCpl John
Connolly. Congratulations to newly promoted gt J ones, and to Cpl
Andy Dobson on his ·recent' engagement.
During December, we managed to fit in our fair share of Christmas
parties, and a very merry time was had by all. At the Troop 'Christma Do'
there were some rather suspic ious going's on. C pl Bri McLea n (Who was
not present) winning seven of the prizes in the raffie 'MMMMMM'! He
did happen to be the one elling the raffie tickets! A democratic conclusion
was reached in his absence and being the generou guys that we are,
decided that he could have 0 E prize, and no more. C pl ' wanny'
Swannick won the £160 ca h prize, complete with LOU from the bos.
He's still waiting!!
As we get into January Sgt ·Del' Trotter and C pl · 1ckle' Davies, had to
send for help in the form of a 4 WD vehicle during a recent task, apparently
they wouldn't be able to make their return through a heavy snow fall.
Upon arrival of the said 4WD vehicle it was discovered that the two
cowards had in fact been afraid of nothing more than a s light snow flurry,
also due to the fact tl1at they had been working inside hadn't noticed that
there was 0 NOW. A posting is bein g organised for them both to 249
Sig Sqn to enable them to get some snow under their boots. We also had
two very lucky vehicle owners in the section, C pl 'Birdy' Bird and Cpl
Pete M ulca hy who are not in the market for 'Jn Car' entertainment
systems. Anyone elling a car stereo contact the Troop, any reasonable
offer considered.
FROM T H E OPERATIO S SECTIO
After soldiering on with the minimum of manpower the cavalry ha·
now arrived lo the section in the form of Sgt C raig Brookshank and Cpl
Dean Rudd . The baby boom has continued to flourish with C pl Ste\e
Simpson and his wife Ta nya who arc to be congratu lated on the arrival_of
E mily. A good Lime was had by all at the Troop Christmas Function which
was organised by Sgt Treff Dav ies assisted by two kitbags. Let it not be
said that they couldn't organise a 'booze up in a brewery'. Sgt
Brooksha nk would like to say a specia l seasonal thank you to the Sqn
SSM, W0 2 Day, for allow ing him to do a Christmas Day Gua~d
Commander duty after only 17 days in the unit. eed le s to say the SSM 1
off C ra ig's hristmas card list fo r 1999.

!L-Rl: W0 1 (SSM ) Day, Sgt Davidson , W02 !YofS ) Darl ington
Mrs Da y, GOC (NI), Mrs Darlin g ton
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The Section said goodbye to C pl Dave Thomas, who had one of the
shortest leaving speeches in the history of the Troop. He either had a
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COMMCEN TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Waister
Troop SSgt
SSgt Jackson
There i a COMMCE Troop at IS ignal Regiment!!! Will be the cry I
hear when The Wire is opened. Truth is w.e haye bee~ far too busy to even
look at The Wire never mind get an entry mto 11, that 1s my story and l ~111
be ~ticking to it. Well it has been a funny penod for the Troop what with
finding out that the Corps no longer requir~s the s~~cialist trade of
HANDBAG and juggling the person power (bit of Pohucal Correctness
for you there) about to .man some hifls. So who has made a 1mstake over
the last few months wluch 1s worthy of Corps wide hum_1ha~1on, there ha".'e
ken too many to mention but one which is due a menuon 1s the mouse m
the C'O •IMCE incident.
Let met set the scene, a bu y COMMCEN in I (operational theatre) a
number of 111ght hifl operators working very hard on the SKY_ TV cct.
When .1 mouse on a covert recce mi.sion blew its cover by movmg from
the frid'l;e to the cupboard. Breaking the most basic of fieldcraft rules,
movem~nt. Like the coiled springs that they are, the operators dash for
cover and send a Contact Report to the Troop taffy who as you_ would
expect wa leeping with one eye open. The slick call went somethmg hke
this SSS S Staffy, Th th th th there i a mouse in the c.OMMCE .'·As
you can imagine a situation like this needs to be handled ma profe sJOnal
manner. 'Leave it to the morning, bye.' So when the taffy arrives Ill the
morning he find the shift_ had dra~vn w_eapons and. had been staggmg
through the night. I would hke to fimsh t~1s tory but II would take a paf?ie
on its own. No names have been mentioned to date as a court case 1
pending, the gripping conclusion will be found in next month's issue so do
.
not mis it.
Now to the hello and goodbyes, recently we ha\ e said goodbye. to
Sammi Lee-Davis and Sarah Staff who have been posted on promotion
to full Corporal and remained in Province. orry to all tho e ~oodbyes we
bave missed over the la t few month but hope you are enJOy~ng your new
postings. The hellos are to Sigs Hannam, Pennock and S11~1 pso n who
arrive traight from the School and have _not spent 7nougb time here to
even gel nicknames but no doubt they will appear m future Wires. One
more thing, Happy ew Year for 1999 from all members of COMM CE
Troop.

~ith the prile for the mo>t utili cd gatckccp.:r. Sgt Al

ew~1~n broke this
trend with constant high placing throughout the compeullon. narrowly
missing out on the individual Slalom on the final leg and fimshmg fifih m
the O\Crall combmed competition. ot bad for a man who hasn't raced for
four years.
The Regiment did not leave empty handed ~s gt. All en romped away
with the Combined Discipline Veterans prue amid tense. and hea.vy
competition. Cpl McChesney ran, or rather _walke_d away, with the pme
for the longest time to complete a course ~•th a ume of three days four
hours and twenty three minutes. Although not the most .successful team
(with a few notable exceptions) all the team members gamed a great deal
from the Camp and had an excellent time. The Regiment ~ill be attcndmg
again next year, only this time we \\:111 be a httle better prepared an.d (we
hope) better equipped. The Corps Ski Camp 1s an excellent opponumty for
some productive training and is, above all, great fun!

·s

EXERCI E GLACIER Fl
- CORPS SKI CAMP 19~8
.
.
Within two days of leaving the decadence of Lisburn h fe the m~rep1d
team from IS Sig Regt endured more adversity than most E.xped1t_ion
encounter throughout their whole period. There was a bru h with an irate
traffic policeman, an eight ~our bre~kdown m the sub zero wasteland_ of
Carlisle, unfriendly natives Ill a service station 1n Germ.any, erratic dnvmg
conditions and even more erratic drivers on the. Austn3:" bor?er . : . The
list goes on and on. Despite almost every adversity pos able hmdenng our
progress, the weary team found _its way lo Zell-Am- ee m a mere S2
hours, ready to join the Corps Ski Camp for three weeks and compete m
the Corps Championship in the fourth week.
.
.
Led by the intrepid Lt at Baker it was the first lime the Regiment had
been represented at the Corps Camp and we began far from t_he_ top of the
seeding list. After the first day_ of a se sment we were split mto rough
ability groups which we tayed 111 for the duration of the tram1n!?i. As each
day brought the competition closer the mood become more fesllve as the
team gelled with the unday mornmg McOonalds Ill bed becommg the
highlight of some team members week. C pl T im Rigby threatened ?ot lo
eal anymore McDonald but after they foresaw bankruptcy they folded
.
.
, .
and gave him a bulk ~iscount
Our time in Au tna comc1ded with a fe uval called Krampus \\ luch
involves local farmers dressing as Demons from the mountams who come
down to beat naughty children with wicker sucks. If you happen to be a
touri t you are a prime target a SSgt Rob Allen found out. If confromed
by one of the creatures the immediate action i not to hout,'Come on
then' because you will find yourself surrounded by another four of them
und you will be black and blue after thirty seconds. Another option wa
taken by C pl Marie McChesncy who cho e to dive throu~h the nearest
open door, lock it behind her and tak~ photo of the maraud mg ~reatu res.
C pl haron Lothian found that be111g blonde wa . hazardous to your
health as il wa a monster magnet but managed lo Jude ~ehuid everyone
else so they got hit in tead . C pl Mat Quirke's personal m1ss1on to destroy
his liver and bank account was thori;>Ughly succ~ssful and ~e even
managed to fi nd time to be the mo l unproved _kier ·~ _the kam and
develop an allergic reaction to sweetcorn. pl Louise Ph~~hps con tantly
astounded all the members of the team, not by her sk1111g but by the
"
amount a girl of only four foot ten ~an eat.
A the firs t day of the compcll llon was postponed due to thr~c :~ot
visibility the competition got underway on the second day when v1_1b1hty
had increased to six foot! Sgt Watkins began her own P.er'onal trad1t1on a
a permanent fixture as a tart gate keeper, (a JOb given to tho e who
fini. hed in the last ten of the previous race). Her effort were rewarded
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T he t ea m a n d our saviours of Carl isle
afte r an eight h o ur b rea kdown

Leaving The Forces?
Looking for a new career in
Information Technology?
Then Contact

Abbeywood
INTERNATIONAL
Information Technology Recruitment Agency
For helpful advice & information about career
opportunities contact the Defence Desk
NT4.0 Admin & support
IAN & WAN technology

PC Support
Computer Engineers
Project Managers

Send CVs

Email: awood@abbeywood.com
Abbeywood International Ltd
Suite E, 19 Heathman' Road. Parson' Green, London SW6 4TJ
Tel 0171 610 9030 Fax 01 71 610 9473
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40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
RM

Lt Col . C. Beacom TD
W(J1 (R 1) . G. tcG inlcy

\ RRIYAL A D DEP RT RES
Welcome to WO l (R :\I) McG in ley jusl arri'ed from 2 ig Regl. A Lo
welcome to pl carle and hi wife and family. as he arri\ es to take over
as our V 1. fare,,ell to \ 0 1 (RS l) John Black a he hand OYer the
gt to Ho\\ arth and pl
mantle and prepare · to re ettle. I o to
J ohn on from th L D as they both lea,·e the Army. \ e hope to ee Cpl
Johnson again a a TA soldier in the near future .
CO, G RAT LATIO S
Congratulations go to \ 02 (Yo!S) Paul Rose and
who were both selected for promotion in January.

gt Da e Watson

SER\'ICE OF REME IBRA CE
LCpl lighrfoo1
On Thursday 14 Janual) 1999, Lt Col (Retd) Terr. Lightfoot, laid a
stone in the Remembrance Garden at Palace Barracks. Hol ywood, in
memo!) of hi on LCpl Lightfoot. a member of 264 ( A ) ignal
quadron, killed in a helicopter cra · h in the Falklands in 1982. Lt Col
Lightfoot and members of his family were joined by members of the
Regiment at a en ice to remember hi on .

SUPPORT SQ ADRON
qn Comd
Maj V. Beggs REM E (V)
SM
W02 (S M) ook
The quadron ha · had a very bu y time si nce returning from Annual
Camp in eptember. We dined out Maj J oe Ha ld a ne as OC and al 0
welcomed our new OC. Maj Victor Beggs. fo rmall y the 0 LAD ,~ho
ha. not wasted much lime in outlining the fuLUre for the quadron . '
All t~e plan are la~d for the qn ~inter ·kiing training in the cottish
mountams. The cxcrci e. 1s once agam the brain child of the SSM W02
George Coo k. ably ass isted by SSgt 'Gingc' oburn and the SQM
Sgt E~ Hedley. ~here are some ?O members o f the quadron who i1ili
be . bra\'lng the wmd of tl~e Ca1mgorms and Lccht ski re orts near
A iemore. Ma~y ''ere first ll.me ?k1ers last year and hope to improve on
wha.t the ach1e ed on collie Fum I. The rest arc li stening to lhe war
stones.
It has also been a hectic time for the caterers and mess managcmen~
firstly with all the fe tive functions and then the change over of RSM 's.
WOl (R .M) Joh n Black has handed the rein to WO! (RSM) Chris
McGinley, who is .looki ng forward to serv ing in lhe land of his youth.
There has been a Dmner night on every Friday since the tum of the year
gt Jim Hagan ensurin g that every little detail ha been covered, whils;
S gt Duncan hort and gt ' pud' M urp hy have produced some
excellent meal with the help of C pl ' Monty' Montgo mery and Pte
' alty' Jam ieson.
We ~e al o aying fa~ewell to the CO. Lt Col Beacom , who is lca\ing
the Regiment and retummg to the Mam land. The Squadron formed up on
HM Caroline, pem1anently moored in Belfa t Harbour on Sunday 31
January to have a farewell photograph.
We all w ish Col igel and his wife Jsobel and son J ack, all the besl in
the future and we will no doubt see them from time to time.
ot to be out done, the LAD has seen some changes over the last couple
of months with severa l comings and goings. Ha ing lost their OC to SHQ,
sadly, they said farewell to C pl ' Jono ' Johnson, who is retirin g from the
Regul ar Army, but the good new is that he inlend to enlist into the
Regiment as a TA YM. We have al o seen some promotions for gt's
'Daz' Dalzell, Davey M cCa rdle and P ete Yo ull , who incidentally will be
defending his 'Best Student' title on Ex Scottie Finn in February. Well
done fella's. Congratulation go to S gt Dunca n hort and his wife
J ea nni e on the binh of their son M ichael, who weighed in at 6lb l 2ozs.
66 (CITY O F BELFAST) SIG AL Q UADRO
qn Comd
Maj R. G. Butler R SIG ALS (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Irvin e

Lt Col Lightfoot and fam ily by t he mem o rial s ton e

UPDATE
Castlemartin (A nnual Camp) was a distant memory as the Squadron
propelled itself towards the Christmas festivities and into the final e11
Year of this millennium.

CONGRATULATIO S
The Squadron would like to pass on its best wi hes to S~t ' Izzy' Hill on
her rccenl marriage Good Lu k for the future . Also congratulation on
promotion to Capt Andy Woods, Sgt Tommy Mccardle, Cpl's Davie
Burgess, Anne cates and Suzann e Small, LCpl's G len dams and
' Sandy' Reid.
ARRIVALS/DEPA RTURES
All members of the quadron would like to wish Capt Carl 'Gods on
my side' Kinghan all the best of luck for his new appointment as PSAO,
85 Sig Sqn (and he'll need it). Welcome to Maj Ray ' It's on ly just begun'
Kin kead on his arriva l at lonavcr TA Centre from 85 qn, as joint PSAO
for p qn and 66.
EXERCISE YORKIE BAR
This Exercise held over the weekend of 9-11 October 1998 saw nine
members of the Squadron deploy to Castle Kennedy in Scotland. The aim
of the Exercise was driver conversion for newly qua lified drivers to green
vehicles. Training was mtense but varied and included trailer reversing,
convuy drills. first parades, vehicle manoeuvring, camouflage, night
dri\ing and vehicle documentation. [1 proved to be a very wonhwhile
E erci.c and was enjoyed by all who took pan.
EXERCISE WINTER E AGLE 1998
Thi; was the annua l end of year deployment, designed to remind the
Rt:gum:nt of its comms role (and how to spell EU ROM UX) before the
Wint r break. It changed format to become a local comms te ting exercise.
This involved the deployment of EA 561 to Carrickfergus, with 562
remat"ing 111 Clonaver, with the OSC attached controlling the phases. With
the pn•paration complete Sgt Darren 'The recce' Anthony deployed to
Ca1Tic1<.hgus with EA 56 I. The Troop OC. Lt Janette Ferry managed
to escape the Exercise for a shon periud to partake in a photographic
ession with the Officers' Mess. It wa n't discovered until the Sunday that
LC pl Andy 'the Tan' Colwell had got the sleeps confused with the camps
sauna/solarium - Well done that man.
CHRISTMAS CHEER
The Chri tmas period came and went with much frivoli ty and merry
making with the Squadron Annua l Chri tmas meal again held in a
restaurant nearby. This started some years ago as a few Radio Relay Ops
and now some 30 people attend, and a special mention goe to S gt fa n
' Where 's your ticket' Wolfe for the organi ing. Again the Squadron got
the ote for best Christmas disco for our effort on 18 December when we
rocked the TA Centre before the tand down. A mall mention must go lo
Crazy unday which pas ed by without any drama 's and with all i~
nonnal craziness including the normal Senior and Officers all chippmg 111
to get drinks for the Junior ranks - the 50cl bottle of diet water nearly went
round twice!!!
THE ARRIVAL OF 1999
The fin al New Year of this millennium passed without incident
although the Squadron members of the Sgts Me trod wearily through the
month of January with a mess function on every Friday. The Bums Supper
was aga in superbly organi ed by SSgt Stew 'Hoots Mon ' M ullen the
NRPS staffie, with gue t appearance from Squadron members, the SPSl SSgt Mark ' The Tartan' Barrass with the' Immortal Memory' and SSM W02 Derek' o lash ' l rvine with ' The Sassenachs'.
LOOK FORWARD
The quadron is currently working very hard, to prepare for its annual
RSIT in pection, the first weekend in February. ( ub equently we
received a good report). This i immediately followed by our annua! long
weekend kiing in Aviemore. The following months provide the build-up
to annual camp in June.
69 (NORTH IRISH HORSE) SIGNAL SQ UADRO
Sqn omd
Maj W. B. Houston R Signals (V)
SSM
W0 2 ( SM) McKnight

Welcome back to LCpl Anna '.\'farie Cleminson who has spent the last
year in Bosnia as an lnfo1mation Ops Cell clerk in the Banja Luka Metal
Factory.
On Armistice Sunday the Squadron provided the Cenotaph Guard m
Limavady which consisted of W02 (SSM) McKnight, gt'\ olhoun,
Gamble and Cpl's Palmer and Ritchie. Maj Brian Houston and W02
Lyle laid a wreath in Limavady. Capt Lynch and gt Will ia mson al o
laid a wreath in Londonderry. In the afternoon 30 members of the
Squadron along with members of 5 R I RISH, I RWF and local youth
organisations went to the church service. The Squadron al o provided. the
escort for the Royal British Legion Colour Party, one Officer and eight
other ranks. Two pipers from the Squadron also took part in Armistice
Services, Pipe Maj Taylor in Limavady and Cfn Wilson in
Newtownards.
The Squadron sa id farewell lO gt Mo Howarth after over two years
with the quadron and over I 5 in the Anny as he heads off to civilian life.
We all wish him well. We welcome Ca pt . eil Turnbu ll to the quadron
as Second in Command. and gt Harry Ha r ri on from I Mech Bde.
EXERCI E WINTER EAGLE
The Squadron provided two RATT links and one voice link for 11 ig
Bde's Exercise. The remainder of the quadron provided four RATT dets
for the Regimental PACEX .
VISIT BY COMMA DER 107 (
TER) BRIGADE
Early December Brig O'Lo ne came to visit for the first time. ewly
arrived in Province he was having a look around the real estate. He was
given a brief on the Squadron's role in the Regiment and 11 Sig Bde by
Maj Brian Houston after which he toured the Centre and a\v trade
training and recruit training in progres . The Brigadier had lunch with the
Officers and S COs before leaving.
SQUADRO COMMS EXERCISE
In January the quadron conducted its own Commex which mainly
focused on antennas, antenna theory and propagation. The Exercise was a
success and much was learnt by all involved. We also saw the last of our
Series lll Landrovers go and the issue of I 0 FFR Defenders.
SQ UADRO FOOT BALL
The Squadron Foolball Team fi nally played its second round tie of the
orthem Ireland Football Cup with last year's winner C Coy 4/5 Rangers
at the third attempt. Unfortunately the Squadron was defeated 6-0. beuer
luck next time.

85 (ULSTER) SIGNA L SQ
ORO
Sqn Comd
Maj C. R. utherland R Signals (Y)
SSM
W02 ( SM) Brotherston
The Squadron has had a busy period leading up to and going past
Christmas. There is sti ll much to be decided under SOR but one thing is
certain the quadron will move from Ne\ tow nards to its own TA Centre,
the third in the Regiment, by Mid 1999.
The Remembrance Sunday Parade took place at the Cenotaph in
ewtownards. We were given the opponun ity to produce a Cenotaph
Honour Guard, and the Royal British Legion ewtownard Branch were
heard to say that it was the best ewtownards has seen. However, sadly
this will be the last year we will be able to participate in ewtownards.
The opportunity posed by the re location of the Squadron is second to none
and gives us access to a huge recru iting catchment. On the recrui ting front
we hope w recruit 30-40 from the disbanding uni t whose centre we are
taking over. As we prepare to move congratulations must go to Cpl
Wilson with a baby daughter and L pis McMillan/Robertson with a
baby on.

Are you
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else's Wire?
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69 Sqn farewell to the CO - 'The Giant's Causeway'
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.-\R l\ . GLI. G \S, 0 IATIO
URI l ISH .'HORE HA. 1PIO,' HIP
ati.rda) 14 o' ember 199 3\\ the team a ·semblc at Clonaver Park.
fht:} '' re L pl .Jim l\lcFerran (organi.cr) and , gt Gar) Shaw.
t · dling '.1a L1't:rpool followed by a 300 mile dri'c to homcliffe. 10
ra!11,·1p:ue 111 .the hamp1on hips. ome other members could not attend.
Joining up \\1th members from Antrim, 9 R !RI H (The Crazy Gang).
BJllykell) RLC (The Qmct 1an) and Lt bum RLC ( lop fockey ), Arca 6
onhem !rel. nd made up a fonnidablc ombination.

Day 1 and 2 - Fishing ~tnnt:d early on Monday morning with a b
out to the Do' er breakwater. Arriving on the breakwater a fl er a cl?a~trip
1
~aweed covc:re~ steps, all anglc1 . took up their peg numbers and u ~ up
signal horn h hing commenced 111 earnest. pccies caught consi~cd the
Cod. Pollack. Flounder, Plaice, Dover olc, Poor od. Dab and Pouti of
with a great n~any ti h capture~ and released back to the sea. The d~g.
ended and al~ ft sh curds handed m to WO l Jimmy King, Secretary of hy
AAA. all pomt recorded and result posted. On Day 2 the same ect· e
were captured and ~etumcd. Cod up to 91bs weight and Pouting up~0 5
lb "ere taken . Dunng both days the weather was very kind and re . ·
unny and warm throughout.
ma111cd
Da) 3 - Thb consisted of presentations of pri zes unfortunately no fi
the Area 6 :ream (except ratnc prize ). Howev~r, during 199 ~Co;
Mcferran did apture a Haddock of 370gms from the shore to tak ~
Am1y hore. Record. On t~e Wednesday moming the return trip wa ~i~de
to t.he Province. Preparation are now underway for 1999 when
c
h.
b ·
, once
·
agam, tiie Ch am pion 1ps . a re emg held at the Dover Breakwater
Hopefully more members w tll be able to attend. For the 111ille1mium ·ear
~he Area 6 group haYc offered to organi se the hore Championship/h '
m onhem Ireland, under the d ire lion of the Secretary WOI D M ere
· oore,
9 R !RI H, LCpl Mcferran and other me mbers of the AAA.

;es

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy must be received six weeks
before the publication date
l:R: LCpl Jim McFerran and Mr Geordie Thompson
at the Championships

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)
qnComd

Maj . K. MacRosfie 1BE
WOI (RSM) S. Cheslett

RSM

COMMU 1ICATI01 TROOP
j:P ~omd
2Lt F. D. G uth rie
P gt
.
.
SSgt R. Wa llace
Commumeat1on Section: The Senders' - Comm Section sa
farewell to. Cpl Ted '.F~t Hands' Heath, who leaves us to take up th~
\acant pos1t1on of htp s cat in Radex, Blandford. A , arm welcome
exte~ds to Cpl . S.arah Staff from Lisburn and LCpl Kerry ' Illusive '
~a\~ who ha JOmed us from 3 Div. 2Lt Forbes Guth r ie straight from
l ~ roop Comma~der's Course, and SSgt ·call me Bob in the bar '
\\al~ace fro'!l 14 Sig Re~ (EW) are now firmly in the chair. For Comms
ect1on, Christmas was a JOiiy affair with plenty of panies being attended
andh beer quaffed. We now are all looking forward to the coming year
per aps
gt Bob Wallace and Sgt Sam Parke will make ue
appearances as Troop. Senio~s, and help lower 2Lt Guth rie ' ~ood
pre. >Ure. Th~ !roop is looking forward to lots of recreational tri s
~~~~~re t;a1bnmg and. sport, all the while ensuring that the Brigad~'~
1 su1ta. ly upplied w11h communications upport.
Congratulations go out to LCpl Krissy Stra in LCpl elly elson
d
of course
· 1rom
c
.
, an
TM ' Section
on their recent
. LC pl 'Moggsy, • M orns
promotions.
'
Jechn ical 1a i n~en ance ection: 'The Mender ' _ Over the Festive
pe od, congratulat1?n~ and thanks must surely go out to Mrs Elaine
Baker and the local melu;tnal cleani ng company for what must have been
~e clean~) oper~ll?n of the century. Next time she will know betterthan
o 111' ite a. ~emainmg members of TM Section for Christmas Dinner A
pec1al m~ntton mu t go out to LCpl 'Dogsy,' Barker, who was alle edl
ecn "en n~ ladies underwear and holding a badger on several occa~ion~
d unng 'u ettde eason; typical 216 warrior.
,
Before returning from a deployment Cp l Dean ' Col' M c
forgan
·
d ec1·d e d to ' simulate the Camel
in trophy
c raein
th»
L dand igD''lz' t a rner

i

1

ar~ ~ot ~: ;~~r'off~~~vr~rrci·~~~~v:~a~1 ~6'o:er~ ~~ fo~.d1
1

that Landrovers

~~~r~1e call and an hour later, Sig Carl 'Sc~:ri;:C~. .allie~na~:;~1~;j

ls~,,i Tr remn~ tu,med up to demonstrate the towing capabilities of the
~p~r. 1~a. s_core Landrover 0 - Isuzu I.
po~~P: ~~1 ';f ~~~pt~.a~)gon~ to. sktart his Cl.ass I course, before being
111 an ptc mg up his second on the way. C pl
.
. , ,
8 rumm1e Baker and L pl ·Dogsy' Barker are soon to leave for the
sunn)' sk1e . of Blandford for their retrade to EDs. C pl Tony 'Mad D ·
Rab) t~ ~0111g back home to 19 Mech Bde and Si Ca rl 'S
og,
tewart is leaving for a life at AFC£ T and gettingghis first
the bargam. Fmall), congratu lations go out to Cpl 'To h' p
h.
ttmcly EFP thre hold pass and EFP I.
·
ope on is

0

Je

,~;~a~=~~~[0

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNALS SQUADRON (218)

3 INFA ~RY BRIGADE MARCH AND SHOOT COMPETITIO
!he B:1gade hel.d a March and hoot competition in January for all
umts, major a nd mmor, within its TAOR. 3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
entered a twelve man team to compete against teams from the likes of2
Para and 42 Commando. The competit ion ta rted with an eight mile tab
followed by a spot of assault cour e antics, and finished off with a falling
plates shoot. All 1~ a day's work for a lowly Sy con worker, f thou ht.
Once t~e compeht10n \\ as under way, SSgt ' Light speed ' Lothain
~eterm1~ed lo do well. However, some of the other members of the team
ad a different idea. A fl.er a hort spell walking things got back 10 a
norma l pace and before we knew .it we were at the assault course. The
a a.ult course was a blur, the fatigue (not to mention all those bacon
bu tdhes we had eaten i~ Sands' Restaurant) ensured that we were extremely
g 1a to see the fim h !me.
d Jb.e ~hoot demonstrated what we had previously feared, iron Sights are
e mite. }'. not as good .a SU ATs when it comes to falling plate
com~uttons (~t least ~at 1s our story and we are ticking to it). eedless to
~(;~'~~1d, not 1eave with a trophy, but wc did .have a moral victory over one
e
Corm!1ando teams, who came m behmd us. The Team comprised:
S gt Lotham
LCpl Ashton
Sgt Parke
LCpl Barker
Cpl Baker
LCpl Humphries
Cpl Carlton
LCpl Pearce
Cpl Gaddas
Sig Frost
Cpl Webster
Pte Ridgeway

!as

Publish it in

The Wire

The Editor is always pleased
to receive interesting articles

Maj C. J. Thackray
WOl (R M) A. Higgins

qn omd
RSM

TECHNICAL MAI TENA CE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Stewart
Tp SSgt
'Sgt Evans
MERCURY CUP

by Sgt Mills

The order came through; it was the last event in the Mercury Cup. Even
though we didn ' t have a chance of winning the overall cup, we thought we
shou Id try and do well in the la t event. The event was advertised and the
volunteers come flooding in (not). We eventually got a team together, and
looked into train ing. 'How many week · have we got before the i.:vent?'
was th_ question, the answer was a bit of a surprise, 'Three days.' Oh well!
'What does the event consist or?' ''as the next question, again the answer
J.ack \\JS almo tas good as the first '1 o idea!'
The :lay of the event arrived and the team et off at 0400hrs (what no
sleep) 10 amve at the competition local1on for 0630hr , at least we were
gt Laffey, was a first aid
the fir.;t there! fhe first event organised, by
stand ~nd very realistic it was too, with legs, blood and guts all over the
place The team mucked in and we ended up doing well in this event. The
next stand was a pi tol shoot with a difference, firing from cars. This
brought home to u the difficulty of this type of shooting as we didn ' t hit
the target too often, but it wa a good .hoot and well run. After two events,
we were third. The next event was the clay pigeon shoot, another
well-organised range. All the team scored apart from Sgt ' Pete' Mills who
was thought to be a member of the clay pigeon liberation front. A fl.er
lunch came the kit check, and with poi nts lost for empty oil bottle (which
had leaked out on the transport down, hone t), we headed to the assault
course. After a quick tretch-off by PTl Andy Richards we were ready.
'GO' was the order to start the first obstacle, a wall, (not a problem)
econd was the water jump (huh). We were in turbo mode. ext came a
few monkey bars, a six foot wall flattened, then the problem of THE
DREADED ROP E CLIMB. We actually fini hed the course in the faste t
time but picked up 20mins penalty points on the rope (honest RSM Sir it
wa.n'tjust Sgt Mills that couldn't get up 1t).
The final event was a baton gun shoot. Unfonunately none of us had
ever fired it before. We were g iven hields, baton gun and helmet and off
we went. 'Advance' was the order, and we advanced. Unfonunately o did
the civilian population, straight into us. At this stage all that could be heard
was Cpl 'Rambo' Ruscoe, who had hun his hand sliding down the
dreaded rope, saying, ' If that*+!/*- jump onto my hield once more he's
going to get it.' At this LCpl Andy Richards and Sig Karl Step henson
received a hit from a twenty ·tone monster and fell o er. The end of the
day arrived and the prizes were given out, unfonunately no prizes to 8 Inf
Bde & Sig Sqn, but now we've lured you all into a false sense of security.
You had better watch out for next year! (We are already training to climb
ropes!).
Finally, this month was panicularly sad as two members of the Troop
left us. Sgt ·Have you heard the joke about the strawberry?' Bentley on
his posting to 604 ignal Troop, Aldershot and LCpl 'Spotter' Stanford
on his return lo civvy treet. We all wish them well for the future.
SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS
Tp Comd
SSgt J. Hughes
Over recent month there have been many coming and goings within
SHQ. We say farewell to Maj Perry and family and wi h them the be t of
luck on thei r return to civvy trcct. Be l wishes also to W01 (RSM)
Fisher and family who go off to unn y clime in Blandford and also
farewell to W02 (FofS) Court off to 'I'm not really going to watch the
baggie ' 30 Sig Regt. Cpl Lewis travel ju t down the road to Hollywood
and LCpl Kennford goe on promotion back home to mum' cooking in
sunny Kent. Congratulations to Pte Smith, selected for promotion to LCpl
and posted to 7 RHA .
ow the hello , firstly welcome lo Maj Thackray and family who join
the quadron from Hohne. Congratulations to WOl (RSM) Higgins who
joins us on promotion from hi previous appointment as RQM within the
unit. Welcome also to W02 (FofS) Brown and SSgt Red ma n who join
the merry band in U1C Ops/Plan world. Welcome to C pl Goldsmith, LCpl
Banyard and their familic and to Pte C u mm ing who join u straight
from AGC' Depot. Finally we say a sad farewell to Maj ·Percy' Broad and
hi s wife lvy, who retire afler 35 years of ervice, the last five of which he
has served with us. We wish you both well and be l ofluck on your move
to SO post at Ballykelly. You will cenainly be mis ed.

Change of Address?
Write and let us know!

MOTOR TRA 'SPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 Hair
RLC MlLITARY SKILLS COMPETITIO

by Pte Street

We drove down to the port playing cards and had a few sociables before
embarking. Once on the ferry we ditched the bus and headed traight for
the bar and we didn't see our cabins until closing time. We arrived on the
mainland tired but ready to go. We headed for the first MacDonald for
'breccy' as they say around those parts. After the long drive to Aldershot
we kicked out the mice and took over the accommodation. We gathered
some bedding, ironed our civvy wear and decided to find out what the
night (and afternoon) life, in Aldershot was like. We had a good night in
Aldershot and set off early on Saturday morning for Deepcut, where we
booked 111 our team.
We staned the I 0 miler and found the first four miles the harde t, the
first checkpoint didn 't come quickly enough. After two more checkpoints
and another six miles we eventually completed the march. We were all
really pleased to have finished but then we realised that we had an assault
course and shoot to do. The assault course would have been tough but was
made even worse after the ten mile march. The first obstacle. the wall,
burst everyone's blisters when they landed. We finished the course in good
time and made our way to the range for the shoot., which consi ted of
shooting six falling plates. We had ten rounds each and thought that would
be enough, but we only managed to hit four. We finished 36 out of 72 but
all in all it was a pretty good result and we all had a good day.
ROYAL SIG ALS CORPS 6'S FOOTBALL COMPETITJO
BLANDFORD

by Pte Collins

Our journey to the mainland turned out to be probably the worst flight
any of us had ever been on and it was not helped by C pl ' Kev' Cooney
playing hide and seek with everybody's baggage receipts. Funher
problems arose when ig 'Geordie' Ha r rison decided to take 40mins to
sign for his super pad-mobile hire car. we all thought wa a nice slo~
family people carrier, but obviously 'Geordie' knew differently. We set off
on our journey to Weymouth at the pace of a thou and ga1elles on Speed.
On arrival in Weymouth we booked into our 'bomb shelter'
accommodation and depaned on a sight seeing tour of the local watering
hole . We returned to the accommodation that in polar bear terms was a
little bit chilly. The few of u who had brought quilts and sleeping bags
had the chance to have a laugh at the RSM who was determined to wear
everything he had brought with him including one of the designer curtains
fresh off the rail.

Squadron Football Team
The next morning wa the tan of the football and to our di may we
were drawn for the main competition against the favourite . 3 K Div. ll
was a hard fought game in which we mi sed a couple of chance to take
the lead. The mi e of the day hav to go to Pte 'Moff' 1ofTa t and
another by Pte • teve' Collins. We e entually lost the game by a single
goal, but were told by most people at the end of the day that as a quadron
we did oursel e no ham1 at all and gave them their hardest game.
Unfortunately we failed to qualify for the next round of the main
competition o we went into the Plate. We thrashed the pant off the
oppo ition in the early rounds and qualified for the final. Our opposition
was ATR Ba ingboum, who had cruised quietly into the final , o \\C kne\\
ery little about them . The match "a fairly even, we took an early 2-0
lead; LCpl 'Andy' Richa r ds scoring the firot and L p l •Jase· atchpole
scoring the .econd. By halftime TR had pulled a goal back. The econd
half started with u holding the ball well d ·pitc the horrible wmd . .\TR
113
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th~n equalt.ed du 10

a goal k<.-eping error b} pl ·Da\ e· Ra bboge. LCpl
·J,1sc· Catchpole .cored a ·econd. {a halfway line effort that was luck to
3 ) the I ast) lo put us in a comfortable, if not a "inning, pos ition.
Ho,,e,cr, due to a c1luple of refereeing dec i ions and another di ·astrou
goal -k~ eping we I.1st the game 4- in the last e onds.
Despite the disappo•n1men1 of losing we left Blandford in high pirits
looking forward 10 a ni·~h t dro" ning our orrow. and listen ing to our very
O\\ n Eh i~ and our eve; better 1arty PellO\\ alias Sig 'Geordie· Harrison
and L pl ' Andy ' Richard . We reLUrn<.'<l 10 Londonderry ' ith empty
''allet , but had a brilliant couple of day 1 '' hich our standard of football
had impres ed a fe\\ people. including ou . elves.
EXER I ' E HIGHL 1 D DRI\'E \'1
by Cpl ·Vodka long· Rabbage
l he advance pat1) departed which con i ted of pl ·Dave· Rabbage,
pl ·Dan' Ben on. Pte ·Ste\e · ollins and Sig · 1an· Billings and headed
to HM Gannet in yrshirc. The next day we drove off to If\ inc to collect
the six Motorbikes on loan to u from 251 Tp RLC . The main body that
onsisted of pl· teye' Birch, L pl 'Rob· Cruickshank, L pl 'Dave
Wardle, LCpl 'Jase· Harri and Sig 'Kelly· Mc ulloch arrived at HM
Gannet in the earl evenmg. On arrival ' e recced the driver training
ro~t~ and other attraction including the watering hole.. On unday the
Dnvmg Instructors carried out the driver familiarisation on the vehicle .
Cpl 'Vodka Long ' Rabbage in tructed LCpl ' low Coach ' Harri , LCpl
Rob ' Golden Eye ' C ruickshank instructed pl 'Gwar' Birch and io
·where are die brake ?' McCulloch. All three students were leaming Cai
B. Cpl Tm on the phone' Benson instructed on Cat A and his students
were LCpl 'Dangerou ' Wardle, Pte · ip of Tizer ' Collin and Sio
"'
·Bareback' Billing .

mghtmare but after a Jew very long nighll hills, a lot of in truction fro
my shill supervisor, Cpl • U AT' Benson, Sig ' Did you know 1 was m
EQD?'
Herd, and not forgettmg C pl Marrit, it soon became as clear a,
in
1
mu d .
T H E BR IGADE CO tMANDER 'S VISIT TO THE SQUADRON
by LCpl Healy and Sig Prigmore
On Tuesday 19 January Brig P. E. O ' R. B. Davidson-Houston OBE
came to Yisit ~I~ Sig _Sqn. LCpl Dave Healy and Sig Gav Prigmore were
~s ked w ith g1, _
111g lum a practica l demonstration on the joys of antenna
nggmg. The Bngad1cr and the 0
qn were given a bri ef about what wa
in~olved in ri~ing, ~nd in pai:ticu lar th e afcty aspects. Wh ile th!
Bngad1er was be111g u11cd up MaJ Thackray zipped (sort of) to the top of
the ma t. • oon followed at a more sedate pace by die Brigadier. When th -y
reach d t~e top of the mast the 0 po~nted out the site of beautiful De~
10 the Bn g~d1cr. On retummg _to ohd ground the Brigadier mentioned
ho" co ld h1 hand~ we_re, al which pom_t LC)I Healy rea li sed that he had
forgotten to g1 c him ht glo es. T he Brigadi er then continued on his visit
blowi ng on. hi s hands to warm them up, and LCpl Healy was persuaded 1 ~
get a crate m.

We arrived on the Sunday ready for a wci.:k of hard work , we had no idea
of what hard work was until now!! Both Maj Wood and Capt Tu rnbull
hricfc<l us on the week ahead and everyone was happy and raring to go. Our
first session was a tune trial that was ju'it over two kilomt:tres and was
dcscrihed as 'It is not a race! It is simply to decide which ability group you
arc suited for '. Everyone then killed up and did a lap of the course as a
quick warm up. It was emphasised again that it was not a race, but as oon
as we heard the command 'GO' the race began. What seemed like hours
later we finis hed and were allocated to our groups.
As for the rest of the week there was a light traming session in the
morning and a hill or a fartlec sess ion in the afternoon. Although the
morning cssion was light you certain ly worked up a sweat, and a for the
afternoon session you soon found out why the morning sessions were on ly
descri bed as light. Midweek we entered a cross country race at Callerick,
the c.:iurse was not so much cross country but more like motor cross in my
opinion. By the end of the week legs \\ere aching, feet were sore, and
people were genera lly tired. The thought of coming back to I did not
seem so had. Above all. the wt:ek wa a great succes and thoroughly
enjoyable. I woul d recommend it lo anyone who is a keen runner or
interested in starti ng the wonderfu l sport.
EXERC ISE RIC HMOND CHALLE G E
The ·qua,fron departed on the fi rst phase of Ex Richmond Chall enge.
This is now ·0 be the Squadron's annual ATD camp, which in volves all of
the Al Ds with a few lill le cheeky bits added to make it all the more
enjoyable! C pl 'Its my train set' Marrit and myself, armed with a GP ,
349, map an " compass not forgetting a damn good sense of humour set out
on the Nigh . Na\igation. We eventua lly arrived at our firs t checkpoint, and
th is is when: the fu n rea ll y started. We tried to radio in our position and to
rccei\'e our ,1ext grid, but to our surprise we were out of range so we
decided to st::..."t walking back towards the camp. We eventually got
Comms to the . afety wagon, but only after llbout a one and a half
kilometre walk. Eventually we received our next grid that was in the same
directi on "e had come from. So instead of heading back down the same
road, we had earlier seen LC pl ' Holly' Glen and Pte ' Richie ' Street
heading Lo the checkpoi nt we had j ust been given so we decided to wait for
them then we could get the relevant information from them.

About to start their epic climb
LCpl Dave Healy and Brig P. E. O'R B. Davidson Houston QBE

COMMUNICATIO , TROOP
Tp Comd
Sgt Laffey

FOOTBALL CL B - THE SEA 0
0 FAR
by LCpl Andy Richards
The first game versu SNO I had a few higlls and lows. Firstly the
lows: We _had six fir t team players mi s ing and managed to lo e 5 - I,
des)J1te bemg I - 0 up (courtesy of Cpl Jasper Marritt) and the opposition
havmg ~man sent offi _The hi~h points were that we actually managed to
score '_'Vllh both our _strikers m1ssmg and the QC Sqn being booked within
two mmutes of com mg on as a sub!
. The n~xt _game _ersus 8 BPU was a bit belier, despite the team being
without its mspirat1onal leader WOI (RSM) Higgins. With our flashy
~ln)J o~ (~ee attached photo) we won 4 - I, with goa ls from LCpl Andy
Skips Richards (2), Pte tevie ' I 'II pay for the end of the season party
my. cir Collins and Sig Geordie 'Oh no you won ' t' Harrison. The onl)
bad note was Cpl Key 'Give us your tickets ' Cooney having a nose bleed
when . ~c forgot_ which sport he was playing and rugby tackled the
oppos1t1on by mistake. This resulted in a scored pena lty for them and the
'Donkey of the match award' for Cpl Cooney! We lost the next two
matches, I League a~d I Cup. ~owevcr, we decided to stay in the one cup
that we are least likely to wm, the Nl Challenge Cup. We do like
challenges.
To fin i sl~ off, I don't think that any of us wi ll be gracing Hampden or
We~bley 111 !he nea~ future. However, one thing is certain, with Pte
Colhns and 1g Harrison around, no one else need contribute any money
for the end of season function. Life is Dever dull around 8 Bde HQ & Sig
Sqn FC and so as they say 'bring on Man Utd.'

\ ELL HELLO AGAI
by Sig Dainon
o ~ere I am, six months of service with 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn and
w h_at 1 there to say'. It ha been an interesting change from normal
Bngadc HQ as there is not one 436 in sight, (but I am not complaini ng
about that at all). When I first arrived, the Cougar et was a liule bit of a

EXERCISE KESWICK RU NER II 17-22 JA
ARY 1999
by Sig Oliver and Sig Stevenson
Ex Kes1yick Runner was a week of cross country running held in the
Lake ~1stnct. lt 1s the second time that the exercise has been run and was
organised by Maj Wood and Capt Turnbull (who may I say has a lovely
collection of pink running kit).

Sgt Pattendon on bike - Cpl Benson Instructing
. fhe week of training went well with everyone gelling a pass except for
1g Kelly McCulloch who stayed on for extra training. Friday saw the
departure ~f Week_I students and the arrival of Week 2 students who were
gt Steve Whe~he' Pattenden, LCpl Maria ' Scary pice' MeDonagh
LCpl 'Your Getttng' tojanovic, LCpl 'Claude' Green and ig 'Where·~
my _teddy?' P~lmer. The second week on Cat B, LCpl "Rob'
Cruickshank mstructed Sig ·Kelly' McCulloch LCpl ·Maria'
1cDonagh and Leslie Morris a Wren from HMS Gan~et. Cat A students
for the second "'eek were gt ' Steve' Pattendeo LCpl ' Claude' Green
Cpl 'Eddie' tojanovic and Sig 'Roy· Palmer.
students pa sed the Cat
A 1e~1. Unfortunately there were a couple of failures on Cat B LCpl
'.Ma_na' 1cDonagh an~ i~ '!<elly' McCulloch. The week nearly ended
m disaster \\hen LCpl Mana McDonagh put the car in to the camp sick
bay. Our thanks go to the 3 DDE's, ~V02 Tom Hair, W02 Tom Scollen
and Sgt Danny ferguson for carrymg out the testing.

Ali
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First Aid Stand
By thi s time we had met up with another three team with similar
Comms problem . hortly after this 'End Ex' was called so we all went
back to camp to get ready for the next day· fun filled agenda.
The next morning kicked off with a PT ession on the log~, taken by
LCpl 'Lets waste'em ' Baxter and_ ig ' Lets play football" Palmer. It
las11·d for an hour and it was ve1y pamful, especially after domg a FT the
day before. We continued with some solid mili1a1y training in the
clas room and ended the day ' ith Padre' hour. We returned to the
Waterside Bar, where al I 930hr the proper training began.

E Gl EERI G ECTIO
by Sig Prigmore
QC
gt Evans
A sad farewe ll to our now c1vvy comrades LCpl 'stomach ' 'tamford
and Sig 'bouffant' Setchfield. We all wish them the best in their new
fo und careers. The new arrivals to the section arc Cp l Paul Hounscll and
LC pl Gaz Welch from 7 Sig Regt. Al so from 7 ig Regt, flying in via
sun ny Colchester, Sig 'my God he's >hort ' Dacey. I' m sure they will be a
big asset to the section. We also have new meat from Blandford, lets give a
big hug lo Sig Dave King. Sig ' Ollie' Oliver and ig Rob Pa ey.
OPERATOR SECTIO
byLCpl Carr
OC
S gt Laffey
The last couple of months have been fairly busy for the ection . Over
the Chri ·tmas and ew Year period the number o f people around fell by
about half to allow everyone to get away for some much needed leave.
December began with the Squadron hristmas function at the usual venue
as well as the Squadron Wi ves' Club Chri tmas Party. The Section also
had a particularly busy period on 12 December for the Lundy Parade in the
city, with LCpl Andy Carr and LCpl · Bertie' Baxter deployed out to
work with the RUC. With the return of all the Squadron personnel after the
ew Year we had promotion drinks for ig ' Fun Bobby' Dowson, ig
'Eyebrow' Wood and Sig Andy Herd . The section is also saying goodbye
to SSgt John Laffey otT to ACIO orwich. Cpl Andrea Mills off to
CE TAC, Cpl 'Tellytubbie' Marritt returning to 21 Sig Regt and his
fa mily and Cpl 'Scary Spice' McDonagh off to IS Sig Regt.
The section also welcomes LCpl Matt Thomas from 14 Sig Regt, ig
' id' Sidorowicz straight from the factory and Cpl Gaz foore from 19
Bde. The Squadron is now in the preparation phase for the 'Bloody
Sunday' parade in Londonderry which is al the end of January.
QM'S DEPARTME T
by W0 2 (RQMS) Kev Tunstall
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Kev Tunstall
Farewell 10 Sgt Mark Chivers on his posting lo 7 Sigs, good luck 7
Sigs, his replacement is due on the 12th of never. Congratulations to Cpl
Jase Steen RLC on his recent promotion, we still have not seen the drinks!
Congratulations al o go to Cpl Mike Harvey who ha just pa sed his
selection course for a change of trade to photographer. There was meant to
be a photograph to accompany this entry to The Wire but when Mike went
to have it processed it did not come out, enough said!
The new RQMS, Kev Tunstall, is now in the chair. He was originally
on his way to sunny Belgium from Cypru , however on his last day in
Cyprus he was asked if he wouldn ' t mind making his way to Londonderry
instead. Of cour e he was only too delighted. who wouldn't be with the
money he is on. It can ' t be true that he i trying to get out of Londonderry
already, unless it is for more money.
ow down to the nitty gritty. gt Mark Chiver i on the lookout for a
couple of pairs of binocular , he ays that he needs them for bird watching
but we think that he need them to cover his exercise lo ses! He must think
that everyone here i like himself, I0 coupon · short of a pop up toaster!
MT TROOP
by LCpl Howarth
Tp Comd
W02 (MH 0) Hair RLC
gt Stanley RLC
Tp gt
The Troop would like to mention LCpl Stu Palmer who made the
colossal journey over the penins from Lisburn to Londonderry, LCpl · fac'
McCall !Tom 24 Airmobile in Chester, Pte Kev Foster from upport
Battalion HQ ARRC and ig Phillip Bloxham from Blandford. Farewell to
Cpl Dan Ben on, LCpl Rob Cruickshank and Pte 'Muff' Moffat\\ ho are
all off to join I UK CIV DIV. Al o good luck to Sig Palmer who i leaving
sunny Londonderry to go to sunny J U Falklands Islands on promotion.
Chri 1ma , as expected, was a very busy time for MT with the Brigade
per onnel hooting off left right and centre._ Escaping _on lea:--e. usually st
the mo t unsociable of hours, these tnps sometimes mvolved the
treacherou journey over the Glen hanc pas-. heels of ice and quaddie
do not normally mix well, but with exceptional driving skills (or just sheer
luck) everyone managed to reach their freedom bids on time "'ith the
unfortunate exception of Ptc 'Mo' Morris.
There was the obligatory J co· Versu Officers and
CO's football
maich that the juniors narrowly won 8 - 3. Thi was despite the ix goals
the juniors had di allowed. The grown-up· ' goals were all of a dubious
nature. The fir twas a penalty awarded for the QC monstrou dhe from
outside the box and onto the penalty pot. Then a econd dubiou- penalty
that the QC took. Cpl Dave Rabbaoe 8\ ed the shot but unfortunate!} for
him the ref said that he had mO\ ed before the kick and o it had LO be
retaken. Thi time the QC managed to find the back of the net. It cems
that the ref's CR mu l be due. The other goal was a\ arded to the Yeoman
after the RQM nearly broke the cro s bar with hi thun<lerou hot from
the ha lf way line leaving the Yeoman with a simple tap in for the goal.
The re. t of the Chri tma period went quietly until Boxing Day evening
when U1e MTWO and Tp gt were rudely interrupted from their evening
refreshment (a sociable gaU1ering we were told) by tl1e new that tl1e
biggest tree in the world had fallen onto their pre ious lleet of cars. Result,
two cars and a minibus \Hillen off, OOP !! It took the p1ont!crs IS days to
chop the tree up. The Brigade Ofliccrs no" no longe~ need to buy firewood
10 keep wann during the winter. Therefore, all you otl1cers '"ho rccel\ ed the
log can we ha e the money due. paid in by I February _OQO!
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COM 1U 'ICA110 'S TROOP
Tp Comd
LL tcwart

u
qn omd
R'M

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)

Maj . J. Borrill
\ 01 (R M) G. B. Hawkins BEl\l

Q
RT R 1 TER'S DEPARTME T
by LCpl \1cG111nne
The Depanmen1 would firstly like to congratulate our illustriou leader
W02 (RQM ) 'Brummie' Lawes on hi promotion to WOI , also to Pte
teve Binney on hi promotion to LCpl. The Department finally recei\'ed
11 well earned ports afternoon and even though it wa Chris1ma Day it
''a well appreciated. We al o got a pre-Chri tma treat with Cpl ·Ju l
over the hill ' elby who treated the Department 10 a small trek around the
Mourne Mountain . in which !rt 'Get off me!!' Hyland and Sig 'Come
here arge while I pu h )'OU off a cliff' Edwards enjoyed the day
immen ely. The Department now looks forward to a hectic next few
months" ith the unit PRE Battle Camp and Province Cadre Coures all on
tl1e agenda.
ROVERGRO P
The Rover Group ha changed in many way in the la 1 few week ' ith
the deployment of various a els to other departments within the
Squadron, but only if we have the available manning. The RLC contingent
no'' al o '' ork in the MT and Training Wing 1 hen not on Group ta kings.
The Group Rad Op meanwhile had to cut the card to ee who was luck.) '
enough to go and give up tair a bit more strength in Y CO 1. LCpl Kev
Brown can now be seen mo t days giving an outstanding impre ion of
Father Jack on the from de ·k. The Group now gel together in its entirety
for a three day training package every month to keep on top of the 'skill
and drills' needed. These day are al o to give the Op Team a hance to
get thee ential maintenance done by MT Section on conuns site around
the TAO R. This month has seen much needed crew into the We t and
1orth of the city ably led by LCpl 'Route Galute' Owens. Hellos go out to
Cpl "Lurch' Howe who has arrived from 23 Pioneer Regt in Bicester.
Farewell goes to Cpl 'JC' Moses to 518 Pioneer Squadron. Good luck to
them both.
DOI G THE ORTHERN IRELAND THING
CO IMU ICATJO S SECTIO
by Sig Jamie Buyers
I an-ived at the quadron on 7 December 1998 not entirely knowing
what to expect. Already I had been told that I would be running for the
Cro s Country team (don't tell your Troop Sgt that you enjoy running
when you first get to a unit!!!) and I was already going to both of the
Chrisonas functions that had been organised. o basically I turned up at
my first unit already lemoned to run, not knowing what I was doing and
told to get the first round in. Then to cap it all off I was told I had no leave
left for Chri tmas, so all in all I had a good start in my new unit. Getting to
know all the per onalitie.s in the Troop did not prove to be a problem as the
first time I met mot of them was at the Troop Do, where everybody was
let's ju t say a tad chemically imbalanced along with my elf. I would like
10 say a pecial thanks to our Yeoman. Dave I'll charge you if you
transmit a PDS' Brudenall for selling me to the close protection group as
their female dog, but I still contest I was worth more than a pint!!!
The job itself was not hard 10 get to grips wi th, but getting up to actually
go to work pro,·ed increasingly difficult o er the fir 1 week, I can ' t think
why? After ettling in at work I embarked on my IRTI Course which
wa~ quite interesting. I never realised the Provo' had so many ways in
which to blow us up. On an-iving back at Lisburn I left within hours on a
Corp Cross Country Running Course in the Lake District in a little

backwater town ca lled Kesw ick (another week out of provi nce), this
running lark is all right you know) . Cpl ige 'Two ix Back Door' Rogan
and myself were the on ly one from the Sq uadron to allend the cour..c
which la led for five day f enjoyab le hard graft.
'
s for here and now it bu iness as usual. I have the Lanyard Troph;
coming up oon. so that ' another cxcu e for me to skivc off. It can't be
that hard ambling up and down the mountains. Also before I forget I want
to say a special thanks to Sig tevie 'App les and Pear ' Ireson for
howing me the rope and to anybody else who gave the new bloke a point
in the right direction.
Hello 10 pl am Lee-Davies, who ca me to u from acros the road to
join tho e hard working dedicated people in rypto. Hello also 10 mysclr
Sig Jamie ' an' t think of an amusing anecdote to call myse lf Buyers a I
have an-i ed straight from the factory to join those happy shift workers in
the COMMCE . Farewell to Cpl Roy 'Lardy Boy' Davies who has
moved down tairs to make the brews for the ADPLO. Good luck to Cpl
Ken ' I hope to complete my class one' John ton who has escaped sitting
in Y 0 to go and sit in the cla srooms at Blandford for four months:
TECH I AL MAI TE ANCE TROOP
(ALIAS THE BL E HELMETS)
by LCpl Suzie Wall
First of all let me wish you a Happy e\ Year for 1999; may it be full
of excitement and laughter. The changes in personnel have been many.
The good-byes go to gt ' Lord Lucan' Barber who is off to civ div, gt
' Basher' Bates who is off to Tempe 1 Team, Blandford, Cpl 'Cas' Cassee
who is now on hi Tl at Blandford. Cpl Steve ' ol o happy ' Reeve to
TM Troop, Blandford and LCpl Jim ' Bea t Master ' Dryden to 220 ig
qn RAF Bruggen. Welcomes go to Sgt Dave 'The heart and soul of the
party· Catlett, Cpl Gail Harper who has arrived from the unny pan of
the outh. Bulford. Four more Tech's who have an-ived from the factol).
LCpl Kev Gallacher, LCpl Bedden, LCpl Dignall and not forgetting ig
Paul Wade. Congratulations go to SSgt Hartley on his selection for
promotion to W02. Good luck 10 all in the Breckons as Tech Cpl Wedge
is allowed on the loose with his gun. Sig eil 'Toothless' Leatham is set
to become a Beast Master. Our bu y chedule has seen us do many
display which has now labelled us as 'The Blue Helmet Display Team'
and may the excitemem in TM Troop continue.
EXERCISE KESWICK RU NER 1999
by Sig Jamie Buyers
Ex Keswick Runner took place from 16-22 January 1999. The purpose
of the Exerci e was to introduce potential Corps and middle distance track
runners into the port of cross country. The Exercise was spread over fi1e
days and consisted of two training sessions per day.
The morning sess ion being a five to six mile nm with an extensive wann
up and warm down. The afternoon ses ion was different type of hard
training, ranging from short hill repetitions to fartlek training. On the
Wednesday the course took part in a league race at ITC Catterick. The ra e
iL~elfwas a very difficult course and was agreed by all an enjoyable run but
arduous at the same time. On the whole the Exercise was a great succes
and Cpl ige Rogan and myself, found the training hard, but extremely
beneficial to our own personal fitness , physically and mentally. The
Exercise itself was run by Maj Wood and Capt Turnbull who are always
looking for potential runner throughout the Corps. There will be another
Keswick Runner later on in the year and I certainly hope to attend the
course and I would recommend that anybody who is intere ted in
improving their running kill and training, attend the course in the

MULTI NATIONAL DIVISION
(SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO
RSM

Lt Col E. M. Flint
WOl (RSM) M.A. chofield
T~e Multinational I?i:--ision (South West) Headquarters and Signal
Regiment 1 m good spmts as we approach the end of our winter tour in
Bo~nia. It is now nearly five months since our tour began and many of us
are keenly looking forward to our return to Herford after what has been a
uccc~sful t~ur. The Regir_nen.t's role !s .t~ provide command support and
commu111cat1o~s 10 Muhmauonal D1v1 ion (South West). This breaks
do11.n into a \qde range of tasks. In Banja Luka we support and maintain
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the Divisional Headquarters and the headquarters of the British National
upport Element. We also stand ready to deploy an aiITTobilc
headquarters, an armoured headquarters and specia l communications
detachments into the field. Across the Divisional area we run the
Division.'s tele~hone ystems, radio nets and computer networks, and to
make th1 possible we have men and women ba. ed in more than twent)
difTerent locations. Our most remote detachments are on the top of some
of Bosnia's highest mountain , where the temperature sometimes drop.
below 40 degrees.

Most of our people hvc and work in Banja Luk<! Metal FaclOIJ'., or
Dragocaj Barracks as ii is n?~ known. One of th~ Regiment's h1ggestJO~s
is to run the site and adm1111stcr the I 000 soldiers who live there. This
keeps the Camp Commandant and his men very bu y. but they have earned
widespread admiration and respect for the high standards of
accommodation. administration and catering that they have achieved.
While 21 of the Regiment's officers and 295 of our so ldiers come from I st
(UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcgl, we must not forget the 1.arg~ contingent
from 30 Sig Regt who provide us with satellite commu111cat1ons, nor 14
Sig Tp from 14 Sig Regt (EW), the Support 1lchcoptcr Force Signal.Troop
from 2 1Sig Regt, or the many individual a~gmentees from other ~cg1ments
throughout the Corps. All have played an important part 1n rcstonng peace
and frt:edom from fear 10 the people of Bosnia, and can be proud of what
they have achieved.
l\IND (SW ) CIS SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj A. A. S. Hanvell
SSM
W02 (SSM) Palmer
The Squadron has con tinued to provide a uite of communications
thro'.lghout the Divisional AO despite the plethora of new challenges
thrown at us by the current climate. The comm expert, Pete 'Yeoman
Plod' Van Den Broek, and the snowchains manager, FofS An.dy 'The
Route Le ley I' Amies continue to whinge, moan, snap and w111d each
other up, oh and occasiona ll y do some work in between. Echos (to the
uninitiated that' aafi) trips. The qn Ops Officer and resident IT expert
(noll Capt Kev ' l knov. I've just done an I Dewee but we ne~er covered
pag1 tiJrmatting or ... ' Mosby ha~ finally arrived from Sphl after the
Ion;,est tay at the Theatre Reception Cc.ntre ever. The. lat~st add1t1on to
the office is W02 ( SM) 'The ablutl nanly over publicised Palmer who
bcrnme lonely 111 hi own office and so moved in with us. (Actuall y - we
use ~:im as telephone monitor, it' amazing how many people put the
pho 11 c down when faced with the an wer 'Ops - Sergeant Major')! Oh,
and apparently we have got a r lerk somewhere. siting reports will be much
appreciated . Congratulations to hoth tl1c Sqn Ops Officer and Foreman !"or
successfu lly managing to glean a~ extra week of R&R on the Croatian
Riviera ... cheer to ' Plod' for stagg111g on dur111g our ab ence!
HEADQUARTERS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gunson
Tp Sgt
S gt Hook
As a frantic tour ba ed in Banja Luka Meta l Factory draws to a close we
take a look back over the achievements of the last five month . The
COMMCE under the watchful eye of DSO Sgt Mick Poyning has
handled more messages each week than they would .in a month in Herford
and have perfected the delicate art of deal111g with the 1a!T.
Congratulations to LCpl icky Roberts and LCpl Dean Thompson on
their recent promotions. Cpl Holman 's RADCO has managed the, at
best, temperamenta l nets, and provided remarkably reliable conference
ca lls, weather and EUROM X excepted. A team under con tan.t pre sure
from the taff. Good work LCpl '2 Lt Gunson' Barker for his sterl111g
efforts in uch a high-pre sured working environment. Well done to Sig
Claire 'Rocky' Bentham for keeping her head down long enough to be
allowed to go on leave. SYSCO ha battered EUR<?MUX,and Satco~
into submission and now have the largest repertoire of no comms
excu es in the Corps. Congratulations to the IC, Sgt Paul Haigh on the
birth of hi s son Callum.
.
The tech workshop is only now tarting 10 slow down with the weather
and the amount of PT instigated by SSgt J im ' Phys first Phys econd,
Teching third ' Hook, but t11c econd line repairs contin~e at ;ull pe~d.
Run by Sgt Da e Crowther and Josi without Cp l Jase Jock McBa111.
01 to be out done the Tech FRTs have taken any opportu111ty to 1mpro ~
their a lready encyclopaedic geographical knowledge of ~os111a - and pht
and Zagreb. The Li.ne Kennel has never topped. runn111F, arg~ably th~
busiest detachment 111 theatre, and work more as Mech than ~meys .
LCpl Paul Allen has had his detachment augmented by TA 1g Pa~I
G lennon and Reservist Sig Dave McCa rthy. Farewell to LCpl A_ng!c
'J\vist departing for 21 ig Regt and LC pl ·Chaz' Charnock ofT to I:> Sig
Regt. We wish you all the be t for the future.
COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Morton
gt Wharton
. .
Tp SSgt
ince deploying last October the Troop have ma111ta!ned both the VH_F
Di Camel net and the Euromux telephone system . This ha been done 111
some very harsh winter co~ditions wi1.h ~e hill top sites of Gola
Pljescvica, Sjenokosic and. V1terog expe~1cnc111g the mo t extreme. The
Viterog has been inacces 1ble by road 111ce early o ember. ~lso the
Troop has been responsible for the mannmg and run111ng of six .stauc
COMMCE S, fi e of which arc allached to other nat10n . . On a lighter
note, the Troop Commander Lt 'Mickey' ~orton has ~onunu~d to spread
his personal equipment throughout all thll'teen locations without fully
realising this much to the plea urc of hi detachment commander !
MOlJLETROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Shake pea re
Tp S gt
Sgt Le~eh
.
.
Since our deployment on Operauon Palatu1e, Mobile Troop ha
deployed the Armour in its fon ard gui e. to ManJaca Rang_e for Ex Jo~nl
Resolve XIII and in its 'IAC gui e to BanJa Luka airfield with true Mobile
Tp uccess on both occa ions.
. .
We have also needed to learn ihe alien idea of under hngmg our
headquarter (though J mu ·t add iu the form of Land Rovers) under the

Chinooks of the RAF. We deployed our fly forward HQ to the hoe
Factory in Mrkonji-Grad ~howing our skill at providing communicauo.n
assets for the General in the field. The busiest area of the Troop by far 1s
our 'Special to task ' fleet supplying fast. efficient com~unications
anywhere w: hin the DAOR, including s~1pplymg commun 1cauons for the
Czech helicopter crash and commumcauons for the Canadian BG dunng
their operations in the area ofTitov Dravar.

'Wish we were not here!'
Sig Scheidecker (don't let the name badge/rank slide fool you)
and Sig Johnson experience less th.an favourable weather
conditions during Ex Joint Reso lve
The tour is finally drawing to a close, thankfully..as we need lo defrost
ourselves thoroughly! Things have calmed down smce our last notes 10
The Wire but the local have kept u on our toes over their Chri tma . ~nd
ew Year with their celebratory fire. Lt • hakey' Sha kespeare arnvmg
back from R&R, wa bundled into the back of a vehicle and sent 1raight
on Ex Joint Resolve XIII. Looking after him as ever were
gt 'John'
Leach, Cpls Allen and Murray ' lia the chuckle Brothers' LCpl ·Taf!
Williams. LCpl 'Ky' Wilcockson, Sig Helen John.son and Sig
Scheidecker . If it were not for the excellent food pronded by LCpl
Cairns, I believe we would have 10 wait for the spring tha\\ 10 retneve
them! The Troop has continued to pro ide the G~neral \\Ith Special to ta k
communications and will continue to do so until the I Mech Bde HQ '!<
Sig Sqn come to rescue us! Congranilation mu t ~o to LCpl Blae_k on his
recent promotion and to Sgt Innes on h1 promollon to Sgt on h1 return
to Herford.
E}...'ERCI E JOI T REuOLVE Xlll
by LI Adam Shakespeare
.
.
.
.
E Joint Resolve 111 was 10 be a hve firmg exercise for the BG and the
GOCs' Armoured Fonvard Headquarters was to deploy to the barr_en
wastes of Manjaca Ranges in conditi~n that would_normally require
soldiers trained in arctic warfare! We built the complex 111 hea''YsnO\\ and
temperatures well below zero although everyone wa kepi warm through
the frenetic activity that wa put in by all to complete the complex by la'I
light. Throughout the exercise ' .f' had. severe nowfall a~d tem~ratur.e'
plummeting to - 25 C but the . old1cn. ull managed to pro' 1de the tull suue
of communication for thew hole exerc1 e. E eryone came back dream mg.
of the hot showers and the Playstalion Championship awaiting. them at
Banja Luka.
PLITTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt J. i ichols
Tp gt
~t Dewar
.
.
.
Having had an eventful tour, phl AO 1g. T~op 1s prcpanng lo
handover next month. Faces have come and gone, or JUSt gone elsewhere.
but the majority of the clan reached the end of the tour uns..:athed. Apart
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Another bleak days' work in the Former Republic of Yugoslavia
the Exercise location at Manjaca Ranges

from running the C , t 1
, FRT. I M and Y~ 0 the Troop ha
been tn\Ohcd in running and repairing the local KY and BFB ' ,y tcm , a
job \I h1ch ha had it pitfall for gt ·Richie Matres ' 1atlcss, who spent
three da) . trying to find the BFB atellite! The LA~ wa kept bus_y_by
the FRT \\ho in· i ted on wrecking the FFR at all a atlable opportun1t1es!
Howe, er the priz mu t go to a young Signaller from 16 ig Regt, who
dro\e I km" ith the handbrake on ... we know who you arc ig ·Griffy G"
Griffiths! B:r the \\ay ig Griffiths ha e you noticed that the R&R flight.
are quite regular! fc\\ people in the Troop had birthdays over here and
one in particular rai ed a que · tion that was to become the subject of an
ime ligation .. 'ho e:--actly was it that at on the cake? The cake
con pirac) "em on for a week or o until photographic evidence was
obtained C pl ·Gazza· Din e .. .you were rumbled! Cross training between
trade made for an intere ting in · ight into the live of ome of our
colleague . ne'er again will the Tech ay that operators have an easy life.
faerybod) i lool-..ing forward to being reunited with loved ones and
friend and w wi h I lech Bde a uc es ful tour.
QM DEPART tENT
Q\l
laj 'laycock
RQ I
W02 (RQMS) rnith
The department continues to pre ·s on at full pelt cramming in one years
worth of in pections and stocktake into half a year but there ha been time.
for other thing too. QM, 1aj ·Butch' .Maycock, now fluent in SerboCroat wearword , has been seen gracing the five-a- ide pitch while Cp l
Alfie Garnett earche for a pair of · hort big enough to fit in. He should
take a leaf out of gt Trev Henry 's book and tuck hi hirt into hi
underpant to co er his modesty! LCpl Jules Cope and gt 'Duck an'
Dack are now the world expert in findi.J;g Motorola radio and welfare
'ideo . (If anyone in Bui ford or Canerick have their own supply they
would be delighted to hear from you!). Cpl 'Taff' Phillips and ig
·Rodders' Rodrigu ez have been helping out on the GS project at Kulijana
chool.
The department made a very pecial Christmas Day for the pupils with
a year' suppl) of tationary, toys, presents and even put on a free jumble
ale of clothe for the "hole village on Boxing Day. Cpl ' Brad the
Impaler' Swinton AGC keep vampires and other customers away from
the tationary store and ig 'Chad' Chadwick is now so good in the
clothing store he only is ue to full Colonels and above. LCpl Eddie Law
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With the kids at Kulijana School
(1.:-R): Sandra, Cpl 'Taff' Philips, LCpl Eddie Law,
LCpl Jules Cope, Sig 'Rodders ' Rodriguez,
Maj Jane Emms (RADC and Bar) and Gordana (Teacher)
has e caped from the expen e tore and departed to Blandford on hi s Claso
one course. ig 'McPlop' McLean also e caped for a two-day tum around
in plit, which la ted almo t a full week , with our only satisfaction being
that it nowed there too!
Readers will be plea ed to hear that our loya l erb workers Ivan the
Huge, S nowdrop and the beautiful Sa ndra are still with us and doing
sterling work. All efforts are now directed towards a good L I, producing
the I 00% complete Board of Officers that e ery other unit has done in the
pa t and giving I Mech Bde a great hand-over. ome continu ity po ts may
be available soon here at the BLMF Man at Q & M . Quartermasters and
store Accountants should get their bids in early, care ofMCM Div.

-m!!~:· iY:i-EDAL YEARBOO,K

"Computer specialists expect panic in 2000. The £
British Computer Society predicts that
programmmers paid £350 a day at present will £
be able to command £1000 a day in
£
2000."*
\i.~::.=;;;tv To find out whether you have the aptitude £
to become a computer programmer, £
~~ contact Computeach International to~
day. Computeach specialises in
£
~ programming and systems analysis £
training and has enabled thousands of
people from widely-differing backgrounds to enter
£
rewarding computing careers. Previous experience, £
qualifications, age, race or gender are not important. What
£
you need are determination and aptitude.
£
£ Computeach can easily test your aptitude - and if you've got £
it, "How much could you be earning in 2 years' time?" £
£
For a free information pack telephone
3' £

The 1999 edition of the
collectors' price guide and
handbook for the medal hobby is
available now.
With listings and descriptions for
all British and
Empire medals; prices for full
size and miniatures all updated;
orders and medal ribbon chart in
full colour,

And NEW for 1999, current Australian and
Ne~ Zealand medals and Foreign awards to
British servicemen
From Waterloo to Bosnia, from the highest gallantry to
the smallest campaign-all are included.
The MEDAL YEARBOOK also features the subject
index to MEDAL NEWS-the magazine of the medal
hobby-for a free sample copy just contact us at the
address below.
The Medal Yearbook 1999 is just £14.95 (plus £2 p&p) for the
paperback or £!9.95 (plus £2 p&p) for the limi1ed edi1io11 hardback.
MEDAL NEWS is j ust £2.50 per issue from your newsagent or £25
UKJBFPO on subscription (£30 Europe, £40 world amna1l)

£ 0800 &57 &57 !

£
£

* Source: Financial Times eptember '97

~.,.. £

Computeach International Ltd. Est. 1964~

£
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Lt Col Lithgow MBE
WOl (RSM) Gary John on

ATCOM TROOP-OPERATIO PALATINE
The elite fighting force known locally as the Mighty Ducks, from 30
ignal Regiment and 249 Signal Squadron, clock up Chri tmas no. 6 in the
Balkans. We ay, ·Bloody hell, I'm offi' to Capt Jules 'assimilated' Hill
and W02 (FofS) Bill ' Pilkington man' McCreatb and a ,'How about
ye.' to Capt Graham 'wireless ' Ingram and W02 (FofS) Paul 'look at
all my pre ents' Hubble.
The bigge t hello and goodbyes must go to the changing HQ & Signal
Regiments. The 'Borg' have gone, after valiant efforts to assimilate into
their collective, all tho e who came into contact with them. Resistance was
futile, but after sacrificing the Capt of the shi_p we escaped. Standing on
the steps we watched the first 'happy bus' of'Judean Peoples Front' arrive
at the grim surrounds ofBanja Luka Metal Factory. Before long they were
in their stride (or at least in step). Having passed an immediate resolution
at the inaugural conference of their tour, after a vote of course, they agreed
to conduct urgent talks, once a econder had been fo und, to make plenty of
changes. (But only if these proposals were accepted by the forum of
democratically elected officials.)
The next challenge facing SATCOM Troop has been laid down by
"'10ST Cat in Sarajevo. As they actually have a pet cat the challenge is

open to the other MO T Deis to produce their name ake animal as a det
pet. TI1e responses from MOST Bear and MOST Aardvark have been
muted .
NEWS F ROM AROUND THE DETS
M OST CAT SARAJEVO:
The jewel in the ATCOM Tp crown temporarily became the morale void
of the Troop after the bar was closed by the Camp Commandant. The bar area
has now become a 'Bistro' where you can join us for coffee, tea and board
games. gt Flynn, Cpl Wilkie and C pl Kidd came down from Banja Luka
for a re-supply and overnight stay. Sgt Flynn flaked out early and hence the
two judges covered his face in boot polish. The two judges also tried and
convicted LCpl ' nake' C hapman with four offences; namely stacking.
spillage, being a snake and sexy correspondence with a female Signaller who
will remain nameless. The latter being more serious than joining a religious
cult in the Pagan environment of Sarajevo. Hi s punishments were four inches
either side of the jaw followed with being bani hed outside in his boxer
shorts. It was -12 degrees Centigrade. He'll never spi ll again.
Sig Rkkm a n's replacement turned up ig ' Ba ' Basanta and for the
first couple of days fitted the true mantle of a DE, he even bathed in diesel.
It turned out that being vertically disadvantaged he was holding the Jerry
can over his head to reach the filler cap on the generator. He was
subsequently done for spillage too.

Today, providing a world
class value for money service
for the Armed Forces and
their families through:

J~ ~I
i' rJ!JI LJ Gji;\i' rJS
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wheels' ra nk has recently purchased the Lime Green Love Machine,
only to find he is no lon ger keen on it, any offers con idcred. Everybody in
rower section wish Sig eil 'Who ate all the pies' Pearson the best of
luck and happiness in his marriage to Miriam in early February. Thanks
for getting us all the: day ofTto attend! ongratulations are also extended to
LCpl Gaz 'O ily Tash ' Roberts on hi s recent promotion and to Sgt
' Designer label' Whitworth and hi wife on the birth of their daughter
Millie. Best or luck to Sgt Andy 'Get the brews in ' Young for his sk ill at
Arms course.
The Technicians, who arc all extremely busy at the moment, send their
bcsl wishes to all member of the Troop on tour in Bosnia and the
Falklands, we look forward to your return , and a reduction in workload!
We we lcome LCpls avage, Topping and Lynn to the Troop, and say a
fond farewell to Cpls Joe mith and Steve ' Whippy' Whipp, who are
bound for 15 Sig Rcgt.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

H REWOO D G RO P
qn Comd
Ca pt Jo Ern ns
\1
\ 0 2 ( M) Steve Hughe
Harewood Group is now a well e labli.shed and rapid ly expanding
quadron albeit rather young - 30 new recruit from Blandford mak1~g. up
more than a third of the manpower and soon to be on the road dn mg
o\F 432' in Herford! Having finally recovered from the Chri ' tmas silly
sea on wh re somehow a Panzer got paint d pink - the les aid about that
the better - the workload has continued with maintenance of chicles
being a priority along ''ith endle duties. 211 and 212 ig
qns'
personnel will not recognise the Camp when they gel back from the
Falklands and Bo nia with the amount of work that is currently under way,
however the number of workmen on camp involved with the 'face lifl '
ha\e reduced rapidly; omething to do with the firm going bust no doubt
or it being too cold.

212 L CP TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Louise Burlin on
Tp gt
Sgt Bob Breheney
212 LCP Tp (the crazy gang) have seen ome changes in the last few
week ·. The arrival of gt ·R
ocially Confused' Balmforth the work
cnfor er, ha en ured that the whole Troop leaves work with dirty hands,
including the Troop Commander. Other arrival welcomed are Sig
· miler· Athey, ig ·Carpenter' Cannon ig Hobbs ig ·Ginger Spice'
or 1 1t Pink Spice' Stable and ig 'Train potter' Todd. They all arrived
traight from Blandford and so are ti ll trying to work out one end of a
gt 'Grandad Fireman Sam' Breheney has just
panzer from the other.
returned from hi Fin: Course but i now waiting fo r his Green Godde s to
arri\e. Congratulation go to Sig 'Swims like-a fish' Wit on , who ha
passed hi PT! Course Cla s 3. o doubt he will enjoy beasting us all
round the Gym before too long! We saw Sigs Caulfield and lcKenzie
deploy to Bosnia for the remainder of the tour and Sig Robinson will
shortly be following in March.
EXERCISE RICKSHAW RAMBLE
Ex Rick; haw Ramble, in January. took Sigs Wilson , Thomas, Brydon ,
McKenzie and Caulfield back lo the UK for four days rallying, The
Exercise was thoroughly enjoyed and it is hoped that we can participate in
any future Exercises. Other than thal the month has been quiet and morale
i high.
211 LCP TROOP
by Sig Kenny Smith
SSgt Han•ey
froop S gt
The last fe\\ months have been very hectic for 21 I LCP Tp with
e\eryone going to Bo nia. But even with that, the lads and lasses have
stuck together howing rea.1 teamwork. Most of the Troop knew it was
po .s1ble to deploy to Bo ma at any time, the first 10 leave us being Sig
Ymlle ~nd Sig Record '' ~ t~ LCpl Hutson, Sigs Grimes and Heap
compleung the
TAT tra mmg and deployi ng early March. SSgt Bob
H ~ rve_y controls !he good ship HMS 2 I l whilst Sgt Si Boa e acts as his
'vftd h1pman. He 1 about to leave us for the fa irer waters of Blandford on
the Yeoman of ignal~ Course (good .tuck goes to the fu lure brew boy to
the stall). Congratulauons to LCpl ·Tips ' Tiplady on completing his DM l
Course at sunny Bovmgton. Heh~ already taken the 'Rhi no' firmly by
the horn and 1s fully booked \\1th running Commanders and Driver
courses until the Regiment is back in March. The Troop wa tasked with
maintaining the remaining Squadron vehicles, so al great length we have
che~kcd, te t~d and painted every single Panzer, Bedford, Daf and Wolf
that left behmd. ~owcver, with the increase of personnel posted into the
Troop this should lighten our taskmg load. ew personal ities include gt
Tony ' 'ice Duran Duran hair cut' Rosen and Sgt Ade 'I have to walk
O\cr.drains \\ith my arms out wide' Sims. Blandford are pumping out new
sold1e,, faster than we can put names to detachments and so we welcome
i ~ Bro~n , C:hai .ty, Holdworth , .H.oward, McSharry, Moore and
Wilson along with Sig Dean who has Jomed us from 30 Sig Rcgt.
TRUN K G ROUP- 201 IG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Colin Lawrence
S'vl
W02 ( SM) Harry Kemp
Smee our last report a fairly hectic timetable of Christmas Parties
pre~nted the requirement for some qua lity 'Gut Busting' Squadron PT
e'sion., which the ex tremely capable PT! staff duly provided. The
quadron has been occupied with main ly routine activ ities made
particularly more so by lhe Regiment's current operational demand's. What
the quadron needed was a quality day of Cu nning Stealth, Good Drills,
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Rapid Reaction and II-out Aggression. S M Kem p duly responded with
a CQB range day held at Sennelager ranges. The event was a welcome
break from Barrack routine and a new and exciting experience for many of
our younger oldicrs. There have been a number of new face arriving and
old ones departing recently, for details ofthi and Troop news, READ 0 !
PA THER T R OOP
Tp Comd
2Lt C. . B iddul ph
Tp Sgt
SSgt R ober tson
lt has been another period of change for the ' Mighty Panther'. o
sooner had 2Lt Morton arrived then he was off to Bosnia withoul hi
Troop, to be replaced by 2Lt Bidd ulp h, fresh from Blandford! Al o
' el omed to the troop are Cpl 'Geordie ' J ones and LCpl 'no nickname
yet ' Hend r y. Good luck to LCpl 'Wilf' Wa rn es on his forthcoming tour
in Bosnia. Congratulations of the highe l order go out to Sgt ' did you
knO\ I wa L GC' Robertson on being awarded hi s L GC for l S years
of exemplary conduct and service ( 17 years a a stormtrooper). A ad
farewell to Sig Ba r tlett, who i posted to Blandford on promotion lo LCpl.
His expertise as a PT! in the Gym will be mis ed. Finally, best wishes go
out to those temporarily separaled from the Troop whi lst serving in
glamorous sun-drenched comers of the globe, amely C pl 'Gyros'
Garret in the Falkland . C pl 'Ja per' Sca rrott in Bo nia and Sigs
'Markey Mark' H ayd en and' ickey' Pa r k at the hub in Corsham.

201 SIG AL SQ AD RO

CHARITY MAR CH
On ovember 6 1998, IS members of201 qn succes fully completed
a formidable 26 Mile March, whilst carrying 40lb , in a time of 5hrs
30mins. The event raised DM2700 for the Royal British Legion Poppy
Appeal. In preparat ion for thee ent, both C pl Crooks (Team IC and Sgt
M cln tyr e (Team 21C) took the remaining team members through three
gruelling weeks of build-up, con isting mainly of tabbing up and down the
Steinmeyer, and yet again up and down the Steinmeyer. Whilst the Team
coped well with the daily rigours of arduous training, other member of
the Squadron couldn ' t quite understand what had got into these boys, they
were mean, mean and wi ld! A last minute volunteer, SSM Kemp,
provided a virtual guarantee that all IS members were going to finish the
entire 26 miles.
The event proved to be a success, and despite a few sore feet everybody
finished in high spirits. After a quick photo it was shower and change and
over to the British Legion for some extremely cheap beer, and as you can
imagi ne, the fir t pint went down very well indeed! The team was:
SSM K emp
gt Mcintyr e
C pl C rooks
LCpl Go ugh
Sig Bartlett
C pl Doe
Sig Vickers
Sig Keers
ig O wens
S ig Gallagher
Sig Goody
S ig S mith
Sig Entwi stle
Sig Brow n
CLO SE QUA RTER B ATTLE RA NGE
With the Regimenta l Battlecamp fast approaching and the cobwebs of
Christmas leave still in the air Trunk Group made the short trip from
Herford to Sennelager for some much needed revi ion. The training was
sp lit into three areas - a fire and manoeuvre revision stand, a first aid tand
and finally the CQBR itself. The F & M stand dealt wi th the basics that
would be needed on the CQBR although one ftre-Leam did their own thing
when two Signallers (who sha ll remain nameless) ran through the
objective, across a small stream and disappeared into a fore t. The action
began to hot up on the first aid stand when 2L t Biddulph and pl C rooks
had to dea l w ith a small fire in an abandoned car. The CQBR was run 111
pairs or in threes under the close guidance of W02 (SSM ) Kemp and Sgt
Wood . T his gave the troops the chance to put into pract ise the lesso~s that
they had learnt earl ier in the day and needless to say they got stuck 111 . o
one more so than Sig Mills who fou nd himself waist deep in a bog and had
to be dragged oul by his safety superv isor. The day on lhe QBR proved
to be as popular as it was useful and gave some of Trun k Group a we lcome
change to routine in barracks.
SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS TROOP
T p SSgt
Sgt Chapman
.
Aller an eventful period of Christmas leave, the MT boys were slra1ght
back into a hard working rout ine. LCpl ' Geordie' Gough went away on
his driving instructors cou rse in Leacon field, he should have a few new
war stories for the lads. LC pl Mick ' Schneckworth ' Hepworth was
placed at the helm as Sgt 'S li ck' Whitworth took two weeks of
' Matern ity Leave'. Congratulat ions Sergeant on the birth of your baby
daughter, Millie. Fina lly, ig Lee ' Buba Gump ' Brown clai ms that he
knows everythi ng about the Shrimping business, and Sig Terry ' Dea ls on
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QUADRON QUARTERMA TER'S DEPARTME T
QM ·
Sgt North
Well , it's been a bu y time for the SQMS Dept with the departure of Sgt
Don Cunningham and LCpl Andy Humble, the ('B' team) to sunny 21
Sig Rcgt. A warm welcome goes o~t to t~c 'X' team SSgt (SQMS) 'the
Yorkshire Diplomat?' North and his family from 16 Sig Regt also LCpl
Andy ' th at's a lab you owe me? MacPhee and his family from 4 Bde
Osnabrock.
1 don't know ifthe Squadron is going to see much of the ' Q' this year a
he let it slip out in the Sgt's Me s al a Christmas function that he is a
JSMEL (that's Joint ervices Mountain Expedition Leader to us people
that :iever get to go on adventure training, hint hint). It 's now rumoured
that he's leadmg an expedition to Peru (God help them) and to top that off
he also gets to swan off to the Ham mountains to do some hill walking
·just in ca there's no snow' we believe Y.ou 'Q' many wouldn't, have a
cracking time and we'll sec you next year 1fyou can find your way b~ck..
Also a quick mention !11u t ~o out to. gt Chapman.(SHQ SSgt) who JUSt
came in a I was wntmg this and said he had to go 111 The WIRE because
it's a cool thing to do, nuffsaid.
208 SIGN L SQUAD RO (REAR TROOP)
Tp Comd
Lt Michele Hanlon
Tp SSgt
gt Willie coots
quadron Rear Troop has been working hard during the Regiment's
deployment to the Falkland Island and Bo nia. We have seen quite a few
departures from the quadron over the last few mont~s. We wish the best
of luck to gt Jones and Cpl 'Bos' Boscowan on their departure mto the
unknown (Civvy Street!) Congratulations and farewell go to Cpl Hardy
not only on her promotion but al o ?n her recent ~uccess on her PT!'
cour e best of luck with her new postmg to the Provmce. Goodbye also to
Cpl Bri Hurcombe who is ofT to . ne\ ~eener' pastures with the
.
Intelligence Corp and Sig Hodge on h1 poslmg to 3 Div.
Congratulations to LCpl essling and LCpl Doe (at last) on their
promotion and now for the hellos to the Squadron. A large welcome to Cpl
'Geordie ' Ferry and Sgt 'Ta!r Doughty who have tea!f!~d up. to
revolutionise the Squadron' generalors and also to ~Cpl atie. Dorna~
and LCpl 'Chippy' Hayward. Hello also to C pl F1sherman ·s Fnen~
Walmsley fresh from 7 Armd Bde and to new 1gnallers on the block, Sig
Young and Sig ' Rus ' Abbott..Final con.gratulations ~o to LC_PI 'Des'
Hill and hi s wife Ka ren on the birth of their new baby girl Ashleigh.

J (UK) ADSR ALPINE SKIT G TEAM -1998-1999 SEASO
by LCpl Topping
.
.
..
election for this easons Regimental Alp111e S~ung Team pr?ved
difficult as many of the Regiment's kiers were comm1tled on operational
tours, consequently a novice team was gathered .from all around. t~e
Regiment. Training began in earnest m ovember m Kaprun , Au. tna m
preparation for the Divisional Champ1onsh1ps. The team was c.a~tamed b~
Lt M ichele Hanlon under the expert guidance of SSgt Cal Firestarter
Br uce the ringer on the team. other members included LCpl 'Sunglasses
on' T~p ping, Sig 'S illivan' .ulliva n, Sig' A~min ' Bird and Sig ' Red hot
magma' Raw. During the tram1ng everyone improved dra~at1cally (some
by l 00%) which was fortunate as we were soon to be hurtling d<;>wn black
run at the Divisional Champion hips. All went' ell but be advised never
to get on a ski lift with Lt H anlon.
. ..
Aller a well earned break over hri lmas we departed for 1!1e f?1v 1 1011al
Championships held at Le Contamines in Fra~ce. ~ons1denng 1t was the
first time lhe majority of us had raced we all ?1d qu1.te well , especially Lt
Michele Ha nlon who won best lad ies alpme sk ier out .of a cast of
thousands .... well done!! The award of Maniac of the Exerc.1se mu t go t.o
ig Danny Raw who dived, soared and fell o er (anythmg to get his
picture taken) at every opportunity on the now. He also did. a marvcllou
job keepi ng the piste clear for everyone else a terri fied skiers dived for
cover or faced certai n death.
HERFORD TATION C HRISTMA FAYRE
.
by Capt Jo Evans
Herford Station Christ mas Fayre was a great uccess and ra ised over
DM 4000 for the Station Charity Fund wh ich donates money to worthy
causes throughout the year a lot of preparation ' ent mto the e' ent.
SSgt Mick hirley insi ted' on getting a 'jingle' on BFB Ra~10 wh i~I!
irritated everyone for two weeks leading up to the event. S gt Geo~dJe,
Hancock made sure the grub wa good and eve11 1m 1tcd the Pasty .L Y·
Fnt her Chri tma or ralher Sgt Barny Balmforth wanted to arrive by.
helicopter but hi. pl ans were scuppered and o he improv ised ' Ith one ol
his tanks!

212 LCP Troop's finest example of light care and preservation.
Santa's Panzer is now stored away with
Santa's Christmas uniform
Finally, SSgt 'Robbo' R obi nson surpassed himself by leaving
everything to the last minute and then raising over DM I 500 by dre.ss_i~g up
as Rasta Clause and hassling everyone in the Regiment and D1v1s1onal
Headquarters for donations.

Helpers and Staff from Herford Rainb?ws and Creches
raising money for charity
The day was obv iou ly for the fa milies with o .many members of the
tation in either Bosnia or the Fa lk.land and despite the snow we had a
good turnout. Highlights of the day were dance routines by Li ter chool
children and 'Calling the Balkland ' by J onathan Bennett.

Jonathon Bennett from BFBS Rad io taking a message for
calli ng the Balkans
For tho e hung over fro m all of the Chri ~ma functions there we~e
ample Hot Chocolate, Gluhwein and lri h Coffee ·tall to get e\ eryonc m
the fe' tive mood.
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CO

Lt 1JI C. Wakerle tBE
R M
WOl \RSM) D. A."Whit.1ker
The Regiment ha had a dramatic stan 10 the e'' Year. ot only are
mo t of 219 ig qn deploying to the Falkland a we peak; b the time
vou read thi . most of the re~t of the men and women of:! ig Regt will be
: cattered around the Balkan . The shock news that the CO and hi
ommand team \\ ould be deploying to Bo nia in early March was
follO\\ed by a warning order to make ready for a swirl move to Kosovo .
Ha ing a en e of humour has had much w do with the way in which
a ~el' ha\e been turned around ready for the -challenge. A ever, the
personalitie and profe ·ionals that make up this Regiment have certainly
en ·ured that we are up to the job. Well done everyone and good luck.
HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj J. Walker
M
W02 (
1) A. Terry
There's little to report from HQ at present. Everyone ha found
them el\'e supporting the triple whammy of post hristma deployment .
Howe\'er, we would like to congratulate gt Bev Lumb AGC ( P ) on
her election to promotion to
gt (perhap we'll gel a little more sen e
out of her now that the board re ults are out!). Also, farewell to the AGC
Det Comd. Capt Linda 'Kinky Boot ' Johnston. Capt Johnston came
on an attachment from 39 Regt RA, but the drop shot want her and her
boot back in 'ewca tie! We al o congratulate LCpl Harvey on the birth
ofhernew baby
214 SIGNAL Q ADRO
qn Comd

faj Dave Somerville
W02 (S 1) For haw
On returning from a well-earned Chri tma break the Squadron were in
the depth of preparing for a very busy year. There have been no change
in the Squadron hierarchy which sugge ted some stability in a hectic year.
Exercises in Cyprus America and all over the UK were already in the
advanced planning stage. The e Exercises promised a very busy but
exciting period and an opportunity to fulfil the Army's eternal promi e
'Join the Army. see the world'. All these plans were then of course
shancred by the breaking international news and no' the Squadron is
planning to return to the Balkans for more medals.
Everyone in 214 Sig Sqn congratulates YofS Wright, FofS Oliver and
Sgt Keen on their well deserved selection for promotion to W02.

_M

ROMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Honor
Tp SS gt
S gt Morrisson
The close of 1998 was the usual liquid end to an incredibly busy year
for Roman Tp. With the obligatory 'slabbing' of individuals, the end of
year bash was LARGE, \\.ith the Troop 'ripping it up· down at York's
premier night club OT!!), TOFFS. Lt 'I love the Anny' Honor did hi
usual of redecorating York centre, earning a gold medal for style and
prowess! The Troop Christma function at York Breweries was typically
predictable for Roman Tp, with gorgeous women, large amounts of cheap
ale and Cpl 'Travolta' Leek shaking his thing on the dance floor, and
getting hi knee down at least twice! The Troop continues to sweep aside
all in its way, winning Inter Troop Football and Hockey.
The start of 1999 aw the Troop have an excellent Regimental
deployment onto Ex Key Flight. The Troop proved once more invincible,
making Viking 'Quad' Troop eat their words. TI1e Exercise in general was
challenging, with movement every 24hours and 11lways at daft o'clock.
The final location for the Troop was perched on a ' peak' similar in size to
that of\fount E\.ere t, with views and temperatures to match.
There have been some sad farewells in the Troop, saying goodbye to
LCpl ' lugger' \ arrender who is now working within Amsterdam on
some communication project (pull the other one Dave!). Cpl 'Big and
. cary' Francis who has moved to 21 ig Regt, Sig· I need a special helmet
to fit my t> ormous oggin' Fiddes who has sped off to the White
Helm ts and finally LCpl 'Badger' Culver who has mutinied to
Viking Tp (Why?). e\\ arrivals into the Troop include C pl ' lets get
naked' Wh~te who arrived from 24 AirMob Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, pl 'twin
of the AdJuta~t' Mcloughlin from AFCE T, Sig Stroughair, ig
\\elburn and 1g Jones. The Troop now looks forward to an operational
tour to the Balkans and playing an active role in the forthcoming six
month~.

VIKING TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Peter Hale
T p gt
, gt Terry hiels
December seems such a long time ago. The party eason passed in a
blur of food, wine and the anticipation of some well deserved leave. Most
of the Troop appeared to have had a good Christmas and returning to work
c_ame as a welcome r.:lief from the contmuous partying. The Troop would
hke t~ el\.lend a warm welcome to. Sig Sexton, ig Elliot and Sig
\1un111ng who ha'e all been posted m from Blandford. A welcome also
to LCpl Mc. 'all)' and Cu lver who have come to the Troop from within
the Squadron

January started with a lo" level Troop Exercise, which wa designed to
shake out the cob-webs arler a Chri tma leave. This was followed the
week after with an inter Troop competition that involved trade, driving and
phy ical tests . The pre sure wa really on as the re ults ofthi competition
would go fornard to decide \\hich Troo~ .would go to Ameri~a on Ex
Roving Sands. As the results of the competition were announced 11 became
clear that the Troop had done exceedingly well. We had beaten the others
in all the di cipline and a feeling of impending warm sun and cool
merican beer spread through the Troop. The other deciding factor of who
would go to America wa the performance of the Troop on Ex Key Flight.
Ex Key Flight wa a Squadron level, week long, Exercise conducted
around Catterick and Otterbum. Over 30% of Lhe Squadron were new
arrivals from Blandford and had never been on Exercise before. Everyone
perforn1ed admirably en uring that the whole Exercise was a great
sucee s. The day of the announcement of which Troop would go lo the
tates was eagerly awaited. For about two hours the Troop regaled in the
prospect of buying suntan lotion and deciding where to end the postcards
nfortunately, on the same morning the Regiment also received a signal,
stating it wa on 72 TM to go to Ko ovo. It seems the suntan lotion
might not be needed arler all.

219 SIGNAL SQUADRO ArfACHME T 0 HMS YORK
bl' Si>! Stu Whole
• Due to the deployment to J UFI in February, the lucky few that have
been t.;tl behind on rear details got the chance to cxp1:rienee the Navy way
oflifc aboard HM York(scc pictures for HQ/214 also swapping air waves
for ocean waves). The lucky few were 2Lt Kerry Cochran, 2Lt 'John
Boy' Lyons, Cpl Craig Purdon, LCpl Kelly Thompson, ig Willy
Wilson, Sig Ch ris Brown, ig Stu Whale, ig Ian Bailey, Sig Ross
Dourley and ig Al Allardyce.
rhe visit began al Gareloehhead on the West coast of Scotland where
we boarded the hip. During our visit we were sho" n all aspects of the
ship from the engine room through to the impressive weaponry systems on
hoard. The biggest surpri e of our visit was the size ofthc accommodation
_ very small and compact. The sailors onboard the ship made us feel
welcome throughout our stay. The crew were always ho pitable and
during the evenin g mo t of us participated in a few sociable bct:rs.
l lowever, as our journey progressed further up the west coast of Scotland
and into the expanse of the orth Sea, the beers remained in the fridge.
This was due to the fact that the majority were feeling a little sea sick.
('~edit should be given at this point to Sig Al Allardyce who managed to
drink (in moderation!!!) to the early hours most nights - luckily he
regretted it the next day. The final leg of our journey took us down the east
coast and into Hull where we departed. HMS York had the freedom of
York parade 0~1 the Saturday followed by a meal at .the Reg.imental cook
house. The visit aboard HMS York had been a fantasl!c experience lo all of
us but 11 can be said that we were all glad to be back on dry land.

TORNADO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gra ham Wills
Tp S gt
Sgt eil Cooper
The Troop ha been very busy - in line with Regimental policy - over
the la t fe\\ month . Ex Chimera Challenge being the first Inter Troop
Competition of the year. Designed to test every level at every skill;
newcomers 2Lt 'Will ie' Wills, ig Loach, Sgt 'Snoz' airns and Sig
'Donna· Holmes were all confused to say the least. Things didn't go
completely to plan, although we did come econd overall (out of three that
is!).
Ex Key Flight was our next challenge. Thi week-long Exercise took
place in the picturesque countryside surrounding Otterburn. The wet
weather kept everyone's spirits up and frequent move were a bonu . The
Exercise was a steep learning curve but thoroughly rewarding.
FAREWELLS
We said goodbye to Lt Bryany Brian, Cpl trachan and Cpl Hanlon
who are all off to new units . Also to Sig Carlyon who decided to be a
civvy. Good luck to Sig Hunt and LCpl Mc ally who have lell to join an
·enemy Troop'. Finally, congratulations to Cpl Lee who ha recently had
a new edition 10 the family-a little boy called Jack.
219 SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj D. C. Gaul
SSM
W02 ( SM) M. eighbour
Thi still remain a busy time for the Squadron as we anticipate the
departure (finally!!) of the JCUFI manpower for penguin patrol in the
Falk.lands. 219 Rear quadron have an intense and ta k filled programme
ahead of them upporting 214 ig Sqn for the Exercises. Sgt Carl
Tucker, fresh from his MAPRIC course, is intent on utilising his ne'\
found skill with many planned jaunts to the hills to practice the soldiers
map reading. S gt (YofS) Billy Barnes has finally cleaned up his desk
area, the map tore and the remainder of the ops room prior to his
deployment much to the relief of SSgt (FofS) Richie Paterson.
Congratulations also go out to the both of them and the SSgt (SQMS)
Terry Hague for their promotion off the last SSgt to W02 board - well
done! Congratulations also go out to Maj Dave Gaul and hi s wife Helen
with the birth of their first daughter - also well done!!

(L-Rl: Sigs Elliott, McEwan, Thornton and Smith, LCpl Middleton, Sig O'C~nnor, LCpl Thompson, Sig McLiesh, Sgt Lloyd
and two unknown Navy types who got in on the act

EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt

Lt Alex Clixby
Sgt A nd y Allen (currently in South
Georgia as part of JCUFI)
It has lleen a reasonably quiet few months for the Troop, as preparation
for our deployment to the Falkland Islands takes place. Lot of people are
awa~ on courses and the remainder are trying to cram in as much leave as
possible, before we depart for less sunny shores in February. See you soon,
Penguins!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Direct Debn
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3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Co l . D. Couch
RSM
WOJ (RSM) G. J. toker MBE .
.
Life in a Divisional ignal Regiment is ne r meant to be gu1et and 11
certainly i n't. The Regiment is expected to have to 1uggle th~
reinforcement of I (Mech) Bde's Bo 111a tour with the ~urrent mannm,,
late and a foll programme of Excrci e on ahsbury Plain: Op ~gncola,
which wa · not expected and has put a large number of the Reguncnt on
standby. Fortunately the trunk element who were largely untouched by
Palatine have borne the brunt thi time but even so 35% of the personnel
have only returned from a six month unaccompanied tour "'.ithin the. la ' !
twelve months. All of this i taxing even the 21C who e m1ss1on ll is to
keep as much sport and adventurous training in the programme ~s
possible. Look out for future report from ew Zealand and Canada as
well as Kosovo.

R EGIME TAL POTE TIAL J CO ADRE 0 RSE
22 J ANUARY - 5 FEBR
RY 1999
It all tarted at am on unday morning, ye, unday! The 3 ( K) D R
Cadre course wa off to a flying start, as the , tudent~ completed then
initial BFT. !though omc had a not o flying fini h, most manage~ to
overcome their ' ticky Carpet,· hangovers! Thi "as to become the f~rst
of many tests for the budding leaders . . ig :curl:( Watt was the hr.st
aero the finishing line, what a champ! 1 he lollowmg day· CFT managed
to kick the student into action. It warmed them up 111cely for the folio\\ mg
. .
mornings PT se sion al 0600hr.s.
The first week was mostly cla sroom. \\Ork cul~1111al!~g m a ~nge
package and confidence course at opehill Down F1bua '1llagc. T~1s 1s
when: ig · at' Ca tney fought her fear o~ claustrophob1~ and .fi111 hcd
admirably earning herself best endeavuur ol the course. Fn~a} night \\as
pent running around the Kiwi. no. not the pub, thi.; hill ! cct1on '.!
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manag~-J t e\perth run pa ·t the la t checkpoint on the night navigation
'\Crct ·c fhey tt1nl'd up an hour later with , ig 'Pathfinder' Locke
adamant that he knew \I here he wa. all the time. The weekend brought
about the \1 ritten e\am and a lecture presentation that every student had
to prepare. fhi i th part of the course where LCpl ' P~da ' Fildcs
pre.ented the S I with an out::.tandmg pre,entat1on on the maintenance of
the combat boot. \\'ell d(;.1e soldier!
Th next phase of iii~ course was the Exerci e. which started on the
Monday night \I ith depl yment orders. Bv thi time the tudent were
ranng to go, or in ome ~ase no!. Th fina l :lay of the Exercise came and
the student found them>ehe on their belt bu klcs in a tweh e inch deep
puddle courte y of th
1 ''ho in the end eYen ordered combat clerk
L pl • lbino Pii.ty' Hine to tak the plunge! The
1 cou ldn ' t even
hold back D
gt's Mick · creaming Airborne Warrior' Br-own, Phil
·t;ni\ersal soldier' 11oper and Jase' orthem Git' Cook from showing
off their I opard crawling · kills. All thi madnes wa in preparation for
the course photo that \13 taken at the end. And didn't they look like real
war dog ! L pl Kenny ' hiny Arse ' Jnvin even made the e!Tort to get out
of the traimng wing office and hang out with the real men. Well done to
ig · had~ Man· Robb who came top student and Sigs ·we ·1y·
\ esterman and 'combat pice' fates for their second and third places
re pectfully.

202 SIG 'AL
qn Comd

Q

DRO

Regi mental adrc course for two week and despite being co ld and wet for
mo. t of it. all , ccmcd to have tak<.:n omething from it, even if it was only
bli tcr .
Hellos to Sig \ progg' Silcock and Sig 'Hopalong' Jones who have
both recently joined the Troop. Goodbye to LCpl Long who leaves us to
be with all the good looking g irl he supposed ly know • .ind LCpl Hogau
\I ho too is off to pastures new.

T

1aj R J Quinlan
W02 ( SM) S. G. Jackson
The la t couple of months ha e seen the quadron conducting a major
· pring clean in order Lo prepare both Divi ional Main HQ (Overloon) and
tep up HQ (\ aterloo) for the training sea on. All the armoured and
wheeled vehicles were 'dug out' in time for a good CO's inspection and
the quadron training plan looks et to pay dividends on the upcoming
Regimental and Di,isional Exerci e . The last couple of 1 eeks have seen
a change in emphasi away from the e Exerci es as the Regiment works
up it commitment to operation in Ko O\'O. 202 quadron will be
providing one third of it oldiers, who will oon be detached to form a
new Troop in readines to deploy when the order i given. With th i in
mind, and under the firm control of S 1 Jackson , the quadron has
launched into a furious training cbedule in order to prepare everyone to
be ready to deploy if required .

1

WATERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt C. E. Caie
Tp S gt
gt\: ringe
'othing stays the ame for long in Waterloo Tp as the new Troop SSgt
Tony Wringe is finding out. Having arrived at the beginning of February
from 206 Sig Sqn, during hi first week he was warned for operations in
Kosovo. Waterloo Tp had already been reduced to a step up headquarters
throu~ losing manpower to Bosnia, but with the Kosovo operation
loom mg large Waterloo Tp 's armour looks set to be out of action for the re t
of the year. That's good news for the new Troop storeman Cpl ' Barney'
Rumble who has returned !Tom RSCC in rime to sign for the whole Troop!
Goodbyes to LCpl 'Jay ' Hunter who i posted to CJS Blandford, LCpl
'Angie' Wright who is off to 24 Airrnob Bde and Sig Chris Pimlott who is
leaving the Army. Congratulations and goodbye to Katy Caie who is
posted to Cyprus on promotion to Captain. Also Congratulations to LCpl
Mar h on his promotion ot before time Sid!) Finally, farewell and good
luck to all those people who are off to Ko ovo - maybe!
O\'ERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt L. Hendricks
Tp SSgt
SSgt A. J. Crawford
Un?er the misdirection of the Troop Commander and part time Weapon
Handling lnsrructor Capt Hendricks, the Troop has been slaving hard to
prep3:re for the Exerci e Season. On Ex 'Tricorn Bull'. Cpl Tower was
working so hard that he managed to get forty winks at the wheel of hi
panzer during a move into one of the sites. Thankfully those Troop
members who were awake had a good Exercise and are looking forward to
gomg on Exercise with whoever is left after the deployment to Kosovo.
Congratulations to our newly promoted NCOs, LCpl ' Peder ' Fildes
LCpl_ cadden. and LCpl 'Bomber' Lanca ter. LCpl Lanc:ister almost
had his pr~mot1on revoked·after. he w~s tas~ed with painting a new, corpscoloured sign for th~ front of Div Mam. Minutes prior to the GOC's visit,
eagle eyed
M Jackson thought to check his spelling of 'Headquarter..'
(he had a dictionary!) and LCpl Lancaster was duly put lo shame. Well
done to Cpl Hoffman and Cpl Adam on successful completion of their
R~CC . W~ welcome L~pl By outh who has arrived from Germany, and
1g Hockmg and family. Hello and Goodbye to Sig Murray who is
anoth:r footballer and part time soldier. Finally, goodbye lo Cpl orbie
and 1g Grant who have both gone to pursue a second career outside the
Army.
B SSA CO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. A ..Jackson
Tp gt
gt A. Dick
Bu aco Tp has al~ been out on Exercise in support of the two
headquarters. The experience passed off without incident and most of the
Troop were glad to be out of barracks. Bussaco contributed well to the
. quadron · wooden spoon in the Regimental ports week but with two
pramed ankles, one broken wrist and a few cracked ribs, no one can
accu.~e them of not getting stuck in!
Congratulations to LCpls Hogan, lade and Long who found their fir t
tape. in a cornflakes box. everal members of the Troop attended a
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LCpl Carter about to repeat Cpl Towers' trick
of falling asleep at the wheel

lnkerman Tp "clcomes Sig arnh Hill from 19 Mech and says farewell
to LCpl Simon Worsley who joins the slackstcrs in 222 Sqn. Good luck
also to all or the Troop attached to I Mech for their Bosnia dcplovment;
LCpl Scott 'I was on TV' Lewis, Sig Ben Andrews, Sig Laura ' I ~ant to
come back' Best, Sig Clint · 1 thought I'd got away with it ' Brady, ig
Edward ·Can I go back to Ireland' Brown , Sig Tim · hort' Cooper, Sig
Julie ' I was on TV too' Co rnfield and 'ig Mick ' Whiu' Gee.
finally congratulations go to the OC, Alex Fennell, who was promoted
lO Captain by no. l~ s than Ge~eral 'ir Michael Walker (CinC LAND)
during a recent v1s1t to the Regiment.
CA IBRAI TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Liz Allan
gt Carlos Sinclair
Tp SSgt
Life has been fairly hectic since returning from Christmas leave. Some
lucky m.:mbers of the Squadron found themselves returning lo work
during leave for a mad day of prepping the Cambrai Spec Task vehicles for
deployment to Cyprus! The lads worst nightmare came true as Troop OC,
Lt Liz Allan and W02 (FofS) Joe Docherty found themselves delving
deep into the detachment cages and finding out what exactly the boys hide
in their cages. However, many thanks to LC pl Kev ' Join the Army and sec
[3ulford' leek for returnin g to work even though he'd already been
posted (What is that all about then?) Good luck in 249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn
Kev. The vehicles themselves have had a plea ant months cruise to Cyprus
and back and we didn 't even get to deploy wi th them.
('a111bn11 Tp seems to be returning to it 1997 form as Cambrai ection,
with numbers dwindling rapidly from 44 soldiers in October to 17 in
rebruary. LC pl Martin Kennie, ig Dave 'the hockey goalie' Harris
both volunteered for Op Palatine and ha'e gone to raise the standards at I
Mech Bde. C pl Baz Cadman, LCpl Charles Whenman , Sig Michelle
Amis,
ig
lexander 'Hammer'
lace, ig Colin ' aughtiboy '
1ortibo) and Sig Grant 'Robbo' Robertson (we will miss those
bagpipes Robbo) have all been cross quadroned to 222 Sig Sqn, and no
thl!y arc not all on a three month bender. Farewell and good luck to you all
with 222 ig Sqn. A sad farewell to LCpl Guy Davies who by now is
probably throwing him elf out ofa plane with 216 Sig qn . Welcome Sig
Charlotte '962' Driscoll who recen tly arrived from 202 Sig Squadron.
Currently having been put on standby for Kosovo, the Troop find itself
packing and re-packing the Dct as well as fitting in a bit of pre
deployment training and hopefully some leave.

206 SIG AL Q ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul G libbery
SSM
W02 (SSM) tu Archer
Once again it i all hand on deck a the Squadron prepares for a
potential operauonal deployment. A large number of quadron personnel
are currently on tand by for Op Acrigola in Ko ovo and await final
confinnation of deployment (th is is in addition to the 16 qn personnel who
are deploying.to Bosn ia with I (Mech) Bde). Just as well the Squadron ha
been exercising like mad in the weeks following Cl1ri tmas leave!

I KERMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
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222 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Billingham
SM
W02 (SSM) F. Roberts
HQ Tp has had a busy period since Christmas leave and with the OC
away a number of the troops disappeared for a touch of train-spotting with
SSM, W02 ' Mine's a Xmas Tree' Roberts on Ex Topham Hatt. ow we
face the next challenge, to Kosovo we must go!
Congratu lations to SSgt (Fo ) ' I must get my deposit back' Gorman
for coming off the board and tying the eternal knot A sad farewell to S gt
(YoS) ' footballs coming home' Best and Cpl 'The Brigadier' ustinWilliamson. Welcome to Sgt 'where do l start' Howlett to the Ops team
and acting Yeoman for ten 'long' minute . A strange welcome back to Cpl
' Give those chocolates back' Austin-William on (It must be operational
requirements?!) and to SSgt (YoS) ' Regt Ops part-timer' Yates back in
the chair once again.
SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Adrian Johnson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Lang
December was not the usual pre-Christmas wind down that the troops
were hoping for. CO's day took place on 8 December and a tremendous
amount of work was put in by all. Thi paid off as the CO was suitably
pleased. It served as a good exercise in which to get everything in order
before the Christmas break. After the thousands of functions over the final
few months of the year Sharjah Tp staggered out into tht: ew Year. It was
goodbye to Sgt McNeil, Cpl Knapman. LCpl Mcdougal.I and ~ig Leach
who are all off to Bosnia in support of I Mech Bde. Congratulations and a
sad farewell to the 'Prince of Darkness' Lance Corporal to be Harkness.
A warn1 welcome to Sgt Pickering and Paula rre h from three years with
the Weekend Warriors. Hello to LCpl Fearns, LCpl Worsley, Sig
Mortiboys and Sig Mace who have all had inter Squadron posting to
bolster the man power in the quadron. January was taken up with
preparation for the busy Exercise period in . the com!ng months. A Sll!all
surpri e was in store though. We are now 111 the. middle of fast movm_g
preparations for a possible deployment on Op Agricola to Kosovo. Busy 1
the key word.
MASIRAH T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt E. J. Fawcett
Tp SSgt
Sgt I. W. Em merson
Many changes have occurred in the Troop during the recovery period
from the Chri tmas festivitie . Farewells have been said to Sig 'Chubbsie'
Claridge and Sig Crewes on their posting to Blandford on their
promotions to LCpL ig 'the beret' Cornfield mo es to HQ Sqn _as the
CO's driver. Sgt ' which i my best side ' Howlett move to the hectic Op
room and gt ·Lenny' Lyons take over his post. A well done goe out to
ig Watt for a good result on the Regimental cad~e course. T~ing have
definitely livened up in the Troop a the quadron 1s put on nouce for Op
Aoricola and the Troop seemed to double in izc over night. A warm
h~rty welcome to all new arrival pecially to Sgt Tm mad as a hatter'
Howes and Sig ' l didn't get lo t, honest' ewbold. In the bu y run up to
deployment we ay a t~mporary goodbye _t~ Cp~ 'W.D.' Catney, LCet
Pozo and Sig Dent With a bu y, yet exc1tmg time ahead the Troop 1
ready for anything. even the jokes !Tom Sgt ' mall but perfectly formed'
Emmer on!

Sig Marchant looking industrious prior to the CO's Inspection

Capt Alex Fennell
Sgt teve Bartleet
~hortly into _the new year the Troop took part in a week long exercise
which was des igned to shake ofT those Christmas cobwebs. Two of our
detachments were auached to 202 Sqn, to the delight of the Del
Commanders pl ean ' Don ' t call me a greengrocer!' Richard on and
LCpl Lorna 'Static comms arc for winners ' Mo es. Their escape wa not
for long as we grabbed them back when 202 tried to send them home a day
early. After a short nights sleep in the crew room (or in the back of a
~cdford in the ca_ e of ig Mark ' I' m joining the Met' Jenkin s) it was
time to get up, finish the wagons and go home .
The first day of the next Exercise started with a snowstorm much to the
distaste of the guys who were really looking forward to five days spent in
th ~ snow. Someone was obviously looking down on us because at th la t
mmute the Exercise was cancelled. Relief quickly turned into
apprehen ion as we trooped ofT to Tidworth for a briefing on the Kosovo
s1tuauon. The bottom line was that if we were going to deploy then
lnkerman Tp would be one of those goi ng, to provide Rebro coverage. The
last few days ~ave seen us ready our vehicles for deployment and triplecheck everyt~1ng that we might need. The exact detachment manning has
yet to be decided, but everyone now know who is down to go. As would
be expected from a Rebro Tp this means just about everyone, including
such worthies as LCpl Lorna ' Can I take my Bikini?' Moses, ig lain
'Can I take my no.wboar~' Johnson and ig tuart ' an I take my pies?'
Stephen. By the tune tl11s come to print we will either be there or 1111
here on notice to move.

BOS IA BRIEFING TOU R
January 1999 found Lt Liz llan, pl Bob Dryden, L pl ndy
Bennett and Sig Dave Marshall all on a ten-day Bosma Briefing Tour 111
schools around Edinburgh .. We spoke to a vanety of age group ranging
from 4th to 6th years, unfortunately, to the great disappointment of the
boys, we had to cancel our presentation to the one and only all female
school which was in our programme. Better luck next time lads. The
presentation was about 40mins long. Starting with Lt Liz Allan giving an
extremely e!l.citing history brief followed by Sig Dave Marshall 's top
brief on pre Bosnia Training and mine awareness. Last but not least L pl
ndy ' motor mouth' Bennett rendered the audience speechless with hi
war stories. Cpl Bob Dryden excelled himself with his outstanding slide
projector abilities.

W02 (SSM) Hymas 'Hands up everyone who likes me'

OMA TROOP
Tp omd
2Lt 1. Hem
Tp Sgt
Sgt Baker
.
The Troop kicked off the ew Year in tyle with a deployment. up to ~he
Beacon on Exercise T' o- ames-Depen -How-you-Feel, mvolvmg
comms and mud gathering as well as a change of Tp Commander, 2Lt
• end me' Herny. straight rrom the Blandford Chocolate factory. A chance
to pro c that Troop morale had not died at the hands of 0 C, although it
still remains somewhat dependant on the arrival of ig ·I make them
mysclr Dawson 's mail and its dubious photographic contents. ew
arrivals Sgt Phil ' haggy· Howes, ig 'Hyacinth' On low and ig
' team' Ions are welcomed into the Troop. as are Sig Georgina 'Doris
One' Walters and Sig Lindsey 'Dori Two' Melia (lo be known a· one,
two!). Oman Tp continue to sur i\e de pite
gt 'Bru' Baker's
legendary commitment to Hockey (' ~earn with women, what else can I
say') and the timely disappearance ol the ne" OC on Ex ebel Iron
(' kiing i training'). A temporary farewell to nel\ ly promo~ed Capt
ellwood (one crate!), Cpl Christ~son. LCpl Appleby and 1g Brad)
down the road to I Mech for a tmt - good luck over there. nd not
forgetting Capt Sellwood' rapidly approaching nuptial (two crate !)
all the be t to you both from the Troop.
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F I:R( I. ·1-. OPH \:\I H.\TT 99/l
Th• r erc1 c \\as kd b\ WOZ ( :\1) F. Roberts. Promi ·ing top grade
en mmodation :ind plcnt) of social fluid i: \\U ·w ith some caution. after
h .1rini? ;ale. of old that 25 fcarh:: "arriors from the quadron departed
for thc\cl) ptl ular wurist re·ort ?f ' wannge on fa Topham ~uu 9911 at
th• ·nd of J:muar\ 1999. On arrival Mr Topham Hatt or SSM Frank
·Footplate· Rob rt. ,1llocntcd ta.ks . to Gangs before retiring l? tho::
lu:\uriou: comfort ,1fth• cem:ry amagc. The weather was 'cry kmd to
all e:\cept pl Mick • 1C1nLo · Eades who ~ ttracted c,·crc ,~· ind _burn to th~
na,.al area "hil rep•• 1ng Herston Halt with pl Jack · Ilg of the dump
Hirn kin and ig ·.1mie 'Bravcheart• Miller. ig David · lippery'
\lc.\rthur ha.., to be commended on the . tandard of woodwork and
maintenance that he p.rform <l \\hile wo.king with the
M.' it will take
more than :harpcninl! a fe\\ chi el to get your promotion soldier! · ig
Chris nd\ '\le. abb . e" bold took this opportunit) to hone his mil ital)'
skills b) ·1[ppmg off into the night to CarT) out a perimeter check of tl~e
tO\\n, or did h just gct evcrel. lo ·t? LCp l Taff The Inspector Francis
and ig :\ nd~ The Butcher ar\'in. when not planting telegraph poles,

·ntcnamcd the c'l.pcdiuonary force with an excellent rendition of wan
Lake, 'but pica c, guys not at 3.30 in the morning!' Sig Lee First
crafton. Cpl Karl econd tenning and ig John 'Third' Hemming
pursued a common gou.1 whil t soci~l.ising, 'gentlemen our com~limcnts'.
On the whole a fantastic but very tmng 5 days work and socialismg was
had by all.

229(BERLI
Sqn Comd
SSM

IGNAL SQUADRO
Maj Chris Robinson
W02 (SSM) tevie Bovan

CHA.RUE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Caroline Eva ns
Tp SSgt
.
S g~ Gary Davies
. .
Exercise, people commg and gomg and a planned Adventure Trammg
period in Kosovo has provided many challenges for the Troop. A warm
'Get your·elf on Exc;cisc t~m~rrow,' ~clcome ~o Sigs Clai.r~ Roberts,
'Luca' Giann, Alex Lemmmg Leemmg, Kev 4 Ace' Sm1he, George
Walters and goodbye to LCpl Mark 'I'm after my second stripe' Cozens,
who will bt: missed by his MacDonalds partner Sgt Dave 'Elvis'
Whitfield.
Snow arrived with the Exercise period, providing laughter and
mayhem. ig 'TafT' Ph!Il.i!ls and .co-driver . LC.pl Lee Sh!pley played
chicken with a Gennan c1vil1an vehicle, result mg man easy victory for the
Radio Relay Tag Team Duo and ig 'Jay' Pre ton's large ears appeared
cunningly disguised as an American Tropo Det. Casualties of the Exercise
were Cpl George McMinn who was hit by a low flying snowball, and gt
Dave 'Elvis' Whitfield who dropped a Jerry can on his own head. Sig
Steph Evans and ig ' 4 Ace' milie were taught how to be good Central
Operators by LC pl .John McDonnell and then spent most of the Exerci se
asleep. Well done .to 2Lt ~va n.s for keeping her sa~i ty and Sgt Caz
Davies for not losmg all hr · hair. Finally congratulallOns to LCpl Paul
Brown and his wife C laire on the birth of thei r baby gi rl.
231 SQlJADRON
qn Comd
SSM

Quick lads anot her steam train

LCpl Taff Francis What's next Taff, 'Who cares the bars open'

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col D. A. H. J ones
R M
WO! (RSM) S. Smoothey
Amid much Ko O\'O preparation comes the latest news from Krefold .

THE ADJ TA TI ON HIS WAY
The Adjt, Capt Andy Knott is soon to leave the Regiment to begin
JCSC - good luck. He is pictured here with the other children in his Karate
Club on their final grading.

Maj Paul Boscher
W02 ( SM) Ward

ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt icky James
Tp gt
S gt George Farrar
0500hrs Monday 4 January we assembled, bleary eyed on the parade
square to embark on an 8hr journey lo Bavaria. We arrived afely after the
routine MacDonalds stop ready to start Ex Badger Backstop. There were
different level of experience in the Troop so we split into three groups ·
Beginner. Intermediate an d Advanced ..The pe_rf~rm~r of the beginner
group was Sig Porter who was aptly christened Ditch by. tho e who had
the pleasure of seeing him crash on more than one occasion. The group
progressed well but never really ma tered the dreaded ' t-bar ' ski lift everyone fell off at least once, much to the amu ement of SSgt 'Inslmctor'
Clarke. The Intermediate group, led by LCpl Dave Honeywill, played
wacky kamikaze racing down the slope with extremists LCpl 'Axle'
Rhodes and LCpl 'Blade' Woodall having a few ups and downs along the
pistes. The famous girlie cry of ig 'Chaos' Dodd was heard by all on the
lopes as he proceeded to wipe-out as many Germans. as possible. We
believe that it wa hi s ski that were in charge. Meanwhile the Advanced
group led by their instructor Tasha Weston consisted of LCp! '. Air'.
Barlow and Sig ' Bullet' Matthews, who cla. sed themselves as the kmgs
of the piste. Fancy turns here and there lead mg the group of nutter down
the hill, stopping every so often for lhe OC, Lt James to catch up after her
speedy downhill parallel turns. The highlight of.this group was to try and
wipe everyone else in the group out, bec~use 11 was funny. Dunng the
Exerci se various merits were awarded rangmg from two star to four stars.
A very big congratulations go lo Cpl 'Ton.e' Caprio and Sgt Tony
Downing for being the only four stars on the piste.

also looking forward to welcoming a new member to the Troop - Sig
Kirkbright is pregnant and Sig Knowles has defected to Papa Tp due to
the Regimental reshuffic. Els<..·where much has happened in Delta Troop
since Christmas thanks to i 1r Malosovich - we have changed role from
the normal two econdary Access Nodes to ARRC TAC Peace upport
Operations (PSO) and ARRC FORWARD PSO.
On the first deployment of the two new Headquarters nobody really
knew whether it was shrove Tuesday or Sheffield Wednesday but after
four weeks of Exercise it finally came together, (ish). Moving location
proved challenging • especially if your packet had Sig Dobbing in it.
Instead of following the rest of the packet towards Dortmund he decided to
go for a tour around Germany taking everyone behind him with him an~
adding two hours to the journey. The QC, 231 Sqn, also stopped our air
portable vehicles, mi taking them for one of his convoys going the wrong
way. All this added pressure on Lt Farrimond (packet commander) to
keep the packet together. He did this by driving along with his arm out of
the window with a rear view mirror in his hand before losing his beret on
the autobahn. He has to wcar his skid lid for the rest of the Exercise which
provided us with much amusement.
Finally a special good bye and good luck for gt Cl~rk who 1s off to
beast recruits in sunny Ba singbourn, maybe the recruits need the luck
more than he docs. Sgt Clark has done five years sterling service to the
Troop.
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
ZLt Howarth
Tp SSgt
SSgt Irons ide
.
.
From the ashe of CIS Tp, with a generous helpmg o_f 'Men of L1~e'
and some Technical wizardry was born Hotel Tp and despite early teethm.g
problems, no furniture, no buildings, no vehicles. to .name a. few, this
motley crew has gelled superbly. What you learn quickly with a. new
Troop is who you can trusl and who you can trust to really botch 1t up.
Early into the charts comes Sig ' Warn them I'm coming' Eva ns and . ig
'ls this the way to Hannover' Dobbing who learnt the cheeky less~~ 1t_'
not merely enough just to tie the line together, you actually have.to JOm rt.
Congratulations to Cpl ' Smoothy' Wilson and LCpl ' Runnmg M.an'
Duddles on their recent promotions, and SSgt Lronside on the recent birth
of his daughter Hann ah. Best wishes go to Cpls Grahai;n and Mc a l ~y
on their forthcoming postings. Finally the Troop would like to thank 1g
' SSMs special Friend' Murray for his outsta~din.g hospitality. I think next
time we'll try to be out of the house before his wife gets back.
PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt oakes
Tp SSgt
SSgt Gemmell
. .
The Troop wishes a fond farewell to Sgt Stev.e Easter .and hrs wife,
Ch ris, as he swaps webbing and helmet for the pipe and slippers he \~tll
need in C!S Tp. Welcome to our new boss, 2Lt oakes as well as Srgs
Ch ris Haddrell, Louise Allen, i Cartmel and ' I am a Switch guru'
Knowles. All Fresh From the factory along with our two new baby Techs
LCpls fondy and Ross. Also .a big hello to Sgt Andy Mapstone and h1
wife as our new boots and haircut man! Last but not least, hello to Cpl
' Da~e-get your coat' Burke, fresh from Ireland.
Exercise season began with a squelch as the Troop broke all records on
Ex Frosty Cobweb! After taking a staggering three and a ~alfhours lo set
up, ig 'my foot slipped ' Gra nt managed to park.her Bedtord on our new
Wolf. A few hours later Sig 'Pug ley' McLaughlm parked the same Wolf
on a trailer! Three Exercises later and at last we are back up to scratch
ready for our imminent departure to Kosovo in our new role as ARRC
FWDPSO.

RSYC
OFFSHORE CHARTER

Radio Troop on Exercise Badger Backstop

232 SIG AL SQ UAD RO
qn omd
SSM

DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Pien·c' Fnrrimond
Tp SSgt
Sgt ' tef' . cwton
Congratulation on promotion from 1gna lman to Lance orpora,1
· '' ing the lampshade' Buckle, Ga ret h ' I'm not a llow~d ,to dn ~· ho~e te
Mac Fa r land and Lt ' Pierre· Farrimond on gettmg hi s econd · Wear

The Adjutant, Capt A. Knott, says farewell to his Karate Kids
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1aj Alan G. tringer
W02 ( M) Hughes
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Contact Maj Graeham Neal

737 5664
01258 485664

f. CTROOP
fp (. md
2Lt LO\\ ther
fp ·,
gt Ango\'e
T \C 1 ·,
h3 had n hectic ~tart to the cw Years \\ ith coming and
gomgs - o long w Lt oung who ha lefi for ypru . Sgt Phil ' ons of
forr ts' l\lacKen1i ha · gone to sunny Trv1 Tp, LCpl ' autobahn '
, lei\. nna to 4 Bd and~ ig 'Dicko · Dickenson a he patrols to 3 In f Bde.
\\'cl omc to 2Lt Lonthcr \\ho ha · interrupted a bu.y skiing .chedul c to
find hi otlice.
gt \lick ngove who join u from the Onicers' M • s
bringing the three i; mortal word . ' make it o! · Cpl Rob Murray has
been promoted from lladio Tp and LCpl Ferguson has come across from
Quebe, Tp. Another crowd haY arrivd from the factory - LCpl eiJ
Can field, ig Tri h 'Jimmy ranky' Drummond. and ig ' Matron'
Ha,,kin .
l-\.erci. has d,1mmated the first couple of month pro iding 1.he chance
to per!Cct the art of tent on truction. ln order to make ure the REME
weren't left twiddling their thumbs. Sig Ross Sutherland experimented
'' 11h h1 wolf by filling it "ith petrol. ot to be outdone, LCpl '
IL ·
Fitzpatrick wa llo'~ took the potlight by ignoring the road. TAC Tp also
took time on E:--.erci c to compose a poem .. .

DI\ isional Championships Les Contamines ~ra n ee. The hi gher standard
provided tough compeution and the Tea m did not win any prize but
congratulations to the Team led by Lt Crowther who made their mark by
qual ifying for the Princess Marinas Cup - an achievement not completed
by a Royal igna ls tc:im for a number ofycars. The alpine team consisted
of Sgt Ca rpenter, pl Evans, Cpl Findlay, LCpl Dransficld. LCpl
Macmillan Sig Hartigan, Sig Lane and Sig Sosinski.

Friday thc_2? Nove~ bc r sa-:v A 0 CIS Bri~ .haw vis it the Regiment
where he v1 1ted vari ous di spl ays and d1sc1phnes culminating in a
presentation of Long Service and Good Conduct Medals, fo llowed by
Lunch in the Sgts' Mess.

be rcmdcer) to a chorus of hurrahs from the crowd and handed out tcstive
cheer and presents to all. Unfortunately 1t was time to ca ll it a day ha\tng
had a thoroughly enj oyable day as had all those involved 111 mak ing the
day work.

NOTES - PORTFTELD SCHOOL VISIT
On 14 December 1998 The Regiment hosted the disabled children from
Portficld School in Havcrfordwcst for an activities day and some festi ve
entertainment. The ki~s were m.e1. o~· the transport by WOl (RSM)
Hardwidge who organised them 111to four groups for a mornings' frent:y
of activity. 3, 2, I, GO !
245 Sig Sqn provided a ' panzer' ri de around the adjacent airfield. W02
(S M) Fisher and hi s gan g of-..v illing sinners loaded the troops into the
43 's and sent them. o.IT on a magica l mystery tour with the kids all hav ing
the chance to be mm1 Field Mar hal Rommel 's for forty minute .

226 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SSM

Chicken 'Tac' Masa la
Here lies Anchovie . noring oftly, wishing that he had n sofiie
To the chicken fann Tac did go. a~ ay from all the mi ·t and now
A HQ go quote, 'Thi is it.' apart from all the chicken • • t
It wasn't us that wrecked Kohima, we just bugged out, well sort of. ee ya!
Benz and die.el can cau ea hitch, so can a RATI det in the ditch
We watched the trunk go do" n the sink, amid the calls of where's the link
Of casualties little to be aid. apart from arge who split his head
o ta ff still dreaming of the day, the Troop will let him have hi way
To perfection we all knO\\, the one command . . . make it o! !! !

ALPINE KI TEA J
1:1te Regiment deployed its finest skiers to Kuprun, Austria to the Corps
Trammg Cai:np l? endure freezing condiLions - however, the apres-ski did
ma.ke the 1tuauon bearable. The hardship paid dividends the team
fim hed first in the lalom, third in the giant slalom and second overall. A
special congratulations to Sig fatty Hartiga n who was named the
O\ era II Corps Champion. ew Year demanded the Team's presence at the

The Gymnasium set up an indoor hockey arena under the upervision of
Cpl Dawson and the re t of the gym staff'. Although the kid have varying
disabil ities all were abl e to participate. Although the hockey team may
have nothing to fear, the Japane e Samurai had better watch out a there
were fierce stick wielding skills on show.

Lt Crowther struggles to li ft her ri fl e
ext up was the Small Anns Trainer under the eagle eye of SSgt
Strefford and the training wing staff. The kids and their carers were
invited on a ' dawn patrol' and several other scenario of high intensity
ecdlcss to say the kids loved it though some of our 'virtual' American
compatriot would have been le s than enthusiastic as they were 'blown
away ' in a very gung-ho pirit. All left the SAT with a smile on their face
and a certificate of merit, top guns!

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

LS & GC 1E DAL PRES E 'TATIO

LS and GC Me d al Prese nta ti on 22 Ja n u a ry 1999
(l:R): Lt Col Macke nzi e , W02 Osborne, Cpl Dimmack,
SSgt Wallace, S gt Wa lke r, W0 1 (RSM ) Ha rdwi d g e
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COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt tewart
Tp S gt
SSgt Murray
A busy period straight from our extended Crimbo leave. startmg with a
Squadron Exercise, called 'Whale Herd ' . Perhaps ' othing Heard' would
have been more appropriate There were various stands throughout the
first two days. However, the most important stand that was mis ed by
some Squadron members was the excellent Harbour/Packet drills by our
very own gt Titus ' Watch The Fence' Reene. The main effort of the
week, with elements of Hotel Tp and Romeo Tp blistering onto Comms
Tp side (How privileged they must have felt!) to act as OPFOR against the
one and only 640 Tp with strict instructions to ensure capture. For three
days all traffic was serialised to ensure that utmost traffic gets transmitted
and to provide a target for receiving dets. A successful Ex and one in the
cap for Comms Tp. A big wann welcome and morale boosting mention to
Cpl Callum Black and family from Paderborn, and farewell and good
luck to Cpl ' Secret Squirrel' Q uin lan leaving for the dizzy heights of
Civvi Street. Although she's only made an appearance for 5 days in the
last two months, welcome also to 2Lt Fiona 'Away skiing' Stewar t. We
look forward to her more regular attendance with the Troop.
237 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

T H E ARMY C RO -CO UNTR Y FI ALS
by Sig Aaron Garside
Following the superb win in the BA (G) ros -Country fina l in
December last year, the units team headed for the m1y finals in the UK
on 3 February 1999. On arriving at the course, in Longmoor. the team was
in two .minds whether to \\'ear spikes or wellies, on a muddy and
demandmg course. A uperb 7th place to 2Lt oa kes helped the ladie '
team to 3rd place overall. In the men's race over four hundred of the best
lined up focu ed on the narrow pa sage. Only 20m in front of them and
after lot of ho\ing the runners ettled into their place for three hard lap .
Excellent po ition for WO l (YofS) Lee 23rd and W02 (RQ J ) Ged
·GLEA 11 "G' Kea ne 49th, who helped the men's team to a very
respectable 4th overall po ition. On a final note the team wi hes to say
farewell to
gt Stu Ta_ lor, who has gone on to run even more at
HAPE, thanks for all your help and commitment.

Friday 22 January 1999 was to be A OS C IS second visit to the
Regiment but unfortunately due to ' o Fly Weather it was cancelled,
however The CO agreed to pre cnt the Long ervice and Good Conduct
Medals to the eagerly awaiting recipien t .

(l-R l:. WO I (RSM ) Hardwidge, SSgt Davies, SSgt Watters,
SSgt Kitchen , Sgt Thomps on , Cpl Anderton, Lt Col Mackenzie
Front Row - Brig Shaw
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Finally it wa down to the bowling alley for a good old l?a!1~e of kittle .
On hand to entertain the kids waiting to go on the act1v1t1e were t~e
Regimental clowns (steady) WOt (FofS) Ball and Sgt Jnglesant who l~1d
on games, conjuring, balloon bending, songs and all man~er of top q~al lly
entertainment once Fo Ball had convinced half the kids he wasn t the
devil in disguise - (scary make-up).
A top level no h up" as provided by gt peake who served up burgers
and chips for the hungry mas es who were wait ing for the arrival of the
main man. anta (S gt Ca mpbell) arri ed by Wolf(isn't that supposed to

Maj Rob Mcinertzhagen
W02 (SSM) Jenkins

Maj John Dakin
W 0 2 (SSM) Richardson

KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Reid
Tp SSgt
SSgt Speirs
It was a busy couple of months for the few members of the Troop left in
the Squadron bays while the rest worked hard in Cyprus. The Troop would
like to say hello to 2Lt 'Porridge' MacReid who returns to the Regiment
after completing his Troop Commanders Course at Blandford and to ig
Parker straight out of trade training. The Troop sends its congratulations
to SSgt Jim Spei rs who successfully came off the W02 promotion board.
We will wait until he returns from hi course for the drinks. The Troop is
looking forward to a number of Troop and Squadron level Exercises
testing both military and trade training over the next couple of months. We
all have to hope that the equipment can handle the test.
Welcome back to LCpl Phil M cDiarmid and Sig Phil Lee from there
'arduous' two and a half month skiing competition. Amazingly they both
promptly asked for leave claiming that they have had no time off. A
special mention has to go out to Sig Bradford who managed to hit a figure
11 target 13 out of a possible 15 time with a respirator on. He is current ly
being questioned about what he wear when sitting in his room at night.
LEWT
S CO IC
SSgt C ampbell
Another bu y couple of months for LEWT under the leadership of S gt
' Sane as ever' Campbell with demos fo r the RAC at Bovington and the
Snipers course in Warminster. They enjoyed the Squadron range week at
Castlemartin, with excellent shooting from C pl · niper' outh. The other
members of the Squadron particularly ·enjoyed' the two mile battle run
with LEWT members. On a sad note, we ay goodbye to two Troop
stalwarts, Cpl 'Tez' Blakely, who is off to mould our young oldiers at
Ba ingbourn, and C pl Martin outh off to brush his CROAT skills up
at university. We look forward to the start of our Ex Sea on and jumping
into France with 5 Airborne Brigade and also the LEWT cadre in the
summer - all DIS! trades welcome.
VICTOR T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Smith
Tp WO
WO M atthews
After a welcome Christmas break Victor Tp returned to work on
Monday 4 January. The Troop wa almost back to full trength \\ ith the
majority of personnel back from Cyprus. A busy couple of week followed
in loading all the rerumed equipment. then back into the normal routine of
service , fi rst line in pections etc. The Troop deployed with the re ·t of the
quadron for a range week from 25 to 29 .January at the Ca tlemartin
Ranges where mo t people got the oppl'rtunity to fire a variety of
weapons, on several different ranges. It\\ a a good week enjoyed by mo t.
which made a welcome change from the nonna l hum-drum routine of bay
li fe. The Troop would like to bid farewell and good luck to LCpl
Eltringham on hi po ting to JC ' I. A wan11 we lcome is also extended
to Sig Pete ex, LC pl Dave Orme and Sgt Jez Ward on joining the
Troop.
245 SIG
L SQ ORO
qn Comd
Maj G. Owen
SM
\ 02 (S M) Fisher
With the u ual Chri tma fe tiv iti a di tant memory, the quadron i
settling in for what will ~ea busy and intere ting year. \! e take receipt <?f
eagerly awaited nC\\ equipment 111 a matter. of week and the quadron 1
hilling up a gear. We ha\ e nl o taken delivery of a ne\\ OC. laj G u}
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O" n. and "e offer a "arm welcome to him and harlotte. 1any
- ngr.itulation to
M • to' i her. on his election to WO!. tand-by
an) unit "a1ting an R I in the next fc" month !
\\Hl K ' ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Crapper
fp I T \\
W02 P Kennedy
'o' ember and Dec mber 3 \\ Whiskey Tp, th quadron' intercept
force 1mohed ma quadron Le,el Cni hout Exercise. Among t other
thma . this im olved ·au. ing maximum chao on the Pembrokeshire lanes,
b) onvO) after n O) ofF 432 variant inching their way to variou
e. oil location .. The Troop \\Clcomed back it' long standing bo s. Lt
. tun ·Grump)' rapper from an arducu ummer · pent undergoing hard
trammg "1th the Ro) al u tralian ignals. We look forward to willle sing
hi· n " ti und BBQ k.ill . Wei ome back also to the numerous personnel
returning from si:1. month in Bo· nia and Bon Voyage to their
replacements. more pennanent welcome to LCpl icky Davies, joining
hu ·band 'Taff h liv in HQ qn.

JULIET/\' KE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. Bailey
Tp gt
gt ( upvr R) M. Wallace
J Y Tp ·ettled ba k into the swing of things following Ex Ulan Eagle,
and wa immediate!) thru t back into tl1e rout ine of servicing and
in pections. December proved relatively quiet with tl1e usual round of
Xmas merriment, accommodation in pection and ever present equipment
maintenance On our return, the Troop deployed straight onto Ex
foufllon Blitz. The highlight of thi was a first clas day of Bromure
m tru tion from ig Tom O'Hanlon.
HELLO'S AND GOODBYES
Greetings to LCpl Chri Dowd rrom 216 (Para) ig qn, Cpl 'Buck'
Rogers and LCpl ·Taff' Ree both from 3 Div and to ig Ian Campbell
from 4 Armd Bde. Welcome back to the Troop's Bo nia contingent and a
sad fare,,ell to Cpl Cam Logan (RP Cpl), Cpl· can' Kelly (Gennany)
and LCpl · mudge' mith. who get early parole for good behaviour.
Congratulation to LCpl Chris Sweeney, who gets even more time off for
earning a place in the Army ki Championships.
ZUL TROOP

Tp Comd
gt Donnelly
Tp gt
Sgt Turner
The Troop ent three of it' rank and file on the unit potential JNCO
Cadre course. the} were ig ' Hot Shot' Hanks, Sig ' Admin' James and
ig · turdy Girl' lus on. Whilst these were hard at work the rest of the
Troop were hard at play geuing in some hard training for all the nonnal
Christmas function . Speaking of which the Troop Chri unas thrash will
go do\\ n in the history book, the town's amount of gorgeou girls actually
doubled on the night to a total of eight.
ARRIVALS AND DEPART RES
We 53) a sad fairwell to LCpl ' Flying V' Thomas who lea es us to go
to Bde. We welcome into the Troop Sig ·Good Start' Clarke and Sig
·Tue Cat' Heathcote and Cpl 'Sammy' Samuelson and his family.
RTER.\1A TER' (TECHNICAL) DEPARTMENT
DAY 0 T'
Maj Dean
RQM
W02 (RQMS) ewton
Friday 14 January saw the QM(T) department escape Cawdor Barracks
and head off for a day of adventurous training. After a few minor hitches,
such as no fuel, \\ e bundled into the Regiment's best minibus and drove
off mto the unknown. Arriving at a secret location somewhere in the
Pembroke hire countryside we tumbled out the bus and awaited our brief.

Q

'AGRA~
Q~1

Ou~ first Lask involved .maki ng an A Frame from three logs and a
election of ropes. Once this had been accomplished we had to walk the
frame from .one end of the field to the other. We were about to get to work
when we discovered the catch or catches in this case. A member of the
team must be transported on the frame, no member of the team could
touch the wood and to top it off nobody must speak. Well we soon had the
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frame built but moving it was another thing all together. We were
e\entually put out of our misery when Dave Thom, our task master for the
day, gave u a po sible el ution. Even with this solu ti on we had a few
problems one being ig 'Scouse' Caine attempting to pull over the frame
\\ ith SSgt 'Fablon ' Abson clinging to it. T\110 more arduous tasks later we
pau ed for a bite to eat much to the relief of gt ' Jacko' Jackson and Cpl
'Cowy' Coward.
ext o~ the agenda was a course of various rope obstacles, which
cau ed a few laughs. everal rope bums later we had reached the final
challenge, a large gap spanned by six rope swings. gt ' Denise Van '
Haughton pro ed to be the Tarzan of the Troop managing three ropes, the
rest of us being more like Jane managing one or Lwo. Moving on we made
our way to our most challenging task yet, a succession of bridges, ropes
and scramble nets strung high in the trees. This proved to be too much for
a few ofu but mo t plodded bravely, or stupidly depending on your point
of view, o er tl1e course. Once all feet were finnly planted on the ground
aga in we set of for our final com mand task.
Stuck behind enemy lines with only one boat and several pieces of
important equipment, we had to escape. Our only way out was the ri ver
and unfortunately the equipment was not waterproof, several minutes later
the equipment was strapped into the boat and our worried faces were
looking towards a very cold and fa t nowing river. The first half of our
team plunged into the icy depths whilst the rest searched down river for
enemy traps. Moving down the river as carefully a pos ible we were soon
knocked off our feet and shot down the rapids like crazed Pooh sticks. We
would have surely drowned if LCpl John Blowes hadn 't wedged his leg
in a tree ju t below the surface plugging the ri ver and aving our live .
During the second stage of the river Sig ·cockney' Mackay managed to
get stuck under the boat but was retrieved looking slightly blue. A few
problems later we had reached the end of the river tage, very cold and
slightly brui ed, and hauled our cargo to the afety of a convenient bridge.
The day wa rounded off with a Ten pin bowling contest and lottery
syndicate cratchcard bonanza. Congratulations to Cpl Mick Rees and
Dave Thom, our local Am1y Welfare Officer, for organising such a
succe sful day.
The Troop would also like to wish Sig Becky Connor, luck with her
pregnancy and we hope she will keep in touch in the future.
POTENTIAL JNCO CADRE COURSE
22 NOVEMBER TO 4 DECEMBER 1998
A SOLDIER S VIEW
NOTES FROM SIG LATER- STUDENT
It all began when I got the joining in tructions from the MTWO. 1
thought to myself, 'What has the Boss done to me now? He is sending me
to Sennybridge in the middle of winter for a Potential JNCO Course,
which will mean long days and early starts along with the usual wet and
cold mornings.' o my first thoughts were ones of anxiety and doubt over
the course content. It all started with detailed briefing from SSgt Eric
' Green Machine' Strefford and SSgt Andy 'Gadget Man ' Evans. They
painted a wonderful picture for us stating that there wou ld be lots of food,
gentle training and generally a really good time to be had by all 'NOT'.
Gentle words of encouragement were given by SSgt Strefford and SSgt
Evans after the briefing.
The course had started, I think, on the Sunday morning when the
students gathered for an admin briefing from the OS. They carried out an
in-depth brief and stressed the importance of motivation. Morale an1ong
the students seemed robe high, but there were still 12 days to go. The first
few days seemed a bit hectic with a high emphasis on both clas room and
practical training. There was plenty of physical activities as well. We also
began to form up in our sections to strengthen our teamwork. Teamwork
was obviously the watchword of Sgt ' Scouse' Peters, as he was
continually stressing this throughout all activities. During thi s initial phase
all sections began to gel together and to prepare for the forthcoming
Shakedown Exercise and the FTX. The Shakedown Exercise came upon
us very qu ick ly and the days became very long and testing. The
Shakedown pha e allowed us all to put into practice all that had been
taught during the first few days. We all had to prepare a ten minute lesson
and also to practise the Orders process. At times there did not seem to be
enough hours in the day to accomplish everything but we struggled
through. Prior to the Shakedown Phase we had, all been eating centrally
but had now moved onto 24hr Rat-packs. These were filling but we missed
the gounnet meals that had been prepared by the Chef, LCpl Morley.
Food was also very important to the OS, and as Sgt 'Taff' Williams
stressed, 'Food is Fuel'. We were fonunate for the weather during the
Shakedown as it was the usual Sennybridge cold, but at least it stayed dry.
We practised all the skills we had been taught during the initial phase, with
vary ing degrees of success, and as SSgt Evans pointed out, ' Now is the
time to make mistakes, not during the FTX'. At last the FTX phase began,
with a great deal of panic and confusion, as we were bugged out al 0400
rrom our camp location to our initial hide locations. My section were soon
settled into their field routine and working on all cyli nders, with Sig Tom
Hanks providing the morale boosts we needed, especially when Orders
needed to be given early or late. The FTX was arduous and everyone
found it hard going both mentally and physically, so this was when we all
pulled together and helped each other as much as we could. The FTX
finished with a Battle Shooting Exercise. We had to occupy a Defensive
Position and provide fire support, if required, for our Comms Site. This
was enjoyed by all. Finally it was Endex and we were finished on
Sennybridge but not with the course, as we till had all the stores to clean
and then prepare for our end of course drill parade. It was great to be back
in barracks and to appreciate sleeping in a nice warm bed agai n after
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s~nnybndge. I lowcver, this was balanced against kit preparation and
ensuring th;1t our boots were 'Highly Polished ' ready for the parade. We
practised Drill all day in order to get it right. At the end of that day 'It had
all been worth it' .
.
.
.
The day of the parade began early wtth last minute checks of uniform
prior to the inspe_ction, but finally we were ready to mard1 onto the square.
The parade itself went well, and I was shocked and delighted to he named
as Top tudent for the course. I felt that I should share it with the others
from my ection, as we had become a good workmg team. Afier the
arade the course and the OS sat down to an end of course Lunch and the
bar was opened for us all to have a couple of well deserved drinks. We also
said goodbye to Sgt Peters and wished him well on his next posti~g. We
also wished good luck to all those lucky(?) enough to be selected for next
years ourse, they will need it.

Come presentation night the team did the~~el\e~ ~nd the Reg11ncnt
proud, winning the S Div combinations Alpmc 'ord1c trophy, ~nd the
Alpine combination second Later that night the t~am departed L':! !·cog. bar
having achieved what they had come to do. despite three out of lour ol the
team members never having raced al Divisional level before.
Con~ratulalions to Cpl Andy Dawson and LC~I Chds weeney for
qualifying to go on to compete in the Army Champ1onsh1ps.

EXERCISE PARTAN HIKE 1999 - ALPINE SKIING

bi•LCpl

ween~1·

· In the early hours of the 2 January, when the New Year had barely had
time to wear off, four members of the newly crowned Corp Champions
headed off under the command of2Lt Fi 'why won't you let me drive?'
Stewart, bound for crre Chevalier, Southern France to compete in the
UK Land Command kiing hampionships. With the recent shock victory
at the Corps Championships (well done to 7 and 16 Sigs anyway!) held in
Kaprun, Austria the team were still buzzing on 'race adrenalin' and high
hopes were al ready pinned on securi ng some more swag for the Alpine
trophy stash. Twe.nty-f~ur hours of m~torway, the usua.1 ferry dramas and
an overdose on 1mpcnal mmts, a slightly less buzzmg (m that sense
Jn)'\\ay!) ski team arrived in the World Downhill Champions territory,
hail Luc Alphand! His picture on every billboard, in every shop \vmdO\
and even in the bar, if you didn't know of him already, you would by the
end of the Championship .
The first week con i ted of preciou training days at Les Deux Alpes,
due to the fact that there was no snow in Serre Chevalier. The journey of I
hour each way was made worth while by the awesome glacier conditions.
and the much needed instruction from Cpl Andy ' BASI' Dawson. During
the training week we forged clo e relations with another team hea~ed by
an unmistakable character and former member of the Rcg1111enl,
identifying himself as Capt 'Robbie' King, nO\\ the Adjutant of
Cambridge UOTC. In his unique . style he produced much of the
entertainment in the day to come. W1lh only two day before the tart of
the competition the team had already incurred two injurie - one ski re.lated
and the other Apres- ki related. LCpl Chris ' Who' got my ump tram111g
managed to lock onto shades ?' weeney, whilst. practising the necessary
speed (and destroy) a snowboarder whilst rendering himself unconscious,
making full u e of the E 111. Whilst the previous evening reruming from a
night socialising in Le Frog, 2Lt Fi 'Zebedee' Stewart had a clo e
encounter with a magic roundabout in the nearby park, and no more than
Smetres away from the door of the .apartment,. Cpl .Andy •Ahh me rib are
killing me' Dawson managed to shp and bruise a nb or two.

Our victorious skiers - Cpl Dawson and Cpl Sweeney
EXERCISE ORDIC DRAGO
20 OVEMBER-20 DECEMBER 1998
by Sig Lee

Cpl Dawson
Finally the first race day arrived and ~he seeding.Giant lalom ~un wa
eagerly participated by all 137 competitors, howmg determmauon and
drive commendable of any Ski Sunday athle~e. Day two ~a a team event,
and the CO, Lt Col Mackenzie and the AdJt, Capt Julius C~esar could
be heard from the ide of the piste rallying their support de p1te the early
morning start time of 0700hr . The third race a'~ the tean1 slalom take
hape amongst a sea of blue and red pole with .all team member
successfully negotiating their way down, the be. L k1e:-;, .mcludmg Cpl
Andy ' Banana ' Dawson setting off in the ?ark. Th7 md1v1dual slalom
see med to bring out something not yet seen 1n LCpl Do y~u kno~v ' hy
they call me River?' Johnston ·s character, a an ob.se. s1on \v1th. tl~e
reverse block technique sa' him hitting every pole even if it wa n t w1thm.
striking di Lance. The penultimate race was the Super G, a ten e. stag~ of
the competition for those hoping to qualify for the Army C~ampion hips.
Helmets were worn by all competitors on the last day of racmg which was
an extended Super G in lieu of the Downhill. due to the lack of n?"· ~
race which takes superior courage to attempt and was bravely attacked b)
all, and aw the predictable number of crashes. only one from our team.
LCpl Chris ' llave you seen my -shades?' Sweeney managed to take out a
double gate (and his shoulder) in the proces·.

Team members:
Lt Ben White
W02 (Q 'I Si) Smith
LCpl Dave Orme
LCpl Phil McDiarm id
Sig Tony Chapman Sig Phil Lee
. .
This ne' ly formed team depaned for weden on 20 ovember m high
spirits for their four weeks of ordic ski training. The team led by Lt Ben_
'Chocaholic' 'White arrived at ldre Hall with much hard work ahead ol
them. The training \\3 undertaken by W02 (QMSI) -~1. Blitzer' mi.th
and wa definitely harder than mo t of the team had anticipated, but with
Smudge's PT Corps background .we houldn't ~ave been surpn ed .. o
with many reference to our tnimmg and that of the Jamaican Bob l~1gh
team. 'Coach' set about trying to tum five uncoord_mated on- k1c:-; mto
a half decent cross country Learn. We oon set mto a har~ rout.me of
momino technique les ons followed by endurance .e s1on. m the
aftemo~n. Just to make things harder we had to contend with temperature ·
droppino to -1 2 before wind-chill.
.
.
To relax we ,~•ere allowed aturday night off in the local "ed1 h disco.
Our dreams of dancing tl1e night away with leggy wcd1sh. blonc!e ·
evaporated, when 'the reality of nigl' Llife in a c_ou~1try ~'here Phil ollm~
i till in the Top 10' hit home. L~pl Phtl .o~ial hand grcnad".
McDiarmid really cheered us all ur with stones ol his. first orwa), his
ccond orway, and o on (' o reall} Phil, tell us agam ho" you drove
your BV .' hil Lchipping ~ce ~If your ma t.111 L!1c do" n ~raugh~ of~ Pum~;
while gomg through the iceman avalan~ he . l· LCpl Da.ngcrous. Da\e
Orme tried Ii ening thing· up with a ene. ol death defymg, equipment
de troying "tunts, while Sig Phil Lee and 'L.:on' Chapman ·et about
studying foreign lileralure.
.
Other Units training in wcdcn were .amazed at our uncon' cnuonal
technique, stale of the art equipment an~ 11npc~cable dress. The ~:1.ere1se
wa a great uccess with all rank · becommg (quttc!) competent skier.;. and
tJiank · must go Lo our ever patient 'Coach'.
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16 SIGNAL REGIMENT
F .. ERCl 'E PIP DOW
'\lpm ska mcmg, how ca y i. that? All you ha' c to do is point your kis
do'' nhill, get through the course quicker thru1 ewryone else, and you've
\\On! Or that i ' hat a k1l of people think. However, it i a bit different
''hen you are fa cd '' ith ·1 ixt degree slope, and you know that if you
loo e
ntrol at the w ron ·~ time. you are getting the ambulance ledge
do'' n '' ith two broken leg
E. Pap ·dm\ n i: the Di\ 1sional Alpine 'ki Champion hip . Ten day of
mcmg in Les Contamines in the French Alp . To pn:pare for the
'Ompelltion \OU first haYe tO learn how to race - getting Olli Of the kis
lo. e together te,eryhody look at me) 'punter' siding. For training
purpos s, we ''ere first put through the Corp race training camp at Zell
am e' in u ·tria, on luding in the Corp Champion hip . Thi i wh •re
you first find out that t:Yeryone invoh·ed in racing i actually a compl~te
lunatic once the) haYC ki on. fler the third day I "a' wondering
whether them tructors actually knew' hat tra\ersing was! ig John Cox,
howe\ r. doe n 't ha' e a problem with the f ar factor, but thi probably
comes down to him being the blindest man in 1 TO. \Ve trained at short
"ing (slalom), and we trained at long S\\ ing (giant slalom). On the
edge, off the edge, on the other edge, on the out ide ki and then with on l
one ki. We tho'i'ight we were quite good. Then WC tried racing. The gates
were po itioned and the course wa et, all we had to do was get down it.
o there you are, you have your eed number, you are at the start gate
about to break the clocking barrier. you remember the training, you are
read) - bag' ofaggre · ion .... five, four. three, two, one, GO.
You have good race and you have race "here you take time out to
ha\'e a bit of a it dO\\ n and look around. We did qmte well a a team,
leaYing for the Chri tma break with medal and high spirits. Then onto
the 'Div · for a real eye-opener. Longer. harder cour e , and competitor
from the top team who ki all year round. The races tart, la lorn and G
-you knO\\ what you are doing. Then there wa uper G. Time to put the
helmet on. Longer ki and a much quicker cour e, with peeds at thirty to
forty mph and a bit of'air time' thrown in for good mea ure. The ten day
flew pa L With the top ixty-thrce racers going omo lhe Army
Champion hips (un lucky number sixty-four), the re l ofu idiot ' ill just
have to try harder next eason.
INDOOR HOCKEY LEAGUE
The Rhine Armed Forces hockey club wa tarting at the beginning of
• oYember under the driYing influence of the CO. Lt C ol James, to play in
the local civilian area indoor league. The team is open to all members of
the British Armed Force and civilian attached personnel. although at
pr ent the bulk of the squad is made up of 16 Sig Regt personnel. The
first half of the ea on has een the team trying to come to tern1 with the
different kill required for the indoor game, as mo t members had not
played this fast and furiou version of the game for many a year. The team
has steadily improved O\ er the course of the eason, with Mr Dave Dart
and Maj Andy William now providing the backbone of the ide in
midfield. This gradual improvement is surprising our civi lian counterparts
during our return matche , and hould mean that we are able to tum some
of our close defeat from the first half of the season into wins.

entertainment for my comrades. By the end of the week I had earned the
nickname ' Eddie the Eagle'.
The following week saw the Kompanie deploy to the Michelfeld
training area for Ex Winter Biwak, a winter battle camp/mountain survival
exercise. The Exercise began with a gruelling I Okm ski march into the
EFO, bergen nnd weapons. On arTival
training area carrying full
Kompanic po it ions were dug in, along with snow holes, which were to act
a our patrol base throughout the E, erci e. The whole of the Exerci e was
on kis and con i ted of fighting patrol , ambush drill s, helibome
in ertion by Bell I Iuey and night navigation. In truction wa given on
variou type of now hole , igloo , fire trench and defence po ition . The
Exercise concluded with ection attack and a long sk i out of the training
area.
The weekend ga e u a chance to recover before deploying to the
Bunde wehr mounta in hut at Bad Reichenhall. Located at 1600m in the
Reitealpe training area, the hut provided an ideal base for our eight day
Wintkampf. Over 2 metres of snow fall in the first three days did not deter
our training. and daily ki marches were conducted to the various peak · in
the nrca. Training \ as given in avalanche rescue, first aid, emergency
tretchers and rope work, culminating in an Avalanche Rescue and
Ca evac E erci e. The fina l day consisted of a Kompanie Ski ompetition
with 2 Plat on taking the first prize, followed by a ocial function in true
Gebir Jager tyle.
On return to Mittenwald I was given an introduction to the German
Infantry Fighting chicles and a chance to tra el in the Fuchs Armoured
Personnel arrier and the Weisel An11oured Weapon Carrier. It wa no\'
time to hand in my equipment, exchange presentation and take part in the
final Kompanie deployment to the local night-club. Overall the at1achment
gave a good in ight into how a German Mountain In fantry Kompanie
operates in a winter mountain environment. 4/GebJgrBtl proved to be the
perfect hosts and many new friend hips were made. Many thanks go to
Maj Lo uise Tomkins for making the attachment possible and to
Hauptmann Carstens, OC 4 Kornpanie, and all members of2 Platoon for
putting up with me.
DAIMLER-BE Z VOICE TESTING
16 ig Regt has been drafled in lo help a Gennan Company build the
ultimate in car acce sorie . An in-car computer allows driver to operate
the wind creen \ iper , light and choo e CD track , with a simple spoken
command. The voice-activated y tern is de igned to improve safety by
allowing drivers to keep their hands on the steering wheel whilst operating
variou functions. The system ha already been adopted by Mercedes and
BMW in Germany and the USA, but there are also plans for ver ions in
Italy, pain, France. Japan and in the UK. During re earch, however, it
was di covered that the computer could not understand some of the broad
local dialects found within Britain. As a result, Daimler Benz ought the
help of 16 ig Regt to ' teach' the computer how to cope with the vagaries
of the Engli h accent. The soldiers were required to read out loud Ii ts of
words, includ ing place names, numbers and sim ple commands like ' tum
CD off'. It i hoped that the engineers will now be able to assimilate the
recording and design a programme to cope with every accent from
'Scou er' to 'Scot man'!

by Lt Lucy Thirsk and then later to T 0 16 whose Troop OC, Lt Phil
Connor \\ 35 away ·kiing. The quadron had a lively atmosphere and I
wa . made to feel very welcome. Two out of the six weeks was spent on
Exercise. lt was nice to know that in the real world we had warm tents to
sleep in and a chef who cooked doughnul~. as well as a vehicle to work
from . fter being thrcateni:d with Court Martia l for damaging some
Crypto and a DM4000 fine for environmental damage all in th.: name of a
wind up, I learned a valua~ l e lesson - don 't tmst anyone! During my six
"eek attachment, the Regiment had an Opeval. When the team came
round and asked where the Troop OC was, Sig Daz Kirby dropped me in
it by pointing at me. I was whisked away to be interrogated, prote ting all
the whale! Towards the end of the attachment, all eyes turned toward the
future deployment to Kosovo (or Greece for some). I wish them all well
and hope they have a quiet tour -watch out for the sunburn!
TRU K NODE 015
KO OVO PRE-DEPLOYMENT PREPARATION
Tp Comd
2Lt S. G ladwin
Tp Sgt
Sgt R. Mars hall
Phone Sky Television because we, and a large group of friends, are
gomg on holiday to Greece. The time has come for the Regiment to go an
Operational Tour, and 11 has fa llen to 230 Squadron to provide the Trunk

The Nordic Ski Team
Communication for the Rear Support Command. Location: The alonika.
a port on the Greek coast, a thriving metropoli in the centre of a. t?unst
haven. The Regiment has been thrown into a maelstrom of activity m
preparation for the upcoming Operation Coca Cola, sorry Agricola. '!he
boys, in-between briefing and in~ um ,_have been busy on the vehicle
park ensuring that all of the deploymg vehicles are up to scratch, and at the
time of writing, have ju t completed a Board of Officers. We are able to
report that as a Squadron we are 'green and ready to go! We ~ow await the
UNTAT briefing, and then it is possible that the next arucle from th is
quadron will be from Kosovo .
255 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
SM

The Indoor Hockey League Team
MOli. ;TAIN TR INI G WITH GEBIRGSJAGERBATALLIO 233
I 6 1g Rcgt have a long stand in~ friendship with 233 GebirgsJager, a
German Mou~tam Infantry Battalion based in Mittenwald, Bavaria.
Durmg the peno? January-5 Fe_bruary 1999, I (SSgt Mark Bullivant)
was m'lted to J01n 4 Kompame for their annual Wmter Mountain
Trammg. On arrival at Mittenwald I was met by Oberleutnant
\. Wit7endorf of 2 Platoon, and introduced to tabsunteroffizier 's
'Black}' chwarz and Mathia Goetzke, who were to be my mentors for
the ne:>.t four weeks. The first phase of training consisted of a week Ski
Marching around the local peak of M1ttenwald. This was carried out
under the ''atchful eye of the resident Burgsfuhrer Obcrfeldwebel
Florde Hagn. A !)pica! ski march entailed a four hour, I OOOm ascen;
follo,,ed by a two hour di:. cent o~ the same route. The average distance
CO\ered "as aro~nd I ?km, carrymg bergcns. Mastering the art of the
,erman Army k1 touring pro,ed to be a nightmare for me, but endless

?
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Cpl Windsor, Sgt Goldsworthy and Sig Barron
taking part in the Daimler-Ben z voice testing
230 JG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
SSM

M.aj I. L. mart
W02 ( SM) A. F.

hurchward

2LT COVEY-CR MP'S ATTACHME T
A fler leaving Sandhurst, I spent six weeks on attachment to 16 Sig Regt
before going on the Troop Commanders Course. I spent the vast majority
of my attachment with 230 Sig Sqn. Initi a ll y being attached to T 0 14 lcd
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Maj A. Ross
W02 (S M) A. Aimer

MAN TROOP
EXERCISE SJUSJOEN BACKSTOP
Tp Comd
Lt M. Cri nnion
Tp SSgt
S gt . C rawford
The first training ses ion I (LCpl Tracy Milligan) attend_ed nearly put
me ofT going on Ex Sj usjoen Backstop. It was_ fartleg_tra1~mll led by_Lt
C r inniou and for 5-6 miles I thought I wa gomg to die. Similar .1.ra111mg
sessions followed but they proved to be very beneficial ~or the sk1mg that
was in store for us. The journey to orway was long with a few hie-up
along the way. On the way to collect one of our instructors, I opened a
bottle of coke which exploded and I soaked for the r~st of the J?umey.
When we got to the port in Denmark, C pl ·Bananaman Blears, 1g Pete
Beardsley, Sig C rayton, ig Kath y William . and I, went ucccs fully
looking for a bar to have a ocial drink. On arnval at Larv1k we lo .t Pete
who had been collared by ecurity guards and stnp searched, which he
proceeded to tell us a ll about for the four hour drive to Sju Joe_n, where we
were staying. The Ski ing was amazing. I'd never even had k1· on before,
and by the end of the week we were goi ng on 20km loops around a
gorgeous lake. The day that made it all worthwhile for me, wa when we
went on a 25km trek acros ome of the be t scenery orway had to offer I
was tired, hungry and my legs were sore but when I finally_got to the top of
the hill and looked down on everything below, l _tell a sense of
achievement that I had never felt before. We got k1-hfi down ~o th~
bouom where the mini -bu was waiting for us. Kathy, S gt Dad
Crawford and I, got on one li ft together. At the bottom. '~hen \ e were
getting ofT, ' Dad' got trapped and fell which meant the sk1-hft had to stop.
I couldn't believe how much I had learnt in four weeks. It wa ~uch ha~d
work and most morni ngs I didn't want to get out ?f bed. One of Katl~y s
favonri te aying was ·You' re li ving up a tree', which we h~ard every time
we were challenged to do something different. We had a tnp to an ~lpme
Ski lope where we were to ld 10 egg it down to ~he bottom and we d get
the ski lifl back to the top. Kathy and I were a bit wary about this, and it

took us a while to pluck up the courage to proceed down the hill . On the
way down I hit a bump and dobbcd. Kathy kept falling and got so work.:d
up that she took her skis off and started walking to the top. I thought this
was a very sensible idea, bccau ·e if I had carried on I'd have broken my
neck, so I followed behind her. Our instructor, Mick, persuaded us to try
again and after about an hour we got to the bottom safely and extremely
happy that we'd achieved another challenge that had been presented to u .
There were a few races to determine which lads would be in the team
which would then go to France aficr Christmas leave. Kathy and I were
there as gu inea pigs to sci: if there would be a girls team this year.
Personally, I think we proved that girls can be just as good as lads at this
sport. There were things I enjoyed and things I didn't enjoy, but it wa an
experience that I'm glad I had the opportunity to have. It brought out a·lot
of things in us, as people. We learnt to live very closely with each other, to
be a team and it gave us confidence to do thing that some of us would
never have dreamed ofdomg before. I'm planning on going back thi year
and I hope other girl and lads wall follow.
FORWARDS PPORT TROOP
EXERCISE I STA T WHIP
Tp Comd
Lt E. J. Bruce
Tp SSgt
SSgt G. . Roberts
The Exercise started well, with constant rain and drizzle for the first
three days turning our Squadron harbour area into a bog. For these three
days we participated in intere ting lessons of First_ Aid, ~C and Driver
Training. In the evenings, 255 Sig Sqn and 230 Sag Sqn tned outw1tllng
each other with tactical recces, observation posts and variou night patrols.
Then the fun really began, as all the FFR dets deployed with their
respective SA s, MA s and Trunk odes but not for long. After 48hrs
we was recalled back to A Ech to complete some unknown command task.
Rumours and good advice was rife, but it was not until I was in the Ops
vehicle with the Ops officer and RSM did I believe what I was being told.
My mission wa ; 'You are to utili e the four FFRs with crews, and deploy
to trig point 7 I 5 in Sauerlands and set up a rebroadcast tat ion. Oh, and by
the way you probably won't get the vehicles to that point! When you've
finished with the vehicles they are to be left with the nearest Trunk ode.
Thanks!' This wasn't a problem in theory. After preparing the dels and
warning the crews, we were off. Things couldn't be better, until we got lo I
and a trailer ended in a garden! At 2000hrs, five hours after we had
initially deployed. we finally arrived at the correct location. Ha ing
already bogged in several dets over the Exercise Cpl Dan Hitchn:iough
and I (Cpl Biddle) decided to leave th ree dets at the bottom of the hall and
ferry the kit as far as possible with one ro er. This left u with 500 metres
to climb to the trig point - with a lot of kit to carry (3 x VRC353, 2 x
EVHF. a 1500watt generator, 2 x 12V radio batteries, a 9 x 9 tent
complete. 2 x jerrycans of water. I x jerrycan benz, 2 x I 0 man rauon
packs plus, last but not least, everyone· personal kit with weapons!) ~ven
with eight ofu carrying the equipment, it took three tnp each to get ital!
to the top of tire hill. Once all the equipment was at the top, it di?n 't take
long for us to aet in and have it working. Al 0200hrs we had a 1s1t from
the CO, Col Jarnes, who'd tabbed !Okms with his drivers. Sigs ikki
Kenyon and Rob Brown to reach our location . Unfortunately, the 9 x 9
tent was already jam packed. In the morning when the sun finally rose. we
reali ed that the admin area was very open and could be seen from every
angle, owe moved it 20 metres backward . and cammed it up with fre .hly
cut spruces. ow that everything was tacllcally cammed up, 1t was lime
for a few les on in ba ic re-broadcasting and home-made antenna , as
everyone apart from C pl Dan Hitchmough and I had never touch~d that
side of comms before - e pecially as we had two Data Ops on their first
·real' Exerci e ince training and a Liney' ith us. On tear-down, although
it had been a good Exerci e. we \ ere all pleased to see that the 4 ton~er
had got 200mtrs further up the track to the HLS than we had . Funmly
enough the kit went down faster than it went up! We can all coi:nmunicate
and survive with our vehicles, but every now and then 11 pay to
communicate in different environment , which we proved we can do on
this Exerci e.
EXERCISE INSTA T WHIP - THE DRIVING PHASE
After a very busy 1998, 255 Sig qn returned from Christmas and. ~w
Year leave to another hectic tart. After an intensive week of ATD trammg
run by gt 'Kit' Knight, the quadron prepared it elf for Ex Instant Whip
'99. Once again, with bergen packed and vehicles checked we braced
ourselves for the CO' ta king ! With Tmnk ode 099 and t' o quadron
group , we deployed into the frozen backyard of Gern_1any. and the
u ual the 'man power' con 1 ted of a lot
Exercise began in earnest.
more power than man and it was neces ary for the ergeant_s to pull a few
stags. I found it quite amusing when gt Knight complam~d abou~ the
he 'd had, asking if he had xtras or omethmg, until he
amount of staa
0
wa' reminded that he had actually written the guard Ii t him elf.
With the Exerci e progre sing into mid \ eek T 099 led by Lt Bruce,
, as ta ked 10 do a spot of Bridge Building at the nearby German
Armoured Barrack . With a few mutterings of. 'l thought we joined the
ignals, not the Engin_eers.' a ll non e sential personnel and vehicle· made
U1eir way to our set grad reference.where we ~vere met by a Gern1an o ld1er
carrying a rad io. ·Follow me/ said the ~old1er Ill Gern1an. Unfortunate! ,
a I (Cpl Paul) was the only 1d1ot wear~ ng the colloquia.I badge everyone
looked in my di rection for a tran lallon! We drove mto t~e German
Train ing Area and waited wi th baited breath al the top a steep mclme. we
were all expecting the worst (J?robably a c~mple of hours manual Ia~our
and back breaking bridge buildmg). Our gmde mumble~ a few word· 11110
his radio, in the wood line to our rear a thundenng cn,gme sprang to hfe.
WiU1 U1e ground trembling beneath our feet. to our dehght, a Bunde ·wchr
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I' n B~idge La .• ·r rou~d1.:d the comer (Hoorny. ~lo n~a~ual bridge building
fi r u l. ~ur G1.:m1an 1.:ounterpa~s proceeded m g1Ymg us an excellent
dt pla_ ot m0<lcn~ bridge butldmg e:-.plammg every detail at the same
tune. I_ must at th~s stage :ipologi e to one and all form) shak). tl not
·~)lourtul. translatmg! Once th1: demonstration wa completed we were
l!t,en a chan " to u.e the Training ,\rea Cros - ountr, Ori' ing ourse.
\\ 1th engm1.:s n:'' ing and gritted tt.-cth. our Yehick began to n'iakt: their
'':i. to start point. It wa: mmoun:d that the CO had .aid- he wanted to cc
at least fin: 'eh1clcs bogged in before we lefl! True or False we don't
kno''· hO\\~\cr 1f true. the Cl?lonel ·oon got his wish with ig • oops·
Coo~er bemg first to smk ht G Bedford into a rather dee p puddle.
Lucktl) our qennan counterparts were at hand with their Leopard I tank to
tow the Bed lord out. I do feel how e'er that igs Cooper and tc\\ art
.-hl~uld ~e menttoned '·)_r the fact that they must have pa sed their military
. w 11nmmg test JU~t .ti} mg to attach the 1 -~\\ rope! \ ith \'eh1clcs racing up
a;1d ~o'' n the tra1111n& area. a _special n1emion should go to ig ikki
Ke~~ on who under dire tton from apt Percival managed to tum the
CO s ne\\ Landrover into a • ubmarine. thu giving the troop a much
need d morale boost!
. ~uri~g the cro . coun.try pha e, the Genna1i- ment ioned that they could
&•"-:a tev. _so.ld1e1s a. dme m the L~opard Tank. Being duty trnn lator. I
tell \\ell_" 11l11n my n_ght to keep thts under my hat until rd had my eo!
.fier a le" pomters trom the Tank Commander, I r leased the brakes and
h11 the accelerator. I thought I would try and mim ic the Challenger JI ale
\ 1dco. h~wewr. I wa Ulla\\ are that _th.c front pl~ h plate was not \\ orking
~nd proceeded to rac acros th~ train mg area w11h half of it landing in my
tac~. Both the 0 _ and_ gt Kmght med to nag me down to retrieve the
CO Landrover tro'.n 11 ''a~eq' gra,e. _but I was in a little world of my
O\vn: one where the Fun Poltce couldn t take me alive! Once J ran out of
trammg area. I reluctantly handed back the tank controls to their rightful

owner a~d pr?CL-c<led to s_un cy the destructi on surrounding 111
·
\elucle · m van?us ·iatc, ot d1 array. Half an hour later. with o ur e,I wit~
reco\ ercd. the tun was over und it wa back lo the Excrc ·ise A b" vc He. es
h t
·
G
·
·
1g mcnt1on
a _o ~? :o 1g am onher as he managed to shatter the clutch late
his veh1dc ( P I?) aflcr driving over one mound! A bi g thank yoli hot~~
abo ~o to gt Mick Eccele and the rest of the REME crew who
k
wcll 1~1to the early hours sorti ng out our mess (what's the sa in I ~or, cd
bend cm you mend 'cm!').
Y g a s, we

LIFE JN H TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Toby Heath
Tp SSgt
.
S gt 'Ta_fT' Bryant
H Tp has once again seen a busy period before Christmas come and go
and now arc cxpencncmg times of great change within the Troop. With the
imminent closure or RAF Laarbruch and the disbandment of our sister
Troop based ther_e, many changes arc afoot to enable the remaining
elements of2.20 Sig Sqn to support RAF Bruggcn to the highest standard.
H Tp consists of some ~5 T~lemec~s and a small technical support staff,
who together are responsible for the installation, maintenance and upkeep
of the cable infrastructure and airfield communications equipment
deployed around RAF Bruggen. !he Troop works hard and plays hard
and benefits from the many sporting and social activities on the talion'
Despite being mall in numbers in comparison to our RAF counterpart~
we sti ll manage to give a battling account of ourselves. (Some of us doing
more than our fair share of the battling!)

co
!<.SM

Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
WOI (RSM) Gary Johnson

250 GURKHA IGNAL SQUADRON
qn omd
Maj Richard Wilson
SM
W02 (SSM) C handra
SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS
The past couple of months have seen a major tum around of personnel
in the SHQ, specifically with the Sqn Ops. W02 (YofS) Pete Goodliff
was .the first to . arrive from 40 Sig Rc~t to replace_ W02 (YofS) Kev
Robmson who 1s off to the Regt Trg Wmg. Then w1thm the week SSgt
(FofS) ue King from 15 Sig Regt replaced Sgt (FofS) Tess Brown who
is posted to 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn on promotion to W02. Finally Lt Jason
'Short Bloke' N ichol (Acting Op Offr/21C) was posted to I ADSR, so
Capt Jules Hill was short toured from Bosnia to assume the appointment
ofOCn IC/Ops Offr until Maj Richard Wil on, Ruth and family arrived
lo take contro l of the helm.
1 he Squadron programme i full with personnel deployed with a
VSCSOI det to Slovenia with the AMF (L) and others on short TM's to
deploy on Operations. The Squadron will be picking up additional tasks in
the ew Year, which will provide opportunities to deploy in support of the
AMF (L), ARRC and ATO to Gennany, Italy, Florida and Cyprus. There
1s al o the mandatory PT, Sport and social activities that ensure that ihe
weeks are full and the pace of life fast.

Members of Trunk Noc;te 099 on a German Armoured
Bri dge Layer

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

.
-....,,....,....
>

by Cpl. Shantiram. W Troop

Te3i~ici~~~~~i~h~lt~ #~s~f)'. LCpl Dave 'Twinkle Toes' Heath, a
ever Anny . ,ic~ Bobsl~igh ~hSqn at~~ Bruggen competed in his first
0
a. sisted b} his trusty brakema~m~~o~s 31~s ~~Innsbruck, Austri~. Ably
experience limited to a few practice runs LCp1 HRcegatt,h and hcadllmffg on
200kg of lib
1
d·
·
'
pus e o the
laut: It tookr~u~t~~an cj~:d~e~nl~.t~~y ~~ed hi~ first ~ompetitive 2-man

~~i;
~n~:di~~e~~~~1~~~~d1i~ ~0~~e;~~~~:1~~~~~e~n
~ ~~a~d~e~vZ;kmth~
mv1ta11on to the nn
.
ir P1 ace an earned an
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OPERATION JURAL
Op Jura! is a deployment of the Briti h Army and the Royal Air Force in
audi Arabia with responsibilities to protect Kuwait including the Saudi
region with the help of USA, France and Saudi Elm . Gurkha Soldiers
from 250 Sig Sqn are based in the capital of Riyadh and are attached to the
RAF's Tactical Communication Wing (TCW). Our main task is to provide
world-\\ ide communication including internal secure communications
using Euromux. Total tour of Op Jural is nonnally four months.
The RAF have some recreational facilities in the ba e where we pass
our time with friends, either British or American and al o the Americans
run some sport competition ie: Volley Ball, Footba ll , Horse shoe, 5km
run etc. However, the only down side i that alcohol cannot be con urned,
unless at special functions held in the British emba sy. A perk of the tour is
R&R in Bahrain, which is a relaxed Islamic state, where you can gel
everything that is not normally available in more traditional countries. On
R&R we were accommodated in a fi e star hotel.
EXERCISE SWAN CONNECTION

220 JG, L QUADRO
R~1Y BOBSLEIGH

.
.
y an 1nter erv1ces Champio11ships to be held .
Fc bruaf) at L1l!chammcr, orway.
m
\fa~} thanks go to the Ped Flight at RAF B
.
financial backing to the Troop for all th .
ruggen who gave thetr
Games Club \\ho have offered financial
cir support, and to the Corps
Lillehammer. Watch thi space for mo support 10 help LCp l Heath get to
in the next ed111on of The Wire and in t~ee ne~s of220s Toboggan!ng Tech
ny members of the Corp> '~ishin to ~cant1mc gc_t the bee~s Ill Da ~!
dangcrou~ but exhilarating sport ~an !o~:.::::nr~ ilnfiDormation on this
Brugg n ~ii 2569.
P
ave Heath on

HELLO'S to:
S gt 'Ta~ Bryant and F~mily (congratulations on the birth of Erin).
SSgt Gaz Tinsley and Family from AFCENT, gt Harry Harris from
Laarbruch, Sgt 'Scouse' Deegan from up north, Cpl Paul Walker from
216 (Para) Sig Sqn, LCpl Gwennap, Sigs harratt, Brooker, Tweddell,
Dugan, Brampton, McGloughlin.
GOODBYES to:
SSgt Lloyd Bath to 16 Sig Rcgt, gt Dave cragg Civ Div.
CO GRATULATIO S to: LCpl Jim Figel on his promotion.

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Another one bites the dust

Sig Kenyon with the CO's new amph ibious Wolf

Looking forward, the Troop will continue to carry out its numcr u
roulement tours to theatres near and far, and many more dcplo>mcnt arc
around the ~omer. Therefore anyone who tlrinks telemcchs get it easy
stuck on a big RAF Station should come and check out our year planner.

LCpl Dave Heath (left) ar:id his brakeman LCpl Adam Grant
(from 33 Engineer Regt) in Innsbruck
THE WIRE, APRIL 1999

The 30 Sig Regt took part in Ex Swan Connection that was held at the
Llydd and Hythe Ranges in outhem England from 12-16 October 1998.
There were 74 people involved in the Exerci c, including the safety staff.
All the range staff left Bramcote Camp three days prior to the main body
for recee and familiarisation of ranges. It was the very first time 30 Sig
Regt had used this range. There were more than six stand such as CQBR.
AMM shooting moving targets from the moving vehicle, long range shoot
for guns, zeroing points and falling plates shoot. The weather on the first
two days was rainy and windy but later luckily it was bright and sunny
throughout. As a safety supervisor, I really enjoyed operating the remote
controlled target on the lire and movement. It i very important to have
k~owledge of shooting moving target and especially CQBR and dealing
with own force casualties. The event was video taped and shown later
dunng the debrief. We were not allowed to take any photographs due to
security reasons. Lastly, I would personally encourage_ people to go and
en.1oy them elves, who haven'! been there thi year. It 1s good fun and al
the same time give you a lot of knowledge about who you a.re ~n the
r~nges. 30 ig Reg! will look forward this kind of opportunity in. the
future . o why not you to be a one of the volunteer to take part and enJoy.

256 IGNAL SQ ADRON
qnComd
SM

Maj Jules Swindells
W02 (SSM) Steve Lockwood

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 'Who?' Ingram
Tp SSgt
Sgt ' lkky' Gratrick
A Troop have ~onlinued to be busy with the usual workload: Operation
Upmmster, Palalme and Bolton and current preparations for Ex Cobb Ring
in Florida. As the Regiment restructures. we have handed over two of our
TRC 522 detachments to 258 Sig Sqn to fill their role as JTFHQI. We now
Stl and hope for some more kit so that we can fill the JTFHQ2 role. Ex
Apocalypse Ram was a week long Military Training Exercise at
Swynnerton. The traditional competition was run on the combat trail
practising fire and manoeuvre over obstacles. Sig ·Gung Ho· Ash ley
completed the course four times, beating LCpl 'Gunny' Guntrip's long
standing record of three.

Cpl Grist breaks in a new pair of feet
The Troop ays welcome back to Capt ·Lord Lucan' Ingram from Op
Palatine who on his return et a personal be t of30min in the Troop office
before disappearing to who knows where! Al o welcome to John
1cCone, ickie Ranon, Bishnu and anyone el e.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ben Fitch
Tp Sgt
SSgt Hurren
Bravo Tp would like to welcome
gt Hurren. gt Paz, Cpl Nelson.
Cpl Allen, Sig Dodgson and ig mart to the Troop. We would al o like
to congratulate Sig 'Taff' Robe1·ts and his wife on having a baby boy and
wi h them all the best on his po ting to 4 Armed Bde. Congratulation to
ig Ste e 'Longshanks· Air who recently got married and come into
work every morning with a pennanent . mile on hi face.
At this time the Troop has personnel in Gennany and Antarctica on
different E ercise . lso live members of the Troop are in Kenya on Ex
Grand Prix including ig Jonny Fat Boy' De,•inc and L pl Neil
·Geordie' Coils enjoying the -un and ending postcards just to wmd the
Troop up. Everybody el e in the Troop is having a quiet lime under the
upervision of Dave Bennett.
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31ST (CITY OF LONDON)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

258 IGNAL SQ ADRON
Maj G. H. A. Odling
qnComd
W02 (SSM) M. A. Webb
M
NEW SQUADRON ROLE
Amidst a fanfare of Warning Orders and Mission 1a1ement 258 ·
qn has been .announced as the new Joint Task Force Headquanc~~
(JTFHQ) and 1gnal Squadron. The new role will take effect from 1 April
1999. but, needless to say. the midnight oil has already been burning in
SHQ to ensure that all goes to plan on the big day. The Squadron has
already begun the process of restructuring and procuring all the CIS
tentage and oth7r store needed to .build a brand new Tri- ervic~
Headquarters enllrely from scratch. With other commitments still to be
!11et, the quadron faces a challenging, but potentially very rewarding time
m the month ahead.
CHILDRE

I

EED - SPO SORED TRUCK PULL

20 NOVEMBER 1998
I~ response to a challenge from a lo.cal truck firm, Ii fl.ecn of 258 Sig

Members of 25~ Sig Sqn presenting a cheque for £350
to the local hospital for a Community Resuscitation Unit
EXERCISE CYGNET VI E
~x C);gnet Vine was. yet another ar<!uou Squadron deployment to
Ay1lo 1kolaos, <;yprus 111 September. With a bit of AT OM and a slack
handful of strategic HF we went for ome rear link action in the sun.

qn fine t (or shou~d that ~e heaviest) turned out in force on 20
ovember 199 to raise momcs for Ch ildren in eed. Led by W02
(SSM) 'Mr Motiva_tor' ~Vebb_. the team of challengers had to race against
teams from Warw_1cksh1re Fire Brigade and the Dennis Eagle Vehicle
Company over a d.1stance of_ 100 metres ... pulling a 14 tonne refuse truck
an_d then a fire engme. Amazmg the lengths that some will go to in order to
m1 sCO's PT.

LCpl Repworth giving it some!

Cpl Anscombe trys to get the better of Laura Croft again
The tea~ was led by Lt 'Danny Boy' lngram, SSgt 'lky' Gratrick
~araoke mght down the ·~range ~rov_e' will never be the same again. We
were so b~y that the stauon sw1mmmg pool, air condition gymnasium

J'!eedless to.say, the quadron team won the day and returned as heroes
havmg ra1~e? JUSt un~er £100 (al very short notice) and gained a mentio~
on _BBC I s Live <;:h1ldren m. eed'. The Squadron has been invited back
next year for what 1s hoped will become an annual event in support of this
extremely worthwhile cause.

and clay pigeon range weren't on our agenda at all ... Much! Some da sit
~'as so hot th~t w.e were climbing the walls, or the fence in the case ofSig
John Denver 1colson. Before long his b~s were packed, he was taken
horn~ by country roads, over rocky mountams high, so he could be leaving
on a Jet plane the very next day.
We balanced all the hard work with a bit ofR&R. The Dehkalia water
_ports centre broke up a lo~g day. soaking up the sun with, water
\.olleyball, can~mg, .water skung, swimming and racing around on some
'ery fast racmg Jet skis.

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTER - SOUTHFIELDS
Lt Col L. F. Harrison TD
WOl (RSM) Hall
Huving ended 1998 on ~ high note with. the normal round of Squadron
Christmas Parties, the Reg11ncnl returned from the Christmas Stand-down
with renewed v1_gour t_o face th~ challenge~ of a New Year. With the last
hangover and mince pie of C~n . I mas sllll lingering, the Regiment swillly
launched itself back 111to trammg. The Regimental Officers all deployed to
Longrnoor on the 8 - I 0 January for a Brigade Study Weekend whilst the
soldiers got stuck into trade training, recruit courses and bou~ty training
days.

CO
RSM

2( C) IG AL BRIGADE STUDY WEEKE D
8-JO JA UARY 1999 LO GMOOR CAMP
ll was with no small amount of enthu iasm that the Regimental Officers
arrived in Lon!?moor on the first.Friday aficr the New Year (honest). The
weekend promised lo be mtereslmg due to the mas ive tum out from the
Bn~ade and the cahbr~ of the P,rescntcrs. For the ~epresentatives from HQ
R Signals the warn mg to duck was issued a various post SDR questions
new around du~ing the ope~ forum ·ession. Well done to Capt Sara h
Streete of 56 SI~ qn ror bemg commended by the Brigade Commander
for her presentation . Prior lo the weekend, each Regiment had been tasked
to upply a recruiting d.ispla)'. board for the main theatre. RSM 31 Sig Regt
(V). not known for domg thmgs by halves, grabbed the task between his
teeth and wouldn't let go until the Regiment had the bigge t all singing
all dancing display board that Longmoor had ever seen. Weti done woi
(R l) Hall for your outstanding effort.
With the daytime presentations complete 1t was time to move on to the
lighkr aspects of the weekend. The evening activitie started well with a
talk from gue t speaker Jilly Cooper. Having spoken about the research
that he conducts for all of her books, we began to wonder if her next bestseller was going to be based on the comings and going of an Officers'
Mess - what an intriguing thought! We then moved onto supper and a
games night. The CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison, led from the front as usual
and did her bit by trying to bump up the team score in the golf game. All
seemed to be well and quite respectable until the Brigade Boat Race
Challenge took place. Although the Regimental Team did not win, they are
convmced that they acquitted them elves well and did not have to resort 10
cheating - unlike some teams we could mention. Well done to Capt Steve
Good burn, Capt Tony Potter, Capt Tim Winterson, Capt Mel Rayner,
Lt cott MacSween and 2Lt Kieron Francis for an honourable, if not
succe sful attempt. To ensure that his Brigade Officers were in fine fettle
the next morning, the Brigade Commander decreed that an early morning
BFT was to take place. What an excellent start to a unday! It did the trick
though and at least most people were in good order by the time the OinC
(A) gave his address. All together a very succe sful and worthwhile
weekend.
MEDAL PRESENTATIO
The other important part of the GOC's visit was a medal presentation to
both TA and Regular soldiers. The recipients were as follow :
SSgt Dez Eldridge
- GSM and a GOC orthern
Ireland ' Commendation
-L &GC
W02 (FofS) Bob Wymer
W02 (RQMS) Meg Garven - TA Efficiency Medal
- TA Efficiency Medal
Cpl Pat Gould
- TA Efficiency Medal
LCpl Dave M isell

<?C'· _1aj Jules windells managed to make it out for a fact
m mg ' 1 ll, JUSl m ttme for the R&R phase.
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LCpl Dave Misell with his proud Mum
VISIT BY GOC LONDIST- MAJ GE WEBB-CARTER
Having rounded off 1998 with a vi it by DCinC Land, Maj Gen
Stokoe, the Regiment started 1999 on a similar theme with a isit by the
GOC LO DIST on 9 February 1999. The vi it was a great ucce s.
Special congratulation go to SSgt (YofS) 1cAuliffe for an excellent
pre entarion about the PLK Colours. Well done to the technicians Sgt
Oliver, gt Threadgold and
gt fisher for managing to make 2nd line
inspection sound intere ting. Well done also to the LAD - Capt Steve
Goodburn, W02 (AQM ) Andre chrivener, gt Gunter and Sgt
Jones for an informative brief.

HEADQUARTERS Q
qn Comd
SM
WELCOME TO 1999
The quadron i well underway' •ith the activitie of the ew Year. 1 he
empha i al the moment is trade raimng, as laid down by the current
Yeoman, W02 Si ' I may be hon but I kno1\ my luff' Tyler. The
Regiment is raising its operator and technical tandard · whh every
' eekend that takes place.

NOTICE
Ii ~~en~":'

Special mention goes to Cpl Gould who must have invited his whole clan.
It wa_s tremendo~s to see so much support from friends and family and it
ccrtamly made for an excellent evening of celebration. A big thank you
goes to the GOC for presenting the medals and to the Master Chef W02
Fred Bramble and his able assistant Cpl teve Howell who yet again laid
on a superb spread.

FAREWELL
The Regiment ha rwo farewells, firstly to laj Joe Owen,
AGC( P )(V) ' ho retires after more glorious years of ervice than he
probably care to remember. He performed a sterling job as RAO( ) for
the Regiment and i now enjoying a well de erved rest. well at lea t from
his econd career anyway. We would like to extend our !!.reat thanks for the
work that Jaj Owen has done over the years and the commitment that he
has sho' n to the Regiment. We would al o like to wish him all the be t in
the future. Farewell al o to the RSM , WOl (RSM) Duncan Hall, who
retires from Regular service afier 22 years. We thank him for his
dedication to the Regiment during hi tour and wi h him well in hi new
life in Civ Div with Brigitte.

The victorious 258 Signal Squadron Team
led by W02 Miles Webb pictured left

Sgt Wesseldine and LCpl Fielding
.
discuss the pros' and cons' of Strategic HF Communications

The presentation went off without a hitch under the watchful eye of

~ctmg RSM W02 (RQMS) George Coffin. All the medal recipients had
11w1ted a nu~ber of friends and family to attend the proud occasion.

For: ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS FUND
Read : ROYAL SIGNALS
BENEVOLENT FUND

Back Row (L-R): SSgt Dez Eldridge, Cpl Pat Gould,
W02(FofS) Bob Wymer, W02 (ROMS) Meg Garven,
LCpl Dave Misell
Front Row (l-R): Mrs Maureen Gould, Miss Birgitte Vik,
Maj Gen E J Webb-Carter OBE, Mrs Garven, Mrs Misell

ARRIVALS
The quudron is pleased to announce the arrh·al of LCpl o" lard
RAMC 1ran !erring from pecial Forces. LC pl Cowlard has er. cd "1th
the Regiment in the past and ''ill play a major part in the recmit111g
process currently in force here at outhfield .. Welcome and we hope you
enjoy your time back in the quadron.
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REGl lEi TA B R
'PPER • 30 JA
ARY 1999
fo commemorate the great coltish Poet, Robert Bums, the Officers'
and Warrant Offi ers· .~ ergeants' Me s held a Bums ight ' upper at
·outhlield. T C. Th evening was greatly . upponed by both Messes.
Tho ·e cottish memben; of the Regiment are congratulated for the pride
that they -ho" ~d in their heritage by putting on such a wonderful di play
of tanans (a le" outhem type people al o made the effort. so well done
for that). There al o ·ecm d to be a hidden agenda with a 'who can wear
the bigge.t porran competition'!
.
.
.
The entertainment for th-~ e\'enmg began with the Commandmg
Offo:en.' husband, la dair . executing a word perfect 'Addres to the
gt ·1 am the best
Hagg1 ·. Following an excclknt meal it was time for
RTG in my quarter' Loch to deliver Bum's 'A1\lre s to the Toothache'
and a fine job he did, \\ell done ·v ullie'. To en ure that the evening ran
·moothh and ''as executed in true highland fa hion the c ent coordinator,
gt '11\ou'renot a jock I don't want to know' Bruce BEM. imported a
number of gue L from . orth of the Border. The e were in the fonn
an
e: cot Guard piper. Ir Calum Bruce. and a gue t peaker, Mr Mitch
Bruce, (i · it coincidence thllt they all have the same surname????) '".ho
were both tlo'' n in from Fife in c.otland. 1itch ca1Tied out a perfect
'Immortal 1emory to Robert Bum ' and Calum's piping wa . excel~ent.
The) were both appreciated whole heartedly and the Commanding Ofl1cer
and the Regiment would once again like m thank them both.
Further entertainment came from the Quartem1aster, Maj Ken Clark
and
gt tick Johnson \\ ith a joint effort of 'To a Mou e ·. SSgt
Jonnson recited the poem in Bum 'original words and the Quarterma ter
read hi very clever tran lation into ·Queen English'. A very unusual way
ofreciting the poem, but very enjoyable to all that witnes edit. At lea t the
non-Jocks could understand the translation! The remamJer of the peakers
were laj Brian How and Mr Colin Wilson who proposed the 'Toast to
the La ie ' and would till be peaking no\ if the PMC had not
inter\'ened. The 'Reply from The La sies' was delivered by the Adjt, Capt
Mel Rayner, who managed to get some revenge for the ladie .
The evening then concluded with a burst of in pi ration in the form of a
Ceili Band who played into the small wee hours of the morning. Such was
the hour of departure, that mo t people stopped for breakfast on the way
home! The Bums Supper was enjoyed by all those who attended. A very
special thank you goes to S gt Craig Bruce for hi tremendous hard work
and dedication and to the R M for steering the ·ship'. All the other workers
who played a part in the succes of the night are thanked whole heartedly.
We now look forward to next year to see if there are any more 'potential
Jock ' within our Regiment who will come forward to organise the event

CHRISTMAS PARTY 1998
The drill hall was poMtively heaving v.1th humanity (mostly!) for the
Squadron Christmas party on I 9 December, not that you could really
recognise 1t as a drill hall. Many thanks go to gt~ Chris Maginnis and
Martin Cooper and their team for all their hard work in putting up the
decorations and setting up table and chairs. (The crisp white table cloth
would have done one of our Squadron VIP lunches in the field proud!)
Thanks also to Cpl Kyle Manns and Cpl Avril Tough for organising the
rame. The display of prizes was a veritable Aladdin 's cave! (Amazmg
what you can pick up in the 'Everything Under a Fiver' shop these days!)
That, plus a (very loud!) disco and the usual sumptuous fare provided by
chef, Cpl Steve Howell, ensured that a brilliant time was had by all. It was
also a great way of saying thanks to our other halves for all their upport
over the year.

or

Commanding Officer, Lt Col Linda Harrison
sporting a particularly fetching set of yellow waterproofs
The aflemoon saw teams racing skid-carts around the track. Pit-stop
technique lefl a lot to be desired - in the haste of competition many found
themselve~ forcefully evicted from their carts. At least the best team won!

ARMY PRESE TATIO TEAM EVE ING -19 JA
ARY 1999
Eastbourne Town Hall was the distinguished venue chosen by the Anny
Presentation Team for its latest briefing to local communities. The
Squadron Officers, along with those from other local units, were asked to
help out with hosting the 150 or so guests to the event The~ came from
various local companies, local government and other mst1tut1ons deemed
of strategic importance to the Army. They had been invited to Ii ten to the
Team's briefing on the Army of Today (Regular and TA). This was
followed by drinks and a rather tasty buffet supper (yes, there was even
enough for us bosts to grab a morsel or two!) The CO and RSM _very
kindly made the journey from London 10 help us out (the RSM domg a
grand job as chief forager and glass filler!) ot to be forgotten are the
other members of the Squadron who helped ~>Ut beh_ind the _scenes. !he
presentation itself was extremely impres~1ve, mteresung and mformat1ve;
very professionally put together and delivered. Jud~t~g from the gu~ts
reactions afterwards, it did a great job in transm1ttmg a very pos1t1ve
message.

41 (PLK) SIG 'AL SQ ADRON - COULSD01
Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Baker
W02 (SSM) Watso n
OC Sqn, Maj Steve Baker, looking in serious need of a bath!

CHRISTMAS BALL
To ensure that the year was rounded off on a high note, the quadron
held their annual Chri trnas Ball and Raffle on I 9 December. The event
\\as ably organised by the dynamic team of LCpl Julia May and LCpl
:taria Traynor. ew Recruit Sig 'not quite the OC' Aoife Baker won the
first prize of a weekend away for two. Sgt Brian Traynor won two tickets
to see Saturday ight Fever, and many others won equally exciting prizes.
The Squadron were once again called upon to use their imagination and
ingenuicy to pro\'ide the evening's entertainment The Ball was a
tremendous success and proved yet again that 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn not only
know how to party, but know how to do it in tyle!
EXERCISE WILLSWORTHY CHALLE GE
QUADRO WEEKE D 15-17 JANUARY 1999
Our first quadron Weekend of the year saw the OC Sqn, 1aj teve
Baker, leading the Squadron quad biking amidst the muddy hills of
Dartmoor.

ATTENTION ALL GOLFERS
Your problems are solved Golfballs that are truly
"SWIFT AND SURE"
The Museum are now selling the following Golfballs
im,cribed with the Corp Logo

s
R

0
y

A

L

Royal Signals White Helmets, Blandford Camp
Blandford, Dor et
DTI I 8RH

Sig Sethna looking quite at home in her 'Moon Buggy'
Aller a hard day on the track everyone enjoy~d a relaxing ·social' o~ tl~e
aturday night. Thi was excellent preparauon for unday mornmg
BFT! Whal could be better than a run around Okehampton Camp on a
cold, crisp winter morning with a snow covered Yes Tor m the
background?

l
56 SIG AL SQUADRON (V) ·EASTBOURNE
qn omd
Maj Brian Howe
SSM
W02 (S I) Kevin Godden

G
N
A
L

s

TITLEIST PTS WOUND - COST £6.50 PER PACK OF 3*
PlNACLE GOLD - COST £4.00 PER PA K OF 3*
Aho Golf Glove~ Excellent quality all weather gloves at £5.C)() each*
•All CO!ltS are subject to change
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The quadron left Coulsdon on a cold and rainy Friday night to drive
what eemed to be the longest journey of our live to Willsworthy Camp
near Okehampton in deepest, darkest Devon. Thankful ly, we awoke the
next morning to sunny blue skies. We set off in high pirit to Ashcombe
Activity Centre, where we undertook activities such as quad biking
safaris, and slalom race (both forwards and backwards) around the track.
LCpl 'Mudman' Andy Wallace deserves a particular mention for his
enthusiastic efforts. o need to lean quite that far forward , but about time
you had a bath anyway! Sgt 'Lean Mean Driving Machine Travis
demonstrated why he is OT a panzer driver. ice 360 spin - pity you
didn't mean to!
The Commanding Officer, Lt Col Linda Harrison, Training Major,
Maj Alfie Brand and RSM, WOl Duncan Hall visited us on locati on.
The CO proved that she is not afraid of gelling her hands dirty. he donned
waterproofs and set off on safari with the rest of the group - nice yellow
overalls Ma'am!

ROYAL SIGNALS WHITE HELMETS
POTENTIAL VOLUNTEER
REGISTRATION

Trade .......................... Class .......................................... ... ... .
Unit ..................................................................................... .

Please register me to receive further infonnation on selection for
the Royal Signals White Helmets when detail are available.
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EXERClSE RED RAG II -15-17 JA
ARY 1999
Alas, all good things have to come to an end, even the Christmas and
ew Year break. And what better way of chasing away the temptation of
another helping of left-over Christmas pudding than a weekend away at
the Squadron's home from home, Pippingford Park Training Area? qur
first Comms Exercise of the year was, predictably enough, accompamed
by miserable weather. Fortunately, the howling gales and driving rain of
the preceding week abated Jong enough to make conditions boggy, but
bearable! In tandem with the main Exercise we also ran a Comm Exercise
with units across the Atlantic. We were also visited by our CO, Lt Col
Linda Harrison, who arrived in style, care of a helicopter. This was
immediately commandeered by OC 859 Tp, Capt Sarah Streete, LC pl Jo
Butler and Sig Michael Scott for a bit of a joy ride. aturally the real
reason to take to the air was to get a bird's eye view of 858 Tp and to see
how well OC Tp. Capt Tony Potter, had cammed up his vehicle . lt w~s
2Lt Kieron Franci ' first Field Exercise with us and, as he and his
detachment were despatched from Pippingford in the direction of Beachy
Head late on Saturday night, we thought this was probably going to give a
good indication of what he thuught of it so far ..... We needn't have
worried. Sunday morning came and with it a beaming Tp Comd and his
merry men returned back from the brink!

BACK TO WORK!
,
Aller a hectic but very successful year's tminin~. the qu~dron main
effort in December was to see out the old year 111 U1tabl)'. fesuve style. We
were glad of a relatively quiet month with a bit of ttme to relax and
recuperate before the cw Year 's busy ch.:dule _kicked in._ Which of
course it did all too oon! And so. well rested, fortified ' 11h copiou
quantities ofroa t turkey and mince pie., washe? down with (hopefully!) a
generous helping of our loved ones' goodwill to all (TA) men (and
women) for another year of Tuesday night and_ weekend a' ay, ' e
embarked with renewed enthusiasm on the 1999 train mg programme.
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RSM'S FAREWELL· 26 JA UARY 1999
Alas and alack woe and great mi ery ... Could it really be true? The
RSM's tour over ~o soon? urely not. Why, it seemed like only yesterday
that the Squadron had first encountered the figure ofWOI Duncan Hall.
when his oothing, dulcet tones wafted gently across ~he breeze through
the tree somewhere in deepest Surrey al the end of his first Comm ~x
wiih the Regiment. OT! We rapidly came to the con_clus1on back then m
pring 1996 that here was a force to be reckoned with. and he certamly
didn't di appoint us! But eriously, we reckoned the RSM was, a RSMs
go, a pretty good chap and deserved a suitable send-off, which duly took
place in Ea tboume at the end of January. It wa a chance for us to say
thanks for all the support and enthusiasm wq1 Hall has hown the_
Squadron and for al lowing us to be privy to his own u~ 1que brand of
humour on o many occa ions ... It wa also a chance for him to say_ a few
word (did I say a FEW?) and to accept a small token of our apprecialton,
a framed print showing a view of Eastbourne. So goodbye and good luck.
R M, for a succes ful Iran ition to civvy treet

'3 11.0 ·oo
·yn Comd
· ' \I

') : IG~AL . Q

ADRON (\ ) - CHELSE
'\h1j Mike Jackson
\\ 02 ( S~I) Jim k\lahon

:QU ORO
HRI ' f. 1 ' PARTY
.
rhe , 3 tLondon) !gnal quadron (V) Grand C'hnstmas Party was held
vet again in the Drill Holl at \1crcury Hou e The Duke ol York' Barrack ..
This -annual black ue cwnl wa as usual very well upporicd. 01able
que t returning to 'i ·it were \1aj John Irvine (previously . ) and
Karen, Capt Brian lderson (pre' iousl) djutant). and his darling wi fe
I I :\Ir John Dodie and Denise members of TAVRA (GL). The
func~i~n apart from a co.uple c , minor incidents went extr~me.l) w Ii, with
the babes(!) 0f 83 Dancmg ti l. dawn. A thoroughly mtox1cat111g ume was
had bv all. The OC. :\taj like J ackson graciou I~ a sistcd by Glynis saw
thm d'iplomacy and tact pre,ailcd during the evenmg. The OC thanked all
the permanent staff, e pecially Capt Da'e Thomas and Sgt Roy Smith
"ho he presented" ith gill of thank .

The BABES! of 83 Signal Squadron
(l-R) : Sig Rafferty, Sig Eastwood, Sig Stephens, Sig Hendley,
Sig Snell, Sig Morris, Sig Cresswell

EXERCJ E CRY 'TAL COCKNEY V 8-10 J A UARY 1999
E. Crvstal Cockney was upon u · again. earlier thi year than previous
years. The migration of ·outh..:rners to the depths of Ballater near
Balmoral wa upon u ·. This Com ms Exercise wa an 11 F long di lance
link. This year to our sister quadron in Eastbourne, S6 ig qn , who were
ably led by their P I SSgt Willie Loch. During free time, off hill
personnel had the chance to ki on the local ski slopes at Glenshee.
Communications were BOOM! G! In th e words of the In - Pati ent of the
Royal J lospital W02 ( 1\1) Jim Mc":faho1~ who .in a previous li fo was a
regular P I and RTG. A num ber ol ? ld1ers. did. try now B_oarding
without too much uccess. Sgt Roy m1th hav111g Ju t returned lrom his
Christma · Skiing Holiday in ndorra was a hard man to catch on the
slopes.

51 (HI GHLAND) SIG AL SQUADRON (V) - ABERDEE
qn omd
Maj Morna trachan
SSM
W02 ( M) Donald Webster
As wt: lead up to Christmas the quadron is gearing itself up for a
recru iting drive in the new year. We welcome SSM Jim Waddell (Ex 3
Hldrs) into the fo ld as our RRTT supremo - welcome to S l Sqn Jim . Also
back in the fo ld is Sgt ige . Allen _recentl y retu~n cd from Bosnia as a
mi l/civ liaison officer. Igel did stcrlmg work helpmg the local population
with various projects including a much needed !Tesh water project
(und iluted water is a first for gt Allen ). On the departures scene we have
to say farewe lI to Cpl Jim Douglas who has j ust joined the Regul ar as a
Tc hn ician - our photograph shows Cpl Douglas being force fod to build
him up for regular service under the superv i ion of our P I, SSgt Tim
Abbot.
The photo was taken during a recent medieval ni ght at Gordon Barracks
where the Sqn 21 , Capt Mackie turned up in his normal clothes
(c laiming they were fashionable at that period in time) ! Also present at the
fun ti lled event was LCpl ' Baldrick' Hunter and LCpl Allison 'Chastity
belt' McKay.

RSM

ROMMEL! - SSgt Roy Smith where's my 'Little Tank'

THE SCOITISH PATIE T
The location is Kenya, Ex Grand Prix, and I KOSB Battle Group has
been reinforced by a crack team of Signallers from 32 Sig Regt (V). W02
' Mad Dog' Ander on was sent out into the African plains (Impala Farm
Ranges), with 2 x Bergen, Webbing, Suitcase/Large, Holdall, a Suit
Carrier and then we didn't see him again until the night home! Cpl
weeny Todd' Harvey became the boy from Company A. He looked like
the infantry. spoke like them and after ten days in the jungle he smelled
JUSt like them too. {That smell had no connection wiU1 him spending six
days Ad\ Trg on a Portaloo). ig ' O/Cdt Space' Sheridan and Sig
'Thra;.llt:r' Lambie along with Lt '40 winks' McBride were the first to
ample Jungle Training in conjunct10n with the Jungle weight loss plan
(fortunate!)' there isn't a \ideo.) ewly promoted LCpl ' Lucky' Gray
heard that she may have to do some Jungle Traming. On learning that the
JUn~le houses snakes, scorpions, tigers and rats (ROUS), LCpl Cray
dec1-led that 1t was better to do three weeks in hospital than a week on
point in the jungle. To give her elf a convincing injury, drastic measures
had to be taken. Whtie he was travelling as a passenger in a land-rover
the vehicle hit one of the ma!1y pot-holes in the road thus allowing her t~
take a d1\e and feign an mJury. Unfortunately her fa ll was a little too
convincing and re ulted in her ankle being fTactured in three places and
mdeed, required major surgery! The upshot of thi s was that LCpl 'Lucky'
Cray got her vacation in hospital and Lt '40 Winks' McBride got to drive
~1. ho~rs per day for t~ree weeks to sec her. Back at base camp, LCpl
Dancmg Queen ummaloo held the fort. I KOSB did try to recruit her
with l\\ o years in Cyprus but we saw her first boys. The story would not be
complete without our own commando , AGC Pte 'Happy' Mondie who
was based at HQ when she wasn't kick boxing with the Go Go dancers and
AGC gt 'La La' Peeble \\ho began the Exercise as a driver but a ftcrthe
\.1TO ran out of trucks, moved over to provide admin support for the
Adventure Training.
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CO GRATULATIO
In the interests of making sure we all continue to get paid we have to
mention that at last MOD have been persuaded that LCpl Lynn
Drummond is indeed the 'best pay clerk in the world ' (as she has claimed
for the last two years) and awarded her with promotion Lo Corporal
fo llowing another excellent course report. Cpl Drummond de~ided to set
up a web site to spread the word rather than fly postmg the entire TAC so
we still have a photocopying budget this time. Congratulations also to
LCpl 'Too Easy' Davidson, the world's biggest (only) ~CR~ fan who
uccessfully passed his HGV driving test. On the last trainmg mght of la t
year we received a visit from the Commander 2 (NC) Sig Bde, Brig
Hughes who presented Yeoman of Signals ' Jeff' Jephcote with his
Efficiency Medal after umpteen years undetected crime. 'Jeff' liked the
glint of the medal o much that he's now off to work with SFOR for six
month - the things some people will do to keep up with their wife's medal
count!

NEW YEAR - NEW EXERCI E
To celebrate the ew Year, the Sqn Ops Officer, Capt 'Mad _Dog'
Middleton and Tech PSI , gt Ian ' Rambo' Stallard planned th~ ultimate
in 'warry ' exercises, Ex Frosty Ferret 99. The weather certainly hvcd up Lo
the name but we still wonder where Capt Middleton hides hts Ferret! The
Exercise was radical since ii involved leaving the CRS wagons in the
garage and going for a gentle stroll in the moonlit hills above Edinburgh.
They even insisted that we take weapons and wear cam cream!! Sgt
tallard had a great weekend with his 'Perfect Model' though moslofth.e
boy were expecting something a linle more like Cindy ~rawford. Hts
quest for realism may have gone a little too far though as 1t mvolved relandscaping the caretaker's garden. In betw~en patrols he also ta.ught the
Squadron how to play 'Killer Pool' and fimshed the weekend with more
money than he tarted. The climax of the weekend was a ~n~I a~sault
uphill during which LCpl ·Run, Foret Ru_n' Crampton d1stmgu1 hed
himself with a solo death or glory charge which would have made Rambo
proud. The dynamic Stallard - liddleton duo are plannmg a sequel m
March - Ex Slightly Thawed Rabbit run '.

Lt Col . G. C. Lapsley (TD)
W01 (RSM) A. B. Hilborn

REGIME 'TAL HEADQ ARTERS
RRIVAL /DEPART RES
The Regiment say farewell to WOI (RSM) J. McLachlan, Mel and
the boys. Jim we wi h you well on your return lo 'ci div' and we
welcome the new TARA a fellow Scot, WOl (RSM) Angie Hilborn.

61 (CITY OF EDI BURGH) SIG AL QU DRO {V)
Sqn Comd
Maj B. hankland
S M
W02 (S M) G. Garland
The Squadron received an early Christmas present in the shape of
escaping any form of cutback under th e SOR, in fact the Squadron
establishment has increased slightly so the Recruiting Team will have
plenty to keep them busy in 1999. An added bonus was the news that we
are to move to a newly refurbished TA Centre a mile down the road from
our current home. Fonnerly occupied by our 'grandfather' Corp , the
Royal Engineers we are hopeful of persuading a few of their number to
remain with us.

EWRECR ITS
A particular well done to Sig Lowe who at long last c?mplcte~ his
recruits course at Blandford . Undeterred by the problems m bookmg a
course at RSS, Sig Lowe actually completed his B3 Radio and Data trade
training months before he ever went near a Recruits Course. He's currently
studying for his Staff Officer's course.

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to SSgt Karen Paterson and husband Ro)' on their
recent new arrival to the fa mily our best wishes Lo you all.

LCpl McKay' and Cpl Hunter

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
Lt '40 Winks' McBride working on Sgt 'La La' Peebles truck,
evidence of an officer getting his hands dirty

Times are-a-changing in the Regill!ent. with the on-going
implementation of the trategic Defence Review. We ha.ve recently had an
innux of troops from SS Sig qn (V), who are bcmg_disbanded, with the
majority of soldiers going to 59 ig Sqn (Y). The Regiment has never seen
Capt Geoff Downey, the P AO of S9 so excited. The Officer P,lot has a!s~
had some slight alterations with the addition of Capt Wendy Mess Bill
Kirby, ex-regular, and now TA (she just ~ould .n.ot keep away), who has
become 01 of the O C. he practised lh1s ~os1tton to great e~ec1 1 on th~
last comms exercise, and now the AdJt won t go near th~ vehicle. Ca))
Nick Range is now firmly back in the Tech A?Jt s slot, and is
contemplating returning to hi studie . Conwatula11on from all the
Regiment to W02 Henley on his recent promotion to WO I. Good luck on
your move to 14 Sig Regt (but not yet).

Sgt 'La La' Peebles pictured with a Rhino and a large African beast
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MERCURY DRAGO - 3 JA UARY 1999
.
.
33 Sig Regt's winter sport adventure training exerc1s_c to the Italian
Dolomite. got off to a tine 1a11 at 4am, at Manchester 1rport when our
glorious leader Capt Bill Dixon discovered that he had.left his P~ sport at
h?mc. Luckily for him, mot officials wer~ underst~ndmg and d_1dn.t give
h1111 too much of a hard time, unlike his travelling compa:i1on~. Our

accommodation in the re ori of Canazei was in a delightful cha!et
trangely named 'The Horse From Hell'. The Horse clearly bored with
eating hay found members of the Regiment far mo~e int~resli!1g as <;pl
Mike Prcndigast in hi glitzy ne\ fleece found to his penl wh1~ trolling
home each night from the Deodate, our local ho telry. howenng at the
chalet proved difficult which tended to uit ig ' oot( Vince~! due to
hared bathroom arrangement and 2Lt Karen Reddy love of the bath
which always melt of lavender andjo s ticks fo· hours after she had been
in it.
The area was cho en for both its abundance o~ now canon and
excellent skiing which included the 11 ,81 O~m of piste of the Dolom1te
super ki area. One of the aims .of the trip wa to conquer ~he . ella
Rhonda. Thi involved a clockw1 e or ant1clockw1 e 60km c1rcu11. In
practice this proved a problem for mo t becaus~ ~fa Skm gap _due to th~
poor now conditions around the resort of Gardmta. Only Sgt . Ebmecla
Wylie actually completed the circuit with the help of~ S0,000 Lira bnbe to
a local Minibu driver called lberto. Anyway, the lrtp ~vas oon O\'Cr and
with many new skill. learnt, kilometre, . k1ed and bodies we returned to
the UK to po t Chri tma blue a week later than everyone el e. A. t~e
Italians would ay, · iao Baby'. A pl Clint Kerry would ay, · hO\\ .
141
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FR NCI HOUSE
Francis Hou~e is a children's I lospi ce in South Manchester which offers
the families of terminally ill children a respite from th ei r ro le as carers and
gives the children a lovi ng home from home. It was opened in 1991 by
Prince
Diana and cares for child ren from Greater Manchester,
Lanca hire, taffordshirc, Isle o f Man, Derbyshire and Cheshire. 42 ig
, qn ha a long association with Francis Ho use and one of th e more
plea.urable dutic pri or to the hri stma stand-down was to present the
llospice with a full y decorated Chri stmas tree. Our picture hows
members oflhc quadron with ister Aloyisious who runs the centre.

59 JGNAL SQU ADRO
EXERCISE W lNTE~ EAGLE .
.
.
The Squadron went into the fes ti ve season 1mmed1ately after Ex Winter
Eugle which was a very success ful 11 Signa l Brigade Comms Exercise in
the orth West of England . LC1>l Paula Scully as dct commander Switch
032 was responsibl e for ensuring the Kilostrcam natch at Altcar Train ing
Area was successful and did so without the help of her backup SSgt Paul
Weston.
SOCJ AL
The all ranks hri stmas party was a tremendous success and much of the
thanks must go to Cpl Frank Goodwin and hi s depleted committee. The
next day carry ing . ore heads the children's party organised by gt Ted
Littler was again well supported and the children had a most enjoyable
time. Father Christmas (Sgt Chris Simpson again) provided the highl ight of
the day for most of the young ones and has promised to do it aga in next year.

80 SIG AL SQUADRON
A E D CATlO

FOR ALL TA OFFICERS WHO ATTE D

J C ' C(TA)
by Capt Dan Tanzey
I have recently attended the above course, hav ing first been warned olT
by the Adjt that he wanted me to give a ynopsis to the other eligible
offi cers in the Regiment when I returned . As the first Officer for some
time to attend a Staff Officers' course, and certainly the first to attend the
new-format course. I was, he cheerfully informed me, being used as a
guinea-pig. Isn't it.nice to be appreciated? There was also the fact th ~t , 80
Sqn having supplied the only candidates (and therefore the Regiment
uppl y) fo r Range Qualifications Stage 4-5, it seemed only natural that we
should lead the way intellectually as well a militarily!

Capt Bill Dixon, Sgt Wylie, and Cpl Kerry in the three-legged sk i
competition, or are they waiting for the lift?
42 IG 'AL Q ORO
December in Man he ter ha brought the u ual hectic ocial
programme with departmental quadron and Regimental function taking
place, culminating in the quadron all ranks Christmas party on the day of
the Regimental tand-down. Of particular note, \\3S the Manche ter
Branch of the Royal ignals A sociation Christ.ma dinner, held in the
Trafford Hall Hotel in Old Trafford - adjacent to the famou cricket
ground. The guest of honour.'' as the Ma ter of Signals, Maj Gen I. 0. J.
Sprackliog OBE, accompanied by his channing wifo An nie. The
quadron was well represented by the Sqn Comd, faj Ian Kelly, and the
P AO, Capt Gerry \ helan, together with two very smart pennant
bearers. Cpl lark Ranna and LCpl Andy Brady. The dinner was a huge
success, 10 the ob,·iou delight of the ecretary Mr Harry Ferguson and
The Master ga~c a memorable peech which fully updated the a sociation
member on Corp matter and painted an exhilarating and exciting future
for members of Royal ignal . po t SDR.

Master of Signals and his wife with the Chairman of the
Royal Signals Association (Manchester Branch),
Maj Chris Reynolds Jones, flanked by Cpl Mick Hanna
and LCpl An dy Brady

Sister Aloyisious with (from left to right) Sig Kev Heverin,
Cpl Sharon Blythe and Sgt Bob Duffield
GLOSSOP RECRUlTI G WEEKE D - 9 JA UARY 1999
The 0 , 1aj Ian Kelly, decided to get the ew Year orTto a nying start
by holding a recruiting weekend based in the tO,\n ofGlo sop. Glo op is
ituated in the extreme west of Derbyshire surrounded by ome of the most
magnificent scenery of the Peak District and only 14 mile from
Manche ter. The recruiting weekend wa built into a communications
scenario with the command po t et up on the cobbled forecourt in front of
the 1 orfolk Ann in the centre of Glo op. A video and computer
demonstration together with children ' events communication vehicles
and tents completed an eye catching display to attract the interest of the
local population.

Cpl Fitzgera ld manning t h e S quadron recruiting sta nd
in G lossop Town Centre with two potential ACF recru its
Glossop had its own Royal ignals unit from 1939 to 1967 and a great
many local part time 'Terrier ' served in the Second World War.
Unfortunately, under the TA cut backs of 1967, the Glossop detachment
closed and the TA Centre was sold. It is hoped to rekindle the strong
historical links which exist with 42 Sig Sqn (V) and at the ame time
attract new recruits from the area.
WELCOME A D CO G RATULATIONS
We would like to welcome to the Squadron our brace of new Troop
Commanders and to ·congratulate them on their recent commissions. Lt
Pa ul Edwa rds, taking over as OC Trunk ode - last year he was serving
as RSM 37 ig Regt (V) - and 2Lt Karen Reddy, taking over as OC
Access Troop. We also welcome back to the quadron our two prodigal
sons, W02 (S M) G raham Wa rd and Sgt Pa ul Duffin. G r a ha m Ward
has just pent two years as SSM at HQ Sqn in Liverpoo l and Pa ul Duffin
was the MT Sergeant for a year at 80 Sqn in Runcorn. Finally ' e
congratulate Sgt Dave Co ussons on his promotion to ub ergeant.
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IMMEDIATE IMPRESSIO S
There are reams of preparatory reading and not enough time to do it.
There is very little outside work, but many written exerci ses. The nonnal
day-to-day dress was loosely interpreted as any combination of a variety
of green trou ·ers, lightweights? SD trousers, t~e odd ki~t here an~ the~e, or
(for the ladies), an equally vaned range of skirt , all with a mult1pltc1ty of
pullovers in all the colours of the rainbow. There also appears to ?e ome
tradition, I am not privy to, as the me s sells masses of Smart1es. One
frequently heard rumour was that the dye in the blue one contained a drug
closely related to Prozac. o, I don ' t understand it either. Finally, there
wa a dinner night at the end.
SOBER REFLECTIO
Like ·The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy' , the altemati e motto to
'Serve to Lead ' should be DO ' T PA IC. More than half the tudents on
the cour e had read le than half the preparatory work. What is more, the
course DS from the Colonel down were neither surprised nor annoyed at
this. They 'seemed to think it was amazing that anyone had read anything
at all, given that most had full-time civilian jo~s ~n? familie . In_ fact,
turning up for the course was a maJOr brownie point 111 itself. Lastly, tt was
not just the TA ; the regular course were marlteJunktes as well!
THE COURSE
Tip one: aim to arrive the afternoon before the course starts, or al least
in the ear(v evening. Those who arrived on the day had a nightmare l1y mg
to catch up with every thing that was going a11, and no one to sell them
Smarties.
On arrival, you will receive a crate of pamphlets, Aide Memoirs.
handouts, exerci es and precis. The first two you have to hand back, the
latter three are yours to keep and constitute the destrnction of a mall ~am
forest. The preci include exercise that ha e to be done in your own ttme
- and you can check your re ults because the an wers are in 1he back! All
five will fonn the basis of what you will be studying over the com111g day
and cover every aspect of staff officer' ork.
Tip two: get hold of an up-to-date copy of the Staff Officers Handbook
(SOBB), and the Tactical Aide Memoires 1 and~The first day or soi fairly relaxed, 111 a frenetic sort of way. They ~over
introductory addre ses, meeting your syndicate D and the re t of your
syndicate, with a creeping death of explaining who you are_ and your
career to date, etc. This gets quite competitive, a t!ie first can_d1dates give
a condensed and mode t version of their career, while succeedmg speakers
expand and extol the variety and gloriou ne s of their pa age through the
ranks to the heady height of Captain, or even Major. Eventually you could

be forgi\'en for imagming that you wen.: in the presence ot the Chi~f of
the Defence staff - past, present and to com.:. Then comi.:s a ser~es of
presentations and syndicate room discuss ions. ·1hese "ill lull you into a
fat e sense of security that, other than a fc"' details about organi sation,
roles, employment, eq uipment, capabilities,
weapon ranges,
classifications, strengths, and so on, there is really nothing to learn (see tip
two). Then they hit you when you' re not looki ng. MI SSIO COMMA D.
In letters that big. We arc no"' talking erious brain work. Let me put 1t th1s
way; when you make a note to yourself to ' do the shopping' it implies a
multitude of items. So does a simpl e order like ' take that hill '. I 'II say no
more about this here, as it's one of those subjects that requires a book or
nothing.
Tip three: get up to peed on Mission Command, JPB and orders.
Eve1yone will think you 're a girlie s wot, but it does give you more time at
the bar later.
Then there is Combat ervice Support, or C S. What to you or I is a
fairly minor and uninteresting section of orders, is life and death to some
people (in the case of RAMC , QUA RA C and casualties, quite literally).
I had a RE ME offi cer on my syndicate who lived, breathed, drank (coffee),
slept and dreamt about the wonders ofCSS . Typical conversation:
' Where did you go for camp this year?' Well, we were back loading this
4-tonner ... ..'. Or, ' Have you come far?" ' ot as far as we had to go to get
a 6-pin, 24 volt, bipodal spring knobbier for a Drops last weekend'. C Si_
a subject with a mes age and the message is, leave well enough alone; 1f
you are not already involved in it, don't go poking your nose in.
Tip four: read about ii anyway; ii 'II look /range if you hal'e a total
blind-spot where ii s concerned. Just don i get carried away.
Another delight that awaits you is ervice Writing. We all know that the
Adjt con iders himself a world-expert on this topic, and his comment on
one's writing style and presentation do have to be borne. A couple of
points. One, the handbook ha changed and nothing is how it was. Two,
yon will have a golden opportunity to discover the wonderful world of
service writing as you write Official Letters, Demi-Official Letters,
memos and briefs. To say that this is tedious is like calling the Sahara
desert hot and dry, a major understatement. Having had word \\:ith the
Adjt for the standard of some document you've produced, nothing ts more
pleasant than pointing out that it is he, in fact, who is out of date and you
have the new format. On the other the Adjt is not someone to get on the
wrong side of. Diplomacy is called for here. Volunteer the information that
you have a copy of the latest standards to hand and offer to let him have a
copy.
Tip jive: all the work for this part is classroom based, apart from a
couple of exercises in the precis. 811/ if you don i do them before ha11d and some didn 't in my sy11dicate, no one will really mi11d. Just say you were
revisi11g the ES-leg of CSS: the DS won i believe you, but it will get you off
the hook. if they ask a11y ES-leg CS questions and you get them wrong,
explain that that's why you are revising. Devious or what?
The TEWT has to be approached with a proper sen e of reverence and
detennination. There are a number of sessions in the syndicate room
where you and your sub-syndicate prepare your appreciation, plan of
attack and presentation. It is ab olutely vital at this stage to memori e and
use those phrases that Training Majors and CO's relish, like. 'The
Commanders Intent is . . . with his Main Effort as ... therefore my mt ton
i . . . I ORDER TO ... etc'. Your plan could be totally u eles but if
you've got the phraseology_ off-pat, you ' re ~alf~way home. To explain; in
' My Fair Lady' . Rex Hamson/Profes or Higgins remarks of the French
that they 'don'1 care what they say as long as they pronounce it correctly'.
Thi preparatory stage i much the ame. As you present your olutton, the
critique will concentrate on the fonnat of your plan, not the content. ·Two
up, left flanking with bag of moke, follow me lads, it' YC all the way,'
is right out. o you complete your plan for the a ault and then g? out ?n
the ground. Thi i when you di cover tha1 'Two up, left nankmg wtth
bags of smoke, follow me lads. its YCs all the way·, would be just the job.
Final tip: don '/ get too carried away with it all.
In summary, the course is immen cly enjoyable, challenging in tenns of
what you can remember and packed ' ith infonnation. Above all,
remember that thi is a taffOfficers' course - and a Junior Staff Officers'
cour eat that. You are not expected to be the next Alexander the Great or
Field Mar hall. or are you expected to be bang-up-to-speed on all the_
late t military doctrine and tactic . You are expected to know the ba 1cs ot
oldiering, roles and organi ation . capabilitie (but not exhau lively) and
how the Armed Forces work, with particular emphasis on the Anny. Go
there, tay calm, Ii ten in and make note . And make sure to make time for
the mes every evening to keep your upply of marties up to tock.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
Copy for June edition must be received by 15 April - latest!
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PROMOTIONS
Congratulations to the Sq~ adro n 's Recruit Troop Gum, gt Al Gregory
0 11 his recent promouon (again ), the steady queue of peopk waiting to join
the ranks of the TA, a testament lo the excellent work he continues to do.
Also to LC pl 'D utch' HoUand , who ? n his promotion impressed the
Colonel when he re fu sed to ring the bell in the JRC! The rumour is that he
didn 't want to buy the drink s, because the rare Abyss inian Lesser-Spotted
Moth was hibernating in hi s wallet

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

R \1

Lt ol O. A. HargreaYes
WOI (RSM) . Yarnood

REG IMENTAL HEADQ ART2 RS
A ·quiet period' in RHQ ha ~<!en no change
from !Cl. an acre of Rain Fore t destroyed for
e · tabh hment . O\\ the Tech Adjt wears hi ne\
of)OU who do not knO\\ the CO and R M, the
ontrol the pace-stick!

other than more smog
us and no ad\'ance on
fo nd mile! For those
R VI i grinning a he

TRADE TRAJ I G
Trade Lrain ing bega n "itl1out W01 (YofS) Jim ' I'm off lo Oz'
Thompson, not that this wa the onl y reason for it 's success. 49 Sig qn
attended both daytime and night time a tivities witll relish and enthusiasm.
CO GRATULATION
Congratu lation go to Lt Ruth liddleton, upon her marriage to 2LI
ndrew Powell, of 3
1g Regt. In the fin est traditions of equality they
to become the
ha\'e decided to amalgamate their surname
1iddleton-Powells, although this tend s to be abbreviated to Midd leton
when on exercise.

. .
.
SQUADRON DINING .o .uT IGHT
The Squadron held a JOml-mess triple dining out night, where we said,
• 0 long and thanks for all th e fi sh,' lo the Regimental TA Foreman of
' ignals, Sgt Simon Lan.d, who gave the longest speech ever beard in the
quadron 's history. Al so 1t was goodbye lo W02 (RQMS) Kev Appleby,
who didn 't give the longest speech that the Messes had ever heard. Finally,
goodbye to C_apt ' TafT' Watts wh~ delighte~ the gathe.red masses with his
rend ition ofl he orps March on hi s harmonica for which he has become a
legend in his own lunch time. Gentlemen , thank you for your contributions
to 50 (N) Signal Squadron (V), you will all be missed. A special thank you
10 W02 ( SM) Steve Tinkler who did a sterling job hosting his fi rst Mess
dinner night and even managed to keep his old comrades in tow!
EXERCISE WINTER EAGLE
The second Brigade ommunications Exercise of the year saw the
quadron deployed to the darkest depths of North Yorkshire. Well ass isted
by the SP J's and ?Sis both Troops conducted themselves very we ll and
the weekend was a great success all-round . Regulars from 19 Mech Bde,
who were using Ille Exercise as trade familiari ation, joined us for the
weekend . The girl s from the switch gratefully accepted their contribution
and hopefull y this will be the first of many Exercises together.

Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves with W01 (RSM) N. Yarwood
49 (WR) IGNAL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj 0. E. Sixsmith
SM
W02 (SSM) Jame
EXERCISE POLAR EXPLORER - 25-27 SEPTEMBER 1998
49 Sig Sqn conducted a leadership exercise over the weekend 25-27
September 199 in the Keswick area of the Lake DistricL The aim was to
identify future CO' within the Squadron and to teach and practice
squadron personnel in rock-climbing, map reading and leadership.
The rock-climbing was all going to plan until a rather attractive female
appeared. on the rock-face, or was it the world famous climbing
tran \'estne from Ambles1de. Only Cpl Haynes knows the answer. The
mist did not prevent Lt Drennan 's walking group from reaching ihe cafe
for a well earned hot drink. In fact some would say tl1at the only reason
that they found the cafe was because it appeared from nowhere. The more
S1;fenuous group decided to tackJe Striding Edge assisted (or should that be
~md.ere~) by th~ OC, who was heard to mutter the following words of
m ptrat1on to h1 troops - 'How much more of this is there?' whilst
halfway up in the mist and clouds. He was ably assisted by FofS Steve
M.oore, \VhO was caught short while on top of Striding Edge and used the
mist as cover.

CARLTO GATE TIGERS
The Squadron has entered the local ix a ide a tro league. Things can
only get better, after finishing in an embarrassingly low position last
ea on. So far thi eason we have got off to a good start with a 4-1 victory
in our first game, with 2Lt Keith 'twinkle toes' Williams getting two and
Sig Ben 'l don ' t dye my hair' Martindale getting the other . Following on
from the last edition of The Wire, it i regretted to inform of the demise of
Ille Squadron in the TA Cup against Sheffield UOTC. Despite a spirited
first half performance which saw the scores level at 1-1 , age plus a dodgy
penalty missing performance from W02 (FofS) Kev 'I'm not normally
this bad' Sturman we ran out 4-1 losers.
742 SIG AL TROOP
The Troop has been busy over the past few month , with R IT and
Adventure Training along with a lot of other activities to keep us busy.
RSI! prove~ a~ain to be a great succes for the Troop witll all of the
vehicle ach1evmg excellent re ults. LCpl eil Watkin managed within
t~1e space of a week to improve bi Det from five pages on first line to 15
Imes on R IT and ig Paul Broadbent, also achieved an excellent report.
Well done to all who took part and lets try even harder next year.
The Troop had a good tum out for the Regimental Training Weekend
that t~o.k place at Ripon Barracks and although the weather was a bit off
the spmts were kept high throughout. Once again an evening out proved to
be_ too much for some and after the disappearing act made by Sgt Tom 'I
thmk I have tl1e Ou ' Lappin who failed to mention what time it was
(Cheers staff!) a good night was had by the remainder of the Regiment.
The Troop would like to extend a welcome to our most recent members.
S!g Louise · nowy' Snowdon who has transferred in from our Squadron,
Sig teve Armstrong and Sig Paul Albone who botl1 join us from the
Regulars, Cpl Richard Gibson and Sig Graham Black who have moved
up here from Blackbum. We hope that you all enjoy your lime within the
Troop. The Troop social function s have been going well and Ille latest was
a great hit. The Squadron Foreman, Hank Potts, managed to drag himself
away from his hectic workload to buy the long awaited, and much talked
about, beers. Thank again Foreman.
Congratulations to Sig Helen Watt on passing her recruit's course and
also to Sig Alan ' Urban' Hession on being promoted to orporal.

90 (NORTH RIDING) SIGNAL SQUADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
ADVENTURE TRAINING/LEADERSHIP EXERCISE
EXERCISE CAT'S EBOR
by Capt 'Taff' Watts
Ex Cat's Ebor was my first weekend after taking over as Squadron 21
' We' re ofT to Warcop for some adventure training,' they told me.
' Warcop? Warcop? I haven't been there since 1976 - and 1 didn ' t like it
then either! ' was my reply - but they made me go anyway. We took over a
little compound - which saved us having lo move in and out of the camp
itself every time we wanted to change act1v1lles - and set up our admm
area. This was run by our regular FofS, SSgt Ian Walling, a sisted by
SSgts Alex Durnall and Ian Ward. They set to with a will and soon had
the whole thing running like clockwork.
.
The weekend 's activities included hill walking, map readmg, clay
pigeon shooting, climbing, and ab eiling. Cpl i Haynes' climbing and
abseiling tand proved once again that a sixty foot climb looks a lot further
from the top than from Ille bottom - the look of sheer terror on some faces
confirmed tllaL SSM Kev Turrington and Lt Simon Smith showed
everyone why it's often safer to stand . in fron.t of a gun than behind it altl1ough they did help the Padre to achieve a lifelong amb1110n to shoot at
and hit a target! SSgt Gary Jowers managed to get everyone back safely
from the hill walking - although one group did get back late (where could
they have been?) We had a barbecue on the Saturday evening followed .by
the night 's activities which included Charades and Draughts - but not hke
I've ever played them before. The novel way of disposing of your
opponent's draughtsmen left me quite intoxicated with excitement - thanks
Foreman, good game! On unday moming,just to clear our heads, we had
some potted sports. A Iler a quic.k clear up w~ broug~t everyone back
safely - if just a little tired . One th mg that sticks m the mmd. - and stuck to
the ribs - was SSgt Alex Durnall's salmon and ham pa ta dish covered by
a sauce made from compo cheese, chicken oup and ham left ov~r from
the sandwiches. Thanks Alex, next time I want to re-lay my dnve I ll give
you a shout! It was a good weeke~d, made so ~y the en~u iasm of all who
attended, and it left everyone askmg for a sm1ilar Exercise next year - but
please, please not Warcop!

50 ( ORTHUMBRIA ) SIG AL SQ ADRO (VOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj J. Lambton
SSM
W02 ( SM) . T inkler

Maj David Sixsmith
Not a surprise to find David out of the office
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ARRIVALS/FAREWELLS
Welcome to Cpl Paul Robinson and family who have joined us from 3
(UK) Armour.ed Division and Signal Regiment on a three year po ting,
Farewell to Sig Emma Martin-Law who has left us to join the regular
army and become a 'Muppet', best of'tuck.

Sig Michaela Savin showing Lt Simon Smith
how she used to do it when she worked for the Kravs
(Yes, the one in the hat is an officer!)

Sig Lorraine Hague showing that it's dead easy
to hang from a rope
THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIG ALS TA BAND (34 ORTHERN)
The Band programme of events for 1998 proved to be as equally busy
as in previous year , despite a drastic reduction in the allocation of Man
Training Day (MTD ). This regrettably. meant that eve~ts scheduled for
Corps Units, 35 Sig Regt in Birmingham and 81 Sig Sqn m Coleme had lo
be cancelled.
One of the major events in the Band ca_leadar for Ille.early.part of the
year was the dinner for 3? ( kinners) Sig Regt held m Skmners Hall
London. This was a magnificent ettmg for Ille Band to perform. albeit_
after making everal attempts to locate the venue. However, the Tour ol
London' was free! Our next main event took us to RAF Digby m
Lincoln hire where we performed for their 80th Anniversary and met new
acquaintances in the Signal. quadron attached to RAF D1~by. T~e only
civilian engagement we had 111 our 1998 calendar took place m Apnl ~t the
Belfry Golf Club near Birmingham. This was to play at.a charity dmner
for the BACTA organisation, a subsidiary of Rank Leisure. Agam the
setting for the Band to perform in was magnificent.
The end of May aw Ille Band perform their first t:'f archin.g Di play of
1998 al the Catterick Garrison Open Day and York hire erv1ces Football
Cup Fina l. The presence of the Band obviously inspired 2 Div Sig Regl
who eventually overcame the RAF to win the Trophy! It i hoped that the
one of the three parachuti ts bringing in the match ball and who e canopy
failed to open until the last minute landed afely some dt tance from the
football pitch. Had he b<.--en the one with the match ball we may wel.l ha\e
still been waiting to kick off! The maJor Corps event for the B~nd tlu year
was al the RSA weekend in Blandford where we linked up with the orp
Band and 32 Sig Regt Pipers to perform the Bea.ting of Retreat Ceremony.
The Band Annual Camp for 1998 was held m Jersey, Channel 1 land
where Ille Band performed at oncer! Di plays and TO\ n Marches. It
was also arranged for the Band members to bmsh up on their Medical
Training. All in all a very busy work chedule. but one which pre cnted
excellent PR for Ille Corp , the Regiment and th Band. The ~and
continue to go from strength to trength and is curr ntly fully e tabhshed
at 35 musician , eight of which are female and twe~ty-two who are
ex-regular mu icians. The Band also played for the 9 . 1g Regt ~reedom
Parade celebrations in Banbury in July and at 11 Sig Bdc dmncr m
Donnington in October. It is hoped that even more Co~ .e ent can be
d ancc
added to the Band alendar for 1999 MTD ' perm1umg.
bookings for the Band can be made by contacting the Oand P 1, gt Jim
Robinson, on 01749 72313 or allerick Military (773) 2313.
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35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

H. TCH

DD PAT HE
..
\ number of ta fling change · have taken place since the beginning of
the ar and\\ c hav \\-elcomed many new face. and said farewell to th ir
predece.sors. HQ qn ha\e aid farewell to Cpl Gordon Tumin~on and
\\elcomed his replacem nt pl imoQ larsde!1. 4.8 qn meanwlule ha.ve
bade a sad fare\\ ell rn Cpl 1ark Lynch on his discharge and wish him
well in hi future career a a civilian. S Sqn on the other hand have
e:.tended a welcome to gt teve Colledge who arrived in January from 4
Armd Bde and has no'' enled into the TA environment. 89 Sqn, however,
ha' e endured almo-1 a complete changeover of staff. They ha c sai~
fare\\ ell 10 afs Ke' in Parkinson and Jock Reid and welcomed their
replacements"' gt Andy Egan and Steve Crooks. The Squadron has al o
welcomed pl ·win!-." Watson to the fold who replace Cpl Steve
aunders who ha now left the Am1y to pursue a civil ian career. ·wink' is
an FTR volunteer and join the quadron from 58 qn who are naturally
.ad to lo e him. Al o welcomed to the quadron in Febmary was Cpl
Martin Wa lton from his Tl Course - we hope he is as competent a
technician a he i a Map reader! Finally 95 qn have said farewell to Sgt
Ste\e Pickerino and hi family on po ting to Culford. The quadron ha
al o bade a pa;icularly sad farewell to W02 (S M) Clive ~Vinstanley
who leave the quadron after 18 years service (eight of' h1ch wer as
M) on posting to HQ qn as RQM TA.
A LIFE 0

THE OCEA WAVES
Fre h from her mobili ed service in Bo nia Capt Helen Molyneux
decided to continue her globe trotting when she volunteered to go on
holiday; ony, participate Tn fa Transglobe over the Christmas Period. Ex
Transglobe was the second leg of the Joint ervices Round the World
Yacht Race. What follow is her account of thi tremendou voyage,
which hopefull) will bring some unshine into all of our live : un. blue
ky, warm clear sea, white sandy beaches. fresh melon and pineapple
washed down with champagne. early morning swims and norkelling definnely the way to spend Christmas Day. Antigua is a small island
located in the West Indies, it has 365 beaches and here i \\here I spent two
weeks. whil t preparing for the second leg of Ex Transglobe. I had been
lucky to gain a last minute berth on H.HSTC Racer. the RAF boat and
joined the boat at Engli h Harbour. Following a week of preparations
repairing the generator, engine. ails and just about everything else we set
sail on 29 December across the Caribbean ea to Panama where the race
would end. The tan was really thrilling, with the three yachts in our group
tacking back and forth to keep in the area of the buoy until the starter
ignal had been heard - then we were off.

day- in Colon (the second most dangerou city in the world according to
U troop ), we were woken by the pilot at the crack of dawn to prepare 10
tran it the Panama Canal. The canal wa not what we had expected; it is
actually a lake with lock-gates at either end. There are three locks to enter
the canal and two to lea e. one of which is a double lock, known as
Miranores. Our progre s through the canal was smooth, with only a few
hairy moments when mas ive container hips got a little too close for
comfort. fter a day we were finally through to the Pacific. We spent our
final six days cleaning the boat, visiting Panama, repairing new faults and
enjoying ome last minute sun-bathing. We also held ~ cocktail party,
during which the crew of the Advenlurer was pre en ted with a new dinghy
to replace the one they lo t omewhere in the British Virgin l lands. It was
a memorable and exciting fours week and, I am proud to say, I have
finally conquered sea sickne !

REFLECTIONS OF A GOLF DRI VER
A telephone from the Regi mental Yeoman of Signals, W02 Terry
Burbidge requesting me to give some coverage to the Regimental Golf
Tea m aroused my curiosity. Being a driver of the famous car marque I was
almost convinced that he wa~ fo rmin g a YW_owners ' Golf Club'. Sadly l
was mistaken, as he was anxious only to enlist my dubious photographic
kills to cover the Regimental Golf Competition, which took place at the
Belfry on Thursday 17 December. Fo llowing my introduction to the
colourful golf terminology and mies of the ga me (yes they do exist) my
con fusion reigned supreme. Consequently I didn 't know whether to TeeOIT or Pee-Off, but did discover that a sand-wedge left in the bar (which
for some reason was called the 19th hole) was something you couldn't
have with a cup of tee, even if a caddy was avai lable! Obviously l was
handicapped because these golfing terms were beginning to drive me mad.
On my wander round the course, by now feeling a little under par, I fared
no better when S gt tu Waring (the oldest swinger in town) sensing my
bewilderment started talking about birdies in particular eagle and
albatross's - that did it for me I took my final photograph, hitched a lift on
a gnlf trolley and made my way to the 19th hole, went off my trolley, and
had a cup of coffee!! I a1n, however, still left with many unanswered
questions such as why every team member seemed determined to place
their golf balls in the centre of a lake, rather than on the green? Why (I
hasten to add with the exception of the CO, Lt Col Miles Stockdale, and
his brother Chris who both had a remarkably good round and of course the
Honorary Colonel Brig Jan Sim) do they all dress like Alan Partridge (is
he their TV hero) rather than
ick Faldo, Tiger Woods, Jan
Whatshisnamc or Bobby Clampett!

PAS OFF PARADE
Our recruiting fortune during the past year can only be described as
mixed, but happily we continue to attract high quality recmi ts and the number
of potential recmit walking through the doors of TA Centre has already
begun to how a major improvement. TI1i is not only due to the ongoing
efforts of our excellent recmiting teams but also due to individual members
of the Regiment introducing friends or work colleagues, which is proving to
be a most effecti e way of attracting new blood. Happily another recruit
course, the la t of the year, pas ed off at Cateswell House on Sunday 13
December. On e again the parade was anended by family and friends to
whom the CO, Lt Col 1iles Stockdale, paid hi traditional tribute.
Following the parade recmits. their family and friends joined his instmctor.;
and quadron representatives at a small reception held in the Sergeants Mess.

A jubilant Pete Stowell minus his family!

good
this life
•••

Territorial Army
SAS (Volunteers)

Helen at the Wheel

The Army entry Broad-rword took the initial lead but we kept fairly
level with the avy entry Advenlurer, but there was very little between the
boats for the first few hours. As we neared Montserrat the competition
raced off in a Southerly direction and that was the last we saw of them
unul we finished the race. The race itself took six days and we reacned
speeds of up to 13.9 knots. When I took control of the helm l was
extremely pleased at reaching a speed of 12 knots. During the race there
was the uwal rivalry between the boats with fa lse positions being given to
the variou kippers (they were concct - just a couple of hours old). There
were ·cencs of jubilation when we heard that Broadsword had lost a
spinnaker and most of its halyards and celebrations when news came
through that Adventurer had broken her boom. Within a few miles from
the end v.c caught sight of Broadrword, but despite a la t ditch effort lo
catch up they went on to fini h and win the race. cedless to say I was
delighted that the Army had won and even more delighted that Adventurer
came in SC\eral hours later missing the victory party. After a couple of

The CO and his brother on the green

ow that my interest has been aro~sed, how~ver, I' m pulling in for a
golf course - all I need now arc some irons, a p;111~le :-veater
a flm~y
hat! Joking apart I was left with a cnse ofadm1ra11on for this haidy gro P
of sportsmen who relentle sly pu~suc t_heir game no matter .w~a~ the
weather condition and do not believe for one mmut that it is JU~t an
excuse to get out of the office. Finally some ~suit and
acknowledgement . First!~ a special. thank you to T~e B~l.fry Managerf
Scott Jarvis and his stafT tor support111g the event and allO\\ mg our u e o
The Belfry and its facilities. Congratulations are also extended to cott .011
winning the event and to Terry Burbidge for \ inning .the. lon~esl drive
and finally to FofS Pete Stowell and his family for "inning JUSl about
everything else.

an?

The Recruit Course Photograp h

IPhone 017141466661
Trained Corps Attached
Personnel also required
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Rl (,J 11'. TAL 'PORTS
l ·, mJ11 ta in the ~P<'rts theme no" is a good opportunit} t? provide an
1 late <l11 th six1rting acti\ iucs t.hat h~\ e taken place durmg the past
couple of 1onths starting with {1Ur mtn:p1d Rugby Team captamcd.by that

1mmt•nsch , lcntcd but equally 'mode t. tactful and rc. cned
apt
\lartin Pull\ er "ho led his team to an imprc.. iH: ,.ictory against the
. utton Ct)ldfi ·Id Perthclian on unday 1 December. Unfortunately the
R ·gimcnrnl team, de pitc a valiant effort. could on! manage a draw on the
return match l>ll unda) 7 February. The Rugby team at the moment

The Regimental Rugby Team

appear.; to be tre ts ahead of the Rcg~n~ntal soccer team who despcrat.ely
need strikers to reduce their goal deltc1t or a new manager (sorry ch1el)
having lost ele\ en out of' twelve games. It is rumour-mongered that our
two goalies are in competition with each o.thcr, with Cpl 'Wink' Wat on
(who is to goal-keepmg \ hat .Glen lloddlc .1 to cope or what Jo~n of Arc
was to fire-fighting) who Jct m twelve dunng the last game beating Capt
'Chopper' Kennedy's record of eight (the term chocolate ashtray on a
motorcycle springs to mind). Team Capta 1~, gt Rod T homas is
reportedly seeking coun cl lmg or the advice of the Manager of
ottingham Fore t ( ot)!
.
..
.
On a much lighter note the Regimental ports competillon tarted ma
positi ·e but relaxed manner wit~ ctball that not surprisingly was won.by
HQ qn with 58 qn c~ming a close econd. The Onenteermg
competition. expertlv organised by Sgt Dave Arnot, took place at
Lichfield on unday ·24 January and produced no urprises either, with 89
qn a e ·peeled taking the team prize. Congratulation are extended
however to S gt Alf Holyoak ' ho e timing of 39.02 on Course 13
qualified him a Regunental Champion and to Lt Anna Cliff who
ucceeded as Female Champion with a record breaking 23.37 on Course
15. Team members were also delighted to be joined by the Comd 11 Sig
Bde Brig Jonathan Cook who participated as a guest runner and very
near'ty won the runner up prize! The following Tuesday, teams gathered
again at 58 Sqn for the mdoor football competition. As expected this was a
highly competill e, tough and fier~e competition, point.s were ~t stake and
the principal players were anx1ou to secure their rankmg 111 the
champion hip league. After ome tough games during the evening and
despite losing one of their key players 89 qn triumphant ly overcome the
opposition and won the day. They now trail HQ qn who are maintaining
their position at the top of championship league. ext is Hockey, followed
by Volleyball and Ba ketball o the competition is still wide open!

tea um that she carried around in her day ack hccause, a she ays, 'I can't
go for mor than an hour witho~t a cup of tea'. An.enjoyable day was had
by all and most managed to achieve all 24 checkpoints. Cpl Richie Fisher
from the LAD was the first vet home, with LCpl Hughie Rowlands
brushing 11 ' ide the .competition to start second to last and cruise home first
for victory. A spccial 111ent1on must go to the gallant efforts of Sig Robbie
Buhler who although on ly found a few checkpoints, managed to navigate
back to the sta rt muttc~ing ' I never could master the left and right stuff, let
alone north and south!
TECH ICAL MAI TENA CE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Alan ewberry
FofS
W02 (FofS) teve El worthy
TM Troop has been a hive of activity lately (honest), with such things as
the Cor ham hub commitment and second line inspections prior to RSIT.
0 much so that the TOT and FofS have been doing ome of the second
line in pections, but that is only the latest rumour, has anyone actually
een them? gt La urence Jarvi has been busy in the workshop while Sgt
Kev East found a spare afternoon to go off and win the Army Angling Fur
and Feather at Alder hot's Gold Valley Lakes. He came back with an
impressive Christmas hamper but would like to know where the wine
went. The Troop would like to say farewell and thank you to gt Kev
' llavc you seen the iron?' Young and a warm welcome to Cpl Dana
Grills and LCpl Dave Davidson. On a final note Messers East and
Jarvis would to like to say to the TOT and FofS 'Keep up the good work,
we're off kiing!' So after reading this ... Crack on FofS!)
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURES
We say a big hello to SSgt Gaza Sullivan all the way from the CTI at
Woolwich, who takes over at Bedford TAC, welcome and don't try to
avoid your COs interview, (broken down rover my foot!) We have to say a
ad fare ve il to two stalwarts of HQ qn, namely Mrs Iris Burton (How
will we ever replace you?) and W02 Mick O'Brien, thanks for all your
hard work over the past years.

SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
• Are you a satisfied soldier?
• Would you like to be attached to your
home town ACIO for 5-10 days?
• Would you like to visit your old school
and ACF to tell them about life in The
Royal Signals?
• Would you like to help in recruiting
soldiers into The Royal Signals?

YES!!!
Then contact your Troop Office for details of

THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME

36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
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Lt Col J. A. Allan TD
WOI (RSl\1) R. J. Stanton

REGIMENTAL HEADQ ARTERS
eedle to say, being in a TA unit at the moment is fu ll of rumour and
counter rumour, depending on whom you talk: to or what you want to
believe. l for one just get on and do my job unti l someone tells me to stop!
Maybe by ihe time you are read thi , the situation will have been resolved
one way or another and we'll know what's happening to who and why. All
I know is that I bet a 'Wire 1otes Writer' won 't be posted in! So here goes
for this edition . ..
I would like to tart b) thanking all those contributors who have made
my life so easy ... , OT! I'm up to about my fourth contributor in the last
twelve months and that's only because they are mostly at RHQ and I keep
pestering them. o the party line is, ·If you want your name/TpffAC/Sqn
mentioned in 1999, you are going to have to put pen to paper and send it
by by the first day of April/J.ine/August/October/December to: The Wire
Editor, c/o RHQ.
NCO & JNCO CADRE COURSE JANUARY 1999
The Cour e is a promotion qualifying course for Signallers lo LCpl and
Corporals to Sergeant held over two concu1Tent weekends. The first
weekend is an intake test and teach ing weekend followed by a test
weekend in the field. This year we had 21 Signallers and I0 Corporals all
trying to qualify for promotion, a good tum out over recent years. The
course was planned and organised by WOl {RSM) Bob Stanton on
tanford training area. The PSis were given their subjects to teach and
Sgt Martin Wright took up the challenge to run the admin side of
thmgs. The course started with a good old BFT at 0630hrs when it was still
dark and mi ty led gently by gt 'Pegasus' Back. A quick shower and
breakfast and onto the square to listen to the dulcet tones of Sgt
·Tasmanian' Tuff and the RSM 's in peclion. Before they knew it they
were in the classroom for intake tests followed immediately by weapon
handling tests, or was it a test of the instructor's patience? The rest of the
day found the students learning all about squad control and Internal
Security, then the JNCOs on navigation and the S CO course on admin in
the field and formal orders. After a long day scratching their heads it was
off to the bar for a beer and study their test results. ig Wilson and Cfn
Iaard were looking strong on the JNCO course, but this was the teaching
pha e after all.
unday morning came all too quickly and there we were treading up the
BFT route again trying to pass or improve their times. Some did, some
didn't and ome tried to help others who hadn 't. More drill, vehicle
navigation with Sgt Pete Stidwell or admin in the field with gt 'Satan'
Sulli~an followed by an JS practical with gt Laurence Jarvis and before
we knew it we were all heading home for some well earned rest. A quick
week 111 the office and 'Aaagh', it was the weekend again! This was the
weekend to find out who could put into practice what had been previously
taught. With stores issued and bergans on, we set off for our respecttve
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training area , the JNCO course going through the slow time practicals,
the S CO course going a little faster! Sig Garfoot led the way as Patrol
Comd showing grit and determination, but what he didn't know was that
the
CO course had been given orders to recce their harbour location,
which they did quite successfully. With light fading and the temperature
dropping, the JNCO course started to send out OPs and the S CO course
prepared to locate and attack them. Thi happened at 21 OOhrs and if l was
an umpire I have to say that the JNCO OP would have taken out the SNCO
patrol. Aller the fire-fight each cour e returned to its own location to carry
out night time routine, until 0300hrs of course, when Cpl Romans was
selected to receive the Platoon Commander" orders for the dawn attack,
not much sleep there then !
At 0600hrs the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Jackie Allan TD, arrived
at the RV point to be given a brief and pyro demo. By 0620hrs the CO and
RSM w~re in position and IOmin later the J CO cou r e were given the
traditional early morning wake-up call! The S CO course advanced to the
target and tactically stopped two feet short of the trip flares which lay in
wait for them, much to the annoyance of SSgt ' Peacemaker' Pollitt. The
banter will go on for week about who killed who etc etc, but all in all it
was a good learning curve for all of the students. A quick breakfa t and
cleaning of weap(JnS and before you knew it we were into an IS phase in
the form of Op Wideawake followed immediately by a TEWT. The
courses were mixed and di vided into teams of three. 90 minutes later the
teams handed in their sol utions to the problem. After watching the teams
on the ground and looking at their answers, it showed that they had put in a
lot of thought and wanted to get it right and all were not far from the mark.
An excellent way of carrying out IS training and certainly recommended
to anyone looking for ideas.
After the course photo, it was onto the quare for the final results. ' Top
bananas' were Cpl King for the SNCO course and Cfn Izzard of the
JNCO course, who wa immediately promoted to LCpl and received the
Top tudent shield. I wonder who wi ll be turning up for the next course?
HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj D. Watson
SSM
W02 (SSM) M. Grimshaw
Recently it was decided to practice th e Squadron at map reading and HF
comms on a Sqn Comds weekend. The weekend started off with an
orienteering competition at Waltham Abbey Country Park. The map
reading skills were varied and this was denoted by the size of day sack or
bergan that they were carrying! Some had obviously planned for an hour
or two, some for a week or two.
Everyone was set off at three minutes intervals with Capt Alan Newbery
leading at a brisk pace. Others set off more sedately, however due to heavy
ground tremors; it seemed that the rumours of Sgt ' Babs' Babester
breaking into a trot were well founded. As more people set off the
competition hotted up, with ig Rodwell and LCpl Hughie Rowlands in
particular, warming up with more than the usual enthusiasm. LCpl Karen
icholls would like to ex.tend her gratitude to PG Tips for providing her
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AN IVERSARY LU CH
.
On the 20 December 1998, 38 Sig Regt (V) ho ted an Anniversary
lunch for Brig Claude Fainvcather CB CBE TD. Th~ 94 year old. reur.ed
Brigadier, who i a veteran of the Battle of Kohuna, and 111 wife
Alice were joined by the Corp hierarchy past and pr~ e~t to. elebratc
al.most to the day the 70th Anniver ary of hi com1111 . 10111ng mto the R
1gnals.
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EXERCI E HEAD CHECK
This year CO' TE TEX was ba ed at the e ·cliffc Trainin~ Area.
The Regiment deployed under the pretence of a normal Reg11ncnt:il
Comms Ex in the Midlands area, howe\er. early on the aturday morning,
the true nature of Ex Headcheck "a revealed.
The troop made their' ay to a camp near Donnington, where they were
fed and watered, before they moved to e· cliff Training rea and briefed

on the cenario of a do" ned a1rcrat1 carrying a hazardous cargo. The RA IFire ·en ice pro\ ided a realistic crash • itc complete "ith lots of nircrofl
\\rec ·age.. moke. fire and the odd orpse or two. The troop the n watched
as the fire \\as C\.tingui hcd and the fire team left a quickly as they had
armed. Thi left the -be\\ ildercd troop to pick up the task of dealing with
a uahie and cordonina the arca.
Life wa not to be so ea·) though: the quadrons hud to establish
c mmand po ts that \\ Cf\' quickly inundated with numerous ta · ks
requiring the kilful manag 7lent of their resource . The e included ho~ . e
ckamnce. \chicle reco\'ery. confidence courses, V P. , search and dealing
\\uh the pre . The t rrential rain and gale force wind played an
important part in the weekend. Up until the la- t minute, there was a
distinct po·sibility that the troop might be required in th ir real time
1ACA role. to help local authoritic overcome the problems posed by
. C\ ere lloodmg of the RI\ er C\'em. 1e cliff Training Area was at the
centre ofthi alert, with a planned waterman hip stand being curtai led due
to the sheer \'olume of\\ ater.
When Endex was called, the troop retired to the warmth of the camp
for a moker. The final test was a number of in pection LO te t the R3
capab11it) of the Regiment including vehicle document . per onal
equipment. technical inspection and roadworthine check .

t

CONG RAT LATIO S 0 PROMOTIO
ongratulations on pr motion go to the followin g members of the
quadron : S gt Frank tcCubbin to W02 (YofS). Cp l Stu csbitt to
gt, LCpls cvill. Willmer, de la Billierc and Brittain to pl , Si~
Duffin, Doran and Rawlings to LCpl. There have been major changes in
the Squadron ma nagement team . We say farewell to Maj To m "McTavish'
McCappin who goc for a well deserved rest to the ·Wendy Hou e' as
Regimental 21 . and Maj Andy ' Rumpole' Smith, who has gone on
promotion to be 0 64 ig Sqn in Sheffield. A warm welcome to Maj
Da id Tomlinson, our new 0 . Welcome back to Sgt Mandy Jones who
has just returned from nearly a year in Bosnia.
SDREFFECTS
The quadron's Recniiting Team (S gt Chrissy Bull, Cpl ' The
Valkerie ' Helen 1ountney and C pl lbbey evill) are extremely busy
per uading oldier · from infantry unit to join the quadron following
DR.
TIONAL VOCATIONAL QUALIFICATIO
CCESS
Three members of the quadron have just attained a Level 2 VQ in
Telecommunications: C pls Andy Doran, Ibby Nevill and LCpl Jason
Rawlings. ongratulations to them on a first for the TA, orp and
Regiment. ongratulations also to the two qualified assessors for a ll their
efforts, W02 (FofS) Frank McCubbin and Sgt Carol 'M NVQ' Lee.

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Col J. Crackett TD
R M
WOI (R M) P. Anderson
The last few months have seen the Regiment continue in a busy vein .
On returning from the Christmas break, it was straight back in to a
Regimental Training Weekend and the Brigade Study Period. The
soldiers ' trade skills and the Officer ' knowledge of the Corps of which
they are a part, were both immensely improved! Two weeks later the
Regiment were on parade again for Ex Bronze Lynx - the first Regimental
omms Exercise of three. The Exercise was very succe sful with our
tradesmen gelling their first chance to brush up on rusty skills since
Annual Camp - it was just like riding a bike! The Regiment would also
like to welcome gt Norman, PSI Tech for HQ Sqn who joins us from
Blandford. We hope you e njoy your stay.

THE YEOMA RY EXHIBITION
CQUEER OBJECTS 0 HOR EBACK)
Following 12 long months of fund raising and collecting memorabilia
by the Yeomanry Trust Members and the PSAO, an exhibition to celebrate
the 200 Years of Oxfordshire Yeomanry was opened at the County Museum
in Woodstock by the Duke of Marlborough on 20 November 1998. Her
Royal Highness The Princess Royal who met Trustees, Members of the
Squadron and QOOH Old Comrade Association, also visited the
exhibition on l 7 December 1998. The Corps TA Band led by Sgt Jim
Robinson travelled down for the evening to provide a splendid fanfare.
The exhibition will be touring Oxfordshire for the next 18 months. The
Trust have published a book The tory of The Oxfordshire Yeomanry 1798
- 1998, £8.95 incl. p&p. Copies of the book and the dates and locations of
the exhibition are available from the Trust ecretary on 01295 262178.

HF DQ ARTERSQUADRON
qn Comd
Maj ash
M
W02 (S M) Bloomer
1998 PRESENTATIO OF
LORD LIEUTENA T'S CERTIFICATES A D AWARDS

by LCpf Taylor

We assembled at the Artillery Ground , Whiteladies Road, at 2.30 on 29
November 1998. There were many award and pre entations for members
of both the Reserve Forces and the Cadets, with representatives from the
Army, Navy and Air Force. Of the six Lord Lieutenant's Certificate being
presented, four of them were to people from 39 Sig Regt: SSgt Burn Sgt
Marsh, LCpl Taylor and Arthur Cheetham, who is now a civilian driver
with the Regiment.
A Citation for each individual was read and mine wa found to be rather
humorous since I started in the R R then on reorganisation moved to 37
ig Regt (V), then on reorganisation moved to 71 (Yeomanry) Sig Regt
(V), then on reorganisation again moved to 39 ( kinners) Sig Regt ('V). l
was also pre entcd with my Long Service and Good Conduct Medal and
Bar. I had been looking forward to thi pre entation for a long time - a real
milestone in my Reserve Forces' career.
After the presentation, photographs were taken and light refreshments
given which finished the afternoon off very well. It had been a very
pleasant day. l would like to take this opportunity to thank Col Crackett,
Capt Pengelley, Capt Cullen and any other officers who have helped me
over the years to make these awards possible.

RAF techno-babble means nothing to LCpl ' Griff' G riffiths
64 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
The heflield based communicating squadron continued its charity
acti\ities with an ln,·erness to Loch Lomond cycle ride. The 9-person
team completed the 200 mile trip in just three days using roads and tracks
for the most direct route. This e\ent is one of a series of fund raising
acti\'ities in aid of the Leukaemia ward of the Royal Hallamshire Hospital
in heffield. To date the combined effort of the Regiment and The
Fairleigh Club has rai ed over £3000 to provide direct benefits for the
recovering and terminally ill patients of the hospital.

Maj Robert Stone, HRH, Lt Col John Crackett CO
and Maj Paul Wenlock

LSQUADRO
5 (QUEE 'SOWN OXFORD HIRE HU SARS)
SIG ALS SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj R. D. Stone
SSM
W02 (S M) G. T. impson
1998 was an excellent year for the quadron. A full and interesting
training programme kept everyone occupied. The Squadron wa granted
the Freedom of Banbury with a parade taking place on 5 July 1998 and the
Mounting of an Exhibition at the County Mu eum and the publication o!' a
book to celebrate the Bi-centenary of the Queen 's Own Oxford hire
Hussars. We have said farewell to Maj Paul Wenlock who commanded
the Squadron and take the full responsibility and all the credits for the
events during l 998. We welcome back to the Squadron Maj Robert Stone
who took command on I October 1998. We al o bid farewell to
gt
Andy Baird who left us on promotion to join Exeter Univers ity UOTC. ln
his place we welcome SSot 'Scouse' Simcock who has already attended
Annual Camp, RTW l , and 3 and a 14 day Exercise in the Canary
Island - See eparate Report to sec how arduous it was!!

i

NVQ Practical, Sgt Crogan and Cpl Doran
Cpl Gary Helliwell, W02 (SS~) Jimmy Mees, Cpl Ange la Elliott,
Mr Alan Peckham, Mrs Mavis Peck ham and Jacquel ine Taylor
87 (CITY OF OTTl GHAM) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
EXERCI E IGEL'S REYE ' GE
\\02 ( M) igel aldicott organised another one of his infamous
military trainmg weekend , cadets from ottingham and Long Eaton
joined in the fun by acting as enemy. The tough guys of the Squadron
fam~us for their participation on the e weekends changed roles and
earned out the D . tasks wnh a sadistic' enjoyment. Cpl Paton confessed
~at he had_ felt qmte stres ed getting things to happen 'to the plan '. Others
m'ohed m planning the weekend with the ' Master of Darkness'
<S ·M •L) _were Cpl Dion Brittain, pl lbbey evill and Cpl ' Deer
Hunter \.\1llmcr. Well done lads, you may now get more to organise!
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Finally, happy birthday to C apt Bev wift who leaves the Flirty
Thirties and joins the aughty FORTIES, The question is asked, 'Why
didn't the Adjt get an invite to the party?' Answers please to the Squadron.

WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF
BLANDFORD CAMP? - FIND OUT AT
www.royalsignal .anny.org.uk:/mu eum/
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HRH Meets Members of the Old Comrades Assoc iation
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THE SQ ADRON CHRISTMAS FU CTIO 1998
On aturday 12 December 1998 the Annual quadron hristmas Party
wa held in the:: TA . The organisers. Cpl ( ow crgcant) Milner, Cpl
Mark 'Bu tcr· Taylor and Steve 'Big Boy' Brady must receive special
thanks for all the hard work in putting together a marvellous event.
The evening started with a bang with pre-dinner drinks, followed by a
umptuous banquet prepared by our own Master Chef, Sgt (Now StalT
Sergeant} Lee Kavanagh, Cpl J . C. ick Hawkins, LCpl Sharon Scutt
and Pte can Buckley. A fler uch a tine spread and in the absence of the
P I (Op ), Sgt 'Scou e' Simcock on duty in the Canary Islands! the PSI
(Tech) gt Robbie ' I' m on Rescttlemelll ir' Hall presented LCpl
Sharon cutt with the much coveted P I Trophy for the most improved
old ier for 199 . The afler dinner speeches were led by the QC Maj
Robert · Helium ' Stone, who made a pre entation to his predece sor Maj
Paul Wenlock. The 0 also promoted Sgt Kavanagh and Cpl Milner.
Well earned and congratulation to both of you. A fler the meal everyone
retired to the bar where to the sheer amazement of all. including her
husband sh, the Adjt Capt Bobby 'Tinkcrbell' Davi rang the bell. An
invite for next year ha already been sent to RHQ. Much more drinking,
dancing and inging followed, led by
gt Paul Johnson and fellow
chicken fancier Cpl Kev Durno. Once more, thank to the committee and
chefs for a fa ntastic event.

The time came when we all had to depart and with duty frees all bought
and packed <lway we returned to a ra~hcr cold Gatwick and thoughts

rctumed or Xmas and what Santa was gomg to bnng us all. Op ew World
was an experience not only for the civi lian students but for me as well. It
was very difTcrent being in charge of24 civi lian students and lessons were
learnt on all sides. Hopefully now they have all got different ideas as to
what a squadd ic is really like and on my part I now don't think that
envi ronmental students are tree-hugging, eco-warriers ready to strap
themselves to the nearest tree - well not all anyway!!!!!
Finally, Op New World is an incredible success and is well worthwhile.
The drive and cnthu iasm of the students and the lecturers amazed me at
times. I was very privileged to take part in this fie ld work trip and
recommend this to anyone who would be interested in helping out. If
anybody is interested in Op ew World please end a AE to me and I will
get back 10 them as soon as possible!
Happy Xmas and ew Year and may there be peace and goodwill m the
New Year - along with a nice win on the lottery for al l concerned at 5
(QOOH) Sqn in Banbury.

F LL TIME RESERVE SERVICE (FTRS)
We wish Cpl ick Hawkin every success in Fallingbostel with the
RHF on hi 12 months FTRS. Hope Bosnia i good, and Sharon misses
you

Miss Anne Leonard AM founder of Op New World
and SSgt 'Scouse' Simcock outside the school

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO GRAT LATIO
Well done to our two A TC Pay Clerks, Pte Lizzy Matthews and Pte
cott (I came top Sir) Garthley on passi ng their lass 2 Course.
HRH being welcomed to the Exhibition by Col Tim May,
who is President of the Old Comrades Association &
Chairman of the Oxfordshire Yeomanry Trust,
Cpl Mark Taylor and Sig Les Barnes provide the Lance Guard
\1 IT BY BRIGADIER . G. HUGHES CBE. CO I 1A DER 2
(NATIO AL COMM ICATIONS) BRIGADE & COTSWOLD
GARRI ONT ESDAY 19 JA UARY 1999
The quadron Commander \\elcomed Brig Hughes to Banbury on an
extreme!} wet and miserable training night. It was his first visit to 5 Sqn
and Banbmy The Commander met all the officers and was then given a
fully detailed brief on the Squadron. He then toured the garages and
work hop meeting squadron personnel preparing vehicle and equipment
for fa. Bronze L) 11x.

Cpl 'Paddy' Ferguson
Are you sure you want a lift With 5 Squadron?

Maj Robert Stone presenting the Commander
with a copy of the Yeomanry Book
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OPERATION EW WORLD - A ADVE TURE IN THE SU
by SSgt 'Sco11se 'Simcock
The story goes omething like this: On a dull, rainy Monday morning at
the end of ovember 1998 the Regt YofS, W02 Mark ' Fluffy Head'
Whiting phoned up Sgt (PSI Ops) 'Scou e' Simcock at the TAC in
Banbury. 'Scouse, there is a fast ball been thrown round. I need a
volunteer from around the Regiment to go away in two weeks time to the
Canary Island 10 take nineteen women and four blokes on a civilian nm
course. If you know anybody that would like to go will you let me know as
soon as possible?'
Once I picked my elf up off the floor and stopped laughing I asked him
ifthi was an early April Fool's joke - to which I don 't think he realised
what I wa on about! ow what you must remember is that 'Fluffy Head'
is not quite as quick on the uptake as mo t normal people. However, I
eventually managed 10 persuade him that I would be the ideal candidate
for the job - that i suave, intelligent, witty and desperate to go anywhere
in the un for free! After getting permission from the kindly Capt Bob
Sheldon (PSAO) and trying to keep it a secret from as many people as
possible (especially Sgt Robbie Hall, P I Tech) and al l the PSls in the
Regiment until it was confirmed I was on it, I then let it be known to as
many people as possible. It was then a case of trying to get everything
ready as quickly as possible. Fine details had to be worked out, for
example, how many sunbed sessions would I be able to get in before I left
( 14 e ions in the end!) and what was the exchange rate at the moment?
The day of departure eventually came and I met up with everybody at
Gatwick Airport. The first person I was to meet was SSgt 'Tel' Smith, 38
Sig Regt (V) (REME) - he was the other regular soldier attached for the
'Op'. 'Tel ' had ju t had an operation on a certain part of his anatomy and
was finding it quite difficult to walk without it being extremely painful - a
fact that I wa to chuckle over the next few days! In charge of Op New
World wa Mi s Anne Leonard MA. She was the driving force behind
the whole operation and an in piration to all the students. This was Anne's
8th Op ew World. She ran them all completely voluntari ly and in her
own time. Along with Anne were the two lecturer Dr Colin Ryall and
Tim Jenkins MA.
Op ew World is a self-help programme designed for young
unemployed (18-25) and its main aim is to get participant off the
unemployment register and into worthwhile jobs. Since it started in 1995
the success rate so far has been 90%. Applicants come from all over the
UK working in partner hip with Farnborough College of Technology. The
programme provides a unique opportunity for young people to get
restarted. There arc three parts to the course all designed to en hance their
teamwork, study skills in Environmental Science and practice these skill
learnt on the two week fieldwork trip to the Canary Islands.
We spent two weeks on La Gomera, an island offTenerife, doing forest
regeneration in the Garajonay National Park. Much of that two weeks, Tel
and I actually spent doing mundane every day army things like unblocking
the toilets, cooking breakfast, cleaning up and basically being a jack of all
trades and master of absolutely none! The normal admin jobs that every
squaddie becomes adept at! We also had to take the students out every day
on little ' hikes' up mountains (for which we never got thanked). Other
lessons taught were survival skills, first aid skills, map reading skills - we
even managed to get some night navigation in (well it was a I 0 minute
walk from the Spanish bar to the ' luxurious school' we were staying in).
Fortunately we managed lo spend a mall amount of time at the beach - not
as much time as we spent with some of the students in the local hospital
where we became regular visitors, sprained arms, legs, infections, oh and
of cour e Tel's little problem with his operation! However, my sunbcd
sessions back in Blighty came in rather useful as it meant I could go
straight on the beach and cover myself in coconut oil!
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RSM

Lt Col C. H. Turner
WOl M. Godwin

REGIMENTAL NEWS
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
The Regiment says farewell to one of its PSls, SSgt Brian Croxford,
moving to pastures new in Donnington with his family. We welcome his
successor. SSgt Dave Cooke. He and his family are now trying to
accl imatise rapidly after spending the early part of the winter in Cypms.
68 (IN S OF COURT A D CITY YEOMANRY) SIG AL
Q ADRO - WHIPPS CROSS ND LI COL 'SI
Sqn Comd
Maj E. J. H. Marshall TD
SSM
W02 (S I) L. Evans
WELCOME AND FAREWELL
The Squadron says farewell to its erstwhile OC. Maj Rupert Sawyer.
who leaves us to take up a staff appointment with the Territorial
Commissions Board. We wish both he and his wife well for the future. To
succeed him, we have great pleasure in welcoming as the Officer
Commanding 68 Sig Sqn the newly promoted Maj Eddie Marshall. May
you have a happy and successful tour in command.
70 (ESSEX YEOMA RY) SIG AL
CHELMSFORD A D HARLOW

qn Comd
S M

Q

'The Management'
(l.:R): Capt Tallents, Maj Pa lmer, Lt Col Turner, Brig Hughes,
W02 Humphreys

DRON

Maj Simon Palmer
W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys

F REWELL
The quadron says a fond farewell to ig Uz Blaber w~o . i
transferring to 265 (KCLY} ig Sqn in order to combine her TA trammg
with her studies al Sussex University. We wish her well and thank her for
her service with the Squadron.
WELCOME
The quadron welcomes LC pl David Liddle who join us from 57 ig
Sqn in heltenham. We hope he enjoys his service with the quadron.
VISIT OF COMMMA DER 2 ( C) SIGNAL BRIGADE TO
CHELMSFORD
The quadron received a vi it from omd 2 C) Sig Bde! Brig S: G.
Hughes CBE. 882 Sig Tp fro111 Harlow al o attended the training evening.
The Comd was initially briefed by the qn Comd and was then taken on a
tour of the TAC, commencing al the Officers' Mc s where he had coffee
with the Officers and S CO . He continued his visit and aw Operat?rs
undergoing trade trainin" in the classroo111, Technician under in trucuon
in the workshops and th; DE's and Dvr Lmn in the garage . Al the end of
his tour the Command addres ed all ranks before moving on to an informal
buffet with all ranks in the quadron bar.

Brig Hughes baffles LCpl Laskey
(L-R): Brig Hughes, LCpl Laskey, S ig Evans, Sig Smith
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peeches were made on behalf of Lhe quadron by Col tephen Foa kes,
Dep Comd 2 (NC) ig Bdc as a former Squadron ommandcr. I le then
made a presentation from the oflicers to Brig olin. In rep ly, Brig Colin
made a memorable and movi ng speech. All ra nks of the quadron wish
him ' ell for the future.

The Comd shares a joke with LCpl Wafer and S ig Marsh

Col Foakes presents Brig Brown with a farewell gift

OFFICERS' UPPER 1 IGHT
F REWELL TO BRIG COLI BROW
The officers of the quadron, plu ome former officers, held a farewe ll
upper to Brig Colin Brown who has retired as the quadron Honorary
Colonel. The supper was a succe s and, as is the custom on the e nights,

265 SIGNAL SQUADRO - BEXLEYHEATH A D BRJGHTO
Sqn Comd
Maj Hugh Robertson
SM
W02 (SSM) Keith Wrate
The quadron is busy preparing for the ational TA Centre Open Day.
More news next time ....

really. really hurts ..we also ~a 1.iage~ to visit the ancient city of Petra, and
do some sea canoem.g, and d1vmg, m the Gulf of Aqaba. On returning to
(amp Habib, C pl Jim Coombs kmd ly volunkered me Lo repre cnt the
detachment at the remembrance parade which the Banalion was holding.
What 1did not realise, was Lhal I would have to learn Light Infantry dri ll in
the space of five minutes. Let's just say that I didn ' t quite cut the mustard!
All in all, the Exercise was a great success for the detachment.
EXERCISE RUNNEL STONE 1999
Ex Runnel Stone is one of the most exci ting Exercises of the year, held
annually in different regions of Denmark. Designed primari ly to test the
Danish 1lome Guard, the quadron invites various airborne and pecia l
forces Roya l Signals uni ts to recce and then attack installations which the
Danes arc guarding. This Exercise has a considerable history and attracts
considerable interest within Denmark, from both the military and the
civi lian popul ations.
The quadron depl oyed an advance party by ferry to set up
communicati ons at sate houses around the region. The mai n party then
deployed on Friday evening, by C I 30 from Luton Airport to Tactica l
Landing Zones on the Danish coast. The TA soldiers love it - at I 600hrs
thcre'rc at their civ ilian job, three hours later they' re on patrol in
candinavia!! Over the next 36 hours an intense period of close target
recces comms schedules, visits and attacks took place at a furious pace,
before' both sides declare victory at endex. Sunday afternoon the main
party then board the C 130 back to Luton fo r I600hrs. Phew, what did you
do at the weekend?
All 1n all, this was a very successful Exercise for the Squadron (and
:ierhaps we' ll invite you next time, if you' re still with us MC). ext year
~hould be bigger and better, with para infiltrations for those who've done
the course.

THE LOOK FORWARD
Relaxation in a sunny climate was required and the OC and YofS got
the latter, haring around at a very illy pace, considering the temperature in
America and Bermuda for two weeks. A II thal fo r the recce of our three
week Ex Global Lynx 3 to be held in March - if they' d tried to seek
sympathy, their pleas would have fallen on deaf ears!! Watch this space for

details of Ex Glohal Lynx I. Back in the UK (briefly) taj David 'I think I
went to Bletchley once' Raleigh went off to visit more of the chaps, and
W02 (YofS) 'Ginge' Wlllimont took gt ·1 work for the Foreman,
honest' Marvel off to Norwa1, Lo recce the forthcoming skiing hoh<!a>
(That i - 'communications exercise'). The year finished with a crackmg
Christmas party and a de ervcd break over the fest ive period, although
1999 looms ' ith a range of Exercises in many countries throughout the
world. It's a hard life.
EXERCISE SHORT LYNX
Whilst all the overseas exercises give the quad ron a chance to practice
long range HF, bas ic comms ki lls need to be practised and honed to a fine
edge. This is where the Short Lynx Exercises come in. Ex hort Lynx 7, 111
December, was just such a weekend exercise using training areas m
Piddington, Hu llavington and Bramcotc (thanks, 30!) as well as our O"-n
TA Centre. Thanks to the efforts of SSgt ' Deano' Poole and gt Colin
Roberts it proved a very successfu l deployment.
633 Tp are responsible for the Base Detachments. LCpls ue Jordan
and arah Jakeman put the youngsters through their paces, and although
Sig tu 'Sausage Fingers' Adams managed to delete half of the messages
most of the traffic got out to the fi eld eve n tua~l y. 602. Troop's LCpl Fl.o
Jordan was more concerned about simple urv1val up m Bramcote. as h1
crewman Cpl Luke ' Golden Boy' Stanley had managed to forget to pack
both the heater and any pans to cook on. Ex hort Lynx 8 was a similar
deployment organised by Lt Angus ' Paper Boy' Ever . Hoping that some
of the success of 'Station X' would rub off, S gt Debbie Stock deployed
her Transportable Base to Bletchley Park and started decrypting mes ages
about U-Boats. By Saturday morn ing, though, LCpl Paul Evans had
reminded her that the War was over and comms to the field had been
established.
In the meantime, Cpl Mark Gott had deployed his field det to
Pidd ington, not exactly the home of creature comforts but an awful lot
warmer than Hullavington where he had been on Short Lynx 7. Ju t
recently promoted, Cpl ' Gotty' was keen to demonstrate his leadership
abilities, dragging LCpl Paul Dalton out of the stores because ' he's a
grafter and makes a mean egg banjo'. Hopefolly he may have to do some
work when in Belize next month!

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE
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OC
RSM

Maj J.E. Richardson MBE
WOl (RSM) T. P. Crane

VISIT OF THE DCINC LAND - MAJ GE J. D STOKOE CBE
by LCpl Thompson
.
. .
qn Comd
Maj D. . Raleigh
W02 ( M) D. Scott
M
It seem an eternity since the Squadron last featured in The Wire, but
that's what happens \\hen you're a busy operational unit. August saw the
departure of Maj Gordon Duncan to Blandford. Maj Duncan
commanded 602 Troop in Bicester, before lhe formation of I (RBY ) Sig
Sqn (SC) in Bletchley. The Squadron is immensely grateful to Maj
Duncan for his hard work and dedication in what was a very challenging
period. In his place faj David Raleigh has made good hi escape from
HQ I and eems to have found excuses to vis it most parts of Lhe world
already. At the same time the 2IC, Capt Julian Gregory also fe lt it was
time to move on and we ha e welcomed Capt David Goddard from 94
(BY) ig Sqn . Capt Ros Brown could not put off AID any longer and
handed O\ er to Capt Richard ewhouse, another refugee from the
Province. We wish Capt Brown the best off luck at AJD and subsequently
at 35 ig Regt.

The busy Autumn training programme started with the biennial camp at
Jersey Camp in the I le of Wight. Th is was an intense period of trade
training culminating in a test exercise at Thetford. Time was also fo und for
an COs cadre course, a fun packed ports day overseen by a sl ightly
biased W02 (YofS) ' Ginge' Willlimont and unfortunately PT including a
stretcher race ... thanks for that, Sgt ' JD ' Dennison. The Camp was
extremely successful and with the qualifications awarded, promotions
were soon to follow.
EXERCISE SAFFRO SANDS 1998 - JORDAN
by LCpl Way ne Miller
Every year the resident Infantry Battalion in Cyprus hold overseas
Training Exercises in the Middle East. I (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC) have
provided a rear link detachment for the Exercises for the last three years.
With 1998 be ing no exception, Cpl Ann ' I' m a networking guru for the
REME' C oombs and my elf had the pleasure of joining I st Battalion
Light ln raniry in the deserts of Jordan for five weeks, throughout the
months of October and November.
After the obligatory delays with the flight , we finally arri ved in Jordan.
The journey to Camp Habib !Tom the airport was provided by a local bus
company, and to say that it was scary would be an under tatement. Was the
driver asleep or just visually impaired? That we will never know, but the
phrase 'white knuckle ride' springs to mind. With communications to
Cyprus swiflly established, Jim and I began to adapt to Battalion life.
Speaking from my own personal experi ence, I strongly advise all Corps
personnel who are attached to the Infan try, nol to address 'Colour
Sergeants ' as 'Staff' Whoops! Halfway through the Exercise our boss Maj
David 'Honestly, I' ve never played Black Jack in my life' Raleigh flew
out to Jordan and paid the detachment a visit. Not one to shy away from
the hardships of being a real soldier, he declined th e RQMS ' offer or a
luxury bed in the officers mess, and joined 'his boys ' in roughing it on the
floor in our 12 x 12! Good on you boss.
The detachment was lucky enough to be included in the excellent R&R
package that the Battalion had put together. A visit to the Dead Sea was
one of the biggest hi ghl ights. Speaking from personal experience, I
strongly advise anyone who is going to be swimming in a sea with the
highest sal t con tent in the world not to have a shave prior to doing so! It

On the mornin g of the 3 ovember 1998, the Unit was v1s1ted. by th.e
DCinC Land, Maj Gen J . D. Stokoe CBE. The visit invo lved a bnef v 1~11
onto the Squadron vehicle park to meet the troops followe~ by ~offee .with
the Officers and Seniors which included a medal presentation with Brig .
R. Parker Comd 20 Armd Bde in attendance. Cpl Calum Black was
presented ~ith his LS & GC for 15 years without getting caught, Sig
Bowring wa presented with his I medal and finall y myself. LCpl
Thompson wa presented with my Joinl Commanders Commeodauon for
Op Resolute. Our wives were al o presented with flowers an.d champagne
was opened by the OC and RSM (pictured) to toast the rec1p1ents. It wa a
day in my career I will never forget as it i not very often you get to see an
officer so far up the ' ladder' let alone peak to him. I mu.s t confes though
that for once being known as ' Gobby' Thomo was a bit.untrue as l was
totally stuck for words. A meal was laid on for the rec1p1ent~ and all the
familie , eniors and Corpora ls from the quadron . I would like lo Lhank
the O and R M for a memorable day and congratulate Cpl Black and
Sig Bowring for thei r well deserved medals.

(Back Row} : W01 (RSM} T. P. Crane, Cpl Calum. Black, .
Ma j J . E. Richardson MBE, LCpl Thompson, and Sig Bowring
(Front Row}: Brig N. R. Parker, Mrs Black,
.
Maj Gen J. D. Stakoe CBE, Mrs Thompson and Mrs Bowring

The RSM and OC (In the rear}
try in vain to open the champagne, the 'Tiff' has no idea!!
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the birth of their son Ethan and fin ally Andy
the birth of their daughter Hannah.

RO\ L ORPS OF I
L
KUNG CH ~lPlON HIP 1998
he Corp champion hip· began on the 5 December 199 for the
'quadron ·, k1 team. Th' team con 1s1ed of Lt Rhidian Jone , Lt Paul
Randell. pl Ra) 'le Lead, and LCpl :\I organ Len is. Afle~ spending an
hour trying to lea' e camp due to the \\TO!lg l) pe of snow fnl_hng, !lH: 1ea~1
\\U off on \\ha! was 10 be a mammoth tnp to Kaprun, Au, lna. lf1t wa, n l
for the fa t that German utobahns are all heated by underground
radiators (a fact pointed out b LCpl 'lorgan Lewis ) the team may not
ha\e got there 1 all.
ixteen hour after lea' ing Paderbom, we arrived in Zell am ee, just in
time to begin skiing the ame morning. The remainder of the orps ki
teams ex cpl the Brigade , had amved two weeks earlier and already had
an adHmtage o,·cr our \Cry inexperienced minor unit team. The first ~v~ck
in' oh ed ki !rain mg. an hour on the lope at the end of the day lo k1 hke
lunatic and finalh ba k home for a little nooze. Then followed LCp l
Le\\ i • pecial COlnpo surpri e, a couple of beer and then off to · razy
Daisie · the local night spot for a 'couple of jars' until the early hours.
The econd week \'a race week. The team had now found their race
leg and were raring 10 go. fir t top the Individual Giant lalom. LCpl
Len i ''a first 10 go. ha' ing the grea1e t amount of eed points, next to go
\\a. Cpl Ray lcLeod. followed by Lt Randell, and finally myself the
illu 1riou captain with an all time low eeding of 61 st out of 74. When l
arri\ed at the bottom of the slope, my worst nightmare had come true .
Three now covered racers re embling my team, had all fa lle n, and all had
et a precedent for the re t of the week. As a team we were de tined to do
badly, but all had gained a ta te for racing in their first ea on and all ' ere
itching to return next year lo et the record traigh!.
EXERCI E PIPEDOW

olan and Sarah Booker on

BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. . Randell
Tp SSgt
. Sgt J. Crabb
.
The run up to Xmas whilst largely an. alcoholic blur was considerably
ea ed for the B Fleet crew _thanks to Sig Rachel ~eeve and . ig Steve
Bowring. Thankfully the shipment of calendars arrived intact, 1f only the
same could be said for the Rover! Post Christmas, the Troop immersed
itself in an alternating cycle of pre-R IT mamtcnance and PT. Newly
appointed PTI Sig Andy Moss de._cended upon the_ Troop and Squadron
like an avenging angel. H1s m1 ss1on to. fight. Christmas flab has been
executed with a vengeance. W1 II we survive or 1s the quadron soon to be
manned by waifs with arm like Garth? Watch this space!
Congratulations to LCpl Tony . Ramwell and LCpl John Spinks on
their fir t (better late than never Spmksy!) and to Lt Randell on saving his
last com flake token and dropping the '2nd '. A large welcome to Cpl Tris
Dunbar ' ho gai n the Fleet Managers hot seat and goodbye to LCpl
Evans to Ireland.

SUPPORT TROOP
Farewell to Sgt Deegan and his wife nne off to Bruggen and 111 h1.
place we'd like 10 welc me gt Leigh ortheast and his wife. ilvla. We
hope they enjoy their tour here and don't find 1t too stressful. We v,ould
also like to welcome Sig arah Billany from the factory, the leammg
curve start · here! Congratulations to LCpl Chris Mooney and his "ile
Mirelle on the birth of their daughter Brittany
MAINTENANCE TROOP
A warm welcome to the new arrivals, namely Sgt Nigel Kenyon and
his wife Caroline from 7 Sig Regt. Also welcome to Cpl Al Cro~,man,
LCpl James Alexander, Da e Trot and Cfn Richard Stoneman and his
wife Michelle. Also welcome to LCpl Darren Ormiston and his wife
Christine. Hope you have all settled in now and have a great tour with the
Squadron. Goodbye and goodluck to Cpl Leslie .Jay who's off to l qn
(Special Comms), well done on passing the course. Also farewell to Cpl
Mark Evans and his wife Lisa, not moving very far to the Unit down the
road, QRH. A very quiet period as far as activities go, but a very busy
month work wise, what with I st lines, 2nd Imes and now to top it all R IT
around the comer, what more joys are they going to throw at us.

4 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS &
SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)
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DlVI IO AL KIING CHAMPIO SHIPS 1999
The Di\•i ional ki champion hip , began in early January in Les
Contamines, France in the hadow of the great Mont Blanc. The ki team
had one change 10 that of the Corps, with Lt Randell losing his place to
the Chief of staff Maj Tim Lai. With the inclusion of the ' kier from
Geneva'. the team was greatly improved, and looked quite formidable.
Thal wa of cour e until we all staned falling with great Lyle once again.
The week passed quickly without event except Chamonix a nd Hotel a la
Bank foyer. but some things are be t kept quiet. The OC, 1aj Richardson
MBE arrived toward the end of the week with his illustrious driver, the
21C, Capt ick O ' Kelly. Before we knew il the championships were over
and the prize gi ing wa upon us. A congratulations goes to Maj Tim Lai,
for\\ inning the Individual lalom, the Veterans Individual Slalom, and the
Veteran Individual Combination. A well done also goes to the team for
coming third in the Minor Units Team event and for winning the scruffiest
team award. To all the otl1er teams, all the best and we look forward to
'Crazy Daisie ' next year.

The Team l.:R LCpl Morgan Lewis, Maj T im Lai,
Lt Rhidian Jones and Cp l Ray Mcleod

Lt Jones shows us the correct skiing position

Maj A.H. CampbelJ-Black
WOl (RSM) D. W. Craig
Cpl Ray Mcleod starts w ith impeccable grace and style
BRITISH ARMY (GERMANY)
INTER UNIT BADMINTON CHAMPIO SHIPS 1999
The Champion hips were held at Hammersmith Barracks on the 8/9
February 1999. The unit en tered a team under the organisation and
iraining of Ca pt Mick Bohana n . Afier two week of training the team
pairs were chosen and a battle plan drawn up. The plan wa simple, pair
one Capt Boha nan and C fn Ritchie Stoneman would win all of their
games because they were unbeatable, pair two C pl Roberts (RLC) and
WO l Graham Du-prat would then win some and lose ome, and pair
three W02 Dave Bobbett and Sgt Rog Moore would hopefully pick up
the odd point here and there.
With the plan in place we started the day with high expectations of
trophies and medals only to be beaten by last years runners up 32 Engr
Regt 3-0. However, the team bounced back well winning against 2 RTR 30, 2 CG 3-0 and then 3 AAC 3-0, This set up a thrilling la t match against
HQ I (UK) Armd Div with second place up for grabs. The first match Cpl
Roberts and WOI Graham Du-prat was a heated confronialion which
went right down to the wire (excuse the pun), however, HQ I (U K) Armd
Div scraped a 2-1 win which meant our next two teams must win in order
to achieve 2nd place. So, next up were Sgt Roge r foore and W02 Dave
Bobbet who, despite being our weaker team achieved a good 2-0 win.
This meant 1ha1 the very la t game would decide the final po ition . Capt
Mick Bohanan and C fn Ritchie Stoneman went into the final game
confident of victory but found their opponents equa lly as determined to
win. The match wa played al a great but kilful pace which entertained
the watching crowd to the end, but unfortunately, HQ I (UK) Armd Div
triumphed 2-1 to take thi years' runners up place.
The final positions were as follows:
Winners
32 Engr Regt
Runners up
HQ I (UK) Annd Div
2rd Runners up
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
A specia l mention must go to our capta in and coach Capt Mick
Bohanan who recently won the open doubles and the veterans doubles
whi le bunking ofTwork at Chilwell in the UK, well done.
ALPHA TROOP
by Cpl McDonald
Tp Comd
Lt R. Jones
Tp SSgt
SSgt M . Payne
As Alpha Tp moved from the o ld year to the new, the workload was
increased in preparation for the up-coming R IT inspection due in
February, with some notable grafting and good fi r t and econd line
inspection results from a ll but Sigs Bruce Morrison and Mat Dorling in
particular. This was mainly due to the amount of personnel that were on
courses and detachments. These included: LCpl Andy olan (Class I
Upgradi ng), Sgt Steve Mayell (SAA) and Sig Mat Coverly (PTI),
courses which they all passed. We also wish luck to Cpl Don Garner
(SAA), LCpl Ross Thurbron (RSCC) and Cpl John Reardon (DMI'
again) on their va rious courses. We should also me ntion LCpl Keith
Knox who has the pleasure of spend ing the winter at BATUS and the 'SinBin' in particular.
We would like to say farewell to LCpl Crowder on his po ting to I
Mech Bde and Cpl McDonald who is moving to 30 ig Regt and
~elcom e LCpl Benson, and Sigs Brough, Hepworth and Wilkinson
mto the Troop. Congratul ati on go out to: Bruce and Co.-rie Morrison
and the birth of their daughter Courtney, Ross and Kirsty Thurbron on

W01 (RSM) Gary Waters hands over to W01 (RSM ) Dougie Craig
42 DISTA ZMA RCH THUN WITZERLA D
5 DECEMBER 1998

snowfall from the night before, but the sun was shining. Our route took us
around the large lake outside Thun, passing through several control poim
where each team member had a control card stamped by a Swiss army
official. We maintained a good pace and completed the first half of the
course in 3'hhrs, some IS miles, sporting our BLACK RAT T-shirts.
However, once we had lost the light, the temperature plummeted, hats
coats and warm jackets were !he order of the day. Unfortunately the
melting snow also now had frozen, causing a considerable problem
underfoot. This second half of the course seemed to drag on, but
eventually we arrived at the finish at 2 I 35hrs, having completed some 33
miles - the greatest distance covered by any of the 130 teams who entered
the march.
During the prize giving the next morning, each team memb:r received a
medal, the team received a ceremonial bayonet and apoleomc nowshoe
both inscribed. At this point il wa al o announced that the BLACK
RATS were the first ever British Army team to enter the march in its 42
year history. I would like 10 thank all the team for their efforts in ti:aining
and in the march, and welcome any new members. (Hope you hkc bhsters).
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. J. Odling
Tp SSot
SSgt K. Johnson
Osc~r Tp would like to take thi opportunity to welcome the following
people to the Troop, SSgt Johnson, gt Oliver, Sig Cole, Sig Roberts.
and Sio Trotter. On a sadder note we say farewell to SSgt Heaton ( 11 Sig
Regt) :nd Sig 'Dodge' Dodgeso n (30 Sig Regt) the Troop wi ~es them the
best of luck in the future. Al o we welcome back LCpl Smith after six
month at BATUS Canada.
Four members of the Troop took part in the Squadron' Skiing Exercise
(Ex now Rat) in Austria. This wa held in Zell-Am-Zee over ovember
and December 1998. We managed to stay out of barracks (and hospital) for
a full month in training in Alpine kiing, ski touring and cro s-country
ski ing. The Squadron's two ski instructors Sg! '!'lamer' College and LCpl
' ige ' Stiff managed to plan an e cellent tra1nmg l?rogra~me that taught
u how to ki down the slope . th<!n acros them before gomg up them and
eventually into the mountainside .' _ith snow hole . ~ard graft from day I!
Ski touring and eras -country 1ra1111ng s_eemed to ttll be a novelty, at lea. t
for tourist in Zell-Am-Zee, owe certamly stuck out from the crowd. Thi
, a more becau e of our lack of t. le tha n anythi ng and helped during
Apres ki, hen certain me_mbers of the cxerci e only ma~aged a fe_w line.
of conversation before fall mg asleep (even when not talk mg to Lt Cra h

The ' Black Rats'
(l-R): Sig Robertson, LCpl Maclabagn, Sig Burke, LCpl Taylor,
LCpl Walsh , Cpl Bapty, W02 (ROMS) McNaug~t. Sgt Hughes,
Sig Dinsdale (Photographer 2Lt Hi//)
Preparation for the Lanyard Trophy tarted early this year, with some
light 1raining before Chri tmas culm inating in our ent~ to the 42
Distanzmarch, in Thun witzerland. T hi was a march ag~mst the clock,
the aim, lo cover the greate t distance in the aUotted time. It wa an
arduou course in and around the area of Thun, with a team of ten men ,
each ~arrying 20/251bs. The march tarted at 1400hrs, to _ensure that tca!n~
covering the greater distances would complete the1~ march dunng
darkness. We set off at a good pace and in high p1n1 , with a fre h

LCpl Rob Sirgnano with his explosive handbag
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dlin:?). 0.:.pitc thi .. \\Call enjoyed ourselve, thoroughly. learnt a great
deal bout ,k.1ing and continued to get paid for the duration of the
. ere is . You can't '1} fairer than that.

RA 1GE D Y WITH DIFFERENCE
br. i~ K<·\· 'Pt'ppt'ran11 'Bishop & ig Nigel 'Old Man· IVilcox
ll all tart d early "ith a nice lei urely drive to Ha Item. "hich took
l\1 i,~ the time due to ig Tony · 1arlon· Brandon's 'ability' 10 drive.
On ..: there the r:inge 1 ·a- ct up. brief given and it wa. time to te t our
·k.ilL on the out door trainer with ome expert tuition from Cpls 'Gaz'
Chri lie and nd} · cou.e' Delaney . There were some good 'K' Kill .
much to thee. citemcnt of gt Dickie ·Range God' D. er. Then it "as time
to fire the 94mm Rocket something that only two of u had done before.
The 45 LAW were unpacked and were kept under the watchful eye of
\\02 RQ 1 Yince le aught who for all we kne\\ had acquired them
off the back. ofa lorry.

With Sigs Bishop and Fiona ' Fifi' Francis to lire first, they were
joined in the firing bays by the afety instn1ctors and a good job too
because they were needed for th.: very first rocket which refused to fire. It
was up to Sgt !>ickie Dy~r to_ make it safe and remove it from the range, to
be d1spo ed ot safely. With little drama the rocket were fired until it was
time for Sig Nige W ilcox the most nervous man on the day to tire hi .
After omc slick drills and good spotter rounds it was time for a big bang,
only we gol a small fizz, and shout of 'CHECKFIRE' and a very disti nct
smell, a!lcr 60 seconds the rocket was made safe and Sig Wilcox ran like
the clapper.s, shame it wasn't his BFT! All that remained was to destroy
the two misfire . W02 Mcnaught and Sgt Dickie Dyer took on this
enviable ta k. Afler planting the PE they too made admirable BFT time
before the biggest bang of the day. A pe ial mention must be made to
LCpl Robert 'Efficiency' irignano, who after years of training managed
to blow up the ground 200 metres in front of the tanks . GOOD EFFORT
ROB!
SUPPORT TROOP
TpComd
TpSSgt

Capt (QM) Smith MBE
gt P. Buckley

CCE
by LCpl Jason Hawksworth
My future in the Royal orps of Signals was looking bleak in
ovember 1997, I wa doing ery well within my own trade as Tele Op
Radio, l 'd achieved all the right grades, and expected to come off the next
board. The results of the board came, I was not promoted and I was
informed t~al my service was to be tem:iinated ie: I'd be leaving the Corps
the fo llowmg October. After lengthy discussions, my 0 a kcd me if I'd
given any thought to a retrade as a tore Accountant. I felt that I still had
o much to ofTer that I had to give it a go. The course started in April at
Blandford, fo.llowed by C+E and HAZMAT in June. During this period I
had a fanta lie lime. and met many new friends, so if any one i in the
same boat as my self, I'd recommend they go for it, the future for me i
now lookmg much better. I've since pa sed my cla s 2 up grading course
and a MHE course, the department I work for is excellent but hard work'
and now I'm finding all my door \ ide open.
'
'

W 02 Vince McN aught asleep with his rocket

FR OM BLA DFORD
by Sig Leeroy Thew/is
I arrived in Osnabruck on Monday where upon I wa met by ig
Bryden who had done the hard work of getting me a bed pace complete
with bedding and a me age from the then MT gt. Sgt Doughty had left
the message that I \ as to deploy on Exercise Ulan Eagle and on
W~~esday there I was in Poland. Within a few hours of arriving in the
trammg area I had !'let the QM, Capt Smith, and it was not long before I
became very familiar with the guard ro ter too! During my first week I
started to meet more of the lads and lasses that I would be spending my
next three years with, like Sgt ' me,me,me' Pryce and Cp l 'where's the
kettle' Reynold s. As the Exercise went on I started to get more involved
and. not only was I stagging on, I was also sent on rolling replens. It was
dunng one such replen I learned that even with a GPS you can still get lost,
mmd you 1 have found (to the loss of Sgt Do ughty that it isn't that difficult
to lose a GP )! eedless to say it was a short, harp introduction to the

SUPPORT TROOP

QM

Capt (QM) Dave Wilson
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) Rod Cowan
We'd like.to wish .a bi.g farew~ll to the QM, <;:apt Wally 'warm fuzzy
feeling' Oram and his wife Jackie, who are le~vmg us to go to 7 Sig Regt
on or about the 9 February 1999, (on promotion to Major and of course
assuming that the QM doesn't.get demoted to Cpl after the LSI). Also a
big welcome to ~apt Dave Wilson wh,o JOms us from I AOSR, we hope
you enJOY your time h~re. LCpl Dean e7k! eek!' Lightbody who is also
leaving us to go lo 7 Sig Regl (as the QM s brew boy). Good luck to LCpl
·raff Elston on his. A big welcome to Sig Phil ' Black-eye' Brown and to
LCpl 'Shortie' Lon~ who's n~t here yet but can get a slab in when he
arrives. Congratulations to Sig Ronald 'ooh la la' Pierrepont on
forthcoming promotion and posting to 30 ig Regt.
GE ERATOR BAY
We'd like to send congratulations to Cpl 'Taff' O'Connor on his
promotion to Sgt (watch out .14 ~ig Regl). Another farewell now to Mr
Lee McKone who has traded m h1 uniform for an easy, breezy life on the
rigs. A big welcome to Sig 'Geordie' Soppitt, who on one of his fir t trips
to ennelager took a detour past Hamburg (next time use a map). Last but
not least, congratulations to LCpl 'Oen, four slabs' Nordon on his
promotion to orpora I.

It was a well orga111scd event with about 75 competitors from the LK
and Germany and went smoothly and uneventfully unt1l lhe end. Or did 1t'!
The 1d~a ~hind ~e e two weeks was to prepare us for the Div.
Champ1011s~1ps which were held from 9 - 19 January in Le Contamines,
France. So 1t was that o~ another aturJay morning after Christma~ "'e
we.re again sat in the mm1bus getung ready for an eleven hour drive with
twice as much confid~nce as before. The standard of skiing was very high
with m.any teams having apparently done little but ki for the whole of the
preceding year. The team this time was made up of Lt I can ski bettt:r than
you' \orker_Y, SSgt 'Admin' Runchman , Cpl • ta}' out of my kitchen'
Bean a.nd 1g 'Egg It' Court. Again the organisation was i00% and
everything went smoothly except for the fact that one of the team was
1~1ped .out by the dreaded Snowboarder on the econd to last day which left
him with a broken clavicle .The victim was in fact me and I would hkc to
ay tha~k you to my OC and the organisers who macle sure I got off the
mountain >afely. Even with this loss to the team, ?ABS managed to do
we!I and should be a s~rong force in next years competition (assuming
we. re not in K~sovo!) Finally thanks to Cotswold The Outdoor People for
their sponsorship and well done to th team for hard work and good results.

QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T
Congratulations to W02 (RQMS) Rod 'dancing man' Cowan on his
recent election for promotion, the gt's Mess will miss you strutting your
funky stum
Recently the Dept has continued to work toward ensuring that the
Com ms troops are provided with the be t possible service and support. Sgt
Al English i preparing for civvy street ( 18 months too early!) dream on
Al! Cpl Andy Carrick is sweating on the next promotion board, but Cpl
Carrick if you get any thinner you'll dissolve. LCpl 'Robo' Robinson
continues to strive for physical perfection, its a pity its not during
Squadron PT as he's not often there (he ays he does it in his own time!)
The remainder of the team are doing nicely, especially Sig 'Blodwin'
Davies the new Corps recruiting pin up.

THE SKI TEAM 1998/99
by Sig Court

On aturday morning, the 5 December, four people sat in a white
minibus speeding down the A 7. Destination, Kaprun near Zell-Am-See in
Austria. Yes these four people were the 7AB S ki Team. They were Lt
Adam Corkery, Cpl Jim Bean, Sig Phil Green and Sig Jase Court.
We were given one week to train before competing in the Royal Signals
Champion hips. After arriving at our accommodation we went out to
explore Kaprun. While ocialising over a few drinks we were suddenly
attacked by some large monster with whips and bells - don't ask!
Apparently it is part of the Austrian culture to go out dressed as monsters
and whip all the naughty people on 5 December while St icholas goes
around giv ing presents to all the good people.

The Victorious Ski Team
(l:-R): Cpl Bean, SSgt Runchman, Sig Court, Lt Corkery
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qnComd
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Maj Andy Bristow
W OJ (RSM) Colin M iln e

LPHATROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Helen M urphy
S gt Jame Runchma n
Tp gt
W.ith the fe tive eason over, the Troop is settling into the start of the
trammg year, but the har~ work still ~onti_nues. January saw us deploying
on .Ex ~crboa _Launch, aimed at getting nd of a few Christmas cobwebs
which n certainly succeeded in doing. Shortly afterwards we packed the
\\agons agam and headed out to the Hoh ne Training Area to lake part in
Ex Jcrboa Charge, a .Troop level Exercise to prepare both Troops for the
Squadron T~t Exercise, ended up bemg as much a test for the LAD as for
the Troop, wit~ four wagons coming down with faults.
Congr~tulauo~ to C pl Phil J enkinson on his marriage to Teresa.
1ean~h1le ~ertam ~ember o\the Troop have kept the Med Centre busy
especially 1g Gaz Jim Miller Ayto with his laminated sick chit and Sig
Ja. e ou!1 after. his skiing exploits. Hello and welcome to Sig Tony
M uer , 1g K e~ m a nn on and ig 'Magic' McDermott all straight
fr m the factory, who got here eventually after an unplann'ed detour to
R F Bruggcn.
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BRAVO T ROOP
Tp Comd
L t Adam Corkery
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Sloa ne
Firstly welcome to C pl Rob Luke, Sigs Mark Jesso p and 'Johnny'
Cash. We hOf)C you cnJOY yo!-1r time here. Se~ondly farewell to ig Jan
Dan ter and h1 wife Steph ame who go to 3 Div. After a good Christma
break all the troops rctun:ied refres~ed and in high spirits ready to tart the
New Year. We ~ame stratght back m at top speed with a good Exercise to
start the yea~ w ith as 1t gave some of the new lads an insight into the year
ahead; As this was a Troop Exercise we thought the last night would be the
be_st tnne to say farewell to Sig Danter in true Bravo Tp style - enough
sa id! Th is was then followed by a Squadron Exercise one week later called
Rats Link. In this Exercise all the Squadron assets were deployed and all
the lessons learn~ on Ex Jerboa Launch were tested. Again, all objectives
new less?ns learnt. Special mention ought to go
were ach ieved with a
to LCpl Beevers for his outstandmg efforts with the Kipling. This was
followed b~ .another Troop Exercise one week later made cnjoyabl11 by
large.quantiues of 5.56mm and GPMG rounds to play with - ju t don't
menti~n cam nets to LCpl ' Titch' Mea kin or track bashing to the Tp
Comd. TI1e year ahead 1s uncertam but B Tp feels ready and willing to
meet the cha llenge!

fc:w
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Sqn Comd
Maj N. A. W Pope
RSM
WOl (RSM) S. Mitchell
A we enter 1999, the Squadron wishes Capt J. Howell-Walmsley
congratulation on hi commissioning, and good luck in his posting to
Northern Ireland. We extend a warm welcome to WO! (RSM)
Mitchell and his family, as he takes up po t in unny Catterick. In addition
we thank RQMS J. Gibson for his aliant work in the QM' Dept, and
congratulate him on hi promotion to WO I (R M) and posting to London.
EXERCI E PUIG E BOR DECEMBER 1998

by Lt J. 'loose rock (don't ask)' Toze
Shock! Horror! The QC had agreed to allow both troop commanders to go
on ad".enture training at lhe same time! ol wi hing to allo1 him time to
reconsider, Lt J. 'M icro-wire' Griffiths and myself were on our way to
S~am fa ter than a thousand speeding gazelles. With a tear in our eye at
m1ssmg the decoration of the mess ( .. maybe not), we embarked on two weeks
rock climbing in the Costa B111va, carefully shepherded by our expedition
l~ader WOl (RSM) J . 'Gtuu· Howell-Walmsley. On arrival at Alican~e
a11'!l':1rt the eight of u headed for base camp ... the Flamingo Pia ya hotel m
l3e111d rm, and set about e tablislung ourselves. It immediately became
apparent that the winter population ofBenidorm i of an average age of about
seventy. much to the delight of LCpl Eddy 'Crack monkey'. Banks and his
never endmg collection of Yves a int Laurent shirts. That night rock tactics
were discussed, and a deviou and cunning cover story concocted to explain

our presence in the geriatric capital of Europe. By day climbers embra ing
the rock like mountain goats on Viagra, by night the co-op climbing workers.
or C2W as we liked lo be known. Over the next two weeks we climbed on
over a dozen crags, inglc and multi pitch lances, bolted and traditional
pitche . The climbing 1 a simply fantastic, typically conducted in idyllic
surroundings with temperatures of around 25 centigrade. Highlight
including Sig Ma ry 'Rock vixen· ndersons belay bea ting. Cpl John
'Rock fo sil' Hart's ie~ta at the top of a pitch (something he will ne1er let us
forget), and some rand m c1V\'Y and his amazing gravity boots. Howe1 er,
highlight of the week came when W02 (FofS) . ·Turfa (a· in winch)
tortoise ' Williams demonstr:ited his patented climbmg techn.4ue. Thi
imolved making gnmt:ng noise (1 hich hould have re ulted in Dai id
Attenborough flying in to investigate migrating elephant ' eal ), whilst
making a grab for anything to hand, animal, vegetable or occu ·ionally
mineral. By night the wca1y party entertained itself with extensi1 e karaoke
therapy. relaxing Line Dancing and interaction with the 111digenou ·
population. Entertainment a' ard must hO\\CVCr go to the R M, when he
appeared in the bar dressed in a pink ladies shell uil. posing as a bag ii lier for
the co-op!(he nearly bottled .. ). I take thi opportunity to thank\ 0 I (RS 1)
J. Howell-Walmsley for all hi. hard work in organi ·ing the expedition and
hope his dislocated toe, gain d a a re, ult of a particularly tricky move on
concealed and wet limestone, recovers fully! In additi n, a word of warn mg
to 15 ig Regt. don ' t let thi man within fifty ICct of a karaoke machine•
P. , If you don't believe the hell uit epi·odc, we hme the photo !
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BR\YOTROOP
1 p omd
Lt J. Toze
gt M. O'Brien
Tp gt
I Q99 and back mto the S\\ ing of things for Bravo Tp. A .J CO cadre
behind us. we no" look forward to pending much of our time down 111
Bulford. a ,, e work to" ard Brigade FTX in
ptembcr. !n the .Troop
gt i\I. O'Brien cont mues his abstmence
otlice thing continu apace,
from alcohol, de. pite th occasional ·\yec · lap e .. gt .M. Toes l¥es th~re
ar t\\ o Toe 'Toze in the Troop!) contmues to uflcr under the d1ctaton.al
brc\\ making regime. and I continue to strive to aYoid ta. k. from the' E 11'
21C. :i t C. \ 'audin! In the cre'' room we ha e a number of recent
ignallcrs Kemp, Richard' , Robi~ on and Tunnycliffe aka
additi n
'Tuna f::h'. good luck and may the force be with you. We aLo welcome
L pl Hankin on and Cpl · ice haircut' Kiff to the fold. Promouon
ha,·e al o truck, and congratulation go to LCp l E. Banks, LCpl C.
Petty, L pl C. \ atts and gt D. L_ea k. _Farewell and goo<;! luck to Cpl
Da' i and hi famil). a he move mto c1vvy street. hockmg .new has
also rea hed the Troop of gt R. Enderby· temporary r.eloca!1on w tl~e
guardroom a RP gt. We look forn ard to a new diplomatic regime 111 th1
of the quadron.

Publish it in
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for u , SSgt May and Sgt Owen who were making _their own way up,
ussed the distressed Truck and cros loaded the rations. That piece of
pood luck coupled with the in genuity of attached chet: LCpl Duffin
~1 eant tha~ at least we wouldn't ~o ~wngry. The first phase '_Vent fairly
succc ·fully, wi th the Troop cstabhshmg the longest HF radio lmk mover
'1g month with Alpha Tp who were located on Dartmoor, and the
Ptarmigan crews cutting their teeth on the basic principles of working in a
command po t. The next phase put the lads in a totally unfamiliar
situation , as the Troop mana!\ement took a step back, and command
appointments were given to various people.

The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles

part
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Sig Richardson called his raft Titanic!

CCX

SUPPORT TROOP
It all started quite badly with wacky races on t?e square and then ~he
clu tcr with the first set up but once on the road thmgs settled down. First
we moved down to Portsmouth with ucce s and with good instruction
moved in apart from Sig ' I owe a crate' Comery, who decided to bog his
vehicle in. Each person had a task to complete and everyone worked very
hard. The sea crossing went superbly and the move up to Bath also went
well. Although the Troop was full of new members moving into .location
was done with true skill (I wonder if it's something to do with only
wanting to do it once!) The next pha e was the driver tra_ining, and again
ig Comery lived up to expe~talton by nearly breakmg a truck and
blaming someone else. Overall 1t wa a succes ful Exercise and everyone
learnt a great deal - inc lud ing Sig Comery!

O>CD

EXERCI E 1UIR MARATHO
Ex Muir Marathon \\as the quadron' much awaited expedition to
complete the world famou 2 IOmile John ~foir Trail, with the final phase
beine the ascent of Mount Whitney (the highest mountam m the Umted
tates of America, tanding at 14.497ft). With California being the venue
and onl) a maximum of fourteen people going on the expedition places
were hard to come by, e\'entually though the volunteers were \ hittled
do'' n to the final elected group.
The start of the expedition couldn't have gone better with our cheap
orthwe t American airline tickets being swapped for British Airway
and after a night in Lo Angeles we made our way to Yosemite ational
Park. Our first night in the wildernes made us all think twice about what
we were doing, with storie about bear attacks being noated a~out by the
park rangers. Thi caused some panic and we ended up I?Cndmg a large
chunk of expedition fund on bear boxes to store our food m. (The correct
torage of food was al o a constraint placed on us by the Park Rangers).
The thought of the expedition being a holiday soon dimini hcd on the first
day when we confronted our first hill and the 60lbs that we were each
carrying didn't help to change our minds. Whilst the main party was
grafting hard in the outback the initial admin learn Sgt Andy Wyatt and
LCpl Tudor \: illiarns decided to introduce themselves to Jill Dando,
who wa filming the holiday programme in the area. They also spotted the
only bear of the expedition, however, unlike the Jill story they couldn't
pro' ide u with photographic proof of the bear meeting. On our first night
out the hierarchy Capt ndy Coulston and 2Lt Dan A hton decided that
bear stag would help them to sleep better at night, so one tent at a time we
took it in tum to do our two hours. ot a peep was heard until Sig Karen
bbott took her turn on guard and demolished the peace and quiet with a
piercing scream. She came face to face with a fox as she wa getting out of
her tent, in time honoured tradition not one bloke came to the rescue as
thirteen burly quaddic all pretended to be asleep!
Apart from a few sore feet and some spectacu lar scenery the rest of the
expedition went along smoothly and two weeks later Mount Whitney
came into sight. The ascent to the top took us two days with the views
from the summit being breath taking.

Nobody mentioned snow in Cal ifornia!
After the descent we pent a scorching day sight seeing in Death Valley
whilst transiting to Las Vegas. Vega proved to be an ideal place to let o~r
hair down for a couple of days before we went back to Los Angeles. A trip
to Disney Land proved a hit with the big kid and Universal Studio the
next day was just as popular. Eventually all good things come to an end
and even thougb the expedition wa hard work everyone had a once in a
lifetime trip that none of us will forget.
EXERCISE PHOENIX ASH
The quadron found itself in the rare and enviable position of having
some spare time, that is time when we weren't running around like
headless chickens, which meant that the three Troops had the opportunity
to plan and run their own, Troop Level Exercises. The Exerci es all went
under the moniker of Exercise Phoenix Ash, and that is where the
similarity ends. This is their story ...
ALPHA TROOP
Alpha Tp deployed on a Troop Level Exercise to Dartmoor in October.
The weather was booked by some Jack-the-lad who decided he'd te t the
OC's ability to stay calm when his world was falling around his ankles. As
the storms took grip of the West Country, the wind took grip of Brigade
Main and promptly destroyed it! The inter-generator standing jump
competition also took place that night with the winner being V I's gene
achieving a convincing 25ft. As if that wa n' t enough, it then began to
rain ..... aga in. The Troop's attached REME YM decided he was bored an~
needed a cha llenge when he bogged a rover in up to its axles ... and then 11
began to sink! ..... and rain. No injuries had occurred to Troop per onnel
until the final evening when during a pot of Inter-Troop rugby training
they sustained a sliced eyebrow and a set of broken rib .

Conquest of Mt Wh itney completed,
with all team members present
Equally a breath taking wa ig Tony Richardson taking a three-day
old Big !1.1ac out of his bergen and handing it round for a unique photo
opportunity.
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BRAVO TROOP
Bra o Tp's Exerci c was held in the somewhat bleak and hilly area of
Otterbum, which is located in Northumbria, about 70 miles South of
Edinburgh . After the first hour of the twelve hour drive up north , the first
casualty of the war was the POL truck, which unfortunately was also
carrying most of the rations and cook ing equipment. Despite this rather
inauspicious start, the training began fair ly smooth ly and the
communications phase began first thing on the Monday morning. Luckily
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EXERCISE GRYPHONS SCHUSS 1999
With last year ' Squadron kiing Exercise having gon~ so well , ~t
seemed only the decent thing to do would be to kick the a$Yo& out of 11
and en urea repeat performance this year. This time, a happy band of27
officers and soldiers from both the quadron and the Bngade
Headquarters packed themselves into minibu es for the 800 mile trip to
Tignes, France. After an uneventful (s ic), JOUmey we amved to find. t,hat
we couldn't take over our accommodation for another seven hours - 1t s a
good job we hadn't yet discovered the Crowded ~ouse bar!
After the initial hassle, the time came to hn the slopes. Alt)iough
initially extremely cold, the ski ing condition were perfect. and with th~
added con eniencc of being able to ski directly from .the hotel to _the k1
lifts the scene was set for an excellent week. After k1, 1s of course t1~e for
Apre ki, and whilst Tignes is no Val D'I ere a far as mght hfe is
concerned, there i till some fun to be had. Happy hour Lil the Crowded
Hou e proved to be the absolute favou rite, and .when C pl Webst~r won a
Free round, things became interesting. If you d~sagree, then con 1der that
the round he had ju t ordered came to approximately £100 pounds, and
maybe you' II get the picture!
,
,
The cross country kiing wa pro idcd thanks to C pl Adam Weasel
Horton from ATR Bassingboum to whom many than~ are owe~. Many
thanks also go to instructors Maj (qM) Ben Britton, MaJ AU~n
Docherty, and Ca pt T im Marston w1tho.ut who.se help the Exe1c1 e
would not have been po sible. The Exercise agam, was a re oundmg
success with excellent weather for all but the last day, and a great bunch of
people to share it with - roll on chuss 2000!
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt D. Ashton
Tp SSgt
gt C. McKcnna
.
The new year tarted with Ex Parthian hot. The Ex~rc1se took place a
usual in unny Thetford. We were given an opportunity for some of the
new Wolf Landrovers to fly for the first time with some unexpected dented
bonnets (looks like JATE have got to have a rethmk). The .rest of the
Exerc ise was uneventful until the la t day when we had the sall facuon of
watching the Sta fl' unexpectedly set o!T on a four mile tab back ~o c?~ 11 P·
The Troop would like to we lcome newcomers g~ McGumess, Cp 1
Heyne from Bravo Tp, and Sig Smith. Cpl .Jo Ruth from 3 01 a!id 1 ~
.Jase Williams from tbc factory. Be t w1 hes al ? to LCpl ~itc~
Vellacott who is on tour in Ko ovo, LCpl 'S ia her ~aughter w 10 is
po tcd to Ireland and Sig ' Pcz' Perry who is currently trymg to be t~ie first
person from 21 O to pass p ompany. Thi week we have also lost Sig Caz
Lawson, ig ick Ker haw and Sig Andy Bellamy to I Royal. cot • let
hope they enjoy their six month tour of lrdand. Farewell l? Sig Whal~!
and congratulations to Tp O , Lt Ashton, on a . long awa ited a~d wed
deserved promotion to LieutenanL, also to pl Wilson and Cpl Hill, an
LCpl Moran on promotion.
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BR VOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt . K. Bowdler
Tp Sgt
SSgt A. May
It was a long Christmas period with lots happening LCpl 'Log'
Stewart arranged the Troops Christmas party, which was atto.:nded by
over 50 people, including the OC Squadron and the R M. All who
attended agreed that LCpl Stewart did a excellent job. 1999 started with
Ex Parthian hot. It was a five day Squadron level Exercise held at
STA 'TA, which involved Troop level training. individual detachment
drills and helicopter deployment drills.
Congratulations go to Cpl Jase C urley, LCpl Chris Marshall, Cpl
Kfrk, Cpl Barringer, and LCpl Tucker on their respective promotions.
We would like to welcome Sgt May and family from 3 Div and L pl
Bettle from .JC
I, LCpl Chri.s Guntrip and ig Rob Hack who have
joined u from 11 Sig Rcgt. We also welcome 2Lt 'Mogs' Southern who
has joined us for a few months between Sandhurst and her Troop
Commanders course at Blandford. The Troop would like to say goodbye to
Cpl Rob White who has gone to 2 Sig Rcgl and Cpl Kev Kiff who left for
19 Mech Bdc. both of whom left on promotion . Extra special Troop
farewe lls and best wishes go to Cpl ' Spike' Poole, Cpl Steve 'Bish'
Bishop MBE and LCpl John Mc ally who have now left the Am1y.
Finally, Cpl Paul Kirk and Sig Marie McKenzie have decided to do
away with MCM Div and breed their own new Troop member .
Congratulallons on your new daughter atasha!
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj (QM) Ben Britton
SSgt Phil Latimer
.
Tp S gt
1999 - and the festivities are over. Time for Exerci e - under the guise of
Parthian Shot, our first under the new Sqn OC, :vtaj Ivan Hooper. We
deployed to Stanta and Ech set up a Admin Support for the first two days
(before returning to camp!). After that Diamond 3 took over with the only
eventful moment being Cpl Critchley inadvertently somersaullmg from
his OAF and breaking his little finger! lnjurie aside, e\'erything else
passed off uneventfully as we shook our elves out into our routine ready
for Gryphon Flight in late February. Hello to SSgt Del Elesmore and
LCpl Edwards to the LAD, and gt Makings as the new Provo Sergeant,
LCpl Williams. The Troop would like to congratulate the following on
their well deserved promotions: Cpl 'Wolfie' Oldfield, Cpl Hall, and
LCpl Hall (no relation), W02 Knigh t, W02 Tomlinson, LCpl Fulton.
Sig Comery . Cheerio to Sgt Davi , gt Wyatt, LCpl Barker and LCpl
Hall. Sad farewells go to SSgt Tony Taylor, posted to 10 Regt, gt Davis
to RSS Blandford, Sgt Wyatt, and also LCpl Barker, LCpl Hall . .Good
luck to Cpl Ti pper who has gone to make her way in civvy street. Fmally,
well done to C pl Thompson and family on the birth of their new daughter.

i

243 SIGNAL
SQUADRON

Calling all ex member of the Squadron both
young and old, erving or retired.
The Squadron i currently in the process
of creating and placing an order for a
Squadron Tie.
We are extending an invitation to the
aforementioned to take thi opportunity to
place an order with th Squadr n for a Tie.
Additionally Squadron plaques are al o
available for purcha e.
For further information contact the SSM on
01980 672618 or Bulford Mil 732 Ext 2618,
alternatively conta t the Sqn 2IC on
01980 672617 or Bulford Mil 732 Ext 2617.

S AIRBORNE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (216 PARACHUTE)

Farew II to 11pt ~ teve !organ on hi · departure to Blandford to take
on the role ofO 1il Training and good luck to Sgt ean 'Chimp' Oliver
,,ho ha headed to 4 Armd Bde HQ & ig qn in Osnabmck. ~lso,
farewell and Bon Voyage to typi t Miss Angela eil on who ha decided
to put awa) her ecretarial kill to travel around the world.
Finally, congrarulation go to W02 (YofS) Tony Red!"an, W02
(RQM ) 'Geordie' Marshall and \ 02 (RCWO) Dave Rolhns on bemg
elected for promotion to WO I.

W02 (ROMS) 'Geordie' Marshall gets the good news
from OC Sqn, Maj Scott Workman
LPHATROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt T. W. Day
Tp gt
SSgt K. Read
In early December the Troop deployed on the Squadron's Ex Winged
Lanyard. an opportunity for the new OC Squadron to observe everyone
operating in their operational roles. For a bit of variation we found
ourselves heading, once again, to Salisbury Plain to a forward mounting
ba e where we awaited orders to deploy. The following morning, Para tac
and two elements of Brigade Main were flown to locations by Royal Navy
ea Kings with landrovers and trailers underslung, the remainder
executing a road move. The quick establishment of'Main' enabled a fluid
change of control !Torn Para tac. Opportunities for sleep o er the folio\ ing
three days were few and far between, as Alpha Tp and Bravo Tp swept
across the plain, alternating control. Wet weather and an excess of mud
added to the hilariry as each ' et-up' was followed by an almost instant
'tear down.· Special mention must go to Sig Percy 'Diesel Kid' Thrower
who took the time to show us that generators cannot run on any other type
of fuel but Benz. The remainder of the Exercise ran relatively smoothly
with a return to Barracks via the Tidworth wash-down.
Almost immediately on the return from Exercise, the Squadron was
across to Maida Gym to upporr its boxers in the Army Minor Units
Boxing emi-Final, where Alpha Tp' LCpl Loddy 'Killer' Jones and
ig Brett · Bruiser' Appleyard made their boxing debuts.
Christmas followed with a welcome break from work, returning in early
January and a potentially quiet period enabling members of the troop to
get away on courses. 2Lt ·Doris' Day got the opporruniry to relive his
favourite moments from the film ' Backdraft,' when he attended an action
packed week of tire fighting and a just a little revision on fire regu lations
in order to fulfil his role as Unit Fire Officer! Cpl 'Ted' Page retreated to
the confines of 77AEC for his EFP, Cpl Eddie 'GAS, GAS, GAS '
Cochran completed his
BC Defence Instructors course and
congratulations go to LCpl cotty 'G.I.' Finn and Cpl Adam ' Dog'
Barker on finishing their Jumps course as they join the airborne
brotherhood. Whilst the Troop deployed to the familiar contours of the
local training area for an exercise plug-up, SSgt Kev 'Kebabs' Read and
Cpl 'Ted' Page avoided getting muddy by slipping away for a two day
tick Commanders Cour e. Finally congratulations to Sigs Dave 'Skinny'
Reid and Andy 'Crabby' Crabb on their promotion to LCpl just before
Christmas. Preparations are afoot in Alpha Tp as the Exercise silly season
takes hold, starring with Ex Cold Avenger in mid February, followed soon
after by Battlecamp.
BRAVO TROOP X 1AS MIS ION: DEBRIEF
Tp Comd
Lt M. J. Wong
Tp S gt
Sgt S. Gorton
As Christmas approached, the opportunity arose for a group of us to
leave the haunts of outh Cerney and an Exercise to meet up with the rest
of the Troop for a one-night mission . To that end Sig 'Blackstuff'
Blackmore, LCpl 'Digger' Barnes, ig ' Jay' Dine, ig 'Bumface'

Standing and L pl Dave Blaney along with the 1 of the patrol Lt
'Chopper' Wong, RV ' d with the rest of the Troop patrol in a bar in
Bournemouth.
With the ole mis ion of the patrol centred around eeing 'Tom Jones '
in concert, it was deemed that the dress should be ' Web ters ' with the
majority of the Troop complying much lo the amu ement of the general
public. We ' ere joined by Cpl • pud' Fawcett and his specialist 5ft
fibreglo s guitar, and numerous attachment of ex- quadron personnel on
courses at Blandford including Cpl Gaz 'Mrs.Doubtfire' Christie. It wa
soon time for the patrol to finish their drinks and cross the start line into
t11e Bl for the concert. After the initial break-in through the main doors,
past the die-hard fan . we were joined by two local partisan security staff
who pledged to gi c us their undivided attention during the course of the
operation.
The first half the concert was quite uneventful (no k.irmishing) except
for the seats behind us being vacated due to a blockage of Tom Jones by a
sea of arros. The first part of the concert wa aimed more at the avid fans
with the patrol unable to recogni e any of the oulfu l ballads ( gt Jones
not included). The second halfoft11e concert took on a whole new lea e of
life a the crowd heard all the familiar favourites including ' Delilah,'
'Kiss,' and other love anthems. 'You can leave your hat on' was
undoubtedly the most memorable song of the evening. The opportuni ty
arose at one point for the patrol to spill out into the aisle, semi-clothed and
in extended line, to perfonu a Troop jig. It was around this lime that Cpl
'Skids ' Dawson (An undercover Alpha Tp agent) decided to follow the
womens' example who were offering their undergarment to Tom Jones.
He removed his pai ley briefs and ca ually walked up to the stage and
handed them to Tom who tactfully accepted the kind gesture. After the
concert we headed across town in search of further amusement, in
retrospect it was not supri sing that a Troop of blokes in 70 gear were
refused acce s to any night-club they approached. Thanks go to Cpl
·Paddy' Howe for organi ing the evening and to Alpha Tp for tran port.
Congratu lation s to SSgt teve Gorton on his selection for promotion to
W02 and to Sigs Dan Geeky boy' Smith and Andy ' Bumface' tanding
on their promotions to LCpl. pecial mention to our two boxers, Cpl Al
'Gurrung' Joy for captaining the Sqn Boxing team and Sig KellyRutherford for being awarded 'Besr Bout of the Evening.' Finally,
welcome back to reality for LCpl Rick 'It's nothing to do with me'
Turner from hi ix month jolly in Canada.

three rounds resulting in _a convinc~ng win and LCpl' lubber' Good won
his first 'stripe', knocking out. h1 oppo~cnt m the second round. ig
'Basher' Mason fought to the bitter end of three rounds and lost on points
as supporters on both side screamed e~couragemcnt ~o their respective
boxers. With both teams on equal points Welterweight Sig 'George'
Cloney fought an extremely close three rounds. Despite returning to his
feet a~cr being knocked down 111 the third and final round, the tight was
stopped and 518 Pioneer Coy RL secured their place in the final.

The Squadron Boxing Team
Congratulations go to Sig ' Taz' Kelly Rutherford for winning ' Best
Bout of the Even ing' and to LCpl 'Clubber' Good on receiving his first
striP<!. both of which were awarded in the end of match pr.esentation.
Thanks go to W02 Si Murray and to the others th~t assisted 111 not only
train mg the team but who also ensured that the evenmg ran smoothly.
EXERCISE WINTER WARRIOR 1999
by Sig Chris Wooda/I .
..
.
.
.
Ex Winter Warrior 1s an annual sknng exercise designed to mstruct
beginners and Novic_e skiers to Bronze and Silver lev.el respectively, in
both ordic and Alpine skimg. The Exercise started with all the students

assembling at Chelsea Barracks in London travcllmg from a ariety of
different units around the UK. The coach Journey to HochFilzon m Au. tria
was long and tinng, made significantly worse by the two coach driver~
who resembled rhe teletubbies and refused to stay off the microphones.
eedless to say, when we arrived we were all tired. We were greeted by
the STS Staff and the ski instructors who quickly helped us to sort out
rooms and luggage before ushering us downstairs for a welcome brief by
the Chalet Staff. Dinner followed, which was not only welcome but of a
considerably better standard to the cuisine back at camp!
The first phase of the Exercise was three days dedicated entirely to
Langlauf skiing, and whilst the majoriry might not have found it as
enjoyable as rhe Alpine sk.1ing it was accepted that skills had been
developed which enabled fa ter progression during the later Alpine phase.
To complete the Langlauting there was a Bronze award as essment where
Cpl John ' Salt Shaker' Hilton achieved ilver, the only individual to do
so, followed by a 5km Langlauf race which was won by LCpl Tim
' Lager ' Donoghue.
The Alpine phase followed for the next nine days, with a day for each
group to be introduced to ski-touring. The groups were is ued "ith skipasses and introduced to the T-bar lift which took me a whole morning and
some of the afternoon to get to grips with, much to the amusement of the
local Austrian brats who tart skiing when they are still in nappies. The
next few days saw a steady improvement in everyone's skiing ability. The
social activitie continued, with Sig Steve 'Grenade' Jones debating with
other members of the course on the poignant aspects of being 'Airborne·
with a little assistance !Tom Sig Dave ·Dangerous' Armstrong. ig Matt
Grix got to grips with cow bell ringing, and Cpl H~ton demonst:ate~ how
salt is thrown over the shoulder to blind rhe devil, the variation m the
theme with the throwing of the salt shaker, missing the devil and hitting an
oblivious bystanders head.
The Alpine skiing phase concluded with a Bronze award assessment
followed by a downhill slalom race, won by Sig 'Dangerous' Armstrong.
The final evening saw an award presentation and farewell dnnks before
setting out for an enthralling drive back to the UK. The exercise was
thoroughly enjoyed by all those who took part from the Sqn. Thanks go to
the STS staff who looked after us and cleaned up the mess and to the BASI
who was responsible for ensuring we could ki proficiently by the end of
the exercise. A fantastic way to start 1999!
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ARMY MINOR U ITS BOXING SEMI-FINAL

by LCpl 'Loddy ' Jones and Sig Breit Appleyard
Due to various operational commitments around the Army the Sqn
secured an automatic place in the semi-finals of the Army Minor Unit
Boxing. At the start of September of last year, a squad of potential boxers
began the long proce s of preparation which is necessary before they can
enter the ring.
Lnitial fitnes training was planned and conducted by unit PTls, as
individuals set out to establish a strong base of fitness. Once the training
was well under way, a new element was introduced to the boxing training
under rhe guise of W02 Si Murray who immediately set about
conditioning the boxers with more concentrated preparation. Brick runs,
ton-ups, abdominal bum sessions, baselines and daily sparring increased
the intensity and level of fatigue; The squad that had originally set out on
the training was starting to whittle down due to injury, many of them
caused by Sig Tony Mason or LCpl Andy Good's right fist. As time went
on, weight became a problem with 10 mile run wearing bin bags
becoming a regular occurrence for certain members of the team, namely
Sig Brett Appleyard and Sig Mason. Needless to say, it became apparent
that some people had natural ability, Cpl ' Dancer Boy' Joy found very
few punches landing on him in sparring. ' Hell Week' arrived before we
knew it, with W02 Si Murray now ably assisted by the expertise of Sgt
Graham Smith . Each day began with a 10 mile mn, which was quickl y
followed by a Gym session. In order that we didn't become too relaxed,
pressure sparring and pad-work completed the daily routine with the result
that everyone was in a continual state of exhaustion. A wind down week
followed to allow individuals to regain some energy and start to focus,
before the fight.
The Squadron Box ing Team had been paired off to tight against 518
Pioneer Coy RLC for a place in the final, and on the evening of Monday
14 December 1998 both uni ts filled the seats surrounding the ring at Maida
Gym to support their respective teams. Tension began to rise amongst
many members of the team, as they weighed in on the day of the fight and
the sign ifi cance of the event that was about to take place sank in!
Flyweight Sig 'Taz' Kelly-Rutherford kicked off the evening as he
entered the ring to face his pioneer opponent, his determination evident a
he overpowered him for three rounds and secured a convincing win. Sig
Brett 'Skinny' Appleyard fought hard despite being knocked down,
eventually losing on points and Cpl 'Dancer Boy' Joy met his match,
battling on for three rounds and losing by the slimmest of margins. Lig~t
middle-weight LCpl Loddie 'Killer' Jones dominated the majority ofh1s

SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj Steve Hunt
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ewan Hall
Congratulations to LCpl Mick Ambler on gaining promotion to local
Cpl and after such a short time in rhe qn . 238 is clearly the place to be if
you want to further your career. Congratulations also to Sgt 'Schoffs'
Schofield and Lynn on the birth of baby Joshua and to Cpl Debs Walker
and Pete on the birth of their baby son. Welcome to W02 (SSM) Euan
Hall and family who are in the process of an extended take-over from
W02 (S M)
Wells. SSM Hall ha arrived IT?m 621 EOD and o
hopefully will be able to explain some of the mystene of the EOD world.
Welcome al o to two athlete attached to rhe Sqn. LCpl Sophie ' Sadi t'
Morris the new PT!., who is a les than welcome addition to earl)'. mommg
PT and to LCpl Carmen Michelska who bring some expe~use .to the
stores. We hope that both of your sporting careers flourish m the
Squadron.
The Squadron bade farewell to Lt Col (Ret'd~ Brian Haw from
Comms Branch London District after 42 years service. He has been an
invaluable ally to the quadron , particularly during ceremonial eve~ts
wh~n he will be remembered for some great phrases when ~img look hke
they may be in danger of going pear shaped, uch a 'chm forward and
step out'.
d ·
The ew Year wa launched with a Training and Development _m•e
(otherwise known a Investors in People) to ensure that th quadron 1s m
place for assessment during 1999. The VQ a ses or have bee~ aroun.d
again and a number of people are tantalisingly close to completmg the.1r
assessment, t11e charge being led by Mrs Laura Allan from C1v1I Admm
Office.

'H'

MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj Richard Howes
Tp Sgt
Vacant
Welcome to LCpl Paul mith who arrived !Tom Blandf?rd and has
already distinguished himself by falling into every pud~le m Battc~l~a
Park during PT. Mr Paul MacArthur i a welcome add1t1on to the Pu ic
Address (PA) ystem Sect. Paul had previously erved with the Squadron
in uniform and has returned in the gui e of an ME (T). It has been noted
that his fir l job was to install a sound system in the gym, now that he no
longer has to do PT himself.

Upgrading tests have been completed and con~atula.tions on gaini_ng
their B2 TeleMech assessments to Sigs Stu Blevms, Piers Daw, Keith
Ford Ben McFaul, Chris McGuire and Ayesha Muhammed. Sig Keith
'the Beef Ford had to squeeze his upgrading between cric~et matches,
and to celebrate hi succes , i representing the Corps on tour m Barbado
- its a tough life but a Tele Mech ha~ to do it. .
The Troop keeps very bu y. Radio . ect claim~ to ~a~e almost buckled
under the train of barrack radio mamtenance 1te v1s1ts but IL has ~en
noted that they have rarely been seen in uniform. so we have to J;>eheve
them when they say that they are off in civvys again. Sy terns ect ts ~~ee
deep in the work of the ACI G. They. a_re all now past ma~te~ at repamng
printers after their last course, acqumng PCs from destmatlons fa~ and
wide, planning and installing LA s for cu tomers and. v1~1tmg unit to
debug rhe many anomalies discovered acros London ~1stnct. They ha e
been assisted by Mr Stuart Johnstone and Mr Martm Bryant who ~e
heading up the Y2K testing programme. They have tested around a th.1rd
or the district to date with about a 15% full comphancy - and they thmk
they are going to get Christmas leave! .
.
.
PA Section are preparing for their next. task, which will be the
presentation of ew Colours to 1 t Battalion Coldstream .Gua~ds at
Wind or and we anticipate another photograph of the ecuon 111 the
foreground and the secondary activity of a 'Royal' presenting Colours m
the background.
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj Dave Gilchrist
Tp gt
S gt Karen Ripley .
.
The Troop welcomes Cpl Chris allance and h1 wife Hele~. who
arrived just before Chri tmas and wish you well for your tour with t11c
qn. gt Oebllie Gosnell has moved from the Help Des~ to the ADA and
so is now rarely seen in the light of day. SSgt Karen Ripley has returned
to the Troop after knee urgery. much to the delight of the C02. 1r To~y
Davis who no longer looks so worried when omeone hout :shift
rosters'. Sgt Sandra Thompson is ~way on _her gts Course, '~e await her
return and Sgt Fergie Ander on 1s planmng yet another tnp to epal
where he will provide much needed expert1 e ~o the qu!1dron cxped1t1on
to epal in pril. The Troop comb med w1_th H9 m th: quadron
Challenge hield Cup and came out ea y \ mners m the hrst event Badminton.
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R\DlOTR
P
fp Comd
Capt Kerry Lcl'ins
Tp ·gt
gt coffs choficld
Th Troop \\Ould hke to c:-..tend a ''am1 welcome to ig tu 'haven't a
tue · Parl..cr from Blandford ''ho was la ·t se n 'bracing up· even to the
monito~ "hen the quadron ''a Compul.ory Drugs Tested. It require, a
great font of mg nmty and skill to 'brae up· , hold the bottle, and hold
nc · .....\ftcr the hectic ceremonial sea on at the end of last car the
Troop has been able to concentrate on a trade training e. crci e, with
'ehi le borro'' cd from the Honourable rtillery Company (llAC) and
th' completion of TDs. The Troop form tl1e cor~ o_f the ' qn _shoot_ing
team tr:uning for CORP AAM and the London Dunct hamp1on hip .
and i pem1al1entl) bt:ing raided to upport Training Wing a the demand ·
on them increa e. C I tevc Hook i the latest ·victim' to be taken.
L pl Darren Pond ha returned from hi Combat Survival and
Re i tance to Interrogation course. lool..ing much paler and thinner than
\\hen he tout. Ho,~e, er, 11 appears that he did learn something. when

debriefed by the AS in tructor at tl1c end of the course, he is believed to
haYe said that it was 'need to know' why a member of tl1e London
Ceremonial Troop hould be loaded onto the cour e.

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw
it in your Corps magazine

241 SIGNAL SQUADRON
qnComd
\l Ops

Maj Dave Wright
\ 02 (YofS) Wilf Wedge

BLAKE IORE
IMPERIAL SERVICE mo L - MRS A
~lrs Ann Blakemore started her Civil en ice career on 2 pril 1973.
he wa initial!) employed by _64 ( AS) ignal quadron, working a a
telephomst in the telephone exchange in Bradbury Line . This mall
exchange in 1973 consi ted of two operator . Over tl1e years the Camp
\\as re-named tirling Lines and the exchange went to 24-hour working.
On the 15 Jul_ 19 5. ~1rs Blakemore wa promoted to Exchange
upen i or and later regraded upport Manager Grade 3. Aller 25 years
exemplar) career with the Civi l er ice Mrs Ann Blakemore i awarded
the Imperial en ice 1edal and i seen in tl1e photograph being pre ented
with her medal by Maj Dave\ right, OC 241 ig Sqn.

At the end of the visit we seemed to be on an ob tacle course: climbing
ladders, squeezing down narrow corridors, taking detours around the on
board aircraft, not to mention getting lost. We eventually di embarked. Us
going, we later learnt. was a relief to the ship' company as one of them
wa o er heard to say, · 1f Vic King mentioned once more tllat his son Oies
helicopte1 off this ship we were going to throw him over board,' so were
the ta IT of24 I ig qn.
FOC S 0

COMMCE KINETO

by Mr Alan Carter

This montl1 's focu is on 1r Ala n Ca rter the ommunications Officer
Grade 4 working in COMM E Kineton. Mr Carter joined the Civil
ervice on the 16 January 1961. He was j ust 16 years old and the job had
been held open for him whilst he finished his school years. Mr Carter
was the first civi lian to be employed in COMMCE Kineton. The post
wa only made civi lian mid 1960. The COMMCEN in CAD Kineton as it
was in 1961 was based in a is an hut at the top end of the barrack . Alan
worked in the i san hut fo r 15 years when it wa decided to build a
longer la ting camp for the old i san huts had seen better days and the
COMMCE had a temporary move.
The COMMCEN and Alan along with it, moved to' hat i now the pay
office in BAD Kineton. Thi hort-term move la ted ix years until the 2
April 1982. Then the new custom built COMM CE was ready for Alan to
move into. Those hi torians amongst you will realise that this is just days
before tJ1e Falklands war and fo r the first and only time in the history of
COMM CE Kineton 24 hour working was started.
fr Carter is still working in COMMCE Kineton and the la t time he
took a day off other than stand down or annual leave wa in 1973 when he
had an eye infection, not a bad record. Pictured below i Mr Alan Carter
in COMMCE Kineton.
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HEBRIDES SIG AL T ROOP
SIG AL BID FAREWELL TO THE HEBRIDES
Tp Comd
WOl (FofS) Dave Alexander
Tp SSgt
S gt ' mudgc' mith
For those that are unaware the Outer I lebrides or Western Isles of
Scotland lie some 50 mi le Northwest of the mainland of Britain. They are
a chain of i lands stre.tching from the Butt of Lewis in the north to Barra
Head in the south, a distance of some 125 miles.
The Royal Artillery Range on the Hebrides was established in 1957. It
wA to accommodate the firing of a new generation of mis iles, utilising
the little used sea area extending I00 miles westward of orth Uist,
Benbecula and South Uist. The presence of the Royal Signal. on the
Hebrides stretches back to those early days of the Range. At its peak 632
ignal Troop (I lebrides), as it was called back then, consisted of ome 40
Royal 1gnals personnel, of varyi.ng trades, some of which don't even exist
no 1, ! This 40· trong Troop also included a five man detachment of Royal
Signals personnel based on the island archipelago of St Kilda, the mo t
isolated grou p of islands in the British lsks, lying on t~e edge of the
continental shelf a further 42 miles out mto the Atlantic Ocean. The
purpose of this Detachment was to provide communications support, in
the form of a small COMM CE , for the team of Royal Artillery personnel
maintaining the surveillance and trackin g radar ' .
t Kilda itself is now a World Heritage site and boasts not only the
highest sea cli!Ts in Britain at 1300 feet and the highc t stac at 627 feet, but
is also an ornithologist's dream! lt has been uninhabited since 1930, when
the small island population was evacuated. This was at their own request
due to the harsh condition . The regular storms on St. Kilda are of a
ferocity unequalled elsewhere in the United Kingdom! However, a \isit
thcr i awe-inspiring.
Smee the hand-over of the Range from the Royal Artillery to the
Deicnce Evaluation Re earch Agency in April 1998 the permanent
presence of the last remaining Royal ignals technician on St Kilda ha
been removed, being replaced by a fortnightly maintenance visit by
helicopter or LCL. Hebride Signal Troop is now reduced to an I l strong
team. Thi consists of mi litary and civilian technicians and
telecommunications mechanic headed by the Troop Commander, WOJ
(FofS) Dave 'Lord Lucan' Alexand er.
.
The Troop will cease to ex1 ton or about 31 March 1999. So by the ume
this goc to pre s it is highly likely that the militaf)'. member of the_ ignal
Troop will have moved further afield. The Royal Signals colours will have
been lowered from the Hebrides skyline for the la t time and all that
remain is for those who have erved here, both past and present, to
reminisce and bid those who are staying behind good luck for the future.

HQ LAND- GE ERAL'S CUP 1998
The General's Cup 98 consisted of Branch teams compctmg in 11
sports, run concurrently throughout the year. Superstars, the linal event,
was won be Sgt Taff Burdge and Sgt Jim Robertson after a gruelling
50 Press-ups, 3km Run, 20 Chin-ups. 5km Cycle, 20 Dips and 1200mtr
Row in the fastest time pos~ible. The wmning of the Superstars event
ensured that the General 's Cup overall competition was won by the
Signals and attached branches. The COS L D - .\1aj Gen Tro usdell
made the presentation of the General's up to SSgt Taff Burdge.

Ch ief of Staff (COS). Maj Gen P. C. C. Treusdell presents
SSgt 'Taff' Burdge with 'The General's Cup'

)
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CORPS
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DRO VISIT TO HM I VI CIBLE
A party of twelve personnel from various departments in the Squadron
visited HM Invincible when it was recentl y in Liverpool Docks. The visit
wa arranged by our own ex-matelot ( 12 years ago), Mr Allan Whiteside,
\> ho is the C02 in COMMCE Pre ton. The pri me purpose of the isit
wa to see the avy's Main Communications Office and on board
commun ications. This was a real eye opener fo r u in 241 Sig Sqn seeing
tom tape till in use! Part of the tour of HMS In vincible included the fl ight
deck and the Admira l's office. COi ic King decided that if he hadn 't
joined the RAF he could have been an Admiral? He was later spotted
testmg out the Admiral' chair. The lady telephonists from Shrewsbury
0 C seemed particularly interested in the sailors' very confined living
quarters, or was it the sailors th emselves? Well you know what they say
'All the nice Tels love a sailor' nice one Vic.

1000 NEW RECRUITS ARE NEEDED TIIlS YEAR
TO REDUCE UNDERMANNING
IF YOU l\1EET POTENTIAL RECRUITS GIVE
THEM A ROYAL SIGNALS COMMITfED
SOWIER CARD AND INVITE TIIEM TO TAKE
IT TO TIIEIR LOCAL CAREERS OFFICE
fOq; : ... ,-"1E~ ..,.rOt\\AiiON YCU
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COMMITTED SOLDIER CARD

111(0 •t:
Rear (R-L) : Cpl 'Billy' Stennett, ~r Mi?k.Collins,
Sgt 'Swahili' Munro, Mt Nick Phillips ,
.
Front (l-R): Sgt Steve McRostie, SSgt 'Smudge Sn; 1th,
W01 (FofS) 'Lord Lucan' Alexander, Mrs Sharon Wicks,
Sgt Joe McGinness
•
Absent on duty: Sgt 'Schools-out' Linnear, LCpl ' Mouse Lane

(L-R ): Sharron Birch, Alison Jennings, Jan Oliver, Vic King,
Sylvia Bedford, Brian Lewis
on one of the lower decks of HMS Invincible
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RO ND-UP OF Q ADRON HEAOQ ARTERS
Thmg have been relatively quiet here in the ivory tower, speculation
remain , regarding the po ible mo e of the HQ to Wilton and will no
doubt continue for some time yet. The qn Comd. faj ndy Walker ha
been bu y finding hi way around the unit, ince his arrival in September,
the n:organi ation of the Divisional boundaries have kept him bu y behind
hi P , puuing together a cunning plan. in reaction to the changes. The
21C, Ca pt (Retd) Bob \ right, remains as ever the calming infl uence
around the HQ and continue to guard the Squadron coffers with vigour.
W02 ( M) 'Paddy' Morrow bu ies him elf trying to rai e money for
the local branch of ME CAP a well a extending his lunch breaks to
incorporate ome erious training leading up to the Army Cros Country
Finals "hich he will be reco ering from as you read these notes. Pauline
our resident Chief Clerk who is often the first point of contact with the
unit, till manages the occa ional smile a he goe about her dutie . We
welcome Charlotte Oliver to the Civil Admin Office, Charlotte joins
Lynn who has been contemplating uicide (onlyjoking) due to her heavy
work load. Chri and Pete continue to beaver away in the SQMS
department. Anne our typist continues to decipher our cribbles and in the
Ms ca e put thing into plain Engli h' ithout complaint. The Squadron
as a whole has submitted entries for both the Corps SAAM and the
Lanyard Trophy again this year and the training for both these events has
commenced.
TTROOP
by Sgt Jim Robertson
Well done to Cpl 'Greggs' Gregory on finishing the 'Big Apple' cw
York marathon in a time of 3hrs 22mins and ra ising £400+ for charity.
Congratulations go to Cpl Stu Powney on his recent promotion. Welcome
to LCpl Go Golightly who joined the unit direct from Trg Blandford.
Farewell to Cpl Jim Harding and his wife Paula who leave us for civvy
street.

ONE YEAR ON - CISCC, HQ LA 0 COMD
Of the 20 or so people who now meet the need - of P users globally,
fight battles with general over policy and get frustrated by users locking
themselve out, on ly five are military. The team currently compri cs, Maj
John Floyd OC. W02 Paul Gee T Admin, gt Dave Almond T
Admin, Sgt Elly Pomeroy T Admin and LCpl Cath Young Helpdesk.
During the pa t 12 months there have been a great many changes within our
establishment. ot only has the organisational tructure of the detachment
changed, but we have been ubsumed into the workings of2 (NC) Sig Bde,
Corsham. This we are told will improve the cohc ive a sistance to users, by
pro iding a more effective maintenance support structure.
This time last February, what was a small and neatly packaged group, slowly
began to grow as demand for support increased. As the system designed by HQ
Land Command, the Integrated Staff Information ystem (!SIS) spread further
afield, ites around the UK and as far away as plit, Banja Luka and Germany
are more frequently calling for assistance. For many u ers of the humble PC,
Cl CC Help Desk is an ever increasing end point for a istance. Presently the
help desk receives on average some 4 to 450 call weekly, many of which are
an wered at that time, but for a few, greater assi tance i required, which is
when the mailer teams such as NT Adm in, UNJX and Taskings are passed the
taSk. NT Admin i presently a team of eight with five civilian grades, 4 EO's
and I HEO (The Bo Lady) with three military po itions hould there be a
need to deploy equipment We have had to endure various training packages to
enable our support for over I000 on ite users, not least of which have been NT
Workstation, Server and Enterprise, MS Exchange, MS SMS and MS SQL.
Any would-be contenders for the two po ts becoming vacant in the next 12
month should contact Maj John Floyd at Wilton on 733-3512.
IX team. This
In support of an ever decrea ing area of u e, is our
little backwater group are a specialist team of three, supporting many
project such as Capital, ADM! QP24, RO , BM and MAPPER.
Ta kings is yet another small support team within our organisation. The
team of three, provide all the new hardware deployment support within the
site and ensure sufficient stocks are held in our tore .
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ACE MOBILE FORCE (LAND)

qn Comd
SM

Maj D. J. Foulkes
W02 (SSM) Cumming

CHA GEO ER OF OFFICER COMMANDING
On 16 December 1998 the Squadron bid farewell to Maj Peter
Ho!liday as he finished his tour as OC. Due to it being the Christmas
penod he actually managed a total of three leaving functions during his
final week. The first was with the Sergeants to the Officers' Mess, closely
fo_llowed by a superbly organised Squadron Dinner ight and culminating
wtth m the Squadron Christmas function . Maj Holliday was not able to
enjoy the Christmas function as much as he would have liked due to an
eye injury _gained in that afternoon' Officers & Seniors v Soldiers rugby
match (which the Officers & Seniors won). We wish him all the best at his
new post, instructing on AJD at Camberley. On 17 December 1998 the
Squadron welcomed the new OC, Maj Jim Foulkes, who had made the
extremely long trip back across the road from the post of Adjt 3 (UK) Div
HQ and ig Regt, returning to the Squadron after an absence of two years.
EXERCI E DRYSHOD
by Sig Gaingee and Sig Smilh
On the 4 December the main body of the Squadron departed from the
familiar ronfines of its compound to Okehampton Camp, Dartmoor, for Ex
~sh_od. ~Exercise is designed to give the newer members of the Squadron
an nmght into hfe m a. C?ld weather environment prior to deploying to orway.
The week was pht mto two parts. The first three days were spent in the
cla room, absorbing the endless but important stream of survival
technique (along with the occasional horror story) needed for the
quadron's a~nual cold weather d~ployment. The skills taught included
how to dres m a cold weather environment, how to treat co ld casualties,
numcrou le sons on pocket contents and, most importantly, not to touch
166

your ski pole with your tongue because it will not come off again
(somebody manages it every year!).
T he second phase was spent out on the rough, unforgiving hills and tors
of Dartmoor. This began with a night navigation exercise during which the
terrain proved treacherous to inexperienced hill walkers, such as Sig ' I can
drive' Bailey and Sig Gallager, both of whom would freq uently disappear
up to their waists in mud. Sig ' Don Juan ' Beat accompanying us from 21
Sig Regt (AS), managed to launch himself over a wall and dropped head
first into a pool of stagnant water. This was a source of obvious
entertainment for the rest of the team and thereby caused a great increase
m morale. The next morning, after spendi ng a comfortable night in our
four man tents and hearing tales of Norway that all began with ' in
orway.... ', we set off on another nav igat ion exercise. This time it was
somewhat less hazardous, as the bogs were easier to negotiate in daylight.
We were split into five teams, each carrying 701bs plus comms equ ipment,
and covered over 20kms during the day. Most teams did arrive by the time
night drew in, cold and wet but with high morale, ready for the final day.
The final day began with simulated casualty evacuat ions. We were
tasked, with the aid of'helpcr sledges', with carrying severa l of the larger
members of the Squadron such as gt 'Small Piece' Ashman, Cpl
'Haystacks' Hurst, and LCpl ' Blobby Bob' Abbott to an evacuation
point via a swamp, a stream, a fence and a hill! But the grassy hi lls of
Dartmoor proved a littl e more difficult to manoeuvre the s ledges over,
than the snowy slopes of Norway. Casua lties were dragged through, rather
than carri ed over the water, thrown over the fence and bumped up to the
evac' point! .Afler thi s we returned to camp where many a tired, co ld and
numbed bram attempted the c losing written examination, in which LCpl
'Tech Burly' Longworth achieved top marks. In all it was an informative
and thoroughly enjoyable week, one I would not hesitate to repeat,
especially if the weather was a little more forgiving.
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249 Signal Squadron in Norway
EXERCI E SNOWHOLE 1999 - ORWAY
Ex Snowholc 1999 was a training exercise conducted by the UK's
AMF(L) contingent in Norway, in order to train personnel in the skills
required to operate in a cold weather environment. The Exercise consisted
of three separate, but concurrently running parts. The Cold Weather
Warfare In structors course (CWWI) and BY 206 Instructors Course (BVI)
were run from Brandset Camp, while the ovice Ski and urvival Course
1
SC) was run from Bomocn Camp, Voss. In addition to being excellent
individual training, the purpose of all three course was to ensure that the
UK contingent retains its collective ability to operate in a cold weather
environment. Next year there will be a longer, full squadron deployment to
ornay, which will culminate with an AMF(L) FTX in Poland.
The first S C started like many others in previous years - late. Due to
problems with the RAF aircraft the course finally arrived at Bomoen
Camp 12 hours later than scheduled. The course started the following day
with various mandatory lectures and lessons ia basic skiing techniques.
The course i physically demanding and requires a high degree of per onal
skill . It main aim is to teach soldiers how to survive in a cold weather
environment and, of cour e, to stay upright and move on skis. As with any
such course there are many highlights, most of which are at the expense of
others. Two are worthy of mention; firstly ig Ru s ' on of Kev/fingers'
Wellburn who managed to su tain a cold weather injury (frostnip) after
only 30mins on skis. Secondly W02 (YolS) Tac ' Robin Cousins'
Bartlett, who managed to injure him elf on the Saturday night Car park
ice skating gala, needle to ay he was the only conte tant!
The finale of the course was the Cold Weather Warfare Training where,
apart From digging in company harbour areas, the main source of
~ntertainmenl was the OC, Maj Jim Fou lkes, who whilst playing 'enemy
on skis' with the instructor's course, was viciously attacked by a four man
tent pit resulting in him sustaining a na ty nick to the forehead. The course
finished in the same way it had started - late. This time the aircraft
managed to be 30 hours late, however, any animosity that might have been
felt was quickly assuaged by the sight of the next course arriving at the
airport.
SWISS TECHNICAL AV LA CHE COURSE, A DERMATT
by Lr Pre ton
Whilst working hard with the Staff Officer of Hiedelberg and their
01-way training, I was offered the opportunity lo attend the Avalanche
Course in Switzerland. This course is run by the wiss Army for any
ATO countries and la ts two weeks. There had been no British Army
attendee thu far and I joined Capt Cross man RLC, as the first two
British Officers on the course.
Andermatt i two hours train ride from Zurich and is 1445m above ea
level. The population is 1450 people and depends on touri !11 and U1e
military for income. The Course centres around the Mountam Combat
Training Center and the Barracks which have existed since 1967. Three
local mountain dominate the valley. The large t 1s the G_em stock '".h.1ch
stand a lofty 2963m high and provides excellent downhill opportunities.
Smaller but wiU1 the ski lift ju t outside the back door of the sch~ol 1s the
Gutsch (2344m). Th is was the location for much of the trammg. The
course being multi-national u c four languages. Genu~n, French and
Italian arc the three national languages of Switzerland, whilst most people
peak good English a well. The opening addre s given by Lt C?I Goos
wa in each of the four languages, an impres ive kill. Once mto ~e
course the different groups were plit up into language groups as heanng
the same infomiation four times rapidly became lire ome.
.
The open ing days covered ava lanche principles the . S' 1ss . W~Y: We
examined many factors in great detail, including the size of 111d1v1dual
snowflakes, snow temperature, humidity and stability ?f each l~yer - this
becomes in depth science very quickly. The medical side of trammg was
taught by the local doctor, resident in the main ho p1tal. of the area and
experienced in treati ng cold weather injurie . The empha 1s was on sharing
the experience of U1e mountain rescue team members on the ~ourse. 1:'he
big areas of debate were 'after-drop' and 'CPR·. The after~d~op 1 the cflec~
of moving a casua lty a fter they have suffered the n11tial affect ol
hypothermia. The body pull the warm blood into the core of the body
leaving the extremities cold. The important areas stay wanu as long a t~e
blood does not move around too much. Excessive mov.ement w1_ll
reintrod uce the co ld blood to the heart area and will kill the patient. CPR is
often given at the scene of an ava lanche accident. Howe er, tf Y.ou tart
PR then you must be able to continue treatment all the way mto the
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hospital. This may slow down the evacuation and the patient may bcn~fit
from remaining in deep freeze until they reach the hospital where the SY. 1 s
now practice open heart massage and a gradual warming of the blood.
Another aspect of the course which scared both or the British officers
att~nding was the explosives cct1on. Plastic explosive is used to stop the
build up of snow on steep slope~. initiating the fall of snow before it can
hun anyone. The Swiss having more relaxed regulations than the British
would happily prepare explosive charges in the classroom. I am no expert
on the British regulations, but my ATO colleague assured me that
detonators are not usually allowed inside without extra precaution~ . Even
more worrying was the method of carrying the detonator and fuse cord
around the neck to avmd dropping it! Once on the range the excitement
continued. The charge was prepared by adding an initiator or small
percussion cap device to the end of the fuse wire. This needs both hands
and so the student crouches forward to keep the charge dry \\ ith I OOgm of
plastic explosive between his knees. Once the charge is attached to a
retaining cord it is thrown into the avalanche prone area, grenade style.
The student then makes a hasty withdrawal and puts his fingers in his ears.
Health and safety at work hasn't reached Andermatt yd! The cour c
awarded each student with a diploma from the Mountain training centre
and gifts a plenty. It is an excellent course which shows orway trained
personnel the alpine way of doing things and offers a wealth of ne''
information .

Lt Preston after a more spectacular fall
EXERCISE WINTER LINK
The Squadron deployed to orway this year in two halve . Whil t one
half were cold weather training SSgt (YofS) Currie had the pleasure of
running Ex Winter Link for the remainder back in Bui ford . Ex ~inter Link
wa de igned to train the new operators to the quadron and revise the ·old
and bold' on some of the equipment, procedures and skills required to
provide effecti e communications within thi unit's unique role. The first
pha e of the Exer?ise w.as clas room. based ~ith instruction o.n a wide
array of subjects, mcludmg Communications m an Arcuc Environment,
the data entry device ·Kipling', AMF(L) Voice Procedure. and the PRC
320 (which many operator claim never to have seen before) to name but a
few. Once the theory was out of the way the 'student ' were let Joos on
alisbury Plain where they practised and we-re tested on what they hould
ha e learned in the cla sroom.
Over the next four days not only were their communications kills
tested but the map reading and driving ability of the Squadron'. fine l
were put to the test. Student were given the grids of tand '' hich were
strategically placed acros th length and b.r<>adth of SPT , \\'.here upon
arrival they were given practical demol! trauon on how the untl provides
communication for a truly mul ti-national force. They \\ere then
practically tested on what they had been taught throughout the week by the
quadron' more experienced ·guru ·. The tudents were particularly
impressed by the Kipling stand, where LCpl ·Johnny' Whitrow made
Uiem run around a field everal times before te ting them. ays L pl
Whitrow •Jt's all part ofa realistic cenario'. Really!!
The Exercise proved to b a hu~e · uc cs with not o~ly the newer
arrival , but many of the more CX)lencnced operator . lea.mmg. some ne''
and varied kills. skills that are particular to th 1 umt '' tlh its u111que role as
the AMF(L} Radio quadron.
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ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Richard Todd
Tp gt
Sgt Tony Barker
Boxin g Team _- After a hare_! . hristmas of eating and drinking the
boxing team has JUSt s~rted tra111111g 111 an effort to beat the 7 Sig Rcgt
team in the up and co111111g box mg tournament. There arc three people in
the team from Alpha Tp C pl Steve Slaughter, Sig Remi 0 bourne and
ig Robert micj kowsk i. Currently they are on a top secret training
programme buck in the UK. Good Luck to them all in their future fights.
Troop Debrief - As Lt 'Quccny' To~d was departin~ on, his ~aptains
course he instructed the Troop to orgamse a Troop Debrief tor his return.
When he returned he didn't quite know what had happened. While he was
away pl Dougie lcke and Sig ige Fou lkes had formed a cover band
with guitarist LCpl Kurt M olden from Charlie Tp. They played to their
first crowd at the Debrief and they went down a storm. After their
t'utstanding debut they were asked to play the storming function.
Storming of the G ates - On the 29 January 1999, Alpha Tp started a
wecklong fatigue party to work on setting up the annual Storming of the
Gutes function where the German population is invited to camp for an
almighty party. They all arrive in carnival costume and Sgt Greg
Va lent ine had great fun trying to walk off with whichever parts of the
costume were left lying around. One of the organisers, LCpl Dave
Turnbull. was on the verge of pulling his hair out when the disco didn't
arrive until two hours before the start. Aller the stress of setting it up
everything went smoothly, well almo t.
Hellos a nd Good-byes - The Troop would like to say hello to Sig Steve
Lloyd, L pl G uy G ladish and LCpl eil Wr ight, and good-bye to Lt
'Quecny' Todd and LC pl Dave Turnbull. Hope that they ha".e a great
time in Blandford. Also farewell to pl Leon Tea da le who 1s not the
leaving the quadron but is the moving to the newly formed Comms
up port ection.

s

qn Comd

,M

Maj J ohn Oakes
W02 (
1) J im 1c a ught

H IL. D F R EW LL
Hail to L pl Jule Dola n from 16 ig Regt. Farewell to newly
promoted gt Brenda ·ooper and congratulat ions on her transfer to the
PT orp and adly to C pl Tracey Ha yes" ho goe to civvy street.
GRAT LATIO T
Congratulation to C pl Wend Boardman and LC pl 1 icki Dea n on
pccti' e promotion . Welcome to our 'new arrivals'. and
thctr
ongratulation to \\ 02 ( M) Jim Mc ' aught and Alison on the birth of
their on Robbie, C pl Helen herean and Tony on thei r first child Rhys
and pl Tracey Haye and Ali on the birth of the ir son Dillon.
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The countrywide charit 'Jean for Genes Day 1s organised for ou.r
quadron every year by one of our civil ian staff, 1r De:ek Keen (COi)
Comms Tp. He did an excellent job of recru1t1ng most of h1 e1v1han taff
to et up all sort of ta ils, includ ing the infamous 'bacon butty , t.all, run
b) '1rs ue HalUgan. on HQ 4 Div's fro nt lawn. The Military element of
the quadron had to first omplete their annual CFT before they could
wap their combat and boots for jeans and a comfy pair of tra iners to
hobble along on bli tered feet to reli h the delight of ucculent bacon and
sau.age butue . The day was a resounding ucce sand Mr Derek Keen
" as delighted to pre ent the 'Jean for Genes · charity (medical research
mto blood di orders such a ickle cell). with a cheque for£ 69. A big
thank you to everyone who upported this wonhwhile charity. The day
wa made e' ·en more pecial for LCpl \ endy Boardman, who wa
mforn1ed on an impromptu parade, by the A M of the day SSgt Watton ,
of her promotion to Corporal. well done Wendy.

LCpl Boardman on the ' Jeans for Genes Day'
after being told of her promotion to Corporal

COMMSTROOP
by LCpl Nicki Dean & Sally Pa Irick
Tp Comd
Capt Mick P urves
Tp gt
gt Glyn is Watton
The-COMM E element of the Troop has had a very busy time of late
combining Christma and new year leave with covering all our
commitment to our dependant COMMCENs within the 4 Div area, such
as March wood, hatham and horncliffc to name just a few. We also have
Sgt Bev McA ulcy on detachment in Bosnia at present and look forward to
her return later this month. gt Ray 'jammy' Carter i on Ex Trumpet
Dunce in anada (see it does pay to work in the COMM E and get first
hand information via ignal !).
ot only are we 'workaholics' but things have al o been very eventful
on the porting front too. tarting with the GOC's 3 mile Fun Run around
quadron ' monthly runs and our twice weekly PT
the Garrison, our 0
es, ion - phe' !! At least we are getting fitter. Staying on the running
front congratulations go to L pl icki Dea n on winning the 4 Div Cross
Country championship in December 1998 and LCpl Jules Dolan for
getting elected in October 1998 for t11e Corp Basketball Team.
Looking ahead to future events, our Tp Sgt, SSgt Glynis Watton , has
managed some110' to per uade quite a few of us into competing in the
Fleet half marathon in March to support our loca l nursery, Queen Mary's,
a they arc celebrating their I OOth birthday th i year, coupled with the fact
that her son T hom a and other members of the Squadron's children attend
there!! \ ith all this running. running running, no wonder some member
of the Troop get withdra' al symptoms and a little distre sed if a day's
training i mi sed ( tam). Good luck to everyone in March.
SQ ADRO XMA FUNCTIO 5 DECEMBE R 1998
by Sig Dave H11111er
The quadron hri tma function wa organi ed this year in plenty of
ti me by the commi ttee headed by gt S ha un 'Where has your hair gone?'
C urry. He delegated tasks down to hi committee - C pl Wendy
Boardman and ig's Dave Hunter, Ruth Harkness and Bret Merrick
who all did a brill iant job. ALAS has no one yet realised that Sgt Shaun
Curry ha the MIDA touch to everything he comes into contact with!!
Yep, you·ve guessed it, with two days to go before the function wa due,
lo and behold the AAF l wa put out of use!! Oh well never mind
there' a lways next year we all thought, - Oh no, you've got two days to
find another location was our ever optimistic SSM Jim M c aught'
thoughts!
So t11e SSM 'swish was our command and yes another venue suitable to
our needs (it had a good bar) was found and hurriedly decorated. There are
not many occasions when both tlle civilian and military element of the
quadron can get together socially and this proved to be an excellent
e ening with everyone ha ing a fabulous time with the civilian staff
winning all of the raffie prizes! One of the hi gh lights of the evening wa
when ig Bret Merrick was the on ly ma le to brave the dance floor to
·girls ju t want to have fun', thankfully all the hierarchy had by then leftenough said!!

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(LAND CENT)

qn Comd
1aj imon Hutchinson
R M
WOI (RSM) 1cKenna
The arri \ al of 1999 hera lds a new direction for the Squadron. T hi s year
we are due to receive new equipment in the form of DCM, Deployable
Communication \ 1odules, LO replace the old RMA system. Our lords and
master m ATO are reorganising and later th is year HQ LAN DCE T
cea e to exi t. Meam\hile a que Lion mark remains over our future in
Franci ca Barracks - so it hould be a remarkable year for the Squadron as
well a a busy one. Our commitment to Bosnia and the Multi - at ional
Signal Group (!'vi G) continue , Charlie Troop have now taken on the
rein of Deployment Troop fo r the next fo ur months and the lucky few
deployed following a few weeks o f instruction at Laina. Post Chri stmas
has een the quadron involved with the annual ' Storming of the Gates' as
well as a Charity Choco late Trade fair - much to the joy of team leader Lt
Emma Rae.
AW RD FOR BO lA
pl Tony 'Clark Kent' Caban, prior LO Christmas received a certificate
to mark his 'Outstanding Duty Perfo rmance during 1998' from Lt Gen
dams Li Army. Deputy Comd LA DCE T. The award was presented
to
pl Caban and twenty two other Officers and soldier from
Headquarters LA D E T to mark the:r contribution to the SFOR
m1 ion m Bosnta. Cpl aban had on ly recently returned from an 18
month continuous tour in theatre working at HQ FOR in araj evo.
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CHA RLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Emm a Rae
Tp S gt
SSgt Kev S mith/ gt H. Baker
Troop 'Hello 'and 'Good-byes' - Firstly, welcome to the new members
of our Troop just arrived in from Blandford: LCpl 'Cookie' Cook, LC pl
'Alcoholic' Rickard, Sig 'Greyman' C larke and Sig 'Rock fan' W hite.
Sadly we have to say g?odbye to _a n older ~ember of our T!oop, SSgt
Kev 'Green is Mean' S mith 1s leavmg u to JOlll 2 Sig Regt 111 York on
promotion as a W02. Don't listen to what the Squadron says ab_out you,
Charlie Tp think you are really an Okay guy! TI1e leavmg was
celebrated/mourned by a night at the local bowling alley: Techs versus
Operators versus Liney . The technicians won, main_ly due to LC pl
• trike' Rickard 's skill, whereas the Operator had the hmdrance ofLCpl
'Strike Out' Simmonds, LCpl 'I really love you' Carle and ig J an
White. The Lineys, however, had the aid of ig 'I'm r~ally a Op'
Holland . Our 'new' Troop Staffey i S gt 'H' Ba ker who ts commg 111
from training - GOOD LUCK!
·
Deployment - On the whole for the past month the Troop has been kept
busy, prominently with the bui ld up for the Troop's d_ep!oyment to Bosn~a
- Charlie Tp obviously selected to deploy fi rst w1th111 the . quadron s
'Operational Read iness Cycle'! With the whole Tp finally passmg through
lRT and getting Adm in matter ' quared away' our three fi nest deploye?:
Cpl 'F- H' Featherstonehaugh, Sig ' lnt~rest_ing' Si Richens and S1~
'Greyman' Phil C larke. They are now hvmg life on the ed~e. 1n good ol
Banja Luka while the rest of us are on QRF 24hrs TM to JOlll them. We
welcome b;ck LC pl Theobald and ig Lowe from the 'War Zone'. . .
Troop ta rs - It seems that we have two budding you1~g ~o~ le1gh111~
champs in our Troop Sig 'Heed' MacDonald ~nd . 1g Wildebeest
Wildridge who during December represented .Bntam 1~ the Bob letgh
Championships in orway. Remember yo~ still haven t brought your
.
crates yet for getting your ugly mugs m the 1xth ense!
Courses - Well done to Sgt Wayne 'How many courses? Dunbar for
passing his NMS course in Latina. LC pl · immo' immo_nd on pass!ng
his Cronos Users cour e and Sigs 'Greyman' and ' Lnterestmg' on passmg
their ID X courses also in Latina.
.
We also have three future Raging Bull in ou r Troop who w ill _be
represent ing the Squadron thi s month . in ~he ~ox ing Cha.mp1on lu~s
again t 7 ig Regt: Cp l ' Rocky Marciano Ba~es ; LCpl Sugar Ray
Cook ie' Cook and Sig ' Prince obby' Styles -let s hope they do a bctt~r
joh than they do on Friday and aturday 111ght ! All the above go sip
upplied by LCpl ' l don' t owe any crates, Boss' Molden. (Mes age from
the Tp Ed: ow you do!)
THESTORMI GOFTHEGATE CEREMO Y
FRIDAY 29 JANUARY 1999
The 'Stormin g of the Gates' i an Annual Ceremony \\he.~e the local
German tadt attempt to ga in access to Francisca Barrack '1a the front
gate and we have to try and stop them. The German town fo lk o.f t Tom
arrived j ust a Iler six o' clock on a c<_>ld, en p J ~nuary evemng "1th I?!ums
beating fi erce ly and the Band play mg too. Thi year our German fri end
succeeded once aga in despite the valiant effort of Cpl 'G1ngc~ Peewee
Dougie' Icke and Sig ' Spotty Sharlic' Lister and 0 . Aller the first shot.
were fi red the 280 (UK) Sig Sqn Green Terminator were knocked back,
by the huge onslaught of the loca l population. Th i . all?ws. the German
Carnival Prince and QC qn to ha c · welcome Drinks adjacent to the
Guard room.
. •
ede'
Once everybody wa ready, the res ident Pi_r~r, Sig Mac "
MacDonald led the whole pr cess ion of fa milies and l_oca l Germm1

Cpl Caban {centre) and other certificate recipients
from the LANDCENT Signal Group
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friends dow~ to the Gymna ium for the re t of the procecdmg · The ~a r
was s~vi ftly opened and everybody mingled and enjoyed the pectacu ar

The OC g reets th e Ca rn ival a s th ey s torm the gates, armed w ith
suitabl e refres hment a nd s illy hats
entertainment from the St Tonis All Girl Dancing Team. After the
Dancers, a hort but very sharp set of tunes were played by_ the Piper _and
once he was finished he then received a large Scottish Quatch of Wh1 ky
from the Carnival Prince (obviously thoroughly enjoyed!). There was also
a popular, if unscheduled, appearance by LC pl ' I can dru m better than the
next· McPhie.
The next event was •1t·s a Knockout" hosted by Sgt Trev Mc ween.
The game consi ted of two teams with tlle ' Bri ts'. on one side and thc_·St
Tonians' on the other. Each team had to win a series of relay race wh1 I t,
perhaps. under the influence of one or two beverage ! Unfortunately f<_>r us
we need to go on Remed ial Egg and poon Races as the St Tomai:is:
however, won the contest. S gt ' Julie' trangeways and Sgt ·vmme
Vin cent (RLC) and Crew provided the Catering. All the food wa
magnificent and a very big thank you goe to all the chef: for all the hard
\\Ork before. during and after the torming of The Gates.
Once everybody had had their fi ll. the very in-famous Rock 'n ' Roll
band the 'Happy Flowers' took control and played us into t~e wee small
hours of Saturday morning. The Happy Flowers are Cpl ·Gmger Peewee
Dougie· lcke on Rhyth m Guitar and vocal , LCpl Kurt ·Tue German'
Molden on Lead Guitar and vocal and Sig ·N iggsy ige· Foulkes on
Keyboard. The lad gave a splendid performance ~md did the Unite~
Ki ngdom, the Royal Corp of Signals and 280 lUK) Sig Sqn proud. I don t
think it's the last we' ll hear of them. ext stop Top of the Pop .

The Band of the Stadt, St Tonis
MOTOR TRA1 SPORT TROOP
MTO
Capt Ke' in Jone
MT gt
Sgt Rick Nolan
.
.
The festive ,ea on i 110\\ over, and the Troop management \\ Ould hkc
to , elcomc back all the member of MT Tp, including the~n. We all k.nO\\
coming back from Christ ma· and ew Year leave can give_ sol~1cr the
blue . But ala the Troop didn ·t get the chance; we \\ ere st~1gh1 into OC
quadron' Troop inSP_CCtion w!thin the week._ Tl~rcc Cpls, lour L~pls, an~
fo ur igs under t11e guidance of the Troop se111or , managed to ~rcparc th:
Troop up to and abO\e the standard. require~. (Rumm~r ha. ll, th at \\c
rea lly only had to fine-tune a well oiled clas'1c piece of machmcry). \\ c
have no idea" her the e rumours started! It wa · a great d Tort by a small
Troop, "ell done eyerybod .
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\ •, ha\c I\\ 'm:'' amYal to 1m:ntion, pl 'lark • ibby' ibbald and
fam1h and io
hri ' T ro\\der. • ibby ' BFG, Chri Gnc Bay. good
luck iad . \\'c ~bo sa> goodbye to gt Dave Honeyman and family n w at
Ba. mgbourn. ig Jacko' Jackson to 216 (Para) ig qn and ig · cotty'
\\ii on to 3 tTA) . 1g Regt. we wi h them well for the fi.1turc.
.
L st but not I :ist ''' mu ·t congratulate ig ·Grant' 1cDougall who 1s
no" n well de ened L pl 'Well done'.
KOL
HO OL T F IR
On th 4 Febniary 2 0 (UKl ~ ig qn and 220 ig qn were ta ' ked to go
to Koln and collect a:; mu h .:hocolate a, they po sibly could from the
annual. world famou , international confection ~ry fair. The chocolate
collected "as on behalf of the charity cotti h European Aid ( EA) and
,em off to the people of Bo ma.
Th 280 , ig qn team was under the leadership of Lt · coffalot' Rae and
, gt 'Pa ·s me some choc' Weavers and was compri cd ofa coach load of
chocolate collector.; hand picked out of Alpha. Bravo, Charlie, MT and
LAD - in fact people volunteered from every nook and crann . Everyone
took part in the collecting (when the, weren't eating) and seemed to be fully
le cu the pun) enjoying them elve . This wa probably one of the most
anticipated tn ks of the year, as the soldiers were allowed to sample the
delight:. a they earched - a good motivation tecluuque!
.
The chocolate ollection started around 11 OOhrs on the Thur day with a
quick brief of the mo t important things, for example the location of the
'temporary ta h pomts' and areas in which the collection was restricted ,
etc. The importance of these tash point was realised as there wa so
much chocolate "hich could be collected and needed to be
watched/guarded from the German public. Also we were restricted to a
certain pan of the Briti h area oft~e building and map were issued to 3-4
man group' , as the hall was o big ome may have trayed in other area
{e peciall the yank ection )! The collecting carried on unt il around 1400
hrs ma tyle that was la t "iu1c sed on · upern1arket weep' ; by which
time people were tarting to tire, (a full bag qf liquorice All sorts weighs a
lot as ome German found when they tried to walk off with some of our
bag ). When the collecting fini hed, the hard part tarted. Loading all the
chocolate onto the trucks, and trying to keep prying fingers away - this
prO\ed more difficult than expected. Apart from the hungry oldicrs, like
ig ·1 will kill you all with my large lollipop' Hall there were many
ch ilian just dying to gel their hands on the chocolate we had nabbed. The
day was ' li\'ened up' with the help of ig ·Heed' Ma cDon ald, who turned
up" ith his Bagpipes and soon had the Belgians screaming for more, much
to the di gust of the rest of hi unit. He was then spotted, strutting hi Luff
for the re t of day in the Belgian sector.
At the end of the day. everyone enjoyed them elves, mostly through the
weight of their personal baggage. The chocolate should bring a few more
toothless grins from all the kid in Bosnia and a few more patients for the
dental service . Well done lads!
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Cra ig
S gt
SSgt Weavers
The Troop arri,·ed back after Christmas leave raring to go ... Hone tly!
With a fe\\ people in desperate need to get back into PT judging by Lhe
waistlines, mentioning no names! The Troop is now almost back to full
trength with C pl Tom Atkinson, Cpl 'Gilly' Gilbert, LCpl J im
Cunningham and LC pl ' Robbo . Roberts returning from Bosnia, but that
could all change again with the people putting their names down for some
daredevil c-0urses. gt 'Baz' Clinton, Sig ·Emily' Watts, LC pl 'Death
Wish' Kin g and ig 'Chipmunk' Lloyd all going paragliding for two
weeks ... Good Luck!
We would al o like to welcome LCpl 'Cary' G r ant into the Troop and
sadly say Goodbye Lo S gt Tom Da' ies who moves into the training wing
and LCpl 'Cyclops' McGlinchey who moves into the Comms Support
Troop. Good luck to the both of you.
Q A RTERMASTER 'S DEPARTME 'T
QM
C apt Steve Toms
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) ' Brummie' C ox
The Department has suffered a severe decrease in manpower over the
pa t mouths. February brought another loss with the departure of LCpl
'Percy' Percival , who was posted, to AFCE Ton promotion. Sig Gavin
Beal:t) recei\'ed ~nother selection for promotion, although no posting could he. be staymg here? SSgt 'Rob' Melotte is currently at Hedley
Court; fnend and acquamtances will be pleased to hear that he is making
gre~• ad,·ances on the road to a full recovery. Keep up the good work Rob,
C pl 'Cozy' Pow ell is enjoying the dizzy height (sw inging on the cross
bar) as the Corps I st choice goal ie! As a long time supporter of Preston
'<orth End, his ambition of one day p laying for the Lillywhites has come
one kick closer or so be believes.
gt Dave 'hate the cold weather' M aw and family spt:nt Ch ristmas
and 'ew Year ~t the. Mother-in-laws. Any re~rets? o not at all, his
Mother-m-la~v lives 111 Goa, Ind ia ~nd at this time of the year the
temperature 1s a cool 34°C! J ane 'Ta1loress' Jones is we lcomed back to
the department after a long period of recovery from a RTA before Xmas.
O~ll

WNI ATIO
PPORT SECTIO
Toward the end of 1998 it was decreed that the Squadron would
reorganise to prepare for the.arrival of the new com munication equipment,
D M. A pan of the re-role mvolved the creation of a new section, rising
from the ashe~ of the old TM Section. A selection of operator and
technician were posted across, to be guided by
gt (Fo ) Rick ' I was
not snoozmg' G riffiths and gt Jun e Va lentine.

The ne\\ improv.:d section 0 is the Tech Adjt , Capt Dave ' tewart
and it con ists of C pl (Mr) Tony Caban, Cpl Dave Walker Cpl Damien
Thorpe, C pl L eon ·Rockie' Teasdale, Cpl Andy haw, L pl i Harris
LCpl 'Mac' fcGlinehey, ig Jo Ellison, ig Martin hcrriff. They ar~
re pons ible for coordinating the response for all computer and telephone
mauers. the tra ining of technicians and personnel on th.: quadron unique
trunk communication equipment, the RMA system . This yea r we have
also taken on the co-ordination of the year 2000 action .
SQ ADRO ADVENTURE TRAINING IN BAVARIA
18-31 OCTOBER 1998
by LCpl King
Due to commitments in Bo nia there's not been a lot of time for the
guys to let their hair do' n, o the Squadron arranged two weeks
Adventure Training in Bavaria. The advance party !ell camp a few days
early to check that everything wa ready for the arrival of the first group
(ie: get the beers and cri p tocked). Unfortunately their map reading
kills were not up Lo scratch a Sgt tebbing and Sgt ' I ' Dunford
couldn't seem to meet up with Capt Cra ig anywhere . Eventuall y they
found each other after a lot of phone calls back to camp, and started the
eriou bu ines of checking out all the beer, I mean gear for the climbing
and trekking. The first group set off on the morning of 18 October in two
minibuse . A few people in the group were nursing han govers, but they
had plenty of time to sleep them off on the nine-hour journey down to
Bavaria.
The accommodation was not quite five star, but none the le s very
comfortable complete with bar and TY room. The group was plit down
into two ubgroups, one trekking with Capt Craig and Sgt Stebbing, the
other rock climbing and ab eiling with Sgt Bob Dunford. The R M,
WO! McKenna, joined in with the walking group he wa ted no time in
donning his wellingtons and bobble hat and took hi s place al the back of
the group. The group had placed its trust in the map reading skills of Sig
' Emily' Watrs and ig ' ki ' Smiejkowski, by the end of the day the
whole group was cofTeed out a fter stopping at every care on the mountain.
(They were al o only four mile away from the minibus and on the wrong
side of the mountain!) Aller the RSM had dished out extras to the failed
map-readers we caught a till back to the hut for ome well de erved scran.
The Chefs, Pte Gar y ·Bomber Jacket ' Morrison and Cp l Matt
Parki nson had been slaving all day to prepare a feast fit for a king - beans
on toast.
On the Wedne day Capt Craig had arranged a day with a difference,
rafting in Austria down the River Im. After a long frozen journey in the
now, we arrived at the wild water. We were all kitted out in the latest
trendy wetsuits complete with designer rips. The rails turned out to be
inflatable canoes, but this did not affect our morale. The water
temperature, however, wa a different matter - it was freezing. Capt
'Scuba diver' Craig spent more time in the water than on top of it, whit t
Sgt 'Deadly' Dun fo r d made sure he wasn't the only one who felt the icy
depth . After a couple of hour's fun on the water, everyone was happy Lo
get out to thaw out. On Thursday night the local German shooting club
invited u round for ome drinks, shooting and a strange game involving
two people lying on the floor and fighting with their legs in the air.
On the final day of Lhe week before the journey back everybody had a
choice for their R&R day. The more adventurou going skiing on the
Stubai Glacier in Austria, the le s courageous shopping in the PX in
Garmich. On the unday it was a quick turn round of the hut and then back
on the buses ti r the long journey back to camp, after a hard but enjoyable
week.

MEDA L PA RADE 6 NOVEMBER 1998
To mark the fo rn1al end of the Squadron 1111ss1on in Bosnia the
quadron held it's fin al medal parade. Twenty-four members of the
'quadron received their ATO medals rcpre enting the last members to
deploy to the Former Republic of Yugoslavia. The remainder of the Unit
was on parade to celebrate the end of two years of operational
commitments. Durin g thi s period 11 omcers, 77 Senior ranks and 147
other ranks have deployed in support o f FOR. The inspecting officer was
Col Peter Innocent late Roya l Signals DACOS CIS at headquarters
LA DCE T. The Oberburgermeister of l Ton is, Herr Schwarz joined
him, in presenting the medals with musical accompan iment prov ided by
the Band of the Dragoon Guards. Following a week of intensive practice
under the ex pert gaze of the RSM the parade was ex pertly executed which was surprising considering the number of Port fines the Officers
managed to build up during the practices (think yourself lucky it was only
two bottles Lt Todd!}

BAT TLECAMP 13-20 , OVEMBER 1998
E XERCISE FRA ARCHER

Sgt Chris Porter and his Sect ion on Battlecamp

Col Innocent pres ents Lt Emma Rae with her NATO medal
RETIREMENT OF MAJOR COLIN TEPHE S
.
Maj Coli n tepbens retired from his po t as Camp C?mmandant 111
ovember aller almost 46 years of service. Colin enliste.d mto the Corps
as a boy oldier at Catterick in March 1953. After a vaned career which
saw ser ice in Malaya, orthem Ireland, Cypru . and Germai:iy he was
commissioned in 1974. Having completed tours with 8 and 7 Sig Regt he
was granted a Regular Quartermaster Co~mission in 1979 and posted to
31 (GL} ig RegL (V). His final tour '~as with 7 Sig ~egt as Quarterma ter
Technical where he wa instrumental 111the111troduct1on of PTARM IGA
into l (BR) Corps. He took early r~tirement in 1986 aged 50 in order to
pursue a Retired Officer career. HeJomed 28 (BR).S1g.Regt (NORTHAG)
as Quartermaster Admin and remamed so. until disbandment of the
Regiment in December 1993. On the formation of 280 (UK) Sig ~qn he
took up the po Lof Camp Commandant. The quadron wishes Cohn and
Jutta all the very best for a well deserved retirement to Kent.

One of the more interesting facts that came to light following Lhe en~ of
our mi sion to Bosnia is that the Squadron had not been able to deploy mto
the field , in its entirety, since 1994. Ex Fran Archer was to remedy this fact
with an eight-day battlecamp on Haltem Training Area. The Exercise wa
the brainchild of Ca pt Russell 'Fantasy-world' Edwards who spent many
hours slumped over his PC thinking of nasty ways to keep u all occupied.
The Exercise scenario was based on the imaginary country of Carthage, a
country not too dissimilar in size to Germany, that had begun to fragment
due to ethnic rivalries - not unlike Bosnia. The resultant ARRC peace
support operation saw the quadron deploy a a dismounted company to
Lhe 'Republic of lllyria'. The Squadron deployed as l\vo platoons - who
quickly established their own platoon patrol ba es, from the ba es t~ey
mounted patrols. snap VCP and ambushes aga mst the local w_arnng
factions. The ·enemy' was pro 1ded by 990 (G~rman) Signal Regimen~.
one of our sister units within the LA DCE 'T 1gnal Group (L G). Thetr
promise to bring a few extra ·Gucci· pieces of kit to help the Exercise was
well and truly kept when they brought enough ammo and pyrotechmcs to
tart the next World War as well a some very ·sexy' Special Forces gear.
Thi included
ight Vision Goggles, which gave them a distinct
advantage! Refugees and the attention of aggressive TV crews (a
provided by BFG Media Op ) combined to ensure there \~a neve~ a dull
moment. The highlight of the Exerci e was the opportulllt)'. to tram with
WARRJOR armoured vehicles, as provided by the 1st Batta hon The_ Royal
Regiment of Wales. The RRW brought four WARR.IORs from wh ich the
platoons were able to practice armoured in fan~ tact1.cs as well a . have the
chance to 'cabby-about'. The Exercise culmmated 111 a 3-day hve-fin ng
package - an excellent end to what wa a bu y and challenging Exerci e.

11 Signal Regiment

DINGHY HIRE
TOPPERS
from £3 per day
Contact Sgt Chas Powell

737 2810
01258 482810
j Colin Stephens who retired afte r 46 years of servic e ,
with Sig Bra d McCallum

Two platoon de-bus fro m t he WARR IORS
17 1
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JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

HE DQ

RTERS

laj Julian Bunce
\ 02 (

M) Balsdon

They have delayed their trip to Ascension until early February in the
hope that they will till have their tans on return to Herford. Everyone in
the .q uadron. has worked extremely hard o er the e past month
e pec1ally dunng the recent TO Out and are to be congratulated for their
effort.
LATER £ 1TRY -. I (UK) Armd D~ HQ &: Sig Regt arc busy preparing
to hand over to 2 1g Regt after a fairly hectic tour and ' e wish them the
best of luck. The quadron ha had an excellent tour and a great deal has
been ach ieved, we even managed to convince a couple of our RAF
colleague to come to PT! The JCUFI footba ll team have been doing well
leaping from the bottom of the league to the final of the BFFI Cup, wed
done 10 all the team and many thanks to Pte 'Eddie' Edwards for his
efforts as tea~1 manager. Our congratulation go to the
M, W02 Al
Balsdon on 111 promotion to R M - standby 15 igs, get your PT kit out!
~e .al o say goodbye and c~ngra.tulations to our Sqn Clerk, Al gt Rob
Chief' Clarke who 1s marry111g h1 fiancee Li nda whom he met early thi
tour - we" ish them all the be t!

Sig 'Ade' Hoskins on board HMS Edinburgh
en route to South Georgia

SOUTH GEORGIA LSD SIG ALS DET CHME T
Sgt J. Barsley
Det Comd
Tech gt
gt Tye

LIFE I THE FREEZER
by LCpf Craig Law
Aller three days enduring ome of the worst sea conditions that nature
could throw at us, we finally arrived. Our de tination had been South
Georgia, a small isolated. island in the South Atlantic, 800 mile we t of
the Falkland . A we amved at Grytviken Baynwe could not help but be
awe struck by the natural beauty of the carved glacia l land cape crowned
by 1t snowy peak .

South Georgia has an abundance of wildlife ranging from Orcas.
elephant seal , penguins and a couple of marine who wander around
aimles ly quoting Alan Partridge and trying to convince people to be ·at
one with the mountains'. With more than half the tour now behind us and
countle s project completed, the countdown to HMS Morale's arrival and
our departure has begun. The Tour has thus far been a complete success
and thoroughly enjoyed by all. We all feel that we have been part ofa once
in a lifetime experience and I would recommend it to anyone.

Maj Ju lian Bunce places a wreath
on the grave of Maj Mike Forge
It ha been a faidy hec1ic lasl few months and much has happened. The
quadron v.a dehgh1ed lo ee the Commanding Officer and RSM down
he~e away ~om the hustle and bustle of Banja Luka. We hope that they
enjoyed their s~ay. The CO gave a pre entation to the Officers and S COs
abo.ut the Regiment's role in Bosnia and ' e certainly have the better
opuon out here. The penguin racing in ' harkies' was a huge succe s
thanks to th~ efforts of Power Section as was the Chri tmas party. Their
efforts both m the bar and running it have been commendable. With four
mont~s down and o~ly two to go most of UHQ have skived off on R&R by
no" with the excepuon ofLts Rob Francis and Karl Jeeves.

Lt Karl Jeeves and Lt Rob Francis and friends
What's all that about?
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HMS Edinburgh in South Georgia
After a quick and successfu l hand-over, littered with unwelcome
comments such as, 'G lad we're not here for Chri stma • Sgt 'Jase'
Barsley, Sgt Tony Tye, Sig S~ Knight and myself, LCp1' C raig Law,
watched hel~lessly a~ HMS Edinburgh sailed over the horizon taking our
morale with 11. Luckdy there was no time for depression to set in and we
were soo.n ~rust out mto the mountains on a week-long urvival course.
The Manne m charge.soon had us chucking ourselves off cliffs, living in
snow-holes and hurtlmg down mountains with only an ice-pick and a
prayer for brakes.
Th~ island is suppl!ed by a combined services operation. The
avy
supplies the bu.lk by ship and the RAF throw the remainder out of the back
of a Her~ules 111t? the sea before raising comms and telling us that they
have amved. This ma~es for an extremely desperate race to reach the
packages before t~ey smk JUSl m case they might conta in our mail. A~er
many hard workmg days and entertain ing nights, the dct, under the
1111lu~nce or a mental han ~over took a vow to stop smok ing, cut down on
dr111~111g and sweat more 111 the gym. The aim was as 'Jase' put it 'to get
massive'.
Fuelled with our new vision and imJ?roved morale we cruised through
the next two months . sober, enJoy111g greater lung capac ity. The
chan~eover of the . Eng111ee~s Det produced minor problems with our
tram mg due to .the 111troduct1on of the compu lsory 'theme night'. Having
the .bar filled with palm trees for the Hawaiian ight and a strict no clothes
pohcy for the Natun.s t 1gh1 has taken South Georgia's entertainment to
new levels of depravity.
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EXERCISESAU DERSGOOSE
Ex Saunders Goose was an 'adventurous' training exercise on the north
coast of West Falklands. So far three trips have been made to the island
that is a eritable Paradise if such a thing could exi t within the Falkland .
Its white beaches and turquoise sea would have been more at home in the
Carribean than the South Atlantic and the wildlife is prolific. Four pecies
of penguins, albatrosse , elephant seals and much more. Perhaps we've
ju t been down here too long! My plan to name the Exerci e ·Saunders
Swan' was vetoed by the Sqn OC who ins isted that it wasn't a swan but
Adventure Training o ' aunders Goose' it became, like a swan only
sligh tly tougher. 2Lt ' Olie' Dinnis, the quadron' pet Young Officer led
the first trip, taking with him an assortment of characters from RAD 0 .
With the like ofLCpl ' miler ' Breaks and that terrible twosome of igs
Bond and Hogg it was never going to be a seriou affair. A great deal ?f
fun wa had by all, hill-walking and penguin spotting being the ma111
features. Trouble getting space on the chopper meant that for future tnps
the number had to be cut down to five. Lt' Rob Francis led the next
expedition with ig 'Ade' Hoskin and a trio from the RAF Gust to prove
that we're a tri-service unit) in tow. Actually venturing more than a few
hundred yards out of camp , ithout a Land Rover reaped e~cellent
rewards. We discovered a huge colony of Rock Hopper pengums and
albatros es, both of which all owed us within feet of them to take photo , as
well as climbing Rookery Mount to get an awesome view of the island.
The weather wa excellent and thanks to one of the RAF girl who brought
su.n cr~am, we didn ' t get 100 burnt. gt Dave Cascarino. wa .n ·t so lucky
with his trip and got pretty soaked but once agam a crack111g ume was had
by all. The aim i to repeat the Exerci c over as many more wcekend.s as
possible in order 10 get people out and about to see some of the attractions
that these islands have to offer.
ALPHA TROOP/RADCO
IC RAD 0
gt ' Duz· Bailey
Well another few month have pa sed and tile infamous RADCO
JCUFI is still ticking away. Not a lot has happened over the la l month or
so but the I Div's be t have been doing, hat it take to keep busy and not
become cabbage"S unlike the guys in Y 0 !
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I think that it would only be titting to beg111 by saying goodbye to the
lads who have recently come back from South Georgia alicr a gruelling ix
months of smoking, drinking and generally getting fat and la;:y. They all
have fasc111a11ng tales from their tour of that idyllic island. gt ·Jase·
Barsley, well what can be said about such a fine man. except
congratulations. you have definitely won the golden blanket this time.
Well done to Sgt Tony Tye on his promotion, no doubt we'll get e'en less
work. out of you now. LCpl Craig Law has had a fine tour, his dull
Sco1t1sh drone has kept us all amused for hours at our end and will be
sadly missed .. Sig Si Knight. well was it just a holida; romance, will the
rash last? He ts now one step closer to his dream of becoming an adult film
star after featuring in that brilliant programme 'Scene Here'. Every one
has to start omewhere! Well thanks to the SG lads who helped make our
job even easier.
Sgt ' Oat:' Bailey is still doing a fine job of runn111g RADCO , all the
lad~ can say is ' gt B, enjoy it while it lasts, for soon you will be a Cpl
again and then the fun beg111s!' A/Cpl Ian Wihon still docs ten hour; of
nothing a day. Its obviously the way ahead as he is leaving us to go to 20
Bde a a Cpl with Sgt Bailey. We wish them the be t ofluck and they'' ill
be sadly missed on the tank park. What of Tweedle Dee and Tweedle
Dumb otherwise known as Cpl 'Fraz' Reid and Cpl teve Read . Well
'Frat:' was devastated recently when he found out that cotland had been
knocked out of the World Cup. The fact that it happened over six months
ago may, to the casual observer, eem strange. Then again, 'Fraz· is a little
strange. Cpl Steve Read, not a lot to say except 'Land Rovers are not
amphibious!' LCpl Si Kenny is currently trying to organise his next
posting to 249 ig Sqn where we are sure that he will be MED Ex'd from
most of the major exercises, why break the habit of a life time. LCpl
'Chaz' Charn ley is posted to 21 ig Regt where he will probably get a call
every time i Kenny requires replacing. LCpl Charn ley is extremely ad
to leave his 436 so let's hope that 21 ig Regt have one just for him. Sig
'Ringo' Wringe has had an eventful tour under the wing of LCpl 'Chaz·
Charn ley and will no doubt soon be joining the ranks of22 ... 212 that i..
The girls, LCpl icky eedham, Sigs Becky Hogg, Michelle 'Evel
Knievel' Bond and Lucy 'Locket' Corlett have had a busy tour and have
proven to be a valuable asset for the procurement of 'gimmies' (we're not
sure how they do it, what is their secret?) ig 'Fifiie Throwback·
Hendrick is currently in high pirits as the rumour is that the MoD is
buying in a job lot of Viagra. Sig Andy Cunnington has kept himself bu y
doing lots of fiz and congratulation to him as he has done well, now all
that you need to do is dye your hair! Sig Jim Hewitt is still keeping us
amused with his attempt at being a PT!. Last as always, our very O\\ n cro
between Shall and Will Smith is LCpl ·Smiler' Breaks who has recently
started doing shills in the Radio Ops Room - all we can say is ·smiler.
don't give up your day job!·
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
L t 'Jeevsey' Jeeves
Sgt
Sgt 'Taff Jolly
Once again it has been a hectic time for C Tp as a number of major
projects loom in the wings the ections. ably led by the ergeant ,
continue to work the men hard
Fits ection - continues to battle to maintain kit thal really wants to
retire and move to a bungalow in the country. The ection is forever
deploying to the remotest of sites at the ' hone t notice in an effort to keep
everyone talking to one another, this is playing havoc with Cpl Duffy'
social life. He has. however, managed to find himself a pen pal. Well the
boss found him one.
LATER £, TRY - The ew Year is upon u and the FIT Team has
stepped up a gear. FITS i one of the busiest sections in JCUFI and we are
now heavily in,·olved in the Digi FIT upgrade with our random ciwy
from COGE T ably as i ted by the two reinforcements drafted in for the
project, S gt Dave Gill from Blandford and LCpl Haley foore a
olunteer from our ister Regt, 3 Div (Boo! Hi !)
Obvious! , with our tour concluding in February, there has been ome
concern about the fact that the cut-over from FIT to DigiFIT takes place
between 17 February and 2 March. Have no fear great overlords of JCUFI,
to aid the smooth transition. the FITS team have volunteered to be
among t the last to leave the battlefield and won't depart until the 24th.
That i except for LCpl Ii Jamieson our resident civ~y from the TA,
who reply to the request to step forward, was to step back. Our FIADGE
Mountain men have once again acquitted themselves ' ith honour, doing
their level best to win more awards and dnnk more beer than their RAF
colleague . All three of them'' ill be lea,ing on 20 February'' ith the main
body after their ery hort hand-overs.
adly we will not see the fruit of our labours down here up and
running, a we will be lea ing the eas_ bit to 2 ig Regt. In the mean tune,
ciao, and remember. ·its not the end of the: world but you can see it from
here!·
Fiten Section - still disappear otT everywhere at curiou times of the
day, Sgt Treadwell dutifully followe:I round by his fai th ful \a als. Cpl
Bartle and LC pl Gemmell. The latter two can now been een furiou -Iy
working on their fitne-s gently encouraged by the Troop OC. Sys on are
all currently furiously re ising for tl1eir T3-2 exams "ith varying ·uccc '·
The army lads continue to be called the yscon 'vlalia, kept in check b} the
influence of LCpl Lee. ig Crossle) and LCpl Caffrc. ha\'e no\~
nicknamed them elves a 'The Fau lts Dream Team'. after fixing three
priority one faults in a day.
harlie Tp HQ muddle b a be t they can, being grumpy bccau.c the
OC has given up alcohol. Lt Jce\C , ~gt Jolly would like to sa thank
you to all of Charlie Tp for all your hard work and dedication, wdl done!
Line ection -LATER ENTRl
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Back row (1.:-R): Cpl Korba, Cpl Prout,
Sgt Cascarino l/C Line Section, Sgt Treadwell l/C Fiten,
LCpl James, Sig Durrans, Sig Mark
Front row (1.:-R): Cpl Bartle, S ig Sim m,Sig Smith, LCpl Gemmell .
Absent on duty: Cpl Richards, LCpl Ferguson, Sig Woodcock,
S ig Fisher
Well the tourex draw near for the Divvie of line ection. the 'trickle
po ting' Tele Mechs will be sad to see them go. Havin~ said ~at the
majority of the Tele Mech lea\e around about the same ume. Wuhout a
doub1 Line ection have been one of the bu iest departments of JCUM, if
not the whole of MPA, in the la t five months. Al the time of wri1ing, the
Telemech of 81 ig qn (V) have arrived in theatre to rewire the TOC
frame - this being the la 1 phase of the ongoing project. The author wou ld
like to take thi opportunity to thank his Divi ional Linemen for the total
profe sionalism and dedication they have shown in making an extremely
hard job look easy - you are a credit to your trade guys! I feel they mu l get
their name in prim - it will co t them a pint anyway!
Cpl Phil 'Oh sailor' Korba
Sig Da e 'Catalogue Boy' Durrans
ig Paul 'Our aquatic friend' Fisher
Sig Dave 'Ch unky Monkey' fark
Sig Colin 'Colson' imm
Sig Chri 'Gob' Woodcock.

On the ad side, I would just like to let every body know what it is we
ha\'e been up to for the past five months! A total of I 064 faults have been
cleared 79 works orders have been installed, a new le t point has been put
on line: the standby operation centre ha been completely rewired, three
projects have been completed, including the .MQ re-cabling. h.alf of the
corridor phones in the aceommodat1on, all tlllS and not a mentton of the
27 000 fast ball that have come !Tom either W02 FofS Dave Jones or the
Te~h Adj, Ca pt Lee Wookcy, on the subject of fastballs OC C T~, Lt
Karl 'Phsyco' Jeeves mu. t get a mention as the f\!O I lmrb111ger ol bad
ne" ! Mentions must go to the Telemechs 111 the section;
Sgt Dave 'Fat boy- I don't RAAAH much' Cascarino
Cpl ndy 'I love Bev· Prout
LCpl Darren 'Pumpkin' James
pl Pete 'Wibble Richards
L pl Martin 'I hate you all' Ferguson
ig Bev 'I Love John not Andy' mith.
ln addition to the ~ech and Linies up at ACC, our resident exchange
tech have played a major part in our role here, e pecially on the morale
ide! We have all enjoyed laughing at Sgt Tim 'It's all pump' Treadwell,
Cpl 1 ick 'Pedo· Bartle, and last but not lea t LCpl Archie · pank me'
Gemmell.
Power ection - are hard at work servicing and doing a good side line at
being bar managers and bar staff. Thank you lo the whol e ection for their
hard work in prepari ng the bar for the Christmas Party, on 12 December.
Apparently everybody had a great time! However, everyone will deny any
involvement in an incident with a canoe. Well done to Sig S herlock for
retaining hi Anny Judo title (the trophy looks very nice sat in my office).
Sig Fisher pent an enjoyable two weeks as driver for the SE how
Dancers, one of whom he ha now fallen in love with, linle does he know!
LATER ENTRY - Routine is the game for Power Section as the end of 1
Div's tour draws ever nearer. The light i at the end of the tunnel, but the
work load i till plentiful with all the cabins requiring cleaning and
painting prior to the hand-over in mid-February to 2 ig Regt. Everyone is
working hard flying about the island and in Sgt John McKillop 's ca e
getting pretty unburnt in the process (load of work done there then .. ).
LCpl teve Smith is clearing ready to go on his upgrading co urse at
sunny old Blandford , leaving LCpl Chris Heap to carry the can while
LCpl ' Don 't call me Shorty!' Sherlock mans the heli-ops/MT desk . The
Golden Bowl Award for pure gluttony ha been awarded to Sig 'Dinger'
Bell for demolishing two kilos of chips prior to a bag of sa usages and a
box of King Rib for breakfa t! The section would like to congratulate
LCpl herlock on his promotion, there's hope for u all yet.
UQMS DEPARTME T
With the army element now gearing up for the hand over to 2 Sig Regt
in mid February, the UQMS Sgt 'Sholly' Martwich commiserating his
40th birthday and a Board of Officers and the usual MFO Box confusion,
the first two weeks of January have been a hara sed and hectic blur! LCpl
Civvie' 1ilne and ig 'Growbag' Gro smith have been holding the fort
while Q recon tructs hi ammunition account and looks for a new stores
wagon.

·
"Lrect. Just practice thi phrase ... ' Would you like fries with
off tos· ?
ivvy
· · not mvo
·
Ivmg
· a Ico ho I, th at
Th ' only really worthwh1·1c activity,
that 1.irl.l la~ done recently is a piece of work for 'charidce mate'. One of
the ~ ·g~l ~'liarities is St Francis School (a loca.1 schoo~ for chi.ldren with
t~~ ~~tics or special needs). As part of their ongomg environmental
disabil
, t Ian the school decided to plant nearly I 00 trees 111 their
develJ'mi~p ~n' Flight. With a speed and horticultural ability '.hat wou ld
groun ls. ud even the great Alan Titchmarsh, we dug the required holes.
haves iam~
d
· ·1
d
h
The chi ldren themselves planted the trees an we were pnv1 egc enoug
to be asked 10 plant a red th orn tree on bchal f of JSSU Digby.
0

A

MFLIGHT
fltComd
21C

'Members of Alpha Flight planting a tree a! St Fr~ncis School
(1.:-R): Petty Officer Joe Carver, JT Danni .Cunningham,
Cpl Buchannan and Lt Stu Whittley
Con ratulations also go to LCpl Steve Fox and the Bos for)oint fi.rst
in the tfght trou ers competition. Must be all them chocoblat~ c~_ipk ~r1e,
and ··ack' brews. You both looked very se~y (hone Q, ut t m , . oxy
·ust Ji ed the Boss due to hi rather attractive ballet lights worn~' h1lst on
{is ~g~ntain Proficiency Course. Oh how we wooncd. ll hasn t been a
·
r
ng 'Foxy' there is this dreadful rumour that he actually
goo d ume 1or you
h
h
irculated that
forgot hi tent whilst on the course and Ol er rumours ave c
. 'fts
he behaved very badly whi l l on Corp r~gby duty.h An(. ro;anu~~1 or
please address to Cpl Sara Peapell, A Flight. ot t at m e pe
anything you understand.
2

IT ATIO ' GE ERAL
A we at Digby finally sober up after what can only be described as a
rather 'blurred' Christmas, it is time to look to another year. We are
already in receipt of our new i sue of'OFFICER 99'. A warm welcome to
Flt Lts Darren ·bouffam' T horl ey, Rob ·schoolbag' Keir and Mick
'loose minute ' Warren and a welcome return to F lt Lt Andy ' Don't I
look hard in Combat '95?' Calder who has returned from over eas. The
quadron i still trying to decide if this make our issue of 'OFFICER 99'
redundant or not? In other news the OC in an effort to be nearer to his
bclo\'ed troops has moved out of the luxurious elegance of his Executive
uite office and is now lumming it with the rest of us. However, there has
been a marked increa e in the number of people using alternat ive exit
route since hi arrival. I can't ee any connection my elf..
,.,,.e ha~e also noticed strange people lurking in the back of our cosy
J · U and wearing that outlandish camouflage kit. Heaven forbid they are
actually doing regular PT and working outside even in bad weather. The
guy from S. , no'~ recognised as 4 Squadron have well and truly made
their mark since arriving, e pecially in the 'social' arena. Rumours are that
the Q\11 and RQ\ilS have issued them with extra large wallets and big
hand~, no wonder the young ladies are flocking around them.
l.Q
ORO
Sqn omd
<;p OfTr

Maj Ca lum C lark (R ignals)
apt teve 'short but wcet' Palfreyman
(R Signals)

ALPHA FLIGHT
Duty Ops Officer

Lt Anna 'eligible for marria_gc' ~anes
SSM Tim 'si lent but deadly Smith

MFLIGHT EWS
b1• LCpl Jim Pal/on

4SQ ADRON

223 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(JOINT SERVICES SIGNAL UNIT DIGBY)
RAF DIGBY

expertise (well one out of two ain't bad) As a result we arc drawn from a
wide group of trades within the Corps. We also have our own supply o.f.lnl
Corp and RAF pt:r onnel which ensure o~r contnb~t1on to the. pn.:va1h~g
Services theme of• Jointery'. Much of our time here 111 sunny Lmcolnshirc
has been spent establishing ourselves and fitting mto ~ur office space~,
whilst still trying to support operations. The formation ol the J SU caused
another small re-organisation, but we are now firmlY: settle? and our good
work continues. We have to support opcrallon 111 various European
locations. We also have outlyi ng detachments within the UK, at VSS and
JSSU Oakley, so we are spread far and wide.
.
As far as the socia l aspects of life go, we have been ·havmg o~r usual
knee -up when we can manage it'. We did have an excellent Mur~e~
Mystery' party. After all it was a good chance to stab the Boss 111 the ba1.:k.

11

by ~~ ~S f{'~~fT~~~; {~rfa;qn have finally let us have our say about
what w~ a~ually gel up to . After all we have almost been ~re a ga(~r
wa we arrived at Digby after the break up of Comms
Y P
·
o~ falling under the label of 4 qn we arc sttll carry111g out ou~.sup~~~
of overseas deployment with technical and log1sttcal supp ie

• I
d
· Well here on M Fl ight we've got all the customary hel os an
good-byes' so lets reel those off. We say ~oodbye !O Capt Sam Harrild
who leaves us for a six month stint in Bosma. Sgt Tim Stevens departs fo~
his Supervisor Radios course, CPO Matt Helm. 1s of! o~ a four '~ee
leadership course, Cp ls Steve Dunsmuir, cil Cn pm a,nd l\<lark
Ozanne leave us for a stint in Northern Ireland ~ are LCpl s Tommy
Scanlan and Adam Routh . LCpl John O'Hara 1s off on a lovely brea~
to the F~lklands Islands. Meanwhile Cpl Debbie Alderton and LC.pl S1
Doherty are at Chicksands on courses, and finally, not g01~g so far .1s JT
'Stick' Powell who leaves us to start work al 2 Squadron, mce work 1fyou
can gel it 'Stick'!
c 2L A
t , nna
Moving onto the hellos and welcome - to our. new 0 ,
Janes Cpl ' orman Wiseman who joins M Flight as do JT s Des
O'Do~nell and Ingrid Brown. To top all that off, we must con~lulale
LCpl 'IT' Wright and her husband Ian on the birth of Morgan Kingsley
who arrived weighing a healthy 71b7oz on 5 January.
.
.
Let's mo e onto the sporting front now. hut lets start with someth1f g
entle the Junior Ranks Pool Competition has been runnmg recenty,
~nfortunately all M Flight hopes were ended at the quarter-final stage.~uh
JT Baz Pilling and LCpl Jim Patton crashing <?ut of the co.mpetttion,
better luck next time lads! We ' ll ~ove onto somethmg more strammg now,
and at the recent boxing evenmg where an RAF select took o~ a
tts.'Lincs select team the only M Flight involvement was Cpl Tma
;hale and JT Fleure 'Angle volunle~ring to be host~sse ! The ~F
Sk" Champion hip held at Les Menuire (excuse spelling!) on the 9 23
J~~:g involved our own intrepid JT' Dan Langford and f'.Ieure Angl.e
comp~ino, although they won't divulge to us .how they d1dd! Sbure~ 1~
Id ' t have been that bad all limb are still mtacl an un ro en.
cou d'n 0 the wa on a trip to the Peak Di tricl held on 20-22 January, Sgt
~~,;."Fairhu~t of the RAF decided to how all us Army people how t~
oet lo t in the wi lderness for a couple of day and I have to. say. ~7 d1
;'ather well 111 Better leave the map reading to u 111 the future Loft~ · th
F'1 ll b~fore we ay goodbye for this edition, we have.to mentton e
Chri ~~I~ function held in conjunction with B and D Fli~hts, wurj, our
c I Tomm Scanlan winning £50 worth of ~oppmg vo~c ers,
0 ,
:~rchLhi~ fiance S~rah will no doubt have spent for him by t~e time he
~oes to - orthern Ireland! A good night was had by all, !Tom w at we can
remember!

Lt Stu 'Chocolate Chip Cookie' Whittley

A FLIGHT NEWS
by JT Sarah 'Tracey, get the brews in ' Peapell
It's been a real quiet time on A Watch this month. I think after the
parties over Chri tmas we are all nursing sore heads and very unhealthy
bank balances! But wasn't it a pleasure to see the Boss behave himself for
once at the Xmas bash. 1'm sure it had nothing to do with his girlfriend
being present. Hellos this month go to W02 Dave Fuller supposedly back
from Cyprus (we think he picked up his tan in the Gym), gt Simp on
(back from Bosnia and is still, funnily enough , a silver tongued cavalier),
JT Soley (welcome to Digby matey), JT Tremlin (back from Fl. god
damn your eyes), and Cpl Rose Groocock (who also hails from Fl, and
has a big love heart above her head after gett ing engaged recently.
Congrats from all of us) . This must be the month oflurve for A Watch (and
no, nobody else is pregnant) but congrats go to JT Jacqui Goodson and
eiI for their recent engagement. (B less.)
Goodbyes go to W02 Jim McGhee, (ofTto a cushy day job, you traitor
you), Cp l Kerry Smith (also off to days and leaving vacancies in every
secondary duty on the watch), Cp l Sa rah Lee (off to ypru to gel a tan.
o bar snogging while you are over there either ya hu sy), and .JT Ton.y
Bellis (ofTto 2 Sqn. You may be a deviant but we ' ll miss you - who else is
guaranteed lo lower the tone within two econds of opening their mouth?).
Hello and goodbye also to 'Dusty' M illar, returned from Bo nia and now

NOW STOCKS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
STABLE BELTS
BADGES OF RANK SLIDES
EMBROIDERED BERET BADGES
Telephone: 01258 482248
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642 SIGNAL TROOP
The Troop ucce fully tran. fonned their organi ation in two key areas
m IQ9 . The militnl) contingent now control and manage Cu tomer
er\ ice~. gi,ing them re ponsibility o,·er the 1ain Distribution Frame and
dc:iling with cu. tomer complaint . \\ hiL t the local employed civilian
"orkforce look a Iler the cable infra tructure under the guidance of the
PTO. :\lr Erne t Peralta.
Cu tomer er\ ice has been in operation for the whole of 199 and in
that ttme th dep:inment ha catered for all of Gibraltar· need . This ha
made their ) ear an inten e one e pecially in thto areas of Data
Communicauons and Fibre Optic and erve as a precursor to what will
be asked of them in 1999. The lads have been heavi ly involved with the
in tallations tl1anks to tl1e inter\1ention of
ecret and on- ecret L
FofS 'Bag~y· Bain. tl1anks for that ' Bag y', we telemech never needed
food and leep anywa). "e only did it to be ocial. 1999 i already shaping
up to be an e\en bu ier year \\ith Sgt 'Yorki ' Sowden .ubmitting a
number of large W project to enhance Cl Gibraltar's role.
The highlight of 199 must be the visit of the Signal Officer in hief
(Army), Brig John Griffin . The OinC kindly accepted our i1n itation and
'i ited between I0 - 12 member 1998. Hi vi it pre enled the
opponunity to award the L &GC to W02 FofS ·Bagsy' Bain, G M to
LCpl Gary Wat on and the Accumulated Campaign medal to Cpl 'Gilly'
Gilchrie t. Hi programme ga'e a balanced mix between CIS and local
hi tory with 'i it to King Chapel, Garri on Library and tl1e WWI I tunnel
tour. A delightful excursion around Gibraltar on HM Ranger was
arranged through the Gibraltar quadron. Our thanks to Col John Sankey
OBE and Lorraine for accommodating and ho ting the SOinC at Air
Hou e. The visit proved to be a ,·aluable PR Exerci e for 642 ig Tp.

The Troop al o had the privilege to host Maj (Retd) Brian Campbell
from M 1 Di' Glasgow who visited between 24 - 27 ov.:mber 1998. A
rare opportunity for the boys to receive the current road-show news on the
new trade tructuring followed by the all too important oldiers interviews.
Hi presence paid di' idends with the immediate promotion to Acting
Corporal for LCpl Gary Wal on. Well done Gary, don't forget the lab .
The image of Royal Signals in Gibraltar continue to grow although the
QC, Capt Paul Wilson, took it a little bit too far by getting mentioned on
local television, radio. new papers and internet over his disputes with the
local workforce. Feeling of tyrannical rule with imperialist boot are
phra,e that spring to mind! He who oppresses the poor is like a driving
rain that leaves no crop . The OC survived the onslaught and will tay on
an extra year to ee through hi reforrns. The new telephone exchange
continues to elude us and it is with great credit to gts Dave Hunt and
tick Holloway who will keep on nursing the old monster for another
year. We wait in expectation for a reprie e from thi puni hment when it is
hoped that the new exchange will arrive by October 1999. The Troop has
al o been extremely busy in restoring cu tomer confidence in the ageing
atellite Tele,·ision cable network. Re pon ibility for maintenance will
transfer to YC later this year when that too benefit from an injection of
fonding for rede ign.

ARRIVAL A D FAREWELLS
In 1998 we aid goodbye to Sgt Bob Maxtcd who left on promotion,
Sig Jim 'Terminator' Stocks and gt Ian Travers. In their place we
welcome Cpl 'Gilly' Gilchreist with his wife Emma and newborn
daughter iamh and Cpl Ga1·y Watson.

THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS
ALPINE SKIING CAMP AND
CHAMPIONSHIPS 1998/99 SEASON
ZELL AM SEE, AUSTRIA
21 OVEMBER - l9 DECEMBER 1998
The start of the new ski season aw 75 members of the Royal ignals
and 15 members of BLAST (British Ladies Army Ski Team), arrive in Zell
arn ce. Au tria, to embark on this season's training. Teams had travelled
from all over BF (G) and the UK. A special mention must go to 15 Sig
Regt from Northern Ireland, who owing to breakdowns, took over 50
hours to complete the journey. The following weeks saw complete novices
learning to ski as well as more experienced skiers striving towards better
technique, which would allow them to throw themselves down ever
steep r slopes at ever increasing speeds. The snow conditions were
excellent with a surprising amount of early season snow falling throughout
the period, thus ensuring that as well as developing everyone's technique,
the better skier were able to 'play' in some deep powder.
The amp was organised by 16 Sig Regt,
gt Andy Brown's
exhaustive planning and hard work ensured that the Camp ran smoothly.
Under his expert guidance the assembled masses were pl it into groups of
ability to be trained by other ex-arrny kiers. The progress made
throughout the initial three weeks wa obvious when put to the test in the
first week's racing.

14 Signal Regiment - Corps Combined Champions
Sig Taylor, LCpl Sweeney, LCpl Johnston, SSgt Clark,
2Lt Stewart, Cpl Dawson

The Individual Events were dominated by ome excellent skiing from
Sig Taylor. of 14 Sig Regt, who surprised everybody with two excellent
races, coming third in the lalom and fifth in the GS. This performance
was good enough to earn him a very re pectable third position overall in
what was his first season's racing. The Individual Slalom race, which was
the decider, proved to be especially nail biting for all those concerned. The
first run saw gt ' Cappo' Carpenter from 7 Sig Regt fall. he completed
the course eventually, in a time which co t him the overall Individual
combination winner. after an excellent second place in the GS he was
under tandably annoyed. This, along with top seed disqualification's of
Capt 'Cindy' Crawford and Lt Kate immonds the latter of whom lost
the Royal ignals Female Champion hip on the fir t run. saw the prize
board open up to all comers. n outstanding performance by LCpl Tony
Orange aw him lift the Slalom Title, this win and hi steady performance
in the earlier GS ensured that he would claim the econd place in the
individual combination competition.

Sgt Carpenter (7 Sig Regt) - GS Run

Back Row (l:-R): llj0,2 IF?fS) ·~agsy' Bain, L<;pl Gaz Watson and Cpl Gilly Gilchriest
Front Row (l:-R): Mrs N1kk1 Bain, SOinC (Army) Bng J Griffin, Mrs Emma Gilchriest with Niamh
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The final week, ' RACE WEEK', wa to be an extremely clo e event.
The programme included both a Team and Individual lalom and Giant
Slalom (GS). The final day was to be either a uper Giant lalom or a fun
Parallel Slalom event, however, poor weather condition on the Monday
resulted in no racing, o the programme wa slipped by a day and on.ly the
Slalom and GS events were nm. everal team were tipped for the title of
'Team Combination winners'. Last year winners. 16 ig Regt were not
the expected Hot Favourites, 2 ig Regt, 7 Sig Regt and 14 Sig Regt all
had a good chance of winning. The individual competition was also
extremely close, with a number of newcomers featuring 111 the procced~ng
along ide more establi hcd performer . Other title that were to be decided
included Women 's Champion, Junior Champion, Veteran Champion,
ovicc Champion and most improved skier. In addition there were a
number of funnies which included slowest time. best crash, longe t
erving gatekeeper and The Banana prize. this wa award~d to the person
who had made the most mistakes throughout the compe11t1on. ll wa won
hands down by Cpl Andy Dawson from 14 ig Regt. He wa on~ of t1,1e
hot favourites to win the individual prize, he was also his Regunent ,
umber One skier. Mistakes ranged from mi ing tl1e first gate, to m1 ing
the last and to breaking the start beam before he was ready to go, 1e:
starting the clock running.
Although these mistakes cost the Regiment the Team G gold, excellent
performances by his fellow team members, ig Taylor, LCpl Johnston
and LCpl Sweeney, in both, the team G and Slalom, allowed 14 1g Regt
to came away with the Team Combination title.
.
The team GS title was handed to 16 Sig Rcgt due to m1 takes from otl~er
team , along with Cpl Dawson's antics, 7 Sig R;egt made a m1sta~e with
team selection which cost them dearly. The 16 1g Regt team con .1sted of
Capt rawford, pl Turnball, LCpl Orange and lg Cox. Sig o~,
who only skied for the first time in lfarch on BWT, was to go on to ' m
the ovice prize with a number of excellent pc~formance . The tea~1
Slalom event was , 011 by 7 ig Rcgt, fonunately tor them they got their
team selection correct and managed to hold off a 1rong challenge fro!1~ 14
Sig Rcgt who were narrowly beaten into tl1eir second runner up po 1t1on.
this was good enough for them to claim the team prize a 16 1g Regt
could only manage third place.

G.00.

Sig Hartigan - Corps Individual Champion
io Hartigan, 7

ig Regt, wa

to become the C\entual O\Crall

lndi,~dual Combination winner. hi first place in the lndi' idual G and his

second place in the lalom were more than enough to ensure that he was to
become ihe 199 99 Royal ignal ln<li' idual Combin.:d lpinc kimg
hampion; a thoroughly deser,ed award for u taining an excellent
performance throughout the we •k.
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RUGBY
ROY L SIGNAL v RMAS 13 JANUARY 1999
The match wa played at andhurst under very wet and windy
conditions. The Corp side dominated t11c set crum and struggled at the
lineout. Howe,er, the Fon vards stil l managed to produce good ball. The
condition did little to promote good rwming rugby and the game
developed into a battle of rucks and mauls. The orps led at halfti me by
twelve points but the determination of RMAS cut this lead down to seven
and in the last minute of injury-time RMAS went over for a try in the corner
and convened with the last kick of the game. The final score was 29 all.

LCpl Jo Neil (264 S ig Sqn) - Female Champion
As for the other prize that were on offer, SSgt R ob ·OAP' Al len of 15
ie. Rel!t. pro' ed that the ' Old Un 's' could keep up with the younger
membc'r.. of the field, when he became the Veterari Champion. ig Taylor,
of 14 ig Regt, became the Junior Champion a well as claiming third place
o,·erall. LCpl J o cal, of 264 ig qn, was the women's com bin~
champion with apt ' Ouch my nose· Dallyn from HQ 1, runner up. 1g
Ra" , from 1 (UK} Arrnd Div ig Regt. was the most improved perfom1er
gaining 29 place on hi initial eeding. The Minor Units title was lifted by 7
Bde Sig qn. The toughest decision to be made wa , "ho had the mo I
pectacular crash? After much deliberation it was decided that Cpl 'Super
Richie' Turnball, from 16 Sig Regt. was the winner, for his ·night' in the
lndi,idual GS. C pl .l\lcChesuey and Sgt Watkins claimed the Longest
Time and Longest Sen·ing Gate-Keeper awards, both are from 15 ig Regt.
The entire month proved to be both extremely enjoyable and rewarding.
Congratulation must go to each and every competitor for the pirit in
"hich they all conducted themselves. Excellent displays of sport manship
and camaraderie' here abundant throughout t11e event. This coupled with
tlle fact that it wa the largest ever Championships the Royal ignal has
seen can only bode well for the future of Alpine ki ing in the Corps. This
year Alpine kiing within the Corps ha been sponsored by ortel
Communications Ltd, tlle sponsorship deal over t\ o years is being put to
good u e. It will help improve the equipment and faci li ties u ed by all tl1e
competitors at the Champion hip . Finally, a big thanks from all of the
competitors to all of the training staff, led by SSgt Andy Brown. We all
look forward to next year, when hopefully an equally rewarding Camp and
Championship can be held.

ROYAL SIG ALS v RL 27 JANUARY 1999
The match wa played at Blandford under near ideal condition . The
Corp tarted off badly eight point down and only five minutes played.
The Corp pack then began to dominate t11e set piece play but continually
gave away penallic ·. 27 throughout the match.
The Corps led at halftime and quickly sellled into the second half with
the pack again dominati ng play. However, three pushover tnes were
disallowed and a collap ed maul won a penalty that wa convened. LCpl
Dorking played his la I game and cored t11e final try to give the Corps a
deserved win at 23 - 12. The Royal ignals remain at tl1e top of the Merit
One Table as the only unbeaten team.

CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS
LCpl '. Dean from 251 ignal Squadron, won First Place in the
Women ' Army Cross Country Championships held at Longmoore
Training Area on 3 February 1999.

HOCKEY
The Royal ignal Men's and Royal Signals Women's Hockey Teams
played their respective Teams from the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst on 3 February 1999. The results were as follow :
RMAS (a mixed side)
2- 1
Win
Corps Women v
orps Men
RMAS
2- 0
Win
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The A.uociation communicates with its branches and individual members through the pages of The Wire, which coll(ail!S accounts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast of Association evell/s.
Branch Secretaries are asked ro check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
de/ii'ered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribwion if this is convenient: it helps us save on postage.
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NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK
Bra nch "lews - J ohn Pell has been elected as the new Hon Secretary of
the Doncaster Branch. John can be contacted at 36 Homestead Ganh,
Hatfield, Doncaster D"l7 6R . Tel: 01302-843020. Gerry Hunt, after
pulling in so much effort to get the Branch up and running, is now Chairman.
Tom Evans, Hon ecrctary of the Torbay Branch, has a new tel number;
01626-204354. Due to her work and TA committrnents, Jayne Burn has
de1..1dcd to ·rand down as Hon Secretary of the Bristol Branch. Ray Rigg has
been elected as the new secretary - his address is; 65 Kings Drive,
B1!;hopston, Bristol B 7 SJQ, Tel: 0117-9241925. Work commitments have
al caused Peter Bruce to reluctantly stand down as ecretary of the
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Loughborough Branch. Mrs Lesley Banyard has agreed to step into office,
and her address is; ' Rose Vi lla', 42 Glebe Str, Loughborough LE 11 IJR, Tel:
0 1509-557686. Lack of mobility has forced Cyril Foster to stand down after
ni ne years as l Ion Secretary of the Coven try Branch. Mick Lowndes has
been elected to office and can be contacted at; 39 Aldrick Ave, Ti le Hill,
Coventry CV4 9LS. A warm welcome is extended to those new to office and
may I send my personal thanks to G erry, .Jayne, Peter and Cyrll for their
hard work and co-operation, which made my job that much easier. Ian
Lorimer, Hon Secretary of tlle Preston & Blackbum Branch, has a new
telephone number; 0 1254-663496. Could you spare a little of your ti me to
serve on your Branch's Commillee? I am sure that any offer of help would be
much appreciated by the Branch.
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Founder's Day at The Royal Hospital Chelsea - Founder's Day this
year will be held on Thursday I 0 June, when HRH The Prince of Wales
will be th e Reviewing Officer. I should soon have a limited supply of
tickets, which are for those w~o served m the Army, rather than families
and friends . We have been advised that the Public are now admitted to the
Governor 's Review, a full dress rehearsal for Founder's Day. This takes
place on Tuesday 8 June. Tickets are not necessary. Admission is by the
Chelsea Gate, but there are no parking or refreshment facilities. Spectators
should be seated by 0930. For security reasons, the Hospita l would
welcome knowing if anyone intends to go so that, should the security
situation deteriorate and they have to cancel the event, they can inform
people.
1999 Reunion - As if any reminder is necessary, the Annual RSA 'O ld
Comrades' Reunion will be held at Blandford over the weekend 26/27
June. Individuals who have not yet received their copy of the Instruction
shou ld contact Association HQ. Branch member should contact their Hon
Secretary for details. Don't forget that the Princess Royal Day Parade, by
the serving soldiers of the camp, will start at I 030 hours on tlle Saturday.
All members of The Association, their families and guests are welcome to
attend.
Cattcrick Ca mp 1950 - Jim Mc ish has very kindly sent me his first
edition copy of 'Catterick Camp and Barnard Castle Business Directory
and Yearbook' from 1950. This absolutely fascinating book is being
donated to the Museum - it lists all the units in Catterick at the time, plus
the names of all the officers. Many thanks Jim, your book will be lovingly
treasured by the Museum. As a result of thi s, Ken Bunstan was delighted
10 receive a few more names of those who served in
ol Independent
election Trg Sqn and has already made contact with one of them.
cw Life Members - A warm welcome i extended to the following
recently enrolled Life Members of The Association. To those who recently
left the Corps at the end of tlleir time, we wish them good luck in their
econd career and hope that they will remain in contact with us.
Rank
Name
Branch
Served
Sig
Matthew Phimister
RHQ
1977-84
LCpl
James McNish
RHQ
1950-52
WO I
John (Paddy) Crooks
RHQ
1963-88
Cpl
Eric Yeates
RHQ
1939-46
Cpl
John Nolan
RHQ
1959-65
David Housley
RHQ
1975-98
Cpl
Cpl
Dave Roberts
RHQ
1967-76
Capt
Lisa Giles
RHQ
1988-98
Capt
Adam Hillary
RHQ
1992-98
Col
Mike Volland
RHQ
1963-98
Maj
Colin McGrory
RHQ
1980-98
RHQ
1988-98
Capt
Owen Bryant
Jim McCready
windon
1979-94
Cpl
LCpl
Colin Burford
Birmingham
1955-58
Lt
Tim Jeffrey
RHQ
1994-98
Cpl
Justin Hender
Colchester
1988-98
Colchester
1946-48
Lt
John Lawrence
LCpl
Andrew Armstrong
RHQ
1991-98
RHQ
1982-99
Sgt
Paul Chesters BEM
Sig
John Field
RHQ
1951-60
Sig
Gareth Hopkins
Ea t Kent
1998
Cpl
John Warke
12/15/ 18 AFSR
1948-54
WCpl
Vera Cockell
RHQ
1943-46
Dvr
John Stockdale
Beverley Ex-Boys
1952-58
SSgt
Phill ip Matthews
Dorset
1976-98
Sgt
Kevin Parkin on
RHQ
1985-98
Sig
Christian Ardron
RHQ
1992-99
Bleddyn Butt
RHQ
1990-99
Sig
tbc
Geoff Farrow
Doncaster
1955-58
Doncaster
1959-61
tbc
Graham j(enyon
orman Pickering
Doncaster
1942-44
tbc
tbc
Albert Kendell
Doncaster
1948-49
Cpl
Leon Miller
RHQ
1992-99
David Robertson
RHQ
1960-79
Sgt
SSgt
Alex McAl pine
RHQ
1974-98
Cpl
Dave Thomas
RHQ
19 8-99
Cpl
Scan Dolan
RHQ
1993-99
Nicho las Clowes
RHQ
1993-98
Sig
Cp l
Joel Naden
RHQ
1988-98
W02
Stephen Grantham
RHQ
1 97~-98
W02
Dave Marriott
RHQ
197:>-98
Sgt
Christopher White
RHQ
19~~-~
Sig
Scott hepherd
RHQ .
19 Maj
Michael Kerr
Cattenck
1966-datc
Cpl
Mark Parker
atterick
1978-93
ig
Dennis Woollard
RHQ
1946-48
Sgt
Frank Corser
RH Q (Canada)
1944-47
Lt Col
Chris Harper
RHQ
1970-99
Sig
Lee Wood
RHQ
1 99~-9
W02
Roger Robinson
RH Q
197:>-98
WLCpl Sara Harkin
RHQ
199 1-98
Alexander Rankin BEM
RHQ
: ~;~-~~
Cpl
LCpl
tuart Jessup
RH Q
Lt Col
Geoffrey Davis
RHQ
1~~~~~
1
Sig
K Makin
Huddersfield
Sgt
M·ark Barrass
Ireland
1980-date
ig
Raymond McCarthy
Liverpool
1 9 5 ~-~~
ig
B. A.G. Murphy
orth London
I
LCpl
Darron Mark
RH Q
198 -9

8

96

LC pl
LCpl
Cpl
W02
Cpl
LCpl
Sig
Cpl
Cpl
WCpl
Cpl
WOI
Cpl

David Llewellyn
Chas George
Joe Crotty
Colin Riddell
Lance Malin
Daniel Boyle
Donald Fumell
Julie Silver
Peter Aldcroft-Colling
Ellen Baker (Nee Rutter)
T. Dale
Mike Williams
Dennis Crowe

Com wall
RHO
West London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
Preston/Blackburn
RllQ
Middx Yeomanry
RHQ
RHQ

1980-86
1985-99
1946-49
1975-99
1985-98
1992-98
1944-47
1972-79
1989-99
1952-55
1976-85
1975-98
1945-48

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
In February we enjoyed our first social gathering of the year when a
Curry Lunch was arranged for us in his Mess by Joe Fairbairn, who not
only is a highly valued member of our committee, but no le s a per on
thari Garrison Sergeant Major. We were glad to see many of our members
who live on tlle periphery of our area. Our thanks go to J oe and the
members of his Mess for such a pleasant day. We look forward to our 50th
Anniversary Dinner in April, a very special occasion for the Branch.

BRADFORD BRANCH
We are a very small Branch but we have loyal members who attend
every meeting. Since we staned holding our meetings at I pm we find it is
much better and we now meet at the Polish Ex-Servicemen's Club, where
we are always welcome. In ovember members and their wives had their
Christmas outing to Mother Hubbard's Fish Restaurant. Everyone enjoyed
themselves. Our next get together was on 25 January when we celebrated
the Golden Wedding of Alma and Jim Robson of Skipton. The ladie
provided the buffet. After joining the army in Maidstone, Jim trained as a
wireless operator at Catterick. He served with the <;>rkney and_~hetland
Defences for a short while and was then posted to India. Here he JOmed the
17 (Black Cat} Indian Division in Burma 1945. He returned to England in
1947, met Alma in the June of that year and they married IS January 1949.
We wish them well for the future years.
A number of us went to the ann ual Remembrance Service at Eden
Camp, near Ma lton, orth York hire on Sunday 13 Sep tem?e~· We shared
a bus witll the ATS Ladies and the Dunkirk Veterans Assoc1at1on. In spite
of a chilly wind it was a very enjoyable day. I always find it amazing the
number of veterans that are on parade. There were also about one hundred
Standards. The numbers just seem to increase each year.
We regret to announce the death of one of our past C~airmen, C lifford
T hompson, who died on 18 ovember after a long illness. Chff was
Chairman for a number of years and always attended tlle Catten ck
Reunions. He was a wireless operator in an armoured vehicle and landed
on D-Day with 3 Div. Members of the Branch attended the funeral. We
were pleased tllat a member of3 Div Sigs Reunion Club and his wife came
from Leeds to attend the funeral, as Cliff was a member of the Club. We
have to thank Mr Templeton, the secretary, for arrangi ng this.

BRIGHTON BRANCH
Our January meeting can often be a problem. La l year ic)_' wind from
Siberia cut attendance to six. Th i year we were luckier. Gordon
Holloway asked everyone to bring Service photos, of times long gone.
The e photos caused much merrimen1. But some matters had to ~e
mentioned in whispers. ome folks , now bald. once had rnasse of hair!
Say no more!
Come February we had our. GM. We ~vere delighted to h.ave our
President, Brig C olin Brown, with. u to preside over our proceedmgs. o
increase in subs meant a peaceful meeting! Dee Barber was re-electe~ '.15
Madam Chairman, Joy Lovelock, of course, as our Trea urer and Phthp
West as ecretary. Gordon Holloway as Events Organi er. with the two
Committee members being Audrey Chircher and Joe forrison
remaining on the Committee with the addition of two new members K en
.
Brown (Burma Star) and Steve White._
We had our bi-monthly coffee meeung recently and eighteen members
came. Everyone had a great ·natter'. It w_as held at a very pica ~nt hotel
ju t outside of town with ample park mg. Your humble cnbe "a
delighted to have been able to attend.

CHESTER BRANCH
The Branch celebrated their 53rd Annual Dinner and ocial evening at
.
.
the Royal British Legion, Upton.
The principal gue t wa the Commander 11 1g Bde, Br_i ~ J . R. B.
Cook who in hi addre ., referred to 'The ew Style Bntt h rmy'
organised t~ instantly react to any mi litary crisis. anywhere in the\\ oriel a
self u taining units of ~ ide capability. Wh ilst the Anned _Fo!ce we~c
genera lly being cut, the Royal ignal were ~em~ rem torce_d, 111
recognition of the vita l ro le that fl a" less commumcat1on makes 111 the
succ s of any military operation. It is not generally known. but \\he~ever
there is unrest, be it the Gul f, the Fa lkl and , or anY'' ~ere, there 1 an
attach ment of Signals personnel on the scene re laymg '!P to date
information. The Brigadier ' cnt on to refer to the extre~1cly high lc\el of
train ing that recru it achieve, uch as that l n temat101~al Electron1 s
Companies jockey 10 place ex- 1gnals people on their payroll. fi e
ob crved tl1at youngsters. looking to their fu ture, co_u~d do no b~tter than to
apply to join the Roya l ignals when the nc" re ru1tmg campaign begins.
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As another year draws to a close, thanks go to all member who have
supported our ventures during 1998. We are now planning our JOUmeys for
1999. If you live in or around the Hull Area and are retired or sen 111g
mem~ers of. the Corps. we welcome you to come and JOin us at our
meet111gs which are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Halifax
Barracks, Hull at 2000hrs. For more information contact the I Ion.
Secretary Mr Jim Brown (01482 655963).

guest . speaker was one c_>f the flu ictims. but Doug Dickason rose
magnificentl y to the occasion and gave a mo t entertaining talk on his time
at Harr~gatc and l!i prowc., in forming the A sociati on of Harrogate
Apprentices of" h1ch he 1s launder and Hon cc. At one table of seven
there was an ama£ing coincidence-three members were born on the
ovember and thrc~ others were bom on 5,6J May! Members warmly
~pplauded the outgo111g member of the Comm ltlee, namely our hairman
tor the past two years, Trevor Allison, Keith Chambers who has been
our tandard Bearer and of cour e the redoubtable Eadie T homas.

10

(C.OrtP~!llT£.),
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LEEDS & DISTRICT BRANCH

l

\JOltL.b'S HOT· ~ PCTS - -

Alyn Jones and Keith McTigue
One of the highlight of the evening was the pre entation of the greatl y
prized Fifty Years of ervice to the Royal ignal awa rd to Ken Ha dfield.
and al o Honorary Lifetime 1embership" to Associat Members. lyn
J ones and Keith lcTiguc for the decades of de\'oted service to the
Che ter Branch. Maj J onathon Baldwin T D. Branch Pre ident.
commented on the trength and enthu ia m of Members in the hi storic
garrison city of Che ter. The Toastmaster and faster of Ceremonie for
dancing wa J im Jnderm au r.

(L-R): Jim Flockhart & guest, Mrs Betty Taylor, Bill Taylor

ews of Members - Change of address for Capt Vic & Josephine
Kelly they ha e m.oved to Verwood and so are sadly out of range and
therefore had to resign from our Branch. We wish them every happine s in
the1.r new hou ~ · We are also sad that Jack & C laudia Ca pla n ha e
decided to resign, but we hope that his continuing campaign for
compensation for Japane e POW will be successful. We welcome Gareth
Hopkins, son of John Hopkins and now living with his parents.
Va le - It is with great adness that we report the death of M r s Doreen
1itcheU. Doreen died suddenly on 17 December. Our condolences go to
Bob a~d ht daughter. Do reen '~as an accountant by profe sion but at the
begmnmg of the War he had Joined the SOE recruiting for the Secret
Service. It wa not commonly known that she devoted much of her life to
helping the sick and particularly tho e Servicemen such as ex-Japanese
P~Ws who were
ick and in later years anyone who suffered
disadvantages. Members of the Branch will miss her cheerfulne s at so
many function .

GLASGOW BRANCH

Brig Cook and Ken Hadfi eld

EAST KENT BRANCH
. und a) 13 December - the Chairman, Trevor Allison wished
everyone pre ent at a most enjoyable Xmas Lunch a
Happy
Christmas and 'ew Year to follow. There was plenty of good food and
excellent cc_>mpany and the Raffie Table was in danger of co llap e such
"as the "eight of the generous presents given by so many members who
came. then also .bought tickets. The result was a profit of over £89. Also
the three p~111tmg of Officers of the Corps in their varied fonnal
~111forms, kmdly donated by C ol J ohn Gibson, were auctioned and
fetched £40. John who 1s a great supi>orter of SSA FA will be pleased to
kno" that that 1s \\here the money will go. Whilst on the Raffic Eadie
Thoma has s~dl)'. decided that the time has come for her to pas; on the
mantel of runnmg 1t and Mar ion de Ro e has very kindly offered to take it
on abl} ~s1 ted by Bern adette ooper whenever she can.
. Donat ions - the Committee has ent cheque for £150 to the Royal
S1.gnals Benevolent Fund, £100 to SAFA (Kent Branch) and £50 to Kent
Atr Ambulance Tru~t a total of £300 being mo t of the money raised
throu~ the generos11y of members duri ng the course of the year fro m
Donattons & Raffies .
'
ACM - at the AG\.1 on 10 January the Chairman Trevor Allison on
behalf of y~ur Committee wished all member pres~nt a successfu l New
'tear. ~t th~~ ttme of year with the vagaries of tlie weather (it snowed
hca\ 1ly m Canterbury. and to the .East that morning-but hard ly elsewhere)
and the dreaded flu 1t 1s always difficult to reconcile numbers who wish to
come but arc prevented. Despite the lower numbers (56!) it was deemed
b. man} to ha\c been one of the best. adly Brig Johnny linch the

ery
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In ovember 1998 there was an excellent turnout of32 members to the
Armistice unday Parade in George Square Glasgow. Alf Shevill laid the
wreath on behalf of the ~ra nch member , and Bill Mac ama r a paraded
th~ .standard. On retumm~ to barracks the members were given the
pnv1lege oflead1ng the Regiment into barracks. Lunch, which was served
by W02 J ohn W ren and hi chefs, comprised of a choice of currie and a
cold bufTet. On the Saturday Bill Taylor, the Branch Chairman, had placed
a cross 111 . the garden of remembrance in George Square. East
Dunbartonshire council for the first time had councillors attending war
memorial,s in their districts on .the ele. enth of ovember. The provost
atte.nded and laid .a wreath at B1shopbn ggs. Several veteran of difTerent
regiments, mcl~dmg this scribe who placed a cross, were among the
crowd. The police stopped the traffic for the two minutes silence as in
days gone bye. The council will carry on the custom and it is lo be 'hoped
'
others will follow in future.
Branch members with family and friends attended a social evening in
the .JRs ' mess on I~ December. It was an enjoyab le night, with a raffic for
various donated prizes. Our thanks go to the ladies of the Branch who
prov ided the bufTet and our thanks also, to the JR members allowing us the
use of their mess, and for open ing and manning the bar.
The fir l Bums Supper was held by the Branch on 23 January 1999.
Members an? guests, numbering 42 in all, were welcomed by the Branch
Ch~irrnan, Bill Ta.ylor" who also s~id the Selkirk Grace. The Branch Piper,
Bnan Warren, piped m the haggis. The address to the haggis, was given
with great gusto and gestures by C apt John Lynch , who waved a very
large officer's. d!rk, that he had 'acquired' - (it was more like a miniature
sword) and sitting next to him, I ducked before I was beheaded. The
company then set about the scotch broth soup, the haggis, neeps and
mashed potato, followed by bannocks and kebbuck, and coffee, with
wh isky, wme, and soft drinks ava ilable on the table.

If responding to any advertisements
in The Wire please mention that you
saw it in your Corps magazine

The immortal memory was in the capable hands of Jim Flockhart who
then asked the company to raise their glasses in a toast to the immortal
memory of Robbie Burns. Bill Mac amara following with a word or
two. Jim Prentice rendered his version of the toa t to the las ies. This
seemed to sati sfy the Scots as J im is English, but a domiciled Scot for
over 50 years: The reply was then in the hands of the Branch Secretary,
Ivana, who did, wi th a humourou touch have the company laughing, with
the ladies present, g1vmg her lots of encouragement. ee these lassies
when they are let loose! Brian entertained with tunes on the pipes and
Ann Warren sang some songs with professional skill. Bill Mac 'amara
then performed, with the recitation of Tam 0' hanter, all in a broad
Scottish accent, with gesture to match. He got a great ovation for his
etTort. Bill Taylor thanked all those who were present, those who
performed and also Betty, Isobel, Iva na and Annice for providing the
victuals, he also thanked the las ies of the Regiment, who all wore their
uniform kilts, and had volunteered to act as waitresse for the meal. He
said being an Englishman he had approached the idea of a Bums Supper
with a great deal of trepidation, but after the nights' successful venture, he
was ure that it will be repeated in the future. The company then sang auld
lang syne before retiring to the WOs' and ergeants' Mess to continue the
convivia l evening. To one and all in thi ew Year ' lang ma ye lum reek.·
We are sorry to say farewell to WO I (RSM) J im MacLachlan, as he
leaves the army for civilian life. He was of great help to the Branch whilst
with the Regiment, but we welcome him into the Branch as a new member
and wish him every success for the future. He was invited to the Bum
upper but was being dined out on that night by the Regiment's Sergeant '
Mess. The Regiment now has a new RSM , WO! (RSM) A. B. Hilbo rn.
We welcome Angie, and wish her every succes in her posting. fo i of
the members met her at the last meeting held in the WOs ' and gt ' Mess
when he was introduced by the Branch Chairman, Bill Taylor, to the
members.

HULL BRANCH
As another year rolled by 1998 started with the AGM in February being
our first meeting of the year and the members enjoyed a lively meeting.
Only si lence fell at the election of Officer and refreshment time. As in the
past three good and true members of the committee were once again voted
in for another term of office. Thanks go to Roy Drewery (Chairman). Jim
Brown (Hon-Secretary) and E rnie Glove r (Treasurer) for serving another
year.
April saw a party attend the · Royal Armouries ' at Leeds and a very
interesting and enjoyable day ' a had by all. Any Branches thinking of a
day out wou ld find the trip worthwhile.
June arrived and we left these shores for a visit to the battlefield of
Normandy. Even our Old Soldier, Bob '50 Year Badge' Stephenson ran
out of stories to tell when we met an old oldier from the 'Durham Light
' Infantry' who had landed on ' D' Day.
In Ju ly we attended the Open Day at 30 Signal Regiment Bramcote.
Thanks to yril Foster, Hon ecretary of the Coventry Branch for the
information and sorry not to have met up. It was also a very enjoyable day
out. Thanks al o go to Ma rgaret and Colin Dadson of the
Midd lesborough Branch fo r their invitation to attend and meet members
from other Branches .
November saw a good tu m out of member for the Hull Remembrance
Day Parade. T he Hon ecretary lai d a wreath on behalf of the branch at. t.he
Cenotaph and lunch afterwa rds , ith our TA Colleague at the Hahlal\
Barracks. The Branch held their Ann ual Regimental Dinner in ovember
and thi rty members and guests had a very enjoyable even in~. Thank. go to
Maj David Sixsmith, OC 49 (WR) ignal Squadron (V) fo r attending a
our guest of honour, also to Gerry Gribben and Bob tephenson fo r the
organisati on and W02 Alan James for hi s u ual hard work and support of
the Branch. Our th anks also go to Andy Anderson and Troop Members
for manning the bar and wa iti ng on. Finall y to an ex member of' .the Troop
Debbie Openshaw who wi th les than 24 hours n ticc stepped 111 to cook
the mea l after Sgt Stuart Keys was ru hcd into hospital.

Due to the terling work of the Branch Com mittee. and the loyal
support of our membership, we continue to hold quite frequent socia l
functions, mamly on Sunday lunch times, which help to keep Branch
fund at a very satisfactory level. It is our intention lo mark the
forthcoming Millennium in a mann~r suitable to the event. It is probably
not widely known, that running in parallel to our Branch, is a Branch of
th~ Retired crgeants' Association, which is also very active. ome people
enJOY du.al membership, with the quite obvious blessing of their respective
spou e, 1t must be the art of perfect commun ication. It is worth noting that
both organisations have subscribed to the proposed memorial to the
Com.monweallh Womens' Services, no doubt we wi ll be sending a strong
contmgcnt to its unveiling ceremony in due course.
La~ t October we held the Annual Dinner, which was another rewarding
occa 10n for. our dedicated committee. The principal guest, as a mall
reward for hi s help to us, Lt Col G uy H ony MBE RGBW, CO of the
LUOTC, the landlord unit.
After the success of the previous two mid-year church sen•ices in the
barracks, the Branch President is negotiating, with Padre John
Blackbu rn QHC for another vi it. They are truly noteworthy events.
The recent Remembrance Day parade was somewhat down
numerically, although some of us also attended the service at the Leeds
War memorial on the fifth. and it ' as pleasing to note that almost all the
public honour the 'S ilence'.
Our recent AGM, held on a Sunday lunch time, was very well attended .
During his annual address, the Branch President harangued the meeting
about the very real need for new members; not an easy task; as a follow up
to a letter in the same vein to all our active, and not so active members. We
await the results with oprimism. Our copy of the Corps 1939-45 Roll of
Honour is now safely stored in the barracks armoury, having been
removed from the former AAC at Harrogate. We are considering pos ible
future locations, Leeds Parish Church springs to mind, but this is still in
the initial stages of negotiation. Our penultimate Branch Dinner, prior to
the year 2000 programme, is on Saturday 23 October, if you are in the
Leeds area at the time you will be very welcome as (paying) gue l ! The
Branch Secretary, Trevor S mith , ha hi address in a recent is ue of' The
Wire'.
Finally, we are upporting, when the circumstances allow, omc
Inter-Branch visits in the orth, but at present, due to being in a building
up funds period, we are proceeding at a cautious pace.

LIVERPOOL BRANCH
On the 11 December last year the Branch had their annual fe live
eason buffet evening. It wa held at the Warrant Officers and ergeants
Mess, Deysbrook Barracks. Liverpool ' ith the kind permis ion of the
Mess Pre ident, WOl K eith Hallett, and ably supported by the Mess
Manager, Mrs laureen Bennett and the catering staff.
Some fifty -eight members and their partners attended together with our
invited guest, M aj C hri H eaton, quadron Commander. 59 ignal
Squadron ( ). It was unfortunate that Chris's wife. J anet could not
attend, the reason being that she i expecting an addition to their family
very hortly. The evening wa a complete succe s, enjoyed by all.

Branch Chairman presents Ch ris w ith a bouquet of flowers for
Janet, w ith ou r Branch's best wi shes t o her
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ORTHERNIRELANDBRANCH
It is with regret that I tart this report by recording the death of our
olde. t I ember - R. . ·Bob· \fehrtens.
At our January meeting'"'- iad not one but two retirement pre entations
to. make It 1 not ?ftcn that th CO and R M of 40 (U) ignal Regiment
(\ ) lea\'e the Regiment at th ame hme. so it as an unu ual occasion.
Branch Pre ident, 1aj (Rctd) Bill Douglas, a1ter thanking him for hi
'alued h Ip during hi term a
0. pre entcd Lt ol .C. Beacon TD
\\1th a Tyrone cry tal paper weight. The Branch Pre ident then presented
\\01 (~M) John B!ack_with a Tyrone cry tal pen and desk et and
th nked h1_m _n?t _only lor bis help and . upport o er his term of office but
al o for h1 JOmmg a· a Branch Member and hi ree.ular attendance at
meeting . Both suitably replied, John Black aying that as he intended to
make . orthe~ Ireland hi home in retirement he hoped to continue to play
an acll\e part m Branch affairs. Branch Vice Pre ident, 1aj (Retd) oel
Johnston then u ed his new digital camera for the fir t time. He sa id he
had not Y.et ha? time to read all the instru~tions but if there i a photo
pnnted with th1 report then you will know H has worked and he will not
really need a course. The evening wa completed with a very nice buffet
upper arranged by Debbie Wolfe assi ted by Kim Greer.

A delightful group of members of the Roya l Signals Association spent a
most enjoyable day in ~he Capital ity. Members o~ the Peterborough
Branch a~d members. of the orfolk Branch meet up m Whitehall. They
''ere all m Lon?on tor the day to attend the rehearsa l of Trooping the
Colour. I apolog1 c to the orfolk Branch. They did gi e me their names
on a pie.cc of paper but somehow this got lo t. The weather was most kind
to u bnght and sunny.

READING BRANCH
Yl'.t again we filled a pub for our increasingly popular Branch
meetmg/pub lunch. Some of us thought that we were more than a little
:hard o~ ~earing' when Chairman started talking of ' ick parade' and
small kit . It turned out that he was reflecting that we would have had an
even larger turnout if it weren't for tho e who had 're ported ick '. Some of
us thought ~al we were getting a ' Rocket' for not supporting enough of
the R A/M1htary events that our Hon Sec advertises in our ewsletter. He
went on to explain in detail about the Corp Carol Service that only two of
our Branch members attended. ow we know - we' ll try and attend. Yes in
January our members were deciding on a car-share cheme for December
1999.
I p~omiscd o~e photos of the ·Watercress Line' Christmas dinner. I
haven t got them in my hand at this moment so I'll steal little more space
to comment on t~e overheard con ersation of some of the 26 who travelled
up a_nd down twice from Alton to Arlesford in Hampshire whi le enjoying a
Chnstma meal. 'Old team train chugged along .... A bit of class .... And
all for twenty pound ..... '. We learned that the ummer trip will be on t
August, at 21 po.und (blinking inflation) for a 3-course lunch and of
cours~ the 'ch_u~mg up and down the line '. 110 passengers can be seated,
and I m told 1t 1s alway fully booked. Just for the record, the train runs
throughout the summer.
For more deta il about Reading Branch (and the Watercress Line)
contact Alan Foot on Oll 926 1952 -Tel or Fax and if you're into the
21st Century, by emai l at alanfoot globa lnet.co.uk

SOUTH LONDON BRANCH
We are delighted that

orman ( ometimes known as Tommy) Atkins

o~e of our long servu~g Membe~ and a long rime Member of The Royal
S1~al A~ateur Ra?10 oc1ety 1s the recipient of two awards from the

Society. First he received a plaque for his success in making 50 con finned
he has been awarded a trophy (well he will
for the Member who made the most progress
in _RTTY ?Ver the year. Well done 'orman. As a Member of 3rd. AA.
Bngade _Signal~. Supplementary Reserve, _Norman was called up in May
1939. H1 . wartJme erv1ce included Dunkirk and the ormandy landings
before bemg demobbed m May _1946. Rather unusually he then joined the
Royal . aval Aux1hary Service, becoming Chief Communications
uperv1sor from 1964 - 89 for which he was awarded the BEM. By the
way? ~rm~n tells me there are 16 members of The RS Amateur Radio
oc1ety m orthem Ireland but only Norman is a Member of this Branch.
Perhaps we should now try to enlist the others.
We have a vib~nt B~ch and are lucky to have good Branch Officers. I
am ~re 1999 will continue in ~is vei~. It is time once again to start
plannmg for the Bla_ndford Reunion particularly with regards to that little
stretch of water, which cau ~s us so many problems. It is hoped the AGM
will_ produce someo~e wil_hng to take on the organisation of this once
agam. Our n~xt function \\ 1~1 ?e our annual Formal Dinner on 2 April, the
details of,,h1ch Ian Wolfe 1s m the process of putting in place. Finally, as
usual_, all re~de!"5 of ~h1.s Journal whether residing in or visiting the
PrO\ mce are in 1ted to JOlll us any third Wednesday of each Month .

con~cts on RTTY: Secondly
~et 1t after the oc1ety AGM)

PETERBOROUGH BRANCH

Greetings for the ew Year from the fledgling South London Branch.
We are almost up to the anniversary of our inaugural meeting and AGM
for this year: Time flies when you're enjoying yourself1 The Branch is
slowly growmg and now has 30 plus members.
Our Chairman, Dougie Anderson, is a member of the Croydon
Bowlmg Club and they allow us to meet on their premises for a very
reasonable cost. We do our best to boost their Bar revenue in return . We
meet monthly every second 1:hursday at 7.30pm. Our activit ies through
the year have been; two evemng Dmners, also at the Bowling Club and
catered for by them: Both w~re well attended and thoroughly enjoyed. We
are very lucky m this regard m find mg a venue for our meetings and social
fun~uons. We held a Quiz ight that was also great fun and showed once
agam that the older you get the more daft answers you know to daft
questions on unbelievably obscure subjects.
Roughly half the Branch went to the Imperial War Museum and the
staff treated us royaly a~d ~rovided an excellent guide from their people.
We asked for. Co_mmumcat10ns to be our special interest and indeed the
tour was fascmating. We almost missed lunch. Our Guide in slacks and a
Museum T-sh~rt looked like an ordinary Lab Technician. He was in fact a
degi:ee man with a PhD, and his commentary was first class. He was happy
to pick the bra ms of some of the ~Ider guys o.n topics they could help with
and that the M_useum stafl'. was _shll researchmg. ln many cases their only
source of data 1s from our ind1v1dual memories. We are going to the Tower
of London, for the 'Ceremony_of the Keys', in mid February 1999, when
!he Ye~man Warders Club will be our hosts. This should also be very
interestmg and we are to be supplied with light refreshmentS.
The Branch has been asked ~rom time to time to provide 'fam il y' to
attend the funerals of o.ld soldiers from the Roya l Hospital Chelsea. I
attended ~ne of these with .some apprehens ion but found the experience
very movmg._ The old soldier had a very dignified and sincere send off
from very caring people.
Our proposed trips for the coming year are a visit to HMS Be/fas/ in the
Pool of Londo~, and a party is to go to the last ever Royal Tournament.
Bletchley Park 1s under threat and so we hope to go there before it closes.
One of our &uys, Derek Will on is a keen Radio Ham and ex-'Y' station
bod and .he 1s ~egotiating this visit for us. We would hope Bletchley, or
some of 1t, survives for posterity.

SWINDON BRANCH

Members of the Peterborough and Norfolk Branches
meet in Whitehall
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12/15/18 AIR FORMATION
SIGNAL REGIMENTS OCA

The Third Annual Dinner was beld at the TA Centre in Swindon and
was a great success. The President, Lt Col (Rctd) D. W. Gent and his wife
led the Thirty members and guestS into Dinner. A cand lelit room and an
excelle~t meal produced ~ marvel!ous atmosphere. There was plenty of
chatter in ?etween_ the serious busmess of eating and drinking. After Lhe
meal a _Quiz org~n1sed . and conducled by John Smart caused much head
scratching and d1scuss1on. Margaret Howells and Carol Davies ran the
raffi~s very successfully and showed a profit for Branch Funds. The
Pr~s1dent thanked everyone for their attendance and for making it a very
enjoyable evenmg. The Catering Staff received a well deserved Vote of
Thanks for their work in contributing to the success of the evening.
THE WIRE, APRIL 1999

Our photograph shows (L-R) Dennis Egan (Hon Sec), Pam and Colin
Morgan. On behalf of Gerald Evans, the Branch Chairman Dennis
presented ~a~1 with her R~A Associate Life Membership certificate and
badge. Cohn 1s seen clutching his newly presented Life Membership card
afler realising that for years he did not have one.
'

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATION
A quiet period for the Association and the Committee, which suits our
Chamnan, Col Donald Crawford. It gives him the opportunity to polish
his am Browne and catch up on his paper work. Although some members
of the Committee thought that 'paperwork' meant air tickets? Maj John
Robson off golfing m Portugal, Maj Bob Simpson holidaying in Hong
Kong, Australia and Fiji, Chris y MiJJs i holidaying in India, with Steve
Bland 111 Cypru , so it really made my day out at Legoland, in Wind or
look a little on the cheap side.
'
It appears on first rumours that 31st Signal Regiment. will survive the
Territorial Reorganisation and will probably move a Squadron from the
Duke of York's HQ lo The White City. It's a sad period for a number of
dedicated Territorials, with Regiments that are affected by the
disbandments. Our thoughts are with them and we wish them well for the
future.
Our trip to the Somme and the V2 Rocket ites on 28/29/30 May i
pr?gressing well. Further details may be obtained from Ron ' Dusty'
Miller on 01784 250756. Our Annual Dinner on the 17 April is well in
hand and by the time you read this you may ju t smell the sau ages
burning. Further details from our ecretary, Henry Holman: on 0188284
4597 . Last but not least, our Membership ecretary, C hrissy Mills
reminds everyone that she is only a phone call away 0181 578 2715

REUNIONS
260 SIGNAL SQUADRON REUNION
AITER 25 YEARS WE MEET AGAIN
Reporled by Sieve Freeman - Pannell
In June 97 at the Ro~al Signal Reunion in Blandford Camp three or four
ex members of 260 Signal Squadron met for the first time in over two
decades. After a lot of reminiscing the idea to try and see if the old
Squadron Members would hke to meet up and form an A sociation of their
own was suggested. Roy Andrews took on the task and armed with
several names we!'t home to see if he cou ld put some addres es to the
names and advertise. to rally some more support. The hotel was booked
and names came roll in~ 111 as a result of the publicity and a list was drawn
up of those who were mterested to come for the meeting. l will admit that
there were some very colourful greeting terms, some I had not heard for a
dec.ade or two. As .more people arrived during the Saturday and settled into
t~e1r rooms readying themselves for the evening meal when all would be
s1tt1ng together after such a long time. A good attempt at trying to get
everybody to stand m one place as one or two who had cameras tried to
ta~e- photos, from a personal view, I got some good shots thanks all. After
winmg and dmmg, yes there was plenty of both Roy asked the OC Maj
(Rtd) Bill Cunningham to say a few words a1;d he thanked evccYbody
who came for. making it .su~h a good day thus far. Roy then asked the
gathered few 1f an Associallon should be formed and all agreed. To this
end one or two people were asked to take on the job of committee
memb~r~ and of course were duly seconded into the job. With the
fo~ahlles out of the way we all got down to the most important tasks of
trying ~o talk o~e.lves hoarse remembering the things that we got up to.
The wine and spmts flowed quite well into the mall hours of Sunday
mom mg.
I was quite surprised to see so many, all be it some with thick head, at
breakfast the next mommg. From about 9.30am folks were starting to
depa.rt and, make th.cir way home to the four comers of the land, very
poetic don t you think. The one thing to emerge was the fact that most
peopl~ would like to have the Reunion in the year 2000 in our old
stomping ground m Dortmund, Germany. However. since then there has
been a suggestion that we have the 2000 Reunion at or around
Shoeburyness the place where 260 started its new life. This has been put
forward as a more accessible and !es expensive place to hold the event.
Anyway the proformas that were sent out have had a shallow respon e up
to now but 1f you have made the decision to go then please let Roy
Andrews know where you would like to go. Also, please make sure that
he will.know what mode of transport you have chosen be it private car or a
group in a bus. We, the members of the committee would like to see as
many as po ible in Dortmund or Shoeburyness. We have also aid that the
Reunion to be held in April 1999 would have to be the cut off date a it
seems the Country has gone daft about doing things in the millennium year
and we don't want to be out done. We will make provisions for any body
who turns up out of the blue and is determined to be there that's the type
of guy we would all like to be, sorry gals I mean you too. '
As you have all most probably been told that there will be some more
faces here this year that's why the venue had lo be moved as the hotel last
year would h~ve_been too small. However, all of the world and his dog in
our commumcatmg world should know where Loughborough is. o for
those of you who will be there at this years Reunion all the members of the
commi":ee would like to WELCOME you to Loughborough. If anyone
would hke to have further details plea e contact Roy Andrews. 7 The
Heath. Tankerton, Whitstable, Kent. CT5 3HJ or telephone: 01227 264551
or of course myself at 7 Race ourse Road, Thorpe t Andrew, torwich,
R7 9HX Tel: 01603 300027.

MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY ASSOCIATION
ince our last Wire note we have said farewell 10 Capt Sidney
Underwood, who died on 18 January. A correction to our last notes, Col
Ted Scarlett was not our Guest of Honour, that honour went to Brig Ann
Whitehead OBE. Ted wa acting on behalf of our Chairman, George
Key, who wa attending the Memorial Unveiling Ceremony for 7th
Armoured Di ision, in Thetford Fore t.
.The Band have now relocated to the TA Centre, Hayes Bridge, outhall,
Middlesex. Only a stones' throw from the serving Squadron at Uxbridge.
The Bandmaster, Michael Robinson (ex-RAF Central Band), is alway on
the lookout for good musicians and hope that the new location may find
some new talent. The Band QM and Admin Officer is Bob Lowe on 0181
9046188.
A reminder that U1c AGM i on 4 May at Uxbridge TA Centre. Our next
parade is on 9 May in Hyde Park, followed by lunch at the Duke of York's
~Q. An occasion not to be missed, especia lly if you like Military Bands.
rry to be there, further details can be obtained from the ecretary, Andrew
Bridges, on 01276 33345.

Good News Travels Fast!
Publish it in The Wire

THE THIRTEENTH ANNUAL ~
BLACKPOOL BURMA STAR • ...... .

REUNION

·.... .

25/26/27 June 1999
All holders of the 'Burma tar' whether members of the Burma tar
A sociation or not and their famili s and friends are in ited to
attend. II the events will be held in U1e Empress Ballroom, Winter
Garden . The cost per person for the full ' eekend of event i £5.00
(excluding accommodation).
For farther information and ticket · pkase contact:
Ir J. F. ield MBE
I 8 Whitegate Drive, BLA KPOOL FY3 9HJ
Tel: 01253 763134
We look fon ard to ' elcoming an Roya l ignal personnel who
served in Burma or outheast A ia Command.
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4 DIVI ION HQ & SIGNAL REGIMENT
REUNION
ailing •)one ''ho en ~>d in 4 Div HQ & ig Regl between 1962/65
as aJ TO.
During a c:i ·uni conversation between myself and ·Geordie' Gainsford
one night. rem in is ing about the Junior 'CO's me . in 4 Div Herford. the
bc t l!roundinl! any junior
0 could have for hi future ·areer, and the
amazlnl! arra)-ofchar.ictcr . During the lime we were ther - Jim Om nie,
·Brummie· '.\1111 mart, Harry ret'Cly etc. Well , during the conversation
it tran pi red that "e were in con tact with a few ex-J co· of 4 Div who
ened during the yea 196_ -1965. ln a fla.h of in piration. we decide 10
arrange a mini reunion in lorecambe, Lancashire - which proved to be
central for the people we knew. Variou deviou. excuse ' ere u ed 10
oerce indi\ iduaL and their ladie to au end. o covert was the operation
that no indi' idual knew "ho I e was auending apart of course from me
and the 111 crutable ·Geordie". Therefore, it was on ll1e e ening of the 28
member that a mall and elect band of ex- 'quadrants' descended on the
Headway Hotel in 1orecambe.

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION
An article in the August 199 is ue of the Royal ignals Association
cw Leiter called for former members of 6 (Boys) Training Regiment, to
contact !\lick Teague, with a view to forming a reunion club. From tho e
ex-boy- who replied to this initial request an organ ising committee was
fonncd and we are pica cd lo report that the Beverley Ex-Boys
A sociation i now up and running. The A sociation is affiliated to the
Royal ignal A ociation to whom we are grateful for a grant and
a sistanec given. al o our thanks to Peter Cuckow whose help and advice
was inva luable. Member hip of the As oeiation is open to all Ex -Beverley
13oy and as ociate membership is open to forrner permanent staff and
cadre. The As ociation will be elting out ii
tall at the next Old
omradc Reunion at Blandford 26/27 June 1999, you will find us in the
reception area. We will have a lab le and possibly a room et aside in which
the Beverley Ex-Boys As ociation can meet. To date we have 85
members.
The first Committee Meeting was held in ovembcr al the home of the
ecretary, Tony Hull, in Bournemouth.

THESTH(LONDON)CORPSSIGNALS
OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION
Slst REU ION MORCIANO
I stood in the coo l of the evening
And gazed at the glowing sky
But t'was not the stars or moonlight
That lit the heavens high
T'was the nashes from multitudinous guns
On the hillside nearby
And the glow of bursting bomb and shell
The light from many a flare
That transformed this heaven into Hell
As I stood gazing there.
E. A. Lampard
52 LIM Section
(Written during the war)
FOR THOSE WHO DIED
AVE ATQ E VALE - (Hail & Farewell)
In Lichfield's peaceful garden
now stands our stately tree
beside the splendid wooden seat
placed there, in memory
of all the fa llen comrades
of 5th (London) Royal Corps
who gave their lives for others;
no man could ask for more.
We remember them with gratitude
And love that knows no ends .. .
'AVE ATQUE VALE'
We salute you ... Absent Friends.
E. A. Lampard
52 LIM Section

{l:-R): Mick Teague - Vice-Chairman, John Beasley - President
John Edison - Chairman, Arthur Cotillard - Treasurer
and Tony Hull - Secretary
{l:-R): Les Downie, Johnny Hobson, Mal Smart,
'Geordie' Gainsford, Mick Landreau, Don King
The look of surprise and pleasure on the face of those attending - ome
of whom had not been in contact for over 33 years was a joy to behold.
The evening was a re ounding ucces with lamp swinging, excel lent
Chri tmas fare music and dancing - with many a glass emptied long into
the early hours of the following morning. The ci ilians in the Hotel were
treated to a full repertoire of military and rugby songs, ung with much
gusto by all attending led of course by Director of Music 'Geordie '
Gain ford . ' Ha en't heard any of the ongs before' one lady sa id, ·well
not with tho e words anyway!'

Tony ' a as i ted by his wife, Beryl, who took the minutes whilst
cooking a lunch for the participants plus two of their wives. The Reunion
was discu sed and it was decided to hold it as a lunch on Saturday, 25
eptember 1999 at the Victory ervices Club in London where lhe
carisbrooke Hall has been reserved. Details of the Association and future
ocial functions can be obtained from the secretary of ll1e As ociation
Tony Hull, 8 Ferncroft Gardens, orthbourne, Bournemouth, DORSET
BH 10 6BZ. Tel: 01202 770261.

LANGELEBEN REUNION
The Langeleben Reunion Branch of the Royal Signals Association, is
holding it's 1999 reunion from 14 May until 17 May in Konigsluller,
Germany. More details from:
Langeleben Reunion Branch RSA
6 Derwent House
Timber trect
Elland
HALIFAX HX5 OOH
Tel/ Fax: 01422 376915
E-mail: Mitch.F@btinternet.com
Web ite: http//www.btinernet.com/- langeleben

GTROOP
264 (SAS) SIGNAL SQ UA DRON

REUNION DINNER
7 August 1999
{l:-R): Mrs Jean Hobson, Mrs Chris King,
Mrs Brenda Gainsford, M rs Jan Downie
It 1 hoped to repeat the movement arou nd the same time th is year with
a much larger contingent. Hence this letter. Here are the rules - You must
have been a serving J CO 1962/65 in 4 Div HQ and Sig Regt. If you were
and ''ant 10 relive the experience of the afe hmit, the Halfway House,
the George and lleid1 Camp, then let's be hearing from you. The sooner
'' e kno'' the number.. the sooner we can arrange it. Please contact ex-C pl
Le Oo\\" nie, 4 Winchester Close, Heaton With Oxcli!Te, Morecambe, or
telephone 01524 417758 or fax 01524 412859.
ttendee in 1998 - Cpl and Mrs 'Geordie' Gainsford, C pl Ma l
• mart, pl \1ick Landreau, Cpl and Mr John Hob on, Cpl and Mrs
Le Oo\\"nie, Bdr and Mrs Don King. Absent but finn for 1999, Cpl and
\Ir Tom Friend, Cpl and Mrs Barry Do ughety.
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A formal Dinner night will take place in the Sergeant's Mess of Stirling
Lines Hereford Garrison for all ranks serving or who have served at
any time with G Troop from its formation to the prcsenl day.
If you were a serv ing member and have not yet received any
information through the post, plea e write to the address below for
an in itation and further details.
RSVP
YofSG Troop
264 Sig Sqn
HQ l!EREFORD GARRJSON
llR2 6/fF

RSVP (phone)
YojSG Troop
Mil 747 2302 (Vis Sqn Office)
Civ 01432 357311 ext 2302
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DEAR OLD ENGLAND
From Algiers to Tricesimo, we fought and won the war,
Yet those hard days seem long ago. . . ow all we' re longing for
Is England ... Dear Old England, True Land of the free
Where our Mums and Dads who understand are waiting patiently:
We've had our share of ' Rules and Regs ' and 'Chinese Wedding Cake'
We 'd much prefer Mum 's ham and eggs ... if just for old time's sake;
So bear us wiftly o'er the foam, now we've fulfilled our duty,
Take us to our Engli sh home ... Our home of love and beauty;
Let us listen once again, to the song of England's birds,
Lei us tread the grassy plain, where strays the lowing herds;
Let us see the chestnut trees that hide majestic towers'
Let us hear the busy bees . .. buzzing round spring flowers;
Show us once more the babbling stream, that trickles by at leisure,
The healthy ploughboy and his team, making work a pleasure;
The children running on the lawn, the sheep and lamb at play,
The splendour of an early dawn heralding forth the day;
Show us all th is ... our hearts cry out . . . OT in a picture frame ...
And we shall know beyond all doubt ...
That we're HOM E ... from whence we came.
E. A. Lampard
52 LIM Section

LOST COMMUNICATIONS
John Stockford would like to hear from anyone who served with him
during the 1947-49 period, either at the chool of Signals, Catterick..or
with the 4th Independent Air Forrnation Signal quadron at lsmaiha,
Egypt. John can be reached at Tel: USA 650-36 -7537. E-Mail:
Oxonianrwc@aol.com or through Association HQ.
Heather W hite (nee C layton) is seeking to contact Helga Sanderson
(nee Stiles). Hea ther was a bridesmaid at Helga's wedding when she
married Keith a nderson who ,. a serving in the Royal ignal al the
time. The wedding took place at the Bearwood Church, Sindlesham near
Wokingham, Berkshire in August 1970. Keith was pictured wearing o. I
Dress during the service. Heather has now returned to Ii e in her parents'
house that was opposite Helga's home on the Reading Road, Wokingham
and would dearly like lo contact her old friend. If anyone has any
information please contact H eather W hite on 01189 - 183113.
CAN YOU HELP ? Does anyone remember the name o.f the Signals
u111t based in a Camp near halfont Common in South Buckmgham hire?
Mr A. J. Denha m served in the unit based there in 1973/74 and 1s seekmg
not only this detai l, but anyone who remembers him from that time.
Anyone who can help is asked to contact M r Denha m al: 30 Yew Lane,
Ashley, New Milton, HANTS BH25 5BA.

Mrs A..Roper is trying to trace Sgt Malcolm Robert \1alcolms. He
served 111 the Royal Signals in Cardiff 1969171. He was stationed at
the P.ark St~eet TA Unit, Mainly Barracks and at Blandford dunng
t~1s time. H1 son Kevin is trying to find him. We've not heard from
him for 25 years. gt Malcolms left the army in 1971 and went to
work for IBM. It was about then that we lost contact with him. ome
years ago we heard that he had been looking for his son but by then
we had moved to Suffolk and as I'd remarried I had changed my
name. The friends we shared had all moved on.
. If there is anyone who remembers him, or has a photograph of
him that they could give to our son we would be grateful. Sgt
Malcolms was known to his friends as 'Mal'. Please contact Mrs
Roper or her son Kevin at 23 Corwen Crescent, Llanda!T orth,
CARDIFF, CF4 2LQ.

Ray 'Scou.se' McCarthy served, wi th the Royal Signals, in Korea in
the early fifties. He was part of a football team picked from different
Regiment.'i to tour part of Japan (Kure). Their last game was at the British
Military Hospital in Kure. Ray has often tried to get in touch with some of
th.ese lads, but has ne~er been successful. The Officer who organised this
tnp was a Royal Signals Lieutenant, who was stationed at Pusan,
unfortunately he has forgotten his name. However, should he or any of the
others read this would they please contact Ray.
36 Bebington Road
Great Sutton
S. Wirral
CHESHIRE
L664RX
Tel: 0151 339 9527

Arthur Holman (forrner Sgt) died in Australia in December 1998.
His daughter, Mrs Else, would like to make contact with Arthur'
old pals: Bob Quale, Douglas Harri , Dennis Lloyd and Bert
Sa nders. They all served together with I Army Signals during WW2.
Mrs El e would also be pleased to hear from anyone who remembers
her father from that era - she can be contacted on 01795-84260 I.

Mr E. H . 'Ted' Hughes is seeking his forrner pal Jim Wolf(e).
Jim and Ted were on courses together in Catterick from October
1948 to July 1949. Both pent a lot of their service with the Royal
Marine Signals. Anyone who can help is asked to contact Ted on:
01242- 862437.

AIRBORNE SIGNALS OFFICERS

ANNUAL DINNER
FRIDAY 27 AUGUST 1999
216 Parachute Signal quadron are hosting the annual Royal
ignal Airborne Officers Dinner in Aldershot on Friday 27 August
1999. The reason for thi earlier date i that the Squadron will cea e
to exist in its pre ent forrn in Aldershot on I September 1999.
If you are a serving or retired Royal Signals Officer who has erved
with Airborne Forces, not nece sarily in Ider. hot you are more
than welcome to come along.
Invitations and detail of dress and co ts ha e already been sent out.
should you not have received your invitation or would like further
information, plea e contact
The Admin Offic~r
216 (Para) Si , qn
Arnhem Barrack ·
Alder· hot
HAMP HIRE
GUii 2AU
Tel: Civil: (01252) 349547
Mil: 722 4547

PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION BY DIRECT DEBIT
If you would prefer to pay your WIRE subscription by Direct Debit please telephone RHO Accounts
for the necessary form on Blandford Military 2087 or 01258 482087
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CORRESPONDENCE
From: Mr K. Bun ton
31 t Da\ id Road
\ltskin
Pontvclun
110 GLAMORGA CF72 PW
Tel: 01443 224036
Dear tr.
in e Ma) 199 l ha\'e been trying to arrange the reunion of members
of I Troop. I lndependt:nt election quadron, who undertook basic
trainmg at Gallo" gate Camp Richmond. commencing in February 1950. I
ha\'e. through ever) mean po ible adverti ed tl1e detail botl1 country
and world-\\ ide. To date the re pon . has been small and only eight have
been trnc d. adly one of the e ha - died ince making contact la t October,
and a number of others have pas ed away over tl1e years before contact
could be made. Wt? have. howe er, also taken on board members of 17
Troop and 19 Troop plus one from 31 Troop of early 1955. Both 17 and 19
Troop shared our e-.;perience and our in tructors, who were renowned for
their treatment of young regular recruit in tho ·e days. Looking back on
tho e day and comparing them to modern times, I wonder what political
correctne- really i ! !
I would like to thank the ecretaries of all Branche-s who have
re ponded to my reque t for assi tance in tracing those being searched for
and al o to Peter Cuckow for hi advice and a istance. Becau ~ of the
mall numbers traced, we have decided to fonn the Gallo' gate tub. This
will be for tho c. lucky e~ough to have carried out their basic training al
that wonderful hilltop hohday camp. There are no fees in olved, all that is
required i the ability to write the odd lener, and to keep in touch ' ith your
comrades of long ago.
I CllJlnOt e~phasise too much the reality of keeping in touch with your
old friend . h 1s, sadly, s~meti~es too late by the time you reach our age to
try ~d regam contact with friend from long ago. My monthly advert in
en1ce Pal on Teletext ha - also unearthed a few old friend with whom J
sen ed with in the past, long may this continue. My next major ta k is to
wnte to every local newspaper around the country to widen the circle of
the G.all?wgate Club. ~hould any reader know of anyone who may fit the
de cripuon of those bemg looked for, would you kindly contact me at the
above number.
Yours incerely ...
From: Col D. P. Herring
5 Fishers Close
Blandford
DORSET
Dear Sir,
Thank you for printing my article on the Boy entrants to R. Signals in
the Journal part of The Wire. ow that I see it in print J note that l have
made an error in the date of the closing of the AAC Harrogate. It was not
1987, as l wrote. I now learn, from Pat Soward, that the AAC Harrogate
closed on 2 .August 1996, followed by the formation of 263 Sqn at
Arbourfield 1n . December 1996.
o doubt you will receive many
comments on this fact, or none at all depending on the number of persons
who read the article.
I apologise for the error and accept full responsibility. It goes to show
how one c~nnot be too careful when going into print.
Yours Smcerely ...
From: Maj (Rtd) A. Burns
7 Broad Gap
Bodicote
Banbury
OXO OX154DE
Dear Sir,
Reference the February WIRE notes from 9 Signal Regimeni (Radio)
may I be permitted a wry smile?
The Regiment was not 'raised' in the period 1958/60 whilst under the
com_mand of Col D. T. W.· Gibson MBE but was, along with all other
Regiments and Squadrons m the Corps, renumbered and retitled.
As a very old hand from 4 Mile Point, and indeed from the original
Operators' tented accommodation at 3 Mile Point (2 Camp) I served with
countle s other ·s~c Op 'in.many 'Y'. Units. These included 2 Wireless
Reg1~ent and ~ Wireless Re~tment, "'.htch became 9 Signal Regiment and
D Signal Re&1ment respectively durmg full Corps reorganisation at the
ttme. The R~&1ment as uch was actually raised on the present site in 1947
when the ongm.al umt came to Famagusta from arafand. Having seen the
pri:sent Operational Block started and the first married quarters being
built, 1. can a_ssure you that we did exist long before 1958. It may seem
pedantic but 1t does matter.
Yours mcerely . ..

From: D. R. tanforth
93 cfton trcet
outhport
MER EY IDE PRS 5DD
Dear Editor.
I refer. to The Wire of February 1999, page 85, the Middle ex Yeomanry
Association.
You may be interested to know that I attended lhe 7th Armoured Division
Memorial unveiling ceremony an the 23 October, suitably dressed in Royal
ignal.s ~la1er & beret. I was at the time .representing the Normandy Veterans
As oc1auon, outhport & We-st Lancashire Branch No. 25, for which I am the
ecretary. The Bra~ch had made a donation to the building of the Memorial.
After the ceremonial I was a guest at the VIP reception al the West Tofis
Camp. ec~le to say I wa. oughl oul by Officers of lhe Yeomanry and we
had mt~restm& ch~ts regardmg the R A and the 'old days'. This particular
Memonal ded1cauon also had many memories for me as my father was a
'tankie' in WW2 and' as posted to Brandon for a time to help train the tank
gunners. Thus, as you my imagine, for me it ' a emotional.
In conclusion, I would like to put on record my appreciation to the
Yeomanry Officers for their comradeship and kindness on that day.
Yours sincerely,

(Editors ole: Thank you for your leuer Mr Slanforth. The Middlesex
Yeomamy Association and your leuer indicate !hat we were in error in
refei:ring to 1he. Mem?rial as the Middlesex Yeomamy. 7 Armoured
D1ws1on Memonal. it 1 , of course. a memorial lo all who served with 7
Ar'!1011red Division during World War 2 and not exclusively 10 the
Middlesex Yeomamy. We are happy 10 pul the record slraighl..)
From: Brig Graeme Jackson
Dear Ed itor,
I believe that the last paragraph of Lt Col D. P. Herring's article on
'Boy Entrants to Royal Signals' in the February Edition deserves more
space for the many thousand who joined the adult Corps other than
tl1rough 'apprentice' channel .
As .l remember in post 1950 there was still a GD Boys Squadron in
Catterick which was moved lo Beverley and became 6 Boys Training
Regiment, then to Denbury near ewton Abbot in 1954 to be renamed The
Junior Leaders Regiment Royal Signal . This existed at lea t until the late
sixties. From this a cadre of Officers and S CO's were detached in 1960 to
near Towyn, West Wales, to help in the formation of tl1e All Arms Junior
Leaders Regiment of whic~ there was a Signal quadron. A Squadron wa
formed m 11 1gnal Regiment in the late sixties which was moved to
Ouston and l believe was extended to Regimental strength. There were also
Jumor Trades Regiments, one of which was located in Troon in Scotland.
Ln total these mu . t have pr?vided a significant intake to the Corps.
O~hers may wish to fill _m the gaps but a full and comprehen ive history
of this valuable source of mtake to the Corps is well justified,
Yours smcerely,

DONATIONS

~~~~~Jtti, ~

~!~

~;~~~~~~

ih~~

1998 Blandford Tower Run ............................ ............... ............... £400.00
E. L. ation .............................................................................. .. .....£ 10.00
Middle ex Yeomanry Association .......... .................................... :... £29.56
Glossop & District RSA ............................................................... ... £25.00

Mr G. W. Cook in memory ofMajs W. Ellis,
J. Roakc, A. Eeckelaers ........................................ £100.00
Do~ations in lieu of flowers in memory of Brig P. H. F. Webb ..... £354. 70
Ma~ G~n PAC ;Baldwin ~BE in memory of Maj K. Francis ......... £40.00
3 Div S1gs ~eum~n Club m memoryof Capt P. E. S. Coombes ... .... £10.00
lan J. Davidson tn memory of Rudi Petschi .................................... £50.00
Maj (Rctd) .J. Radford in memory of Cpl L. Vula .. ..... ............... .... £20.00
Reading RSA in memory of Roy Harlow ......................................... £ I 0.00
The Last Will & Testament Maj K. W. Jordan .. .... ..... ..... ........... £200.00
The Last Will & Te tament Marjorie Reed Holdsworth ........ £5,000.00
Mr ~· W. Cook sent his donation in memory of three men, who were all
good Signalman fnends during their days together on the North West Frontier.

LAST POST
Archibald - Sgt A. Archibald
Bayfield - Lt Col C. J. Bayfield
Blakeway - Sgt P. L. Blakeway
Blaney - LCp l D. Blaney
Burley - Capt A. L. Burley
Chitty - Maj G. J. Chitty
('oltrnnn - Sig J. R. Coltman
Cox - Brig A. C. Cox
Entwistle-W02 T. B. Entwistle
Evans - Cpl A. S. Evans
Harlow - Cp l R. G. Harlow
Harrison - Cpl R. Harrison
Hill - Col L. R. Hill
Holman - gt A. Holman
Honcybourne Brig C. T. Honeybourne OBE
,Jo hnson - Sgt M. S. Johnson
Leighton - Capt D. F. Leighton
Mehrtens - gt R. N. Mehrtens
Millar - Sgt R. K. Millar
Milton - Col D. .J. Milton
Olivey - Sgt I. M. Olivcy
Rayment - Maj J. D. Raymcnt
inglcton - Sig W. ingleton
laughter - Sig A. Slaughter
Wardrop - Col C. G. Wardrop
Williams - Lt Col H. R. Williams
Williamson - W02 D. C. Williamson

crved 1963/85
Served 1945/80
ervcd 1975/79
Served 19??/99
Served 1941 /46
Served 1952/73
Served 1940/46
Served 1940/68
Served 1939/46
Served 1943/46
Served 1942/47
Served 1952/69
Served 1939/46
erved 1940/46

Died 04/02/99
Died Oct '98
Died Jun '98
Died 10/02/99
Died 17102/99
Died 13/02/99
Died Jan '99
Died I 0/01/99
Died 31/I 0/98
Died 17/02/99
Died Dec '98
Died 1997
Died 09/11/98
Died Dec '98

Served 1933/68
Served 1942/54
Served 194 7/69
Served 1939/45
Served 1949171
Served 1952/85
Served 1953/62
Served 1959/92
erved
erved 1944/4 7
Served
Served 1951 /84
erved 1959/65

Died 12/0 I/99
Died 28/01/99
Died 16/02/99
Died 10/01/99
Died 20/05/98
Died 13/12/98
Died 22/09/98
Died 08/11 /98
Died 10/0 1/99
Died 16/0 1/99
Died 15/0 1/99
Died 14/ 12/98
Died Jan '99

rchibald - Sergeant Alan Archibald died peacefully at home on
Thursday 4 February 1999 aged 57, his family were at his bedside.
Alan served in the Corps for 22 years from 1963 to 1985. He was not a
member of the Glasgow Branch of the RSA due to illness, but was a life
member of the Royal Signals Association. He served in a number of
units in the UK, BAOR and Denmark. During his service in Germany
he received the GOC's commendation for his action during an outbreak
of lire.
On ~eaving the Col')JS Alan held positions as Officers' Mess Manager
at Cra1g1ehall and Edinburgh Castle. Latterly before becoming ill he
was a warden at Strathmore Court. The funeral service at Broomhill
Church of Scotland was attended by the Chairman of Glasgow RSA and
four members were also present along with Pipe Major Bill Clezy of
32 (Scotti h) Sig Regt (V). The Service was conducted by the Rev
William B. Ferguson BA Bd, who gave a very moving eulogy.
knowing the family well and as a friend. He also held a service at the
Dalnottar Crematorium, Clydebank. The coffin, draped with the Union
flag wa carried into the church to the tune of Amazing Grace and left
the church to the tune of the Battle's O'er played on the pipes by the
Pipe Major. Two hymns were sung, the 23rd psalm 'The Lord's My
Shepherd' and Alan's favourite, 'The Old Rugged Cross', especially
requested by the family. During the serv ice his daughter Karen read oul
a very emotional poem entitled ·coming home'. On the front of the
hymn sheet was printed 'A ervice of Thanksgiving for the Life of Alan
Archiba ld 1941 - 1999'. The RSA, Glasgow Branch Members formed a
guard of honour at the crematorium for the family and the coffin party,
while the Pipe Major played, with the family's permission, a lament he
had composed as a tribute to Dunkirk. There was a last' ord and prayer
of farewell from the Rev William Fergu on. The Glasgow Branch
RSA hairman and members, offer their incere condolences to Alan's
wife Sheena, son Colin, and daughters Irene, Lorna, Karen, and
Claire.
Barnes - Colonel Basil Hilary Purcell Barnes OBE died on 17
November 1998 at the age of 83. He was educated at Imperial ervice
College and RMA Woolwich , and was commissioned into Royal
Signals in January 1935. He may be remembered best as a distinguished
Commanding Officer of I Corp ignal Regiment in the period 1958 60. He look over thi large Regiment, later split into 7th and 22nd
Regiments, when circumstances had caused it to be at a low ebb. He
saw its performance, morale and reputation all prosper during hi time.
I-le was awarded the OBE at the end ofthi tour.
Before the war and hi 'Q' course, he spent two years ' ith 3
Divi ional ignals at Bulford, where they practised with a six-horse
cable lrain. He wa then posted to India where he remained until 1941.
He had happy memories of his period in India particularly of ht
activities when riding in racing silks. I le pent the next two years in the
Middle East, mainly in Iraq, but including tafT qualification at .Haifa
later converted to psc. He returned to UK in 1943 for a year m the
Military Department of the India Office. It was at thi time that he met
and married his wife Naomi whose charm and concern for others have
been appreciated by all who have known her.
.
I-le linished the War Years in India and Burma and returned to K m
1947 to join the Degree ourse at RMC
hrivcnham fr?m which he
graduated with a London University BSc in atural c1ence.. After
hrivenham he was posted to I Divisional ignal in Tripoli and then as
G 02 in Egypt, returning to UK in 1952 a the seni?r Roya.I 1go3ls
Officer a the chool of A11illery, Larkhill. On promotion to L1cutena~t
Colonel in 1955 he served first as G 0 I at I IQ BAOR followed by ht
period as OC I Corps ignal Regiment. ext he went as Colonel to the
British Joint Military tafT Washington, then to Whitehall a olonel

GS Military Intelligence, and finally as Chief Signal Officer Western
Command. He retired in 1966 to Hartley Wintney where he was born
and spent many years as an RO with Aldershot District. administering
married quarters and locally he became an effective Church Warden. Of
hi four children his eldest son Christopher was commissioned into
Royal Signals from Sandhurst and served 1966-78.
Basil Barnes had a very good brain, in 1949 he managed to win the
prestigious Bertrand Ste\ art Essay Prize at the same time as taking the
finals for his .degree. He liked to get to the bottom of things, and his
solu.t1ons to difficult problems were always practical and ingenious. His
tones always had a special 'twist' al the end. He had time for everyone
irrespective of rank, and will be much missed by his many friends.
Beddingfield - SSgt William John Beddingfield known throughout the
Corp as Taff, died on 23 ovember 1998. Taff served for 22 years in
the Corps, during which time he served in Vienna ignal Squadron as a
Cypher CO. In 1954 he moved Lo airobi where he served for two
years. Then it was on to Fontainbleu where he served from 1957 - 1959.
Many ex-apprentices will remember him as a drill pig (Corporal) in
Harrogate, where he served from 1959 - 1962. It was not long after that
Taff got his well earned third stripe. Sgt Beddingfield went on to serve
14, 15 and 4 Signal Regiment and finally ended up in Blandford as a
Staff Sergeant in 1967, where he served until the end of his military
career in 1972. Taff continued hi civilian career in Blandford serving
many Quartermasters as IC the Clothing Store.
His funeral took place at the Poole Crematorium on I December
1998. The funeral was attended by many of his friends both from the
Dorset Branch of the Royal Signals As ociation, where he was a regular
attendee, and the members of the Poole Branch of the A sociation were
represented by the Chairman, 1aj Gen Alan Yeoman CBE.
Taff served the Corps well and was known throughout the Corp for
bi love of the Corps and hi loyalty to those he erved with. Taff lives
on in the memory of his loving wife Rose. hi son Tony, daughter
Caroline; daughter in law Maria and his grandchildren. He was a
loving Grandad and will be sadly mi sed by his family and his many
friends.
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oltman - adl) we ha\c to report the death of John oilman, incc
19, 2 n Life 1ember of the
.o ·iation and a valued member of our
Branch. John enli ted m 1940 and c1ved in 84 Teleop cction of I t
pecial Wire\e · Group until hi demobilization at the end of the war.
He became a ci\'i\ er\ ant until hi retirement. John wa a Freemason,
being imtiated into the 1iddle ex lmp'!·ial Yeomanr Lodge. He wa a
founder member of the Royal ignab Certo Cito Lodge and attained
London Grand Rank. John ''a acth c until the last, parading on our
annual church parade at the Royal Ho pita! hel ea in .-ptt:mber and
attending the hri tmas part . The funeral was attendt!d by many
members of the \ e t London Branch and the tandard wa carried by
Harry Ruff. We hall mi. s you John .
o. - Brigadier . C. Cox OBE, late Royal ignals. Brig 'George· Cox
died at hi home in , atal, outh Africa. on I 0 January 1999. hortly
atkr his 5th Birthday. He will be remembered in the Corps as a
distingut hed, charismatic otlicer ' ith an outstanding war record. A
leader of trong and robu t character who aw what needed to be done
and alway. did it to good effect. 'George' Co:\ began hi career _in
Royal 1gnals a· a ·F Company' Boy oldier in the early 30' , and with
the outbreak of war, ''a to be found attached to a small group of
ignallers ent to Poland to provide wirele s communication to the
United Kingdom for Gen Carto n de Wiart VC, Head of the British
Military Mission to the gO\emment in Poland. Unfortunately the 'fall'
of Poland left the group the hazardous task of extricating ther:l elves
from Warsaw \'ia Rumania, Yugoslavia, Greece and Egypt!
ln June 1940 ·George' was commis ioned into 2 Armd Div & ig
Regt and wa drafted with that unit lo the Middle Eat. By July 1941 he
wa Adjutant of 7 Armd Div & Sig Regt in the ame theatre. He had an
adventurou time in the fluid conditions prevailing in the We tern
De ert, Cyrenaica throughout 1940/41. When his Main Divi ion HQ
was over run near Mechili, he evaded capture and drove off in an 8cwt
truck whipping-in a number of Division HQ and other vehicle and
·traggler along the way and leading them to safety. This exercise
earned him one of sewral 'Mention in Dispatches' throughout hi
career.
Jn January 1942 hi armoured formation was posted lo Singapore,
equipped with Honey tanks, but en-route was diverted to Burn1a - where
after unloading at Rangoon they were e entually forced to immobili e
and abandon their tanks and fight their way on foot to the Chindwin
River and across into India. During thi Burma campaign 'George' wa
awarded an operational MBE. After bis men recovered in various
hospital , they regrouped and returned to the Desert until 1943 1 hen
A/Lt Col Cox was sent first to a staff appointment in Cairo and then to
the taff College in Haifa, Palestine. Here be met Leading WRN
Maureen Ryan, and after a whirlwind courtship they were married in
ovember 1944 in Jerusalem Cathedral by pecial Bishop's Licence.
He was then almost immediately posted back to the UK in January 1945
as G 0 I HQ Royal Signals Catterick, where Mau reen was finally
allowed to join him six months later.
After the war, Maj Cox was posted to FARELF, Malaya, where in
October 1948, whilst serving with the Malaya District Signal Regiment,
he was told to 'get on with all speed· with the busines of raising and
training the first instalment of Gurkhas towards the formation of the
Gurkha Division Signal Regiment. The first Signals Trade men
completed training by I Augu t 1950 and were formed into the Gurkha
Independent Brigade Signal Squadron, the first ever formed unit of
Gurkha ignals and progenitor of The Queen 's Gurkha Signals of today.
For this tour he wa awarded the OBE.
From the Far East he went next to BAOR first as 2IC 7 Armd Div &
1g Regt in Verden, and then as a Lieutenant Colonel, he raised and
commanded 14 Army Signal Regiment in Lemgo only, disappointingly,
to ha\'e to disband the same Regiment two years later when Army
'cutbacks' set in!
By February 1958 he was back in the UK at the War Office with M 17
and for the next few years was away from the Corps a Col GS HQ
AG BAOR, and then as Col GS (Int) HQ MELF in Cyprus with direct
responsibility for military intelligence operations in the whole of that
sphere of the Middle and ear East including the delicate negotiations
involved in the 'hand-over' of Cyprus to President Makarios, and the
highly volatile Arab/I raeli conflict. From Cyprus he returned to the UK
~ a Brigddier to Command HQ Royal Signals Training Brigade in
CattericJ.. in August 1962. His last appointment in the Army was as
Assistant Chief of tafT Intelligence to Gen S ha n Hackett at HQ
'\ORTHAG from which he retired in 1968, of this last posting the story
he did not recount many detail was that of the Russian FOXBAT which
crashed into West Berlin and was the subject of much press interest at
the time and with which he was closely involved.
After he retired from the Army, 'George' joined Tarmac
Construction Company Ltd. He enjoyed ten successfu l and rewarding
years with Tarmac where his well-honed skills as a communicator and
negotiator were used to good effect helping raise the profi le of this
Birmingham-based company in London and the South East.
On retmng a second time in 1988, an extended holiday, visiting his
son in outh Africa, pre-empted a permanent move out there, and in
October 1989 he and Ma ureen emigrated Lo Uvongo on the South
Coru.t of. atal, about a one hour drive South of Durban, overlooking
~e Indian ocean. There they enjoyed two full and active years before an
unfortunate fall on the golf course triggered ofTa whole eries of health
problems "ith his back and hip, and asthma, further complicated by a
nca.r-fatal shootmg incident at their home in Uvongo in August 1993,
"htch left him with two 9mm bullets in his leg from then until the day
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he died. It was a measure of the man (and Maureen!) that th1 . incident
in no wa deflected him from the decision to remain in the African
unshine!

in Cattcnck. Aller graduating from the Joint Services taff College he
went to Wa hington to join the Landing Group ATO as GSOI
(Plans). During his time in the USA he worked on the Standards of
Readiness for Allied Forces and the terms of reference for SACEUR.
f le drafted a brief for Winston Church ill for his visit to Washington in
J952. In 1954 he returned to his former Regiment, 7th Armoured
Di\ isional Signal Regiment, as Commanding Officer in Verden.
On promotion to Colonel in 1957 he returned to ATO for his next
two appointments as
hicf of Training Branch LANDCENT,
Fontainbleau and then as a member of the Directing Staff of the ATO
Defence College in Paris. His final appointment with the Corps as a
Brigadier was a Chief Signal Oflicer, Near East Land Forces where he
remained until the command closed in February 1963. He was
responsible for organising the presentation of the silver 'Ludigian
Lions ' 10 HQ 011icer's Mess to commemorate Middle/Near East
Command. He then returned to England to head the Recruiting and
Liaison Staff, orthem Command in York where he and hi · team were
able to increase recruits by 25%. In February 1965 he started his last
posting, Director of Studies and Deputy ommandcr of the ATO
Defence ollege. In 1967, when France left NATO and the Italian
Commandant of the College was ordered out of the country by
President de Gaulle, it fell to him, as the senior remaining military
officer, to move the Co llege out of France to Rome and set up the
cour cs at a new site. Travers Honcybourne retired from the Army in
June 1968 having held the appointment of ADC to the Queen since
1964.
Jn civilian life he worked for five years on the tafT of the Printing
and Publishing Training Board and wa Managing Director of The

He is survived by hi wife Maureen, son Patrick and daughter
Joanna, and four grandchildren. The Corps has lost a rugged
individuali t who e career and exploits well matched the time in which
he lived.
Honeybo urne - Brigadier Travers Honeybourne who died in Spain on
12 January 1999 aged 85 was one of the most di tinguished and able
officers of his generalion. Hi career with the Corps lasted over 35 years
panning the econd World War. He took part in campaigns on the
Nortb West Frontier of Lndia, orth Africa and Italy.
CeciJ Travers Honeybourne wa born on 18 April 19 13. He was
educated al Blundells chool before entering the RMA Woolwich in
1931 vhere he represented the Academy at both Rugby and Athletics,
was a Cadet Adjutant and won the French Prize. He was commiss ioned
into Royal ignals in 1933. Following bis Young Officer's Course he
joined 4th Divisional ignals in Canterbury. During this period he
played rugby for the Corps for three seasons.
In 1936 he joined the Indian Signal Corps and was posted to 3 Indian
Divisional Signal in Meerat He first saw active serv ice as Razmak
Brigade Signal Officer during the Waziristan Operations of 1936-37.
He went to Egypt in August 1939 with 4th Indian Divisional Signal
and took part in the early operations in the Western Desert. ln October
1940 he was recalled to Cairo to form a Middle East Signal Officers
Cadet Training Unit wh ich by the time he lefl was training some 50
Officers from Britain, Australia, ew Zealand, Rhodesia and oulh
Africa. Aller attending No 6 War Course al the Middle East StafT
College in Haifa, he spent six months as GS02 at the Middle East
Training Centre at Gaza before joining 7th Armoured Divisional
Signals {the Desert Rats). As a quadron Commander and later 21C he
took part in the advance to Tunis and the invasion of Italy at alemo
where he landed with the 'Tac Div HQ ' and had to form ad hoc
communications arrangements as the main HQ failed to arrive. For this
he was mentioned in Dispatches.
From October 1943 to the end of the war he was Commander Royal
Signals of 5th Divisional ignals in the advance through Italy including
the Anzio battle, for this he received the QBE for 'Ga llant and
Di tinguished Service'.
ln June 1944 he joined the Directorate of Tactica l Investigation at the
War Office from where he was sent on mission in Ho lland and
Belgium to investigate the failure of communications during the Battle
of Arnhem, to Burma to co-ordinate the return of units to the UK and
worked with a team planning counter measure to the V2 rocket. In
1945 he returned to India to be the last British Commandant of the
Army Signal School before Independence. He returned to the UK in
early 1948 to take up an appointment as DAQMG Home aunties
District followed by a tour as Chief Instructor at the choo l of Signals
TH E WIR E, APRI L 1999

Jordan - Maj Ken Jordan died suddenly on 18 October 1998 aflcr a
short illness whilst on holiday in Southern pain. a few weeks before
his 85th birthday. He was truly an officer and a gentleman of the old
school who served in the Corps for some 36 years. After a boyhood in
Plymouth and Gibraltar, he joined the Corps with 'F' (Boys} Coy at the
Signal Training Centre (STC) Catterick in 1928 before graduating to
'Man' service with 3rd Division at Bulford in 1932. ot only his
soldierly skills but his abilities as a painter and artist were quickly
appreciated and some of his cartoons depicting life at STC appeared in
The Wire. He then started the first of many tours in India with 'B' Corps
ignals. He was commissioned in 1939 and throughout the war he saw
continued ervice in India with orthem Force Signals and 8th Indian
Division and thence to Persia with 159 Fd Regt RA Signal Section. As a
fine and natural raconteur he could happily tell real stories of the
Khyber Pass and of his adventures with fellow boy soldier, orman
Harding! Throughout his career he was always a master of the
communications systems that he employed. However, nothing could
persuade him there was a better communications system than the one he
used in lndia called 'Marjorie' - hi horse - who gave him many years of
valiant service. After the war, having met and married Jean en route, he
spent some time in Cauerick and then, with their daughter Debora h,
went further into the Orient with 19 Air Formation Sig Regt to
Singapore during which time icholas was born. He returned again to
Catterick as a trainer with 4 Trg Regt and then had two years on the staff
ofCAFSO HQ 2TAF. He was renowned for his plain talking and did not
shirk unpopular decisions which stood him in good stead professionally
during the Eoka campaign in Cyprus although on a number of occasions
did not do him any good personally. The remainder of hi service was
spent in his familiar Catterick as OC Instructional Wing in 11 Sig Regt
under Col tan Brackenbury. During this time many S COs on their
'Staffies course' remembered his stentorian tones, his ruthlessly
efficient management of the Cary Theatre bar and his meticulou
scrutiny of the Sgts Mes account. They may not have liked his
decisions but he was certainly respected for making ihem. He retired
from active soldiering in 1964 and he and Jea n returned to their native
Portsmouth. He continued his long and lasting friendship with the
Corps and the Association when he became the PSO with the
Portsmouth TA Squadron and developed a lasting friendship with
David and Barbara Johnso n. Subsequently various military
reorganisations led to the demise of this appointment but he maintained
his contact with his many friends whilst working with Plessey in
Havant. He finally hung up hi line stick and belt in 1970 but continued
to live an active life. Initially in local politics but later as an avid
collector around the antique showrooms, developing his love for
painting and pursuing his children around the world for hi annual
inspection of their gardens. Ken became very active with the Royal
Briti h Legion and became Chairman of his local Branch in
Portsmouth. He al o pursued his love of travelling and at the age of72
was still happily clambering around the wadi and deserts of Oman and
enjoyed many foray into Italy, Malta and Spain. A parody of one of hi
favourite poems, Rudyard Kipling's Gunga Din, wa written for hi
eightieth birthday. He was always chuckling over this as he felt it was
an amu ing reflection of him. 1t is repeated as it is perhaps a suitable
epitaph to one of the Corp ' characters as many in the Corps will
remember him in that vein.

urwcn Press for two years. Finally, he was for two years the
Administrator of The European ommission project 'Europ~ + 30'
which examined the long term future of the Europe~n Community. !he
final report of thi project was a contributory factor m th~ sett mg ot the
1992 goa l of a ' barrier free' Community. He wa an active churchman
hurch,
where his activities inc luded Treasurer of t Peters
l lammersmilh, Lay Chairman of the, Hammer. milh Deanery ynod, a
member of The Bishop of London s ounc1I and Lay elector for
candidates for the Ministry. He married in Cairo in 1940 and he and
Elizabeth had four children.
Johnson - gt M. S. J ohnso n. Died on 2 January 1999. Ma l joined Boys
Company, Royal ignals as an Aff in October 1942 ~ here he. won th~
coveted 'Blue Cap' on initial trnining. He erved m Cattenck, Wat
Office Signals, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Middle East and' a· recalled from
the Re erves for the uez Operation. Ma l \ ill be greatly nmsed by his
wife J ea nn e, his chi ldren, grandchildren and his many old fncnd m the
'254 Old Boys A sociation'.
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GUNGAKEN
You may t II.. of gin and beer
When you·re ·ittin· quietly 'ere
n · Ii' in-in an •ousc in Pompe cit).
But ''hen it come to laughter
You"ll rcmcmbere,erafter
celebrated ·odjer called Gunga Ken .
'o'' in lnja· sunny clime
Whc::re ·e u cd to spend hi time
en in· of 'i Maje ty the King,
Of all the signallin' crew
The one the) ah\ ay kne\\
Wa the regimental joker. Gunga Ken.
~
It \\8 'Ken! Ken! Ken!'
' You grinnin' lump of suet Gunga Ken.'
'Go forth an· make the tea
Water, milk and ugaree
You quidgy-no ed choc-biccy eater, Gunga Ken .'
The uniform ·e wore
Wa jodpurs, puttee an' all,
An· a pagri neatly ucd upon 'is 'ead.
'Is belt; light, dark blue and green,
hort : wide, khaki, starched and ean1ed.
'An with march in· troops up front 'e always led.
But not alway from there
Did 'e lay ·1 wire bare
But 'oft was seen in Catterick.
Ofteachin' oldiers young
Hi fame was often sung
But 'e wa still known to take the Mick.
Jt wa Ken! Ken! Ken!'
'You erious lookin' awficer, Gunga Ken.'
But they all loved 'im dearly
As ·e dealt with ·em quite fairly.
'You're a ma hin ' kinda bloke, Gunga Ken.'
'E would dot an' dash a one
Till the longest day was done,
An didn "t seem to tire like other men.
But if you ·ad a thirst
The man that spied you first
Was our good old beer drinkin' Gunga Ken .
'E 'as now 'ung up 'i spurs
To grow flowers, apple an' pears
An' plague the local church, shops and sales-men.
But long will we remember
'ls berfday in December.
Cos 'es a true and loyal friend is our Ken.
' o Ken, Ken ofBlighty,
You wise old comrade and matey.
The time has come at last
To revel in your past,
Whilst we all raise our glass to you that 's Eighty!'

year he took oYcr command of the Motor Cycle Display Team . I le often
recounted an error of judgement during this tour that resulted in his
being unmistakably inged "hile attem pting the 'fire jump'. Following
a year as adjutant of Ist Training Regiment he was posted . to Korea
initially as Bri gade Signal omcer, 28th Co t~1f!10nweal~h Bn gad~ and
then as Adjutant of the I t Commonwea lth D1v1s1onal 1gnal Regiment
,, here he was a great exponent of 'grinding in ' young officers. He
ended hi time in Korea as taff Captain AQ of the Divisional HQ. He
wa made MBE for his service in Korea.

Williamson - W02 Dorothy ' Dot' Caroline Williamson died aged 84
years on 30 January 1999. I first met Dot in 1963 when I joined 46
Signal Regiment TA at the Kingsway TA Centre, Derby. he was an
awe inspiring senior member of the WRAC element of I Sqn; I was the
newest ex-Na tional Service Subaltern. Over 35 years later and right up
to the time of her death , Dot was still erving at the Kingsway TA
Centre (and still awe inspiring) as the Chairwoman of the Derby Branch
of the RSA.
Dot was a Derbyshire girl. Born in udbury, she lived most of her life
in Allcstree, where her funeral took place at Saint Edmund's church on
5 February. Before joining the TA she served in the Air Training Corps
and when her TA service ended in 1965 she continued as a very active
member of the Royal Signals Association and became a case-worker for
SAFA. In recent years she also ran the Sergeant's Mess bar at the
Kingsway TA Centre.
Dot became Chairwoman of the Derby Branch in 1967 and was the
driving force over the next 32 year . Her energy and dedication were
amazing and the success of the Branch under her leadership is apparent
in the size of its membership and the range of its activities. More
important, however, was the conscientious approach she adopted and
insisted upon in all ca es of illnes and hardship among local members
and ex-members of the Corps. Dot's outstanding contribution was
recogni ed by the award of Honour Member hip of the Association in
19 7. Even from her hospital bed in her last few days she kept her hand
on the reins of Branch business, planning this year's Annual Dinner,
which will take place, a she would have wi hed, on 27 March.
At Dot's funeral her husband, to whom in recent years of ill-health
she had given such dedicated care, and her family were supported by
large numbers of friends and colleagues. The Royal Signals As ociation
was well represented, the Derby Branch Standard was paraded and the
Corps Collect was read. She will be sorely mi sed.
Manning - Randal Bernard Manning served with the Corps first at
6BTR (Junior Leaders Regt) at Denbury from 1956/58. He then went to
Munchen-G ladbach. Randal Manning pas ed away on 19 March 1998
in South Atileboro (Bo ton) USA.

Leighton - Capt D. F. Leighton served in the Royal Signals for twentytwo years. He died on 16 Febuary 1999, from lung cancer, aged 68
years. He was a good man.
Jehrten - R. . ·Bob" Mehrtens died just a few days short of his
ninetieth birthday and sadly just three weeks after the death of his wife.
In earlier years Bob had been a good attendee at the Branch meetings,
of the 'orthern Ireland RSA , but for the last 23 years he had not been in
good health. During this time he always appreciated the regular visits of
thr Branch. We were represented at both funerals. He will be sad ly
missed.
nderwood - Capt idney nderwood. Sidney died on 18 January. He
"as, until his recent illne s, an active member of the Association. He
h?rl been Chairman, Vice Chairman and an active member of the Dinner
Committee. Sidney joined Second WNE Middlesex Yeomanry in 1939.
He was commissioned in 1941 and served mainly with the Royal
Engineers. He was demobbed in 1946. At his funeral Trumpeter Jim
orri , from the Middlesex Yeomanry Band, played 'The Last Post'.
Our thoughts are with his wife Anthea during this difficult time.
Webb - Brigadier Patrick Webb MBE, who died on the 14 December
199 aged 73 after a relatively short illness borne with fortitude and
great dignity, served in the Arn1y for 34 years. He was a totally
committed and proud member of his Corps. His hallmarks were the
quiet charm, courteousness, modesty and unassuming manner in the
\\ay he went about hi business. This he combined with determination,
wit, humour and attention to detai I, no matter what tbe challenge. He
po sessed the ability to get on well with people at all levels. He was a
man of the utmost integrity who always stood steadfastly by his
hnsttan principles, in which he rigorously believed. He was in every
way a fine officer and a model for others to follow.
Patrick Henry Fane Webb was born in Louth, Lincolnshire on 12
Februaf) 1925. He was educated at Lincoln School and Lincoln
Technical College before joining the Royal Signals in May 1945. lie
''as commissioned at the Royal Signals OCTU, Mhow, Central India
September 1946. He continued to serve in the Far East before joining
the ~tafT of the Army Apprentice School, Harrogate in 1949. Later that
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On retirement from the orps he joined the ecurity Department of
the Foreign and ommonwealth Office. Outside his profession he had
many interests. He was a keen sa ilor throughout his career in the Army
and was Commodore of the Royal ignals Yacht Club from 1976 to
1979. On giv ing up this appointment he was made Honorary Rear
ommodorc for life. He was instrumental in obtai ning finance for and
commi sioning of a new Corps yacht in 1976. On one occasion, at the
start of one of the Royal Signals Yacht Cl ub rallies he was inadvertently
left behind on the jetty. It was not until the rest of the crew were well out
of Portsmouth harbour that they di scovered he was not on board. Even
in these circumstances he was calm, standing on the pontoon waiting to
he picked up - and what is more he saw the humorous side of it. He was
a keen fisherman, fi shing the local rivers around his home during his
latter years at Ansty, near Shaftesbury. He ran hi s loca l Club and put
many hours of hard and energetic work into maintaining the banks and
improving the water flow. Patrick was married to Anthea in 1956, they
had two children, Caroline and icholas. The whole orps would like
to extend the deepest sympathy on the lo s of an outstanding husband
and father.

On returning to the UK in late 1953 he spent two years as S03 HQ
Western Command before attending the Staff ollege, Camberley, from
where he was posted first as DAAG(Plans) HQ BAOR and then a
GS02 (Signals) at the Joint ervices Amphibious Warfare ollege. In
1961 he commenced what was to prove one of his most atisfying
appointments, command of 249 Signal Squadron. In December 1962,
following an insurrection, he took the majority of hi s Squadron to
Brunei. He became the first Force Signal Officer to the Commander
British Forces Borneo, General Sir Walter Walker. It was typical of
Patr ick that he could have returned to his family in Singapore for
Christmas 1962 but it was his view that, as his soldiers where unable to
do so he would remain with them. He wrote several articles on his
Borneo experiences. His views on this stage of his career can not .be
better summarised than in his own words .. ' What are my lastmg
memorie of Brunei? Firstly the wonderful experience of having trained
249 Signal Squadron in ingapore and Malaya for nearly two years and
then having the opportunity of taking it to Brunei and worktng under
operational conditions. Secondly the morale of the Squadron and
throughout my thirty years with the Corps, I have never come across
such a wonderful bunch of soldiers. They worked hard, played hard ar.d
gave me one hundred per cent loyalty. I could not have asked for a
happier time. ' He was Mentioned in Despatches for his service. fn 1963
he attended the Joint Services Staff College before being posted as
DAA&QMG Joint Allied Planning Staff Commanders in Chie~(Wes~).
He commanded 3rd Division Headquarters and Signal Regiment tn
Bulford from January 1967 to March 1969 and then spent just over a
year as a member of the Directing Staff of the Royal Naval tatT
College. As a Colonel he held appointments in the Oin 's Directorate
and as Assistant Director of Defence Policy (Army). In February 1975
he spent a year as BGS Signals, an appointment which he return~d to
following two years commanding 2 ignal Brigade. He was appotnted
ADC to Her Majesty the Queen in 1978. He retired from the Army tn
July 1979.
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immo - The recent death of Mr Derek immo, the comic actor, revived
the memories of Lt Col (Rtd) H. M. A. Bonaker, of event that. place
in March 1973. Mr immo did his ational ervice ( 1948/50) with the
Corps in yprus, where he was promoted to Corporal. His obituary, in
the 'Daily Telegraph tated, ' ... (there] he began ro develop hts mterest
in food and drink.' - clearly another succes story for our Corps! .
Lt Col (Rtd) Bonaker's meeting with Mr immo took place dunng
the time that the Corps had Public Duties in London, in 197~ . Herc he
Palace Forecourt for the Changmg of the
joined them on Buckin.,.ham
0
Guard. The following day, after dismounting, they spent the day
together, and in the evening he joined them i.n the Sold~er ' Mes . There
he met most if not all of the Corps' contingent durmg two hours of
intense relax~tion! He 'made a great impression on all tho e who met
him, and he had clearly enjoyed hi brieftime as a Si~naller. Those who
knew him and al o his many friend in the Corps will be saddened by
his passing.

MEMORIES
Mr B. Spencer

There will have been many exciting storie both told and untold, by
many army Operator involved in various batt~es over the yea.rs. P~rhap
not pictorially in the same category as the Radio Op s~ndmg out d1 tr~s
call signs from a sinking liner at sea. I was not. a hero, ~1ke ome. but I ~td
sec action a few time , doing my job under difficult circum ranees. With
this in mind, my experiences might give the newcomers an idea of what ti
was like 'in the olden days·!
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Our group, 33 Brick (Beach) igs, wa a part of the 8th Army and we
boarded The Sobietski in 1942 and sailed along the Suez Canal to Port
Said. From here, having joined a convoy, we set out for an unknown
destination somewhere in the Mediterranean. We were allocated Me s
Decks and the organisation was good up to that point, but out of the
hundreds on that merchant ship, who do you suppose was without a
hammock - myself. Protesting and suggesting various ways of
overcoming this dilemma was to come to nothing. As there was rough seas
for the next three night~ and four days, I got very little proper sleep. The
ship arrived at Sicily a short while before dawn, by which time I had
fastened two navy life belts round my waist, a o. 18 Radio on my back
along with my harness loaded with all my other gear. My mate and I
clambered up onto the open deck, in the blackout to find the Polish cooks
with a stall set up. A small light shone beneath a canopy showing some
delicious smelling brown sausages - but nobody was helping them elves
to them and they seemed a bit puzzled. With a bit of body language I
pretended to cat one whilst at the same time making a sea motion with my
hands and pretending to be violently sick - they soon understood.
There was a queue for the Landing Crafts, which were held by pulley
ropes on davits, and the men climbed in. A voice called out, 'Room for
two more', and our Lance Corporal pushed us forward and we got the last
two bench seats in the stem, plus two cardboard containers to be sick in.
There was a terrific bang as a wave hit us under the keel whilst the craft
was being lowered. The two hooks were released and the freed craft tossed
around like a cork, up and down, round and round. The engine started and
joining the others we proceeded to go ashore. A glider's fuselage and
some drowned airborne soldiers were passed on the way, then suddenly
the craft scraped to a halt. The ramp flopped down and the men in front
with rifles disappeared into 'the valley of death'. My feeling at this point
in time was just to get my feet on solid ground and I didn't care what
happened afterwards.
We helped each other up and stumbled to the ramp. We were just about
to tep off when a sailor's voice aid, ' You'd better sit on the edge.' This
we did and I realised at once that my legs were dangling in the water, when
I was expecting lo step onto a dry beach. The Sailor then wished us good
luck and gave us both a gentle shove off the end. We both landed upright
and my mate said that the water was up to his waist, he wasn't a tall a
me. The Landing Craft's engines started up. lt went into reverse and was
soon gone. All we heard now was the crackling of rifles on the distant
ashore and there was the sound and feel of the wind on our backs, so like
two zombies supporting each other we rumbled forward. Every tep we
thought would bring us up higher out of the water but the reverse
happened and the water was now up to our chests. I suggested that we
undid the belt buckle on our harness and let everything slide off, however,
the next few steps brought us up on the slope of the beach itself. Jt had
become evident that we must have come over a sand hump or bar under
the surface of the sea and running parallel to the hore.
The find sand wasn't solid earth, but Praise the Lord, it was good
enough for me. There was a faint light in the sky and we could make out
shapes around us and see the flashes of exploding ammunition. A big man
came towards us, he seemed to be the size of a barn door. 'Who are you?'
he said in a strong voice. ' Beach Signals,' we replied. 'Beach Signals!' he
exploded, 'What the ! !xxo? are you doing here, we haven't got all the
!!xxo? infantry ashore yet! Dig yourselves a bole omewhere out of the
way. Keep your head down! Can't you hear the !!xxo? bullets going past?'
Funnily enough that was the first time I had heard a live bullet go past for those who have never heard one it goe zzzzz ... ip! Come to think of it
the avy Beachmaster, when he left us didn't bend double. I doubt if he
could have, I think he must have had a suit of armour over chain mail on
underneath his uniforn1.
With a load like ours it~ as difficult to bend low. However, like a couple
of otre Dame Hunchbacks we made our way acros the foreshore to
where a mall path led inland. A soldier uddenly appeared. rt was too late
10 get our revolvers out of their holsters. 'I wouldn't go down there if I
were you. One of our men put his foot on a anti-i>c;rsonnel min~ and _got
killed. There might be more of them,' he said. Daylight brought mto v1e\\
a coastal road with a bridge so we made for thi . . A good road ran from the
beach to the village of Ba sible, about ten mile from yracu e and we
were on the extreme end of the landings. As we got under the arch of the
bridge, I noticed a parapet, about 4' 6" high, running do' n one . ide. I told
my mate I wa going to ha e a ' ell deser ed nap. took my equipment off
climbed up. got my gear lifted up to me laid dO\ n and immediately fell
a leep. The next thing I knew someone was shaking my arm vigorously. It
wa my Lance Corporal, who told me to get down. get my equipment on
and folio\ him which I did. I noticed that the sun\ as now well above the
horizon a 1 foitowed the Corporal back to the beach. ·Thi is your pot.
dig a hole and set your radio up for tran mitting,' he told me and then left.
As I prepared to do thi the ound of a plane a heard coming fa t
towards us. I looked at the two men on the Bofors gun. not more than
twenty yards away and they were trying to target on it. All of a sudden it
came out of the sun and with it cannon blazing away it started do\\ n the
beach. The Bofors gun opened up. I pul my head behind the et and tilted
my 'tin hat' toward the enemy fighter bomber; feeling at that particular
moment a though I were the ize of an elephant and that he couldn't
possibly miss me. I prayed to God to make me the ize of the ant I could
ee as l looked down at the sand. Everyone \\a dashing for co er, the
noi e was getting louder and then there wn the terrible scream of a
descending bomb going pa t me followed by n tremendous thud and a pltt
econd later the e. plo ion. ilence en ued and 'cry reluctantly I opened
my eyes. To my astoni h.ment i,t looked as thou~h I \ as travelling 'ery
rapidly heavenwards. 'Tht t 1t, I thought. ·This tS the end and you are on
your way.' My hand decided to feel around for any damage I might ha Ye
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su ·mined, but no. Then they extended out and I could feel fine .and
oming do" n. that had been blown skyward, what a relier. A voice
·houted, ·Help! My mate arc undemeath.' 1 quickly got up and went to
the edge of the crater. a few ard away, looked down and aw a soldier
pulling awa at th line sand with hi hand . He looked like a dog looking
for a bone. The gun wa undemeath a- well. I'd gone halfway down when
an officer appeared and called out, Where' the operator for thi et?' I
aid Tm here ir,' and climbed bacK up again. 'You know you haven't to
lea' e your po t under an circum tances,' he rebuked me. • orry ir, it
wa · done m tincli\ely. •
By no\\ my body and mind were forcing me to re isl an more pres ure
of any kmd and I ju t laid back on the sand and looked at him with a
bemu ed expression. He u ed the RT on the et and a ked for another
operator to n:pla e me. 'o ooner wa the me sage ent than the Lance
Corporal appeared with another replacement. I wa told to follow the
orporal back along the beach to our Group. There they were on the side
ofa hillock and what' thi ? A chair placed amongst them! The Corporal
aid that that wa for me. As I sat on it and looked down toward the beach
my ergeant and two officers were at at a table. It then dawned on me that
I was being Court Martialled! The 'Legal' Officer a ked me my name and
then read out a lot of jargon, too fa I for my tired bram to comprehend.
·What have you got to ay?' he a ked at the end. lot kno' ing what the
charge wa , but gue sing that it was for not being at my post but asleep I
aid that I'd no hammock for the ea-crossing and in con equence no
leep. He turned to the ergeant and asked if he knew about thi . The reply
was. 'Yes.' Then the same que tion wa put lo the Officer. who concurred.
·ca e dismis ed,' aid the Legal officer, picked up hi paper and left.
One of the lad gave me a lit cigarette,\\ hich I was grateful for and the
ergeant came up and asked if I wanted anything to eat, I told him all that
I wanted was a cup of tea and some sleep. With that we walked to the edge
of a field where beneath the hedgerow were some neat slit trenches. I
lowered myself into one with two blankets and a mug of tea. They put a
gate over the top to prevent any artillery bits dropping onto me. A I
sipped my tea, that ta ted wonderful. I pondered, had there been another
erviceman, anywhere, who had gone to have a sleep in the middle of a
battle, had a Coun Martial and got his case dismis ed. I then slept
continuously for the next 24 hours.

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE
OFSCIENCESHRIVENHAM
EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM GHUMNE '98
A TREKKING EXPEDITION TO NEPAL

expen ive; wi buses ore really Indian buses and are 'middle of the
road', and local bu ·es are the cheapest and roughe t. On touri t bu es you
are guaranteed a eat (only one person per eat!) and the bus will only stop
for rest breaks and nm to let on any of the locals. Local buses can be very
uncomfortable and arc always full of passengers with everything front
goats to acks of rice inside and as experienced in one case around thirty
people on the roof.
Over the next 15 days of our trek took us on a very popular route known
a the Annapurna Circuit, which i some 130 miles long and climbs from
its start point at 823m up to 5416111 and back down to 700m at the finish.
The trail run from the eastern side of the Annapurna from Besisahar
along the raging Marsyangdi River, over the Thorung La Pass (S416m)
and back along the we tern side of the Annapumas following the Kali
Gandaki River to Baglung. We oon got into a routine, which began with
re eille around 0700hrs and on the trail for 0800hrs. AAFI break
epale e tyle was around 1030hrs with vegetable noodle soup and lunch
was between I 230-1400hr . The day would end around I 600hr with a
cold shower and an attempt to dry out clothing for the next day. Lunch and
evening meals were the tandard trekking meal of Dal Bhan! Tarkari and
meat (when available). On one occasion our evening meal of Dal Bhaat
was enhanced with the luxury of fre hly prepared goat meat - it was an
interesting sight to see the "butcher" at work with his kukhuri. Evenings
were usually spent playing cards or reading and listening to the torrential
downpour of the monsoon rains.
The lodges or hotels along the Annapurna Circuit vary both in size and
standard from very small wooden affairs to large stone buildings. They are
all quite ba ic and carry the promise of '24 hour hot running shower'!
Many lodge promise thi s facility but few provide it - at least not during
the 'off sea on'. The main dangers encountered during the trek were from
illne s (Delhi Belly or Acute Mountain ickne ) swollen rivers and
landslides. There was no room for mistakes with the latter as there was
usually only one way down - straight into a very swollen river. Although
not a danger leeches are certainly not pleasant and are in abundance during
the mon oon sea on.
During the remainder of our time in epal we took in some general
sightseeing, a jungle safari in the Chitwan ational Park and also managed
to fit in a weeklong trek in the Helambu Region (Langtang National Park).
The latter offered ome spectacular early moming views and a closer look
at epali culture away from the beaten tourist track. During the expedition
we experienced a great variety of scenery, wildlife and dangers, which
made the trekking all tl1e more challenging. Our only regret is that we had
to make the expedition during the monsoon season when many of the
spectacular Himalayan view were restricted by low cloud cover.

By Lr Colin Kell R. Signals

On 7 August 1998 three personnel from the Royal Military College of
Science (RMCS) hrivenham; Lts Colin Kell Royal Signals (leader),
Hawthorn Lockwood AGC (SPS) and 1 ick Sta nford RLC departed for
epal. During the second year summer vacarion military undergraduates
at RMCS are required to organise and participate in an overseas adventure
training expedition. However, between them the members of the group
had already taken full advantage of the many opportunities at RMCS and
had participated in four other expeditions in the previous two years. So
rather than break track we decided to bite our lips and spend some more of
the unit's funds. The flight from Heathrow took us via Dohar (Qatar) and
o~ to Kathmandu where we were met by LCpl rnan Rai Queens Ghurka
1gnals (2 Sig Regt) who took a break from his leave to explore the
Annapurnas.
A f~w d~ys were in_itially_ spent in Kath~andu carrying out pre-trek
admm1strauon and acchmausmg 10 the heat, high humidity and rain of the
MonsO?n eason. This took a little longer than expected due to a number
of fe uvals over the weekend of our arrival, which closed most of the
goyernment buildings. From Kathmandu we travelled by bus to the start
pomt of th.: l!c:k; Ouses in epal fall into three categories: Tourist, Swiss
and Local: Tounst buses are the most comfortable and therefore the most
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From: Mr . Crowlev
137 Clareville.Road
Orpington
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Tel: 01689 85 990
Dear ir.
1 recently found three medal ' that belong 10 a member, pa tor pre enl,
of the Royal Corp of ignal . They were found in the bowel of my car
'' hich I bought from ittingbourne in Kent ome three or four years ago,
and I would \Cry much like 10 return them to th ir rightful owner. The full
details are as follows:
pl G. K. Ga lycr - R. IG t AL
1 x G M - orthern Ireland
1x
1 x Long ervice
Should any of your reader ' know Cpl Ga lycr or hi ' family plea ·e let
them know that l have the medals and then they can be returned.
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YEOl\lA OF IGNALS COURSE
GAINS HND RECOGNITION
Length) background work an•' ucce ful negotiation between the
Ro) al chool of, ignaL and Ede~ eel recently has led to the Yeoman of
11mals course bernl! ac rcditcd for the award of High~r r ational Diploma
(1-i D) in ommunication~ System 1anagement~ 11b i a significant
dc\elopmenl tO\\ard imprO\ ing ciYilian qualification· gained by
attendan ·e )fl military career course· and helps rai e the profile and
qua ht) of output from the Royal chool of ignal . Ht D. will be awarded
to ,1udenb from Yeoman of ig:.nal Course 'o. 49 onward •.

The Comman d er of the S chool, Col K. J. Hadfield with
Repres entatives from Co u rs es 49 and 50
(l- R): SSgt (Yo fS ) Ireland, SSgt (YofS ) Buckley and
SSgt (YofS ) Hawkins

THE SIGN
OF THE
DOUBLE 'T'
THE SOIB
s.nund Prus

J

ORT H UMBRIAN DIV ISION
LY 1943 TO DECEMBER 1944

Written by B. S. Barnes
To be publi hed in August by Sentinel Press -a an A5
Paperback - 31 contemporary photograph , twelve
portraits, map of the Sicily Campaign, The Battle of
Primosole Bridge, the assault on Gold Beach 1944, the
European Campaign, Rolls of Honour, List of Honours
and Awards. Many Corp members are recorded in the
Honour and Awards Appendix and the Lists of the Fallen.
Ba ed on first hand accounts by the men at the sharp
end and upon exhaustive research using a wide range of
previously unseen sources. This story of the famous '50
Div' is of intere t to a much wider audience than the men
who fought in it and their families and friends . The men
\\ho served in it's ranks were drawn from the length and
breadth of thi country though, originally, it's base was
firm I) planted in the Tyne-Tees area, hence the double 'T' .
This is a tale of death and sacrifice. Comradeship is a
mirror image of all the Di is ions who fought in the econd
European 'Grt:at War· and stands as a grim reminder of
the debt which we all owe that generation.
Projected retail p rice:

WANTED
ADVENTURE TRAINING
INSTRUCTORS

Whitespear Troop 11 ignal Regiment conducts Adventurous
Training activities for Trainees. IL i in desperate need for
ergeants and orporal 10 be full time instructors for the
following pursuit : Rock-Climbing, Canoeing, Caving and
Trekking. For further infom1ation contact the 2IC 11 Signal
Regiment or WOl \ aters on Blandford Military 2789 or 2903.

THE J ORDAN SERVICE MEDAL
The Jordan ervice Medal approved for British Ex Servicemen by
the late King Hu ein of Jordan, for ervice in hi kingdom during
1948/ 57 and again in the cri is of 1958 ha been given graciou
permission to continue by the new King, His Majesty King Abdullah
II. This Medal has gained entry into the next Medal Year Book
because of its uniqueness and the personal involvement of the late
King Hus ein. For further information write or phone: Mr G. E.
Harris, 124 Haven Park Crescent, Haverfordwe I, Pembrokeshire
SA6 I I D . Tel (01437) 768668.

Capt D. T. H. Wilson... ...
Lt R. J. Lloyd BA (Hons)

OFFICERS
APRIL
Name and Rank
Lt Col J. K. McKee MBE
Maj K. J. Graham
.. .
Maj . R. Mannings .. .
Maj R. G. icholson
Maj C. E. Rankin
Maj A. Robertson
laj A. . William
NMaj C. . Cooper .. .
Capt D. Alexander .. .
apt J. R. Anderson ...
Capt R. J. Anderton-Brown .. .
apt . J. Bain ........... .
Capt G. W. Oarbcr ... ... .. .
Capt L. D. Burrell BSc (Hons)
Capt . A. Clarke GM QGM
apt E. F. Clee ... .. .
Capt P. Gower
apt I'. H. Grainger ...
Capt A.G. R. Hoensch
Capt J. A. Honeyman
Capt G. R. Johnson ...
Capt R. D. W. Rumsey
Capt M.A. Schofield
Capt . Turnbull ...
Capt R. J. Webb
MAY
Name and Rank
Col M. J. Dent MBE ...
Lt Col R. B. Davi
Lt Col D. P. Meyer
Lt Col P. Parfitt ...
Lt col P. Richards
Maj P. W. Glibbery
Maj A. A. S. Harwell
Maj . A. Leigh ...
Maj R. Morley
Maj D. A. Sullivan
Maj G. Thoma
Maj D. Weir M BE
Maj J. P. Wilson ...
A/Maj C. . Cooper .. .
Capt R. M. Brown
Capt A. G. Carroll
Capt S. L. Copley
Capt R. C. Cory .. .
Capt P. J. Cooper .. .
Capt I. R. Hargreave
Capt S. Palfreyman
Capt R. J. Webb ..... .

Unit to which posted
32 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
SA G OM
D IS (A)
2 1 ignal Regiment {Air Support)
3 {UK) Div & Signal Regiment
SHAPE ACE COMM EC
l lQ AMF(L) (BAE)
Exchange Officers Australia
JSS , Digby
7 Signal Regiment (Corps Main HQ)
2 ignal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
The Royal chool of Signals
37 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
24 AirMob Bde & Sig Sqn (210)
JSSU, RAF Digby
H HQ I (UK) Armel Div & Sig Regt
38 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
40 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
5 Comm Coy {Volunteers)
HQ 220 Signal Squadron
JCU
I)
HS HQ I (UK) Armel Div & Sig Regt
14 ignal Regiment {EW)
14 ignal Regiment {EW)
Unit lo which posted
OCEHQLA D
DIPT
14 ignal Regiment (EW)
The Royal chool of Signal
HQ Royal ignals
HQ DCSA
R Sig Intelligence Division
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
243 ignal quadron
ES 31 Cl /SP DGES {A)
HQD SA
Special ignals Support Unit
ADOR{TC&M)
Exchange Officer Au tralia
HQ 143 (WM) Bde/9 Regt
238 Signal quadron
HQ DCSA
7 Signal Regiment
Army Cl Eng Gp
225 ignal Squadron
9 ignal Regiment (Radio)
... 2 ignal Regiment

WOs and S COs
APR IL
Rank and Name
SSgt M.A. Kirkham
A/SSgt K. P. Inoes ...
A/SSgt S. L. Cain
A/S gt R. . Dyer ...
gt YofS K. M. Book
gt YofS . R. Hillier
Sgt YofS S. J. Ridout
gt Yof'S A. Brown ... ...
Sgt YofS M.A. Jone
...
Sgt YofS 1-1. M. Skidmore
Sgt YofS M. E. Jone
Sgt YofS M. Hill ..... .
gt YofS D. J. Thomas
gt YofS J. Nixon
gt A. J. Sparling
gt P.R. Webster .. .
Sgt J. W. Lester .. .
Sgt C. G. Loughlin
gt M. . Baxter .. .
gt A. M. Combe .. .
gt T. C. Hopkins
A/Sgt A.G. Doe ...
A/Sgt K. . Tweddle
Sgt P. D.R. Heron ...
Al gt J. M. Simpson .. .
A/Sgt A.G. Barker
A/Sgt P. S. Parkes
Sgt S. L. Arundel
MAY
Rank and Name
SSgt G. J. Chapman ...
Sgt J. Ram dale
gt K. F. McHugh ...
Sgt C. A. M. Cooper ...
S gt C. Symonds ...
S gt J. Barsley .. .
gt G. McGachy .. .
Sgt B. A. Clark .. .
gt M. A. Hamlet
gtJ. M. Bans
gt J. R. Thomas ...
Sgt . J. Parke
Sgt J. E. Lyon
Sgt . J. Watt... ...
gt G. L. Christie ...
gt R. D. Mccorkell
Al gt D. E. Leask

7 Amid Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
HQ LA D

Unit to 1rhich Pos1ed
31 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
9 ignal Regiment {Radio)
5 AB Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (216 Para)
The Royal School of ignals
The Royal School of ignals
The Royal chool of ignals
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of ignals
The Royal School of Signal
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal chool of ignals
The Royal School of ignals
ATACCS
HQDC A

ssu

RMAS andhurst
94 Signal quadron
5ABBdeHQ&Sig qn(216Para)
7 ignal Regiment
I (UK) Armel Div HQ & ig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
The Royal School of Signal
The Royal School of Signals
30 Signal Regiment
39 InfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (213)
1 (UK) Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
Uni1 10 ll'hich Pos1ed
The Royal chool of ignal
HQ 1 I & 15 Signal Regiment
CIS Support Divi ion
I (. K) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 Signal Regiment
71 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
I {UK) Arn1d Div HQ & Sig Regt
ATR Bas inl!bourn
35 ignal R;girnent (Volunteers)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
HQ 1J & 15 Signal Regiment
ATR Ba singbourn
4 Armel Bde HQ & ig qn (204)
16 Royal Artillery
Belfa I Battalion
3 lnfBde !IQ & ig qn (203)
24 lT

Battlefield Tours
for

Regimental Associations, T A's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours
4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149

HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE & COTSWOLD GARRISO~'J

T ailor-made & Self Drive I t i n"es
erAar
Gal ina Internationa l Battle field Tours
I Tokenspire Park Beverley HU I 7 OTB
Tel : 01482 880602
O.ffic1al Tour Operators to the Normandy Ve terans Association

£ 11.99 direct from the publishers or appointed bookse llers

SUBSCRIPTIONS

For further information and s igned copies,
onl)' £I 0.00 to ex- ervicemen and women , contact:
M r B. . Ba rn e , 3 Mansfield Court, ewland Park,
King ton upon Hull, East Yorkshire, H 5 2DF
Telephone: 01482 346704

Would all subscribers who pay by this method
please check with their banks that they are paying
the correct annual subscription of £9.00

Direct Debit

'I have a wheelbarrow, the wheel it goc round' and gains an awful lot
of momentum in the process. There ha been rather a lot of planning
act1v1ty by the Brigade stafT for the mi llennium, and we're not ta lking
about pa1tic . Such is the importance, the promotion of the SOI. Lt Col
R?~er Davenport i likely to be delayed so that he wil l be here over the
cnt1ca l period - talk abo ut accou ntabi lity! The Y2K working group have
got sorn thing ra ther ub tanlia l to busy themselves with over the corn ing
months. o doubt, more detai l will follow but you'll just have to wait for
the next edition. Just what are we up to? Wait and ee! It' a good job that
the Exerc ise name to fo llow in the Sword, hield and {next) , pear sene
was .n?t prefixed by A paragus. ot quite the right sort ~f imag~, ho".ev~r.
nutnl1ou . cw i1110 the team i C apt Anna Tait who marks the nse 111
our female reprc en tat ion by 50%.

The otlicer.' me is being redecorated in a daring n~\\ colour It's as if
Lawrence from Changing Room ha been imohed, it' Purple. \:ell at
least in pirit, a, Corsham tation is to ome under joint ·cf\ ice
manae.emcnt. Thi is all part of the assimilation b} DC , also kno\\n as
the Borg. {to watcher of Star Trek), that ha brought about mas. t\C
building programmes including the creation or Pockeridge Park from a
number of Omar I lome to pro' idc accommodation for the O\ eNretched
mes . faj M er\'yn Johnston , ha been at the forefront of these mailer..
After many ears in the army (almost s..:rYing in a third decade), the
3\\ racnaph bic (fear of \VRt\C.' with hatr) kgs), C apt Ia n Elli ~ has
decided 10 call it a day and rnoYe off to pasture ' ne\\, to cut out a life as a
ci' ilian. He was one once, although he nc,cr r..:all) had th.: chance to do 11
proper! . incc then he ha · apparently dabbled with some of the aspc ·t
195
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inh'hed. to hone the ·kill nt.'Ce ·snry for his ne" life. He want to traYel
th· \Hlrld. mL-et interesting people and work with children - something he
aImo. t achie\ ed in the arm . He'' ants to bu the slight!. fa ter motorbike
'' ith hi · re cttlement grant. Amongst other th mg. he i looking forward to
unpacking hi· kit. Hi replacement i apt J ohn Russell, who, like . o
man) of this Brigade, is to join us under the Full-Time ReserYe en ice
'eheme. ould thL be the future of :he am1y? If not. it certain! eem to
be part of the pre ent. s the debonair Capt Dave D,.inkall is off on his
ki in ·tructo course (O\\ n leave entitlement), it has r.. !en to Ilic outgoing
apt Jan Ellis to organise hi · O\\ n dining out. tand b for a bachanal
C\enmg.
In keeping '' iili ilie quality nurturing of the Brigade. four members
happened aero . ilie Anny Golf kills course. General reports ' ere of
aching mu cl . earl) nights and weather beaten, but • mi ling face . The
Comd kept hi talent under ''rap · until the la t day to oundly beat the
other member of hi group in a . ituation remini cent of The ting. Be t
drc · d golfer mu t go to the Comd's driver LCpl lark Collins, who
from a artorial persp..>cti\e, played off scratch. Another !iced more ball
than Delia , mith ha cake . and the la t hooked more ball than John
\\'ii on ha fi h. The) are to remain anonymou to pre erve their honour.
of which they had little (golfing pun).
A ISG EW
The Cl G management cell i expanding with the arrival of Capt
nd' Fletch er, a fonner regular for the old timers, on, wait for it - FTR
from' 37 ig Regt (Y}. He ;\°•a' 21 C HQ qn based in Redd itch. He i to
fo u on perfonnance monitoring and measurement a well a being
imohed in A I G management planning in the broader en e. Planning
for the transfer of OPCOM 81 ig qn ( ) from 21 ig Regt (A ) to
ACI G i unden,ay wiili an effective date of I eptember 1999. Much
\\Ork i till required to ensure a seamle transition. A steady flow of
'1 itors to ilie Brigade has kept all ta ff foolish enough to di clo e t11eir
pro\\e s on powerpoint very busy. GOC 3 (UK) Div, Maj Gen F. R.
Dannant BE 1C and CO G6 (CIS} HQ LA D. Brig J. M. haw
MB E were among t iliem. Meanwhile the aililetic Ca pt Tim Bamber

(FTR ) ha been busy representing the orps Officers rugby tea m again t
R IC,. o doubt his natural' el h rugby talent helped secure the ,·ictory.
BRIGADE WO' DINNER 17 MARCH 1999
by the YojS (Yeoman of Brigade)
On Wednesday 17 March 1999. many of the Brigades fin est (the
Warrant Officers!) con crged on Corsham. for a 'Mafioso' Dinner. Invited
to the dinner were the ·godfathers of the Brigade, the Bdc Comd (Brig
Gordon Hughes). Controller ACI G (Lt Col Malcolm Sin ton) and the
0 ( 1aj Paul Kelly).
The dinner took place on t Patrick's Day which ·eemed to go down
' ell with W02 (Paddy) 1orrow and the Bde omd alike, the rest of us
were ju t as happy a any excu c will do. The Bde Comd used this
au piciou occa ion to tell a few choice lri h joke which were very well
recei ed and matched by WOJ (GSM) C harlie Dubiq ue's fa vourite
' From U Coloured Kid joke' . The Corps Band provided a quintet forth e
evening tliat wa very pleasing to the ear in between the cofT and the
. pccche . The on ly dodgy part wa ' hen one of their number went lightly
mad during a boi terous piece yelling 'Yee ha!' at the top of his voice.
(amazing how all free beer and elf brought ' tinneys ' loosens the larynx! )
fier extremely good food and drink, the boy (and I girl (WO I R 1
Angie Hill born)) retired to ilie bar for a night cap (or I 0). Much drinking,
talking and laughing en ued into the wee small hours of the morning,
howe,·er nothing untoward was to happen with all personnel being total!)
profes ional to the end. In fact, R M 31 ig Rcgt (Y) WOI (RSM) Jo hn
Gibso n was so keen that at 4 o'clock in the morning he decided it was
lime to carry out a CFT. Thi consisted of a zig zag walk to his
accommodation which was only 5/6kms away in another part of Wilt hire
complete with George boot and Mes kit! Good effort RSM!
The evening was deemed to be an outstanding ucce s enjoyed by all
that attended. It provided Warrant Officers from throughout the Brigade
the opportunity to peak to their counterparts in other units and network
idea . thoughts and comment on all a pect of Brigade life. It has now et
a precedent for future 'gatherings ' which it is hoped will be able lo take
place at least once a year. Looking forward to the next one already!

HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
EXERCI E HERC LE FOR M A REPORT FRO 1 THE OPS ROOM
or Flt Lt Farid 'Top Gun ' Khans Adven1ures in Gibraltar
'The HQ has nominated you to attend Ex Hercules Forum as an
Exerci e augmentee.' My reluctance to spend one week out ofilie HQ on
Exercise in Gibraltar, was evident to e\·eryone in t11e office. The five
minutes it took me to pack, afier the briefest of glance at my diat)'. wa
e\idence enough it would eem.
The outward journey was via Gatwick where. in the departure lounge,
I played mat well known tourist game of ·spot the military person in
civ' ies'. I gauged my succe s by those, who on arrival in Gibraltar,
boarded ilie military bus to our accommodation. Continuing in tourist
mode. on ilie morning of my first day. I was met by the ight that many
ha,·e een before, on one ide, t11e Rock dominating all, whi le on t11e other,
t11e ea front !retched out towards A lgeiras in Spain. The aims of ilie
Exercise were to test the communications links between the Joint Ta k
Force Headquarters (JTFHQ) and the Pennanent Joint Headquarters
(PJHQ) and tote t the Command and Control procedures of the Gibralter
Jomt Operauons Cell (JOC). I quickly made the acquaintance of W02
(YofS) Jim Knight and other members of25 Sig Sqn (30 ig Regt), and
pent the day a i ting '' ith ilie unloading and testing of some of the
communication · and I system deployed by the Squadron. The next day
Sa\\ the arri,al of the Main Body, minus their eq uipment which, due to the
RAF. had been delayed. Quickly realising that this temporary set back,
alonio "ith a four hour Hercules flight, meant ilie RAF were not flavour of
the month in the eyes of the Squadron, and that a change of beret and rank
slide wa insufficient camouflage, I decided to make a quick exit to see
the Gibraltar JOC!
Once the equipment arrived, the Squadron quickly set into a routine.
Extensive work was required to tum what had been a few d>!relict rooms
into a comfortable and fully functioning HQ. Power, telephone and
computer network cabling were laid to all cells within the JTFHQ.
lelephone points were installed. The new IS system and the vast array of
tail \\ere run up and te tcd. At a separate ite, ageing and temperamental
!IF t:quipment was set up to provide a strategic HF link. All such trips
demand some R and R, l decided to go to Morocco. I crossed by ferry to
Ccuta located on the tip of Africa. After an overnight stay in a B&B, I set
oil to explore the shopping delights of Morocco, only to find the majori ty
of shop clo~ed. I tried to query the situation with locals but was hampered
om \\hat by my lack of fluency in the Spanish language. The only words
that I kno\\, ·vamoos Muchacho,' did not elicit the reasons why much of
the to\~ n \\as closed. Fonunately, by conversing in French, I was able to
d1 co,er that I "as n t in 1orocco but was in fact still in Spai n. 'euta,
bemg an enclave of pain in Africa, had Friday ofT as a ho liday! With
omc ha tc I went to a taxi stand to find transport to the border with
lor co. An mtemational incident almo t ensued, a taxi drivers argued
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Apply for a Wilsons'
Personal Loan and - with
fixed rates from 12.9 APR
on loans over £10,000 you could put your plans
into action today.

Pay off your
outstanding credit

over ''ho should convey (and fleece!) this foreigner, to TaiToin, some
37km away. On arrival, I was quickly deluged by 'would be guides ' . One
individual, reali ing that I spoke English, thought that he would befriend
me by speaking the lingo - in his best English, he greeted me with: 'Hello,
you Eeenglish? Ah good. Luvely Jublly, me ole cocker. Good here innit. I
upport ewca tie Liverpool Albion Football Club! ' Eight hours and
much shopping later, I returned to Gibraltar. The next day I returned to the
UK, eagerly looking forward to a' eek long course at Blandford. Overall
it was an interesting aud taxing Exerci e that I wou ld not need much
encouragement to repeat.
(PS: There is only partial truth in t11e rumour that Flt Lt Khan left his
hire car unlocked at Blandford all week only to have it removed by the hire
company after he had loaded it for the return journey home.)
B ILD UP TO AN UAL CAMP
The planning for this years FTX , Ex Able Condor (UK) continue at a
pace. In March, Ex pring Eagle saw the Brigade taff, and an as orted
contingent drawn from all Regimen t in the Brigade, a emble at
Donnington for the MEL writing weekend. This weekend was primarily a
planning weekend for Ex Summer Eagle, which itself fonns a staff
pro ing Exercise for Ex Able Condor (UK) and allow the evaluation of
Brigade Standing Instruction . The weekend was led by the COS Maj
Paul Hudson ab ly assisted by Maj teve Bellerby, the HICO and
LOCO being driven respectively by our S02 Ops/CIS Maj Graham
Addl ey and DCO Maj Mike Wisc. This was an ' interesting' weekend
and not one to be missed but even t11e more robust were feeling brain dead
by the evening of the fi rst day. However, in terms of Exercise event
planning it was a great success. If anyone falls victim to any of the plannep
evenl~ during the forthcoming Exercise - they can be supplied with the
name of the brain behind it .......at a price! The procedure behind the
planning of the Exercise and its orchestration were· impre sive and,
seriously, taking part in th is Planning Exercise should be classed as
compulsory tra in ing for any potential stafT ollicer or trainer. Vo lu nteers for
nex t year wi ll always be welcome.
ADVE T RE TRAINI G
The week the 21-27 February saw the majority of the Headquarters
away on adventure tra ining. An Advance Party con isting of Flt Lt Farid
Khan, W02 (RQM ) Steve Sadler and Sgt igcl Jones departed
Donnington for Av iemore. Much to their relief they were greeted by a
heavy fa ll of snow with more predicted for the weekend. Due to our hut
accommodation not being avai lable until the fo llowing day, and the
anticipated excellent condi tions, the only free accommodation in
Aviemore was the Youth Hostel. It is as well that they all like children and
bel ieve in being in bed early! That night the Advance party met gt Jim
Lyons, of the Corps and 24 dt Trg Team, who wa to be one of our
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BEFORE
Outstanding
per><>nal loan

Balance £ 1,050

Credit Card

Balance

Score Card\

Balance
Total

Monthly Repayment

£ 688
£ 196
£ 1,934

Total £ 254.20

AFTER
Wilsons' Per><>nal
Loan Amount
New monthly repayment
over 24 months at 18.9 APR

£3 ,000.00
£153.32

Cash left over
after seeding accounts

£ 1,066.00

Saving each month

£100.88 ..

SIMPLIFY YOUR
FINANCES?

.....
.....

e

R equest the Express
Courier Service* and
your cheque could arrive
in 24 hours.

e

No complicated application
forms to complete for
HM Forces.

e

Make no repayments fo r
3 whole months .

e

Pay off outstandi ng credit,
buy a new car, get away
on holiday or spend your
cheque on almost anything
you choose.

CHOOSE A NEW CAR?

ENJOY A NEW HOBBY?

•

No repayments until
September 1999

DO IT TODAY
WITH A WILSONS'
PERSONAL LOAN

JUNE
Cheque issued. No repayments.

JULY
o rt:P2}mencs..

AUGUST
Sall no rep•yin ents.

Plca.sc note: thu is an example of one w:ay l
Wal.sons' Personal Loan could be used. h is not
intended to unply :my rclr-v;rnce to your own

SEPTEMBER

person.al finances.

loans ore provided , t ubject to s tatue , by CAPITAL BANK pie, City House. City Road. Chester CH88 3AN. Written quotations are available on reql!8st. You must be at least 18 and a UK resident
0
::,~·=m~ ~::=
<excluding the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man> to appty. The APR will vary depending ~.th~ n;1ount of th~ loa~cJ:" =:~:~w~~=I~ d~ ';!~:
de~lls are comtct at the time of print. <?8rtain pu~es of lo~n may .be excluded or have :;~e ;.:~~:~ ~~for mari<etlng <by posf. phone, e·mail fax) , credit 9COring and other pwpowt.
penod will be 24 monlhs. Data Protection A~ Any rnfotmal'."n prov.ded by you ""'l'..~ "~us
,
may
be
monitored
and
roconled
to
assist
w;iti
staff
tnolning.
12.9 APR lor loant ove<
11
"0.llvery moy lake longer lor weekend applications or In outlying areas. Please nng ''" de
•
R for
f t500 £2 500
£10 000 14 9APR for loans of £7 501 • £10000 16.9APR forloan o of £5.001 • £7 .500, 18.9APR for loans of £2,50l • £5.000, 20·9 AP ~- 1oans ~ ft • ' 1oa ·
HOGG
'
' ·
'
'
'
lhly
.,,.,...,.. would be 48 of £119.73 commene>ng u • ae monu<S a or your n
For Example: F0< o loan of £4,000 repayable by Direct Oeblt over foor years. yoor mon
rie
•
on edd;t;onal £35 will be payable one monlh
ROB I N S0 N
cheque is lsS<Jed The total omoun1 payoble would be £5.747.04. APR 18.9. If you choose
..,,- - 1 oou r seMCO.
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m tru~tors. On .·unda} moming, they too"- ?'er the Fe hie~ridgc _Lodge (an
R \I' ad\ ntuf\)U. pursuit centre) and wa!ted the late arm·~I of the l?m
Pam. The lirst da) of skiing started m:ll "uh lot and lot of no\\. Our JOY
"a,· short ll\cd, howc\cr. a. we ret-eived the news that the slopes were
clo~ :<l due to high \\ind and poor\ i ibility. eyeral hou1 later we cl off
t\)r the lope. ha\ ing spent t! c inten ening time remini cing about kiing in
,\u:•tria. France and "1verland where the. now wa all\ a • deep, the k)
blu nnd the lopes'' ind le~ (not like_ cot land!). The party was .pl_i t into
\d\ :meed and Begumcr Groups, the lom1er under the 111struct1on ot Capt
\l urk Bn1oke , 34 ig Regt. and the latter under gt Lyon .

In this Issue we launch a partnership with Just Wills pie, the
largest independent Will writing company in the United Kingdom.
The work done by The Royal Signals Benevolent Fund is helped
enormously by the generosity of individual legacies left to the
Fund. The arrangement with Just Wills allows members and exmembers of the Corps 10 benefit from a discount for using the
service and at the same time the Fund also benefits by donations
from Ju. t Wills. It is always sensible advice to put your affair in
order and in doing so we ask you to remember the work of The
Royal ignals Benevolent Fund.

WHY YOU SHOULD
MAKE A WILL

The Commander skis with his Close Protection Team;
Capt Nick Range (left) and Captain Mark Brookes (right)

Keep smiling lads and
they might not notice our skis are locked together.
Beginners Class: W01 (YofS) Pardew, W0 2 (RQMS) Saddler,
Flt Lt Khan
Despite a generous helping of snow, trong winds made skiing difficult.
AL the end of the first day a bruised and battered party returned Lo the
Lodge, and. ha\'ing devoured a uper dinner cooked by Sgt 'Egon Ronay'
Jones. went in earch of phy iotherapy and medicine: a walk to the local
pub. Our enjoyment of the week increased as the weather and the skiing
conditions continued to improve. Early to rise and early to bed (honest)
worked for most but tho e 'Three Amigos' Ca pts Ma rk Broo kes. ick
Range (33 ig Regt) and Jason Kenn edy (35 Sig Regt) found their body
clocks out of synchronisation with e\'eryone el e's. Where did they get to
until that time of the morning and why were they the only ones who got
breakfast in bed!
As the week progre ed the effort took its toll. The Advanced Group
had by Day 4 managed LO break 1aj teve ·But l always have morningtea in bed' Bellerby and Major Peter 'I had an Army Youth Team in this
area and Adam was my ergeant' V illiams and they swapped ski boots
for walking boot . The Beginner Group quickly mastered the ·backside
plough ', and the need for a Banzai yell as one careers down the slope
totally out of control. Yeoman Pardew was the only one of the this group
\\ho managed to break anything - the T Bar. An unofficial grading system
soon emerged within the Beginner Group for the ski runs; a Blue Four
meant a graded blue run on which one could expect to take four tumbles
b.:fore gelling to the bottom! The Ad anced Group continued to try and
brea"- people and all had been impressed with Capt Kenn edy' toicism
until he too cracked, when. in the Landrover returning to the Lodge at
night, he ''as heard to remark sleepily, 'They've got enormous rabbit in
·cotland!' - (The rabbits were deer).
B) the fifth day, and even better skiing conditions, the Beginner Group
had adrnnced to longer runs, more falls, jump , James Bond impressions
and unintentional cartwheels. That evening saw the arrival of the
Commander, Brig J onathan ook, and his driver Cpl imon Emm ett.
Despite the fact that the ommander had had a long drive and an even
longer day, he was quickly and easily prised from his bed for a quick half at
the local Pub. The sense of competitiveness and the cheap price of the beer,
encouraged the group to enter a quiz. Some hours and just a few pints later
they came 3\\a} winners. The comment of the day came a the CO , Maj
Paul Hu d on. pointed out to the Commander that the poster for the quiz
"as ad\Crtising 'promotions'. The ommander replied that any chance of
prom< uon \\a' like the quit it elf pure trivia! On the last day of skiing the
Commander, CO , and the three Amigos set ofT for the lopes where
unfortunatcl}. a sudden change in conditions had resulted in a major thaw.
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The injured went for a hike in Glenmore Fore t while Cpl Emmett and
Sgt Jones, the latter who eem to like unu ually shaped saddles, went
mountain biking. On return from the variou activities, the ommander
attempted to encourage the Captains out for a run, in vain! Clearly not
career oldiers. That night, the group dined at a local hotel. It soon became
obvious that the \\ aitres , a lady of en ual and tatuesque proportion ,
had probably served time as an instructor in a Military Corrective Training
Centre (wi th an apology to clo e friend ). A he er ed the food, he
rebuked member of the group for the time that they spent over their
choice of food: the CO for complai ning that his was smaller than
everyone else's (portion of soup that i ) and the Commander for u ing a
fish knife for hi Ii h course. Only after erving the meal in Fawlty Towers
fashion did he reveal that she had previously served in the South African
Defence Force before deciding that being a waitres wa her true forte!
The final day saw the departure of half the group, including the
Commander. It wa noted that the enthu iasm shown by two members of
the group for an early morning bike ride vanished a soon a the
Commander had left! The remainder of the party departed to lnverne s,
via a Battlefield Tour of Culloden, (the English won that one) and Fort
George (bui lt to make ure they never lost again). The COS' Combat
Estimate and Maj Bellerb ' Logistic urmise of the battle were
panicularly well received. All agreed that although Fon George was very
picturesque. the bitter weather and exposed location would place it very
low in the 'posting preference' Ii t. It stands to reason therefore that
someone will get it a their next posting! After an early night and a
farewell visit LO the local pub, the remaining members of HQ 11 Sig Bde
et off early aturday morning on the journey home, eagerly looking
fonvard to returning to work ...... NOT!
HAJL A D FA REWELL
The period has seen us say farewell LO a few members of the Brigade
Staff. Most notably, over Ex Spring Eagle, we said farewell to Lt Col
Roger Buston who e time in the Brigade and regrettably the Corps has
finished. Many TA officers throughout the Corps will remember him from
his days as the SO I (V) at Blandford with responsibility for the uccess of
the annual Lieutenant/Captain and Captain/Major promotion course/
examinations; and therefore the mark he has made on many TA officer of
the Corps. He will be mi sed in the Brigade for both hi contribution and
his humour. We all wish him the very best for the future, hope that the time
given by the new found freedom does not hang too heavily and look
forward to seeing him at Corps functions in the funirc. We welcome his
replacement Lt Col Steve Potter and wish him a challenging and
enjoyable tour. (There are now two officers in the Headquarters who have
been the near cause of my ourts Martials!) The Exercise also saw the last
day in the Brigade of one of our logisticians Maj David Atkinson REME
- we wish him all the best in his new role. We welcome his replacement
Maj Da id Wa rd REME who has not yet convinced us that it is a REME
tradition that Brigadiers are called Colonel!
The beginning of April saw the departure of C pl J ackie Simpson who
leave the Headquarters after three years for Blandford and promotion.
Although sad to see her departure it is a relief for ome of the male
geriatrics here as they will no longer be object to harassment - watch out
Blandford! Her replacemen t C pl Nigel ' Yes really' Weir is' •elcomed and
we hope he has an enjoyable and succe sfo l tour - yet another golfer.

Copy for Augu5t edition mu5t
be received by 15 June - late5t!

lAKJ CA WlLL is the only way to ensure that your wishes
are carried out after your death. If you have not made a valid Will,
your property will pass according to the laws of intestacy. Thi
may not be what you would have wi hed and in any event is likely
LO take longer to finalise than if you had made a Will, during which
time your beneficiaries may not be able to draw any money from
your e ·tale. It can mean arguments and distres for relatives.
Making a Will lets your loved ones know that you cared enough to
'sort things out' in advance.
IF YO ARE SI CLE you will want your estate divided
among friends, relatives and charities of your choosing and in the
proportions you want.
IF YO ARE MARRIED do not assume 'my other half will
gel everything'. Children, iblings or parent may have a claim. If
you are living as a couple but not legally married, you \\ill be
treated a a single person and a urviving partner may get nothing
at all. One thing you can be certain of - there will be argument and
di pute at a time when the family have to cope wi th the loss of a
loved one.
IF YO ARE A PARE T you should consider who will look
after your children in the event of your death. This is particularly
important in the case of 'one-parent' familie or unmarried parents
living together and a valid Will nominating Guardians is
imperative - if no one knows what you would have wanted, the
Court will decide on the future of your children and it may not be
what you would have wished.
IF YOU ARE RETIRED maybe you made a Will a long time
ago. It probably need
updating to include additional
grandchildren or even deletion of persons to whom you no longer
wish to leave anything to.

By deciding to write your Will through Just
Wills pie you will ave £5.88 per Will ( pecial
di count) and you will al o be benefiting this
worthwhile charity a Just Wills pie have agreed
to donate £5.00 to the charity ·The Royal ignals
Benevolent Fund'. (Reg. o: 284923)
Please complete and return the form below to:

~t:M/ ~~~/I&
King way House 123-125 Goldsworth Road
Woking urrey G U2 I I LR
Please Mark Box

[R]

Please send me the Wills by Post pack to enable me to draft
my Will. I understand that once I have read the booklet and
completed the in tructions I then fonv~rd _the form to
J ust Wills pie who , ill draw up my legally valid Will and return 1t
to me. I enclose my cheque made payable to J ust Wills pie for
£10. 00 depo it for each Will. I understand that l will end the
balance of £3 1.1 3 inc. VAT per Will with the completed
instruction heel.

D

lm.tGROUP
LSC Group is a dynamic
IT/Logistics company based in
the Midlands. The company has
contracts with a number of Blue
Chip Organisations throughout
the UK and abroad. Due to
ongoing business success LSC is
expanding and looking to recruit
a number of consultants with
varying skills to work at various
locations throughout the UK. The
positions will suit people seeking
a long term career with
opportunities for involvement in
leading edge projects.
Curre ntly we are looking for
experienced professionals in
the fo llowing a reas:
ARM Engineers
LSA/LCC/LORA Engineers
RCM Facilitators
ILS Consultant s
Safety Consultants
Senior Analyst Programmers/
Analyst Programmers
Logist ics Modeller
IT Trainers
Business Unit Manager Technology
Technical Consul ta nt
The company offers competitive
salary packages including
pension, private medical
insurance and performance
related pay,
Please contact Dena Orton at the
address below, alternatively visit
our recruitment pages on our
website:
http://wwwllsc.co.uk/recruitment/

l further under tand that if I am not sati fied, I can return the pack

within seven day and receive a full refund.

D

Plea e let T he Royal Signals Benevolent Fund know
that I intend to include them in my Will.

Name ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Po !code

LSC Group
Concept House Victoria Road
Tamworth Staffs B79 7HL.
Tel: 01827 63449
Fax 01827 63128
email: dao@lsc.co.uk
Web: //www.lsc.co.uk

Tclephon..:.c_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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SHOW SEASON 1999
E

5
10
12
14
19
20
26
27
29- l

Lt Col Jack Ambel'ton
apt Gordon • e\\ ell
gt Don Brebner

0
Tm apt
Tm gt

TRAI 'I 'G CA IP RAF E
by LCpl · corf)· · Eccou

JULY

I

3
4
11
17-2

.

The majority of March wa pent at RAF ealand on the Wlutc Helmet
annual Training Camp. the first two weeks were pent teachmg the new
intake of riders the ba ic trick , pl trachan, LCp l Hildreth, ig Fidcle ,
ig '.\ l acdonald, ig Hodg on, ig 0' 'eill. First id kill are much
needed during this time, although thi year we have been very fortunate
(touch wood) uni' ing with Cpl Bob izeland needin_g a bit of ew!ng on
a nice knee injury and ig Jenny ar field geumg qune fam1har "1th the
A&E Department at Chester ho pital for various knocks and crape .
Con 1dering we usuall) ha' e at least one broken bone during the training
camp we did quite well. Being on the border of England and \Vale . I think
we got both countrie \\ eather extremes, ranging from unny, cold, wind
but mo tly rain, knowing what clothe LO wear became a fine rut.

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER
OVEMBER

11
12
14-15
20-22
28-30

Sunderland Show
Bovington Tank Mu cum Open Day
Arborfield Apprentice College
East Yorkshire Motor Show, Hull
orthampton how
toneleigh Town and County Festival

2
4-5
II
12
25-26

Bucks County Show
Minley Show, Camberley
Henley Show
Blandford Motorcycle
Cot wold County Fair

6

RAF Digby

8-20

Potential new riders selection course
(orl-12)
Birmingham International Tattoo

7- 8

27-28

TEAt\1

PDATE

b; Capl Gordon \ 'ewe/I
The Team completed training at RAF Sealand and began the season
"ith a ~uccc.,,ful Opening Show. This took place at Blandford on 23 April
in front of the SOinC (A), official military and civilian guest , team
pon ors, team-member~' families, friends and a few hundred other
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Call Andrea on 01252 515891
for further news
or e-mail forcesecho@cspltd.com

£17m in new shops
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for British Forces in Germany

Last year Naafi invested

onlookers. lt was a spectacular performance well celebrated afterwards in
a true White I lelmets tyle! The team then took off to Leed , Germany and
Belgium before returning to the UK for the rest of a busy season.
At the end of last year the selection course brought forth a number of
new riders who have all been well integrated into the et-up and all now
wear their new white hats, gladly leaving their red helmet (hence the
name 'pinkies' ) behind for good. All are looking forward Lo the Royal
Tournament in July which sees the team chosen well ahead of other
competition in performing at the last ever Tournament in hi tory.
Two promotions took place within the team as igs 'Mo sy' Keatley and
' cotty' Eccott both picked up their LCpls - testament to prove the critics
wrong again; in the last few months three riders have received promotion people do get promoted in the White Helmets. We are all looking forward to
the end of the year when the Team will take delivery of a new neet of
Triumphs to replace the well-worn workhorse we currently ride on. Further
changes have included the Team now being sponsored by Outdoor Essentials
rather than Cotswold for team dres - hence 'here come the men in black'. All
the riders now have a comfortable and well-tailored set of riding blue ·
another welcome addition - so we expect to impress to excess this cason.
As always, if Corps members are interested in taking two or three years
out of routine barrack life in exchange for an exciting and unique role then
a call to the Team in Blandford is always welcomed. At the end of the
season a number of place will be available for new riders as we will lose
people on po ting and upgrading courses. The White I lei mets at Blandford
on mil (737) 2365 or civ 01258 482365.

0

FORCES WEEKLY ECHO

Did you know?

A demonstration by Cpl 'Charlie' Chester and
LCpl 'Fozzie' Forster of Precision Dressing at speed,
on one wheel and jumping the human ramps

\\eek· three and four were spent puning together the show which
happened quite naturally. Thi is alway. a good sign that we are going to
have a good season. 1· d like to take this opportunity to thank 'Benny's
'.\.-1ob1lc Eatery· and the landlords of Chester for their hospitality; I'm sure
they could take early retirement after our four weeks visit !
The training "as finished off with a show for RAF Scaland personnel,
about 200 people turned out in the rain to watch us do our first show of
1999. The sho'' "a done a a way to thank the camp and personnel for
going out of their way to make us feel welcome and supporting ourselves
during our ~t.ay.

Catterick Army Schools' Exhibition
Truck Festival - Bath
30 Signal Regiment - Bramcote
Cheshire Steam Festival
ROYAL TOURNAME T, London

:c
u
w

w

Sig 'Fishy' Fish doing the Reverse Jimmy

LCpl 'Mossy' Keatly controlling the 'Pillow Handstand'

Mildenhall Carnival, Suffolk
Corps Cocktail Party, Blandford
Skipton Gala
Harlow Handicapped Sports
Foundation
HMS Collingwood
London - Wandsworth
RSA Weekend, Blandford
atterick Garrison Open Day
Catterick Army Schools' Exhibition
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WHI'l'ESPEAR TROOP
TpComd
WOI Garr y ~aters
.
.
The lirst quarter of 1999 has been a busy tune for Wh1tespear Tp with
all three departments working hard Lo provide and confirm military and
adventure training for the ever increasing amount of Phase 2 trainees in
Blandford ,arri on.
The Royal ignals Training Objective I G Team, under the supervision
of gt Bill Butler has been working hard to deal with the increasing
number of soldiers awaiting Common Military Syllabus confirmation as
well a forming a formidable volleyball pa1tnership with pl ' hiny head'
Compton. The Military training team of S gt Dave Giles and Cpl Jatt
Thomas have been side-tracked from their normal activities of FIBUA
training, APWT and bayonet fighting to provide guard force training to
soldiers that arc assisti ng unit that have personnel deploying on
operations to Ko ovo. The adventure training team under gt Chris
Gleadow has remained busy by providing two caving expeditions Lo the
Yorkshire Dales. Finally the Hello's and Goodbyes. The Troop
welcomes to the fold Cpl Laurie Askins and Sgt 'Twiggy" Twigg to
Military training and R TO IG respectively and says farewell 10
Cpl Matt Thomas who departs to the Army Apprentice College
Arborfield.

It has bet>n a Ye!) ,porting start to 1999 for 11 ~ig Regt. The Harrogate
up ha started with both the ba ketball and netball events being
completed. 1 o the Regiment ha. be:n -ucces, ful at Di isional level in
JU. l about e' cry pon it ompetes 11 . At rmy level, the Regimental
\ten· Hocke) team \\ere 'ictoriou · over 16 ig Regt to become Army
hampi n "hil 1 the Ladie · Volleyball team outplaycc the chool of P
· RT also to become rm Champion . Report of the e event appear
else\\ here in this edi tion.

BLA. DFORD
PPORT Q ADRO
, qn Comd
:\laj Mick Pawlak
I
W02 ( 1\1) . eil Fisher
Blandford upport quadron, (HQ qn by another name) provides the
infra,truct ure to upport the Royal chool of ignals and all the 'lodger'
unit that ha\ e, O\ er a period of time, infiltrated. oozed and lithercd (at
time unnoticed) into Blandford Camp. All tho e a.piring sleepwalkers
"ho arri' into the quadron from BA(G) expecting to lumber through
their tour find that, not only are they con ·iderably poorer in UK. but they
are al o kept 'ery busy! Apart from ervicing the 5000 plus personnel and
their familie , the quadron ha been hea,•il involved in preparations for
Public Pri\'ate Partner hip (PPP); a comple proces to select a Pri' ate
ector con ortium to help take the R into the next centUI")'. A the year
unfold the Roya l ignal A ociation weekend an d the K Morrison Cup
competition approache . we wonder if Ko ovo. Bosnia . I and Fl
commitment mean that we will be the only one- here LOtake part!
Other new from within the quadron is centred on farewells and
arri\'al : firstly the out going M. W02 Bob Snow who has lel1 Lo start a
new job with the Royal ignal Recruiting Team. Bob and hi wife An n
were dined out by the Squadron Officers, WO and 1 COs in February;
the QC' \\Ords of farewell will long be remembered, e pecially tho e
de cribing the M' appearance in the recent Officers v S COs rugby
match .... ·an Easter egg on legs' ... , cruel but fair. Be t wi he to you both!
More recently SSgt 'Taff' Rideout ha al o made his way through the
door Lo Ci\">} treet on completion of22 years ervice; we wi h him well
in hi new job \\ ith ' 1r Vodaphone' (not another one). The quadron
would like to welcome the folio\\ ing new arri als, W02 (S ·1) Fi her
and hi wife abine who arri\'ed from Germany in early Jan uary, and Sgt
Dougie Piper who replaces SSgt Rideout as Depot Tp gt_\ elcome!
Q ARTERMASTERS DEPARTMENT
Quartermaster
Lt Col (Mick) Ledwards
RQ 1 (Tech)
W02 ( teve) Barnes
RQ 1 (Gen)
W02 (John) Fradley
The rationalisation of er\fice suppon to the Garri on has led to an
amalgamation of the General and Technical departments. The function
nO\\ under one Quartermaster. is de,eloping fa t and the early indications
are that it will work well. The new office build ha brought all accounting
staff into a central area. which is already proving a success.

OPERATIO PALE 'TINE
The de-kit of Op Palentine took place shortly after the Christmas break,
and wa ju I "hat wa needed to get us all back into rhe swing of thing
after the fe rive sea on. With the primary objective being to get all the TA
oldier de-kitted, medical and documentation checked and onto waiting
transport as soon as po sible, we consider that a complete turnaround of 6
hours more than achieved the aim.
Congratulations go 10 SSgt Terry Parle MBE on his inclusion in the
'\ew Years Honour Li Land to W02 John 'Fradders ' Fradley on being
ele ted for promotion and his appointment as RSM of 16 Sig Regt.
It i "ith sadness that the department said farewell recently to the
Quartermaster, laj Dave Longhurst. His presence will be missed by
e\el")·onc both in the department and the Garri on where he made a
con. iderable contribution to the project management team during the
heady days of implementation, and more recently as the Quarterma ter
\\hO amalgamated two departments. He moves into retirement with a
definite plan for the future - to do nothing!! Good luck and happy sailing.
The department \\elcome Lt Col Mick Ledward and his wife ue and
hope Lh I you both enjoy your tour of Blandford.
1. Q DRO
qn Comd
\1
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EXERCI E DARK IRO - LAKE DISTRICT
by Signaller Candler

Lightn ing Strikes
The final was he ld on Thursday 25 February 1999 and both teams had
brought their upporters with them which made for ome colourful and
interesti ng comment from the sidelines, most of wh ich was not humanely
po sible with a basketball, as far as l am aware. Beau fighter Tp got oIT to
the beuer tart taking a thirteen-point lead. By the end of the econd
quarter, however. after a tern pep talk from their team manager Cpl
' Dusty' Mmer, Lightni ng Tp produced some inspiring team work and
quickly overtook Beaufighter Tp, whom ga llan tly and sportingly battled
on but unfortunately ran out the losers. Thi was an out landing and fitti ng
final for what had been an excellent competition and our thanks go to all
who took part including pl Piper for organisi ng the officials and to the
21C Regt, faj Phil Brown fo r presenting the trophy.

!I ~TUSSy

Maj J. D. J. Drummond CD
W02 (S M) Sartorius

RHI OTROOP
Tp Comd
WOl Pete Griffith
This year's Inter-Troop Basketball Competition was held in February
mer three eparate dates 11, 18 and 25th. lL had already been decided that
the first competition in the Harrogate Cup would be organised by Rhino
Troop. After a brief liaison between apt Bryan 21C I Sqn and WOJ
Pete Griffiths (e\'ent supervi or), the rules were set in concrete and the
battle commenced.
The 11 February 1999 was to see the first round conte ted between two
league~ of three team with the winner and runners up in each league
competing in the . cmi-final to be held on the 18 February 1999. After
omc \Cry compet11ive, skilful and sometimes not so ski lful basketball the
cm1-finals \\ere et with Rhino Tp (I qn) ver es Beau fighter Tp (2 Sqn)
and Lightning Tp (3 Sqn) \er e Ulster Tp also (3 Sqn). Both semi-finals
\\ere \\ell contc~ted with Beaufighter Tp and Lightning Tp running out
\\ mncr~ for a place m the fina I.

HARROGATE CUP - ETB LL CO:\<JPETITIO.'
The etball competition \\as the second event of the Harrogate Cup
competition, which was held over a three-day period. The early stages
were run on a mini league basis with the'' inners and runner~ up of the two
leagues going into the emi-finals. In the first Semi-final Iron Tp played
Ulster Tp. Thi was an extremely tense and exciting match which was
level at full Lime, 11 goals each. In sudden death extra Lime Iron Tp
managed to score the\ ital goal to cam a place in the final. The other semifina l was an all I Sqn aITair between Kohima and Rhino Tp. Tht~ wa a
less close aITair with Kohima Tp romping 10 victory 31 goals to 3. This
was due lo some excellent shooting by ig Lawton and ig Jackson . The
biggest cheer of the night was for Rhino Tp's fir Lgoal; the fact that they
showed great character and kept trying right up to the final whistle is a
credit to the whole team.
The final between Iron Tp and Kohima Tp was held in front of a large
and noisy crowd of supporters. The match started at great pace and Iron Tp
rocked Kohima Tp by coring three early goals. Iron Tp managed Lo
maintain this advantage thanks to some excellent defence by Sig Creith,
ig Yardley and Sig Lawton, Kohima Tp, having had a bad day in front of
goal. Iron Tp eventual winners 20 goals Lo 11. The Regimental 21C ;\laj
Phil Brown and his daughter Jessica presented the prizes and a big thank
you to the officials: Sgt Lindsey Manktelow, Cpl Jane immons, ig
am Yardley and ig Liza Parsons.

Presentation of Shield
Sig Binnie, Sig Scarcliff, Sig Mallison, Sig Barton
Sig Beattie, Cpl Miller (Team Coach), Sig Grant
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There was mixed feeli ngs in the air about the week that lay ahead.
I lope of conquering fears of clau trophobia, defying nerve of being o
far underground and just generally being scared of the dark. On the
Sunday that we arrived at Amble ide we saw the scene which portrayed
whal we had let ourselve in for. All around u , hills, gra s, fresh air and
the odd houses dotted about. We discovered the hack, which wa to be
called 'home' for the next week and made ourselves familiar with the local
area.
The nightmare all started when we made struggling attempts to get into
our 'Teletubbie' uits. Eventually after painful battles with the uits we
ventured out to the fir t cave. Arri ing at what we were told was the cave
we saw what seemed like a rabbit hole. ow the fears were rising. ome
members of the group weren 'Ltoo happy about entering a hole of such
small proportion , but we were assured that the cave was much larger
in ide. We'd only been with the instructors for one day. Could we trust
them at thi tage? Only the brave entered the first cave. The untrusting
members of the group soon joined in on the next cave, which had a larger
opening. Fear were building up as they entered the cave but they were
soon forgotten. After spendi ng what eemed like hour in the freezing
running water of the cave we were all starting to get a bit frustrated,
e pecially Sig ·Chappy' Cha1>man and ig Keith ' BFG ' Candler who
found the journey rather slow due LO the slow people m front which had
nothing to do with their size, eh Cpl Dave lien.
This day was rather typical for the Lake Di trict. Cold, wet and windy,
geuing u in the mood for more cave . After completing our first two
caves under the careful in truction by pl Matt Thoma and Cpl Dave
Allen we were left 10 explore the last cave. There was on ly one way out of
this cave. Our aim wa to fi nd the exit un-aided. A lot of hope lingered in
the air. The roof lowered and the water eemed to get deeper, which caused
us to gel very wet and cold. Great news for sea ls.
After a good nights sleep, we et oIT again LO the famous Chee e Pre
Some people were not looking forward 10 it at all. This wa due to the
height of the pa age, whi ch measured only 2 lcm at its lowest point. i:oo
small if you ask me. It didn 't seem natural to crawl through small gaps hke
this for fun. Everyone attempted it but not all ucceeded. pace and build
didn't help.
The final cave was ju t around U1e comer. which wa rather trangely
nicknamed 'The Wa hing Machine'. Why 'The Washing Machine'? We
were oon LO find out. o one knew what to xpect from thi ca e, but we
were all going to fi nd out. We arrived at the much-awaited ea~e, which
met our dreaded expectations. Ju t a hole in the ground. That s ~ hat 11
seemed like when we entered it. There was only one way out of th is cave
after we tarted and th at wa down. Afler abseiling abou t 25 metres the
instructors pointed out a mall hole which ' e were about to venture
through. ig 'Spots' Spotswood and ig 'Geordie' R~1tter we.re quite
reluctant to go down the narrow hole but after a lot of persuasion the.y
fo llowed. They were happy that thi fear had been conquered. Tl~e1r
happine wa not long li ved, as they ' eren •t a' are of the .Iarg.e watcrf?ll,
which they would have to face. They had LO abseil down 11 w1.th freezm g
gu hing water hittin g them from e ery direction. The sooner 11 ' as o er
the better. Why do people do thi for fun ? I think that wa the general
thought of the day. All the member of the group had a great ~ense of
achievement from the week caving. A special thanks to Cpl 1 homas,
Cpl Allen and all the team.

3SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Andy Duncan
SM
W02 ( M) Eric dell
On Wednesday 31 March 1999. 3 Sqn held their last smoker of the
millennium. combining it well with the first. It was organi ed by the
Squadron 21C, Capt 'Ten Bellie ' Kenyon. Thinking he was a fashion
conscious king in his pink shirt struumg about the stage. he soon got
proceedings underway.
This was no\\ the soldiers' chance to legally get away with a good
Mickey take of Squadron and Regimen tal personalities. First Lo come
under fire was QC 3 Squadron himself, 'laj ' Pretty Boring' Duncan" ith
his hands glued Lo his armpits. A very close econd was
I ' Ginga ·
dell receiving stick like all S Ms do ju t for being the Sergeant Major
and having ginger hair. Then it wa time for the up-graders 10 do their stuff
and they did not di appoint. They soon lowered the tone with their
winging and gripes, Uust like being at work really).
Later in the evening it was noted by \VOi ' ot Impressed· Bob
Banner ho\\ sen ible the soldiers \\ ere being with their con umption of
alcohol, so much so that he closed the bar. Finally our thanks mu t go Lo
the judges the Regimental 2!C Maj Brown and R M, WOl tonier for
their time and endurance in judging the event. By the way, who did wm?

2SQ ADRO
Sqn omd
Maj Louise Tomkins
S M
W02 ( M) Phil hristie
2 qn wou ld like to say farewell to WOl Dave Clark who leaves the
sq uadron and the Army to . tart a new car.:er in the orfolk/ uITol~ area;
We wish him and his family all the be t for the future . . pl . El .15
llcm~tead ha been posted to 220 ig qn to be reunned' 1th ht wife.
The quadron misse the daily 'Elvis' v Cpl 'Trigger" mith banter and
teamwork. We welcome, in their place WOl lark Elliott who takes O\'.cr
the reins ot' Beau fighter Tp and Cpl Myerscough who has arrived to as 1 l
the industrious pl Riley in Iron Tp.
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\ 0 2 ( M) . la ne.
that Ea tcr has pas ed, the continuation of Pha e One training of
recruit· at ATR Ba ingboum goes on. Life for both the recruits and the
permanent .taff i very hectic, but as alwa) very enjoyable and
rewarding. All membe. of the permanent taffhaYe been making full u e
of the porting facilitie. a\'ailable to them both within the Corp and at the
ATR.
First and foremo t, Lt Kate ' Lord Lucan' immonds achieved great
re ults during the winter ports eason with her ki ing prowes . Although
\\e didn't ee her for approximately six month of the year, he achie ed a
win with the rmy ki Team and skied at the Inter-Services. As her
reward, he ha ju t organLed a climbing exped it ion to pain. 'More
bleeding time off" say's gt Roy Ca rter . her Troop Sergeant. We also
a\\ait the return of C pl Percival frorl what i believed to be an
outstanding Di\'ing Expedition in Belize.
Good luck goes to both Capt Mick Boyle and gt Carter who will be
running the London Marathon in aid of TI1e Leukaemia Re earch Fw1d.
We are all '' irne to the va t amount of training which they ha e both
been doing, C apt Boyle taking part in lron Man, Orienteering, Du-athlon
and Tri-athlon competition . and gt C arter ... ?
The Regi mental Inter Company/ quadron competitions ha e been in
full flow recently, with Rugby, Football and qua h to name but a few. We
fielded a very admirable team for the Rugby 7' , although much bickering
occurred a to who wa allowed to play by being ·po ted into, or out of,
the quadron'. However, after a ery succes fu l and enjoyable day we left
with only one trophy. Player of the tournament went to Lt Jamie 'Whal an
outstanding run' Balfour, but alas no Oscar award for his Gwyneth
Paltrow injury! The first place prize for the Football competition was
narrow ly lo t to HQ qn. It mu t be emphasi ed for the record, however. it
was only on points because we did beat them! A huge well done to the
qua h team, who e valiant efforts recorded an outstanding dark horse
•econd place due to the trong leadership of the Team Captain, Lt Iva n
What? Please tell me more .. .' Bates. He ha also recently repre ented
the Army ver us the HAC and was again victorious, so congratulations
and well done.
There is always time during the busy training package for career
courses, whether you are an Officer or an CO. Mo t of the staff have
enjoyed the week long jollie in Wale on the Mountain Leader Tra ining
course, or adversely, the six weeks duration of the Other Arm Skill At
Arms course. However, gt Roy ' 1 o job too tough' Tu rn er has j ust
returned aft.er ucce sfully completing his Sergeants' Course at Bland ford
fi nishing in a commendable eigh th place. Al o well done to Lt Charli~
' Monday morni ng orT' Roberts who has fi nally passed his JOTES I
exam.
Welcomes into the quadron and Regiment are ever increasing Thank
'
You MCM Div. and are as follows:
:\1aj Licence arrives lo command Wray Company.
Lt Liz Allen and Pepsi. along with Cpl Knowler and Cpl 'Tessa'
Blakeley arrive into Charlie Troop.
pl Al uttall, Cpl Ambury and Cpl Dawson (briefly), are
welcomed into Alpha Troop.
Cpl Mason comes to Echo Troop.
Congratulations to both Cpl Frew and his wife for their new baby, and
also Lt Ivan Bates and Jayne on their recent marriage, notably a
\\ onde~l feat oy admini st:ation. Get Well Soo!1 SSgt (SQM ) Andy ' o
Honestly Harnett, who 1s current ly recoven ng from his new sport of
Tarmac urfing after a motorbike acci dent. Return to work ASAP to solt
out thi backlog of I 033 's!
O\\

LPHATROOP
Once again the ' \ll ighty Alpha' triumph w ith another 11 weeks of
C\ 1 (R) training with course 550 (04/01/99 - 26/04/99). The recruits
succes fullr end~ red all asp:c!S of military tr.iining during qui te an
mclement ume ol year. The tram mg team consisted of Lt Ja mie ' Jail them
all' Balfour, • gt Roy 'Young Man' Tu rner C pl Al 'Bouom Drawer '
• u~tall, . pl Barney 'Gel orf the maaaa'tress' Revell, Cpl Geordie
Gripper McBean, Cpl mudge ' Dave Tucker' Smith and our PTI Cpl
Ja~e ·more Bryl-Cream please' Holt. ot forgetting the 45 recruits too
numerc;>us to mention but they know who they are.
Dunng the arduous ad \'enture train ing week the troop raised over£ 1362
for the Army Bene\'olent Fund and presented the cheque to Capt (Retd)
. C. rms~rong, of the Ca mbridge branch, during the recruits parents
evenmg. This vast sum was about a quarter of the total sum raised
annually by t_he loca! chari ty offi~e. Part way through the course the troop
\O!u~teered 1 ~ . em ces to Bassmgbourn primary school and assisted in
bu i lding~ qu iet play area for the chi ldren who are aged between 5 to 11
}Car .. Thi. cons!sted of many hours of the recrui ts' own time, digging,
lc\clhng. \\eaung and all round enjoying themselves. T he digging
1mohcd mo\ mg 2.5 tonnes of earth out and 2.5 tonnes of hardcore back in
all b~ mean of shovel and wheelbarrow. There was also the replanting of

the hrubbery, which meant more digging. Thi was strong credit to the
recruit after ju t returning from the mid course exercise where they
gained much experience digging in and back filling.
The training team would like to extend a fond filled farewell to all
recruits moving omo Pha e Two in Blandford. 'For All Those That Have
Done \ ell, ..... Well Done!'

The mov ing of h ard co re b y The Hard co re!
L-R Cpl Sm ith, S igs Lester, Elli ot, Co a kl e y, W a lker, New ell,
a nd Andrews
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Sqn Comd
Maj Steven France
SM
W02 (S M) Mick cnior
By the time this edition of The Wire i publi hcd, our Apprentice
Tradesmen (ATs) from Tntake 98 will already be in Blandford engro sed
in their rcspe_ctive trade courses. The Spring Term finishes on 16 April,
with the Pas mg Out Parade for 98 being held on 15 April. Thi term we
say goodbye and congratulations to Cpl Rob McCorkcll, who leaves us
on promotion to 3 lnfBde. We shall also bid farewell to Cpls Paul Lowe
KING and Lawrie Ask.in , who arc off to I KINGS and 11 ig Regt
respectively. In their places, we heartily welcome Cpl Andy Staff from 14
Sig Rcgt, Cpl mith from I GH in Osnabruck and Cpl Thomas from 11
ig Regt, to all of whom we wish a most successful tour here in sunny
Arborfield, and by the time this article is read, we will have said goodbye
to Capt Kyra McAnu lty to_o, who is also posted to 11 Sig Rcgt in
Blandfi rd. Our smcere best wishes go to all of them and their families.
This edition of The Wire features the activities of Scott Tp, one of the
two Senior Term Troops, commanded by Capt Tom Jeffrie , with gt
'Waggy' Wag taff as Tp gt and Cp l Paul Millington and Colin
Brotherston a Tp Cpls.
S OTI TROOP LIFE!
by AT Starkie and AT LCpls Thornton and Chivers
We remember the first day, although looking back it seem years ago,
but it's only been six months. Everyone was worried about what we were
letting ourselves in for. fter the first couple of weeks we think we all
realised that cott Tp was not made up just of people, it was aow our
family, and would be until the end of our time in the College. We've learnt
a lot and had both hard and good times along the way. When things get
hard in Scott Tp, we work through it and try not to let the bad points
overrule the good one .
From a Troop of untidy, out of tep would-be soldiers, we have been
worked and trained into a Troop and a team that we are all proud of.
Overall, life in coll Tp ha been great, and we have learnt to work as a
team even at the worst of times. Our greate t achievement has to be the
College-wide Inter Troop March and hoot Competition in which we
proved our team work and came out overall winners. We wear our Troop
weal hirts with pride. It will be a shame when we all split up for Phase 2
training, and we wi h everyone the best of luck for the future!
All our thank go our to all our staff who have made us what we are
today. Thank you and well done coll Troop!
EXTERNAL LEADERSHI P 2
by AT LCpl Elkin
Scott Tp were happy to board the coach for the drive up to ennybridge
in Wales. lt was two weeks out of the monotony of education train ing for
some excellent Adventurous and Leadership training. Everyone's morale
was high as we looked forward to the time ahead.
The fir t week wa Adventurous training. The fir l activity we did was
mountaineering. As the snow came down we were going up and over the
famou Pen-y-Fan. After a night out in the tents we made our way back
each taking turns to lead the group with the maps. We all watched with
amazement as we sa\ soldiers on AS election tabbing past with their
huge bergen and SA80s, thinking, maybe it wi ll be us one day! The next
few days were spent on rock climbing both indoors and outdoors. We were
joined by our qn QC, M aj F rance and SM, W02 enior who gave us
plenty of encouragement.
The second week \ as Leadership tra ining. At fir t we ' orked on a
project called KAPE (Keeping the Army in the Public Eye). The first day
was pent clearing a quarry fu ll of rubbish with our QC Troop, Capt
J effries gelling amongst u whi lst we were doing our part for the
communi ty. The second day wa restoring a public park damaged by
flood . To end the , eek we all had the chance to prove ourselve with
command tasks. To fmish ofT the Leadership pa kage we executed a river
crossing. With C pl Millington yelling at u , we jumped into a freezing,
fast flowing ri er to be caught safely down tream by gt\· agstaff. Great
Stum
READI G H LF MARATHO 14 MARCH 1999
by ATs Henshaw and Braund
Scott Tp's chosen charity event to rai e money fo r the Cancer Relief
Macm ill an Fund was the Readi ng Ha lf Marathon. The who le Troop raised
~ponsorsbip money for the chosen ' nuttcr ' who were runni ng as a squad
in boot and combats on what tu rned out to be a blistering hot unday. As
we set off to Reading on the bus everybody was unsure of what to expect;
but Cpl Millington, Cpl M urray (from Penney Tp) and Capt Jeffries
gave us the confidence boo t that we needed to keep u goi ng.
We had been tra in ing solid for at least a month including on E. ternal
Lc~~crshi p and had al o been given a strict tra ining programme by Cpl
M1lhngton to carry out in our ow n time 011 leave. A we entered Rcad111g
town centre we could ec what a big event th is actually was from the
number of people who were there to run and spectate. As soon a we
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Th e rov ing ramblers of Scott Troop,
pos ing w ith their cheque for cha rity
E XERCISE J ANNER 'S JOY 25 - 28 MARCH 1999
by AT Frrmch
We deployed on Thursday 25 March at approximately 18.30. \i e were
briefed the evening before regarding the tactical scenario and our role and
appointments. fter arriving at the Drop OIT Point ( DOP) we 'tabbed'
with full Complete Equipment Marchi ng Order (CEMO) into a ha ty
harbour, where we tayed overnight. The ne:'l.t morning \\C et out on a
24km circuit con i ting of four tand . BC. first aid. ection attack and
observation. AT. were put in charge of ection for each stand The
emphas i was on leadership and the ability to ' ork under battle pres ·urc
conditions. The ni ght was again spent in a ha t) harbour. Th.: following
morning ' e moved into rn already dug-in harbour area clo.e to the one we
had j ust left. On the final day we practised our . ection attack· during
numcrou patrols to prepare for the dawn attack wh ich we launched m the
early hours of the fo llowing morni ng. All in all , it wa a "ring but
nevertheless atisfying experience.
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~tarted_ walkin!! to .the start, the response that we got from the crowd was
mcred1ble. This raised our morale even higher and boosted our confidence
within the squad often men.
As we \\ere running the full 13 mile in boots, by the 10 mile point,
people's morale started to drop a bit because of the unsca onal heat of
about 20 - 22 degrees Celsius. All the pcctators, however, cheered us on
as they knew we had put 100% into the run because of the determination
on our faces. After a lot of hard work and heer effort within the squad we
finally cros ed the finish line in 2hrs I min and 45secs. This was 5uch a
great sense of pnde for u ourselve · and also for our Royal Corp·. Our
staff, Cpl Millington, Cpl Mu rray and Capt J effrie were also pleased
and proud of us. What a great day! The final amount which we raised for
the Cancer Relief Macmillan Fund was£617.14.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt ol D. . H . Jones
R M
WO ! (R 1) . moothey
Half of the Regiment is now in the Balkan but of course our heart i in
Krefeld a the Regiment prepare for it 40th anni' ersary.
229 {BERLI ) JG, AL Q DR01
Maj Chri Robinso n
qn Comd
\ 02 (
1) tevie Bo,·an
~1
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Caroline Evans
Tp gt
SSgt Cary Davies
Well. ha' ing made more journeys over th la L week than Virgin
Atlantic. Trunk ode 011 has ettled into a pern1anent location. We are
al o honoured by the presence of 0 C 137. Thing went moothly on
arri\a l, with the onl) notable story of LCpl ·Hoppy' Hop kinson fa ll ing
dO\\ n a large hole and spending the next couple of day walking like Herr
Flick from the Ge tapo. ig ·Taff' Phillips has tarted his reptile
collection with three lizard and a ·nake now on how. LCpl ·can't cook,
won't cook, but I'll gi\'e it a try' Fisher i· considering er\'ing them up a
pan of a ·tir fry. Easter wa celebrated with a Communion Service at our
location" ith it' gloriou view O\'er much of lorthern Macedonia. There
wa af ·o an is ue of Creme Eggs to add to numerous parcels coming
through the post. To e'eryone out there keep writing. The last few days
have seen element of the location travel to refugee it es to et up ten ts,
sene food and dig ome holes. LCpl ·Baulesmock' C hapma n removed
hi T- shirt for the hard day "ork ahead of him and wa promptly put into
tent 42 and ·ened \\uh hot oup and a potato to peed hi recovery. All
tho ·e that went came away with a real en e of achievement and a wi h
that we could do more to help.
232 IG1 AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
SM

Maj Lan C Stringer
\ 02 (SS.M) Hu ghes

DELTA TROOP - by LCpl Gauchi
Tp Comd
Lt ' Pierre· Fa rrimond
Tp gt
Sgt 'Stef' ewto n
Firstl), welcome to igs Anderson and Barker \\ho arrived in the
Troop just a we deployed. We \\ill get you out oon. A grateful goodbye
goe to gt Brian Clark who left to go to ATR Bassingbourn just prior to
the deployment after fi,e years dedicated ervice to Delta Tp. Best Wi hes
to :rou and Lynn from all the Troop.
- o to the mobilisation. It was 0230hrs on Sunday 7 March that Delta
Tp' Italian AN had finally had enough of war dodgi ng and decided to
deploy on Op Agricola to kopje. Macedonia. The rest of the Troop are
\\uh the French SA ',Tac Tp. 229 or in Camp waiting to deploy or in Sig
Kirkbright's case giYing birth. The journey ended at the ' Hotel Babylon'
otherwise kno,\n as the hoe Factory. 111e next few days were occupied
\\Ith tcst111g our kit and thank to LCpl 'Flat Stan' Rose and LCpl ' Doh! '
Cauchi all our equipment works, now.
t 'Hotel Babylon' there were a few incidents of note. The author had
to ha\e two stitches in his head after a bump into a generator. LCpl
lcFarland lo t hi wedding ring down a drain and hour · of fishing could
not rctneve it. The main culprit of our comedy wa Lt ' Ha anyone seen
m) .beret?' .Farrimond, who after nearly being eaten by wild savage dogs
"h1lc runmng, also rendered himself unable to continue in a game of
football. He was put through on goa l. but unfortunately he didn 't see the
manhole playing weeper in the opposing defence. Thankfully he i okay
noY. .
Soon it \\a time to provide comms for the Italian Bde HQ. This was
meant to be a permanent deployment but in fact became 24 hours due to a
more important task ari ing. 111i task came in as we were on parade being
\\Clcomcd by the Italians. We cned 'we' ll be back' as we drove out of
camp.
Our nc11 task was to provide comms for a CS G TA HQ for Ex
~rrcad· Guardian .2. This was al a site which is now a Refugee Handling
( cmre. Thi: faer 1~e we~ t well .unt1l 1he last night. It wa getting late and
the CP. f'cchng a bit pcck1sh decided to make themselves some egg banjos.
The). dug out some 1950\ cooker and attempted to light them, little
rcahsmg more fuc.:I had poured out than nece sary. The ball of flames was
ahl:r ~ontr?lkd b_y ·sgt ' \\·as~e is Waste'. ewto n and ig ' Xmas' Ca r roll
u mg h1 lire cxt1111m1shcr" h1ch meant a disaster was avoided. At the time
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of writing we are back with the Italians and all is going well. We are happy
here in our moun tain-side Chalet. We are just wai ting to get in to Kosovo
o we can complete ou r tour and get back to our loved one's, e pecially
mine, ·Archies Bar·. Don·t worry wives, girlfriends and pl Clegg we'll
be home before you know it.
TOP PRE ! The A ha uffered its first casua lty. During the Man
Utd Juventu game, hown in the bar on Italian ky TV, S gt ewton
injured hi hand. During a rather exciting part of the match he j umped up
and punched the air forgetting the low cei ling and the rotating fan. OUCH!
o seriou injury to report but the fan doe n ·t work anymore.
PAPA TROOP - OW FRE CH BRIGADE SA
Tp Comd
2Lt oake
gt Ironside
Tp S gt
Hello from the newly formed French Bde A . Born of ario u Troops,
personnel and vehicle . As OC Papa Tp there are e en elements of my
own Troop in the form of my trailer. We have swa pped Sgts with Hotel
Tp. Welcome to
gt Ironside. Hence, Papa Tp cease to exist until the
end of th is tour. The Troop ha solved its identity crisis through an
epidemic of bad haircuts. SSgt 'Butch ' Iro nside has even uccumbed to
the cl ippers.
After a brief tay in the Shoe Factory an invi tation came one by one to
move 30km up the road to Kumanovo as the pace became available. The
fact that all the female soldiers had a proper bed and a roof o er their
head first had nothing to do with the fact that the OC i fema le. The final
arrival of ig E\'a ns brought forth such an inten e smi le it was clear that
thing were worsening at the cramped Shoe Factory. The most challenging
task to date has been convincing the French that Ptarmigan is not just a
hea\ y, green box occupying too much space on their de k . The biggest
liaison problem wa persuading the French to understand the Lance
Corpora l really do kno\ what they are doing and that it' probably not
wise to expect the officer to be the mo t competent in the Troop al
installing a Ptarmi gan subset.
There has been considerab le energy expended in the name of Entente
Cordiale. Regu lar football friendlie agai nst fellow French transmetteurs
to the OC beasting the Brigadier. Initiation of Anglo-French relations has
not been one sided. Gone are the days when we could remember how
many times French oldiers have asked \ here LCpl Coo per and Sig
Barrett are. The French are definitely not used to fema le soldiers. 2Lt
·S'i l vous plait' i oake still wonders what COMARR must have
thought when the call came over the radio that the French had secured
objective 'Tanya' . The England v France rugby match is of course a ore
point. The next few months bould see plenty more tories so watch thi
space.

T CTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lowther
Tp SSgt
SSgt Angove
It all started on a Sunday 21 February when Tac Troop and various
attachments paraded in the Troop lines. There followed an intense period
of air prep checks, doc checks followed by air prep and docs checks.
Finally all was ready and Packet I rolled out of the gates on its way to
Bruggen. It was when C pl Ma rk Gibbs had to stop to ask the way to the
airhead that it dawned on u that it was indeed goi ng to be a long tour.
... And so !he tour began
Three days later Tac had finally arri ed at the now infamous hoe
Factory (w ith the exception of course of ig Kerry Johnston and LC pl Jo
Cooper who had their first night aborted in mid fli ght, the second diverted
to Thesaloniki and a six hour cabby in order to join u ). After great
amo unts of de-gunging, shoe box moving, machinery shifting and general
grafting our first of ma ny homes was created . ongratulations were then.
due to C pl Mark Gibbs who managed to get home to register the birth of
his daughter. The rest of us were left to enjoy the hastily prepared quiz
night hosted by W02 (SSM) Rick Hu ghes and Sgt Patrick HurgeMogg. Sgt ' Happy' Easter has al o been busy with his singularly
arcastic literary publication 'The Kosovo Times'.
After several more moves, we were then invited to joi n the Italian
Brigade in Katlanovo. ow life with the Italian has its clrm backs, the
food for instance. Pasta wi th everything. The spirit of internationa l cooperation has been greatly aided by the musical talents of gt Rob
Ath erton and C pl Dave Burke who joined in the Italian evening Jam
ses ions with great vigour!
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FYROM PDA'fE AS AT 10 APRIL 1999
In folio\\ ing the political and military ituation with regard to the
Fonner Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), Kosovo, and the Former
Yugoslavian R~public .or Macedonia (FYROM), we can certainly all be
forgive~1 for being. con_f uscd b>'. the rat~1cr mixed messages that are coming
across 111 the media. 1 he po&1t1011 as far we are able to see it from here is
not actually that much clearer, although in Skopje and on the hills around
the capital area we arc following matters as closely as we can. The
enormous swing of recent events - from the intitial ATO bombing,
through the ma s expulsion of refugees from Kosovo by Pre~i<lent
'filosevic, to the aid campaign that ha swung into action to support those
ame rdugee in FYROM and in Albania - inevitably prevents a better
picture of the way ahea~ comi.ng throt!gh a yet.
The accompanymg diary gives an idea of what hai. b.:en happening on
the" ider stage over the last week, and where possible the work of the men
and women of 16 ignal Regiment has been noted within each day's
acti\ ity. A you will read, the dominant event has been the humanitarian
aid mission undertaken by KFOR within the camp in FYROM. Without
the immediate a ·sistance of the ATO units here, there really would have
been the possibility of di aster: with it, and thi was based on the
unstinting efforts a large number of volunteers from all units, that di aster
has been aYertcd and the
HCR will shortly be able to take over. We are
now able lo return to focus again on our sole reason for being here, ie: a
part of a force that will make it possible to achieve a settlement in Kosovo
once a peace agreement ha been igned. Whilst the political procc ses
that will lead up to such an agreement perhap eem to be as far from
reaching a ucces ful conclusion as ever, we are genuinely trying to keep
our minds on the job in hand and to prepare for what is to come. Until the
situauon clears and plans are re\. iewed and confirmed, we are therefore
~tcadily 1mpro ing on what we are currently providing in FYROM. and
are preparing our el es and our vehicles and installations for future
operation . .
On a lighter note, we are also now far enough into the tour to begin the
R&R plot for all ranks. The R&R flights begin next week and will follow
an agreed schedule of leave over the next three month . Most, if not all
personnel seem reasonably happy with their allocated dates and will each
receive 15 day including travelling time. Further detail on indi idual
R&R dates arc available from RHQ or from the Families Oflice.
KOPJE DIARY: 3 APRIL- 10 PRIL 1999
Saturd ay 3 April: The surge of refugee into the border area of
Kosovo is now on a far greater cale than had ever been anticipated.
Yugo !avian Anny and police action against the ethnic lbanian peoples
of Kosovo is cau ing a humanitarian cri is which the bordering countries
are simply unable to cope "ith. Al this stage, it eems clear that if TO
troops on the ground in kopje and the urrounding areas do not
immediately cut through the ·red tape' that lows down o much of the
work with local Go,ernment agencies here, the emergency situation will
lead to catastrophe for many of the ethn ic Albanian refugee , e pecially
those with young families. All ATO troop in FYROM are no' placed
under the Force HQ for the coordination of humanitarian relief. The
FY ROM Government need all the as istance it can recei e, and it wi ll
clearly take some time for any international relief affort to swing into
action. All units are a ked to provide working parties to set up emergency
refugee camp near the border. 16 ignal Regiment i able to help ' ith
drivers to move tentage and basic essentials fomard out of ATO stocks
in theatre; men and women (who worked 24 hours a day at thi stage) to
erect tents and shelter , dig toilet pit . and di h out food and water; and
with additional communication cover for the camps them elve .
Everyone caugh t up in thi ' ork ' ill agree that it wa not only an eye
opener for tho e who had not ecn such large numbers of destitute people
before, but it brought home the e scntial nature of why we are here in
FY ROM as pait of a peace effort for Ko ovo itself. The experience made
for an over-riding ombre mood among all ranks involved. We ' ere
mainly involved at the Brazda Camp, which by the end of the week was
5heltering over 30,000 people. though in pretty basic condition .
Sunday 4 April: It i asse ·sed that there are already about 100,000
·di placed per ons' on the mo e and who need assi tance. ome nation ,
e pecially in Europe and in the S arc looking at flying a number out as
refugees. The niceties of whether you are a 'displaced person' o.r a
' retilgee' are of cour e quite lo t on the peopk affected, "ho arc JUSt
trying to get out of Ko ovo and over the FRY/FYROM b?rder or into
Albania. It is at this time that the FYROM Government decide 11 cannot
cope and closes its border with the FRY: world reaction i one of sh?c.k
and disbelieC The FY ROM Government also fa e the problem that 1t is
itself none too ecurc politically or econom ica lly, and with a large
percentage of its population being of crbian origin ' e must remember
that popular feeling within rYROM i. not totally in favour of ATO. The
population of FY ROM is not large, and an inflow of o er I09.000
refugees approximate. to about the ame as having over even m1lhon
surge into the UK over a period of less than a week. t lht: ~ame tune,
ATO air strike. continue against FRY force in Koso o and 111 the FRY
it elf. Movement within the Skopje capital area i made more di~cult by a
more obviou anti- ATO showing by some of the local . plltmg 0~1
soldiers and their vehicles i common. and pelting " ith stone., rotting fr~1t
and so on (one inventive soul managed to pelt C pl Biddle's landro er with
a .considerable amount of cow clung a he e carted the Brigadier on one of
l11S orties ar und the outlying detachments!) The tonm!l> can . be
particularly violent. howc er, , ith block of concrete and bnck bemg
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dro~ped

off bridges onto oncoming vehicles: no-one from 16 Signal
Regiment has been hurt so far, but being 'bricked· by group~ of youths is
commonplace and we have to be carefol. All our vehicles arc only allo" cd
out in pairs at this tagc, and there is no movement after dark.
Monday 5 April: The main effort continues to be the coordinatJon of.
and support to, the humamtarian effort. Border restrictions are at last lifted
by the FYROM Government, and the trickle of refugees turns to a flood.
We are giving regular assistance to the refugee camp,, as are all 'K units.
The weather is very warm, and temperature are climbing daily. This
makes the camp less than pleasant at times, but the general mood of the
refugees is one of grateful thanks: they arc happy to be sate, and their main
concern is now to contact the rest of their families.
Tuesday 6 April: The FYROM Government is under more C\cre
pressure from within and trie to make additional ecurity deals "ith
ATO. It also wants promises of economic aid from the West. The ATO
ecretary General refuses to make any compromi e on the mis ion of the
ATO troops in FYRO I, and again slates that they (ie: we) are only
present to enable any future peace agreement for Kosovo. Plans are being
made to move refugees out of the assembly areas at up LO 4,000 a day: the
UK is expecting 10 take 6,000 or so. Families will on ly be moved.
however, once everyone has been identified. a there is already confusion
with individual being separated from one another. President Mi loseYic
declares a 'unilateral cease-fire' at 2000hrs. and this is equally unilaterally
rejected by ATO. crbian forces appear to be sca ling down their
operation in Ko ovo considerably. If one wanted to sum up President
Milosevic's po ition one might analy e it as being:
'.\1ililary and demographic aims complete, with the e1hnic
Albanian mililary and polilical organisations in Kosovo smashed,
and the make-up of the population in the province changed lo
eliminale or drive Olll all non-Serbian communities. '
One might be JUStified in thinking that no\\ would be the time for the
FRY to try cynically to come back to the negotiating table and try to make
a deal with ATO.
Here in FY ROM , ome adjustment is being made to the Force mission
with regard to supporting the humanitarian a istance lo refugees being
given by the 1 HCR and by FYROM itself. Thi last point i important:
ATO is simply not here to carry out the aid mi sion but it clearly must
help as far a it is within its means and capabilities so to do. The Force
Commander's main priority, however, remains self- protection of the Force
and all it elements.
Back at the Brazda Camp. 27,000 people are now under canvas; mainly
' omen and children and the old. Sanitation and refu e disposal is a real
problem. Although ome of the refugees have seriou health problem we
are as u~ed by our medics that 1here i no danger to our people working in
their midst. We could be forgiven, howe er. for being grateful for all the
jabs we had before coming out here! Work parties from the Regiment
continue to vo lunteer to work in the camp . and for most thi mean going
there when not on hift or ta ked to something el e: for many thi equal
work all day on their communications vehicle etc and then work in the
refugee camp for half the night. The make-up of the families i wideranging, with lots of blue collar and ' hire collar (middle clas to you and
me)\ orkers among them. These are not imply eastern European pea ants
thrown out of their farm and village . but relatively pro perou people
' ho e world has been shattered and who e men-folk, in the main. haYe
di appeared. They quite rightly fea r the worst.
\ ednesday 7 April: The only addition to the 1ilo evic peace propo al
is that now he ay he ' ill withdraw hi troop if ATO pull out of
FY ROM. Thi is rejected by l TO. The UK and the
reiterate that they
will not commit ground troop into Kosovo until im ited to do so under the
provision of an internationally agreed peace plan. Political pre ure i ·
maintained oa the FRY to withdraw all troop from Ko ovo and allO\\ the
refugees to return peacefully to their homes. 'ATO i till firm on
requiring a peace sett lement. !though another
TO force (the A IF(L))
is to be put into lbania to a si t with the relief effort. 1 ATO is keen to cut
away from this' ork in FYROM and allow the Force to concentrate again
on it original mi ion with regard to Ko ovo. A for a · the out ide world
i concerned, the media are in general increa ingly ceptical about the
political and military aims of the 1ATO Governments. \\ ith the notable
exception of article about the
TO troop al read) here (too much good
, ork already done). With the Orthodox Church celebration of Ea. ter
imminent the alert rate in FYROM remain hi!!h, however. and incident
against 1 TO troop here are e:-.pected to rncrea e o'er the holida)
period . The refugee camp arc full to O\'ertlo" ing, with Brazda remaining
the bigge tin FY ROM at O\er 30.000. There is some contils1on as to how
many ~ refugees remain trapped al the border cro · ing point but the
UNHCR report that it is mainly clear and that the llo" is rcduc111g. The
prioritie remuin food and medicine, with the good wcathc.:r muking the
need for add itional co\'cred areas perhaps le critical. The Royal
Engineers " ho have led the wa • thro ughout in building Brazda Camp are
·clearly exhausted by their effort . They and evel) other soldier" ho came
to help them dcserYe trcmcndou recognition for doing ~o much "ith so
little in uch a hort pace · ftimc .
Friday 9 Apr il: The Krn;ovo crisis is di cussed at a summit in \\lashington.
and a number of po ible solution are being \Oiced in the media. 111eo.e
include ome fom1 ofU protectorate. perhap using the current!) dt:plO)t'U
ATO troops. Russia is in ·reasingly 'ocal in iding again t TO in reaching
a et1le111cn1 in the region. There i· 110\\ no significant mo,ement ofrefugL'<'S
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into F'r RO I !Tom Kt~O\O. Bombingcontmue.. though bad "eathcr . eem to
be making comp! tion of mi. sion~ ditli ulL
.
.
.
aturdo) 10 pril: 1edia CO\ rage of the onunued air bombmg
campaign i '\tensh . and many more target in both Ko ~vo and the
FRY are bemg atta ked. B !grade ha. no 1 stopped all domestic comment
on th cn:is and ha banned BB f
·-0verage and reporting of events.
It i an11cipated that \lilo.c,·ic will try to pu h out .ome new form of peace
deal O\ er the weekend. The Head of the U llCR a ks for the air lifi of
refugee out ofFYROM and lbania to top. The UNHCR aim i · to return

all Kosovar to the province to rebuild their lives there and not abroad.
After a week of intense activity, the total number of refugees moved
through FYROM is 124,000: 60,000 have been housed with families in
FYROM, 10,000 have moved on to Albania. 5,000 to Greece, 2,000 to
Turkey, 2.000 into Europe and 44,000 remain in the border camps. It is
expected that the U H R will take over the camp from ATO over the
next week, and though KFOR will inevitably retain ome sort of residual
liability for pro iding emergency assistance, our part in this phase seem
to be largely over.
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SHORT NOTE FROM l\IACEDO, IA - by LCpl Lee Slater
The beginning of 1999 aw the first opportunity of a JRRF deployment
to Ko O\'O folio\\ ing widespread media coverage and growing ten ion in
the area. With just ix day notice to move the quadron wem into
o\·erdrive to prepare for the po ible deployment to the Balkans and then
completed a two day tra ining package. The range were particularly
reali tic as it was freezing and nO\\ed all da and' e could not see the
300m point for the AP\VT.
Once confirn1ation wa recei,·ed. the R Group left the following day
with ten ,·chicle and crew and Bde ta ff. They flew into theatre to et up
a forward headquarters that was co-located with the ational upport
Element and the KORBR in the Panorama Hotel, Skopje. The locals
eemed quite friend ly with the odd few trying either to clean your vehicle
'' indows or trying to ell you omething a you stopped at the traffic
lights. From the Panorama '' e were off outh to the Macedonia Hotel just
outh of Veles. It proved to be a much better location with the exception of
the accom modation.
The quadron rebro (augmented by 3 D R) have spread to the four
wind and in some case remote locations. Initially, when the weather was
good this was not a problem, but then it snowed ... Sgt orm Finnegan
was the first of a long list of people to get bogged in, leaving ig 'Taff'

ABERDEEN SOLDIER COMMU ICATES ALO G THE
KOSOVA BORDER
Cpl Kenny Macpherso n (27) from Aberdeen is helping ATO troop
10 communicate with each other in Macedonia, as the Kosovan crisis
continues to hold the world 's attention. Kenny is a member of 16 ig
Regt, normally based near Monchcngladbach in Germany, but currently
providing the secure communications for HQ Allied Rapid Reaction
Corps around k?pje. Kenn)'. and his ~mall team of soldiers deploy in their
mobile communicauons vehicles to hill lop sites where they stay for four
or fivt: weeks at a time. ' Although we are re-supplied with food and fuel
every one or two days, we can only allow each soldier to be away from the
vehicles for one day a week,' said Kenn y. 'On that day, we can get away
for a good shower, a decent mea l and a chance to phone home.'

Robert to spend the night with a fe rocious dog - or was it a wo lf.... 2Lt
Dave Hill followed uit and after seven hours of fun wa recovered by Cpl
ammy Parker and LCpl 'Snoopy' wift fro m the LAD. 2Lt Hill 's
second stab at the mud/wolf equation was more fruitful wi th only two
hours of digging and self recovery. The OC and Sig 'Mal' Pattinson out
did everyone with a low level urvival and Recovery Exerci e overnight they ne er actua ll y found the Rebro.
With more of the Squadron flowing into theatre we ' ere almost at full
trength by mid-March, but the workload did not ea e up at all. With much
of the planning complete it was Lime to practice some of the scenario we
could face on cro ing the border. A five day exercise on the Krivolak
Training Area gave us that opportw1ity, with various configurations of the
Headquarters and we did it twice for good measure! From Veles it was back
orth on the low-loaders (which were really reliable) to Petrovac, where we
set up in a field location with cam nets. cookhouses and shell crapes - next
to the French who prefer to be a little more casual with BBQ every night!!
There have been a number of new arrivals to bolster and replace
members of the quadron. ew to the quadron to mention just a few,
Capt Paul Buck and Cpl Robertson join us traight from Bosnia, 2Lt
Paul 1cTurk still hung over from bis Troop Commanders' Course and
SSgt Joh nson from 3 Bn REME. Straight from the factory Sig Mcintyre,
Sig Sheppard and Sig Cowan (see you out here). We welcome a sistance
from 3 DSR, but can you stop sending Sig Catney so much post as there is
no room for anything else on the resup runs!!

EAE Group is a leading provider of telecommunications and IT
services to a varied client portfolio. We operate from offices
in Aberdeen, Grangemouth, Manchester, Solihull and London.

We have ongoing vacancies on a contract or permanent staff basis for
people experienced in the following :

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT/ SUPPORT
PC & NETWORK SUPPORT

NETWORKING

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Your skills will be in design, installation, commissioning an d support.
Candidates should have left, be p lanning to leave the arme'd forces m
the next few of months.
Please apply with current CV to:

EAE Info Staff Limited, Offshore House,
Wellheads Way, Dyce, Aberdeen, AB21 7GD.
e-mail :cvs @ eaegroup.com
Advancing Telecommunications
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The training is run by upport Battalion HQ ARRC \\ ith help from
ins1ructors of other nationalities, under the watchful eye of Chief
Instructor W02 Kevin Bloodworth . Each course tarts \\ith a short
familiarisation session on military vehicle recognition, run by gt Pau l
Williams. Paul said, 'People are likely to ee a whole range of East
European military vehicles, so it' important they can correctly identify
them.' Mine awareness is also vital knowledge, and gt Mike Ta rbo~, a
US Army Engineer, was on hand to show staff the kind of mines likely to
be around and the all important tandard Operational Procedures if they
are encountered.
Equally important is Balllefield First Aid and a mock explosion
resulting in some impressively made-up ·casualtie ', with all manner of
injuries, put people's skills to the test. The 'victims' - first aid experts Cpl
Darryl Cook and apper Richard Barber, both of upport Battalion HQ
ARRC - made amazing recoveries between each Exercise! 'The variou
nationalities have very similar first aid techniques so we expect our
treatment to be fairly consistent, and indeed it i ,'said Darryl. 'Everyone
speaks good English, so there·s no problem on the in tructional side.'
Lt Col Dieter Jaksik of the Bundeswehr, HQ ARRC Fire
Co-ordination Branch Plans Officer. expressed himself well sati fied with
the day's training: I've only just been posted to HQ ARRC but could go
out to the Balkans at any time. This has been a uperb chance to get to
know my international colleagues - far quicker than in an office!·

Keeping Services' families in touch

Kenny's crew i working even harder than usual at the moment because
one of the ignallers i helping to put up extra tents in Brazda refugee
camp. Kenny will be out in Macedonia for another six month but he is
eagerly looking forward to his mid-tour leave in May.
Since he joined the Army after leaving Hazelhead Academy in 1988,
Kenny ha served in Bosnia, Germany and Cyprus as \ ell as his UK
tours. Hi parent , Bill and largaret still live in Aberdeen but his wife,
Lisa, is at their home in Germany.
MULTINATIO AL TAFF OF
HEADQUARTERS ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE (ACE)
RAPID REACTION CORPS (A RRC)
TRAI FOR DEPLOYME T TO MACEDONIA
by Nigel Sargeant
When HQ ARRC deployed to the 'F YROM ' (Former Yugo la
Republic of Macedonia) everal weeks ago, under the command of Lt
Gen ir Mike Jackson, month of detailed staff planning wa rapid ly put
into practice a HQ stafTmoved out to 'theatre'. ome 1,000 members of
HQ ARR C and its supporting element arc currentl y deployed. to the
Balkan . However with the ituation in the area highly volatile and
unpredictable, the planners ' own mi litary kills need to be just as effici~nt
a their staff work, and military refre her training ha therefore been lugh
on the agenda for HQ personnel preparing to join their colleague in the
Balkans.
To faci litate thi , Arsbeck Ranges, nestling in peaceful country icle near
the HQ at Rheindahlen, ha been a hive of activity as staff offi~ers of
various nationalities put pens to one side to update themsdve rap_1dly on
the kind of situation they mi ght encounter. People takmg part mclude
British, Germans, Americans, Italian an d Dutch. The one day paclrng~ is
purpo e-designed for the Balkan , as S 1oj Jo hn Phelan, Tra mmg
.. .
o-ordinator for HQ AR.RC, explained,
'As we prepare for a possible peacekeeping mi ion in Ko ovo. II s vual
"'~know wha1 10 e.xpec/. This '1hea1re-speclfic' !raining lakes in key area
of knowledge, including firs / aid, mine awareness, weapon handl111g,
ba11le toctics and armouredjigl11ing vehicle recog11i1io11. While ea~h of1~1e
17 nations with ARRC-assigned 11ni1s carries 0111 1/ own /ra111111g, Im
responsible for /raining 1he HQ staff 1he111sefres. The beauty of J/11S
training is its co111111onalizv - for example, with all. co1~n1ries. 11s111g
standard NATO 5.56 mm a1111111111i1ion. people can tram w11h 1he1r own
weapons if required. '
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SWIFfCALL, Britain's leading low cost international telephone
calls company, has linked up with NAAFI to help cut phone bills
for Services' families.
Swiftcall Cards, which can save up to 40 or 50% of the cost of
an overseas call, are on sale at 180 AAFl stores around the UK
Andrew Fray, Director of the London-based telecommunications
company, says: "These cards bring enormous savings to families
who want to keep in touch with overseas Services' personnel."
SWIFTCALL sells more than 1.5 million cards each year in the
UK since its phone card launch operation in 1993. Available at over
7,000 newsagents around the country they can now be purchased at
NAAFI stores in denominations of £5, £10 and £20.
Says Mr Fray: ''We keep people in touch on a global scale. With
rates as low as lOp per minute from the UK to the United States you
can have a three-minute chat for around the price of a stamp. Our
cards can save money on phone bills - money that could be used to
make even more phone calls. I . think Swiftcall provides an
important social service. We help people afford international calls,
and to talk for longer to people they want, or need, to talk to. In
addition to cards we also offer residential accounts for those based
in the UK or Ireland and Global Cards for tho e calling back
to the UK"
SWIFTCALL i implicity itself. Each card contains a ecret pin
number entered before dialling the international phone number - a
simple process that can mean dramatic savings.
To open residential accounts or to find out about Global Cards
call 0800 769 0800 (UK) or +44 800 769 0800 from over eas.
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familie s on their return to civvy street and wish them e>cry success in their
new chosen ca reers. The Surv Section arc still cleaning up the evidence
from their leav111g ba has this goes to press.
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On Wedne day I 0 March 1999. the quadron competed again t HQ
qn and 233 qn in the CO' Cup Potted ports, with Ba ketball. Football.
olleyball and Tug of War being contested. It turned out to be a one-sided
affair with the quadron running out ea y winners with HQ qn econd
and 233 qn in third place.
23' qn pushed 225 qn all the way in the football. with the result of the
final game bet\\ een 233 qn and HQ qn deciding overall winners. _33 qn
had to beat HQ qn 10-0, in order to win on goal di!Terence. The game was a
bit of a thriller for 233 Sqn and the watching 225 qn team. as the score
reached 9-0 with only econd to go. Luckily for 225 Sqn a hot at the death
was sa\ ed b) the HQ qn goalkeeper and the first points of the day went to
225 Sqn. Th ba ketball was hard fought. though with the height of Capt
Yard le) and the agility of S gt (FofS) Mick wift. 225 Sqn came out
'ictoriou once again. The volleyball team was very rrong and although
seenung to sran lowly in every match. sharked their way to convincing
''ins in all four matches. The tug of war was scheduled to last all afternoon,
but with a Regimental rugby match having to be played that afternoon, and a
glaring Adjutant applying ome subtle pre sure, the event wa decided in
double quick time. Each quadron won a match and the event wa declared
a dra'' between all three Squadrons. The CO had planned his day to make
'isits to each port at som time during the day. Unfortunately for Sgt
J immy Fox who organi ed the tug of war. the CO rumed up not knowing
the event had been completed_ J im m. is still in hiding!!!! Everyone retired
to the Peake Inn for the presentation of the cup by the CO, Lt Col Rafferty
to gt (FofS) wift on behalfof the quadroa.

The 225 Sig Sqn Tug of War Team

MERC R CUP POTTED SPORTS • 18 MARCH 1999
The following Thur·day, 18 farch 1999, the Squadron turned out to
compete for the Mercury Cup in Basketball , Football, Volleyball and
Hockey. This would prove to be a close competition, with the final match
in the hockey deciding who wa the winner of the cup. The match against
233 qn wa a close affair with the final core being 1-0. It would have
been a draw if\ 02 ( SM) Day from 233 qn hadn't cored one out of
four free shots they were awarded afier Sgt 'Mac' McBain received a
Technical foul for commenting on the referee's performance.
After their dominance in the CO's Cup the quadron came a surpri ing
fifth in the ba ketball, after lo ing both their league games to 233 qn and
HQ qn (the hame of it!). The football team brought u back into the
running by \\inning their competition without conceding a goal. pecial
mention to LCp l Helen Waites for putting in orne quality tackling when
it wa required. The afternoon events of hockey and volleyball had the
same outcome as the morning ' po itions. gt Graeme Campbell who
was captain of the hockey team felt they were robbed in the game against
HQ qn when coring a goal that was then disallowed by the umpire. Thi
meant we played again t Bde for fifth and sixth place which we won 1-0
after Cpl Dean Lenton acrificed hi kin by liding along the astro-turf
on his tomach to knock the ball into the back of the goal. SSgt Pa ul
Da ey, although getting on in years showed he' not lost his blinding
peed to make ome telling runs, over five yards. The volleyball team
continued where they Jell off the ~ eek before, winning the volleyball
competition easily. They made the qn Comd, Maj W himpenny, sweat a
bit in the final match though, by leaving 1t to the last few econd to win
the match by one point.
Tbe Squadron had finished its participation in the Competition and had
accrued 16pt . The final coreboard indicated that the result of the final
matcb in the hockey between HQ Sqn and 39 Bde would decide who the
Mercury Cup winners would be. If HQ qn' on the match they would be
the winners, and if39 Bde won then 225 Sqn would win. eedle to ay
half the Squadron made their way up to the astro-turf to cheer on 39 Bde.
Ln a close match which could have gone either way it wasn't until the final
minute or two that 39 Bde scored the goal that would mean 225 Sqn would
be crowned Mercury Cup Potted Sports Champions for 1998/99. Cpl J ay
Wa ites and LCpl Jo Q ui nn were pre ented with the football and
volleyball cup respectively. LCpl Jo Q uin n, on behalf of 225 Sqn was
presented the Mercury Cup Potted ports trophy by Comd Comms
1orthem Ireland, Lt Col Raffer ty.
SQ ADRO HEADQ UARTER 233 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj R. P. Gile
SSM
W02 (SSM) Day
The pace of Squadron life has nol lowed down during this current
cea e-fire. The role out of new equipment, the Y2K problem, and the
endless round of reports and interviews for the Investing in People have
made the last few months long ones. Another rain forest has been
destroyed in the quadron ' preparation for Environmental Health
Inspections and !IP inspections all which have gone, too many to mention,
but the OC wi hes to thank all those that have moved on for all their hard
work, welcomes all those new arrivals and hopes that the challenges oflife
in the Province are all that they expected.
BT SWIMATHO 1999 - 20 MA RCH
The Squadron put forward five teams in this year's BT Swimathon held
at Palace Barracks Holywood, to raise money for the Charitie
PCC
and The Royal Scottish Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
Each team swam 5,000 metres and raised approximately £600 for both
the e worth,~hile charitie . The swim was held in a cold pool at varying
times begnmmg at 0800hrs. The task was made all the more difficu lt as the
Warrant Officer's and S O's of HQ 11 and 15 Sig Regt had dined out the
RSM the previous night. Thanks goes to all tho e will ing volunteers who
took time out to raise money for those not as wel l off as others.

FofS Mick Swift receives the CO's Cup
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ROMEO TROOP - by Cpl Richardson
Life has been as hectic a ever for the most overworked Troop in
Province si.nce our return from Christmas/New Year leave, which has seen
several arnvals and departures within the Troop. Firstly we wou ld like to
welcome Cpl Dean Rudd from Sunny Bul ford, C pl raig Richal'dson
all the way from over the road from arch enem ie 39 Bde, LCpl John
Connolly and LCpl Russell Hamilton who both arrived into the Troop
straight from the factory. On the farewell side it is with best wishes and a
few tears that we say goodbye and good luck to Cpl lan Galloway off to
Ko ovo. with 604 ig 1) where he will no doubt give the Ch ief of Staff
handy lips on how to wm the battle. We would also like to wish Sgt 'Mac'
McKenn a and C pl Andy Webb all the very best to them and to their
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EXERCI E GALLOWAY CREAM 1999 - by Sgt Sorley
Ex Galloway ream is the GOC 's annual Scientific Research Exercise
which is used to gather scientific data under realistic operational
conditions. The Exercise took place over a ten day period in Kirkcudbright
Training Area. Two members of the Op Seel specially nominated by the
YofS for their experti se, experience and adaptability to overcome the mo t
difficult of ituations deployed to take the role of ECM ob ervers
monitoring movement of the troops on the ground.
Among many cientists from DERAI CIAO Sgt orley and Cpl
Sutherland excelled in both the working and social aspect of the
Exercise. Deploying as honorary civilians, both members of the Troop,
played the role of monitoring/advising the troops on the ground and
111othering the civilians, ensuring that they were able to survive the
overnight tay in the adverse weather condition which wa intended to be
a tactical phase. I lowever, it ended up like Blackpool illu111inations. A
good time was had by all and many a friend was made, as was an
extremely large hotel bill which was paid for by Excon. Ex Galloway
Cream 2000 is already being looked forward to.
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Oliver
Tp SSgt
SSgt Marlowe
India Tp wou ld like to let all reader of The Wire know that we do still
exist, but, due to being extremely busy (a always!) we've been unable to
ubmit any articles for a while. There have been quite a few new arrivals,
the Troop wou ld like to welcome; Sgt Marlowe, Cpl Briggs, Cpl
Cumberland, Cpl Johnston, Cpl Martin-Woodgate, Cpl toneman,
LCpl E\•ans, LCpl Meeds and Sig Waring.
ow to the new arrivals of a di!Terent kind. Congratulation to Cpl
Paddy Briggs and his family on the birth of their on Philip. also
congratulation to LCp l Evans and hi family on the birth of their
daughter Megan and last hut not lea t congratulation to ig Whitehead
and his family on the birth of their daughter Jenny.
The Troop would like to thank SSgt (FofS) Paton, Sgt Marlowe, gt
Strugnell, Cpl Gaber and Cpl Martin-Woodgate for taking part in the
BT wimming hallenge on Saturday 20 March 1999 and helping to raise
money for the R PCC. The Troop also helped to raise money for Comic
Relief. Personnel paid £2 in order to wear civilian clothes to work.
The Troop sends fond farewell to Cpl Bryan, Cpl Fisher and Cpl
Anderson. Good luck in your new units. Al o, to S gt Corrigan not only
leaving the unit but leaving the Army, all the be t in Civ-Div Frank.
COMMCEN TROOP
TpComd
TpS gt

Capt Wa ister
SSgt Jackson

THE DYJNG TRADE
Well it is time for The Wire note once again from COMMCE
orthem Ireland. Apologies to those of you waiting for the concluding
pan of the Contact, Mou e Wail out! tory but not ure of how much
pa sed the cen or , so once I have this information I will continue with
this gripping tale. ot a lot has happened in the COMM CE , except to say
we are losing more and more Handbags to Clas 3 Tele Op (TG)s now
there is an improvement I hear some of you cry! Tbis on one hand i a God
send and on the other a nightmare, as some of our Supervi ors have never
worked so hard in getting it wrong. Mo t of the time has been pent
teaching the new oldiers how thing are done in a working unit. Big lap
on the backs all round for the hard work put in by everyone. COMM CE
with a little help from SHQ, won the Game
ight organi ed by TM
Troop. Some out tanding work done by igs igel Green, Martin
Hannam and An dy Pennock, saw them ee off the rest of the quadron
with ca e. An excellent start to a new unit. All their confidentials have
now gone from Grade E to a low D. Good work lads. o lets say hello to
our new members, all from chool:
ig J oe Gorma n
ig igcl Green
Sig Pippa Henderson
Sig J enny Read
ig R odders Rodwell
ig Lynd a hield
Sig Sand M Staples-M iles
Sig Tracey Walker
We have to say a sad farewell to a few who no doubt have spent many a
night crying on leaving such a friendly Troop; Cpl Ca rolin e McMa hon.
ig 'at Gooch and Sig J o Leyland have moved on to the AGC a1~d we
wish them all the best. LCpl Ma rtin Ca mpion has been let loose 111 the
world of30 ig Regt, this may come back to haunt AP Glasgow one .day.
Sadly we have to ay goodbye to LCpl ·Thommo' T homso.n to c1vvy
treet where we hope he will make his mark. On that note 11 1 goodbye
from the busiest OMMCE in the Province (bet that get a few letters to
the Ed).
TRA SPORT MAI NTENA CE TROOP
Tp Comd
gt (FofS) 'TafT' Ma ul
Tp S gt
Sgt haun Cook
. A bu y period for the Troop and it ha seen a fair amoun t of change .
Fir tly we would li ke to congrat ulate se eral personnel on promouon; well
done to
gt (Fol ) ·Taff' Ma ul on promotion to W02 .. Al o
congratulati on. go to Dave Hansen and Ian elkirk both on promot ion to
Sgt and finally to Glynn C larke, Omar Walshe and lan icltol on
passing their Class 2 examinat ions and promotion to Corpora l. Well done
to all. On the new arrival front we welcome to our fo ld C pl s ' pike'
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Milligan, unnaie Hardy, Steve Whipp, sh Wood, Joe Smith and also
to LCpl's Kcshcr Bryan, Paul Harris, Ade Field and Dave Knox.
Welcome to one and all. Obviously with manning almost at I OO"lo this has
to be countered by posting personnel out so that we don't become too used
to working with a full complement of manpower!! To that end we arc
saying farewell to Sgt's Paul Hughes off to RSIT (boo hiss) and Lee
Robinson off to civvy trcet also Cpl's Frank Hender on off on his class
I and teve Cator o!Tto civvy stn.:ct.
Coming to the end of the Training year ha seen the Troop SSgt and the
Squadron busy getting per ·onnel through their annual ATD's culminating
in several A ca le parades (yep that's right parades in I) for BFT's and
CFT's. It was quite refreshing for the Troop to actually take part in
physical training with other individuals prised fro111 India. Romeo and
COMMCE Troop - obviously it took several hours for these Troop •
eyes to become accustomed to daylight but once they did a fine sight wa
beheld of the Squadron in full combats bashing out the miles around camp.
HEADQUARTERS Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj John Mullcnder
SSM
W02 (S M) teve Rus ell
The Squadron bids a fond farewell to the outgoing 2JC/MTO/Fams
Offr/OIC PR!, Capt Jeff William ofTto be a ·woolly hat' (hi words) at
30 CTI in deepest darkest Wale , thanks for all your hard work. A warm
welcome to Capt John Howell-Walmsley newly arrived to take on the
post of many hats, we hope you have an enjoyable tour.
MERCURY CUP - POTTED SPORT
For a quadron of the size of ours, the task of putting so many
portsmen and women on the various pitches for this event, whil t
continuing to provide those elements ofComd upport required by Comd
Com ms, i not an easy one. It is to the credit of the variou learn skippers
(Cpl Andy Howe - football. Cpl (now gt) Kelly Tickner - volleyball,
LCpl Lee Forrest - basketball and Sig 'Mac· Mcfarla ne - hockey) that
the Squadron performed so well. Particular mention should go to the
basketball team in winning their competition outright. After a ten e
hockey emi-final win on penalty nicks against Bde, a win in the final
agai nst 39 Bde would have resulted in the Squadron winning the
competition outright. A close, hard fought match ending in a I - 0 defeat
meant a final po ition of third, a commendable effort.
REGIME 'TAL MOTOR TRA SPORT - by Cpl Ash Ingham
Early January a\ a very busy period for the MT with a re-location to
our new home whilst still dealing with the ne er ending tran pon requests
from both the Regiment and Lisburn m. Thank go out to all the MT lad
for the extra effort required during an already bu y period.
Congratulations to Sig Huggett on uccessfully completing hi Royal
Signals Leader hip Course and who now feels he hould be commanding
hi own Regiment. 1 ot just yet eh? Farewell to the outgoing MTO. Capt
Jeff Williams who leave us for the le s stre sful life to QC 30 CTT (or
maybe not.. .. ). Welcome to the new MTO (among t other things) Capt
John Howell-Walm ley. Good Luck to both.
Q ARTERMASTER 'S DE PARTME T
It has been a busy period within the QM" Dept with the Regt
undergoing it' Logi tic Support Inspection whilst continuing to provide
upport to both the HQ and the Regiment in fulfilling their Operational
role . However, all work and no play makes for a ad and boring life. The
• tacker', the dept bowling team i meeting with varying degree of
success in the Garrison bowling league. Sig ·Kingpin· kFa rla ne howed
the way, unfortunately it ' a in the direction of the gutter, keep trying
·Kingpin'!!! It i one of the tronge t team in the league (becau e it i
holding all the other teams up). On the sporting front congratulation go to
Cpl Da nny Steele, who, after failing the eye ight te t on his pulheems
review decided to become a football referee. After dedicating hi ervice
fully lhi season he has been selected a rmy referee of the year, a very
pre tigiou award.

CHANTRY INSIGNIA
of Hatton Garden
• Regimental Badges upplied
• Gem Set • I 8ct Gold & Enamel
• 9ct Gold ' Enamel, ilver & Enamel
• Broochc , Cuff Links, tick Pins.
Button & Studs

Also a raflge of ME Prrse111atio11
ilwr Plate etc., i\!IES reyiairs.

Traditional!) PnHlucNI
b) B riti~h raft-m1111

PLEASE SEND FOR AN ATTRACTIVELY PRICED LIST TO:Chantry Insignia, 32-34 Greville St., Hatton Garden, London EC1N 8TB
Tel/Fax 0181 789 0253
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PROMOTIO S
ongratulations to L pl S.t ephen Hanna , Cpl Anne Coll in s, pl
uzann e mall and gt Tommy McCardle on thei r recent promotions.

40 (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CORPSAAM 1999
The Regiment was repre entcd by 66 Sqn sendi ng a team to Sisley for
the <;orp SAAM compet.i tion which to.ok P.lace over 9-1 l April. The team
contm ucd the su7cess ot rec7nt years 111 this competition by coming third
overall out of a held of l 7. Sig Ian McKeown won the top young soldiers
award . Taking part were pl Coli~ C'.ordon, Cpl Alec Jones, LCpl
Johnny Booth, LCpl Stephen Wl11tes1de, and Sig Ian McKown with
gt 'B!. ~inist~r and LCpl Holterman firing a individuals. The
com pell ti On 1s getting harder each year as more teams arc entering, so well
gt ' BJ' Finister for organising the
done everyone. Thanks must go to
administration for the team .

Lt ol . P. R. Roberts MBE
WOI (R 1) C. G. lcGinley

0
R. \1

RRl\'A
i D DEPART RE
\\clcome to the new 0 , Lt ol Roberts and hi wife Angela. and
apt I Hoen ch "ho ha ju t tnken over as Q 1. Farewell to Lt Co l
' i~el Beacom and Isobel, good lu k in the future and we all hope to ·ee
them again oon. Al·o goodbye to apt Dave C hrystn l and Suzi, and
good luck to .\1aj Ron hisholm and larion a he leave the Army after
'9 years (and thr e tours at 40 ig Regt). e have al o aid farewell to
apt . ' eil Turnbull a he heads off to 14 ig Regt (EW), good luck in the
future.

69 ( ORTH IRISH HORSE) IG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj W. B. Houston
W02 ( SM) McKnight
. M
Over January to March the Squadron has sent six recruits on their
recruits.courses, five R Signals and one REME. ll passed. 13 March was
TA allonal Open Door Day, a PR event to let locals know that we are till
alive and ki.cking after DR. The TA Centre was open and we also laid on
two stands 1n local towns. Pipe Maj John Taylor took six members of the
R.egiment.al Pipes and Drum to Benbecu la to join the rest of the Royal
Signals Pipes and Drums tak111g part 111 the closing down ceremony of the
Royal igna ls detachment on the island.

0 ' GRAT LATIO
Congratulations go to \ 01 (FofS) Phil Cooper who was electeci for
commi ioning in March and will leave u in lay thi year.
UPPORT Q AD RO
qnComd
M

Maj V. Beggs REME l'
W02 ( S l) Cook

EXERCI E PRl G EAGLE
At the end of March the Regi ment played an active part in the 11 ig
Bde Ex Spring Eagle. 69 Sqn provided the HF RATT links to the
mainland, workin.g to 94 (B.arking Yeo~anry) ig Sqn in Windsor. Five
FFRs deployed with the Regiment providing a command net in and around
the Bel fast area.

EXE RCISE COTTIE FIN 24 JANU RY - 7 FEBR ARY 1999
Once again the quadron took to the hills in the cotti h Highland for
"hat ha become an annual e,·ent on the quadron calendar. We were
ba ed. at the topover Ho tel in Grantown 011 pey. ome eight miles E
of A' 1emore.
Day One 53\\ the QM(V) Capt 1aurice tanle . W02 (S M)
Geor0 e Cook, gt (SQM ) Ed Hedle. et off a the advance party to set
up camp and recce the lopes for the arrival of the main body in the early
hours of Thursday morning.

CO GRATULATIONS
Go to Cpl Ian and LC pl Joanne Palmer on the birth of their baby son
and to LCpl Louise Kitson on the birth of her baby.
FAREWELLS
In February we said farewell to LCpl Anne Marie Cleminson who has
gone off to join the RAF, and at the end of March we also said farewell to
Capt eil Turnbull, the quadron 21 who has been posted 10 14 Sig
Regt (EW). (We hope the running will be as good there!)

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)
Sig Janine Dougan practising her reverse 'Snow Plough'

Before going up the mountain
L-R: Sigs Whiteside R, Robb, Dougan J, Dougan LA
'
Whiteside M.
Da). Tuo a\\ the first tentative steps made by some of our beginner on
the ski lopes around the Caimgorrn. Our instructor was baITTcd by the
she~r enthusiasm, particularly as most had only had four hours sleep. The
senior instructor, \ 02 Mark Henderson, who is the Master Chef in
Ballykelly. was tc ted to the limits of his instructional ability by the
Dougan girl , Leste) nne and Janine," ho were more worried about the
\\a)' the> looked than \\hether or not they would get down the mountain in
one piece!
Howe\ er, hi patien_ce was rewarded when Lesley Anne was awarded
the be t_student by all instructors, well done. It must be said that gt Pete
Youll tncd hard to hold onto his title, but unlucky.
Da) Three Sa\\ yet another no'~ storm bringi ng even better conditions
C\en Cpl ·wmdy' l\1ill.ar was beginning to get the hang of things. He ha~
C\ en promised ~o put his name down for next years trip. With the ski tests
out c.t the "ay 11 was back to the Hostel for the 'Squadron Dinner ight'
and the presentation of the certificates. It was rumoured that the TA
RQ 1S. \\02 te\C Delaney even managed to stay awake long enough to
rccc1\c h1. a\\ard and the 0 , Maj Victor Beggs, is hoping to attend an
m tru tor coul'>e in the near future.
\ pec1al mention must also go to our admin team of gt Bobby
Balance and ·Spud' \1urphy for a job well done.

66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. G. Butler R SIG AL (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Irvine

oc

RSlT
. l 99~ began. for 66 Sqn with the usual preparation for the annual RSIT
m pectton which took place this year during 6-8 February. After a lot of
hard . work and after. a satisfactory inspection was achieved we were
looking fon~ard to gomg on our annual ski trip to Aviemore. Rumour has
it that there 1s good and bad news for next year 's R IT. The bad news is
th~~ R~IT 1s cancelled (just kidding), the good news is that we could be
skimg tn the Balkans!

SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS
The Adm in Office in Armagh continue to be as busy a ever, with quite
a few comings and go ings within the office. A warm welcome goes out 10
L~pl Carolin e Johnstone and Pte Jenny ' Have r told you about my
Citroen Saxo' Tipper, both posted in from the Brigade HQ. Gone. but not
forgotten, we say goodbye to Cpl Scott Maynard to I QLR and LCpl
' Bushy' Bushell to the 'Y Li t ' . Thanks very much for all your help. LCpl
Johnstone has just departed for a month on her Class I course, and going
the oilier way, Pte Jenny Tipper has ju t returned from her Clas l course
having obtained second place in the clas - ' ell done you.
The Admin Office is still working again t a con tant mountain of
paperwork with the Chief Clerk, Sgt Rob ' Becau c my mum told me so'
Evans being continually pursued by Capt Paul 'Would you like fries with
that' onnors wanting to know why there is ugar in hi coffee. I am sure
that we'll get it right one day sir! Pte Mandy Clerk i continually
wrestling with her never ending medal and po ting lists and Cpl Andy
neddon is busily preparing himself' for civilian life with various courses
and briefings. With all that, plu. house and job hunting, he hardly has time
to work!

EXERCISE FO RTH FALL Fl
Ex. Fourth .Fall Finn saw the Squadron go off on their annual kiing
exercise to ski the Ca1mgorms near Av1emore, and found for the first time
m four years of trying an abundance of snow covering the mountains
(hurrah!). Organised by W02 ( M) Derek ' Scarface' lrvine who for the
second year in a row was injured by S gt Mark 'GBH' Barrass. Thanks
Mar~. The Squadron benefited from the excellent instruction that was
provided by W02 Mick Kemp, the master driver from 39 Inf Bde and
W02 ~ark Henderson , who is the master chef at Ballykelly. Some
a~v1ce given out was that Cpl Chris ' Kamikazi ' Collins should go slower
Sig Robert ' lowcoach ' White ide shou ld go faste r, gt Janet 'poser:
Coate~ should practice her. ups and do~ns,
gt ( Q 1 ) Geoff ' Bambi
on ice McClean should suck to canoeing, and ig Ian 'ribs' McKeown
shou~d put on some weight. Sgt Tommy ' McLate' Johnston managed to
get his fin&er out for once and achieved the most improved tudent award.
Although it must be said that the in tructors them elves managed to
benefit from the Exercise as they were given a few lesson in the art of
partymg. As u ~al goo~ PR was achieved once the language barrier was
overcome by mixing '~1th the local , something that may come in handy
on our future travels. Fingers crossed we'll be back soon.

RSM

1aj S. K. MacRo tie 1BE
WOI (RSM) . C he lett

COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp omd
2Lt F. D. Guthrie
Tp gt
Sgt R. Wallace
Comm~

cction: 'The enders'
The operators ofComms Tp have thankfully been quiet for the la. t few
months. We welcome to the Troop LCpl Kerry· porty Spice' Davis from
~u~ny Bulford, LCpl Andy Taylor from 30 ig Regt and ig Dicko
Sil er Fox' Dickenson from 7 ig Regt, Germany. Unfortunate ly ig

Kri sy Strain ha left u for pa ture ne" at 7 Bde - all the be t. LCpl
Karen 'Ginkster Gleni ter and Sig Emma ·all Emma are e\il' Jone
are soon to begin their conve1 ion cour es for the AOC as military clerks
and will leave us in May. Once again, Comm Tp was well repre emed in
the orthem Ireland Mercury Cup Potted Sports Competition. Special
mention has to go out to Cpl Charlie Henson who, clad in brand rn:w
sport kit, was overlooked in every event.
gt Bob Wallace hould not
be forgollen, he managed three minutes on the football pitch and failed to
gain a touch. Better luck next time chap !
Technical 'laintenance ection: ' The 1enders'
TM ect have recently been the proud recipients of a pecial award
from the Advanced chool of Motoring. Congratulation go out to pl
Gary 'Gaz· Hobson, Cpl Cecilia ·cec' 1sson, Cpl Dean ·Deano·
Jorgan and LCpl Craig ·Jiz' tainer for their continued efforu. \ e
welcome ig Jim Wright who join u from 220 ig qn and goodbye to
our chief air-ground surveillance engineer, Cpl Tony Raby" ho ha lcfl u
for 19 Mech Bde. Finally our congratulation go out lo pl Paul · ally'
\ ebster on being re- elected for the rmy Karate Team.
UPPORT TROOP
QM
Capt F. . Payet
RQM
\ 02 (RQ ·IS) A. trud\\ick
Four months ago. upport Tp aw everyone looking forward to a
well-de er ed hri tmas break. There ' a a couple of mnll mailers to
take care of fir t, i.e. Christma timction . The Troop function "a · fir ton
the list and it took the form of an merican ight "ith most of the Troop
special mention mu t go to pl Pat
member arri ing in fancy dress.
Pater on who turned up as Captain merica, th only thing he did not
bother with wa the che t. Another vital omponcnt mi ·ing from the
e ening wa a plethoru of girls. l lowc er, this "a not going 10 perturb
pl Craio Turner and Pie Taff James from 'smooching· on the :moked
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Cp l Turner briefs the Dep uty Comd and Sq n OC
on his fu ture Brig a de Policy

tilled dance fl oor. The next couple of days were spent recoverin g o that
gt Frank
everyone would be in a fit state for the next function .
Crowhurst helped organi se the quadron party which everybody enjoyed
thoroughly. The onl) th ing which did not go to plan was the ratl1e - none
of us winning anything and all the prizes seemingly going to omms Tp.
With Christma and cw Year well and truly pa sed, things arc back 10
nonnal : the drivers driving, the cooks cooking and the store storing. Mo t
of the Troop has been away on one course or another, ranging from Team
Medics to Ori ing Instructor courses. Cpl Pau l Gaddas has surprised us
all by the way he managed lo squeeze them in around his busy leave
chedule.
There ha\'e been a few hello and goodbyes in the last couple of
months. We , aid goodbye and then hello again to Sig 'Alberto' Fin ney
after hi three month detachment on ·special ops'! Pte Paul Lawler ha
been po ted to 8 Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn and LCpl 'Taff' Rees went to
Support Battalion, HQ ARRC. LC pl 'Coops· Cooper and Sig Mark
Raynes have now been officially 'taken on strength ' at ' iv Div' and
finally. not goodbye but au revoir to LCpl Ia n Pearce after he defected to
Comm Troop. We would like to welcome the following to the Troop:
LCpl Ashto n, L pl Oca no Kirk, Sig Andy H all and Pte Mac Mcoll.
Congratulation go out 10 Rfn M ick Ca mbridge and his wife Ma r tin e on
the birth of their daughter E mily.

Hockey Team
Front Row (L-R): Sgt Coone y, Cpl Bond, Cpl Taylor
Back Row (L-R) : LCpl Ratray, Cp l Be nso n, Sgt J ohns,
S ig Pa ssey, Cpl Gl e n , SSgt Co u p land
VOJ LEYBALL - by Cpl 'Gaz' Moore

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNALS SQUADRON (218)

oc
R

I

l aj Thackray
WO l (RS 1) Flemin g

MER URY C P COMPETITlO
On I 1arcb the quadron Polled ports team headed off to Lisburn for
the fi r l e\'ent in the Mercury Cup competition. T he event consisted of
ba ketball, footba ll. hockey and \ Olleyball.
BA KETB LL - by Cpl ,\,/ark Benson
The quadron· basketball team, who practice mo l undays, turned up
'' ith high hopes of winning. Our firs t game was against 39 Bde. They
pro\'ed too strong for u o, unfortunately. we headed off to our next game
with lightly dampened pirits. We played a much belier game in our
econd match again l 3 Bde. Our third game was against HQ qn, l 5 ig
Regt we managed to gi \ e them a run for their money, but e entually lo l a
hard fought conte !. Fo1tunate l) we had played we ll enough to reach the
play-off for third/fourth po ition. In this our fi nal game, we managed to
overcome 225 ig qn to ecure third place. We now return to remedial
basketball training and hope of greater success next year. The fo llow ing
pe-0ple made up the team: Ca pt Dave Seymour , S gt Jim Coupland , gt
Ke' Cooney, Sgt Lee Jo hn s, Cpl 1ark Benson (Team Captain), Cpl Al
'.'1.fcDonald and Pte Charlie Hayes.

Our final game wa the third/fourth place play-off again t 225 ig Sqn.
Thi was an excellent game and at the end of normal time it was tied al 2all which meant that we had to play extra-time to decide a winn er. In extratime we cored two goal to win 4-2 and take a well deserved thi rd place.
HOC KEY - by LCpl James Bond
It took several tres ful days to get a full thineen player squad and al our
first training es ion we were informed that only nine were required! So
due to the late change the les willing members of the quad withdrew and
we were left with a stalwart quad of nine. A starting line-up was picked for
our fir t game against 39 Bde, however, the game seemed 10 be heading for
a 0-0 draw due 10 ome outstanding goal keeping from LC pl 'The Cat'
Ratray. But then di aster struck and we conceded a goal and lost 1-0.

FOOTBALL - by Sig King

Our _firi.t game was agamst 39 Bde and we got off 10 a very promi sing
tart \\1th two early goals. This allowed us to sit back in the econcl half
and \\C ended up 2-0 winners. In contrast our second game aga inst 3 Bde
\\as a complete nightmare, we fi ni shed 0-3 loser and we did not even
manage a decent. h.ot on target. Due to our earl ier success we managed to
rape 11110 the em1-final \\ here we played HQ Sqn, 1S Sig Regt. It was a
\Cl) close!) fought game but we were eventuall y edged out by a late goal.
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COMM .
Tp Comd

ICATIONS T ROOP
Lt J o tewa rt

E 'GINEERJ G SECTIO - by Cpl Paul Hounsell
Like the first greyhound out of the trap, Lt Jo Stewa rt guide her merry
clan of Eng Sect men to all comers of the province we proudly call home.
lightly behind the bo sin the race is S gt 'EM' Eva ns who likes to lead
with speed. Evidence of th is was shown one sunny morning when the
Squadron wa being issued their daily morale boosting PT. The PTl said,
'OK when I ay go, everybody print. One, two, three GO!' SSgt ·EM '
Evan s shot of like a gazelle on red bull, but after five paces he collapsed
with a bad leg (nobody laughed). Congratulations on your promotion to
W02.
In the last couple of months the technicians and riggers in Eng Sect
have been busier than ever. This i due to an extremely productive site
manager's and Techn ician Sergeants' office. Hence, with a stand ing
ovation we give you Sgt Dave 'show us you care· Blair, Sgt T imothy
'Mouse' Lever and Sgt Dan 'the man with no holiday tan· Coles who are
the nerve centre of 1askings and jobs. Congratulations from u all 10 gt
Pete 'Olly' Mills who ha ju t picked up his taff Sergeant, it i good to
ee a Liney break through the net. Congratulation also to LC pl ' ick
' oo oo' M ier who has just been accepted into university. He is ofTlater
this year to study for a degree in pot plant and green hou e maintenance
alias pani hand education.
OPERATOR SECTIO - by Sig Gib on
I never thought th at it would ever happen but it did, I wa posted! When
1 arrived the lads greeted me w ith grinni ng faces and showed me to my
palace, the Bronx end of Carter Block. I was then introduced to my new
fami ly but because we all work hift systems un fo rtunate ly I wa unable to
meet everyone. The week have fl own pa 1 and I now know mo t people
and lhc on the job tra in ing i now pay ing off. Our yearly ITO package .Ex
Richmond Challenge has crept upon us again, however the norma l 1ck
chits arc not appearing. ls it anyth ing to do with a shorter CFT? ow on lo
the hello and goodbye . Welcome 10 gt Tony Taylor, Cpl Gaz loore.
LC pl Mark Miln e and Sig 'S id ' idorowicz. Fare ye well to: LCpl Lee
Ben ·on, LCpl Tra cy Pearson, ig Matt Law and ig Greg Wood. 11
will be missed.

LCpl Ratray

Footba ll Team
Front Row (L-R): Pte Col li ns, S ig King , LCpl Bond, LCpl Stoja novic
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Page, Cpl Moo re, Cp l Rabbage ,
Sig Harrison, Sgt S nowdin

After several minute of training, tho c who were not picked for any
other sport made the volleyball team. While our opponents were shouting
words like ' et' and 'service' we were rolling around either with laughter
or because we had just fal len over (again). We were saved from total
humiliation by a rare win in the fifth/sixth place play-off. It was all good
fun and with a bit more practice we might actually be able lo return the
ball over the net and po sibly our better player might even manage one of
those overhand serves! The following people made up the team: Sgt Andy
nowd in, C pl Dave R abbage, C pl Gaz Moore (Team Captain), C pl I
Macdonald, LCpl Andy G reen, Pte Steve Collins and Pte C harlie
Hayes.

Our second game was vital as we needed a win to make the emi-final .
This game again t 3 Bde went a bit more to pl an with some good play in
the middle from Cpl Ia n ' I've pl ayed this before' Taylor res ulting in a
free hit from the outsi de the ' O'. A good ba ll was dri lled in and with the
slightest touch from LC pl J a mes 'TJ' Bond we scored the long awai ted
goal to go through.
Jn the semi-fin al we played aga inst 233 Sig Sqn in a very gruelling
match. The scored tayed at 0-0 until late in the second half when we once
again conceded a goa l. However we refu sed to g ive up an d batt led back 10
score a very late equaliser. This took us onto a penalty fli ck competition
which we unfortunately lo t and thus fini shed fo urth. Watch out fo r next
year as astroturf is coming to 8 Bde. T he fo llow ing people made up the
team:
gt Jim oupl and , gt Kev Coon ey, Sgt Lee John s, C pl Mark
Benson, pl Ian Taylor (Team Capta in), LCpl J a mes Bond, LCpl Holly
G len, LC pl Kev Rat ray and Sig Rob Passey .
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MOTO R TRA SPORT DEPARTME T
Tp Comd
W 0 2 (MTWO) H air R LC
Tp gt
Sg1 Stanley RLC
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTU RES
The Troop woul d like to \ elcome Pte Pete Lawle r who ha made the
colossa l journey over the Sperrin from Portaclown to London.derry an.d
ig Bucki ngha m wh o ha. come stra ight from the Schoo l of 1gnals. h1
head i literal ly in the clouds (6 ft Sin )
Farewell to LCpl Rob C ruickshank, Pte Ma rk ' Moff' Moffat and
Pte Paul 'Eddie' Wareham who arc all off 10 ci di v, the best of luck to
you all. Good luck to Pte Onie ' Pompey' Pear so n who has been posted to
Cyprus fo r a coupl e of year in the sun . othing much else ha ha,Ppc~ecl
apart from C pl Ma rk G ue t has been a' ay for what seem hke a hfe tnne
on his Drop In trtictors cour e and then leave. Ha n 't it been quiet.

FROM THE BEGI 1 ING - by Sig Crmg Buckingham
It was extremely daunting coming to an operational umt m 'orthcm
Ireland as a first tour. I was in Blandford for eleven months and I hcard
some fantastic talcs of what l could expect on my arri\al. Rumour..
included, initiation ceremonies, others said that you do not pay income.: ta.
in the Province, some even said that there was no work for tele-mcchs (my
trade) here so I would be doing Infantry work instead. All of this
speculation came from lads like myself who had never been to a working
unit before. Thankfully 1 chose not to listen and as luck would havt: it, l
was posted here with two others from training. Well see you soon Ma and I
was olT, with all those stories niggling away at the back of my mind
causing me to suspect everyone of being an active terrorist!
We were intercepted at arrivals by the 'vlT boys and driven across the
Province whil ·t being briefed on life in I. It ouncled spot on, extra cash,
extra leave, extra warrants and loads of sport and training. For the next six
months I will be working for the best MT in Province, a highly
experienced and professional body of RLC and Royal Signals personnel.
After that I will move to Comms Tp and become a rigger.
I have been here for seven weeks nO\\ and I am trying to get im olved in
ru much as possible. I think the hardest thing about joining a unit is gelling
to know everyone and having them get to know me. Having said that I do
tend to get noticed at six foot five! This is Sig C r a ig Buckingha m
reporting from MT Tp, 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn.
QUADRO HEADQ ARTERS
During this period we again have had coming and going in the SHQ.
We say farewell to WOl(R M) Higgins and fami ly who depart for the
sunny climes of30 Sig Regt in Brameote. Your departure has been a relief
10 our movements clerk who you have kept bu y with your weekly
Corps/Army/Service football flight bookings. We welcome WOI (R M )
Fleming and hi fami ly to Londonderry and hope they have a ucce ful
tour with us. Congratulations go to \ 02 (YofS) Donohu e on hi selection
for promotion to WOl and posting to the BOWMA team in Blandford.
Congratulation also go to LC pl Karen Page after her recent promotion
from Pte and a move up the ladder into the UAO. We expect an ·A' Grade
pa on your upcomi ng Clas One clerks course. Well clone also to LCpl
Banyard on successful com pletion of his RAO finance course. He i now
fully integrated in to the world of finance and we can only hope he doesn't
fo llow the recent trend on completion of the course and get posted out.

Leaving The Forces?
Looking for a new career in
Ipformation Technology?
Then Contact

Abbeywood
IN TERN ATIONAL
Information Technology Recruitment Agency
For helpful advice & information about career
opportunities contact the Defence Desk
NT4.0 Admin & support
PC Support
LAN & WAN technology
Computer Engineers
Project Managers

Send CVs
Email: awood@abbeywood.com
Abbcywood International Ltd
Suite E, 19 Heathman 's Road, Par on ' Green, London W6 4TJ
Tel 0171 610 9030 Fax 0171 610 9473
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collectively known as 20 I Sig Sqn with the new quadron being fully
manned by 3 May. We say farewell to Cheetah and Pa111her Troops and
welcorm: to Eagle, Hawk, Falcon and Kestrel Troops and to 2Lt Foote and
2Lt A lwarcl who have arrived this week from their Troop Commanders'
Course to command two of them. Farewell is also said to W02 ( M)
Kemp who is posted to 212 ig Sqn in the Regiment until August when he
will be descending upon London UOTC as the Royal Signals PSJ - Harry
you' ll love it!! In his place we welcome W02 ( M) Simmons.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO Rear
.\laj ,I. A. Harris
R 1\1
\ 02 ( \\0 Kemp
B) the 27 April 1999, I ( K) Annd Div HQ and ig Reg! will be back
tooc!her and in Herford. 20 ig qn will be back from their tour in !he
F:illland. I land and personnel \\ho took part in the Op Palatine tour will
be back from Bosma ha\ ing had their well de ervcd po t-tour leave. By
!he end of i\larch 20
ig qn goes into u pended animation and the
manpo'' er ''ill be tran ferred to 20 I ig qn to bring the quadron up 10
full strength" ith four Trunk 1odes.
0 C CORSH M HUB
QC
Ca pt M. Purves
Fol
gt (FolS) J . Ro s
The month of D cember proYed lO b a hectic one for members of the
uK atellite Hub, with change in the equipment and its maintenance 10
keep the night hifis occupied. 'V hen C hifl departed for two weeks hard
earned R&R. A and B shift had to cope with a 24hr on, 24hr off hi ft cycle.
B) the time B hift had ufTered four weeks in a row, C pl Greg 'in the
war.... · Cropper had tarted to is ue traight jacket .

Light Reli ef fo r t hose w orking at the Co rsham Satellite Hub

Welcome relief was pro\'ided in the form of the Christmas function , which
was a seYenties fancy dress gig at a local restaurant. Somehow we doubt
we'll be inYited back; it must have been Sgt Tim 'Crash Bandicoot'
) layners remarks on hO\\ 'taSty' the food was. Many thanks to ig Ma rk
"\,1arke) 1ark' Hayden and L pl Dave 'Ripped' Sinclair for arranging the
night. For those on shill on Chri tmas Day the occasion was brightened by
the 'isit of 1aj Gen Tony Raper CBE. Chief Executive of the DCSA. We
expre · our thanks tO him in\\ hat we realise was a day full of commitments.
The Ne\\ Year was seen in with se\'eral bang , in the fonn of a visit to a
lirepo\\er demo at Wanninster, kindly arranged for the Hub by the QC,
Ca pt Mark Purves. The display started in awesome fashion with Harriers
and Tornadoes engaging targets with rockets and 30mm Aden gunfire. The
re l of the display demon tratcd the arms and the capabilities of the British
Army as a fighting force, including the Challenger 2 and the 155mm A·
90, right down to the SI mm mortar. Milan and the humble Rifle 5.56. A
good day was had by all and everyone tell wi th a f.:eling that the British
Arm} had the world's premier kit (as well as the soldiers) with which to
enter any potential conflict.
A fond farewell must go to gt Kev ·Shiny boots' Youn g, Cpl Matt
· oap' E\ ans and gt Tim 'Crash bandicoot' Mayner - the latter has
defected to R IT. In their place we say a big hello to Cpl ean 'Can l
borrow some beer?' Tunca (again), gt Kev Tm off fishing' East and
gt Charlie Rigg. Best wishes go to SSgt (FofS) Jim • ei l Diamond'
Ro sand fiancee J acqueline for thei r mid January wedding (have a great
day!) and al o to L pl Dave ' Ripped ' inclair for getti ng a banana at last.
Congratulations also 10 igs J ack.son and Hayden for obtaining their
Cla s 2, L pl 'Oggy' Ogg on passing his two to one crammer, and ig
ick) 'Bilboa' Park (for getung a mention this month).
H.\ RE\.VOOD G RO P
0
Capt Jo Evans
S \I
W02 ( '.\1) Hu ghes
llare\'ood Group\' ill only exist for another month before the Regiment
rc-con,titutc on 3 lay and 211 ig qn and 212 Sig Sqn come back into
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being. The Rear Party Arn10ured quadron i now rather large at over I00
trong with more people back from po t Falklands leave. Several key
personalitic are about 10 change in luding Capt Eva ns who i moving to
become 21C of the mammoth 20 I ig qn and W02 ( M) Hughes 10 the
Familie entre. Welcome to laj Bunce' ho will be 'Bos HOG' for a
month before taking over 211 ig qn and W02 (SS 1) Kemp who
doesn't eem 10 be able to keep away from the Armoured quadrons.
LCP 212 TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lo ui e Burlinson
SSgt Breheney
Tp gt
The pa 1 month ha seen an increase in work rate for the glorious 212
LCP with the imminent return of our deployed comrades. However, we've
till had time tO hone in on the more important soldiering skills, with range
day ap lenty. A mention hould be made here of ig 'Sniper' Evans, who
managed 15 on hi first APWT, but after ome expert coaching managed
to almo l treble his core with a respectable 40+. It al o became apparent
that some people had hidden talents with several Marksman core . I feel
it also nece sary to mention our la t Troop c...uting. Again, by popular
reque t, a Chinese wa a ked for. A good time wa had by all (e pecially
our Troop QC!!!) thi could be due to the promotion drinks bought by Cpl
Fowler which wa a cross be1we n diesel and cod liver oil. Promotions
were also celebrated later on in the month with LCpl Gunn and Cpl
Fowler (again!!!!) providing a reason, howe er, some of the newer
member of the Troop al o took it upon themselve to provide some liquid
refreshment which meant that thee ening had to be continued at Sgt ' My
wife\ on't mind you all coming round' Balmforth 's hou e. The local
pizza parlour didn't know what had hit it, neither did Mrs Balm forth.
Again the Troop QC seemed to have a good night!!
Finally, good luck to LCpl Royston, ig Robinson and Sig Brydon
who ha e deployed to Bosnia and welcome to Sig Tur pie and Sig
As hcroft fre h from Blandford. One last mention is to the advanced
drivers of LCP 212 who managed only three slight mishaps this month.
B (G) WOME 'S I TER-UNIT
SEVEN-A-SIDE HOCKEY CHAMPIONSHIPS 1999
Having called upon the girls of the Regiment we managed to enter a
team into the Championships. as well as supplementing the 20 Armd Bde
HQ & Sig qn team with a couple of our players. After a slight sightseeing
tour ofBochum we arrived at JHQ at the same time a the rain! Due to the
change of date there were on ly three teams entered so after the four hour
journey it was a bit of an anticlimax to only get two matches.
The first match against 20 Annd Bde saw people who hadn't played
hockey ince school get a few urprises and it didn't take long before the
strain of the fa t 7-a-side match were beginning to show. Loud sigh of
relief were heard as the whi tie for time wa blown. I (UK) ADSR- I, 20
Armd Bde - 0 and an injury to our tar player! LC pl Doe's thumb had seen
better day and she was di patched to the Med Centre. At one point we did
consider sending ig Holyland as well and seeing if they could section
her, however she was a good goalkeeper even if she was barking mad.
The next match was between 20 Armd Bde and the RASU team. We
watched in horror as the skilled and well-practised RA U team scored
goal after goal. 20 Armd Bde put up a noble defence but to no avai l, time
could not come soon enough for a defeated 20 Armd Bde. We were on
aga in and not looking forward to it! The tea m defended well and the ball
was down their end of the pitch more than was expected. Sig Stables and
Sig Thwa itc demonstrated their aggressive nature and scared some of our
own players! The final score was predictable but it was a good match and
we were the runners-up o everyone got a medal. lt also meant that we had
qualified for the Championships back in Aldershot. Time to get practising!
lt' as now mid-allcmoon and there was still no sign of LC pl Doe. She
had been sent to the local hospital and we were as ured it wasn't far awayif you didn't get lost. We found a forlorn looking LCpl Doc at the entrance
of the hospita l, she thought we'd forgotten her! We began planning
practices on the way home. Since then gt Holden has been spending
Wedne day and Friday afternoons trying to teach us some skills.
Unfortunately we can't have him on our team although he' d look lovely in
a sports kilt!
201 SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sq n Comd
Maj L awrence
SSM
W02 (SSM) immons
The last few months have been a fairly quiet period for the Sq uadron
with the remainder of the Regiment being deployed to Bosnia and the
Falklands. However, that is all about to change as the Regiment is now
back in Herford albeit on post tour leave. The Squadron is about to add to
its number when on April 1st 208 Sig Sqn and 201 Sig Sqn merge to be
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1<;XERCISE WI TER TRAIN! G (EWT)
A number of the Squadron have been involved in the various Winter
Training c.!xerciscs in Bavaria over the last couple of month , amongst
them Sig Brixey and Pte Russell (who incidentally ha recently become a
father- 0 CRATULATIO S). imilar Exercises in the past have been
perceived to be a bit of jolly but Pte Russell would have you think
otherwise. He certainly didn't relish the prospect of sleeping in a snow
hole overnight in freezing temperatures. But relish it or not he did it.
EXERCISE HORN
Ex I lorn was a hort Squadron Level Trunk Exercise that saw the two
Trunk odes deploy to the local areas of Lemgo, Herford, Werther and
Augusdorf. Fortunately the emphasis was not on comms which were
rarely achieved throughout the two-day Exercise, but more of a Procedural
Exercise. For some it was the first deployment since being in the squadron
but thev can rest assured that it won't be the la t once the Exercise sea on
begins later this year.
208SQUADRO
Tp Comd
Lt Harden
Tp S gt
SSgt German
Thi will be the final entry from 208 qn for ome time as the Squadron
i being disbanded and all personnel are moving to the now ma sive 20 I
quadron. Many thanks go to all the member of 208 Rear Troop for all
their hard work over the last six months. Welcome back to all of those who
have been penguin spotting for the last six months at JCUF I and to tho e
who have been away on Op Palatine. Congratulations to Cpl ' ige'
Howard and his wife Michelle on the birth of their daughter Abigail and
al o to LCpl Lomas and his wife Jane on the birth of !heir daughter
'eeve. Finally congratulation and goodbye to SSM Balsdon who i
being posted to 15 Sig Regt as RSM. Goodbyes also to Sgt ymonds
(posted to 2 Sig Regt), LCpl es ling (posted to 30 Sig Regt) and Cpl
McKillop who is off to 16 Sig Regt.
EXERCISE BENGAL DIAMOND
208 SQ ADRON ADVE TURO
TRAI I G
by Sig Brown and Sig Skene
With most of the Regiment on operation in Bosnia and the Falklands.
208 rear troop left the normal day to day dutie and travelled to the Harz
Mountains, For the entire week we were under the almost excellent
coaching of SSgt 'I never crash' Bruce, gt ' o, I'm not the olde t man
here' Clarke and several members of the ki team which included Sig
'The eagle' Bird, ' Haka, Haka' Raw, and Sig 'Chef Sullivan, who were
also on hand lo demonstrate ome of their abilities . .... ?

pccial thanks is to be given to gt 'Menu ski' Holden, and L pl
'Stevie Wonder' Lewi~ of 20 Armd Bdc Paderborn who were dragged
kicking and screaming (not) from thcrr normal duties to help with the
coaching, and la ·t but not least, Lt ' I'm on the ki team so don't argue'
Hanlon for organising the cYent. With no shortage of snow the week went
very well, LCpl Lewi ' 'Powder Dogs' took full ad>antagc of the fresh
snow that fell each day to do a bit of skiing through the woods. I think
most of them will agree they are now masters in the art of tree hugging so
no bypasses look set to be built in that area. ig 'Cave man' Dickln~on
spent most of his time inventing the new port of tree slalom which
unfo1tunately will not be seen at the next winter Olympic , as he oon
found out, you can' t knock over a 40tl Christmas tree with your ski pole.
fist or any other part of your body.
The week finished without a 'skiing' casualty in sight, however, it can
prove to be more dangerous gelling out of bed in the garrison lodge in
onnenburg than on the slopes, as ig ' I ain't no pussy Pete· bbot
discovered after one of his 'Quiet nights out'. The highlight of the week
was the slalom competition won by Sig 'I blow-dry my hair' ke ne, with
LCpl ' Sleepy' Doe and gt Simms taking second and third places. Prize
were also awarded to the top students ofeaeh of the groups ig 'I'm not a
Ii h egg· Brown won the best beginner award with ig Burnip and LCpl
Doe picking up the awards for the intermediate and advanced groups. The
award for donkey of the course went to Sig 'The tree will move first"
Marsh whose valiant efTorL~ to ki fai led miserably almost every time his
feet hit the snow. Still a good time was had by all and hopefully Ex Bengal
Diamond will become a permanent feature on the training programme.
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LCpl 'Where've my skis gone' Nessling
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They wen: then shown how to correctly dress themsclve in BC suits.
Al this point 'gt Faulds didn't waste his opportunity to beast a few
civvies, he quickly made them don respirators and gave them a bit of
degradation training to give them a taste of what it's like to work in full
IPE. They were then shown drinking drills ·incc they were all in need of

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT
YORK

co

Lt ol C. \ akerle MBE
WOI (RSi\I) D. :Whitaker

R \1

214 ' IGN L SQ
qn Comd
qn
M

ORO

Maj D. W. omerville
\: 02 (
1) Forshaw

YJKJ ' G TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Peter Hale
Tp gt
gt Terry Shiels
.
l
b
. d ume
.
"1or 1"k'
The past Jew month 1ave een a strame
·mg T p.
we a II
a\ idh watched the international pre , the Balkans once again de cended
into conflict. till on 72hr otice To Move, the Troop held its breath for
the call that was alway only a few dar away. February and then March
drifted pa tin a erie of anti climaxe a. the quadron wa given orders to
mO\ e. which "ere duly cancelled. With all our preparat ions complete and
bags packed the \\3iting ha been a difficult time for all concerned,
e pecially the familie .
The Troop ha . howe\'er, u ed thi extra time to good advantage for
both military and adventurou training. As the Troop concentrated on the
requirement for our future deployment. basic kills were honed and live
firing poli hed with days out on the range . On the adventurou training
ide of life the Troop ha been walking and climbing in the Lakes and the
~ 'orth York hire Moors, with LCpl 1artin Hinchliffe nearly becoming
an e:-.tra in Emmerdale. All were impre ed with SSgt 'Faldo· Shiels who
howed his true forte in organ i ing a very uccessful Golfing day, it ' as
ju t a shame about the jumper. Sgt Andy Lloyd u ed all hi experience a
a Reece ergeant and 'Race the un· organi er to take half the Troop fe ll
running. which also included the added bonus of a 'get you home'
command taSk at the end.
Due to the impending deployment the Troop trengU1 swelled as
members normally attached from other quadrons were fonnally placed
under Troop command. We would also like to welcome Cpl Hodgki nson
who has joined the Troop from Ca11erick. On the good-bye , as pan of U1e
deployment re-organisation we ha\·e had to say farewell to LCpl 1c 'a lly
and ig Bajley who have moved to HQ qn and also ig Fowkes who has
left the Army for a job in civilian life,' e all wish him luck. As a last note
to Sig :\JcLiesh and ig Telford who are currently working at the
Corsham Hub. we have not forgotten about you and keep up the good
work.
At the time of writing with events in Ko o o unfolding in an unforeseen
and dramatic way Viking Tp is till ready to move, if and when the call
come.
TORNADO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gra ham Wills
Tp Sgt
Sgt 1ei l Cooper
This has been a \'ery bu y and frustrat ing rime for the Troop. We have
been on standby with the rest of the quadron to deploy on Op Agricola.
The rush for extra equipment and admin checks was met with great
expectation and excitement. Thi was soon stifled as the poli tical situation
dictated that we'' ere to stay in York for a while longer. The vehicles are
ready and packed and everybody is raring to go but the when and wbere is
till to be decided.
The Troop ha lo ta few of its long tenn lodger and our best wi hes go
to; LCpl Graham Rennie who i off to 16 Sig Regt, ig Kenny Waring
"ho i off to 15 Sig Regt and ig ·Al in' Carlyon who is off to make hi s
millions.
The only ne\\ arrival to the Troop is LCpl Lee R ickard who has joined
us from 200 ig qn . Finally we v i h ig Don na Holm es a speedy
recovery after her horrendou acciden t.

Capt Colin Russell, 2Lt Graham Wills and YofS John Wright. It was a
clear cool day and ·now had falle n on the high ground making the scenery
"pcctacular. lriding edge can be viewed from a di tance and as it came
into view there wa ome concern in the group. This concern was not only
genuine but understandable as the nm\ made the route quite treacherous.
Once finally at the ummit the group . topped for lunch and then proceeded
on the race down to the neare t pub.

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTERS
O
LtCol 1 . D. ouch
RSM
WOI (RSM) G. J. Stoker MBE
Life in the 3rd Division continues apace with expeditions recently back
from climbing and walking in ew Zealand and diving in the Red ca full reports in the next issue. The Ladie ' Team were victorious in the
Army Cup Hockey competition and the Men's Team were beaten in the
semi-finals. ln the Army Cup Football Competition the Team had a
heartbreaking repeat of last year, again being knocked out in the semifinals afler drawing at extra time and being forced into a penalty shoot out.
Now the build up starts for next year's Army Cup Football and Hockey
ompetitions so if you are a skilled player and want the opportunity to
play at the highest level this i the Regiment to come to. ring the
Regimental 21C and get your po ting preference in now. Op Agricola
has occupied the mind of the Ops Team, 63 per onnel have already
deployed and the remainder are in Bulford poi ed for deployment.
Hellvelyn Summit
(L-R): S ig Pember, Sig Stockdale, 2Lt W ills, Sig Welburn ,
Sig Elliot
ROMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Honor
Tp S gt
gt David Morrison
As with the rest of the Corp the Troop was warned ofT for a
deployment lo Ko ovo on Op Agricola but as of yet no notice to move
time ha materiali ed. The Troop worked furiously to meet the deadline lo
be ready for the deployment and as a result the vehicles were ready to rock
on Lime. ince that date the Troop ha been on the boat off the boat a with
the re t of the Squadron (excu e the pun!). The lime ha been filled in with
Golf competitions, Inter-Troop Football competition (in which Roman
Tp destroyed all competition), igorous outdoor pursuits and many a good
social. The time has al o been filled with invaluable training for the fourth
coming deployment to Kosovo, concentrating on mine clearance, shooting
skills and also first aid.
The Troop has swelled in numbers with the pending deployment, this
includes gt Wa lsh, Cpl Leggot, LCpl NL-xon, Cpl Foster, LCpl
Du nnacbie, Cpl Parr, Cp l Galletly and many more who have been
warmly welcomed. Postings into the Troop have been Sig Munnings and
ig Davi , both straight from the ausage factory and al o LCpl 'Flash'
Hanson. Congratulation go to LCpl 'Hammy· Hampson who e wife
gave birth to th e first born, a little girl called Charlie. The Troop now
eagerly awaits the 'green for go' for deployment and reli hes the idea of
performing an invaluable and worthwhile role within theatre.

some water. LCpl Ko, h then demonstrated suit changing drills man BC
environment, by the end of the day he was an expert at this as there were
six different groups to be shown that day. However, Sgt Faulds can not
have bcasted the civvie~ enough as they all seemed to enjoy 1t, and learned
a few things about military 'BC training.

202 IG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. J. Quinlan
SSM
W02 ( M) S. G. Jackson
As the training season for the Divi ional 1-leaclquarters hits its peak, the
Armoured Headquarters of202 ig qn is probably at it busiest time of the
year. Ex Lion Sword i the cu lmination of several deployment for the
quadron, the la t being the Div Ex pring Foray which saw a Regimental
deployment based on the headquarter of Overloon Tp to the now familiar
surroundings of Old Carter Barracks on alisbury Plain. The members of
Waterloo Tp continue to form the quadron' commitment to Operations in
the Balkan under Lt Jackson and SSgt Wringe, and further members of
the Squadron remain with 206 ig qn ready to deploy when required.
From Squadron Headquarter , congratulation are sent to YofS Anderson,
FofS Ramsdale, Sgt Crawford and Sgt C heesma n on the recent award
of their Long ervice and Good Conduct Medals and to Sgt Davies on the
award of his Accumulated ervice Medal. Well done to the ·old and Bold'!

PRICE WATERHOU E COOPERS TRAlNI G DAY
gt Foulds as isled by LCp l Scott and LCpl Kosh ran and organised a
BC stand as part of the Price Waterhouse Coopers training day held on
23 February 1999. The stand involved a walk through and talk through of
the BC eq uipment used by the British Army, gt Fa ulds then gave a
short history lesson on BC warfare. This was followed by a striptease by
the seductive and shapely LCpl Scott to wake them all up again.

notable for being cold, \\ indy, and thoroughly exhausting. In a break from
the normal Exercise routine though we went for a night navigation exerci e
across Salisbury Plain. The odds "ere m favour of Bdr ·commando'
Fayers to be first back, but against all expectation he managed to get
himself and his Squad lost within five minutes of starting! Goodbye to
LCpl 'Gwar' Wright who will be much missed. Cpl 'Alfie' !ford and
Sigs 'Rocky Dennis' Galliford, 'Curly' Watts and ' Ginge' \: att were al o
much misse9, but only because they have been away serving Queen and
Country on the Football field. Finally welcome back to ig ·STD'
Brakewell after his short stay at a rather exclusive hotel in Colche ter.
B SACOTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt P. Simpson
Tp S gt
SSgt . Dick
The past months have been busy for Bussaco Tp who have been
deployed in support of all the Exerci es. \i e have lost everal members to
upport Waterloo Tp and this has only increased the workload for tho e
that remain. The end of February aw us on Ex Spring Foray with every
spare body being used to erect tents and assist the SQM . After a quick
turnaround and Easter leave we are now straight into the preparations for
the next Exercise. Welcome to our new QC, 2Lt Simpson and to Sig Gill,
Sig Thompson and LCp l Lyon who all join us from the Factory. A tearful
goodbye to SSgt Dick who is leaving for the easy life at Liverpool UOTC
and LCpl Hogan who i leaving for the even easier life at 11 Sig Regt.

W02 FofS Ramsdale receives his LS and GC from the SOinC
DRO
Maj Paul Glibbery
W02 ( SM) tu Archer

EXERCI E CHIMERA CHARGE
Ex Chimera Charge wa a one day hi ll-walk ing package that took
twelve people to the Lake District with the intention of climbing up
· mdmg Edge' on route to Hellvelyn. The three supposed grown ups were

SOinC(A) pre sents Lt Jackson
with his Royal Humane Society Award .
.
for his pa rt in saving the life of a drowning woman in Croatia

Striding Edge
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Price Waterhouse Coopers Training Day
LCpl Scott doing the striptease
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OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
apt L. Hendricks
Tp Sgt
Sgt . C r awford
.
.
The Troop end it · best wi he to Cpls 'Guido' Gid dens and
'Jacka nory' Adams, LCpls · Phil ollins' Joyce and · Bomber' Lancaster
who have n.:cently deployed to the Balkans with Waterloo Troop: I Jello to
igs Allen, Greenha lgh and T hompson who are all new an;va~s ~nd
welcome back from their la s ne course to L pl ·Profes or H1gg111
and a new look L pl ' A-K' Akku lugudu who eems to be out I? prove
that blondes really do have mor..: fun! Ex pring Foray was particularly

CinC congratulates W02 (SSM) Archer on keeping
Maj Paul 'reformed subaltern' Glibbery
out of trouble but the CO knows it can't be for long
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Th pa. t le" months hm e been a bu y and turbulent time for the
.'quadron '' ith a number of dep:inurcs either on po ting or on Operations to
BlN113 and more rec ntly lacedonia on Op Agricola. Farewell to Lt Liz
All n ''ho ''a. 0 Camhrai Tp and i. posted to TR Bas ingbom. Al o
fan:,H:ll to LCpl Kc' RecH who i ·posted to Blandford and thank fo r his
larger than lite ontributi( 11 to the quadron over the years. He ''ill be
mi. sed b) c,·eryone e:-.cept the hefs on .xcrci e. cw arrival in lude 2Lt
Olli ardner from the Tp Comds Course and Cpl Adam Izzard from 259
ig qn. Recent de\'elopm nt' in the Balkan. have resulted in O\·er 30
quadron personnel deploying to the Mac<.:donian border and many more
being put on 7'.!hrs , TM. The occa ional 'bluey' from theatre ugge ts that
morale i" high and the quadron i putting up a good show while having to
integrate with 7 ig Regt and 4 Amid Bde ig qn. We are all waiting out
for more news. The sudden depletion of man powi;:r ha re ulted in a caling
down of the exerci e ea on after \\hat wa a bu y build up period.
Howe' er. fa Lion word i about to de cend upon us and there i Ex Lion
, un for a luclo.) fe\\ and a ummer Camp to look fom ard to.

CinC presents Lt Fennell
with a special set of velcro backed captains slides
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qnComd
M

Maj M. Billingham
W02 ( S 1) F. Roberts

MA lRAH TROOP
Tp Comd

Lt E. J. Fawcett
Sgt M. W. Emmerson
The Troop has had a busy time as they engulf yet more change ,
adapting the Troop ready for deployment on Op Agricola. The Troop's
ne\\ role brought with it new faces whom were welcomed with true
l\1asirah Tp style. gt 'did we really go 10 the Kiwi?' Howes was in usual
memorable form. Congratulations go out to Cpl 'silverback' Hawkin for
final!) taking the plunge and tying the knot Also, a well done to Sig 'fish but I can't drink like one' Salmon for achieving Regimental Sponsman of
the Year for his Hockey prowess. We ay a fond farewell to ig 'Eh Lah '
Walters as he join another Troop and wish her all the best. The Troop
gt

'

0 1 NTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Herny
Tp gt
S gt Baker
Ju t when \\e thought we kne' what wa what - Op oca-Cola! The
a sociatcd hello and goodbye were head spinning as the Troop swelled
to record ize, then trimmed down to it current lim-line numbers. Le s i
more, although if you were Cpl ' ign for the whole lot' Haggart, then you
probably though t otherwi e. Important to note that despite all
reorganisations, a small cadre of personnel never left, joined or rejoined
Oman Tp (and we do mean small!) - the e included Lt 'another ATFA'
Hem. (having too much fun here), Sgt 'Bru' Baker (ha ing to play too
much hockey here) and pl ' 1033' Haggart (having too much to sign for
here). LCpl 'pos ible' Swailes remains here after all, and de pitc a
spirited allempt by Sig 'Geordie' Lewis and Sig 'lronman' Jackson to
escape, they are now in posses ion of their fair share of Oman Tp' notable
and exten i e new a et . Thank you Aden Tp. Various farewells to those
who have moved aero to be deafened in Masirah Tp or to terminal
exerci e with harjah Tp, or even foreign parts! (including the Bosnia
contingent - enjoying that Winter?) Welcome to the latest Oman Tp
members from all respecti e ourccs, and it looks like you're here for the
duration . Thank to all those who are were in the Troop (including the
SAT ) at any time for all the work that you put in throughout a very hectic
time, and taying cheerful.
SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. S Johnson
Tp gt
SSot R. Lang
The initial return to work was uneventful and the Troop got tuck
traight into preparing for the fonhcoming busy exerci e eason which
was upon us almost immediately. Everything wa to change. With the
explo ion of the Kosovo crisis the Squadron was warned off to deploy two
Trunk odes with an HQ and put on 30 days 1TM. Thi effectively
doubled the size of harjah Tp overnight. The Troop hierarchy were
promptly buried in a mountai n of paperwork and a great deal of hard work
wa done by all members of the Troop (apan from Cpl 'War Weary' Ward
who wa late ide playing hockey for the Corps). Within a very hart
space of time the Troop was ready to go and be the cutting edge of the
sword of peace. Well done to everyone for all the ti me, effort and focu
applied. A week on leave and it wa all change again. Sharjah rood down
(Miloso ic breathed a sigh of relief) and harjah shrunk back to a
relatively normal ize. A look forward to Ex Lion s, ord for the remainder
of April where we will provide a reduced Ptarmigan capability to support
the Div.
There are too many farewell to mention thi time although they haven 't
gone far yet. Finally a warm Welcome to Sgt Pickering, Paula and family
fre h from 35 ig Regt (V) we hope you enjoy your slay here in unny
Bulford. Welcome to all gained from other Troop during this Lime of
change.

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

226 IG, AL Q ADRO ' (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt H. J. cott
OP WO
Sgt ( upvr R) Jacklin
The Troop has had a rather hectic time, due to the number of people
deployed away on detachments, courses and other commitments.
Unfonunately. we are losing more people than we are ga ining due to the
recent batch of postings. Firstly, goodbye to gt Paul Rowlands who is
off to Bo ·nia. Cpl Paul Browne, igs Crutchley and Greg Hardman
"ho are ofTto Ko ovo. gt 'Funky' Gibbins and LCpl Drummond are
on detachment and posted to ·1 re pectively. Welcomed new arrivals to
the Troop are gt '.\1ark Wihon, from the AWC Waddington and ig
·Jonah' Jones, from training. Lt cott and Sgt Pau I Rowlands have just
returned from an ex pedition to Ascension Island during which they
qualified as B A Club Instructor . Upon thei r return the remnants of the
T~oop deployed to . en nybridge for the quadron · Annual Batlle Camp.
Fmally, congratulations to L pl Drummond on passing his fir t BFT for
some time.just prior to be111g posted.
64fJTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ben White
gt Frank Flaherty
rp S. gt
. \\'clcomc ~o. ig 'Carpet' Matzke and lg ' ath' Higgins who arrived
111 the Troop 111 February Goodbyes go to Capt 'G in ' Brown Cpl ' Greg·
'\tulle~. LCpl '( huck'. orris and a final farewell and good l~ck to LCpl
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finally reached a' ell earned Easter Leave" ith no casualties. With a busy
yet unpredictable. time ahead the' Premier Troop' are eager to make u e of
all their preparations and finally find them a job to do. We couldn't end
the e note without a mention of Sgt ·small but incredibly noisy'
Emmerson, we would like to congratulate him on his recent election for
promotion to Sgt.

·Jez' Holdridge who is leaving us for Civvy treet. Also congratulations
to Cpl 'Simmo' Simpson and Jane for the birth of twins Aden and
Keyliegh, lg ' Drew' Connor and Becky for the birth of the ir on Rhys,
and yet more congratulations to LCpl 'A l' Ryall for his marriage to Vicky
on 6 February.
Yet again the Troop have been industrious with their time over the pa t
few months with a 24hr BFT that raised over £400 for the ' Y' ervices
Memorial Fund organi ed by Cpl 'Chas ' Caley. An arduous task in it elf
made harder by the infamous biting winds of Brawdy taking its toll on the
runners. I fowever, heads raised, brimming smiles they successfuliy
completed al l they were asked to do.
The Troop developed its ' Airmobile' capabilitie funh er by undergo ing
intensive helicopter under-slinging training, qualifying many members of
the Troop as Landing Point Commander and/or Rigger Marshals in
preparation fo r our attachment to 16 Air Assault. Many thank for the
training conducted by our resident Para Guru gt 'JX ' Walker, and 18 Sqn
for providing a 20 tonne piece of flying metal for us to play wi th over two
days.
Yet more physical demands were made of the Troop when the Co lonel's
Cup came around on I March. The Troop impressively fielding the
majority of the 'volunteers' for the Squadron teams with
gt ' Many
Hats' Flaherty taking charge and providing a challenging and sometimes
damaging fitness programme, so bad that the 'C' team was fanned only
hours before the start. However the Rag Tag team of old men and women
con i ting of two of the more mature members of the Troop Cpl 'Bus
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Pass' Beaton and Cpl 'Rear Marker' Caley pushed, pulled and verbally
encouraged the rest of the Squadron team to the rostrum position of first
for their cour c. Our quadron 'A' and 'B'. teams again consi ting of a
majority of 640 Troop conu ngcncy also did very well. The 'A' t..:am
coming 111 third, led by our own Lt 'Ben' White and a notable
performance by the old school boys SSgt 'Franko' Flaherty and Sgt 'JJ'
Walker in the 'B' team. Cpl ' Denny' Denton was left holding the fort
while the rest of the Troop enjoyed a two-week Battle Camp on
Sennybridge. The first week was spent doing ITU and revising on tactics,
ending with a jaunt around a back breaking, tear inducing assault course.
We deployed 'Full :rae' on Monday afternoon praying for dry weather,
which was gran ted 111 the form of a heal wave, only fading once we had
completed the insertion tab. A good scenario was set by Lt 'Stingray'
White, S gt' ergeant Major' Flaherty, and Sgt 'The General' Walker.
Many notable events happened and new 'Actions on' added to our SOP's
by Cpl 'Richie' Brethcrick who has signed back on 'For this'. The Troop
looks forward to a few out of area exercise including the Ascension
Island and Belize, though with our limited fleet at the moment we'll
probably end up wa lking.
COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Fi tewart
Tp gt
SSgt Geoff Murray
Fir tly a big hello from the Troop to ig ' Barry· McGeachy, and a sad
farewell to gt 'Titus ' Rcene who ha moved to the dizzy heights of
Qr I . Also goodbye to Sig 'Jonah' Jones, the longe t serving member of
the Troop, and to Sig 'Gibbo' Gibson - be t of luck in the future.
It has been a busy month for Comms Tp with a Troop Exercise in
Eastbourne. As predicted there were everal hiccups, unfortunately for
LCpl Eddie Edwards they started before the Comm Step up had even
been set up! Having recovered the rover, which he skilfully had bogged in,
they managed to get down to some seriou comms problem solving.
Meanwhile in Comm Main all was quiet and running smoothly until 56
ig Sqn (V) decided they were bored of their drill night, and would come
and amu e them elve at Pippingford Park (cheers Stall). With much
determination, and plenty of firepower from Cpl 'Frankie ' Vaughan,
LCpl 'Stu ' Kelly, Sig 'Chri ' John and ig 'Jonah' Jones, they managed
to keep 2Lt 'Monty' tewart out of harm way. After an eventful week,
the Troop enjoyed a 'quiet' pint in the local pub and club of Eastbourne.
March lifted off in style, wit h the Colonel's Cup and everal members
of the Troop involved in one of the three teams. 2Lt 'Monty' Stewart led
the C Team to victory, whilst SSgt 'gi raffe leg 'Murray - stormed to the
finish in the ·A' Team.
Squadron Battle Camp, at the beginning of March, proved a
entertaining as predicted. The lTDs passed uneventfully but the dreaded
APWT proved once again that a few individuals couldn't hit a barn door at
fifty paces. Those who pas ed went on to greater thing with Sgt 'The
General' Walker, and his big bag of toy . The TACEX phase proved more
demand ing, a LCpl 'Stevo' Stevenson di covered when he cou ldn 't get
into a building on the first attack. After the battle was over the rest of the
fine warriors took turns in showing him how to operate a door latch. The
ambush which followed went moothly, fro nted up by 2Lt 'guys please
top snori ng' tewart. The final attack wa a succes , once it got going.
Cpl 'Frankie' Va ughan had a quick dip in the river on the way to the FUP,
and Cpl 'Cal' Black's section did a near perfect a sault on an empty
building. Howe er, once on the main po ition, and certainly in the fog of
war (C pl 'I thought you aid throw 6 smoke grenades' Brown) the enemy
and FofS 'Deana' Brier were finally defeated.
245 SIG AL SQUADRON (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Owen
SSM
W02 (SSM) Fi her
245 Sig Sqn has been through a major upheaval recently. The quadron
has reorganised from three Troop down to two, with Y Troop joining X
Troop as a ' paper-tiger', and J Troop merging with Z Troop. The quadron
hierarchy has also changed. Maj Guy Owen a umes command vice Maj
1ark Davis (via a spell under Capt Andy Lucas). Capt Lucas has
departed for X C, and Lt ' Rich ' Bailey ha moved into the 21C lot: Lt Al
Cra pper is off to holiday in the Balkan for a while. Congra1ulat1ons 10
SSM Fis her on hi election for promotion to WO. Young Otlicer
beware! SSgt (Fof'S) Groves is po tcd to HAP E, leaving on promotion.
SSgt ( QMS) Bousefield also leave , posted to R
.
Additionally 245 ig qn (EW), de pitc it's heavy commitment
managed to win the Inter- quadron Ru s Cup. Well done to all who
worked so hard to achieve thi o er the year. pecial mention mu t be
made to the winning team in the O up Competition. Capt Lucas and
gt Rob Tubbs moulded together an exceptionally good team that pulled
out alI the tops on the day and did the 13-mile route, including obstacles
and tand , in under three hours!
WHISKEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt rapper
Tp S gt
Sgt ( upvr R) Wallace
The month of March ha een the quadron go through quite a
significant change, and as this change was taking.place the 9uadron also
took control of the long awaited Odette equipment. This was then
11nmediatcly tested during Ex Mouffion prin~, "hen .l~ ~ quadron was
deployed and et out tote t this new equipme11t capab1hue . The kit was
thoroughly tested over a four-day period, pr ducing mixed re ults. The
Squadron ha al o deployed on Op Agricola ' here a cho en fe1~1 from a
cast of thou ands have moved out to Macedonia ready to help their fello'~
countrymen and women during the Kosovo conn ict. lo er to home 24:>
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Sig Sqn have been busy winmng th..: majority of major competitions in the
Regiment. The CO's Cup saw the Squadron 'A' Team victorious in their
quest to 'tab' the quickest from Havcrfordwest back to the Regiment,'' ith
the 'C' Team managing a close second coming in the opposite dirccuon
from aint Da1ids. A very impressed Mayor of aint David's witne sed
the clo ing tages.
HELLOS, GOODBYES
D CO GR T LATI01
Gr..:etings to gt 'Pete' Farrell and gt 'Mick' Beckett newly arrived
from Chicksands, Cpl •Heath' tringer and Cpl ·Jez' Callander from I 5
Sig Regt. LCpl ·.tu' McGowan from 7 Sig Regt and ig 'Emma'
Watson fresh from Blandford. A sad farewell to gt 'JJ' \1c, ally. who's
ofT to America, gt 'Dal' Midd leton, Cpl 'TafT Ca rter and Cpl ' Rob'
Forward who are all off swanning to univer it)' for 12 month . pl
'Heike' Claxton goes to 15 ig Regt and a special farewell to Cpl
'Ryanne' Bennett who's taken the jump to civvy street and no1' holds the
highest rank of Mi s.
Congratulations to S gt Mike Davie who has just reached the Army
Squash Championship Finals but will have to compete from hi next unit
as he's off to Digby. Finally, congratulations go to SSgt 'Wally' \ allace
who atler many years as a singly has decided to settle down and get
married. All the best to Wally and ade for the future. Our best wi hes go
to them all.
HOTEL TROOP - by Sig Woodrow
We have seen quite a lot of people go from the Troop. \1hich 1 a shame.
LCpt 'Gaz' Leadbitter, LCpl 'Icky' Hickenbothem and of cour e the
infamous Cpl 'Minger' Bell. We all hope that they will do well and get on
all right in their new jobs and their new place of work. Soon also to be
leaving us will be Cpl ·Pouy' Polton who i goi ng on to better thing in
Ireland. A few arrivals back into the Troop including gt 'Andy' Ball and
LCpl 'Webby' Webster.
We unfonunately received the news that the Troop will disband some
time at the end of April which we were all quite di appointed about.
However, it was something that we all expected. Quite a lot of things have
been happening within the Troop including LCpl ' aomi' Wilson away
swimming for the Corps at Arborfield. Congratulations to Cpl John
Pankhurst and his wife Joyce on the arrival of a healthy and eating well
baby boy. Congratulations also go to Sgt 'Chris' Dunn for promotion to
Sgt and Q Jones for also coming otfhis board.
A Ko ovo sheds a dim light on the Regiment some of the quadron
per onnel have had to go. Also recently the quadron had the pleasure of
the company ofSennybridge Training Area, to do our ITD battle-camp.
The last few days were pent on the tacex phase which mainly
incorporated all we had been taught by Sgt •JJ' Walker throughout the
pre\ iou week plus ome more kills that we were yet to learn. The
Exercise consi ted of acti ities such as: FlBUA and Close Target Reece
most of these skill people had never done o this was intere ting to learn
and then put into practice. The Exercise was quite demanding. how e,·er.
most people learnt omething but of course we were all happy to come
home.
ZULU TROOP
Tp Comd
gt· o Brews' Donnelly
Tp SSgt
gt 'Brew ' Turner
Zulu Tp ha had a bu y period over the la t three month . The Troop has
just returned from upporting the quadron on Ex Moullon pring the
first deployment of the year. deploying as far a field as unny Templeton.
The Squadron has had a big reorganisation and the Troop has enlarged
considerably and ' e now seem have more vehicle and more ta king
orders. However. no more man power to work with!
The Troop took Comic Relief Day very seriously indeed and 16
members of the Troop were tasked by SSgt 'Good Idea' Donnelly to ro\\ a
total of 700krn in 24hrs, this was a ery ambitiou task and after much
hard work and effort we ju t missed our total by I. 675km. Thank to all
who helped and upported u in our effon to raise money for Charity.

Zulu Troop Rowing Team for Comic Relief 1999
ARRI LS A D DEPART RE
As ever there are more departun:s than arrirnls We sa a ·ad farewell to
io · lonobrow' James and ig 'Hot hot' Hanks \\ho \\C "ish all the:
be~t for the future and we would like to welcome ig ·won't S\\cat'
Grimes and all the oth.:r Troop member· that have joined us on the Troop
amalgamation .
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HF:\DQ

TRA' P

TROOP

fp omd
~a pt teve Johnson
Tp gt
gt Huw Evan
A bu. time. a- usual," ith the u ual Bo nia detachment • Rcghn.:ntal
erci e· and the deployment of Ko.om Tp. Yet we till managed to get
p•oplc tl\\a) on adventure training and port.
gt Huw Evans had a
·hard' two month. in Kenya \\ith I he hire. FofS · ki' harp. gl Alfie
Oa\ idson. ig Rc:i. Bell and 1 Pais ley" anaged to get on an expedition
to Jordan and gt teH~ :\lilc managed to g t yet another 'holiday· in
Banja Luka!
Arrivals - gt ·Tan~ O' on nor and igs Rob Barn. raiJ Johnstone
and Daz ·era h · Read .
Departures - gt ' huggy · Huohc to one of the field quadrons. Cpl
\ Ii k Turner on hi Tl and LCpl cott C hinnery to 'civvy trcct'.
HEADQ
RTERS I TOR TRA SPORT TROOP
1T\\'O
W02 Shepherd
Tp
CO
Sot Rock
The Troop \\OUld like to \\Clcome th follo\\'ing people: L pl Wnyne
'.\lu on. hi wife Linda and family from 7 ig Regt, Sigs ' Recall' Foster.
·Que 11on time' Brenna n. 'Tiger· li es, · mudge' mi th. 'Gilps' G ilp in
who have all arrh ed traight from the factory. The Troop would like to say
farewell to Cp l tan Knight and Sio Kate Kn ight on their po ting to 7
ig Regt (Ko ovo.'Bo nia). ig ·Geordie' Ha ll to 1orthern Ireland and ig
· cou c' Cadd ick who ha gone on detachment to HQ Land.
It' been a bu y period ince Chri tmas, the Troop ha finally ~obered
up aner the Christma function organi ed by Cpl 'Taff Jones with the
inglies performing a u ual. Congratulation to C pl Ian Phillip and his
ne\\ '' ife Joa nne on their recent wedding. The Troop wishes them all the
be t for the future. Welcome back to C pl ' Skilly' H un t on hi return from
Bo nia. the women of Haverford west have locked themselve away even
though he can't make it past eleven o'clock on a lad night out. I o back
from a few month awa) i
pl 'Who is he?' Dawson who has been
!pine kiing and congratulations for coming 48th in the Army
Champion-hip . ince gt ·my club are too short' Rock has arriYed in
the Troop the golfatlernoon have increased with valuable tip pa sed on
by C pl Billy Blac kmore (not that he's any good either!) There ha been a
few 'aluable Tp training days. and ''ell done to those who pa sed their
Cla s 2 upgrading and ha,·e finally been presented their line belts by C pl
ndy Dawson watched by gt 'They're not real linies anyway' Rogers.
Good luck to ig ·Ernie' Wise who ha leH u to become a 'gym queen·
aHer running the port tore for ix month . Finally ha anyone een gt
'I'm on leave' McNabb anywhere??

VOLUNTEERS WANTED FOR A IO DAY HOLIDAY lN CYPR
When the QM (T), Maj Dea n asked for five volunteers to accompany
him on a free ten-day 'holiday' in Cypru . bow could one refuse? In time
honoured fashion five indi' iduals were volunteered and igned up on the
dotted line for thi not to be mi sed ·holiday · in the un. lt was only then
that the QM (T) pointed out the following three minor point in the small
print at the bonom of the contract:
Firstly in order to qualify for the free ' holiday' a three man team from
the Regiment mu l finish inside the first fi e teams tak ing part in the UK
Milital) Trial, '. .... but don't worry lads it 's only a short gentle stroll
through the Shropshire country ide'.
econdly, whil ton 'holiday· the Three-Man Team is cordially invited
to take part in the Cyprus Walkabout Competition. Again, 'don't worry
lad . it' onl} a two day Oat scenic walk aero s the Cypriot country ide
and you'll get a good sun tan whilst you're out training every day for it'.
T hi rdly, always read the small print first before volunteering for
an} thing!
Thus in early eptember, '' ith pirits only slightly dampened by the
pouring rain, two teams from 14 Sig Regt (EW) could be found in the
middle of the night itting in the cookliouse at esscliffe Training Camp
waiting for the tran port Lo the start of the UK Military Trail race. TI1e UK
M ii Trail is a 3-man team ra e over an undi sclosed orienteering course of
about 52km. in the hropshirc hillside and is the only method for an
'off-i land' Army unit team to qualify for a place in the Cyprus Walkabout
competition. Therefore. the competition was tough, with more than 30 teams
from 1.iK, 'JI and Germany competing for the first five 'holiday' tickets.
After a I coach journey to the start location, the first team was off at
0630hrs, followed some nine teams later by the 14 Sig Regt's 'A' Team,
con<;i ting uf gt (\1 ) 'Ski' harp (Team Captain), Capt Pa ul ewson
and a last minute encouraged volunteer, C pl Ryan La ng. On reaching the
fir. t checkpoint after covering approx. I6km, the 'A' team found that their
cunning na\igation had paid off, overtaking eight other teams, to be only
the 2nd team through the checkpoint, a position they were to hold onto for
the rest of the race. A Her enduring monsoon rain storms, horizontally
dri\ ing leet and bright un hine the 'A' Team staggered across the finish
line in a ume of approx. 7 / hrs, securing them a position in the un. An
e'en more impres. he accompli hment at the end of the long hard race was
to leave C pl R ·a n Lang'' ithout a word to say (unheard off!) This was
due to the fact that he wa completely exhausted and unable to walk or ta lk
b) the end of the race. The 'B' Team led by the QM (T) was slightly
lower but till managed to finish a very creditable tenth.
clcctmg the team which met ome three weeks later, again at an
incarthl) hour, in Bnzc ortons very own Holiday Inn. armed with the
lak thigh tech equipment was not without its fair share of grief\\ ith C pl
Laog bcin!? "3\o.:d from a fate almo t worse than death by his Sergeants
our c. gt Pa ul Ha ughton from the 'B' Team was volunteered for the
th1~ member of 14 Sig Regt· Cyprus Walkabout Team (hO\\ unlucky can
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you get). \ ith a little bit of la t minute PR
gt (FofS) · ki ' harp
managed to equip the Team with some excellent Dry-Flo T-. hirt · and
amclback drinking systems. from 01 wold Outdoors Ltd, in order to
cope with the +30"C temperature in Cyprus. For those who haven't heard
of the Cypru Walkabout Competition it's a two-day cross-country
orienteering race for team of tlm.-e over a route or approximately 90km.
The rout on tlic first da i from Epi kopi Garrison to Ml Troodos, where
the teams are accommodated overnight before returni ng to pi kopi by a
different route on Day Two. During each day teams ha e to pass thr ugh
five checkpoints over a course of at least 40km and if that's not difficult
enough the map used for the race is 30 years out of date.
Within 12 hours of arriving in
prus for our so ca lled holiday and with
only one week to acclimati e before the competition. the Team Captain,
S gt (FofS) · ki' harp soon got the new team and equipment tested,
with a 22km training run in the heat of the day. I lowever, it soon became
evident that the only way to recce the 40km between Epi kopi. which i
ju t above ea level, and Mt Troodos, which is at an al titude of approx.
600011 was by a combination vehicle and foot. Hence, much to the relief of
the other two team members, the team found themselves trundling around
the Cypriot bondu in a 16 scat transit van, a slight overkill but it was the
cheapest vehicle to hire. The rest of the week wa then pent in trying to
re-map all the new tracks and road that didn't appear on the ou t of date
map includ ing a major motorway that ha to be crossed on both race days.
With the training going' ell disa ter struck. apt Pau l Newso n 's ankle
decided that it had enough of being pounded around the bondu and in
prate t welled to the size of a small balloon. Thi ng were not looking
good with no third team member two day before the race. At the eleventh
hour the team wa a ed by a replacement from the Regiment in the guise
of LCp l ' pick' Lane," ho arrived in Episkopi with le than 12 hours to
go before the start of the race.
Finally the big day arrived and yet again in the middle of the night,
three individual from 14 ig Regt, ' ki' harp, Paul Ha uahton and
· pick' La ne tood on the start line ready for the off. With over 40 teams
drawn in random order, tarting at one-minute intervals we had not long to
wait before cros ing the start line and collecting the control description
heet. It is only at this point that the teams discover where the checkpoints
are and thus lead to some rapid rollle planning. It \Va decided that the
optimum route to the first checkpoint was a 14km road run, 4km longer
than going direct but safer navigation and quicker underfoot which paid
off by overtaking ome ixtcen other team who opted to go aero s
count!)'.
For those who haven't been to Cypru there's two things you shou ld
know about the Cypriot countryside, fir tly that it' very hilly with most of
the valley lined with impa able cliffs (which are not hown on the map).
econdly. unle s you are wearing full kevlar body armour every piece of
vegetation either bites, stings or just cratche the living daylights out of
you. Bearing the above two point in mind the team made good progress
through the checkpoints. not being the quickest moving team due to
un-acclimatised · pick' Lane suffering in the heat but em ploying plenty
of cunning route choices to move up through the field . Between
checkpoints 4 and 5, as the team tarted to climb into the cooler slopes of
the Troodo mountain · pick' La ne tarted to make a recovery and it wa
then the turn for Pa ul Ha ughto n to tart feeling rough , with a 30000
climb before crossing the finish line. As the team crossed day 's one finish
line in Troodo amp it became evident that all the hard work had paid
off, being the second team to finish in a time of7hrs and 20mins.
Later that evening after a well de erved mountain of food, the team
found out that they were lying overall in third po ition, just 13 minutes
behind 3 Armoured Field Ambulance in second position. With tl1c fastest
team starting last on Day Two, we started ju t two minutes in front of the
winning team (QMG) and only 1 minute in front of3 AFA, who knew that
their 13 minute time difference was not a safe margin. Over the duration of
a long race 13 minutes can be ea ily lost or gained though a single route
choice. The team started well with a good route choice that took them
quickly off the mountain and by checkpoint 2 they were leading the race,
but this was to be short lived. The leg between checkpoint 2 and 3
consisted of a gruelling 9km roacVdirt track run in the searing heat which
took its toll on 'Spick' Lan e and by the third checkpoint the team had
slipped into tenth place. hortly after leav ing checkpoint 3 ' pick' started
to feel weak and the team topped in tbe hade for a twenty minute re t to
try and cool him down, however, it soon became evident that ' pick' was
exhausted and suffering badly in the heat. For safety rea. ons tl1e team
decided to head towards the nearest main road in order to get ' pick' to
one of the safety vehicles that constantly patrolled the general route. With
'Spick' safely retired the last two checkpoints were quickly passed, with
the now two-man non-competitive team being the seventh team to cro s
the finish line in Episkopi Garri on aHer regaining evcral position . All
that wa left to do after finishing the Cyprus Walkabout in a time of
approximately I 4hr was to quickly get washed, feed and down to the
departures lounge at RAF Akrotiri in order to catch the fir t flight back
home for a well earned rest. In ummary, after yet another gruelling
challenge, only 21 teams finished the race w ith QMG ho lding on to their
overnight lead to finish in a superb overa ll time of 11hrs and 52mi ns.
Finally it just leaves the team to thank all those that helped to make the
pl 'Spick' L an e for hi outstanding effort, without
'holiday' po siblc, to
whom the team would never have got over the start line on day one, Q M
(T) Maj Dea n for doing all the initial organisation and getting the Regt
involved· in the yprus Walkabout Competition, Cotswo ld Outdoor Ltd
who supplied the team with some superb equipment and fi nally to 14 ig
Regt (EW) itself for all its upport and financial assi tance. On that note all
applications for a free I 0-day 'holiday' in the sun next year, hou ld contact
gt (Fo ) ' ki' harp A AP, as place are limited.
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COM '!ANDING OF~ICER' .. ROSS CO
T~Y EVE T
It was in wet and w111dy cond111ons that the Regimental Cross Country
event took place on Thursday 12 ovember 1998 at Llysfran Country
Park. The course was approximately 5.5 miles long (honest!!) and far from
llat. The route itself wound its way around the Re ervoir at the Park giving
some spectacular views although the runners may not agree. At one point
Capt Brown from 226 ig Sqn was found contel!lplating w.hethcr it wo~ld
be quicker to run around part of the lake or sw1111 across 1t! The runnmg
won! Maybe it was the lovely Welsh cold wind we get here that persuaded
him! There was approximately 200 pt:ople from the Regiment taking part
in the event.

Sgt Bradley, who came in in First Place
The winning male was Sgt Bradley from Regimental Ops with an
outstanding time or 31 min 46 ecs and he till didn't even look out of
breath.
The winning female was Cpl Brown from 245 lg qn with a time of
46mins 19 ecs closely followed by LCpl Dolan from TM Troop. V 02
Jenkins from 226 Sig Sqn collected two medals, one for the first male
over 35 catergory and the other for coming sixth in the overa ll com~etition
with a time of36mins 12secs. The Veteran event was \\On by MaJ Dean
from QM(T) in a time of 43min 23sec . The event was also a competition

Cpl Brown, who was the first lady in
between the four quadrons with points. going to Russ Cup which is .a
competition made up of various sports'' h1ch take place over the year. This
year's winners wa 237 Sig qn . The day finished off "1th a medal
presentation by the Commanding Officer. Overall the day wa a huge
success, thanks to all those concerned for all the hard work put into the
organising and setting up of the day. Finally well done to all tho e who
braved the weather and took part even though it was compul ory!

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT
RAISI G OF THE REGIME T L FL GIN

EW LOCATIO

Throughout 16 ig Regt' occupation of Bradbury Barrack , Krefeld,
the Regimental wall and a large willow tree becam~ synonymous \~llh the
Regiment and were adopted as unofficial symbol , mdeed. the Regimental
lub is named 'The Wall and Willow'. When 16 Sig Regt moved to
Rheindahlen Military Complex, in 1994, a replica wall wa built ?utsidc
Regimental Headquarters. In August la t year, the Regimental
Headquarters had to move yet again. within the RMC. Thi move broug~t
the Regiment closer together, geographically, and helped to develop a.um!
focus with a 'camp within a camp' ambience. A ne\\ wall togeth r ''1th a
flagpole was built at the entrance to 16 ig .Regt' new line 1n order to
keep its heritage alive. The 'Wa ll ' forms an 1mpre s1ve centrepiece at the
gates to the Regiment. To mark the completion of the move of the
Regiment, the Regimental flag was raised up ~he newly located flagpole,
behind the ·wall'. The flag was rai ed by 1g Edwa rd s. the youngc t
soldier in the Regiment.

Sig na le r Stu art Edwards pre pa ring t o rai s e t he Re gim e nta l fl a g

NEWS FROM OPERATIO 1 AG RICOLA
25- SIG AL SQUAD RO
qn Comd
M

Maj A. Ros
W 02 (SS 1) A.

imer

HQKFOR

The Squadron originally deployed to provide HQ KFOR REAR, but
due to ome minor problem over the border _to the north we ended ~p
doing the whole shebang. The planned move torward of 7 1g Rcgt 1111
has not occurred so the ARRC taff are till in the Shoe Factory ite,
intended for le s than half of the number it now house . There wa a
temporary cri is recently with the refugees flooding down from the north
and everal members of the unit pent time e tablishing the camp . What
started with tent erection carried on into digging latrines and litter picking,
it wa a.Her this point that it was decided enough had been done. ow
routine ha nearly been establi hed o here are ome thoughts from the
.
unlucky few to be around ''hen ''riling was requi.red ..
On a lighter note the alon of C pl Tony ev11le 1 pro,111g a popular
vending place. If it's not for hair cut , it's for the likes of S M Aim er and
hi attaches (Sgt Fenso m, C (ll ' ".indsor) t? have their coffee breaks.
Congratu lations on your selec11on tor promotion Sgt Fen om, oon to.be
gt Fe nsom. Sgt Parr l~as also been practising his ivilian role - makmg
a toilet from older! He did tlu. so well the appearance of a ponaloo at tl1e
back of hi wagon has been put down .to him as wel!. nice one. Well, it's
time for me 10 clo c now and u Revoir. ce you all m eptembcr.
T H E SY CO BIT - ame withheld
Sy con i now being expertly manned by a 'ariet) o.f people,
gt ·Catalogue 1an Roberts
particularly YofS ·weeble' Warburton,
T(G) team are .nO\\ 111
and a whole gaggle of Yot sand FofSs! The R
theatre a a whole and continue to ·mend' (or ·o they claim) our swuche · funny how none of the s~' itche hU\.e work <l since the~r arri\ al. ,Fo
teven continues 10 do h1 dare-devil trips down tO\\ n JU. t to kec~ u.
supplied with Coffee and Tea - thank · Fol ! \ al o haYe a nC\\ armal
namdy WOJ (YofS) Fowler ." ho came to u ~i ·king and scr~aming _fron~
7 ig Regt. we'll look atkr him - honc;st! 16 1g Regt 1 nO\\ <~~the . et
and the R M seem rather ob. c sed w11h a lady by the name ot Lola - he
j soon to b ent back a the Internet bi ll grows stagg ringly lugh through
his constant contact with the nbo\ e named cybcrchick! ) scnn has :cttkd_
in nicely and we look forward to another lhe month (or so the} tdl u ) ol
'finger n the pul ·e' com m ' .
La t point - what do y u call a collection of Vol
- an:\\ en. on tt
postcard plea e!
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LIFE I THE \'EHi LE PARK by Cpl Angus
\\di. after eight \\eek.· of being here in sunn) kopjc, I was nominated
10 '' nl<: a fe\\ notes on our ad' entures. ar Park oy has calmed do'' n a
lillk no\\ and daily routine ha almo 1 begun . but there i. till the odd
occasion" hen ·}·con or the 0
change something.
\\'e would like to .a) Hello to our new OC. 2Lt Dinnis who has ju t
arri,ed from a tour at Blandford; al n Cpl Find lay from 7 ig Regt. "ho" ill
be looking after our G ne' . ince •tic arrival of the Royal ignals y teni:uppon Team (W02 Edge,
gt llollo\\ay and gt Lloyd} no witch has
lx>en the me! w1tche · be\\ are ...... R
T(G) are out then::! The local u-adc
mcrchani,, appear eYery da) with their tock.$ of· 1ik.: ' or · Addeeda · gear
tor sale. Our local ·Del Bo)' or ' 11anin U1e Haggler' aka FofS Gecre ha
napped up \era I bargain. so the traders are wary ofhim nO\\ .
LCpl Co,\ie 1s keeping on top of the witch crew "iU1 hi. moaning
and gr aning. doing a good job of training up the progs, su h a pity he ·s a
2'0 man. ig · tudley' Pa rker ha been receh ing plenty of mail from
''l'men all oYer the country and i refu ing to hare. Sig 'Penfold'
Willi ams and ig ·Old Git' Ba rret have now ettlcd in after the initial
shock of going on operatton during their i:>. month engagement from the
T . L pl 'Fergie' Fergu on ha not been the ame after the accident - the
accident of ig 'Blonde' Evi that i<;! Poor lad, it almost got him down
alter getting hi promotion. I could ne,•er forgive myself if I forgot to
mention po -- ibly U1e be t Radio Tech from 16 ig Regt in theatre (the only
one!). That's a crate U1en C pl · cotty' Johnson.
T HECO BtCE BJT -by SigK imms
Dunng the time \\ e ha,·e been in U1e Gazela Sho Factory U1e
COJ\1 fCEt ·Radio RoomHairdre ing alon ha moved to two eparate
location . , OI\ that we are ettled we de ided to move our antenna on the
roof - six times in ten days to be exact! Luckily none of the TG have
fallen yet. unlike ig Evis of the ys Op'. The Radio ide i quiet. a few
radio check here and there. The COMMCE on the other hand i really

bu y during the chi) and night. ig 'Huggy' Huggett on pcrman..:nt days
and Cpl ·Robbo' Roberts on permanent nights. Ancr eight weeks with
little un ·Ro~bo' is lookin& even .more like a vampiyc. ll ha definitely
been an e;...pencncc for all of us. bemg out here, adapting and overcoming
a LOT of problems! We all look forward to the R&R! !
A 872 - THE GEi MA
A - bv Lt Bruce
Having deployed to Tetvo at the t~ot of the highest moumain s in the
area the A establi hcd itself with some of the best supplied troop in the
region. tht' German Brigade. The food wa fine a long as you didn't mind
bread, ham, or chee c - all the time. The German speake rs amon g us have
come to the fore. and the 'poi nting and shouting· fra ternity are also
beginning to learn the language. We are being treated rea lly well by our
German ho t and are enjoying the experience.
ROYAL JSIT- HRH THE D KE OF KE T
Friday 9 April .1999: Ring, ring .... .ring, ring .... 'Hello. ould we host a
royal vi it within the Regiment'? Ye . I think o, when will it be? What do
you mean , this Monday!! ???'
That i roughly how one half of the telephone conversation wenl, prior
to the Duke s visit. The visit it elf wa fairly low key, the Duke primarily
wanted to meet the familie of tho e deployed on Operation Agricola. He
was met by Maj J onathan Turner , Cap t Andy Perciva l and W02
( S J) Al C burc hward. Following a hort operational brief by Maj
Tu rn er. the Duke was e corted to U1e Ptarmigan garages, where variou
members of 230 ig Sqn were pre cnted to him. Among tho e pre ented
were: Capt G lynn 'Oh no!
ot another crate' Bu xton, S gt eil
Perham, Sig 'lark Cu nliffe, Sig Angela Gra ha m, LCpl 'Welshie'
Welsh and ig 'Day and' K night.
The Duke then pre ented Royal Warrant 10 W02 (SSM) Al
C hu rehward and W02 (RQM ) Jim Alger, before leaving to meet the
familie of tho e members of I ignal Brigade deployed in FYROM.

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

CO
Lt Col John Ten ington
R M
WOJ (RSM) J ohn WiJlia ms
This year sees the 40th Anniversary of the formation of the Regiment
and this will be celebrated during our annual Regimental Open Day on I 0
July 1999. The Open Day will take place at Azimghur Barracks, Coleme,
near Chippenham and is open to families, serving and ex-members of the
Regiment and also to the general public. This year, we have expanded the
programme and the Open Day will feature a display by The White
Helmets, a well as from the military display, recru iting and youth teams
from:
Royal Armoured Corp .
Royal Artillery, Royal ignals. Light Infantry
Prince of Wale ' Division
Royal Glouce ter. Berk hire and Wiltshire Regiment,
Royal Logistic Corp ,
Adjutant General Corp
Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

HEA DQ ARTER
ORO
qn Comd
Maj C has Da le
SSM
W02 (SSM) ick Orga n
Hectic as ever, HQ qn continue to provide sterling service to all of its
cu tomer . An excellent deployment and turn-out during Ex Red
Beaufighter I allowed comprehen ive as es ment of the recent changes to
SOPs. Most change were well founded and were a positive step forward,
whilst, inevitably, some proved the adage ' ... . Try, try and try again!'

WARRIOR, DROP and other military equipment will be on show
alo~g ide Paintball, quad Bikes and, subject to operational commitments'.
Ch1~ook or Puma aircraft from the RAF Support Helicopter Force. The
Regiment would welcome a ,·isit from any member of the Corps, past and
pre ~nl, and e pecially previous members of the nit. Detai l may be
obtatned from \ 02 (R \ 0 ) 1ead-Male on Colerne Mil 5116orO1225
745116.

MTO
Capt Guy Richards
SSgt M ark Sala
Tp Sgt
Yet another busy month was upon us and to start wi th everyone's
favourite team had caught up with us, yes it wa yours tru ly the Pre
Inspection Team. Preparation the previous month had been very hectic
and very busy. C pl Doyle had the pleasant job of ort ing ou t the AB88
!legist~r and was asked the question was all up to da te and okay. Hi
1mmed1ate reply was, toe eryone's urprise, was what is a AB88? After
receiving a vast amount of assistance from the T l FFY everyth ing began to
smell of roses and was running quite smoothly for a short time. Cpl
Eskda le had cause to worry when the team ca me to inspect lets ay the
S tepto~ vehicle (SQM ) has seen better days. ew blood arrived in the
:rroop JUSt as PRE wa going on Sig C hilvers wa given a warm welcome
111to the Troop and was presen ted w ith a paint brush to start work straight
away._Sgt ·_Mac' MacDona ld , whi lst all this was go ing on, was up to his
neck 111 dn ll, PT and yompi ng on his Sgt's course congratu lat ions on
successful completion of the course 'Mac'.
After completion of the annua l Pre-inspection it was ti me to pringclean the MT hangar, but pl Howie was not paying much atte nti on as he
was too .bu y concentrating on hi new posting to sunny-Catterick. We are
al.I ure 1t will not .be a~ sunny as it was in Florida, where he has j ust spent
his honeymoon wnh his new bride Lisa. The MT boss ha retu rned from
an EF P 2 course which he fo und quite mind numbing but it cou ld have not
been all that bad as he has started to read the Times newspaper, A 1 ell
done goes to al l MT personnel for their hard efforts in the past two month .

PLAF Ba nd

HQ Q (V) (Trowbridge)
PSAO
Ca pt Billy Miles
The excellent news just in, is that the ·powers that be' in the TA
restructuring process have finally agreed that HQ Sqn (V) should not
relocate to Colerne, but directly into the 6 LI TAC Bath. The move will
take place at the end of July this year, after the LI draw down and moves
out.

43 (WESSEX) SIG AL SQ ADRO (VJ (BR!DGWATER)
Sqn Comd
Maj Craig Trceby
. SM
W02 ( SM) Ward
PP6E.004
The Squadron is now celebrating the decision not to relocate to Bath
this year, but to delay in Bridgwatcr until the Regiment decadreises. This
momentous decision, taken by Ministers aflcr a great deal of sta!T work
and a rear guard action which Field Marshal lim would have been proud
of. was finally taken in early April. The Squadron can now forge ahead
and start to train the ex-Light lnfanteers who intend to re-trade as
signallers when the Squadron finally joins the llQ qn (V) element, in
Bath, in the new Millennium. Next edition will include photos and tales
from the recent Initiative Training weekend

Maj Williams celchratcd his departure with three, lea' ing in a slightly
more dishevelled state than when he arri~cd at the quadron. Sorry about
that Heidelberg, we're confident he'll recover m a cC>uplc of \\O.:ck.
though! "'1aj William~ has been replaced hy Capt (TOT)· 'oddy' Baugh
MBE, who has leapt enthusiastically into the chair from ACPO, for what
will undoubtedly be a busy few months. The quadron ha· also said a fond
farewell to Lt Toby Heath who 1s off to pursue a career in ivvy Street
and to Sgt Darren Twigg, posted to the School in Blandford. For the
meantime the remainder of SHQ wait with baited breath to see 1f the
incumbent 21C, Lt Jim Lambeth will manage to fini h building hi s car
before he's posted back to the K.
220 SIG AL ' QUADRO ' (LA RBRUCH A D BR GGE1 )
Sqn Comd/ACPO
apt 'Noddy' Baugh
SSM
W02 ( SM) Ged Robinson

81 SIGNAL SQ ADRO

(V) (COLER E AND ATIONWIDE)
qn Comd
Maj Craig Tillotson
p AO
Capt Jo hn Harris
Farewell and Bon Voyage to outgoing 0 , Maj Bob Manifold who has
now handed the reins of command to Maj ra ig Tillotson - welcome to
the hot scat! Bob will be sorely mi sed as OC, both from the profcs ional
and the ocial perspective , and he led the quadron extremely effectively
during a significant period in the Squadron's hi story.
The quadron continues to support the Regular Army, world-wide, on a
variety of static communication projects, with deployments to the
Falklands, Ascension and Germany, as well a in UK. 857 Signal Troop
deployed on Ex Falkland ound during January and February, in support
of J UM. The Exerci e was part of an ongoing ta k to improve and
replace the ageing communications infrastructure at the Mount Plea ant
airfield. Led by Ca pt T im Jone , a total of 45 men and women from the
quadron deployed to install and upgrade the Main Distribution Frame in
the Tactical Operations Centre. Other ta ks were also achieved, including
the obl igatory ' meet the penguins· and battlefield tour.
Planning for the tran fer of command from 21 ig Regt (A ) 10 2 ( C)
ig Bde a part of the rmy C 18 Group i moving apace. Currently
scheduled for 1 Sep 99, SHQ will move to Corsham and, it is intended,
will retain a degree of autonomy within A lSG allowing the Squadron to
continue to provide an excellent and very cost effective service to its
customer , world-wide.

220 SIG AL SQ UADRON (AS)
Sqn Comd
Maj A. . Willi ams
M
W 0 2 (SSM) G. D. Robinson
220 ig qn is as bu y a ever despite the impending clo ure of RAF
Laarbruch and the move of HQ back to Colerne later in the year. Our
operational commitments have increased significantly with the current
activitie in the Balkans, and a word spreads about the Telemechs'
killsetjob offer continue to fly in thick and fast to ACPO. Additionally
we are about to embark on a major exchange and cabling project in
Ascension Island which will take another large bite out of the Squadron
manpower over the next three months.
In February this year a team of soldiers from 220 Sig Sqn joined force
with 280 Sig Sqn to collect sweet and chocolate from the Cologne
lntemational Sweets and Confectionery fair. Thi was destined for
distribution among ho pitals and orphanages in Bosnia under the supervi ion
of the charity Scottish European Aid. An excellent day out wa had by all and
the Squadron remains awash with chocolate that wouldn't fit on EAs
lorries. Many U1anks are extended to igel ergea nt at the BFG Pres and
Information Office and the Briti h Trade Mini ter, Brian Wilson, (not
formerly of the Beach Boy !) for supponing thi very worthwhile event.

HTROOP
The current operational sorties from Bruggen have added an edge to the
work being undertaken by H Tp. Upgrade to the ASM involve work on
14 Squadron sites and the Flight Line Bunker, with deployment of 81 Sig
Sqn (V) assetl in support planned for later in the year. Other work
continues on LDCN (Phase 1 and 2) and RAF quadron site LA .
LTROOP
Whilst the RAF continue to disper c fi'om the airfield at Laarbruch. L
Troop have a clear focus in their work towards the draw-do'' n and
eventual hand-over of the site to. erm, well, whoever! 'Vluch work is
underway to clear the sites of cabling and installation a the RAF move
out. From the management perspective, detailed inspection of the RAF'
closedown plans has been es ential to avoid the closure of facilities which
the Troop, and SHQ, will continue to need until their tran fer to Bruggen
in August and eptember.
CPO - JHQ RHEI DAHLE
Lt Col J. A. Terrin gton, Commanding Officer of 21 ig Regt (A )
recently presented :\lrs Lyn Fadzil ah with her twelve year certificate of
service at a ceremony in JHQ. Ly n. the Airfield Communications
Planning Office (ACPO) Office Manager previou ly worked for British
Forces (Germany) at Griffon School, RAF Wildrenrath but relocated to
their ACPO po ition on the withdrawa l of 21 Sig Regt from that site in
1992.
Project work and planning continues apace in Macedonia an_d_ elsewhere
in Fry, and teams have already deployed on a number of add1t10nal tasks
over and above the standard roulement. World-wide ta king al o
continues, with comprehen ive projects being undertaken on A cen ion
and in the Falklands. These will provide a unique opportunity to develop
the trade skill of the ignificanl number of young ignallers in the
quadron, as well as providing a rare break from FRY and routine airfield
ta k .

REGIME TAL MOTOR TR A SPORT
Lynne be ing prese nted with her certificate.
Also p ictu red left to rig ht a re Ca pt Nod ~y Baugh _~ BE ,
Mrs Mi che lle Ma tthews, SSgt Jon e s , Mai Andy W illiams,
Lt Col Terrin g ton and W01 (RSM ) J . W illiams

The Cologne Inte rn a tion a l Sweets and Confectio nery Fa ir
(L-R) : SSgt Weave rs (280 SiQ Sqn ),
Sg t Darron Twigg (220 Sig Sqn) Hon . Simon Scott (SEA),
Brian Wilson MP, Lt Emma Ra e (280 Sig Sqn)
a nd W02 (SSM) Ge d Robinso n (220 Sig Sqn )
On the sporting front the quadron has conti nued to do well in the
Rhine Army Footba ll league under the fa natical direction of \V02 ( M)
Ged Robinso n, and we also won the UK C (G) Minor nils Cros·
ount ry championshi p , much to the surprise of the Foreman and 21C who
were both rccoverin o fro m a din ing in for most of the cour e!
In March, fo llo1 i~1g a highly ucces fol batt lc-ca~1p at Halt~r~1 Ranges,
the quadron bids it's fo nd fare we lls to the 0 , Mt•J Andy\ 1lhams who
goes to HQ AMF L as 02 Pl FO. ot content with one leaving ·do',

RMY BOB LEIGH H AM PIO HlP
br LCpl Dave Heath. H Tp RAF Brngge11
· La t year I managed 10 get my elf into a two man bo~sleigh team. Here
I found m ' elf hurtling toward ' the bottom ofa narrow IC) track at speeds
of around seventy mile an hour - really quite frightening on the fir t go.
but nevcrtheles one hell of an adrenaline rush .
At the Army tovice Champion. hip in lgl , Au tria, my brakeman and
I managed to fit in three laufs a day for a week to .get u cd to the track _and
to perfect our timi ng. race can b~ \\on or lo ·t 111 ~he ~u h tart, the idea
being that you both ·hit' the bob' le1gh at the . ame li!ne m ~rder to get the.
fastest possible acceleration. Easy? ... o not really, 111 fact It takes a l~:>l of
practice. Once you're 1110' ing you jump in und the brakeman g 'Is a h_fl to
the bottom, where a you wou ld ex pee t, he tops the • led. The dm er JOb
on the other hand is onl) j ust beginning once you're both m the bob. He
ha the unnen ing tn k of gcttmg 390kg worth of led and passl!ngl!r 10
the bottom a quick!) et ufoly as po · ible. Thi is much m.?rl! diflicult
than it might sound. ho" C\ er my brakeman, L pl dam G ra nt. and I
managed lo do it well enough to earn oun>eh es a Bro111e medal and a
bottle of champagne!
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Our ne.'-1 ·top was Lillehammer for the main Ann) Champion hip . \: c
\\Cre competing again ·t Ol)mp1c las athletes in the fom1 of the GB
number on pair, so an outright "in wa • never really on the card . I o
competmg ,,a. one of our coache. with his brakeman pl 'Barney·
Ba rnet from 2 0 ig qn. The competition wa 1ough and the racing ery
fa,t. but it was a grea1 e:-..penence for us relative newcomers 10 compete
alongside ·uch high la . ath lete . I learn! a great deal from them,
ho" ever. come competition day "e pro ed no match for the pro , despite
turning in our be t ever time. We did manage to beat our main rival from
thll anll} no' ice . igs t eH~ ·wilcl-rbea t' \\lildridge and teve 'Lloydy'
Lio) d . beers lads. nearly but not uire!
I'd like to take thi opporrunity to thank all tho e' ho have helped and
supported me in pursuing this mo t unw>ual port, particularly the Corps
Games ommittce and the PED taff at RAF Bruggen who have very
generous!) helped me out with pon orship. Sean Olsson this year, Dave
Heath the ne'>t.... well. maybe!

L TROOP RAF LAARBR CH - by Cpl Dave Cascarino
Lifo continues at it u ual frantic pace here at unny RA F Laarbruch.
apart from the usual dcts to plit. Banja Luka, the Falklands Asccn ion
I land, we've also got people in Macedonia (Cpl teve ' tag On '
Mesmer) and sent a large contingent to Margate over the Ea tcr grant. The
Troop is still managin g to maintain pre encc here at the sharp end in
Germany.
There ha c been a lot o f comings and goings in the past two months or
so. notably igs Chl"i 'Rec ty· Evans to Civ Div, Sgt J ason ' llarry '
Harris to H Tp along "ith LCpl Donny Stewar t and LCpl Matt ' Party
Animal' \ hite. pl Da"e Cascari no ha returned. from the big Fl
looking all the better for another tour, Sgt Alvin 'Billy' Lilb urn has been
making flyin g vi it. back and forth to Macedonia, (he and LCp l hri
Ba in c\'en managed to get a lift on the Royal Flight for one such trip, it's
hell on Op !) more often than not leaving a few bods behind along the
way.
We welcome ig Lo"e and LCpl Em m iso n fresh from the factory, ha\'e
a good tour, and will soon welcome back into the fold LC pl Daz Dales
who i at the Blandford Centre of Excellence undergoing re-moulding
rrom Telemech to IT - not in for much stick when he gets back ...
TECHY! We have recently welcomed our resident Airfield Tech into the
Troop, SSgt h r is ' B ' Holm e and gt Lee 'The boy Wonder' Coffill ,
on an Inter-Troop posting from the now defunct Support Troop. LCpls
Ba m forth and Wels h recently represented the Squadron at the station
closure ceremony. looking extremely smart and military in their ' twos ' in
what would otherwi e have been a complete ea of blue.

How much ivill you be
earning in 2 years' time?
£

E
£

To find out whether you have the aptitude £
to become a computer programmer, £
contact Computeach International to£
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£
programming and systems analysis
£
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244 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Ia n Walton
SM
W02 (SSM) Steve Dickson
The last few months since the New Year have seen a dramatic increase
in the leve l of tasking on the Squadron and there arc few people Jell who
are not on Op , warned for Ops or literally just returned from Ops (and
some of them fall into the lirst two categories loo!) In amongst all the
hectic jumping on and off the operational bu , normal life has continued in
a fashi on. The A Tp Holiday lub has recently returned from an arduous
winter deployment to unny Italy (and were warned for Ops in Albania on
return). The rest of the Squadron got Otterburn on Ex Gryphons Flight
instead. The Squadron is also witnessing a major turnover in Squadron
personalities. The SSM has been picked up for promotion and leave · us
soon for 35 ig Regt - good luck to W0 2 ( SM) tevc Dickson, hirley
and the kid . Other promotions are SSgt ' Geordie' Wa lto n and S gt
(FofS) ' Side Burns' Moore, both going back to their F roots as W02 .
Well done to you both . On top of this we have also received two new Tp
Comds to replace the two deployed on ops in Croatia and Macedonia,
Capt Bill Holbrook and 2Lt Sa r a Rk hards join us from the delights of
the TCs course.
CHA R IE T RO OP
The Troop ha deployed dels on both Exercises and operation io upport
of the uppott Helicopter Force. The increase in tempo in the Balkan
region ha committed the Squadron, operationally, like never before. At
present each member of the Troop is on, just come off or about to depart on
operation and so leading a nonnal life in Colerne is at present very difficult!
To that end ' hen we had the rare chance to get ourselves away for a Troop
Day-Out we all jumped at it. Alton Towers didn' t kno' what hit it.
We deployed from Colerne at 0800hrs in what promised to be good
weather but, as always, the other side of Birmingham was cold and wet. On
arrival at the park everybody pl it down into groups and set off for a day of
wet fun. Our group headed straight to the log flume and rapids fir t while
Cpl 'Denzel' James and company, not able to 'weather' the rides headed
for the nearest dry place (the Alton Towers Tavern). The only down tde to
the day was LCpl 'Mail' Don aghy's and Sig teff Gibbs' point blank
refu al to go on anything more scary than the tea-cup . We got 1he chance
to get warm when the cable car topped mid-air for an hour, although there
were rumours it wasn't an accident and done by the park management to
give the civvies a chance on the ride. Everyone had a good ?ay but mis ed
having our colleagues who were on operauons there - yeah ngbt.
Recent departures from the Troop were ig ·Dickie' Dyer and ig
'Sandra' Eva ns. Sig Dyer ha left the Army after ix year to work for a
haulage company, and Sig Evans ha been po ted to JCUNI. Good luck to
them both. Arriva l include the new Troop Comd, Ca pt Bill Holbrook
from 20 Armd Bde via Blandford, C pl 'Chuck· Berry from 16 ig Regt
and C pl 'Rab' Grice from 14 ig Regt, LC pl 'Ollie· Olver and LC pl
'Jack' Horn er rrom 7 Sig Regt. (The Corp Waterpolo Team has landed!)
Also new ly arrived Sig Youn g, Sig ' ad ac' utherland , Sig 'Buster'
Gentle, Sig 'EV IL' Darwood, ig 'Pl' Barto n and Sig E mm a Preece all
fresh from the Royal School of ignal .
The Troop wou ld like to say hello to all the guy at present on Op , keep
your head down and see you soon. In the next month along with
CO
operational commitments we have an ATD camp tn Plymouth, a
Cadre cour e in Sennybridge and an Exerci e in Germany to keep u
ticking over, so while the future' bright it not orange!

LCp l Dave 'Twinkle toes' Heath and LCpl Adam Grant
setting off on a practice lauf at Innsbruck

"Computer specialists expect panic in 2000. The
British Computer Society predicts that
programmmers paid £350 a day at present will
be able to command £1000 a day in
2000."*

The Troop continues to pursue its interest in all things non military - most
of us have attended EMT and Sigs Mitchell and Richardson have managed
to croungc a co ~plc of ~arg? parachute so ~hey can go para-gliding for a
couple of weeks m Bavana - it's a hard life bemg a Telemech!

Sig Ronn ie 'Adm in Vortex' Warwick
is somewhat confused by all this white cold stuff on EWT

If responding to any advertisements
in The Wire please mention that you
saw it in your Corps magazine

DELTA T ROOP
Delta Tp has been recently reduced in size because of overseas
commitments but there has also been lots to do back at the camp. The
Troop even fou nd ti me to visit the Quasar in Bath and much fun wa had
by all especia lly the uew bo 2Lt ·wet behind . the ears' Richard who
cemcd to think she was on a FIBUA day wnh ltve round ! A large
majority of the Troop fou nd a mix ture of Quasar a~d a night out before too
much to ha nd le - ment ionino no names! On a different note the Troop
welcomes C pl ' Rob' Lewis ~'h o is already enjoying the lligh pac? of th~
MAOT desk 2Lt Sara Richards as the new D Tp bos . and Cpl Jasper
Mnrrit ' ho mu t love it here on hi s second tour. Fonhcoming farewell to
ig 'Andy' Trueman after nine and a ~a l f years. e.rvice - well done that
man, LC pl 'Edgcy· Edge - good luck m your C1v1ltan employment and
LCpl 'Li ndsay' Payton - posted to 30 1g Rcgt m Bramcotc.
To the lads and lasses out in plit fro m the Troop keep up the good work
in the glorious un shine not that we arc jealous - Coleme' glorious!
Already Sig 'Tony' Burton is savouring the delights of the les t~an cheap
Ale! lt must be a little sunspot out there when comm nts ltke 1g Emma
'Ma'am, I've packed my Bikini and that's it' McDonald, come about.
Yl IT BY THE MASTE R OF SJG ALS
We were deli ghted to host a vi it by the Master of ignal , Maj Gen l.
0. J. Sprackling OB , hi fi rst to the Regiment. As. recompe_n. c for
missing the England - France Four ations maich .dunng the v1 tt. the
Master was treated to tea and biscuit duri ng the briefi ng by the CO, Lt
Col John Tcrrington, 2 1
1aj Bruce Avison and Op Officer, Capt
Bob ixon. Following th is, the Ma tcr " ·a briefed on the newly arnv~d
PR 346 Tactical Ground to ir radio (TacGA) by members of 244 ~g
qn. During the evening, the Ofliccrs ho ted the Master and !rs Annie
Spraekling at a Regi mental Ladies ight, a treat fo r all !

T he Mast er w ith W02 (YofS ) Firth ,
Ma j Ian 'S m art Ha ircut just fo r the Vis it' Wa lton
an d LCp l Bra dbury in attendance
COLERNE DIVE RS S B AQ A CL B
Capt Jeff Ashwell
Chairman
Diving Officer
gt Paul Morse
ecretary
Sgt Julie Eldridge RLC
Under the direction of Capt Jeff hwell. the Colcrne divi ng club has
now been founded (well we have got our own wimming pool) and ha
been up and running for the pa t four months. It is quite urpr! ing that the
Club has had no ca ualtie yet, a Paul Morse m 1st on trymg to dro\\ n
cenain members of the club by loading them with extra weight. The club
at present ha 25 members and i growing steadily. T he Club has ap~lied
to both Anny ub Aqua Di\ ing A ociation (A ADA) and B C ( Bnllsh
ub Aqua Club) for membership to permit expeditions to recogni ed
diving ite around the world to be organi ed.
..
.
Coleme Divers ha' e already held a weekend expedtt ton to Fort Bon
and in Plymouth and members of the team were Cpl Bobby ~nds, ig
Claire 'in tructor potential' Blades, Sig Tammy 'l can float up·1de dO\\ n
in my dry suit' Yates and ill.Wendy Torode: l~ June thi ~ear ~he Club is
holding a two week expedtlton al Fort Bov1s 111 pr\!paratton tor foreign
climes next year. Typ ica l, S gt Julie Eldridge only ~o l unteered to be
ecrelary a Capt Jeff Ashwell dangled the As.cen ton I .land carrot;
know ing her luck he' ll be posted ne ·t year and m~ . out a~atn . The C l u~
wi he to take thi opponun ity to thank the PR! for us donatton - "tthout n
the lub would not ha\'e got off the ground.
EXERCI E C PIT L ITV 1999
The Army Welfare ervice ( W ) organised a trip to Lond~n for
children fro m the com munitie of olerne, Hulla\'inglon and Wannm~ter.
2 1 ig Regt (A ) pro' ided one adult a istant, gt Pete Jordan GC
(SP ) and four ch ildren ~rs!)'. Jo~dan , T~rry Flabert)•, Den Rou ton
and Lee Dick on to par11c1pate 111 th ts Excrc1 ·e. We went 10 places hke the
London Dungeon , London Zoo, Trafa lgar Square, Bucki ngham .Palace,
llor e Guards and the picture'. E cryone that wen t had a very enjoyable
four days in our Capital City.

YOUR COPY OF THE WIRE
ARE YOU GETTING IT?
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30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Comd Offr
R \1

Lt ol like Lithgow 1BE
WOl lRS 1) Gary Johnson

l ' PPORT Q
DRO
EXERCI E GRA ' D PRIX II- FEBR ARY - MARCH 1999
by LCpl Carl Kidner
. t1er recent!) being po ted in from 3 Di\•, Bulford and with onl three
"eeks in the Regiment I wa cho en from a ca t of thousands to go to
Ken) a. I o from the 1T were igs Da\•is, Spencer :ind \ orthi ngto n.
\\e were all attached to I t Battalion the Prince of Wale Regiment to form
the ' tafford · Battle Group. Thi was quite an honour. a they had not
been formed a the ' tafford ' Battle Group for some 20 year . We oon
found oursehe on n week' training package bru hing up on our military
and communication kills. At the end of the training came tlie 'Jabs' in
preparauon for deployment. ome of the tablets we were in tructed to take
(Larium) cau ed problems uch as nau ea, vomiting and sleep di turbance
which was ·to be expected" we were told. The flight from Brize orton
wa on a ClO and took eight hours. On landing we were welcomed with
a 24-hour ·rat pack". ome bottled water and a funher ix hour journey by
coach to 'anyuki camp. The job we were doing was mainly driving. We
were doing berween -I 0 hours dri\ ing a day on du ty. bumpy C & D clas
road with fully laden Yehicle'. The food during these details wa 'rat
packs' and bottled water but the food in camp wa quite good. Our dri,·ing
detail con.i ted of picking up and dropping off troop at 'ariou locations
and camp in Kenya and taking pan in variou training programmes on
different terrain.
The normal ·Admin' detail were al o completed by the 30 ig Regt
dri' ers uch a collecring rations, ammo and pare vehicle pans which all
had to be collected at 'BATLSK'. Our LAD guys cenainly had tl1eir work
cu t out a the majority of the fleet of vehicle were VOR awaiting pares
\\hen we arri,·ed. Before we left all the vehicles were road worthy and
ready for handing over ha\ ing been inspected, erviced and repaired in
e,·el)' detail. R&R came arow1d and we all took part in tl1e ' Kenya
Experience· con i ting of riding horse and can1els, visiting Zulu Warriors
and seeing ho\\ they lived and climbing Mount Kenya which took three
day . Thi mountain i 10,000ft high. The temperature rose to an
unbelie\ able 120 degree in the hade, l think that's what made me o tired
all the time. The ix weeks eemed longer and was very tiring but all in all
it was a well worth trip if only to ee the lions, elephants, rhinos, buffalo,
hippos, giraffes. zebra . impala, baboon and chimp first hand in their
natural habitat.

on his language course. Aller the rc-org wc admitted DEIDL , and even a
tech, into the Troop for the first time. We said a fond farewe ll to those who
are leaving the Troop to move next door.
WHI KEY TROOP - by ig Akasli Su11111var
Whiskey i not a drink: it is the well-known name of a Troop in 250
Gurkha ig qn. The commander of the Troop is Lt Krishna Bahadur
Gurung and the 21 i S gt Lawrence. The arrival of the new 0 ha led
to significant changes in the QG IG AL and within the quadron.
Within thi quadron the MT Tp (X-ray) has become a comm Troop like
Victor and Whiskey. II the DE and DL's have been di ided between the
three Troops. fo t of the so ldiers from MT Tp are al o aiming to re-trade
in the near future.
Gurkhas are historically known a brave and fierce fighter . but
nowadays they are proving they are a~so adept with modem technology.
All the soldiers are ery bu y at the moment because of Exerci cs al1d
operations. Whiskey Tp 1 organising an Exercise in Catteri k from the 15 February. The name of the Exercise is 'Khukuri haos'. The aim of the
Exercise is to teach different trade skill to the soldiers. In the Exercise the
soldiers will teach each other about their trade and discu different
communication equipment. Whiskey Tp pre ently holds the follow ing
CSO I, Radio Relay, Radio Relay, Euromux and
comm equipment;
R. oldiers learn how to maintain them for long life through the Troop
seniors and Exercise . Co-operation and brotherhood within the Troop are
the main principles, which help to keep the Troop performance up to the
required tandard .

EXERCI E COBB RI G 1999 - by lCpl Bharat Hai
Ex obb Ring is an annual joint int~ro~erability trial involvmg 30 Sig
Rcgt an<l the U JCSE (Jomt ornmu n1cat1ons Suppon Element). JCSE is
a rapidly deployab le, joint, tacti cal com ms unit, which is controlled by the
joint staff. The Uni.t deploys world-~ide supporting all unified command ,
government agenc ies, all four serv ices and selected foreign governments
on contingt:ncy opt:rations and war. It provides communications to link
deployed commander to their component HQ, and to the national
command authority. The aim of the Exerci se is to test the interoperability
of UK/US atcom .equ ipment, _10 practice the movement of 30 Sig Regt
per ·onncl and equipment by air, and last but not lea ·t to e tablish and
maintain the li ai on and personnel contacts between JC E and our
Regiment.
250 Gurkha ig Sqn was the lead quadron for the Exercise this year.
One VSC50 I and one TRC522 was deployed to Mac Dill Airforce Base,
Tampa, Florida, where the cxcrci e was to take place. A contingent of
JCSE personnel were also deployed to Bramcote. A plug up Exercise was
conducted 25-29 January, aficr which equipment was packed and
manifested. Capt Hill (21C 250 GSS) led a total of 35 personnel from the
Regiment to RAF Lyneham on 5 February 1999. As usual on Hercules
ai rcrafi, we enjoyed the nice packed lunch and the quiet engines! After a
long and tiring seven hour flight we landed in the Azores to spend the
night. The following morning we took off again and had a short stopover
in Bermuda to refuel the aircraft. We finally arrived at MacDill at around
6pm local. After unloading the kit we made our way to the Holiday Inn
Expres Hotel in downtown Tampa, where our accommodation was
booked for the first seven days . On 7 of February we set up the Det and got
ready for the Operation. The 50 I was beaconed up u ing the US atellite
and frequencies, and we didn ' t encounter any problem .

X-RAY TROOP- by Sig Rudra Limbu
1999 appeared like a unrise, leaving behind the memories of 1998 and
the long awaited Chri tma leave. The members of X-ray Tp welcomed
the new OC, Maj Wilson , along with the cw Year. He came up with the
idea of reorganising the Troops. The Troop reorgani at ion took place i 8 was made up of two
22 January 1999. Prior to the reorganisation, 250 G
comms Troops, Victor and Whiskey, and a suppon Troop, X-ray. The
comm Troop held all the comms a et , and X-ray provided power, line
and transportation. O\\ X-ray i also a comms Troop and all the driver
linemen and electricians are equally di tributed among the Troop , a is
the comms equipment. ow all the Troop have Euromux, Radio Relay,
1R, VSCSO I, line and power det . Finally the QC inspected all the
Troops, encouraged all the Troop personnel to work hard and thanked
them for their effons.

TROOPIE PITFALLS - by 2l1 John Dag/es
In true fa hion and style it i customary to welcome the 'subbie ' with a
prank or two in order to break the ice. It also help to how them that their
real ..:ducation starts here and now. as those young officers that recently
left Blandford were oon to find out.
Though I was wary of the custom, a phone call on the Friday before my
arrival distracted me from this. Capt M ike 'Larry' Grier on stated that on
my arrival I would be deploying on Operations sooner than I thought. With
thi in mind, my first day was to be packed with action and drama. On my
arrival I was whisked away by the all too helpful Cp l Lex Barker. The
first stop was to the Medical Centre for a 'pre-deployment medical'. This
highlighted the fact that I had a 'serious stomach problem'. One hour and
many 'tests' later I left carrying a number of twenty-four hour urine
sample containers. Straight after thi I was then asked to face the
disgruntled OC L D, Cap t Ian ·The Kitten ' Cooper. As I was the only
quadron Officer in work that day, and with a careful bit of weaving,
dodging, and gentle persuasion by tl1e OC LAD, I signed for four
Landrover and three trailer that did not even exi l. This wa then
followed by a BFT in boots and lightweights. To avoid running behind
schedule on my first day, and giving the lads a bad impre sion, l decided I
wouldn't change so did the BFT in what l was wearing at the time,
working dress.
Following lunch I found my elf giving marriage guidance coun elling
to a pregnant Corporal and Sergeant ' ho was married to someone else.
These persons hall remain namele s, though I think I will call their love
child Rupert. As if this was not enough, I was qu ite literally hit by the QM
(A), Maj Jim Coffey. I was told to parade in the Mess for a full ·predeployment 1157 check'. Having had half my kit ceremonially removed in
the most convincing manner my mood staned to worsen. To end it all I
was then told to lie on the table and be measured for a coffin! Only then
when I was asked to collect something from the Bar was I confronted with
the truth and the Reeimental Officers who are still in Bramcote. I mu t
admit that l wa taken in by the days events, it wa done in a military
manner and not too polished I will however admit that I was let off lightly,
my welcome did not invol e a donkey. a rabbit, or a chicken outfit, unlike
previous new officers.

EXERCISE HIGHLA D FLIGHT- 16-27 DECEMBER 1998
by Sig lshwor and Ashok
During the Christmas stand-down 250 Gurkha ig Sqn organised a
winter adventure training exercise in the Lake District. The Exercise was
co-ordinated and led by Lt (QGO) Khri hna Guru ng. A total of 52
personnel took pan including 25 new trainees who had recently joined
Queens Gurkha ignals.

258 SIG AL SQ ADR01
qn Comd
1aj G. H. . Odling
SSM
W02 (SSM) M. . Webb
The Squadron took on the new role of providing li fe suppon and
communications for tl1e Joint Task Force Headquarters (JTFHQ) a of I
April 1999. There have been many changes and many late night over the
la t few months preparing for the big day.

s

Conversin g with the locals
250 G ' RKHA SIG
L Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Richard Wilson
1
W02 (SSM) Chandra
The year taned well with the Squadron retaining first place in the
)Carly CO's challenge. The year will ee the formation of a second Gurkha
sq~adron up in York. The new. squadron OC, Maj Richard Wil on ,
armed and h~ set abo~t hapmg the Squadron to meet growing and
rap1dl) changing commitments. The first Squadron competition of the
year~ the cro
country, was won by 250 in convincing tyle, the QC
commg third out of the quadron. Long may it continue.
ICTORTROOP
\ Tp's year taned in the usual busy way. While C pls Kaji and Tej
'.""ere ~unmng themselve in the freezing Lake District, the rest of the
Troop prepared for the l\e'' Year. The year will bring a plethora of
different Exercises and commitments in all parts of the world. The first of
the. c 1s the month long Cobb Ring Exercise 1n Florida, an Exerci c which
for . me rea on requires 900/o of the Regiment's techs. Who says they're
tup1d? llowe\er, to ensure that ~rocecdings do not go too smoothly a
quadron rc-org was thrown m \\hile the Tp Comd, 2Lt Davis, was away
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REAR PARTY CTLVITIE
Over the last few weeks almost the whole quadron has deployed on
Op Agricola. Those of us still here have the full quota of guards, car boot
ales and litter to keep morale up. The highlight of the last fe'' weeh "a~
the arrival of 2Lt ' It's good, but I can make it Better· Daglc~s from his fp
Comcl's C eat Blandford. It was a first day to remember. We saw our new
Troop Commander practising his skills in counselling a distressed pl and
Sgt. signing for non-existent vehicles and finally being mea urcd for his
coffin. After a few beers in the Mess 2Lt Dagless joined the re t of the
Rear Party Command Group on an action packed evening in the Crystal
Mat.eat Coventry. Later in the evening he wa quoted as saying, ' I thought
it was a wind up all day!' but we saw his face and know different!

Gurkha Techs 'hard at it' in Florida
Despite the busy seri s of cheduled trials and te ting programmes, Lt
Krishna , the Admin Officer, managed to get hold of information about
places that we could vi it. The shifi roster was worked out so that we all
had the chance to vi it Universal tudios, Di neyland, MGM, Kennedy
Space Centre and Bu ch Garden . omc pon competition were al o
organised by JCSE, including a 9-mile march and hoot, football, and
combined PT. o-one will forget the football, ' hich we won 12-2.
On 24 February, Lt C ol Lithgow MBE vi ited the Exerci e, and
briefed us all about the current situation back at the Regiment. On the
ame night JCSE organised a dinner night, which was ery enjoyable. igs
Ourga, Jas and C hau pre eated a shon Gurkha khukuri dance, and Capt
Hill did his bit for US/ UK relations by drinking the American 'Grog". The
Exerc ise was highly successfu l. We will ne er forget the help of the JC E
personnel who were very support ive at all times. La tly we should not
forget to mention the hard work of the 522 Det who provided the rear lmk
for the Exercise.
Jai QG Signals!!
256 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn omd
SM

Exercise Highland Fl ight 1998'
B~ ed ~t Halt?n Tr_
a ining Camp, Lancaster, we participated in various
act1v1t1es 1ncludmg hill wa lking, mountain biking, orienteering and our
newes.t experience, water kiing. The weather was co ld, sometime
droppmg down to I-Degree elsiu but that did not deter us. Most
remarkable of all was the interview with the Guardian newspaper and
even ~vnh BB TV for their evening news coverage. For the first time we
were m the cwspapcr and on TV as well Fina ll y we are gratefu l to Lt
(QGO) Kri hna who put the time in to organise the exped iti on.
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Maj Jules windells
W02 ( M) Steve Lockwood

HELLO AND GOODBYE
The Squadron ' ould like to say fam ell, good luck and thank to the
following people: Cpl 'Jase' Bridge , C pl ' ick' Blake, l;Cpl · 1u s'
Murray, L pl 'Claire ' Allsnp, Sig ·Dikky' Dickinson all of whom ha~e
moved to civ div. LCpl ' onic' Harding, ig ·Kelly' 1\veedy and Sig
'Nai th ' .E ldridge all have moved over the water to I, we wi· h you all the
best of luck. Cp l Dave '1 'm losing a tenner a day!' Kn owler has mo ed to
Bassingbourn, and fina lly L pl 'Just' Ma rkey po tl!d to 264. To fill the
?Op left by tho, e above we have had the fo llm ing po ted in: pl 'Wi ndy'
~arry from I, he goe straight on hi clas one, good luck the~e! LCp!
L1dd ' Liddle complete the I exchange programme. LCpl Dranny
Dramsficld comes in from Krefeld. Also almost a whole Troop from
Blandford including igs Marsh, Rigby, Lower, Bowyer, Rile. and
haw,

SQ ADRON HEADQ
RTERS
Many thank and good wishe go to the hard working Cpl Carmel
' mean Rugby machine' Dunkley who ha moved out of the quadron to
pend her la l few months in the rmy in RHQ . A big welcome goes out to
LCpl Jason 'leggy' Harrin<>ton the quadron' ne\\ clerk.
EXERCISE CYGNET GOLD
Ex Cygnet Gold wa a ix-week Exercise out to beautiful Kenya
ig qn lead, Delta Tp,
bet' een 7 January - 15 February 1999. As a 25
Lt Teri 'marmalade· Downes, S<>t Paul 'Mr con cientious driver·
Boughey and Sgt Kenny 'la t wan· Barker took upon the task of
organising and leading the Exerc1 e. We travelled out to Ken a in civilian
tyle - 'Corsair", only to arrive during a rain storm whic h displea ed ij!
' Dan the man ' Cooksey. Lucki ly, the rain died away to reveal a burning
hot sun ' hich brought n smile to everyone's face after enduring a
mi erable Briti h winter. Our ta k \\'a to upport 32 Engr qn \\ho were
on Ex Oakapple, which we did by . etting up a ba ic COM I E at their
luxurious tented HQ ( ituated in the middle of a Con en ancy park with
elephan t· frequently vi iting the camp!). The Engr· alway pro\ ide the
bet! The COMMCE \\3 10\ingly run by Cp l lick ·kebab maker·
Grcooire, Cpl Ian ·gi nger tu ker ' Waterworth with 21C LCpl l\IJ 'If
ther; i a di ease I'll catch it' Holt and Del Tech Cpl Mark 'profe or
logic' Jones.
From the OMMCE we " ·tende<l HF comm out to the Engr's
deployed locations a follows:
I. Pcrci al· Bridge half way up the fore ted lopes of Mt Kenya
operated by Sig John 'old man' Burke, ig Jame 'the happy
hippo' Haywood and ig Faye 'look nt m lingerie' \ ood:
2. Back at BATL K in airobi operated by LCpl Paul 'I0\1!s1ck'
Howard, ig Tony ·1 ·m happy' Ioore, ig Fred 'the \\ ingc· West :
3. Sig Dave ·I 've done it twice' K~lc. ig ndy · rmy Fridge·
Armitage the lucky oul traYellcd wa up into the dodgy north
\\here dangerou animals roamed in tl1e night and make-. hill\\ ater
pipes made good howers.
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We al. o earricd out a J C OMEX with HM Bra1·e during which ig
Jamie ·real ·omm. are se.") · Roderick managed to practi ·e hi' mst)
mor.; kilb .. c' cpl he had to low dO\\ n a the young lad n the ship had
e\en m.uer skills. All comm for the duration of the exercise \\ere good
and all operators ~r.efited from the chance to learn nc" • kills and
enhan ·e old one.. E\
one had a chance to take pan in some challenging
Ad\ .:nturous Training whilst out in Kenya. The packag included trekking
at high altitude in Mt Kenya 1ational Park and while water ra !ling along
Tana Rin:r. In addition. game safari driYCS were organi cd anowing
CYt:f) one to
the \\ onders that Kenya can offer: big game included
t ·phanl. rhino, giraffe, buffalo. 1ebra. all .ortl of deer and monkey .... oh
and lot and lot of warthog ·Pumba·s·.

LCpl Nich ol making new friends
The highlight of the Adventurou Training package wa the trek in Mt
Kenya National Park followed by a white water rafiing trip. Lt Teri
Do" oes an~ gt Kenny 'na' igator' Barker look t\ o trips up into the
park, each ttme taking a pany of eight or nine. The first group had the
u~fortunate experience of additional altitude training on the very first day
ol the trek when gt Kenn. Barker's frail mind temporarily failed to
remember where the first hm was - just around the comer! Only a few
teddies were thrown by the ttred bunnie ! LC pl Mick 'badger boy' ' ichol
!'ound he was totally out of control of his legs and did a dist inctive 'Bambi'
1mpre s1on all the. way to th~ hut. ~edless to say, the second group did nor
haYe to endure this traumatic experience.

The second day was long and drawn out. Sig tu ' I've put weigh on
over Xma. ' Gould began to lrugglc a Jillie but pushed on with
determination. The 'its just around the comer' catchphrase ' as otlen
heard, but top mark · to gt Kenny Barker for his inspirational \\Ord .
'just imagine you're doing a BFT and your pa sing the LAD and you hav~
another 1111le lo go'. The c\ening ' emertainmcnl in the mountain huts
u ually revolved around hearing all the lorics from the Harrogate 94-96
'veterans' - very interesting! Or just sleeping. On the penultimate day ig
·wail a mo' Gould wa literally 500111 away from the la t hut when he
could no longer \\ail 'lo go'. Having waved his friends on and done 'the
b~ ines ·, ~ie auempted to put his .rucksack. back on and managed to
dislocate h1 shoulder. Aficr cream111g, he tried lo do as they do in the
film and knock it back into place with a large rock. But real life i n 't quite
like the movies and atler more creaming he was hcli-lif\ed otT the
mountain - very dramati ! The white. waler ~fling took_Place on the raging
(not at that tnne of year) Tana River. 1g Tony 'sick' Moore kindly
howed u his la t meal during the afcty brief, then onto - and into - the
water we went. ome people certainly experienced hair raising moments
when either jumping into eddie a Sig Kate 'I don ' t need food' Deal
demon trated, falling Olll of urfing rafts backwards, jumping off a 40ft
water fall or even rafting under a waterfall and being beaten harshly by the
power of the water. Adrenaline msh for sure.
EXER I E HE RC LE FO RUM
Ex Her ule Fomm was the first JTFHQ ig qn Exercise and took
place in Gibraltar bet\ een IS - 29 March. The Exerci c was led by Lt Te ri
·Gazelle'. Downes, Yeom an Jim 'we did sec him running on five
con ecut1ve day !' K night and Sgt Gaz ·wind creen' M id dleton with
operators from Echo Tp, three pioneers from 23 Pioneer Regt , three chefs
from the cookhouse and most of Delta Tp (again). There were two main
site on the Exer ise: Rooke camp, \ hich housed the JTFHQ and
COMMCE along with tafTOflicers in the econd week and Buffadero
' hich sited the HF detachments fcir intra- and inter-thcatr~ links.
'
The Exercise went well and good imprc sion were made all round. It
was ~ertainly a. different experience fo r 30 ig Regt personnel who had to
provide a service l~ tatT Officer rather than working all on their own.
Many of the Exercise pe1 onnel managed to experience the delights of
down-town Gibraltar, with and without the avy pre ent!
DELTA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Tp gt

Lt Teri Downe
gt Jill MacKay
Sgt Gaz M iddleto n
Della Tp has been jet setting again, with a good handful deploying out
to Kenya <?n Ex Cygnet Gold and the majority of the Troop deploying for
the fir l ume a ambas adors for the new JTFHQ ig qn to unny
Gibraltar. It is ' ith much adness that we have 10 say our goodbyes to the
one and on ly gt. 'Kenny' Ba rker , without whom none of the Regiment's
Ad~enmrou. Trammg would be worth going on. He has spent many years
stationed with 30 Sig Regt and has perfected the reaction to ·fa t balls'
with. his ' back of the fag pa.cket' technique. The Troop, Squadron and
Regiment wi ll sore ly miss h1 worldly experience and we all w ish him
e~ery uccess in his second career, no doubt earning a mint in some
distant~ back of beyond war-tom country. We are also saying goodbye to
.gt Mick 'you'll never catch me' M ur phy, who seems almost like a part
timer as he has hardly been sighted between his many course . He did a
sterling job of managing the Troop and hi work was much appreciated by
all. We wish him _every ucce son his Yeoman ' course - good luck.
Due to a Regimental cha~ge around we are now losing our two Cpl
Tech~rcians, C pl
1a rk VTC' J ones and
pl Ma rtin ' cuba·
Parkmson, both of whom are disappearing into the void of TM Tp.
Cheers for all the hard work. C pl M ark 'b.lue-eyed boy' Wyllie has just
departed for a four month tour out in Bosnia after finally getting 10 grips
with being the _brew boy for the Yeoman in Sqn Ops. Look afier yoursel r.
Cpl Tek and S ig ole have also deployed out to Bosnia on their first tours
- good luck to both. LC pl '.whirl wind' Kemp is on I Sig Sqn probation,
LC pl Bob 'don't mess with me' Scott on 22 SAS Selection and Sig
Maxwell has been posted to 264 Sig Sqn - well done, all of you. Goodbye
~lso to Si~ 'Butthead' Be~ is who is off to civvy pa tures new, Sig Ju tin
Canadian Fortner, who 1s po ted to Blandford alon g with Sig H 'Lardy'
Haywood .

EXERCISE SPARTA HIKE 1999
2 TO 21 JA UARY REGIME TAL Kl TEAMS
From the Alpine side of life:
The programme for the first week consisted of getting our skiing legs
back w1lh one or two falls here ~nd their but after the second day we were
all r.c~dy to go. (' ftcr the first le"'. days we ·tarted training for the Army
Div1s1onal Ski Champ1onsh1ps, this wa the first time that most of us had
ever .bc~n near a set of Gates. Aller a fow days we were all really getting
111to 1t like ducks to water. Two teams were entered consisting of I male
team Capt Harvey Woods, Cpl tu Foster, Sig Gra Field (PTI) and ig
Mark Vinten. The second team entered was the female team: 2Lt Katy
Taylor, L .Pl ~ou Gregory, Sig Sarah Thorn and Pte Sarah Toms.
The bcg11111111g of the second week, start of racing, came round fast and
c~erybody wa keen l? ~o. For the next nine days we took part in five
d11Tercn.t events consisting of the lal om, Giant Slalom. uper G,
Downhill and the parallel lalom. Each event was an individual and a
team race, although the team and individual cvcn.l where raced separately.
3~ 1& Rcgt managed to c.omc a~vay w1t.h the First Female Alpine Team,
1g V111ten came away with Ju111or Alpine Combination Winner and the
team was awarded Best Gate Judge~. Well done to the teams and special
congratulat1ons to Cap t Wood s and Cp l Foster who managed to qualify
for the Anny Ski Championships.
The ordic perspective: On 2 January we set otT for Serre Chevalier in
the French Alpes. The ordic team comprised of Lt George Alexander
(Team Captain), LCpl Phil Consta ntinou, LCpl Caz Burrows Sig
Wayne Carr, Sig Andy Co le and ig To m Lowe myself. Four of us 'were
complete newcomers lo the sport and we had one week to grasp the basics
before the race began. The fir l wa the I Okm classic style race and due 10
~hoosing the wrong wax some of the team ran around the cour e rather
than kied. Over tbe next week the ~earn competed in the 4 by I Okm relay.
ISkm. cl~ss1c style race, IOkm b1~thl.o~ and 4 by 7.5 biathlon relay.
Con 1denng the lack of experience ind1v1dual performed well and in the
relay LCpl Ph il Consta ntinou gained valuable places.
The championship culminated in the patrol race in which a team of
four skied 20km with 40kg two range and two tasks awaiting the team at
unknown pomts along the route. The tasks and ranges did nol prove too
ddlicult and we eventually fi111shed 111 a time of four hour . The Exercise
was a great success and everyone enjoyed themselves over the two weeks.
Thanks mu. l go to Lt George Alexa nd er for all of the organi ation and
congratulations to LC pl Phil Consta ntinou for qualifying for the Army
Champion hips.

Rothera Base
Rothera resea~ch station - Rothera research station i on a island just
offG~aham Land in the north west peninsula. It consisted ofone large base
building and several small buildings including a aircraft hangar for the
Dash 7 and the four Twin Oucrs, and a runway.
My stay there on ly lasted seven days as I was still on route to Halley
re earch station where. I was to spend the next four months. My stay at
Rolhera was qmte en3oyable a I had to do field training before my
departure. My field training consisted of ba ic field crafi, which showed
me how to survive in the cold climate, and also ab eiling down ice cliff ,
and crevas e rescue and other rope and climbing techniques. l al o got the
opporturnty to go out in one of the diving boats and experience the
Antarctic waters around the point
The _next part of my journey was to take me lo Halley research talion
by twin otter that hould have taken us six hours to get there.
l}nfortunately for mys7lf the weather deteriorated at Halley and we were
forced to land on the F1lchner Ice Shelf. The Filchner Ice Shelf used lo be
inhabited by the German Anta.rctic programme but the Shelf broke away
and was cu.rrenlly moving off mto the Weddel Sea. We decide~ to go and
stay overnight at the abandoned German base which wa on a 30km
ice?erg which. we had to land on. The base looked like a ghost ship in
which everything had been abandoned in po ition.

BRITISH A TAR CTIC SURVEY
CPL MCMULLEN' ATTACHME T
Brize orton to Rothera - C pl McMu llen, whilst deployed in Kenya,
volunteered for a six month detachment with the British Antarctic urvey
to be employed a a communications speciali t. On hi return from Kenya
he was whi ked away for a selection interview and Jes than a week later
he found himself on a flight bound for the Falkland I lands. Hi story
follows ............ .
My journey tarted from Brize orton, from where I fle\ to the
Fal.kland Islands on a VCIO via A cension I land landing at MPA. On
amval I proceeded down lO Port Stanley taying the night and sampling
the local hostelries i.e. the Globe and the Queen Vic. The next morn ing I
was once again airborne flying lo Rothera research station Antarctica a
Dash 7 aircraft.

Cpl McM ullen at the Filchn er Base
The British Antarct ic survey had been granted pem1i sion to land there
to keep an eye on the base and report on how the berg wa holding up a
the Gem1an were due to end a salvage party in to dismantle the ba e,
eventually. I was one of the few to visi t there in it pre ent condi tion. The
next morning the weather conditions had improved slightly owe de ided
to have a go al landing nt I lalley which was nvo hours away.
Halley research station - Halley re·earch lation i located on the Brunt
ice · helfthat i 76 degrees outh o about 700km from the outh Pole.

ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt George Alexander
SSgt Doc Hallida y
Tp SSgt
In March, we said goodbye to Sgt Mark 'Scouse' Reeves who kavcs
us for a grcat~r ca ll ing in life - the outside! Al o goodbye to L pl Andy
Taylor, w~o 1s posted to 3 Inf Bde and Sig 'please don't put me in the
SQMS . 1mmons who has moved to the Sq n stores - lucky chap!

Group two at Shiptons Camp at the base of Mt Kenya
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FOXTROT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Katy Taylor
Tp Sf?t
.
Sgt Pa ul Boughey
A ~1.g hello 1s extended to Sgt tu Fid ler , his wife Sarah and hi s three
beautif ul children Alex, Jack and Molly, who have joined u from
Blandford .. o;ro\~ful , ~ear-sta ined goodbye go to pl ammy 'crotTy'
Samuel and h1 wife. Lisa who leave us for 2 O ig qn. Goodbye also to
C_pl arah 'guard bird' Faukonbridge, who is sli nging her hook to IS
Sig Regt, ~ut ~Ol bc:for,e runrnng '.or 30 Sig Regl once again in the Lanyard
Trophy. 1g padoing Padam 1s already packing for I RGR and ig
'111erc1les , golden maggot man' Min who is off 10 sweaty, sunny Brunei.
The best ofluck from everyone in the Troop.
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The Dash 7 bound for Rothera
. The journey wa qu ite remarkab le, it wok ix hours and an exce llent

v1~w of the Antarctic Penin ula. Afier a shady landing on the Rothera

point runway. which i only about 200m long. I arrived al the station, my
home for U1e next seven day .

Ha lley Research Station
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~1) job th·rc \\3 • . as part l1 f a team o r threi.;. to look after the
·ommunications for the base that included long range !I F, l111ma1·at and
maintenance of the mas and antenna. Our main role on HF was safety
•1ircrat1 comm a•1d lield part; comm, . While I wa there I al o got the
op{.l<lrtunil) to '1 it the emperor penguin colony which wa. a spectacular
>lght.

•

Craig Bruce BEM (PSl I IQ ~ qn ), Sgt ~att Cahill, LCpl Mark Bell and
LCpl In n Byrne (a ll 83 Sig Sq n) tor completing the race in qu ite
creditable ti mes .

'l'r
Farewell - Swapping a Regimental Plaque for a haircut!

Emperor penguin colony
One of the main job- during the ummcr ea on i to lift everything on
ba e as it get buried by the now in winter o the legs on the ba e have to
be extended and the" hole ba e jacked up. The hip RR Bransfield ha to
bring in all the lore and equipment for the following winter and the
current ummer eason.

After all the work wa compl ete it wa time to trave l ba k to the
Falkland I land on the RRS Bransfield. The journey lasted 3 weeks due to
the formati on of ea ice, during the journey lo the Falklands we vi iled
igny ba e, t Olgas point, outh Georgia where we aw the old wh aling
talion and the eal colony.
lt wa a long journey to end a thoroughl y enjoyabl e and unique
detachment. The whole experience was enj oyable and a unique experience
to vi it one of the mo t unJ1habited and harsh continents in the world I
would recommend the opportunity to anyone.

L to R: The team driver, Sgt Nick Tuck, Cpl Lesley Wade,
LCpl Barbara Cameron

31 (CITY OF LONDON)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
REGIME 'T L HEADQ ARTERS - SO THFJELDS
CO
Lt Col Linda Harri on TD
R 1
\ OJ (RSM) John Gibson
HELLOS A1 D GOODBYES
A number of new face are now seen wandering around RHQ in
outhfield , most notably Maj William Brown the new Regimental 21C
who took over !Tom Maj Bob Davis on 01 Apr 99. 1aj Brown has
arriYed !Tom HQ 11 ig Bde and we welcome him and hi wife to the
Regt. We all hope that they enjoy their time here. Good luck to Maj Davis
in bi ne\\ appointment in Blandford. The second new arrival is WOl
(R '.\J) John Gib on. fresh from l 9 Mech Bde HQ and ig Sqa in
Catterick who took o,·er on I March 1999. Welcome to you, your wife
Kay and children Luke and Hannah. Once again, we hope that you both
enjoy your tour with the Regt. Good luck to RSM Tm a civvy now'
Duncan Hall in your exploits on civvy street - we all hope that it is a
painle s transition.
EW FROM THE OPERATIO STEAM

lt has been another bu y period for the Regt with a wide range of
acti vities taking place. The Training Major, Maj Alfie Brand, the
Foreman, W02 (FofS) Bob Wymer, and the Yeoman, W02 (YofS) Si
Tyler. omehow managed to orche trate a ' wan ' to the US to visit our
si ter Regiment in Washington. They were kept in line (or was that led
astray?) by the COS from 2 (NC) Sig Bde Maj Paul Kelly. They all claim
that it was a highly productive and informative trip, however rumour
control has it that it was more holiday than busine strip!
On a more busine s like note the Regiment has taken delivery of its ne''
' all inging all dancing ' comms equipment - Project Lanward has finally
turned into a reality! As with every new bit of kit, the procurement process
never quite seem to run to chedule, Project Lanward wa no different.
Fortunately, seconds before the Foreman, W02 (FofS) Bob Wymer, was
going to pull out hi last remaining strand of hair, the new equipment
turned up. The TOT, Capt Henry Taylor and the Foreman gathered their
small yet beautifully formed band of techs to get it all sorted out. With the
Yeoman on side it is now full speed ahead to carry out all the conversion
training that is required for the Regimental operator . The deadline is
Annual Camp in July and thus far at least this project appears to be
running to chedule!

HEADQUARTERS Q ADRO - SO THFIELDS T C
Sqn Comd
Maj Julian Carmichael
SSM
W02 (SSM) Chrissie tanton
HELLOS, GOODBYES A D CONGRATULATIO
HQ qn has also got a number of new face. in its line up. Fir tly
welcome to Maj Julian Carmichael who has tran fcrred across from the
Royal Yeomanry as OC qn. Good luck to the ex-OC, Maj Chri
Mahony, who afler 31 yea rs TA service (the last IO years being
commissioned ser ice) wi ll be retiring shortly and enjoying a we ll earned
rest! Welcome also to W02 Chrissie Stanton, a familiar face in the Regt,
who return as SSM HQ Sqn after a time out with the London Di trict
Specialist Training Tea m. Good luck in your new appo intment. Farewell
to W02 ( SM) Pete Lovett who retires after 33 years TA service. HQ
Sqn would like to ex tend a big thank you to the OC and SSM for all of
their hard work over the years. Finally congratulat ions to newly promoted
. gt Tanya Campbell, a very well earned promotion and undoubted ly
Delta Tp will continue to flourish under your gu idance.

Trg Maj Alfie Brand and COS Maj Paul Kelly
'on business' in the States
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FLEET ARMY HALF MARATHO CHAMPIO 'HIPS
S DAY 21 MARCH 1999
What better activity could you be doing on a unday morning than
running 13. 1 miles! omehow the Adjt, Capt Mel Rayner, managed to
coerce a willing band of vo lunteers into joinin g her on the Fleet Half
Marathon. It didn't seem uch a bright idea as the heavens opened on the
way down the M3 en route to Fleet - but in keeping with the old adage that
the sun always shi nes on the righteous - conditions were clear as everyone
lined up on the start line. Well done to Capt Mel Rayner (Adjt), gt
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The Fleet Half Marathon Team
L to R standing: SSgt Craig Bruce, Capt Mel Rayner,
Sgt Matt Cahill
L to R squatting: LCpl Ian Byrne and LCpl Mark Bell
EXERCISE COCKNEY CATERER - Cap1 Fred Southey QM(V)
The day was dawning when 31 ig Regt (V) was committed 10
producing the three chef learn, ' hich would compete in Ex Cockney
Caterer the London District TA Cookery Competition on at 20 Mar 99.
After a lot of umm-ing and ahh-ing and debating the make-up of the team,
it was decided we should go ahead and enter. However a with all TA
acti vities, nothing is e er certain and the team ele ted began to waiver,
with one unable to come, and then another. and then the whole team!
However, in good TA tradition and with much re olve, Team Manager.
Capt Fred So uthey, having been warned that hi reputation wa on the
line pulled a team together. o, with good luck, much co-operation, and a
lot of support from RP , SSgt John Mac kins, the team of Sgt . ick
Tuck, 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn (but I' m a tech not a cheP. ) Cpl Le ·fey \ ade, 41
(PLK) ig qn and LCpl Barbara Cameron (HQ qn) were on their way.
Arriving at Chel ea Bks on a lovely, unny morning, the team, full of
apprehension, settled down to the initial briefing. The team had to prepare
a menu !Tom a given list of ingredi nt . including a starter, main course,
and dessert. The judging wa on! Now came the difficult part -erecting the
12 x 12 tent! Thanks to gt ick Tuck, this went smoothly- sigh of relier.
The tables were in position and the cookset switched on. The rations were
then i ued to the teams, wi th each team having a different menu and
timings for tarting and producing the main meal. Much scurrying wa
observed within the tent , a di he were produced, ampled by Cpl
Lesley Wade and immediately put in the bin. The pressure mounted a the
food tasters. all in whi te coa t , began their rounds - U1is wa further
intcn ified by the arrival of the 0- and self appointed unofficial chief
ta ter (!), Lt Col Linda Harri on. The ta ter ' ere bu ily ta ting the
dishc a presented and then withdrawing into a huddle to debate what
they had sampled. Without a , ord they wou ld then move on. This enabled
u pcctators to fo llow in the fi ot. teps of the tasters and have a nibble
~ursclves. Being completely unbiased, J thought that the 31. ig Regt ( )
food was undoubtedly the best, but this was a per onnl op1n1on. One hour
later, and the prize giv ing wa about to take place. The judge ' ere seen to
be in deep conversation around a table. peculation wa rife that we had
come la t ! The other team , ere in much the same nervou state. Then, the
results were given, in rcver c order. To our amazement, we had achic cd
2nd place. being beaten by on ly 4 point ! The moral of U1e_ story ~ that
more p1ce hould have been added. The odds were tacked m our favour
to ome ex tent bccau e both pl Wade and LCpl Cameron arc mother.
of roung child ren who arc probably far more critical of their Mum'
culinary creation than any enior official ta ter!
To show off their achi e cments their medals' ere re-pre entcd to them
in Southfields TA by Col TA' Independent Un it . Col Storie-Pugh
durmg hi s visit on Tuesday 23 March 1999. Very we ll done to all three
chefs for an excellent performance.
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REGIME TALC DRE COUR E 19-21 & 26-28 FEBRUARY 1999
The Regiment has recently ran che first Cadre Course of the year. The
Squadrons nominated eleven student to attend, joining instruction were
issued and the troop began to read up on all the various subjects that they
would cover on the course. Most of the subject would be very familiar,
however the words 'Cadre Course' tend to panic most troops into ome
form of action! The course was run by SSgt "I've now become a marathon
runner' Craig Bruce BEM and Sgt 'Yim Yam Yorn' De Eldridge.
They greatly appreciated assi lance from W02 ( M) ' ilver Fox'
Mc 1ahon, Sgt ' I don 't '~ant 10 be a marathon runner but my P. I ha
other plans' Campbell, Sgt andra Burns, LCpls i Robert , John
Ford, Laurel Allott and 1ark Bell. They all did a terlingjob, well done.
The students turned up at Southfields TAC somewhat quiet and
apprehensive, wondering what was going to be thrown their way. They
were put through their paces on the initial fitnes asse men! by the HQ
PT!'s, Sgt 'Taz· Ca mpbell and LCpl Si' Roberts, all tudent performed
very well with pecial mentions to LC pl ' Mad Crazy Woman· Reader (56
ig qn) and Sigs Leyland (83 ig Sqn). Sethna (41 Sig qn) and Hanlon
(HQ Sqn). The field phase on both weekends were excellently executed
by the troops. They quickly dealt with any command ta k or job that was
thrown their way \\ ith minimum of fu s. Morale was kept high as a kite by
the likes of Sigs 'I should be on the tage' Hornibrook (41 Sig qn) and
'Clint' Eastwood (83 Sig qn). Sig Eastwood will mile and giggle in any
situation and also told of a certain ' kinny dipping' story whilst working in
the tales a number of year ago much to che di may of her fiancee who
happened to be on the D ta ff, nice one Clint!!"
The course finale wa the much loved 'Tab· on the unda} morning.
The event was ob' iously widely publicised due to the fact even the CO'
driver, LC pl lick Taylor turned out to voice word of encouragement to
the tudent (or wa it the P I' ?). II course per onnel gave U1e 'tab'
their best shot. ig ·My Dad u ed to be a Regular Officer in the Corp '
Cox (HQ Sqn) de erve a special mention for his effort and was heard to
ha e shouted ·Come on you lot, I'm a 'large, rounded type per on· (or
words to that effect) and f"m doing lhi o come on my friends! A good
time wa had by D and students alike. A ma sive well done to all tho e
who attended and an extra pat on the back to Sig Chris Co:1. (HQ qn) for
being awarded Top tudent. Tht: course per onnel were :
HQSqn
igCox
ig Hanlon

41 (PLK) Sig qn
1g O"Dri coll
ig ethna

56 Sig qn

LCpl Child
LCpl Rt:ader
Sig Homibrook

83 ig qn
ig Ea l\\Ood
ig Donor
ig Leyland
ig ncll

DI I GO TOFWOl(R l)D.HALLAT RDAY 13 FEBR ARY 1999
It wa with great regret that the WO · and gt.' Mess dmcd out the
R M. \VOi (RSM) Duncan Hall atler 22 years colour en ice in our
Corps. The enue for this prestigious C\ent was the Victory en ice lub
ituated at larble rch. RSi\I Hall, to thi day. wa the youngt t Warrant
Officer to become a ·Tara' and was the fount of all k.t10" ledge. He had and
. till has more contacts ar und the world than Pre ident fin ton and an)
cenario that came up tJ1e R M had done it or knew someone \\ho would
either do it or could supply the kit. It "a· al o felt by the P I's that he may
ha\e pent ome time in the AAC due to the amount or chopper Oight he
had at his di. posal in and around the London area. The C\ cning "cnt 'Cf)
well and a big thank you go to W02 (RQi\I ) 'George· Coffin for all
his hard \\Ork in organi ing the dinner. R l\I Hall "ill be m1s·ed b) all
member ofthc Regiment, especially b) the P I'. 111 "hom he ah' a>~ took
a special intere t - thank · "ir for all your word of wisdom and guidance.
II ranks would hkc to wish the R J\t, his \\Ondcrful \\ift Brigille ;rnd
their daughter Stacey all the VCT) be t for the future and ·a) Ti'\)- . trcct
hold on to your hat the Tara is incoming'.
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IG ' AL Q
DRO . - 0 LSDO
• qn C'omd
"\laj teve Baker
s. I
W02 (
1) Watson
EW FRO:\l THE Q ADR01
Thc.-c past couple of months have been Yery bu y for the quadron.
Tnuning ha be n the order of the day. '' ith oldiers attending trade
training ".:ekend • Courage Trophy training and of cour e on-going
R'Cruit> training. Congratulat10n. to ig • oldier of the Year' O'Driscoll.
'ig 'Karate Kid' ethna and ig ' e\\ Boy' Hornihrook who have all
succe ·full) pa ·ed their Cadre Course, and to Sgt 'Cup o· tea cocker?'
C larke, who ha. been accepted on to the RQ 1 course.
T ROOP 0.\11\lA ' DER
0 R, E
Four members f the Regiment attended the first new look TA Troop
Commanders ourse at the Royal chool of ignals, Blandford in
February. Then " version course wa attended by 19 young officers from
across the T . The 31 ig Regt (V) contingent included Lt Beth Poll ard
and 2Lt Debb ie peakma n from 41 (PLK) ig qn, 2Lt P a ul kpai
from HQ qn and 2Lt Kciro n Frauds !Tom 56 ig Sqn. nder the
guidance of Lt Col Geoff Horn by and with the aid of laj Peter (Mr
Photocopier) Bowles. a pt Barry Spier and Capt Dave Wo r ted. they
undertook a ,·ery enjoyable but intense cour c. The cou1 c compri ed six
day of general officer training. including the role of the Corps and it
variou regiment and squadron a well as the d ifferent equipment and kit
that they u e. 1\lany a.pect of military life and the responsibilities of a
Troop ommander were covered, including Military Law, TA regulation
and the role of the TA po t SOR. The week ended with a TEWT on tJ1e
aturday and a 'isit by Brig TA, Br io Verey. The course ended on a high
note with a particularly enjoyable dinner night. That, along witJ1 the cour e
'Toga' photograph taken in the Corp mu eum. were two of the mot
memorable a pect of the course. To en ure that we couldn't forget the
point of the week we had a mowitain of handouts to take home with u .
In March three more officer from the Regt embarked upon the trek to
Blandford. Lt Jill 1ontgo mer y, who ha just transferred in after two
years away from the Corp in Kenya L t P a ul Owen, a recent tran fer
from 5LI and Lt usie idweU. currently ser\'ing in Bosnia, all
ucce sfully completed the course. As with the first course, it ended ' ith a
forn1al dinner night. Only thi one appeared to be a little more eventful
than the first. Well certainly for Lt P a ul 0 \ ·e n as he arrived home with a
shiner of a black eye. He claim it wa a result of a particularly viciou
game of 1e Rugby - that' his tory and he's sticking to it! The course
itself has been well received by the Troop Commanders who all feel that
they have gained a tremendous benefit from it.
TERRIT ORIAL ARMY 'ATIO 'AL OPE DAY - 13 1AR CH 1999
The quadron enjoyed a very succe sful Open Day on aturday 13
March 1999. All the hard work in preparing for it was worthwh ile as we
\\ere visited by the Under ecretary of State for Defence, Jo hn Spellar.
Accompanied by the Mayor of Croydon and the Deputy Lieutenant, he
wa introduced to many of the soldier and inspected our new Lanward
communications equipment. The visitors ' ere also sh0\\11 live comm
links to the other quadrons and met soldier carrying out everyday det
maintenance. A number of the local population came in to see what we
were all about. Therefore, tJ1e aim of the day, which was to publicise the
TA and the quadron , was well and truly achieved.

VI IT OF COMMA DER 2 (NC) IG BOE
BRIGS. G. H GHES CBE
The Tue day immediately after the Open Day we were vi itcd by Brig
Hughes, tJ1e Commander of_2
C) ignal Brigade. The OC ~n Maj
teve Baker gave the Brigadier a prcscntauon on the Sqn and all Its main
issues. 2Lt Debbie 1>eakman then delivered a very comprehensive
recrniting brief before the Brigadier went on to meet so ldier· who were
engineering a comm link with Dundee and tiri ng on the range. By all
account he left ve1y impre scd by the ·smart, ab le and committed'
soldiers of the Squadron. Well done to all at 41 !
PLK A DAER SSOCIATIO DI
ER - 26 FEBRUARY 1999
The Annual Prince Loui e' Ken ington Regiment (PLK) and Army
Emergency Re erve (AER) Officers' Dinner wa held at the Mercury
Hou e. the Duke of ork's Headquarters on Fri 26 Feb 99. The dinner \\U
extremely well upported by both erving and retired officers from both
Regiment . The President of the PLK, Col Keith Bruce-Smith (an ex CO
of3 I ig Regt (V)), pre ·ided' ith the Honorary Colonel, Maj Gen W JP
Robins CB OBE as the principal gue t. The CO, L t Col Linda Harrison
TD , gave a • tate of the Regt' speech that was well received. The OC of
the only remaining part of the PLK (namely 41 (PL K) ig qn) Maj teve
Baker attended along with 2Lt Debbie Speakman. The Adjt also came
along to help carry the bags! It was a very we ll organi ed evening and
thorough ly enjoyed by all. It wa a lso very encouragi ng to sec that the
Association are till nouri hing and so well supported.

turnout. (Though. given the temptation of sun, sea and a super-sexy role or so they keep telling us! - it's not diflicult to ·ee why we're quickly
filling up tJ1e books!) A presentation was given by 21C, Capt Jackie ' I
forgot to save the change ' Blake, and po t-SDR liaison officer, Capt
Tony ' I can't believe she did that' Potter, now sure ly world experts in the
use of the dreaded Powcrpoint, having tc ' led the system to its limi ts wi th
every error message imaginable! (Rumour ha it that Capt Blake
managed to lose three hours _o f hard. slog at the click of a_ mouse button,
prompting Capt Potter to retire outs1clc to preserve hrs sa111ty by takmg up
smoking aga in- oops!). The ta lk was fo ll owed by a tour round the TAC,
and a warmi ng curry supper, served up with his usual panache by chef,
pl Steve Howell.
VISIT OF MP FOR EASTBOUR E
We were very pleased to welcome the MP for Eastbourne, igel
Waterson, on hi s first officia l visit to the TAC on aturday 27 February
1999 duri ng a Regimental training weekend. Though a guest at several
Squadron social events in the past, Mr Waterson had not previou ly had
the chance to view us in action and seemed suitably impressed by what he
saw. A briefing by Sqn OC, Maj Brian Howe, was followed by a tour of
the centre, including a visit to the Basic ignall ing Skills course. Mr
Waterson rounded off a very successful visit by chatting informally with
course members in the Squadron club where he seemed particularly
interested to hear LCpl Mark Grievc 's tales of Bosnia.

MP for Eastbourne Mr Nigel Waterson with members
of 56 Sig Sqn
The Hon Col, Maj Gen W. J . P. Robins CB OBE (right),
OC Sqn Maj Steve Baker (centre rear) and
2Lt Debbie Speakman with members of the PLK Association
OUT AND ABOUT
Hats off to Sig ·Pedal Power ' West, who has just returned from a cycle
ride in India in aid of Mencap.
HELLOS AND GOODBYE
The Squadron welcomes a new 2TC, Capt Ala n Pepper , and his better
half Lt Jill Montgomery, who have been in Kenya for the la t two years.
They were both previously serving with 32 Sig Regt (V) in Edinburgh
prior to their sabbatical. We wi h them well for their forthcoming marriage
in May. Welcome also to Lt Pa ul Owen who has transferred from SU and
i the new 21C of J Tp. We have also said goodbye to Lt Scott 'Dancing
Queen' Mac ween , who due to the location of his new job, has tran ferred
to 83 Sig qn. We hope he w ill remain a frequent visitor to the Squadron.
56 SIGNAL SQ ADRO - EA TBO RNE
Sqn Comd
Maj B ria n Howe
SSM
W02 (SSM) Kevin Godde n
Down here on the outh Coast, Spring ha most definitely arrived with
a hectic round of PR events and visits in addition to our normal training
programme. It goes without saying that these have been tackled with
customary enthusiasm and that unique Eastbourne sense of humour.

ATIONAL TERRITORIAL ARMY OPE DAY
The Squadron thre\ itself whole-heartedly into the task of organi ing
an open day on aturday 13 March 1999, as part of the national awareness
campaign of the role and presence of the TA. Than~s to hours of hard
work, the Drill Hall was well and trnly transformed with d1spl~y_s_of rad10
equipment in its dismounted role, kit i ue, and sports ac11v1t1e . The
Indoor Range became a First Aid, BC & Map Readin~ stand fo~ the day.
Outside, gt Bob Shevels manned the field kitchen, dorng a ~oanng trade
in hamburgers and hotdog . The day was a huge succes w11h over 300
people venturing tJ1rough the gate . Just a succe sful was our evemng
event. Our CO, Lt Col Linda Harrison , and the R M, WOl (RS~1)
Gibson , joined us as we entertained local di gnitaries. councillors and lme

SSgt (FofS) Byrne meets The Mayor of Croydon
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POST- DR PRESE TATIO - 9 FEBRUARY 1999
The Squadron is one of tho e in the fortunate po ition of having
survived DR relatively unscathed and of being able to recruit from other
loca l units that are, sadly, being closed. To this end, we took the
opportunity of inviting members of units in Hastings and Brighton to an
open evening in early February and were pleasantly surprised by the large
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A DFI ALLY . ..
No Wire otes would be complete without a few pats on the back, ~o

here are ours. Congratulations to LCpl Jason Light on his recent
promotion, and to W02 Jim Paine who put his Jca,c from Bosnia to good
use by marrying Viv. Best '' ishcs to you both for a long and happy life
together.
OFFICERS' DI l G CL BI AUGURAL DI
ER
12M RCH 1999
Evening wear was shaken out of moth balls, pres ed and ai red , and tried
on for fit , in time for the first Annual Dinner of the newly founded
'Officers Dining Club'. Many old acquaintance were re-newed as both
past and present members of the Regiment ate, drank and made merry._ The
primary guest of the evening was tr A. Lorkin, Master of the Worshipful
Company of lnnholders, who kind ly permitted the use of lnnholders Hall ,
an absolutely magnificent building, for this prestigious occasion: Our ~on
Col, Maj Gen W. J.P. Robins CB OBE. rounded off the even rng '''~ha
few choice word and a rather red no e! (Not so much to do with the wine,
but a little more with Red ose Day - so I'm told!). The evening was a
great succes and everyone is greatly looking forward to the Club's econd
meeting.
COURAGE TROPHY HIELD COMPETITIO 1 - LO GMOOR
28-29 M RCH 1999
The Courage Trophy and Shield Competitions are London J?istrict
Military Skills Competitions run over 2 day at Longmoor. 83 1g qn
entered a mixed team into this years Courage Shield Competition. The
Team was ably led by L t Linda Davis, who is on attachment from the
Royal Australian Signals.
The Team got off to a strong tart, earning high.marks in the First }\id,
BC and on the Assault Course. Some of the highlights of the compet111on
were Sig Dave McKenzie's ongoing battle to ubdue hi.s shock ~ ictim
during the First Aid land, although he did redeem him elf with an
excellent drive over a very challenging Cross Country Course. L C pl
Laurel Allott and ig T ia Snell put in very strong performance on the
March and Shoot and As ault Course, where they seemed to cope with the
tunnel and mouseholes a lot better than the rest of the team - could it be
due to their slightly more portable size! Sig Tia Snell also had a good ~n
on the ieht avigation along with Team 21C. Sgt Dave Alleyne. Sig
Brian Ja rdine helped the team to a very slick time on the Comm tand.
S igs R ichard Leyla nd and Farquh a rson-Roberts produced . ~me
consi tently high standards of Shooung throughout. the compe11t1on.
Another strong performance in the final event, the Falling Pla~e hoot~ng
Competition, despite being a man hort, the Team narrowly mi s~~ go111g
throuoh to the third round of the competition. The Team were v1s1ted on
und;y bv the CO. Lt Col Linda Ha rriso n and the Adjt, Capt Mel
Rayner \\;ho were accompanied by the Mayo_r o'.Ke_nsington and Chet ea,
Cllr Dr Jonathan Mundy. Although they d1dn t w111, the team hould be
proud of their efforts a everyone acquitted them elve extremely well.
Many congratulation to all who took part.

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

0
RSM

MRS A ' NE HEMSLEY
Unfortunately, this buzz of activity has been tinged with sadnes ·
following the death of our Civilian Admin Officer, A nn e He msley. A nne
joined the Squadron in 1976 and gave 23 years of sterling service. he had
not enjoyed the best of health for some time but did not allow this to
prevent her continuing her work at Eastbourne TA . Throughout, she
remained a focal point in the TA career of many a quadron member, a
genuine fount of knowledge. If you wanted to know anything at all about
which form , how to fill it in, who to contact about tJ1is or where to look for
that particu lar bit of information, your first port of ca ll was sure to be
Anne. Her long and dedicated service to the TA a nd particularly 56 Sig
Sqn (V) will always be tremendously appreciated. She will be sadly
missed but fondly remembered.

managers at a private presentation. This \\as follO\\ed by a tour of the
stands and a it-down dinner, courte~y of Master C'hef, \\ 02 f red
Bramble, and his team. Among the guests were Chief E ccuti'c of
l:.astboume Council, Mrs Sari Conway, and long time friend of the
Squadron, former Mayor, Cllr Maurice Skilton. All seemed extremely
impressed and enthusiastic about what they sa\\ and, most imponantly,
voiced strong support for the TA and what we do.

Lt Co l A. . C. La psley
WO l (RSM) A. B. H.ilborn

TRADE T RAI I G CAMP
.
The Reg iment held its annual Trade Training Camp at Edmburgh
Training Centre (ETC) in March which heralded a gr~at success. A_ total of
92 tudent took part, many of wh ich achie~ed therr next level 111 t!ade
qualification . The number were welled th1 year by 21 members from
the coltish Yeomanry, I High lander, I Lo,\l~nd~r and_ I _RE who a~e
transferring to the Regiment po t DR. qther unlls from w1th111 2 ( C) '.g
Bde also provided 22 tudents and two mstructors which helped to make
thi s the most attended camp to date. The Tele Op (Data) Class 3 cour c
attracted the mo t students giving S gt Tim Ab b_o tt, the cour e coordinator the headache of how to fit 4 1 students mto a lecture room
equipped' with only 30 desks! Splitting the ourse into two grou~s w~ ~he
olution. However this meant each les on had to be taught twice g1v111g
the instructor gt' ea n Bett erid ge, C pl Alison. Mc kay ~nd C pl !a re
mi th the worst case of' Deja vue' we have seen 111 a long ume.
The camp this year marked the end of an era for ~he ?~ \ 0 2 Don ald
amp as he rs ret1nng from the TA
Webster. This wa hi la t ever T
afier 37 years service, Good Luck Don a ld. On the final . aturday we were
cotland, M aj Gen M. J. trudw1ck BE and the
visited by the GO
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OinC. Brig J. H. G riffin . Both had the opportuni_iy to walk around the
training facilities and meet and chat to tudents and 111structors ahkc.

(L-R): W02 (SSM ) Garlan d , S ig Qu ail, WO~ (RSM) A. H!lborn,
Lt Col A. C. C. Lapsl ey TD. Cpl Briggs, SO tnC, Cpl Davidson
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up hi ne" po ing - orry posting in late April. ext in line is Sgt Nige
' cou e' lien on his pa sing his colloquial Doric - sorry SerboCroat
course - a thi i being written the ordure has hit the air conditioning om
there. Also many congratulations go to LC pl Jackie Brook on passing her
police training course and being awarded ·best endeavour' cadet. Also at
this time we are delighted to congratulate Capt Linda Duncan and her
team of Sig Scott ' on of
~·Webster and ig · abbie' Henderson on
their superb showing at the TA Cross ountry hampionship at Fleet
recently - well done to all. Capt Duncan ha led from the front by
winning tht: trophy for fast st TA !Cmale - something we have su pectcd
for a while now!

struggling to introduce the 21C to the delights of skii ng. The best pan
appear.; to be that afler every bout of cxcruciating pain the 21C is allowed
back to the cafc for more gluhwcin . Pte lrnron Woods has also caught
the skiing bug, afler L\~O weeks in Austria she got her Bronze award for
Skiing (and gold for dnnkmg).
RECRUITING
Two more new recruits have completed recruits course al Blandford
congratulations to igs Davanna and Moss. A Iler a shaky tan our efforts
to coax the local Eng Sqn to re-join God's Corps appear to be bearing fruit
as their final parade looms nearer. Perhaps the tactic of parking an CR
trailer across their gate covered in Signals posters was a bit extreme but it

seems to have worked and a steady now of engineers ha\c bei:n making
their way to the OC's offict! to discuss transfer paperwork .
OCJ L
Finally thanks once again to Maj Brian Mayhem \lurray for
organising another very successful Champagne Suppt:r. For tho:e not
familiar with the occasion the purpose is to allow fonncr Sqn officer> to
have an annual reunion sip champagne cocktails and talk about old tune,,.
In practice of course the evening invariably d.:generates into a really good
party with ex-members serving oflicer both TA and Regular and their
civilian guests all having a cracking night. Well done Maj lurray, wt!
look forward to your last party before retirement in 2000.

ARRI AL
Welcome back to our two freeze dried LCpls Ali Jamieson and Rorie
Milne - recently rctumcd from the Falkland Islands - when asked how it wa ,
they de cribed it like a wet unday on Mull - except not quite as stimulating
We are in the procc of gaining a number of transferees to our ranks from the
Highlanders and RE' a a re ult of DR- Welcome to 51 Sqn.
The GOC meets a group of Trainees
PR • E TATIO OF HEQ E TO ER KINE HOSPICE
Two regular soldier from 32 ig Regt (V) recent! completed long
d1 tanc runs to rai e money for the ' Erskine 2000· appeal. Capt 1. J .
hamber traYelled to e\\ York to complete the , ew York City
marathon and LCpl Johnson completed the Gia go" City half marathon.
Their combined effort rai ed ju t O\ er£ I 012 for this worthy cau e. Well
done to both and perhap no\\ the Adjt will ettle down in hi office, if he
can remember \\hat it looks like!

52 IG AL SQ ORO
qn Comd
Maj R. Sutherland
SM
W02 (SSM) K. Swa n
Ex Lapsley Leap 5-7 March 1999, the quadron deployed to
Barrybuddon. gt ' Dougie' McDona ld was Det Comd, the weather wa
cold. wet and windy. so he sent LCpl ·Boab' 'ursimiloo in the search for
anything thermal! ! he returned with three thermal gloves (all different
izes) and one pair of thermal knickers. (Boys kept the gloves for the
nece ary part , and her the knickers). Welcome lhe couish Yeomanry to
the March Trade Training Week at Edinburgh ETC. 52 qn had a excellent
parade with a turnout of 75 persons every morning. S M was delighted
with the turnout. (Keep it up). The Sqn Ad enture Training took place on
the weekend of 19-21 March 1999 at Lochgilphead Cadet amp. A group
went cycling in the rain, whilst another group went walking in the
corching sun, and the remaining group went canoeing in the local
wimming pool, (drills were difTerent from the usual drills with ig
M cKay, Pte 1undie and Rec Tochel trying their best at bala)1cing, but
failed miserably, but succeeded in capsizing drills better). The nightlife at
Lochgilphead wa a much better ucce s where Sgt 'Rab 5ft Dins'
Nimmo met his match, a 6ft 6ins dolly bird at the disco. She insisted on
getting him a pint and with Cpl (Davie) Douga ns and Sig Robbie
Lawson watching OYer he could not refuse. (Boy, were they jealous!)
61 (CITY OF EDINB RGH) SIG 'AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj B. Shankl and
W02 ( M) G. Garland
SSM

LCpl Johnson and Capt Chambers
hand over the cheque to Col R. L. Steele TD (Centre)
HEADQ ARTER Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj C. Payn
1\1
\ 02 (SSM) K. Anderson
EXERCISES 0\\ LIO 1999
rmy Winter ki Association cotti h ki Meeting
nie AWSA coltish ki meeting is held annually at Aviemore Ski
Centre in the Caimgorms. The Regimen t ha been entering teams in this
competiuon for the past 11 years and has over that time had its rair share of
succe:;s. This year was no exception and we entered a tc:am consisting of
the following per onncl:
Maj ·Cammy' Payn
W02 (AQMS) Tom David on
gt Ra) '.\lacmillan
LCpl uzanne Robertson.
Lt Dave \1cBrirl e, OC LAD wa al o entered as an individual and
performed \\ell. The snm' CO\eragc was excellent and championships
\\ere completed "uhout mi sing a day' racing, surprising in this area.
The meeting culminates on the Saturday with the Territorial rmy Giant
. lalom and our successes of prcviou years continued. Aller some close
racing \laj Pa~ n emerged as the Royal Signals Indi vidual Champion and
the team became th.: Royal • ignals Inter Unit Champion . In addit ion
\\ 02 David on won the REME Individual Champion Trophy. A great
team effon and "e look forward to conti nued success in year to come.
51 HIGHLA D 'IG
4n Comd

L ' Q ADRO
Maj \1 trachan
·s\1
W02 ( M) D. Webster
Training goes on apace here in the far North - after the worst snow in
th..:. quadrons memory - Sig Bogart and ig Henderson had to go on Ex
Sno'' Lion in Austria to find even more snO\\ ! - coals to ewcastle I
think
CO GRAT L \TIO ·s
rhere arc a lot of well done. here at 51 Sqn. Firstly to gt (Tech PSI)
John Gorman on successfully com mg off hi promotion board - he takes
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DEPARTURES
Just in time for pring season in the Balkans, YofS Jeff Jephcote
booked a six month tour with HM Travel and had in mind a spot of sun
bathing by the Adriatic, leaving his dear wife far behind in sunny Fife.
Unfortunately Jeff did not reckon on things hotting up quite as much as
they subsequently did and has now asked the QMS ifhe can forward his
Kevlar helmet, webbing and a copy of ' Basic Bal11e Skills'. The quadron
has also said farewell to LCp l ·Ma termind ' Drugans who has gone on an
FTRS po ting. Given the pick of all the exotic locations the British Army
has to offer in the nineties, LCpl Drugans picked .... Edinburgh - travel
broadens the mind!
TRAINING
The annual trade trainingjaboree took place once again, being held this
year in Edinburgh Training Centre and there was .. .. lot of Trade Training.
Students from throughout 2 (NC) Sig Bdc took part with 160 students
attending in all. The only Sqn Trg of note was another ambitious military
training weekend from resident training whizz kids, Sgt Ian Stallard and
Capt 'Mad Dog' Middleton. Some Squadron member had not quite
grasped the concept of a weekend in the field and ct ofT with bergen's
busting with everything but the kitchen sink! Later C pl Lynn
Drummond ' . teddy bear was found bayoneted in the corner of her
Bivvie. Cpl Drummond 's other half(some might say better half ?) let slip
that it was his 30th birthday and was presented with a large teletubbies
cake by our resident tcletubby, Cpl 'La La' Chisolm.
Q ALIFICATlO S
Congratulations to our intellectuals, Cpl Lynn Drummond and Pte
Sharon Woods who passed their Military Clerk class 3 cour es. Pte
Woods pushed pl Drummond into place gel1ing five A's a. oppo ed to
Cpl Drummond 's mere four A's and a B. The course wa so bad for the
nerves both ladies have given up smoking. Congratulations are al o due to
igs Carol Clarke and Maz Anderson on pa sing their driving tests. Sig
Anderson who lists ' fighting' as a hobby will give an entirely ne\
dimension lo road rage on Edinburgh' street .
SPORTING SUCCE S
Yes you did read that correctly. For the first time thi centrny the
Sq uadron was represented in a porting triumph when Tech PSI Sgt lan
Stallard was selected to play for the Army Scotland Rugby Tea m (and
he 's such a devoted Scotl and Rugby fan!). The Army romped home 23-0
against the RAF and 35-0 against the a y. They now go on to play the
Women 's Royal Auxiliary Balloon Corps in the Final. Cpl Betty
Robertson also took part in Ex Snow Lion at Caimgorm as a member of
the Regimental Team which won the team prize for Royal ignals teams.
Meanwhile far below on the nursery slope Capt Lockhart was
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33 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTERS
At the end of February, the Regiment said farewell to Brig Ian hapter
DL as Honorary Colonel, and welcomed the new incumbent, at a
Regimental Dinner Night. The 'new blood' is Professor Peter Toyne DL
Vice Chancellor of Sir John Moore' University. A wann welcome from
the Regiment to you. Another goodbye to the Regiment was given by
General Officer Commanding 5th Di vi ion, Maj Gen Searby, who visited
Rl-IQ at Huyton in mid-March . From I April 1999, the Regiment will be
under command of HQ cotland. Amongst the social occasions is the
Regiment 's fierce preparation for participation on Ex Lion word,
DCinC's Exercise to develop the operational effectivene of HQ 3 (UK)
Division, occuring during April. It should be a learning experience for all!
42nd (CITY Of MANCHESTER)
SIG AL QUADRON (VOLUNTEER )
qn Comd
Maj Ian Kelly TD KING
M
W02 ( SM) G raham V ard
For the first time under our new historical title of 42nd (City of
Manchester) ignal Squadron we go to print with the latest batch of Wire
note from the Manchester outpost of 33 Signal Regiment (V). Fonnerly
the quadron was known as 42 Signal quadron (V), a rather ~on entional
title which many people felt was a lep down from the ongmal 42 (East
Lancashire) Signa l Squadron. Despite the best efforts of the qua?ron
Commander to reinstate the original title, the Corps has now given
permission for the City of Manchester title to be used in its place. Thi is a
popular and sensible decision as the Squadron i in fact located m th_e City
of Manche ter and the new title can only help to fo ter rela11ons with the
local community a well as putting the quadron fim1ly on the map.
COMMA DI G OFFICER 'S I SPECTIO
February kicked-off with the inaugural Commanding Officer·
Inspection when almost every member of our Liverpool based RHQ
de cended on Rusholme TA Centre to put the quadron throu~h a
complete check of all its ad~ini trative,_ operationa_I and tram1ng
procedures whil e the accommodauon and equipment wa inspected by the
CO, Lt Col R. J. Steed MBE. To say the Colonel is thorough, i _to
understate the case ..:on iderably. The day ommenced al IOOOhrs with
almost a bang, due to the bomb alen called by our intrepid Adjt, Capt
John Harl'ington, and finished at 2300hrs when the quadron
Commander wa briefed on the outcome of the day by the Commanding
Officer. In between every nook and cranny in each department _was
systematically examined by the R.HQ team and all paperwork cruumsed.
Happily the Squadron provided most of the n~ht an wer and at the end of
this ordeal emerged with considerable credu much to the relief of the
Squadron Commander.
BELLE V E
..
It had to happen sooner or later with an lnfantcer in char~e, ~nd it is true
to ·ay that 42 Sqn has finally gone to the dogs! To be precise It happened
on 11 February. This was the day ' hen gt Tim Mounfield took 25
member of the Squadron to view the greyhound racin~ at tht; 4anchc ter
dog track in Belle Vue. Expecting the ·flat caps and cinder ·cenano all
and sundry were plea antly surpri ed to find a very up-market and modern
tadium where you sat in an enclosed ga llery protected from the ele1i:icnts
enjoying a meal and a beer while th~ waiters placed _Your bets. Being a
member of the Manchester ity Pohce Force, gt Tim lounfield had
negotiated a special price of£ IO a h<!ad which included entrance fee. two
beers a meal in a ba kct and a free bet. eedless to say the e enmg proved
a grc~t success and it was agreed to repeat the vi it in the futur.:.so that the
0
quadron and P AO could perfect their sophi ticated bettmg sy tem
of backing dog six in each race.
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W02 (SSM ) Graham Ward looks on as the female syndicate
celebrate a winning bet at Belle Vue
(L- R): Sig Michelle Holbrook, Sgt Lesley Deaki_n,
LCpl Helen Carden, Sig Elenor Chapman
and kneeling, LCpl Sam Hickson.
EXERCISE IA CUNIA DRAGO ' 1999
Thirty member of the qua?ron . travelled to Scotla!1~ on E.
Mancunian Dragon 99 to take part 111 W111ter Ad,enturou Tra111111g 111 the
Caimgorms during the _period I_ - 21 _February. !he party wa based ~t
Rothiemurchus Lodge JUSt outside Av1emore. Thi magnificent centre 1
set in a remote part of the Rothiemurchus Estate in the heart of _the
Caimgorm . lt provide accommodation for Regul_ar and. ~e erve old1ers
as well a cadet from nil three ervice and their fam 1he . Fonunately
there , a plenty of snO\\ and good skiing wa . available for experts ~ nd
novice alike. The Squadron wa plea ed to mcl ud~ the Commanding
Officer and the Training lajor, 'laj Carl Storey, 111 the acuvn 1e but
unfortunately due to a lack of pace at th.: ski lodge they were forced to
rough it by staying in a four star hotel in AYiemore.

Members of the Squadron skii ng party
outside the Rothiemurchus Lodge at Aviemore
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AL TERRITORI. L RMY OPEN D y
A pan of the nation-wide. I ~t trategic Defence Re' iew ( DR) TA
rdnunch ..c ig qn opened it. gate to members of the publi • and local
communit) group. on aturday I:: \1arch 1999. lcdia advenising had
be·n arranged prior to the C\ent with pres release being em to all local
new "papers. broadca ·1 over local •adio and t:ransmis ion. or , quadron
personn.:I being inten iewed by \ fan Live going out mer cable T . This
publi ity ·ampaign paid olf on the day" ith almo't tw0 hundred members
of the public turning up.
well a the u ual communication tands,
a:sault course and miniature range. local community groups were invi ted
to panic1pa1e by pro' idmg their own tand. to create more diversity and
interest. Among tho e represented were the Red ros . t John
,\ mbulance. the Manchester pecial Constabulary. 174 Air Training
F. the Manche ter Branch of the Royal ignals
Corp.. the Ru holme
\ . ocmtion. the Manche ter Amateur Photographic
ociety, the
lanche ter Fire en ice and Local cout and Guide Group . lso. a
number of digmtaric. and bu ine men were invi ted to lunch. 1ost
notable amongst th m were the Lord Mayor of Manche ter, Ur Gordon
onquest. the Rt Hon Gerald Kaufman MP (MP for Ru holme), the
rcpresentati' e of the Lord Lieutenant, Maj John bbot and the Lord
layor de ignate. Ur John Burns. n added plea ure was to welcome
for the first time our new olonel in Chief, Profes ·or Peter To nc, the
niversity, \\ho was
\ 'ice Chancellor of Li, erpool John Moore'
accompanied by the Commandi ng Officer and Rcgime11 tal ergeant
fajor. WOJ K. C. Hallett, and who arrived in time to sit down to lunch in
the Ofiicer · 1e \\ ith the re t of the IPs.

59 SIGNAL QU ORO (VOLUNTEERS)
qn Come!
1aj hris Heaton
M
W02 ( SM) Bob Paterson
The quadron haYe just come through a particularly busy time
culminating in a weekend of inspection by R IT combined with the
national TA Open Day. 0Ycr the weekend 13/ 14 March the annual R IT
in pection took place. The TA olcliers put in a tremendou amount of
work under the guidance of the Pcmmnent ta ff re ulting in a very high
percentage ofballle-worthy installations.

co

RSM

49(WR) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn omd
Maj D. E. ixsmith
SSM
W02 ( SM) A James

SOR
The demi e of 55 ig qn (V) Aintree resu lted in many of the TA
oldiers rran ferring into the Squadron . Many will continue in the exi ting
trades but ome will have to retrain. All will remain in the Corps and
hopefully enjoy the continuance of thei r TA career with 33 ig Regt. The
loss of Regular oldier po t prompted
gt Jim Eddowes to comment,
'What's the problem, I do all the work anyway.'

ROYAL SJG, ALS CRICKET TO R OF BARBADOS
Our resident gladiator. P I Chris Glover, who is an Anny volleyball
player and repre ents the Corps at cricket ha recently returned from a tour
of Barbados \\ ith the Royal ignals Cricket Club. Asked 10 provide notes
for publication in The Wire, he handed in several sickly descriptive
fool cap sheets of the good time had sunning himself and plunging in to a
cry ta! clear ea, illustrated with pictures of sweeping white sandy
beache . eedle s to say. the quadron Editor, typing the e notes in a
rainy windswept Manchester, threw mo t of them in the bin in disgust.
eriously though, gt Glover is a very popular member of the quadron
and ''e are all delighted at his sporting success and pleased to see that if
you are good enough you can sti ll be rewarded, even in thi hectic
po t- DR era, by trips to foreign pans.

80 (CHESHIRE YEOMA RY) SIG AL SQUADRO
(VOLU 'TEER )
POST-SDR
0 (Cheshire Yeomanry) ig Sqn (V) have welcomed members of the
disbanded 55 Sig qn (V) to their ranks. Amongst the new imports are the
brothers Hogan. ix foot fourteen Sgt Hogan has already made an
impre sion on the old hands with hi imposing presence. We welcome all
of the new members to the fo ld and wi h them success with the quadron.
PROMOTIO
Cpl Brian ' Tank' Sherman is to be congratulated on his promotion to
Sergeant.

~; r
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ATIO AL TERRITORIAL ARMY OPE DOOR DAY
This event, as the name suggests, was a nation-wide attempt to inform.
111terc t and recruit the general populace into the TA. The event was
uccessfully carried out at Leeds with 113 people coming through the front
gate.
pecial repon, produced by a I st year Public Relations tudent,
Mis~ Kelly Thornton, can be een at the end ofthi anicle.
LETS ALL GO TO CORSHA 1
It eems that all roads lead to Corsham for our regular staff. Cpl Al
Henderson and Cpl Kev Ward have already completed their stints and
Sgt Barney Phillips has just begun his secondment. After much gnashing
of teeth upon hearing the news, none of the above have been all that keen
to come back early. ls this because they are having a cushy time down at
the hub?
SIX EXCEL AT MEA WOOD
The quadron ha for the past couple of years taken pan in the ix-aide Corporate AstroTurf Football League. After a somewhat haky tan
thi s eason the Team has begun to gel and are mid table at present. The
League Cup eem to be the best opportunity for a medal with the Carlton
Gate Tigers currently heading their group. The team con isl of:
2Lt Keith ' Work 'em' Williams
W02 (FofS) Kev ' Hot hot' Sturman
SSgt (FofS) Steve ' It's my ball' Moore
Sgt' obby 'Where's the goal?' Clark
gt Rob ' I haven't got any kit' Godfrey
Sgt Barney ' It's ju t like watching Brazil ' Phillips
Cpl Al ' l' mjust finishing my tab' Henderson
C pl 'Olly ' You mu t be .... blind ref' Oliver
Sig Ben ' What's ball control' Martindale.
PROMOTIO S
ongratu lations go to the following on their well earned promotion to
LCpl:
LCpl Wreathall - from Acee s Troop at Hull
LCpl Booth - who is on his way to Corsham on FTR
Congratulations to Lt Ruth Middleton-Powell and Lt Jo Howard for
passing their JOTES Examinations.

,~.

Sgt Chris Glover
with the legendary West Indian fast bowler Wes Hall

Lt Col D. A. Hargreaves
WOJ (RSM) . C.Yar wood

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
A very quiet time in RHQ! What with equipment and manning trawls at
the rate of about 3-4 a day, deadlines of yesterday, new establishments and
the YofS. W02 Jim Thompson, joining Cable and Wireles , life has been
fairly relaxed! The major event was definitely the departure of the
Yeoman. Jim Thompson will be greatly missed by one and all. A big
hean felt thanks for hi efforts over the year and good luck for the future.
Rumour has it that Cable and Wireless has an abundance of Technicians.

SSgt George Sheppard heard saying quote, 'Too much grease
here, not enough chalk here, paint all over etc, etc.'

TA National Open Day - 13 March 1999
The Honourable Gerald Kaufman MP
flanked by the CO and the PSAO

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIME T
(VOLUNTEERS)

'i:··
LCpl Mick Thompson good humouredly 'pulling his finger out'!I
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ATIO AL TERITORIAL ARMY OPE DOOR DAY
49 (WR) IG AL SQUAD RO (VOLU TEERS)
The future of the Territorial Army could have been de cribed as ' hazy'
until someone, somewhere suggested a ational Open Door Day. Let the
public in and how them that the SOR ( trategic Defence Review) has not
deterred the soldiers of the TA, but has made them more adaptable, more
efficient and better trained than ever! Ha ing spent Friday night dre ed in
70' · gear - covered in glitter and wearing a pink ' ig (don't ask - Co1~1ic
Rclicf1). you can imagine my urpri e ' hen my alann clock went on at
Sam on aturday. Feeling dazed and confu ed I proceeded to get myself
together for what hoped to be a turning point in the future of the T .. (I
have been on placement at 49 ig Sqn, Carlton Barrack , Leed mce
February, helping with PR and anything el e Capt Dave Hallas throws
my way. Aller what felt like hours of scrubbing the glitter from my face. I
was on my way. I reached the barracks a little later than I had hoped, but
luckily everything wa under control? (Phe' !!). The d_isplays loo~ccl
great. and thanks 10 the glorious unshine. everyone was m good spmt .
Even Capt Hallas who had been running the;: barrack practicall)'. single
handed, as his colleagues had conveniently disappeared on a Regimental
Recruit Weekend - RM , oh and omcthing called APWT for their boun~y.
(l'm still confused - where arc your friends when you ~eed them?) De pile.
thr lack of manpower, everything was ready on lime (ever heard of
organised chao. !).
Final touchc were made and at IOam the gates were opened as planned,
the queues weren't exactly like tho e outside Harrod on the fir t day .of
the ale , and for reason beyond me, people actually tarted to come m.
Admittedly, a with most military cxerci es it wa women and children
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first! Most popular by far was the climbing wall. Thanks must go to C gt
at Leeds Un iversity Officer Training Corps, for h1 time and
patience. The BC Suit, referred to as a • oddy Suit' came a close
second. S gt Holdstock set up hi own ACIO (Army Career lnformauon
Office) in the drill hall and proved that it isn't the Queens hilling that is
needed, but good old fashioned 'Gift of the Gab'. Throughout the day
Sgt (FofS) Steve Moore could be spotted \\ ith a clip board looking
official? (or just doing the Sun crossword!!) 'ot only did \\e have to deal
with the hoards of people streammg through the gates! The soldiers were
having a '2nd Line Inspection' too, which I must add didn't look too
thrilling, job well done guys!!! (There are some things in life I don ·1 need
to understand.) By I pm tummie were rum bl mg and people headed for the
kitchen to sample the delights ofSSgt Gordon ' :vi.aster Cher Hardakcr's
culinary skills, pie and beans for the main course and for after - apple pie
(I must admi t l didn 't know apple pie could taste so nice from a tin). As the
day drew to a close, security were having to tum people away, (word mu t
have got around about the rations, no genetically modified food here!)
Overall the day wa a great success. I suppose it's safe to ·ay that it
went better than we expected, we aw a total of l 13 vi itors through the
gates, of which eight signed to join. WELL DO E EVERYO E! For
ome the day didn't end there (yes, you know who you are!) inspecting the
quality of the beer in Leeds !! ! (Hie).

Cro~s l ey

50 ( ) SIG AL SQ ADRO (VOL TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Major John Lambton
SSM
W02 (S M) Steve Tinkler
ARRIVALS/DEPARTURES
Since the last ubmission we have bade a fond farewell to gt Bob
Lawson who ha decided to hang up his boots after a long distingui hed
career with the Squadron - our los is Sunderland FC's gain. A number of
our Regular members of the Squadron have been commuting between
Darlington and Corsham for their ins. gt cott Margison won the
quadron Xmas Draw and wa detached to the Balkan for ix month .
Our Squadron Commander not too far behind him.
PROMOTIO S
Our congratulations go out to the following people who made the step
up to the next grade. SSgt 1artin Clark from Debdon Gardens and Capt
teve Wayman from Trunk ode Tp. The Squadron wait "ith bated
breath for the next round of promotions that are due to be announced in
April!
SPORT AND SOCIAL
On the social side. the Squadron has been involved in a number of
functions. The Joint Me ses (Officers/Sergeants) held a mess night in
March, W02 ( S:\1) Steve Tinkler again the main man in charge. On a
sponing front a number of members of the Squadron are deep into training
for The Lanyard Trophy ijmegen marches. The selection weekend at
RAF Ben on in April the first major hurdle to cro . 2Lt Jez Bailey has
been blazing the trai l in the fore t again, a second place in the 121 clas
at the recent 15
E) Bde Orienteering Champion hip and a good
howing in the ongoing 2 Div Orienteering league. proof that you don 't
need a· Degree to be a good Orienteer!
REGIME TAL XMA WEEKE D
199 s Xmas Weekend wa. held at Deverill Barrack., Ripon at the
beginning of December. ig Emma Higgins report ', 'A weekend 10 end
all weekend , full of fun and acti\ itie ' . If we were not in vol\ ed '' ith Welly
Wanging or the Cry tal Maze. we were fishing for point with the REME
Lads. Cpl Sean 'The tun! Man ' weeney decided to try hi hand at being
a tunt man during the' eekend. trolley on a piece of , tring ba hing into
a wall does not warrant the Litle· tunt Man' though ! Cpl John ·Man with
the golden gun· \ · hitcman pro ed the James Bond stand was too ea y for
the eagle eyed 50 qn.
with the rest of th- land they were all brilliant.
Apparently there wa a parry on the mght, ju t ask Capt te\ e \ ayman
how he got the lipstick on hi toga! !
As you can ee another memorable Xma weekend. 1an) thank to
apt 'Taff' V atts and Capt Graham Jennings for all their hard work.
e pecially Capt Graham Jennings who managed to attend the whole
weekend although he wa thou ands of mi les away in Au tralia with the
Banny Army, courtesy of the quadron cardboard cut out! The weekend
wa rounded off with an rienteering e,·ent on the unday, the onl
stipulation from the CO wa that the Regimen t got wet! Thi the
organi ers 2Lt Jez Bailey and Capt Ste e Wayman duly obliged. The
weekend wa rounded off with a Regimental parade. with a number of
promotions and medal pre cntntion. and a drill di ·play b a certain
member of the Debdon Garden Troop, who shall remain nameless. but we
all know' ho you are. The R I wa heard to muller, ' lfonl. the) spent
more time on the quare and not o much time in the garages. 111) job
would be a lot easier'.
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R F RLIT Ol'RSE o 107
The . quadron had a number of members take part in the Regimenta l
Recruit Trainmg during J:muar. and February. 2Lt Jez Bailey was
detached to take on the re pon ibi litic of 0 Recrui t Tra ining for thL
perit"><l. along '' 1th gt Al reoory '' ho C" 'ltinu to do an excellent job in
his re ruiting responsibil itie "ithin the quadron. A report on the aboYc
co ur~e is due to be ubmitted m the ne:-.t cffering of notes fro m Darl ington
• ourtes) of ig '
Ian Rayner and lat.hew Graham. " ho are. as we
speak draft ing this literar) masterpiece!
HAI.TO ' TRAI ' I G W EKE ' D
Aller the usual lo'' . tnrt to the ne'' year, the quadron embarked on a
trainmu weekend to Halton, Lancaster at the end o f February. An e ·cellent
timetable of e\ ent. wa. de\i ed by the qn 2JC fo r the troops . aturday
ntaih:d. a ro und up o f the usual First Aid. BC, BFT· etc, follo wed by a
night out m Lanca ster. The enior orporal and ergeant were invoh ·ed

in a Planning Exerci se over the weekend which was deemed a great
uccess. The weekend was completed with a Junior Ranks Squadron
Orienteering competition at Beacon Fell. between Preston and Lancaster,
which " as notable for the ini tiat ive displayed by th..: a scmbled mass..:s.
The nthu ia m for the unday mornin g can be see n by the enclo cd
photograph. taken after the competitors completed the course .
TERRJTORIA L AR MY
TlONAL O PE DAY
To coincide with the ational TA Open Day in March, the quadron
decided to put on a Cadet Competition LO boo t the auendcc through the
ga tes. Three local teams. from Darlington and Appleby, ACF and ATC
took pa.rt and the event was deemed a great uccc s by all Cadet and
members of the TA who helped.
number of potential Recruit were
. igned up on the day and '' e also entertained everal senior members of
T VRA. The enclosed photograph sees Cpl Ross Blair and ig Emma
Higgins. explainmg to potential recru its ·on Tuesday nights we practice
foldi ng our arms like this, it' great fun!'

During the past two months S gt Dave rnot ha uccessfully entered
and led the Regimental teams through two major competitions. On Sunday
21 February learns were entered into the 5 Div Championships held at
Trentham Garden nea r Stoke on Trent. All teams and individuals put ma
tremendous performance which resu lted in Lt Ann a C liff becoming the
Divisional TA ladies cham pi on. l ler performance on the ' C' Course,
~ h ich included male runners, was particula rly satisfying as she beat mo t
of the ma le oppos ition by ga in ing fourt h place. Meanwhile LCpl S ue
Joyce <1chievcd Runner up on th e 'D' Course after seei ng ofT most of the
fema le oppos iti on. The co llect ive performance of our female team, which
included LC pl Lorraine C antrell, resulted in the team becoming the TA
Ladies hampions. El cwherc th e Regimen tal Permanent StafT after a
magnificent perfo rmance in beating ofT the only other team (who were
disqualified) are now pleased to be Divis ional Minor nits champions .
Unusually, 89 Sqn had a disappointing weekend and could only manage
fifth place in the TA male competition ·this was part ly due to the squad
being short of key members!
Follow ing our high ly succe sful participation in the Divisiona l
Championships our sights were firml y set on achiev ing simi lar success in
1hc Army and TA Championships held at Barry Budden over the weekend
I0/ 11 Apri l. Aft er an exhausting eight hour j ourney in an uncomfortable
mini bus, team pirits and morale were at a low ebb. However, after a spot
of socia lisin g with our orth of the Border cousins and a good nights sleep
team spirits and determinati on was qu ickly restored and we were ready to
meet any challenge. Unfo rtun ately our abil ity didn't match our enthu ia m
and we fa ltered again st very strong oppo ition with our only notable
ucccss being in the TA Ladi c Championshi p where we gai ned a
commendab le third place. Congratul ations are extended to the fe male
team which consisted of Cp l Tracy Haggan, LCpl ue Joyce and L C pl
Liz Judge. Commi serations are of cour e extended to our intrepid
Permanent ta ff and 89 Sqn male teams who ca me eighth and fo rth in their
respective competition .

at leas t, have appeared unreasonable Thi was dctimtcly going to be a
high profile event that would let members of the public knO\\ we '>tlll
existed and should, if managed in the right way. have a major impact on
recruiting. lt therefore needed a great deal of planning and preparation and
critically an imaginative open day programme. Our first reaction was lets
find out what happened the last time and improve on it. Unfortunatel y the
fi les didn ' t go back to 1989 when the last Open Day took place and the
rea lisation that no positive guidelines existed descended li ke a dark cloud
of misery and despair. It was back to the draw ing board, but at least we had
the cushion ofa generous grant from TAVRA to help the Regiment launch
its own local campaign. The grant unfortunately didn •t appear too
generous when we discovered the cost of buyi ng both ai rtime on the radios
and the production of suitable adverts in the local rags • the term
exorbitant springs to mind! Fund therefore were actually limited and
thoughts turned to locally produced leaflets and posters and other means
of adverti ing (such a radio interviews and large adverts on the sides of
vehicles) to supplement the media campaign. That was our strategy " hich
was implemented full y during the run up to the Open Day • thousands of
leaflets were circulated prom ising an exciting day full of acti\ iti es and fun
events. hundreds of posters placed in prominent positions along main
routes leading to town centres and TA Centres, vehicles deployed
emblazoned with huge posters almost advertising the Open Day as the
second com ing and Banner · spread alongside the gates of TAC 's. One
Squadron even resorted to u ~ in g a political voting ploy by deploying a PA
system mou nted on a Landrover lo advertise the Day.

A C HA GE OF SCE E
Further changes have taken place during the la t two months and the
Regiment ha made a particular sad fa rewell to Maj Mick O'Hare. Mick,
a for mer regul ar oldier and RS M ofT35 Sig Regt was commissioned into
the TA in 1990 after completing 25 years ervice as a regular soldier. Mick
was appointed a Troop Comd with 4 Sig qn on commi sion and quickly
moved to the Trg Wing a OI C Recruit Training on promotion to Captain,
during thi appo intment he can take credit for proce ing and mould ing
cores of recru it .

35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
xxxv
SUNDO IE' CLIVE 0 ' THE MOVE
After I }Car with Shrew bury Territorial Army un it 95 Signal
quadron, the Squadron ergeant Major. Clive Winstanley. has been
given a ne\\ job which means a transfer to Canley, Coventry. He i 10 j oin
the headquarters of 35 ignal Regiment (V) as the Regimental
Quartermaster ergeant in the Spring, travelling from his Meole Brace.
Shrew ·bur)' home. The distance will not be a problem for C live who is, in
ci\ ilian life, a ta ff car driver with the Anny in Shrewsbury. To mark his
departure from 95 ignal Squadron ' Sundome base, Maj Joanne Fathers
presented Clive'' ith a picture of the 200th year of the Yeomanry, watched
b} hi on LCpl Martin Win tanley, al o a member of the quadron.

The competition, which was held at Bramcote on Tuesday 26 March,
was always going to be a two hor e race between the two Squadron's and,
after elim inating the oppo ition, the fina l glory hung on the last game.
Both teams I am convinced sweated buckets of blood but a killer basket,
thanks to a coo l and deliberate performance by Sgt teve Cro oks, in the
fi nal minutes of this ex hausting, tough and ery phys ica l game ccured a
win for 89 Sqn. Despite a magnificent performance and a brave but hort
li\'cd comeback, led by L pl Brian Reed and Maj Jim Taylor · HQ qn
never fully recovered from this knockout bl ow and subsequently 89 Sqn
were declared the overall winners o f the Regim ental Competiti on. At a
special ceremony fo llo\ ing the fi na l stage of the competition, Cp l ick
Harvey the quadron AIPT proudly accepted the Regimental Troph y on
behalf of the Squadron from the CO, Lt Co l M iles Stockdale.

Scene from the National TA Open Day

The sad farewell to Maj Mick O' Hare
ln thi s appointment he al o gained the admiration and respect of all
members of the Regiment for his tenacity,. skill _. . tolera.nce and
Lmdcr tanding. His performance as 0 1 Recruit Tra1111ng gamed_ due
recogni tion when he wa promoted to Major and _al?pomted OIC_i:rammg
Wing. Following hi succe sful tour with the Tram mg Wmg he JOmed
qn as qn Comd. His final appointment within the Regiment wa ' 1th
HQ Sqn as qn Comd a position he held until his retire~enr from _the T
(after a combined total of more than 33 year service) m Apnl th1_ year.
Mick has been a Regimental talwart and although he rema~n m1
honora1y member his skills, personality, cnse of humour and organ1sation
of the ' Burns ight ' celebration will be adly mis ed by a!l rank . I IQ qn
have now welcomed his successor in the shape of Capt Ricky Logan" ho
ha just handed over the reins of the Training Wing to newly
commissioned, Lt Tony Walley.
.
El ewhere in the Regiment three important promotions and
appo intments have taken place. W02 Billy Henderson ha been
promoted WO I and appointed VWO, SSgt Kevin Robinson ha been
M of HQ qn and finally SSgt Pete
promoted to W02 and appoint d
Mouland has also been promoted to W02 and appoi nted
M of95 qn.
Our congratu lation and good wi hes are extended to them all!

?8

REG Jl\fE 'TAL 'PO RT PART DE X
In the last edition of The Wire an update on Regimental sports acti\ities
\as 1.,ro\ ided. Happily (for some at least) most of the competitions have
no\\ been concluded and final positions determined. In a highly
comp titi\e and often emotional but spirited Regimental Competition, 89
Sqn pipped an extremely di appointed and frustrated HQ qn at the post
and . ecured the Regimental . ports Trophy following a Ba ketball
competition that can only be described as electrifying.
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The triumphant Team from 89 Squadron
ORIE TEERI G LEADS THE WAY
The Regimental Orienteering teams appear LO be going from strength to
strength under the astute management and leadership ofSSgt Dave Arnot.
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STILL I BU INESS!
.
Judging by the ationa l Adverti ing ampaign which commenced 111
February following an announcement by the ccretary of tate for
Defence, expectation for the ational TA Open Day may, at first glance
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ow you are beginning to wonder after all that effort did it ucceed?
Well, how do you judge the succes of uch an important a~d uniq_ue
event. should it be the numbers that came through the gate, the high prollle
and good will generated for the future or the number of recruits enli ted a
a re ult. A good political answer would be a combination of all three and
that i where l rest my ca e. Attendance figures ,·aried throughout the
Reoiment from 15 in one location to 250 in another. All tho e who
att;nded left with a clear me age that the TA. in all of our locations, was
ali e arid well and till recruiting· a vital me age that would undoubtedly
begin to circulate around local communities. Pres co,ernge before and
after the event repeated the ame me age and we are confident that the
fifty potential recruit attracted by the Open Day will al o carry the same
message to their friend . ucce sful • of course it wa and we met the
inister's expectations! Finally a special thank you is extended to all
members of the Regimem who gave their valued upport during the day.
P : There i no truth in the rumour that the e notes ha\"e been produced
on a Laptop acquired through a dubiou ource from 3 ig Regt!
WELCOME TO THE TERRITORIAL R IY FA 1ILY
Two pas off parade have taken place recentl}. the fir t of\\ hich took
place at Cate-well House on . unday 21 February \\hen l\\ enty recruit
completed their Pha e I trammg and were pre ented their cap badge b)
the Honorary Colonel. Brig Ian Sim who also pre ·emed the a" ard of Best
Recruit to Sig Phillip Wills of95 qn .
.
..
Followino the parade the Honorary Colone 1. ued the trad1t1onal
thanks and :Cknowledgement to Recruit , their parent· , pouse . rclati,es
and friend and to the Recruit Training Team; a dedicated group of unsung
heroc who continue to give of their very best. A further fifleen recruits
al o paraded on unda 11 pril and a repeat of the earlier pa s off parade
took place. Dcputi ing for the 0, the Training_ lajor, laj Tudor Hill
acted as in peeling officer. I le presented re ru1ts their cap badge~ and
presented the award of Be t Recruit lo ig Iunden Griffith of 5 qn
and freely chatted to all pre ent alter the parade. To all of our nC\\ recruits
who have ·ucce sfully completed their Pha c I Yery \\ell done and once
again welcome to the Regiment und a g ntle reminder to contact their
P I about the availability of Phase 2 courses at Blandford!!
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36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

Lt Col J. A. Allan TD
WOI (RSM) R. J. Stanton

RSM

VI IT TO DRIU - HM EXCELLENT
One morning in the Mess, during R M's coffee,
gt Anita mith ,
who is the PSI HQ Sqn, announced that she had jacked up a trip to the
DRI . What' a DRIU? I hear you as~ well we wanted to know that as
v.cll because WOl (R M) Bob Stanton had just volunteered all the
permanent stafTto go on the vi ·it! After some technical expressions trying
to explain that it was the damage repair incident unit, gt Paul Haggett
said, ' Have you seen the film Titanic? Well its the same as that except you
don't get om' (Note: Many a true w(:}rd said in jesr!) o there we were, a
convoy of vehicles driving down the A3, led by gt i Hill, (who has not
attended the convoy commanders course) heading for Portsmouth.
We all arrived afely to be met and briefed by some big burly naval
rating . Focused faces and nervous laughs told the story and you had to be
there to appreciate them. What had we let ourselves in for? Next we were
shown around the DR.IU, which looked like a huge ISO container on tilts.
On the inside was like being inside a ship, load of grey paint and thick
doors to step through every couple of paces. A curious amount of wet floor
and walls were noticed as everything was explained to us, in naval terms of
course! ext we had to don orange waterproof boiler suits that were t\\ice
as large as W02 Gary Steven AGC, Yes, that big! With bibs and helmets
is ued we went onto the balcony for the duty photo before making our way
to the start point. Individual team briefings and final reminders took place,
the bib indicated the teams: Blue team were the Pumps, Green team were
the Diesel Generators and Yellow were the Me Deck.

S ig Phillip Wills receiving his award from the
Honorary Colonel

Sig Munden Griffiths receiving h is award from the
Training Major

OLD SOLDIERS EVER .......... .
On Friday 26 February the Regiment was delighted to welcome a very
s~ial guest centenarian in the formidable shape of 105 years of age, Lt
Col (Retd) 1 orman Edwards. Lt Col Edwards was mobilised in 19 16
and ser>ed with the Glorious Gloucesters at the Baille of the omme
''here he was wounded and subsequently case aced to Birmingham.
Following a lengthy period of medical treatment, convale ence and
retraining he then joined the Machine Gun Corps, so in effect 'orman
became one of the founder members of the Royal Tank Corp . orman
accompanied by his urse 'larie 1cQuirk and guardian, 1aj (Retd)
Alan ~1ountford, was treated to a pecial lunch in his honour that was
hosted by the CO. Lt ol tiles Stockdale and other Regimental Officer .
Norman, ahhough fragile, left an indelible impression on all those who
attended the lunch, not least by his alertne s and remarkable lucidity, but
in panicular his sharp recollection of many events that took place during
the Great War. His memory on this unforgettable day served him well and
hi constant amusing and often thought provoking anecdotes and poem
recital captured the imagination and enthralled everyone. Thank you
Norman for such a wonderful and memorable day!

'The Motley Crew'
uddenly, the sirens ounded and me sage spewed from the_ tannoy
about an imminent attack and Brace! Brace! Brace! We had been hit, water
started to fill our relevant section through holes in the wall and the unit
began to list. Everyone immediately started to plug the holes a previously
taught. Although the water was approaching our knees, thing were going
well when .. ... BA G! we were hit again and more water started to come
from all angles, the unit began to list back and forth, the water following the
list making it very difficult to steady your elf, the lights went out and the
water was now up to our che ts but till we kept on plugging the holes. The
pumps were lowered down through the hatche but the water still kept on
rising and the vertically challenged people such as Capt Scott ~oungson,
Sgt Craig Sinclair REME and Sig Angie Burridge were tartmg to float
or sink. depending on the quantity of water inside their uit .

ATTENTION ALL GOLFERS
Your problems are solved Golfballs that are truly
"SWl.Ff A D SURE"
The 1u eum are now selling the following Golfballs
in. cribed with the Corp Logo

HEADQ ARTERSSQ DRO
qn Comd
laj Dave Wat on
S M
W02 ( SM) lick Grimshaw
One aturday morning, the Officers and Warrant Officers turned up at
!I ford to carry out the six monthly audit of the Regiment. Under the guidance
of Maj John ixon and gt Gordon Cameron, the rules were explained
and red pens i sued. At the same time the CO. Lt Col Jackie Allan, decided
it would be a good idea to interview all of the R Signals TA W02s to discuss
the next 'cabinet reshuffle'. The biggest smile came from W02 ( M) Mick
Grimshaw who is to become WOI ( VWO). closely followed by W02
(SSM) Eddie Kika who is to become the RQMS (V) and posted to HQ Sqn.
Which leaves the question: 'Who will replace them?' ........... watch this
space... ..Just ln .... .SSgt (SQMS) Tony Wells has just been told he is to be
promoted to W02 (SSM) for HQ Sqn, well done Tony.
755 TROOP - ORWlCH
Tp Comd
Lt Simon Jenner
Tp gt
Sgt 1artin Wright
On Saturday 13 March 1999, 755 Sig Tp at orwich threw open its doors
to great success, as part of the ational TA Open Day. lo promote the TA in
the public eye. Over 300 civilians visited the centre to view the tands,
di plays and talk to the TA oldiers from the un it some of whom have
shown an interest in joining. The Troop has recenlly enhanced its role with
the addition of t\YO Radio Relay vehicles, whicb it i keen to have fully
manned soon. 18 members of the Troop turned out to how off their military
knowledge and detachments, including one stand which involved a
di mounted Trend linked to a vehicle mounted Trend, which the younger
members of the public could send mes ages to rriends who found thi
extremely entertaining! LCpl Bob Brennand found this a little bewildering
due to the lack of proper procedure and was heard to comment 'who
authorised this one?' The Troop were vi ited by the Lord Mayor of on ich
and hi lady wife. who eemed very impre sed and the Commander 49 Bde
who was on a flying visit, a part of his tour of his command.

SSgt Martin Wright (755 Troop}
talking to the Lord and Lady Mayor of Norwich

s
R
0

Just when you thought it coulcln 't get any worse, smoke tarted to enter
the compartments to simulate that a fire had started and a hatch was left
open! Any ray of light had now di appeared and it was definitely not for
the faint hearted. Capt Carla Lankester and LCpl cott Witts checked
the caps and found the offending article, the smoke stopped but didn't
clear for what seemed like an age. Vlaj Gary Mason and ig Matt Joyce
were soon to be heard giving a large sigh of relief followed by" ar tories
that would make your hair curl, as soon as the' All Clear' and 'Endex' was
given. Everyone couldn't believe how 40 mmutes could pass o quickly as
we made fo r the hot showers. 1aj Paul Willmott was accused of trying to
teal ome water as a souvenir, judging by the amount he had in his boiler
suit! Some of u stayed a little drier but I will remain nameless. A quick
debrief on how good we were and off to town for a quick sight seeing
trip ......... but that"s another story!

BE T TROOP TROPHY
The ·Be t Troop' Troph wa awarded to 755 ig 1 p for all their effort
and determination in achieving con istently high standard· throughout
199 , well done!
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TITLEIST PTS WOU D - COST £6.50 PER PACK OF 3*
PL ACLE GOLD - COST £4.00 PER PACK OF 3*
Al~ Golf Gloves Excellent quality all ''eather glove~ at £5.00 each*
•All co'l' are ;ubjt:et 10 change

'Sig Chris Manion acts as saf~ty man
,
while Sgt Nig Back plugs the hole 1n the floor!

Storming Norman!

STOP PRESS
REGI 1ENT L GOLF
The Adj!, Capt Scott Youngson, i meant to \Hite The WIRE note· for
golf. He hasn't d_one thi . o, WOI (R l\l) Bob _Stanton is still the best
golfer in the Regiment and that' offi?1.al! The AdJt hu~ us ured me that he
will write some note for L11e next ccl1t1on and tate tt got nothmg to do
with Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig J. R. B. Cook and ol R. ignals I 'T
CORPS MCM Di' llQ PC. ol D. JcDowall fBE, "ho arc due to
visit the Regiment on the golf course oon! (Note· I wonder how mom· Gin
·n Tonics and career laugh 011 rhe patio will be spoiled that di~r:'J
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37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
0
R, \1

Lt ol . J. Whittle TD
WO! (RS I) Cox

EXER I E BOTHIE DR GO
fa Bothie Dragon ''a · a Regimental Alpine ki Camp which aimed to
tcach T ·oJdiers the ntdiment of skiing dt ing two separate three-day
cour:;e, in A'icmore. The Exerci e was initial d with an idea from the CO
"hich the Adjutant and R M wer duly ta kcd to organise. The Adjutant.
apt ara opley. proYided all the admini trative legwork and headed up
th deplmm 111. The in tructors included WOl (RS 1) Cox and SSgt
Pete Harri both from the Regim nt and
gt Gary GrcaYeS of'.! 16 Para
tg qn. The Admin ta ff included\. 02 (RQ I ) And~· Turner and Sgt
Keith Harri the uper Chef. Rotluemurchus Lodge 111 viemore wa
booked to accommodate the Exerci c. et well back off the beaten track it
is highly re ommended a an ~dYelllure Training ba e.
.
The first group arrh ed whit t the In tructors were ab ent recce111g the
pbte . Unfortunately this da) made national news ~s 5000 people
descended on 'iemore for the 'no". un and chool holiday . (Honestly
this wa cotland!) Most of the Reece was conducted from a queue. The
first group were killed up and raring to go only to find that the top li ft
were not working due to high wind and the good teach111g areas
unobtainable. The beginners found them elves facing a trek on foot up the
slope 10 a patch of now deemed suitable by the chief instructor.. The more
competent skier.; trying not 10 hide their del_ight were able !O JUmp nn a
button lift for a ki off with
gt Greaves higher up the Catmgonn. The
ki offwa nece ary to alto'' 1ude111 to regain their ki leg and identify
tho e who had not been entirely truthful regarding their skiing tandard.
'Ad,ance kier· might actually mean, ·1 can slide along unaided. for a
"hi le!' \\'hit t ·1 ha\e kied on holiday' actually mean ' I have kted on
holida "hen I wa se\en years old!· It wa n 't Jong before we found our
fir.;1 rudelll in thi category and he duly returned to the beginner group,
hi name i "ithheld!
The fim day for beginner . in both group . involved the nom1al falling
ov r problems which come a a hock to a lot of well adju ted adults who
all think that they are quite good at standing up unaided. However,
progre·s was made through hard work and pat!ence. pecial. me111ion must
be made of ig ·Lardy Bird· Atherto n of93 1g qn who will never forget
her experience on a button bar - hooked for life!. Sig Bonita 1cDerm ott
will ha\e memories of men in red after a drama!tc re cue from the lope
after twi ting her knee. Entertainment in the evening for the first group
wa prO\ ided by Cpl Eddie Goff who took star turns at the local Kareoke.
The econd group were unable 10 brave the delights of Aviemore as they
did not fancy pu hing the bus the two mile back up to the lodge on their
return on the compacted ice. With the snowfall increasing tead1ly
throughout a uperb week was had by all. ext year hopes to ee a repeat
Exerci e and plan to enter a team in to the Anny Championships.

as ault cour.;e to a ight avigation Exerci e. When it came to the Fir~t
Aid stand 'Resusci Annie' needed CPR. LCpl mith got stuck in giving
mouth to mouth, but LCpl Clark insisted on doing the chest
compres ·ion's (we did wonder if Anne would have any ribs lcfl at the end
of the Exercise).
While the CO's were training at wynnerton we sent three of our
newer members of the quadron along to Co en tty to attended a potential
officer course: it i hoped that they all passed and that we will soon have
three otlicer cadet within the quadron.

Cornthwaite taught Introduction to Computer Programming, etworks,
PC Building and a beginners guide to the Internet. The guest speaker on
Military Computer Security was SSgt Phillips from 42 Bcle Headquarters
in Preston. Information Technology plays an integral part of the quadrons'
role along ·idc Radio and Data Communications. Many of the Troops use
IT in their Civilian employment and th.: training proved very useful.
HAT OFF TO RAMBLING '93
The start was early O'clock, the 0 standing for Oh my goodness it's
early unday morning and it's still dark. Aller some extensive de-icing
and gritting, walkers and safety crews from 93 Sig qn (V) left their
frozen Barracks at Canterbury trcct in Blackbum to ''ind their way
across the Moor to Totlington near Bury. As part of Ex Two Towers, an
flF Comms and avigation Exercise, the Squadron provided Land Rovers
and satcty crews for the Long Di lance Walkers Association of
Lancashire. Every January nearly 200 members sprint, jog, walk and
sometimes crawl along the infamous and gruelling 25 mile boggy route
,, hich encompas es ome barren, although tranquil cenery of Holcombe
Moor and Tottington Reservoirs. Two teams of ignallers fought the
elements and displayed great determination a they held their own,
trudging through snow and peat, alongside the regular ramblers.
The route wa marshy, up 10 the knees in places and the weather held
fine until crossing Bull Hill at Holcombe Moor Training Area. There it
rained, rain turned into sleet, and sleet into snow, followed by a downpour
or hail and a blast of icy cold wind. The teams were soaked, cold, aching
and downright exhausted by the twenty fifth mile. The quadrons Mobile
Dets were in position at each of the seven checkpoints where they
provided the walker.; with a well earned cup of ' qua.ddic' tea. ecretly
sniggering at the walker , they were not the least enviable. The walkers
finally returned 10 Tonington to cam a certificate, a badge and two slice
of Pizza. ext stop, the Pub!
o doubt those who manned the Mobile Dets will be swapping with
the walker for the fun and games next year ........... Then again ............ .

COSY I COMMAND
taff al a ottingham fireplace firm we_re glo~ving '~am1Jy '~hen their
medal winning Territorial won his dream JOb. Sig David To mlin on has

5 DIVISIO C ROS CO
T RY CHAMPIO HIP
This year's 5 Di'' Cro s Country Champion hip was held at Hopwas
Wood and represented a novel challenge for some members of the
quadron. The team finished ninth out of 15 team entrie but had to make
do without their qn PTls, who were attending a Lycra colour coordination meeting and were unable to run. Sig Mackay achieved an
excellent result coming in in 3Sth po lion.
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Sig Ryan entertains Comd 2 (NC) Sig Bde

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

HEADQ UARTERS SQ ADRO - REDD ITCH
qn Comd
Maj Jo hn Riley
M
W0 2 ( S I) Jo Krikoria n
The past months ha Ye\\ itne sed a number of personality changeover.;.
The QM. i\laj Ia n Dudding left for 32 Sig Regt and was replaced by Maj
Don Holmes. The Adjutant, Capt ara Cop ley was posted to the delights
of DC A in April. The new Adjt, Ca pt Lyn B urrell, is very welcome
from the horror.; of AJD. gt Hawkins and his wife Kerry are welcomed
into the technician family of the Regiment.

67 !Q EE, OWN WA RWIC KSHIRE & WORCESTERSHIRE
YEOMAN RY) IG 'AL SQ
DRO (VOLUi TEERS)
TR T FORD
Februa!) ended with the Squadron having a very wet day at the ranges.
With all the rain that we had during the month. the stream that runs
along>ide the 1<mge at Besford had just about burst its banks and by
·arurday afternoon we had a number of small lakes between each of the
firing point . We even thought that the butt party might be spending the
night there as the water continued to rise, but we all came safely home in
the end, ha\ ing pa sed our APWT's.
The early part of March wa taken up with the TA open day 'Ex Open
Door'. \1cmber of the Squadron did leaflet drop in and around the areas
where they lived during the preceding week, on the day we had our own
fog-horn in the shape of the P AO C apt. Garry Pi tma n travelling around
the centre of tratford inviting people to come up to the TA cent r~. We had
a number of stands showing a full range of activities undertaken within the
· quadron. The variety of communications equipment available interested
many people and a keen interest was also shown in the PT stand (or it may
ha\e been the young men demon trating the equipment!). The day itself
"a~ H:ry ~uccessful Mth over 400 people coming through the doors of the
TA centres at Stratford and Stourbridge; to date eight new members have
joined it tourbndge and two at tratford. The end of March wa taken up
with a CO cadre ·Ex. hape Up' at Swynnerton. Though only a mall
group <lllended, a full range of military training was achieved from an

96 IG 'AL SQU DRO (VOL
TEERS)
Sqn Comd
'.\laj R. J . Bowden TD
M
W02 ( M) Ray Campbell
A recent highlight in the Sqn Calendar was the 'isit of Commander 2
( C) Signal Brigade. Following a briefing by the Squadron.Comma~der,
Maj Richard 'Badger' Bowden, Brig Ilughes CBE was given a gutd.ed
tour of Westfield House where he managed to ha' e a
words "llh
everyone who wasn't actively hiding. Atlcr la~t parade, anyone who had
so far escaped was collared by Brig Hughes over a pint and a Chicken
Maryland prepared b> our resident chef gt Gary Wild mith .

S ig S he a rd dem o nstrat ing t he m ou ld on Ex Ope n Door

EXERCISE SILVER LIDE EBOR
..
On a bri2ht but breezy evening oo 22 January three m1111bu c . one
laden with ki equipment, lct1 tanor Top TAC bound for Do,·er and on to
France for the unit's ki expedition. The journey was une\entful a~art
from S gt lei Widdows atten:1p1 to -educe two gendarme. b} carry111g
out an emergency top in the middle of the French r.iotor.,·ay, y~u tend to
get noticed u ing thi method. Her feeble e.xplanatton about m1 · mg ~he
fuel top wa met with u picion and he w11S e corted to the fud 1at1on
and her pa sport "a examined in detail. Her comm.en! wa 'The~ mu t
ha e liked me they all "aiHed to look at my photo, sad! Our arr!\ al m
leribel made a great impression "ith the locals a_ we. ompletcly blocked
the road whilst un loading. At1cr unload111g the ski equipment and baggage
an impromptu briefing by the OC, Taj ten• Ma ' wa. held 111 the local

93 SIG AL Q A DRO (VOLUNTEERS) - BLACKBURN
Sqn Comd
Maj A. Unwin
SSM
W 02 (SSM) Reid
The ew Year see new starts for the Officers and soldier of 93 ig
Sqn (V) based in Blackbum. Sqn Comd, Maj Ros Par sell, ha nded over
the reins to newly appointed M aj Alan nwin , now in his thirtieth year_of
service having attained every rank in the Squadron. A new Sergeant MaJor
rose from the ranks in the new year promotions list. W02 eil Reid
started out in the local Army Cadet Force and is every inch the
determined, successfu l signaller, which the Squadron is renowned for
producing. He works for British Telecom in his civilian job. S gt Heather
Kenn y, (a podiatrist) takes on the first female Troop Commanders ro le at
the Manche ter Troop, with er geants G eoff S mall (an expert welder)
and Paul Wa lsh (an ex regular soldier who owns a white goods company)
moving onto pastures new as Troop econd in Command at the Barracks.
ROYAL SIG ALS ADVA CE 0 IT
The IT bug struck the soldiers of93 Sig qn (V) recently as the Troop
took on the latest advances in Information technology. cnior Squadron
members, Sgt Fi tzpatrick,
gt G ra veson and C pls M acgregor and
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just taken charge at the city base he began his soldiering at 17 years ago.
Hi military career has taken htm from the ranks to c~mmand. H~ h~s
erved at bases around the region and has even done a ix-month sti.nt 111
Bosnia. But his dream has alway been to lead tlie 70- trong 87 tgnal
quadron, based in Triumph Road, Lenton. o he '~·as delighted wh_en his
promotion to the po t turned into a double celebration. For alon!!> "nh ht
new conunand he has received a medal for outstand111g er. tee as an
officer in the Territorial rmy (TA). Maj Tomlinson aid, 'I've alway
had fantastic support ai work. That's been . o important in ~elping me get
thi far in my army career. In return I've tried to use tl~e skill .the TA ha
taught me to the company· advantage. I've always tried to give 110 per
cent back.'
.
'laj Tomlinson said that when he recei.ved an urgent call to erve m
Bo nia hi managing director at Roy tone Fireplace . Canal . tr~et , dtd not
he itale and Ir Roy Pa rso n gave him imme?iate le~ve . Wuhm 24 hour
he wa on duty pulling together a team of TA ignallers to manage
communications in the war-tom Balkan .
Iaj Tomlin so n· first task in his new command \~ill be to r~eruit more
trategtc Defence
young men and women. Under the G?ve~n~e.nt
Review his unit has become a key part of Britain s new and more usable
TA . The Squadron must now increase it · trength by al lea l 20 more
oldier.; to meet it commitment .

G rate Tea m
Maj Da v id To mlinson w it h Roy ~ a rso n s ,
Ma nagi n g Director of Roysto ne Fireplaces
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The next day brought excellent "eat her an? a gr?~P~ put 111 a <I) s
warm up skiing refining the group t~e mto abiht) ran~e.. a pt
La ' rence ·Mac· !\le ourt our chiefin. tructor took on th_e bcg111ncr:; an~
kept them out until "ay pa l bed time! Our l\~O other instructor. '1 aJ.
live Milnor and apt . eil meaton on loan from 2'.! Rcgt RA R \tlWk ·ps. made sure the intermediate "orkt:d hard. Lunch? "hat tun ·h''!
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We had enough talent to achieve the rather ambitious aim which wa to
ki the three Yallcy of ourche' al. Meribel and Val Thoren from highc t
to lowe ·t point in one day. The Team carried out reece's of the quicke 1
route and quicke t lifl , in each of the 'alleys. Each day the snow was
wearing thinner and b) Wednesday the rock and grass were showing
through M the lower levels and we were praying fo r some snow. On
\ ednesday night it snowed extremely heavily and the !ills did not open
until I Oam on Thursday. no routes out of the Meribcl Valley were open as
avalanche danger was high. The lower slopes' ere covered in powder and
great fun . The now continued to fall all day Thursday and by Friday
morning we had to dig out the minibus which had almost a metre of no"
on it. Again we could not get out or the Yallcy but the powder wa knee
deep and everyone had great fun skiing in some great snow. There was no
chance of achieving our aim but 10 soldiers learnt lo ski and all enjoyed
ome uperb skiing. The excellent weather of the first few days. in
hind ight t:ould have given u the opportunity to achieve the aim and 'If
only' was u ed on more than one occasion. There ·s always next year.

LCpl ' Pretty' Jackie Spong and Cpl 'Banzai Bob' Barrington

The Padre tries to raise the dead pigeon
as Captain Bobby 'Pet-Slayer' Davis tries to look contrite

The next few day sunshine and blue skie pre ailed and all members of
the party worked hard to improve their kills to take on the aim of the
exerci e. kiing styles varied LCpl ·Pretty' Jackie pon g had style, Cpl
'Banzi Bob' Barrington had gut . Sgt 'Speedy' 'ed 1 eedham ' as
quick, Capts Thelma and Bob Ward were sedate, and Capt Fred 'The
Tum' Nillson could giYe u all plenty of rest!

was the only one who could really give any advice since he wa the only
runner who had actually completed a half marathon before! In all cases,
preparation for the event had been somewhat limited. Sgt Clark had run a
IOkm race the week before, Sig Smith had been out that week and I had
<lone nothing at all!
The race itself was a particularly hilly course but the weather had
decided to be kind to u . Sgt Clark (recovering from an injury)
disappeared off the start line leaving ig mith and myself to run together.
By mile five I had a bli ter, at miles even through to eight my left knee
started giving up and thus, myself and Smith WALKED the last three
mile ! However, there wa still a sen e of jubilation when I eventually
crossed the tini hing line in 2hrs 30min (Sig Smith wa given the ame
time) and receiving my medal. Sgt Clark completed the course in a
respectable I hr 47mins. The ' hole event left me unerly exhau ted and a
physical wreck but with a great sense of achievement for having actually
completed the course. All that remain is to try and improve my time when
I run the next one!
Finally, congratulations to LCpi Hawkins who ran the Bath Half
Marathon in a time of 1hr 38mins.

The Chalet Maids?
Sig Linda Johnson, SSgt Mel Widows, LCpl Jackie Spong,
A real chalet maid, Sgt Andria Bilton and Cpl Jan Barrington

Another turn from Capt Fred Nillson

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

REGIME T L HE DQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Col J. Crackett TD
R M
WOI (RSM) P. Anderson
The Annual Regimental Dinner held at Skinners Hall in London took
place on Saturday 6 'vlarch 1999. The Guest Speaker was Mr D. J . Boyd
Q . Also attending the function were the Honorary Colonel, Lt Gen Sir
John Foley K BOBE MC, the SOinC(A), Brig J. Griffin and Brig J.
' haw MBE Prior to the event, the Honorary Colonel presented Padre
Oa\id Sutch with the bar for his Territorial Decoration. The presentation
\\as somewhat .marred, however, when later in the evening the Padre's
c\emplary ernce was ru111ed by his vandalising a piece of Regimental
s1her - namely the Adjutant's pigeon!! Finally, the Regiment wishes to
thank all those who attended for their generous leuers of thanks and are
delighted that you felt the evening was uch a success.
f LEET (PRE LO DO, ) HALF MARATHO
h1 /_(pl n111r/oi.
The ~nner.. for the day were gt Clark. LCpl Thurlow anJ ig mith
abl) dmcn to the event b} gt '\.1arsh . The journey to Fleet was full of
talk on how we \\ere going to tackle the event which lay ahead. gt Clark
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Lt Gen Sir John Fo ley, Mrs Sutch, Padre Sutch, Lt Col Crackett
after the medal presentation
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47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. H. Lansdown
SSM
W02 ( SM) Prance
ince our last note it has been a very bu y time for the quadron.
Exercise , trade training and training for pecitic event have all been high
on the agenda for almo t every member of the quadron. The annual
round of mandatory inspections have al o placed a strain on an ever
dwindling permanent staff. Many of those in the quadron "ho took part
in Ex Executi ve tretch in 1998 would have found it a difficult Exerci e to
follow for pure enjoyment. However, thank to 36 ig Reg! a king for the
quadron to act as enemy for tliem at Thetford in ovember. 20 lucky
individuals led by the 21 took part in a brilliant weekend of pure run
so ldiering.
The now traditional range weekend in early December at Pirbright
enabled nearly everyone to fire their APWT. carry out a night . hoot.
indulge in some serious house-clearing drills and overall fire about 450
rounds each during the weekend. An excellent quadron Chri tmas dinner
and social organi ed by the QM topped off an excellent weekend. Ex
Bronze Lynx, which took the Squadron to Abingdon air!ield, at the end of
January aw the quadron acting in a MC role in tl1e field. this wa also
an Exercise that allowed most dets to ort out their procedures in a non
tactical cxerci e cenario. In February the quadron went to Thetford for a
quadron FTX. For the first time the quadron operated in Troops and
took part in a variety of scenario that were te ting and imaginative._ The
weather was biuerly cold but each Troop managed to make uself
reasonably comfortable in its ba e. Yankee Troop pioneered a new ambush
tactic called the 'laid back' . This involves jumping into a Land. Rover at
the last possi ble minute, driving to the area of the ambu h, get.ung out to
do the ambush then legging it back to the ro er for a let urely dnve back to
base. This drill will be incorporated into the TA field tactic. manual at the
earliest opportunity.
.
Promotions have been many and well deserved and our congratulauon
go to the following: gt Dave Lamber·! to
gt, Cpl Dave Strevens to
Sgt, LCpl Justine Jones, Lois Lane, Luke Holdom and Ben ewby to
Cpl. igs errena Wheeler and Mark Joiner to LCpl. Capt 'like
Atkinson ha left us for the watch-keeper pool and apt aria
Lankester dnd Lt Rod
ot short for Rodney) Hook lme both
transferred (some say poached) 10 36 ig Regt. We wish them well in their
new appointments.
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EXER I E MARS M RATHO
The opportunity for soldiers from the quadron to act as enemy for a
36 Sig Regt Exercise was offered by the present 21C of 36 1g Regt. The
fact tha.t he had recently been the ·quadron Commander may have had
S?meth111g to do with it. Recruitment of sufticient soldiers proved no
d1fficully, there bemg a deluge of people clamouring to get 111 on the act.
The Exercise was to take place at STA TA m orfolk at the end of
October,_ and the Squadron was required to provide sullicicnt enemy to test
the readmess state and defensive mea ures of the Radio sites set up by
36 Srg Regt. With this in mind, 18 soldiers from the Squadron, includmg
the PSI Op • SSgt Tocker and the P AO, all commanded by the Squadron
2IC Capt Carla Lankester left Uxbridge on the Friday evening and set
forth for orfolk.
An advance party under Cpl 'I 0 Bellies' hes hire had already set up in
Buckingham stables, so it was a simple matter to brief everyone regarding
the nights activities immediately upon arri\al. First task was to put two
individuals equipped with CWS at each location being manned by the
Regiment. Their task was to act as an OP to report on strength, vehicle
and activity. Under no circumstances were they to ri k capture! It turned
out to be a long and cold night. Due to a larger than normal traffic now on
the roads, 36 Sig Regt were badly delayed in their deployment so the
enemy waited and waited for signs that 36 were going to come out and
play. This eventually happened at about 0400hrs on the Saturday morning
and although the Ops did not get as much information as hoped, the aim
was achieved.
For the rest of Saturday the enemy was tasked to carry out overt recces
of each manned site, these recces usually acting as a decoy for other more
direct military action. The type and variety of the overt recces have now
gone down in Squadron legend. LCpl 'Hairbear' Gross and LCpl
Harkett posing a orienteers who where so convincing that they were
invited into the ite for a cup of coffee, LCpl 'Ginger' Thornton and
LCpl 'Cuddles' Vallance acting as hapless female navigators. receiving
assistance from the sentry to get to a fictitious place in orfolk on the sixth
time that they drove past him.
gt Tocker and Cpl 'Baldrick' Howe
posing as mobile toilet repair men. and by all accounts doing a good job of
actually repairing some!
This was a very enjoyable and worthwhile exercise. All the junior
COs in the Squadron had tlie opportunity to plan and lead a small patrol.
This did much for their confidence whil t in a po ition of command. All
the oldiers were enthusiastic and threw themselves into the role playing
aod ub equent patrol actions with vigor and determination. It gave all of
u an opportunity to see how other units of the same corp operated and.
although roles were different, the problems faced invariably were the
same. Thank you 36 Signal Regiment for giving us the opportunity to
partake in the year's be t and most enjoyable exercise.
EXERCISE YPRES TOUR
On the 12, 13 and 14 March, Yankee Tp of the Middle ex Yeomanry
travelled to Belgium to tour the First World War battlefields of the Ypres
Salient. The Troop met at I OOOh.rs on the Friday under the direction of
SSgt Lee Giles. After packing the camping stores and the Troop' now
customary wait for Lt latt 'where's my passport?' Watts to arrive, we
gt Giles had prepared a tile for each Troop member,
were off to Dover.
giving map of the area 'then and now ' and some of ihe more interesting
personal accounts and hi torical records of the fierce fighting around the
alien!. After a wift and calm ferry cro ing we were soon driving
through France and into Belgium with LCp l Abbey ·Big William' Crown
at the wheel. Having taken an w1planned, but cenic route around mo l of
the local area we were relieved to arri\'e at the small rural town of Kemme!
and get set up at the civilian campsite.
The first item on the agenda wa a short trip into the hi toric town of
Ypres itself. We parked in the hadow of the Cloth Hall, an impres ive
building that ha been restored to its former glory after being virtually
flattened along with the re t of the town during the war. From here \\ie
strolled to the Menin Gate. The Menin Gate i an enormou arched gate
standing on the road out of the town toward Menin (hence the name). It
wa erected after the war on the ite of an older gate to commemorate
tho e oldicrs of Great Britain and the Commom ealth killed in the alient
who have no known gra e and bear nearly 54,000 of their name . Every
evening at 2000hrs volunteers from the local tire brigade pla) the la t po t
and there i a two minute ilcnce. Despite the effort of a couple of
hundred school children the silence wa obs rved, and after the crowds
had dispersed we were able to spend ome time tudying the names and
the monument in more detail. We returned to Kemme! to await the arrival
of Cpl Luke 'the Padre' Holdom who wa · making hi O\\ n way to
Belgium on Eurostar. The rest of the evening "a deYoted to
acclimatisation in the camp ite bar, under the guidance of our cultural
attache Cpl Kevin ·Gerbil' Huxtable. We were pleased to disco, er that
we were sharing the campsite \\ ith a group of Belgian teenage~ claiming
to be from the ' International Brotherhood of Youth', who seemed VCr)
keen to foster a spirit of European togethcmes .
fter a sl ightly later than usual reveille, and a hearty breakfast prepared
by Sgt Oa\C • ewboy' Streve ns we piled onto the bu to commence our
tour. The Ypres alicnt was u ·mall bulge in the western front around the
town of Ypre . which jutted out into German held Belgium. It wa the
ccnc of a Imo t con tan! lighting throughout the First \ orld War, and i~
particularly infamou for the Third Battle ofYpre ·.fought 111 a .ca of mud
and known to mo ·t as Pas, chendaele. The tiro;t stop wa · Larchwood
Military cemetery. Thi i a comparati\ el) small cemetcl). set 1n open
!ield along ide a railway. Thi · wa the area of the "ell-known ·Lo,crs
Lane' communication trench and the ite "here tunnels "ere started to
place mines under I!ill 60 in some of the earlie ·1 opemtrons of thi kind.
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\\e then made th• hort hop up to Hill 60 it.ell~ Hill 60 wa' a small rise in
the ground created from the spoil of a railway cutting. HowcYer, m thi flat
t ·i:rnm 11 command~>d nn excellent 'icw O\'cr Ypres and '' a· therefore
pn,.ed b). boU1 ·1de a an arti llery obsen ation po t. It was fought O\'Cr
se,eral umcs. and almo ·t destroyed by mine . The hill it elf is now
regarded a a war graYe and lel1 to nature. Ithough the mud ha gone, it is
ttll pockmarked by crater of all i1c and ha the remains of several fi eld
fortification ·. t each of the site, we 'isited '' e were able to draw on a
gt Giles' collection -md read to each other from
library of book. from
p.:rsonal account and regimental historie . Thi brought U1e battlefield to
hfe (or hould that be dc::ith'?) and helped u, begin to imagine what it must
ha c been hke for the ) oung oldiers who fought and died there. , 1 Hill 60
" ,e read about Lt G._Harold \ ooley who won the Territorial Army's first
\ C there before go111g on aft r the war 10 become chaplain of Harrow
chool. \\ e then droYe lo llooge. and ' i ited the mu. eum there and the
Hooge Crater military cemetery. From here we wem to a mall afe
nearb) for refrc_shments: The _Cafe O\\ ner ha made it hi hobby to locate.
excaYate and dtg out m111e lrom the war and howed u his remarkable
perso1ml collection of photographs from these time cap. ule . The final
top of the day wa Polygon Wood.
After a picking up e sential -upplie at the local upcnnarket we went
back to _the camp_ 1te and LCp! Heathe~ Thornton prepared a ta ty
paghettt Bologna1 c: O.n e aga.m we de 1ded to venture into Ypre to
ample the local ho pttahty, and 111 LCpl Thornton's ca e. coc ktai l . The
next morning after breakfa t. and breaking camp. we visi ted the German
cemetel) in Langemarck. Thi had a \·ery differem atmo phere to U1e
Commonwealth War Gra\ e Commi ion cemetcrie "c had , is;ted
pre\ iou ly. It wa much bleaker. with black marble in place of ou r white
and a total ab ence of flo,, ering plants. It was time to make our way back
and after finally com incing French cu tom that we had no hell '.
grenade or mortar bomb in our po e sion we were allowed 10 head for
Ca.lai . Driving bac~ all agreed that it had been an intere ting and
enjoyable (though at lime very moving) weekend. ext top, the omme!

atwd.a y the 27th. arrived, having packed a huge uitcase for what
seemed like I was gomg _for a month , let alone a weck I was collected and
we made our way up to Grantham for the first leg of our journey orth. 0 11 •
Sunday we made the rest or the wa):' up to Scotland by bus with 20 other
1icople. A few sto~s later we ar~1ve~ at ethy Bridge House. Once
everyom: was off loaded, booked. 111, fed and watered, we had our hello
bnelin&s and were fitted out, I might .add at this stage I was the smallest
~c rsm1 111 the group, so there were a few diffi culties with sorting me out,
for 1nstam:e_ the boots they gave me were th e mallest pair they had, so
th~y had to send out for some more from the hire shop. The shop sent three
pairs ofwh 1ch the last were the best ones to lit (JUST). The skis were all
right they onl y had one pair small enough for me.

57 (CITY AND CO
TY OF BRI TOLJ Q ADRO
qn Comd
faj D. Wat oa
SSfV! . .
.
W02 (S 1) P. Packer
Lile m Br~stol and Chel tenham continues to be as busy a5 ever. The
~efence Rev iew axe has unfortunately fallen on our detachment location
m Cheltenham, however, all is not lost and the troop concerned will be
movm~ to a new location in Gloucester. Plans are well underway for a
final dmner ~t the Cheltenham TAC. Congratulations to the foll owing on
t~eir promouon to the WO's and Sgt' Mess, Sgt Addison- cott, gt
Filomena Zamparclli and Sgt Dave Gresswell. Congratulation are also
passed to SS.gt Jane Burn and Mr Chick Cheetham, many will recognise
h1~ from his Regular Army and
RP ervice. he i now a part time
driver for the Squadron, golfer and tennis official. Both have recently been
awarded a well deserved Lord Lieutenant's Certificate.

Pte Lizzy Matthews - ' Size doesn't always matter'

5 (Q EE 'SOWN OXFORD HIRE H SSAR ) SIG AL
QUAD RO
qn Comd
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M
W02 (SS 1) G. T. Simpson
\'I IT BY 11 TH D KE OF MARLBOROUGH - 9 MARCH 1999
His Gr~ee the I I th Duke of Marlborough made a vi it to the Squadron
on the '?nil . 1ght Tue day 9 March 1999 to rene\\ the Churchill family
connecuon with the QOOH. Other prominem guests included Brig Ni<>el
Mo,gg. Cha1rrnan TAVRA for Oxfordshire, Brig John Powell, Secrei:ry
E\\ TAVRA, Col Rob Luca , A sistant Secretary E\ TAVRA Col Tim
lay. Chairrnan C?xfordshire Yeomanry Tru l (OYT). Lt Col Chris
Laurence and l\Iaj Ron Barnes Tru tee OYT and Mr 1 ick 1 icholls
ecretary Old Comrades A ociation.
'
The programme for the e\'ening tarted with a detai led briefing given by
the Squadron Commander, Maj Robert Stone. T he Duke and other
gu . 1. were then .how around the TAC vi iting Comms Trg. Recruit
Tra1.mng and Equipment Husbandry/Preparation for the forthcoming
~ atmnal TA Open Day. After the guided tour T he Duke and guests were
m\lted 1_0 the q.uadron .s ocia l Club where Col T im Ma. pre ented the
Duke .with an ongmal picture of the Queen 's Own O.xfordshire Hussars
parading m 1?11 at Blenheim Palace. C pl Steve Brady then asked hi
Grace to officially name the club as the 'TI1e Churchill Club'. Cheers were
heard from all e pecially . taff. ergeant Ray Phillips as the P AO Capt
Bob heldon presented .him with a bottle of Champagne for choo ing the
name of the club. The bill for the champagne is being sent to the previous
quadron Commander, '.\1aj Paul Wenlock!

Friday .sa'' us ~II on the middle slopes \\arrnmg up for the race \\hich
started mid mommg at the top. Slalom time (I want my mummy!) we
made our way up to the start and sorted ourselves into run order. I was
fourth and was not looking forw.ard 10. this one little bit, but eventually my
tum came an~ down I went turnmg this way and that way going faster and
faster every time. As I got to the bottom all I could hear was Karl and the
slope personnel s.houting go left, go left, so I went left, if you ha, en't
~ucssed already, 111stead of gomg left through the time gate 10 stop my
ttm.e,_ I went through the blue poles put up to say this is the finish I felt such
~n 1d101, b~t who c.arcs next year f'll do it properly, yep I'm going back, so
tf anyone ts thmkmg of going skiing thi5 time next yea r WATC'H 0 T
FOR ME!
'

The unveiling of the Plaque by His Grace,
Ron and Joyce Pullen (Caretakers) show their approval
NATIO AL TERRITORIAL ARMY OPEN DAY
SATURDAY 13 MARCH 1999
The Banbury TAC ready with CRS Del FFR Det Field Kitchen SA
80 conversion o~ U1e .22 Range, Ongoing Recruit T;aining, Equip~ent
D1 play, Churchill C lub Bar & Refre hment and QOOH Exhibition
opened at 1030hrs. Vi it ors were encouraged into the centre to sample
army food, lire the SA80 and meet the members of the Squadron The
Banbury Guardian Reporter and Photographer ampled the exc~llent
spr~ad of food abl y prepared by the Master Chef, SSgt Les Kavanagh and
ass1st~d by Cpl te e .Brady, Tele Tech!! The day wa slow with visitors
mcklmg through, but 1t . '~~s deemed a success with 14 names being taken
to auend the ·Look at Life elecuon weekend at the end of March .

Monday dawned none too soon and it finally hit me J WAS GOI G
SKJING , ARGH !! "W_e all loaded on the bus and made our way to the Lecht
for my ve~ first sk11ng lesson on the nursery slopes (see photo just a few
of_u fir t timers). 01:ce we am".ed and were instructed on how to put the
kts on and move with them with, our mstructor Karl wi th his wi dom
said, 'We ll I'm glad to see everyone has got the hang of this already'. Yes
you guessed it I fell over and laughed because I could not get back up, so
the more I laughed the more I fell over and vice versa until the afternoon
when we had a chance to free ski down the nursery slopes by ourselve .
Tue day saw us go ing to the Cairngorrn for the rest of the week. When
w~ got there we were paired off to go up the lopes on the T-bar. I was
paired off with someone twice my own height (6ft this guy wa , what a
laugh that was) I fell twice when paired up\\ ith him, so Karl ent him up
on his own and got me to go up with him. and we made all the way up
'~ 11hou1 me falling off this time. And what of all the others, I hear you a k,
did they fall off? Yep as oon as they got to a little hill, off they came so
they had to go all the way down to the bottom and start again. We had to
cut the day short becau e the weather got really bad (Wet and Siu hy) so
we all had a cho ice to stay in the BAR or go into Aviemore for a wim and
Jacuzzi. You would all be wrong in thinking I went to the bar.
Wedne .day saw us all back at Caimgorm for a fabulou day of kiing
and this time we all went to the top for a couple of hour skiin<> and
practices before going back down to the half way point to ki in pairs on
our own. This we did on Thursday a well, but with one light difference. I
DID ' T FALL, when we kied right down from the top to the bonom on
what I think was called the ' chicken run'.

EXERCISE WIND OR CASTLE - by LCpl Stevens
Thi. momentous event was the quadron ' attempt 10 lo e its JNCO
and Signallers over much ofGlouce tershire. The idea wa to work on our
navigation skills and improve our voice procedure on a fun 'Treasure
Hunt' type exerci e! Uausually the TAC al Cheltenham was u ed as an
Exerci e ba e, this enabled the Officers and
CO to practice their CP
kill and for the PSAO to watch the international rugby on tele' ision in
the bar. The winning formula wa provided by a sparkling combination of
good map reading, masterly dri\'ing, teamwork, excellent leadership and a
good helping of lateral thinking. Thi combination resulted in the highe t
number of correct an wer to a erie of que tion found at each
checkpoint. The winning team consi ted of LCpl Joanna tevens, LCpl
Steven Holley and Sig ormile.

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Potential Recruit Alison Short a Heal th and Safety Consultant
('Please join,' said the PSAO),
on her guided tour with Sergeant Judith Phillips
MY FIRST SKB G TRIP
EXERCISE K EES BE D 1999 (27 FEBRUARY • 6 MARCH)

by Pte E. J. Matthe11•s AGC

Major Robert Stone trying to explain llP to the Duke I I
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It all started back in January, one Tuesday evening the Master Chef
S _g t Le~ . Kavanagh, who works at BAD Kinoton , was 1alki ng about
gomg sk11ng and was looking for someone to take the vacanl place
~vailable for an RLC kiing Exerci se in Scotland . Like an idiot that I am, I
Jumped al the chan_ce and said YES! (Oh llelp!) and within a week I was
booked to go. At first I thought, I'm really looking forward to this, then
my next few thoughLs over the following weeks, were ' I don ' t want to go
now, I don't want to!!'
THE WIRE, JUNE 1999
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Lt Col C. H.Turn er
WOl M. Godwin

REGIME TAL EWS
REG IME TAL Kil G TEAM - by LCpl Char/olle Foake
. Ex ~now Lion 1999, the Army ov ice ki hampion hips, took place
m .. v1emore over live days in March. The newly formed Regimental
Sk11ng Team, comprising gt 1artin Feather (Team Dad), pl Al
H.yland (Team Captain), LCpl Charlotte Foakes (Team ecretary) and
Sig Ross ugcnt (Team Member) departed Chelmsford T
entre one
Sunday in March for the 12 hour journey 10 the la l Army O\ ice
Championship of the 1illennium. A Team ecrctary 1 organised a route
plan that was a little round the house a we omehow lost 200 mile and
gained three hours. We eventually arri~ed at Cameron Barracks, lnveme '
at 2230hr that night. We were tired, irritable, but raring to get on the
THE WIRE, JUNE 1999

lopes and /ind our ki-legs again under the expert tuition of our Team
Captain. Cpl Hyland. Afler a much needed lie-in on Monday morning we
e entually reached the re ort, sorted out our kit and hit the slopes. To the
nmu e.ment of the rest of the team, I decided after one run that m ski
boots were chafing a little, so I went back and eventually persuaded them
10 give me a pair of boot, that matched m ki out lit (all the gear. no idea).
The races tarted on Tuesday with a seeding race, and a none ofu had
raced with the Army before we had quitt: a wait until our tum . Our race
numbers soon dropped as the week went on. with.omen: pectablc tune·.
considering the k s than ideal weather condition . The In t race of the
Championships wa the lalom on the aturday "ith more than 300 kiers
taking part. We all lel1 the slopes sad to be heading back 10 the reality of
work but happy that we had giYcn the week our be t effort.
By losing the minibu ke s earlier in the week (don' t worry 1TWO, \\C
found them again), ig ugcnt kindly volunteered 10 dri' e u · all to the
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265 (KCLYl SIG AL SQ ADRO
BEXLEYHRATH A D BRIGHTO
Sqn Com
Maj Hugh Robertson
SM
W02 ( SM) Keith Wrate
CHANGES
The Squadron has undergone a few major changes since last reponing
The SSM, W~2 .K~ith 'S!100L( Wratc has stepped down as OC 890 Tp
to allow Lt R1ch1c Bald Eagle Woodhams to take the reins.
CONGRATULATIO S
Congratulations go t~ the fol lowing personnel who have recently been
promoted:. LCpl tcve furn er, Cpl Sean Tanner, Sgt Dave Pry kc, gt
Emmet Vmccnt,. Sgt Stuart Ridgewcll. In addition, Cpl Sea n Tanner
has announced his ~ngagement t~ LCpl Merissa Ferris, who recently
celebrated her 21st btnhday. We wish you every happiness.

The Regimental Ski Team - (L-R): LCpl Foakes, Cpl Hyland,
Sgt Feather, Sig Nugent (sitting)

Sig Gemma Cambron greets Brigadier Verey

prize-giving at the Osprey 'uite in Avicmore that night where to our great
urpri e, l won the title of TA Women' Individual Junior ovi c
Champion. Altogether it "a an excellent week's skiing and we brought
horn a cup for the Regimental ·ilver cabinet to boot. Roll on March 2000!
REGIME. TAL SHOOTING TEAM
The members of the Regimental hooting Team. under the leadership of
their Team Captain, laj Barrie Corfield. are congratulated on their
outstanding performance at the re ent TA Skill at Arm Meeting. Once
agam, they were extremely ucce fol, winning a large amount of the
iher trophies on offer. The 'A' Team 'on the Pis1orMatch, the Rifle
Match and were runner up in the Combat Snap. while the ' B' Team won
the Falling Plate and came third in the Rifle Match. At the end or the
c~mpetition. the' A' Tean1 were declared 'Champion Royal ignals Unit',
with the ·B' Tean1 being declared runners up. The following individuals
are congrac_ulated on their superb performances: 2Lt Downing, who wa
the Champion Pistol hot. 2Lt \ oodhams who was the Champion L W
hot and Cpl Charter who was the Champion Rifle Shot. Well Done!

HEADQUARTERS TROOP
W02 ( M? . Keith Wratc organised an extremely succcs ful
ad~entu rous .tra111111g weekend to Weymouth. The Troop departed on
Fnday even111g, making good speed to the coast where it rapidly
ensconced itself ~n a comfortable hostelry. As ever, the OC, Maj Hugh
Robertson, remained resolute and could not be tempted with the ' Devil'
Brew '. Saturday morning arrived with an early morning dip in Portland
harbour, to the enjoymen t of all concerned. Once breakfast was over it
was time for the real fun to commence with a round robin ofwindsurfi~g
mountain biking and canoeing. Windsurfing produced a huge amount of
laughter. The award for the biggest splash of the day went to Cpl Davy
Jones, which had absolutely nothing to do with his love of burger .
Mountain Biking, on the other hand, rendered an unprecedented amount of
blood. leaving most of the participant looking like extras from a ' Rambo'
fih1:1. The canoeing stand involved circumnavigating Portland Harbour,
which 1 no mean feat, even for the mo t accompli hed canoeists. The
weekend wa thorough ly enjoyed by all concerned.

Sgt Dave Whitehouse finds windsurfing a doddle!

Sgt Daz Lane briefs the Mayor and Mayoress on test equipment
COURAGE TROPHY

HQ (KCLYl SQUADRO - BEXLEYHEATH
qn Comd
1aj P. B. Corfield
W02 (S M) M. J.B. 1ustoe
S M
The quadron has been \ery busy over the la t few months. Recent high
spots include the DnverTraining Exerci e held at Bevington in February. We
ni:ned up on a freezing c?ld e~ening to the Regiment's shooting l?dge at
B1sley where we were spht up mto teams. Early on aturday mornme, the
teams were scattered far and wide within the south and south
l of
England. The tank training track at Bovington was where SSgt C horlton and
gt WaUbridge were instructing cro s country driving in both Landrovers
and 4-to~e trucks. A different kind churning circle was discovered by Sig
Gro s with the CO on board, but fortunately, the most serious damage was
done to ig Gro s's pride. He i lucky tbe RSM did not catch up with him!
gt Lapidge found out that Sgt Gosling could put a Land Rover anywhere yes anywhere at all, and he kept appearing out of every hill and hole possible.
Cpl maker. looked very fetching in her 'Cas im' outfit, complete with
glass protrudmg from her head. After a long and challenging day we were
grateful for the roaring fires in the evening to warm us up.
'
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The 70 Squadron Courage Trophy Team

WHIPP. CRO A D LI COL 1 SIN
Sqn Comd
Maj E. J. H. Marsha ll TD
1
W02 ( SM) L. Eva ns
The quadron is bu y preparing for Ex Capital Pursuit. More new next
time ....
70 (EYJ JG
qn romd
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L Q ADRO - CHELMSFORD A D HARLOW
Maj Simo n Pa lmer TD
\ 02 ( S. 1) Pa ul Hump hreys

Capt . J . O'Kelly
WOl (R M) T. P. Crane

FAREWELL TO THE OC - 26 MARCH 1999
o it was a very dreary day on Friday 26 March 1999 when the OC,
Maj Jim Richardson MBE left on promotion. When I ay dreary. not just
the weather but the hangovers from the night before. This wa an Officers
and enior Regimental Dine Out which wa held at a local restaurant. An
excellent meal was arranged by the R M, \i 02 For bes and Sgt
McCrae v hich included all the trimming and a couple of urprise
sketches at the end. otably the imitation quadron Conference arranged
by the Foreman wa o clo e to the mark. Finally on Friday, the OC was
bidde11 farewell in true style, on the front of a Foden truck! He was led off
in style by the whole Squadron to his new job in Upavon. Our thanks and
be t wi he go to Lt Col Richardso n MBE. Pa ula and family.
RSIT - by LCpl Alexa11der
Another year; Another R IT - e eryone's fa ourite time of year! ("hat
else is there to look forward to after hristmas?) For the two new Techs who
arrived in mid January. thi meant being dropped right in at the deep end character building apparently. Everything went well though, and everyone in
the troops carried out masses of work preparing the Panzers and Rovers.
Even the Techs had work to do! (Hone t!) Then the big day arri ed, and
things continued to go well a t11e chicle passed t11eir inspection . With
only a few minor faults to deal \ ith here and there, by Th ursday it was all
over for another year and we could all take a sigh of relief. A for a reward
for our effons (and a good R IT repmt), the SqLladron wa stood down for a
well-earned long weekend. Well clone everyone who was involved.

0 'GRAT LATIO 'S
The quadron congratu!ates t~e f?llowing: i:tie Sqn Comd, Maj imon
Palmer on the a\~ard ofh1s Temtonal Decoration. He was presented, ith
his medal by \ 1aJ Gen J. D. tokoe, Inspector General of the Territorial
Army. LC!ll Cha_rlotte Foakes, on winning the TA Women's Individual
Jumor 0\1ce ~1 Championship. The Courage Trophy Team, who were
led b} Capt \11~h ae l \ ood. They came first in the March and Shoot
compeutton and sixth overall. gt Liz M urphy on the binh of a potential
recruit, Jam ie, who weighed in at 81b 3oz.
S ig Gowl ett pre pa res for NBC drills
TE RRJTORI L ARMY OPE DAY
In common with all TA centres throughout t11e UK, the Squadron opened
1t;, TA Centres at Chelmsford and Harlow to the public. The weather was
e:-.ccllent ~or the day and the hard work by all the permanent stafT and the TA
\\SS m C\tdcnce for all to see. At Chelmsford, the Squadron wa visited by
the Mayor and \fayoress of helmsford, Brigadier T,\, local MPs, employers
and heads ofcolleg~. plus a good turnout from the general public. At Harlow

The Squadron are rightly proud of their Courage Trophy Team who
part1c1pated m the London District Military Skills Competition held at
Longmoor Training Arca. The competition tested physical fitne s, skill at
arms and all the ITD . The team comprised Ca1>t Wood, Sgt wa in, Cpl
Bennett, LCpl Laskey, ig Marsh, Sig Gowlett, ig ugent and Sig
ta bier. They came ixth out of24 teams, which is a superb result. Well Done.

EXERCISE MA ILED MAE TRO
ow we all know what fun it is to go on E ·crcise, don't we? There was
a little bi t or restles. nes on the first day because ' e did n't deploy until
2330hrs, but everyone knuckled down and got on ' ith the job. Th~re were.
a number or us wondering how many of the Panzcrs would make II out of
the gates, but the majority held together. Thi wa · a ne'' experience for a
number of the newer members of the qundron and there was a great deal

of work to do. The weather held out too - after weeks of rain and cold, the
sun hone. for u throughout, although it was still very cold at night. Time
pas ed quickly and we all made it to Gutersloh on Thursday (THE FrNAL
DAY!!) On the' hole it was a ·ucce sflll Exercise and e,·eryone learnt
many new thine (especially how to do pan ba h!) But it wa good to get
back to Barracks again for a nice hot shower !
EWT 4 ( FEBR ARY 22· l RCH 5)
by lCpl Ormis1on
Ex Winter Training i run every year by the Army at the Briti h lpine
Centre, Bavaria. It wa aimed at both the novice and the more ad,·anced
kier. Having ne er skiied before I thought I was in for an easy two weeks
- How wrong can you be? The cour e was split into three ection - four
days Alpine. four days ordic plus two days ki Touring. Everyone
enjoyed the 6am ri es, and vowed to return next year if given the chance
again. The instruction wa excellent and I'd recommend everyone give it
a try -e\en if you think that it" not for you. YO 'LL BE URPRI ED!
LEA DER HlP CO R E
HALTERN TRAINI G C MP 5-12 1ARCH 1999
by LCpl Tron
The Leader hip course wa run by the R M and wa de igncd to a. e'
the Leader hip qualities of o.:nior ignallers and ne\\ te hnician . We \\ere
plit up into two section , ' hich we remained in for the duration of the
whole cour e. The day tarted early with PT which wa all about team
work. It involved carrying log , stretchers and large ammo boxes. Four
nights were pent out in the field where ' e had a chance to practict: our
night na igation skills. I o we all carried out ec1ion altack which was
very informative if not e tremely knackering. Ea h person was gh en a
chance to become cction commander and the were a se. sed on their
ability. \ hen we were not in the field we '' crt: in the etas Toom learning
about Batlle First Aid, writing appreciation·, and problem ·oh ing. Each
person was required to gi e a lesson to the group about any subject the
wi hed. ome found thL very daunting. At the end of the course \\Chad a
Regimental dinner which \\as attended b all J O's from the quadron.
It' as an excellent night and \\3 enjoyed h ever) bod).
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resounding pillars. Cpl Ra 1aCleod i ofTto 2 ig Rcgt, at least for the
weekend. b~fore flying to Kosovo. L pl Rowland is ofT to I ( K) Div
HQ & ig Rcgt, ig Foylc i ofTto gods country and 14 ig Rcgt , and ig
Morrison is off to JCU I. To those ''ho are going. good luck and
farewell. There arc no ne'' arrivals to date but the Troop i a sured that
replacements will arrive before the end of May.

The following morning was an early rise for the DS as we were going to
·Kidnap_' the course and ~ump them o.n the area. They were not happy, or a
pretty sight, at OSO~hrs 111 the morn mg when . the D came in and gave
them a rude awakening shout111g and bawling 111 dodgey Spanish accents,
v. 1th woolly Im.Ls, ba~aclavas , shamags and the like on, we could not have
been a pretty sight ctther come to think of it! So now the course were on
Ex Final Try and the D could come into their own! Periodically the DS

BRAVO TROOP
The pa t few months have been quite bu y for Bravo Tp in the Premier
ignal quadron. With preparing for RSIT. R IT it elf and then putting m
ome quality tin~e with the lo es of o.ur live . the 436's. With all this going
on we till had time to do some !TD and supp ly manpower and vehicles
for HQ 20 Armd Bdc JOTE package. The young ubbaltcrns from the
quadron managed to attend and congratulations to the 0 •A' and the O
·B' for ju t about scraping through, Well-done irs! Before Ea ter leave,
the Troop managed to deploy all its a et on Ex Mailed Maestro I.
WAT H THIS P CE ....
HELLO'S A D GOODBYES
Bravo Tp would like to ay hello and' elcomc to the following people,
Cpl Dunbar from I (UK) Di
ig Reg!, ig Flannagan from unny 259
and Sig Lawrence from i Div. We also like to say a ad and tearful
farewell to the following people, Cpl Gaz Dixon ofT to I Div ig Regt,
Cpl Wood ofT to 2 ig Regl, LCpl Gray and LCpl Marsh who arc both
off to 249 Sig qn (AMF L}, get some snow under your boots lads.

would pop up dunng the courses patrolling and open up with GPM i. and
rifle , either dying gloriously for our leader, or getting away before the
cold, wet and tired people catch us! Even at night there \\as no rest as
pyrotechnics lit the sky and blanks filled their cars, just to keep them alcn
(and awake!) Afterwards the D would return to their sheltered, temporary
~ccommodation for hot coffee, stickies and the radio (someone's gotta do
1t!)
On the final morning the great general Ragamuffin, aka - 'Brams' - aka
- W02 (FofS) Forbes was planning a visit to see his loyal troop ,
however, the leadership course had gathered information of this fact from
dead men's hand and lay in wait. At I IOOhrs precisely the General arri\ed
to give a stirring speech on our impending great victory over the enemy.
As his speech reached it's peak, shots were heard and the great battle had
begun . The DS put up a superb fight but were eventually wiped out with
all dying glorious deaths (especially Cpl 'Holly' Wood). The fight wa
over, the course had won. So it was back to camp on the tran port for tea
and me.dais (or was it?) in true army fashion it was on the bus, ofTthe bu
two m111utes later for a run back to camp of around four kilometre
carrying various heavy objects. with the D running alongside. (The DS
always win in the end).
The final evening was a Regimental dinner night, with superb food,
supp lied, of cour e, by 'Cookie' and his boys. The usual speeches and
toasts followed then of course, alcohol consumption and ofTto bed. Rising
early next morning to tidy up camp and hand it over and return to camp for
a well earned weekend's rest.

MAI TE A CE TROOP
The tech work hops would like to welcome LCpl A lexa nder, LCpl
Harrocks and LCpl Trott to the unit. Al owe wou ld all like to say good
bye to Cp l 1illigan' ho'sjust pa sed hi Oct omds Cour e and is ofTto
. Ireland and Cpl Jay who's lefl us to go to I Sig qn
The Foreman (W02 Forbes) looking very gay indeed

Sigs Coverley and Riley enjoying an ammo box job

LEADERSHIP CO R E - THE D.S. PJ:RSPECTIVE
The 'A' Team consisting of WOl (RS l) Crane - ('Slightly Silver!')
'Fox· Crane, W02 (RQM ) 'Hawk' Drew, W02 (FofS) 'B rains'
Forbes, gt 'Cookie' 'lason, Sgt 'Action Man' Peters, Cpl 'Fixit'
Dixon, Cpl 'Le Battersby' Shuttleworth, Cpl 'M r Motivator' Wood and
LCpl ·Bog Eyes· Morrison arrived a day early lo take over Haltern Camp
for the next ten days. The following day the eour e ruTived and were
immediately introduced to the DS standing side by ide (looking more like
a police line up!) we were introduced one by one by 'Fox' reading out
each individual's pecialitie . Aflerwards the "A' Team disappeared to be
eeo again (occasionally).
Day One, of cour e, began '' ith good old PT at 0600hrs, conducted by
·Mr Motivator' and subsequently every morning thereafter! Afterwards
the course deployed on Ex First Try incorporating all manner of military
skill and occasionally visiting stand conducted by the D such as
deciphering codes, meeting agents, and dealing with ca ualties. On return
to camp there was no re pile. It was straight into debates and di cussions
on a ' hole manner of subjects lo the amusement of all involved. At the
end of each night the DS \ ould have a debrief/brief of what had been
covered during the day's activities, and what would come the following
day. At each briefing the course's fi les would be fill ed out covering a large
amount of headings.
The following day consisted of a casualty simu lation conducted by Sgt
'Action Man' Peters and Cpl 'Le Battersby' Shuttlewo1·th. The course
firstly being taught CA SIM; then conducting it themselves to a high
standard. Then came commru1d tasks conducted by ·Fixit' and 'Bog Eye '.
Five command ta ks 1 ere completed in around three hour by both teams
culminating in a trailer race. Then it was back to camp for food then more
debates (again highly amusing). Afterwards came teaching practices,
which were pre-prepared on a preferred subject by the tudent, again
completed to a high tandard for the level of experience. Later that evening
the course received orders from 'Fixit' for Ex Final Try. In their orders they
were told Lo be on 15 minute to move. As the course received orders the
DS plotted their dastardly plan of attack as enemy, headed by ' Brain '.

Sqn Comd
Maj Andy Bristow
R M
WO I (RSM) Colin Milne
Aller another busy period of Exerci es, the low level training is now
comp lete and the quadron goes on a well deserved leave ready for the
challenge ahead and the building-up of our skills and drills as the training
year continues.

A lull in the battle for SSgt James Runchman and
W02 (YofS ) Keith Parsons

The Squadron OC swaps the 436 for a Challenger 2
ALPHA TROOP
Tp 0
2Lt Andy Hill
Tp Sgt
S gt James Runehman
fier a series of beat-up Exerei e , the quadron was given a well
de crved long weekend which aw the Troop disappearing to the four
comers of the world with ome returning to the UK and a number going to
Budape t. Afier thi . the Troop wa straight back into it ' ith the
culmination of its training on the quadron Te t Ex. The weather wa
typically Hohne but the Troop performance was good nonethele s. Thirty
hour hifis were the norm to meet the standard required by Sgt James
Runchman and Lt Helen Murphy. The Troop performed particularly
~1 cH considering we were breaking in a new Complex Corporal - LCpl
Gmty' McTurk. who e voice' as a con tant source of~ncouragement to
LCpl Clifton. At the end of it a ll , we retired to the bar to what we do be t!
After a week of prepping the wagons for first line., the quadron
deployed for a week of ATD ' and Milita1y training. Being ignal and
perhaps not the be t of infantry soldiers, there were n le' mi takes. The
mo 1 notable being the outbreak of joviality when the Troop OC letl the
Platoon ergcant behind at the FRV by mistake. Another light hearted
moment came as the Troop O (again) got dunked in _a puddl_e .and then
pl Dave Langridge, thinking it looked like fun, decided to JOlll her. A
special mention ought to go to L pl Chris Al ton and igs · panky '
Harris and Rob Ross who pan bashed ti r the week. After a hectic three
and a half month , the Troop is looking forward to its' ell deserved Ea ter
leave.

LCpl Trott and Sig Jones trying to situate the appreciation
LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R Jones
Tp Sgt
gt M. Payne
The post Chn tma period for Alpha Tp has been characteristically
buy, but unusually successful. RSIT arrived and picked up only minor
points, being generally impres ed by what they saw. We then had an
excellent leadership cour e, where Alpha Tp picked up Gold , Silver and
Bron7e, the three being ig Matt Coverley, Sig Gaz Collins, and ig
'\tatt Oorling, the fourth member gave a spirited performance, but was
clearly concentrating more on his upcoming Army bowling championship.
c:-.t on LhC: agenda ~a Ex Mailed Maestro, the preparation went well ,
and the vehicles were in a battle worthy state. The least said about the poor
garage preparation by the troops the better. The rest of the Excrci e was a
uccc~s. e'cryom.: worked hard, the tempo was spot on, and the Troop
C\cn managed to earth the generator , this made the Foreman a very happy
man. The Troop has come to a point where it is to say farewell to four
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Finally we mu t ay a few \\elcome and goodbye . Fir tly to the
outgoing OC, Lt Helen Murphy who is off to ew Zealand for four and a
halfmomh, and econdly to LCpl Chris Al ton who i off to 21 ig . A
big welcome to 2Lt Andy Hill. our new OC, \\ho had to lea\e rather early
in the day and to Sig Tom O'Hanlon who join u from 14 ig - '' c hope
you both enjoy your time here.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp OC
Lt Adam Corkery
Tp Sgt
SSot Dave loane
As alway . it has been another bu y period for the quadr n '' ith a lot
of new faces and a lot of people leaving. From all of Brarn Tp, we would
like to ay goodbye to LCpl hris · Gump' Moore \\ho lea\e u for 21
ig Regt. Al o to Sigs ick ·Tiny' Graham ( 19 Mech), Gaz \ hell or ( 11
igs) and Dave Edwards and Andy\ orkman "ho both lcaYe u for Ci'
Di\. Thank for everything you have done for the Troop and the be t of
luck to you all for the future. \ c would al o like to welcome L pl Ton)
Mar h an9 ig Chri sie trnin and Chris Brogan - we hope you enjoy
your tour.
February finished with a quadron Test-Ex to put what \\C ' d been
practi ing all year o far to the te t. ig Ian Tranter was parti..:ularl)
di appointed to ha e mi cd the Exercise due to kiing commitments 111
Bavaria (or ' a he?). The Exerci e wa a total ucces '' ith the Brigade
Headquarters being ct up and torn dO\\ n in lightning quick time and
achieving excellent comm .
ITO CA IP '99
ner a week break it ''as excrei e again for ITD 's and bani amp at
sunny Haltem Training Area" here the un nc\'er hone one.:. Aller three
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da). of ITD · it was time for a thre day battle camp to brush up on our
mfontr) .· kills. During th first da) 's tabbing mo t of 3 ection couldn't
\\ nlk for falling about laughing a Iler attempting to cro a large stream.
ia \lichelle O\\ le) \\ ent in i;r to her\\ ai ·t and Cpl ' Ritch ie· Richmond
up to hi knee . LCpl ' Barny · . eevers doubted they were cross ing at the
nam:me t point and afler .:onvincing himse lf that he had found
. on11:\\ here more suitable. took a run up that Linf< rd Christie would have
been proud oC \\'e \\niched in anticipation but h..: unfortunately jumped
ri11ht into the nnddle of the water and was soaked afler just an hour in the
field' By the end of the Exerci e. e'en though evel)•body' feet and
-;houlder blades were ore. e\el)·one agreed it had been a good Exerci e.
but nonethek s couldn't wai t to get to the bar.

The Bravo Troop Rebro Boys
(L-R): Sig Stevie Homer, LCpl 'Barny' Beevers, Sig Ian Tranter

J

OP /ES TROOP
Tp OC
Capt Jason Gray
YofS
W02 (YofS) Keith Parsons
FofS
S gt(FofS) 'Mac' McCa llum
The la ·t couple of month have been exceedingly busy. Along with
many other department within the Squadron we have been concentrating
on the new ITD 's. The whole Troop thus had to depart to Haltern Training
Area, where we completed two days of ITO training followed by a three
day battle camp (Jimmy· word). For a few Tro p members this was a
good educational experience, but fo r other it ' a just another 'day out'.
The e include Cpl Brown and Cpl 1arlow who must now have been on
thei r second or third Jimmy' word . Though t also go out to pl Cat ion
( REM E) who ha probably done more time a a Corpora l than most of the
other Troop J CO's have done in the rmy! E\ eryone however learns
from a 'Back to Ba ic ' exercise although there are some that could have
benefited h1ore than other . pecial mention ought Lo go to S gt (FofS) 'l
j ust want to make it clear in my O\ n mind ' McCallum who told us that he
had given up bei ng green at the 11 year po int! We ll, that's Foremen for
you.
Finally congratulation LO Sig now LCpl Livesey who is duly fined for
his promotion and mention in The Wire - Livesey, Livesey, Livesey &
Livesey (Editor - a11 extra one/or luck!! It makes him ound like a firm of
solicitors.) - that hou ld keep us happy for a few more months.
S PPORT TROOP
QM
Ca pt (QM) Dave Wilson
RQM
W02 (RQMS) Rod Cowan
Line and Power - Ju t a few congratulations and farewe ll thi i sue.
Congratulation to LCpl 'Taff' Elston on passing hi BI and to Cpl
·watch out for that cam net' Pearson on pa sing hi EFP. ongratulations
al o to Cpl ·s lab ' ordon who i now wearing hi
pl's tripe and 10
Sig ikki tead and her hu band Lee on the birth of their first child.
Farewells now as the reorganisation of the quadron occur and many
from the Troop depart to the comms Troop . We would like to say farewell
tO Sig ' Head ' Barclay, ig 'Cow Eye ' Nixon , Sig Gaz Davies and Sig
' Lolly Pop Head ' Milne who move to Bravo Tp and to Sig Soppitt, Sig
Danny 'Monkey Hanger' Richardson and Sig Phil 'Vortex ' Brown on
moving to Alpha Tp.

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON
24 AIRMOBILE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (210)

CCX

OCWICD

qnComd
RM

faj I. Hooper
WOJ (RS 'I) G. Hodgson

Q ADRO ' 0 ERVIEW
Life at 210 ig qn is as bu y a ever as the unit continues with an
intensi\e training programme combined with implementing changes in
line \\ ith adapting to the new future role as the Air Assault Brigade. On
returning from Ex Lion Sun. the Squadron will form two ne\ Troop
including Charlie Troop\\ ho will join the unit from 216 Parachute Signal
quadron. The unit ha a lot to look forward to. Following Ex Lion Sun
the Squadron will embark on ummer Camp which is to be held in
C.ornwall. Ex Artful I ue is being held and ho ted in the UK this year and
g1\'eS the quadron the chance to work with its fellow Brigade wh ich
form M. D(C). Allention throughout however is finnly fixed on the new
role and we look forward to the challenge that thi brings.
LPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dan Ashton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Chris '.\1cKenna
There have been a number of changes in the Alpha Tp ORB AT. Hello 's
go out to Cpl Jo Ruth from 3(UK) Div and to Sig Jase\ ' illiams and Sig
Paul Bowes both from 11 igs. Welcome back to Cpl Drew Mechen who
ha JUSL completed a ix month attachment in the Antarctic! Sadly we say
cheerio to Cpl Dan Hill \\ho is posted to Radex Troop al 11 Sigs and to
LCpl Dan laughter who i ofTto JCU I. Finally, congratulations to Cpl
eil Tarry and ig Karen Abbott who got married on I 0 April 1999.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comet
2Lt Rob Hamilton
Sgt Tony May
Tp gt
IL has been a busy time for Bravo Tp with a number of Exercises. The
Troop deployed on Ex Gryphon Flight and is now preparing for Ex Lion
un. Ho,vever, the entire Troop are in fighting spirit after Easter leave and
al'\: looking forward to the forthcoming ExcrciS<;s. ew arrivals include
2Lt. Rob Hamilton who is now in the chair a~ 0 'B'. Cpl ' Smudge'
. mith ha \·.e r; k1.ndly ag;ecd to how up agam at the Troop afler six
month of hiding in Bosma. pl Wilson arrived in April from 16 Sigs
along with LCpl Chris Scadden from 3 (UK) Div. Finally ig
'Chocolate' Hack ha!> been posted in from Blandford. Farewell go to Lt
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geological ~oup. Worthy of n?t~ were the antic~ of Sig ·or Olej nik
whose previous profession as Sp1dcrman ensured that the antennas were
mounted in some of the most inaccessible site known to man yet
providmg excellent communications to the users!
'
Support Tp d~ployed to Catterick alon~ with Alpha Tp. Sandbags were
hrought Ill to give some sort of protection from the weather which of
cour. e could on ly be filled by one trade group the techs. Littl~ happened
as most people were acting as the civ ili an population, apart from Sig
Egerton and LCpl Comery who decided that the best place for the POL
point would be on the top of the Brigadier's car!
Bra:-'o Tp wer.e havi ng ju t as much fun as Alpha. They deployed to
Cattenck, recce d a good area and began to set up the Brigade
Headquarter ..Unbekno\~ n t to all p~cscnt, the chosen area actually
rcpre ented quick and nme covered with grass which quickly devoured
the lead Landrover. A change of location was decided as the best option
and the rest of the convoy headed off to a ne\ hide. fl was slightly
disturbing to find that the site was only twenty metres away from the
British Motor Cross Championship circuit, but by now time was pref.sing
and the Troop needed to gel the link in! Worthy of mention were LCpl i
Childs and Sgt Watts who were detached from Bravo Tp to provide a HF
Rear Link. for the Lead .Aviation Battlegroup. ll aving boarded the
helicopter in glorious sun shine th ey were devastated to land in the pouring
rain in Ottcrburn . Sgt 'Whin ging' Watts became firmly attached to his
poncho and refused lo move for anyone ... apart from when the helicopters
came in to collect certain elements of the ballle-group and forgot the
ignals Detachment! The rain refused to stop, yet a rather oggy quadron
continued to provide all the required links. After frantically rounding up
the remaining refugees we headed for home ...
.. . .. or so we thought. The move back towards Colchester wa to be on a
Royal Fleet Auxiliary ship. After loading tht: vehicles at ewcastle onto
one hip and boarding another we set ail at a blistering thirteen knots
towards Harwich, ruing the day that boats were never fitted with a fifth
gear.
Without doubt the Exercise proved lo be very challenging and tested
every single individual, particularly in providing communications in
unfamiliar environments. With hi ndsight, we all learnt a great deal and, it
must be said, had an enjoyable Lime. Ju ta liule less rain next time please!

Guy Bowdler who goes to 11 Sigs; good luck! Best wishes go to Sgt
Tueddle and his wife Sal who is posted to 7 ig - congratulations on the
promotion. Finally, cheerio to Cpl Jase Curley who goe to 30 Sig and to
LCpl Si Dyble who joins Civ Div and goes global trekking for the next
year!
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Steve Clarke
Tp SSgt
S gt Phil Latimer
A plethora of personalities are off to pa tures new. The QM, Maj Ben
Britton, leaves 10 join ARRC Headquarters at Rheindahlen, 21C Capt
Andy Coulston is off to tackle the joy of Junior Staff Co llege and
Yeoman Tomlinson goes to 16 Sigs. Farewells also go out to Sgt 'Tafr
Hill, Cpl Andy Hall, Daz Perry, Ian 'Tommo' Thomson, Bob 'The
future's Orange' White and LCpl Cummery. The Troop would like to
welcome our new QM, Capt teve Clarke, 21C Capt Paul Merry, W02
(Yof'S) Proud, pl Murray and Shepley, and Sigs Egerton and Gorvey.
EXERCISE GRYPHO 'S FLIGHT
by Cpl 'Taff' Reed. LCpl Si Childs and Sig Hack
The scenario ' as a long the lines of numerous other Exercises we have
been on in our Army careers - a country with a completely
unpronounceable name (one of those troublesome state. within the UK
which has an excellent economy and a wealth of mineral re ources, much
to the disgruntlement of its neighbour) had been overrun in whi..,h a
number of the loca ls had been too slow to escape the evading forces . In a
bid lo save these hapless souls, 24 Airmobilc Brigade deployed lo a
country that looked very similar lo Scotland in its geographical composure
(but whose name would have been worth ten times as much on a crabblc
board) in order to save them from certain doom . Consequently 210 Sig
Sqn deployed northwards and began the task of providing
communications the staff users required in order for the operation to be a
success.
Alpha Tp were the first tasked to provide the Brigade Hcadquaners and
s~t .up on the Catterick Training Area. As is always guaranteed , the only
timing that was fixed was the arrival of the rain, which quickly turned the
area into a quagmire of mud. Thankfully the Ops Officer Capt Rachel
Harvey was only too keen for us lo lay some gravel down, which barely
slopped the StafT Officers drowning in the horrors of the attcrick
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SQ
DRON HEADQUARTERS
Sqn omd
Maj te.ve Hunt
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ewan Hall
The reorgani ing ofS HQ has come of age over the last few months with
W02 (SSM) Ewan Hall finally cutting his ties, in February. with 11 EOD
Regt (RLC) . Rumour has it, the
M i till earching the local car boot
ales for a pair of ' be 1 boots' prior to the ceremonial season tarting in
May. Meanwhile, LCpls Sophie lorris and Carmen lichal ka
con tinue to go from strength to strength in the running world, with LCpl
Morris fini bing second in the recent Woman' Inter Corps Cro Country and first in the Inter ervices Cro s Cow1try at Plymouth . LCpl
Michal ka continues with her ambitions for the GB National quad\\ ith a
'gruelling' three weeks training programme in the U A. Trailing in their
path, but not far behind, Maj Steve Hunt, continue in his pursuit of
excellence. The recent Fleet Half Marathon i keeping him firmly on track
for the big event of the year - the London Marathon.

VI IT OF BRIGADIERS. G. HUGHES CBE TO THE SQUAD RO
Brig Hughes, 2nd (National Commun ication ) Signal Brigade
Commander, made an impromptu short notice visit to the Squadron on
Wednesday 7 April 1999. The isit gave gt imon Schofield the ideal
opportunity to pre ent his Mark 2 version of the unit' In e tors in P<!ople
clataba e LO the Brigadier. D.: pile the hort visi t. Brig Hu<>hes did find
time to sponsor Maj tcve Hunt in hi forthcoming attempt at the London
Marathon.

The Sqn OC (right) making sure he has a firm grip
on the sponsorship money from Brig Hughes, a mere 12 days
before the London Marathon - witnessed by Maj (TOT) Howes!
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GAMES NIGHT
During the long nights of January, the OC threw down the gauntlet to
the ULOTC, 31 Sig Regt, 36 ig Regt and 71 (Yeomanery) ig Regt for a
long awa ited game night. From a cast of many. Sgt 'Chalky' White and
LCpl Lee Le ter. a veteran of many games nights, put together a variety
of game ranging from adult Nintendo to Lee Lester' crazy golf and ' get
your hands off me' Twister! uch was the competition, Lee Lester had to
resort to a DIY loud hailer to get hi final round of que tion over the
highly panicipative audience. Regrettably two of the Regiments were
unable to end team due to other commitment . However, the evening
proved to be very competitive with the youthful ULOTC pu hing hard
against the experience of 31 ig Regt. Wedged neatly between the
ULOTC and 31 Sig Regt were the 238 ig qn ·B· Team who e Team
Captain, Cpl Paul Bone, had extreme ditliculty communicating with his
own team, probably due to the fact that he wa peaking in another
language. The evening, however, ' as a great uccess with many thank
go ing to 'Chalky· White and Lee Le ter for organi ing a great night. 31
ig Regt walked m ay the proud winners VO\\ ing, to a rematch on their
own home turf. We await the challenge!
TRAINING WI G
Trg Offr
Trg CO

gt Si Hadlc)
Cpl teve Hook

LIFE IN THE TRAI T G WI 1 G - by SSgt Si 'I om a God ' Hadley
Much has changed in the Training Wing o er the last ix month , the
OC, Maj teve ·Tmined and Oe\'eloped' Hunt wanted to create a training
wing of excellence, and so the ' Wing ' (as us fondly knO\\ n) 1 as formed
with my elf, Cpl Paul ·Grenade' Crabb and ig Greg 'Green' Burgess.
Unfortunately, Cpl Paul Crabb wa up for parole in pril and wa
successful in his application for Dog Handler in orthern Ireland. We
wish him well on hi po Ling and good luck for the future. All th<: girl
from Kings Cros send their love, enjoy the air mile !
In came Cpl Steve ·1'm olfon another course' Hook, tolcn yet again
from the clutche · of Radio Tp to become the new Trg CO. Gone are the
days of kit inspection and bulled boots, lime for some real \\Ork! That
now make all members of the ·wing· Manini Club, sorry ·Crabb · but
with no front t<!eth, no chance.
The·\ ing· ha had a paint job, unfonunatel), the cri s · \\ h) can't I
paint it DPM' from ig Greg 'Green' Burgess 1\erc denied. nd nm\ \\e
are back in the bu ine s ofTminine.. Future e\·cnl include ORP 'A \I.
\\ ith a frtancc from pl Bart ·ready, aim, fire' Story the Team Captain.
Battle amp. Summer amp. Offshon: ailing and the famous rxen.:isc
Bruno Endeavour U1c five, one week !TD (A) training \\eeks. 01
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forgetting our ·econd role the ceremonial dutie . approach ing fast. 'Oh· to
be in the Jeep) hollO\\ of Radio Tp again! Teething problem are
n.'rlucing. ig reg ·Green · Burges has now .cen hi first P and e\en
understand • 3\
·
Training and development is progrc ~ing well, thanks t the ne\\
Training Wing databa.e. de. igncd and built by gt i • I'd get load of
money in ci\\ y treet for thi · chofield, at least we haven't crashed the
S)stem too num) time . \\'ell it time to go,·\ hat' that Bm gess another
Jiff'oh no' ta king for the '\Ving'. Just one more th ing. the 23 tradition i
to get the beers in if your name i. mentioned.\ ell don't get mad get eyen.
apt Kerr) Le\ in • apt Le\ in Cnpt Levins and finally Capt Levin .
Oh don't forget there is apt Levins and not forgetting gt i Hadley,
gt i Had le~, gt i Hadley and gt i Had le • .
Maj Dave Gilchri t
gt Karen Ripley
be n a fair!) quiet period for the Troop, we must have been
uffenng from an elongated festive hangover! A big congratulation lo gt
andra Thomp on. who conquered all before her on her gt· cour c.
\\elcome back from your fellO\\ crypto op _Sgt Debbie Go neJJ has been
thm t into the limelight and no\\ fills the ADA po t. combining thi with
the Help De k 'at time ',no you can't take home two lots of pay i. the cry
from the (Tfc). Cpl hris Vallance has ' ucce' fully ancnded his cr)rpto
cour c, welcome back Chris, but more importantly welcome to ' H 1
ight hi ft' the fun tarts here:
On the porting front, we are plea.ed to announce that 1aj Dave
Gilchrist wa voted pons personality/person of the year by the fellow
. port men/ port "omen of the qundron. This wa down to hi
phenomenal performances throughout the last calendar year at
"ind urfing. Well done. The Troop recently put in a decent performance in
the quadron Challenge up Volleyball Competition. Watch out Mike Tp,
you're in our sights, the trophy i coming our way lhi year. We all eagerly
await the orienteering and squash/rowing in the next few weeks.
gain a fairly quiet period for people coming and going from the Troop.
MCM Di' decided for a number ofrea on to cru1cel the few po ting' in
that we had. o it' hello to Cpl arah Dyer and only ju t arrived LCpl
lark Leak. Bon Voyage to ig Lee Pearce, who departed for the shores
of sunny Bosnia in January. Just a quick one Lee, next time you are
po ted/detached remember to take your BO ' EOO 1E. We all await the
beers upon your afe return.
MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
faj Howes
Tp gt
Vacant
The Troop welcome Cpl TwizeU and his wife Janet to London and we
hope that they enjoy their tay. A!though ha ing just got here a ft er
completing his T-1 in Blandford, Cpl Twizell is to return to Blandford in
April to attempt the new Royal ignals Junior Commanders Course, we

\\'ish him well. Mr Paul MacA rthur is al o welcomed into P.A . Section.
There have been no tearful farewells to make, although April will sec the
departure of ltlj (TOT) Richard Howes a he leaves the mil itary for
ci' vy strct.
ongmtulations to Sigs Ben Mcfaul and Ayes ha
Muhammed and al o to LCpl mith who have all j ust completed a live
week inten ivc course on computer maintenance. Mike Troop wishes Cpl
Paul Bone well on hi
limbing Aptitude and afe to Clim b ( A CJ
Course at RAF Digby as he proves that he really is safe to climb. On
returning from Digby, Cpl Bone and S<>t orey Pcnnicott depart for the
quadron trekking and rafting expedit ion in cpal. Good Lu k to you both.
The whole Troop is still grafting under an unrelenting workload.
ystem cction continues to deal manfully with th e A I G whilst Radio
ection ha almo t buckled (again!) under the strain of the barrack
maintenance ite visit (and avo iding wearing uniform at all times.) The
' hole Troop is busy preparing it elf for the summer eason.
Finally, after last year's victory in the quadron 's hallengc hi eld, a
some\\ hat disappointing start has been made to this year's campaign.
ftcr three event the Troop is cu rrent ly in a magnilicent third place (out
of the three competing Troops), although with seven event remaining, the
Troop still has high hopes of repealing last years winning ways and has
decided that no' is the time to start winning .. .... possibly.

prioritise competitors for the forthcoming races. This wa the fir t lime
many of our female team had ever raced, and the nerve,, \\ere ..etting m.
The closer we got to the starting gate the "orse the nerves got. He"'. ever,
once we got to the bottom, still in one piece, the nerves turned to relief.
_Over the next ten days wc took part in various races including Slalom.
Giant Slalom and Super G. The downhill race \vas cancelled
(unfortunately) due to the lack of sno\.\. Day by day the confidence m our
team grew (as did the number of bruises). Although none of u \.\Ill make
the next Olympic we had a really good ume trying and is was definitely
an experience to remember.

The Team pose with other teams
and members of the Gladiator squad (Cobra and Rebel)

EXERCISE SPARTAN HIKE
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Kerry Levins
Tp gt
Sgt Simon Schofield
At the momen t Radio Tp is in the eye of the torm with the last couple
of months being relatively quiet before the 'si lly' eason start in ea rnest
Being quiet. the Troop ha ve been busily bulling boot and orting out o I
Dress Uniform , with the odd kit inspection thrown in by the newly
promoted Tp Cpl, Cpl Gibbo 'two tapes' Gibson. Who said promotion
can go to your head?
ULOTC PASS OFF PARADE - 21 MARCH 1999
E ery year the Troop upports ULOTC with it Pas Off Parade by
pro iding two stick men in Ceremonial Dress and two of our Police pee
Pan European motorcycles. Thi year LCpl ' Buster' Keeton and LCpl
Lee 'Conehead ' Lester were put into the breech as tick men, with Cpl
'Gibbo wheely' Gibson and Mr ' Milktloat' Steven riding the Pan
Europeans. The day wa met with rain and hail storms which is part icularly
good for best boots and blue ju t in time for another kit in pection.
On the porl front, the Troop have been battling away with the
quadron Challenge Cup by wi nning two of the three events so far,
namely the Orienteering and Volleyball and a close second in the
Bad minton. Watch out Mike Troop, Radio Troop is back! The Troop send
their best wishe to A/Cpl Mick 'its my bar' Breydin and A/Cpl Daz
'Billy Whiz' Pond who have been ent to Bosnia with I Mech Bde for six
months and are now up a mountain somewhere missing all the fun here in
London. Finally welcome to LCpl ' Buster' Keeton his wife Zee and their
two children, we hope you enjoy your stay wi th us.

~1·

lCpl . Vincenzi

Toward the end of last year it was decided the I IQ LA D would enter
both a male and fema le team into Ex Spartan Hike, HQ LA D, HQ I and
TA Anny ki champion hip held in erre Chevalier, France bet\\'een
4-20 January 1999. After trawling the unit for volunteers, eight \\ illing
members were finally fou nd (four male and four female) all of different
Cap Badges. We al l varied in levels of experience, from novice to veteran.
In the early hours of Monday 4 January 1999 we packed up the mini bu
and set otT on our 17hrs trip. We arrived at our apartment, provided by
Skiworld, unpacked the minibus and ·et otT on a rccce of the local
apre -ski.
The next day was the tart of a four day training package called Ex
Ros ie Iron Lion. This was used to get u u ed to ski ing pole and improve
our technique. There were very few lopes open due to a lack of snow so it
took up to 3hrs travelling to and from other re ort . By the end of the third
day we were ski ing (falling) down Red and Black lopes.
On l 0 January 1999 saw the start of the Competition and the early
morning unrise (0530). The first race was the seeding G . used to
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THE X-ZO E CHALLE GE <BRITAI ' FITTEST MA ' 99)
by Sgt Jim Robertson
The X Zone Challenge is a

ational competition (not military)
incorporating all the health and fitness club in the UK to find ' Britain 's
Fitte t Man or Woman '. It all began back in ovember 1998 \\hen the
General' Cup uperstars Inter-Branch competition took place at HQ
LAND. The results from thi competition were pa sed onto XL Leisure
who select .J the people with the quickest time to go fon ard to this
national e,·ent. A team of four were selected from HQ LA D, of which
two were R. 1gnals, and were S gt 'Taff' Burdge and gt 'Jim'
Robertson, pan of the conditions for being selected was to rai e money
for 'Childlinc' of\\hich £!000 is hoped to be raised. The Team Captain for
' Childlinc· was ' Rebel ' from Gladiators.
!he wee~en_d started at 6am leaYing sunny Salisbury for the EC, on
arrival in B1rmmgham all the competitor familiari ed themselve with the
equipment they "ere to use, this involved the following:- I.5km
recu~bent cycle, 40 'marine ' press-ups, 3km mnning machine (at a
gradient), 20 over-gra p pull-ups, 1.5km rowing machine, 6mtr rope, 40
floors tair-master machine finishing 1\ith a 3km on the upright cycle with
the clock running between e\ents.
The day finally started at 3pm \\ ith the heats. The standard of the
competition was extremely high and included four previous winners of
• Ir L..ltrafit' and 'lron-'lllan' competitions. Day I ended with all four of us
qualifying for Day 2, this meant we were among the Top 65. After the
learning experience of Day 1 the lads paced themselve to produce even
better time toward the end of Day 2. Our results were as follows :
.. gt Taff Burdge
"igt Jim Robertson
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vK Grading
52

61

We would both recommend this competition to any soldier liking a
challenge, hopefully thi competition will gain more publicity within the
force next year. The competition is to be screened on ' Sky pons 2' from
19 - 24 April 1999 and will be pre ented by Kelly Ho lmes. So we will see
you next year, if you 'vc got the bottle!!

The snow, the mountains, the BV concentration area

K Age Grading

12
16

(L-R): W01 Paul Ogden (RLC), Jim Robertson, Kelly Holmes,
SSgt Andy Burdge, Maj Paul Harrison(RA)
THE WIRE, J UNE 1999

HQ LAND COMO TEAM
Back Row (R-L): Maj Brain (RRW),Maj Pearson-Gee,
Maj Milo (RRF), Maj Hughes (RLC)
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Mcfayden (AGC), Sgt Wolley (RLC)
and LCpl Vincenzi

ALLLED OFFICERS WINTER WARFARE COURSE
ELVERUM, ORWAY
SKYTE- OG VlNTERSKOLE FOR 1 FA TERIET
(SCHOOL OF I FANTRY, ORWAY)
by apt Alistair Fawcell
This six week course based in Elverum, orway i de igned to teach
Otlicers and NCOs, from aero s ATO, the ba ic · in military skiing
technique , minor tactic in cold weather condition and ~rvh·al. The
C?ur e is primarily aimed al the infantry and had student 1.rom ·1xtcen
chtTercnt nations taking part. With fitly on the course the 1:3nush had the
largest contingent laking part. Of the fourteen from Bntnm IX were
Marines, four were from 22 AS, one from the pecial OP ' RA, l\ o from
C Bn AMF L) and myself. The other rudcnt crune from as far a field
a · USA and Estonia, which did pre ent a number of language problems
during orders se sions as well as on the ocial front. The majority of them
were from their own countries Specia l Force , for example; my . ect1on
consisted ofa Greek, a paniard, two Dane , a German, some Americans,
and a few British .
THE WIRE, JUNE 1999

The course tarted with the usual rounds of briefing and kit issue.
which were neces ary prior to the tarl of the training itself'. In order that
every tudent had equal 'benefit' from his equipment the only kit we could
u e wa that i sued by the onvegian Army. Thi meant no Gore-tex, no
thennal lined Alico ki-march boots. no bivi bag . no expen ive tent and
wooden ki . The onvegian are quite open about the tandard of their
kit, but \ ith their experience in the Arctic climate they know what is
neces ary and ' hat is ufficient. Their equipment i mainly made from
natural materials uch a cotton and wool, imple but functional. We don't
know ho\\ lucky we are!
The skiing wa the first important kill to crack and thi· had to be done
in a couple of days prior to the tart of the fir t Exerci e. Many of the
tudents had no experience with military kiing and therefore it paid to
have a en e of humour. Ha ing never kiied before I wa concerned over
my ability to a imilate the required kills before the start of the E;..erci ·e.
After a week of kiing' e deployed into the local training area complete
with bergens, webbing, an E-J i ued rifle. pulks ( ledge for carrying
equipment). carrying radios and on ki . The average pace of a proficient
section on ski should be approximately -!km per hour. We didn 't quite
manage thi but everyone wa impre ed with our progres . It is not easy
patrolling tactically on ki and ye there were a lot of fall . The learning
curve wa immen e and by the end of the ·fir t Exerci. e we were skiing at
night, while navigating. pulling pulks and in wooded I cation .
the weeks progre ed and indh idual became better at ·kiing the
di tance ofmo\eS became further (up to 3 'km at a time) and the facrcise
became more tactically ba ed. The temperature rarely went above - • and
on occa ions dropped as Im\ a · J . Thi pro\ed difficult when in the
mountain and while on entry duty at night. The entire way you operate i
dictated by the weather condition but you ·oon learn "hat you can and
can't do. Many tudent were from candina\ ian countries and were
excellent at operating in thi climate. They could gcncmlly ski very \\ell
but by the end of the cour·e the majority of the other Stlldents could keep
up with them. The final Exercise had po ibly the hardest start \\ ith a long
24hr infiltration ski. followed b . ctting up Op on \arious target . Thi i.
very time con tuning, as it is very imponant to lea\'e no sign of ·our
presence. The final ta k \\U · a platoon ambush on a B mounted oy HQ
while on the mon~ follO\\·ed by a 111ther long and quick e:l.it ski march.
The course it clf\\as excellent. The 1 ornegians ha~e a totally diflercm
attitude to working in Arctic condition and tr) to u ·e it in their fa, mir
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mthcr than let it dictate to them. The ourse was well tructured with
"~-ekend bemg fr '. a number of 1es fun lion. and a lot of go d laugh ..
but ulumatel it ''a te ting both mentall and physi all .. An interesting
aspect of the eours "as working "ith the other nations. Aller each
E er-ise, le ture, ambu h or attack. for example. there would be the
opportunit. t di cu s ho\\ each nation would have carried that particular
a pe·t of the tmining. Generally th r: were imilar methods but some
detail were "ildly different. I would 1·ertainly recommend the course to
an) willing 'oluntecr, but a we an; the only quadron "ho can load
officers· and
COs on to the course you had best get your po tmg
prefer nces sorted.

qn Cornd
SSM

Sig 'P' Perkins and those first faltering steps
THE COLD WEATHER \: RFARE INSTR CTORS CO RSE
by Cpl Foster
It wa a cold amrday night when ' e touched down al Bergen, orway.
Ahead la, the Cold Weather Warfare Instructors Course, six arduous
week of kiing and ski-touring. We were to be ba ed in Brand eth Camp,
approximately 20 minutes from the town of Vo . The initial three weeks
con i ted of giving le son to and providing demonstration for the Arctic
ki and uni\ al Cours (A C). For the first two weeks we a isted the
course run for the ta ff from HQ AMF{L) in Heidelberg. Many of whom
were from differing ATO countries. It was during this pha· e that my
accent came in to its O\\ n when I managed to confuse not only the tudents
but mo I of the instructors a well. The culmination of this course was the
urvi\ al phase. ln '' hich many chickens met the big chicken in the sky by
way of the cooking pot.
On the third week '' e had to give a penetration demonstration to the
members of the first Arctic Ski and urvival Course from UK. Included in
thi was the concurrent activitie of section artacks and kijoring.
kijoring, my lesson, con i ted of a lot of laughs as per onnel were towed
behind a B at peed of up to 25km. eed less to ay balance was
frequently lo t and many pent their time digging them elves out of
no\\drifts. The ection attacks were hard and gt Phil Render quickly
realised that attacks in deep snow with snowshoes are pretty dillicult. The
final night of the cour e wa attack by our course against those on the
A C. The ensuing battle looked very much like the opening cenes from
aving Private Ryan ', ne\erthele sit wa both enjoyable and a fitting end
to the ''eek.
In week four the course began the erious ki touring in the mountains
of Voss. The going was good until the course ran into difficult weather.
Visibility was virtually zero and we had to find shelter in a mountain hut.
Thi weather did not clear and four days la1.:r we had to come down from
the hills. It later emerged that many had been blown olT their feet while
attempting to get down. This was all part of the build-up to the final week,
a mammoth ki-tour of I 37km, dunng which temperatures dropped as low
as -37. Fittingly the ski-tour ended at entertainment e tabli hmcnts of the
town of Gcilo. At the end of the course gts Phil Render and C hris
Trow bridge gained their Cold Weather Warfare Instructor qualification.
E ERCI 'E DYE T RE EXCHA ' GE 1999
The quadron sa" a quick tum around post orway ready for the
AMF(L) annual cold weather deployment. This years Exerci e was ba ed
in north-ea t Ital} in the regions of the Cami! Alps and Friuli Venezia
Giulia. 1he Exerci e itself was part FTX and part PX and invo lved five
battalion including ATO's ncwc t members, the Hungarian , Polish and
C7echs. The deployment, based on an Article v Scenario lasted
approximately two weeks and saw the progression from deterrent
operation to combat operations.
The quadron deployed ready for adverse weather conditions with the
BV 206 over-snow mounted RRBs carrying ski equipment, white cam nets
and sufficient rations hould the weather ha\e closed in. Each individual
carried cold weather equipment including cam whites and the SOP kit list
for any cold \\Cather d.:ployment. Upon landing al the APOE we soon
r~ah ed the initial weather report had been woefully wrong and only the
highest peaks were nO\\ capped. The temperature was well above aro
and at time reached into the twenties. Only the <lctachments on the
hil!hc t foaturc, \\ere in the snow line, but most still required 'careful '
Hing b) the more experienced dct comds.
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Geographically the region i very mountainous with a number of
valley cro. ing both west to ea t and north to outh. This pre ented a
number of ·problems· for communications but the Command Net, and
quadron main elTort, remained onsi tent throughout. Both headquarters
were in place with the alternate HQ pro iding the real-e tate for the GOC,
Maj Gen R eith. to trial a prototype battlefield integrated IS system. The
prototype is a complex command and control facility designed to fu e
infonnation from the various staff cell da1aba e and present it on a virtual
screen. till in its early development tage it did ha ea number of teething
problems. but it ha highlighted the way fornard in many respect . The
taffhad to work double time updating both the phy ical bird table and the
virtual bird table, but Rome wa not built in a day. Thi trialing did,
unfortunately, mean the Exerci e wa relatively sfatic with the change of
control bet,~een HQ occurring only twice.
Deploying with the quadron were a number of per onncl on their first
Exercise. ig Johnston, a case in point, arrived from Blandford on the
Monday and wa in Italy on the Thur day. A sudden realisation that he
was no longer in Radio Group at I I
ig Regt but providing
communications for the Force Helicopter Uni t (FHU). Al FH LCpl Daz
Walker had the unique opportunity of providing communications from
lhe air, in the back of a command- ariant Blackhawk, whilst flying with
the GO . In addition we had four augmentees from 35 ig Regt, who
managed to cope with the arduous ·arctic' conditions experienced and
provided much needed operator support.

We arrived in the USA on 5 January 1999, to warm sunny weather
quickly changed to rain as soon as the range package began and
contin ued for the next two and a half weeks! The second phase took place
at Ya_k1111a where the weather was totally different, sno\\ and temperatures
of mmus 25 - 30 degree C. One of the highlight. was the Multi Purpo e
Range Complex (MPRC). which was four and a half km long and two and
a half km wide. This was situated in the middle ofa range which extended
40km by 50km. The MPRC enabled troops to practice section, platoon and
company live firing attacks and company in defence and'' 1thdrawal.
The range package was an experience not 10 be missed, although having
only three days off in four and a half weeks and working 12-15 hour days
did have me thinking maybe I had jumped in too quickly! Ali.er
completion of the range package the PRT had eight days R&R to do some
sightseeing. This included place such as Vancouver, Seaule. Tacoma and
hiking in Mt Rainier ational Park. All in all it was a worthwhile
experience and an insight into how the infantry do things. (or don't)!
whi~h

HAIL AND FAREWELL
This has been a very busy time of year for the Squadron with a welcome
abundunce of new arrivals and an equally sad abundance of departures!
Welcome to W02 (YofS) Billy Cardwell from 280 (UK) ig Sqn, Sgt
Oaph Clash from JCU I, !lt Moore from I UK Armd Di>, gt Bev
McAulcy returned from Bosnia, Sgt Fran Poulsen from 9 Sig Regt (R)
Cpl Roy Hanbidge from I 5 Sig Regt, Cpl Andy Mc ally from 7 Sig
Rcgt and finally Cpl Helen Shearan on her return from maternity leave.
Farewell to W02 (YofS) Bren Kelly who i leaving the army after 22
years service, gt_ Bev McAulcy posted to 21 Sig Regt, Cpl 'Pomps'
Wardell, LCpl icky Cooney, LCpl landy McHugh all leaving for
civvy street and last but not least Sig Brett 'girls just wanna have fun'
lcrrick currently on detachment in Bosnia with I Mech Bde I IQ ig qn.
RRB C and D carefully sited

.,
.·

Maj John Oakes
W02 (S M) Jim Mc ' aught

CO GRATULATIONS
Congratu lations to L~pl . ikki Dean, who afte_r winning the Army
Cross ountry Champion hip , coming second in the lnterservices
urpas eel herself by winning the Inter Corps Championships, the last
major event of the season held at Blandford! Royal Signals proved too
strong on the day just edging out the A PTC to also win the team event. To
round off her busy racing sche?ul~ LCp! Dean participated in the Woking
IOkm breaking the hour barrier in a lime of 59.40! Unfortunately this
re ulted in a hamstring injury which needed lots of massages from the
phy io stalT in the Aldershot rehab centre (3 ma ages a day!!??)
EXERCI E TR MPET DA CE - by Sgt Ray Carter
Having completed an RMQ 1-3 course in March 1996, I had almost
resigned myself to the fact that doing RCO on the annual squadron APWT
would be about as adventurous as I could get with my qualification!
However, an opportunity arose in mid December 1998, when the
Squadron received a request asking for Range Qualified personnel to
assist a Guard Battalion on Ex Trumpet Dance. The Exercise was a lst
Battalion Grenadier Guards battle Group Exerci e taking place at Fort
Lewis and Yakima Training Centre Washington tate, U A. Within two
days of volunteering I had been accepted a afety Sta IT on the Permanent
Range Team (PRT). With words of encouragement such as. ' You're on a
wan' ringing in my ears I travelled to Pirbright on 4 January 1999. On
arri\al I oon reali ed that everyone else was from variou Infantry units
including nine members from the RAF Regiment.

FLEET HALF MARATHO '-by LCpl Jules Dolan
It's that time of the year again. where hundreds of keen (or mad)
runners tum up to take part in the •Annual Fleet Half Marathon'. The
course consist of 13 miles of lovely southern cenery (not forgetting the
picturesque cenic pubs, that were very tempting along the way). A mall
contingency of251 Sig Sqn 'warriors', decided to take the challenge on.
The team consisted of Maj John Oakes, Sgt Dave 'Mr. Bean' Green, gt
Jim 'Viagra· Kelly, LCpl ikki 'Whippet' Dean, LCpl 'Crown Jules'
Dolan and not forgetting our civvy counterpart Sara Chiver .
The run was sponsored by different ational Charities. However, in
addition the quadron decided to rai e cash for our local 'Queen Mary's
ursery' here in sunny ldershot. The money raised would go toward
buying new play equipment for the rowdy young ter . S gt Glynis
Watton raised a substantial amount of money, but sadly in the end wa
unable 10 take part due to illne s - all that training gone to waste.
The race began with the OC and LCpl ikki 'whippet ' Dean sprinting
off into the March sunshine, while the rest of us decided to take a nice
1eady birnble around the course. The first couple of mile weren't too bad,
but pres ure on the calf mu cles got a bit too much for some of us \\hich
lowed the pace down. The team ran their socks off and all completed the
run to receive a souvenir medal and huge round of applause. The Physio
dept will be very busy dealing with all the aches and pains that we have
sustained, it 's all in a worthy cau e!!
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LCpl Daz Walker - Com ms from the air
As with any major deployment the Squadron role of honour is long and
distinguished and a fe\\ individuals de en•e a mention. Capt 'The
strawberry blonde' tokoe after dealing wi th one DAMCO incident
managed to play a number of games of football and reach level I0 on
'Quake ' (oh how hard 21Cs work). W02 (YofS) 'The Gun linger' Bartlett
managed to shock all in G6 with his sudden posting, but promised e cryone
the Squadron would be gett ing a full- ized grown-up Yeoman as his
replacement. Sgt 'Saddam' Marsh proved again that he wears the trousers
in his Troop (right under hi s pinny) by producing a fine display of ln di~n
cuisine throughout the Exercise. Cpl 'Mountain Goat' Uperaft will again
never deploy without sufficient cigarettes as he almost had a heart attack
carrying out a personal re up. LC pl · ... I'll just remain in bed until Brig
Radcliffe arrives' Douglas for demonstrating the professional nature of the
Squadron's J CO's by remaining true to the motto 'a good oldier lceps
when he can' de pite omd AMF(L) UK Element's visit being imminent.
Last, but by no means least, C fn ·Starksy' Hardy for demonstrating his
defensive driving ski ll at the SPOD. A big well done to them all.
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RTERS
qn Comd
Maj . Turnbull
M
W02 (S M) D. Ewing
To dispel any rumour that Cypru i a unshine tour, 259 ig qn ha had
an ex eptionall y bu y start to the year, though we have till had time to
enjoy our elve . The quadron Development course, which was organ ised
by Lt Sara h Pedder, saw ig Hicklin from Epi kopi Tp receive the prize
for best ·tudcnt. The cour e consisted of a gruelling week of mental,
physical and academic tests, culminating in a final Exerci e that would
have stretched the mo t talwart of commanders. Well done 10 all the
quadron Seniors who helped in the planning and organi ation of uch a
worthwhile course. With the arri al of the good weather. the quadron ha
ho ted many welcome vi itors to yprus. The Master of Signals, being
one, pent a day with the quadron, during which he pre ented three wellearned L & GC Medal to S gt Whitty and gt Crowton both of
Dhckclia Tp and SSgt Jamel! in J6 HQ BF . All three having uccc sfully
kept their noses clean and their secret well hidden for I 5 years!!
Fina lly HQ have to say a few farewells, hello and congratulation .
Farewell and Good Luck to Capt Paul Merry who has finally left the
quadron to become the 21 of 2 1O ig qn, olche ter and to SSgt
(YofS) Thomas who i posted to I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt in
June . llcllo to Capt Katy Ca ic, the new qn 21 , who havi ng taken over,
has done nothing but write and re-write visi t programme . and la t bu~ not
least, congratul ati ons to W02 (Fol ) Rutherford , who ha ucces lull y
been sclcctecl for promotion to WO I.
EPISKOPI TROOP
Tp omd
Lt . Pedder
Tp Sgt
gt Tierney
The final event of The Hodge on hield (the Inter-Troop sporting
event) took place on a hot atlcmoon when the tcmns l111ed up for a
pcctacular one-man cros -country race. gt tevc Lynch of HQ Tp
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clinched victory, with a fe, of hi colleague clo e behind, followed by
the remainder of the quadron. It wa a well-supported event with
military. civilian and family member taking part. Thi only left Lt
Pedder . to pre ent the Hodge on hield for thi year to hi own
department. Ironically mo t of the SHQ win had taken place while Lt
Pedder was on leave! On the ocial front we continue to u e the
adaptability of LCpl teve ' telio ' Cooper in the building of the ne"
Jimmy Club. It ha now taken shape and I am ure "ill become the new
landmark for ignal on the Island. We ' elcome new arrival LCpr
Rende and Quinn and Sig t kinso n, the experience is more than
welcome. We al o ay sad fare\ ell to pl Izzard returning 10 unny K,
igs Rodda, Flannagan, Shepherd and Davie the latter hanging up hi
fighting unifom1 and picking up hi de-mob suit.
IRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Gareth Kemp
Tp gt
SSgt R. tenhouse
The Troop is currently O\er- tretched and undennanned \\ ith major
projects and many other ' hhhh !!!· job . There are numerous fibre and
tructured cabling jobs and much good work has been done. so much
work. ·o little time! The first week of March saw the upgrade of the 3
I D, Telephone exchange on RAF krotiri. Thi was the first stage in
th TRA CHE2 upgrade for the Cypm, Fixed Telecommunications
ystem. Prior to this, there was a requirement for ot ·Dolly' Parton to
undergo arduou and rigorou radio training
OT) in 1il;m, Ital .
Alway taking the rough with the smooth, pl · 01 another course' Kc'
\ aring, got the short encl of the stick and ended up on an I DX course m
Bee ton. gt Parton learnt hO\\ to live on a budget "hen he di cm.crcd
that Italian bank don't likc ypriot Pound.!!
The Tr op ha had a tim
cial 'i it to the localitie of the I land
There wa a Troop function at the ci,ilian Troop t rckcepcr's son "s
rcstaurnnt at Lofou. \ ere there any back-handers there?
gt Bob
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tenhou e,
gt (Fo ) Eric O ' Halloran, civi li an Telemechs Terry
Hibbs and Keith Lo' H' sampled the delights o f a fi h Mczc and copious
amo unt · of I · al w ine and l>eer at Zygi. proving that fi sh can be ta ry!

Posin g on Ex W inte r W arrior
fa r left - S ig Bate, 1st fro m left- S ig Kervil , far rig ht - 2Lt Kemp

T hree members of the Troop, 2Lt Ga reth Kem p, LCpl Sharon
'le readdie and ig Adam Holley took ti me out of u hectic work
chedule to take pan in Ex Wi nter Warrior. The two weeks, kiing proved
to be a cha llenging introduction to 1ordic, Alpine and ki touring. All
members of the group improved immensely although no one brought the
silverware home in the races . Sig da m Ho lley, however, should have a
good future career a a tuntman afler hi s practice at fa lli ng over with
tyle !
DHEKE LIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt . Morris
Tp gt
gt J . Wh itty
Dhekel ia Tp welcol m.: ig tcwm·t, stra ight from R
Blandford, gt
V itty from FCE T who joins her husband, S gt J. W hitty. The Troop
i cracking on with ,·ariou project but has supported th e Troodo
walkabout, a rare bu y moment fo r Radio Op
Hor c hoc Hi ke and 12
and Radio Techs. The weather cont inues to warm up and the Troop look
forward to many BBQ's at the new ly refurbished Bit a Bar and BBQ
patio. C pl Bob Kirby has worked wonders with discreetly acqui red
breeze bloc k and cemen t!

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(LAND CENT)

qn Comd
Iaj imon Hutchinson
WOI (RSM) 1cK enna
R M
The change to the Squadron furure e tabli hment and ORBAT lowly
continue. We are now in the gradual proce s of reducing our manpower in
preparation for the introduction of RDCM , our new piece of ATO
communication equipment to replace the Ri\ilA y tern . Howe er, whi lst
the majority o f BFG ha been focu ed on operations in Macedonia and
Koso' o we have also been quietly continuing our task with the MultiNational Signal Group in Bo nia, a commitment we have had since
September 1996. lne itably the experience that the Squadron ha acquired
in Bo nia is now being util i ed in Macedonia, with C pl C hri Read bei ng
deployed to HQ K CC a tl1e resident C RO OSflD X expert.

ets of very determined and ski lled boxers. The individual standard of
boxing wa very high with all boxers demon trating a natural fl air for the
port. Despite their amateur tatu , and tl1e fac t that many had never fought
pri or to the competition, all tl1e boxers put on a tremendous di splay with a
tandard of box ing that would have not shamed the professionals. The
competition con i ted of seven bout , from light-ht!avy weight to
light\ eight, and had a nail -biting fi nale with the score at 3-3 after six bouts;
The final dec iding bout of the competition being between the light heavy
weight . After a tough tl1ree rounds the winner wa dec ided on point with
o ur own C pl Ba ile hav ing the edge and being declared the winner, hence
the overall competition went 4-3 in the favou r o f 2 0 Sig qn .

The' 1ctorious Squadron Boxing Team consisted of C p l Danny Bailes
L pl .Sim~n Co~>k, LC p~ Robbie Tur~1 cr, ig. Ton y Darkes, Sig Da v~
Machin, 1g Bnan Parrmgton and tg Ren11 Osbourne. Credit mu t
also go to the indiv!dua ls who were not elected to fight but completed the
training and earned out an excell ent job in the preparation and
encouragement or th e team, they were Ci>I Steve Slau ghter, C pl Leon
Teasdale, Sig obby Styles, Sig Smicjekowski, Sig Bernard Brennan
ig Gin gc Mortimer and fi nall y to th e team coaches gt Bob Dunford
APTC and SSgt Tony Barker.
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Higgs
Sgt Barker
Tp Sgt
The Troop would like to say a hearty fa rewell and good luck to newly
promoted Capt Richard Todd . He is off to Blandford to become QC
Leadership Troop. A trad itional send-olTwas requi red. ·o Cpl ' Look at my
body ' Wells and Cpl ' RMA' lcke organised an orienteering competition
and fun march witJ1 different prize (stolen from Capt Todd 's room) at
each station._This was fo ll owed by. sombre farewe ll s in lub 280 and by the
end of the night Lt ' Toddy' was m his usual state, with full upport from
everyone. Farewc". too to LCpl Dave Tu rnbull, who i leaving afier four
and a half years with the Squadron. Rather than the norm of sitting down
with a few crates the Troop secretly set up Club 280 for a formal
Regimenta l dinner compl ete with our own Mr Vice, Sig Gary Th ompson.
It wa a good night and we wish Dave all the best. The Troop also recently
deployed on Ex Centrifuga l Force. A fier a two-day pl ug-up in camp we
dep loyed to a local training area where we linked-up '~ith our fellow US
and Gcnnan LSG units. We then deployed south to Heidelberg but before
mov ing, and in the interest of public relation , we played football against a
German side fro m 990 (GE) Sig Regt. The spiri t of 1966 live on and we
won 4-1 (thank fully no penalti es), the onl y person not caring for the
cdcbration was gt ' What' wrong with that tackle' Va lentine - who is
cotti h. Fina lly a welcome to 2Lt Higg , the new bos .

The v ictorious Sq u adron Boxing Squad ce le brates the ir victo ry
over 7 Sig Re gt in the station boxi ng tournament

EXERCJ E CE ' TRfF GAL FORCE 10 -19 MARCH 1999
by W02 (FojS) F/arher
The quadron recently pan icipated in Ex Centrifuga l Force, the final
ever LA DCE, T ignal Group (LSG) Exercise. Thi is due to
Headquarters LA ' DCE T and LSG being disbanded later this year as
part of the changes to the . ATO command strucrure. The Exercise was, as
ever, truly multi-national, comprising of our sister LSG units; 990 (GE)
. 1g Regt and 414 (US) Sig Coy. It was the fi rst time that all three L G
units have had an opportunity to Exerci e since 1994 as we have all been
fully committed to operations as part of SFOR until the end of last year.
The Exercise. '' hich was held around the Heidelberg area, wa also the
la t chance to use the present RMA system due to be replaced by RDCM
m the immediate futu re. The l:.xereise also received a num ber o f highpowered visitors such as Commander LA DCENT Gen D r KJaus
Rhein hardt and Maj Gen M ilne, the senior British Officer and Director
of upport at HQ LA DCE T.
DAVID BE T GOLIATH
KREFELD TATIO BOXING TO RNAME T
fhe inaugural tation Boxing Tournament between 280 (UK) Sig qn
and 7 ig Re~t was recently held at Bradbury Barracks, home to 7 Sig Regt.
Thcrt: 1 a friend ly rivalry between the two units and the compet ition was
\lewed as a 'David ver us Goliath' confrontation, with a Squadron taking
on a Regiment. The rewl t was a high ly contested competition between two
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BR VOTROOP
Tp Comd
C apt C rnig
Tp Sgt
Sgt Weavers
The Troop wou ld like to give the a hearty welcome to the new arrival ,
LCpl Jacko Jackson, L C pl Andy Trestle and ig C raig Ha rrison from
11 Sig Regt on completion of their T3 courses. On a adder note we say
farewell to C pl ick McAnulty (to 11 Sig Regt and his Tl ) and Sig
Richie Ca lladin e (to 19 Mech Bde) who are leaving u for greener
pastures, or so they thi nk . We wi h them both luck. Congratulations to Sig
J enny Sarsfield 0 11 pas ing White He lmet selection and continuing to
brave it o ut despite dislocati ng her shoulder - that wi ll teach her for falling
off the pyramid . On a lighter note the Troop wa rewarded for all it bard
work over the last two months by being taken on a day long 'R n R' trip to
Duinrc l in Ho lland. Lt would have been a much honer day out but for tl1e
fact that ig Si Hall doe n't k110' the difference bet' een north and outh,
which would exp lain why we came back to t Toni ia Am terdam ...
CHARLIE T ROOP
Tp omd
Lt Rae
Tp gt
gt Baker
There has been a lot of movement within the Troop over the la t couple
of week . We would like to ay goodbye to p l Matt ' Ci pop ' Lennie
who leaves to join the big wide world. Goodbye al o to Sgt ' Turk1 h
Delight' Jones and Cpl Dan ny ·r think I have dres sense ' B.ailes who
both leave fo r cou r cs/education (?)a l Blandford; Yeoman of 1gnals and
class one respecti ely. ongratul atio n go to ig Glenn ' Planetoid'
i\'~cDonald who on a recent visit by onunander LA DCE T found
h11n elf looking up to the cneral in a who le new way after fa lling over
'' hilc attempting to come to attenti on.

SSgt Barker attempts to give boxing advice
to a bemused and confident looking Sig Darkes
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~g ' Doub le to the Gate' rowd er and. ig
Lightening 1 Walker. The high light of recent months has been the boxing
tournament - the EDs won their bouts, sorry linemen.

QUARTERMASTER 'S TROOP
With the football season comi ng to an end it's time for the golfer to
start havin& all the sports aficrnoons ofT. S gt Dave Ma '~ knows the score
on ev.erythmg about golfi ng but we could have a new ick Faldo; 'gt
cottie cott has JUSt taken up the sport. Congratulations on LC pl Beatt)
on evenn1ally getting to wear his stripe. The whole Department has ju t
had a pamt JOb, we would have a II settled for a nice shade of blue or red
but aft~r much debate we settled for the Army's favou rite colour,
!11agnoha. All our best goes out to S gt Rob Melotte on his progre ,
Well done Rob.'
THE BOB LEIG H SEA 0
by Cpl Barnie Barnell, Combined Services Bobsleigh team

Cp l Barnett, Army and Combined services bobsleigh team ,
in a ct io n and in prepa ration for the 2002 Olympics

Maj Ge n M il ne, senior Brit is h offi cer at HQ LANDCENT,
meets t h e t ro ops on Ex Cent rifug al Force
(L-R):S ig Ellison, Cpl W a lker. Sig T ho mpson, Cpl Ve n ables

The Multinationa l Commanders of the LAN DCENT Signal
Group (L-R): OC 280 (UK) Sig Sqn, OC 414 (U S ) Sig Coy Maj
Frarley, CO 990 (GE) Sig Regt Lt Col W illiche,
Deputy Commander LSG Lt Col Rodriguez

~3 . Sig R.egt (v). Big hellos t.o

MOTOR TRA SPORT TROOP
The Troop would like to say farewe ll to gt M ick McDo neU a n~ fami ly
to 17 'dt Trg Tea m. ig Tony Da r ke to 2 ig Regt and LCpl W ilso n t
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One fine summer' morn ing I asked the as embled MT if anyone
wanted to go Bob leigh ing, low and behold I got one volunteer who
wanted to try this fa t and exciting port - ig Steve Wildridge. The pair
of us then departed for 'lee Camp' in Lillehammer, orway where ig
Wildridge, as a complete novice. was shown what a bobsleigh acrually
' as, how to steer it and then hown the track that he would be hurtling
down. The first four days of tra ining were fi ne a the novices were pushed
off the ladies tart but on the fi nal day Sig Wildridge finally went off the
top of the track and managed to get to the bottom on all four runners. In
January we went to lgls. Austria to compete in the Army ov ice and
Junior championship . S ig Wi.ld r idge also took along a couple of crash
test dumm ies from the Squadron with him, in the form of two brakemen.
ig 'Lloydy' Lloyd and Sig Mac McDonald. The result of the pa iri ng of
ig Wildridge and Sig Lloyd was a well-de erved econd place in the
novice championship and qualification for the Army championship .
In the Army championship I came Third pushi ng W02 Pete Gunn
AAC who has been. my driver at both Army and Internationa l level. \ e
then went on to repre ent the Army in the lnter-Sef\ ice champion hip
which the Army succes fully won for the ixth year in a row.
EXER CISE FRA - EAGLE 22 FEBR ARY - 5 1AR CH 1999
On the 22nd of February 1999 t\ elve members of280 (U K) ig qn set
off on Ex Fran-Eagle, a ba ic Para-Gliding course held at the British
Alpine Hang-Gliding and Para-Gliding centre in Bavaria. The group
consisted of Lt Emma Rae, WO t (R 1) lick McKen na, Sgt Baz
Eglin ton, Sgt Mick McDon nell , C pl Jo hn Pollock. Cpl ' Co y' Powe ll.
LCpl 'Junior' Sears, LCp l ndy Ki ng, ig C ha rlie Lister, Sig Jea nette
Lloyd, Sig Scouse Brennan and Sig Emily Watts.
The journey down to Bavaria wa reasonably une ent ful unti l the la t
hour when the driving of the mini bu wa taken over b) LCpl Andy Ki ng
whose winter dri ing abilit ies le fl a lot to be desired. On amval at the
centre LCpl King managed to get the bu nowed in. in a no-parking area
whi le the remai nder of u . tarted up what seemed to be the onh face of
the Eigcr to the Lodge. When the in trepid ' mountai neers' finally got to the
top of ' hat eemed to be a never ending veni al cli mb, we all ett led into
our room before retiri ng to the bar for an in itial briefing and beer'' ith the
stafT and instructors.
The first day proper wa pent with the i ue of all the equipment we
needed to fly and more!
OW- HO E . Due to the deep no'' on the
training lope the instructors decided that we ~ ou ld be the fi rst course to
wear what appeared to be ' hoes borrowed from colt of tl1e ntar tic and
hi team. Mo t of tl1e group managed to fi t, wear and walk in tl1eir ·no" shoe ' ith no problem . ot everyone '' a totally happy though e pe ia lly
gt Baz Eglinton who spent the next fifteen mi nute wa lki ng, or trying to
wa lk, with one hoe fitt ing correctly and the other wrapped around hi · hi n.
Thi i not the mo l comfortable of position to be in particularly when
trying to wa lk on approximately ix feet of ofi nO\\ , At lea ·t thi brought a
mile to e eryonc' face if not hi . E\ entuall) '' hen everybody had
mastered the snow- hoes, or so they thought. it wa time to learn ho'' to
pack and unpack our canopic_ and have the fi rst of our llight theory lessons
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Da) T''o and \1e '' ere ready for the training lope . Aller a short driYe
'' e arri' cd and parked up the tran port. put our packs on our back . snowsh ' on our feet and start..:d the trek off lo the slope. \ e all arrived at the
training 101 (cYentually due to snow- hoe problems and gt Baz
Eglinton looking for hi teddy that he had thro\\ n) full of ll.pectation and
anti ·1pation only to be told that the\\ ind were too . trong o it was back to
the lodge for a theol') h:. on and then a bit of lcdging down the larg.e:t
mountain in Lhe area. the runten. \\ l (RS ·1) Mick kKenna and Cpl
'Cosy' Po1Hll caused a bit of conct>tll "hen th ir sledges both went into
free-flight dO\\ n the mountain. pl John Pollock saved the R M a lon g
'' alk b1 diYing in the path of hi run away ledge. Unforlunately 'Cosy'
Po\\elihad to trek do'' n to the bottom of the mountain and collect his now
battered vehicle.
Dai Three and we finally got onlo the training lopes. Aller a
demo~ tration on hOI\ to mflate the canopie we started to try it for
ourseh·e on the flat. Al thi moment in time it appeared that nobody had
any major problem. o the party. no\1 plit into two groups, progres ed to
the \O\\ er leYel of the training lope. By the time '' e reached the lower
\eye\ man ofu were wondering if it wa para-gliding or mountaineering
we ''ere here for but al lea ·1 now we were read for our first flight. You
knO\\ the S3) ing that ome things look a lot easier than they really are.
well, thi al o include para-gliding in the now with snow-shoes on as we
all found out. t fir t there was not much flying but a lot of rolling down
the hill getting wrapped up in para-cord and trudging back up the hill.
Eventually all attempts at launching and flying topped due to a loud
scream fol101\ ed by a girlie squeal wept through the air. To our
amazement ig Jeanette Lloyd wa in the air, gaining height and actua lly
flying. The landing left a lot to be desired but he wa the first one of the
course to fly. he wa rapidly followed by Sig Em ily Watts and gt Baz
Eglinton and the feeling going around was that flying wa not ju I for the
bird (feathered kind). After what we all felt had been a good day 111
general we retired to the lodge bar for a well deserved beer.
- Da} Four and '' itb what the in tructors described as a perfect day for the
training lope we all t off again in high spirits. The high pirits were just
tarting to fade after the long log through the now with the infamou
,now- hoes but we all arri\'ed at the training slope and the confidence was
high even though we had mo\·ed ha lf way up the slope by now. This day
proYed to be 'ery ucces ful for all those involved with the exception of Sgt
Baz Eglinton who did not manage to get off the ground once. There were
one or two clo e haves on this day worth a mention. Cpl 'Cos ' Powell
decided to have a \'ery clo e look at the trees on the edge of the lope much
to the alarm of the instructors but he managed somehow to pull off a very
sharp right turn avoiding the branches at the last minute. Cpl John Pollock
was having probably hi best flight of the day so he decided to try and go a
little bit lower. o \01\ in fact that he was on the verge of stalling before he
took the brakes off and managed to carry on flying. One or two of the team
were compared to the birds but not because of their flying ability. gt fick
:\lcDonnell for some reason could not stop flapping his arms like an
albatro and wondered why he could not get off the ground and then there
was Baz ·the Penguin· Eglinton - he had the wings but just could not fly. All
in all though it was the most encouraging day so far of the course, so by the
end of it we all felt that we deserved a\ ell eame<l rest.
Day Five and due to the weather not being on our side once again a trip
10 the PX in Garmish was planned. Thanks to our illustrious leader WOI
(RSM) ' Mick the Pathfinder' McKenna it pro ed to be quite an eventful
journey. The Bo who said he knew the quickest way to Garmi h did not
explain that his route meant our mini busses would have to use roads
closed in Austria due 10 avalanches but give him his due, we did
eventually get there before the shops clo ed. TI1at evening announced the
armal of the OC qn, Maj imon Hutchinson and Chief Clerk Sgt Pat

Farrell. Officially they were there to see the para-gliders and how they
were progre ing but suspicion ''as aroused when they asked whi.:re the
neare t ki hire hop'' as.
Day ill. started with everyone detem1incd to show the OC and Chief
how good we all were al flying no'' · Unfortunatel y this did not pro,·e to be
the case as once again the ''ind proved to be too strong. Rather than waste
time back at the lodge all of the tudcnts attended an impromptu lesson in
the art of ki-Doo driving. II with the excepti on of our vi itors. the OC
and Chief Clerk a companied by WOl (RSM) Mick McKcnna who
. omchow managed to !ind the loca l ki hire shop. A specia l mention
should be made of our intrepid three skiers who managed to litl the entire
group ''hen they Yi ited us during the Ski-Doo lesson. First on the scene
wa WOI (RS I) lcKenna looking \'ery professional on his ski' until
he tried to stop clo el) followed by the 0 . Maj imon Hutchinson, who
still insi ts that when we saw him it\ a the first time he had fallen over.
Eventuall y the hieC Pat Farrel came into iew. He is th e only man who,
when he manages to stay on his feet, can go faster than Franz Klammer
even whilst auempting the snow plough. That evening was spent with the
whole group along \\ ith our vi itors and instructors having an enjoyable
meal in a loca l restaurant.
Day e' en and once again the weather had prevented us from actually
fl ying but all was not lo t. The morning wa spent on the fl at gr und by the
tra ining lope practising rever e launching. ome proved lo be more adept
than other at the reverse launch ing but it was a worthwhile morning. The
afternoon was pent with more theory with everyone hoping that the
weather would ease olT. We all wanted to do more nying and put all the
theory into practice.
Day Eight did not prove to be much of a ucces again due to the
weather with all bar ig Charlie Lister managing to get just one flight
from the training lope before the winds again got 100 trong.
Day ine tarted with the winds yet again provi ng to be too strong o
the morning consi ted of finishing the rema ining theory le on. By now
we could all talk a good flight but could we actually put it into practice?
The afternoon howed that we could. The wind had ea ed to gi e perfect
fl ying conditions o ' e rapidly left for the training lope. Everyone felt
very confident a now we all were equipped with our mountain flying
hames es and canopies and a vel')' successful afternoon it wa . It seemed
like all the practice had come together and everyone was getting into the
air with no major problem . The fact that the now had cleared meant the
snow- hoc had been gotten rid of may of contributed to this fact. Even
Sgt Baz Eglinton managed to get olT the ground with no real problems.
The fact that his canopy resembled a Zeppelin may have helpeJ mailers.
The afternoon was not without incident though. Lt Emma Rae proving
that co-ordination is till not taught at andhur t after she put on a harp
left tum for no apparent rea on and nearly left her mark permanently on a
nearby tree line. 1 ot to forget the R M Mick McKenna who had one of
hi best flights of the cour e only to land in the mo t swamp like area of
the field below. Everyone now felt that we were ready for the mountains,
even the instructors, so we prayed for good weather for the final day.
Day Ten tarted with the final written exam which everyone passed
some by the narrowest of margins not to mention any names 'Scouse '
Brennan but on completion ofLhe exam we were all qualified Elementary
Para-Gliding Pilots. ow it wa off to one of the local mountain , the
Mittag. which was over I 500m high. Launching off this would mean over
IS minutes in the air and tra elling around 7km but yet again the wind
proved 10 be our enemy. It was blowing far too strong at the top of the
mountain owe had to complete our course with all of u having not done
the one thing we all wanted and that wa a mountain flight. All is not lo t
though, it eems that everyone thought it a well worth whi l course and are
planning to return to gain their Club Pilots licence in the near future.

JOINT SERVICES SIGNALS UNIT
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS)
0 WI GE FROM 'GI GE'
Ever had one of those days where everything went right? o?! Well
ob,iously being ginger, beloved by God, I' ve had a few. However, nothing
prepared me for my hat-trick, at the Regimental Lottery! The hero of the
tale gt 'Ginge' Hall {that's me) found out he was soon to become Sgt
Hall, .>nd then to cap it all he won the First and Second Lottery prizes. A
\1hopping total of £550!!!!!! Feeling magnanimous our hero bundled a
total of £300 behind the bar! eedless to ay everyone on camp was a
\\inner that day. Even the wife was duly impres ed when I eventua lly
staggered in. 'Yo1\, what a day Rachel, not only did I get my StafTy, but
\\e've won £250 pounds!!!' till what she doesn ·t know won't hurt her.
CLO JNG OF THE OMMCE
9 JG , AL REGTME T (RADlO)
b.1 Sgt Paul Dedman
There ha been a COMM CE at Ayios 1ikolaos for over 52 years ever
since 9 ignal Regiment (known as 2nd pecial Wireless Regiment then)
moved to Ayios ikolaos from Baghdad. Over the decades titles have
changed from 2nd
ireless Company 10 the 2nd Special Wireles
Regiment to 9 ignal Regiment (Radio) and now on I April it became the
Joint ervice ignals nit, Ayios ikolaos. On 22 March 1999 the
C0\1\1CE1 was formally closed by Lt Col Whitby, CO 9 Signal
Regiment. The honour of unveiling the commemorative plaque fell to Sgt
Dedman "ho. '' ht:n he leaves, will be the la t member of Com ms Troop.
\\ 111-. IT at the forefront of communications the need for COMM ENs has
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been drastically reduced, now that most formal messaging i done by email, with this we also cc the demise of the OMM E Operator, Data
Telegraphist or Tele Op Data (depending how old you are) who, like
COMM CE s, have been riding ofT into the sunset quicker and quicker as
the years go by.

Sgt Hall receives the cheque from SSM Thomas
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JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

' ince our arrival in the Falklands all the members of 2 Sig Rcgt have
been .c~treme l_y. busy on all fronts. The work load, especially for the
tcc,hn1c1ans. Lm1es and, EDs has been extremely heavy. The expression
·work I lard, Play Hard 1 probably the best one to describe life in JCUFI
On the sporting front we are taking part in any competitions going. Ou~
best results c~me 111 the Gurkha Challenge a I OOkm cross is land team race.
We entered tour team . Three teams ran in the 'Fun' race which started at
I 20~hr , the fastest finishe~ in this event were Cpls Claire Rutter and
Jodie Wood who finished 111 approx imately 14hrs, omc 2hr in front of
the next team in. The fastest team in the main competition also came from
JCUFI. Unfortuna tely due to t~1 e fact they lo t LCpl Steve Hayward at
the 50km pomt, (due to the bhstenng pace the team had set in the early
stages ?f the race) Cp l Steve Ca~ywo_uld , LCpl Lee Wilkinson and ig
Ian Bailey had to settle for a specia l prize for the faste t time I \hr I3mins.
They could not take the first prize as they had to finish w ith a full team of
four. The next team came in 4Smin later.
Man)' of the other runners in this grue lling race dropped out at the 75
Km _P?lllt a many of them were suffering from exhaustion (not
urpn mgly). The other member~ of the regiment that took part were 2Lt
Kerry <;oc hran, .gt 'Ba loo', Hu~p~ries, L~pl Kev Hesketh, LCpl
Yam, 1g Page, Sig Greenhill, 1g ammy amson and ig Hick.
Unfortunately we have not been as_ succes ful on the football pitch a we
were knocked out of the BFFI up m the fir t round and then beaten in the
semi linal o~ the Plate competition. The rugby players are looking
fon~ard to their first match which will be on 17 April in a 'Friend ly!'
agamst Eng Sqn.
Lt Alex Clixby, the U M W02 Mark eighbour and SSgt 'Chalky'
Meek have been running on ' hi gh' adrenalin after a bout of Tailgate
surfing at 250ft courtesy of 1312 Flt and Albert the Hercules. Lt Clixby
and the U M also managed to get their hand on the controls at 3500ft an
experience we are hoping lo arrange fo r a few more members of the un it.
The Falkland has ju t been vi iled by HRH The Prince of Wales . .A.Her a
3hr wait a cro s section of the unit had a brief but very enjoyable chat' ith
HRH. The JCUFI 'stand ' was introduced by 2Lt Cochran with \ 02
(U M) eighbour keeping a watchful eye on the proceedings.
CHARLIE TROOP
by Cpl Claire 'Wheres Sven?' Ruller
Tp Comd
Lt Alex Clixby
Tp SSgt
Sgt 'Chalky' Meek
Since arriving in the Falkland I lands, all of the JCUFI personnel have
settled into the soc ial ways of MPA very well. Apart from workin<> and
drinking, we have indulged in some phy ical activity. in order lo justify the
alcohol con umption. The JCUFI hierarchy partook in their own
end urance event concurrently with Trailwalker. Maj Dave · lide Show'
Gaul, Flt Lt Jim ' mells like a Ro c' Lawn and W02 (U M) Mark
·Run Forre t' eighbour had to endure 6 hour in a Land-Rover with Lt
Alex ' ot a rose' Clixby and S gt C halky 'Sewage Plant' Meek. 1 ol for
the faint hearted. Our most recent porting event was Formula One ·Go
Kaning', which was won by gt Ed ·Team lmprezza' Ramus, who letl
W02 (U M) Mark 'Zimmer' eiohbour in his wake. We sa\\ a
d~ sappointin g perfonnance by Lt lex ·Black Flag' C lixby, who wa
d1 qualified for purposely blocking Cpl Conrad ·Wise Monkey'
Williams. A good day wa had by all. Hopefully the next few months will
pas as quickly a the first. Hopefully the laughter will continue too! Only
40 'Timmys' to go!

.
Back Row (L-R): S ig Hicks, Cpl Farley
Middle Row (L-R): Sig Bailey, Sig Allardyce, Sig Hughes,
Cpl Love, SSgt (YofS) Barnes, Sig Crighton, Cpl Huges,
LCpl Brand-Cotti
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Collict, LCpl Tubb, Sig Soraine,
LCpl Thomas, Sig Sampson
hill after leaving 21C JCUFI and OC A Tp at Goose Green with their
broken vehi~l e. Sorry Boss. Cpl ' aked Charley' Farley and LCpl 'BC'
Brand Cotti have tmpressed all and sundry with their party tricks. ig
Iain Bailey is to be congratulated on his fine effort on the I OOkrn Gurkha
Challenge with the unofficial be t time with hi team.
CAMPITO HlLL RRB SITE
by LCpl Steve Pounrnev
Del Comd
·
Cp l Dave Maxwell
Hai ing been up here for _over a month now, the crew ha ettled in very
well. Such kills a . cookmg and throwing darts are improving daily
( ometlmes we can _hit the treble twenl)'.). Apart from that. the watching of
low quality tdeos 1s one of our favourue pastimes. Shortly after arrival, I
\'Cntured down to the farm at the foot of our hill; after speaking to the
farmer ' wife (who obviously hadn't spoken to anyone for months) I
vowed never to return again. Cpl Dave Maxwell and ju lark Brooks
are in_to that fitnes thing and the det gym i certainly" getting a right
battering from those two. Mo~le i . high, boots fit and the mail is getting
through. II said and done, thmg 111 general are running pretty smoothly
although the phra e ·Groundhog Day' pring to mind.

ALPHA TROOP
Tr Comd
Flt Lt J. Lawn
Alpha Tp i headed up by an RAF Flt Lt and a Royal avy CPO. It i
responsible for the HF Tran mitter and Receiver ites; organised by a
mixture of R /RAF personnel, and RAD O , which is purely Army
manned; responsible for the outh Georgia Det, ampito Hill and lount
Adam RRB ites.
~

(L-R): S ig Brooks, Cpl Maxwell, LCpl Pountney

RAD 0
The main party of 219 ig qn arri ed on the 22 Feb 99 and was
unm<::diately thrown into a hurried handover from I Armd Div personnel.
During this lirst six weeks RAD O per onncl have made the 1110 t of the
dece111 weather holding a number of BBQs and generally getting to know
the camp and its per. onalitie . pl ,lohn 'Pingu' Love has already moved
from IC FFRs lo take over as Det Co md a l the Campito Hill RRB site, it i
not true to say that thi is because of hi non-stop moaning.
Quality i. a big issue in the Falk land and RADCO have become
A deployed in hi Land Ro er
aware of it in a big way, especially after
with half of RAD O s tools on the bonn<::l (what does FOD stand for
a~ain). A two-vehicle party set olT for a land resup of Campito one day
with 5 p ople. Due to the top vehicles in theatre one vehicle and 3 persons
eventually arrived.
gt (YofS) 'Bill' Barnes pl John Love and gt
Andy Feathers (RAF) from Receiver eventually faced the hike up the

IG
L DET CH ·IE T 0 TH GEORGI A
Det Comd
gt ndy Allan The outh Georgia detachment deployed from York on C\\ Year· Da)
and d_ ployed to the I· land via MP arri\ ing on January. The highlight of
the tnp wa the roller-coaster trip on HM
11/herland and being greeted
by banners and tlare from the outgoing crew. umerous admin probkms
have been encountered by the Detachment but after three months things
are starting to take hape. The cre1\ have all completed the \fountain
Movement ur\'ival Course (MM ), five days with two day in the
mountain carrying more kit than can human\) be carried '' ithout se\ era I
herpas. In all, South Georgia i · an e:1.pericncc. It may not be the end of
the world. but ou can certainly see 11 from here. To all potential .
Georgia crew-, 1\hOe\eryou arc, not •el nominated: read tin and (\1ccp)
plan ahead!
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MO
T DA 'I RRB ITE
Det Comd
Cpl Phil Owens
The Mount dam ere" continues to be a contented bunch although
constantly hroudcd in mist with no un hinc. i& ' d~ic' Edwards
continue to drain JCUFls supply of batteries for h1 vanous dcctncal
appliances.

(L-R): Cpl Owens, Sig Edwards, Cpl Purdon

THE TERRITORIAL ARMY 0 TOUR
bi· LCpl Terri Col/ict
- On January of thi s car, I embarked on an Type engagement with 2
ig Regt on loan from .3~ i~ Rcgt (Y) i 1~ Leeds. Prio~ to deployment 219
ig qn carried out tra111111g 111 York to bnng cvcry<?ne s. s~1lls up to peed.
Thi proved to be a bit of an eye opener for me; with d10crcnce between
the Regular and Territorial Army' way of doing things making me
wonder if I had done the right thing.
After the I -hour trip from Brizc orton to Mount Plea ant, the
d\ance Party greeted u on a warm unny day.. What followed was a
\\'hirl \\'ind 24 hours being herded around the Garrison like lost sheep, the
day ending'' ith a night in harkey , JCUF!s bar. After a slow rcco\ery
from the nioht before l began to find my feet and wa detailed a
dilapidated FFR '' hieh was upposed to be a Flyin.g RRB,' ell it might be.
l am hoping the rest of the tour goes smoothly without any problems and
before I know it 1 will oon be home aga111.

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS)

).1aj Da\·id Raleigh
W02 (S 1) Da,•e Scott
u ual this has been a very busy couple of month for the Squadron.
• o ooner were the hardened winter warrior back from arctic training in
. orway than it was time to dig out the Ray Bans and issue Factor. IS for
Florida. At the ame time there was the small matter of runnmg an
ses ment Cour e for the Ree:ular recruits, and then tarting the four
month pecial Communications course which wil! lead some of them t0
be the highest paid operators in the Corp . Throw 111 a couple ofwe~kend
TA based Exerci es and a TA Centre Open Day. and It has been basically
bu ine as norn1al.
We ha\e said farewell 10 gts Gillie Gilbert and John Denison, and
al o to Cpl Ian Kennedy. The Squadron owes a great deal to these three
and we wish them well for the future. Cpl Leslie Jay ha been posted in
from 20 Armd Bde. Having pas ed the Assessment Course she appeared 111
the quadron only afler attending a RACE maintenance cour e ~nd
pending two weeks on exercise in Bermuda. but who needs embarkauon
leave anyway?

Cpl Al Parker in the canal whilst on the Assessment Course

E: ERCI E GLOBAL LY 'X 3
Ex Global Lynx 3 ''a the last big Exercise to ha'e a major input from
\\ 02 (YofS) Paul 'Ginge· Willimont who has been in the hot seat for
nearly fiye )ears. fter eemingly endle s phone calls to HQ Land,
clearance ''a:. finally obtained and 30 odd pecial Communicators (TA
and Regular) crammed into a C-130 with all the radios and headed off to
\.lacDill Air Force Ba e in Florida. As this was a bit far, the RAF provided
an O\em1ght in the Azores, sleepiest place in the middle of the Atlantic,
and a quick re-fuel at Bermuda. LCpl Paul 'it's going to be an easy
exercise' Hadfield was especially pleased to get back on the I lercules, to
II) to Florida and then straight back to Bermuda to deploy his dct. Other
dcts went to Fort Gordon (with LCpl Hodge ' I haven't u ed this kit for
year ' Hodgson ) and Bcli/C (the TA det, with pl Mark ·Junior Yeoman'
Gott 111 charge).
In \.1a Dill the . quadron was superbly ho. ted by the S Joint
Communications upport Element (JCSE), and e pccially CW3 Frank
Piui. JCSE also pro\ idcd a atcom det for Bermuda and Belize. The one
and onl) Sgt Lum den 'LL Cool G' Gordon mastermmded setting up the
8a c. "hilst the Yeoman and Foreman struggied to put up a RACE
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antenna which might work. A few day ofbe~ding i~ w~re folio' ed by the
arrival in all locations of the taffofficers with their piles of mes ages to
send. The exercise proved a thorough te t for the Squadron, with a chance
to prove that the hard work of the la t four/ears ha been ~vorthwhile, an~
boy wa it hard work thi time! LCpl Sue you can park 1t 111 my room 1r
Jordan i the most experienced base operator in the Squadron but even
she wa running out of energy for Ybor City after a manic day shift on set.
LCpl co use ·J'm not on anyone' shift so I never get to go o.ut' Hard.Y
didn't have that problem in Comms Op so he set about cult1vatmg his
Elvis sideburns once again. The Airborne C crew of Cpl Mick Peace,
Jase Trimmer and Jase Broome spent a week on standby but did
eventually jump with JC E and were awarded their S Para Wings. The
American
from JCSE and veterans of 'Airborne chool', flatly
disbelieved the storie about log race on P Company.

Fort Gordon is a camp the size of Milton Keynes, but we managed to
locate our primary comms itc and the erection of what was to be the Fort
Gordon detachment commenced and Cpl Holmes- mith proved to be a
competent ma t erector.
As the Exercise progressed our staff officer started to throw traffic our
wuy. He threw an_d threw and t~r~w, but it seemed ~II that we were
catching und handling very well. This phase of the Exercise was very husy
with all operators tested and Cpl Holmes- mith 's driving ability
improved, which is really the only way it could go. The det did manage to
get out for a few hours and visit the local bowling alley, where everyone
seemed friendly and in one instance a little too friendly. A young
American women decided to join our jolly group and an in depth
conversation on her home town , her job, her friends, her family, and
generally her ensued, during which time our now slurring new friend was
stacking the Buds. We could only stop for a few hour and as we left we
said our good byes, she didn't seem to want to let LCpl Hodgson go. We
finally escaped as she disappeared off into the distance.
As the week progre sed everal tasks were set. These included a recce
for an alternative comms site - a vast array of hotels were inspected for
their uitability, and due to the bearing of the different tations a south
facing room was necessary. Looking back l can sti ll picture the scene,
stood in a hotel reception trying to bluff the receptionist 1 needed a south
facing room for a friend, who was of such a religion that he required to
pray to south every morning and evening. Most of them fell for it and
offered us a room. Eventua lly a hotel was agreed and LCpls Hodgson and
Woolley moved into the hotel with Sig Adams holding the fort back at the
Fort, and C pl H-S driving to and fro distributing traffic.
During this time it was extremely busy and sleep was rare, although all
det members enjoyed this pha e. After a day or o the det were once again
re-united at Fort Gordon and the staff officer et u to work on a hasty plan
of extraction. The det continued to communicate 1Sm ins before departure
to the airport, which involved a great deal of work. Al the airport there was
no hanging around, and within ISmins of the plane landing, all kit was
towed and the Cl30 airborne again, destination AFB Macdill. Once the
kit had been turned around a few days of relaxation were afforded and
R&R commenced. LCpls Hodgso n, Hardy and M iller, plus Sig Adams
and I decided to make our way down to Miami in what can only be
described as the 'A' Team van. With stops off in Orlando for a night and
Fort Lauderdale for two nights, it was decided that diving into the sha llow
end of a pool was not good for the chin - Hodge. The five eventually found
themselves at South Beach Miami - an experience that will never be
forgotten.
All that remains for me to say is a big thank you on behalf of the Fort
Gordon det to Mr Milburn and Maj Clapp for their tremendous efforts in
support of the Exercise.

THE BERM DA DETA HME T - by lCpl Paul Hadfield
On the detachment were three operators, myself and two TA operator.•
and two techs who were there to provide support to our hosts, th.: Bermuda
Regt. Also three Americans from the Air ational Guard joined u~ to
provide a Satcom link. Aller the first morning establishing comms to the
other detachments Sgt Jeff 'I'm not just a cook' Hope-Jefferson and ig
Al 'Easy Rider' Shrewsbury set off to the local hire shop and returned
later that day with big smiles and our two new toys - two scooters. The
next couple of days were spent improving all our comms links and cross
training with their American friends. By day four the scooter display team
wen: well into their training, with Cpl Le lie 'What's this button do?' Jay
demonstrating crash techniques whenever pos ible. Eventually it was time
to start earning all that extra pay, and for the next seven day everyone
worked their little socks off to get all the traffic pas ed and to complete
any other tasks we were given.
.
Before everyone gets too jealous of all this time in sunny Bermuda I will
let you into a little secret. It started to rain one hour after they landed and
did not stop until about I Sm ins before we boarded the Hercules to ny back
to Florida. At one point LCpl Paul 'Just call me Romeo ' Eva had the
pleasure of changing antennas in a hail storm and by the end of the comms
phase everyone on the detachment was ready for a spot of R&R in Orlando.

Tell us about the ra in in Bermuda again, Jeff!

HEADQUARTERS (PUBLIC RELATIONS)
SUSSEX ARMY CADET FORCE
THE ATIONAL FIRE SAFETY YOUTH QUIZ
BRIGADE FINAL
UCKFIELD FIRE STATIO - EAST SUSSEX - 25 FEBRUARY
Five members of Eastbourne Cadet Troop, Sus ex ACF, attended the
above final. East Sussex Fire Brigade had put on a first clas evening for
the four teams taking part, they all had great fun and learned a great deal
about fire afety which hopefully will be of use to them for many year to
come. The Cad~t Team ln tructor, Leading Fire Fighter Bob ewton
from Green Watch , Eastbourne Fire Station (Lt Col Bob ewton MBE,
Deputy Commandant East Sussex ACF, in another life!) The scores of all
four teams ·were very close, the Cadet troop T~am takin.g third place.
During the e ening the Team picked up a few \ mmng po111ters for next
year's event, so they will be going for gold !

trophy. Su sex are the iirst winners of th is ne\ award from Wilkin on
Sword presented for PR work for the Army Ca.det Force. Lt Col cw~on
said that Sussex had a great deal of fu n runmng a very bu y campaign
throughout 1998, thi included over I SO articles m local papers . and
magazine , appearances on TV and the Local Radio plus many recru1ung
posters. All thi hard work ha raised the profile of Sussex ACF m the
County and recruiting figure have been the highest for many years. We
are workin"0 hard. once again, to win the 1999 award. u ex nny Cadet
Force have been very grateful to Caffyn PLC for their help, ad ice and
support with PR during the 199 campaign.

Cp l Jase Broome, LSgt Jase Trimmer and Cpl Mick Peace
who qualified fo r their US Para Wings
Communications to Beli1.:e proved bit problematic at fir t. Cpl 'It was
hard work but we proved we can do the job' Gott had a steep leammg
curve and the BAT UB CO wasn't sure whether he enjoyed being called
'Boss' instead of the ' ir' he was used to. Half of the comms problem
seemed to stem from the Belize troops playing golf though the antenna
field every afternoon, and the other half from LCpl Pete Litchficl_d's
'Spiderman' approach to putting up the antennas. By the end of .the hr~t
week, though, their staff officer was thoro~1ghly confident 1n their
blossoming abi litic . The mes ages which he and th.e detachment sent out
about Bill and Monica and free cigars all contributed to the Anglo;
American special relationship! How to stop LCpl .Jim ' olon~ I Mad Dog
Holgate plotting a coup in Brownland was another matter en tirely.
THE FORT GORDO DETACHME T
by LCpl Gaz '/ha ve some funny religious beliefs' Woolley
.
On the I March 1999, the Fort Gordon det, consist ing o f L pl 1mon
·Hodge' Hodgson, Cpl Carlton Holmes- mith, ig Stu Adams and I
arrived at Augusta Airport. We were met by our hosts .from . Battle
Command Lab (Gordon), Maj Robin Clapp and Mr David Milburn.
THE WIRE, JUNE 1999

WILK! SO
WORD OF PR EX CELLE CE WINNERS 1?98
ussex ACF have won the Wilkin on word of PR Excellence for 1998.
The magnificent trophy wa presented by th.c <:Jenera! Manag~r. Malcolm
Ordcver in London on 17 March at the Wilkmson word Fa tory 19121
Brunei Road, London W3 7U R
.
Sussex have beaten 61 other Counties from all over the UK to wm. Lt
Col Bob ewton MBE, the County PRO, received .the trophy on behalf of
Sl1ssex and said that it wa a great honour to receive uch a magn ificent
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(L) Lt Col Bob Newton MBE,
(Deputy Commandant & County PRO)
(R) General Manager, Malcolm Ordever,
Wilkinson Sword Factory, London
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JOINT OPERATIONS IN SPACE
Cap1 T. M. P. Mountford
Thi article is intended to introduce readers to the United Kingdom
lilitary atcomm System (U KM C ) and to give ubstance to the
proces of Satellite control and atcomm traffic processing which may
appear tran parent to Army users. ll is hoped to develop this theme over
the coming months "ith update on developments in Satell ite and
atcomm technology.

In the light of increased joint operations, and the growth of Army
satcomm, an S03 (W) post has been established al 1001 Signals Unit
Royal Air Force. This will allow 1he designated officer to become familiar
wilh the engineering teclmicaliries ofspace opera/ ions at an early stage in
his or her career. This should prove an assef to the Army. an environment
where sarcomm and the use of space is rapidly expanding whils1
knowledge is still limited 10 specific areas. Capl T. M P. Mounlford R
Signals was selecred to be 1he firs I Anny officer ro fill 1he post and after
seven months of training is now a spacecraft operations officer and an
integral member of 1001 SU.
Royal Air Force Oakhanger is located in rural ortheast Hampshire
close to the towns of Alton and Farnham. T he station is home to 100 1
ignals Unit Roya l Air Force. 100 1 SU provide sate ll ite communications
for all three services and also lO various government departments.
Together with 9 U, 100 I SU has recently become part of a Lead ervice
Business Un it under the control of the newly created Defence
Communications enices Agency which is headed by Maj Gen A. J.
Raper, late Royal Signals. I 00 I SU also controls three Skynet 4 and two
ATO IV spacecraft in orbit and operates a telemetry and command site
(TC ) on behalf of the USAF.
ORGANISATION A D ROLES
No 1001 SU was conceived and built as the UK anchor unit for
UKMSC in the late 1960s and the inexorable growth in SATCOM traffic
ha resulted in continuou expan ion of the fac il ities ever since. The
vulnerability of a smgle satelli te ground station has led to a diversification
programme, which has grown into the architecture of today' UKMSCS.
This is shown pictorially later. Work to expand and update the
communications sy tern is continuing and with the huge demand for
military satellite comm unications will require newer and more advanced
technology to meet the demands fo r the next century. T he components that
support the UKM C at present are:
a. Enhanced atellite Operations Facility. The ESOF is co-located
wuh the atelhte etwork Control Centre (S CC) and Satell ite
Ground Station ( G ) at Oakhanger and is housed in an ElectroMagnetic Put e Protected (EM PP) splinter proof operations building.
The ESOF is full y operational and provides command and control for
the current conste llation of five satelli tes.
, CC Oakhanger. The S CC is housed in the operations buildi ng
b.
at Oakhangcr and is the control and management centre for satell ite
accesses and technica l inter-s ite lin ks.
c.
'CC Rudloe Manor. The second S CC is located in a semihardened BC protected, EM PP building, adj acent to the Controller
Defence Communications 'etwork (C D ) compound at RA F
Rudloc Manor. The faci lity duplicates those ava il able at SNCC
Oakhanger.
d.
G Colerne. This semi-hardened, BC protected, EM PP SG is
equipped with four atellite Ground Terminals (SGTs).
e.
G Defford. GS Detford is located on a DERA si te and is
equipped with 3 GT .
r. G Oakhanger. SG Oakhanger has four SGTs.

g.

TC Oakh a nger. o I 00 I SU is responsible for the operation of
satellite tracking facilities at TC as directed by 750th pace Group,
USAF Space Command. Under a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) we have the use of one of the SGTs at TCS when necessary.
TCS is also the site for the Skynet Dedicated Anten na (SDA) which
can be used to monitor telemetry from the three UK military
satellites.
h.
p ace Segment. The UKMSCS Space egment currently comprises
of the three UK military communications satellites: Skynet 4A, 4C
and 4D.
I 00 I SU i commanded by a Wing Commander Engineer and is
organised into four quadrons as follows:
a.
Space Operations quadron.
b.
Communications Operations Squadron.
c.
Telemetry and Command Squadron
d.
Administration Squadron.
The role of pace Op qn is primarily to maintain the health and safety
of the Skynel 4 and ATO IV constellation of communications satellites
and for the operation of the ESOF at RAF Oakhanger. This makes the
Squadron unique within the UK military, in that its personnel have direct
responsibility fo r the flight of operational UK national spacecraft. In
purely monetary term s the Squadron flies five spacecraft at a cost of £150
mi ll ion a piece, giving each a similar purchase price to a squadron of
Tornadoes or a Regiment's worth of Ptarmigan.
T he E OF provides the means necessary to contro l and monitor the
spacecraft. Telemetry, from each individua l spacecraft, is continuou ly
monitored on the pacecraft's command conso le within the E OF.
Telemetry i monitored for any Out-Of-Lim it (OOL), which may be
expected, dependent upon the operation bei ng performed, or unexpected,
indicating a problem with the spacecraft, wh ich must be acted upon. 5
Space Operations qn (SSOPS) at Onizuka Ai r Force Base, Sunnyvale,
Cal ifornia provide operational support.
The Squadron is broken down into two main elements. Firstly, Day
support Staff who will be Category I Spacecraft Operati ons Officers
(SOOs). NCOs and civi li an contractors, they are responsible for the day
to day planning an d schedu ling of space operations and control of the
ground egrnent as well as in house training.
Second ly, there are the duty watches. Space Ops Sqn has fo ur watches
each led by a Category I or 2 SOO, who wi ll be a Flight Lieutenant , with a
staff of five Spacecraft Operations Assistants (SOA), all Sergeants. In
addition a Category I qual ified SOO fro m the Squadron Day Support taff
will provide advice and support to the duty watch in the event of a
spacecraft anomaly, ground segment problem or other incidents affecting
the health and safety of the spacecraft. Whil st on watch our role falls into
two areas:
Routine Ops. Routine Ops are tasked by contracted spacecraft
a.
analysts and input to the daily command schedule by the SOAs on
watch. At pre-determined times, dependent upon the Op, the
commands are transmitted to the spacecraft and the retLLming
telemetry is monitored fo r confirmation that the command has been
executed.
nscheduled Ops. Follow ing the diagnosis of any anomalous
b.
spacecraft behav iour, or unexpected OO L, the first consideration of
all spacecraft operators is to maintain the hea lth and safety of the
spacecraft. SOO and SOAs are authorised to carry out actions that
they deem necessary lo ensure the health and safety of the spacecraft,
based on their own engin eering j udgement. Our prim ary concern 1s
to ensure that, should the spacecraft fa il, it does so into a safe and
recoverable . tate.
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TRAINING
. Spacecraft Operations Officers join the squadron following training
from atcom Sq uadr~n, o. l. Radio School. After four months of
clas room based techmcal tra111mg on all aspect of the spacecraft subsy ~em s an.d some ~ract1cal comma_nding using simulators the SOO
designate sits a pract1ca.l board. and,. 1~ su?ccssful graduates, a. a Cat 4
00. The level of ~etail m this trammg m this segment should not be
undcrcs llm~tcd. on1cers are expected lo have a thorough technical
understanding, down to component level, of both the spacecraft and the
Ground segment.
Once the 00 has achieved C~t 4, he. "."i ll have the opportunity to visi t
5 ~p . and t.hc. Lockheed Martm Facility at .O~iz~ka Air Force Base,
California. Th is is. to un~ergo furth er, formal tr~mmg 111 Orbital Dynamics
and to get to grips ~llh the USA s own Air Force Satellite Control
ct~ork: The prox1m1ty of an Francisco and the delights of northern
California a~e of co~rse an excellent enhancement to the visit.
On returnm~ he will then spend some time o~ watch experience, achieving
Cat 3 status w1thm one or two shift cycles. This for the first time allows the
00 to carry . out commanding of a live spacecraft. There follows
approximately 1x weeks attached to a watch.during which time he will carry
out a number of as essed command mg exercises and familiarise himself with
ESOF procedures. ~mally the SOO will spend a further three week in the
classroom to C?nsohdate the s7ven n:ionths training before the Cat 2 Board.
On _graduation the SOO is assigned a shift and commences normal
oper~uo.ns. He now has the authority to command the fleet of spacecraft
and 1s d1rectly responsible for their health and safety. A watch last for 12
hours and the normal cycle is two. day watches followed by two night
watches rounded off by three days time for personal administration or any
secondary dut1e .
A Cat 2 00 will normally spend up to 12 months with a duty watch
during which time he will c~rry out three further months of formal training
wnh _the objective of achieving. Cat I statu. Category I SOOs have
considerably more freedom of ac11on than Cat 2 SOO and thus are given a
greater hare of the responsibility for pace Ops.
Once qualified a Cat I 00 will normally move from their watch 10
fulfi l a day support role within the quadron. Cat I OOs are expected to
ha.ve a deep understandmg of each pacecraft and their associated
1d1os:,:ncras1es, they .w1U be req~ired to draw upon their knowledge and
expe.r~cnce to provide. 1 ~novat1ve so lution to unexpected anomalies.
Add1t1onally t~e. <;at I 1s likely to be invol ved with outside agenc ies, both
military and c1v1llan. He will be required to provide expert advice to OC
Space Ops Sqn when dealing with these agencies.

JOI T SPACE OPERATJO S
There has for ?me years been a Royal aval Officer on exchange to
Space Op Sqn fillmg one. oftbe SOO post.s.(The Royal avy remain the
la.r&e t use; of, and contributor to, UK military Satcomm) . Ln line with
0111 (A) s Strategy for Royal Signals of December 1997 and to reflect the
harp increase in Army satcomm usage since the Gulf Conflict it ha been
decided to e tablish a similar Army po t, 03(W) pacecraft Operations

Liai on Officer (SOLO), with the officer being drawn from Royal Signals .
SOLO terms of reference speci!'y that he is to provide the mtcrface
bet"."een the Army as a satcomm user and I00 I SU as a satcomm provider.
I le is to be the Army's exchan~e officer within I00 I IJ, being an mtcgrated
member of the u1111, undertakmg the duties of a SOO and further technical
duties as d1~ec~ by the CO 1001 U. In simple terms SOLO is the green
pres~nce wtthm 1001 _S_U thus increasing Army visibility within a ister
serv1c.e to reflect the JO! nt nature of the modem operations. It is ini11ally
dauntmg to make the shift from our traditionally tactical to a strategic view
of ~ommu111c.ations, but it is all a matter of scale and capacity, of course
tactical expenence does serve to benefit the relationship.
In profess.1onal ter~ ~ the post offers variety and a chance to serve with
another se~ 1ce, pro".'1dmg an early baptism into joint operation , whilM at
the same time .reachmg the first rung of the q(W) ladder. OLOs link to
the C?rps is via ~C:IS {A) at MOD and his reporting chain reflects this.
l}ie high strategic importance attached to Space Ops coupled with the
smgular nat~re of the post provide ample opportunity to hine at reporting
time. Thm lipped careerists take note!
On. a personal level I 00 I SU offers relative stability for tho e who have
expe~1enced a turbulent last few years. The area is attractive and just over
30 ~Iles from the centre of London with easy access to Airports and ports
makmg 1t ideal for the smglc officer desperately seek ing a social life or the
married officer u.nable to remember the faces of his family.
This role_ requires an officer who is technically confident, with a science
or engmeenn~ degree, and a good understanding of information systems.
At the s~m~ lime the officer needs to be capable of operating outside the
Corps w1th11"! an RA.F ~111t that has different operational perspective to that
of a Royal Signals regiment deployed, for example, to Bosnia.

F T RE DEVELOPME T
Recogniti?n of the intrinsic benefits of military satellite
com1!1un1callons has purred the development of the UKM CS into the
soph1st1ca1ed reso~rce it is today. However, continuity of service has
~ec?me .an .essential requirement, which must be addres ed within the
limited lifetime of our current in-orbit satellites and infrastructu re.
Skynet 4 tage 2. Skynet 4 Stage 2 pacecraft have been procured to
provide a low risk solution to near term needs. Three new spacecraft 40
4E and 4F have been procu red. 40 was launched in January, 4E and 4F ar~
programmed to be launched over the next 18 months. These pacecraft are
ba ed on the Skynet 1 bus with improved on board systems to reduce the
workloa~ ?n m1ss1on controllers and provide a more capable
commun1cattons payload for our future needs. The launch dates for the e
spacecraft are:
a.
b.

4E - Feb 3rd 1999.
4F - late 1999.

S k~ ne t 5 and Om~ards. The increasing divergence between kynet 4
capab1hlles and evolvmg operational requirement underpins the es ential
need for the next generation of atell ite and infrastructure procurement.

No 1001SU SITES

RAF Colerne

DRADefford

SGS

SGS

RAF Rudloe Manor

RAF Oakhanger

SNCC

SNCC
SGS
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The 100 ha undertaken a number of fea ibility studies into the next
generation of satellite ' V tern to meet the growing needs of the K
rmhtaf). E entially. due.to the extremely high co ts involved. there is no
guarantee that any ne\\ y tern will be solely a military y tern
procurement. The next generation of military pacecraft may well be

procured by Public Private Parmcrship with the private partner taking an
unsp!eified role in operation . Until recently, a likely way forward was th~
propo ed joint UK/German/French cnture called TRIMIL AT. However
newspaper reports of 13 August 1998 state that TRIMI L AT has 11011:
fallen by the wayside. Watch thi space - no pun intended.

l

SATELLITE POSITIONS

THE ALTERNATE WAR HEADQUARTERS
COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON
by Maj P. M Kelly R. Signals Officer Commanding

A CORPS SECRET .....
incc 1967, the Alternate War Headquarters Communications quadron
(AW S) ha · proudly provided real communications support to the
Commander In Chief, Allied Forces Central Europe. Throughout the
period kno.w.n as the ' Cold War', ~WC pla>:ed its par: in ensuring an
efTecuve v1s1b lc deterrence was ma1111a1ned. ince that t1111e AWCS has
participated in Exercises with our former East European ri v~l s, now our
partners and has since 1996 taken an active role in the ATO forces
deployed 10 the Former Yugoslav Republic. Since 1990, we have seen
changes that were thought to be impossible a mere decade ago. ational
do' nsiling and lack of funding have placed strains hitherto unknown to
AWC . The quadron has taken these developments in its stride, and ha
undergone an important cu ltural change to reflect the fact that it must now
deploy on a moments notice to support SFOR, deploy a MF HQ or send a
SATCOM anywhere in the Central Region.
The challenges of the past and tho e of the immediate future provide the
milestone that displays to all the professionalism that makes the Alternate
War Headquarter Communications Squadron the finest in ATO.

INTRODUCTJO
The Alternate War Headquarters Communications quadron (AWCS),
is an independent, multinational communications quadron based in
Maastricht, the etherlands. The quadron provide field Cl for the
Commander in Chief Allied Forces Central Region (Cl CE T), through
the Staff of the Central Region Signal Group (CRSG) in Bruns um. In the
future, the quadron will expand into the ACE Contingency Cl As ets
Pool (A AP) Bn; which will become essentially ACEUR's Article 5
and out of area CI , Ba11al ion. AL the moment, MCS performs both the old
and new with current operations in Bosnia and elsewhere being much in
the A CAP role. The aim of this article is Lo familiari e the reader with a
background Lo the quadron while concentrating on AWCS' current
missions and tasks at home and in support of NATO's Stabilisation Force
(SFOR).
ROLES
AWC has six roles. They are:
a.
CIS support to Cl CE T's Interim War Headquarters.
b.
CIS support to the CJTF HQ trial.
c.
Participation in the
ATO/French erie of Exercises,
0
ECTIO FLARE.
d.
Conversion to the ACCAP Bn role.
e.
ADC2S Project Support.
f.
CIS Support to SFOR and elsewhere.

SGS

SGS
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OAKHANGER

SNCC

SNCC

RUDLOE MANOR

OAKHANGER
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HISTORICAL BACKGRO ND
The current Squadron was descended from 227 (UK) Signal quadron
which moved from Fountainbleau, France, to Maastrichl in 1967. 227
(UK) Signal Squadron was multinational, with about eighty British, and
forty German oldiers, with thirty others coming from Central Region
ATO countries. Command and control was vested in a UK run quadron
Headquarters with a German Captain a econd in Command to provide
an integral national link to the Squadron's German oldiers. Basically
227's role wa to connect two fixed wartime headquarter bunkers. by
nmning Radio Relay chains from various radio relay pick up point to the
two locations. At each headquarter , quadron per onnel installed and
operated the communications terminal equipment. The collapse of the
ovict Union and the di bandment of the Warsa\ Pact heralded a change
within NATO. As western countries ought to make economies, Troop
strength in 227 (UK) ig Sqn were reduced to be filled by o~her Central
Region nation . In I 99 I, 227 (UK) Sig Sqn was re-de 1gnated the
Alternate War Headquarters Communications quadron (A WC ).

...·------ -IN/OUT
-- - ____ ___ __./
,,.-
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AWCS is very much a multinational squadron
as demonstrated by this group photograph taken in SFOR
Personnel are drawn from five nations. Men and women come from the
Army or Airforce, depending on their pecialisation, and work in the
Engli h language. Shown below is the personnel breakdown by
nationality:
AWCS

ATIO 'AL REPRESE TATIO
(Actual)

Belgium
Germany
etherlands
United Kingdom
United !ates
Total (Actual Streagth)

o. of Persons
58
8
25
34
28
153

EQUIPME T
Transportable Satellite Ground Terminals (TSGl):
The tasks assigned to AWC changed dramatically with the fielding of
ix Transportable Satellite Ground Tern1inals (T GT) in September 1996.
In fact the fir t two were sent directly from the manufacturer, Page Europa
(Rome), to upport SFOR in ovember 1996; thu in a real way their trial
period ha been whilst on operations. The TSGTs, each manned by four C
Troop or D Troop crewmen. compri e two mul!i-link (4 links) and four
single links. The T GTs are capable of carrying 2Mbt of data. The Dets
are installed on I\ o OAF 2300 tn1cks with 60KVA generators plus an
antenna trailer. Each delis transportable by air by one C 17 or four C 130 .
t the moment, there are three Dets in Bosnia, upporting the FOR
mi ion. One Det has been warned for po ible deployment a part of the
Kosovo Verification Force (KVFOR).

~
2-6

~~
1-40

Support

l-60

J\DC2S
C2 Group

~
1-29

SJ\TCOM

1-29

~

Radio Relay

SFOR

~

1-40

Therefore, the HQ, plus the five troop totals 7 Officers and I 0 ( 153
actual) men and women.
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CURRE T ORGA lSATIO
Maastricht The ethcrlands, i the home of AWC ' quadron
Headquarters'( HQ), a support troop (A) and three co~municating tro?p
(D,C & D). B Troop is detached to Brunssum where 1t provide project
support 10 the ACE Deployable Command & Control ystem (ADC2 )
project. This troop also has S\ itching and line as ets as part of the
Command and Con trol (C2) Group. AWCS has a Peace Establi hment of
180 personnel, however, current manning remains at 154. The quadron 1
organised as follows:

~

eSOPS

PERSO
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The AWCS Transportable Satellite Ground Terminal
multilink as currently deployed to Butmir Camp, Sarajevo
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E Deployable Command and ontrol ystem (AD 2 ):
DC:! i- a project urrently under development by iemcn and HQ
F E T. \1ilitary manpower i provided by AWC ' B Tp. based in
Brun um. L. Their job is to pro' ide technician and operators to operate
and maintain the . tem on exerci e and in garrison. AD 2 i a
command and control y tem pro iding int.::mal and external voic data
communication, interconnected via a fibre optic ring. AD 2 facilities
an be extended to other helters by u ing etwork Exten ion Module as
de\ eloped b) C3A in The Hague. /. ft r succe es during E. crci es
ooperati\<! Guard 7 (a PFP e. erci c) nd Allied Effort ATO" CJTF
HQ' alidation exerci .:), it i pos ible U-.e system will be fielded in 1999.

ncillaf"ies
B Troop are the guardians of the Siemens HI OM 372 and 353
witche . In theatre B Troop personnel operate the OMSFOR's HQ
Eries on witches. B Troop provides the Squadron's operators for its VTC
capability as well a all line and cable work. An Indication of the
immensity of their task was that B Troop laid over 70km of line for Ex
Allied Effort held in the Traucn training area.
MAASTRICHT HOME TATION TASKS (1997 - 1998)
Other than the routine round of garri on training, maintenance and
in pection hallenges. AW
has undergone a full exercise timetable
during 1997. qn members participated in five quadron level comms
Exercise . Cobalt Fla h in Germany and The cthcrlands. We have an
ongoing commitment to continue with interoperability exercises with the
French ignals in the Connection Flare scric of Exercises. In upport of
ATO" Combined Joint Ta k Force Headquarters (CJTF HQ) trial, the
quadron deployed to the field in northern Germany (Trauen, Fassberg
and Munsterlager) for 96 days in 1997.
Already in 1998, AW
paiticipatcd in eleven Exercises of various
ize . Ex trong Resolve in Spain in March, Hungary on Ex Co-operative
Lantern in May and a Troop dep loyed to SFOR as part of Ex Dynamic
Response/ trike '9 in April/May. The average AWCS soldier/airman will
pent 133 days away from his or her fami ly - this total does not include
any deployments to Bo nia in support of SFOR (primarily concentrating
on ATCOM and Radio Relay personnel).
SUPPORT TO FOR MI SIO
General
ince ov 1996, AWC ha deployed personnel and equipment in
support of the FOR mi ion. In tbat time, personnel strength in theatre
bas fluctuated from a lo' of ten on initial deployment to a total 56 with
four T GT . a Mobile Communication Module (MCM) and the Radio
Relay Troop deployed. In order to ease the ambiguity, and to respond from
a requirement to lead our soldiers in the field, HQ AWC ha from Jan
1997 kept and officer an
CO in theatre a AWCS Fwd, to act as a
liaison with the ta ff on matters of planning, operations and to see to the
needs of deployed personnel with regards to leadership, management,
discipline, tran port, upply and administration.
AWCS FWD COMMA DA D CONTROL RELATIO SHIP
The follow ing is the AWCS Fwd C2 relationship whilst deployed to
SFOR:
NACOSJI

Cdr
MSG

SA & SB

Inside an AWCS Ace Deployable Co mm a nd an d Cont ro l
System (ADC2S ) Com m unicatio ns Contro l Shelte r
' 85 Buy Line of Sight Rawo Relay (RR)
A survivor from the Squadron ·s former incarnation, the ·g5 Buy RR has
been adapted to ever changing tasks. The nine Dets, each manned by a
crew of four from D Tp, provide an SH.F, 2Mbt link carrying voice/data.
The range pos ible between Dets is 50km. This Troop achieved great
succe s during Ex Allied Effort by engineering into the Bundeswehr
AFMlS BW system and linking HQ AF CENT to the Exercise area via HQ
I GE Armd Div in Hannover. Additionally tbe RR Troop has deployed to
arajevo for test hots and deployed two detachments to Tuzla, supporting
Multinational Division orth.

OC JIWCS
Haastricht .......... .

CISCC
HQ SFOR

Peace loc

SSG
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CURRE T IN THEATRE MA I G
At the time of writing (October 1998), A\\ CS had one Officer and 24
oldiers in theatre; providing HQ AWCS Fwd including a SATCOM
supervisor, three manned T GT Dets and an MCM ere~. This represents
approximately a third of AWCS' communicator trength and also include.
personnel on their third, and sometimes fourth, tour in Bosma. AW S is
also preparing an MCM for possible deployment to the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia (FRYOM) as pa11 of the KVFOR.
CO CLUSIO
AWCS will continue shoulder the burdens of having to effect a
conversion to the ACCAP Bn over the coming year, combined with
continued operations in Bosnia and elsewhere plus a full exercise
timetable at home.

The AWCS MCM provides the following fac ili ties:
a.
ATCOM via an AWCS TSGT to an HQ SFOR based AWC
TSGT.
b.
TSGT connection to the CGS#I shelter via a fibre optic cable.
c.
CRONOS Data connected to an IDNX to the Router and LA
Plexor using a fibre optic cable to a Hub then out along fibre
optic cables to the CRONOS workstations in the TAC HQ.
d.
lP Voice connectivity is achieved by connecting the ID X to an
Ericsson MD 110 Voice Switch to the entry panel in CGS I# I
using 26 pair tactical cable to distribution boxes via 2 pair cables
to RJ 11 C blocks to subscribers in the TAC HQ.
e.
MSEfTRITAC interface.
f.
VTC capability.
The AWCS MCM (CGS) provides the user with the fo l.lowing facilities:
a.
30 IP telephones.
b.
3 STU llBs.
c.
I Secure Facsimile machine.
d.
2 1 MARSAT terminal .
e.
I UHF TACSAT, LST-SE.
f.
4 Hubs.
g.
15 Work Stations.
h.
2 Black and White printers.

A selecti on of Sarajevo based AWCS personnel

'85 BUY RADIO RELAY DETACHMENT - TUZLA;
MISSIO ACCOMPLISHED!
AWC deployed a crew of four men and two '85 Buy RR Dets to Tuzla
in order to establish a 2Mbt link from an IDNX through a remote RR det
located at Tuzla Main to an ID X connected to a manned RR Det, located
at Camp Commanche. This allowed administrative traffic to pas between
the Commander MND orth and the Commander 4 Avn Bde, I (US)
Armd Div. This mission ended in mid 1998.

Although for many, 1997/1998 was a very bu y period, I believe that
1999 will be·just as busy and that AWC will continue to rise to the
challenge at hand without flinching. As a quadron we are proud of the
work we perform at home, and abroad. A po ting with AWCS allo\ s ~e
soldier and his family to get to know the Benelux countries, receive
training on state of the art equipment plus a guarantee of an operational
deployment. With all that's going for it, MCS should not remain 'a Corps
Secret' for much longer!

~taff

Support &

Roulement

i Future
1 Planning
l Routine Reports

J\WCS FWd
3 Pers
J\liCS Offr
J\liCS Site NCO
llWCS SJITCOM Supr

TSGT Dets
x 2 (3)
8 (12) Pers

I'

TJIC HQ
' TSGT

RR Tuzla

14-22 Pers
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~

MALAYSIA/SINGAPORE REVISITED
NOVEMBER 1998

Returns

Now

MSG denotes Multinational Signal Group

An AWCS Radio Relay Detachment
at Trauen Training Area, Northern German;

DEPLOYABLE COMMUNlCATIONS MODULE OF THE TAC
READQUARTERS
Out of the concept of fielding a TAC HQ for COM establishes the
following TAC HQ (and by association MCM) missions:
a.
Provide C2 during an incident.
b.
Exercise theatre command in special circumstances.
c.
Faci litate liaison in resolving a crisi .
d.
Assistance to the Strategic Reserve.
e.
Show of Force.
The configuration of the TAC HQ will change according to the mission
it is to accomplish and will be tailored to satisfy various requirements. The
TA HQ is based on five, 5metre staff shelters provided by the HQ SFOR
Tpt Coy. The TAC HQ comms element, the AWCS MCM (CGS),
provided and manne.d by AWCS ( 14 to 22 p~rso.nnel depending on
mission/task), comprises the nece sary communications to field secure
CRO OS and TP facilities (a successful MSE trial was conducted in
ov 97). Computer and TU llBs will be provided by the staffu er.

SATCOM
The Transportable atellite Ground Terminal (T GT) mission is lo
provide data circuits, VTC and telephone switch connections between HQ
SFOR and the major commands, as well as to the Deployable
Communications Module (or CIS Gateway Shelter (CG )) of
COM FOR's TAC HQ.
MCS has three TSGTs in theatre. One mu lti link (OLSX) is based HQ
SFOR, Jlidza and the Squadron has deployed a multi link (OLM to Butmir.
In addition there is a third single link TSGT (O LIX) who emission is to
support OMSFOR 's TAC HQ. A TSGT can be operational within one
hour after arrival in a dep loyment location as witnes ed at Glamoc Ranges
BiH, during Ex Dynam ic Response/Strike. The T GTs arc similar, but do
not have identical configurations (two are mu lti lin k, four are single link).
They do, however, provide:
a.
G703/G704 2Mbt channels per link.
b.
2-W analogue voice circui ts.
c.
ynchronous data circuits.
d.
Asynchronous data circuits.
Additionally, the mu lti link feature fo ur QPSK modems, four S MA
modems, five up converters, six down converters, a dual HPA system, a
Low oise Amplifier, a monitor control and alarm system which allows
for remoting outside the shelter, an atomic freque ncy reference system
wi th GPS, crypto equipment (4 x Disbec) and an antenna control unit. The
single li nk fea tu res only two QPSK modems, two SSMA modems, three
up converters, four down converters and crypto eq ui pment (2 x Disbce).
Otherwise the Dets have simi lar eq uipment.
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By Maj Gen (Retd) H. Hild

My wife and l have recently completed a ' Round the World trip' wh!ch
included Malaysia and Singapore. Quite an adventurous cra111111g
expedition in its way - for a couple of old geriatrics!
LABUA - 33 years on!
Heard of Borneo - Confrontation - JCUB/266 Sig Sqn?
It was striking to visit Labuan after a gap of33 years - and w!th my wife
thi Lime. So much development, tarmac roads even traffic lights at the
main crossi ngs.

Headquarters - The hutted HQ (in wooden "Bas.has' with co~gated
iron roof:) still stand , occupied by I Roya l lfalay rnn 1gnal Regiment.
The Tape Relay Centre ha been gutted.and replaced by a mall me sage
centre (piled high with paper tape) until the 111troduc11on of a PC-ba. ed
mes aging sy tern currently on trial. The y tern Control is now a beddmg
store. Tbe GOC's office i u ed by the CO, and tbe Ops Comdor next door
ha been converted to an Officers' and enior Ranks' Coffee Room. The
RAF Complex has become a quiet room set aside for prayer, and the
CR JG AL office have been turned into a lecture room. My old office,
, hich conjured up images of so many old friend is derelict and boarded
up! What of S M Gibbs, ig Bard ley and many other ?
Fairyland - The tran miller site, with it name ·fairyland'_ much in
evidence continues to exist - taken over by the Royal lalay inn avy.
Brick/co~crete buildings replace the wooden hut which, in our day.
replaced the original transmitter vehicle and canva ! True to na, al tyle, a
permanent barracks has been built to house the taff. Indeed, labuan has
become a permanent aval Ba e for Ea t Malaysia.

Outside Army Headquarters Labuan
Lt Kol Tom Kim Swee (2nd from right) and RHO Staff,

1st Royal Malaysian Signal Reg iment
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Fairyland Transm itter Station
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:\lembedai and

irport - ~he airport terminal i

Singapore, in general, is very impressive - green, clean and efficient.
Well wort h a visit though you might need a guide to find old haunts!
However, taxis are cheap, a are U1e MRT and buses. Almost everything is
air-conditioned!
Zain ab bte Ali widow of Capt Jimm y Yahya form erly of 18 Sig
Regt. Many members of the form er 18 ig Rcgt, will remember Jimmy
Yahya who was successively Malay RSM and Malay Captain. He died
qu ite ~udden l y of a .heart attack in 199 1, while v.:orki ng for a .Pa l~ Oil
exporti ng company 111 Butterworth .. Part of our trip \~as to v1s1t Za mab.
She is of course, much older and a little more fra il but 1s well looked after
by he~ eldest daughter, Zainon . Shortl y afler our visit. they moved to
Sandakan, on the East coast of Sabah, to li ve with her second daughter

till ca ily

re ognisnble de pite om' e'\ tens1on and refurbi hing. A new. exotic

·International Termi nal' i being built, nd may cyen be open by now! The
em to have been wallowed up
old \lembedai Lines and RAF L B A
by de\ lopmcnt - at lea t \\ e did not ee ~h e i:ii . A new permanent Air HQ.
"ith lnra.e air d fence radars, ha. been bmlt tor JUvt Fon the orth of the
.
i land. near the ictorian li ne chimne (now a tourist attraction).
urrender Point - The ite of o many barbecue and a centre of social
life for the quadron. ha been developed into a 'Peace Park·. fin anced by
the Japane e. Thi ha been tastefu ll done, prcservmg the. stone
monument commemorati ng the Japane c urrender to the Austra lian 9th
Dhi ion in 19-l".

(who is a doctor) and family. adly, they have had to leave h~r youn_ge~t
daughter, Zarina, behind in West Malaysia for higher education. Zamab
did great work for the Malay fam ilies in . ingaporc. and those " ho
remember her wi ll be pleased to IJlow that she is in good hands.
.
And Finally - our thank to the following who made our tnp to
Malaysia and Singapore such a pleasure and success:
.
Lt Kol (R) Idris bi n Md Jad i, ec Gen Ex-Services Association of
Malaysia, Lt Kol Tan Kim Swee, CO I Royal Malaysian Signal Regiment,
Haji Abdu l Majid bin Abu Bakar, Chairman, Penang Region. Ex-Service
Association of Ma laysia, The Staff of the Singapore Polytechnic and the
Warren Go lf Club.

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT ADVENTURE TRAINING
EXERCISE NATAL DRAGON 5 - 24 NOVEMBER 1998
by W0 2 (YojS) Jim Knight and Sgl Ken Barker

Officers' Mess turned into a Junior School
Sports Complex - The Do er Road pool has been enlarged .to Olympic
tandard with nine lanes. The sport stadmm next door remains and ha
had a pectator stand added. All around are sports hall ·? multi-purpo c
indoor and outdoor faci lities: quash, basket ball and ten111 s courts. In the
middle of the complex i a large 'Telecom Tower' - quite appropriate I
uppose!

Surrender Point Peace Park
The Stone commemorating the Japanese surrender 1945
Tenuous Circuits - earby i the PTT 'Tele Port', with em;irmous
atellite dishes, which repla es the VHF LOS . ystem to Mount Kmabal_u
relay tation and on to Jesselton (now Kota Kmaba.l~) of the 1960s. This
scale of communication is needed to meet the amb1uons of Labuan as an
off: hore commercial and financial centre. Oh, that we could have had even
simple satellite communications! One of our circui ts from Labuan to
Kuching went via Mount Kinabalu to Jes eiton. then by_ EAC0!'-'1 cable
to Singapore, on radio relay to the Johore transmmer statJon and
e,·entuall) to Kuching by HF! Little wonder Chnstopher La t and Tony
Boyle had nightmare !
Officers Mess - Only two of the four accommodation blocks ar~ in u.se.
The unu ed blocks (including my room ) stand empty and deterioratmg
rapidly! 'ow my wife understands why I warned .my neighbours (af!1~ng
them John Ridge) before dictating tape to our children. TI1e m ~ss dm~n g
and kitchen etc facilities have been moved and re-erected to avoid ero ion
into the ea! What unknown dangers we survived!
Many people wili haYe visited Singapore since we left it in .1971 on .the
withdrawal of the Briti h military pre ence. Apart fi'om domg touristy
thine . we wanted to ee what has become of our old haunts around Dover
Road?
Dover Road - We walked the whole length of Dover Road for the first
11me! It is now becoming a dual carriageway, with development either
ide. Meilai/a Barracks ha been (is being) redeveloped \ ith high ri e
blocks and Roches/er Park will follow within the next couple of years. On
the opposite ide of the road are various schools, foremost among them is
the Atlantic College (formerly St Johns School).
Princes 1ar) Barracks (I th Signal Regiment) including its playing
field • tadium and Dover Road Pool, have been redeveloped as the
Campu for the ingapore Polytechnic. Three buildings remain : the
Moberly Block, the Sergea111s' Mess and the Officers' Mess.

Dover Road Pool - now Ol ympic Standard wit h nine lanes
Note the Telecom Tower!

These are used as practical laboratorie , a child care centre, and a junior
.;chool re pecti\ely. There are in addition the Moberly Close and Princess
\fan iJatk
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Ad,·cnturou Training in South Africa. South Africa has recently been
given Table ll1 s~tu s in the A?venturous Training Compendium, m~anin g
that units ca n leg1t1mately v1s1t the country for the purpose of trammg. It
therefore seems logical that the popularity of a new country hould grant
such intere t from military units. From conception to inception it has taken
nine months to plan a 19-day trekking package around the battlefields of
Kwa Zulu Natal, the foot hills and the high peaks of the Draken burg
Mountain Range. Despite a number of very senior indi viduals
voluateering to attend, the concept wa to involve some of the younger
Signallers in the Regiment. The fin al team co ns ~sted of
W02 (YofS) Jim Kmght
Expedition Leader UEL(S) Sgt Ken Barker
2JC UEL(S)
Sig Dave Steadman
Sig ' H' Harrison
Sig Ray McKay
Sig Oscar Phillips
Sig ' Maca ' McCarthy
Sig Si Mooney
Special gent
Sig Sean Martin
ig Graham Wooton.
DEPLOYMENT
The ten members oftbe expedition paraded at Bramcote guardroom on
the 5 ovember at l 500hrs. A last minute check of es entlal
documentation was made prior to setting off. We arrived safely at
Heathrow after a uneventful trip including a traffic-jammed M25. We all
checked in at I 800b.rs to find halfofus overweight (and that's the baggage
I'm referring to) some as much as 12kg. This could be due to t~e fact that
Sig ' Si ' Mooney had all his water bottles full. After sweet-talking the BA
desk we were let through without any extra payment. Whilst we were
waiting for the flight, I was informed by all the lads that they had watched
the video of Zulu, the previous week, for re earcb. The plane was. delayed
by one hour, which. had no impact on an uneventful 12hr. flight that
included a refuelling stop at Jo'burg, during which we remained on the
plane.

I GAPORE - 28 yea rs on!

The Moberly Block
The Barrack Block turned into a Practical Telecoms Labo ratory

I TRODUCTION
As I wri te these Wire notes I am very conscious of the fact that there ha
been a recent article in the The Wire (October 1998) on the very subject of

The Warren Go lf Clu b has gone from strength to strength since we
handed it over to Singaporean membership and management. Perman~nt
building have replaced the old club house and a country club, with
swimming pool, tennis and squash courts, ha.s been added. Sadly, the Golf
Club land is required for expansion by the Singapore U111versity (on .Kent
Ridge) and the Warren will move later this year to ~ . redeveloped site at
Kranji, with an 18 hole course and country cl~b fac1i111es . Readers may be
interested to know that the entrance fee 1s now S$80,000 (close to
£30,000!
23)
Rochester Park - Our great delight was to find our old quarter ( ? ·
Apart fi'om modernising the kitchen and building a swimming pool m the
garden the house remains the same. We were asked 111 by the current
occup;nts - a German lady and gentleman. from Mauritius, with two small
children. The estate is run by the Singapore Government and lei
commercially. The houses will be pulled down and the ite redeveloped m
two years time. The main new feature is the MRT (Mass Rail Transport(?)
- on monorail) which runs past the estate less than I00 yards away!
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ARRIVAL IN SOUTH AFRICA
Hello South Afi'ica - yes they drive on the left. We pi.eked up the hire.car
fi'om the Durban Airport and an alleged ten-seater m1111bus with onl¥ eight
seat . When this was pointed out to Budget Rent A.Car, they said .th~t
although it only bad eight eats we co_uld cram ten m - after all this 1
Africa! This wa as good a we were gomg to get and so we paid our £300
extra deposit excess in case of accident - would we get 1t bac~? We the.n
drove the 3 l/2hr to Dundee via Piete maritzburg and Ladysm1th.111 a fair
amount of rain - isn 't Africa upposed to be bot? We .c?ecked mto t~vo
Rondavels (circular huts with bunk bed ) at the Mmuc1pal Camp 1te,
which had all the normal camp ite facilities. A local Wimpy bar was found
for ten famished people and then after a shower, sha e, shampoo, ~e hit
the town for a few quiet sociables. The local townsfolk eemed friendly
enough and made us mo t welcome. W02 Jim Knight me_t a ergea~1t
Major from the local SA Army Kommando Umt who prom1 ed u a trip
out the next day to visit the battlefields.
THE BATTLE OF TALANA - LOW LEVEL TREKS
The next day we were ready by .083qhrs for this trip tha~ never
materiali ed. Tbe alleged ergeant Ma1or did tum up, but couldn t make
the trip because he was off on patrol. The mommg was spent food
shopping and meeting Pat Rundgren who was to be our guide for .the
following day 's visit to Rorke's Drift. In the aftcrno~n we drove to JU t
outside Dundee to Talana Hi ll museum. This was the site of the first battle
of the second Boer War (20 October 1899). The mu eum wa~ very
interesting and afterwards we walked U1e Ta lana battlefield route_with gt
Ken Barker acti11g as 11arrator. 'The roulefollowed lhe adva11ce of 1he 4500
Brilish lroops slalioned in Dundee under LI Gen Sir William Penn Sy111ons
towards Ge11 Lueas Meyer of Vryheid who had occupied Talana and
Lennox Hills wilh 3500 Boer riflemen and ar1illery. T~1e engagem~nl
i11volved /he Royal Irish Fusilier (This wa lhefir I ballle 111 wluch Brlllsh
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troops were comp/e1ely killed in khaki uniforms) assaulling 1he fon vard
slope of Talana hill. It look lhe Brilish lroops six hours I~ ta~ /h e hill for
1he loss of 41 men killed a11d 185 wounded '. It was quite 1mpre s1ve. to
walk the route, which near the summit turned into a scramble. After a v1 1t
to the Talana cemetery and memorials it was back to the Rondavels for a
Barbecue. ig Oscar Phillips then informed us that he d spent the whole
day walking with a Silva compas in hi boot and didn 't realise it - just as
well it wasn't a prismatic.

ISA DHLWA A A D RORKES DRIFT
Reveille 0800hrs (well it is Sunday) drove with tour guide Pat to
following places: Lou i apoleon 's death site, 'The 011/y son of apoleon
/II , had j oined Lord Chelmsford s /ajf as his aide~de-camp. Th e ill-fa_1ed
Pri11ce set ou/ on a reconnaissance on lhe I June 1879. Zulu ll'arriors
a/lacked his scouting parly. The 17 slab marks in his uniform bear
1estamen1 to his courageous stand, 1/111s ended lhe Napoleo11 dynasry '. At
Isandhlwana we walked the battlefield from the qutu plain where the
Zulu 's were first discovered to Col Durnford 's last stand and the site of
Col Pope's demi e. 'Jsandhlwa11a was lhe bigges1 defeal of Brilish /roops
1hroughou1 the Zulu wars of 1879. LI Col Pulleine had been le.fl m
command of the encampmenl of 1500 lroops, he had sent scows ow whe11
they discovered 25,000 Zulu 's wailing in a ravine some five 111i/es away.
They covered 1he ground quickly and amassed 1hemselves m fi·onl of lhe
British posilion, a sea o/Zulu warriors·over a mile and halflong advanced
10 1he encampment. Jn /he space of several hours /he Brilish had been
wiped out, wilh 1300 men killed. The bodies of1he dead lay on 1he_ ba11/e
field for five monlhs '. The remains of those fallen soldier were piled up
and covered with white cairns, those cairns remam on the battlefield today.
We then moved onto Fugitive' Drift. 'Some of 1he survivors of
Jsandhlwana tried lo escape, making /heir 1rny lowards 1he Buffalo River.
Jn parlicular Lis Coghill and Me/viii fried lo save /he Queen~ Colours.
They made ii al/ 1he way to 1he river where they were killed, havmg lhrown
1he Colours info /he river. Thus e.f!eclively saved 1he Colours 1rnre
eventually recovered some weeks later. Lis Coghill and J.;lelvill were bo1h_
awarded the VC and /heir graves remain where /hey fell . The last top ol
the day was Rorke's Drift. 'Of the 25,000 Zulu's involved al .Tsandh/ll'ana,
4000 of 1hem advanced 10 lhe mission s/alion al _Rorkes Drift some 30km
away. During 1he l 2hr engagemenl. 100 Bm1sh lroops defended the
slat ion and in 1he process won I I VCs'. ~at our t~ur guide wa excellent
and kept the interest of the party all day, 1f only history le son at chool
had been this intere ting.

Rorkes Drift
Standing (L-R): Sig McCarthy, Sig Phil lips, Sgt Barker,
Sig Mooney, S ig Wooton
.
.
Sitting (L-R): W02 Knight, Sig Steadman, Sig Hamson,
Sig Martin, Sig McKay
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A lot of mile. \H~r CO\ered in the da. and on tJ1e ''a back in the
minibu .. a tone He\\ up and ma hed th front light - oh no t\\O da in
and we may already be lo ing the e:-. e , depo. it.
very long day but
"orth it. That e'ening wa :pent in the local watering hole watching pirate
'ideo · of· n11· and the ·x File ·. Everybody was exhau ted and retired
earl to bed.
F

ITl\'E, DRIFT
In the morning it \\as back 10 lsandhlwana Iv walk the route that Lt
oghill and \1eh ill followed to Buffalo River. know as Fugiti c Trail
\\hi h turned out to be an I km walk in weltering heat over arduou
country. I certainly wouldn't like to do it with 4000 Zt1lu chasing me! The
ountr\ · ide wa liberal! coYered "ith thorn bu he . which tore into the
legs of tho. e "ho" ere" earing. hort •. Lots of water" a drunk, but gladly
no unburn ca ualties. ig ·w Harri on and Oscar Phillip led the route on
a \'Cf) diftlcult to follow path with the help of a make hif\ mop. We
stopped off for lunch in an i olated ettlement which only had one person
Ii\ ing in 11 and he ·eemed determined 10 e ·ort u all the way back to
I andhlwana. He ob\ iou ly thought there would be ome money in it for
him.

dubiou ly spaced out of their minds - we kept to urscl ves. The rooms
were luxurious inc ludin g double bed and bedding. There was a local h tel
nearby (the am Pa. s hotel) which wa a bit too po h for u and dcfinncly
out of our prict: rllllgc. We sorted our kit out at the house for the expedition
phase over the Drakt:n berg Moun tams and had a reasonably early night.

T HE MOVE TO THE DRAKENSB RG - HIGH LEVEL TREKS
Prior to saying our goodbyes to our newly fou nd friend from Dundee,
Pal rurncd up with a new headlight for the minibu , costing only £ I 5 would we till gel the deposit back. We then moved off and made our way
towards Lady-mith and the site of Telegraph Ridge. This high feature tJ1at
looks O\'er Lady milh wa used as a heliograph po ition, prior lo and after
the Boer siege of the lO\\ n. The purpose of our visit to Telegraph Ridge
\\as to hold a minute's silence for remembrnnce at I lam.

Remembrance Day - Telegraph Ridge, Ladysmith
(l-R); Sgt Barker, S ig McCarthy, Sig Steadman, Sig Wooton,
Sig Phillips, Sig Martin, Sig Harrison, Sig McKay, Sig Mooney
\\e then had a six hour drive lo Himeville, which nestles in the shadow
of the Drakensburg. Herc we had a restaurant meal (our last for a while).
\<lost oph:d for steak and chips but some went for a Roast Pork and
\egetable and one ri kcd a chicken curry. We did a final bit of shopping in
Hime\ ille and then made the final 45 minute drive to the guesthouse in the
\1khoma1.ana valley. The drive wa intere ting to say the least as the
''eight in the hire car ga,·c it almost no ground clearance and the bottom
\\a,, scraped a few time (more worries about the deposit). The road was
full of potholes and stone . At the site the local re idents seemed
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THE EXPEDITION
The Expedition phase - 0640 hrs reveille for mo 't of us. ' ig Dave
Steadman made bacon and egg· for the live occupant of hi hou e but
poor W02 Jim Knight got nothing because his group hadn 't the forc~ight
to buy the fry up ingredient· the day before. The 2km to the start of trail
was accomplished and we were ready to tart tJ1e Giant's Cup Trail al 9am.

Giants Cup Trail - suspension bridge

Oi\IBI ED OPERATIO
The e\ening wa pent at the South African Anny me s belonging to
the Dundee and Glencoe Kommando nit which at tir t we thought ' ere
real commando but it turned out tJiat they were the local ver ion of the TA
and the gt 1ajor turned out to be a wide bo Private. Anyway Yeoman
Jim Knight pre ented their CO with our Regimental plaque and we got
some death head (their in ignia) in return. We were extremely well
ho ted; their QM got ome ration and a rifle out for us to play with. \ e
eventuall) managed to extract ourselve· at about '.!300hrs.
THEKOP
Lip early and 3\\ ay to the Boer War bat11efield with our trusted guide
Pat. All of u- (except for ig Graham Wootton, "ho had a problem witJ1
his bowels and underwear) walked the pioenkop Ridge (of special
interest to ig Dave tedman from Liverpool a The Kap i named after
thi battle); The ba11/e took place on 23 - 24 January 1900. /1 wa 1he
cene of the most f111ile and bloodiest of !he ba11/es 10 relieve 1he town of
Lady mith The Brilish look the hill, occupied ii and gave it up all in 24
hour. '. We then moved on to Colenso, Tugela Heights (we actually won
that one). The bat/le occurred shon/y after Spioenkop on 21-26 Febr11a1y
1900 and saw a series of skirmishes wl1ich resulted in Gen Buller
re-occupying Ladysmith. ii also resulted in the artillery losing /en of !heir
tll"elve guns 10 the Boers during !he fight for Colenso, hence the reason
that they wear !he white lanyan./'. In the evening we were gue ts of the
10THs ( 1ilitary Order of the Tin HelmetS or their version of the Royal
Briti h Legion) for a few herbetS and war Storie before going out for a
meal and bed. During our tay in Dundee we seemed to have generated
quite a lot of interest by the local town folk. This was topped off by a
reporter from the Northern ata l Courier coming to inten' iew u for an
artic le in the regional paper - I suppo e it i all valuable Public Relations.

·- ..
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The Drakensburg Mountains - Giants Cup Trail'
The walking wa rea onably easy along a platform formation, the path
then climb for about 600111, colllour rou nd for another 2km before
de cending to tJ1c Gxalingenwa River and tJ1e igenwa Rock Pool. The
weather wa corching hot and water had to be taken frequently. The Rock
Pool (I 750m) proved the ideal place for seven of the party to strip off for a
freezing cold S\ im. The older members of the group decided that it was
just too cold, after remoYing all the tick' that we had picked up we moved
on. The rest of the day's walk was across dry, arid, rocky cou111ry ide
dispersed with Protea tree , we made good time and crossed over the
su pen ion bridge arriving at Pholela hut (I 650m) in the mid afternoon.
Here at the park reception was a shop and ice cold pop we quaffed wa
most welcome. The receptionist made us cough up £8 for park entry fee ,
which we thought we'd already paid but he could not be swayed. The hut
' as ba ic and had wood fire , which pro ided hot water for howers, but
no electricity. A few of the lads were sore from the un de pile liberal use
of unscreen all day. At the hut were a lot more ticks, which embedded
them elve in to our legs, we used Vaseline 10 uffocate them, thi seemed
to work and they fell off If you try and pull them out though, the tick'
head breaks off inside you and can go eptic. When we went to start
cooking it was found that tJ1e Peak stoves did not run on metholated pirit
and only tJ1e two Trangia cookers worked - o much for tbe Peaks, a bit of
prior P and P would have saved a lot of trouble lads. After food we built a
fire outside and had a couple of beer from the hop and told jokes until
about 21 OOhrs, all that is except for W02 Jim Knight who didn 't eem to
know any.
Up at 0700 hrs but W02 Jim Knight was up at 0530 hrs and ready for
0630hrs. We are due to leave at 0845hrs, I did manage to get a cup of tea in
bed. Breakfast went quite smoothly de pite only having two cooker and
\\e were ready in plenty of time. Only 9km to walk today though our
rucksacks did not seem any lighter, despite having eaten one day rations.
The walk started with a steep climb and th en eased off to pa s Tortoise
Rocks where we aw a group of baboon and lots of deer. An elongated
'AAF I break at Bath plug ave (I 750m), which was in some welcome
shade. The weather was very hot and the sun very strong, only half of
group wore shorts today. We arrived at the hut at 12 15hr after a long
descent down past Siphongweni Cave where some eolith ic rock art
hasrcccntly been discovered. The hut was basic with absol utely freezing
showers. Sgt Ken Barker took ig Oscar ' Para ' Phillips on 3 ~hr aft<'rnoon
trip to the Pimple ( I 978m), and to Mount Tiny (2 I I2m), due to time the
nipple was not achieved but the cleavage was walked (a ll real names I
assure you). The total was a round I 2km trip. On return ig Phillips was
tired out and flaked instantly, some potential airborne soldier he i proving
to be. The rest of the party went to a nearby rock pool for a swim and then
back for a siesta. After the evening meal it wa an early night but some
lads stayed up to tell ghost stories and ig 'H' I larri son woke up in the
night shouting after hav ing a nightmare.
The next day wt: were all ready for 0800 hrs, what these boys do
without their mums to look after them - admin vortexes or what. The
weather was very hot by 0700 hrs. After era ing the uspen. ion bridge
below the hut it was a steep climb up to Little Bamboo Mountain, named
after the indigenous grass, which grows here.
Stunning scenery but we were al l finding it hard going due to heat.
Good water economy was the order of the day as most of the marked
streams had dried up, including rane Tarn at the sadd le (I 50m). Cra1~e
Tarn is so named because blue crane frequent it. There is al o a forest in
the vicinity of the saddle. A long wa lk down followed thi , paralleling
Killicranki Stream with its irresistible rock pools. The patJ1 continued
down lo a road (arc they sure it was only 5km) where we lunched in the
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shade of ome gum trees. Here W02 Jim Knight let tho e who wanted to
make a welcome phone call home on his mobile (restricted to I min unless
your name is ig Dave teadman who c girlfriend was still in bed). We
then walked another 2km to a bridge where we saw people driving past
with ice creams. Sgt Ken Barker, Sig 0 car Phillips and Graham Wootton
were duly de patched to find the.shop whilst the others went wimming to
cool down - they left the river soon after the fre h water crabs started
snapping at their feet. After 2 ~km a clubhou e was found in an exclusive
holiday resort. We were stinking and filthy but were allowed in to
purchase some ice-cold lemonade. As the e were poured, I wa reminded
of a scene from "Ice cold in Alex' . The barman then aid that we were all
welcome to watch the Wales v Africa rugby test that afternoon and that
the campsite that we wou ld be staying in was only I km. further north. We
returned 10 the bridge with a ruck ack full of cold drinks and got to the
campsite ju t before the heavens opened in what turned out to be a nonnal
afternoon deluge. At the site there were more Rondavels which were basic
but comfy and had the col de t shower this side of the Antarctic. All bar
W02 Jim Knight went to the clubhouse to watch the rugby he drew the
hart straw to look after the equipment. Afterward the holidaymakers
who in isted on buying u beverages and smuggling food out of the
re taurant invited us to the patio out ide. We all told joke and made some
good friends who gave us some useful advice on taying in Durban and
where to go. It was a long muddy walk back to the Rondavel in the dark.
Another scorching hot day. The fir I 5km \ ere ery teep and had u all
puffing hard; there was gra sland in all direction only broken by the
occasional Protea tree. We saw more baboon , a snake and some Bok.
Once we were up Black Eagle Pa s and onto the slope of the Garden
Castle, the going got a bit easier. The sweeping views of the escarpment on
either side of Rhino Peak were breathtaking. Below us stretched tJ1e
valleys ofMzimkhulu and Mlambonja river to the right and the Mzlmude
Rivers meandering curves and oxbow lakes on the left. at the best day
walking, but the view and occasional ightings of black eagle made the
day. We arrived at the hut for about 1300 hrs and thi is ery good - thi hut
ha hot water and electricity. As u ual gt Ken Barker, Sig 0 car Phillips
and Graham Wootton despatched the extra I km 10 sign in on the trail and
get the cold drinks. In the afternoon the heaven opened again with lot of
thunder and lightning. Many phoned home from the reception phone booth
using phone cards purcha ed from the sma ll shop there. The evenmg' as
spent around a fire in the hut gas ing abom nothing as usual.
Up al 0600hrs (W02 Jim Knight up 0520 hr - but I did get another cup
of tea in bed). Away by 0730hrs for the final day of trekking ofthi pha e,
despite the usual scorcher, there was a teady climb to Bucquay ek and
down to the Mzimude River and pool. After crossing a uspen ion bridge,
the path ri es in terraces, and these la t two ections lead uphill_ - and
uphill it was, reaching Langalibalele Cave (2010m). The group am ed at
Bushman's ek at 111 S hrs after one of the longest kilometre anywhere
in the world. Surprise, urprise, the ehicles were there (having ~een
driven there on the Friday a pa1t of the tour package). After a soft_ clrmks
and ice cream top drove th e 33km along a du ty track ~o the mam road
and then to Himeville. Here ten plates of steak and chip were wolfed
down with the utmost alacrity, a lot better than fla .oured noodles. Then we
all did some more shoppin g before the return dnve to _the g~esthou e to
SOl1 our kit out prior to moving on tJ1e next day. W02 ~1m K.111gh1 an_d gt
Ken Barker drove back to Himeville to ce Beryl our fncnd ly tour guide to
book a Safari park and ho tel in Durban for Rand R. All b~ck to Himeville
for a meal and a couple of beers in the evening before retmng back at the
guesthousc.
A OTHER STAMP I THE P
PORT
Reveille 0730hrs but all up for 0700hrs (except W02 J_i m Knight up a~
0520hrs) for rea lly good fry up all round. We' ere then dnven up the ani
Pa s half in a A Army 4 tonner (complete with puncture, bullet holes _and
erman tourists), the rest in a comfy 4 by 4 landrovcr. Over the border 111to
Lesotho (another pa sport stamp) and up the pa with some absolutely
stunning cenery. The 4 tanner group ended up 0~1 the Gcr~an tour and
went to an au thentic Lesothan mud hut to see thell" way of hfe complete
whh bread cooked in cow dun g. After the obligatory whip ~ound we were
driven back 10 the uni Top hostel ' hich wa cry rem1111scen1 of S?me
Rehro sites I have senrcd on. We met up with the others who had arnved
by Landrover; they were relaxing drinking hot chocolate. The "eather wa
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good but tht:n closed in but we were m the highest hostelry in Africa owe
weren't too bothered . The evcn111g meal in the ani Top hostel was
excellent - soup, bread, steak, rice. vegetables and apple crumble, all eaten
by candle light as the hostel generator had failed. After booking a gmde
for 0530hrs, and making a packed lunch we were all in bed by 2000hrs
ready for the assault on Thabana Ntlyanlana the following morning.
THE HIGHEST PEAK I
0 THER AFRI A
The weather in the morning was chucking 11 down and no guide. We
waited till 0610hrs for the guide, but still no how - perhaps he knew
something we didn 't. OfT we set and despite wearing waterproofs we were
all soaked within half an hour. The walkmg was reasonable and uphill,
with not much of a discernible path. This was ltke a day in the Peak
District especially as the rain never once let up all day. After several hours
walking we found a disused mud hut which was commandeered as an
impromptu rest stop. The cl imb continued up and we all disappeared mto
the mist. The summit was attained by IOOOhrs after some very steep
ascents up gra sy and rocky lopes. The summit of Thabana tlanyana
(I I I45ft) is very difficult to appreciate as the surrounding hills all look to
be of the ame height or perhaps even higher. It was not until the I960's
that it was identified with the aide of atellites as the highest peak in
Southern Africa. On the summit the flags were duly produced and pictures
taken in cold and driving rain of the soaking wet adventurers. The walk
down was long and laborious but due to the weather not many rest stops
were taken and we were back at the hostel by 1300hrs. All were oaked
and tired but after several welcome cups of hot chocolate were soon in
high spirits again. The afternoon was spent trying to dry our kit out and
snoozing. Another gorgeous meal that evening, again we retired at about
2000hrs.
MOVE TO DURBA
Ranging around in the morning for transport (well thi i Africa and you
must work on African time which is at least an hour slower than anywhere
else in the world). It did show. however, and we were driven down to our
vehicles at the guesthouse in the Mkhornazana valley by lunchtime. After
a quick kit repack we drove to Durban 10 the Traveller's Re t Backpacker
Lodge. This was a very good hostel and suited our needs amply. We were
in a ten man room with bunk beds and soon the place looked like a bomb
had hit it ' ith kit all over the place. A local washer woman eye opened
wide with delight when she was told she would get 300Rand (about £33)
to do our washing but they soon closed again when she saw how much of
it there was. The hostel was guarded by a supreme example of an Alsatian
dog called Shaka. which put our mind at re t. In the evening we went for
a meal in a fine local restaurant where smoked almon, roast duck and
other gourmet meal were had along with beer and port and ' e ' ere
astoni hed when the bill came to under 800Rand. The local night- pot was
then sampled for ome well-earned refreshment.
U IFOLOZI SAFARI PARK
Up early for the drive to Umfolozi Safari Park. about 3 hr north of
Durban. The weather was hot again and the huts were of a high standard
although no food wa provided, o 3 of the team, under the guidance of ig
Maca MacCarthy were de patched to buy food for the e,·ening meal and
breakfast. They returned late after negotiating access to the road pa t a
rather large elephant and rhino. Later on we drove around the park in the
minibus and saw even more an imal . including zebra .

Umfolozi Safari Park
During this trip ig can Martin decided to break the door le' er on the
back doo~r of the mini bu- and it wa noticed that the aerial wouldn't r ·tract
(we definitely will not get our dcp? it back. no\\). In the t:\ en111g_ ~fter
dinner si:-. of the group went on a night safun "h1ch was cxcdklll ii not
overlong. In total fou r of the ' Big 5' were seen onl> the leopard a,·oidmg
our cameras. Light, out " ·a at 2200hrs and o to bed.
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R9od R
\\ '.!Jim Kmght made breakfast (doe he ever take a lie in) and then
"e all dro' around to the hippo pool and crocodile hide where no hippo
or rocodile \\ere een. It \\as then on to Ri hard ' Bay for bank. lunch
and hopping. The price in outh Africa are v ry rea. onable and many
U\cmrs \\ere bought. ow the central locking has gone on the minibus!
The afternoon wa - pent driv1rg back to the ho tel in Durban ' here ' e
had another goum1et meal and ampled the local nightlife.
The next day t11e ,·ehicle were taken b a couple of the lads for
leaning nt a 'ery reasonable price. II then went down to the beach but
t) picall) be ause thi wa Rand R the\ eat11cr wa overcast and raining.
\\'e therefore vi ited a snake park, which wa very interc ting and saw
nake at feeding time, a fe,, of the lad got involved in feeding the nake
a mixture of live and dead bait. The others had their photos taken holding
boa con trictors - not for m . The afternoon was spent looking around a
local flea market and then it wa back to the ho tel for a barbecue. The
e\ ening was pent packing ready for departure the next day.

THE L

T DAY AND RET RN

Up early 10 find that omeone had smashed the window of the minibu
ob\ iouJy trying to teal it. gla everywhere but the as ·ailant did leave a
crewdriver behind (i there no end to the tale of woe for our minibus).
W02 Jim Knight then had the unen iable task of taking the minibus back
to Budg .t Car Hire, to explain. Budget quite understood and aid that there

' ould be some money to pay but we may also till get a refund . We were
given another minibu , which we had all of 12hrs to look after, blll al least
the ariel , back door and central locking worked. The morning was pent
doing a shopping un ey for HQ LA D for CILOR purpo c and final
hopping. A hop was al so found lo de clop our films and seeing as there
were 30 rolls of them to be developed we were afforded a 15% di count.
The vehicles were returned at I 630hrs and because of the valetting they
eemed more than happy (at least they didn t look under the car) and we
got ome of the exec s back only being charged for the window of the
minibus. We then checked in with only a couple being overweight but
again sweet-talking ·a ed any extra payment. The night was on time after
another hort stop in Jo' burg (remaining on the aircraft again).
We arrived back at Heathrow that morning at 0730hrs. The Regimental
driver was there t meet us and as ' e were loading our bags on, a rather
diligent traffic warden pre ented him~ ith a parking ticket- Oh its good to
be back. We arrived al Bramcote for about I I 30hrs; it looked ju t the same
a we had left it cold, wet and mi erable.

UMMARY
In conclusion I have to concur with Lt Karl Jeeves and hi article in the
October "Wire ·, outh Africa and Lesotho arc ideal for Adventurous
Training, with such contra ting countryside and activities available. The
expedition achieved all it aim with the va t majority aying they will
return at ome time in the future.

THE BRITISH RESISTANCE ORGANISATION
Jn 193 , with the increasing threat of Germany's militancy, th idea was
concei' ed by a Major in the Foreign Office of organising some fonn of
resi ranee by civilian in the event of invasion. Although no funds ' ere
made available he and another officer created e eral ub ections in a
ecret department to enlarge the project, one section investigating the
de,elopment of weapons uitable for u e by guerrilla fighters. Early in
1939 the Department was transferred to the Military Intelligence
Directorate and renamed Military Intelligence (Research) - Ml(R).
By mid-1939 a Maj Gubbin , who bad studied guerrilla warfare began
to select Briti h civilians for training but wa then po ted to Poland and
Ml(R) continued with the ex pan ion of a guerrilla force under the original
officer. After the outbreak of war explosive and other store were dumped
around Britain but with no co-ordination, hopefully to be used by any
person willing to carry out abotage behind the German occupation.
When Gubbin , now a Colonel, returned after the withdrawal from
1orway, he immediately began the formation of an underground army
under the direct aegis of the Commander-in-Chief at GHQ Home Forces,
Field-Marshal Ironside. Winston Churchill ex.pres ed great intere t and the
plan prompted his ·we will fight them on the beaches' speech.
Auxiliary Units, the cover name given to the organisation, comprised
two parts. The first consi red of specially selected civilians with a good
knowledge of their local area and physically capable of living rough and
fighting and harassing enemy forces. The other part consisted of local
wireless networks operated by Royal Corps of Signals personnel with
outstation near the coast, each having a civilian operator. A system of
spie and runners would supply information of enemy activity to these
operators for relaying to the Signal control stations who would in turn
tran mit the information to the Area HQs attached to Brigade/Corps of the
conventional forces. Each control station had from five to ten outstations,
outhern England ha,·ing a larger number as the more likely area to be
invaded.
In June 1940 the election and training of the patrol members began in
earnest. Gubbins appointed Col Andrew Croft, his Intelligence Officer in
the , orwegian can1paign, as operati0nal and training officer and by the
following ovember Croft had trained 24 seven-man or eight-man groups
Ill Essex and
uffolk. Croft then opted to return to Commando units.
Brigadier Gubbins had by then made his HQ and training centre at
Coleshill House, a Palladian mansion owned by the Pleydell-Bouveries,
about ten miles from Swindon, with large parklands and woods very
uitable for guerrilla training. Every Thursday evening large numbers of
patrol member; would arrive, accommodated in the large stable block., to
spend the next two days receiving instruction in the use of modem
e~plo ives and weapons and unarmed combat during the day, while at
mght they were transported several miles into the surrounding countryside
and ~equired to find their wa¥ back in the dark (in the light summer
evenmg they wore dark eyesh1elds), marking tanks anct planes hidden in
the woods as de troyed, avoiding tripwires and patrolling sentries.
Auxiliary Unit received priority, even over the Commandos with the
i sue of plastic explosive and delayed-action chemically-acti~ated time
pencil , ideal for silent booby-traps. They were the first troops to be issued
with stick pencils, a simple mine stuck in the grnund and known later by
Eighth Army soldier as ' castrators', tyre-bursting mine., phosphorous
hand grenades, Piat anti-tank guns, and Thompson sub-machine-guns
imponed from the United States. Each member was issued wilb a
Fairbairn ommando dagger having received instruction in silent killing,
where German entries could be approached silently and stabbed before
they had time to warn other . Pistols and rubber truncheons also formed
part of their equipment and they wore thick rubber-soled boots, later used
by the Commandos. In some units certain members were issued with a
special .22 rifle fitted with a telescopic sight and silencer, capable of firing
high-velocity bullets which could kill a man a mile away. It never became
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general is ue, howe er, lacking the sturdine s ofam1y rifles.
Returning to their local area , the patrols continued their training
everal night a week.. often to the chagrin of regular forces. One patrol
breached the security of an airfield, marking severa l pitfires as de troyed.
In a planned Exercise on a military HQ another patrol commandeered a
baker' van, entered the main building, leaving evidence of the raid, the
arn1y commander de cribing the tactics as unfair, having expected an
attack by conventional force . This Exercise highlighted the probability of
German parachute troop de troying command HQs and security was
tightened accordingly. Although not in the official Home Guard, the
patrols were formed into three special Home Guard battalions as a cover 201 for Scotland, 202 for
orthem Eng.land, and 203 for Southern
England. ln some ca es it was noticed that these men were not taking part
in normal Home Guard Exerci es and, sworn to secrecy and unable to
explain their ab ence at night, they came under uspicion of being engaged
in nefarious or extra-marital activitie ! The patrols' areas of activity
extended from the north of cotland down the east coa t and round to the
south of Wale . About 3,500 men were trained at Coleshill and, with a
number trained locally, a total of nearly 5,000 well-trained and armed men
awaited a German invasion.

AUXJLIARY UNITS SIG ALS
Operating in the ame areas as the patrols but completely separate and
unknown to the patrols were the wireless networks, designated the pecial
Duties Section. Early in 1941 the Royal Corps of Signals established an
HQ al Bachelor Hall al Hundon in ufTolk under G2AW Capt (later
Major) Hill and his aide Capt Ward, where radio ' hains' were recruited to
design and manufacture a small radio telephony set. Simple to use able to
withstand damp conditions and operating on high frequency over a short
distance of 10-20 miles. With G2QV Capt hanks and G2RD Ron Dabb
appointed sergeant in charge, G8CK Bill Bartholomew designed the
transceiver, G8J I Tom Higgins and Ron Dabbs the receiver, G8CK Bill
Bartholomew and GM8MQ Jack Miffie the transmitter, G8PP Les Parnell,
GM2M Jimmy Mc ab, and John Mackie the power supply and
metalwork., 2FWX Bill Air completing the team. G2KI George Spencer
joined Capt Hills at Hundon before of the other ' hams ' but, as they
proceeded with their project, he was allocated the task of choosing sites
for the planned wireless control/zero stations which required concealment
from the public (and a invasion, force) and nearby trees for the erection of
aerials, providing good wireless reception. Units of Royal Engineers were
then detailed to construct these underground dugouts but were unaware of
their use. The dugouts consisted of an entrance chamber accessed by a
hidden trap door and a straight-down ladder and appeared to be complete
but a cleverly concealed door led to the operating chamber. At the far end
was another door, well sealed against fumes, leading to the generator
chamber where batteries were charged, the g nerator providing lighting
and ventilation facilities. In the far wall was an escape tunnel which came
out some distance from the dugout. The majority of zero stations were
built to the same design .
The wireless et produced by the team was code-named TRD
(transmitter/receiver and coincidentally using the initials of Ron Dabbs),
was housed in a metal case about I Si n long, 93/8in. wide, and 9 l/4in high,
powered by a large conventional 6-volt 85 AJ-1 accumulator battery, the
voltage being boosted by the, vibrator in the set to 240 volts with a power
output of approximately I I/2watts. The frequency range was 48-65mcs.
then rarely used but now commonly u ed by BB I television. After
extensive tests a sum of £2,000 was allocated for the purchase of parts
which, generally, were obtained from commercial companies.
The metal case was constructed by the Mctalbox ompany of North
London, the back and sides in one piece and acce s to the componenL~ was
by removing the front panel with the attached component chassis. The
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transmitter~ were TV<?/3 l Os o~ RK34s: twin triodes and were used in a
self-excited configuration, havmg a coil across the two grids while th
anodes were connected to a_coil between them, the anodes bei~g fed by:
centre tap ?n the anode ~011, and an ~F choke and capacitor to the HT
s~ppl y, which was supplied by the .vibrator pack, using mainly a 4-pin
vibrator ~ nd an OZ4 co~d cathode rect1 tier, producing around 250 volts D
Oc~as 1on~lly the_ vibrator " '.as a sel!~syncronous 6-pin type ,~hich
produ_ced the D without a.rect1 tier. These were fed by a transformer all
contamed ma Maslerad10 vibrator pack made by the Masteradio factory in
R1ck111an swonh Road, Watford, 1-lerts. The self-excited oscillators were
anode modulated by a 6V6 fed by a metal valve of the octal variet
were the OZ4s. The aerial terminals inside the front panel were 1·nsi·dy, as
. o.f a t ! wm
. 1ee
r der, en d'mg .m a smgle-turn
.
e via
a piece
loop the same diameter
as t~c coil. and b?tween the turns ~t th~ low impedance point at the centre
lap ~l which pomt. the HT wa fed via a RF choke with a value of 23
milh-hcnnes. Outs1_de the front p_anel, the aerial terminals were connected
to a 72_ohm flat twm feeder _leadmg to the dipole antenna hidden in a tree
The microphone ~as an ordinary Po t Office telephone. The receiver wa ·
a super-regen~rallve type and, although very sensitive, had to be isolated
from , the rad1at1on caused (and thereby giving away the position to the
ene_my) by the simple means of using an untuned buffer RF amplifier
which wa. an EFSO, a popular valve at the time with tiny pins. The super~
regenerative valve was a Mullard Red 'E' type EF39. The output was ·
6V6 tetrode a~d cou ld be via either a loudspeaker or headphones.
via a
I~ p1 cp_ar_
a non for the use of these set Intelligence Officers had been
vetting c1v1hans along t~e coast for their uitability as clandestine
operators to end. m formation to control st_ations farther inland, all to be
capable of operatm~ under enemy occupation. The civilians were chosen
from all walks of h_fe: doctors,_vicars, fari~ers, shopkeepers, housewives
and, at Rmgwood m Hampshire, a barmaid. They had no uniform and
would undoubtedly have been shot a spie if caught. The outstations were
conceal~d 111 vanou_s ways. Some were in.attics (Rene's secret wireles in
Granny s bedroom m the TV farce 'Allo 'Allo wa true in Britain I) sheds
?ug9~1s, and other ingeniou hides. One wa at the top of the ma~soleuO.:
folly m Brockles?y P~rk m Lmcolnshire another in a ummerhouse on
the roof o~ a man ion m ~ttery St. Mary, Devon; and a chicken farmer
near Axmmster entered his bunker by lifting the complete wooden seat,
together with bucket and contents_, of.his outside privy. The small radio
compartment w_as revealed by sw1vel hng a wooden beam. His 'runners '
would swmg a 1de a tree-stump to reveal a hole into which they dropped a
spht ten111s ball containing any messages which would then run down into
the bunker. A lar~e number of ' pies' would have been engaged in
gathering m'.o~at1~n of enemy activity for thi purpose and 'letter boxes'
we~e et up Ill birds nest ~ chicken hou es, hollows in tree , empty cans,
dram pipes: etc, for collecuon by the runners. With 125 outstations and 78
. ub-out tauon , _the number of civilians involved m thi
mtelhgence-gathering organisation amounted to at least 3,250.
. The_ Royal Corps of Signals personnel eventually numbered 69 men
mcludmg the radio 'ham ' engaged in con truction and maintenance of
set , sergeants . who were in charge of the area network , and wireless
operators and m trument mechanics to man the control stations. even
officer each had control of several area and had at their di posal everal
driver , eng1_neers, an_d carpenters from other units. Earlier, Major Hill
had left Auxiliary Units Signals and Major R. M . A. Jone (who had been
with Pye Radio) took over command. Al stand-down, Major Green was in
charge, while Capt Shanks remained with Auxiliary Units Signals from its
mcepuon: Beatrice. Temple, niece of the then Archbishop of Canterbury,
was appomled Se111or Commander of ATS personnel and beoan recruiting
young women, many officer in the AT , a operator i~ the control
stations. Unaware of the work involved, 93 women were invited to
volunte~r for a pec1al and po ibly dangerous assignment Major Temple
co~ductm~ the interview in the public lounge ~f Harrods in
K111ght bridge. A number were selected for voice test at Hundon and
e~enlually 43 were cho en for training in the u e of the TRD et , each
given officer tatus. They were later allocated to three-woman units
mannmg the Area HQ control/zero stations situated close to
Brigade/Corp . HQ , forming the final link between the ci ilian
outstauons, their control stations, and the conventional defence force .
. Each control stat.ion covered an area about the size of a county, erving
five to ten ~uts t allons and manned by three Roya l Corps of Signals
per onnel, usmg a but for everyday u e. After invasion thi would have
been de troyed and the operators would have mo ed to an identical 'zero·
station hidden a hort distance away. It ' a equipped with stores for a
month; cooking, sleeping, and toilet facilities. In the adjacent caled
cham?er wa~ a generator lo provide lighting and ventilation and to charge
batteries which wa necessary a the ets were in constant u e, unlike the
outstallo_ns where the sets were used only for occasional messages. The
1.ero station were also cleverly hidden. One wa built under the egetable
garden of a manor house at Winchester tiding a cold-frame to one side to
reveal. the ladder down to the dugout. Another at Hume Ca tie wa under
the rum , the aerials concealed in the rampart , and at Bu kland t Mary,
near Taunton, the bunker was in the rim of an old Roman de fen e work at
the end of the Blackdown Hills, part of a farm where the ignal were
billeted with the fanner and his wife.
All lhc_contro l/zero and out tations required copper-wire dipole aerials
7fi 9111 wide (3fl I 0 l/2in each idc) with Belling Lee 80 ohm flat t\ in
down-leads. _Where possible the e were trung in the high st tree . for
goo_d tran _mis ion and away from prying eyes. The down-lead ' ere
buried beh1!1d the bark, sometime requiring imaginative camounage. A
broadcast d1 lance of up to 30 miles was expected but this was extended in
many area when itcd on high ground and sometimes with the addition of
an 8ft rencctor. A good example of thi was at Abergavenny where the

n·
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control/zer~ station was on the Blorenge Hills, now the site of a large TV
~asthand within a few yards of the memorial to the famous show-jumper

ox umer': The long~st operational link was 64 miles.
Pr~-mvas1on, the Signals operators had a dual role. With one operator
mank.,nmg the set, the other two were required to visit each outstation each
wee_ replac111g the _batteries with fully-charged ones, checking the
equipment, and chmbmg_ the trees if necessary to cheek that the aeri 1
were . secure. These '!1amtenancc visits required extreme caution ain
avo1dm~ detection, takmg place in daylight. Having parked the scout-car
som~ d1st_ance from the outsta~ion, two heavy accumulator batteries and
othe1 equipment had to be camed to the site and the entrance approached
only _when safe~y undetected. Any tree maintenance· needed especial
attention, sometimes taking several hours so as not to be seen o
COf!11?let1on, camouflage of_ the s}tc was paramount, removing any siW,s 0~
acllv1ty. Where sets were Ill private houses, security was again difficult
and precaullons taken to avoid apparent contact with tbe military
Jn 194~, the Si$nals HQ was moved from Hundon to Coleshill where
constructton and improvement to the TRD s.:ts continued including the
TRM and TRF. At stand-down the number of sets in use numbered 250
TRD, 28 T~, 36 TRF, and 2~0 o. 17 ets. At the same time the Special
Duties ecuon establ~shed their HQ at Hannington Hall, owned by the Fry
cocoa family,_ five ~ties ~rom Coleshill. Here, Major Maurice Pethericik
recruited ~dd1llonal mte_lhgence officers. to continue the expansion of the
PY organisation supply1_ng the mformauon for the wireless networks and
Beatrice Temple adrm111stered the AT ection. The ATS officer were
accom_modated 1~ approved civilian billet , being ferried to their secret
operational stations by Royal Signals personnel. Watches were
programmed throughout the day, not only for their own network but al o
for a~y broadcasts by ~nemy agents, which were immediately notified to
lntelhgenc~. ~arly vers10n ~ of the sets were sensitive to thunder torms and
. unsp?~ acuv1ty and sometimes to tank radio . o instructions were given
~n . writmg except changes in the code used. These were on pecial
d1ge t1ble' paper ~vh~ch had to_ be chewed and swallowed. As with all
p_arts o~ the ?rgan1sat1on, ecunty was so tight that at no time was. an
md1cal1on. given of the numbers, stations, or activities of anyone else.
'f!le e details were known only by the Intelligence Officer and his Royal
Signals Sergeant m charge of each area.
The Royal Signals person~el also lived with civilian families, who were
completely unaware o~ their \~Ork , and wartime di cipline was well
observed ~y notyry111~ mto details. (After the war many men maintained
contact wnh_ thetr wartime ' mums' r~membering how well they had been
treated. During thetr daytime work Signals personnel obtained their meal
locally, som~time in British Re taurant , the meal-place set up by the
govern~ent m many town , ~nd were left to fend for themselves, being
responsible only~ thetr Intelligence Officer who had two or three stations
under h1_s superv1s1on. Each day· journey required a transport movement
C?nvent1onally signed by a tr~nsport officer but ia the Signals case it was
CO or Signalman. Auxiliary Units were directly
signed by an
answerabl~ to GHQ Home Force and avoided contact with conventional
forces. This required a particularly re ourceful and independently minded
breed of soldier.
With the threat of invasion lifted through the successful establishment
of the orn1andy landing , Auxiliary units were disbanded in September
1944 and the patrol in the following ovember. The dugouts being
de tro¥ed after the contents had been removed, although there have been
some mstances where patrol bunkers, hast_ily establish~d in 1940, being
overlooked and the content , badly deteriorated. commo to light after
many years
"'
Afterwards. The zero tation al Winchester has been known to the
property _owner for many years but una' are of its _purpose and the hipley
zero- tat1on ha also been excavated. Both are 111 good condition with
ori~inal C?n. truction _feature. intact. ome younger patrol members', with
their pecmh ed trrunmg, enh ted m the S
and other acti e units. Older
member · resumed their normal lifestyl~, rec~i\ing no public recognition
other than a letter from the Commandcr-111-Ch1efHome Force , e pre ing
the _va lu~ to the coun\.r)'. of their de_vouon to duty in facing the dangers of
an mva 1?~ and the mamta111111g ol ecrecy was a matter of pecial pride.
ome trammg offic_ers were parachuted into France and both Capt Bond
and Capt Ian Fenwick and a _dozen of hi men were killed there. Signal
personnel returned to Catteric~ m York hire for retraining and to other
theatre of war; ome were rcta111ed ~y the ~perato~ Training Battalion as
m tructors because o'. the expan ion m tra111111g required for the final effort
agamst the Germans 111 Europe and the Japane e in the Far East.
The . auonal Trust now admini ter Cole hill House Park at the
Cole hill E tat_e Office. The hou e, built ir 1662, caught fire during
re~urb1 hment 111 1?52 and' a d_emolished. The main table block till
ex1 t , as. do the 1ml?re s1vc n~am gate . Early in I 996. a part of a
tree-plantmg cheme. 1t wa decided that ·e en hould be dedicated to the
memory of t11e uxiliary Units. Members of the omer et group, t11e
outh-east Essex and Ea t group, and Auxiliary Units ignals made
do~ation. for the planting and maintenance: of a tree dedicated to their
Ulllts. while another two trees were dedicated to indi idual \\.ho joined the
A and were killed behind enemy lines in 1944 and executed b) the
Germans, Henry Jame Pa coe: aged 2 , and_ . Ian G~orge Ashley, agl!d
24. Another two trees are dedicated to Aux1harv Unit members in all
·
other area .
at~llite te~hnol?gy. h~ obviate~ the need for trig pillars and, to amid
the ~ falling mto d1 repmr, the Ord111ancc urvey invited members of the
pubhc to adopt_ them. Four familic of former Auxiliary Unit~ members
have adopted pillars m Gwent, u sex, and DeYon. near former OB., and
the e no'~ bear plall!S recording their d~dicauon . Th, Imperial War
Mu cum m London ha allocated a secuon to Au:\iliary t..;nit m Its
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pem1ane nt
E e'>Jiibnion · ecret War· and a British R istance mu eum
ha~ been e tablished at the W\\'11 Memorial luseum to the 390th Bomb
Group of the nited " ate
F at Parham (Fromlingham) in uffolk
"here application ha een made to re-erect an underground bunker for
public 'iewing. The Lonnection wa formed when the tru. tee of the
mu ·cum di coYered that the airfield wa~ built on farmland owned b)

CROSS COUNTRY
RECE TEVE T
Inter- en ice
hampionsh ips - The Inter ervices ro
ountry
Champion hip were ho ted by the Royal avy at Plymouth on Frida 26
February 1999. Thi event compri e of four 1.ices: enior Men, e nior
Ladie , eteran Men and Junior Men. and a total of 13 Royal ignals
athlete were elected for the four quad .
On one of the mo t exciting day for many years the Army came out
'ictors in three of the four events. lo ing only the veteran event, LCpl
op hie Morri of 23
ig qn \\On the ladies race, narrowly beating the
reigning Am1y Champion. LCpl icky Dean of25 I ig qn. LCpl Paul
Clancy (216 (Para) ig qn) produced a fine run in the enior men · eYcnt,
fini hing 7th O\erall in a field which included ome of the country' top
runners. Di appointingly, three promi ing jun iors, LCpl Jim Kemp and
ig · couse · McArthur. both of3 (UK) Div HQ and ig Regt and ig Ian
Bailey from 2 ig Regt, were all ·unavailable' and were therefore denied
Inter- en ices "inner medal , and it i regrettable that units do not put
more effort into en uring that athlete are made a ailable for the e top
honours.
Inter-Co r p Championship - The Inter-Corp Championships were
ho ted by the PTC and took place at Blandford on Wedne day 3 March
1999. De pite gap in the Corp team due to operational commitments the
Corp · OYerall re ults urpa sed all expectation and during the final
medal pre entations Corp track uits were never far from the ro trum .
otable perfom1ance included LCpl ' icky Dean 's aggres i e run to
reverse the Inter- en ice result and l eave the Sil er medal to LCpl
ophie Morri on thi occasion. olid run from the ladie ' team captain,
2Lt Lindsey Calderhead. and LCpl Cas Burrows of 30 ig Regt
resulted in a win for the Corp edging the APTC into econd place" ith the
PLC folio\\ ing on. LCpl Paul Clancy again finished in third place in the
men ·s race, but gt ·Ginge' Davey or 15 Sig Regt, after a disappointing
re ult in the Army Champion hips. produced a much better result to come
fourth. Team Captain, gt Dave Ki lgallon, a lso of 15 ig Regt. led the
remainder of the Corp 'team home with a solid run in 14 place LO give us
second team place behind the strong RLC squad.

brothers who had been patrol members . nbeknown to the brothers, one
of their relative wa, a "ire.: le s operator on th e igna ls side. The story of
ux iliar) L,;nits has remained a we ll-kept ecrct fo r 50 ~ears and the
sacrifice that members. many no" pa sed away, were prepared to make
unknO\\ n to their families, receiving no recognition. has nO\\ bee~
recorded in many" ays for the benefit of future history.

ROYAL IG
ROYAL SIG ALS
ROYA L SIG ALS
ROYAL SIG ALS
ROYAL SIG
ROYAL SIG
ROYAL SIG

1999, the pre ttg1ou Queen's Medal Competition and other central
matche held at Bi Icy from 29 June-7 July 1999.
The fo lio\\ ing four member of the Regiment (Ca pt B. G. avindra,
S gt J. P. John ton, gt D. Copl ey and gt G. irmal) were al o
elected to repre cnt the orp in the Inter Corps Methuen Match held on
Friday 16 April 1999 which was convincingly won, producing an
outstanding performance and result.
On a final note, certain individual awards were presented with great
pride to S gt J. P. Johnston and gt D. Copley with international medals
a team members for the Briti h Army Combat hooting Team (BAC T) anada and outh frica 1998. Praise wa al o gi en to Capt B. G.
avindra and gt D. Co pley for their electi on to Australia \ ith the
BAC T from 4-2 7 May 1999. Both S gt J. O . Johnston and
gt S. K.
Rideout \ ere al o presented a thank you gift by the Secretary of Corps
Shooting, Capt G. G. . Reith , for their per onal contribution and
achievements to orp hooting.
In conclusion the CO and OLC hooting congratulates all team
members on behalf of their achievement and thank all OC
Sqnsffp Depts for their upport in relea ing individual and a si ting the
Regimental hooting Team when required. Al o to all team members for
their participation in the success of the Regimental Shooting Team, thi
benefited not only the team members but al o the Regimental Trophy
Cabinet.
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Since Match Reports. ha:--e been submitted throughout the cason, and as
readers may well be thmkmg more about cricket and Summer rather than
rugby, I shall keep this Summary short. I write with still a month to go in
terms of matches to ?e pla.ye? but with the knowledge that, not long ago,
the Squad achieved tts principle target for the season by winning Merit
Table I. The final league match again t the Sappers being played at
Chatham and the Royal Signals had not won there for the past se\'en years!
A .good all ro~nd display aw a good and well deserved victory by 39
points to I 0 as 1s reported by the Secretary, Ca pt Tom Hall. in his separate
report.
It ha been a successful season for the Squad even taking into account
the hard fought draw last month at Larkhill again t the Gunners. An
unbeaten run means that we can plan with confidence for next season. This
ye~r has not been. wi.thout its challenges as operational demands upon
umts and the contmumg overstretch has impacted on the availability of
player . It is to the credit of the coach, ecretary and Squad member that
we have done . so well, often without the opportunity to prepare that we
would have w1 hed. Thanks are particularly due to all the units that have
supplted players to the Squad. I know only too well the conflict of in terest
that have to be taken into account, and al o the additional tasks that are
pre sed opon already bu y people to accommodate the need to release our
player for the matches and the pre-match preparation. I hope that the
success the Squad has been able to achieve this year will be a small token
o~thanks for all the upport that the Corps has given, often in very difficu lt
circumstance by all ranks in the unit .
The phot~graph shows member of the quad with Brig Gord on
Hughes holdmg the Cup. In what has been a Squad effort it i invideou to
mention name , but it would be wrong not to pick out gt Paul Jones of
15 Signal Regimenl who was named a 'Player of the Year'. One re ult of
availability problem wa. that we had to call on a number of 'Captains'.
However. without exception they led from the front and were able to bring
all the hard work of our Coach, Capt Trev Keats, to fruition.

Presentation <?f the S .O inC 's Trophy and Plinth
Winn er Sig D. T. Harris

Presentation of the Queen 's Gurkha Signals Trophy
W inner Sgt D. Copley

RUGBY
SHOOTING
ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
BLA1 DFORD CA 1P REGIME TAL SHOOTING TEAM
EXERCISE FIR T HOOT/CORP SAAM
28 ~IA.RCH-16 APRIL 1999
The Regimental hooting Team achieved great succes in both training
on Ex First Shoot and during Corp SAAM throughout the following
periods: Ex First huot from 2 March-8 April 1999 and the Royal Corp
of ignal Corps SAA'vi 99 held from 9-16 April 1999 at Ash/ Pirbright
range complexe .
All members were selected to fire a part of the Regimental hooting
Team con i ung ofx 2, 5 man fire teams and x 6 ind ividual entry firer and
de pite the appalling weather produced some very creditable scores. All
member exuded an air of professionalism throughout the train ing period
and although scores varied during the compet ition a sen e of achievement
''a shared by all.
All the experienced shootists within the team ably coached tho e with
little or no shooting experience to a succe 5ful Corps AAM . The
pre entation was shared by all Corps Teams, unfortunately, however, not
the prize:.. The presentation consisted of prizes being awarded to an equal
dis emmation between 30 ig Regt and 11 ig Regt, however, the
Regimental hooting Team confidently won the majority of team matches
and a numerou · amount of individual team medals and bars which all 16
members received, especially ig Harris who required two medals to hold
hi ucce sions of achievement. All scores were extreme ly good gi en the
blu tery wind conditions, heavy rain and hailstone showers and could not
have been achieved without the enth usiasm, dedication and good humour
of all those within the Regimental hooting Team.
Other achie\ements were as fo llows: Top Royal ignal (a ll weapons)
shot - gt D. oplc , Top Pi tol hot - Lt Col R. 1: Hoolc, Team and Inter
Corps Winners Combat Snap, Runners up Fa ll ing Plate Match, Winners
Pistol Team and Pistol Tiles Match, Runners-Up L W Team Match, Top
Young oldier - ig D. T. Harri and Inter Corps Methuen Team Match
unanimou~ winner - The Royal Corp of ignals.
If all team memhcrs can maintai n the consistency and form shown
throughout the above periods, things are looking bright for the Royal
Signal team in the forthcoming 3 (UK) Div AAM held from 4-8 May
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The Royal School of Signals Regimental Shooting Team Photo
With seven Major Uni t Team Troph ies

The rugby match between The Royal ignals and The Royal Artillary
took place at Larkhill in damp and windy conditions, with the Corp
takmg advantage of the wind in the fir t half. The Corps side dominated
the set crum and held their own at the lineout. The forward managed to
produce good ball from the loo e play but the conditions did little to
promote good running rugby and the Corps back division ' a understrength due to the una ailability of key player . The Corp led at halftime
by 21 points to 8 with three converted tries. HO\ e er, the determination of
the RA combined with having the wind to their advan tage, enabled them
to come back strongly in the econd half.
1998/99 ARMY MERIT I TABLE RESULTS

Presentation of the Hudson Trophy Bowl
Winner Lt Col R. T. Hoole
THE W IRE, J UNE 1999
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.S heer determination and an exce llent defence kept the core at 21 to 16.
Wtt h three minutes left to pl ay the RA. ai'ter a equence of penalties, went
over fo r a try. This time the wind did them no favo urs and the con er ion
n11ssed . The fi na l score was 2 1-2 1. The Roya l ignal remain the on l
unbeaten sq uad in the comp tition. The li na l match, against the RE, took
place at hatham on 7 April 1999, and decided the hamp ion hip. The
Royal ignals needed to win to remain unbeaten and become the Merit
Table winners. T he game , a played under ideal condition and the
Orps' quad ro c to the occasion, playing thei r be t rugby of the sea on.
The final core of39- IO was more than enough to ecure the Merit Table I
Champion hip
THE WIRE , JUNE 1999

Publish it in

THE WIRE
The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles
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Patron: HRH T he P r in cess Royal
Pre ident: The M aster of Signals
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chai rmen : Brig . T. Gar ton Area l ; Brig W. H. Backhou e Area 2; Brig S. G. M . Gordon Area 3;
Brig K. H. Olds Arca 4; Brig P. J. Eva n CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Bill ingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland
Gener al ecretary and Trea urer: Col . R. Ca r ter MBE
Welfa re ecretar y: 1rs J. icholson

A istant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Ham ilton
Adm inistrative Officer : lr. P. J. C uckow (Membership & Record )

ociation Office, RHQ Royal ignals, Blandford Camp, Bla ndford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Milita r y System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfar e Secreta ry Telephone: Military Sy tem 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
II contributions for The Wire houJd be addres ed to the Editor and any q ueries referred to h im on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm

The Association communicates with irs branches and i11di1•idrial members through the pages ofThe Wi re, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as well
as a forecas t of Association e\'ellls.
Bra11c/1 Secreraries are asked to check that their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delfrered in bulk to Branch Secretaries fo r fu rther distribution if this is convenie111: it helps us save 011 postage.
Date of Branch e1·e111s ca11 always be published irz The Wi re and should be submilled to rhe Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to co111act old
comrades and a1111ounceme11ts of binhs, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will co11tribure a short account of its activities, preferably with
pho10graphs, at leasr once a year.

NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK
Branch ew - At their recent AGM, U1e ewark Branch elected M r
John Knott a the new Hon ecretary. John 's addres is 34 Spring Lane,
Baldenon, ewark, otts 'G24 3 z. Thanks go to Chai rman F red Db:on
for landing in until the new secretary wa found. ' Chippy' Wood, Hon
ecretary of the Harrogate Branch has a new Tel nwnber; 01423-505326.
ddress changes - Too often we are asked by our members why they have
not heard from u for ome time. Upon checking we fmd that the address
hown on their record card i well out of date and that we have not been
informed of the change. To illustr11te the point, the instruction for thi year's
ReWlion was sent to those individual members who anended last year and
within a week of de patch everal were returned by the Royal Mail saying,
' 10 longer at this address' . Please infonn us of any change to your address.
The RBL Cenotaph Parade - This year 's Cenotaph Parade at Whitehall,
London, will be held on unday 14 1ovember. All who have served under
command of British Forces and War Widows/Widowers are eligible.
Assembly time is I 0 I 0 hours on Horse Guards Parade, marching off at I 015
to Whitehall. Members of our Corps wi ll again be in column ' F', which will
be second in order of march. All those on parade must have admission
tickets, which can be obta ined. without charge, from Association HQ.
Di persal \ ill be at approximately I 220hrs. A ll those who wish to march
\\ ith the Corp contingent are asked to fall in on Michael Aim able, who wi ll
be holding the 'R IGS' board on Horse Guards Parade.
RSA GM - 119 members attending the combined AGM/Branch
Representative Meet ing held in London on I 0 April 1999. 65 of our 88
Branches were represented , wi th nine Branches sending their apologies.
:\laj Gen A. Yeoman CB chaired a lively meeting, which included a
briefi ng on the serving element of the Corps by the SOinC (A) and an
update on the accommodation situation on Blandford Camp by Lt Col
Terry <;anham, CO 11 . Sig ~egt. Our. thanks go to Cpl Paul McGarrity
of83 1g Sqn (V) for his assistance wzth the arrangements in the Duke of
Yorks HQ. Thanks al o go to all those who took pan in Dave Walker 's
raffle on the day, which raised the magnificent total of£ 17 1.98 for the
Benevolent Fund. Well done Dave.

L

I don 't care who you are S ir !
You c an 't a ttend the meeting w ithout a current
Membersh ip Ca rd !
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O E - Duncan Stu ar t, the SOE Advisor in the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office has informed me that deta ils of ervice with the
SOE are no longer regarded as classified and that he welcomes soldiers'
accounts of their ervice. Please send your tory/diary/item to RHQ and
we will forward them on. The WIRE would also be interested to hear from
you with a vi ew to publ ication.
249 ig Sqn - FARELF - G raham Jolly is in contact with several
person who erved in 249 Sig Sqn (FARELF). G r a ha m is on 01233637792 and would be pleased to hear fro m anyone from that unit.
' ew Life Members - A warm welcome is extended to the fo llowing
newly enrolled Life Members . To all those who have recently been
released from the Corps, we wish they the best o f luck in their second
career and trust that they will remain in touch with the Association.

Rank

ame

LCpl
John ' Wag' Wardle
Dvr
John Cooper
Paul Jones
LCpl
Oll ie orth
LCpl
Sgt
Mandy Precious
Cpl
teven Sorbie
WO I (RSM) Ivan Shiels
Mick Roe
Sgt
SSgt
teve ickless
W02
Tom McCutcheon
Lt Col
Chris Melhuisb
SSgt
Pete Farrington
Cpl
Manin Bunk.le
Cpl
George Clarke
Sgt
Sharon Wright
LCpl
Trevor Stamford
David Scragg
Sgt
Mark McGuire
Sig
Cpl
Simon Elston
Cpl
Jim Hardin g
Cpl
Brian O ' Sullivan
Sgt
Arthur Gabbitas
SSgt
M ick Meddeman
Cpl
Lilian Hooper
Cpl
Eddy Smerdon
Bill Hills
Sgt
Sig
Ernie Glover
Sig
ClifTOlley
Sig
. C. Crouch
Sgt
John Forster
LCpl
Victor Major
Sig
Tony Wilson
Sig
Mervyn Bushnell
W02
Paul Barren
Cpl
T. W. Stevenson
SSgt
J. K. Yoke-Willi ams
WSig
N. J. Yoke-Williams
W02 (RQMS) Elgan Davies
Sig
Robert Steel
Sgt
Alistair Morton
W02
Peter Hillier
Sgt
R. E. Ward
SSgt (FofS)
R. S. Dodson
WOI (RSM) Jim McLachlan

Served
1949-51
1953-57
199 1-99
1989-99
1985-99
1983-99
1975-99
1976-98
1977-99
1974-98
1964-99
1975-99
1978-94
1951 -56
199 1-99
1989-99
1988-98
1991 -99
1988-99
1989-99
1949-51
1940-46
1967-date
1942-44
1989-99.
1945-70
1944-48
1946-49
1939-46
1947-49
1940-46
1962-65
1947-53
1975-99
1950-56
1974-95
199 1-94
1969-9 1
1990-99
R.HQ
1983-99
RHQ
Beverley Ex-Boys 1950-74
1949-67
Norfo lk
1948-62
Norfo lk
1975-99
Glasgow

Branch
Beverley Ex-Boys
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Doncaster
Beverley Ex-boys
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RH Q
RH Q
West London
East London
East London
RH Q
RH Q
Loughborough
Hull
H ull
Southampton
RHQ
RHQ
Mi ddx Yeomanry
Hull
RHQ
Spennymoor
Spennymoor
Spennymoor
Ll anelli
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gt
Cpl
Dvr
Cpl
Maj(TA)
Cpi
WOI (RSM)
gt
Sig
Cpl
Maj
WOI (RM)
WPte
('pl
Cpl
Sgt
gt
Sig
gt
WPte
gt
Sgt
Sig
LC pl
gt
Sgt
gt
gt
LC pl
ig
LC' pl
W02

s
s

Sia
sgt

LC pl
Cpl
Sig
WPte

ig
Cpl
ig

Sig
LC pl
W02
gt
WOI
Cpl

s

Sig
SS gt
LC pl

Sig
LC pl

Lee Robinson
Simon Qui nl an
Ron Mart in
Howard West
Ross Par ell
Ma lco lm Haywood
Steve Mitchell
Sam Coombes
Ga ry Taylor
Dav id Standl ey
Tony Lomax
Chri McG inl ey
Marga ret Jame
Trevor Tea le
Kenneth Taylor
Kenneth elmes
Dav id Crawford
G. L. Hun t
A. S. Hall
Ruth Smith-Jacobs
Ken Fleet
Peter Kendall
Bill keet
ick Berry
Keith Carter
teve Cooper
Tony Doherty
Ian Foul ke
Dennis Hew itt
Andrew Hine
Paul Thomson
Reg Wh itehead
Gordon Wi lkinson
R. C. Thomas
Malco lm Hayhoe
Andy Oxley
B. F. Ambrose
Stella Thomson (Webb)
R. A. Downe
Scon Mitchell
Mark Roberts
Kirsty Thomson
Amanda Voss-Rorke
eilWhite
Geord ie Wightman
teve Yo un g
S. D. Lloyd
J. Roach
tuart Read
Andy Campbell
George Humphreys
Paul Gregory

R II Q
1988-99
RllQ
1985-99
RHQ
1942-45
RIJQ
1954-57
Preston & Blackburn 1984-date
Doncaster
1955-58
Catterick
1977-date
West London
1947-68
RllQ
tbc- 1991
Ire land
1989-date
1961 -date
Ireland
N Ire land
1977-date
RHQ
1995-97
Middx Yeomanry
1951-55
Birmingham
1947-49
Rll Q
1938-54
RH Q
1943-47
RI-IQ
1957-60
Derby
1992-date
East London
1986-94
1945-47
Cornwa ll
Cornwa ll
1939-46
Beverley Ex-Boys 1952-60
RHQ
1992-99
RH Q
1975-99
RHQ
1977-99
RI-IQ
1977-99
RHQ
1980-99
RHQ
1990-99
1993-99
RHQ
RHQ
1992-99
RH Q
1977-99
RHQ
1992-99
Harrogate
197 1-94
RHQ
1976-8 1
Hull
1993 -date
Southampton
1959-6 1
Cornwal l
1942-45
Leed
1973-75
RH Q
1992-99
RH Q
1991-99
RHQ
1996-99
RH Q
1992-98
RH Q
1975-99
RH Q
1977-99
RHQ
1975-99
1955-57
outhport
Southport
1955-57
RHQ
1975-99
197 1-85
Doncaster
Norfolk
1940-47
Donca ter
1973-79

In January we held our AGM. Unfortunately our Hon. Secretal). Jayne
Burn, has had to step d?wn due to work commitment.~ in her ne , job.
Thank you !ayne for doing and excellent job during your term of office.
~ r Ray Rigg kmdly volunteered to take on the Secretary s job for the
lllne. bemg'.h o~e~lly we can persuade him to do IL pcnnam:ntly. Both the
Cha irman, Ch ick C heetham , and Treasurer, George Fairfu ll were reelected for a further term of office.
.As pa!1 of our Social Programme, wt: have enjoyed two very good
sk ittle. nights (one versus the Bristol Branch of the Police Officers'
As ociat1on) these events were organised by Jayne Burn and Ken Da' ic\
and were a great success.
As mentioned ~bove, ~ur nc\\ lion. Sec. is Mr Ray Rigg who can be
contacted at 65 Km gs Dnye, Bishopston, Bristol BS7 8JQ, telephone O117
9~~ 19~5. Ray sa:ts that 1f any member of the Association 1s planning to
v1s1t Bristol. or fa1lmg that should any Branch of the Assoc iation like to
arrange a day ~n Brist?l, to let him know, and he would be happy to meet
them and provide a guided tour of the highlights of the city.

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
_The Ann ual General M e~t in g .was held at our monthly meeting m
March, when a good propor.tton of i:iember gathered at the Victory Club,
Chelten ham. Our long servmg President, Col F reddie Worth OBE, was
~resent and was dul y. re-elected. for the 2 1st time. A truly remarkable
achievement, cons1denng that he 1s aged 93 and lives some ten miles from
o~r m~et i ng place. Maj Arthur Cropp was re-elected as Chairman and
hi s wife, Ma rjorie, was re-elected as Treasurer & ecretary The
remainder of the Committee was re-elected en bloc.
·
We were info rmed that our long serv ing Standard Bearer (up to 1996)
L.en Flanagan, was not very well and j ust a fe w day later we were told of
h1.s death at the. age of 84 years. He will be sadly missed by hi many
friends (see obituary). A large number of our members attended hi s
fu neral, wbere our standa.rd. was carried by Ala n Winga te. The tandard
of the Burma tar As oc1atzon and the Royal Military Police As ociation
together with members of their Associations were also present.

DARLINGTON BRANCH
Hello there, Branche everywhere. As fa r as this humble writer can
ascen~i n , this is. the first time that Darlington Branch has submitted
anythmg for publication m our Corps magazine, so once again. · Hello."
I write to report a social event that we held on Sunday 2 March . A
orthern ' get-together' if you like, of local Branches. Seven Branche in
all were im ited spanning the area from ewcastle to York. we being in the
m1 dd l~ . The idea was recei ed very enthu iastically and we welcomed,
mcludmg our own members, a total of over I 00 a sociation member
wives and partners to ~ sumpt~ous lu nch and an afternoon of socialising:
down memory lane chit-chat, hqu1d refreshment also a grand raffie and a
game or two of ' Housey'.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
A dinner to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the formation of the
A l de~ h ot Branch presented a glittering occasion. Pikemen at the door,
re111111 1 cent of past glorie , were prov ided by 2 16 Para Sie:nal quadron
and ~erson.nel !Tom 2 15 ignal quadron looked after our parking and
ecurny. Five members of the Corps Band, under the direction of Sgt
Hancoc k presented a wonderful progra mme of mu ic throughout the
even mg.
We were happy to welcome as our guests the Ma ter of Signal , Maj
Gen Ian Spracklin g OB E and nnie, particularly so a the Ma ter had to
make an earl y start the fo llowin g morning for the AGM in London. We
were also delighted to have wi th us Ba r bara Torrie, daughter of Gen
Fladgatc, who along with ' Dodger' G reen founded the Branch in 1949,
a ~d ' Dod ~er 's daughter Jocelyn Boniface and her husband. ' Dodger ' wa
Vice Pre ~dent until hi death in 1996. The Band 's rendering of ' Sweet
Lass of Richmond Hill ' was a tribu te to the pre ence of the President of
the . ldershot Branch of the WRA Assoc iation, Lt Col Sue Westlake,
Adj Gen Corp and three other members. The Toastmaster, 1r Lionel
Pope, was a past member of our orps.
Our able Chairman , Brig oel M os , C ol Paddy erdon OBE, Carole
Th~ma.s and other Membe1 of the Committee did u proud, and Joe
Fairbnirn, Garri on ergean t Major and the, tafT of hi Me pre ented a
won.d.erfu l occas ion for u , long to be remembered and worthy of the great
trad1t1on of the ' Home of the British Army'.
• In March our Pre ident, Maj Gen Henry Hild IBE and a contingent
lrom the Branch met in A ldershot to cheer the Corp on to victory in the
Anny Rugby fina l. We ll done chaps. What would you ha e done wi.th out
us!

BRISTOL BRANCH
G~cet ings. Ye the Bri stol Branch is still alive and kick ing, with
meetmgs held every month at the TA Cent re Horfield, Bristol, and with an
C:\trn social event th rown in fo r good measure.
. In December last, we had an exce llent Chri tma. Di nner ' ' hich was
kind ly attended by the Association hairman, Maj Gen (Retd) Alan
Yeoman and his go d lady as our principa l guest . I am a ured by all " ho
attended that they had a very enj oyable evening.
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(L-R) round th e table
Terry Cushen, CO 34 (N) S ig Regt (V), Da i Re es, Mrs Bi rtwi stle,
Mrs Cush e n , Maj Gen A. Birtwistl e
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ur chainnan. Terry u hen. greeted our official gue ' ts. Lt ol D. A.
Ha.-grcines R. IG
L . 0 34 (1 ) ignal Regiment ( ) and taj J. A.
Lambton R. ' IG. L , 0
ignal quadron (V). lthough the
anended in c11nbat g ar, ha\ ing been on Exercise, I am reliably informed
that the) enj : ~d th m ehe - th t"?ugl~l,. T!1e lunch must ha'c been bcner
than · ompo · and I don ·1 mean hm1 lrom ~a t of the . um!ncr \~me. Wt;
also wcl omcd Bill Barnes and \!embers trom anenck, mclud111g 1.aJ
en rchie Birtwistle and lrs Birtwistle. Ch ri sic Meikle and Members
from ·e\\ca tie. :'\largaret Dadson and 1embcrs from Mi.ddles~ro1;1gh,
Norman II) land and Members from penn moor along" 1th their wives
and partners. It wru; al o good to cc George Holden, a Branch Member.
who h been seriously ill for a number of years. a companied by 1r
Holden. enjoying themsclve · and meeting new friend .

-o ( ')

EAST KENT BRANCH
' unduy 14 February thirty members with ome guest ' and junior
a scmblcd at the A ·hford Bo" I for our nnual Branch Ten Pin Bowling
Competition. Thi was a new venue-rather more up market than the
Whitstable Bo" I. It wa de cribcd by one lady member a ·sexy' since the
overall lighting' as dim but each lane wa bordered by running red lights
and the balls were iridescent in the Ultra Violet light. Whether that
improved the skills is not certain but the fact remains that the O:itcn and
Andrews families dominated the results. The overall winner was Fred
Oaten's daughter, Jane and the runner up was Roy Andrews' grandson,
Bar..-y who c young cousin had to be content with the wooden spoon. Roy
had very generou ly added an additional hield for the Runner p to the
Branch Troph and also the spoon. Aflerwards, everyone repaired to the
re taurant area for a meal and refre ·hments. A successfu l day.
aturday 13 March sixty members met al Bluebird in Do er, (slightly
drier than a Donald aw it, ee cartoon) and it was nice to see so many
whom we had n t cen for ome white, for in tance Ted & Joan Carn and
Bert & Ann Stone to swell the number of regular . We came to Ii ten to a
fa cinating talk by the retired oxsv ain of the Do er Lifeboat, Mr Tony
Hawkins MBE who had been in the service fr m the age of 17 and had
completed 34 years. As can be imagined, he was able to draw upon a
plethora of experience, related with mode ty, although we knew that he
had risked his life on numerou occasion to save the lives of others. It was
a reflection of the excellence of his talk and for all the members of hi boat
that the Raffie produced a record sum of£ I 00, a cheque for which wa
handed to To ny by Marion de Rose who had organi e the raftle.
Afien ards we pa1took of an excellent Lunch organised by Alan Barker
' ho himself was a crew member under Tony Hawkins. Members
di persed having collected or congratulated other on their raffie prizes.

Some of our guests

Some of our guests
(L- R); Geo rge Holden, Mrs Wi lli amson ,
SSgt Tommy Williamson, Maj J. A. Lambton
After a day that pa sed far too quickly, well just over half a day, the last
of our gue ts left in the late afternoon and the first re.ports are that this
gathering together was enjoyed by one and all. Our best wishes and
heartfelt thank to all our gue t for attending and supporting this Sunday
gathering and helping to make it the ucce s it turned out to be. This
humble SC (ex) ertainly enjoyed it. The idea of trying this ·get-together·
arose from u attending a imilar event at Middlesbrough in September
last year. Both that and this gathering proved to be very success ful and
hopefully they will be forerunner of similar events in the future. Bye.

DERBY BRANCH
The marriage of gt now of 46 (City of Derby) Signal Squadron (V)
and Cpl Eley of 7 (City of ottingham) Signal Squadron (V) took place
on 31 October 1998 at Newstead Abbey ottinghamshire.

All Branche Area four, don't forget our funday on Sunday 11 July
1999. If you don't want to take part in the games come along and support.
To enable us to gauge number for catering please contact Hon Sec ASAP
on 01227 470340.
NEW MEMBERS
We are delighted to welcome Mr Bert and Mrs June Buchanan of
Ramsgate who have recently moved there from Reigate. Bert erved as a
ational Serviceman from 1942-1947 in 15th cotti h Di , 10th Indian
Di Signal in Egypt and 234 Bde ignal in Leros before going to the
Army & RAF Legat Dept in London. By coincidence they had been
neighbours of Marion and Vincent de Rose severa l year ago. We also
extended a wann welcome to Roger ton e al the Ten Pin Bowling event,
be live in Canterbury, served as a regular from February 54-Augu t 78
starting a an apprentice at Harrogate and then with 7 Armd, 5 Div, I Di'
Sig Regts and 21 O Sig qn in Kenya and the Engineer Brigade before
ending his service with the TA Sqn, 265 (KSY) at Bexley Heath.

Jim than~cd the. members for their wcl~omc and good wishes. He said that
1t had been a pleasure to have worked m harmony with the Branch and he
was very plca~cd to be able to JOm the Branch . Knowing all the pers
I
in the Regimental Hq, he would help in any way he could to kee o~nn~
foster the goodwill cxi tmg between the Branch and the Regiment p
The Chairman asked. that all members who had expressed their
1
ancnd. the R A Reunio.n at Blandford this year, should confir~si~~ei~
intention by handing the1t names a~d monies to the Secretary, Ivana, who
1s already m the process of. arrangi.ng transport costs. It is a tong journey
but those who have ~een m previous year , consider it well worth the
effort. T~n names are listed and. ther~ could be more if the accommodation
1~a available, as there 1. a wa1tm~ hst should a vacancy become available.
1 he . ?cial Convenor, Jim ~cM illan , said he was open to suggestions for
acll' 1t1es the members may hke to take part in but whatever is uggested ·t
mu t be supported. He had looked into the cost of a coach trip to Inverne;s
but required the support of at least 36 members Lo make it worthwhile.

HUDDERSFIELD BRA CH
The Signals personnel who attended our Christmas dmner. are:

d·

GUERNSEY BRANCH
It \\a 111 the Au~11 . I 1.998 edition of 'The Wire' that news of our Branch
last. appeared and 11 1 tune .therefo~c to update reader on our activities.
Bctore domg so the followmg add1t1 ns to the Committee are repont:dMcmbe!· - Alvaro Sa~azar and Alf Laine, welcome and thank you for
your cflorts and cnthu iasm
B~anch ~1embers who attended the Guernsey Bowls Stadium on the
evenmg ol Fnday 4 September enjoyed a wonderful evening and were
educated 111 th.e art. of mdoor. bowling by ommittee Member Ivaro
al~zar and his wife ~ctty with helpers. A .<?hip hop Style supper was
sen.ed during the eve.n u~ & and full bar fac1lit1e were available. A round
robm, knockout compellllo~ was .held with small prizes for the winners
and a booby p~1ze for.the abject failure ! o popular wa the occasion that
all conce.rned immediately requested that the function be repeated in the
not too distant future.
On. unday 18 October we held a very succe sful Pub Lunch al La
Favonta Hotel. The lunch wa well supported and the meal and venue
were ideal. Once agam we had reason to thank our Social Secretary ( and
Trca urer) Dav~ Bichard and wife Kathy for a very pleasant and well
orga111sed function which was appreciated by all tho e who attended
It was at a Branch meeting on 11 Au~ust that a proposal was made that
the Commillee, accompamed b)! their wives or lady friends (but not both)
hould dme together one evenmg. The proposal was well received and
su~erbly executed on the evening of Friday 27
ovember at the Havelet
Gnll. Whal little organisation was needed was carried out with his usual
aplomb, by Dave Bichard. When I add that he was the propo er of the
e~ent you' ill know :-vhat a glunon (for punishment- not food) he is. The
ign are that this is likely to become an annual event. Hurrah!
T.he Branc~ again chose the St Margaret's Lodge Hotel for their annual
Chn tma Dmner which wa held on Wednesday 9 December t 998.
Ano~her excell~nt meal was enjoyed by members and their gue t , the
·mice and festive decor lefi nothing to be desired and in his after dinner
speech. the Chairman, Mike Brock thanked Dave and Kathy Bichard for
all their hard work towards the uccess of the evening. Mike then called
forward Tom Remfrey (late Intelligence Corp ) and, after outlining
Tom's long and. loyal serv ice to the Guernsey Branch, which included
~ells as Co111m.1ttee Member, Secretary and Vice Chairn1an, presented
h11n with a specia l Association lapel badge and a certificate to mark the
well . de erved award of Associate Life Membership. The bemu ed
recipient had to wait for the app lause to die down before he was able to
thank the Chairman and the Royal ignals Association, for the honour
C?n~erred o~ him. Congratulations Tom . o ended yet another happy
Chn tmas Dmner and our final function of the year.
Fmally the Chairman, Committee and all Members of the Guern ey
Branch wish you all a very happy. healthy and hopefully peaceful final
year of his millennium .

Back Row (L-R): Mr A. Dunn, Mr J. Hirst, Mr D. Crawshaw,
Rev J. N. Dearden, Mr R. Mitchel, Mr L. Rosendale
and Mr D. Pollard .
Front Row (L-R): P. Ling, Mr D. Tippen, Mrs B. Mello r
and Mr G. Scott
The Dinner was attended by 27 people including wives and guests. and
everyone had a good day.

SHROPSHIRE BRANCH
Well it is twelve months more or !es to the day since we last ·penned'
our Branch n?tes. A lot has happened so I will highlight two events thal
deserve menuon.
A Gi~ to the ~orps Museum - One of our. lalwart members, Emyr
Edwa rds who hai.ls from Oswe try. He erved m the Corp during the la t
war and saw s7rv1ce m the Orkneys and the Middle East with ome time
spent m Palestm7. He w~s a Don R. Regrenably, whilst still in Palestine,
he uffered a enous accident whilst aboard his teed. He was ent home
after undergoing operatio~s. and finally settled in Civvy Street. In the latter
years Emyr acqm red a military pee_ motor cycle in very poor condition.
To cut ~ long story hort he completely renovated the machine and
restored it to A I condition. It carried the livery of Pale tine Command at
the lime he was tallo~ed there: Al o he obtained a tailors dummy' and
dressed that m the uniform which he wore during his service. Over the
years he ~isplayed the motor cycle and Dummy· at the majority of
M1htary, Vmtage hows and Rallies.
The injuries that Emyr su tained all tho e years ago have taken their
toll on hi~ health. o longer fP.eling the reason to · rally'. he decided to
donate his gallant teed to the Royal Corp of Siana! Museum at
Blandford: So on a wet and windy t3 Septemb~r la t year. he,
accompa111ed by our Branch ecretary Brian Podmore. complete with
towmg trailer, set ~If for the pasture of Blandford. A formal presentation
wa made and ;\1aJ Gen C. 1 • Last CB, OBE. Chairman of the Museum
Trustee accepted the motor cycle and ' dummy' on behalf of the Mu eum.

EWS OF MEMBERS
Robin Hood sends his best wishes to all members and it i good to
know that both he and Irene are recuperating from their recent health
problems. Likewise Donald and Kit Robathan send their best wishes,
they have had some traumatic health problems over the cw Year but are
thankfully now on the mend. Roy and Pat Andrews' holiday in Tenenfe
did not turn out as planned, when Roy got a severe attack of bronchitis and
spent five days in the local hospital, but they were on good form at the te.n
pin bowling. Our hairman Donald Crisp h s recently completed. his
SSAFA course and is now a fully fledged caseworker and was pitched 111 at
the deep end wi th a most complicated case.

GLASGOW BRANCH

(L-R): Cpl Dave Parnell, Mr Phillip Clarke,
Cpl Lianne Snow (Nee Eley). Sgt Darran Snow, Mr Paul Smith,
Sgt Pete Beedle

At the Branch meeting on 16 February 1999, ex-WOl (RSM) Jini
MacLachlan, who has just retired from active service as a regular, after
24 years with the Royal Signa ls, the last two as RSM of 32 Sig Regt. at11
Jardine Street Glasgow, was offic ially welcomed into the Branch as.a ne
member. Bill Taylor, the Branch President presented Jim wnh an
inscribed hip-flask and a bottle of whisky, with a personali ed label
specially printed with his name on it. This was from the Branch Mem~er.>
to Jim for hi support of the Branch wh it t he was the RSM of 32 Sigs.
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Tom RerJ'!frey reads the letter granting him Associate Life
Membership while Chairman Mike Brock waits to present the
framed Certificate and the Lapel Badge
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The formal handover
(L-R): Emyr Edwards, Roger Pickard - Curator, Maj Gen Last
and Brian Podmore
'
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TORBAY BRANCH

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

Mr Benny Goodman represented this Branch at the dedication
memorial parn<le held at Torcro s, outh Devon on unday 25 April 1999.
Mr Benny Goodman, the Branch tandurd Bearer, was a ational
en ice oldier \\ho completed his er ice as a Di patch Rider in the
Middle Ea t, following his training at auerick and Ripon.

Unfortunately I have to start once again on a sad note. I regret to say
1hal our long standmg Member and Branch stalwart Gerry McCullough
has pa sed awa~. Gerry was for many year a very active Member and
was for some lime Branch Representative, attending R A meetings in
London regularly. It was while at~en.ding one of these that Gerry had a fall
in l11s Hotel. This, added to his ex1s11ng health problems and later the death
of his wife, ca used him ev~~tuall:I'. to become house bound. During this
period Branch Members v1S1ted h11n regu larly, lt was fitting that at his
funeral the Royal Signals nag draped the coflin while the Branch tandard
hung in the Church. A good representation of Branch Members lt:d by
Chairman. John Loveday attended the funeral.
'.he Branch AGM was held in February. The main changes in Branch
on1cers were - Chairman John Loveday, Vice-Chair John Brown
Treasurer Jack D.o naldson and .Blandford Reunion Member Edga;
Mc alt Once. again l~n & Debbie Wolfe accepted re-election as Joint
Secretaries as indeed did most of the other Branch Officers, the list being
too long to publi . h all of them in thi · article. We arc grateful to all who
take Office as without them the Branch could not work efliciently. We
would like also to record our thanks to Tom Maguire who erved us so
well as Chai rman for several years and we are glad that the benefit of his
ex p~ri encc will sti ll be available; on the Branch ommittee
On Friday 2 April we held our Formal Dinner Dance in Clonaver TAVR
Centre with an ~ttendance of.eighty, probably the best allended yel. We were
Sllltably entertained dunng dinner by the Ravcnhill Temperance Flute Band.
Their choice of music and standard of playing showed why they have been
pnze winners for many year . A Iler opening remarks by Chairman John
Lo' eday, Lt Col G. J. T. Rafferty, Commander Royal ignals I & CO IS
ig Regl. and Lt Col A. P. R. Roberts, CO 40 Sig Regt (V) each poke.
Branch Pre ident, Maj Bill Dougla clo ed the proceedings and al o made a
presentation on behalf of the Branch to gt Andy Leishman. who will be
lea\ ing the Regiment soon, for hi valuable a si lance in helping to organise
these fu nctions for several years. The 'Formal ' was a great succes and our
thanks once again go to Ian & Debbie Wolfe, ndy Leishm an J im Hagan
and all those willing helper before, during and after the event.
For the first time for everal year Branch ccretary Tan Wolfe was
unable to attend the RSA/ AGM in London but hairman John Loveday
ably stood in for him on this occasion. It is understood that our nomination
of Lt Col (Rtd) Terry Lightfoot as orthern Ireland Representative to the
Central Committee wa accepted.
Once again my usual reminder to those erving and ex-Signallers
(Regular & TAVR) come and join us in Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast
any the third Wednesday of each Month.

REUNIONS
The motor cycle and 'Don X'
with full insignia and Palestine Com mand emblems
as it stands on display in t he Museum
Our Annual Ladies Dinner tight took place on Friday 19 February
1999 at the Abbey Mead Hotel, Shrewsbury. Our Pre ident, Lt Col John
Hudson and 1rs Barbara Hudson were our Gue ls of Honour. 27
members were presem and the accompanying photograph depicts a few of
the membership and their ladies enjoying themselves.

On the night of27/28 April 1944, six week prior to 'D'. £?ay, Operation
Tiger took place on Slapton Sands, from where 3,000 civilian residents
had been evacuated to facil itate training for the American Forces and
5ecrecy in preparation for the Normandy Landings.
Seven German ' E' Boats from Cherbourg penetrated the Royal Navy
defence, and attacked the embarki ng American taking part in the
Exercise. This major action wa deliberately concealed. There was a cover
up. My tery shrouded the final resting place of the 700 Americans who
perished off the Devon coa t, and a further 300 men who were wounded.
Thi represented a great lo of life. More than that ustamed by the
invasion forces during the assault on Utah Beach on ' D' Day.
Half way along the two mile stretch from Torcross ~o trcte Gate, ther.e
now stand a memorial in memory of the 700 Americans who lost their
lives. More recently a herman tank was recovered from the water by a
local hotelier, restored and is now on display at Torcross.

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY ASSOCIATION
Due to circumstances beyond our control, our Dinner Date
has had to be changed to

8 OCTOBER 1999
The Lafone Day Parade at St Paul ' Cathedral remains

10 OCTOB ER 1999

3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB
Those who read the Dai~v Telegraph will have cen that we held our
47th AGM and Reunion Luncheon on alurday 27 March 1999 at the
Victory Services Club in London. Our Guest of Honour' as the , ignal
Ofliccr in Chief. Brig ,J. H. Griffin AD . who was accompanied by his
wife, Marion. Our Pre idcnt, Brig Ronnie tonham pre ided and among
our other guests were Lt Col Neil Couch, 0 of 3rd (UK) HQ and ig
Rcgt, Cajlt Dave tachini, the Club Lia ion Ollicer, with his wife Marie
and the new R M, WOI Gary toker, with his wife Joni. We aLo had
with us Cpl. McLean Royal Logi tic orps, winner of la t year" Ernie
Bayley Award, who' as accompanied by Mr 1cLcan.
Aller the Loyal Toasts the Pre ident welcomed our guest .
congratulated Kathleen Percival on her award of Associate Life
~embership of the R A, introduced Jll McLean to the gathering and
invited Brig Griffin to tell us how the Corp was doing. The Oin in an
llllerc ting address brought us up to dale with development in ma nn ing,
technical ad ances, the opportunities offered to the orps by the growth of
IT.and how the youn g men and women of the Corps ' ere taking it in their
s lr~d ~ and till managing 1 enj oy interludes of port and adventurou
lrammg. We can sti ll be proud of the people who wear the .lunmy. Iler
thanking Brio Griffin Brig Ronnie then invited the CO, Lt ol cil
Couch. to make the ' hareholders report' on the Regiment.

(L-R): Gill Hine, Malcolm Hine, Sheila Resoun ,
Phil Johnson (Treas ) Colin MacMi llan, Thea Johnson,
SSgt Brian Resoun and Janet MacM illan
Well that' all for now goodbye from the beautifu l county of hropshire
(and orthwest taffordshire)

PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION BY DIRECT DEBIT
If you would prefer to pay your WIRE subscription by Direct Debit please telephone RHO Accounts
for the necessary form on Blandford Military 2087 or 01258 482087
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Col e~I started by r~marking that it was becoming SOP for the COs of
3 (UK) Div HQ and Signal Regiment to do their hando\ers takco\crs in
the 1!11ddle of an Operational Tour, it made for inter.: ting account mg. The
Reg1111ent had acq.ui.tted, and was acquit!lng, itself well m all the ta. k
presented to It, be 1t m the Balkans the Falklands or wherever, the soldiers
JUSt got on with the job and produced the results asked for. No one could
ask for more. But it was not all work and no play. They still managed to
play the odd game o!' ~occer, Hockey and Rugby and in fact were pretty
good at all those act1v1t1es. He wa very proud of the Regiment and was
sure. that we would be too when we took up his invitation to visit the
Reg~mcnt m Bui ford for the Regimental Weekend tn June of this year. The
president tb.anked Col eil and proposed the toast to the Regiment.
The Ch~1rman , Maj Derek Roberts, then said a few words mainly to
say that this ~as one of the fe,, occasions nowadays that he got the chance
to do anything, not that he was complaining. He introduced our 'fir~t
footers' Mr orman Hands and Mr Alex Mair after which he propo cd
the toast ~o The Ladies. The ecretary, prior to proposing the toast to
Ab ent Friends, mentioned the names of a few stalwarts, who for \ arious
very good reasons were not present. among them Joy tonham and Pam
Roberts, Col Peter Hoskins, Bill Barnard and Bob Piper. Bob. you will
recall, ha given some good examples of treen-work for our raffie, rather
facetiously I asked if this year's item was to be an armchair. Well that is
just what he produced, admittedly not a full sized chair but the kind that
you sit a doll or teddy bear on. We thought it too good for our little raffie
so we are taking it to Bulford in June where we hope it will make lots of
money for the Regiment and us. Bob makes a lot of these items which he
and his wife donate to various local charities. The rame, even though we
had a much reduced attendance, made the handsome sum of£ I00-00, our
thanks to the donators of prizes and the ticket sellers.
John Templeton then invited Maj Ken martt and Mr Ernest
Packham to fall in front and centre and a ked the President to pre cnt both
with the SO Year Badges recently awarded to them by the Central
Committee of the RSA. Ken is a founder member of the Club and has
served on the Committee, continuou ly. for over 40 year as Treasurer,
Chairman and now as Vice President. Ernest, despite various health
problems, ha been on the Committee for some years and is at pre enl our
mo l bard working Treasurer. Our hearty congratulations to both.

'F' BOYS COMPANY ROYAL SIGNALS
1920-41 REUNION
The eighth reunion of 'F' Company member will be held at the Union
Jack Club, andell Street, London, situated just behind Waterloo tation
on 29 eptember 1999.
Facilities: Private Room with bar from I LOOhrs until ISOOhrs. A curry
lunch will be provided or an alternative meal if we are advi ed well in
advance. The cost thi year remain at £12.
Invitation will be ent out in June who are currently on our Ii t, but all
who served in · F' Company 1920-1941, are eligible to attend. Contact
Hon ecretary, Vic Dugdale. 12 Deep Well Drive. Camberley, urrey,
GU IS 2HF. Telephone: 01276 29176.

LOSTCOMMS

60s 16ers
THE 1960s 16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

REUNION CLUB
Including HQ B OR ignal Troop. For detail contact
Chris Bartlett
45 Whitehou e Road, Leigh on ea
E EX S9 5SR
Tel: 0 I 702 524620
(I) E-mail: chrjs60sl6er@teco.net
(2) E-mail: ch ri 60s 16 @hotmail.com
160 con tacts to date, Annual Reunion .

ERROR
Printed in April ' LO T OMM column was a reference to lrs
Helga Sander on . Unfortunately the contuct telephone number for
1'1rs White \\'a printed incorrectly. It hould read 01 1 9 783773.

If responding to any advertisements in The Wire please mention that you saw it in your Corps magazine
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Mr Roaer Po' ner i trying to contact a former or po ibly ·till crving
memtx:r ofthe Force,, pl Freemantle, on behalf of his brother who will
elcbrate his 40th binhda on I June 1999. Cpl F reem antle R.
IG. 'AL had n wife ailed \\inifred 'Fred'. Hi lat kno" n po ting "as
ypru · BFPO 57. and that wa about three or four ears ago. He ha also
en ed at Treninwick, ewqu, ), Cornwall and wa attached to the RAF at
\\ yron Huntingdon. If anybod) ha any news o them please contact fr
Po' ner on (004..\) 115 975 2205.
~I r '.\laire Joyce is trying tC'I find any photograph wh~ch in.clud~ her
late hu<band. Brian Leslie Gilbert Joyce t23162326) during his auonal
en 1 e "ith 7 Trai ning Ree:iment, auerick Camp from 19SS to 1957. If
an1onc can help. could they pica e contact Mrs Joyce in Abingdon on
01235-863365.
Win ton \ ', \fa nni ng would very much like to contact an ol? fr!en? .
ordon Robson that he ened with in Junior Leaders Regnnent 111
Dcnbun 'e'' to~ Abbot. DeYon - I 9S6159 and met up "ith again in
O:nabru~k. Germany, in the early 60 . Gordon ame from ewca tleupon-Tyne. If anyone know Gord. it would~ appre iated if they could
pa on \ inston · addre s. Win t_o n feel that 1t would b~ fantastic to ee
Gord at the Reunion Weekend or indeed any of h1 old fnend from tho e
day in Deyon and Gem1any. Plea e contact \ inston at 129 Oakburn
Road, Kanata Ontario, A 1ADA K2L I ES.
Douglas Smith, 43 Operating Section, l I Briti h Corp igna.ls from
81 '3 Frant Road. Tunbridge Well about June 1942 to approximately
1ar h 1945 Iserlohn, Germany, would appreciate hearing new of former
colleague . He can be contacted at 34 Park Avenue onh (Abmgton)
onhampton ·3 2JE.
.
eeking ex C 1 Donald Ga lbrnith (2324250). Donald sen·ed with
the OE rn Malaya prior to the Japane e inva ion and wa dropped into
Poland on Op Fre ton in 1944. The Attach~ in Poland and the OE
Ad\'i or in the Forei1m and ommonwealth Ofl1ce would hke to hear from
an ·one with information on Donald ' current whereabout . Call Duncan
Stuart on0171-23 4473.

CAN ANYBODY HELP?
Pat Rvan would like to know the whereabouts of Gerr. (G.G.)
Barne5 and Keith Geoffre Hackett. Keith ' a a witnes at
Gerry's marriage to Helene Pissides at El Ball~h, Egypt .on 6
January 195 l. Pat was with the Egypt Command 1gnals Regiment
1949-S2 and would be delighted to hear from anyone who served
there. e pecially rugby player !

Mr Peter har man i eeking the whereabouts of Edward harman,
who en ·ed at Denbury in I9S l/52. Anyone with information is asked
to contact Peter on ewton Abbot (01626) 360856.

249 Signal Squadron
(FARELF)

From: Ronald J\1. . Hir t
Mathi ldcn ·tras c 4
D -6Sl89 WEI BADE
Tel: (061l)561856
u Ol 149-611-S6 18 56
Dear Editor.
ignalman R. Marks. 22031264, Royal Coqis of . ignals died in
Berlin Airlifl-rclated operatmns 3 June 1949. He lies buried 111 the Po t·
War-Plot, Ohlsdorfer Fricdhof. HAMBURG, Germany. Hi gravestone
reflects an age of 19 yea1 . I wish to lu1ow more abou t ignalm an Marks.
An American AirliH veteran. I am doing biographi cal profiles on the 32
Americans who died in Airlift-related operations. I am also concerned to
identify the 77 names which appear on the Airlift memorials at both Berlin
and Frankfurt (Rhein-Main Air Ba e). Mi sion accomplished on 76 name .
Marks is the 17th and no one cems to know who thi man was! or, how
hi name came to appear on the memorial ! I'm working on that one loo.
Either way, I '\'e written to the Royal ignals Association who couldn't
help and now l "rite to you in the hope that one or more of your readers
may be able to help.
I thank you kind I ........
(Editor I~~ lun•e comacted the Army Record Cenrre and forwarded a
copy ofyo11r feller to them. Tf they have any reco1·d of Sig Marks they will
forward a copy of your /e11er to his next of kin, that and publishing_ your
/e11er is the best we can do. We have also checked with the Royal S1g11a/s
Mu ewn.)
From: 1r J . J . al'ruthers
3 Beech Avenue
Upton
WIRRAL
L494 J
Tel: 015160S1378
Sir,

Whilst erving with the Corps in 1952 in the Hong Kong and Kowloon
Garri on, I was a member of the Internal ecurity Troop stationed in
Whitfield Barracks, athan Road, Ko' loon. During the middle of that
year there wa a Physical and Battle Trai ning c;ompetit ion being held
involving all unit who were in the colony at that time.
The Roya l ignals Regiment, stationed in Victoria Barracks, Victoria
Hong Kong Island, had a Preliminary competiti?n, w i~h the intention_ to
select the most suitable team to repre ent the Regiment 111 the Compellllon
proper. The outcome of thi wa that our Troop Team wa . ekcted to be
the repre entative for the Corps. After some very tough lram1 ng ess1ons
in all aspects that were being te led the event took place at the ek Kong
area of the cw Territorie . A fe, of the units invo lved were KSLI
Middle ex. KOYLI, Gurkhas, RA and many more.
The competition was ery well organised and in olved a good amount
of team work. Our Troop had one of the best phy ical training
qualification and then went on to win the overall battle course event. Thi
was achieved main ly by our Tp Sgt, Sgt McMahon who was an
experienced army running competitor. He was fir t to the wa ll ca ling area
and a si ted all other team member to climb the ob tacle.
The T1oop was presented with a Shield for the competition and l am
enclo ing a copy of the photograph taken of the team. I have never _met
any of the team members since my service days nor have I any idea
' hether this event was carried on in fut ure year . The photograph shows
the Troop OC, Capt V alker behind the hield, on his left is Sgt
McMahon and I am second from the lefi, front row.

is trying to contact all ranks who erved in the 60s and is already in
touch '' ith 45. please ring Graham Jolly on: 0 1233 637792.

CORRESPONDENCE
From:

ilvano Casaldi
1useum of Allied Landing
Sangallo astle
Via Gramsci, S
00048 NETT 0 (Rome)
Italy
Dear Sir,
Being the curator of The Allied Landing Museum I intend to collect
photo> of veterans of the AnLio- elluno Beachead, for future publication.
The e photo need to be in two's. One needs to have been taken during the
ubject's period in the Arn1y- preferrably as nearto 1944 (the ti me of the
landing) as possible and the other photo to have been taken in the present.
From this I " ill be able to produce a 'Then and ow' record book. The
photos" ill be accompanied by a potted history of the subj ect.
Joe Bloggs ......... .................. ...... ........ ...
'I 111111IllIIIII IIIllIIIIIIII11111//I////fl111/Ilfl
"' "
lllll/lll//lll/lll/lllllflll/l///l/fl/11
Ill/Ill 'I 'iJif./lflVfLWl(!l(.Cil ffH.fillll////lllllll
/Ill/I/ /t •'Tf r}/} !'fllT///111(///lf(///}///l///fl////
///Ill! •
'I
.'l/l/l/l/l/fl//lll//lllllll/ll
I/ I ll////l/l//l/fllf//lllllll//ll/lllll/llllll/llll/.

EJ

Of cour.c. c\ eryonc that sends me original photos wi ll have them
returned and also receive a copy of the publication free of charge.
\\ 1th " armc I regards .....

From: Steve Bl'esloff MSM (Ex- Breslofsky)
Dear Editor,
Brig G. Ja ckson was correct. I moved back from Harrogate, as the GD
Boy Scrgeanr, to start the new Royal Signals Boys in 'Hu lse Block'
Richmond Barracks Catterick in late 1949. They then moved on to
Beverly so1!1et1mc 1 ~ 19SO(S I. The 0 was, I think, Maj 'Doc' Holliday,
who was killed wl11lst n dmg a motor-cycle sometime in l 9SO. The Boy
tafTSergeant wa Bob Morris (Where are you now?).
o many .wonderfu l people over the year . It i aid that old men are all
made ofthe1r memories.
Yours incerely .. .....
From: Col D. T. W. Gibson MBE
Hamstead Drive
Yarmouth
I LE OF WIGHT P04 I OYE
Tel: 01983 760041
Dear Ed itor,
Reference. the _April ed!tion of The WIRE, c~rrespond~nt 1aj Burns i ,
of.course, qune n ght. 2 Wireless Regimcnt - 9 Signal Regiment was 'raised'
ongmally a o.2 W1rele s Company in the Middle East and moved to
Sarafand in 1930, as expla!ned in <?eneral alder 's histo~·- As he ay , it
has one of the longest contmuous h1stones of any regular units of the Corps
and, for th~t matter, from before the Corps separated from the appers.
The wnter of the friend ly account of my visit, with my wife, to Cyprus
after 39 year , may have misused the word from my de cription of the
changeover party we arranged in I9S9, whil t I wa CO.
A large '2' and an equal!)' large '9' were made of wood, and put on the
end of l~ng. pole , fixed at ~1ght angles. A big bonfire wa bui lt on openground, ms1de the barbed wire peri meter refre hments were available and
the '2' tayed proud ly aloft by the bo~ftre. We fe lt sad al the pas ing of
history. Then to our delight and surpri se, from the darkne outside the
wire, Ju t before midnight, the pipes of that very fine Regiment, the Royal
UI ler R 1fl ~s, sang out and we cheered, opened a gap in the wire and
welcomed ll1 the RUR pan y. A midnight arrived the '2' was lowered into
the name and the '9' was raised to take it' place. It was an emotional
moment, and a great party wa had by all who had been able to be pared
from duty that night and their fa mil ies.
The Royal Ulster Regiment wa then based in Famagusta and, a our
ne_1!!;hbo.ur , we had close links .. We all enjoyed and appreciated their
JOmmg m. It wa a rough and ready occasion that fitted the circum tances
EOKA was till operati ng. The present CO of9 ignal Regiment (Radio)
and the 0 of33 ignal Unit ery ki ndly invited me and my 1 ife to the
merger ceremony of the two uni ts on I Apri l 1999. However, we were
un~b l e .to be there. II wa a great privilege lo command such an intere ting
Unit with such a long history. Although the environment in which the new
unit. operates is different fro m the one that I knew, the challenges are
s11n dar and JUSI as severe and important. I wi h all who erve in it the very
best of good fortune.
Yours inccrcly ...... .
From:

If this article is publi hed in a futu re edition of The Wire maybe some of
the other team member may be around at the 1999 Reunion Weekend. H
would be very nice to recall that event and th e other good times out 111
Hong Kong.
Yours Sincerely........... .
From: Mr J . W. H. J arm an
Meadow View
Upper Thornton
Milford Haven
PEMBROKES HIRE SA73 3UF
Tel: 01646 692673
Dear ir,
Having ju t read my April edition of The Wire, and fo l!owing the news
from the Signal Regiments, I read the account of the Chnstmas Party and
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enlertainm.:nt tha.t 14 ignal _Regiment gave to the childr.:n from Pontield
ch<?ol for Hand.1capped Children. ot an easy task at any time. Whilst
wa111ng at the W1thybush .Ilosp1lal to see the Specialist in Ophthalmology
on 8 March. l ~as s1tt111g nc_xt to a young lady with her severely
hand1capp.cd son 111 a wheelchair. ,On the side of the wheel chair was a
1gnals Sticker from 14 Sign.al R.eg1ment. I a ked her why it was there, and
she told me of the wonderful tune her son had received at the Cawder
Barrack.s and. that t~c ommandmg om:er and his men were always
supporting the child1en of the sch?ol, addmg that never before had they
bee~ shown uch sym_pathy and k1 ndn_ess. This is not all that 14 ignal
Rcgnnent does m this _area, uppon111g the community and charities
wh~never they can •. despite the many ATO Commitments. In this day of
ra.thng standards It 1.s good to know that the present members of the Royal
1gnal are o[ a high a quality as ever. We were always known as the
G~ntle,men ot th~ Army, (or do 1 say Gentle Persons). To all the members
ol 14 1gnal Regiment at Cawder Barracks, Brawdy since you moved here
three years ago you have established your elve as an asset to the County
of Pembrokeshire, keep up the good work.
Yours inccrely.... .....

ol A. Haw ksworth T D, DL
IOS Grangewood Road
Wa lla ton
OT fl GHAM GS 2 X
Dear Ed itor,
Thank you for publishing in the April edition of The WIRE my obituary
for W02 Dorothy ' Dot' Williamso n. I wa di appointed, however, that you
cho e to. edit my draft by changi ng 'Chainnan' to 'Chainvoman '. Dot had
strong views and her own ersion of equal opportun ity wa that he would
be called' hai rman', rcgard le s of her ex. Al one stroke of the ubiquitous
P pen, you depri ed her of thi s right. She would have been livid !
Yours Faithfully . .... .
From: Mr Bern ard Spencer
12 Norton Place
Morcambe
LA
SHIRE LA3 IPJ
Dear Editor,
.tv:'nny thanks for putt ing my war experience - Memories - in the April
ed1uon of The Wire. There was ju t one ma ll mistake. the name of the
village hould be· as ibile'.
THE WIR E, JUN E 1999

I enjoyed the poems you printed and thought you might like this. It is
my fir t attempt, a couple of months ago.
THE VETERA
They ask us why we do it,
Why we still parade,
ow that we are older
And just a little staid.
It's not for the sake of glory
Or the medals on our chest,
It's simply we are comrades
Who urvived through every te t.
The civilian women and uniformed too,
Made us proud of what they had to do.
Both at home and abroad, stead fa tly relying,
On those at the Front to keep the nag flying.
On the ixth of June, that fateful day,
A day no one hould forget.
Many laid down their lives. like Jesus,
To pay for man's inhuman debt.
And when God asks the question
'Who are you my man?'
I will proudly answer
'Lord - your ser ant and a loyal veteran'.

DONATIONS

~~~~~~i"

g erence.Studies Dining Cl ub, Bir mingham

: :~;

niversity ....... ......... £50.00

~e~~~~~~~~~;~~~~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : :: : : : : : ::::::::::::J1~:~~

Frank Shore in memory of Col C. G. Wardrop ............................. ... £2S.OO
WiJliam Thuillier in memory of hi father.............. ........... ............ £ 100.00
3 Div igs ~c union Clu b in memory of Maj Gen L de Thuil lier ..... £10.00
S. Cowley m memory of Maj Gen L de M Thu ill ier ......................... £ 10.00
Mrs B. Va ughan in memory of ilaj Gen L de M Thui llier ................ £5.00
Brig F. L. Clarkson in memory of Maj Gen L de M Tbuillier .........£20.00
Prudence eddon in memory of Maj Gen L de M Thu illier ............£ 10.00
Maj Gen R. J. i\loberly in memory of Maj Gen L. de M Thu ill ier ....£30.00
Frank Chadwick in memory of Ken Hart.. .. ....................................£25.00
D. R. tri nger, S. F. Burson & D. 0. Toner in memory of
Maj A. Stringer .. .. .... ...... ..... ............ ........................ .......................£45.00
Maj Bob Aitken in memory of Lt Col J. Bayfie ld .... ............... ........ £1 5.00
Maj Bo b Aitken in memory of Col D. J. Iillon .. ............................ £ 15.00
P & S Senior in memory of Mrs Margot Gw il lim ......... ................... £10.00
R & F Moore in memory of Mrs Margot Gw illim ........................... £25.00
Lt Col & Mr T. '. Skelly in memory of Mr Irene Hadfield ....... £ I00.00

LAST POST
Bailey - Cpl J. E. Ba iley
Barnie --Cap t E. \ '.Ba rn ie
Chitty - Iaj G. J . C hitty
Collins - Col M . F. Collins
Colquh oun - 1aj R. S. Colquhoun
Dunlop - '1aj (QM) H. R. H. Dunlop
Fla naga n - W02 L. Flanaoa n
Fitzgerald - W02 T. G. Fitzgera ld
Fletcher - W0 2 R. F. Fletc her
Gadda - Cpl D. Gadd a
Gray - LCpl L. Gray
Griffi ths - W02 K. V . Griffiths
Ha ll - D. . Hall
Heat hcote - F. . Heathcote
Hurley - Sig C. Hu r ley
Hutchinso n - l r C. H. Hutc hinson
Kclle,, ay- Sig J. . Kcllcway
Ma ddison - Har r Madiso n
1orrow - Sig W. C. Morrow
ew man - Dvr J. L. 'cwman
immo - Cpl D. 'immo
Pearson - Capt \ . J . Pear on
Petsc hi - Mr R. F. ,I. Petschi
Pettifer - i\laj F. C. Pettifcr
Pike - Ca pt C. H. Pike
Ponsonby - Brig W. M. Ponso nby
Raby - Cpl I. i\I. Raby
Ra" th orne - R. Ra" thorne
Robert - LCpl C. W. Roberts
haw - Ca pt T. J . haw

er\'ed
crved
erved
Sen•ed
erved
erved
en·ed
en·ed
en·ed
r ed
er cd
en•ed
ened
erved
en ·ed
erved
en ed
en ed
en ed
en ed
cn ed
er\'e<l
ern:d
en·ed
cne<l
cn ed
cn ed
en ed
ened
en ed

1937/46
1936/46
1952173
I9S9/77
1928/46
1932/72
1934169
1928/46
1939/45
195 /67
1940/46
19-0177
1939/46
l 943/46
1939/46
1940/46
196 1/ 4
1944147
1954155
194 . SO

192 - ··7
141 2,,
1947·57
19..\0 46

Died 0 10 19
Died 09/02199
Died 13/02199
Died 04/02/99
Died 0 I/03/99
Died 16/04199
Died 19/03/99
Died 19104199
Died 26/02/99
Died 19/03/99
Died 06/03/99
Died Aug ·9
Died 1..\/06 9
Died 07104'99
Died tar ·99
Died 07.'0 I 99
Died 03/04 99
Died 0 1>02199
Died 19/03/99
Died 0 /04 99
Died Feb ·99
Died I ' o_99
Died Dec ' 9
Died 14 02 99
Died Jul ·9
Died 16 0 99
Died 17 02 9,'
Died 05 04 99
Died - 0 04 99
Died 05 03 99
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ervcd 1940/46
kinn r - ig J. E. kinncr
crved l 945/ 6
tringer - \laj A. tringer
.rvcd 1939172
Tern.') - \laj F. . L. Terrey
en ed l 926/5
Thuillicr - \laj Gen L de ~1 Thuillier
erved 1950/79
Welton - Lt ol L. . Welton
William - ol . J.' illiams MBE TD crved
Ser.cd 1951/54
Wil on - pl D. D. Wilson
erved I 960162
Wright - ig Terry Wright

Died 16/03/99
Died 1ar ·99
Died I 0/03/99
Died 21/03/99
Died 14/09/97
Died 15104199
Died el9 7
Died 22103/99

Rab) - pl Ian Michael Rab .. It i "ith deep regret that the death oflan
Raby i announ ·ed. lan had many friend within the orps having
scr.ed in Germany. Denmark. The Gulf, Fonner Republic of
Yugo la' ia and K. Ian ''ill be great! mi scd by all. e·pe ially within
QQ ( R) ig qn "here he wa en ing a a Pennanenl taff In tructor
for Royal ~ignals Volunteers at U1e tim of his death.

I

Fl11naoan - W02 Leonard Flanagan died on 19 1arch 1999 at the age
of "4 Len enli tcd in the East Lancashire Regiment in 1934 and very
qmckly qualified a a Regimental ignaller. Thi led to atlachment for
du!) "ith the Royal Corp of ignals, in Egypt before the 'econd World
War. in Burma during U1e war and in due course hi permanent transfer
to the orps after U1c war. Attachment to the Coq,s 111 Burma lasted
from 1943 till the end ofhostilitie during which time he erved with 36
Di' isional ignal . Before po ting wiUi hi Battalion 10 Bunna he had
been wiUi the Briti h Expeditionary Forces in France and wa a veteran
of Dunkirk. Po t-war, in U1e 1950s, he er.•ed with I Corp ignal
ig:nal Regiment in Cypru and 14
Regiment in Germany, 2 Wirele
ignal Regiment (COM CA. ) in the UK. ompleting hi Regular Army
er. ice in 1960 he then joined Uie Territorial Army for a fonher five
) ears er.•ing in 57 ignal Regiment TA from 1962 to 1967. As a
civilian he took up employment wiU1 the Ministry of Defence working
at the Boddington Tape Relay Centre until 1979, when at 65 he reached
retirement age. Len was a de\'oted member of the orps family and a
life member of the A sociation. Having first joined a Branch formed in
I Corps ignal Regiment in the early 1950s he had, by the time of hi
death, effccti,ely been a member for over 43 years. A tandard Bearer
for the Cheltenham and Di trict Branch, renamed the Cotswolds Branch
in 1979, Len proudly and regularly paraded the Branch standard at
numerou events, including Uie Canerick and Blandford Reunions,
Remembrance Day services. Royal Briti h Legion Dedication Service ,
Commemoration Parades and ervice at Dunkirk, Battle of Britain
Parades. funeral of former comrades and on e ery other appropriate
occa ion. He wa a member of not only the Royal ignals As ociation
but also of the Dunkirk Veterans A sociation., the Burma tar
A sociation and the Council of Cheltenham Old Comrade
A sociations (CCOCA) on which he erved for many years. until fai ling
health cau ed his resignation, as Uie Cotswolds Branch Repre entative.
He was twice winner of the CCOCA Cu p awarded for the best Standard
Bearer, judged over a year's performance. He later joined the panel of
judges. ln 1992 he was awarded the Associat ion's 50 Year Badge. He
t" ice had the honour of being pre ented to our Colonel in Chief, Her
Royal High_ness Princess Anne, the Princess Ro. al, at Catterick in
1983 and on the occa ion oftlle Corps' 7Sth Anniversary celebrations
at Blandford in 1995. Len was a truly dedicated Old Comrade who will
be greatly mi sed by all who knew him. He will be remembered with
affection. We offer our condolences to hi sons 'eil and Keith and their
families.
Wright - Terry \ right. Terry was one of the original four who set up
and e tabli hed the Langeleben Reunion Branch, of the Royal ignals
A soc1ation, in April 1993, and was Uie first person to be it's Secretary.
He continued in thi position until I, Frank Mitchell, took over the
posiuon in 1995. Terr then became Assistant Secretary. Terry was
called up for ational .:r.·ice in January 1960 and was posted to
Langeleben in January of 1961, where he remained until his demob in
l 962. Terry had his ser.•ice extended by six months due to the building
of the Berlin Wall. Terry will be sadly mis ed by all members of the
Langeleben Branch, as he had put so much into it's growUi in
membership. He leave a" ife, Brenda, a daughter Lorraine and a son
David. Re 1 in peace Terry, my good friend.
'.\taddison - 'Harry' '.\1addison. It is with particular sadness that I record
the sudden and untimely death on 1 February 1999 or ' Harry'
'.\1addison. \ hen we were both erving in 216 Para Sig Sqn, the year
was 1966 and it was Uie start ofa lifelong friendship. To cover the many
and \aried aspects of Harry's life would take many pages as he had
done o much over the years, he was a unique character, a soldier's
soldier and a man's man. He posses ed a wonderful sense of humour
and ah\ays gave one hundred and ten percent to everything he put his
mind to. Harry enlisted on 18 April 1961 joining the Junior Leaders

Regiment Royal ignals in cwton Abbot. Always looking for a
challenge. On leaving Denbury he volunteered fo r the Parachute ignal
quadron and on uccessfully passing P ·ompany he served with the
Parachute Brigade from 1969 Hi next big challenge was AS election
and in 1971 he passed scle lion and joined 22 SA Regiment, in his
own words 'this was the proude l moment of my career'. In Hereford
he met many old friends from his days in Alder hot. llarry spent the
next IO years" ith 22 AS serving all over the world on operations. His
last three years were spent in BAOR at 14 ig Regl (EW) and his final
si'l months at Thorney I land with 63 ( A ) ignal quadron (V).
Harr. was discharged on 23 eptember 1984 as a W02. He dabbled in
security for a time and then became an Instructor al We t Buckland
chool in Barn table, Devon. He wa a po tman for a hort while but
eYentually he came ·home' and started work a a civilian in Uie Diving
ell 22 A where he wa once again among t old friends and
comrades. Our ympathies go to his wife Deanna, hi daughter Laura
and on-in-la' Peter and their children hloe and Peter. Harry's
funeral ervice was held in Belmonl Abbey, Hereford on Monday 8
February I 999. The Abbey was packed' ith sta nding room only for the
cveral hundred friend and comrades ' ho had come to say their final
farewell. Below is a photograph of ' Harry' as I be I remember him,
with a smile on his face making a brew.

Barnes - Colonel Basil Hilary Pu1·ccll Barnes OBE died on l 7
November 1998 at the age o_f 83. He was educated at Imperial Service
College . and RMA Woolwich, and was commissioned into Ro al
1gnuls m January
' t'mgu1~
· hycd
. Ofli 1935 f. HeCmay be. remembered best as ad 1s
Comman dmg . 1ccr? I orps ~1gna l Regimen~ in the period 1958 _
60. I le took over t.h1s large Rcg11ncnt, later split into 7th and 22nd
Regiments, when circumstances had caused it 10 be at a low ebb 11
saw its performance, morale and reputation all prosper during I ·. 1: e
Ile was awarded the OBE al the end of this tour.
Hs ime.
A_fler the
co urse, he spen t. two y_ears with 3 Divisional Signals at
Bulford, where they practised ~v1th a s1x-hor e cable train. I le was then
post~d to .lnd1_a whe_rc he ~emamcd until 1941. He had happy memories
of his penod 111 India particularly ?f his activities when riding in raein
silks. He spent the n_e:t 1wo years m the Middle East, mainly in Iraq bu~
111clud1~g . tafT qua Ii ftcauon at l laifa later converted to psc. He rctu~ed
to UK 111 1943_ for a year m the Military Department of the India Offic
It was at this lime that he met and married his wife aomi whose ch e.
and concern for other have been appreciated by all who have kn~;v~
1icr.
He fin.ished th e War Years in In dia and Burma and returned to UK in
1947 to JOmthe Degree Course at RMCS Shrivenham from which h.
graduated with a London U111ve~s!t~ BSc _in atural Sciences. Afie~
Shnvcnham he was posted to I D1v1s1onal 1gna ls in Tripoli and then as
GSO~ 111 Egypt, returnmg i.o UK 111 19?2 as the senior Royal ignals
Officer a_t the chool of Artillery, LarkhJll. On promotion to Lieutenant
Col_onel m 1955 he serv~d first as. GSO I al HQ BAOR followed by his
period as 0 I ~.orp Signal Reg1_ment. ext he went as Colonel to the
British_Jomt Military taff Washmgton, then to Whitehall as Colonel
G ~1litary lnte lli ge n ~e, and finally a · Chief Signal Oflicer Western
ommand. He retired 111 1966 to Hartley Wintncy where he wa bo
and ~pent many years as an RO with Aldershot District, administeri~~
~amed quarters and locally he became an effective Church Warden. Of
his four_children h1 eldest son Christopher was commi sioned into
Royal ~1gnals from Sandhurst and served 1966-78.
B~s1_l Barnes had a very good brain, in 1949 he managed to win the
prest1g1ous Bertrand Stewan Es ay Pnzc al the same time as taking the
finals for his .degree. He liked to get to the bottom of things, and his
solutions to d1flicult prob_len;is '~e re always practical and ingenious. Uis
~tones always had a specia! twist' at the_ end. He h_ad lime for everyone
1rrespec11ve of rank, and will be much missed by his many friends.

·o·

Gaddas -Cpl David Gaddas enlisted 30 May 1958 for nine years. David
was married to Hazel in 1959 and remained happily married for the
next forty years. He did his sq uare bashing at Callerick before going to
Germany where he erved six years a a Driver with 614 Signal Troop
Park Brahct. He was the CO's Driver for a time and a Mechanic. David
then got posted to Bulford Camp in 1963 where he was a Driving
Instructor. From here he was sent to Cyprus for ix months in 1964.
Whilst in Cyprus he was made Acting/Sergeant, which rank he kept
when he was posted to IS Sig Regt in Aden for his last nine month of
service, then it was back to Catterick. When David was in Cyprus, so he
always said, ' He was one of the first soldiers to wear U1e
beret,
cravat and badge. David joined the Army Fire Brigade on demob,
serving at Middle Wallop, TidworUi, etheravon and Bovington where
he was tation Oflicer, also of Lulworth and West Moors. David and
his wife returned to Yorkshire in 1977, where he took up employment as
Fire/Security Oflicer at Magnet, (which was then called Magne.tSouthern), in January 1978. David was popular and enjoyed his life in
the ervice. He was an CO who received re peel from ranks both
Junior and Senior to himself.
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Comes to us courtesy of the carborough Branch of the RSA. It :show
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Come to us courte y of 251 Signal Squadron. It shows the OC, Maj
John Oakes presenting a cheque for £342 to the Matron of Queen
Mary's urscry. The money wa raised by a team, including the
Major, \\-ho were ponsored to run in the Fleet Half Marathon. For full
details ·ee the Unit notes.

WARMINSTER SCHOOL
SERVICES SCHOLARSHIPS
Warminster chool is proud of its long as ociation with the
Service . In recognition of ihis, it i the chool's intention to offer
cholarships to upport children with parents erving with the Armed
Force . These scholarships would be available from September 1999
and would. where appropriate, be in addition to Boarding chool
Allowance. Details are avai lable from the chool at Church Street,
Warminster. Wilts BAl2 8PJ . Tel: 01985 214129.

FOR SALE
Mess Kit
Jacket size 40 complete with WO I badge and Jimmie.
Trousers ize 34 waist 31 in ide leg
£40.00 or nearest offer
Phone teve Bland - 0 I I 6569740 (Croydon)
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FROM THE SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF
Corp', not least upon our fomi lie and those who administer the rear
panic . Their i a' ital but oft.en uncertain and thanklcs role and I wish to
pay tribute to their commitmen t and support. The orp has a very briaht
future. We continue to prove our mettle on operations. Whilst we do ~Ol
enjoy the formal de ·ignation 'Ubiquc', the orps i and will continue to be
everywhere. We arc at the heart of the information revolution in Defence
and our oldicrs are some of the best trained and moti vated people m the
crviccs. Undoubtedly the future holds some significant cha llenges foru,
all, but I am convinced that there is nothing that we cannot overcome
together.
I look forward to meeting as many of you and your fomilics as possible
during my tour of duty and working with you to take the Corps forward to
even greater successes in the new Millennium.

II i an enormou pri\'ilege to be appointed a the . en ing head of the
orps and to folio" in the foot tep of uch an out landing predecessor.
I am urc that all members f the orps " ill want to join me in wishing
Brigadier John Griffin anci :\larion the very be·t in their new life. In his
hon time a ignal Offi er in Chief, Brigadier Griffin set out a ver
clear path for the future devdopment of the Corps. reinforci ng it place at
the heart of the Army' operntional capabilit) Winning t11e information
battle for the ommander is our main effon and. with over 70% of th e
Corp in' olwd in operation , there has never been a time when our role
ha bt.-en more immediate or o harply focu ed.
Whit t the infom1ation battle will be won by the kill and dedicat ion of
tho e deployed wim our Regiment· and quadron . their ability to u lain
the operation depend upon me maintenance of the infra tructure of the

e

)

Apply for a Wilsons'
Personal Loan and - with
fixed rates from 12.9 APR
on loans over £10,000 you could put your plans
into action today.

Pay off your
outstanding credit

Balance £1,050

Credit Cacd

Balance

£688

Store Cards

Balance

£196

Monthly Repayment

Totnl £254.20

Tocal

£1,934

AFTER
Wilsons' Perwnal
Loan Amount

£3,000.00

New monthly repayment

over 24 months ac 18.9 APR £153.32
Cash left over
after settling accou11t:s
£1,066.00

MUSICAL NOTES

Saving each month

£100.88"

PlcaR" note: this as an example of one W'J.Y :a
Wil.sons' Personal Lo2n could be used. h u not

THE CORPS BA D
Director of Mu ic
Maj. D. F. Wa ll LTCL BBS 1 psm CA Mus
Bandmaster
WO! A . Booth BA(Music) LRSM CA Mus
0\\ that we are well into 1999, and a new chapter in band history, our
new Bandmaster WO! 'Bill' Booth has been true to his word and
mvohed u with public relations and recruiting work within the
commumty. A!though Do" nlands School, here on camp was the first and
very close to home, we have been into Blandford and all the way to
Puddleto,~n to entertain school children. We can only hope that Royal
Signals might benefit one day from our visits.
We have just retu1ned from one of our annual trips to orthem Ireland.
'ot only do service personnel have the pleasure of Ii ten ing to our music,
but yet again schools, the elderly and infirm get to see us. The sight of
mu icians acting out "Old MacDonald" will be remembered for a long
time, we didn't realize that he had a gorilla t11ough! The Band managed to
co\ er over 500 miles during the week without incident, apart from a slight
accident when our kit truck managed to demolish a flagpole at one of the
schools whilst reversing. Many thanks to 3 Bde. for quickly fillin g the
breach with the offer ofa new one!
By far the biggest venture for many years is to involve youth in a concen
performance. :vi embers of the Dorset Youth Wind Orchestra participated
"ith us on friday 14 May in the Poole Arts Centre. With the theme of
0
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'Youth' being very much a part of the Mi llennium, we thought that tl1c
Museum and the Joseph Weld Hospice would benefit from a concert where
youth are involved. Over I00 musicians took pan in a concert that was
thoroughly enjoyed by audience and participants. The concert also featured
elements of the Corps Pipes and Drums including coltish Dancing b)
OCdt Katie Provan . Our Assistant Bandmaster, W02 Matthew Brown.
compo ed a Fanfare especially for the occasion entitled" Youth in Mind".
We welcome Musician David Byrne to the band on Trombone afier
completion of his phase two training at Kneller Hall.
The remainder of me year looks busy, especially with preparations for
the millennium. The high point will be a six-week tour of anada in July
and August, watch this space for a report on what promises to be a busy
and fu lfilling summer.
THE PIPES A D DRUMS
32nd ( coltish) Sig R.cgt (Y) have always had a Pipes and Drums Band.
During recent years the popularity of the Band and requests for pipers !o
play at dinner nights has grown at a dramatic rate. Pipers now ex.isl within
the Regular Corps, spread throughout our Regiments and quadron . The
Pipe and Drums were renamed the Royal Corps of Signal Pipes and
Drums Band and are currently a Corp asset, administered and manag•'<l
by 32 Sig Regt (V) from RHQ in Glasgow.
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Training: The Pipers and Drummers are a dedicated bunch, troinina
dunng weekend take place in the north of England. in atterick {half
"a betwe n bcrd -n and Blandford!). Both TA and Regular soldier
attend th training. \\hich i run b. C gt tout and W02 D. Y. mith .
C gt tout is a regular oldier ba ed in Blandford who oversee
new ome , and piping rraining within 11 ig Regl. W02 D. Y. mith is
the volunteer Pipe 1aj0·, and the lynch pin in holding the band together.
Performances: Th i'ipe and Drums are a popular Corp asset and
request. for perfonmmce come in thick a;id fa l. The Band recently piped
242 1g qn out of Benbecula in front of a large crowd and the Colonel
Commandant. Pipers will be accompanying the orps Band on the anuda
tour thi year and ha' e already been reque. ted lo play at Earls ourt in the
new millennium. Upcoming performances include the R
weekend
follO\\ ed by a tour of Germany. 0 er the la t twel e month piper have
been reque ted to pla. in Cyprus, outh Africa. weden and Bosnia!
Pipers, Drummers, a lini Band or the full band can be booked by ringing
or faxing the Adjt of 2 ig Regt on Glasgow Mil (9) 4566 5024 (fax
5041 ). A piper make an excellent accompaniment to a Mess Dinner night
or a junior rank function. As the Band i unfunded a mall donation to the
Band Fund i reque ted.
L I 'TE! The Pipe and Drums are a orps a set. made up of both
Regular and volunteer oldiers from throughout the Corp . Units may not
be a' ·are that they have band men in tl1eir midst. Those that do upport the
band are thanked as the Pipes and Drwns i currently unfunded and travel
co LS for training fall onto parent units. Remember - the future ' bright the foture' tartan! (Slainte is a Gaelic word meaning to your good health as in 'cheers'. It i pronounced 'slange '.)
THE CORP TA BAND

j

RP
S gt J. Robinson
After a long and arduou campaign again t propo ed DR cuts to TA
Band . I am plea ed to report that the Corps will retain its only TA Band.
Thi is mainly due to the detem1ined effortS of the CO 34( 1) ig Regt (V)
in recruiting the upport of the OinC, Comd 11 ig Bde, and many more
prominent member of the Corp , to pul fon ard to HQ Land new
proposal in order to retain the Band. The success of the campaign means
that the Band will become an integral part of the Corp and will retrain in a
new econdary role as DriverfLineman. The primary role is being retained
as Musician.
Having survived the cuts and in recognition of the tremendou upport
from the Corp in doing o, it only seems fitting the Band should in future
be known as The Roya l Corps of Signals TA Band. In addition to thi ,
me Band ha adopted the music to the fi lm ' The Great Escape· as their
own!
The engagement forecast for 1999 i , as ever, very busy. There have
been several Corp events at which the Band has performed already tllis
year and lll:any more throughout the next few months. The most prominent
of these will of course be the RSA weekend in June in Blandford where
we will join force with the regular Corps Band and tl1e Corps Pipes and
Drum to perform a display and Retreat Ceremony. The current trength of
Ille Band is 36, 22 are ex regular and there are 9 female members.
Recruiting is good and there is currenlly a waiting list for musicians to
enlist into the Band.
The Band Annual Camp thi year will be in two phases. Phase One will
incorporate the retraining as Dvr/Lnm and Phase Two will take the Band
to Jersey to perform at the I land's major anrnction 'The Batlle of the
Flowers'. The photograph is of the Band leading the Freedom Parade for
39 ignal Regiment through Banbury.

SWANAGE RAILWAY
Ex Topham I latt i the long ·1andi ng Excrci e which encourages Royal
ignal Unit lo assist the wanage Railway in Dor·et. During the past 15
year the Corp · has played a major part in the installation of a
comprehensive, trowger tclccom system.
EXERCISE TOPHAM HATT
It ha bL-en un c>..trcmely good year for the Exercise as a whole. In pitc of
and 3.t'&uably because of, the heavy comm~tment to Ko ovo tl1ere have !J.!c~
three v1s11S lo ' anngc. In January, 222 1g qn from 3 (UK) Div ig Regt
pent an extended weekend on two main tasks. Following the lead from II
ig Regl more work ' as carried out on Project Herston. Herston is in fact a
railway halt one mile out of wanage. When 30 ig Rcgt installed the first
one mile cable route to tl1e location it wa the terminus of the railway and
extremely busy! As the Railway has extended ..... the 'End of the World'
has moved on which has resulted in ten year of minimal attention.
Project Herston identified a foll programme of work which could in the
main, be carried out in a general DIY vein. It commenced with ~huge
bank-side clearance campaign over a quarter of mile of the track which has
now been 'adopted' by the Corps. The boundarie oftl1is area are marked
by po t a would ha e been done a hundred years ago by the originai
track gang ; guess what colours the po ts are! The Railway then re-fenced
the track- idc area, the pas enger foot crossing ha been rebuilt all the
plain (vertical wooden) fencing has been replaced and the wh~le area
landscaped. The fini hing touche at this stage were completed in 1ay
during a second vi it by 222 ig qn. The major part of that effort saw 37
litre of paint_ pla~hed everywhere, a good deal o~ sign-writing and eight
flower-bed hned m Purbeck tone; these ha e mcc seen the arrival or
shrub and plant thanks to the generosity of the Purbeck Hotel.
May was planned to be a bu y month for the Exerci e and three unit
were due to visit during the montll. Regretfully 16 ig Regt had to cancel
their vi it. Howe er 30 ig Regt were able to send a party of 11 under the
direction of Capt Mike Grearson from 256 ig qn. The Regiment had
been encouraged to attend as it was tlie first unit to undertake an Exerct e
o!l the Rail.way, all be it under tbe guise.of Ex Cygnet Train! During their
v1s1t 256 1g Sqn were set to task removmg and then building 60 metres of
wooden fence at the top of the main treet in Swanage; a high profile job i[
ever tl1ere was one. As the world turns circle il i ironic that Cpl teve
elson wa a Jwiior ergeant Major on the Exercise which last worked on
that particular ta k when Junior oldiers from Kohima Tp visited in 1992.
De pite all the many comments from tl1e local and ome not so local.
impre sive progress wa made and only the gloss coat remains to be done.
The fence i a va t improvement and totally enhances the area. The many
generous comments since received are a credit to the quadron.
TELECOM
The first major telephone pole replacement programme in 16 years was
completed in January when 222 Sig qn as isted with help from S gt
'Shuggy' Hughes and LCpl Karl Fra ncis, installed 12 poles during a
long and arduous day. During the mo t recent telecom hi tory we have
only lost one pole. In 1995 a new route was installed between Corfe Castle
and orden mo t of which see the track proceed round gentle curves next
to the Castle. These were stayed and left in a steady state by 4 Bdc Sig
Sqn. However, the ferocity of the wind flowing through the Purbeck Hills
and round the Ca tie was underestimated and a pole was literally picked
up and blown away! The effort of Cpls Paul Lester, Steve Nelson and
Sig Andy Carvin should ensure this does not happen again. As tbi was
proceeding 15 now redundant poles (since the arriva l of underground
cable) were removed and taken back to the pole stack.
April saw the commissioning of a third Strowger exchange at Herston.
ll ha been installed in a large wooden hut provided by Officer Cadets
from outhampton UOTC, and then erected by tl1e old Charlie Tp at II
Sig Regt. Having been switched on there was some quick work to transfer
telephones off the two other exchanges and onto Herston. A number of
'old faithful ' assi ted in this task including Frank Nevens and Daz
Watts, both of whom left the Corps la t year and Lt Guy Garatt PWRR
and 2Lt Jason Cropper soon to be R SIGNALS .
May saw a good deal of maintenance on telephone and fax machines in
Swanage. gt 'Little John' Simon and Cpl Adam Burman managed to
check and repair nearly 60 phones and 12 fax machines of different
varieties, most without handbooks! Following the Herston Switch-on.
many of the Swanage extensions have been moved around. That work was
completed during a four day period which saw a number of new facilities
and a good deal of cable ducting in tailed by LCpl ' Herbie' Hyde and ig
'Max' Holland. Finally the bells; the techs had to be called in for them;
Cpl Adam Burman for Herston platform and LCpl Hayley Moore for
Swanage.
MERCURY GROUP
The Mercury Group are a Group of 130 oldiers who have, n
individuals, joined the Swanage Rai lway, In addition to a number of other
objectives one aim is to meet in wanage once a year and te t all social
attributes; to the full.
1999 marks the fifteenth ann iversary of the worki ng association
between the Corps and the Railway, and in true sty le members of the
Gro~p decid~d to celebrate this occasion on aturday 12 June 1999.
Prev1ou ly this year Maj Gen (Retd) A. C. Birtwistlc CB CBE DL had
agreed to become the Hon President of the Group, and he was invited to
attend and unveil a large piece of Purbeck stone at Herston Halt on that
day. This special event in fact formed the focal point of many weeks of
work at the Halt.
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RED WINDS FROM
THE NORTH
By orman 'Taff' Davies

Pictured from the left are Maj Gen (Retd ) Archie Birtwistle,
Swanage Railway Secretary, Marl< Wolley and
Royal S ignals Exercise Co-ord inator Frank Roberts

}

Planning for the day had been proceeding all year in pite oft~e Ko ovo
go or no-go ituation. It is plea ing to report that ·Gen rcl11e' (the ex
Ma ter of ignal ) and all tho e '"ho were able to be present had an
excellent day. Many members of the Group were able to attend !ncluding
ome from Bosnia, G rmany and one from Cypru . They. ~vere JOl~ed ~Y
43 member of the Railway, members of the Royal Bn ush Leg1011 ( 111
particular George Louden and John Burt, l>?th ex me:mbers of the Corp )
and several local councillors. Many Royal 1gnals unit were repre ented
including 11 igna l Regimcm by the CO, Lt Col T. W. Canham and the
econd in Command Maj R Brown.
The Group, the wanage Railway and the i.nvolvement of the Corps has
an intere ting future. Despite heavy c?mm1tments on the shoulde.rs of
mo t units. there is till a need to entertam hon breaks for small pan1e of
soldiers - even if only for retention purpo e . A ma sive effort over the
pa t two years has en ured that authority for Ex Topham Hatt is
authori ed. that admini tration i streamlined and minimi ed, that health,
safety and ecurity are clarified and that logi tic upport is provided. This
has now been done. Unit are invited to release parties of up to eight under
the leadership of ergeants or Corporals to assist with this Corps project:
further detai l from the econd in Command, 11 ig Regt.

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED
SAFA Forces Help i a leading ational Services charity.
establi hed to relieve hard hip and to assist Service and ex- ervice
personnel and their families. We care fo r over 86,000 people every
year.
Caseworkers, visitors, team leaders, treasurers and fundraisers
are required in many parts of the UK.
Our volunteers are the last line of defence for the 14 million
people entitled to call on us for help. In 1997 our Branche in
Mer~eyside and Manchester helped, advised, supported and made
\is its on 4,266 occasions.
Enlist Today We offer training, all out of pocket expenses and
job atisfaction .
For more information contact Ann eed le - on 0171 403 8783,
or wntc to her at 19 Queen Elizabeth Street, London , EI 2LP
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Just before dawn on 25 June 1950, the orth Korean Anny
cro ed the th Parallel and invaded outh Korea. It was the tart of
th.: ·Forgotten War", one o~ the bloodi~st wars of tl~e 20th C:entury.
On 27 June the United auons otcd 111 favour of 111tervent1on and
over the next week troop were mobili ed in many member
countries and embarked to Korea . The first British troops, the 27th
Brigade from Hong Kong, arri cd in outh Korea at the end or
ugust 1950. t the very beginning of ovcmber 1950, the 29th
Independent In fantry Brigad~ from Bri~in arrived . The war lasted
well into 1953 when an arm 1st1ce wa signed. The two Korea are
till divided and their forces till face each other across the 38th
Parallel. The Briti h Army fought some of its biggest battle incc
World War 2. above all on the lmjin Ri er in April 195 I.
This book recalls the memorie and per onal experience of a
young nineteen year .old regular, Royal ig~als, Junior CO who
served in the 29th Brigade from October 19)0 to August 1951 and
then in the I st Commonweal th Division until April 1952.

ARMY CADET FORCE
EXPEDITION TO SOUTH AFRICA 1999
by Cpl Scrase

EXERCISE WILDE R ESS CHALLE GE 1999
Twenty-one members of the Army adet Force, selected from the whole
of the UK, made final pr~paration s for their trip to South Africa (11 Ju ly to 2
August 1999). They had JUSl completed four days pre-expedition training on
the South Downs that included time to bond a a team, to check fitness and
equipment, discuss how they would work with the Zulu chools at Rorkes
Drill when they got there. They also compared notes on their efforts to rai e
the £1600 necessary to fun? their individ.ual places on the expedition. The
task of ra1smg money remams the mo ·t d1 mcult one for most of the cadets
and for Cpl erase 11 Signal Regi ment. Individuals, organisations, trust~
and companies have been very gener?us. but there was still some way to go
before everyone could be sure of ach1evmg their target. Still more help was
needed and we appeal to those who can appreciate the va lue of this sort of
e:-.pcdition and its affects on those taking pa11 to support the cadets. Past
experience has clearly shown how much the individual cadets have
benefited. The chools at Rorkes Drill appreciate the growing bonds of
friend5hip and a proportion of the cost of sending a cadet to South Africa i
used to spon or a township African on a similar wi lderness course.
Cpl Jason Scrase (left) Cadet SSgt Ol ive r Stowe (right)

Leaving The Forces?
Looking for a new career in
Information Technology?
Then Contact

Abbeywood
Abo ut the author : orman Davie wa born in 1931 in the Wei h
town ofBluith Wells. ln 1948, at the age of evenleen and a half, he
signed up with the Royal Corp of Signals. ?ver the next twenty
year he erved in the Korean War, Germany, 111gapore and Malaya.
He finally took early redundancy in 1968 leaving the Corps with the
rank of Warrant Officer 2. ln 1968 he emigrated to outh Austraha
where he worked for the Postmaster General's Department. Finding
li fe too tame, he took a contract as a mercenary with the Zambi~n
Defence Force serving from 1970 to 1972. After a short P.ell m
Rhodesia he went back to South Australia to take up his old JOb m
the Post Office. He rema ined there until 1975 when he returned to
the UK. Joining the British Aircraft Corpo~atio~ he worked on
communications for the Rapier Ground to Air M iss ile System. In
1979 he made a move to Portsmouth taking a position with Marcom
ecure Radio Sy tern and remained there until he took early
retirement in 1992. He is a member of the Wessex Branch of the
Briti h Korean Veteran Association, the Roya l British Legion and
the Royal Signals A sociation.
.
.
The book is dedicated to the Royal Corps of Signals especially
those who erved through the Korean War. The book is 'a labour of
love' and the proceeds from the sales wi ll be donated to the Royal
Signals Association.
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Col C. Blessington (centre) with the expedition members

THE EXPEDITIO
The group would spend ten day on walking trails with the Wildeme s
Leader hip chool in the trackle s wilderness areas of the Black Umflozi
River, and the Drakensberg Mountains. They would carry all their own
food and equipment, but not tents, watches or oaps and deodorant . A
field officer and experienced Zulu game-guard accompanied them. For the
period they were in the wilderness they relied entirely on their own
resources and were free from any human contact, other than their own ub
group of ix to eight people.
During their time in the low veldt of the Black Umfolozi valley they
were in intimate contact with all the wildlife of the area. This includes
elephant , rhinos. lions, leopards, crocodile and all the ot her mall game
indigenou to the area. In the mountains they explored the rugged height ,
lived in bu hman caves and navigated their way across the vast emptine
of the wilderne s land cape.
A wilderness journey is a unique personal experience, a phy ical,
mental and spiritual adventure that the cadets will never forget. They
discovered a sense of wonder, re-examined their personal priorities and
realised that the wilderness is only a part of what they came to di cover.
Somewhere. out there in the bush they discovered lhemselve . Aller their
wi lderness trail in the mountains they vi ited Rorkes Drill to meet and work
with the young Zul us of the area. They renewed the close friendship already
forged by previous ACF expedition to the area. They exchanged gifu of
ports equipment and school text book and presented t\ o trophies ( CF
Wilderness Challenge Trophies) that will be used as prizes by the school for
their own pons tournaments. They also visited the battlefield of lsandlwana
and Rorkes Drift and listened to David Rattray· account of the event .
For the final phase of the expedition they travelled north to Timbavati in
the Eastern Transvaal where they took part in a game ranger's course, learnt
to track game and iden ti fied indigenous animal and birds. At wandini
they spent time learning about nake and other repti le . and how to ha~dle
them. They saw crocodiles and hippos in the Blyd~ River Dam and v1 1ted
the famous animal rehabilitation centre al Moholoholo to learn abou t the
problems facing Africa' endan 0<>ered wi ldl ife. pl Jason erase from 3
(I !arrogate) quadron, 11 ignal Regimenl has been assi ting Sussex Army
Cade.ts Force since he joined the Royal ignal in 1986, and was offcre~ a
pos1t1on on the expedi ti on by Co l Ble~sington last year. He, a l o~g ''1th
Cadet Sgt Oliver Stowe from the Warwickshire and We t Midland
Army adct Force will be the on ly Royal ignals going 01~ the ex~cdition.
Should anyone wi h for more information or to financially ass1 t future
expedition plea e contact:
Col. C Blessington (The E ped Ldr)
C pl erase
HQ Sussex A F
3 (Harrogate) quadron
198 Dyke Road
11 Signal Regiment
Brighton
Blandford Camp
EAST U SEX
D R ET
Tel: (0 1273) 552222
Te l: (0 1258) 482492
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INTERNATIONAL
Information Technology Recruitment Agency
For helpful advice & information about career
opportunities contact the Defence Desk
NT4.0 Admin & support
PC Support
IAN & WAN technology
Computer Engineers
Project Managers

Send CVs
Email: plee@abbeywood.com
Abbeywood International Ltd
Hill Place House, 55A High Stree~ Wtmbledon Village, London SW19 5BA
Tel 0208 879 1000 Fax 0208 946 2419

Battlefield Tours
for

Regimental Associations, T A's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive Itineraries
Galina International Battlefield Tours
I Tokenspire Park Beverley HU 17 OTB
Tel : 01482 880602

A

Offic1al Tour Operators to the Norman;JY Veterans Associallon
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Th, Oin (A). Brio J. ~-Griffin then arrived on Hawke quare i.n .his
vint'igc Jaguar flanked by four Triumphs or the While Helmet . R1dmg
wer~ -LCpl Tonka 'What! Do I look like a storcman?' Rkhardson, LCpi
Paul 'Foay' Forster, LCpl Scott 'E' Eccott and LCp l Jason 'Gypo'
Hooper. I le was then greeted by ig Tony. ' mart as a .gua~dsman '
Annetts and L pl Baz Fu llerton . As the Om (A) and his w1fo were
shown to their scats by S M Man tclow the Band of the Royal Corp of
ignals marched ofT the quare and the ATV mo.ved out. With the arena
being set, it \\a time r<?r Lt C?I Ambcrton to give the openm!l addrcss.
Ten ion wa now at a high - this was ll - all the months o( tra1n111g had to
pay ofT, today of all days. The first year riders were e~g~r to get the
coveted White Helmet. Lt Col Ambcrton gave the words I 11 now h.and
you over to gt Don Brcbner ·, With that Sgt Brebner signal led. the bike
to fire up. The Triumph rnmbled forward with ~he op~nmg ride gomg
traight out and the tnck bikes taking then· respective pos1t1ons. Cpl John
· iot out of my store' Stracben and ig Kev 'Big as a house' O'Lea.r}
prepared for the first trick of the opening show, the Double Jimmy, with
ig O ' eill, Hodgson and MacDo nald waiting next to them ready .to
perform the Four Tee . The how ran. smoothly up to the half way poml
\\hen the Three Bike Fan dismantled m front or the S01nC (A). The first
year riders moved into their positions awaiting. the presentation of their
prestigiou White Helmet . Once the presentation was over the sec~nd
half of the how started in earnest. .T.he weather was unrelenting
throughout but thi didn't dampen the pmts of the team. Th~ sho11 w~
going well and no one wanted the dread~d 'B lack Peak,. wh1.ch 1s
pre ented to the rider who crashes or falls off 111 front of a pub he audience.
As the world-famous Six-Bike Fan made it 's wa:>'. around .t~e arena the
show wa almost over. Only the closing ride rema111ed awa1tmg the final
trick ·The Angel' to come in. Sgt Don Breb.ner alo 1~!!: with Cap t Gordon
·Kick tart' ewell Jed the pennant bikes 111to P.os11lon to take the ~nal
salute. Ca pt ewcll said he ' Wanted to stay behmd after the other ?1kes
had pulled off becau e his Big Mac wa al~10 t ready. ~hen told This
isn't a drive through' apt ewell started his bike and JOmed the others
pulling ofTthe square.
.
,
The how over, The team formed up waiting th.e ~me.(~) s ad~s .
He expres ed his feelings about the show, which, m his opm.1on was The
be the had ever seen '. He didn't keep the team long, k.nowmg how keen
they were to get to the post- how reception . With that the Triumphs were
moved back to the White Helmet garage. After a quick change 1t was off
to the reception in the function rooms o! the Semaphore Arms. The
afternoon reception was attended by the SOmC (A), Mayor.and Mayoress
of Blandford, and spon ors of the White Helmets along with family and

THE RHEI DAHLE SHOW - 15/16 MAY
bv Sig Gaz Fisher
· Our second how of the season gave us the opportunity to venture
abroad to JI IQ and the Rhcindahlcn Show. The show was to take place on
the 15 and 16 of May so to allow for travelling and how preparation we
departed from Blandford on the morning of the 12th . We got the ferry from
Ram gate to Ostendc and following the four hour drive to JHQ, saw the
team drawing into the camp gates at 4am. As expected the following day
saw nothing more than a typical Army bed and quilt for most people.
The first show day began promisingly with the sun appearing early on.
The show-ground was very well laid out with attractions for all the family
from crafl tents to fairground rides to vehicle sales. Our first show saw a
couple of incidents - firstly the '4 tees' by Sig Marcus 'Sky-scraper for a
head· Fiddes who decided to eject his three passengers halfway round the
arena to di play their recently received White Helmets to the very
appreciative crowd. Secondly Sig Gary 'Fish' Fisher struggled to hold
the ' Reverse Jimmy' in the arena and brought it down early as the crowd
d1 p rscd from their viewing point. After the show a few experienced
word from Sgt Don 'I'm getting a parrot, I' m getting a parrot' Brebner
about the ground conditions put us in good stead for an excellent second
~how later in the afternoon.
The evening saw the Team apt, Gordon 'Judge' ewell's display his
mixing antics on his disco equipment while the team made the American
Rodeo Team feel welcome with burgers and alcohol. The barbecue (made
by LCp! Gaz 'powerlifter ' Ryder) stood up well and as the evening wore
on the team were challenged to a game of American football by the yanks.
'l11e game ended in a win for the White Helmets with the Americans saying
that they no longer wanted to play a we were a bit too rough for them.
Maybe they need to stick to riding wild horses and wrestling bulls! On the
second day the shows were very successful with only ig Matty 'kite'
Adams and LCpl 'Scotty' Eccott collidi ng in the '4cx· after Matty' bike
cut out IO metres from the cro s-over point. A broken heel and bruises were
the re ult but the how carried on without further incident. Although many
of the local soldiers were away on duty in variou parts of the world their
familie and other members of the public were very appreciative and made
the whole show worthwhile. The team also got to catch up with pa t friend
and acquaintances they know, such as the RAF Flying Falco~ Parachute
Display Team with whom we shared a photo Sh?<Jt. Agam the n.1ght
dwindled into a haze with only headaches as a remmder of the previous
evening. All that was left to do was top up on ~uty ~ee and endur~ the long
trip back to Blandford ready for our next show m Dnffield, Yorkshire.

The 1999 Team
.
LC 'S tt • Eccott
1
~pl John'
Standing (L-R): Sgt Don Brebner, Capt Gordon Newell, LCpl Daz Hankin, ~Cpl Gypo Hoopber, CSpl Bodb S1z~.lasd, tt g'Ne~~
Si Marcus Fiddes Sig Mac Macdonald Cpl Adam Malin, LCpl V-mal Hildreth, LCpl Fin ar aun ers, 1g co .
•
netts
LCpl
Keatley, Sig Keith Hodgson, LCpl Saggy Marsh ,FSig FisFh
and
Kneeling (L-R)· LCpl Gaz Ryder LCpl Ricky Ross, LCpl Baz Fullerton, LCp 1 ozzy ors er, 1g a Y a • .
C
er
Sig Sco~se O'Leary. Mis;ing from the photograph are Cpls Andy Butterfield and Charlie Chester and Sig Malcolm oop

THE SEASO N SO FAR
by LCpl V Mal Hildreth
.
The Team finds it elf in the busie l part of the year with all weekends
between April and October pent out on the road at various hows around
the country. o doubt the Royal Tournament will be a highlight of the
sea on - especially since it is expected to be the last one ev~r. Our
appearance al the York hire Water Fun Day marked the first p~1blic show
of the eason, and the first road trip. Many of the team were suflenng from
a mix of nerves and exci tement, e pecially the new members of the team.
On arriving at the show ground early on the Saturday mornmg even ome
of the more experienced members of the team started to have doubts as to
how well the show might go. Our de ignated arena couldn 't have been
much wor c. The arena sloped quite evere ly from the bottom n ght corner
to the top left corner. This would mean the bike .wo.uld struggle to carry
some of the heavier tricks out oftl1e pit and find 1t difficult to stop on the
way back in. l fwe cou ld put on a good how here then we houldn't have
a problem with better arena over the re t of the ca on.
We had two shows to perform, a morning show and an afte.rno.on show.
Those members of the team who have family in the north h~d mv1ted them
along which added to the anxiety of some. Fortunately the first show w~nt
reasonably well with only a few minor problem due 10 the 1ean1 getlll~g
used to the way the bike were running on the difficult grou~d: 1g
1nrcus Fiddcs made bis debut car j ump during the fir t how but mJured
hi back slight ly and was unable to rep at the jump for the. econd how.
The econd how went much smoother with the team adjustmg to the
conditions after findi ng their feet (or wheels) during the first how. Once
the how was over it was some time before the team could concentra~e.on
getting the hikes loaded due to autograph hunters, reporters and admm ng
girls. This was certainly something that the new members of the team had
never experienced before and wa pcrhap an in ight 111to one of the many
a pect of lire with the White Helmets .
The Yorkshire Truck pectacular at Driffield being ?n t!ie unday and
Bank Holiday gave tl1e team a chance to ample Yorks mght life on the
aturday night due to the team having to be near the show ground the day
before. A good night wa had by all, the beer bcmg chea~ and the loca ls
friendly. The Truck Festival it elfwa a fairly large event with appearance
by the actre who pllty ' Kelly Wind or' in Emmerdale Farm (who. n.o~v
sport a White Helmets baseball cap), and the actor who play. 'Boycie m
Only Fools and Horses (who agreed kindly to a photograph with the team).

OCR !\1DT
Team Capt
Team gt

Lt Co l Jack Amberton
apt Gordon ' ewell
gt Don Brebncr

T M PD TE
br the Team Capt, Gordon , ewe/I
.
· ince taking oYer the role of Team Cnpta!n last year I have found that
there are many misconception about the White Helmets and what they do.
J wa told that riders didn't get promoted and .that it wa a bad career mo e
for oldiers to spend time in the Team. 1 othmg could be farther from the
truth and I have found an en ironmcnt full of talent from every trade group
·n the Corp . ince eptember I have een five of my 26 Team members
~et romoted and watched tl1em di appe.ar off on upgradmg or.other .career
~ou~e . In thi i sue of The Wire I ha e let Team members wnte their O\ n
thoughts and feelings about the White H~lm ~t and the Anny. I expect tl1at
after- r ading thi article many. que~t1on will. be an ' ered and ~ny
members of the Corp intere ted m domg omethmg umq~e, challengmg.
inter ting and above all fulfilling can approach the Team tor a tour.

}

friends of the team . Chie! Mech. LC pl Tonka Richar~son and his. fellow
mechs were presented with the E!son Trophy for the biggest contnbuuon
to the team over the 1998 season. fhe speech for the Elson Trophy saw exteam OC, Maj Keith Russell make a return and the pre cntation was
made by 'Elly' Elson 's Mother, Mrs Pat Bnrnsfield. ·Twelve Monkeys',
zoro the Terminator, a gangster, two dodgy looking girls, and Lilly
Savage attended the evening reception . The monkeys were een dancing
hte into the night and one of the dodgy looking girls (Sig Hodgson)
s~emcd to be putting it about a little too much. The night faded into a hale
but the day wi ll be remembered as a complete success.

THE WHITE HEL IBTS OPE ING SHOW - 23 APRIL
br Sig Marcus Fiddes
.
· The 1999 Royal Signal White Helmets Motorcycle Display \eam put
on a pectacular opening ho\\ in front of the OmC (A). Bng J. H.
Griffin here at Blandford Camp on St George 's Day, F_ri.day 23 rd April.
The day started for the team in appalling weather coad.1uon at 0800brs.
The pre-show nerve were all too apparenL would the nde ge~ round lhe
rain-dren bed arena? \ ould the tricks slip from beneath the nders when
cornering? In a matter of hours these question would be answered. In the
mean time the team spent their time prior to the how makmg final
adju tments to uniforms and bikes. The atmosphere m tl1e garag~s , nerve
aside was po itive. As the bikes were wheeled out . for the lme up, a
photographer from the Classic Motorcycle Maga=me could b~ seen
snapping away. Any problems had to be sorted out now or ,the m1 ~akes
could co t the team dearly in the arena. At 1030hrs gt. Don W.here s m,y
hair going· Brebner gave the word to .move. The .Tnumph T1.ge~ 750
moved on to Hawke Square just out of ight of the 1ewmg d1gn1tan.es. As
Sgt Brebner called the team around the sho~v board for a final bnef the
band of the Royal Corp of.Signal mad~ their way on to Ha\".ke Square.
The key points from the briefing were, Make ll good, ma~e 1.t safe, a~d
ride to the condition '. This in mind the team moved to their bikes, whi_Je
Sig 1arcus 'Full head of hair' Fiddes and Sig Scott· ad Sack' 0 ' e1ll
prepared to lay the arena out oo the Honda ATV.

s~rachan,
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The show it elf was a little shorter than usual, as the organi. er.. didn ' t \\ant
us to scorch the arena with the fire jump. Both show went well and the
team enjoyed watching the many other cventi; that were taking place in the
main arena. At one point the team had to help clear the arena prior to the
second how, due to it being littered with debris from two caravans that had
been squashed by a monster truck. Again the weather had been kmd and
was enjoyed by team and public alike.
TRADESME I THE TEAM - THEIR OWN PER PECTIVE.
Telecommunications Operator ( pee)
by Cpl Adam Malin
People always eem surprised when they find out that there arc
Telecommunication Operator (Special) in the White Helmet . om<!
people that have talked to me have been under the impression that only
certain trade-groups can apply for Team selection. So. to finally dispel
such rumours - Yes the team is open to any trade within the Royal Signals
and Ye I am one of three 'Spec Ops' currently attached to the While
Helmets. I started life as a Tele Op (Spec) in 1988 with my first posting to
13 Sig Rcgt in Birgelen, Germany. Eleven years, four postings and five
tours of orthern Ireland later I am a Class One Cpl and have been to 15
ig Regt (Lisburn), Communications and
ecurity Group U.K.
(Loughborough) and 223 Sig qn ((J SU) Digby) before coming down lo
sunny Blandford. I began my attachment to the White Helmets in January
1998 arter completing the ovembcr 1997 selection course.
My fir t year with the team wa a little bit of a culture hock. having
previously been quite sheltered as a Tele Op (Spec). In the past I had rarely
come into contact with people from the other trade groups within the
Royal Signals and initially the thought of leaving a work atmosphere, that
I had become very used to and comfortable with over the last eleven years,
wa a bit daunting. It didn 't take long to get into the swing o~ thi ngs and
before I knew what had hit me, it was April and I was standing m front of a
crowd of people, including my parents. being presented one of the very
coveted White Helmets alongside my new work colleagues. 1 ow, halfway
through my second year and after two training seasons with an a.mazing
learning curve, I probably now feel as comfortable with my new JOb as l
did in a communications set room at in front of a computer or on an
isolated hill top detachment in orthern Ireland.
J still get a lot of que tion from people, especially old friends from
previous posting, who are probably itching to have a crack at Team
selection themselves but like me worry what will happen if they make the
move. Well it's simple.... nothing! You won't forget your morse Code,
computers won't suddenly become alien to you and you won·t be left
behind. I have been with the team for 18 months and have seen three
ignallers promoted to LCpl and a LC pl to Cpl. So no,~, a.fter over I SO
public performances, 'Whal' it like lo be a . · pee-Op' m the ~Ile
Helmets?' Well..initially probably ju ta dauntmg as bemg a Techmcian,
Electrician or Radio Operator but really no different than being a Radio
Relay Operator. System Operator or a Lineman.

How much will J'Ou be
earning in 2 years' time?
"Computer specialists expect panic in 2000. The
British Computer Society predicts that
programmmers paid £350 a day at present will
be able to command £1000 a day in
2000."*

£

£
£
, To find out whether you have the aptitude £
to become a computer progranuner,
contact Computeach International to- £

day. Computeach specialises in
£
£
programming and systems analysi
£
training and has enabled thousands of £
people from widely-differing backgrounds to enter
£ rewarding
£
computing careers. Previous experience,
£ qualifications, age, race or gender are not important. What £
you need are determination and aptitude.
£
£
£ Computeach can easily test your aptitude - and if you've got £
it "How much cmtld you be earning in 2 years' time?"
£ ' For a free information pack telephone
£
~ £
£ 0800 &57 &57 ~
£
* Source: Financial Ytmes eptember '9""
~£
£ Computeach International Ltd. E t. 1964 ~ £
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DRIV R LI. EM N - by ig Tony Annell
I joined m 19 . po ·ting includ I AD R. Verden. Gulf. I anadian
ig R gt (attach d), HQ Brit for ig qn (Op Grapple 1-2), 7 ig Regt, and
Royal ignal Public Dutie quadron (Bu kingham Palace Detachment).
I then volunteered for election for the White I lelmet in the o ember of
1995. I \\a n't sure what to expect. l kne\\ an ex-team member who ju t
ad'i ed me that ·every time you fall off, you get up straight away (if you
can) and get on with it.' o four years later. what's it been like? Welt I
thought the Palace Guard experience would take some beating, but this has
proved to even better.
I originally joined up :: a Combat Lineman, which oon afier took on
the role of ombat Drive; and Combat ignalman. hence Driver Lineman.
The first posting Lo a 'Div' did me well, learning the trade for real didn't
take long.
people are aware a Div main • t up require plenty of cable.
Then there was a malt matter of addam Hu ain to deal with - ruined my
' ma lea'e in 1990! Bo nia came along. which wa an excellent tour, if
not a little hairy at Lime . 1993 wa- a volatile year out there. I came back to
a posting to 7. ig Regt. I wa fortunate to pend a good bit of time with the
Rugb team. That went on to achieve the Am1y up in 94 under the
guidance and the outstanding coaching of 1.aj Andy Hickling.
Volunteering for the Palace Guard was realty. I thought a once in a lifetime
chance. It proYed to be a uperb tour, different to nonnal chores ofBAOR.
Thi i what purred me into joining the Team. Being in the public eye did
omething to flick my witch - this wa a uperb opportunity. Four years
do\\ n the line. performing to over 2 million people. Royalty, Head of
tate, all of which exceed uperlative . omething that people don't
reali ea well a being a display rider we all ha e other roles in the team
to maintain the lickne s, moothne and effectiveness of the team. I for
one drive the team coach and deal with First Aid matters. The team i 73
years old now. It i "ithout doubt the be t of it kind. o if you'd like to be
part of a real team, have the courage and the hea11 of a Lion. Join us.

I

TE tFO
-THE IECHANIC
LCpl Tonka Ric hardson
Chief Mechanic
LCpls ·fozzy' Forster
1echanics
Baz F ullerton
R icky R oss
Sig Malcolm C ooper
The 1999 eason started al full speed for the mechanic . We returned
from our annual Chri tmas leave on 11 January 1999 fully refreshed rrom
our well deserved break, ready to tackle a fleet of 20 Army Harley
David on motorcvcles which had been u ed for the 1998 selection course,
and had been left to rot over the lea e period. After overcoming several
admin problem i.e. no pares, we gave up on the Harley and started
training season preparations on the Teams Triumph Tigers. The
preparation includes a ervice, replacement seals and clearances as
required, however ome bikes need some special attention by the mechs.
uch as front end replacement and engine rebuild because of their leaking
and smoking abilitie . At present LCpl 'Fozzy' For ter i on his third
engine rebuild in as many months.
1 ow its time to pack the mechs bay onto the truck in preparation for our
annual camp at Chester. The MT flight at RAF Sea land thankfully pro ide
us with ample garage pace, which is gratefully appreciated. The lads
there are \Cry helpful and willing to provide us with any service that we
are unable to perform ourselve such as welding. During the month long
training camp, we were expected to not only train ready for tJ1e coming
hO\\ season, but al o do daily maintenance and overcome any unforeseen
mechanical problems that arise. Thi resulted in To nka and Baz not seeing
the airfield for the first two weeks except for when they wanted a brew.
Eventually a \'Cry wet (which is normal for Blandford) Opening Show
went off without a hitch, due to the smooth and efficient running of the
Triumphs. A very big pat on the back to all of us mechanics. This was
further endorsed by the fact that the Chief mechanic, Tonka received the
'Elson Trophy' for the biggest contribution to the Team in the last year and
a ked all the mechs to join him in receiving it, as it is a team effort. A big
thank you goes out to all of them for all their efforts.

LEAVING THE ARMY OR
ALREADY IN THE TA?
Looking for a new challenge
R (Shropshire Yeomanry) Signal Troop (V)

part of the regular Squadron
264 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRON

PHONE (747) 2381
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REGULAR SIGNALMAN,
LANCE CORPORAL
OR
CORPORAL
WANT AN EXTRA £250 BEFORE TAX
!!?!!NO CATCHES!!?!!

~~tfJ,~~~

~

°" 74e ~Viel

then please complete this form and send it to:
The Accounts Department, RHQ Royal Signals
Blandford Camp, DORSET DT11 BRH
urname: ................ ...... ..... .. ...... Title: .... ........ ....I ntls: ............. .
Address: .............. ... .......... ....................................... .......... ..... ... .

The Royal ignals were included in the atisfied oldier
Bounty cheme ( B ) at the end of last year. The scheme i
designed to improve recruiting and Regular Corporals and
below are eligible. The scheme is very simple, you obtain
B card from your unit (each card has a serial number
and are NOT the old Royal ignals Committed oldier
a:rd), write your detail in the card and give it to a potential
Royal ignals Recruit.

Once the individual completes Phase 1 training,
ou receive £250 before tax.

RECRUIT
PREFERENCE
CARD

................................................................................................... .
.......... ..........................................................................................
.............. ................... .. ................... Post Code: ... ....................... .

I enclo ea cheque/postal order for £9,00 for one year's
ubscription made payable to:
ROYAL IG AL BE EVOLE T FUND
or Plea e end me a form to complete
to pay by DIRECT DEBIT

The Royal British Legion Pilgrimage Department
are proud to present their latest two videos

C hindit Commander
and Escaping from
Colditz
These videos can be obcained from:
The Pilgrimage Department,
The Royal British Legion Village,
Aylesford, Kent MEZO 7NX.
Tel: 0044 1622 716729/716182. Fax: 0044 1622 715768.

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw
it in your Corps magazine

The requested donation is £7 .00 inc P&P per video.
Keep thi. Card Safe

Take it with you to all interviews with the
Army Careers Staff and
Recruit Selection Staff

There is no upper limit to the number of cards you can issue,
so if you know a lot of people that want to join the Corps,
you could earn yourself 'LOADS OF MONEY '. You can
use the card anytime, however, why not go out as a Satisfied
oldier for a one/two week attachment at an Army Careers
Office and you could top up your bank balance. A
explained, the scheme is open to Regu lar Corporals and
below, however, if you get promoted to Sergeant after issuing
the card, you still get the money! Obtain details from your
Unit Recruiting Officer or if you are having problems contact
Capt (Retd) Tony Reynolds at old ier Recruiting in
SORL on Blandford Mi litary 2132.

Did you know?

=~~

Last year Naa fi invest ed
£17m in ne w shops
and clubs worldwide
~·

N~

IMPROV E CORPS MANN ING
AN D
YOUR BANK BALANCE
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OFFICER
EI999
J
Unit to which pO$ted

\ 'ame and Rank

Brig C. J. Burton OB
Lt - ol B. He" ill ..
Lt Col A. \\'. Russ
\1aj C. Do"ie B '
Maj J. II. Fra er ..... .
\faj G. Heam ........ .
laj D. H. Jepson ..... .
\1aj I. G. tanden ..... .
Capt M. J. Campbell .. .
Capt P. J. Day MBE
apt A. Greenfield .. .
Capt G. F. 1anning .. .
Capt J. J. mith ..... .
Capt D. A.\\ hitaker .. .
Capt L. A. Wooke}

... HQ R. JG 'AL
ATO 3 Agency(BAE)
... AD Info As urance
... HQD A
. . . 39 ignal Regiment (Volunteer )
... 30 ignal Regiment
. . . Defence chool ofTnmsport
. . . 20 Armd Bde I-IQ & ig qn (200)
. . . Training Team Brunei
. .. Joint Conununication nit ( I)
... RHQ Royal ignal
... I Military Intelligence Battalion
... HQARRC
... 21 ignal Regiment (Air upport)
... 21 ignal Regiment (Air upport)

Jt;LY 1999
\"ame and Rank
Lt Col R. 1. Crombie

J

1aj '. R. '. Caleb .. .
1aj P. . Cubbin ..... .
laj D. R. Da'ey ..... .
Maj \1. Davis ........ .
:\1aj . M. Da\i ..... .
Maj B. P. Gardner
Maj . J. mit.h
Maj P. J. Welch
f\1aj . 1. William on
Capt P. G. 1. Atkin on
Capt D. C. Ball
Capt K. E. Emmerson
Capt R. S. F Gib on ...
Capt L. \ . Hendricks
Capt J. A. Honeyman
Capt C. Kell ........ .
Capt M. C. 1ilne ..... .
Capt R. 1 icol . . . . .... .
Cape E. R. Warren
Lt J.C. Fra er
Lt L. 1 eill
Lt '. M. P. Pritchett ...
Lt A. M. Taylor
Lt C. Thomson- mith

Unit to which posred

... •.. .. ·. RHQ R. JG
L
... 15 ignal Regiment
... HQ LA DG6CI
... SA1 GCOM
. . . Army Foundation College
. . . DERA (Weapon- y Sect) Malvern
... DI C upport nit
... RTMC
... 38 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
... Unit Computing (U !COM) Team
... HQ LA lD G6 Cl
... Joint Communications Unit (Fl)
... Joint Communications Unit (FI)
... ATACC DCIS (A)
... 5 AB Bde I-IQ & ig qn (216 Para)
... 5 Communications Company (V)
. .. HQ1 I & IS ignal Regiment
... CPD
. . . 238 Signal quadron
. .. 3 (UK) Di\' HQ & Sig Regt
. . . 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
. . . 7 ig Regt (Corps Main HQ)
. . . 3 (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment
. . . 39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (213)
... ATR Bas ingboum

WO &
CO
JUNE 1999
Unit to which pos1ed
Name and Rank
... .. . 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
WOI .. R. Henly
. . . 30 Signal Regiment
\VOi I. P. Toft
. . . 33 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
\: 02 A. P. Glmer
... 9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
W02 C. B. Hamilton
... 36 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
W02 P.A. Holland ...
.. . ATSA
W02 I. M. Matthe\\.
. . . 264 (SA ) ignal quadron
W02 A.W. heppard .. .
. . . 34 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
W02 S. Young
. . . 30 Signal Regiment
W02 RD A~ "1. Keen .. .
... FMRT
gt YofS . Donahue
Sgt YofS J.M. Ewart
.. . 3 lnfBde & Signal Squadron (203)
... I (UK) Div Signal Regiment
gt J. Ainsworth
... I (UK) Div Signal Regiment
Sgt D. E. ox
gt A. J. Cra,,ford ...
. . . ATR Bassingbourn
. . . 2 Signal Regiment
S gt P.R. Curtis
gt C. Dawson
... 2 ignal Regiment
SSgt M. D. Epps ........... .
... HQ RSA

S gtL..larvi - ........ .
gt M. D. Lambert .. .
gt I. J. Lee .. ...... .
Sgt R. Messenger .. .
gt M. Open haw .. .
Sgt K. Read ........ .
gt A. J. Robert on .. .
gt R. J. Winek le .. .
Al gt S. M. D. Fairfield
Al gt A. J. M. Hewson ...
Al gt C. Hindson .. .
Al gt P. .l . Holmes .. .
gt E. V. Jacobs .. .
gt D. B. Klcppang
Al gt J. L. Smithhu rst
gt T. R. J. Au tin
Sgt G. Beswick
gt M. W. Emmer on
gi . J. Harris
gt . Little" ood ..... .
gt W. P. D. Quinn .. .
gt M. D. can lon
gt M. tein ........ .
gt C. M . William
gt D. Wood ........ .
gt M. C. Jackson .. .
gt A. McGibbon .. .
gt M. R. Plested
Al gt M. J. Pryme

... l lQ NI & Signal Regiment
.. . 3 (UK) Div Signal Regiment
. .. 11 ignal Re~imen t
... 2 ignal Rcg1111cnt
... 11 ignal Regiment
... 16 Air Assault Bdc & Sig Sqn
. .. 7 Signal Regiment
... 259 ignal quadron
. .. 3 (UK) Div ignal Regiment
. . . ATA
. .. 3 Inf Bde & ignal quadron (2031
. .. The Royal chool of ignal
. .. HQ NI & Signal Regiment
... I (UK) Div ignal Regiment
. .. 19 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (209)
. .. 6 Battalion REME
. .. 2 igna l Regiment
. . . 34 ignal Regiment (Vol unteers)
.. . 604 Signal Troop
... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Rcgt
... 3 Signal Regiment (Volunteero)
. .. HQ I & ignal Regiment
... 1 MechBde& ig qn(215)
. .. HQ I & Signal Regiment
. .. 280 ( K) igna l Squadron
. .. 249 ignal quadron (AMF(L))
. .. 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
. .. 12 Regiment RA
. . . ATACC

J L 1999
Name and Rank
WOI B. A. Knight
W02 D. Briers
W02 A. J. Grove
W02 J.B. Harper .. ... .
W02 A. H. Phillips .. .
W02 K. turrnan .... . .
A/W02 RD . J. Harriott
S gt R. Breheney ..... .
S gt S. K. Cook . . . . ..
SSgt S. A. roft ..... .
SSgt M. c. Durr . .... .
SSgt M. A. Ginty ..... .
SSgt P. R. Howson .. .
SSgt P. McDonald
SSgt . G. McKenzie
Sgt E. M. O'Halloran
S gt G. Pendrich ..... .
SSgt G. Shipman ..... .
A/SSgt S. E. Littlefield
A/SSgt D. W. Oliver .. .
S gt . J. Pollitt .. .
A/SSgt G. E. Tuff
A/SSgt P. A. Yates
gt M. W. Brown .. ... .
Sgt C. . Budding ..... .
Sgt C. Calabre e ..... .
Sgt A. M. Chester.. . . ..
Sgt P. Colburn
Sgt R. Kirby . . . . .... .
Sgt B. A. McAuley .. .
Sgt A. J. Roberts
Sgt P. Rogers . . . . .... .
Sgt A. J. Rooney ..... .
Sgt S. R. White ..... .
A/. gt M. D. Rutherford ...

... 2 1 ignal Regiment
... 4 Annd Bde & ig Sqn (204)
... SHAPE ACE COMM EC
. .. 31 igna l Regiment (Volunteers)
... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
... 24 Airrnob Bde HQ & ig qn (210)
. .. The Royal School of Signals
. .. 34 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
. .. 7 ignal Regiment
... 7 Armd Bde & ig qn (207)
. .. 16 ignal Regiment
... I (UK) Div Signal Regiment
. .. 3 (UK) Div Signal Regiment
. .. HQAFCE T
... I (UK) Di Signal Regiment
.. . ATACC
.. . 2 (CofD) Sig Sqn (Volunteers)
.. . SHAPE ACE COMM EC
.. . 3 (UK) Div Signal Regiment
.. . 3 (UK) Div ignal Regiment
. .. I (UK) Div ignal Regiment
... 2 ignal Regiment
... 249 Signal quadron (AMF(L))
... 60 ignal Squadron
... 2 1 ignal Regiment
. .. 9 Signal Regiment (R)
. .. 8 lnfBdc& igna1Squadron(218)
... 2 Signal Regiment
... 7 Signa l Regiment
... 21 igna l Regiment
... 14 ignal Regiment (EW)
... HQDFT
... Balado Bridge
... SHAPE
... 5 Battalion REME

SIG AL OFFICER l CHIEF (ARMY)'S
RECR ITI G AND LIAISO ST FF EXER ISE LIGHT JNG STRIKE 1999
~x Light~mg lri~c i an ann~a! Royal ignal · Competition run by the
SOm (A) s Ri.:cn11lm~ and Lta1son StafT ( ORLS) for the nineteen
Un!ver ny Officer T~a1nmg Corp (UOT ) around the country. The aim is
to mlroducc the Ofl1cer Cadets to the many facets of signalling in the
Corps and hopefully to have some fun at the ame time. The format
involves the teams ?oing a r?und robin of nine Unit stand , finishing off
with a final race. This year, eighteen teams competed over the weekend 26
- 28 March 1999 al West Down Camp on Salisbury Plain. Visitors to the
Exercise included Brig Vcrey, the Brigadier TA, and several UOTC
Commanding Officers .
264 (
) Si~ Sqn '_s Survival land required teams to provide their
TcJm Captain with basic urv1val clothmg, made from materials at hand,
and to bmld a one man shelter. The final test was for this newly tailored
111dividual lo compete a mini obstacle cour e. 1arks were then awarded
for how much clothing was still in place. 264 ( AS) Sig Sqn provided an
imprcs ive d1s~lay of shelters and ur\ ival aids a a backdrop to the stand .
The OCdts enjoyed a light nack of roasted pig's head and a cup of
dandelion tea before leaving the stand .

Unit to which posted
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Cambridge UOTC attempt to rig a parachute
'The rabbit comes out of the hole around the tree and ..... damn! !'

216 (Para) ig Sqn' stand wa based on the theme of 'Airborne
Signalling.' This year, 2Lt To m Day replaced the normal log haped,
wooden ·antenna' with a quick Bergen race culminating in a competition
lo kn up in complete parachuting gear. The result wa a lot of weaty
people practising bondage on each other. ome UOTCs are clearly
physically fitter than other and we know that the P Is will be trying lo
rnmcdy this for next year.
39 Inf Bde I IQ and ig qn, headed up by Lt John Fraser. as isled by
2Lt Forbes Guthrie of3 lnfBde I IQ & Sig qn (203), gave the tudent a
chanc.e to sec and use ougar radios, before using them to deal with a
tcrron t incident. The ca ualty simu lation \ a extremely reali tic and led
to~ lot of running about and confusion. Good command and con trol of the
m ·1dent was essential.
The students had a chance lo use satellite communications in the form
o~ lnmarsat terminal , run by Lt Ohan Gu run g and the Gurkha from 30
Sig Rcgl. The team had to work out how to use the terminal . get a lock
onto the atellite and c tabli h a call to another station. The stand
~emonstrated ho' ea y the establishment of a atcllite communication,
link can be.
o 43 Troop ommander's Course from the Royal ehool of ignul
ran lhc traditional ' It 's a Knockout' stand. Thi is n rmally very
competitive as the tand prize i a crate oflagcr. This year' event involved
~ race under, aeros and around obstacles and era h mats afier retrieving
objects from a bucket of tlour with their teeth, while being squirted with
11
·a1c~ pistol . 2Lt Phil Waddell came a cropper when his old OT from
B1rm1ngha111 took revenge and attacked him with water and flour.
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How many Officer Cadets does it take to make a telephone call?
30 Signal Regiment's Stand

24 irmobile Bde ig qn .. tand. led by l Dan A hton, required the
learns to rig up a Landrovcr and trailer ready for undcrslinging from a
helicopter. The student were gi en the chnin and ' ticky tape and a set of
instruction and told to crack on. ome of the OT · produced quite
workable re, ult. '' hiL t thosc who used th tape a Landrover granill farl!d
less well.
14 Sig Regt's stand, led by Lt lkrve) cott, required the teams to
intercept and analyse 'enemy' transmissions. The Land demonstrated the
other face oftl1e Corps and was very cducatinnal for the
dt~.
Royal ignal Leader hip Troop from the Royal chool of ignal.
prO\ ided a no\ el and rather difficult command task for th.: ti:am .. \II
blindfolded bar one. the teams had to he guided through a course b) the
powl!r of voice. Thi ''as an especially ent 'rlaining e\ cnt for spect,llors
and lef1 many of the . tudi:nl "ithout a mice for the re ·t of the da~. ('apt
Richard 'Toddy' Todd and gt ·,id' Barrass spent most of the tune
di.entangling blind, groping student, fr 111 each other. ituation normal!
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The Ro ·al chool of ignaL. headed up b. 2Lt lly Lawson from the
Troop ommander.;' ou .e. challeng d the teams to a line race. Team
had 10 ct up a pole-cro ing according to the model pro' ided, in a straight
head to head "ith each other. The link had to be proved by a quick tield
phone all. Part of the cour e went under n large tarpaulin, beneath'' hich
the rivall) oflen broke out into hand-to-hand ombat.
Th' Final Race. run by the new Royal ignals Mobile Pre entntion
Team, command d I-· apt Jack ,Jennings. requ ired Ii e teams at n time
10 collect a trailer ea.:h nnd mce it uphill, through a slalom course. Easy.
apart from e\Cl)'One but the team cap ain being blindfolded. Even the
Team Captain ''a handicapped by ha ing 10 hout through a re pirator
and O\ er the top of Frnnkie Goe To Holly" ood · inging 'Two Tribe~' on
the P sy tern. The . moke gr nade and thunder-Oashe provided
additional excitement and confil ion. Capt ophie Davi and aroline
;\loorc, our 'ideo camerawoman, particularly enjoyed the ight of the
kilted Tayforth and Edinburgh horde gaily bounding down the hill
tO\\ ard them. It wa good to ce that the chap "ere all true cot men.
All the team. competed strongly thoughout a very hot and dusty day on
ali. bury Plain. In the end there could only be one "inner and th i year,

the kilted Tayforth
T took the top honour. The Lightning trike
trophy ''a presented to them by Col Cliff Walters, the Regimental
Colonel. Later the amc day. the teams emerged scrubbed and black-tied
for the ev ning function in Blandford. Afler a fine spread and
entertainment prO\ ided by the Corps Band, lhc UOT s dan ced the' nighi
awu . eYcral of the P Is. particu larly W02 ( M) Maxted, impressed
the younger 0 dt with their ' unique ' dancing sylcs. Much better were the
t\\'O young Indies from ambridge OT (who hall remain nameless)
who impressed everyone with their lablc dancing. Peter tringfcllow will
be in touch . ol everyone caught the bus back to West Down Camp that
night. O dt Karl Fra nks,' ho nose-dived the dance floor early on, spent
the r~l of the e\ening in casualty getting hi jaw titched and reset.
nee again. Ex Lightning trike's unique combination of compelillon
military (Royal ignals) education and sheer enjoyment made it one of th~
high lights of the yea r. for both ORL and the UOTCs. It brought
together UOT s from acros the United Kingdom and would not have
been possible without the support and enthusia m of the units who
pro' ided stands and admi ni trati e support.

[19GROUP
LSC Group is a dynamic

IT/Logistics company based in
the Midlands. The company has
contracts with a number of Blue
The week-e.nd was a baptism of fire for our new 0 I(V) Lt Col Steve
Potter who JOlll us from 37 Srg Regt (V) on promotion. We welcome him
and wish him an enjoyable, rewarding and busy tour.
BRIG DE AWAY DAY - 19 MAY 1999

A report on the ~ri gadc staff day out from our Chief Clerk, W02 Kath

HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE & COTSWOLD GARRISON

Chip Organisations throughout
the UK and abroad. Due to
ongoing business success LSC is
expanding and looking to recruit

'Wh1 should I wrne. for another Corps magazine' Fenlon AGC. This

a number of consultants with

outr ng. meant as an rnformal break for Military and civilian stafT: took
several weeks ol'planning before the d~stination could be agreed upo~. The
~nal sclectron ~a. an exploratory v1s1t to th.e Montg?me.ry anal system
lollo'~ ~d by a v1s1t to a stately home. urpnse, surprise rt \ as left to the
Ch rel Clerk and .her merry ban?, namely gt igel Jones and Mrs Robbie
Bragg lo organrse. Three vehicles lefl Donnington for Welshpool on 19
May: Powys Castle wa to be mvadcd by members of HQ 11 ig Bde.

varying skills to work at various
locations throughout the UK. The
positions will suit people seeking
a long term career with
opportunities for involvement in
leading edge projects.

N TIO 'AL OCATIO AL Q ALIFICATIO S
by Roland .\fanning. Comms Ojfr I

HQ 2nd ( ) ig Bde ha been working in conjunction ' ith the
Communi at ion, Officer Grades Head of Profes ion. 1r . Slade. and hi
Q for
Profes. ional Qualification Office, on a scheme to implement
CO Grade . This venture began in 1997 and by Februal)' 1998, the
registration of the first candidate
for
Q Operating
Telecommunication Equipment at Level 3 (OTE3) was complete. This
included the e tabl i hmem of a team of qualified as e ors from the CO
Grades them elve . At the forefront were tafT from Army
Communication Information ystem Group (ACI G), pan of HQ 2nd
'C) ig Bde. Candidates were a sessed again t national tandard set by
the TV C by pro\ iding e' idence of workplace activitie to their
respectiYe a c sor. fay 1999 aw the first awards to ACISG personnel.
They were l\trs Tina BrudenaU (COMMCE Corsham) and Mrs
' ichole Rennie (COMMCEi Bulford) who. working with their a es or,
Mr Barry Lister, of 243 ig qn, completed their a essments between
February and eptember 1998.
The presentation of the indi idual's VQ certificate along with a bound
copy of their respective work assessment was made by Brig S. G. Hughes
CBE, Commander HQ 2nd ( 1C) Sig Bde & Cotswold Garrison, at a
recent ceremony at Brigade HQ in Corsham. The photograph shows the
Brigadier (2nd left) with (L- R) Nichole Rennie, Barry Li ter and Tina
Brudenall. 1r Rennie and Mrs Brudenall are seen holding certificates
and bound copies of their
Q asse sment workbooks. Photography
courte y of MOD
{Photography), Foxhill , Bath. (Crown cop)'Tight).

Currently we are looking for
experienced professionals in
the following areas:

Logistics Consultants
RCM Facilitators
The group at passport control
(L-R): Maj Graham Addley S02 Ops/CIS,
MaJ Paul Hudson COS the Commander
Cpl Simon Emmett Commander's Drive~
Mrs Jean Vince Commander's PA, Mrs Robbie Br~gg typist,
W02 ~ath Fe~lon Chief Clerk, Flt Lt Farid Khan S03 Ops/CIS,
Cpl Nigel Weir Crypto NCO, Capt Jim Sykes S03 COMSEC,
Maj Peter Williams S02 Projects
Front row kneeling (L-R): Sgt Nigel Jones Clerk
Maj (Retd) Rollo Rumford G1/MS,
'
W01 YofS Graham Pardew Bde Yeoman
Back

HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE
EXE RCI E MMER EAGLE.
In April. Venning Barracks, Donnington saw elemem from all units of the
Bngade assemble for Ex ummcr Eagle. This was a CPX that formed part of
the preparation for the annual FfX, Ex Able Condor. The Exerci e utilised the
barrack square for most of the players who were vehicle based and the Robert
Cook Building for tho e who were not; along with EXCO , HICO and
LOCO . The Exercise was plil into three three-hour slots of real time each
repre<..cnting 12 hours of Exercise time. Fast moving, interesting and dare I say
enjoyable, the Exercise was a great success. It rs the type of total training that
evel)'One, al all levels, who missed it this year should ensure they attend next
yearas it is a 'must'. It wa the culmination of many long days forthe Brigade
ta ff and especially our civilian typi t Mrs Robbie Bragg whose normal busy
day got longer and fuller as the weekend drew nearer. One could write a book
covering the way some of the scenarios developed, especially toward the end
of the third phase during a period of free play, as confidence and experience
among. t thc control staff increased and enterprise took over!
The first day culminated in a most welcome and enjoyable moker
exceptionall1 \I.ell organised by 33 Sig Regt; who now have the richest PR!
in the Corp . Just joking, I know that you were giving the beer away at £1 a
can e>cn rfthey wen: marked 69p! They also organised the entertainment
\\hich took the form ofa Karaoke and I would like LO report that:
The Brigade Commander led the way (a always) wnh, ·1 did (do) it
my \\3} • - by Sinatra followed by:
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Maj Phil Daisey S02 LOG si nging- 'Ponaloo' - by ABBA
Maj Paul Hudson COS - ' Its all over now baby blue '
Maj Mike Wise D OS - 'I've got to get out of this place' - by the
Animals while not to be out done;
The Ops Room staff joined together to si ng -Bohemian Rhapsody by
Queen - all very, very frigbteaing. and:
Flt Lt Farid Khan having had three ice cubes in hi orange juice .lel
loose with - • I'd like lo fly right up to the sky' - by Orville. It was a nrce
touch to wear the white scarf and Oying helmet but painting himself green
and wearing a nappy in that company was pure commitment to his art! but
I can't report this - because it did not happen!
On the Sunday morning the ommander' 'O' Group for Ex Abk
Condor kept the 'head-shed' away whi le the remaining 200 plus enjoye?a
static equipment display of the Brigade's comm unications eq uipment 111th
BATES and AD IS courtesy of the Royal Arti llery. The morning finished
with a short parade, an address by the ommander and the presentation of
the Greenhill Trophy. Most will be aware that this trophy wa presented by
the late Col Greenhill and awarded to the officer ajudged to have made
the greatest contribution LO the TA in general and his or her Regiment in
particular. This year against trong opposition it was won by Lt Ruth
Middleton-Powell of34 Sig Regl (V). The photograph shows the Deputy
Commander, Col Douglas McLay, congratulating Lt Middleton-Powell
on her award.
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The day tarted with a lei urely stroll along the tecp incline or the
Mont~ome.ry canal, the Brigadier with much fore ight brought a loaf to feed
the bird hfc - Cpl 'igel Weir thought his share was eleven e and
proceeded to demoli hit with gusto. Cobweb removed - coffee wa next on
the agenda. igel and I di cn.:ctly left the coffee drinkers in order to check
that the Curator of the Powys Museum had actua lly remembered to open up
for our party. After trying to remain calm at the locked entrance I frantically
fo~nd .a side door and reminded the urator of the Brigade inva. ion.
Bngadrer approaching, door ju t opening - phew! I can live to tell another
tale. The mu eum is a display of the hi tory and development of life in
Montgomeryshrre from the earlic t prehistoric ettlers lo the 20th Century
Populauon, o you can imagine the shock as an exhibition of football
me~1orabilia was the introduction to it The Brigadier' a fascinated by the
notice and description given for tolen sheep and Robbie was chagrined to
find that kitchen items she remembers u ing are now museum pieces - l
might add mot of the staff remembered using them but would not admit to
it. Lunch wa at the Old talion restaurant which wa ill.rated among t some
quaint hltle shops. Shopping wa a mu t for omc members and I recall golf
clubs and clothing to name a few items being loaded discreetly onto the
vehr le . The Brigadier and hi faithful driver Cpl Simon Emmett had to
depart after lunch which lefl tl1e rest of us to invade Powy ca tie (which has
strong connection to live or India) and its lovely garden for a few hours.
A gentle and relaxing day away from the office; a good time wa had by all.

ILS Consultants
Safety Consultants
IT Trainers
Business Unit Manager Technology
ELD Consultant
The company offers competitive
salary packages including
pension, private medical
insurance and performance
related pay,
Please contact Dena Orton at the
address below, alternatively visit
our recruitment pages on our
website:
http://wwwllsc.eo.uk/corporate/
opportunities
LSC Group
Concept House Victoria Road
Tamworth Staffs 879 7HL.

FAREWELLS

Al the.end of April Maj teve Beller-by R.L reverted lo full T talus
aIler having been a full time staff ofliccr in the Headquarters for two year .
Although. trictly speaking he does not leave the Headquart rs, hi chang
111 . tatus rs well worth a mention. Hi unending humour, helpfuln
and
ab1Jr1r to produce tl1e good wh ile suffering constant hara sment from the
unrnformcd. will be greatly mi ed. He goes back to pan time o!dicring in
order to devote time to his new bu ines · venture, in which we all \\ ish him
the .be t of good fortune. Another ·Wire otes ' period is over and so we
begin the fran1ic preparation for the deployment on · x Able Condor,
maybe we can even deploy further afie ld ........ .... Kosovo ound good!
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Tel: 01827 708000
Fax 01827 708500
email: dao@lsc.co.uk
Web: //www.lsc.co.uk
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D T A ' D E URITY WI G
INTEGRATED YSTE 1 1 ' AGEME T GRO P
CO 1 1 'D DI I IO
EPILOG E -TELE OP (DATA) RIP l 2 JAY 1999
FROM TELEPRI TER OPERATOR TO TELE OP (DAT )

by Sg1 Ma11gha11. Tele Op (Dala) - s1illlj11sl
Another hi toric moment occurred on Tue da 12 May 1999 when the
final Tele Op (Data) Cla I Upgrading Course graduated at Blandford.
Course ODUR 029 • were gathered together, before they returned to their
Unit , and photographed with the Chief Instructor Trade Training Division,
Lt Col Peter Richards OC Data Wing - 1aj Andy Stakoe, Course oordinator - l\lr lick Altham and irnructors from Procedure ection.

The Tele Op (Data) trade. a we know it, evolved before the 2nd World
War from the General Po t Office (GPO) clerk/typist and was split into
two type of operator: the Teleprinter Operator and the Signal Centre
Clerk. At the end of the war these two trades were combined into one,
which wa called the ignal Centre Operator (Sig Cen Op), who had the
job of transmitting and receiving formal signal mes ages and also the
manning of large telephone exchange . These were the days of OMCA ·.
78 teleprinters, perforators. chad and chadle tape and Cla s 3 typing
kill of 40 wpm plu .
ig Cen Ops kept that name until around the end of 1961, which
coincided with the run-down of ational ervice and the changeover from
COM A to D
. To move with the time the trade was re-named
Communication Centre Operator (COMMCE
Op); also the job
Diversity in employment
(Spot the 011 and the RY's on the test tape)
ln the mid 80 , it was again necessary to review and update the
e111ployment roles of the trades in the Corps and a major career
employment review took place, which resulted amongst other in the 'birth'
of the Systems Op and another name-change for existing trades. The DTG
was renamed Telecommunications Operator (Data) (Tele Op (Data)). The
Tele Op (Sys) took over the main responsibilities for message centre
operating and switching within the Ptarmigan ystem, whilst the Tele Op
(Data) returned to their original role of predominamly static COMMCE
work - although any Tele Op (Data) posted to 30 ig Regt in the last ten
years or so might well disagree. Also during this time period, the
Switchboard Operator ceased to exist as a separate trade and the vast
majority of girls in this trade were absorbed into the Data family.
With the electronic revolution during the 90's and the onset of
digitisation, it became feasible to pass ecure message traffic from desktop
lo desktop via computer; the traditional COMMCE wa rapidly
becoming obsolete, even more so when first of all fax machines and then
Email as a daily routine became commonplace. A a result of progre s,
and the latest R Signals trade review (TRJTT), the Tele Op (Data) trade
has been consigned to the history books.

)

Match 5 'Director
of Infantry'
Match 11 'inc Matches 1-10'
(Australian Anny 100)
Match 28 'Team
Snapshooting'
Match 70x
•Applied Marksmanship
250/300
Practice '
Match 71x
'United States ChiefOfThe
Army Reserve'
Match 76 ' Military Biathalon'
(6km inc six shooting stands)
Mat~h 80x 'Se~tion Match'
(2 miles - 18 mm)

Capt

Match 85 'International'
(Great Britain Team)

Maj Dowell (R Irish)
2160/2500
SSgt Yam Kumar (QG Signals)
~~Sgt Copley (R Signals)
Mmiaiu~
Cpl Doak (R Irish)
Trophy.·
Capt avindra (QG Signals)
Pen.nan<.
LCpl Bharat (QG Signals)
Centrepiece.
RF Dipesh (RGR)
& Miniature)
Capt avind ra
83011000
gt Cop ley
85211000

Match 87 'Vicars Trophy'
(lnc. all matches)

avindra

Capt avindra
gt Copley
"i,>t Copley
gt Copley
Capt a11indra

gt Copley
Sgt Copley

5th place 1891200
20th Place 310/400
25th Place 308/400
2nd Place 153.81170
(Bron7e Medallrons)
8th Place 2811300
52nd Place

2nd Place 113/ 1500
(Silver Medal )
6th Place 49.1 Smin

Maj Dowell (R Irish)
S gt Yam Kumar (QG ignals)
CSgt Gourley (R Irish)
Sgt Copley (R Signals)
Cpl Cousins (R Irish)
Cpl Doak (R Irish)
Cpl Mombahad ur RGR)
LCpl Bharat (QG Signals)

541/570 1\1
Pl:>cc
(Trophy,
Pennant! &
Sih·er
Medallion l

l

All four non-infantry represented the British Army Combat Team to a
successful result winning the highest of honours. Thereafter the selection
from the team of 12 firers to compete in Match 85 as the Great Britain
Team of eight firers, was a competition second to none which developed
great pride and a successful win.
Once the awards were over arrangements were made for the two days R
& R period which consisted of various visits throughout the geographical
scope of Australia thus the Gurkhas took advantage b)' travelling 12 hours
to Sydney spending little time sleeping, only sight seeing was on their
agenda. Overall a memorable occasion, even the tuition on surfing (which
became painful), but the whole tour was a success for the British Army
Combat Shooting Team and those selected to represent the Great Britain
Team. There remains no doubt - top level sport is still alive and well in the
Royal Corps Signals and Queens Gurkha Signal .

THE BRITISH ARMY COMBAT SHOOTI G TEAM (B.A.C. .1)
EXERCISE WALTZING MATILDA - AUSTRALIA 1999

Some notes from a wandering corresponde/1/
licensed lo shoo/ and happy lo 1ravel.

The Final Tele Op Data Class 1 Course
(Rear) LCp l Sheath, LCpl Bateman, LCpl Brennan, LCpl Glen, LCpl Rawlings, LCpl Phillips
(Centre) Mr Altham, Sgt Lewis, Sgt Calabrese, LCp l Morley, Cpl Knowler, LCpl Roberts, LCpl Cooper, Mr Ledger, Sgt Musgrave,
Mr Luckman, Sgt Maughan
(Front) LCpl Oakes, Maj Stakoe, Lt Col Richards, LCpl Roberts, LCpl Cooper

Siemens T100R - known and loved by many
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specification broadened with the in troduction of new systems. Some of the
first of the new professional 'so ldiers of the 60's' who found themselves in
this trade would have been delighted to find thal they were working on the
Siemens TI 00 teleprinter and the Electronic Perforator, both of which
were capable of producing punched paper tapes at the previously
unobtainable speed of75 bauds!
During training, many COMMCE Ops were creamed-off to become
Cypher Operators (referred to afTcctionately as 'Qucen ics ' - or not as the
case may be). One of the major attractions to becoming a Queenie was thot
on completion or basic trade training, the ucccssful trainee was
automatically promoted to full corporal (technicians, eat your hearts out!)
By 1972, with the increasing introduction of on-line cryplo sy tcms an?
one of the periodic declines in recruiting, a trade review took place and 11
was decided to revamp the image with another change of trade-name to
Data Telegraphist, (DTG), ' data' being the catchword to attract people to
the culling edge of electronic communications techniques. The Cypher
Operator as a eparate trade was phased out. The DTG 's 111ain role was the
running of the Communications Centre (COMM EN), but as the word
'data' suggests, they were also being employed in an increasing wa)
outside the OMM E in areas covering the handling of 'data', ~g
atcom in the Falklands conflict, new co111puter systems, particularly 1n
orthern Ireland, and also in the introduction of the Ptarmigan sy tern.
including in the early days, Wavcll.
T HE WIR E, AU G UST 1999

This team wa selected from the 12 be t firers in the British Army from
achievements of the Army I 00 Queens Medal competition held in July
1998, which all Regiment , Unit and Battalions can hoot pending the
high standard required and achieving a consistent level of marksmanship.
Capt . B. Navindra, the Officer Commanding Cable Systems Section
and Sgt D. Copley, a Linc Sgt Instructor with Cable Systems ection both
serving with the Royal School of Signals based in Blandford Garrison
were elected for the BACST a member of the International Team
shooting for Great Britain. The team were deployed to Australia from 7-29
May 1999. A tremendous achievemem in service rifle competition
shooting by the Royal ignals and the Queens Gurkha Signals, one that
demonstrates that the Corps can fight on equal term at clo e quarters with
the best, with little or le s time on training than their infantry counterparts.
The training started whil tat Sisley by shooting in newly fitted barrels and
partnering both the LSW and Pistol teams prior to deployment to Belmont
and Grecnbank ranges, Brisbane, Queen land. On arrival, the first day
mvolved administration and the start ofacclimati ation, which varied from
mon oon season to climates that differed immensely compared to UK
weather. At this stage the 'cool dude gla se ' were doru1ed by all .with
temperatures of 35•c +. Thi differed around our tented hvmg
accommodation area that was constantly muddy and Goretcx wa a mu t.
T~o oon the competi tion wa under way. There were sev~ral matches
rangmg from all distances and varied marksman lup pnnc1ples, which
involved many types of ob taclc . The Australian Army applied ome
tactics throughout the competition tbat hindered the Briti h Army Team,
this wa the disqualification or score penaltic for those individuals t~at
rested the magazines at any stage whil t in practice . Afler a little coercion
from the team coach all firers adapted their positions to satisfy the
Australian Range staff. The flrst event was the Pistol and LSW matche
followed by a 6km Biathlon in extreme cond itions with full kit. Four
members were entered for this arduou match that proved to be a
challenge. The following result were achieved out of387 entries:
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THE ARMY SERVICE PIST OL CHAMP IONSHIPS
BISLEY SATURDAY 5 JUNE 1999
The following individuals were selected from within the Corps to
represent the Royal Corp of ignals, thi involved firing the ervice
Pi tol in Matches 11 (Practice I - 5) and Match 12. The core and re ults
were a follows:
1st place
tage I - 265/300
Lt Col Boole
3rd place
tage 2 - 256/300
overall
2nd place
Total 521/600
gt Johnston Stage I - 201 /300 ot Qualified for tage 2 (Pistol 30)
16th place
Stage I - 226/300
Sgt Copley
9th place
Stage 2 - 227/300
overall
I 0th place
Tota1453/600
ot Qualified for tage 2 {Pi tol 30)
Stage I - 176/300
Sgt irmal

Changed your Address?
Write and let us know!
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\\ell , yet again there we were. 11 ig Regt in the last four of the Anny
Hocke) up, this time though along with two oth r ignals teams ... and
ome fellas from the Royal Artillery. o mean achievement for the Corps.
Although \\e had beaten 3(UK) Div and ig Rcgt already thi eason
there\\ ere cveral cautionary tale going around the minibu on the way to
the game. part from anything el e. we were mi ing three players from
the regular team. Lt ' plitter!' imp on. gt Gary Duffy and gt
·Pieman · anderson. 1onethele spirits remained high a we tarted the
game. It oon became apparent that pace in the midfield would be al a
premium,'' ith at I a t 75% of the central midfielder closing space down
quickly and our O\\ n 1aj John · teadying midfield influence· tu art
playing more of a holding/ tatic role.
Regard le s of this. it was 11 ig Regt who made the brighter start and
threatened '' ith some nice pa sing and movement off the ball.
nfortunately after about 15 minute we lo tour\ ay a little and let 3 Di
back into the game. Although the back four were not unduly ' orried by
what the oppo ition cou ld throw al them, there was little anyone could do
about the first goal. 3 Div had po se sion, about two yards from the goal
line in the comer of our 'D'. ow there is no immediate danger in that,
unfortunately a desperate hot took a cruel deflection of ean 'They' ll
ne\ er score from a hort comer!· Sutton flew over io · 1•m never late for
a meet· Daniel and into the ide of the net. Controversy trike ! The
umpire immediately disallo' ed the goal for dangerou play, as 3 Div were
celebrating. However several econds later, after ome thought, he
reYersed the deci ion and awarded the goal!!! ot surpri ingly, we were
not happy, but there was not a lot we could do about it and ju t had to get
on '' ith it which we did.
The game flowed from end to end with both ides creating chances, and
ome notable contributions from Sea n 'Defensive Rock', Sutto n, Sig
John ·Hero in waiting' E dge, SSgt (SQ 1S) 'Wher did I put that ball?'
foore, and C pl Steve 'You're a big lad, now use it!' White.
Unfortunately during the course of the second half laj John 'TWANG!'
tuart pulled hi ham tring, probably bending down to tie his hoelace.
and wa forced to move out of midfield and worry 3 Di from up front. ln
the end this may have been something of a blessing in disguise.
Halfway through the econd half we broke from midfield, moving the
ball wide left and then as 1aj tuart turned, he played the ball into the
'D', where it fell to 2Lt John 'Admin King· Lyons coming through from
midfield. and onto the penalty spot. Stopping the ball, ju t long enough to
control it and have a small bean attack, he slipped the ball low and to the
keeper · left, rounding off a lovely flowin g move. Following this both
sides had chances to w in the game but it was not to be, and extra time
beckoned. As fotigue set in, the game opened up and more chances came
and went until at the end both sides were spent and it came to the dreaded
Penalty Flicks!! The five tmfortunates stepped forward: 2Lt John ·Has
anyone got a stick?' Lyons put the ball past the keeper; Maj John ' Keep it
lo" boys' tuart put his over the keeper ... and the crossbar... and the car
park beyond!!; Sig John 'Tiff's anyone?' E dge and SSgt (SQ MS)
'Blinding haircut!' Moore dispatched theirs. Leaving only Sean ·The
Icemen cometh' utton to seal the victory.
This left us with the none-too-easy ta k of beating 16 Sig Regt in the
finals. Ha\ ing een them in the other semi-final, they looked a preny slick
outfit. As happened the day before it was a game full of chances and some
ustained period of pressure for both sides. thanks to ome committed and
intelligent play. Again our game plan was to stretch the opposition, by
moving the ball quickly th rough the midfield, then wide and to the
forward . Looking for suppon arriving late from the midfield, to unlock a
compact and experienced defence.
However, at the other end 16 Sig Regl had their chances, notably when
they had a good flick at goal denied by the shoulder of Sea n Maradonna
taught me everything I know ' Sutton . As the game went on, the adrenaline
flo" ed and tempers began to fray. Although to be fair one or two
interesting umpiring decisions made life difficult, and unfortunately C pl
Paul 'I'm on first name terms with the General Staff' Evans was ·sinbinned' for portingly passing the ball back to the opposit ion! Following
this W02 ( M} eil 'Do as I say, not a I do' Fisher was seen to be
telling 2Lt Lyons to calm down, as we could not afford to have another
player sin-binned for dissent. The young officer took the advice to hean;
although not because of the Sergeant Major's yea rs of experience, but
because \ 02 Fi her had just returned to the field after committing the
same offence!
Although we felt we had done enough to win it in normal time, it was
not to be and extra time was on the way again. Yet again it was 11 Sig Regt
who led they way, using fitnes and teamwork to produce the more
attractive hockey. However the spectre of flicks came upon us again. The
same five team members came forward for the slaughter one more time.
The officers, leading from the front, stepped forward and promptly
m1 ed both of them! This left us 2-0 down, as ig John 'Cool as you like'
Edge Mcppcd up to make it 2-1. Then ig ' Big man' Daniel faced their
third penalty, having narrowly failed to save the first two, and made a great
save. Following this the scores remained 2-1 as ig Daniel moved into the
goal and made a second ave. It was now down to ea n ' o pressure!'
Sutton to keep u in the match, which he duly did. Then fo ll owi ng more
heroic from ig Daniel it was down to sudden death. The pre sure was
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really on and a some could not watch it was Sigs Edge and Daniel who
earned their money. I 6 ig Regt selected to go first and the e. perienced,
x Army and Corp playing CO stepped forward to take the flick , ig 'I'm
not at all nervous' Daniel dived low and to the right saving a solid flick
(then danced all the way back to the team bench). Sig Edge walked to lhc
spot with confidence and with a well taken flick easi ly beat the keeper to
win the Cup for us.
There were naturally some erious celebration and the night wa long,
but distingui hed - just like the pit top we had on the way home, for
details you should see the two heroe of the piece, after they've cleaned
the minibus.

Back Row (L-R): Cpl 'Chalky' White, Sig John Edge,
2Lt John Lyons, Sgt Andy Crabtree, Lt Col T. W. Canham ,
Maj Graham McNe il, W02 (FofS) Neil Taylor,
W02 (SSM ) Neil Fisher, W02 (YofS) Shaun Sutton
Front Row (l.:-R): Maj John Stuart, Sig 'Reg' Perrin,
Sgt 'Sa ndy' Sanderson, Sig 'Dan' Daniel, Sgt Al Rooney,
SSgt (SQMS) Monty Moore, Cpl Paul Evans
ARMY WOMENS VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIO S
by Sig Hampton
After qualifying for the ARMY volleyball championships, the
Regimental female volleyball team put in a lot of hard training on Tue day
evenings with the Regimental male team. The championships were held in
Larkhill on 4 February 1999. Unsure of what to expect the team consisted
of SSgt Lindsey ' Lets Go ' Ma nktelow, Sigs Em ma ' Rab C' Brown,
Li a 'Who said white girls can't jump?' Lawton, Sophie 'Farmer' G il es,
' l don't talk much but can hit' Yule, and Step h 'Legs' Jackson. We were
quite nervous especially when arriving al Larkhill the three other teams
were warm ing up and looking very professional. Once the games got
under way it was apparent the Cooks were quite good but not unbeatable.
We fought to the end and eventua lly went on to win the ARMY
championships. SSgt Ma nktelow, Sig Brown and myself were all
selected to play for the Army in the Crown and Inter-Services tournament
which was to be held over two weeks.
C ROW AND INTER-SERVICES VOLLEYBALL
The Crown Services is a competition between The Army, avy, RAF
and HM Prison Service. We commenced training with The Army men '
team on Tuesday 4 May at Grantham. The team worked very hard between
0900 and 1600 daily and after only a shon time improved beyond
recognition. We all played well and enjoyed the games especially a some
of the quirky on-court ca lls like '747 WHOOSH' helped lo moti vate the

The Team
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Am1y 'VIXE S' team. The Inter-Services competition was held on 14
May 1999 at Larkhill and although we had already played the avy and
RAF in the Crown Services we gave them both good games. We managed
to take a set off the RAF, who play together on a regular basis 111 a civilian
national league, which was a great morale boost for the team. :\s a
beginner al the Inter-Services Championships I thoroughly enjoyed the
whole experience.
ext year expect the Army to be Inter-Service
hampions!!
BLANDFORD UPPORTSQUADRO
qn omd
Maj M. E. Pawlak
SM
W02 ( M) . Fisher
TECHNICAL MAINTE A CE TROOP
The Troop recently aid goodbye lo Maj Dick Offord on his retirement
after 39 years service. Dick was OC TM Tp for three years and his
farewell took up most of the day, starting with a bowling competition for
all members of TM and Support Workshop. Dick donated a trophy to be
awarded to the individual scoring the most points in a single game. A
battle royal between Mr Percy Burgess and Sgt Duncan Shaw ensued,
with Percy taking the Trophy with hi last bowl. A Dining out was held
that evening in The Langton Arms, where Sgt (FofS) tcve Davis
'dished out the dirt' on the Boss, and Dick let us all in to ome previously
unknown secrets that even his wife was unaware of!! An excellent evening
was had by all, in a fitting tribute to a very popular 0 . The Troop wi h
both Dick and hi wife Marilyn all the very best for the future - we'll all
be up for the barbecue soon!!
The Troop i now commanded by FofS teve Davis and Mr Colin
Mcfntosh moves up to be Workshop PTO. A major thrust on Specification
testing ha led to ome very busy times for the Troop, though we have also
managed to fit in some sport. Cp l Ady Wor dall has picked up yet
another golfing trophy while Sgt Duncan haw hasn ' t - yet again! Cpl
'JR' Whitmey made the mi take of finishing second in his I !Om hurdles
heat at the Inter-Squadron Athletics competition - congratulation on
being se lected for the Regimental team!
gt (FofS) Steve Davis is
enjoying a uccessful tart to the Sea Angling league, currently lying in
lifih place in the District league - as well a providing a upply of fresh
fi h for the Troop! Finally, a warm welcome is extended to Mr Brian
Mower (ex-Corps) and Mr Ted Pounds who have recently joined us.
lSQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
M

Maj J. D. J. Drummond CD
W02 (SSM) A. J. artorius

WHITESPEAR TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI G. Waters
EXERCISE GRID mo

216-21MAY99

by Sig Rees

Sunday - The group assembled to the discordant tones of Sig John
Parry and Sig Jim R ees. ig Gail Evan s parted with her tick insects
('Jod ie ' and 'Kate'), and then we were off to Capel Curig for a week·s
adventurous training. We arrived, were briefed on what wa happening for
the week and proceeded to organise our equipment for the following day.
Mond ay - We set out on our two-day expedition in the nowdonian
Mountains with Sig Barry White navigating the first leg. After carefully
analyzing the map we took the path, upward . The climb was long with a
breathtaking view from the uffilnit, unfortunately we had none left to
give. Our joys were short- lived as C pl Tony Brown pointed out the two
other mountains, which stood between our chosen hilltop campsite and us.
Points of interest were grass, boulders and dead sheep, all glazed over by
Cpl Kerr Laye ' trivia of the local surroundings. Al the top of the final
mountain we found that 36 German tourist had already laid out their
towels on the summi t and claimed their place. After ome quality
photographs we made our way down, Cpl Tony Brown ensuring we
avoided all the gentle slopes on the way. The day was finished off with an
in-depth les on on ropes, c limb in g and safety.
Tue day - Upon ' akening up to a wipe from the fresh air cricket bat
we emerged fro m our ten ts to a ma1vellous view of the foot of the
mountain and wondered why we couldn't see the top! All was to become
clear as we started up TRY FA . Halfway up we were enthralled by Cp l
Dave 'Eco- I am the pider-Warrior' Allen ' explanation of the formation
of the surrounding area . Al the top there were mixed feeling of joy and
fear, not so much of falling but of landing. By the time we got to the
bottom the mountain wa 3km high (and l caught a fish thi big)!
Wednesday - Today is rock-c lim bing day and a we emerge from the
mini-bu the rock-face loomed like a big looming thing that ha j u t come
first in a looming competiti on. After a quick les on on technique and
safety C pl Dave ·1 am The pider' Allen let us gel on with it. It ' amazing
how some peop le ca n change when on a rock. C pl Allen turns into a
spider, Sig Morley takes o lon g he gets sunburned and turns into a lob ter
and Sig Parry turned in to a limpet, getti ng half way. stating hi per onal
definition of scared had changed and becoming at one with the rock. Cp l
Kerr Laye did some impressive leadi ng and ig Gail Eva ns put us to
shame when she went on to attempt bigger and steeper rock .
Thur day - To canoe or not to canoe, that wa the question po ed by
ig Gail Evan a she was not too keen about water. C pl Tony Brown
explained some key features of the canoe, technique and afet before
lclling ~s loose on the water. ig Jim Rec wa th.e fir t to go in •. not happy
wuh tl11 s he turned Sig Barry White's canoe mto a submarine. In the
meantime ig Gail Evans got to gri p with her canoe and conquered m t
of her fears about ' ater.
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2SQUADRO
qn Comd
SM

Maj L. . Tomkins
W02 (SSM} Thoma~

WELCOMES A D FAREWELi
There have been a few commgs and goings in recent weeks with the
Squadron saying farewell to WOl Dave Clarke and his wife Tessa to
civvy street, W02 Phil C hristie and Denise, to life on the beat in
Worcester and Cpl teve Riley who has gone around the comer to
Mi litary Training Squadron. We wish you all the best for the future. We
welcome into the fold Capt David Kenyon and Eli.i:abcth, \: 01 Mark
Elliot and Carole, W02 'TafT' Thomas and heila and pl 'Alfie'
Alford. We hope your stay in Blandford is a pleasant one.
BEAUFIGHTER TROOP
Tp Comd
WO! M. D. Elliot
Tp SSgt
S gt G. Cole
I TER-SQUADRO FIVE-A- IDE FOOTBALL
Thursday 13 May 1999 was the date given for the 1st round matches in
the Inter Squadron five-a-side football competition. So with a few days to
go it was time to organise some training and select teams to represent each
Troop. WOI Mark Elliot took on this task, ably as isted by Cpl 'Alfie'
Alford. After a training session in the gym and two on the all-weather
sports pitch two teams of similar ability were chosen. The first game of the
evening was between Beaufighter Tp and Ulster Tp from 3 Sqn. A bout of
early pressure saw Beaufighter Tp go into an early three-goal lead. This
had the desired effect and Ulster Tp never recovered. By ha lftime it was
4-0. The second half was a lot more even and Ulster Tp re tricted the
opposition to only two goals to make the full-time score a resounding 6-0
to Beau fighter Tp.
ext was a thrilling encounter between Iron Tp and Kohima Tp
(organisers) from I quadron The first half saw some excellent attacking
football from both team countered by some even better goal-keeping. The
half-time 0-0 score-line was a fair reflection on the amount of po e sion
enjoyed by both teams. The second half started where the fir t had left off,
with both teams playing open attacking football and trying to get that allimportant fir t goal. As the match progressed mistakes started to creep in
through sheer exhaustion and opportunities to clinch the tie came and
went. The final whistle brought re lief to the players and a well-de erved
ovation from the watchi ng supporters. A 0-0 draw was a fair result after
uch a fine exhibition of guts and determ ination.
Beau fighter Tp were back on again, thi time again t Rhino Tp from I
quadron. The previous match wou ld be hard to live up to but thi turned
out to be just as exciting, and frustrating as the last. The award of a penalty
to Beaufighter Tp failed to break the deadlock as the keeper managed to
smother the ball. The first half was a well-fought contest and the teams
were only eparated by a wickedly deflected goal from Rhino Tp. All
attempts to clo e the deficit in the econd half were either superbly saved
or agonizingly clo e. Rhino Tp defended their lead admirably and
managed to hang on until the final whist le. Having won one match and lost
the econd Beaufighter Tp had to hope that Ulster Tp cou ld win against
Rhino Tp and rely on their goals scored in the first match.
To complete the involvement of both Squadron teams in the league
phase of the competition Iron Tp were next on against Lightning Tp from
3 Squadron. After drawing their first match they knew that anything less
than a con incing win would see them come runners-up in their league.
The game got off to an excellent start with two early goa ls to ettle the Iron
Tp nerves. Lightning Tp managed to close the deficit to 2-1 with a welltaken goal, de pite the enthu iastic support of OC Iron Tp WOJ Keith
F i her tBE. A ettling down period fo llowed and the game flowed from
end-to-end. Iron Tp finally took hold of the game and put it beyond doubt
with a furthe r two goal to complete an excellent 4-1 win.
Once again the fate of a quadron team would re t with the outcome of
the match between the other two team in the league. Iron Tp had to hope
that Kohima Tp and Lightening Tp would either draw or one team \ ould
win by the odd goa l. A it turned out Ulster Tp did Beaufighter Tp a favour
and defeated Rhino Tp by 2-1 thereby leaving Beaufighter Tp top of their
league and in the final the following week. The hope for Iron Tp faded
when Kohima Tp look a 3-0 lead again t Lightning Tp in the fina l match
in their league. That turned out to b the final score and Iron Tp ' on their
league on goal scored! An all-2 quadron final was ju t reward for the
time and effort put in by all concerned.
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\\'ith ma:>.1mum pomts ecurcd toward the. Harrogate up it j u t
remained to dec ide "hich team were to be wmncrs and which to be
nmn rs-up. Th game ·tarted at a furious pace a each team tried to
impo e their uperiority o'er the other. Bea~fightcr Tp had a chance to
take the lead when a\\ arded a penalty early m the first hal f. A superbly
taken kick unluckily rebouncl d off the p t and Iron Tp ,. ere let off the
hook . The) took heed of this ' arning and afler omc excelle nt passmg
lotted the ball home to take a 1-0 lead. Halft ime gave the players and the
crowd a hance to get their breath back. o ooner had the econd half
taned than Iron Tp increased their lead to 2-0. A comeback o f
\1anch ter United proponion would be required if Beau fighter Tp were
to recover. A well-worked goal halfway through the econd half saw Iron
Tp's lead cut to 2-1. Thi meant .the final fi e minute would see Iron
trying to kill the game off by genmg a tlmd goal and Beaufi ~hter Tp try1 ~g
to get an equalizer and take the game to penalttcs. The equalizer ~ame with
two minute left on the clock and while everyone was lookmg forward to
penaltie Beaufighter Tp had other idea and wo~1 tl1e game 3-2 .with
almo · t the la t kick of the match. Thank go to Koh1ma Tp for orgam mg
the e\'ent and gt lark 1eadows (RMP) for refereeing ALL the
matche .

unday usually involve a .da_y on the ranges before re~u~ing to
Blandford. The problem with th is 1s that we have to rely on a c1v1ltan bu
compan turni ng up at the right ti me in the right location (that would be a
novelty). Afler ome frantic commu nication · on those forbidde n mobile
phone the tran port did eventua lly tu m up on time to return everyone 10
camp. Ro ll on E · Lightn ing Foll y 2/99!
THE LIGHT I G TROPHY
In late 1997 14 ignal Regiment (EW) presented The Lightning Trophy
to 3 (Harrogate) qn. Jt i to be awarded to any Telec? mmuni cation
Technician (Radio) Basic who achieve . an _' Outstanding' re ult on
completion of their course. ig Bartrip received h1 award on 14 May 1999.

retaping tl1 t:111, whilst she is ho lding food in one hand, a fag in the other
and trying to dn nk at the same time. Sig Tammy ' o shame' Wh alley
blatantly pulls down her trousers and rubs deep heal into her legs whilst
staring at the video ca mera. Captain D is ye lling in one word sentences
for everyone I? ~ t and drink. L pl ' Mad medic_' Jordan kill fully dishes
out enough pa mk1ll cr to numb the aches and pams and in a fl ash the team
once again were o n: The ro ute from the Feeding Station to Checkpoin t 2
was one of the longest and dullest legs and we were very glad to see that
30 ig Regl were still onl y just ahead o f us at Checkpoint 2.

Our team was now down to eight and we were all determined to finish .
Our spi rits rose as we were told at a crossing point that 30 Sig Rcgt now
bad only seven people in their team. At least we'd be runners up' Just as
we approached the last checkpoint knowing that we on ly had j ust over an
hour to go, C pl Ralf came running down the hill shoutmg that both 15 Sig
Regt and 30 Sig Regt had only got seven people in their teams. Our spirits
soared - we cou ld win this! After 12 hours, 16 mi nutes and 40 mi les of
sheer hell , 11 Signal Regiment were the wi nners. ' We came, We saw, We
conquered' What a feeli ng!

!°P

IRO TROOP
Tp omd
Tp gt

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj teven France
S f
W02 (SSM) Mick Senior
The new term kicked off on 3 May, a Bank Holiday Monday (such is
Co llege life!), with the seniors continuing with their education and the
arriva l of the new intake, 99B. Thi s lerm, the Co llege adopted a po li cy ofa
'so fl' introduction into the Army for the new intake to reduce inj uries at
the early stages, with the first week ( induction week) consi ting mo tly of
lectures and theory lessons, and the Apprentice Tradesmen (ATs) wearing
trainers. Also this term we warml y welcomed Lt arah Pedder fro m 259
ig qn, Cyprus who too k over a 0 Penney Tp fro m Capt Kyra
McAnulty. She is still trying to get used to the weather back home, hav ing
spent an 18-month tour in Cypru s, even though it is summer here!

WOl K. A. Fisher MBE
gt F. Graham

2 Q ADRO
PO SORED BOWLATHON
by Sig lucking
.
.
Q. How do you rai e money for charity and enJOY yourself at the same
lime?
A. Have a ponsored bowlathon of course!
Tuesday 27 pril 1999 saw 2 qn hold a pon ored bowlathon at the
Denbury Bowl on Blandford Camp in aid of Breast ancer Awarenes
( cotland). \ 01 Keith Fisher MBE and Cpl teve Riley had carefully
organi ed the event to ensure there was always someone bowlmg and ~o
one mis ed any trade training. Both lron and Beau fighter Tps were hea".tly
involved and variou 'personalities' took pan throughout tl1e day. Bowlt.ng
hoes definitely brighten up a uniform although the RSM may not airee.
The idea was to get pon orship for taking part or for the number of Slf!kes
and then bowl until you drop. ig Crooks had the top number of trtkes
with 47 and ig King rai ed the most amount of money £145 - Well
Done!
The day was split into t• o periods, morning and afternoon, with various
courses and individuals putting their skills on display. rn the even ing
anyone could take part for a mall charitable donation and a lot of the
daytime bowlers returned for more ' finger torture·. This also had the
added bonus of ' the bar ' which made the competition a little more
interesting as with Lager guided ' sights the bowls didn't always go in the
intended direction . Thanks go lo everyone who helped organise the event
and tho e that took part, a great time was had by all. With £2500 raised for
the charity the day was a tremendous success.

3SQ ADRO
qnComd
SM

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

Maj A. J. Duncan
W02 ( SM) Tasker

EWS FROM SCOTT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jeffries
Tp Sgt
Sgt Wagstaff

Sig Bartrip

11 SIG AL REG™ENT FEMALE TEAM
LANYARD TROPHY WINNERS
by Sig Gough
The team: Capt Sophie ' Boss ' Davies, SSgt Tina ' 2nd time loony '
Edward , 2 Lt Lindsay ' fancy a stroll' Calderhead, 2Lt Mogs ' anyone
for hockey ' outhern LCpl Sarah ' Mad Medic ' Jordan, Sig Jackie
' Look at Me ' Davies, Sig Tammy ' Don ' t mess with me coz I'm hard,'
Whalley, Sig Carol 'fitness freak ' Barrett, Sig Liz ' Oh Lovely' Burley
and Sig V ' Follow that bum ' Gough .
Admin Team: Cpl Ian ' Dr Death ' Bibby, Cpl Elaine ' Admin Star'
Ralf and Cpl Mac ' I' ll tape your feet ' McArthur.
.
The training had been long and hard, but the day had finally amved.
Nerves soared and bladders weakened. Our brilliant blue T shirts almo t
glowed in the early morning sunlight as we tried the impossible not to be
seen quatting behind bu hes.
'30 econds to start.' The teams sped off all fighting to get ahead. The
start pace was hard and fast but that was nothing compared to what lay
ahead of us.
' Just jog it down the hills girls,' shouts Capt D.
'That 's not a hill, its a slight slope downward - are you trying to kill u ?'
Over stiles, through fields and woods, narrow paths, wide tracks, roads,
up and downhill, windy and traight. You name it we walked it.
' Don ' t follow them they have gone the wrong way! '
' But it's downhill that way, I' m sure no one will notice'
' o, up the hill we go. Dig in girls!·
Check point l - ' Drink, eat, we're not stopping' The sweat streamed
down the reddened faces as quick water refills and grabbing of food bags
took place. The heat rose in our boots as blisters began to form . At this
stage we were right on the heels of 30 Sig Regt trying to 'psyche' them
out. We had, however, seen no sign of the fema le team from 15 Sig Regt.
The feeding station- 'Sig Jackie Davies is yelling for a water refill and
decides to do a quick camera interview, Sig Carol Barrett is shouting for
scissors witl1 her boots off and Cpl McArthur 's magic hands set to work

EXERCISE LIGHT I G FOLLY 1999
On the weekend of 16-18 April 1999 tl1e Squadron embarked on
another serie of annual exercises. These run in conjunction with Ex
Lightning Warrior and Ex Lightning Challenge, confusing enough for the
taff >who run them, so obviously totally confusing for the trainees! This
particular series (Lightning Folly) are run over a weekend period on
alisbury Plain Training Area. They enable the trainees to get out of the
classroom and hopefully enhance some of the skills taught in Phase I
training.
After the initial move out and Friday night saning out their admi n,
aturday is pent rotating around various stands. Whi lst most of the stands
are intended as revision ie: First Aid and Map Reading others introduce
variety like self-defence and clay pigeon shooting (invariably these are
well received by the trai nees). Saturday night is taken over by the night
avex enabling those who paid attention during the Map Reading lecture
to get a good night's sleep as it only takes them a couple of hours IQ
complete the course. For others, well isn't it frustrating going through the
same checkpoint two or three times wishing you had paid attention or even
a ked question !
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THE VIEW SO FAR FROM INTAKE 99B OF SCOTT TROOP
Six weeks have passed since the day we all arrived, for some probably
the scariest day of their lives. We were greeted at the Military Training
Wing with a mass of smiling faces from the instructors and le s smiling
faces from the new recruit . We signed loads of paper work and received
£20 for actually turning up! The next week which was called induction
was filled with load of itting around and Ii tening to lectures, oh .... and
yet more paperwork. On Wedne day of the induction week we were
introduced to our military kit which would be our only ource of clothing
for the next six weeks. We tried it on, we tried our boots on, we tried to
come to tenns with it, all our effons failed and we were tuck with it!
We think that the first time any of u began to mi s our mother was
when we were taught how to iron and look after our kit. How many times
did we see tramlines repre enting the M6 running up our lightweights. or
white Jeeves where we had over starched them to death? Ifwe weren't in
our green kit, we were in our Corp tracksuit and Silver Shadow trainers.
We don 't think one per on had a tracksuit that fined properly.
The next four weeks went really slowly and were mainly days full of
les on and lectures; Education, Skill at Arm , Health & Hygiene, ecurity
and loads more. It was really only in the fifth week when you could notice a
real team being formed from the ranks of cott Tp and this was clearly
demonstrated on our OC Squadron ' in pection and 'Pa ing off the Square',
at which we all perforn1ed really well. ow we have our civvys back and are
allowed to go into Reading. The next question i , when does it all get taken
offu and they take us back to Week One again! The staff would do it!
EXERCISE SPRING SPLASH (TIGER) 99 - 16-25 APRIL 1999

by Capt Tom Jeffries
This was a Sub-Aqua Diving Advenlurou Training E, pcdition for
Appren tice Tradesmen (ATs) from the Anny Apprentices College (AA
Coll), Arborfield to E tartil, pain. E lartil i a well known diving resort
on the Costa Brava featuring the ' Illes Medes ', a group of unpopulated
offshore islands de ignated as a marine reserve. Dive ites range from
?metre plateaus to 30metre plus drop offs and a wide variety of location
m between. Fish-life is plentiful and varied with everal large pecie .
visibility is 8-1 Ometres and water temperatures are rea onable. Following
the new training programme for the B AC Club Diver course, 12 senior
term ATs and six members of staff were ready to go diving in the week
following the end of term . Easier aid than done, jut a minor thing of the
Pass Off Parade lo comp lete first. omehow we all made it!
Friday morning we a scmbled and loaded the minibu es for the long
haul to Spain. It was through tJ1c hannel Tunnel and miraculously out the
other side on the 'wrong' but correct ide of the road! Whilst the nondnvers quirmed and burrowed their way into e er more contorted
sleeping position around the seats and luggage, the driver • tagged on'
for 2 - 3 hour st ints of driving, navigating and leeping in rotation.
Saturday we at last reached Estartit, checked in with our dive charter
co.m~any and the apartments. The afternoon was spen t resting, admin and
bncfmg . Also the novel experience for the majority of being issued ' ith
their CILOR money and going shopping for food to live on. o Mum,
Army Cookhouse or even a 24hr compo pack - Help, what do ' e do?
Does it really cost that much! How much do we need?!
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One day 's di ving is very much like the re t but with two outings a day
we were all kept busy. As the week progre sed the diving skill s improved
and more challenging dives were underta ken. Sig 'Tour de France' Burr
fin ally stopped peddling underwater, whilst Cpl ' Lawrie ' ski n went
hunting for his two REME underwater Leopard crawlmg pecialists!
Meanwhile Sgt ' Adie · West (J JO Chicksands) was still trying to coach
his REM E students in the an of rescue techniques on the surface. resulting
in more real drownings and green floating bits than rescues! Underwater
as the confidence grew so did the encounters with the fi sh-life and the tales
- ' It was this big!!' Octopus and Sea Cucumbers for ome reason seemed
to be o f mo t interest especially to Huw Richards (L & IT Wing)! By
Wednesday the pace of the week was beginning to tell and Sig 'Pte
Benjamin ' Thornton was uffering with 'sea ickne s· , again! Sig H'
Harrington became an expert in maintaining the dive slate and
snorkelling. The final day's diving featured a cave swim through rock
arches and a wreck dive. So good experience was gained by all and at last
we were all getting used to the fish-life demanding food from us and not
being so panicked when they were constantly in our face.
All that was left to do was get home following the last night party.
All that 'Block Job ' training paid off; all apartments cleaned, bag packed
and Pig ready to fly by IOOOhrs. Well nearly! As usual the minibuses
seemed even more cramped on the way home but everyone managed to
squeeze into a space somewhere and settled into the long haul home. The
trip was relatively uneventful except that there seemed to be no end to
France.
EWS FROM BRADLEY TROOP
by AT Brennan
TpComd
Capt Holloway AGC (ETS)
TpSgt
SgtWigmore
EXERCISE SARAH SA DS SECTIO ATIACK
As we patrolled through the sand track and got further away from our
friendly forces, the realisation that I had been given the po ition of ection
21C finally came to mind. Everything I had been taught pas ed through my
mind and before I had time to piece together the information, we came
under fire. l fla hed back through our practices and used them as a model
basi for what I was about to do . Within econds I had emptied a magazine
before I remembered it wa wiser to conserve ammunition. ' Stop!!' came
the order from the ection Comd and the next thing I knew Charlie fire
team were about to peel off to the right. As Delta fire team commander. I
was shouting orders so as to facilitate the best pos iblc covering fire for
the attack. The assault team began to crawl toward the enemy and as they
charged forward, weapon witched to automatic, creaming ' ar cries
with their best' ar faces, I had to remember to switch fire left to avoid a
' blue on blue'. The Section omd gave the command to 'R.E-ORG!!' and
we all ran up the hill , weating but excited, to join our ection. As we
reached the back of the destroyed enemy po ition we came under fire
again! We were already ru hing with adrenaline and soon sa' the next
pestering foe dealt with. A quick earch of the enemy dead and we were
left with the jubilation of success.
EXERCISE SARAH SA D - OB ER ATIO PATROLS (OPS)
by AT Hardy
After a briefing from our Tp OC, Capt Holloway, we et off on our
Operation led by Cpl Cullen. We drew close to the enemy position u ing
the wind to co er our noi e and allow u · to move faster through the
undergrowth, which ' a quite thick. Afler bumbling too fa t and making
too much noi e we de ided to pull back and ad ance again from tl1e right
flank.
We estab li hed our first RV and it wa decided that I, AT Hughes and
AT Haddock were to wait in all-round defence while ATs Harri on and
Handley went in closer for the Forward Observation Point. The quietly
moved away on their hand and knee . It seemed about an hour before
tl1~y came back. The had observed t\ o people in DPM clothi ng. armed
with SA .o and at around a fire eating rations. The con\'er ation wa kept
to a mm1mum although later OP claimed they had Fren h a cent and
addres ed each other as ' French Fry and Ro t Bil".
We thought we had enough information owe tactical! witl1dre\\ back
to our harbour to report our finding to tl1e Troop ommandcr.
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qn omd
1aj J. l\'l. orris
M
W02 (
1) . . Slaney
The quadron has been quiet on a porting front over the last two
month but is about to tart the next round of competitions. Already
members of the training teams are being urged to try their hand at a
number of portS. What is quiet on the porting front i made up for on the
administration of the quadron . If it eems like there are a lot of changes
in the ORBAT there are. lfyou lo e track you hould try working here ! s
C\er the Troop are continuing to cope with full Troops of up to 50 soldiers
at any one time. \I ith a pa out every two week tJ1c pace is as hectic a
ever. The 21
qn, Capt 1ick Boyle, till manages to find time 10 keep up
hi creditable performance al triathlon and has recently returned from the
Arn1y Triathlon Training camp in America. He al o took part in tJ1e Arn1y
print Di tance Triathlon Championships held at Ba singboum. The team
from Ba ingboum won the minor unit competition an improvement on
their econd place la t year. He al o took part in tJ1e Arn1y Olympic
di tance Triathlon held in Bournemouth and wa part of the minor unit
winning team.
ALPHA TR OOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. Balfo ur
Tp gt
gt B. Clark
The Troop would like to ay goodbye to gt B. Turner who ha moved
acros camp to Echo Tp and welcome gt 'Where's my lunchbox · C la r k
po ted in from 7 ig Regt. The Troop would al o like to say goodbye to
C pl 'Geordie' 1cBea n who is off to 249 ig Sqn AMF (L) at the end of
July. The Troop ha recen tly climbed the height of Snowdon on the indoor
climbing wall in aid of The Princes's Trust. They are hoping to beat their
previou total of£ 1600 raised for the Army Benevolent fund.

ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. Flay PWRR
Tp gt
gt B. Turner
Welcome to a new Troop 0 , Lt Andy Flay PWRR who ha moved
across from Coy the Queen Division. Lt immonds has moved across
to 2 Engr qn and ' 'ill no doubt settle in quickly with her quiet,
unobtrusive manner. Other moves are gt arter who has now moved to
Wray Coy and been replaced by Sgt Turner from Alpha Tp, Cpl
Cleworth ha moved to C Coy and been replaced by C pl Kidd from
Charlie Tp. ongratu lation go 10 Lt Simmonds on her pa si ng flight
gradi ng and good luck with the course.
FOXTROT TROOP
Tp omd
Lt S. Coeshott
Tp gt
Sgt Graham
Foxtrot Tp welcome Cpl Rob Usher, his wife Sharon and nipper
Krystal into the Troop after posting from 28 Engr qn . Goodbye to Cpl
Ga Wil on and hi family who are mo ing to Wray Coy. Also a goodbye
to Cpl Brain heard who after pa ing 'P' Coy and Jumps, getting the
tattoo and having his head is talcing himself and his wife ikki 10 2 16
Para ig Sqn in Alder hot. This hould be a welcome break from all the
hard work he u ed to do. They will both be mis ed. Congratulations 10 Cpl
Steve toker's wife Michelle, on the birth of their son Kieran. Hopefully
Steve will be able to find his way back to work after such a hard time.

BRA OTROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt C. D. Roberts
Tp gt
gt P. Matheso n
The Troop would like to say goodbye to Cpl ' Ritchie' Richardson and
Cpl Young who have moved on an inter Coy/ qn tran fer to C Coy the
Queen Division and 2 Engr Sqn respect ively. Many thanks for all your
hard work during the time you have been with the Troop and good luck
setting the example at your new Coy/Sqn. C pl Youn g in addition has
continued to perform well as the Cpls Mess PEC. ot an easy task with the
diverse number of Cap badges at an ATR. We look forward to welcoming
into the Troop; Cpl Ramsden and Cpl Payne on their arrival in the near
future. C pl Henry our exchange Corpora l from ew Zealand has been
travelling the length ~d b~eadth of the UK visiting units and getting to
know most of the tram stations the country has to offer. In particular she
ha. watched the Trooping of the Colour and almost met the Queen, but not
qmte. Ca pt Rober ts continues to linger in his office and plan his next
~iling trip and looks forward to a posting order in the near future (hint,
hmt 1CM Div). gt Pa ula Matheson is down at Pirbright learning the
finer points of a good right turn at the halt on her drill course. We look
~orward to her return and the subsequent drill lesson that will follow j ust in
ume for pass off. C pl 'Take two extras' Mackenzie i particularly looking
forward to her return so that he can hand over the reins of Troop Sergeant
to her.
CH ARLIE T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt L. Alla n
Tp gt
Sgt D. H oneyman
Congratulations to C apt Liz Allan on her promotion from Lt. She was
presented with her Captains rank slides by CO ATR Bassingbourn Lt Col
I. A. J . Condie Royal ignals on the 14 June 1999. In true fashion the
ound of popping champagne corks followed shortly.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM)
ARMOURED DIVISION HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL REGIMENT
A missed (our /aulr) en11y from I Div in Bosnia which is worthy of inclusion!

Being based in the ~anja Luka Metal Factory is not much fun as anyone
who h~s been there will know, and the .opportunity to leave the complex is
very lnnited, but when the opport~in1ty to pick up a project, that was
tarted by ou:. pred.ecessor , a~osc 1t was grabbed with both hands. The
sc.hool at KuhJana, JUSt a few kilometres from the HQ, was in a sorry state
ol repa.ir. There were no useable toilets, no water and other than the
decoratmg work done in the clas room , little effort had gone into the
upkeep of the s~hool . for many years. It was in grave danger of closing, as
the local education director cou ld not fun~ the repairs, and 1~e prospect of
a iOkm round wa lk fo r the first.grade pupil .'l'.as fast becoming a reality.
The effort started with a Chn tmas Day v1s1t to the school with toys and
pre en ls for .everyone and. a year's supply of stationery kindly donated by
Dudley. Stationery and shipped out with the help of RSM 'Blod' Godwi n
of71 1gnal Reg.1ment: The QM,. Maj ' Butch ' Maycock, took hi team to
spend the morning wllh the kids who put on a great show and sang
Chnstma s?ngs, (ev~n. though the Orthodox Christmas was ome days
away). Cpl Taff' Phdhps and L.Cpl Eddie Law tried to join in but their
Serbo Croat l.eft the kids myst.ified, After the celebrations they were
bombarded wit~ snow along with LCpl Jules Cope who was to later
blame this on him ge~tmg stuck in.a ditch for two hours on the way back.
The next day the Q~ steam organised a Free Jumble ale for the villagers
who went away wi th clothes, shoes and toiletries - but true to form no
Combat 95 was given out! Sig Lou.isa Rodr.i guez became very br~dy
handling the baby clothes but at the time ofwnting is still without child.
The task to make good th~ repairs on the school was taken up by RSM
Mark Scho~eld. He and his helper , Sigs Tr~v Reilly, Mark eelings
and . Cfn Phil Jerw~od craped, filled and pamted everything in sight.
Assisted b/ ~r"!e~s Geordie the Plumber, European toilets were fitted
and local Ch1pp1e .Morno made and fitted new double glazed window
and fram~s. Fun~ ra1smg for the project went on apace thanks to the efforts
of SSgt Gm~e Morgan and h1
gts Me s quizzes and the Charity
Football Auction run by Cpl Daz Chantler ACC. Practising his best
erbo Croat, .the QM mobilised the teacher, Gordana Erceg and the
villagers to dig the trench and fabricate the manhole so that the water
company could connect the mains upply. The QM staff rai ed funds to
buy and present a new TV et to complete the Educational Aid package
fo~ the school and on the final fa re' ell visit the new that funds had been
raised for the start of the refurbi hment of the second classroom was met
with great delight.
Dragocaj Psychiatric Hospital for geriatric patients also benefited a
great deal from the Regiment's GS work. Hundred of clothe and blankets
were delivered by the CTS Sqn and SSgts Jina Hook and John Leach
each le.d teams to decorate and refurbish benche for the ummer.
Dehvenes of food, wood and other goods were made on a regular basis
and a great ~a.ny old1ers vo.lunteered to help and talk with the patient .
Me~1cal fac1li11es at the BanJa Luka Central Hospital are carce and the
delivery of Yoluf!letric ln fu ion PumtJ , Pulse Oxometers and a great
many boxes.contaming thou ands ofsynnges, pipework and other medical
par~phernaha wa effected by tJ1e QM and Sig Trev R eilly. All the
cqu 1~m ent was donated by UK hospitals and the staff at tJ1e Banja Luka
ho p1tal were very gratefu l,

DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bates
Tp Sgt
gt Park
The Troop say a fond farewell to Sgt Smithurst who has departed for
19 Mech Bde an~ welcome to his replacement Sgt Parke from 3 Ln f Bde
.I. Internal Regimental moves are, C pl Kelson who has moved upstairs to
Bravo Troop for a hort time before her posting to MCTC (not as an
in!ll~t~). Her replacement is C pl Perry R Anglian from C Coy The Queen's
D1V1s1on. The Troop has recently raised £1200 for Leukemia research.

Ins pecting the tr~nc h for the water co n nection for the school.
(L-R): Mai Butch Maycock, Gordana and S inis,
W 0 1 RS M (now Capt) Mark S chofield, S ig Trev Reilly,
Cpl Brad Swinton (kneeling), Miss Erceg

M aj ' Butch' ~a.vcock a nd the ki d s of Kulijana S chool,
th e maths 1sn t correct but the drawings are good!

The Editor is always pleased to receive interesting articles
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T~e day before departure and .hand-over to 1 Mech Bdc HQ & ig qn
left hme. for one more final run mto town to see the Herceg family of ix
young .ktds and one more soon to arrive. Cpl Alfie Ga rnett managed to
keep his hands off all the chocolate but we couldn't stop Sgt Alec Dack
from playmg with the cuddly toys. After delivering the clothes, toys and
shoes the convoy return~, separately, much to the annoyance of the CO I
QRI, who wan.ted the dn.vers hun,g, drawn and quartered after being split up
by a Se.rb po~1ce.man with a weird sense of humour. Despite ig 'Chad'
Chadw1c~ bringing the city's traffic Lo a standsti ll the two Rovers could not
mak~ the J.ourncy back together and this called on the very uspect map
readmg sk ills of Cpl Garnett to find the way back - or wa it ngie, the
interpreter, who showed him the way? A gr.eat deal of thanks must go to the
many .s?ld1ers who helped m the project both practically and by
fundra1smg. The t?COple of Ba~ .Sa lzuflen gave most generously to the fund
ra1smg and the children of KuliJana will now keep their chool a a result.
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The OM Dept w ith the teach er a nd kids of Kul ijana S choo l
(L-~) : ? ~t Al ec Da ck, S ig ' Ch ad' Ch adwick, S an d ra Arsenic,
Cpl ,Alfie Garnett, LCp l J u les Cope, S ig ' Rodd ers' Rodrig u ez,
S 19 Rat' Mc l ea n, Cpl 'Taff' Ph ill ip s, Go rd a n a Erceg (Teacher).
Maj ' Butch' Ma yc o ck
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Do you pay y our IRE
subscription by cheque?
If so, are) ou due to renew it?
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3 DIVISION WIRE NOTES FROM BRUDA,
ALBANIA AND BEYOND! - ENJOY
by Capt Fennell

0

TO R \ ITH7 IG AL REGIME T
THE I TREPlD D ENT RES OF 3 ( K) DI V HQ & SIG REGT
The first of Apiil aw the econd deployment of troops from the
Regiment out to t .. edonia. Of course, we all hoped (incorrect ly) that it
wa an April Fool joke. 1any hour later and after a near mis with a
Tornado we were tood in a huddle at Petro ac waiting for omeone to
come and tell u what ' a going on. In fact no-one from the Regiment
came out t meet u as they were all eating donut at the American base
(more from Lt Dave 'Pas me the fried chicken ' Jackson 's an to follow)
but omeone el e duly arrived and hortly we were at P7 at kopje.
Aner a da pent te ting kit our an (The gloriou Fourth, hortly
renamed 67 ) had to deploy to the refugee handl ing centre at Brazda, just
Skm from the Ko ovo border. The deployment was of course at midn ight
and just to make things complete it was raining. As dawn came we were
able to -ee the camp we would be calling home for the next two week . As
the day progres ed the camp steadily grew in size and at it 's peak over
30,000 refugee were living there. Members of the an crew often helped
out during the di tribuiion of food, in particu lar such unlikely Samaritans
a LCpl And 'l do it for the kids' Bennett, LCpl Stevie 'The body'
Joyce and ig ' Really new Melia. As would be expected the ervice
prO\ ided by the an wa first class and LCpl Andy ' Why do I have to be
in charge?' \ right was soon a familiar figure in the HQ. Everyone el e
pent their time wi ely, playing Goldeneye on the 64 until ' e completed
it just day before we packed up. A quirk about 7 igs i that the Squadron
we worked for (232 Sqn) has a tradition of playing mu ic during early

morning conference ca ll s. Full marks to Radcon 's C pl Danny ' Marmite
King' Adams, playing ' We've got to gel out ofthi place' by the Animals.
As soon as the two week jaunt at Brazda fini hed it was time for 3 Div
to save the day again with an immediate deployment to Albania to help
AFOR by pro iding some immediate com mun ications capabi lity. Leading
the compo ite 3 Di /7 igs team wa Capt Alex ' O SCS ' Fennell,
accompanied by Sgt Jim ' I want action' Watt, Cpl Mick ' Liai on
Officer' Preece. Cpl Danny ·Get me out of P7' Adams, LCpl Andy
'Love Machine· Bennett and Sig Bob ·1 get lots of mail' Rankin. Even
with the distraction of being filmed by a Polish ews crew, for most or the
trip. the OC didn 'l get lost on the ten hour drive and we arrived at our
destination to di cover that the HQ wa not et up and we were the first
people there. In true Corps tyle we grabbed the best rooms, set up a
Tacsat link back to Macedonia and hit the bar. More people began lo arrive
and by the second night nearly half of the team (now calling itself
Independent (UK) Radio Troop) deployed to locations round Albania to
help deal with a major Refugee problem. As this is written we have moved
location twice (we are now by the beach) and we are still the only Unit
here to provide a secure theatre-wide comm system . The Americans are
no' feeding us and thi is miles better than the Italian camp next door, we
have just about got our accommodation sorted and we will have met the
Secretary of State for Defence by the time thi i printed. o doubt the
detachments at Kukes (led by gt Watt and including LCpl Bennett and
ig Rankin) have already been on TV. In short, the un is hining and
life' a beach man.

4 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS &
SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)
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Maj A. H. Campbell-Black
WOl D. (RSM) Craig

0 CARTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt P. McTurk
Tp SSgt
SSgt Johnson
Life in sunny Macedonia is improving slowly. Day by day more people
arrive and although catering for such a large headquarters is placing a
large strain on the Troop, the staff have shown their appreciation by laying
on an impromptu barbecue for the Squadron. Appreciation was also shown
after a short CPX during which the Troop went back to their roots and
moved the basic armoured complex very quickly, several times simu lating
one of the contingency plans for the move orth. After the Exercise Sgt
'Titch' McGHTen organised another barbecue with Leprechaun racing and
an lrish Band care of the Irish Guards Battle Group. It was an excellent
night even though Sig ·pot-bell ied' Dinsdale's version of Riverdance left
a lot to be desired.
May has been particularly busy with loads of visitors, in addition to the
high ranking military and political visitors which included the PM, we
were isited by children from Petrovac school who spent the day climbing
all over the various armoured vehicles and operating a Foden to recover a
ba~ of sweets from a minefield - decidedly more interesting than a
helicopter when you are l 0. When their transport arrived to take them
home they practically refused to leave. Overall a good day enjoyed by the
lads almost as much as the children and with coverage on nati onal TV
which all helps relationships with the Macedonians.
Brig Baxter, made an informal visi t to speak to all the Signallers. He
covered future plans for the Corps and took away numerous suggestion s
about how to improve the lot of a Brigade Signal Squadron. We have been
very grateful for the help of the augmentees from 1 and 3 Div as well as
ome ne' members to the Squadron from training. We hope the
occasional superson ic booms and other strange noises don't worry them
too much.
The temperatures are now reaching into the thirties every day and
frequent, v1c:i l ~nt thunderstorms make life interesting for the RRBs.
De p1te then mg temperatures we are fast approaching the half way point
of our tour and everyone is now looking forwa rd to getting the job done.
PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Dave Hill
Tp SSgt
SSgt orm Finnegan
On deployment to Ma1.:edon1a on 0 Agricola, Papa Tp was spread to
the four winds to do a variety of different task , however we still have a
few h~llos and _goodbye to say. Firstly :-ve would like to say goodbye to
gt Tim Hopkins who leaves us for 7 S1gs, Cpl Mick Preston and LCp l
Del Mc allion who both leave the Army this summer and LCpl ' SS'
male- aunders who heads off for CAFTC (G). On a happier note we
\\elcome gt 'Swany' wanston , Cpl Scott Day, LCpl 'Mac' McKenna
and. ig Fraiser Anderson, Dan Tooke, ' Dinger' Bell and 'Taff' Evans.
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RADIO TROOP
Another day another dollar or Troop depending on where you are
standing. As we're currently in Macedonia this means that the Squadron
needs a Troop of rebros so here we are. The Troop is comprised of the
Squadron 's three armoured rebros and four others, kindly lent to us by 3
Div. So here we go with the largest of all welcomes to, Cpls av Elliott,
Phil Oulton and Shean Richardson , LCpls Jim Kemp and Glen
Shepard and Sigs Steph Catney, Charlotte Driscoll, Dave Durward,
Sam Hall, Steve Keogh, Iain Johnson and Matt Scott. We are also lucky
to have a helping hand from l Div so we also say hello to Sigs Simon
Burns and Jim Freear. We hope you wi ll all enjoy your time with the
Black Rats!
WHAT A START!
by Sig 'Taff' Evans
On arriva l in Macedonia on 20 May, we (Sigs Tooke and Bell) received
our first impressions of the Balkans. After a detailed brief at the Theatre
Reception Cell we were ushered into the waiting transport and sent on our
way to meet the Squadron for the first time.
After becoming acquainted with the loca l mosquito population during
the ni ght, the first task was to 'acquire' some mozzie nets before an
introduction to the Squadron and being sent off to o ur first jobs. Having
just arrived from Phase 2 Training in Blandford we quickly fou nd out we
were actua ll y called Sprog, NIG and ov ice instead of Bell, Tooke and
Evans. We were soon given a slot in the squadron working under the
watchful eye of Cpl Jim Pearsall who introduced us to the new disease of
' panzer rash' and the Alternate Headquarters vehicles that had just arrived
from Germany.
After our initial introduction to 43 vehic le maintenance life picked up
pace with a two day FTX and the post exercise tum around in the
Macedonian heat, 35 degrees C! I'd better get back to work before I get
roped into another pack lift!
REAR PARTY
SSgt Tony Waite
OC
The valiant few ' Rear Party', who were left behi nd to ad minister the
needs of the Headquarters and Signal Squadron 's families whilst their
spouses are away on duty, have been extremely busy ensuring that the
Squadron is in good order when the troops return , hopefully in September.
The social scene has picked up to such a degree; HRH T he Duke of York
came to check out the loca l NAAFI Bar ' Munroes'.
The ladies of the Squadron were in good humour and took the
opportunity to voice their concerns over back to back tours and other
contentious issues. The GOC, Maj Gen Watt, visited the families in
'Munroes', where he held open and frank discussions with the ladies of the
Squadron ; over commitments being the main talkin g point, with Sgt tu
Leadbeater hovering in the background. The month finished off with a
visit to the Squadron Families Centre by the Deputy Garrison Commander
for a meet and greet coffee morning. Judging by the visitors it is obvious
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HRH The Duke of York visits the Wives Club
that Osnabruck is the place to be as I am urc the Lads and Lasses on
operations wou ld agree.
"ITER CHUETZE FEST 1999 - by Sig Simon 'Lost and ' Found
The day started with SSgt Tony Waite, gt tu Leadbeater, Cpl Kev
' Where's my wrestling pants?' .w a llow, LCpl's Rueben White, Dougie
Douglas and myself. Firstly a little history about Schuetzenfest. A few
years ago the Sqn 21C be~ame a memb.cr of the Alter Shooting Club and
every year at the crown111g of the K111g and Queen he invited a few
members of the Squadron along and the tradition has carried on ever since.
It .all started ~n a Sunday mornin~ when, after a little improvised map
read111g via mobile phones (we are signal after all) we found our elves in
a field in Atter. There were a few closed stalls and a Warsteiner beer
wagon, so that seemed a good place to meet up. We met Fra u G udrub
Mu lder who welcomed us to the Schuetzenfest and proceeded to buy us a
round. At 12 o'clock some bearded guy with a great big sword tarted to

s.hout something in German and people were running around form111g 111to
Im~, we were then ushered into the file. With ' gt tu Leadbeater
wh1.spenng the translation to the drill commands, we found our;elves
setting off to a band. The march itself only lasted around 20 m111utcs and
we found ourselves ouL~idc the King and Queen's house. After a bit of
ceremony everyone moved into the backyard and started to mingle, there
was a very good spread put on (apart from the raw mince on bread yuk!!)
and people walking past with trays of beer to pass out. A second group
turned up and we tho~ght _'w_e are ofT', but then we noticed the old boys in
the comer takmg ofl their Jackel~, placing them on chairs, a trick they
developed from beach towels.
Outside the bearde~ bloke wi.th the sharp sword started to shout again
and everyone once again moved mto file, the ceremony started again, then
everyone moved back mto the garden, all l can say is there weren't enough
chairs (remember the old boys, a lesson learnt here). After about another
hour the bearded bloke started shouting, we found ourselves marching off
around the estate. At every mile a woman turned up with a schnapps bottle
and forced us to drink it and definitely boosted morale while we were
marching (R M's take note). On return to the field all the stalls were now
open .. We paraded in front of a stage area o that the president of the
shooting club could make a speech. Speeches over, it was back to drinking
German style . About 6pm the duty driver came to pick us up and take us
home. I was m bed for about 1830 and that was me until ?am the next
morning. Well that's not bad for my second day in Germany. roll on next
year.
BACK TO BACK I THE BALKANS - by Capt Paul Buck
I was on Exercis_e within ~8hrs of arriving in the Squadron in March,
and the pa~e of life doesn t seem to have let up at all since then.
~verybody 111 the quadron has been working exceptionally hard and there
isn't much that we don't know about erecting or moving tents. Eventually
we have settled 111to some semblance of routine as we await for the latest
news o.f a move orth. Thin~s are becoming easier as more augmentees
are assigned to help us out - 1t almost seems like old days for myself and
the 2IC, Capt Sue Barnard as so many of I ADSR have 'volunteered' to
join us here. Finally, we wa it! Will we or won't we? The one consolation
in recent days has been the arrival of 216 Sig Sqn and 5 Airborne Bde.
lnstead of dashing into ~osovo within ho urs of arriving and stealing our
glory, they now have to sit 111 the same fie ld as us and watch the view. We
now have ome friends to sit and wait wi th . Welcome boys!

1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)

COMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt A. J. R. Stead
SSgt
gt D. Gosney
The Troop like birthday cand les are now firmly in place and burning
brightly on the hill tops and in COMMCE S throughout our lice of
Bosnia-Herzegovina. The move in wa a complex operation of crew
swapping, handovers, and route finding. With the I Mech personnel in
place l~e summer refurbishment started and has not stopped with more
mspecllons than weeks in the tour. When our predeces ors departed they
left the now behind leaving jertokosic and Vitarog inacces ible until
June. The Resup Team has been on the go since day one with routine resupply and the odd bizarre request. The altitude ha obviou ly effected
some more than others, LCpl Ca mpbell and LCpl Appleby to name a
few. '.he COMMCE s in the foreign camps arc having some interesting
experience especially with the food, mixed hower and the inevitable
language barrier. COMMCE Ljubja speak more Czech than English now
and entertain themselvc at night wi th guess the meat for dinner. Cpl
'Gaz' Williams and LCpl ' Will ' Williams have persuaded ig 'Penfold'
Andrews to join the brotherhood and he is changing hi s name over R&R.
Congratu lations to LCpl ' How many minors?' Miners on the birth of hi
son. Patrick. With a shortened tour everyone is staying on the ame ite
for the duration so the great e cape is R&R. Tho e that get a couple of
day JO Banja Luka Metal Factory, see how much fun it is and rcali e why
they are better off out of the way.
MOBILE TROOP

by lCpl Lawrence 'loz ' Clegg
Tp Comd
Lt P.R. D. Mu ir
SSgt
SSgt P. Storey
On 15 March, Sabre Troop reformed a Mobile Troop and with the rest
of the Squadron depl oyed to the Balkans on Op Palati ne. The movement
from .S plit to Banja Luka wa. an eye opener for those driving for the first
time 111 theatre, lg ean 'Chee y' Knight managed to use more than just
the road on the journ ey. During our hort time in theatre the Troop have
been. ta kcd with many details and two Exerci es. Two of the Troop
~equ 1re map reading cour es when we get back to Tidworth. Lt Frank
Magellan' Muir who took a bearing ' hil t stood on top of an AFV436
and got two completely different reading and LCpl Tim ' Pathfinder'
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Cooper who was pleased .to return back to Banja Luka after a day driving
the CO around Zagreb City Centre. We also ha e two new SFOR radio
DJs, C pl Aidan 'Smashie' WiJl.iams and C pl Austin '1 icey' Gambles,
who are helping Media Op bla t the air waves with their rendition of
Aqua and the pice Girls. Keep up the good work fellas.
The Troop would like to welcome Cpl Phil ·Pip' Crowther from 20
Armd Bde, Cpl Sean 'The mouse' Kelly from 14 ig Regt, Cpl Charles
'Gadget' Smith from JC
I and finally LCpl cott 'Slimboy' Devenay
from 7 Arrnd .Bde. Con~ratulation to SSgt Paul 'Maggot!' torey and his
wife on the birth of their newly born son and to Sgt Neil Pollitt on being
promoted on posting to I ADSR. Finally a special thanks to Sgt 'The love
doctor' Pollitt for writing to various ewspapers in the South of England
for pen-pals, I wish we could put ome of the photo's in The Wire, but we
wouldn t want to offend.
HEADQU RTERS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt P. Brunton
SSgt
SSgt B. Watson
After nearly three month in theatre life is calming down enough to take
stock of what we have done so far. A 2Lt Pete 'The lightly built ginger
officer Brunton wa a sured by our predece sors that 'nothing ever
happens in Bosnia ' the
TO air trike began. l(UK) Div \\ere last seen
giggling on the bus to pl it a it disappeared out of the camp gate . ince
then SSgt Bob Watson has been attempting to break the ATO free tyle
chain moking re ord. The alert state ro e steadily with the temperature
and the workshop was kept bu y deploying FRT . gt Ian King bury did
his bit for local relation by tak ng a wrong tum and driving through a not.
After 4 FRl: , 2 Engi neer ta kings and a helque t gt Arun di covered
R coverage in Razrvje was due to 3 (UK) Di removing
that the lack of
the repeater a year ago. Sgt ' cott' largison continue to challenge the
Chi ld upport Agency' mon poly by writing to a 'a t collection of
middle aged single mother with 'bubbly personalitie ·.
The shin workers contim11.: to develop huge eyes and pallid skin from
spending too much time in Di' HQ. Cpl ' Kev' Tharby and hi RAD O
team provide the hop fron t for the Regiment with the daily conference
call, with back room support from Sgt 'Bernie' teadman and the
Y CO crew. Sgt ean 1cadows maintain hi. reign of terror in the
COMCE ensuring a constant flow of both ignal and coffee whilst
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'ulti,a11ng hi yeti-like hair ut. The I M team, under U1e "atchful
guidan of gt teH wen. have been building their O\\ n empire to the
rear of the '' ork hops. a · the variou organisations in theatre offer
an) th mg they ha' e to get their computers fixed. Equally in demand were
Cpl ·Jolin· elly and L pl • lat!' White's Line and Telemech det who
haven't had a pare moment in-between in tailing phone lines and
fibre-optic la •s throughout the AOR.
PLIT OTROOP
Tp Comd
apt R. ellwood
Tp gt
gt le eill
The 14 trong plit AO Tp. 'The Dirty Dozen·.' a fom1ed for the tour
from 3 {UK) Di' HQ
ig Rcgt and 30 ig Rcgt. II have eulcd in well,
gaming modest un tan and a taste for barbecue.. II are finding the
'' orkload d manding compared to our nom1al working environment . The
Troop ha had the odd chance to get out. flying with 7 qn RAF produced
a photo opportunity as LCp l Phill 'Mr \ obbly Guts' Browne lo 1 his la t
three meal . Congratulation to Capt Rick ellwood on his marriag . Sig
d 'Old chool TG' Bro,, n on the birth of his daughter. Franchesca.

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(LANDCENT)

Sqn Comd
Maj Hutchinson
RSM
WOI (R M) McKenna
Life continues apace in the quadron. Our commitment to Bosnia has
increa cd once more - the irony that we held our Bosnia End of Mission
Parade !a~t November has not been lost on many. With the exception of
one m~1 v 1dual, we have not a yet been sucked into the commitments of
Albama/Macedon1a, a lthough there have been rumblings of deployments
from our ATO lords and masters.
(l.:-R): Sigs Davies, Potter, Brown, LCpl Browne, Sig Vingoe,
LCpls Local and Davies

226 SIGNAL SQUADRON GROUP HEADQUARTERS
4 ARMOURED BRIGADE
OPERATIO ' AGRICOL
qn Comd
Maj Rob Meinertzhagen
M
W02 (SSM) I Jenkin
The qn Op finally managed to deploy in late March with the help of
the RAF, LUFTWAFFE, Civ Air and a favourable head wind. Like all
great military plans: our deployment did not la t first contact with ilie
enemy. The enemy in thi case being ilie RLC movers. Thi resulted in
vehicles deploying in the wrong order and half of ilie quadron being
flown to Greece. On arrival at Thessaloniki the move to join the rest of the
Squadron Group can only be described as the 'convoy from hell' as we
charged ilirough Greece at break-neck speed in the company ofilie Greek
Civil Police, Greek Military Police and two DROPS wagon carrying
ammo, ilie briefing given,· tay clo e, go as fast as you can and don't stop
for anyiliing.' However, we arrived uo cathed and following the normal
Gateaux and po terior ocial eveot, all elements of ilie quadron are nm
deployed, with dets in the British, French, Italian and German AOR.
otable events o far have included Sgt Andy 'Mc ab' Davie
deploying hi dets to Uie top of a mountain and not being able to get down
without ilie RE building a track, SSgt (SQ MS) G len 'What do you want
Uiat for' Kitchen and his blossoming romance with the BOWO, Sgt J ez
Ward 's det learning the difference between Alpha, Bravo aod Zulu time
and LCpl Davie Kerr getting a brick to the back of the head while driving
- Uie locals are so friendly!
HEADQ ARTERS 4 ARMO URED BRIGADE
by SSg1 Mark Wilson
Personnel: Ops: W 0 2 (Yeom a n of Signals) Dick Ru therford
Int:
· gt obby 'Full Mooney Looney' C la rk
SSgt A l 'Joe Sociable' G rundy
Sgt Ma rk 'Smut King' Wilson
Tech support:
C pl Pa ddy 'Duty Driver' Garvey
Comms det:
LCpl Davie 'Wan' Kerr
ig Richie 'Smokin tabs an' drinkin beer' C r a nswick
ig Gra ha m 'Junior' L uddi tt
The quadron has several personnel employed within HQ 4 Armd Bde,
which is in a field at a secret location in Macedonia. Only known to 12000
ATO troop , the population of Macedonia, the entire Briti h press corps
and~ chap called Bern a rd . Although, its location still eludes the SQMS.
W1Uim Headquarters, the Squadron Cell is housed under canvas donated
~y Billy mart which contains all Uie G2 assets (all iliose Int types). This
1s connected to the Headquarters elements, canva by Chipperfields,
where all the important things happen. The Cell responsibilities include
liaising wiili KFOR, the BOE and various foreign Liaison Officers on the
deployment of our as ets and replying to as many pen pals as the postal
system will allow. In our short time here we have managed to move four
times, ah ay at least six inches to the left, by the end of the tour we
should be on the Kosovo border.

E ERCISE COMBINED E DEAVOUR 99

by LCpl Neil Wrigh1
Members of 280 (UK) Sig Sqn have recently returned from Ex
Comb!ned Endeavour 9.9. held at .Lager Aulenbach between 6-20 May.
Combmed Endeavour is a CIS mteroperability workshop, under the
United tate European .Command (U EUCOM) Partnership for Peace
(PfP) programme. The aim of the workshop is to identify and document
Communication [nformation ystem interoperability between ATO and
PfP nation. from EurotJe and A ia. The objective is to gain a greater
understand mg of Uie equipment u ed by these nations in order to allow the
future deployment of a joint or coalition headquarters wiili complete CIS
interoperability. 280 (UK) Sig qn under LANDCE T deployed two
witches and associated per onne l 10 Lager Aulenbach, home of U1e
German 345 Artillery Battalion, where it joined the thirty oilier nations
'
each wiU1 their own communications equipment.

HO 4 Armd Bde Cell
Back Row (l.:-R): LC pl Dave Kerr, Sig Richie Cranswick,
Cpl 'Paddy' Garvey
Front Row (L.:-R): SSgt ' Nobby' Clark, SSgt Al Grundy,
W02 (YofS) Dick Rutherford, SSgt Mark Wilson
POSTINGS I A D 0 T
Posting in: none, but anyone is welcome. Posting out: we would all
like to wish Sig ' Junior ' L udditt all the best on his posting to the Admin
Support Element, after cutting bi s teeth on his first operational tour at this
location. We must al o mention Uie earlier departure of the QC, WOI
T hirsk and W02 'Squirrel ' Jorda n, who after a few days of comfort
here, decided it was best to ' rough it' at ARR , oh, those slippers really
hurt!
On ilie sporting front a start has been made on the si lverware collection.
LCpl Kerr, organised a Squadron team to play in the Brigade five-a-side
football tournament, he was unable to witness Uieir magnificent victory, as
he was spammed for pan ba h moments before kick ofT.
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ALPHA TROOP
It's been all change for Alpha .TP recently with the QC, Lt 'Queeny'
Todd bemg rep.laced by new arrival 2Lt Higgs , who we would like to
welcome and wish all ~ie. best. .The T~oop has also managed to lose Sgt
Ton Barker to the Tra111111g Wmg, he II be greatly missed for all the work
he .has done for the Troop over the last two years. S gt Robert has just
arnved at 280 and taken over the Troop, we would also like to welcome
him and hope that he settle in quickly.
Inter-Troop Athletics took place at the end of April, wiili winning
performances from gt 'Trev' Mc ween and LCpl ' Jez' Greenlee giving
us econd place on the ~a>'. and keeping the Troop on top' of the
Com~anders Cup. The maJonty of the Troop have been involved in Ex
Combmed Endeavour 99 during May, which was held down at Lager
Aulen?ach, near Baumholder. !he remainder have stayed on camp
prcparmg the ~roop's ne~t of vehicles for their annual TUY in pection.
Congratulations to Sig Thompson for passing his PT! course and
becoming the latest 'gym queen' in the quadron. Congratulation al o to
Cpl teve Slaughter on getting married at the end of May the Troop
would like to wish them all the best for the future.
'

CHARLIE TROOP
TpComd
Tp Sgt

Lt Emma Rae
Sgt Reath Baker

T ROOP HELLOS AND GOODBYES
Firstly, welcome to Uie new members of our Troop: just arrived from
Blandford LCpl 'l' m writing the note so I won't give myself a nickname·
Drum mond (advise from Tp Ed - it's alway better to choo e your own
name. or el e!); and from 30 Signal Regiment C p l Crawford ' ammy'
a muel and hi wife Lisa.
Sadly, we have to ay goodbye to two older member of the Troop: Sig
'Jurg~n :-- .I must .apologi~e · Richens, ' ho after getting married on 5 June
99 w111 JOm 14 Sig Regt m Brawdy. The Troop wish you boili Uie best for
Uie big day and Pad' Ville and we will all miss your laugh! Al o, farewell
to Sig ·cat Killing· Wild who is joining 15 Sig Regt. Their leaving do
took us to Uie 'Lukvllus' Greek re taurant; a night with plenty of beer and
ouzo, followed by plenty more beer. The drive home wa quite profitable
(Wa n't it ig · !femorabilia' Wild r idge?) Good luck 10 you both.

CHARLIE T R OOP FOR\ ARD

The Editor is always pleased to
receive interesting articles
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Richard Craig
Tp SSgt
S gt Graham Weavers
The. last couple of months have been a bu y time for the Troop
preparing for the annual TUY inspection. On the sports front, the Troop
has al o .been. busy, storming to victory in the Inter Troop Athletics
Competition w1Ui notable performances from Cpl 'Barnie' Barnett in the
IOOm, Cpl 'Ronnie' Radford in the 400m and the Troop Captain Cpl
' tu' Wilkinson in the long-jump and 4 x IOOm. The whole eveni was
decided. in the final race, wiili the Troop winning the 4 x I OOm, claiming
full pomts and ?eatmg Alpha Tp into second place. Staying on the
physical Uieme. six members of Uie Troop took pan in ilie qn' entry in
ilie Lanyard Trophy, the R. Sign~! annual 40 mile march. Everyone
enjoyed Uie event, de p1te some temble blisters. The team achieved a ery
good result, finishing 13th place out of30 teams who entered.
On a sad note, the Troop said a fond farewell to gt 'Baz· Eglington
who bas moved t? become Families NCO at Colchester. goodbye and good
luck m your new JOb. The Troop is presently busy preparing for deployment
to var!ous ar~ of the FRY, such as Banja Luka, 1ostar, Macedonia,
Al?ama and m. Greece, where Sgt C hr is Read is living it up in a hotel,
trymg to bleod m with the local population (Chris get tho e side bums up).

DEPLOYME T
Th~ past month has een a change round of personnel out in Bo. nia;
returnmg from Mostar Sig Iatt Wild and ig · obby' tyles; and from
Banja _Luka Sig i Ri.c hens and ~Cp l ·Interesting' T heobald , along with
a bnef v1s1t from Sgt hort Tour Dun ba r for the Morrison Cup. And, out
to replace them' em LCpl 'Swampy' Ricka r d and LCp l 'Cookie· Cook
to Mostar. and Cp l Crawford ' ammy' Sam uel to sunny ol' Banja Luka.
Anyway. let' hear what Uiey have to ay:

Cpl Ca ba n, 280 (UK ) S igna l Squ a dro n , perfo rming the daily
ritu a l o f 'FLYING THE FLAG '
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emor members of 280 played a key role in making the Exercise a
tewart was Chairman of Switch interoperability
tcstmg, while W02 (FofS) Martin Flather was OSC for one of the four
multi-national divisions. The remainder were split between operating our
own sw1tc~ a~d workmg for the Joint Interoperability Tc t Command
(JITC), which mvolv~d testing switches, transmission systems, LA /\\'A. ,
VTC and also asses.smg etwork Management procedures. Away from the
ri~ours of the Exercise, several social events were organi ed, including a da)
trip to Tner, a nver cruise along Uic Rhine and Bavarian theme evenings
which were especially enjoyed by everyone. A 30km speed march also took
p~ace that was well s.upported by 280, with Cpl Ian Wells finishing third and
Sig Lesley Ryall stndmg mto fir ·t place in a time of2hrs 35mins.
uc~ess, C~pt Dave
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BANJA LUKA KA KA KA : Detachment per.;onalities are as follm\ :
'gt Wayne 'Lord Lucan' Dun bar. C pl Andy' dmin Vortex' H unter, pl
Featherstone ·Year cheer.; for Uiat!' Ha uoh, pl a m mie 'Where' the
bar?' Sam uel, ig Phill 'Pokeman' la rke and goodbye to io imon
'Penpig· Richens. Well, summer h ·tarted here in unny Banja Luka and
ilie Del i now getting profi icnt in the tine art of unbathing and the:
delicacies of fobbing off taff Ofliccrs. ftcr many welcome tnps to the reopened CD stand and viewing the kical ites, morale remain high. Of coun;e,
thi has noiliing to do with the fact the Det i going home in about 20 days!
Life, as alway-, remains e. tremel bu y; and the amount of graft that
the Det member arc putting in due to computer illiterate 'cu tomers' is on
an all-time-high. Th. followi1'g crew (yep'. our replacement from B Tp!)
can look forward to mstallmg the ne" exc1ung ystem '' hich \\Care urc
will give the 0 something to che\\ on in the not- ·o-di ·ta n! !Uture. The
famou 'Two Can Rute· i still trictly enforced in thi location, but there
wa · ome entertainment recently
a local band, 'Balkan E\.pres ',
provided much needed musical di traction in the Tent, oop , I mean Bar.
no Tent. .... Well, life goe on a lowly/quickly a one can take 11 and \\e
are all looking forward to returning home in the di gui c of bronze gods'
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"
T R: In April the Troop' · conumtmcnt 10 peration J int for~
doublt:d \\ ith the rc-introdu ·tion of the 1 tar Det. The l IOiTO was '\\ 1ft
and sure not surpri ing con id ring ll ''a the team we trained and
handed owr to 6 months ago!! Th Operations and Maintenance team in
M 'D ( E) currently consi 1• of the following personalitie : gt 'Baby
Oil' Rigb), pl ' imp Trek' Simmonds, L pl · !ilk Boule' Rickard?
L pl · hicken Legs' Cook and ig ·There goes the Teddy - agam
And<>r on. Recently relieved and sent homeward were ig' ot o· Wild
and ia • 1obb •' tyl . after completing a mere fleeting vi it to theatre!
nd ru"'rther changes\\ 111 occur when gt Rigby get his ne\\ po ting to 3
· i\. Ot\ in Jul).
hhough the week day eem long \\ ith all this hot weather. the
weekend ~oon come around and we enjo_ a barbecue with our American
and German friend . unfortunately. once the barbecue i lit the British
\\Cather tum up without imite. The team al o enjoy the weekly trip 10
araje\o on the dnun run and thi is also a chance for decent food. Who
started the rumour the French are good chef: ? De pite being in Bo nia
'' ith the dangers of Op.. the Det still take part in regular activitie -ueh a
"hok ome running and training in the French and Gennan ~ms.
However. the team are perplexed a to how LCpl Cook achieYe unaided
movement'' ith tho e legs! Anyway, enough of legs (and the lack of.them)
and onto am1 : all member have to perform 50 pre s ups when conung on
hift - although
pl 'Hercule · immonds breaks his down to
manageable fi\'e rep packets. Unfortunately. the almighty Charlie Tp will
be handing the Oct over to Bravo Tp in a few weeks time - let's hope the
tandard and comm don't drop TOO much - eh lad !

INTER TROOP ATHLETICS
2 April and who could have picked a hotter day for the Inter Troop
Athleu . By the end of the day the quadron wa a quadron of unburned
faces (and heads for the balding members) and aching bodie . With ix
'Troop '/Department entering in the event it wa a clo e contest from the
tan to the fini h. Unfortunately Charlie Tp did not do a ' ell a we hould
haYe done (actually achieving ixth place) but with on ly five people in the
Troop who were able to enter (the rigours of being deployed) we pul up a
good fight. Sig' unny' Lowe was our Troop champion, entering in almo t
e\ery event there wa to enter. ig 'Heed' MacDonald, our mu cle man,
did a great job in all our thrO\ ing events: Hammer, Javelin, hot Put etc.
LCpl 'Kurt' 1olden entered all of the Jumping events (failing miserably)
and a fe\\ running events, but watched everyone pa the fini h line before
him. gt 'Chri toff' Porter did a great job in all of hi events, especially
the final da h to the fini h line in the 4 x 400m relay, which was a close
e\ent. Finally, Lt ·Emma' Rae did her bit too. A the day came to an end
and the trophies were all handed out, it was back to the barracks for a
quadron barbecue where everyone got stuffed, ociably happy and
Ii tened 10 a few tunes from the quadron band 'The Happy Flowers'.
ND FINALLY
A pecial goodbye to one of the happiest member of our Troop, LCpl
Kurt Molden - ·Jover of women, leader of men· (his cho en words} who
took everything with a smile, never bothering to moan when things got
him down. Good luck at I (UK) Div.

BERLIN HALF MARATHO 26-29MARCH1999
The quadron took a team comprising of Capt Richard Craig, WOl
(R l\n Mick Mc Kenna. gt Tony Barker and hi wife Clare, Sgt 'ed
Kelly, Cpl Danny Bailes (now at Blandford on hi Tl} Cpl Kev Butler,
Cpl Matt Baber, LCpl Kurt Molden, LCpl Geoff Johnson, Sig Ross
Phillips, ig ' couse' Brennan, ig 'Tommo' Thomp on, ig 'Do you
wanna fight?' \ ildridge and Pte Mick Lamb (on loan from AGC SPS).
We arrived on the Friday at around I700hrs and went traight out

~•ghtsccing. The Euro Centre sounded like u good place to go. so we found
the nearc t Irish Bar. Later on a small group. comprising of Cpl Matt
Baber, ig 'Tommo' Thompson, ig teve Wildridge and Pte Mick
Lamb, decided to do ome sight ceing of their own.

S

DAY - THE RACE
We ' ere all up early, as we had to commute across the city for a race
start of IOOOhrs. ot too hot for the beginning of the race, and everybody
felt good (apparently). First over the line from 200 was Sgt Ned Kell ,
gt Tony Barker. Potential
losely followed by Cpl Matt Baber and
PTI ig 'Tommo' Thompson came in with a time of2hrs 8mins and very
bad food poi oning. After the race we went back to get changed. From
there it wa all out for an Italian meal, e crybody that wa apart from ig
·Tommo' Thompson who till complained from a dodgy stomach. A big
thanks to WO! (R
Mick McKenna for organising the event, which
wa a great succe ·s.

n

The Partic ipa nts before the race
Back Row (l:R): Sig ' Tomm ~· Thompson, Cpl Matt Barber,
Sig Steve Wildridge, Cpl Danny Bailes , Capt Richard Craig,
SSgt Tony Barker, Mrs Clare Barker, Cpl Kev Butle r,
LCpl Kurt Molden, Pte Mick Lamb
Front Row (l:R ): W01 (RSM ) Mick McKenna, LCpl Geoff Johnso n,
Sig Ross Phillips, S ig 'Scouser' Brennan. Sgt 'Ned ' Kelly
MECHANICAL TRA PORT T ROOP
MTO
Ca pt Kev Jones
Tp SSgt
SSgt Rick olan
MT Tp would like to ay a few farewells, to LCpl, now Cpl Dave
Lewis, off to unny 14 Sig Regt, ig 'TafT' Brown to 3 Inf Bde Sig qn,
keep your head down mate, and to Sig Charlie Lister off to 15 Sig Regt
slipper city. Hello's go out to LCpls Steve Gator, Mack McGennity,
Sig's Rick Sinclair and Scott Johnson. Best wi hes to everyone.
Congratulations go out to SSgt Rick olan and Janine on the birth of
their baby daughter Lea h. Now that the football season has finally
finished, and the MTO and Cpl Keith Betts are now on speaking terms,
the final score on the crate chart is 12 crates to nil. (The boss being a Man
Uniledfan and Cpl Betts an Arsenal/an). ever mind, Chelsea will be top
next season up the blues. Well done to all the lad in the Troop for coming
first in the Inter-Troop Orienteering Competition, who says we can only
read road maps. The Troop has a very bu y two months with TUV, the
German inspection of all vehicles within the Squadron, and setting up for
the Morri on Cup, we are now looking forward to our summer leave.

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO
Lt G. J. T. Rafferty
R M
WOI (RSM) A. Ba lsdon
The last couple of months have seen the work rate inerea e within the
Pro' in_ce with the annual panic to complete vis its and such prior to the
marchmg season. Many projects are now nearing completion but yet more
seem to suffer delays. Amid tall the chaos the Regiment has just won the
Birtwi tie Pennant for poning Achievement which just hows that it pays
to enter all sporting events.
HEADQ RTER SQ ADRO
Maj (QM) J. 1ullender
Sqn C'omd
S\1
W02 (S 1) . Rus ell
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ig qn and 39 Bde ig qn, all of which undertook pistol weapon
handlinj\ le ts, competence shoots, APWT (NI) and the I Advanced
shoot pnor_to t~1e live_flnng exercise. Cpl 'A h' Ingham then unde11ook
to blow thell" minds with an a11ernoon of Tactical driving theory and a map
reading from vehicles exercise.
Day 1\vo saw th~ course disco~ering the delights of IV P theory, with
the move to Ballyk1n lcr for practlcal demonstrations and practice. W02
(S M) Russell and Sgt Carter then demonstrated practical car drills
while the _stu~cnts looked on and pondered on their ability to suppress the
cne~ny w~th fire power. Suffice to say we will not be using 9mm BFA's
agam! Wnh enemy deploy_ed on the trammg area, it was now the tum of
the studen ts to find out JUSt how difTicult it rea lly is to drive n.:act
manoeuvre, fire and .extra~t. .Congr~tulations go out to LCpl Hamilton of
233 f~r his o~tstandmg dnvmg durmg the course and gt 'Ginge' Davey
of 22:> who discovered that his car had five gears, all of which worked in
reverse! Dunng the afternoon, confidence and drills improved
dramatically, and _joined b_y Cpl Temple and the MTO, Capt HowellWalmsley, scenanos were mcreascd lo include the most varied of'action
- on'. which in one instance, left LCpl Wade of39 Bde Sig Sqn hanging
upside down from his seat belt.
Day Three saw student taking part in the live firing battle exercise
conducted by W02 (SSM) Russell. This was a great success both
students and OS agreed Lhat more live firing should be incorporat~d into
the next course. O~r thanks to the enemy tha_l assisted us on the day, and
the students, who s hard work and commitment led to a succe ful
conclusion to what was a very important and worth~hile cour e.

JVCP COURSE 5-7MAY1999
DIRECTl G STAFF
OIC
SSgt 'Dobbo' Dobbins
W02 (SSM) teve Russell
Sgt ' Merms' Carter
Cpl 'Ash' Ingham
Cpl Andy Temple RLC
HQ qn conducted an Illega l Vehicle Checkpoint Drills (IVCP) course
5-7 May 99 in Thiepval Barracks and at Ballykinler Training Centre. The
aim of the course was to revise members of the Regiment on IVCP Drills
and pistol fire and manoeuvre, and to promote confidence in working in
pairs with li ve ammuni ti on. Students were drawn from 225 ig qn, 233
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LCpl Marshall 225 Sig Sqn 'Extract Left'
233 SIG AL SQUADRON

qn Comd
Maj R. P. Giles
SSM
W02 ( SM) Day
Another busy month goe by in the Province with newsy tern coming
on line and going li ve with the 9uadron heading up most of the projects
mstallat1on and tram mg. Preparations for the Marching Season go on with
evaluation of training and testing of all equipment' and personnel in ca e
we need to deploy to a i t the Troops on the ground. Capt Jules Waister
tied the knot with Maj Ewa n McColl, Army Dental Corp on 4 May 99.
Ca pt McColl we wish you and Ewa n the be t for your future together.
There have been too many new arrivals and departures 10 mention but Maj
Gil_es thanks _a ll those departing for their hard work and loyalty during
their time with the quadron and welcomes those who arrive in the
Province during an ever changing and challenging time.
TM TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt (FofS)'TafT' Maul
Tp S gt
gt haun Cook
Once again we start with welcomes, goodbye's and congratul ations to
several members of the Troop. Welcome 10 gt Kev Wood, LCpl's
Rachel Jacklin and Chris Renshaw on arrival to the Province we all hope
that you have a safe tour. ongratul ations go lo Sgt' Billy Bel haw Lee
orman, Cpl 's Chris Holt and Amanda Ve.-rall on promotion. and a
well d~ne and pat on the back to gt's ·selly' Selkirk, Paul leet and
their wives Jackie and uze on producing two new member of the orp .
(One_way of reducing the manning problem in the Corps!)
W11h the major change going on within the Province thi is a very busy
period for the Troop thi in tum has led to SSgt 'Bod' McDonald lo ing
more than his fair share of hair, juggling ongoing project with the normal
fa. t ball and then trying to fit in Rugby, Athletics and leave, ' ell thi ha
taken 11s toll on the poor lad. gt 'De De' Watt i doing his bet to
prepare for life with child by trying to tunnel his way out of camp (last
seen heading west) and taking with him our entire 1-l&S kit (whi te helmet).
Perhaps thi i also to do with the personnel he ha to work with as you can
ee many in his section have their own cross io bear and Sig teve Allan
has a bigger one than most a the photograph bears te timony.
De pite the normal w rk commitment the Troop ha al o organised a
v~ry sucec sful Charity ar Boot ale in aid of the tation Riding for the
D1 ab led Branch of the saddle club (no way was the sale organi ed so that
S ~t Cook could sec off hi dodgy gear!). A very ucccssful day wa had
mamly due to gt 1icky ' I can ell sand to Arabs' Mann and hi committee
of LCpls Paul Harris, Rachel Jack lin igs Daz 1ugford and Kev Orr.
tota l of 250 English Pound wa rai cd, and those ' ho had stalls al o
managed to off-load omc tat to unsuspecting members of the public.
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Sig Orr - down a hole
The inter Unit Athletics competition held on 29th of April was held
during a day of bright un hine (yep the Met Lads get it \\rong at time )
and all our a ·piring eb Coe ·s were wheeled out. There were ome notable
perforniance but I will not teal the thunder of the per..on who will \Hite
the notes for the quadron, uffiee to ay WHERE WERE YOU 225?
COMMCE TROOP - HORSE RACING EVE I G
In order to boost inter troop relation the Squadron hold a function/
competition night every month. Staff 'Jacko ' Jackson a ked for
volunteers to organ i e the event and Cpl 'Taff' Davies (havmg had some
small experience in the past) volunteered. The time wa mid February and
Taff thought that there wru plenty of time to ort out the function and
decided to go for a 'Hor e Racing' night. The quadron 21 , Capt Jule
McColl ce V sister) had et the date for Thursday 22 pril and it wa
now mid March. Time wa, slowly running out for Tam Finally. "ith two
day to go. Cpl Diwie is till waiting for the other Troop to give their
numbers for who i attending and ho" much food they require. With ome
help from gt Phil 'The Horse Man' Robson the finer details of the cYcnt
were oon completed.
On the night of the big e\ent, iL seemed a if there wa. gomg to be a
pretty poor turnout but oon all of the en iors came nooding in from a
mes meeting and there were oon ifty or -o members of the quadron in
attendanc . Each race started off with the hor 'e being sold to the
pro pective owners. Once all of the horses had been old, people were
allowed to place their bets and the tarting prices \\Crc then worked out
(we didn't want to lose any money!!) The event ·oon turned into an Inter
Troop competition. with a Trophy to be won (and a more important crate
of lager) by the Troop that owned the most winner . It \\a an C\ entual
draw between HQ and India Troop. apt lcColl generou ly decided
that Ind ia Troop could take the Troph a HQ had \\Oil mo. t of the ca h
The prize giYing fini hed just before closing time, allO\\ ing some
celebrations and many people drowning their orrow O\ er the ·oonkc s·
that they had backed.
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RTHERJ' lRELA, D 'KILL T ARMS IEETI 'G
.
.
l .\A~l) 1999
O'er the period 1--16 pr 99, the R~g1ment e!1t~red a team into the
1'AA:'-1 comp'lltion. held at Ballykmlcr_ Trn1nmg Cai~1p near the
1oumc mountain in the outh of the Provm e. The Reguncnt had to
pro' ide a team or ten 'crack shot.' .to compete in .the 1 !SAAM . but
unfonunateh had a t am of ten willing volunteer. mstead. tartmg m
earh \larch· and leading up to I.he event, a number of training day were
held at Magillig n Range and on 1.he Li bum indoor range under the
expcn eye oft m coa h gt Dave canton.
The , I AA 1 taned on the e,·ening of tl1e 12th, with a brief in
Bnllykinler from the Team aptain. Capt Gareth Oliver. Afier
encouragement from bolh the Captain and the Coach to hoot well
throughout the week. the remainder of tl1e team then set off to find our
bed and ·rec..:e· the limited i
Fl facilities.
The first day of hooting was a practice and zeroing shoot and pro ed to
be a thorough introduction to 1.he different weal.her pattern 1.hat
Ballykinler could thro" at u . Between I.he hail, snow, rain,_ high wind
and periods of bright un hine we practt e~ all of 1.he compet1t1on shoots,
including FIBU , Moving Target and P1 tol. On ~he Wedne day. the
competition began in eame t. \ e were competing agam l 2 RMP, 25 En~r
Regt and 21 Log p Regt in the Major Units (Iron Sights) cat gory._ W1thm
minute three oftl1e teams had decided that I.hey had to beat a certam other
team (the odd one out wore Red Beret ). Between each shoot there was
ample time for ' AAFI breaks (and for ig Hannam to eat yet another
grea e burger) and luckily we were fini hed by mid afiemoon.
- Thursday proved to be a more productive day, with a po itive ~tart
pro' ided b} the emergence of hot wate from I.he tap for the first 11me.
The team had four shoot to complete throughout the day. The best (but
non-scoring hoot) wa the Clay Pigeon tand where we all _tried mostly
wiiliout ucc to hit the trange breed of Day-Glo orange btrd . The CO
Lt Col Rafferty and the new R M, WOl Balsdon vi ited u in Ilic
morning. In tlie vastly improved weather, ubtle remarks from gt Rob
Allen about RHQ i ue raincoats and the X-files were almost ignored by
tlie wearers. The final day meant an early start and a two mile march and
hoot wi lh a 0730 repon time. The finale of the week ' as the falling plates
competition. with the CO, RS 1.and OC 233 ( 1aj Giles) amongst the
spectators. Our hopes were high with potential snipers in the form of LC pl
Wayne Meeds, ig ·Simmo · Simpson and Sig Andy Pennock competlllg
for us. Everyone tried their hardest but unfortunately both our A and B
squads were knocked out in the emi-finals. Soon it was time to return to
Li bum. \ e had achieved a credible tl1ird out of the four teams, but, more
importantly, everyone had had an enjoyable time and had impro ed their
hooting-which we all admit, was in need of improvement.

high expectations bu t where slight ly urpri sed by the. re. olve and
detennination or the REME side. With omc Lrong running and good
di tribution fro m W02 ( SM) Doz Day and Sgt Brian Hands we got a
pattern going and slowly broke down their defence. With good al l round
team plav points bega n to appear on the board. W02 (S M) Doz Day
scored a· solo try from within his 22yd line, throwing two horrendous
dummie-, that even fooled the crowd. before dotting the ball over the try
line completing the 33-7 win over 6 Bn REME and. takmg the Plate
Trophy, not bad considering the a crage age of the team is 30.
BRITISH RMY REFEREE OF THE YEAR 1999
by Cpl Steele
Ten years aoo Maj A. Dobson, the Am1y FA Secretary, donated a
trophy to the A~my Football As ociation, on the under landing that it was
to be awa rded every year to tlie referee who has contributed the most to the
game of football within the Army - ie: commitment to. tl~e game.
encouragingjunior referees and potential referees etc. Every d1 stnct - from
I to yprns - puts fon ard one nomi nation.
When I began refereeing in eptember 1997, I never thought I would be
the Regional nomination for 1,. never mind tl1~ overall wmncr of such a
pre tigious a' ard. My refereemg stemmed lrom .a hfc-long love of
football and in my two years l have progre ed to bemg a lass 2 Referee
{the higher tlie class of Referee, the higher the standard of games which
you can officiate). The orthern Ireland Referee ' C~mmi ttee a_dvis~d me
in March this year that I had been put forward as their nomma11on for the
trophy. but even then I didn't really expect to win - I was up against some
pretty experienced competition.
The Dobson Trophy wa the la t thing on my mind when I wa marched
in to tlie CO' office. Yet the unbelievable had happened - I had won! The
presentation of the trophy was in Alder hot. I wa to referee a match.- 3
Div Referee v 4 Div Referees (believe it or not, referees can play dirty
from time to time), followed by ilie chance to watch the Army Challenge
Cup Final - 1st Bn Cheshires v 3 Bn REME at Aldershol Military tadium.
That evening, the Referees ' Annual Dinner took place at t Omer Bks. It
was following a del icious meal tliat I wa pre ented with the Dobson
Trophy.
Picture the cene, if you can, the next day at Heathrow Airport. I' m sure
tliey have had ome strange hand luggage, but the box containing my
trophy mu t surely have been ilie strangest seen that day! Unfortunately, I
have to hand the trophy back next year but I will get to keep a replica and
to have some wonderful memories of my year 'at the top'.

It '~a s the beginning of four memorable months for the twenty poor,
misguided so~ls who fo und th~m s? lvcs on the Mourne Mountain Training
Programme from Hell: cnthus1ast1cally led by Capt Jules 'It's just over
rhe next hill' Waister for the f~mal~ team and ~a pt Guy 'I'm just nipping
up _ l~i s mounta in , back m a mmute ~cn so n for the male team. Did I say
1rammg? Anyone who has any cxpern:nce at all of the Mourne Mountain
will realise immediately that I use the term loosely. Perhaps it wou ld be
more accurate to say that we stumbled blindly along behind our leaders
once or twice a week, for six or seven hours, .usually in a blizzard or a gale,
with achmg hearts and feet, despc~ately trymg to remember why we had
agreed to take pai:i. IL has to be said. 11 was a c~mprehen sive programme.
There was no pa.rt1cul ar type oftcrram that.we aimed for- as long as it was
wet, steep and likely to break your ankle 1t wa · deemed suitable and we
\\Crc helped along by the cheerful advice of those experienced. ~embers
of the team who had done it before. advice like - 'try to jog down the hills
it's ca ·ier than wa lking' - wa panicularly useful, always assuming of
course that the downhill does ·not consist of huge boulders strewn across
the side of a mountain and the soles of your feet do not feel like they have
just been treated w1tli one of tho c hot air paint strippers.
To be fair, though, mountain training is definitely the way to approach
this competition and we arrived at homclifTe Training Camp in
Folkestonc on Wednesday 5 May, brimming with en thusiasm and armed
with enough zinc oxide tape to mummify the whole Regiment, confident
and that we would be able to achieve a respectable result. Even a 0300
hours revei lle on Thursday morning to be force-fed greasy eggs and bacon
did not dampen the spirits of the teams. t 0530 hours, twenty eight teams,
of which four were female, set off from the Kent ounty show-ground to
cover U1e forty gruelling miles to t Martin 's Plain Camp in Folke tone,
carrying 401bs for the male teams and 251b for the female team . The
terrain was quite hard on the feet, being mainly tracks and tarmac, and by
the 20 mile point most people were al ready enduring a blister or two under
the zinc tape but by 30 miles nobody cared about blisters any more, ince
knee , hip , shins, ankles and every known muscle in tlie body had
diverted thei r attention omewhat. By the last checkpoint, at about 37
miles, all that mattered was getting to the fini h point. Here I should
mention our long-suffering and eri ously compas ionate admin teams led
by SSgt 'Jacko' Jackson and Sgt Abbey Hilton. It is no mean task to deal
simultaneously with twenty calorie-crazed team member taggering into
the checkpoin ts screaming wild instructions like - 'Plug my bottle in ',
'Where's my utri-grain'? and ' I need bananas! Give me banana !'
Without the admin teams not even the mountain train ing would have been
enough for any of us to finish the cour e. And finish it we did - with th e
male team achieving fifth place in a Lime of 10 hours 58 minutes, while tlie
fema le team came in twelflh overall and fir tout of the females teams with
a time of 11 hours 37 minutes (sad ly having to take econd prize becau e
they finished with only seven team members instead of the required eight).

_FINISHBack Row - Sig Simpson, Sig Pennock, LCpl Garry,
Sig Hannam, LCpl Carter, LCpl Meeds
Front Row - S ig Mc'Farlane, Cpl Howe, Sgt Scanlon (Coach ),
Capt Oliver (Team Captain), SSgt Allen, Cpl Ashley
RMY E E -A- IDE R GBY COMPETITIO
by W02 (SSM) Doz Day
The Regimental Rugby team received an invite to the annua l Army
even-a-side tournament, sponsored by Primary Management, which was
held in Aldershol on 19 May 1999. On a dull and wet onhem Ireland day
the ageing but experienced team lefi to pit our skills and know how agai nst
the best in tlie Army. This included team from each Division and
Germany. The team got off to a flyi ng start with a win against I RRW,
from Germany, with excellent work from Capt Guy Bennett, WOl
( MI) Ian haw and the con Lant threat of our speed man apt ick
Yardley. We came unstuck against seven Fij ian soldiers who made up the
team from ITC atterick who tackled like bulldozers and showed dazzl ing
skills and superb support play to run out winners 24-12, although Capt
, 'ick Taylor and LCpl Chris Ren shaw took the game to them head on.
The next game was a decisive win for the team beating 6 Bn REME 33-12
witli trong tackling and running from Capt ick Ma sey and Cpl
George utherland. Both IT Catterick and I RRW had also won two
game a piece so this meant it all went down to tries scored with the
Regimental team going forward to the Plate ompetition. Disappointed
but determined \\e breead our way to the fina l wi th convincing wi n over
I P\\ O and Troops Hereford leaving us a game in ilie fina l, once again,
with 6 Bn REME \\ho we had earlier beaten. We went into the fi nal with
31 8

Cpl Steele receives th e Dobs on Trophy
LA YARD TROPHY
It all started in January after Christmas leave, with a rather touching
phone call from the Troop Commander:
Capt Wal ter: Hello Sgt Mundy. Did you have a good leave?
Me: Well. ....
Capt Waister: Good, good. And........ you ' re OK are you,
health wise? o problems at all?
Me: !.. ..........
Capt Waister : Excellent, excellent. Just checking, you know.
Like to make sure my senior CO's are all right.
Me: But... ...
Capt Wa ister: Not at all. Speak to you later then. Oh.... and ...
I'll put you down for Lanyard Trophy training hall I?
Me: What?
Capt Wa ister: Good, good. Knew I could rely on you. Ju t see
if you can jack up a few more fema le soldiers from the troop. Well
done. arry on.
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A round oftlianks and congratulation is in order - first to apt Benson
and apt Waister for coaxing. enthu ing and decei ing where ncces ary
and, more imp01tantly, for providing the excellent train ing. Thanks also to
the admin teams - SSgt 'Jacko' Jackson, ig 'Mac' Macfarlane, gt
Ab bey Hilton and Sig Clait·e Lydon for tlieir endle s patience and totally
convincing ympathy. Fina lly. we ll done to the teams themselves: Male
team: Ca pt Gu y Benson, Capt Guy Bennett, Capt Ritchie ewhouse,
S gt Jim Duncan,
gt ' Q' Rose, pl 'Hutch' Hutchinson, Cpl
ichols, Cpl Wardle, Sig ' Huggy' Huggett, ig ' Rodders' Rodwell.
Female Team: Capt Jules Waister, apt Liz Dallyn, Sgt teph Geeson,
gt Daisy Mundy, Cpl · unny ' Hard y, LCpl Glo Fagan, ig Pippa
Henderson, Sig Linda Shields, Sig Jenny Read, ig Tracey Walker.
Extra congratulations go to Capt Wal ter fo r rema ining reasonab ly calm
throughou t, desp ite ig • re we there yet?' Wa lker, and for ri sking
serious blister two weeks before her wedd ing.
EXERCI E CRYSTAL FIN 26 1ARCH - 11 PRIL 1999
by Lt N. Baker
Ex Crystal Finn was a 15 ' ig Regt ad enture training kiing trip
organised by Lt at Baker to the French Alps resort ofMorzine. The elite
squad who volunteered to partake in this trip consi. ted of ni ne 225 ig qn
personnel, these bei ng Cnpt Robin arpenter, gt Fiona Fielder, gt
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Michelle Watkins, Cpl Ro} Venables, Cpl Tony Cecil, pl Jay Aldr d,
LCpl Billy Kirkwood and LCpl nd)' Liddle. After a bit of last m111utc
sortmg out, ic: Cpl Cecil only joining the trip the day before, we were
ready for tlle off and so we set out from the Squadron lines on Friday 26
March in a reliable IS-seater MT minibus wi th no roof rack. We were
about to ensure an overnight trip from hell with conditions you would
expect on a two week exercise rather than a I0 hour journey down the
motonvay to Gatwick. With two officers in the fron t seat armed with a
map our on ly hope was that we could navigate by fast food joints from the
'cheap seats' in tlie back. Apparently it was the most 'cost efTecuve' way
Lo travel and we are all for saving the Army a few quid.
When we arrived al Gatwick things went smoothly with everyone
getti ng through check-in eager to jump on the plane to Geneva. tier
touching down in Geneva we were soon to realise that being first on the
plan~ does not mean that you are going to get your bags first. As the
term111al was emptying and the cleaners were doing their rounds they
decided to unload our baggage. till, unperturbed we headed out to the
coach only to be given the wrong number and direction by the tour rep so
we took 15 minutes to find it, (sounding more and more like an army
exercise all the time). Eventually we were heading off through the
beautiful French countryside towards Mor..:ine and after only an hour and
a half we were pulling into the resort to see snow, snow and more snow.
The best snow tliey had had in the resort for 20 years. Lucky us! Better
was to come though, and after our welcome meeting with the rep in the
Bowling Bar we sampled some oftlle local delights. The sensible one in
the group went for a meal about 9pm but three talwarts (names withheld)
tayed until the biller end before finding the most expensive eating
establishment in France. Three pizza and chip family meals and £105 later,
need I say more.
ext day once we had sorted out our ski ing gear it was a quick ride up
in the ' telecabin' onto the nearest mountain to assess our skiing standard,
(or lack or it!). There were plenty of green faces and snowplough was the
tyle of the day for many of tlie group, however Cpl Venables won the
trophy for tlie ' Plough King ' a record which he held for many, many days
to follow. Cpl Cecil was the only person on the slopes who managed 10
nowplough with 205cm racing skis. After surviving day one with barely
any style, we spent mot of the night in the apartment talking of imaginary
parallel turns and jumps that we thought we had made.
Day two was much of the same, LCpl Kirkwood and Cpl Aldred spent
the mornings at ski chool while the re t of us finely tuned our skill .
Whilst negotiating a particularly tricky blue run the 'Plough King· (Willi
the topping circle of the QE2) somehow managed to find the only man in
France who was walking hi dog around the piste. He couldn't tum in
time, and managed to pioneer ilie new technique of the wipe out stop and
the remainder of th group were so jealou that we tried to out-bid him for
the, 'most spectacular fall' competition for tlle rest oftlle Exercise.
The re t of tlie week wa spent enjoying the glorious sunshine and
fantastic skiing, in fact tlle ski area was so big that we barely skied the
same run twice, the runs varied from long easy blues and greens to ome
challenging reds and uicidal black mogul fields. One run in particular
which straddled the border between France and Switzerland wa called the
' Wall of Death' for the imple reason that 13 people had died on it the
season before, we enjoyed doing tliis run from the safety of the chai rlift.
The kiing ' as fantastic, as was the reson. On the Wednesday night we
were invited to a Savoyarde nigh t al a local eatery, free wine and plenty of
meat were the order of the night. aturday night was a different occasion
when ' e all trooped down to the sports centre to watch the Morzine
Penguins take on the Brus els Ice Cube at ice hockey, Morzine lost but
tlle highlight of the night was when we bumped into 'Serge' in a local
club. erge being tl1e Penguin shotstopper who didn't manage to top
many shots that night but we till treated him as a hero.
Week two was spent mainly in tlie mountain reson of Avoriaz, only a
cable car ride away from Morzine and we were in sight of the wi
border. · It made it a more interesting week being able to ' do' lunch in
Switzerland one day and then tay in France the next day. Cpl Kirkwood
and Cpl Aldred stayed on at ski kindergarten for another week and
managed to come a\ ay witli ome bronze and silver stars and ribbons. The
rest of us turned into Franz Klammers and skied around the pi te ' tut
nming' at all the novice kier . Unfortunately, like all good th ings tl1c trip
had to come to an end, so on at 11 Apri l we embarked on our 24 hour
journey back to sunny orthem Ireland. Once again an uneven tful flight
ba k to Gatwick after stocking up on ome well earned duty frees and a
short wa it (2 hour ) for the MT transport before once again climbing into a
foetal position for the I0 hours drive back up Ilic motorway, the only
highlight being a stop off in arlisle fo r an Indian meal. oh to be back to
Engli h food! Then followed a comfy night's leep in the back of the
minibus before getting the fir t ferry back in tl1e morning.
a everyone's ·kiing had
The Exercise was a res uncli ng succ
improved dramatica lly in preparation for tl1e next Corp hampion h1p5.
We returned back to Lisburn \ ith great untan and a ho t of PXR point for
future Expedition . The most important of which wa never stop for a curry
on the way home if you till have fou r hours lcfi in a very cramped minibus!

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Plea e advi e the ub cription Cl erk ,
at RHQ. l WRITl G, of any change of addre. s.
This information should not be telephoned.
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40 (ULSTE R) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO
LI ol A. P.R. Roberts MBE
R 1\1
\ 01 (RSM) . G. fcGin ley
Congratulation 10 gt Herridge on her recent promoiion into the
ergeanl · Me· and 10 \: 02 Linda \ hitley on her recent promotion to
\\'02 to be the new
1 upport quadron.
WEDDI G
ongratulation go to Cpl Campbell on the occa ion of his wedding.
Good luck and be 1 wishe .
I

TING I PEOPLE
The Regiment was a e ed a a unit of I 07 (U lster) Brigade on 23
May. o far all looks good, and our thanks go to all persoru1el who were
imoh ed in the interview proces .

66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIG AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
1aj R. G. Butler
M
W02 ( SM) Irvine
QUADRO DINNER IGHT
The annual quadron Formal this year look place on Friday 30 Apri l
and the occa ion > as used to how our appreciation and make farewell
pre entation lo gt 1aurice 1oate and LCpl Lesley Harbin on. gt
Moates erved with the Squadron for 19 years and LCpl Harbinson for
13 years during thi time they made many fuend in the Squadron and it
wa sad to ee them go but we wi h them both well for the future .
EXERCISE GLOBAL\ ARRIORI
It was off to Ballykinlar for Ex Global Warrior I, which took place
during 14-16 May. With demonstration on Site Reece and Clearance,
EA Deployment, NBC Reece, Duties of a Sentry and Clansman Radio, it
was a busy time with a lot to take in but the hard work was still to come.
Putting these lessons into practise during an enemy attack was where Capt
Robin 'Rambo Finlay and
gt Tommy ' Trigger Finger' Johnston
showed their true natures firing at anyone who stood in their way. For
Capt Finlay this included the SVWO WOl Barry 'Running Shoes
Skinner, who would be hard to miss anyway, and for SSgt Johnston it
included two of his own QRF! The Exerci e was enjoyed by everyone who
attended and indeed was most beneficial to the Regiment in preparation
for Annual Camp, which is almo t upon us.
69 ( ORTH IRISH HORSE) SIG AL SQUAD RO
qn Comd
faj W. B. Houston
M
W02 (SSM) McKnight
PRE CAMP TRAINI G
Over the weekend 16-18 April 1999 the Squadron took pan in 11 Sig
Bde's Ex Summer Eagle. TI1e Squadron deployed to the Ballykinlar area
and establi hed CNR and RATT nets with a RATT link to 11 Bde at
Donnington via 94(BY) Sig Sqn. 14-16 May again found us in Ballykinlar
with 5 FFR RATT dets, panicipating in the regimental Ex Global Warrior
conducting more intensive tactical training in preparation for annual camp.
COMBINED CA ALRY
The pre-camp build up was interspersed with periods of ceremony and
celebration when on the 8-9 May Pipe Maj Taylor accompanied member
of the quadron along with members ofD qn lH and the Old Comrades
A sociation to London to take part in the IH OCA England Branch
dinner. They paraded in Hyde Park at the Combined Cavalry ' Old
Comrades' parade and memorial service. This year the salute was taken by
HRH The Prince of Wales.

were a bit taken aback at the fir t stand, a sim ulated medica l emergency. A
screaming woman appeared and insi led on throw ing her baby at us
ho\ ever we quickly regained control of the situation and treated all the
casua lties. Sgt amm ack found a new use for a tretchc~ di covering
that it could double up a a splint. T he NBC stand went very well with the
team conducti ng a chemi al recce and survey. Then we had a real team
effort in the chamber \ hen we carried o ut decontaminati on drills.
Competit ion m ies insist on the incl usion of a less experienced team
member and a t11ey had never been through the chamber before it ''as
ometh ing imilar Lo ·T he Generation Ga me' . Oilier Lands on day one
included command tasks, military knowledge, weapon handlin g and map
read ing.
On the aturday even ing t11e cxerci e became a little more demandi ng.
At dusk group of four set ofT from the peak of Bi ncvenagh on a night
navigation course. The terrain was heavy underfoot and tea m were ready
for a night's Jeep 1 hen they fin ished.
This left only one part of tJ1c competiti on let! to go, the ma rch and
hoot. Team 1 ere paired to run agai nst eac h other in the fo ur mile march.
We cou ld hardly be lieve it when one of the leading teams in the
competit ion mistimed their arriva l and 111ere fifteen minute late for their
run . The team were in high pirils throughout this eve nt and they rea lly
worked together. I knew that the tea m had given their best when they
vomited in uni on once they cro sed the fi nish line. After the Roupell
hoot there wa long wa it while the organi ers worked out the fi nal re ults.
We achieved two econd places fo r the BC and March an d Shoot
fini shing seventh o erall.
CORP ORIE TEER! G CHAMPIO SHIPS 28-30 MAY
Sgt Daz Welch thought that orienteering required a bi t ofa boost within
the Regiment. So 111hat better 111ay to tart than by enteri ng teams in the
Royal Signal Orienteering Cham pi onsh ip . The first challenge was to get
the team over the water and to 14 ig Regt by 2000hrs on the Friday lo
regi ter. We only j ust mi sed it by five hours - 0 I I 5hrs Saturday. Day I and
it's the Team Individual event getting off to a good start. Four members of
the Regiment at the tart all abo ut to go on a different course tarting at the
same time and, YES! We are on time. Th ings are looking up. Cpl Heather
Moore decides when having been j ust given her map that thi s is a good
time to ask Daz, ' Where are we?' We had some good point to discuss over
a well-earned refre hing drink at the end of Day I. One of them being that
we were already acclimati ed to the South Wale weather and anotJ1er was
Sig Ian 'I talk in my leep' McKeown proving that we don't always
require a compass. Day 2 and we all feel so much better after that early
night. However, no rain today, and wet trainers from Day I are not going to
put us ofT. Sgt Paul ' It's here somewhere' Brannon decided to take a back
seat on th is one and the other lads have a go. What's this? 40 not
disqualified after Day I , and running in third place in both the Mal e and
Female events. Things really were looking up. Sig Mark Taylor took over
from Sgt Daz ' I' m getting too old for this' Welch with a print on the relay
event. Then a voice appeared fro m the background ' I bet he won ' t keep that
up on the way round '. I must admit that the only thing in the back o f our
minds on Day 2 was did we have enough lime to fit in the relay, have a
shower, visit Burger King and make our return fli ght. l ' m glad to say that
we were successful overall and accomplished the following re ult .
Third TA Female Team
Third TA Male Team
Runner Up TA Female W2 1 2Lt Deirdre Caldwell
Runoer Up TA Female W35 Cpl Roz Colhoun
Overall Runner Up TA Female 2Lt Deirdre Ca ldwell
Overall Third TA Female Cpl Roz Colboun

HITLER LINE PARADE
The bu iest weekend in the Squadron 's social calendar is the 21-23 May
when the annual Battle of the Hitler Line Parade is held. The parade
commemorates the occasion the Nonh Irish Horse led the Canadians into
battle in Italy in 1944. II was celebrated on Friday at the Officer's dinner
night and on Saturday at the Regimental Association dinner and on
Sunday the Guidon of the 'orth Irish Horse was paraded through the ranks
of the quadron and old comrades by members of D Sqn 11-1 from
Belfast.
Members of the Squadron also found time to panicipate in Ex
Executive Stretch in Kirkcudbright, Scotland with I 07(U) Bde turning
young executives into soldiers to give them a brief ins ight into what their
employee do at the weekends.
EXERCI E PIED PfPER
Ex Pied Piper, which took place over the 7-9 May, is a military skills
competition involving all the ub-units of 107 (U) Bde. TI1is year 40
ignal Regiment (Y) entered two teams, one from 66 Sqn led by Lt David
Wilson and one from 69 qn led by 2Lt Deirdre Caldwell.
After much preparation and training the 69 qn team set ofT for a
challenging weekend. During the first day we completed six stands. We
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2Lt Deirdre Caldwell receives her Runner Up medal
at the Corps Orienteering
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85 (ULSTER & ANTRIM A RTILLERY) IG AL SQUADRON
qn Comd
Maj C.R. uth erl and R IG AL (V)
SM
W02 (SSM) Broth erston
QUADRO ANNUAL DI NE R
Th e quadron he ld it 's Ann ual Din ner in April. Th is event was
particularly pecia l as it was_ the last dinner to be held in the TAC in
ewlownards. The Squadron 1s due to move to a new location in Bangor
where we sha ll have the lu xury of occupying our very own TAC.
The Squadron aid fa rewell and congratulations to S gt (SQMS) Linda
Whitley as she moves to Sp Sqn to take up the S 'M appointment. We
thank her for all her service to the Squadron and wi h her every success in
the future .
As part of our departu re from ewtownards the TAC Officers' Mess
held a farewe ll lunch on Sunday 9 May to mark the end of our li nks with
Crawfordsburn Road TAC. 0 85 Sig Sqn Maj C athy uth erland
presented the Mess with a Regimenta l print and received a farewe ll gift
from the TA Mess to the Officers of the Squadron . It was an enjoyable
occasion, which was attended by the prev ious QC of the quadron and the
previous BC of the resident Battery RA (V).

EXERCISE SCOTI'IE MACFI
IV
The Squadron ventured to the Ca1rngorms at the end offebruary for our
Annual Winter skiing Weekend. This time we were accommodated in the
stopover hostel in Granton-on- pcy some 12 miles onh of Avicmore.
Lady luck was on our side a~ the snow had been ordered. Many of the
Sq uadron's failed skiers tried their luck at snowboarding. LC pl Clarke,
Sig~ poerri and E lliott even walked all the way up the Cairngorms with
the1r boards (the T-bar proved a bit of a problem). All three $Sid they had a
fantastic time and cannot wait for next year. pl Ander on and L pl
McQuillan eventually mastered the an of the T-bar much to the delight of
'Sgt Linda Whitley and had the bru i es to prove it. They eventually made
it as far as the middle station. Cpl ' I will, I wi ll , I wi ll ' Campbell and L pl
Dickson had thei r own interpretation of downhill skiing, j u t aim the kis
down the slope and go for it! ow at least they have perfected getting up.

SDR
With the effects ofSDR upon us we have emerged from it in good order.
We have a number o f Roya l Engineers transferring 10 us when their unit
di bands. We tarted training them as Royal Signals tradespersons in
April. They will go to camp with us where they wi ll complete a Royal
Signals trade course. We ex tend a very warm welcome to them all as they
jom the Corps, Regiment and quadron.
QUADRO MOVE TO BA GOR
unday 23 May saw the start of our move to Bangor TAC 'Exodu
Day'. Th is was marked by the OC presenti ng a cheque fo r £1000 to Mr
Bill Haddick of Ki llard House Special School. The event bad press
coverage fro m the loca l paper on our departure and also by the local
Bangor paper on our arrival at the TAC. Praise must go to all the Squadron
for their hard work d uring th is phase of the move. We arrived without a
hitch.

L-R : LCpl McQuillan, Cpl Campbell, LCpl Dickson,
Sgt Charlie Rigg (being carried again), SSgt Watson
OFFPISTE EW
The Squadron visited tbe local British Legion and helped out with the
entenainment. LCpl 'M onty' Montgomery singing at the top of hi s form,
entertained the members. Okay, so he's not Frank Sinatra but at lea t the
Legion didn ' t have to pay him.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

qn Comd
RSM

Maj S. K. MacRostie MBE
WOJ (RSM) S. Cheslett

COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt F. D. Guthrie
S gt R. Wallace
Tp SSgt
COMMU ICATIO S SECTIO - 'THE SE DERS'
Work is starting to liven up for the OMM CE , Syscon and Crypto
alike with the ever approaching ' Marching Season'. There has been plenty
of movement within the Troop, as 111e say a fa rewell to Sgt Sam Parke and
his fa mily on their move to ATR Bassingboum and LCpl Mick Leet and
his fa mily a they go to 241 Sig qn, Donnington . Also off to pastures new
is S gt John Ai nsworth who, with Kate and fa mily lea e us for I Armd
Div in Germany. Fortunately we 've had several new members into the
Troop recentl y. Sgt Robin Mccorkell who join us as our new Troop
ergcant from Aborfie ld and Sgt Carl Hindson and family from 220 ig
Sqn as the BT LO. traight in fre h from 'sunny Bland fo rd · we have Sig
Lee ' Babyface ' Shaw and Sig Kerry O'Connor, j ust in time. We al o
welcome Sig Bruce Morrisson and famil y from 20 rmd Bde and Sig
Tim ' Tiny' luman from I Armd Div.
Comms Tp were well represented in a recent Brigade ·friendly ·
Triathlon, which involved each Unit within the camp from Brigade HQ to
the Royal Ul ster onstabulary and of cour e, the Signal Squadron. We
fi elded three teams in all , two male and one female team, the only female
team in the competition. Capt Helen Bosley, 2Lt Son ia Hughes, Cpl
Sarah taff and LCpl Kerry Davis made up the female team.
Unfortunately, though, due to injury we were unable to fini h with a full
team . For the Men s' we had an ' Oldsters' team and a ' Young ters ' team.
Both fought va liantly against the Skm cycle, 2km row and 4.Skm run, but
the oldsters held it together well with W02 (Fofs) Mic k ·Thigh' Cow ie,
S gt Andy Lothian, SS<>t Bob Wallace and C pl Paul ' ally ' Webster
storming into a victorio~ first place overall in the competition. The
youngsters also had a good race not far behind, with Lt Forbe Guthrie,
gt Rob McCorkell, LCpl Gaz Jennings and L pl · clly' elson who
all fini hed in a go d time.
The Belfast Marathon was also another event that we managed to
persuade ten lucky individual to participate in. Fonunately it 1 a. only the
relay, although some of the team members felt the urge to run more than
one leg of the race. We had one male team and one female team, o there
was a bit of competi ti on as to who would fini h fir I. gt Billy Boston
stepped in at the last minute to make up the team , whi h aved ig Albert
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Finney and Sig Chris Moore deciding who would run that extra five
mi le at the end. The weather was ab olutely scorching, which would ha\'e
been fine if LCpl ' elly· elson had remembered his ' Factor Duffie
Coat' unscreen. In the end the boys· team beat the girls' team in by three
minutes, although 1 e nearly had to end out a search party for ig E mma
Jones. She was lost somewhere at checkpoint three (we till say she was
hiding from us! ) so our second runner, LCpl Karen Glenister, just kept
going. The Troop had a pany in June and it was enjoyed by all. The night
staned off 1 ith free punch on the table, which disappeared really quickly.
The Elvi impersonator was excellent, the karaoke 111enl well and the
barbecue was fantastic. Lt Guthrie decided to hare hi barbecue 111ith
everyone on the minibu . The night ended up with a free for all on the
dance floor and everyone just about re. i ting the temptation to take their
clothes off to the ' Full Monty".
TECHNICAL MAINTE ANCE ECTIO - 'THE MENDER '
TM Section ha been very bu y over the la t fe\\ months with
preparation for the move to Mahon Road Barracks. Ponadown. Thi has
finally tarted after many delays and a move by the beginning of July i
hoped for, ju t in time for the marching sea on. There ha\'e been a lot of
changes within the ection, with Cpl 'Brummie' Baker going on hi retrade to Driver Electrician. LCpl lain Pearce has seen the light and
retraded from Driver Lineman to Telemech. Joining the ecuon recently
has been Sig Gordon 'Gee· Py rah and ig Jim Wright both from 220 ig
Sqn and for there sins tht:y were both elected to attend the Province Cadre
Course, which was held in the Isle of Wight. More recently ig teve
Brown joined the ection for a fortnight and then beat a ha ty retreat to
the MT cction, all of this before his arrivals sheet was dry.
In May the cho en few of the ection, Sgt Gary 1athieson and L pl
'Mogg y' Morris 1 ent on an Adventure Training Exercise 10 the Lake
District which con i ted of walking up large hills during the day and then
socialising in the local village al nignt. The main thrust o curred on the
Thursday when a gruelling 20km walk took in the cenic \ iew from the
top of Scaffe! Pike.
Congratulation to Cpl Paul ' Sall_ ' \ ebster for hi achievement an
the inter- ervice Karnte Champion. hip and :i credible allempt at the
Lanyard Trophy; better luck next year. A big well done lo the quadron
Orienteering Te.am which 1 a led by W02 lick owie 10 win the team
event in the UK hampionship . Mick 1 as accompanied by h1. able team
members gt Lee 'Billy' Boston and as u ual pl Paul' ally· Webster.
Finally, a sorry lo s to the ection will be Cpl Ccc 1ason 1~ho leave u.
for ivvy lrt:et al the end of June.
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'PP RTTROOP
Q. t
apt F. . Paye!
R I
W02 (R M) . trudwick
The Troop ha been bu y lately completing its. ITD . during a long
weekend at Ball)kinlcr Training Centre. long ' 1th ome clerk .fT?m
HQ and Brigade HQ we were put through the new ITO trammg
m luding, the BPF and AM I. With that all done, we were treated to a
'Texa cramble' golf competition and a barbecue. Thanks go to. Sgt Paul
· dmin · Coates for oreani ino th weekend and e eryonc who instructed
or organi ed the other ac1ivi1ie°. A mention must go to Pte 'Yo~1 talking to
me· Frazier for her excellent results m the Moral l ' nderstandmg lecture.
The Troop bid- a fond farewell to C pl C.-aig Turner, L pl ' couse'
Latham and LC pl Ian Pearce (Re-trade)- We wi h you and your familie
all the , ery be t for the future. \:Velcomes go 10 C pl hri Dee, ig Sha un
Brock and ig ndy Hall. And finally c~ngratulat_1ons go out to LCpl
Latham and Cpl Gordon tewart on their promotions.
PPORT TROOP - W TERSPORT D Y
The Troop had an excellent day on the lake, jet biking and being hurled
off the banana by the RQM . W02 ndy Strudwick. The 'Banana Team'
led by the QM .
gt ·Taff' Drew still think they can hang on, the
gauntlet i down so tandby! T~ank to tl1e QM. Cap! Fred Payet, for .a
great day and to pl Si Ferrer tor the barbecue. And l111ally a welcome 1
extended to our auached officer, 2Lt Sofia Hughes, we hope you have
enjoyed your time with the Troop and good luck for your Troop
Commanders Course.
ORTHERN TRELA D ATHLETIC CHA 1PIO SffiP

b1• Cpl e/son
· The month of May aw the orthern Ireland Athletics Champion hip
de cend upon u once again. A always, tl1e Gentlemen of the Squadron
were et the ta k of gaining a place in the emi-fina l at Aldershot. We all
knew it would be a clo e heat in the Minor Units Competi tion with worthy
oppo ition from MU, JCU and Depot Royal lri h. The team wa off to a
good start with victory for Sgt Billy Bo ton in the 1,500m, clo ely
followed by overall second in the hammer competition for LCpl ' elly'
1 el on. Thi was closely followed by Cpl Billy Bremner's second place
in the high jump. All eyes were on the scores as Depot edged into the lead
with JCU and 3 Bde napping at their heel . A stunning performance wa
demanded of . gt Chris ·shergar' Baile_ in the 110 high hurdles.
However, he was to become another ictim ofbeechers brook. Good effort
anyway. Respectable performances were een from Cpl 'Ch uck' Henson
in the hot, lfaj Mannings in the discus, LCpl Caz Jennings in the 200!11
and Cpl ally Webster in the 5000m. With the pot fo r second and a tnp
to Aldershot, hanging finely in the balance, all eyes were on Cpl Si Ferrer
in the javelin competition. He did noi let us down and gained second place.
\1 ith just the relay races to go, depot were the were the clear leaders and_ a
lot hung on the final races. The team performed well and we were left m
uspense as to the result until the final prize giving. Lucki ly, we pipped
JCU to the post and once again, gai ned a place in the semi-finals.
LANYARD TROPHY 1999 - by SSgt Wallace
The 'Old boys' team with an average age of39 consisted of one Officer,
even eniors and two Corporals. The team started off at a rip roaring pace
and got to the first checkpoint much quicker than the admi n team
expected. They arrived and grabbed water bottles, bananas, had mars bars
shoved into their mouths and headed straight off. Everyone started in good
humour and it was amazing how SSgt 'Ca ll me Bob in the bar' Wallace
managed to neak to the front every time the cameraman appeared.

Banana Power
A the forced march progre sed the humour disappeared. even SSgt
nd_ ·Beavis' Lothian and Sgt Paul ' Bullhead' Coates stopped
niggering. 2Lt • oapy' Hughes tried to encourage the team by informing
them that the team in front was only a short distance away but realised that
she was on LO a lo~er when
gt 'Taff' Drew gave her a look that would
kill a le ser mortal. The R M, WOl Chesletts map reading kills were
called m to question when he stated that there were only 9km left to go and
10 mile later they crossed the fini hing line. AL the end everyone was
\O\\ ing never LO do it again, however, after tending to their wounds and
screaming a~ the hot water hit the bcrgan rash and blisters some of the
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boys started planning next year's campaign. The evening was spent with
u all going out for a curry when p_I 'Sally' Webster . how~d just how
alert he could remain, e en afler 40 nu le , when he fell asleep 111 his beer.
ORTHER IRELAND SWlMMI G CHAMPIO SHIP
by Cpl ta.ff
.
3 Infantry Brigade Headquarters and 1gnal. qm~dron finally, at the very
la t minute managed to gather a full female sw1111111111g team together for the
ortl1crn !;eland ' imming Championship being held at Lisburn tation 011
Monday 24 May. After a few last minute change lo the team , our first t~vo to
go were Capt Bosley in tl1e 50m Brea t- troke and then 2Lt Hughes m the
SOm Back- trokc. Both managed lo finish econd in their respective races.
LCpl Michelle Cochra ne had a good race in the SOm Freestyle and pl
tafT in the 4 x 25m Individual Medley; yet again they were ju t beaten into
econd Place. L pl Ke1Ty Davis and Pte Lisa Wilkinson made up the final
t' o place of the team, and after some nail biting relays, we finaUy managed
a third place overall, mi ing out on econd place by just four pomts.

DA 3 BROTHEIUTKELD AFELL PIKE by Sig Moor
The Group had an incredibly early start today, as the drive lo the start
point was a long one. gt McCorkill had arrived the night before to join
us for a few day . We tarted the hike at Brotheritkcld and instant ly found
ourselves climbing up. The climb was gentle to start with then all of a
sudden it became more dimcult as we headed up to the Three Tarn5. After
the climb we sat down for a hearty lu nch. After lunch we made our way up
to Bow Fell then over lo Esk Pike then up again to Great End, il was at thi s
point that we could sec the highc t peak in England. The climb up to the
top was a steep one and several breaks were taken on the way up to
appreciate the beautiful scenery. The tcpping ston~ rocks made our
journey up to the top somewhat harder but more cn1oyable. When we
reached the top the view was fantastic. We had group photos taken and at
down for a well-deserved break.

EXERCl E JER EY FINN by Sig Frost
39 Bde's adre Cour e lived up to all the stories l had been told back in
the quadron bar, from day one to the end it was both physically and
mentally gruelling. We turned up at Marchwood, got changed, got on a
landing craft and began to attack the Isle of Wight. Trouble began the
moment we left, as the boat didn't eem to want to float. Five days of
Excrci e later, the well-de erved Adventure Training Phase began which
included water- ports, mountain biking and sailing. The best bit wa the
Karaoke one evening, in which we showed the locals exactly how much a
group of highly training Signallers could hold a tune. aturally we won
the Karaoke Competition rounding off an exce llent week.
EXER I E KESWICK FIN 1999
Ex Keswick Finn wa an Adventure Training Exercise comprising hill
walking mountain biking and orienteering undertaken by eleven soldiers
from 3 l~fBde HQ and Sig Sqn (203). The Exercise took place in the Lake
Di trict and all per onnel were accommodated in Warcop Military
Training Centre.
DAY I FELL SIDE - PETER 'S HO SE FARM by Sig Shaw
Lt ' Donnie O mond' Guthrie had briefed tl1e group the previou evening
on the walk, which we would be doing. We were told that we would be
hiking for 20km over the hills and peaks of Cumbria. I did not think that I
would enjoy myself, as my mono has always been, why walk when ~ou can
drive. I was greatly mistaken as it turned out. I had a thoroughly enjoyable
day. We set off with our packed lunches and bottles of water to see us
through the day. The walk began at Fell Side and within the first half an hour
the instructors were a king us where we were on our maps. Most of us had
not followed our map to begin with and ended up having to work out
exactly where we were. After that moment we followed .our route cards and
maps diligently. One of the aim of the walk wa to practise our map rea~mg
and we certainly did. The first spot height we climbed up to was pot height
627 and from there we climbed up to Coombe Height. The climbs were not
too difficult but we knew that today was the first day. We went through
fie lds. over fences and into some boggy ground. As the day went on the
weather began to pick up and it started to blow a gale. This did not worry us
too much as everyone stayed close together and we were all enjoying the
walk. We had our lunch in a small botl1y to escape the wind. The most
memorable moment of the day was when Lt Guthrie nearly lost his right
arm to the helter door by trying to open it slowly in the ga le. After lunch we
carried on walking and made our way over to Skiddaw Hou e. At this point
Capt Bosley and 2Lt Hughes wanted the challenge of running up Skiddaw
peak, no one else wanted to go so they took off their fleeces and shot up the
mountain. The rest of us led by Lt Guthrie carried on the planned route. We
eventually finished the walk at Peters House Farm. As a new soldier in the
unit it was a good opportun ity for me to gel to know the people I would be
working with, so on the wa lk I found out a lot about my job and the various
things peop le had done with their lives.
DAY2 -MO
TAI BIKI GANDORIE TEERJ G
COMPETITIO by Sig Marshall
Day Two started olf early with a hearty breakfast prepared by our jolly
chef. We loaded our mountain bikes into the back of the van and minibus.
It took an hour Lo reach Ille Country Park where we were going to do our
mountain biking and orienteering. We seemed to have brought the good
weather from Northern Ireland with us . After some fiddling and tinkering
with the bikes we finally set off. 2Lt Hughes chose the steepest way to t.hc
top and within minutes sweat was pouring off all of us. In fact at one pomt
the track was so steep that many of us had to get off our bikes and push
them up the last little bit. Then came the fu n part because what goes up
must come down. I won the first prize for not using my brakes and Capt
Bosley and 2Lt Hughes won joint last prize for riding their bikes up the
hills then pushing tllem down some of the steeper pa1ts. After some oIT
track proper mountain biking it was time to head back to Whinlatter Forest
Park Centre to eat our lunch and prepare for an afternoon of orienteering.
It was decided that for the Orienteering Competition it would onl y be
fa ir to pick names out of a hat. It had already been established who had
used Orienteering maps before and who had not. The team were then
formed. We were given a set time to run or walk around the co urse and
collect as many points as possible. II was a good map read ing excrci e and
we were able to practise all the skills like pacing, tak ing bearings and
following a map. When al l the points had been added up the winners oft~c
competiti on were ig 'Shoulders' Moore and 2Lt Hughes (obvious ly 1 ~
Moore had done the map readi ng in that team).
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On the way down the group split up, as Capt Bo~le) needed Lo go and
catch her flight so Lt Guthde, Cpl ·Mr Enthusiasm' Jennings and apt
Bo Icy ran down the mountainside leaving the rest of us tn enjoy the "alk
down to the bottom with 2Lt Hughes. When we reached the end of the
walk there was a fantastic little pub which welcomed us all in.
DAY 4 COMB CRAG - HELYELLYN by 2Lt Hughes
Once again we had an early start so that we could fit in everytlling that
we had planned for the day. Today 's walk was relatively short compared
with the other walks. The weather had been kind to us all week however
that was to change once we hit the top of Helvellyn. We ·tarted the walk
and headed up to Comb rags, the climb was a gradual one. Once .,.e got
to the top of Helvellyn we did not hang around as the ''eather was closing
in and we had a date \\ith a Brewery Tour. When we arrived back al our
minibus we jumped in and headed off to Keswick scoffing our sandwiches
on the way. We made it to the Jennings Brewery mid atlernoon, ju l in
time to go on the Tour. It was a fascinating tour and everyone enjoyed the
trip around. We were shocked at the hospitality of the Brewery ''ho
encouraged us to sit and drink the various brews free of charge. The entire
group except the chef (driving) took full advantage of the free beer. That
evening was spent carrying on the motion in Penrith and brought an end to
a very enjoyable and worthwhile week.

Scafell Pike
(l-R) Sig Marshall, LCpl Jennings, Lt Guthrie, LCpl Morris,
Sgt Mathieson, Sig Moore, Sgt Mccorkell, Sig Shaw,
2Lt Hughes, Capt Bosley

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj . J. Borrill
WOl (RSM) S. F. M. Lawes

OPER ATIO STEAM
This is the Ops Team debut in The WIRE and the reason why it's taken
this long can only be put down to the hectic workload borne by this fine
body of men. The nucleus of tl1e team is fronted by Capt Gareth Marsh
ably aided by YolS Dave Brudenall and FolS 'Aidy' Glover. The whole
learn runs on the ethos of ·work Hard, Play Hard', but it has to be aid 'some
are playing a little more than others' (no name ). As e er on the work front
its fast and furious, with the whole Team now ma ters at prioriti ing and
dealing with that all too often fast ball. but being profe ionals let' not
linger on the negatives but concentrate on rhe po itives. On the J>IU ide ?f
life it has to be aid that the majority of the Op Team has been 111volved m
some kind of extra curricular acti ity, whether it i on the ports field or
adventure training, and some are worth a mention.
FolS 'Aidy' Glover has ju t about been on every adventure training
exercise going with the excuse he need it for his log book. to gel hi
J MEL qualification ('Top Blag'). Also
gt Si Jone organised a very
successful kiing trip to Bavaria and to his surpri e didn't u e hi RMA
qualification once. At a more grass routes level Capt Marsh, the YofS and
SSgt 'Rennie ' Renshaw formed the backbone of the quadron Rugby
Sevens team which reached the sem i-final of the Brigade Rugby
ompetition. The last mentioned has to go to Capt Gareth Mars~ and
Cpl igel Rogan who have been putting in end le hours of Tabbmg m
preparation for the Lanyard Trophy ('Good Luck').
F REWELLS A D HE LLO '
A sad farewe ll goes to FolS 'Aidy' Glover who is leavi~1g the quadron
for 33 Signal Regiment (V), a definite loss to the Team, give 1t two week
you will wish you were back. A big hello to FolS ' id' ideras who has
joined us from 15 ignal Regiment, beers for the lads.
TM TROOP - by Cpl Wedge
As always we start olf with our farewells and welcomes, all we have. to
announce is two welcomes. These are to LCpl Temple and L pl Da 1es
who have both come from Germany to trengthen ihe Rigging ection.
The Troop would al o like to offer our condolences to L pl Bccdon and
LCpl Tonk who have both taken the plunge and got married. The Troop
would like to wish them and their wives all the best for the future. Well
done to gt Lough er on pa. sing his R
course and gt A cry on
passing his RMQ I to 3 now that he ha recovered from the coma l!e
~ncurred while on his gl 's cour e. However. we mu t ay u~lucky to 1g
alty Sea Dog' Lawrence who has to go back and pa h1 , ompetent
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No that's not two microwave dishes on the mast its the YofS' ears
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re\\ . Finall) the whole Troop i celebrating the delayed signing off of
pl · Leo ayer' Dupree as he choo e to Ii\ c his li fe a a Karaoke King in
the Pro' ince.
TIO

ECTIO
Lt Fm er

gt Rob inson
HELLO'
ND GOODBYE'
It ha been a very bu period with new arri als in all d partrnents.
First!), we would like to welcome gt Pa ul Pa r ke who ha travelled all
the way from BRB 10 join u , Pte ·val ' a llenti no from 522 qn Bicester,
LCpl har lie \ ood al o from Bicester and finally but not least Cp l ·Gaz'
Howe who ha mo,ed to Rover Group. Obviou ly there are a few
'characters' leavin 'THE GROUP' namely, LCpl 'Geordie ' Owens who
i po ted to 4G
bingdon. LCp l 'Ribs' \ atkinson lo the mainland,
posting dependant on the local magi·trate. Ro er Group gt · cottie·
ain who somehow manages to get a econd posting to Cyprus and LCpl
·Fergie" Fergu on who now become a' fr", Good Luck to them all !
After all that we finally have our own fare, ells from up tairs in
y con/COMM CE LCpl ' Charlie' \ alledge who has seen en e to join
the AGC and LCpl, now C pl ·Le tcr' Richard on who has moved 200m
up the road to 15 ignal . We welcome pl Sam Lee-Davis who ha
joined our Crypto Team from IS ignal and Sigs 'John ' Bell and 'Jamie'
Buyers traight from Blandford. Whal talent th y release from the chool
of ignal no"! Ju t to fini h we ' ould a ll like to welcome A ndy
Aitchi on back to Rover Group.
REGIMENT L Q ARTERMA TER 'S DEPAR TME T
by Sig Kev Pack
\ ith the trauma of the LSA I and PRE In pection over and done with
now, there was an air of tranquillity drifting through the Department, but
not for very long tbough. 'o ooner had we tarted to pat ourselve on the
back, than people tarted to di appear to tournaments, adventure training,
the zoo and other le fortunate Regiments. As the aying goe ' lead by
example' well if that's the case we would all be sini ng upstairs and calling
ourselves RSM because unfortunately we eem to have lo t W0 2
(RQMS) Lawes fortunately we have found a WO l (RSM) Lawes
wandering around upstairs, congratulations boss.
In tbe last couple of month Sgt ' eanie' Hyla nd has brought himself
out of a long retirement to coach the Brigade Rugby 7's Tournament and
allegedly he took hi hand out of his pockets to shout at his team in tbe
Brigade SAAM and tbe !SAAM a wel l. A big congratulations to C pl
· o now, No go' McGuinn ess on his promotion and now, according to
C pl ·ain"t no mountain high enough· Selby, he is operationally important.
While at the working end of the scale, Sig ' Long-haired General '
Edward had a rather enjoyable day at Belfa t Zoo with the Youtb
Activities Group, (Faye later said •J Jiked the funny monkeys the bestest').
As for my elf, noth ing but work, apart from the constitutional week in the
Lake District, where ights were seen, mountains were conquered and
blisters were popped.
Finally, a huge farewell to our RLC contingency LCpl 'Jerimiah' Binney
and Paula who has returned to driving for a less stres ful life and C pl Pau l
elby and Mitch. who is also off to 21 Signals for a nice quiet rest!!
fS AAM 1999 - BALLYKJNLER
I AAM 99 and it was back down to Ballykinler Ranges. Team
Captain for this excursion was Sgt Sean H yland who accepted the task as
soon as it was offered, followed up by LCp ls K ev Brown and 'Charlie
Henry' Wood , Sig Hilton and finally Pte 'Richie Stavros' ValJentino.
We arrived at Ballykin ler on the Wednesday all up for the ranges ahead.
The competition we attended was the 'Roupe ll Cup' where all the lads
managed to obtain reasonable scores apart from, LCpl Kev Brown who
found out that someone had tampered with his weapon, then it was back to
where we were to spend most of the week SA DLES. The next shoot was
the FIBUA Shoot and that was the last of day one.
Day Two saw us back down in SAN DI ES bri ght eyed and bushy tailed
early on Thursday for the 9mm Pistol Match, a few nice double taps later
and it was back to the above for another I 0 brews and a sleep, the rest of
the day was made up of a Snap Shoot, Moving Target and a Pisto l Tile
tatch where the team made it to the quarter fi na ls.
Deja Vu starting to kick in now and it's Friday and its ofT to 'Tin City'
for the March and Shoot, with Sgt ean Hyland making a command
deci ion an.d sini_ng this one out. The team started well but Sig Hilton 's
fence Jumpmg kills at the end of the tab left a lot to be desired and we had
to unplug his barrel before advanc ing to contact down the range where
some good scores were collected. The fi nal shoot of the day was the
Falling Plate where the team again got to the quarter fina ls, we were put
out by some Fusi liers from Derry, it was now time to make one fast trip to
A. DIE and then head back to Lisburn for a few well earned beers; no
doubt we'll be back next year for another crack with Rover Group making
up mo t of the team, with a little help from Syscon and the Team Captain
from RQ's Dept
TO GH G Y ' 99 - by Sig 'Jase' Manton
On 30 January _1999, Lt John Fra er, Capt Liz DalJy n and myself set
o~t for a )Ourney mto the unknown. All started very well until that is, the
p1_lot _decided to land. at West Midlands Airport, ins tead of the intended
B1rrn111gham International. Although this put an ex tra two hours on our
journey time, our pirits were not too dampened. On arriving at
Wolverhampton the ever handy mobile phone came out and got us to our
final de tination
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c cral Tough Guy ·99 competitors were staying at our hotel, so
needles to ay some came out with horror stories of previous Tough Guy
encounters, others were full of encouragement for the unknowin g fir,t
timers. As we were to find out, a hot curry the ni ght before is not exactly
the best preparation you can have for an eight mile cross country run
fo llowed by a h o mile obstacle course. An early start on a bri k January
morning and we were ofT to book in. As we arrived a ll we could sec were
thousands of people and cars. The ground was already churning up
(which, really, should have been an indication of what was to come).
At around 12 o 'clock, we eventually got under way. With so many
people taking part (around ten thousand), you couldn ·1 go at your own
pace, you had to go with the now. The fir t part of the cour e was mainly
running up and down steep hill , but after a mile and a half, we
encountered marshes/bogs. This wa to prove a greater inconvenience to
mysel f, due to the very first bog claiming my left trainer. The rest of th
course wa to prove very painful. Aller plenty of hills/marshes/bog swill
wamp I treams and lots and lotS of mud we finally hit the obstacle
course. Thi took around one and a half hours lo complete due to everyone
waiting on the obstacle at the ame time. However, this was an obstacle
course to remember. The cargo nets were approximately 30ft high (there
were two of them, one after the other), then it wa through bogs that came
up to your che t if you are ix feet tall. God help you if you were 5ft 4 in s.
Aero more cargo nets, ducking under logs and crates (kindly put on top
of the bogs), then onto the leopard crawl, a run through blazing hay bails,
wade through some stream , and a final run up yet another hill to the
fini h, for medal and tea (that i , if you can actually stop hivering
enough 10 drink the tea).
All in all it wa a taxing course which also had a mental aspect to it,
with the freezing water (ice cream headache wot!) really getting at you.
However, all who took part did enjoy it.
EXE RCISE BRAE 1AR FfNN - Sig Jamie Buyers
Ex Braemar Finn took place in the highlands of cotland and wa u ed
as a training exercise for the 39 Bde Lanyard Trophy team. The team
deployed from the ferry and made the four hour drive to a small coltish
town called Ballater, where we were accommodated in the local barracks.
The town itself was close to Balmoral Castle and also not far from the
Glen hee Ski Centre. The kit lay out, all that we took was military and
there were a few added essentials to make life easier on the bills
The Exercise itself consisted of five day of hill walking over variou
long arduous terrain. The training was run by Lt John 'Let's go thi s way
and get out of the wind' Fraser. Day one was a 20km route that wa
designed to gently lead us into the swing of things . We covered the said
distance, but our legs felt like we had covered about 50km, due to the fact
that most of the walk had been through knee deep snow! That's Scotland
for you. Day two was much the same distance except we had a 2 ~r climb,
firstly up a waterfall, then onto a rather steep ridge. After we stopped for
lunch we were navigated back down by S,ig Billy ' Dangerous Brian '
E Uam , which I can only de cribe as 'an experience in itself'. Then il wa
back to the beautiful sight of the minibus and an excellent dinner by Chef
Jason 'Chocolate Salted Balls' Webb. After these first two days we all
were very stiff and agreed that more preparation should be taken in the
future when training in such arduou and cold conditions. That night we
all took a trip down town for a swift pint or seven, and were back in bed
before eleven. (well some of us were). Day three was our longest route,
going on for just over 30km, but there was a lot les snow this time, so the
going was not as difficult on the legs as the previous two days. However,
the wind made up for that, and there was no escaping it either, as the OC
found out when he tried to get us out of it, but thanks to LCp l 'are we
nearly there yet?' Ga ll agher's navigating we ended up walking face fir t
into a how ling gale, and knee deep in snow again lucky us.
The end of the route was finished , with the last 9km being on flat road
and as l was leading the group at the time I decided to pick up the pace,
bad idea as I was to discover the next day. The last day was a long route
but it was mainly over land rover tracks, and people were sufTering from
variou injuries, so the pace wa quite steady. But the main point about the
lasl route was that it was more closely allied to the actual course on the
day. That night was Karaoke ight at the local bar in Ballater, the night
sparked off by a stunning duel from SSgt ' Get those headphone off'
Robinson and LC pl Kev ' Longshanks ' Board, of the Tom Jones hit
Delilah. The show was stolen by C pl Tony 'Dayd ream Believer' King
when he sung the line 'Home Coming Queen', the two officers walked in
the pub door perfect timing gents. As the night wore on it was announced
over the microphone that breakfast was put back unti l ten the following
morning for obvious reasons. The final day was just a stretch off day and
everybody's mind was on the last nights shindig in Aberdeen. But you
know what they say what happens on tour stays on tour.
The Exercise was a great success and enjoyed by all, but it was also
very beneficial traini ng as the competit ion is arriving oon, and we hope to
do better than last year but we wi ll wait and see.

If you ' re visiting Bournemouth or Poole,
why not combine it with a visit to

The Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp
01258 482248 for opening time
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Sig Jamie Buyers - Ex Braemar Finn
They can't make me do it if I eat the map'

Lt John Fraser, SSgt Paul Robinson and Sig Jase Manton
'Spare some change for a cuppa tea Mister?'

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNALS SQUADRON (218)

Sqn Comd
R M

Maj Jake Thackray
WOI (R M) Paul Flemming

MERCURY CUP ATHLETICS - APRIL 1999
by SSgt Jim Coupland
The Team was selected in a similar way to that of most of the
Squadron 's sporting competitions, in a concise, careful and methodical
manner. ' If you are not on shift, BART, Ma int, driv ing detail , duty, course
or leave then you are in the team! ' Due to the pre sure of operations and
the severe lack of females our overall po ition wa never going to be
repre entative of our raw talent. The Male Team enjoyed an excellent day
of port in weather that amazed me. ince I arrived in the Squadron eight
months ago I have lived under a shield of Goretex and welly boot . so it
took me by surprise to get sunburnt, e pecially in April!
All team members put in a great deal of effort in their events for which
they should be congratulated. However, the following de erve special
mention : Cpl Gle n Roscoe - 5000m slog, Pte Richard Street- Shot Putt,
Sig Craig Buckingha m - Javelin and Discus, Sig David King - Long
Jump winner, LCpl Nick ' oo oo ' Mier - Last leg of 4 x I OOm relay Fanta lie e ffort! The Squadron 2TC Capt David eymo ur said that in
achieving the same re ult as la t year proved beyond doubt that the
following equation is true: 'The final point tally is inversely proportional
to the quare of the sum of the amount of recreational facilities combined
with the amount of work done per head of men or women!'
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T - by LCpl Sam Shi/Ito
RQM
W02 (RQMS) Kev Tunsta ll
Members of the QM Dept took part in Ex Richmond Challenge the biannual ITD training week at a local training area. The juniors hoped it
would be a peaceful few days away from certain members of the RQM
stafT, but how wrong they were as all the enior ranks attended. o peace
and quiet! The department wa well represented in the quadron
Competition. The competition was run over six weeks and included a
BPFA, axon driving and commanding, ranges, games night and a quiz
night. Our own entry into tbe final wa gt Eddie Porter who after a wellfought final round came in 4th. The RQMS pulled out ju t to make
everyone el e look good. Maj J a ke T hackray won the competition
however he gave the prize to a needy charity, namely LCpl Ja mes Bond
who finished in second place. The next few weeks will be bu y with the
upcoming adventure training and PRE.
We say goodbye to C pl Jase Steen who leaves the QM Dept to go to
ATR Pirbright. Also C pl Mike Harvey who leave us to rctrade to
photographer. He is posted to the Joint chool of Photography at RAF
Co ford. We wi h them and their families all the be l for the future.
THE LANYA RD TROPH Y - by Cpl Glen Ru coe
LANYA RD T ROPHY TEAM
Lt Jo Stewart
LCpl Gavin Welch
gt P ete Mills
Sig David Kin g
ig teve Baxter
C pl G len Ru coe
LCpl Ronni e C uthbe1't
Sig David Bateman
LCpl Eddie Stojanovic
· Sig C raig Buckingham
The Lanyard Trophy race i organised annually. It covers on average 40
mi les over arduo us terra in and requires fitness, tamina, nav igational ki lls
and a sense of humo ur. This year the Nortl1 Downs Way was se lected. The
teams cons i t of ten individuals who mu t carry a certain weight, males
401b and fema les 251b . The team was led Lt Jo Stewart who was cho en
from a cast of thousands (I) and the team 21C, gt Pete M ills who was
al~o chosen from a cast of thousand (2). The route was relativ".IY imp le
1~ 1t h. the maj ority on track or roads. There were three check pomts and a
feed ing station along the route. At each check poin t teams have to check
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in, replen food and water and report casualties. To uccessfully complete
the teams must start with ten members and end with eight one of which has
lo be the team captain or 21C. The team started training in February
tabbing round camp and up to local training areas for longer distance
se sions. A ' eek in Scotland was organised for some longer and more
inten ive training. From the initial 19 volunteers the team was whittled
down to a stalwart squad of 13, with the final team picked a few days
before the race. On Thursday 6 May at 0430hrs 290 people congregated
for weighing in and the massed start.

The Lanyard Trophy Team
Our team set off and were quickly in their stride. As the mile rolled by
the phy ical efTort began to show. Most suffered from blisters on the feet
and ba.ck. By the 20 mile point the team were going well and were well
within the first ten teams. At the 2 mile point we had dropped two team
members which meant that we could not afford to lo e any more. Although
beginning to tire we pre don and concentrated on the next few mile . By
the 30 mile point and the third check point we had chipped away and
overtaken 3 Brigade ignal quadron, our arch ri als from the outh. The
upport team L C pl ick M ier, LCpl Dave H ea ly and ig Allen Oliver
did an excellent job providing food , water and moti ation. C pl 'Ma'am
offered to carry my Bergen ' Ru scoe and L pl toggy· toj anovic also
kept pirits high with jokes and banter. We approached the final check point
feeling trong owe decided to pu h the pace all the way to the fini h. We
marched up the last hill. blisters popping, backpacks rubbing and most of
us promising never to compete in thi - gruelling event ever again.
We cros ed the fini h line in eventh place overall and fi !lh out of the
regular units. The greatest achievement for the team was fini hing before
the two other Brigade Signal quadrons in orthern Ireland and being the
first mixed team aero the line in an impre sive time of I Ohrs 49mins. An
excellent effort all round and a promise by all of the team to try harder
next year. Any volunteer ?
NTSAAM
by Sgt Eddie Porter
On 12 April 1999 the ignal quadron '
I AAM hooting team
travelled to Ballykinler to take on the province· fine t and to ho~ them
how it . hould be done. The team con i tcd of: team manager MT \ O
(W02) Tom Hair, team coach gt cott Pringle, Team aptnin gt
Eddie Porter . and team members pl Al lacDonald L pl Dave
Healy,. ig 'Geordie' Hanison, and team loud boy ig · D n Juan' Kin g.
O~ a_rn al we met the ma~nger and coach playing table tcnni and
dr111k111g tea 111 the
AF I, 111 fact that i where they pent most of the
week and they till can not play it 10 a decent standard.
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The first . hoot "as l'I B A. However not being the brightest of team
forgot "hat it con·i·ted f. The ompctition organi, ers being good
egg~ allowed us another sh ot later in the "eek. We a lso had a go al lay
Pigeon shootino where ig David King proved he wa an <!;'I.Cell nt hot.
ere more fhan a match for major units in the pistol hoot. Well done
pl I \l acDonald. We managed to get to the semi-final but were
unfortunately beaten by 4 R lri h. ne of the harde t parts of the week' a
the march nnd hoot, en~n the ~IT 0 ran faster than me!
To round off an intere ting week we competed in the falling plate hoot.
nluckil) '' e ''ere narrowly beaten by RGJ. but we did manage to beat 2
Para!
\\C

We"

provided an excellent lcs on covering ITO 11. Moral Understanding.
ome volatile debate folio\ ed thank goodness the debate were held
in ·ide the clas room and not a boxing ring. Cheers Padre!!! We hope you
ha ea good cheery posting to the mainland.
One of the major changes that has been introduced with the ITD is the
new battlefield first aid training, which wa covered by Sgt Kev Cooney,
gt Pete Mill and L pl Andy Green. It did not take long for the students
to get used to the new Battlefield Fir l Aid Aide Memoirc. Howe er if a
oldicr wa · faced with a fellow member of hi ection injured on the
bulllefield would he really say, 'Hang on a mo while I whip out my Aide
fomoire and cover drills I to IO!·
A well a the ITDs some theatre pecilic training was incorporated.
V 02 MTWO Tom Hair, gt · tan· tanley and Cpl Mark Guest
provided an excellent tand on CMV drills. Sgt Stanley's infonnative
introduction sel the scene for ome hands on experience. All students
participated in the cenario, testing their reaction to IVCPs. Some
pertinent questions were rai cd during the le on. the mo l amu ing but
frightening for the D was from someone who will remain nameless. ' Is it
really safe to use live rounds on a live enemy!?' She/he wi ll be sent on an
ammo recognition ourse. We now look forward to exerci e Richmond
hallenge 2/99 where the remainder of the Brigade HQ and ignal
Squadron will participate.
The Training Wing would like to' elcome Cpl 'Brum' Flute who since
arri ing ha announ ed the birth of his new baby boy Alan. Many
congratulations! Also congratulations go lo Sgt Scott Pringle and hi wife
Tina on the birth of their little girl, Ashton.

The NISAAM Team
(L-R): Sgt Porter, Cpl MacDonald, LCpl Healy and Sig King
CO t.M

ICATIO

TROOP

by LCpl Gavin Welch
Tp Comd
Lt Jo Stewart
Tp Sgt
SSgt Tony Taylor
Comm Tp, the back bone of the quadron would like to ay a few
warm welcome and some ad goodbyes. tarting with LCpl Marcus
Bartrip, who wapped stockbroking in London for a tour in Londonderry
and LCpl Duncan Gourlay. They have just arrived from the Royal
chool of Signals and are looking forward to a rewarding first tour.
\ elcome also to Sig Daniel · mudge' Smith, Sig ·Geordie' Fearon. ig
Mary nderson , Sig Danny Critchlow. But unfortunately we have to
say goodbye to ot Tim 'Mouse, I'm so covert· Lever who is po ted to
CIS at Blandford to play with computers and to Cp l Mark 'Guido·
Ben on who is olTto 24 Air Mobile. Good luck to Sig Graham ·wingnul'
Lafferty who is posted to 15 ig Regt on promotion. Congratulatioos to
ig Andy Herd and ig Dave Dowson who depart on promotion .
EXERCl E RICHMOND CHALLE GE J/99 APRIL 99

by Sg1 Seo/I Pringle
Ex Dtr
Maj Jake Thackray
Ex Ctler
W02 (RQMS) Tunstall
Ex Richmond Challenge 1/99 started a new era of training for the
Brigade Headquarters and ignal Squadron with the start of the new ITDs.
The ne\\ training objectives that have been introduced Army wide were
uecessfully completed during the exercise. The majority of in truclors
were from the Signal Squadron \\ ith the except ion o f Rev Robbins who

Exercise Richmond Challenge
The Good Guys alias Cpl Harvey, Cpl Mark Guest
and LCp l Sh ill ito
MOTOR TRANSPORT TROOP - by LCpl S111ar1 Palmer
Tp Comd
W02 (MTWO) Tom Hair
Tp gt
Sgt ·Stan' Stan ley
We ha e had a busy couple of months especially getting all the vehicles
ready for the PRE inspection. A special congratulations to LCpl Andy
·Claude' Green on coming top of hi driving instructors course at DST
Leconfield. Welcome lo Cpl 'Johno' Johnson , LCpl Amanda Rowlands
and LCpl 'Brummie' Reed. Farewell to LCpl ' Gaz' O'Hara who has left
us and joined the big outside world of civvy street. Finally, congratulations
to LCpl Paul Lawler and LCpl at han Reed on their well de erved
promotions.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
201 IG1 L Q ADRO
qn Comd
1aj Coli n Lawrence
M
\: 02 (S M) Kev immons
On I April (bad choice of date) the Regiment amalgamated 201 and 208
Sig Sqns mto a single Trunk quadron. The new 201 Sig Sqn, capable of
deploying four Ptarmigan Trunk
odes, is now the largest Trunk
• quadron in the Corps. The OC, Maj Coli n Lawrence, totally
O\erwhelmcd by his ne\\ command, immediately disappeared olT to
Kuwait for three weeks lca\mg his new 21C, Capt Jo Evans, to get on
with ·ortmg out the quadron. Despite over 40% of the manpower only
joining the · quadron on 3 !\ltay, we have already deployed all four trunk
nodes on a very ucccssful quadron Exercise, have a quadron Battle
amp planned and have 50% of the quadron d ployed on, or warned for,
operational deployments. To all the new members of the quadron,
\\Clcomc and the OC will give you your initial interview when you return
from operation at the end of the year!
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FALCO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt C hris Biddulph
Tp Sgt
SSgt A. J. Robertson
Apri l saw the oldier's of ' Mighty Panther' Troop paying homage to
what was and looking forward to a new beginning. From the embers of the
o ld Panther, rising like a phoenix from the ashes came the 'Fighting
Falcon'. The herald of a new beginning, a more effic ient, capable and
robust fighting force than has ever been seen before, man and machine
working in perfect harmony, the start of a new era in military excellence,
'W hy, these boys and g irls are mad for it!'
Best wishes and regards from the Troop are sent to Sig 'Crash Te l
Dummy' Keers and ig 'Penfold ' Brown, both serv ing in Macedonia,
hope you're enjoying yourselves.
ow for a sad moment, the Troop i saying goodbye to SSgt 'L and
GC, 17 year a Royal Signals Stormtrooper' Robertson afler three years
of exemplary erv ice with 20 I Sig Sqn. During his time with I (UK)
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ADSR, SSgt Robertson has completed operational tours to the Falklands
with J UF I and to Bosnia a ,rart of KFOR. The Troop bids you a fond
farewell and extends best wishes for a happy and succe sful time in
Krefcld to your wile Agi and children Ben and Sam.

Good bye to S gt 'Chippy' Chapman and
gt Ian Lee who arc both
off to Blandford and welcome to Sgt Jan Conlan in to the Troop.
Congratulations to Cpl ' I love monkeys' Parkinson on her promotion and
most of the Troop who arc either engaged, getting married or having babies!

ARMY BA KETBALL TEAM TO R 1999 - by Sig Hogarih
The A~my Basketball Tour.1999 took plac~ al Fort Hood, Texas (260km
South ot Dallas). Whilst 1t was an Cll.Joyablc and relaxing time,
temperatures of 36 degrees every day took some getting used too. The
team's aim was to develop a strong athletic and professional bond between
the two organisations, and I think we were successfu l in doing so. The
hospitality of the Red Coats and members of the 27 Main Support
Baualion was amazing, anything we needed, they got. Before each game,
Army colours were presented and handshakes given, we were even
presented with individual certificates and trophies upon our departure
from Fort Hood. The tour maintained a busy schedule including time to
play the home nation sports of Football and Softball. The team managed
to win one Basketball match, however, each game was played with
intense, yet sporting professionalism, making every one enjoyable and
rewarding.
The Americans seemed to have spent a long time preparing for our visit
which showed in the fantastic welcome we received on our arrival. ln
addition to our sporting activities, we spent a lot of time touring the Fort
Hood campus. This included visits to the imulation centre, vehicle parks
and museums. An afternoon was spent relaxing at a barbecue ho ted by
the Cummanding Officer and his wife.
Several days were spent in the cities of Dallas, San Antonio and ew
Orlean towards the end of the tour. On our departure, the Americans
accepted our invitation to repay the compliment and play us on our own
soil. In summary, the trip was highly enjoyable and a great success. We left
on excellent terms with our American counterparts, and we certainly
gained some new skills, however, the Credit Cards did take a battering.

211 I
AL SQUAORO
Sqn Comd
Maj Julian Bunce
SSM
W02 ( M) Angus Palmer

KESTREL TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Alan Foote
Tp SSgl
SSgt 'China' Cooper
It has been a hectic coup le of weeks in TN 071 with the Troop taking
part in Ex Premier Link, its first as a new Troop. The Troop was under the
superb direction of 2Lt 'Subbies Friend ' Foote who got things off to a
Oyer by mi sing two lac signs on arrival into location. Everybody in the
Troop was sparking especially in cluster 407 who were breaking records
when it came to camming up (two days, well done lads!) lt was a learning
exerci e for all including Sig 'Abbo' Abbott who learnt the skill of
driving with a trailer jockey wheel up next time 'Abbo'. ig Liz-.cy Brown
had an eventful exercise getting to grips with the concept of comm
Kestrel which left Sigs Thompson and Exall fee ling a bit left out. The
Exercise was a succe , Kestrel Tp providing by far the best comms and
everybody enjoyed it especially the end-ex debrief.
Finally, welcome to our new taffy 'China' Cooper and family,
congratulations to Sig 'Goon' outhwood on hi first stripe, God help us
and good bye to Sig 'Seth' Howarth who i adly leaving us but will be
coming to a Medica l Centre near you oon.
HAWK TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Angela Aylward
Tp Sgt
SSgt Kev German
The last few months have been a busy time with the forming of the new
troop, not to mention the ·new quadron. However life has now begun to
settle down to a frantic pace. Ex Premier Link wa an excellent
opportunity for the Troop to get to know each other and to hake out a few
cobwebs. Looking to the future many of the Troop will soon be deploying
on Op Agricola in support of 3 Div. Good byes go to Cpl igel Howard
and Sig Michael Richards who have been moved to other Troops within
the Regiment.
EXER ISE PREMIER LI K - by Sig Hosking
Ex Premier Link was our first Exercise as the newly formed super
Trunk quadron. It wa also the first Exercise for us all ince returning
from both Bosnia and the Falkland . The Exercise was spl it into I\ o
phase , phase one was 20 I Sig qn deploying and exercising its four trunk
nodes. The trunk assets were then joined by the headquarters elements
during pha e two. A this was our first exercise in ten month problems
inevitably aro e but over all the exercise wa a great success. The fir t
week was an unique opportunity for u to practice and learn new kill . TN
041, to all our amusement took this a bit too far, while eve1y other node
was up and radiating and practi ing our comms skills 041 were digging in,
tagging on and honing their infantry skill . IS hours later after every one
else had e tablishcd comms 041 were finally setting up. fter that slow
sta1t the Exercise ran smoothly. Following the Exerci ewe all returned to
camp for a few drink to celebrate.
UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jo Evans
Tp gt
S gt Jan Lee
A ftcr returning to sunny Herford from variou destinations around t.he
globe, Sp Tp were straight back into the old Ptarmigan way of hfe
supponing two extra Trunk odes to make the new style Trunk quedron.
The Techs and EDs flew into action on the fir t Exerci e motivated by the
mystery of where they will be in a few month time. A fresh intake of ys
Ops appeared in the Troop to take over both 0 C and
C under the
control of L pl Chris Doc with several ED to take on the mammoth ta k
of looking after all the generators in' urplus Equipment'.
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RADIO REBROADCAST TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. D. Shake peare
Tp SSgt
S gt 0. Cox
Well , the Troop is back after a temporary absence due to Bo nia and
you would never have known we ha e only just reformed. The hefty taSk
of building new RRBs out of our new Wolf fleet has gone well and just in
time for the Regimental Ex Premier Link. The Exercise went well with our
new recruits getting to grips with the intricacies of a Radio Rebroadcast
Vehicle.
We must unfortunately say good bye to SSgt Graeme Wharton once
we can find a way of cutting the umbilical cord! I believe a Tp Comd
originally signed for him back in 1960! He is going off to a part time job as
OIC Fishing Tp somewhere in ottingham ... A younger S gt Dean Cox
is taking the helm just in time to take the fine 'volunteers' of the Troop to
Kosovo. 1 am sure he will end up enjoying his new position. As always, a
sad farewell must also be mentioned ... Cpl Andy IJen who is off to 7
Bde in July along with his wife Karen . The chuckle brothers will never be
the same without you and LCp l Blackmore is off to sneakier things ....
Congratulation must go to Sig McCormack who is to be a father of
twins in December. My advice is best start getting some sleep and
congratulations must also go to LCpl Blackmore and LCpl 'Del' Spry on
their recent promotion to LCpl.
COMMA D TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Karl Jeeves
Tp Sgt
SSgt Kev Innes
The Troop have now returned from Bosnia in various state of health
and waistl ines vary after an extended leave, all ready for action and the
prospect of new adventu res lo lands yet uncharted and civilisations yet to
have a MacDonalds. In tead we might just re-sign for all our old vehicle
and prepare for Ex Premier Link, the Regimental Reconstitution Exercise.
During the Exerci e, we were honoured with a visi t from the Chief of the
General Staff, Sir Roger Wheeler, who found time to chat with all the
boys in Diamond I and 2, the message e entially one of praise for the
hard work of the Regiment. The re t of the Exercise wa conducted
without staff involvement and was a real chance for the Troop to shake out
and practice our own SO P's under the guidance of the new Troop OC, Lt
Karl Jeeves and new
gt Kev Innes, who is the first Tele Op RR to hold
the post. A welcome i also due to a number of other new face who have
joined the international Armour Fraternity.
Since the exercise the majority of the Troop have moved to 72hrs TM
for the big K and are now frantically trying to remember ' hen they last
had a dental in pection and where they put their mess tins. The feeling
within the Troop is one of excitement, but al o apprehension at the
neces ity to deploy again traight after a tour. Congratulations to Sig
haron McMurray who was due to marry on the 11 June.
212 SIGNAL SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. W. G. dams
SSM
gt ( M) Harry Kemp
Welcome Back! Seems to be the theme for the maJOnty of the
Regiment. and holds true for the quadron too. Finally the two halves of
the Squadron met once again, in pril thi year, after ome well earned
leave.' Thi gave an opportunity for the recent Bo nia Warriors to invite
tho e new members of the quadron (of the Late Harewood Op Group) to
'pull up a sandbag' ... This was great (for IS minutes ... )
Welcome must go to the ne\ 21C. Ca pt Ja e ichols and the ne\\
SSM, Harry Kemp who have joined us over the past few months. Hi to
Sig Beazley who joins us from the good chool - he had a birthday on
exercise and had an intere ting experience with hi cake ingredients ...
Good luck hould be given to
gt ( QM ) ·chalky' White and
gt
Mark Bentley who have just departed for several weeks of EFP2, mis ing
ome of the most crucial time in the quadron (and the time when all the
hard work is needed!) A ad farewell and good luck must go to pl
'Gazza' Dine. who, after much pleading and bribing has managed to get
posted to the UK, and the area he really wanted to go (Blandford ... god
kno\ s why ... but that' another tory!). Farewell al o to S gt Breheyne ,
who after a short stint as QM of the ne\ parkling omputer Tp (oop ,
orry, I Tp ... !) leaves u for pa ture greener ..
The quadron now faces collap e again, as we are laun hed into
operation once again. The Squadrons mnjor focus i heading up JCUFI
once more. and al o upplementing Bo nia and Koso o - thi may be the
only 212 entry this year ....
SPECI L TA KS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lou Hen derson
Tp gt
gt · tring Bean' Sims
Sgt S haun A rundel
Once again reconstitution is upon I Di\. all change and a ne\\ troop i ·
born . pecial Ta ks Troop, 212 ig qn ro e from the a he like a dodo.
Aft r trying (and mo tly failing) every cam in the book. the det wer'
finally igned over, courtesy of our tru. ty toremen igs Baz Harvc) and
Dave akalala.
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The Troop then deployed independent I) on a hake out exerci . e. This
e ·med 10 go well until the night mo,·e \\hen Sots ·Honest I , we did rec ·e
it' im and rundcl directed on of the vehicles into a quagmire! After a
p..'ed) ·eJf-rccoYery, thanks to ig ' Jug ' Wilson's glow in the dark towrope, it was time for oil Tac's first _et up after it" aesthetic o erhaul. All
looked good in the dark but it"s amazing what a bit of day light can do.
During the econd week of E."\ Premier Link the det were pread to the
four" ind • . with oft Tac initiall. deploying with Alt HQ. On mo ing and
.etting up in 211 ig qn locati n ig ' Dead arm· Han·ey had a nasty
e:1.perience im olving a Landro r. a trailer and his ann. Thinking it was
broken he wa dispatched to the Medical Centre I king vc1y green. On
arming he uddenly declared 'Oh. 1 can feel it now!' o he returned, not
w1th the e:1.pected ca t but with a mere blue Ela top last.
x Premier Link wa pee Tak Troop's fir t and last Exerci e of the
year. The Troop are now eparating to Ko ovo, Falklands and Bosnia; only
to do it all again next pring! \ e would like to ay a sad farewell to LCpl 's
Lan and Lamb who are both po ted. Recent update; due to recent
commitment , Spec Task Tp now no longer ha enough people to exist
alone - it wa a fair hip and she sailed well. ..

0 IM
IC TIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt . Gunson
Tp gt
gt L. Balmforth
We would like to welcome all the new face into the Troop and are glad
to see ome of the old ones back again. To begin with we would like to
congratulate L pl ' couse· \: ilso n on hi recent and well earned
promotion. There ha been a lot of hard work done ince the Troop
reforn1ed followed by -ome well d erved playtime. The maintenance of
the vehicle , after months in LCP, has taken up mo t of the Troop's work
chedule, but after ome hard work and a few late nights they ha e been
brought back up to their u ual high standard. Just in time to put them back
into mothball for the JCUFI and Balkans deployments. Sgt ' Barney·
Balmforth 's famou barbecue made an occasion for the Troop to get to
kno\\ each other. A great night ' a has by all and we look forward to the
next such get together.
With little time to do anything but work. we tarted prepping the
wagons for Ex Premier Link. Thi wa a quadron level Exerci e to te I
out all the equipment on the vehicles and give some experience to the
ne\\er members of the Squadron. It got off to a roaring start when Sig
·Geordie· yre 's 439 burst into flames and the unlucky 'Geordie' wa
taken off the Exercise with minor bums. all recovered now. It eems
everyone in the Troop was trying to get on the morale band\ agon when on
his first Exerci e ig \ ayne Hobb left hi bergen behind on the first
move. ot wanting him to feel do' n for too long, Lt ' Gunny' Gunson
thought that he would wear everybody else 's webbing apart from his own.
Apart from the usual glitches the Exercise went very well fo r all involved
and all members of the Troop gained val uable experience.
The Troop had an impressive string of re ults at the Inter- quadron
Athletic with our very own running machine Sig Martin Potter winning
the OOm and the I 500m ea ily. LCpl ' Windy' Millar won the Javelin and

Sig 'Jimbo' alleudar coming second in the hot. Especially well done to
ig ' Red ' Stables winning the Ladies Javelin and continuing to represent
BA(G) in the Army hampionships.
As you can see it has been quite a busy time for us an d we are looking
fo rward to when things get back to '11on11al'. Or is this becoming normal
now? Finally fare' ell , l wou ld like to wish all the be t to L pl
Chamberlain and wish him all the best at 24, thank for your help in your
whole week with the Troop!
J FOR 1ATIO SYSTE 1S TROOP- by LCpl Si Vickers
Tp Comd
Capt Purves
Tp gt
gt Breheney
Witl1 the implementation of the CO Fourth directive, co mputers, the
new lnfom1ation ystem Troop was formed on the 5 May 1999. The
Troop consi ted of personnel from all three Field quadrons, Tele Op ys
from 20 I , Tele Tech y from 212. and the finest operators from 2 11 . The
LA Management, with gt
Troop et about ifs primary role of ATac
Tony 'Commander LA ' Rosen leading the way, having recently
completed his LA Managers oufse. The first task for the newl y formed
Troop was to prepare for Ex Premier Link, a Regimental Exercise
designed to teach detachment level drill . The Troop was divided into two
team to cover both Os ar and Papa HQs.
Team one was deployed with 0 car HQ for the duration of the Exercise.
Led by gt Rosen' itl1 his merry men Cp l 'Porky' George, Cpl ' Inch'
Harper-Ronald and LCpl 'Mad Dog' Barker. After the initial
deployment to ennelager the Team's first mi ion was to deploy a LA
in divisional Oscar HQ. Laying fibre optic cables in temperature above
2 · cit was a welcome re lief to get back lo the box body and switch on the
ACU. Due to man power problem within the Squadron Cpl George and
LCpl Barker had to move to PAPA HQ to command 436 , leaving Sgt
Rosen and Cpl H-R to fend for them elves, which they managed with
ea e. The next pha e of the Exercise saw us move to Blomberg and the
now 2-man Det setup the LA . Our thanks go out to the lads of 2 11 for
lending a hand when needed.
Team Two was deployed with 212 Papa HQ, led by Sgt Mark Smith
with Cpl Daz Holman, LCpl i Vickers and our only ignalman, Matt
R ees. Their task wa to deploy a LA at Papa HQ. The forn1at of the
Exercise wa the same as 211 0 car HQ, except the team was boosted to
eight with the arrival of the Troop 0 , The Yeoman and the two 436
commanders. eedless to ay the Papa HQs LA was deployed much
faster. The Exercise acted a a valuab le learning experience, with all
members of the Troop gaining valuable experience for the future. On our
return from the field, the Troop was again plit in lo two teams. The ftr t
team concentrating on our primary role ATacCS management. The second
team taking care of Regimental IS support and Mi llennium bug issues.
adly Sgt · tretch' Barnes could not attend the Exercise due to hi
well-rimed fibre optic course, looking forward to eeing his new skills on
the next Exercise! We would like to take the opportunity to say farewell to
SSgt Bob Breheney who is sadly leaving us and we wish him luck at 34
Sig Regt (V).

YORK

RSM

Lt Col C. Wakerley MBE
WO J (RSM) . C. Keilty

HEADQ ARTER Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj John Walker MBE
M
W02 (SSM) Terry
During the last I 0 weeks we have seen the Squadron swell from 130
personnel to over 170. With the rest of the Regiment on or about to deploy
on operation , HQ qn have been thrown into a frenzy of growth and reorganisation receiving per onnel from all trades who would normally
ene in the field . We have been kept extremely busy with 'Race the Sun',
Adventure Training and lTDs.
On 14 May 99, the Regiment gathered on Kohima Square to say a very
fond farewell to WOJ (RSM) D. Whitaker who is ofTto 2 1 Sig Regt on
commis ionmg. Keeping with his tradition of being a ' courses man ' he
recently qualified as a Demolitions Safety Officer, an extremely useful
cour e for a Families Officer! Best wishes for the future to you, S ue and
the boy from 2 ig Regt. A very warm welcome to the new RSM, WOJ
(RSM) . D. Keilty who arrived just in time to see the Regiment deploy
on Op Agricola. We hope you have a ery sucessfu l tour with the
Regiment and welcome you, Ella and family to York.
We also welcome Capt R. Anderton-Brown as the Adjt, Capt
' Beanie' Lloyd a the new 21C, and Lt Julie Richardson , AGC Det
omd.

1T
\llTO
apt Hitman Gurung
Tp gt
Sgt wan
The last couple of months have been busy with igs Wilkinson and
mar ay.ay to JCUFI for 1x months and pis 1\-fan, Amrit and Findlay
on tandby to deploy on Operation Agricola si nce February. Despite this,
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First place
econd place
Thi rd place

30 Sig Regt
D T Lcconfield
2 ig Regt (HQ qn)

7:24:38
7:49:51
7:57:44

HQ Squadron Team, taking third place
EXERCISE MIKE EBOR
The Lake District may recover one day from 'The HQ Sqn Experience'
- future generation depend on it. Those not unning them elves in France
were treated to Ex Mike Ebor; rockclimbing, abse iling, gill crambling,
mountain biking and lashings of Quality Mountain Days in the Ke wick
area for two weeks. Home wa a campsite ne tied in the shadow of
Skiddaw; accommodation was I2x 12 to prevent homesickness. Moral
fibre was put to the te t a peaks were 'bagged' in weather condition
ranging from arctic winds to corching sun, which broke the monotony of
rain. Log Books return brimming with Scafell - Great Gable - Yan Halen
(aka Helvellyn) and the Langdale Pikes. There wa plenty of 'good chat"
in the evenings in Ke wick and a few Men of the Match emerged over the
two weeks. In Week One Son of 'Geordie' (aka Sig Sworowski) was
almost blown away, he was only saved by the weight of his Bergen, which
kept him on the ground. In Week Two duo gt ' Bog hopping ' Hutchinson
and Cpl 'F la h' Carter were almost swallowed up by the Langdales. They
were pipped to the po t by two Players of the Year; ig 'Otter Trainer'
Cleghorn and SSgt ' That's expen ive for steak' Ratcliffe who both
contributed ome clas ic quotes (unprintable). A big hand lo S gt Keen.
SSgt 'Calculator ' Wood the ' uper chefs ', ig Ma nby the motor-cross
minibus driver, the school girls, the Kings. the pet ham tcr and all the
others who made the whole thin g possible...

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

RACE THE SU
Saved from cancellation an abridged version of the annual Charity
Event Race the Sun went ahead on 20 May 1999. The event organiser
W02 ( SM) McGarry was put through his paces organi ing the event
with limited rmmpower and resources. However, in spite of operational
commitments he managed to successfull y organise a scaled down ver ion
from 16 to 8 legs, and everyone who allenclcd commented that they were
pleased that the even t wen t ahead. In its 11 years ' Race the Sun' has
rai sed over £80,000 most of which is donated to local chi ldren 's charities.
Once again the event was kindly sponsored by estle UK Ltd.
Teams travelled from as far afield as Wclbeck ollegc, who entered
four teams, to D T Leconfield, totalling 16 teams. The event covered 11 O
km and involved running, tabbing and biking over omc demanding
sections of the 011h Yorkshire countryside, culminating in a 900 metre
swim across the Great La ke at astle l loward. Thank you to all the 166
competitors who took part and congratulations to 30 ig Regt ''ho won the
competition fo r the second year running. The Best Effort Trophy was
awarded to Wei beck Co l lcgc 'A' Team with a time of 8: 11 :49 and the
Trophy for most money raised went to 2 ig Regt. Sponsor money is still
being collected and is e timated at over £4000 this year. The results of the
competition were:

Pictured above the RSM on his dining out.
He is executing his famous saying - 'You coke drinking La La'
members from HQMT part icipated in Ex Key Baseline to up date JTD. at
Warcop. Arrivals within the department include LCpl Davison from 9
Mech Bde, LCpl Adams from 3 Div, ig Jarusek and ig Johnstone
from 11 Sigs and Sig Coburn from I UK Div. Departures include Sgt
C hadwick and Sig Pybus who bas gone to ivvy Street, and LCpl Eva ns
who wa po ted to 15 Sigs. Finally congratu lation go to LCpl Amrit and
Man on promotion to Cpl.
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"'ashion victims SSgt Keen and W02 (SSM) McGarry sporting the
latest in practical Adventurous Training Wear for Summer '99
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EXERCI E KEY BASELI E
hy Cpl f,ongworth
In April , those of us not deploying to Kosovo were whisked off to
Warcop Training Arca to brush up individual military skills and pass
annual ITDs. It was a puni hing schedule, day one started with a quick
refresher on section attacks followed by a CFT. A quick word to the PTl
before the start confirmed my fears, the landrover used to recce the route
was struggling up some of the hills! After the CFT, one section was down
one man, LCpl Gaz Evans now reduced to a slow hobble in trainer..,
thanks to his bli ters.
Day two started with everyone zeroing fo r their APWT, however, the
weather may have been partly to blame for some of the scores; at one point
we all stopped fi ring and crouched in the fire lrenche to let the nowstorm
pass. Anyway that's what ig 'Jonah' Jones wi ll tell his grandchildren one
day. However in contrast the following morning the sun came out to play
so much so that I needed sunglasses on the Section in defence range, well,
that's my excuse for not seeing the targets. That evening gt hane
Carnell had to re-shuffie the sections due to the number of dropouts and
we welcomed Cp l 'Jobbo" Jobson, LCpl Bri Wallace and Sig Emma
C layton to the ection. Then it wa traight off to attack the ski ll s hou e
which wa heavily defended by all the injured and sick. Section I led the
assault armed with ladders and ropes looking like a gang of angry window
cleaners after our money! First in the window was ig ' pice' Cinnamo n
followed by Sig ' couse' Salter, it was all going well until 2 Section came
on the scene and were promptly wiped out whilst trying to take the stairs.

'ext was the CQB, command tasks, and then pairs fire and manoeuvre,
just where did the RQ get all this ammo? Finally Friday arrived and with it
the snow, all that remained were two final section attacks and then back to
York for well earned tea and medals.
LSQ ADRO
214 lG
qn Comd
Maj D. omerviUe
W02 ( S 1) Fo reshaw
SM
VIKI GTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Peter Hale
Tp Sgt
SSgt Terry Shiel
The quadron remain on 72 hours notice to move and Viking Tp
anticipate the call to arms, a we watch the unfolding events in Ko ovo
and the terrible scene emerging from the media. Whil t we wait' e have
not been idle. With a new training year come a new round of ITD to
complete, all with the added empha is and the realities of an impending
deployment. In add ition the Inter-Troop Competition provided more
physical. military. trade and driving te ts. With our title to defend the
pressure wa really on, but once again the Troop did exceedingly well.
The cores were all very close and we waited with bated breath as the
Commander 11 Bde, on a recent i it, announced the results. Viking Tp
had once again won this ection of the competition.
There ha been very little movement within the Troop. However. it wa
with great sadne s that the quadron had to bid a fond farewell to Cpl
Ca rl Crofts. A Iler serving nearly 22 years in the army, he had a deserved
send off with a Corporal's Me dinner involving good food and drink
with the entertainment being pro ided by a very funny Hypnoti t.
eedles to say mo t fini hed the night with a firm wish of never again
wanting to be hypnoti ed in front ofa large crowd. For ome members of
the quadron and ·their fairie ' . they found it hard to believe what all the
fu s wa about.
P.. The next instalment of Wire note will be reported from the
Balkan , tl1e quadron deployed as this goes to Pre .

RA ETHE S
- by ig O 'Connor
Armed with zinc oxide tape and plenty of water, our elite 2 14 ig qn
team turned up early to check the competition out and at a glance kne" it
wa goi ng to be a tough day with all 16 team being of a Yery high
tandard.
The first leg got under way at precisely 9 nm. a l 2km tab w 1th 35
pounds along winding roads and over killer hill . It was a di appointing
tart for the team with LCpl Kynaston coming in thirteenth afier
su taining an injury. Over the next fe, legs and with hcer detenninatton
we clawed our way through the rest of the day gaining time'' ith e\ ery leg.
The fell run and half marathon were extreme!) tough going. lea\ rng ig
Pember and ig O'Connor foot ore and dehydrated. The cros -countf)
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bike race ,e,erel te t d ig tacka. , but de pile being bogged down at
one point he till managed to fini h with an excellent tin~e. In the full heat
of the d y io Jeyne made up time aero s the York hire moors and Lt
Hale comple~ the forest run in a good time. With uperb map reading
and gigantic thigh· L pl Hinchliffe breezed through the cycle
orienteerino race 2aining the bet time of the day. The final leg of the day
\\llS a dreaded 9o0m. "~macros the lake of Castle lloward. Dres ed to
thrill in hi wetsuit ig Gia took the plunge and when he did finally
urfacc the look on hi face ~aid it all - 'Thank God that i o er with· .
By the end of the day the team had manag~d to fight their way back from
thineenth to a very re pectable ninth place. More importantly everybody
had enjoyed them elves and had urvived a ery challenging day.
TOR
DOTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Graham Wills
Tp gt
gt 1 eil
Cooper
The Troop has recently said their goodbye to Sig Gra ham Rennie on
promotion and ig Kenny Waring on po ting. The Troop will oon be
lo ing on promotion gt 'Ca ' Cas idy and it i expected that the Troop
"ill have a fe, hello shortly. as we till anticipate the deployment on
Operation Agricola.
The beginning of April brought ome bad new to the Troop. One of our
oldiers wa badly injured in a road traffic accident. he was taken to
Pinderfield Bum
nit, Wakefield Hospital, We t orkshire for l.reatment.
The Troop decided to help thi extremely u cful unit with a ponsored
charity. The fund-rai ing was a fete with an ' It 's a Knockout' competition.
One of the local team had dropped out and our services were required to
fill the lot. gt Dave ttJey, Cpl Billy lorrison LCpl Da id Morris
(Team Captain), Cpl Gaz Taylor (RE 1E). gt Be Lumb (AGC), Mr
Kara ttley ( gt RE Cadets In tructor), Sig Sarah Elliot and 1.rs Cerys
Bragger (RHQ CR Clerk) fom1ed the 2
ignal Regiment
'lmphalmaniacs'. Unfor1unately, an ankle injury did not allow S gt Neil
Cooper to take part but he did manage to have a good laugh at the team's
expen e. ig Sara EUiot was volunteered to get into a spherical cage to be
rolled up and down a field. The rest of the team did not tell her that they
had already een this ball in action and the occupant teps out of the sphere
and immediately reveal their breakfa l. Sgt Dave ttley and his wife
repre ented the team at the ·Bar Bungee , luckily, they both have had some
practice at some of the other Bars in York and thi gave the team a winning
run. Cpl Morrison was put to the test in the 'Su mo Wrestling' as he has
trained for ye.ars to mature hi fine tuned physique. He managed to gain
points by falling over as the opposing team member ran at him . The team
had a great chance in winning when the 'Joker' was played on the 'Tug of
War '. Luckily the team were wearing boots which gave an added
advantage, there were complaints, bul the organisers just asked 'What el e
would the Army be expected to wear'. Mrs Cerys Bragger was emered
into the fun bike competition the team made a consolidated effort and
pushed her all the way up I.be hill, unfortunately the bike wheels were off
centre g iving a very bumpy ride, but she seemed to be enjoying it ! LCpl
David Morris who brought the team together put himself in for the 'Welly
Throwing'. He hurled the wellington outside the end of the marking area,
obviously having had a lot of practice in rubber! T he day's events were
"on by another team, not because they were any bener, but they managed
to 'cheat' bener than us!
Another fund raising event was to run thirteen miles as part of the Leeds
City Half Marathon for ponsorship. Thee en! look part on Sunday 16
May and fifteen members of214 Signal Squadron stepped out with an air
of confidence in their stride. The race organiser was Sig 'Geordie' Mitchell

who thought il would be a good idea to run in combat trousers and military
boot . after all it was only a little bit of pain! pis' tacky' Slack, ' Bill y'
Morris and ig ·Griff' Griffiths were nol content with this handicap so
they decided to take it a little further by running with Bergen's. All fifteen
runners lini hed in under two hours thirty minute , with the faste st time of
one hour thirty nine going to the combined effort of gt Paul Richards
and Capt ' collie ' cott. The whole day was, if not a little painful, a
complete success. We are now in the proce s of collecting all of the
monies and anticipate rai sing around a thou and pound s.

214 Sig Sqn prepare for t he Leeds City Half Marathon
to raise money for Pinderfield Burns Unit, Wakefield
ROMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
L t Adam Honor
Tp S gt
SSgt C hris
monds
Roman Tp ha conti nued in its preparation for its imminent deployment
to the Ba lkans region. This has been through a eries of range packages
and information briefs that ha e further enhanced the readiness of the
quadron. Morale has been kept high witJ1 a number of non related comms
tasks and ocial events. The most enjoyable of the e ta ks wa the
presentation of a £1200 cheque to orthfield chool. The school pro ides
for disabled chi ldren and those who suffer from learning difficultie . The
Troop deployed to the chool with a number of vehicles, expecting to run a
mini comms exercise for the kids . On our arrival it became very clear the
children were more interested in the vehicles themselves than the comms
link that was e tabli hed aero s their playground. For three hours the
children rotated through the seats of the ehicles, all having a good pre s
of the Bedford horn. Lt Honor presented the cheque lo the headmaster,
Mr Bi.II Ford, in the school as embly and the entire school sang a song
they had written about Lt Honor and for the first time the Tp Comd was
seen to be upstaged and he actually blushed. It was a fantastic morning
spent with the school, for the children and the soldiers.
A fond farewell to SSgt 'we are all doomed' Morrison who is moving
to HQ Sqn as SQM . He has long been a 'Roman' and served the cause
well. We wish him all the best for the future. The Troop welcomes Sgt
'drill master' Sy monds to the fold, he recently arrived from I (UK) Armd
Div. O ur best wishes go to C pl 'getting hi s knee down' Leek, who is now
the proud father of a bouncing baby girl C ha r lie. Apparently C harlie is
already destined for the England rugby back ro' . In anticipation of the
future the Troop sticks by its motto, 'Shields Up Romans!'

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGIMENTAL HE DQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Col . D. Couch
R M
WOl (RSM) G. J. Stoker MBE
Heartfelt congratulations go to the Technical Adjutant, Capt igel
ullen on his recent award of the Joint Commander's Commendation for
Op Palatine which wa announced in May. At the time of writing the CO
and about 40 Regimental per onnel are deployed al FYROM with the
GO at HQ OMBRITFOR. The grouping which is based on 206 Sig
qn, provides the forward planning headquaners deployed at
spectacularly short notice and eems to be constan tly being reinforced.
The rear party, led by the Second in Command, Maj Adam ' Bulford '
E~ell as usual, remains poised to deploy whichever of options I to 10 is
required, today it is Option 3.
202 I
AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj R. J. Quinlan
SS~
W02 (S M) . G. Jackson
The quadron has been in a state of flux for the last two months.
following a busy period of communications exercises in direct support of
3 ( K) Div HQ, the Troops launched into an optimistic period of post
cxcrc1 c season turnaround. o sooner had we managed to drain all the
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hulls and conso lidate our exercise losses than Op Agricola was upon us.
The Sq uadron surrendered a large amou nt of manpower in support of this
operation and, in line with contingency planning being conducted by the
Regiment, prepared the veh icles for any subsequent deployment. The
Squad ron is not so le ly immersed in operat ional preparation. We sti ll hope
to be able to deploy on Ex Lion Sun 9/99 next month and there remains a
certai n amount of work to be done if we are to deploy to Cyprus. A lthough
the work rate in the Squadron remains stratospheric, so to docs morale.
SM 'Steve' Jackson ha compiled a comprehensive traini ng programme
for any eventua lity that Squadron personnel may face during the year. The
result has been a number of sweaty bodies, sm il ing faces and bionic
Signallers.
OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt K. J. Grice
Tp SSgt
SSgt A .. J. Crawford
To say that Overloon Tp has undergone a metamorphosis over the last
Troop, Ca pt
two months would be an understatement. The o ld 0
' Jimmy ' Hendricks has stepped up to become the Squad ron 21 . 2Lt
Kelvin 'Don't you throw those spears at me ' Grice has taken over as
Troop Commander. There have been several new faces arriving since
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March. LCpl Fielding and hi s family arrived from Germany. The Roya l
chool. of ~ i gnals has s~nt ~1 s a plethora of new trades persons: Sig Allen ,
ig 'P1ngu ~r~ant , S1~ Pocahontas' Greenhalgh, Sig Simpson, Sig
Fowler and Sig Tommo Thompson. Tho e currently without nicknames
will not escape the wit of the Troop jesters for too long. Any personnel
named in this month 's Wire will pay the usual forfeit.
Congratulations mu t go to LBdr ' Manners' Manley who has recently
passed his Regular Commissioning Board. I le has been fortunate enough
10 be selected to attend RMA and complete Basic Training all over again.
We all wi sh you luck in the future and hope you see your way to applying
~or a comm.ission in the .Royal Corps of Signals. The Troop also says
larewe ll to its long-suffering Troop S gt, Sgt Andy Crawford who is
posted to ATR Bassingbourn next month as a CQM . Go placidly· you
deserve the rest! Sig 'Richie' Richardson also leaves us to go to 3'9 Inf
Bdc. Good luck 'Richie' !
The Overloon Tp Div Main experts proved their worth in April during
Ex Lion Sword._ The Artillery D~tachment, however, sh wed that they
could be effective 1oker even 111 the mo t trying condition . Bdrs
' Gladys' Fayers and 'Larry' Loates were both successful in plunging the
complex into complete darkne ·s for cveral minutes. The truth
urrounding Lhe incident is highly classified . For a small price Bdr Fayers
may agree LO tell you, but then he' ll have to shred you.
BU ACOTROOP
Tp omd
2Lt P. impson
Tp gt
Sgt M. Brown
The Troop remain relatively unchanged ince April. We say a warm
hello to our new Troop Commander, 2Lt ' Bart' impson, or we would do
if he weren't a lways off playing hockey. We also congratulate the newly
promoted Cpl 'Max' Maxwell.
The Troop has recently returned from the fast moving and extremely
tiring Ex Lion Sword at Ludgershall. Viewing the Wiltshire countryside
from Ludgcrshall on a warm, unny spring day made you forget that you
were on exercise. You had to Ii ten very closely to hear the steady pulse of
generators, frantic activity in the complex and sudden alarms announcing
changes in the BC state. We. deployed to Ludger hall in direct support of
3 (UK) Div HQ to test our capabilitic and revi e trade skills. During the
exerci e, the Troop's Linemen were tested to me limit, laying cable from
hangar to hangar throughout BVD Ludgershall. Cpl 'Windy' Millar wa
adamant that Lhe job would be doac correctly; the cable lays were the
smartest we'd all seen since Blandford. The EDs worked continually to
repair faults that were created to test them by the con iderate operators of
Overloon Tp. Thank for all their help in the development of our trade
knowledge.
Approximately 30 Troop members managed to secure a helicopter ride
in one of me Lynxes that were used during the exerci e. Despite the pilots'
best attempts at reintroducing us to our last meal, which by the way was
uperb thanks to the efforts of Sgt Daniels ' Chef , we managed to hold
onto our lunch.
206 SIG AL QUAD RON
Maj Caro l Rankin
qn Comd
SSM
W02 (S M) S tu Archer
MO STROOP
Tp Comd
L t Gardner
Tp S gt
S gt Bell
May began with LCpl Dai Mundy ' return from FYROM! ll was a
brief yet educational visit to the Am rican . The accommodation wasn't
exactly five star but the food was. Personnel took part in cro s-training
with all type of American equipment and introduced the Americans to the
finer a peels of Ptarmigan! The Troop al o took part in a demon tration of
the newly ac~uired SA AP to a representative from the ultan of
Oman's force . The Troop also made a isit to ormandy in June for the
D-Day Remembrance ervice . This month me Troop would like to
officially \ elcome Lt Gardner as Tp OC and also welcome hack Sgt
Jo hn Batts, who comes to us after a long awaited promotion and we also
warm ly welcome igs Pollard, Kcrridge and S mith. We also bid a sad
farewell to Sgt ' Richie' BelJ and we hope he enjoy himself in his new
part-time job, uitable for a man of hi age - sorry calibre!
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt A. fennel
Tp gt
Sgt S. BartJeet
The Troop wa formed in February 1999 when elements of the
Regiment were put on 72 hrs otice To Move (and till were in May) on
Op Agrico la. Personnel were dra ftcd in from 202 and 222 ig qns to join
the members of206 ig qn. By mid Ea tcr approximately 46 member · of
the Troop had lcfi u for warmer c limate under the leadership of Capt
Alex Fennel taking wi th them their detachments to join tJ1e forward
element of7 ig Regt and 4 Arn1d Bde ig qn. The remaining members
of the Troop arc lefi behind under
gt Steve Bartlect awaiti ng our call
up papers to join the unshine tour in the Balkan . s well a the u ual
ve.hicle maintenance and preparation the Troop has been kept busy with
military training. 222 ig qn were joined for two ' eeks of FIBUA
training, this ended with a military ski lls patrol competition.
ongratu lations Cpl Ben Rigby and his team on winning thi event, hard
luck to pl C hris ' l 've been bea ten by a tech again' Jones for coming a
close econd . An excellent time was had by all.
Trying to keep everyone ' mind fl cu cd on the job in hand is hard
especia lly as the vehi c le have been ready to deploy for three month .
More varied training i planned thank to pl 'G unn y' Rus ell. We al o
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have Summer Camp and the Dunk Tank at R. AS Ycovilton to look
forward lo if we arc still here by then. Since being put on tandby the
escape committee have the pleasure to report the following successful
c capes from sunny Bulford on posting, LCpl ' Smudge' mith, LCpl
' Lucky' Stewart, LCpl ' hacks' hackleton, ig Fox and soon to leave
us <..:apt Alex Fennel who was replaced in theatre by Capt Phil ewton.
lass I,
Finally congratulation to LCpl Shaun Thomas on passing hi
BC instructor and Detachment Commander's Cour es back to back.

206 Sig Sqn detachment in Brazda, FYROM
(L-R): LCpl Bennett, Sig Shirkey, Cpl Pope, Sig Rankin,
Sig Parvin, LCpl Joyce, Sig Melia, LCpl Wright and Capt Fennell
222 IG
L Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Billingham
SSM
W02 (S M) F. Roberts
Elements of the Troop have been preparing for the 'is it on/off' Kosovo
deployment. The Troop had a night out in Bournemouth where Cpl 'the
tramp' Anderson spent the night out ide the night-club due to his
bonehead hairdo. Trainspotters gt imons, Cpl O'Hara, igs Holland
and Warner all deployed to Swanage for a bit of ·steam training' with
W02 (SSM) 'toot toot' Roberts.
Congratulations go to SSgt (YofS) ·Eddy' Yates and SSgt (FofS) Rick
Gorm a n on their promotions to W02. Sgt eil ·oohaarr· orley on his
well deserved promotion to Sgt. S gt Pete 'Who's the new boy' Cu rti
who played rugby (a u ual) for the Army at Twickenham against the RAF
and avy, and in his own words ·what an outstanding performance it was
too'. Congratulations al o go to Cpl Grant ·Have I told you lately'
Duncan for being selected to play golf for the Army.
Farewell go to SSgt (FofS) Rick Gorman and his wife haryn, po ted
to Ireland. SSgt (YofS) 'Eddy' Yates and family also off to Ireland. gt
eil 'Oohaarr' Sorley i off to the darkest depth of sunny Wale ,
gt
Pete 'Didn't know he had arrived' C urtis and hi fiancee Catherine back
to York, C pl And y Ca rnegie and family. C pl ' ngry· nderson and
LCpl ' ick dams and family. Hello and welcomes go to SSgt (FofS)
Rick Dickinso n and fiancee, Sgt Jase Meek on his move from HQ fwd
and C pl Martin Warner and family. The Troop has also een an influx of
new baby technician , welcome to LCpls Gudoni , Perrin and Prowse.
OMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I. H erny
Tp SSgt
Sgt Hayter
Another exciting time for the fighting Oman Tp. Fir tly another
re huflle, in vol ing gt Bru ·An operational tour, me?' Baker next door
(to replace tJ1e noi y one!). Lt ·Guess \ hat' Herny stayed put, with gt
'H & · Hayter coming in from the former den cadre. The Cp ls remain
intact - Cpl 'E cape to wanage' Hoooart, pl ' Fireman am' White
and C pl Tm an IT guru now· Catney till with u . The Lan e orporals
are busy. too "' LCpls 'Central Expert' Burgess, L pl 'Johnno' Johnson
and LCpl ·Herbie' H yde in fine form. ot forgetting those \\hom we do
not ec, LCpl 'Gym, ay no more' Wilson- ochrane, a lso LCpl ' or too
bu y to send bluey ' Appleby in Bosnia.
What has the Troop been up to? Sig 'Fitnes
nimar Jackson pulling
in an excellent performance on th Lanyard Trophy, ig 'Water-Bow er
Genius' Lewis (Geordie) considering the potentia l of Wing in hi next
posting, ig 'Ju t having a General round the house for tea ' Brewer
entertaining the hoi-polloi and ig ' Key · lcock pro iding the accent.
Goodbye to Sig 'HQ' waile and welcome to ig ·Father' Abrams. fresh
from darkest Blandford.
healthy number of the Troop has been bu train- potting with the
S M. W02 Frank 'Toot Toor Roberts down al wanage Railwa , even
daring to return with . miles and tan . The i it of a olonel from Oman
prompted int~rest - if our Troop vchi le had been on sho\\, he would
h~ c been imprc cd with our palm tree. Howe er, he did get the Troop
lustory, thank t
ig Jackson ' excellent re car h! peaking of vehicles.
yes we've still got the lot, anything you \\ ant offers on a; intage fourtonner?
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Most of April wa pent on Ex Red Tricom 2/Lion word which aw us
as a Trunk ode plus extr:i witche and minus a re lay deploy to
Ludger hall camp for two week . It was to be a static exercise in which we
c tabli ·hed com ms and then had to move. We moved because a member of
the publi who had purcha eel a hou e next door to an Army Camp
complained about the noi e! Aller our long and arduous move some 900
metres away we got comms c tabli hed and so lid very moothly. Well
done. Lt Johnson had and interc ting discussion about battcric with
L pl ·1 bet you a lab ' Morris regarding how lon g hi s Switch would last
on batteries. LCpl !orris wa subsequently found to be bluffing or he
mu t have been as leep on his lass I ! (pos ibly both). Sig 'C lark Kent
earle had broken hi hand. He says he was going flat out on hi s mountain
bike and bailed out. I have it from a reliable source that he wa fl at out on
hi back in his pit watching Baywatch!

S ig S crafton researches wh at is behind the Div isio n al Embl em
lA IRAH T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E.J. Fawcett
Tp gt
Sgt Baker
Back from Easter Leave with no ca ualtie the Troop threw themselves
into more Ko mo training, together with other personnel in the Regiment
on 72hrs notice, in the fonn of Ex Arabian Defender. A week of fun and
frolics at Copehill Down FIBUA illage with many a war tory,
particularly Cpl 'D*m that barbe~ wi~e' ~re l a nd sustai~ing an interesting
injury. The FIB A (or FIPAD - F1gh!lng m Pub and D1 co ) pha e of the
exerci e wa followed by a comm exerci e where C pl ·Baz - I can get
comm in 30 minutes' Ca dm an had lightly lost the plot. Obviou ly, we
just couldn't leave without being bea ted around the confidence course,
though it wa a tough course everyone enjoyed it!! The second week
compri ed of ITD and culminated in a patrol competition and of course a
final get together in the Sportsman Bar to give out prizes to the winning
ection, sadly not from the Troop.
ome individual of the Troop enjoyed a different type of'work' while
on Ex Topham Hat in Swanage counesy of S M 'Choo Choo' Roberts.
De pile thi.s busy time the Troop. a always, managed to make time for a
Troop 'do'. this was in the form of a barbecue and some amateur
volleyball, though not according to ig ' Fish' alrnon and Sig ' lron-man '
Robb who took the game far too seriously. TI1e function was a lso a way
for us to ay ' See ya wouldn't wanna be ya' to the infamou gt 'Small but
outrageou ly noisy· E mmer on as he leaves to join 34 Sig Sqn as a SSgt,
we wish him all the best. We also say a goodbye, but only to across the
corridor, to ig 'Dusty' Miller and Cpl ' Serious war wound' Irela nd .
ewcomers to the troop are gt ' Do they have hockey pitches out there '
Baker, LCpl 'Do I get to stay this time' M orris and Sig 'Crazy Mils:e'
Buttery.

Sgt Howes prov e s that he can meet the he ig ht restriction
impose d on mem b ers o f Mas irah Troop
HARJ HTROOP
lp omd
Lt Ad rian Johnson
Tp gt
gt R. Lang
Easter lea;e was uneventful for harjah Tp and on return we were in
much the ame order of battle as when ''"!left. Welcomes and fa rewells are,
like the rest of us, on tandby until a more solid state of affairs is reached on
the manning front. I will say cheerio to gt teve 'the peoples poet'
Pickering who has gone into SI IQ aflcr being with us for such a short time.
' lt 1s bctterto have loved and lost than to have never loved at all '.
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3 ( NITED KINGDOM) DI ISIO HEADQUARTER
& JG AL REGIME T'S FORT BOYARD EXPERIE CE
by LI ffemy, 222 Sig qn
.
Promised ten days in France, Dirty Den and Melinda the nobl e ' Fort
Boyard' Team was formed. Rumour had it that they we~e more likely to be
in for two davs in a fort in the Southampton channel, with spiders, cry Lais
and Lycra ('vcll, there have to be some perks). otwithstanding the fact
that Lt ·You"ll love it' Herny might have stretched the truth, Q M Dave
' A Corp leotard. please' All an. Sgt ' Physical hallenge' Thompson,
C pl 'Windy' Ga le, Cpl ' I'd be delighted lo move the panzer another inch'
Hoffman, LCpl '60 rever e dips OK?' Bu rgess and LCpl ' Pressganged
by the office' Kidd filled in the forms, willing volunteers for TV tardom
As if declaring your darkest phobia on paper wa.sn 't enough (and
thereby guaranteeing an encounter), they were. reqmred to attend an
audition soonest and no chance of a make-up artist first. Fnday 14 May
1999 started with our' ii ling team posing in front of one of202's panzers
(whose idea was that?). The photographer in pur uit of excellence, took
everal shot but no one could quite disguise the vehicle, even u in g the
Unit's flag . Then a swift move to Bristol, where the team were number 91
(?) among t 90 hopefuls who had been selected from a cast of four
thou and. A quick bit of phys (tho e civvies didn 't stand a chance!), some
mental work (on a Friday afternoon?) then it was time for a Lycra fitting!.
As it transpired, the gentlemen were more suited to shorts and T- hirts, and
the girl the gear. At least the television company staff had some useful
advice as regards underwear, tightfirting and secure for males, slight aad
uplifting for females - not the sort of thing usually een on the CO's Run
anyway.
The Unit's team came in the top 30, but was unfortunately not elected
for this series. Better luck next time, fame and fortune till beckons (they
are keeping your details on file). Thank Lo tho e who supported the effort,
but especially to the Team itself, all volunteers who unselfishly committed
lime and effort. Just too good for Channel 5!

Fort Boyard Team
SSgt Dave All e n f inds it h a rd to contain his e xcitement at t he
t houg ht of Lycra and a rmour in th e same day !
EXERCI E TOPHAM HATT- MAY 1999
by Sg1 Steve 'Piccasso • Pickering
The exercise started wi th a white knuckle ride prov ided by Audy
'Schumacher' C arvin , who assured us that he wasn't speeding because
the speedo was reading on ly 5m ph. T he off coming cha in gang had
warned of ferocious rain storms, however all wa looki ng good so far.
After the welcome bri ef and Paddy ' Egon Romeo' Poole's Pie hips and
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Gravy, it was time to hit the sack, all the long term inmate went out to
taste the local ales, and try the local tal ent.
Day One proper and we were given our tasks, to say that Rome wasn't
built in a day is a s li gh~ understatement, Frank' Job List started on page
one, and never really found a last page, it probably never will. His key
phrase for every clay was' And when you've finished that I've got another
LJTI'LE JOB for you.' Everyone got stuck in lo their own tasks with great
gu ·to, this was day one after all. Ray ' tay out of MY comer' Lang was
bu y building the railway . answer to a pelican cros ing, all who went
within the three yard exclusion zone had lo have a good rea.on or feel the
wrath of Ray. Mark 'Chain Gang Leader ' Eades spent all his time
watching me walk up and down the platform and shimphing about it,
' He'd make omeone a good mother-in-law". The Bungee Twins 'Scra!T'
and Mark pent the day demolishing weeds, they were told to leave the
Techs alone but they ju Lwouldn't listen! Herston Station changed shape
rapidly over the next few days and the boys were getting visibly more tired
as the days went on, whether this was from the work, the amount of beer
drunk or Joh n Simons' express train like snoring, is open to debate.
The signs that I ' Piccas o' Pickering had to produce were coming
along although a bit slower than Frank would have liked, he just doesn ' t
understand that we artists have to feel the vibe in the work before it can
truly be produced. This however was not the ca e with the quadron 21C
who took hi s painting classes on the same course as the play school
pre en ters and failed miserably! IL also didn't help that the Ii twas being
added to before the first signs were even dry, with the comment 'I've just
thought ofa few more signs that I'd like teve.' That's the way it is down
at \\anage, never a dull moment. Key moments were, Adam 'Emergency
Bell · ' Burma n finally getting the right ringing sound which gave him and
the station operators great delight, Geordie 'Smoke tack' Jen ning
fini hing the Taj Mahal Chimney (Just as well he wasn't a brickie on the
great wall of China!). elf Catering for breakfast due to Romeo 'I'll bin
her tomorrow Honest ' Poole not making it back in time.
The finis hing of the Platform at Her ton Bank, a feat of engineering
that even Brunell would have been proud of1 The weather held out for the
whole time that we were down there even though the weather man
predicted rain every day, this made for an excellent week where a lot of the
' Little Jobs ' on Frank's never ending list were completed, and a good
time was had by all. Well the 'Gang' that T went down with had an
excellent time and an enormous amount of work got done, well done to all
those involved.
I TER-CORPS HO CKEY TOURNAME T 1999
by Sgt 'Goalie ' Wal Ion
I TER-CORPS LA DIE FI AL RES LT
ROYAL s rGNALS 2 - AGC 0
The week started with the Corps team congregating on I May at 'stupid
o'clock' - yes the Bank Holiday weekend! C pl Tracey Hoffma n, LCpls
Cathy Bu rgess, Tracey Prowse and LC pl La ura Smith turned up late a
they had a prior engagement at MacDonalds and also to make flash cards
for the team. The rules included offences uch a wearing on the pitch,
being a dirty stop-out and any other offence team members deemed to be
finable, hence the total money raised was a taggering £84. LCpl Cathy
Bu rgess (whose idea it wa to make the card ) eemed to be the one who
actually paid the most fines. Sgt 'Cozzie' Ca labreze wa the ocial
secretary for the week, and organised the spending of it.
On a blistering hot Saturday we ran around like headless chicken under
the superb coaching of Sgt 'Bru' Ba ker ! Only stopping for lunch and
then back to the hard work for another couple of hours. Which is not too
bad if your wearing horts and T- birts but the poor goa lkeepers were
somewhat uncomfortable in the full goalies kit - kickers and all. The
stripey untan on the back of the leg wa extremely attractive though!
That evening gt ·cozzie' C alabreze had organi ed a team meet-andgreet in the NAAF I on ly to discover that, a it was a Bank Holiday, it 1 as
in fact closed. A quick change of venue was required and where bener but
the local pub for a few oeiable ones. unday followed the same routme as
Saturday; train ing, tra ini ng and yet more traini ng. Monday was cla sed as
a sort of rest day, we on ly ran around for ha lf a day with thee ~ning gi en
over to bow ling. L C pl Julie Portlock reverted back to her childhood.- he
decided to crawl up t11e stairs on all fours rather than walk up them (either
that or he had had one too many lemonades!). Our 'official' re t day saw
us travelling to Sandhu rst to play against the RMA who didn't have a fu ll
team and had to use severa l of ours.
The actual tournament started on Wednesday 5 May but we were now
into our fit1h day o f continu ous hockey. We won our matches ( R igs v
AM 4-0, R Sigs vs RL 5-2)-.fortu nately someone \~rote II clown,
otherwise it would ha e been forgotten in the haze of contm uous hockey
(or socialising). We were now guaranteed to go t11rough to ll~e em1-final
but we still had one more game to play the fo llow mg day. Agam a triu mph,
R. Sigs 4 - RA I. We fin ished top of our group, which meant ' e had an
excell ent starting pos ition fo r the emi-fi nals. This all proved to be too
much for U1c team ca ptain, Lt Caroline Woodbrid ge, who fe ll a Jeep at
the edge of the a tro-turf. Either that or she had had one too many late
nights. After wi nn ing the semi ( R igs 7 - REM E I) \ e t11en r~tu~1ed the
fo llowing day fo r the fi nal. The fi nal was a coup, the team wmnmg 2-0
aga in t the un fortunate AGC. T he orps Ladie team \ as victorious!.
Our hat-trick heroes were pl Tracey Hoffman and Capt Jane Dart, t11c
team awarding the Best player of the tournament to Cpl Tracey Hoffm~n .
Best newcomer was Kelly Johnson and most improved player went to Tma
Whalen. Although it was hard work a ve1y enjoyable week was had by .all.
A special thanks to Jo E vans for bri nging over the girls from I AD R JUSt
for the training. Unfo rtunately they had to return to Gennany and were
unab le to stay for the competiti on itself. Dedication to t11c orp ' or what! !
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The successful Inter-Corps Ladies winning Team Captain's
recipe for success!
EXERCISE KIWI rRO COOK - by Capl F. £. Hargreaves
Ex Kiwi Iron Cook was a 3 (UK) Div ig Regt Level 3 adventure
training expedition based in the outh Island of ew Zealand between 9
March and I April 1999. It's aim was lo qualify nine novices on both
Summer Mountaineering Proficiency and Rock Climbing Proficiency.
Thee qualifications give a basic overview of the skills aece sary to walk
and climb with other personnel of the ame experience before attempting
the entry qualification course of Mountain Leader Training and R.ick
Leader Training. The Exercise began ' ith the longest journey in the
world: two hours to Heathrow, arriving the requisite three hours early, a
22-hour flight via Singapore Lo Christchurch, Z and finally a 45 minute
coach ride to Burnham Military Camp - the home of 3 (NZ) Sig Sqn. The
following day (or i it night?) we set off for Arthur's Pa
ational Park
for the hill walking phase. On arrival we pitched tents and went Lo sample
the local nightlife of one cafe and a petrol station. ot much different from
Bulford really!!
The culmination of thi phase ' as an arduous four day 'expedition'
through the mo Lun poilt, remote, picturesque scenery ever encountered.
During the 60km journey we met maybe another ten people, crossed over
twenty rivers - by foot, rope bridge and 'self propelled cable cars', climbed
tremendously steep hill and enjoyed every minute of it (now it's o er).
On completion of this trek. we invaded the lone cafe and entertained the
locals with our singing and beer drinking capacity. Fortunate ly ' e all
escaped unscathed and unmole Led, ready for a ten hour drive to
Queen town for the next instalment of our adventure. Queenstown is the
outdoor enthusiast dream city. It i the focal point for all travellers to ew
Zealand and as such i one of the best and most cosmopolitan party town
in the world. But we were there for the climbing... Staying in a YMCA
style 'backpackers' hostel, we spent the next five day being taught basic
rope techniques, climbing and afety throughout the days, sharing a
lovingly prepared meal (thanks Q), and exploring every watering hole in
town. After pa ing our as es ment it was time for the R&R pha e.
Every outdoor activity you can think of was on offer in Queenstown.
We cho e only three: bungy jumping, white water rafti ng and jet boating.
The bungy jump was on a purpose built bridge over a river I 05m belo' 'The Pipeline', and i the highest in t ew Zea land. Most of the group were
bungy • irgins' and were quite nervou ; one even wore hi heart rate
monitor which rose to 160 beat per minute as he stood on the ledge. The
same evening ' e did a bungy jump overlooking Queen town just as the
un wa setting o er the mountain - one of the mo t amazing ights we
encountered and a perfect end to the day. The white waler railing and even
the jet boating, whi l ta good laugh. did not come clo e to the adrenaline
ru he of the fir t day. Her thi it was back in the bu to return to
Chri tchurch, 'ia Mount Cook, to finali e our admin and attempt a quick
'panic tan'. The ew Zealand Signa l were brilliant hosts, laying on two
barbecue and plenty of cold beer. It wa with a fair amount of regret that
we boarded our bu for the journey to the airport for another marathon
travel se sion. Every member of the group returned home '' ith the most
fantas tic memories, a tore of exaggerated tories and to a much smaller
bank balance.

If responding to any
advertisements in The Wire
please mention that you saw it
in your Corps magazine
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XER I E REDCO T TA !PEDE
Ex Redcoat tampede 11a the British nny Triathlon A o iations
1999. prmg Training Camp which took pla ·e in orth Carolina U A
from 22 April - May 1999. The aim of the Exercise was to train
indi1idual and Army team tri-athletcs for competition and to broaden the
appeal of the port " ithin the Army. Of the 50 thlete who participated in
the Exercise, six were !Tom the Royal ignals, they were:Maj Bert Applerton (ATA Coach)
MOD
Maj Paul Robertshaw
HQ 5 Div
Capt Mick Boyle
ATR Bas ingboum
gt ndy.lones
I (UK) ADSR
gt Mark Chivers
7 ig Regt
gt Daphne lash
- 251 ig qn
Cpl Angie Richardson
15 ig Regt
The Exerci e started wi th an overnight tay at Browning Barrack ,
Aldershot to finalise all administrative detail before boarding an
merican Airlines plane !Tom Gam ick to Ra leigh Durham in orth
Carolina. On arrival in the U A we were greeted with \'Cry sticky, wann
temperature (which weren ·1 to last) and the ad ance party who drove us
to our accommodation at Fort Bragg. The firs t full day in the tates started
with an early morning coaching ession in the indoor pool before
breakfast. We were then on our way to Camp Leynne on the Atlantic Coast
to compete in the urf and Turf Triathlon at urf Ci ty, orth Carolina. A
fi1 e o'clock start reminded u all that we really were on Exerci e as the
convoy of eight minibu es and cargo van drove towards the coa t and the
race tart area. Unfortu nate ly as daylight appeared it soon became
apparent that the sun would not. Heavy wind and dark clouds were the
order of the day.
On arrival in urfCity everyone unloaded their bikes and race gear and
began to mentally and phy ically prepare fo r the 750m open water sea
swim, 20km bike ride and the 5kms run. Having racked the bike in the
triathlon area the brave - or foolish - went to recce the beach and tile swim
route. The wave crashing onto the beach and the high sea swell was
enough to put the more experienced athletes off the port never mind the
novice, who had never taken part in a triathlon let alone warn in open
water! The race eventually got under way and all competitors survived the
condition . The ·British Anny' team collected more than hal f of the
trophies on offer and more notably Paul Robertshaw was placed firs t in
hi age category (by a long way). The day after the race started with a
pre-breakfa t S\ im se sion coached by Bert Appleton followed by a three
hour dril'e back to Fort Bragg. The 150 athletes were then separated into
three groups depending on ability (elite, intennediate or novice) and had
an easy bike ride LO recce routes for the ' eek ahead.

hock treatment forcing u back into the real ' orld with the convoy
departing at OSOOhrs for the University town of Clemson in South
Carolina for our econd spri nt di tance race of the training camp.

Back Row (L-R) : Capt Mick Boyle, Maj Paul Robertshaw,
Ma j Bert Appleton, Sgt Mark Chivers
Front Row (L-R): Sgt: Daphne Clash, Col Ang ie Richardson,
SSgt Andy Jones
Thi time the un came up and the lake wa like a mirror. Not
urpri ingly mo t athletes bettered their time over this course from the
week before due to the better conditions plu the week of expert coaching
and training. Angie Richardson collected a fi rst place as part of the
British Army ladies relay team. The next couple of days had the ath lete
swimming in Lake Lure every day and cycling around the ' undulating'
(hilly) roads around the Blue Ridge Parkway. Ii wa common for group to
cycle for fo ur hours during a ession but the panoramic views and
tremendous scenery made the rides even more enjoyable. The highlight of
the week was the 'Assault on Mount Mitchell' which is the highest peak in
the Eastern USA rising to over 6800 feet above ea level. Athletes were
dropped off at different start points depending on choice and rode ei ther 26
miles, 18 or 14 miles uphill to the summit. Fortunately it was an overca t
day with the occasional light rai n flurry which made the cycling more
pleasurable. After 2h rs I Ominutes the summi t was reached fo llowed by the
compul sory photo hoot and seventeen cups of hot chocolate, six double
cheeseburgers and anythi ng else the restaurant had to aid our recovery.

(L-Rl: Maj Paul Robertshaw, SSgt Andy Jones,
Capt Mick Boyle, Cpl Angie Richardson, Maj Bert Appleton,
Sgt Mark Chivers at the finish of the Surf and Turf Triathalon,
Surf City North Carolina
The next five days were pent training in and around Fort Bragg with
physical se sions a day and a lecture which typically covered subjects
·uch a nutrition, hydro dynamic , swim theory, sports psychology, use of
heart rate monitors, focus ing and attention control. On Sacurday I May the
day began with a pre-break fa t swim session before all three groups drove
the five hour journey to Lake Lure which is at the foot of the Appalachian
Mountam . This time the advance party met the group with the keys to
fi1e lake side holiday home instead of the 26 man transit rooms. The
holiday homes ranged from very nice to millionaire status and with them
ha\ ing their O\\ n pri1ate jettic into the lake they made a perfect setting for
the next the days of training. The next morning we had the short sharp
l\\O
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Capt Mick Boyle at the summit of Mount Mitchell - 6800ft
The final day was spent gelling last minutes shopping from the PX and
cntenaining our American hosts al a Lakeside Barbecue. The Exercise was
a huge uccess for all athlete who attended and hopefully the results of all
the hard work and effon put in by the triathleles and the coaches alike will
be rewarded by some fine results in the season ahead. The six athletes from
the Corps would like to thank their units for releasing them for the exerci e
and would like to thank the Corps for the financial assistance given.
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ROYAL SIGNALS ORIE TEERING CHAMPIO SHIP 1999
This year the event was hosted by 14 Sig Regt (EW) in its delightful South
West Wales l?cation. As well as putting on two days of top class Orienteering
we hoped to mtroduce the rest of the Corps to where we are, and try to dispel
some of the Brawdy horror stories. Cenainly most competitors found the
reception location most welcoming (Brawdy Lanes - the Regiment' bar and
bowling alley) and made the most oflhe provided facilities.
Day I was initial!Y bri.ght and c l~ar, however, it lasted only long enough
to lull most competitors 11110 lowering their guard and into not taking their
waterproofs. W02 Flather, of280 (UK) ig Sqn, was the only runner to
come in before the downpour started, and was heard to be less than
sympathetic to those competitors yet to depart. A succession of odden
competitors and papier-mache control cards followed making the stats
team job panicularly awkward. Many teams ampled the delights of
Haverfordwest that night, and were no doubt well impressed by the
numerous hostelries and night-spots.
Day 2, however, soon brought more un ettlcd (although dry!) weather
for the relay event. The Minor Units competition \\as particularly close
atler the first day, eventually being narrowly won by 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig
Sqn. The 14 Sig Regt team had good runs on both days aided by Sgt
(FofS) 'Ski' Sharp (who won both events and was awarded the Corps
Open hampion Trophy) and Sgt (Supvr R) 'Jacko' Jacklin who was
second on the C course. W02 (Supvr R) Andy Jensen when not
organising and running the event, had time for a head to head duel with
gt James Hunt to settle a matter of honour over who should represent
the Regiment on the 'A' Course. gt Hunt gracefully gave way to his
elder and let 'Q' Jensen win. SSgt 'Olly Magellan' Ca mpbell failed to
impress on the first day, but afler receiving some navigation hints and tips
from J T 'First Event' Westley did considerably better on the second day
(viz. not every TA Female competitor beat him). LCpl Bobs Ennis did
exceptionally well on both days and received the Female Champion
Medal. Sgt Paul Taylor excelled on the relay event and was first on his
course, while LCpl Burton had less luck on hers.
A rather confused prize giving ended the weekend with the President of
Corps Orienteering, Lt Col Richards, presenting the prizes (includi ng one
to himself. Our thanks mu t go to all the Units who made the long trek to
Brawdy on their Bank Holiday (e pecially 216 Sig qn who decided to
commute from Alder hot each day) who made the event such a uccess.
The Regiment's success in the Major Uni t Championship made the hard
work more than worthwhile.
237 IGNAL Q UA DRON

KJLOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Fraser Reid
Tp WO
W02 ( upvr R) Speirs
Aller only two years of Kilo Tp's fom1a tion in Brawdy, we find
ourselves handing vehicles and manpower to the four winds of the
Regiment. The reason fo r this i the Troop is di banding and our
manpower is being hared with the recently formed light care and
pre ervati on Troop, and the remaining Troops of 237 Sig qn. Due to the
hard work that ha gone into getting the vehicles to their best condition, all
members of the Troop de erve much credit for their work, ' hich has
meant many a missed NAAFJ break!
Lt Fraser ' Mac' Reid has settl ed in and completed a week long bread
making course in the field; he is very reluctant to remm to the ignals
environment and is considering a transfer to a bakery troop in the RLC.
Congratul ations on promotion W02 Jim peirs, you must be able to
afTord ome biscuit now. The remainder of the Troop is either in
Macedonia Bosnia, training fo r Bosnia or if we are lucky in ihe garage
here in Brawdy. The Troop for some time has been short for manning and
we wait apprehensively for the return of our borrowed personnel from
their ix month tour of Bo nia, we cannot wait lo hear the ame old war
stories! Al o manning ha helped with the return of LCpl's Clubb and
Parsons from their succes ful clas one course at Blandford.
From the MT side of the Troop wc have mixed result ! Sig ' Richie'
Richardson decided to take his own AAFI break and came back to us a
few days later. It is nice to ee you return safely. Congratulali ns to LCpl
Ca mphell on passing hi Driving Instructors course, we all hope to be
legally driving every pos ible vehicle under the sun soon. As normal we
can't prise Sgt Keenan from his de k, even when on leave. There ha e
been rumour that he ' been sleeping there. Farewell to Sig 'Alright mate'
Russell as he ventures to Macedonia to steal a much off the refugees a
possible being a' couse'. o Kilo Tp will no longer exist, but the last two
year have been extremely rewarding and there has rarely been a Troop
with such character. Within the next few weeks, everyone hould know
where they are ofTtoo. The remaining vehicles arc to join Tango Tp with al
least it seems some of the guys to operate them. o final goodbye. fr?mall
members of Kilo Tp as we plan our di bandment drinks down that k1ckmg
town Haverforclwest. Good luck to all the guys
LEWT
N 01

Sgt 'Happy' Campbell
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It has been a relatively quiet period for the Troop. We say a sad farewell
to Cpl Martin 'Gadgets' outh ofT to brush his CROAT skills tip at
Beaconsfield. We welcome to the Troop pl 'Chri ' Doud and soon Cpl
'!live for running Richie' Brethcrick. The LEWT cadre is to be run in the
sum mer and is open to DIS! trades. Preparation are underwa} to ensure
all conscripts (or should that be volunteers) enjoy themselves to the
maximum!

VICTOR TROOP

Tp Comd
WO Matt hews
SSgt (Supvr R) Watters
Tp SSgt
It has been a hectic time operationally for Victor Tp over the last four
months, seeing gt ' Rob' Tones, Sgt 'Taff' Willlumsen, LCpl Zoe
Wainwright, LCpl Danny Wilkins and Sig Willie Hayes deployed in
Bosnia to fulfil the Troops commitment there. The events in Ko O\O have
also meant that Sgt Andy Davies, Cpl 'Tommy' Tucker, LCpl 'Paddy'
eill and LCpl Dave Orme are at the moment in Macedonia to aid the
ATO operation . Cpl 'Foxy' Slater has recently returned from
detachment with HMS Westminster and it's humanitarian efforts in Sierra
Leone.
The Troop has been active in the local area with Cpl Tracey Dean, Cpl
Gareth Davie , Cpl icky Collins aiding other members of the Squadron
and the local community to paint Roch Primary School before the Easter
ho lidays were over.
Victor Tp aid farewell and congratulations on promotion to the QC
Capt Rob Smith wbo was posted to Cyprus, also farewell to gt ' Dags·
Dagnall, Sgt ' Kit' Clements and Sig Purves. A special farewell was sa id
to Mr Gavin Sutton on hi leaving the Anny. The Troop briefly
welcomed Sgt Rob Tones and Sgt 'Taff Willumsen before they went to
Bosnia. Finally Congratulations to LCpl Wilkins, LCpl Wainwright and
Cpl Wright for being elected on this year's Lance Corporal to Corporal
promotion board.
TA GOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Thornson-Swiltb
Tp gt
gt JGtchen
With the operational commitment of 14 ig Regt the Troop is do"n to a
keleton stafT, however, Lt Thomson-Smith still found time to go
adventure training in Jordan and was having such a good time he forgot to
book hi flight back. He did ay the travel agent was at fault but which one
do you believe? The Troop would like to wish it member the be I of luck
on Op Agricola and Op Palatine. On that note we would like to welcome
our members back from Op Palatine and hope they enjoy their four weeks'
leave so they can come back and start training again to re-deploy for the
Millennium, only joking I think! Farewell and good luck to Cpl Andy
Staff and his fami ly who has been posted to Arborfield training will never
be the ame again. Farewell and good luck al o to Cpl S. Mulvaney and
fami ly who is off to R.A.F Digby for a two year po ling in the gym.
Qammy sod). The Troop would like to welcome ig Danny 'I don 't want
to do that ' Watson and Sig Julie 'I got lost' Parry.
245 SIG AL Q ADRO

(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
qn Comd
Maj Owen
M
W02 (SSM) Fisher
Life continue at a hectic pace at the . harp end. The beat up to the trials
for the new kit continue with frequent display , demo and exercise . The
quadron welcome the new econd in Command, Capt Graham
' Boggy' Ingram who immediately upset the delicate balance of
politenes , decorum and !ability in HQ. In an afternoon of complete
mayhem, the RAF cell was kicked out of their office and into W Troop'
so the new 2 1C could get clo er to the coffee machine.

WHI KEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt tewart
Tp gt
SSgt Clarke
March aw ihe long awaited arri al of Odette and within no time the
new equipment and vehicles were being tested on Ex Moullon pring. A
valuab le lesson in navigation wa learnt by gt Pete ' ew Boy' Farrel,
who decided to use hi O\ n initiati e when locating his intercept platfonn.
WOI Phil ·Bulldog' Ashworth kindly pointed out to him that it would be
better ifhe went to the grids he wa, gi en . c erthele a thoroughly good
time was had by all tho e not qui ·k. enough to get a leave pa s in from
Chick and . A huge welcome back to the lads and la e from Op Palaune
and Op Agricola.
ZULU TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt 'Welfare' Donnell)
Tp gt
Sgt ·Pie ·Turner
incc the la t Wire the Troop ha ' been bu y keeping the Annour on
road and juggling of manpower fi r inspections, operational tour:; and
Out Of Use Troop. The Troop would like to welcome into the 'fold '
ew Boy' Crooks. We would like to ay farewell to the folio'' mg:

the
the

ig
pl
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'Ja;' Quilter off10 unny ypru. ig 'l land ·ome· Young and ig ·Ter
Bacon both off to olche·ter.

Q ORO
L T ROOP (ELE T RO IC ~ J\ RF RE)
Lt Ben\ hitc
gt Fra nk Fla herty
H LLO

Hello to pl And
hri Lloyd.

'ic.holl ,

pl Ru ss Ryin, L pl ·Fluff' Foyle, Sig

G ODB E
Bye-bye to Cpl ·Touchy Feely' Miles,
·River· J ohn ton.

pl i Dent, soon to go LCpl

FE\ \ ORD BY CPL R S RYA ( E W BOY)
Well \\hat a place! first glance at the Troop and one might think that
its not real, but it is. Antique kit, no people, and a really big garage, but
other than that it, a really nice place!
TROO ORI ER TRAINI G
'A nice da) out to ennybridge,' that's what they said. It turned ou1 to
be knee deep in sno,,, nice wealher for polar bears. LC pl 'The dri e'
V right howed off his kill a a Driving Instructor, or hould that be a
U-boat commander, by dri,•ing in to the deepest puddle you have ever
een. A fe\\ plutter from the land.rover and some wet feet later he found
the teepest slope (or hou ld that be clifl'?) anll told ig · ore Wri t'
Higgins to drive or fall off it. o with a bit of persua ion he did. C pl Russ
Ryan , however, ''a at lhe 1ime in the back oflhe fulling Rover. The rover
landed with pl Ryan right on top of LCpl Wright. In the meantime Sig
·Bacon' Roll s, who i incidentally a professional driver howed of hi
amazing driving ki lls by getting tuck up to the ax le, after all of the
younger members of the Troop had gone before him with no problems
what oever, includ ing ig 'But, Bui' TayloL The day ended with no
eriou injuries but a few embarras ed indi iduals. The whole idea of the
dri\ er training wa to get the newer members of the Troop ready for the
comersion to our new vehicles. The all ingi ng all dancing Pinz-Gauers
which will soon be fitted with the best part of our EW kit. Replacing the
erie three landrovers at la t! The Troop is as bu ya ever with all that the
move from vehicle to vehicle bring .
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Scott
Tp gt/Op WO
S gt Jacklin
The Troop's manning continues to resemble a roller coa ter, as we
received a lack handful of operators fo llowing the demi e of Hotel Tp,
only to lose all our EDs to the newly fom1ed HQ Tp. Impending
goodbye are due to Sgt ·Jacko' Jacklin, who leave us for an equally
rainy climate, in July (after spending less than a year in the Unit), and
LCpl Davies, wbo i off to 30 Sig Regl. ewly arrived from Hotel Tp are
Sgt Andy Ball, who bring with him his Boy Racer car, and Sgt Chl'is
Dunn, who is due to attend his Anny Pilot's course at the end oflhe year.
He can often be heard' muttering about 'soaring with the eagles'. Also
from Hotel Tp are Cpl icky Dawson and her crossed swords, Cpl Di
1ulvaney who i posted to JS U Digby, and Cpl's John Pankhurst and
Lee Holmes, who promplly left us, temporarily, for lhe bright lights of
London.
gt Burke' escape tunnel is also progre sing well, while Lt
Scott is tell ing anybody who will listen, that he is ava ilable for
deta.chme_nt. The Troop participated in Ex Wha le Splash in Folkestone,
earlier this month. This was a rigorous Exercise, designed primarily to
provide trade training and detachment fa mi liarisation. The secondary aim,
to encourage team spi rit and bonding, was carried out with much gusto.

QMT • KARTI G GRA D PRIX
by Sig · cou e Git' Caine
Cpl oward arranged an aflernoon 1rip out Go- Kartin g. On 24 May the
Q IT Department set out to Lctterston for the allcrnoon. When we arrived
we all got kitted out with coveralls and helmets ready to star! racing. The
first race was a warm up to get us all used to the track. With everyone
adjusted to 1heir race-kart 1hc qua lifying heats were ready to iart. The
first race passed with no major problems, but the second race saw the real
fun begin, because up tcpped LCp l Jo hn 'The Head' Blowcs. He
managed to crash pec1acularly in every heal 1hat he competed in,
rearranging the track each time. ext it wa gt To ny 'Say ga in Over"
Bland '. tum to wreak havoc. He decided that because he was in first place
no-one was getting pa t, which ended in disa tcr when ig ' couse' Caine
attempted to pa s. <>t Bland managed to hook hi s rear bumper around ig
aine' front bumper and sent them both hurtling into the 1rees.
Meanwhile. RQMS ·Daz' ewto n decided to 1akc his chances over the
gra s to avoid the carnage.

QM (T ) Karti ng Gra nd Prix
Things calmed down in the next couple of heats, until, from 1he bottom
end of the track came a terrible crashing noise followed by tyres flying in
every direction. C pl 'cowy· Coward had spun aero s the track causing
Dave ·Pomo Ta h' George to lock up his wheels and as ume the crash
po ition. At was at this point that ig 'Si mply the Best' Brenn an came
around the bend like a Japanese Kamikaze and added to the already
moaning pile of bodies and flying tyres. After minor mecbanical work and
fir t aid the race wa ready to proceed again, with the strictest of warning !
With all the car safely back into lhe pit we all stood, waiting with
anticipation for the results. With eventeen racers and only sixteen
positions in the semi-final RQMS 'There 's no necessity for lhi speed'
ewton had to sit out the final s. Tbe semis pa sed without any major
problems and four racers qualified for the Grand Final. These included Sig
'Caz' Baddeley who qualified even aft.er spendi ng most her time on the
grass and other cheats. Unfortunately they didn 't include Sig ' not so hot
now are we?' Brenn an who even aft.er many protests was to ld to go away
in not uch polite words. With Dave ' where's my sea canoes' T horn
si ning in pole po ition and driving the fastest car one can only wonder
how he pulled away so slowly. Sig 'scouse' Caine started econd but
quickly took the lead pas ing 'Chuggin' Dave. The fight for Third and
Last po ition was gt 'Denise Van ' Haughton and Sig 'Caz' Baddeley
which ended in tear for 'Caz' pinning off onto the grass once again.
After a nail biting, action packed, thrill a minute fina l the scou e git
emerged the champion and was duly presented with his Trophy and
Sparkling Wine. The day was rounded off by a vi it to the Letters ton Chip
shop. reputed to be the best in Britain. If you wa nl to keep that reputation
boys you want to stop using frozen chips and drop the massive prices!

The arriva.l at ' tal ag' Folkcstonc was not a welcome one and the camp
accom111odat10n could hardly have been described as first class. Tht:
catering staff cou ld not find a smi le between them, but we settled in and
made the mo t of what we had. The training at Hythc and Lyde! was a
combination ?f the application of fire and Tom Berenger. Sgt •Andy'
Dixon:s tra,111 mg strategy was two fold. On the ranges by day and an
'occas1onal beer at mght. 11 was mainl y due to his influence, that the
whole Team wa dragged out on an evening. He would then confront the
Team at the end of the night with the immortal statement, 'You'll all be
sorry in 1hc morning,' and he was ri ght. The 'gun run' in combination with
the IOOm dash in ,respirator for the ' Roupell Cup' soon took its toll, as Sig
'Pavement Pizza Pearce demon strated. Aller one 'heavy' night
gt
'Andy' Dixon sacrificed his own shooting time, so he could coach the
lads. The fac1 that he did not feel very well, had nothing to do with it of
course! On the same day, Lt teve Hutchinson demonstrated his skill at
drill by saluting with the wrong arm . Apparently he has applied for his all
arms drill course!
Lt Steve Hutc hinso n also had problems. Apan from trying to fill his
magazines from the bottom, hi s shooting ability did not make him a
candidate for 'Sharpe's Rifles'. ow we know why Ofliccrs are issued
swords! Admin Kin g Cpl ' Rev' Counter who entered as an individual
kept our sp iri1s up with both hi s 'banter ' and his shooting kills. By th~
end of week one he could not hit a barn door. By week two he could hit the
barn. The only female on the tea m was Sig Cathy Williams. he found
shooting harder than expected. Remembering the format of the shoots was
even harder! Cpl Mick Durrant heard her saying, 'All these hoots and
I'm confused! It has been said that he regarded c ery range day like a
wedding, so chose to be laic! Cpl 'Golden Blanket' Turnbull, showed 1hat
apart from hi devotion 10 hi bed, hi enthusiasm for shooting was ju t as
grea1. While dosing off during a ' rel axed' evening brief, he uddcnly woke
houting 'Figure twelve targets at two hundred metre , phwoor! Then
con1inued 'O nly five seconds, cor!' 'Go back to lcep Richy', and he did!
L pl ' kinflint' Fatchett, showed how much of a crooge he was by
constantly asking for all the cheap drinks when out in Folkestone and al o
in isting he got his 'free' packed meal from the cookhouse.
After two weeks of intense training, the team were ready for the
CO RPSAAM. Despite the present operational commitments, the
competition was tough. Obviously no Gurkha had yet deployed! All
members of the team managed to achieve po itions in the top fifty. The
competition proved good experience for 'young blood' and 'old weats'
alike, giving a good basis for a future 16 ig Regt team for the coming
UK C(G) competition and next year's CORPSAAM. For the coming
competitions in the year 2000, the Gurkhas had better watch out!

Worshipful, Lord Mayor of Leicester, C llr Phil wift. Thi. year, the
function was held in the grounds of Thorpe Lubenham Hall. near Market
Harborough. At this function, Maj J onathan Turner took tht: opportunity
to present a cheque for £200.00 to the ABF from the Regiment. Accepting
the cheque. the Regional organiser, Col (Rtd) Dav id Ro nald, asked that
his thanks on behalf of the Fund were passed on to all ranks of 16 Sig
Regt.
SAN 872 OPERATIO
GRICOJ,A
The SA group is currently deployed on Op Agricola in Tetovo,
'sunny' Macedonia. The group consisting of22 young warriors. including
a 50 I detachment from 30 Sig Regl. arc ably providing communications to
12 German Pan/er Brigade. ln1emational relations o far are going well
bul the language at times has proved problematic. LCpl at Kemp found
this out to her embarrassment whilst trying to purchase some dental floss
in front of a cro,>d of German onlookers, onl y to be presented with a
packet of three condoms instead! The SA group established itself well
with its host nation, with the only gripe being food. With bread, ham and
cheese for breakfa t and supper (only slightly more stale) one can
understand why! Conseq uently many pounds and ounces have been hed
and several belt loops tightened. A distressed L pl 'Birr· Fisher declared
he could feel his ribs for the first time in years and subsequently indented
fo r an Exerci e Loss ........ for three of his chins!
On a more serious note, several member of the detachment have been
involved in the preparation of refugee camps at Brazda and Bojane, this
wa an incredibly humbling but thoroughly rewarding experience. Tasks
included the erecuon of tcn1s, the distribution of bread, the digging of
latrines and the collection of rubbish. During their time at the camp each
soldier al o made time to play'' ith the children and listen 10 the accounts
of the adults. Despite the ordeal most of the refugees have endured, they
were in amazing high spirits and cons1antly thanking the soldiers for their
efforts.

ALTASH OLDIER RECEIVES ROYAL WARRA T
FROM HRH THE D KE OF KE T
Pictured receiving hi Royal Warrant direct from HRH The Duke of
Kent is alta h soldier Alan Chu rchward (36). Alan, whose parent ,
Ernest and Mar y till live in Cornwall. ga ined hi s Royal Warrant on
promotion from Staff ergeant to Warrant Officer Clas 2. He serves ' ith
16 ignal Regiment at Rheindahlen in Germany. T he Duke of Kent was
paying a flying vi it to meet the soldiers and familic ofBriti h Army units
involved in the · ATO operation in Macedonia.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT
CORP AAM 1999 • by LCpl Fatchell
De pite the deployment of most of 16 Sig Regt's personnel, two teams
\\ere put forward to represent the Regiment at the ann ual CORPSAAM.
The teams were· 'A' Team Capt LCpl Fatchett
gt Dixon
Cpl Turnbu ll
LCpl Atkin
Sig McGrouther
' B' Team Capt

Cpl Durrant
Lt Hutchinson

Sig Pearce
ig Cole
ig William
gt 'I ~ave lovely blue t'.)'.Cs' Dixon put together a gruell ing training
pa kage. pnor 10 lhe compeut1on. After two days of zeroing at Arsbeck
~ges m Germany, lhe teams departed for the UK for serious training. The
Journey across the hannel did not prove as smooth as expected: When
amvmg at cu toms, we were challenged with the usual question •Anything to
declare monsieur?' The reply was, 'Ye , twelve ri fles, four LSWs and five
pistol !'We were then wiftly ushered into a searching bay where thank fully,
the relevant paperwork was produced, before the cavity searches began!
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W02 Alan Churchward receiving the Royal Wa rra nt

The 'A: Team
(L· R): Cpl Turnbull , SSgt Dixon, LCpl Fatchett,
Sig McGrouther, LCpl Atkin
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DO ATIO TOARMYBE E OLE T FU ND
Maintaining the Regimen! ' link with 1he City of Leicester (born from
the twinning wi th Krefeld, when the Regiment was stationed there) the
21C, Maj Jonathan 1\1rncr attended 1he annual East Mid lands Branch of
the Army Benevo lent Fund luncheon, in the presence of 1he Right
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Lt Bruce p laying with the refugee child ren at Bojane Camp
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Congratulations go to the HQ Tp hooting Team who were placed
second overall at the RSAAM with the team taking a large handful of
match trophies. Excellent performances by Sgt Paul Morse and LCpl
Damein Black, and Damien also went on to take the best overall B Class
shot at the Corps AAM. Pipped at the Butts Eh! Paul! We look forward to
some well deserved adventure training in August prior to deploying onto
the Regimental Batlle amp in September.
43 (WESSEX) SIG AL SQUADRO (Bridgwater)
SM
W02 (SSM} Gerry Ward
ongratulations to
gt Mick 'Old Man' Franks, Sgt Jeff cott, Cpl
James Jackson and LCp ls Phil 'Mafia' E dis and Laura Watson on their
promotions. Congratulations also to Sig ' Fozzie' Foster on Best Field
oldier and Sig Andrew Miller for Best Academic on their recent recruits
cour eat Blandford.

Sig Russel and Lt Bruce handing out sweets to the ch ildren

ROLEX 1199
43 (Wx) ig qn (V) and HQ qn (V) were mobilised in the SW of
England on ROLEX 1/99 in May. The scenario for the Exercise
incorporated both Squadrons supporting the RAF Support Helicopter
Force in a U peacekeeping mission - of course - and the following are
some of their stories.
Vi it of C
Reporter (by Capt David Sleigh). In line with the
scenario the SH Force HQ had a visit from C N reporters, giving Capt
David Sleigh and W02 (S M) Gerry Ward and opportunity to be
grilled. A well briefed C Y team went to town with some very awkward
que tions and showed an inate ability to split the briefing team and visit
areas not programmed on the visit. We kept them away from the sensitive
area , but gave them access to variou areas of the complex and to
personnel who were specifically selected and briefed! They did , however.
manage to find and question LCp l traniski, who wa not briefed, but he
responded superbly, giving them a well reasoned and informative brief
without, really, telling them anything!

S ig McKechnie playing with the chi ld ren at Bojane Camp

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

co
RM

Lt Col John Terrington
WOl (RSM) John Will iams

TOP PRES
The 40th anniver ary of the formation of the Regiment wa celebrated
during our annual Regimental Open Day on I 0th July 1999. The Open
Day wa a huge succe s, and congratulations go to Maj Chas Dale and
W02 Mea d-Male RLC who did make a terling effort to keep the event
ali\e. despite the large deployment of troops from the Regiment to the
Balkans and else\\ here. The White Helmets, as ever. gave an outstanding
performance and the all arm military display, recrui ting and youth teams
were extremely popular. o photo yet, but a full write up in the next Wire.
OPERATIO
AGRICOLA/PALATINE/SPOO ER/BELL et al
The Regiment nO\\ has personnel deployed on three operations and on
short notice tandby for deployment to a fourth (unless the vo lcano on
1on errat ha erupted since preparing these note in which case tl1ey've
now deployed)! There are also significant numbers of both regular and TA
personnel working on tasks in the Falk.land Islands and on Ascension,
proving the capability of this unique unit to integrate the capabilities of
full and part-time soldiers.
Clearly, ho\\e\er. the focus is now on the Balkans, where 21 Sig Regt
(A ) detachments were amongst the first to deploy. There i a izeable
detachment already on Op Agricola, providing communications for tl1e
Support Helicopter Foree across the theatre, and also significant numbers
of Tele Mech crew building the CIS fibre optic and cable infrastructure
for variou allied headquarters. Personnel are also in Albania, providing
communication for the Mobile Air Operations Team (MAOT) deployed
on Op Spooner.
The SH Force ignal Troop in Split and tl1e Tele Mech crews in Banja
Luka continue to provide sterling support to Op Palatine, and this remains
a significant long term contribution to UK forces in Bosnia and Croatia.
For those on the Rear Party, life wi ll remain hectic providing the home end
of the long logi tic tail supporting the deployed troops. Most are already
warned for roulemenl and tho e who aren't, are likely LO be soon! It is not,
and never ha been, an eru.y option being stuck on rear details, and there is
a hectic equenee of activity planned, including a battle camp in
eptember. With over half of the regulars deployed from the Regiment, the
TA element will be at the forefront of Battle-camp, o start training now!
HEADQ ARTERS Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Chas Dale
SSM
W02 (S M) ick Organ
Another period of frantic activity is drawing to a close with yet another
change m squadron personalities. Capt Guy 'Wanna buy some ski's'
Richards has left us and exchanged his beret for a brighter coloured one. l
kno\1 l speak for both the soldiers and the families here in Colerne when I
wish him and his family all the best for the fu ture, his sense of humour,
bad ankle and dedication to welfare were a credit to him. Best wishes to
Gu)' and Fran and stay in touch!

TE H I ALM I TE A CETROOP
TIVI Tp's personnel have stayed much the same over the last few months

1~ith the only ne\\ Troop member being gt Mick Hcasman who has been

internally transferred from 244 ig qn. The troop is no11 preparing for the
departure of WO I Martin Drake who leaves us in the near future having
scncd 22 years of undetected crime, all of us would like to ay goodbye
and good luck in the future to both him and his family. Arriving in time to
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allow WO l Drake to partake in the maximum resettlement package i
WOl Ad y Knight, welcome. A u ual the technicians have lived up lo
their reputation with LCpl Dave Bentham forgetting to take his boots on
the Lanyard Trophy competition and LCp l Jim Harrison going on leave
with the workshop keys. A special mentior to C pl Shaun Allsopp with
best ' i hes for hi forthcoming driving test (I'm sure he could drive??).
Finally congratulations to Sgt C hris Gearing and Cpl Dave
Clayton-Batty on the recent addition to their families and to LCpl Ed
Chwieseni on the 'B' grade achieved on a recent PT! Course.

lSIT OF GE ERAL (I WAS A 2LT 0 LY YESTERDAY)
MARTI WILLIS - by Cap! David Sleigh
RADCO received a fleeting visit from a rapidly promoted 2Lt Gen
Martin W illis (promoted and later stripped of his rank by SSgt (YofS)
Pau l White). He was treated to a VIP briefing on the operation of the
Squadron by Capt Da vid Sleigh and Capt Dick tterbury, leaving him
in no doubt over who the aforementioned Captains believed wa the
premier Squadron in the Unit - at least at weekends, they aid!

MOTOR TRA SPORT T ROOP
If the current hectic pace of life could be increa ed then, what do you
need but everyone's favourite event, the PRE inspection. Preparations had
been frantic and C pl An d y 'Forget me not' Doyle the designated AD88
Register Holder was heard to ay 'AD88 what's that? ' This seemed to set
the theme for the day. The vehicle chosen was' teptoe and Son's' SQM
wagon, the o ldest in the fleet and as usual the troops were tasked
elsewhere. Still li fe goes on and our thanks go the LAD and in particular
W02 Wallace for his invaluable guidance and suggestions. Despite the
fast pace various per onalitie
ha ve completed courses and
congratulations go to SSgt Ma rk Sala (EFP course) gt 'Mac'
Macdonald (R SC) and Cpl 'Esky' Eskdale (D I, god help the students).
Our best wi hes go lo C pl (now Sgt) Pat Howie on hi promotion and
posting to Catterick and ig Sharon Loftus on her first operational tour.

REMOTE ACCESS/RECIPE FOR.DI ASTER
by Cpl John Brennan
Any detachment commander not familiar with the YRC 353 Secure
Remotes may wish LO take heed of the following advice: it may ave you
looking like an idiot and then save you from being obliged to ' rite Wire
otes about it! 'Oh, the indignity!!'
First, check you have packed all remoting kit before you deploy, thus
saving a journey to another location to collect it or another one. econd,
remember to tell someone you've actually ent someone to this other, aid,
location so that they won't feel the need to send a second vehicle, to the
same location, for the ame kit. Third, when you get your one-way
interview, without coffee, and then another one from omeone el e,
remember, they're only doing it twice to get their own back! till, at lea l
once you've got the kit, it' ea y to assemble and the staff and e pec1ally
the YofS suddenly seems to be much happier.

>

HEADQUARTERS SQ ADRO (V) (TROWBRIDGE)
P AO
Capt Billy Miles
SSM
W02 (SSM) Trev Beeley

81 SIGNAL SQ ADRO (V) (COLERNE AND ATIO WIDE)
qn Comd
Maj Craig Tillot on
PSAO
Ca pt John Harris
o Wire ote Ca ptain Harris !!
'What dya mean you're all bu y - just how many soldiers are away in
Ascension et al at the moment? Really! Wow!
OK then, but we wan t some good photos from the tuna fi hing trip for
the next ed iti on!!

HQ and FAC Troop Volunteers have had a very busy tart to the training
year. A succe sful Regimental exercise in January formed the stepping
stone for some positive joint training with both the regu lar elements of the
Regiment and 43 (Wx) Sig qn (V). The first bounty qualification training
of the year took place on Dartmoor National Park, a very well attended
venture by both Squadrons and a high pa s rate from the first attempt at the
new ITD training. Trade tra ining is a key feature for this yea r's training
programme. We will be q ualifyi ng Radio Operator Clas 3 during two
courses organised for the second half of the year. Tech, Line and ED
training are also meeting with increased success.
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ASCEN IO ISL ' D COMMU ICATIO S PROJECT
Throughout the period 12 April to 28 July 1999 members of 220 ig
Sqn and 81 Sig Sqn (V) have undertaken major projects to replace and
enhance the communication infrastructure on RAF Ascension. The
existing network of approximately twenty five kilometres of surface laid
armoured cable has weathered and degraded rapidly in recent years, to the
extent that the entire network now requires replacing. In order to complete
this extensive rebuild a cable and duct system linking RAF Ascen ion and
the Travellers Hill complex has been constructed.
Sgt Jonah 'Suntan• .Jones has upervised the project from conception
to completion with input from CPD in Blandford. It has been divided into
six consecutive stages, each two to three weeks in duration. The first three
stages involved the installation of Telegraph poles and support stay
around the Traveller Hill accommodation Areas, the construction of an
aerial network to feed the e accommodation sites and the installation of a
poled aerial route to feed further accommodation areas. The fourth stage
of the project saw the laying of both copper and fibre optic cables in the
ducted route between the Airhead and Travellers Hill. The final stage ha
been the connection of two new GPT Realitis exchanges, (installed with
CPD to replace the islands' ageing Monarch exchanges) and bringing on
line the new copper and fibre cable infrastructure.

SSgt 'Taff 'here's one someone prepa red for me ear lie r' Bryant
im parts his knowledge of trip-flares to the Mechs,
while S ig Johnny ' Interested ' Miller concentrates
so hard he can 't keep his eyes open

his
ery

In .total this project has seen the iIJ ·tallat ion of nineteen kilometres of
underground cable, three kilometre of aerial cable. five kilometre of
dropline and eight kilometres of fibre optic cabling. Throughout the
project twenty- even personnel from 220 ig Sqn. one dri' er lineman
from 7 ig Regt and ten TA Telemech from 81 ig q~ (Y} have roul:d
through Ascen ion. Once the ' ork 1s complete the new infra tructure will
continue to be maintained by Ascension ' two re ident Telemech from
220 ig qn.

220 SIGNAL SQUADRO (L ARBR CH A D BRUGGE )
qn Comd
Capt (TOT) N. E. Baugh MBE
SM
W02 (S M) Gcd Robinson
. . .
The past two month have witne sed a frenzy of ~cttv1ty 1n the
Squadrons' three locations ofLaarbruch, Bruggcn and Rhe1ndahlen. Work
to draw down Lima Tp and HQ from its RAF Laarbruch loca11on
continues apace, while the con tinued. requirement for. Tele-Mech
manpower in upport of numerous operattons gives our soldiers a va~1ed
and cha llenging (a lbeit rather hecti c!) lifestyl_e. If the curr.en t climat_e _is a
taste of things to come then the Co111mu111cattons Insta llati on }cch111crnn
and the deployable Troops forming from the remnants of th1
quadron
wi ll be in hi gh demand for the fore eeable future.
.
otwithstanding our operational commitment_, ~vh1ch pre e ntl y see the
quadrons ' manpower working in up to ten differ nt locatton worldwide, those of us here in Germany continue to upport a range of. porting
and military acti vities. The quadrons' scratch team for the. lornson Cup
came a very creditable third, behind 280 ig qn (and their ringers) and
the mighty 7 Sig Regt. (W here was 16 ig Regt?). Many tlrnnks to the
Team Manager, gt ' couse' Deegan for doing the donkey work and ~o
gt Andy ' Akabusi' Draper who e gros ly over exaggerated athletic

1999 WELSH 1000 METRE P EA KS RA CE
The Wei h IOOO Metre Peak Race i a demanding 31 km fell race
organi ed annually by the Gorsphwy fa Fell Runner Club, and i open to
both military and civilian competitors. The route begin at Aber on the
orth Wale coa t and take in three of nowdonia 's highe t peak
(Lie' ellyn, Carnedd Dafydd. Crib-y-Ddy·gl) before fini hing at the
ummit of nowdon. Thi year wa the 29tl1 time the race had been run.
and wa also the econd con ecutive year that 220 Sig qn had entered a
team. Our team consisted of Lt Jim Lambeth, Cpl Dave Heath and L pl
Martin Ferguson .
Having only seen the route drawn on a map, and thus not quite fully
appreciating the enormi ty of the ta k ahead of him, pl Heath was
omcwhat taken aback lo ·ee a ratl1er larg et of mountain ln.:tching out
into the distance ahead of him . Lt Lambeth and LC pl Ferguson were k. s
fazed ha ing entered the event the pre iou year. The tart bell rang at
07.30am, and off\ e ran. Our tight knit three-man team stayed" ithin ight
of thee entua l ' inners, n team from the Royal Ghurka Ritlc , for a good
300 metres, and remained together for all of fi e minute , whi h "a · about
tl1e time we hit the first hill. The 2!C, Lt Jim 'The Rake" Lambeth.
di appeared over the horizon not to be een again until the end of the race.
leaving Cpl Dave ·Mounta in aren't m bag Bab !' Heath and L pl

STOP PRESS: OCdt Andy Kennedy has completed
commissioning cour e and was awarded the Top Student Cane many congratu lations.

W02 (SSM) Trev Beeley in his squeaky clean new Wolf
just signed it out of stores!

prowess kept the team amused all day. Socially we stay very acuve m no
small part due to the efforts of the QMS, S gt John 'Disco' Williams
and his family.
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\I utin 'Red Rmg · Fcrgu on plodding along together at the back. cveral
hours and two mountain;: lat.::r the team had all pii.sed through the Pen-yPa.·s half wa) heckpoint in \al)ing states o~ .dis~cpair. Our dmin
upport Photographer. io Dave 'Dangerous Drn 111g Butler greeted us
here w uh a mu h needed \\ ?tcr replen.
The :ccond halfofthe ra,' wa n ·trenuou ·a the first, particularly for
pl Ferguson and I lea th who decided that the whol~ thing wa . .Just not
diflicuh enough. and immersed them clYcs wa1 l deep m a bog lo mcrease
the chall.::nge~Thc team regrouped at the fini h point, the cate on top of
no'' don. "here tea and medals all round were the order of the day.
Look mg back o\'er the route there" a much cursing of Lt Lambeth for
h:l\ ing entered the team. but nonethck S a real ensc Of achie\'emenl that
three -·airfield-dwellers' from the \cry flat Dutch-German border had
omplcted it u-ing mu cles "hich had pre' iou ly been mothb~lled froi:n
ba ic traming. The '.!IC (who had clearly become deranged wllh all this
fresh air and the opportunity to escape from hi onice) voiced the opinion
that it would be a marYellous idea to enter a team again next year.
Fortunate!) for Germany· Tele-Mech Troop he' posted in August and
won't be able to volunteer them for an more of this tupidity!
Final!) the team wi h to extend their thanks to pl Da\'e ·Fat Gut ·
Cascarino and
gt 1ark ·Yeah Right' herwood for volunteering
gt ·Taff' Br. ant for helping Cpl
LCp l Ferguson ' en ice . and to
Heath make up his mind to take part.

220's 1999 Welsh 1000 Team
(L-R): Lt Jim 'this is great' Lambeth,
LCp l Martin 'No Sir, it's not that great' Ferguson and
Cpl Dave 'This looks like being anything but great' Heath
at Aber, North Wales, just prior to the off
KSC(G) KJLL AT AR.'\-1 MEETrnG 11 -12 1.AY 1999
by Cpl Ga= Place
A eem to be the way with many military competitions, the 1999
t,K C(G) SAAM crept up on us rather ooner than had been expected,
lea' ing only two week to elect, prepare and nurture the Squadron's crack
hots into a competition winning tcam ... thal wa the dream anyway. The
reality was a two-day hoot down at Arsbeck Ranges with whoever could
be pared !Tom Bruggen and Laarbruch to determine which of the
quadron's soldiers were most familiar with the difference between the
harp and blunt ends ofa rifle. Despite a seriou outbreak of poor shooting
from tho e \\ho had heard na Ly rumours of a Fire-team Asses ment, the
M, W0 2 Ged Rob in on was able to assemble a team, ably managed by
gt ' cou e· Deega n.
On the morning of the first day's shooting gt Deega n had his hea11 set
on a victorious return, laden with silvern•are. For a brief moment th i
dream looked as though it could become reality as our first firer, LCpl
t att Pope, chalked up a \cry credible score of forty-three. We were soon
brought back down to earth though as LCpls Ian 'La La ' Lawson and
.Matt towell scored slightly less impressive twenty-sevens and twentynines re pecti,ely. This was followed by Sig hau n Mitchell, who de pile
ha\ing pent hours in the AAFI developing the physique for a firm
position and hold. only managed a paltry score of thirty. It was lefi to the
L W gunners, S.\1 cd · niper' Robinson and pl Caz 'Targets to
your front' Place to drag the teams overall score back to something
\erging on the re pectable. The Fire-team A. sessment proved less of a
physical challenge than had been expected, but unfortunately our top rifle
hot L pl Mat ·1 tea\y-breather ' Pope suffered from the fog of war as his
re pirator teamed up, rendering him virtually u eles for this shoot.
Day Two of the SAAM aw our erstwhile team manager with his
mindles ly optimistic sights firmly re-aligned on victory in the falling
plate competition. Regrettably these hope were dashed as well, but all
wa not lost. pl Gaz 'Tin Can Alley' Place was lying third in the LSW
shoot, and de pile very generously firing his first ten rounds into his
neighbour~ target still managed to win the individual L W event.
The teams ' final results were a third in the L. W match, sixth in the
·ire-team Assessment and overall seventh. Despite being knocked out of
the falling plate competition by the eventual runners-up, gt ' Bounty
llunter' Deegan caught a glimpse of the winners trophy and has already
declared his intention to return next year to secure it for pride of place in
the Bruggcn trophy cabinet... O\\ no" 'Scouse' .. ., size i n't everything!!
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L TROOP - SE1 SATIO

SEEKERS- A Brief Resume

/>_1· Cpl Dave Cascarino

Lile i becoming quieter despite remaining bu y a. always ut . unny
RAF Laarbrnch . s with the rest of the Corps, most of the Troop are on
deplo, mcnt, scattered to the four corner · of the globe. The ongoing
project on Ascension Island is to blame for the mid-spring suntan
currently sported by numerous member of the Troop. Fonner
Yugosla ian Republics arc currently one of the 'Happening' place for
Royal ignals Telemech 10 spend their summer holidays, along witl1 the
obligatory Big Fl Fun Factory. Greece, Asi and not to be forgotten, the
Royal chool of Signal . Laarbruch draw-down is now in full swing and
postings arc fl ing around twenty to the dozen. For those left here on the
airfield
M pit are the place Lo be een, but we're sti ll managing to get a
fr:w cour e in as well.
'i ell done to Sigs Geoff ·Dumb· Leather and Ronny 'Dumber'
\ ar\\ ick on pas ing their FA Coaching Cour cs, pity they cou ldn 't do the
same with their three to two upgrading exam ch!!!! Further pats on the
back are awarded to Sigs Joey 'Licker' Dunlop, Daw 'Calling Earth'
Butler and Jimm. 'Grotbags' Wilson for achieving what Geoff and
Ronnv didn't. LCpls Marc ' Dump Truck' Qu inn and Chris 'It's a
relation hip' Bain wait with baited breath for the results of their Q test.
(At time or going to pre s news has ju t reached the quadron that Chris
pa sed and Mark failed on account of not being able to add up).
As part of our continual draw-down L Tp have said goodbye to a few
more bod : L pl Matt 'lmmae' Wh ite, cil 'Bambi' Bamforth and eil
· couse' Emmison have moved down to H Tp in Bruggcn, and last but
not lea t. ig Brendon · Brotl1er of Butler' Quinn i off to innict himself
on Civvy Street. Big hello and welcome backs are extended to Sig Scan
'Terminator' Peart, who come to u from trade training in Blandford
(actually he only tayed a day, then went to Bruggen) and lo LCpl Martin
Ferguson and ig John 'Jesse· James on their return from the Falklands.
Final ly the ' hole Troop would like to congratulate Marc Quinn and
Michelle and Chris Bain and Kate on their recent, and wholly fictitiou
engagements - nothing like a bit of un ub tantiated rumour and a double
wedding to boo t morale!!
REGIME TAL JNCO CADRE
EXERCISE YO
G BE
FIGHTER
On Monday 26 April tl1e Regiment managed to a semble 29 from an
original ca t of 41 tudent , in the Training Wing, to receive their arrival
brief. prior to commencing the Regimental Juni or CO Cadre. Thi years
Cadre would be conducted over two weeks, the first week in Colerne and
the second on ennybridge Training Area. During week one, students
received an extensive se sion of lectures and training lessons, with the odd
morsel of early morning PT thrown in by W02 (QMSD Gary Pither and
hi taff. All tl1is was in preparation for the Field Firing and Final Exercise
phase , which were to be conducted during week two. Also during week
one, tudents were given the opportunity of testing tl1eir leadership kill
during some taxing command tasks, with Sig Liesa Howson producing an
excellent re ult, which prove it pays to have paid attention al Harrogate.
The Cadre also provided an excellent te t bed for the Regiment to try
out the new genderfair and genderfree phys ical test . A storming
performance by Sig eil 'Fore t' Hunter ecured hi position as the fiaest
student on the Cadre. Unfortunately for the other , it soon became
apparent that the ACFT I, is a very demanding test, with severa l tudent
arriving outside the qualifying time. Another part of the test that all
tudent found difficult, was the Jerry-can carry, again the time and
distance proved too much for some people. The final assessment was Kit
Inspection and Drill, which had LCpl Jon ny Nicol finishing in first place,
although LCpl ' Don't worry the RSM will just give me fi ve again'
'Thruster' Thursto n, held him at bay throughout the inspections. Before
they knew it, the late night and early mornings and no time to eat of week
one, was behind them and it was time to start the gentler second week. Sig
'B udgie ' Burgess had booked the usual appalling weather for
ennybridge, but he failed to deliver. Instead we had to put up with
glorious sunshine. Throughout an excellent five-day Field Firing package,
which was conducted by Maj C has Dale and W02 (SSM) Steve
Dickson, the Cadre ba eel itself in Farm 3, much to the delight of the
students who enjoyed their 6'x 6' ection rooms. The limited sleeping
arrangements were soon forgotten when the students reali ed the benefit
of centralised cooking afier a day 's training.
Assisting on the range package were Capt Dale ' I've got a green beret'
!kin, who seemed glad to get out of the office and SSgt ( QMS) Tony
Lee. They both showed the rest of the mere mortals what it was like lo live
on the edge, when you're Stage 4 - 5 trained. The best Battle Shot was
again a closely fought competition, but the clear winner with some
exceptional shooting was Sig Ben 'S herman' Smy, who al o came runner
up to the best student. Prior to the test exercise the adre said farewell to
two of the student's, due to their involvement in the Lanyard Trophy,
LC pl ' Boots' Bentham and Sig 'soft ankle' Bea l.
During the final exercise, enthusiasm and team spirit were severely put
to the test, especia ll y during the casualty evacuati on, where Sig 'llu Ik'
Maca lister came off second best when he tried to wrest le with a tree
branch (or was it a twig). Even the jovial Sig 'T' Turner was cen
throwing his teddy in the corner just because the stew containers were full
of cold water. However, everyone saw the funny side when 2Lt arah
'Snow White' Richards, and her seven dwarfs wa lked straight through the
dawn auack. This affected people so much that Ca pts Steve Abram and
Bill Holbrook, decided to have a 'lets see how much J can carry in my
bergen party'. Afi.e r a final gruelling tab, the sections made their way to
the car park which just happened to be next to the Assault our e. There to
meet them, along with the CO, was the QMSI. Before we knew what had
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happened we had an inter-section competition. This called for a lot of
people to dig deep into their reserves. For some, even th is was not enough,
demon;tratcd v1v1dly at the Monkey Bars as they got the better of Sig
Andy 'Lillie hands' Day, who eventually had to be helped across. Afier
some very welcome hot soup and road side change. it was time to head
back to Colcrne for the pass-off parade and prize giving. This allowed the
remainder or the Regiment Lo see ig 'Sorted' eymour collect a very
well deserved prize for top student and Sig Joey Deacon, from 220 Sig
qn collect the prize for most improved student. On speaking to the top
student several students asked hi advice on how they could be top, to
which he replied 'j ust get yourself on a three month attachment at MCTC
prior to the cadre starting'!!

Sig Rut h ' Batwoman' Mackenzie just loafi n'!
RUGBY: ARMY MINOR

Sig Clare 'Hawk-eye' Blades 'Watch it mate, I'm trained to kill!'

Whose s ection is th is !?? And w ho is o n th e stretc her?
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ITS CH A 1PIO S 1999
highly succe fol sea on for the Regiment rugby team wa capped on
Wed 12 May 1999 when Sig teff Gibbs the Regimental rugby captain
lifted the Army Minor Units Cup after beating 42 urvey Royal Engineers
by 2 7 - 17. The cup run tarted in October (prior to a few of the ·stars'
being po ted), when the lad gained an excellent win against the
Petroleum ompany RL . Thi game wa won on pure piril' ith a ery
young Regimental team pulling through again t a larger and more
experienced RLC ide. December saw the side bolstered by new arrival
pl Lee Fra ncis ( rmy & ombined Services) and Cpl 'Taff' McTa\ i h
(Corps) easily o ercome HQ Land.
The quarter-final was played at Lynham against the defending
champion and firn1 favourite 29 Regt RLC. In a dower, bad tempered
game played in alrociou condition the Regiment pulled through courtc y
of a try from Sgt Tim To mkinson . The emi-linal wa played at
Hermitage home to our ·future co-finalist again l 23 Para Field
Ambulance, this wa · another game which wa not for the spectator. The
Regiment was un ettled by the commitment of the opposi tion (you only
had to see C pl Lee Frnncis' eye to ee their commitment) and could not
settle into our game plan. However. ' e ju t held n and managed to
struggle on to the final ,
o on 12 May 99 the whole squad made its wa to Aldershot. The game
plan for the final (a for every other round) heavily re oh ed around th
forward . how wrong could we get it. !though around the park our oung
forward were far more mobile than the Engineers (le a fe\\ notable
exceptions), we struggled to hold our own in the ·crum. L pl ·Rh mo·
Richardson had a bit of a bapti. m of fire oon reali ing that t11e tr.in it ion
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0~1 the repre entative front, L pis Collins and Johnson have
cont mued lo represent the Army and Corps and LC pl Miller 1s the current
Corp Goa lkeeper. There have been some outstanding pcrfo nna nces
throughout the season and the players Player of the Season award was to
LCpl Al Taylor, with LCpl John icol in second place. We ll done to
everyone in vo lved with th e l t XI.

LAN YA RD TROPHY COMPETITIO 1999
During the ~ o nth of May the Regimental Lanyard Trophy team was
d espera~e! y try111g to keep together a team that cou ld com pete in the
Com pellu o ~ . Due to aHthe Regimental comm itments which like a lot of
ot h e~ units 111cluded gett11.1g ready fo r Kosovo, the Regiment was also busy
runnmg a JNCO Cadre 111 cnnybn dge at the same time. Both of these
activi ties had member.s.of the Lanyard team in, so it wasn' t unti l the day
we lefi for the compet1t1 on that we knew who was in the team.
The team le fi fo~ apier Ba;racks with a support crew of Sgt Jackie
Herbert and Sgt Kim Castlcd111e who had us all organised for the event

with our cn.crgy drin k~ and .bananas to keep us going for the fir t pa n of
the compe~1t1on. The lirst mght, after apt Matt Graham had gi\en the
team bnct, I;-C pl !Jave Benth.arn 111fonned us that he had forgotten his
boots! Relatively important with only 40 miles tab to complete!! Lucky
for us we were in a position to brmg 111 a reserve - step forward, boots ' n
all , Sig Skelhorn.
OC 2 1.6. (AB) Sig Sqn stan ce! the race and everyone attempted to get a
good pos1t1on to cn?ss t~e busy dual carriageway a short way from the mass
stan . After about six miles, Sig teve Beal went over on his ankle, which
1mmed1ately ba llooned and looked very nasty. The choice : back to the stan,
o~ carry _on. to the n e~t check point - anything else would be instant
d1squahhcat1on. Choos111g the latter option, he \\as dropped off (gently,
m111d!) at the next check point. At Check Point 2, LCpl Paul Richardson
wa .also lost d.uc to a bad ankle, but the remaining eight Team members
cont111ued, h~p mg not to lose any more. The Team eventually arrived at the
fini sh pomt, m seventh pl ace, which was a great achievement considering
the problems encountered during the race. ext year, next year!

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE
"YOI (RSM) Al Higgins
Firstly proof that the Regimental Ops Team do know what the outside
world looks Iikc

CO

RS~

During thi period 20 Fd Sqn RE were extremely busy con tructing the
UK EF HQ complex, located at Petrovec irfield. At the same time a team
ofTeleMcchs .from 220 Sig Sqn under gt Chapman installed both Black
and Red trunk111g throughout the HQ building. This would eventually allow
the full Deployment of ISi for the UK EF taff and the correct Tempesling
of all other secure ystems throughout the HQ. However for this to happen
the SO I and its as ociated tai Is had to be relocated from the Panorama to
Petrovec .. The whole move to Petrovec was controlled by the Sqn FofS,
W02 Phil Court and the qn YofS, W02 'H' Lloyd, new arrivals from
the UK to help cany out this critical task. Consequently the move went
extremely smoothly and all major systems were available to the staff well
within our own self-imposed time scale.

Happy and Victorious - Army Minor Unit Rugby Champions 1999
from back row to prop takes a few years. However after going down in the
first half we managed to regroup and two tries from LCpl Dave Benthani
(a winger ! !!) helped us to a workmanlike victory. As with all team sports it
is the team perfom1ance which win the day however special mention
hould go to Cpl 'Bobby· Sands and Cpl 'Taff McTavish (counesy of
Regimental Ops via Macedonia), who both bad outstanding games. Thanks
bould go primarily to W02 ( M) Steve Dickson who has managed,
coached and playe.d for the side for the past few years. In a Regiment
hea' ily committed by both exercises and operation , teve ha managed to
keep the spirit and comm itment within the ide even if he felt he was
banging hi head against a brick wall much of the lime. From all the team
thank for all you have done for us Steve and the best ofluck on your future
posting as R M of Binningham UOTC. Finally thanks to all members of
the Regiment and Corps who made their way to Aldershot, your suppon
undoubtedly raised the spirits and helped the team gain the victory.
MORRJSO C P
The team lefi Coleme in the rain and arrived at Blandford, al o in the
rain - oh no! ot a repeat of last years competition?! De pite the extremely
busy activity relating to Op Agricola, the team had been able to complete at
least some limited training and arrived in buoyant mood looking forward to
a good days competition, weather pennitting. The day got off to an
ex;cellent start - the rain stopped and gt Tim Tomkinson had a resounding
' ill 111 the 400m hurdles event The team continued thi s excellent
performance throughout the day, the lowest position of any team member
during the day being third. Of course, with only three team taking pan in
the Minor Units' competition, bronze medal position was not going to be
too difficult! Special mention must go to Sig Wezley V<.-gh, ig eill
Hunter and Cpl Lee Francis for their excellent personal performances.
The competition was close all day, with only one or two points
separating fir t and third positions. The final event of the day was the 4 x
400m. rela)'. race, the team comprising both youth and experience expenence 111 the name of W02 (QM I) Gary Pither. From the pop of
the taning gun it was a one horse race, with our team racing home to an
emphatic victory over 216 (AB) ig Sqn and 210 Sig qn. Sadly, it was
not enough, with victory going to 216 (AB) Sig qn overall. The 21 Sig
Regt banner remains held high, however, congratu lations to the winners
and also to 21 ig Rcgt - be proud of ending the day in an excellent second
place - and the rain held om
FOOTBALL: 3 ( K) DIV MINOR U TT LEAGUE A DC P
H MPIO
1999 - l "&XIE D OF EA 0 REPORT
The football ea on is over and it is time to renect on another highly
ueces ful ea on for the 21 ig Regt (A ) I st XI. The Team won the 3
( K) Div First Di,ision and 3 (UK) Div Minor Units up Competition
and reached. the Quaner Finals of the Anny Minor Units Cup.
Ti:ue to his word the Boss apt Paul mith organised a pre season tour
on his home temtory, Ed111burgh. The fact that the five-day tour coincided
w1th the Edinburgh Festival and the Military Tattoo wa a mystery to most
of the team but not to the team's other two Jocks, LCpl 's tuart Johnson
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and Andy Miller who were completing their fourth and fifth Edinburgh
tours res pectively. The tour began with a con vincing S-1 win against our
hosts I KO B and the standard of football went downhill therea fter. A
combination of liquid refre hments and late nights took its toll and on the
foll owing two days we were beaten 2-1 by ATR Glencorsc and narrowly
lost 4-3 to I A and SH . A big thanks go to I KOSB fo r looking after u o
well and the Boss for organising a fantastic tour.
Having been promoted into the 3 (UK) Div First Division it was
ant icipated that it would be a hard season. It proved to be, as operational
commitments impacted upon the availabi lity of key players at critical
times, namely, LCpl Andy Miller and Sigs Kevin Mason, Ben Scott and
'Geordie' Singlewood who deployed on Ops Agricola and Palatine.
Highlights of the League programme included a 1-0 win over RSS B team
and 6-1 win against WTC within three days and the eason ended with two
matches against Anny chool of Avn and 3 (UK. ) Div ig Regt B Team on
the ame day. We kicked off at Middle Wallop al 2pm, won S-1 , drove to
Bulford and kicked off at Spm, losi ng 4-1 mainly due to tiredness. Lt was,
however, enough to clinch the League Title.
On the cup front it was again a busy season and the bigge t
disappointment was losing 4-3 away at ATR Winchester in the Quaner Final
of the Army Minor Units Cup. We did however win the 3 (UK) Div Cup
scoring 24 goals and conceding only three over four matches, beating CATC
BG LAD 2-1 in the final at Warminster. The season ended with the 3 (UK)
Div League Winners Cup Final against 14 Regt RA, the Premier League
winners. otable additions to the team are Sgt Dean Morgan RLC, LCpl 's
Joe Collins, Johnny icol, igs eil Coyle, Murray Hunter and Mick
Young. We said farewell to Cpl Cooper RLC and ig John Marlborough
and the management staff of Capt Paul Smith and Sgt 'Groucho' Marks,
both depaning on posting and unlikely to hang up their boots just yet!

21 Sig Regt (AS) Footballers winners of 'The Double 1999'
3 (UK) Div Minor Unit League and Cup Champions 1999
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The Tech Adjt, Capt James Langley, in action
coming second in the Lake Swim on Race the Sun
Capt Jame Langley was pan of the successful Regimental Team on
Race the Sun . The Regiment retained the winner 's trophy for a second
year with a 2S minute winning margin. Once again ony 2 Sig Regt, try
harder next year!

30 SIGNAL REGTh1E TON OPERATIO S
OPERATIO UPMINSTER/AGRICOLA
FROM RUMOUR TO AIRSTRIKES
All was quiet in the hangar and oflicc of 2S6 ig qn come mid
ovember 1998. The beginning of the silly season wa almo t upon the
Squadron and seasonal parties were well into the final planning stages.
The erene (ish) life was di turbecl by word from Ops that the OC, Maj
Jule SwindeUs, was to go to the Fonner Yugo lav Republic of
~acedonia (FYROM) to carry out a SAT OM recce to support
K
mterests as part of the Multi- ational Extraction Force ( EF). Before we
knew it the Boss wa back and we were plugging up the largest DCI LI
that we had ever een including I l ,
TN. CUTG , ASMA, ·2 Pt-Pt
Fax, Patron line and G2 sy tem s.
On IS December l 998 after evcral delays and the much hoped for
po sibility for Christmas and ew Year at home the 18 strong team (2+ 16)
plus VS SO I (Jasper) left for kopje and pa tures new. On arrival the
challenge was unique and very new for the whole crew. We had to get
from the APOD to the Panorama Hotel (our home for the next three
months) find a uitable location that would supply power, security and line
of sight to our primary satellite. Luck and the extreme hard work of the
crew were cenain ly on our side during the initial phase as few problem
were experienced that effected the critical system anchored by the SO I.
These first months were difficult for all member of the UK EF as
e.verything was ne\ and administration at all le el and in all 1 ays wa at
limes extremely complicated. An example was the provi ion of adequate
accommodation, supply ofpelro l (the British Army is all Die cl except for
som~ .30 ig generators) and the pro i ion of clean and afc kitchen
fac1l1ues.
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The Crew of VSC 501 Lime relax and contemplate life
alongside 4 Armd Bde
Life, a the tour progre cd, became a mix of high excitement and
methodical routine . An example was the detainment of2 I KV 1 monitors
in February. All ' ent from a quiet afiernoon one minute to the entire oy
Gp fully bombed up and ready to deploy, with our own Capt ' ick Peet to
Kumano o a UKLO to th 1~ EF Bde HQ and L pl tick Laughran a
l MAR T Op in the OC oy Gp Warrior. Anoth r example wa 22
unidentified Helicopters heading towards Pctrovec Airfield just afier the
Airstrike began (Heliborne A - ault?). The Coy Gp was deplo>ed 111
dcfc1dve position around the perimeter and all other personnel, including
the SOI crew who had sent an emergency evacuation ignal to the UK, to
the Hardened ircrn ft heltcrs {I IA ) for CO\ er. The whole episode turned
helicopters without IFF tran ponders but the reality of
out to be I
potential Operational activity in tead of Exercise play wa brought home
to all.
A the irstrike continue at the time of writing there rema111 ome
I 00+ members of the Regiment "ith 'I 0 V C SO I in theatre, man of
' hom ha e been in theatre since the first deployment on 15 Dec 9 . The
best wishes of the Regiment go to all of these men and \\Omen a they
continue on Operation gricola.
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The Crew of VSC 501 Purple relax and contemplate
cold meat and weird bread alongside the German Bde at Tetovo
ROYAL SIG ALS KlLL AT ARMS MEETING 1999
Thi has been an excellent year for the Regiment on the shooting front,
becoming the Champions at the Corp and Brigade AA 1 .

seniors to apply the pressure d irect fro m the kick off. but some re olute
juniors defence kept them at bay. An early penalty was awarded against
the lorn' for kill ing the ball, but the kick wa sent wide by Sgt Mark
Armstron_g. The j_un iors had managed to fi nd the largest. and strongc t
pack po s1ble. \\'l11ch reve ll ed m the rough and tumble o l ha rd physical
maul ing. npcrt urbed, the seniors ca lmly took control o r the game. The
defi nitely older. and maybe \ iser, heads pl ayed fo r qui ck ball . o us to
unleash the back line.
The lirst hair continued to be mai nly pre sure from the eniors. A
couple of line breaks by ig Andy Doughty could have brought tric. but
W02 ndy Ca mpbell slopped him j u t hort o f the line. Then shortly
before the halftime wh istle the enior cored their li rst try but m issed the
re ultanl con ers ion. e. t wa apt Hill with a hort bur t round the back
of the crum Lo score between the post . lnj urie were now tarting to
appear. apt Peet' right eye ba llooned (the ·1 don' t care who c ide you
are on - ju t gel away from the ball ' Adjl 's knee apparently to blame),
M 25 6' no c was heard to go, and Maj ' l ' m a teacher, plea e don 't hurt
me · Patterson ' rib wi ll never be the ame aga in . Ed, is it j ust me, or are
all the e injurie a bit one sided? After the restart the Toms tarted to put
the pres ure on and aft e r a quick penalty by LC pl Lee Hepworth and a
barn torming run down the centre managed to brin g a short spell of
pressure to the seniors line. A long kic k over the top turned the game
around and the seniors were aga in camped in the tom s half. Shortl y before
hair time the senior scored their second try unde r the post when a kick
through wa nm c leared and was cha cd down by S gt J amie Alleyne.
The re ultant conversion wa troked th rough.
The econd half started and th!! junior had a full team at last\ he n Cpl
Dean Rawlings made up the fi ftee nth man, and he made all the difTerence
with a couple of crunching tackle , and excellent run . But the tom s came
un ruck when S gt Jamie AJJeync intercepted a tray pass by LCpl M. J.
Holt, leaving the tom defence trailing and scoring under the post . The
Tom ' moment did fin ally arri e when a lineoul move led to C pl Greg
Cox c rashing over in the comer. The final score wa 3-5 in fa vour of the
seniors. A very enjoyable day was had by all and hopefully this will be the
start of an annual fixture.

The end at last! The Team
(i-R) Cpl Dhal (Piper), LCpl Kaz Burrows,
Cpl Sarah Faulconbridge, LCpl Kate Dea l, Sig Cilla Black
Sig Ruth Phillips, 2Lt Katy Taylor, SSgt Mel Crowther, '
Cpl Tracey Main, Lt Teri Downes and LCpl Ingrid Toft

Regimental Shooting Tea m 143 Bde SAAM
The Royal Signal kill At Arms Meeting was held during the period
12-16 April 1999 at A h and Pirbright Ranges. The a im of thi
competition is to as ess the standard of shooting kills within the Royal
Corp of ignals. Despite the heavy commitment to Operation Agricola, in
which all Royal Signals Units are in oh ed, a total of 19 teams took part.
Tho e units that were unable to form a team came as indi iduals.
3~ Sig Regt entered two five men teams con isling ofa Young Officer,
old1er and three other hot , and was led by Lt (QGO) Krishna Guru no.
The competition con isted of five rifle matches, a gun match and a pist~I
match .. The 30 ig Regt team yet again \\on mo t of the matches,
becoming the Corps champions for the sixth consecutive year! SSgt
ya'!'~umar _Gurung had _an excellent result; winning most of the
mdmdual pnzes and becoming the Champion at all Arm . Lt Alexander
had a succe sful tart in shooting, becoming the Be t Young Officer.
43(\ EST MJDLA D ) BRlGADE
SKILL AT ARMS MEETING 1999
The 143 (WM) Brigade SAAM was held between the period 15-16 May
1999 at Kingsbury Ranges. A total of 16 team pa11icipated and there was
a fierce baule with our opponents. mainly with I StafTords and ATR
Lichfield. However, we won all of the matches except Match 4, and
became the Brigade Champions for the third con ecutive year!
In summary, we have had an excellent year in hooting. SSgt
Yamku!l'ar and LCpl Bharat have repre. ented the Army in the
lntemallonal hooting competition in Australia. The shooting team had
the pleasure of ou~ CO, GM and other Regimental Officers witnessing the
event and providing support for the team. We are looking forward to
upholding our reputation next year.
TOFF \ TOM R GB 21 APRIL 1999
' o Sir, you' re the Rugby Officer, how do you fancy a good kicking
from the boys?' spoke Cpl Cox. ' What?' replied Capt Hill. ' Seniors and
Officers ~ the boys Rugby match ' challenged the aggressive young fool ,
little reah mg the task he wa about to acce pt. llalf hour later, with
c!earance_frof!! the_ , 0 , ' bu~ only with a pr?per ref', Cpl ox was granted
his \\ 1sh. Alright, 1t s your idea, you organise it ' . ' Oh*?* !' came the reply.
So 1t came to pass that on a sunny Wednesday afternoon ruined only by
moment~ of arctic rain torm , 30 of the Regiment 's fine 1: of all ranks and
ab1ht)', met on the field ofbaule to right wrongs and settle old scores in 80
minute~ of hard but fair rugby. ' Cox, you! !?* We ' ve both got the same
colour stnp on and no pare ball,' muttered various officers and SSMs.
' (eah. but ~\e do h?\·e a 9 x 9 and beer,' came the retort. The Regimental
h key stnl? (don t tell OC PRI) was rapidly fetched and the game
e\cntuall} kicked <;>fTat ar?und 1500 ~ours . The toms started with only 14
men and were facmg.a sllfT breeze m the first 40 minutes allowing the
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taking i~ in tu rns lo fo ll ow each oth er and were neck and neck for the first
th ird of the race .. Unfort unately, we had to drop someone at the first and
second checkpo int due to horrid, large blisters. The check po int
chanl?e?vers were ~ro fcss 1 on a l and rrrrr - ap - eeeed, with Sig Faye
·ad m~ n Wood running around with refill ed water bottl es and food. After
16 mil es we were down to a robust and determ ined team of eigh t people
therefore the pressure ~as on ev7ryo1~e to fi nish. Everyone battled on'.
figh lmg th~ ph ys 1 ~a l pam ~ nd ach111g hmbs. All were insa nely jealous of
2Lt Katy . T~gge r Ta.ylo1: s never end mg suppl y of energy - was she ever
gomg to lire_. _U nluc kily for us, one tea m member began to sufTcr greatl y
from an old IIlJUry and _had lo drop out at checkpoint three - bugger - which
was us out o f.the running for th e Trophy. During the race nearly 1:veryone
ha? ~ quiet little whmge, .except tough as o ld boots Sig Cilia ' hard as
nails Black who deter_mmcdly battled . on throughout, albeit hi gh on
Brufe n! We cro sed the lme 1n a credible lime of 12 hour 10 minutes with
two Queen's Gurkha ignal pipers from the Regiment there to ma;ch us
in and lift our spirits. Until .that is the boots came o fT. Many thanks for the
tasty Gurkha curry. ext time can we pl ease have a vegetarian mea l for
our rec_entl y promo~ed member of the team who shall not be forgotte n in
~h e wnte up this tnne, LC)>l Kate 'Congrat ' Deal. As our tea m was
mcomplete. (only seven fini shed) we were not considered in the overall
results. Thi s was mosl unfortunate as everyone in the team put in 11 0%
elTort, well done to everyone.
The winners of the Lanyard Trophy will alway be the strongest overall
tea m on the day. TIHS year 11 was not us, but j u t wait till 2000 - revenge
will be ours !!

All is forgotten with a beer after the match
Toms Team: C pl Greg Cox, Sig Rob Hall , LCpl M. J. Holt, Cpl Jase
Curley, LCpl Fred Hazza rd, Sig Baz Still, LC pl Lee Hepworth, Sig
Oscar Phillips, LCpl Al Harri , Sig And y Dou ghty, C pl Wayne
Heaton,
ig Sa nj
aojeev, Sig teve Worthington, LCpl Phil
Dransfi eld , and eventually C pl Dea n Rawlings.
Senior Team: Anyone who bothered lo tum up.
LA YARD TROPHY
30 Sig Regt entered a male and femal e Learn for the Lanyard Trophy
event which was held in the ortb Downs over the period of 5-7 May
1999. Training for the event started in February with the W02 (QMSI)
John ' Splinter' Morton planning a training programme for the months
ahead. The training consisted of two se sions per day with the morning
invariably being circuit training and a swim , followed by the evening
ses ion concentrating solely on running. The commitments for the
Squadrons and soldiers during the lead up to the Lanyard event were quite
considerable with each dcpa1iment lo ing manpower daily to the Balkans.
Fr_esh fac~s con~inued to appear on training from different departments
with soldiers bemg gently persuaded that thi s was undoubtedly the way
fon~ard . W02 ( SM) Mile ' I am not leaving until you give me your
soldiers' Webb crui ed the camp pouncing on individua ls who he felt
could do the job.

L DIESTEAM
Aller having trained hard for a couple of months under the direction of
LCpl Kaz ' tabbing queen ' Burrows, 30 Signal Regiment fema le Ladies
team led by Lt Teri 'determined to win ' Downes recruited a few extras al
the last minute, including Cpl Sarah 'gwa' Fa lcon bridge and LCpl Ingrid
'Tech' Toft. We arrived at Folkestonc and were molhcrcd by o ur fantastic
Admin team which comprised of W02 (QMSI) ' wahili' Morton and Cpl
' zinc foot tape expert' Howe and ig Faye Wood . The food and drink was
'sorted ', feel zi nccd up and the energy level topped up all ready to rock ·n'
roll. After an early start, W02 Mel ' banana on toast for breakfast again '
Crowther and Cpl Tracey 'happy smi ley' Main were keen to get on with it.
There was ju l enough time for a quick team pee stop behind some bush
before the massed start - wish someone had had a camera.
With the massed start the idea was to get in front of the other female
teams - this we managed, but only just, ig Ruth 'second timer' Phillips
was keeping a close eye on the opposition. The regular Ladic teams were
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MALETEAM
SSgt 'Doc ' Don ' t top me now' Halliday and Sgt Des ' o distance is
far enough' Holroyd both pulled the team together and continually
worked to improve the team. C pl Rob 'Work harder ' Howe took the team
away on training week to the Downs, Brecon Beacon and hills around
Shrewsbury. All this training was progre sive, tarting with light bergen
and progressing to no more than 30lbs. The Lanyard Team al o decided
that they needed to go away to compete in the ijmegen qualifying
marches at RAF Ben on over the weekend of 24/25 April 1999. The 25
miles covered each day certainly hardened a few feet!! Lt ' Kangaroo
Bruce' Lee arrived into 258 ig Sqn only to be a ked ,. hat hi BFT time
was. 20 mins later he was in the Gymna ium training for the Lanyard
Trophy.
The Officer Corp were al o substantially boosted by the team captain
Ca pt Rich ' lronman' Carter and Capt Harvey ' landed gentry' Woods.
All three Officers not on ly helped towards the construction of the team but
also provided the team with considerable morale (especially\ hen Capt
Woods brought his lippers to the RAF Ben on marche weekend)!! ig
·Calm and collected ' 1ackay and Sig ' Wobbly' Lucas won the record for
training se sion attendance.
The administration team, consisting of W02 ( SM) Miles Webb, Sgt
Phil ' miler ' Joyce and Cpl ' Taff' Lean bought t' o Tesco trolley loads
of Energy foods and drinks for the event. Recces were carried out on three
occasions before the race to time checkpoint-to-checkpoint route and spot
lhe be t pitches for administration stalls. Eventually, all wa in place and
the team set olT for apier Barracks. Thate ening in the accommodation
the atmosphe re was tense with the whole team concentrati ng on the race
ahead . individual drink were mixed and food stocks were fi lled into
re pective bergens and pouches. The three Gurkha , oldiers, ig 'smile
lorever' Deepak, ig ' Guinnes ' Ganesh and Sig· ig" 1111 shO\ cd their
profe ionn lism in remai nin g coo l and preparing well. This preparation
proved to be well worth it in the following hours. The start of the event
took place E of Maidstone in the Kent County howground. finishing at
St Martins Plain in Folkestone, a di tancc of 40 mile . Throughout the
preparation, 216 (Para) Sig qn looked poi ed and confident with 249 ig
qn and 15 ig Regl equally keen. The start was a mass race around the
show-ground with 2 16 and 249 pushing forward. 30 ig Regt \ anted a
fas_l start and managed to mo e out of 1he howground with the e two
u111t . From the start to the li ni sh, 30 ig Regt, along with 216 and 249
baulcd against each other, 216 and 249 ke1.:ping the lead with 30 igs
fo ll ow ing closely. The determination and guts produced during the event
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by the team was a privilege lo watch. Each indi\ idua l pu hcd their team
members. on when they them elves fe lt strong resulting 111 the team
mamtammg a lead with 2 16 and 249.

The final hill
30 _Sig Regt forced marched up the hill to the sound of the two Gurkha
Bagpipers _who then_led them through the fini sh, where a ilver service
lun e ~ awaited. ~ O Sig Regt fini shed in 3rd position with a lime of 9hrs
20mms, approximately 30 mins behind the winning team . The next team
to fi msh after 30 Sig Regt we re over one hour behind. This was a fanta tic
result: Well done to all.

The Team
Rear Row (L-R): Sgt Des Holroyd, Lt Bruce Lea Aus Signa ls,
Capt Harvey Woods and Sig McKay
~ront Row(L-R): ~apt Rich Carte r, S ig Deepak, SSgt Halliday,
S ig Ganesh and Sig Na l. Pipers Cpl Dhal (Left) and Sgt Mangal
RAF BE SON MARCHES 24-25 APRIL 1999
by W02 (SSM) Miles Webb
Members of 30 Sig Regl entered a marching team for the RAF Ben on
mare.hes. These marches were the qualifying marche for ijmegen in July
ofth1s year. 14 old1ers travelled down oa the weekend of the 24-25 April
1999 to take part. \ 02 (SSM) 'Motivator' Miles Webb persuaded the
Regimen~ that thi would be a fun weekend , sub equently name came
noodmg 111. The final briefing on the day before brought the reality home
to one and all and the volunteers were left with no illu ions about the e\ent
that they had lo undertake. The Marche required 12 soldiers Lo march a
marathon (25 Mi le ) each day carrying I Okg. The evening of our arrival
aw everyone preparing their feet and sorting out their admi n for the two
day ahead. Capt Harvey ' moki ng Jacket' Woods. never one lo be
outdone. unpacked his tippers. 1eedless to say, W02 ( M) liles
Webb walked into the
AF I towards the end of the evening and asked
the who le . Fl if omeone had lost their lipp1.:r . Time for a harp
exit! ! Both girls\ ho took part, LCpl Caz ·Whippet ' Burrows and io
Cilia 'dont stop me now' Black marched both day without even ~
mumrnr of pain. Cpl Jase ' horty' Curley and gt Phil · mooth' Joyce
amused e eryone each day cracking joke until the 18 mile point when
suddenly the bli ters kicked in and the joke topped. gt Des ·iron tan·
Hoh"oyd spent most of the day reminding u all e\ ery five mile that we
had only 5km to go; thi went on each day even when the finish came into
ight. The team put in an excellent two day marching. a hieving the
faste t time of any team on the ·econd day. 30 ig Regt ha've n \\ qualified
for ijmcgen and are looking fonvard to participating in the e\ent itself in
July 1999.
250 G RKHA JG AL Q ADRON
OC
1aj Richard Wilson
W02 ( SM) Chandra
S M
THE HIGH LIFE
APER 0
L IE\ OFTHELO G ' EP LI

0

R E

b1' Lt Mark Davis
· As a proud member of the Queen' Gurkha , ignab I am eligible for one
of the mot well located cour·e in the Briti, h m1). amcl) the epali
L?ng Lan~~iage Course, run for young Onicer ' 111 the tranquil surrounding
of the Bnush Gurkha Camp Pokhara, epal. The camp i:, a tl1ro\\back
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th· d.1,, of the Raj. "ith "hllc clud onkrlic bringing <tars b, rs on
th 'r tr.1 , · fca. in 1 111all silYcr 1<:a1 ot. would appear b) your bed each
m )ffitn~ to \\cl omc ·ou into the nc\\ do . It t ok me slightly under two
\\ ''l..s to master enough f the language to explain that I didn't actually
ltl..c tea. It \\Us a further \le k before I \\3 ' believed, a. all members of the
Brim;h Arm mu t like tea as far as they were concerned.
The course wa split into two pan ·; the main !cs.on ba ·cd language part
and the three" eek, unfortunat I) obligatory. welfare trek. The cours was
qutte intensive\\ ith \OCab, numbers and cpali lctl;;rs to be learnt each
night. The "ritten language wa the most painful to learn, luck ii our
in·tructor wa a firn1 believer in learning through uffering. Once we had
pa ·ed the 'My name i ' Lage we progre . ed unevenly for two happy
months in Pokhara. The nightlife was ba ed around the local tourist area
be ide the lake. On e firmly en conced with an ice cold beer, we ' ould try
10 impre s female touri t by chatting to the waiters and bam1en in 'epali.
The). the waiters and barmen, generally were very understanding in our
auempt at their language, and happily taught u the rude slang our
in tructors eem to haYe omi tted from the course.
After completing the course we were all dispatched to check on the
pending of Briti h Aid money about the country. I opted to go ea t. near
Ham. and ha\ ing been is ued three porters I et off for the be t part of three
"eeks. I gained a great in ight into the hill lifo. gain ing a healthy respect
for the farmers who backed a living out of the tcep 3,000m foothills. I
al o learnt to be high! wary of local bu e and the fe, roads which wind
into the hill . The roads fall away regularly and the bus generally
eemed to rel) more on prayer than maintenance. Three weeks of two
meal of curry. a day later I returned to the capital Kathmandu for last
minute hopping and impres ing tourists before getting onto a plane for
the UK. eedless to say it wa bucketing it down when I landed, the first
rain I had een for three month', life can be bard!
fr,1111

THE 1999 SYD EY T RAIL ALKER
by Lt Dhanbahadur Gurung
Trailwalker began in Hong Kong in 1981 as a military exerci e run by
the Queen's Gurkha ignal , and wa opened to the public in 1985 to raise
money for charity. Eighteen years later Trai lwalker ha become a major
international even t that attracts thou and of participant each year. To
date Trailwalker ha rai ed over I 0 million pounds for different charitie
and is held annually in Hong Kong and the UK. 1999 aw Australia's first
Trailwalker held in Sydney from 28 - 30 May. Commun ity Aid Abroad
(CAA) Au tralia, with the upport of the Australian Army organi ed the
ydney Trail walker, and an e ti mated I 00 teams of four people competed
O\er a I OOkm trail, to be completed within 48 hours. The event took place
along the Great orth Walk in the northern suburbs of Sydney, traversing
one of Sydney' most -cenic and beautiful walking tracks .
On 22 May, on the invitation of the AA, six soldiers from 250 Gurkha
ig qn flew lo ydney to compete in the first Austral ian Trailwa lker. Jn
it's eighteen years history, Trailwalker has been won by a team other than
the teams from the Brigade of Gurkhas on only one occasion, so we were
not urpri ed when the press and the TV media followed us before and
during the race.

Sydney Trailwalker Start Point
(L-R): Sig Hari, Sig Bharat, LCpl Tirtha and Sig Oeepak
flavour to our R&R. It was wonderful lo win and achieve our aim, and it
was also an oppo11Unity of a lifetime to go and visit Sydney. As with all
good thing the end come pretty quickly and with this there was no
exception. o with proud feeling and overwhe lmin g contentment we flew
back to the UK on 2 June 1999.

Swanage wa not to l;>c taken lightly. ~s thi: Exercise has been running for
15 years the preparation and organisation need has been streamlined. With
one minibus, one OAF and a Chef~ the workers left the Barracks on
unday 23 May 1999. The OAF driven by Cp l 'Mac' McMullen left
some 2)1 hours prior to the minibus. Under the careful navigation of Pte
'fllacky' Blackmore, the Chef, they arrived some 30 minutes after the
minibus after sightseeing tours of Bath and Poole.
The group arrived to find a hard standing which would be home for the
next week. The tents were erected next to a large warehouse that contained
one shower, two toilets and three di mantled steam locomotives. With the
hefback at his trade setting up the kitchen, Capt Grierson, Cpl Mandy
Nolan and pl Tracy· o! I really am a oldier' Main, were shown the
tasks in band . The e were to trim a large area around Herston Halt (which
is being dedicated to the orps on 12 June), to rebuild the main fence
around the main station in Swanage and build a new comms shed next to
the warehouse. Monday morning saw the groups start working. Cpl Pete
'Man Utd forever' medley, ig Johnny Devine and Sig ' cotty '
Chamberlain were put to work levelling the ground ready for the
prefabricated shed. Cpl 'Mac' McMullen and ig 'Robbo' Robinson set
about strimming and the rest of us started to strip the existing fence. After
a few hard days grail, the toll was beginning to show. early all the group
volunteered to remain in on Tuesday Night and guard the admin area.
After the European Cup Final on Wednesday there was till a large amount
of work left lo be done. With a few sore heads and blurry eyes the work
continued on Thursday. By the close of play we had finished the
strimming and the Shed. The fence had been fully erected and only
required tJ)e top coat of paint to be applied.

ICTORTROOP
As our imminent deployment to Macedonia approaches, V Tp is in a
frenzy of courses, leave and preparation. With over half the troop on lea\'e
at any one time, the only time everyone comes together i for troop
function . That aid, V Tp has had a good month on the who le, despite
mall numbers in the quadron. The Tp OC has recently returned from
three months in epa l, and LCpl Dhir has successfully completed PCompany. The Tp 0 • Cpl Anjan and Sig Lalit all took part in the
Regimental hooting Team, beating all comers al the Brigade AAM . On
the Exercise side V Tp ran it own Exerci e to train our DE/DLs in the
R. Other Exercises in the pipeline are either aimed at
basics of
deployment or for Trailwalker, another rapidly approaching Squadron
responsibility. A V Tp barbecue on the wet evening of the 29 of May
rounded off a generally hectic month.
256 SIG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
laj Jules Swindells
W02 (SSM) Steve Lockwood
SSM
EXER CISE TOPHAM HATT
Ex Topham Hatt saw 11 members or the Regiment deploy to Swanage
as part of the on going Corp upport to the wanage Steam Railway. 30
ig Regt was the first Unit to undertake Ex Topham Hau in 1984, and has
been the last Unit to work on the Railway prior to the 15th Anniversary of
Corps involvement, on 12 June 1999.

Cpl 'Mac' McMullen and Cpl S teve Nelson on panbash again
Friday aw the clean up and return to Barracks. The Exerci e ' as a
great success and everyone was plea ed with their achievements. It proved
to be an ideal opportunity for the J COs to practice leadership kill
outside the normal military environment, \ hil t helping the local
community.
258 SIG AL QUADRON
Sqn Comd
Capt Harvey Woods
S M
W02 (SSM) M. A. Webb
QUADR O NEWS
258 Sig Sqn ha been a hectic as ever in recent months, but who hasn't
in this Corps of ours? If the Prime Mini ter i look mg for proof that the
Armed Force are heav ily committed, I suggesi that he might want to
begin by looking at the co111mitment being juggled around in the
quaclron Operations room. Fortunately, W02 (YofS) ~ i m 'Continuity
Man' K night ha been on hand throughout to orgam e the multiple
exercises and operations that have been thrown our way, wbt~e the
Operation Officer, Capt Rich a rd Ca rter , has been off swannmg at
Headquarters 11 ig Bde. Progress with our new role a Joint Task ~orce
Headquarters (JTFHQ) igna l quadron ha been low !;>ut steady, with at
least one major exercise with the ta ff to confirm that thmg_ are defintt~ly
moving in the right direction. There arc certain to be operauon happening
in the near future tJ1at will test u for real. In among l all of1h1 orgam ed
chaos, the quadron ha till had time to win mo t of the Regimental interSquadron competitions and get four students in tJ1e top five on the
Commanding Officer's J
O' Cadre our e. The e are but a few of the
impres ive achievements that confinn 25 Sig qn · po it ion as the self
profe sed best in the Regiment.
A major event in HQ had been the departure of M aj George Odling
and L ouise, off out of the Army and on to pa ture. new. The quadron btd
you a fond farewell and thank you for all of the groundwork that you ha e
laid in getting the new-look JTFHQ ignal quadron off the ground.
Temporarily tak ing over as O
qn i Capt H a r vey Woo_d s, w~o l~ould
be able to bluff his way through to the autumn until the am al ot 1aJ J oe
Coop er.

Th e Life of a S t a r - A Med ia P h oto ca ll
(l-R): Lt Oh an, LCp l Tirtha, Sig Ha ri, S ig Oeepak,
S ig Bha rat and S gt Ek
Our team trategy was to run everyth ing - uphills, the downhills, the
flats - and top no longer than two minutes at each checkpoint, and it
worked, as 11 bas worked on many occasions in the past. Our team
completed the I OOkm trail in I Sbrs 5mi n, and finished 3hr 51 min ahead
of the second team (The Berowra Bush Run ners) winning the first
Au tralian Trailwalker in great style.
The following day we found ourselves on 1he national TV, and uddenly
we had become celebrities overnight. The tea m consisted of the fo ll owing:
Lt Oha n G urun g
- Team Officer/Reserve
- Team 21C/Reserve
gt E k Pun
LCpl Ti rth a Ra i
ig H arl Limbu
ig Bba ratmani Limbu
ig Deepak Rai
A three days R&R followed next, so it was now to explore Sydney, and
perhaps more than anything to take the time to have the few beers that we
had . o longed for before the race. A visit to the Darling Harbour, Bondi
Beach, The Opera House, The Harbour Bridge, Toronga Zoo, and finally
'tstts to the Exotic restaurants and clubs in King's ross added extra
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It's my train a nd I want to play with it
With the majority of the Sqn out in the Balkan the prob lem of keeping
the rear party busy is a challenge. After a day of persuas ion by C pl teve
' Red Head Metalsmi th' elson and W02 Fr a nk Roberts (222 ig Sqn,
Topham I latt Liai on Officer), C apt Mike 'Ch ippy' G rierson was
convinced that the chance of deployi ng ten members of the quadron to
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ORE
EXER C I E Z IRC O I M ME RCU RY/JO
15-2 1 1ay 1999
.
. Mid~May wa a typically bu y time for the quadron,_ with Ex
Z1rcon1u 111 Mercury and a JOC operationa l lnal taking place
simultaneous ly. Delta Tp thought that they had the be l part of the dea l and
were all looki ng fon ard to running a Joint Task Force HQ (JTFll Q)
exerci e in outh frica. loser to the 1i111e and plan started to change
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drasttcally, due to a lack of RAF aircraft. outh Africa becam1: France,
which became Carlisle, which became .... Longmoor Training amp!
Foxtrot Tp meanwhile were tasked with tnalling JO s, the very lat~"Sl IT
equipment, and making it work over everything from HF and atcom to
digital telephone line and Ptarmigan. Unfortunately, Foxtrot Tp' location
for the exercise was even less glamorous ... Hangar 2, Bramcote!
Delta Tp 's first challenge was to get to grips with the brand-spanktng
new tentage provided by MOD Pie. After an intensive two days tent
training under the watchful eye of 'the civvy' from the tent company, 1be
' fleet' of trucks was packed and we were ready to go. Upon arriving at
Longmoor, tentage was again the first priority. Thanks to the troop from
23 Pioneer Regiment, proudly led by gt Langridge, the tents did not
present many problems. On the unday mommg, the Troop were brought
back to reality by a 'gentle jog' around Longmoor Training Area, directed
by W02 (SSM) Miles 'More PT' Webb. It was then back to the camp for
final titivation and preparation before the JFHQ Staff Officers arrived.
It wasn't all tents, tents, and teats though and comm played its part too.
The I MARSAT and TRC 522 crews did a good job. but the hardest
workers of all were those involved in making the JOCs work in the HQ.
Cpl Voyse in particular earned bis pay over those few days. The exercise
also gave us an opportunity to trial the late t 'Gucci' HF kit, the Racal
Adaptive Communications Equipment (RA E). Two suited civ ies turned
up from Racal to bow how it was done and LCpl 'big boy· He pworth
and his motley crew did the rest. eedless lo say, we can't wait to get the
kit for real and no-one was too happy about having to give it back at
Endex.
eedless to say, the JFHQ Slaff were very happy with what they had
seen on the exercise and both us and them developed a better mutual
understanding as the days went by. As is traditional. the exercise was
rounded off with a barbecue and bar (guarded and served by Sgt Jill
MacKay and gt Pete Crawford). Free beers and a briefpau e in the rain
made for an excellent evening. Meanwhile, back in Hangar 2, Foxtrot Tp
had been hard at work getting to grips with the nitty-gritty of JOCs. The
boffins from EDS achieved all that they were hoping for and all appeared
to go smoothly under the expert direction ofSSgt P a ul 'Admin' Boug bey
and hi team of top communicators, including ig 'Bonnie' La ngford.
There must be more to say about the Exercise, but in the absence of a ny
Wire notes, that'll have to do.
EXERCISE ARD 0
CYG ET - 18-30 April 1999
by LCpls Kate Deal and Dave Kyle
Ex Arduous Cygnet was the Commanding Officer' J CO's Cadre
Course nm at Beckingham Camp and Proteus Training Area between I 30 April. -After weeks of intense preparation (!) we arrived on the parade
quare, 23 of the most high ly tuned and motivated o ldiers that the
Regiment could muster. The first week was mostly classroom work
con isting of various lessons such a first aid, map reading, BC, BITS (lo
name but a few) and, of course, PT. What would a cadre course be without
an hour of PT at 0600 hrs every morning with an over enthu iastic PTL
Sig 'I don't know the meaning of heavy breathing' Hari.
A fier a week in the cla sroom boning our field-craft skill , we deployed
to our fie ld location to put it all into practice. The field exercise took place
at Proteus Training Area near Man field and gave each of us the chance to
put into practice our leadership kill . Each of the ta ks we were gi,en led
us to the final a sault. Things didn't go entirely according to plan due to a
severe breakdown in commun ications, but then ' e are in the Royal Corps
of ignals after all. Ju l when we thought it was all over we noticed the
ominou figure of the W02 (Q 1 I) Morton and hi gym ta ff standing
by three stretchers laden with full Jerry cans. We were promised that thi
would be the last exerci e before returning to camp a nd enjoying a well
earned beer. For once the OS were right.
The two week course le ted e eryone' abilitie . ll was certainly tough,
especially when the sleep deprivations et in, but everyone succe fully
completed the course and two ofu are now\ earing tape becau e of it, o
it mu t have been worth it!!
DELTA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Teri Downes
Tp gt
gts G ill M ackay and Caz Middleton
Operation have taken their toll on Delta Tp with almo l e\eryone
being on Op Pa latine, Spearhead R I, TFHQ R I. or whatever el e they
throw at us! o apart from Ex Zirconium Mercury, we haven't really had
time for much el e. There has howe er been time for a promotion recently,
with congratulations going to LC pl Dave Kyle, who came equal top on
the Regimental Cadre ourse. Congratulation al o to Sig Bridger on the
birth of her baby - hope to see you back oon. The Troop ha to make room
for more beers as we ay goodbye to gt Ken Barke r, ig
teH
' peedy' O ' Rourke and Ju stin 'Horse' Fortner and 'Mrs' Leach (and
James). We wou ld also like to ' um off the fol low ing: ig ' 1idge'
Phillips. 'Beaker' G riffith , 'Course·'
limpson and Richard
May bank. Arrival's crate are no\\ du .
ECHO TROOP
Tp omd
L t George Alexander
Tp gt
gt 'Doc' Hallida y
.
We , oul d j ust like to .ay our u ual h ·Ho and goodbyes. F1rstl , hello
and goodbye to Lt 'Bruce' Lee, who bas ju t joined u from Australia for
four month on Ex Long Look and who will probably be back Down
Under by the ti me this rcache print. He llo al o to gt I Barker. "ho ha
ju t been posted in fro m 94 ig qn (Wi nd or). and to ig Paul Burns,
, ho joins u from Blandford. We al o ·adly sa goodbye to gt lark
Reeves, LC pl Roy Con stable and ig Lee tuchbU f)'. "ho nr.: all off to
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cin) street. Congrn1ulu11on to ig Georg<' Chandler and Emma and
aLo to ig a' Williams and ally, who have be.:n or are ju t about to be
married. It has been a busy and active time for the troop recently, with
most ofu on dutie or 'pearhead RI commitmem ·. Life in the Troop i
othem i ·e prett) nonnal, \\'ith everyone trying to get a much sport in as
po s1blc and ·ome weirdoes e\en volunteering for Trailwalkcr. However,
"ith a Binningham UOTC Exerci e l'1d al o a Tro p ad enture training
''eek in De,on forthcoming, it sltoukh1 1 be all work and no play.
FOXTROT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Katy Taylor
Tp gt
gt Pau l Boughcy
We ·a • farewell to the following: pl arah Fau lconbridge to I 5 ig
Regt, pl Wa}ne Hunt off to 35 'ig Regt, LCp l tevie Binks to 8 Inf
Bde. LCpl John \ ozniak to 7 rmd Bde, and Sigs Frankie Eversfield,
William Ferguson and Rober t \ ard off to Civvy trcet. Also, a warm
wdcomc to the following: gt t u Fidler, pl Curley and LCpl Lind ey
Parton. Final!). ongratulations to Kate Deal on finding the lucky dip bag
with the rripe in it.
It' been a bu y few month for Foxtrot Tp (AKA Guard Tp). II not all
been dutie though as the Troop ha been bu y with JTFHQ and other
exerci e , the JOC ORE to name but one. The Troop has also recently had
a day out in York on which everybody had a fabulou day vi iting tl1e
museum and place oflocal intere t (ha ha). \ ell done to tho e members
of the Troop who participated in the Lanyard Trophy. Race the un,
Regimental A1hle1ic and 1he Morri on Cup.

the delight of the TM, the RSM and the P I as their children were doing
their ' Robin Hood' bit.
W02 ( M) Chrissie Stanton , Sgt Martin Oliver, Cpl Beck
Strickland and indeed all the team from the Squadron deserve a mas i\e
pat on the back for the excellent way they handled both themselves and the
guests on the day, well done. The prizes were evenly split between the
Regimental As ociation, the Worshipful Company of lnnholdcrs and 1he
Regt. Fortunately though the ''inning team was RHQ (mainly due to the
contributions made by Lynne, Kay and Pamela - the better halve of the
TM, RSM and SSgt Bruce respectively!) Well done to everyone for a very
successful day, especially
gt Bruce for his excellent organi ation. We
now look forward tu next year's event.

The Troop Commander after a hard swim on Race the Sun
On a final note, congratu lations to LCpl Pau l Howard and Cpl Sarah
Faulconbridge on their Engagement.

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
REG! tE. 'TAL HEADQ ARTERS- OUTHFIELD
CO
Lt Col Li nda Harrison TD
R 1
WO! (RSM) John Gibson
The Regiment has been kepi exceptionally bu y over the last couple of
month with a Royal Visit, two Executive tretch exerci es, Range Days,
trade training. port competitions and social events.
HELLO AND GOODBYES
Good luck to LCpl Mick Taylo r and Emma who have moved onto
pasture new al 249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn. Welcome to LCpl Dave Wynne
traight in from 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, who takes over a CO'
driver. LCpl ·GP ' Wynne certainly had an interesting first two weeks
na,igating around London. It is still a mystery to RHQ how he ended up at
Heathrow when trying to find the CO's house i11 Twickenham!! Farewell
to
gt Roy Mes enger who moves to 2 ig Regt. Although the move
north may temporarily locate him closer to his wife in Carlisle, the
'y tern· has ensured that thi is only temporary as he deploys to the
Falklands next month - good luck & enjoy!! Welcome to his replacement
Sgt Alfie Kirkha m fresh from 14 Sig Regt (EW), we hope you settle
quickly and enjoy your tour.
1 YOR OF WAND WORT H'S DI ING 0 T
Throughout her time in office C ll r Prof Eliza beth Howlett, the Mayor
of Wandsworth has provided tremendous support lo the Regiment.
Therefore it was considered only right and proper that a delegation should
be sen1 to her dining out - oh no not another posh dinner] The CO, Trg
Maj, .Adjt and RSM all donned their Mess Kits and spent a very enjoyable
evemng at Wandsworth Town Hall One custom tl1a1 the Mayor
re urrccted was that of the 'Loving Cup'. A large gold cup is passed
around the room with each diner drinking from it before passi ng it on with
great amounts of pomp and ceremony.

Adjt and Trg Maj demonstrating the Passing of the Loving Cup!
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ROYAL ISIT - HRH THE DUCHESS OF GLOUCESTER
On Tuesday 25 May 1999 RRH The Duchess of G loucester vi itcd the
Regiment at Kensington Town Hall. The occasion was the 200th
Anniversary of the Presentation of Colours to the Kensington Volunteers,
the only surviving element of which is 41 (Prince Loui e' Kensington)
ignal quadron. A total of 200 guests attended including GOC
LONDJST, Maj Gen Spracklin g, Maj Gen Stokoe, B rig H ughes, a
well as erving and ex members of the Regiment and councillors from the
Borough of Kensington. The original Colours were presented by the then
Duchess of Gloucester in 1799, so it was only fitting tlrnt 200 years later it
was the current Duche s of Gloucester who came a the guest of honour.
There was an exceptionally good turn out from the Regiment. Particular
mention goes to LCpl La urel Allot, C pl Man ns, Sig FarquarsonRo berts, Sig ·cs· Coleman-Brown, Cp l Simon May, Sig Scott Fisher
who all performed brilliantly as Pikemen. Well done 10 W02 (AQMS)
And re Scrivener who somehow managed to make his way through the
crowds to shoot a Regimental video of the occa ion. The evening wa a
1remendous success with many old acquaintances renewed and numerou
tales told. With the formalities completed at Kensington Town Hall it was
time to adjourn to Mercury Hou e for supper and a couple of relaxing jars
of well earned ale. These were certainly enjoyed by the Adjt, Capt Mel
Rayner, who had spent most of the evening at Kensington Town Hall
trying not to fly at 30,000 fl whilst organising more than her fair share of
senior officers!
ROYAL SIG ALS ORIE TEERING CHAMPIO SHIPS
29/30 MAY 1999
Who in their right mind arranges the Corps Orienteering
Championships to take place on a Bank Holiday weekend in deepe t
darkest Wales?!!! Equally, who in their right mind actually goes!! Well ix
members of 31 Sig Regt (V) braved the bank holiday traffic to fight their
way out of London and drive the entire length of the M4. As competition
time arrived on Saturday the heavens opened, the 1hunder and lightning
started and all competitors knew it was going to be a very wet and soggy
aflcrnoon. The 31 Sig Regt (V) female learn comprised Ca pt Mel Rayner,
Ca pt Sarah Streete, Lt Lind a Davies and C pl Becks Strickl a nd . By the
end of Day One all were soaking wet, but this seemed irrelevant when they
were enjoying a 44min lead over their nearest rivals. Sigs C hris Cox and
C hris Ha nlon both competed as individua ls on Day One. Both wou ld like
to thank the Regimental Orienteering Rep, SSgt eil 'Snake Hips' Fisher
for entering them on the longest course again!! All competitors managed
to dry out in time for the evening activities. The girls cha llenged some of
the 16 Sig Regt male team to 10 pin bowling - anoU1er reso unding
success!! Gentlemen - despite your protestations of cheating, we didn't
need to, you were beaten fair and square - twice! Well done Lt L inda
'Au sic' Davies who scored a staggering I 54 points! Back to the
orienteering. Day Two aw the teams competing in the Relay. An excellent
nm by the Ladies Team saw them increase their lead and win the overall
team competition by over an hour. The fi nal tota l was two trophies and 1en
medals between the four m~mbers of the team!! Well done to Ca pt ara h
treete for becoming the Corps Ladies Champion (and managing to beat
all the TA men on her course as we ll !!) ongratulations to Lt Lin da
Davies for winning the D Course and to C pl Becks Str ickl a nd for coming
second on it. The weekend was a tremendous success, great fun and very
well organised by 14 ig Regt (EW) - I guess we can ' t blame them for
their location!!
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Capt Sarah Streete with her clutch of trophies as the 1999
Royal Corps of Signals Ladies Orienteering Champion
MAYOR MAKI G DI
ER
It is a Regimental traditional that following the local Mayoral Elections
a dinner is held in Southfields TA for all the new Mayors of the boroughs
in which the quadrons are based. Thi year's Mayor Making Dinner took
place on Thursday 3 June 1999. The field officers paraded in 1heir Mess
Kit and the Mayors in their formal attire ensuring that the event was a
colourful and formal affair.
HEADQ ARTERS SQUADRO - SO THFIELDS TAC
qn omd
Maj J ulian Carmichael
SM
W02 ( M) Chris ie Stanton
QUADRO
EWS
The Squadron life continues to hurtle along at the hectic pace dictated
by the Forecast of Even ts. A number of new faces have turned up recently,
mainly as a re ult of SDR. So welcome to all those unfortunate people
whose units are closing down, we hope that you ettle in quickly to your
new home in HQ qn.
FAREWELLS
It is wilh great regret that the Squadron say farewell to Sgt 'Taz'
Campbell who ha decided to leave the TA. Ta nya will be missed by all
the quadron and indeed the Regiment. All who worked with this very
capable S CO will know how much of a plea ure it was to do o. II
ranks wi h Tanya and Mike all the very best for the future and hope to see
you both at some of 1he socia l events.
THE REGIME T V THE WO RSHIPFUL COMPA Y OF
IN HOLDERS SHOOTI G COMPETITIO - 8 MAY 1999
The Shooting Competition is an annual event' hich took place thi year
at both Sisley and Ash Ranges. The lnnholders are the Regiment'
sponsoring Livery Company and clo e tic. and good friendship have
developed between the two organi ation . The hooting is just one of
many annual joint ventures.
The day began early for the oldiers of HQ qn who were ta ked 10
assist their P I, gt Cra ig Bruce BEM. He had been picked from a cast
of thousands as the event organiser - well done tam After a guided tour
of Southern England the quadron arrived at Bis Icy (we could say ' e got
lo t but that was left to the new CO's driver, time on recce eldom wa ted
LCpl Wynn e?).
At Bi ley 1he P I had a few nervou moment trying to track down one
of the civilians who was running one of the ranges. However, a i ted by
2Lt Paul Uk1)ll i the problem was rectifi d without anyone knowing (well
alma t) . The three ranges taking part were a 7.62mm civilian ~angc run by
a member of the Bi Icy hooiing lub, an archery range, agam run by the
club, a shotgu n range, expe1t ly run by the QM, Maj Ken C la r k and 1he
QM(V), Ca pt F red outh ey and an LSW range run by the
. 1 HQ,
W02 (S M) C hrissie Stanton. All range were run toially profes tonally,
well done to all concerned. Vital to 1he uccess of the weekend were the
effort of LC pl ' Am a Londoner ain't I' Ford and hi side kick LCpl 'do
you want some gear' Mackay. They were 1a ked with the job ofe~ uring
that the children who took part in the children's archery shoot requ ired no
first aid. These two J COs succe sfully achieved their mi ion much 10
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SSgt Craig Bruce BE M taking the Archery very seriously!
THE FLOR LO DON MA RATHO 1999
Three of outhfields' fine t took part in the London Marathon. They
were W02 (FofS) Bob Wy mer, running for the ·Anthony olan · Appeal,
SSgt. Craig Bruce BEM and Sgt 'Taz' Ca mpbell running for the 'Find
Your Feet' Charil)'. After month of training, the Troop were uitably
ready for the challenge ahead. ln the build up 10 1he e ent as much time
was taken to rai e money for the respective charitie a it was to physically
train for the di lance! Incidentally, the runners would like to thank
everyone who donated their ·hard earned ash' for the variou good
causes. The runners all started from diflercnt location and 'mingled' in
with the thou and of other hopeful runners. The atmosphere wa uperb.
There was a plan to meet up on route but it ne er happened due 10 the ma
of people taking part on the day. All three runners enjoyed the run.
unfortunately SSgt Bruce picked up an injury at the I 5 mile point but
managed to soldier in a painful 4 hours 30 minute , rai ing £600. \ 02
(FofS) Wy mer ran an excellent 3 hours and 27 minute and rai ed a
uperb £I 000 for hi charity and Tanya comple1ed the marathon in 4 hour
47 minutes and also raised £500.
REGIME TAL R GBY - 31 SIG REGT (V)
Two months ago the CO~ as challenged by 0 47 ig qn to a game of
Rugby. Apparently the match had been a permanent fixture in the
Regimental Calendar up until a few years ago. The CO a keen Rugb
fanatic (although obviou ly doe not take the sport eriou I . a~ he
supports Wale ) immediately agreed to the game and pa sed it O\Cr 10 the
RQM , W0 2 George offin . Having been given lhe ta k. the RQ f and
SSgt Roy Smith et about 1rying to find 'olun1ecr.; for the e' ent. Aner
much trawling and arm twisting, 20 fine young-blooded men were found
to take up the cl13llcngc. A full weekend of training \\a. decided upon.
However 1he date cho,en was al o one of the man} Trade Trn1mng
weekend 1hat the 1roop love to ancnd. or arc told that they would lo\ e to
attend. Un fortunately the training had to be cancelled, becau e \\hen 1he
'squad' arrived of the seven ''ho turned up. one was on crutche and t\\ o
were in collar and 1ie haYing forgotten their kit!
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ne ''eek later on a "arm unday in May the team gathered at RAF
:-.bridge. HaYing ·pent the pre' iou evening drinking oran.ge juice at two
going :rn 3) fun tion . everyone felt lit and raring to go! A quick training
ses ·ion wa. ailed for. o that eYeryonc could get used to each other's
name . and the ,hap of the ball. The RQM decided that a it wa a
friend!) game the team would he on first name tcnn on the pit h.
However. becau e of the two officers in the team it was decided that U1cir
names would be ·so · r. r 0
3 qn. Maj l\1ike Jackson and
'R PERT" for 2Lt Kieron Francis. That way, the oppo ition would have
no idea ''ho they were and would not target them - honest! The game
ommenced and 31 ig Regt O\'ercame the oppo ition and won the game
l 2pts to 5pts. with two uperb trie that would have put U1e All Blacks to
shame. The .e ond try (cored by ig Hulin) was an exce llent worked try
invoh ing nearly every member of the team handling the ball. omctime
quite compet ntly!
One message of commiseration goe · to gt Dl'Z Eldridge. He passed
the limit of his endurance. when as a re ult of finding himself at the
bottom of a pile of rather large human being he tore hi s neck musc le .
Unfortunately he i till uffering - nice collar though tam Thanks goes
to OC 47 ig qn for hosting the event and providing e ·ccllent
rcfre hment before, during and after U1e game.

agreed to dust of their boots (what boots?) and borrow sticks to represent
the Regiment. Several had not pl_aycd since their third year al school (a
long time ago!). so ll always prom1~ed to be an interesting game.
The oppos1uon scored two quick goals in the first half despite the
brilliance of our goalkeeper, LC pl Jo Reader, who would not have looked
out of place on a county side. Aller half-time, we found our feet and got on
the score card thanks to two goals by Capt Sarah Strcete, playing up
front and being well supported by Aussie Lt Linda Davis. Lt Liz
Fitzpatrick and SSgt Chrissie tanton defended expertly despite not
having held a stick for 30+ years between them and Cpl Becky
trickland proved to be very adaptable, playing every position on the
pitch. adly, although we conceded one more goal before the final whistle
and ·o went down 2-3, we certainly did not disgrace ourselves.

LCpl Pearl Sethna and Sgt Bob Stanton of 41 (PLK ) Sig Sqn
with HRH The Duchess of Gloucester
EXER ISE CO RAGEOUS COMMU ICATOR
On 22 May, the quadron deployed on Exercise in order to test and
carry out fault finding on all Troop equipment in preparation for Annual
Camp. We spent a unny aturday afternoon in Meredith Woods
ucce sfully establishing secure and in ecure comms. Then on Sunday
morning the quadron tackled the new TA CPT, once again proving the
variety of activitie that can be packed into one weekend. Everyone
completed the CFT in good time, despite a few blisters and sore houlders.

The Victorious Team
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Graham Browning, Sig Garreth Burgess,
Sig Jethro Rowles, W02 (YofS) Si Tyler, Maj Mike Jackson,
2Lt Kieron Francis, SSgt Craig Bruce, Cpl Sid Ahluwalia,
LCpl Mark Bell
Front Row: SSgt Roy Smith, Lt Andy Lowther,
W02 (ROMS) George Coffin, LCpl Colin Anderson, Sig Hulin,
Sig Steve Templeton, Sig Jon Murphy, Sig Kev Spring
41 (PLK) SIG AL SQ ADRON
qn Comd
Maj Baker
SSM
W02 ( M) Watson
HELLO ANDGOODBYE
Hello to our new P I, SSgt Kirkham , who comes to u from 14 Sig
Regt. Goodbye to
gt Roy Messenger, who is off to 2 Sig Regt and a
couple of months in South Georgia. We wish him all the best with that. We
welcome five new members to the Squadron who have transferred· from
gt Holman and Cpl Bedwell
the now clo ed 6/7 PWRR in Horsham.
ha\e quickly made an impact on Tp, Cpl Taylor and Sig Grant have
joined J Tp, and Sgt Thomas has come into our recruiting cell. We hope
they will enjoy wearing a Royal ignals Cap badge.
200 AN ' lVERSA R OF THE PLK COLO RS
25 \.lay 99 saw the 200th anniversary of the presentation of Colours to
the Kensington Volunteers. 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn is the only surviving
lement of U1e old Infantry Regiment. The Princess Louise's Kensington
(PLK) name was added to the Regimental title when Princess Louise,
Duchess of Argyll gave consent for her name to be u ed in 1908, three
years after the Regiment had been granted permission to use the arms and
motto of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, and had become
known as the 'Kensington Rifles'. The name and co lours were passed
down to 41 Sqn in 1967, when the Kensington Regiment was finally
disbanded.
The reception to celebrate the 200th Anniversary wa a grand affair at
Kensington Town Hall. HRH The Duchess of Gloucester came as the
guest of honour. During her visit she managed to meet many of the serving
and ex members of the Squadron. Some of the more senior guests (in
terms of age and ervicc with the PLK) had a fascina ting talc or two to tell.
Most notable was Col Wood who served with the Kensington's. During
the war he had rescued the olours and placed them in a chapel and it was
his wife, who after the war stitched the necessary repairs to return them to
their former glory. The younger members of the qn certainly lcfl the
Town Hall puffed up with pride for their history and with a greater insight
to their heritage and the Colours. The PLK soldiers clearly stood out from
everyone else due to their distinctive red and grey stable belts. The
Duchc's was charming and certainly had an impact on those people
fortunate enough to engage her in convcr ation. It was generally
con 1dcrcd to be a very fitting way to celebrate the Bicentenary.
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Members of 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn (V) taking water on board befo re
embarking on the TA CFT!
LO GHAUL WEEKEND 15-16MAY 1999
Whil t the Bde Comd, CO and OC S6 ig qn were enjoying a liaison
visit to U1e USA, the quadron took part in a comms exercise with the
l 108th US Sig Bde in Washington. Members of the Squadron spoke to
fellow ignallers from aero s the water. This gave us an opportunity lo
fully exercise our new Lanward equipment and to put into practice all
those hours spent training up on tJ1e new system. After the hours of
training, the Squadron technician, gt ick Tuck, should be an expert on
this by now!
KEEPI G BLA DFORD B SY
Members of the Squadron have been keeping the teaching staff at
Blandford busy these last couple of months. LCpls Traynor and May
successfully completed their det commander's cour e in February. Hard
work, but I think both girls enjoyed it...... gt Stanton passed his Cla s I
Tele Op (Tg) in April - although they did have a bit of trouble siting their
antennas. You would th ink by the time they reached Cla s I they would
know to avoid cows when iting in a field!
56 lG ALSQ ADRO -EA TBO R E
qn Comd
Maj Brian Howe
SSM
W02 (SSM) Kevin Godden
EWS FROM THE QUADRO
Congratulations to Cpls Light and Harding on their recent promotion.
Welcome back to W02 Paine, Sig olcman-Browne and ig Baldwin
who have just returned from a 6 month tint on Op PALATfNE - by all
accounts a good time was had by all. Welcome to Sgt Hall, Cpl Young
and Sig Burgess who have all recently transferred into the qn - we all
hope that you settle quickly into life on the sunny(!) outh oast here in
Eastbourne. ongratulations to Sig Wood who has now been appointed as
an Officer Cadet after successfully passing his MTQ2 course la l month.
ext stop andhurst - good luck 'OCdt Wood '!
REGIME TAL HOCKEY V 47 SIG AL QUADRO ( )
Having challenged the men to a game of Rugby, 47 Sig Sqn then threw
down the gauntlet and cha llenged the females to a game of Hockey. In tJ1e
space of three days. Seven wi lling (?) volun teers (inc luding the CO)
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E ERCISE EXEC TIVE STRETCH
S6 ig qn were tasked to provide a stand and a command task for
around 80 executives trying out at being soldiers for a weekend. We
deployed in the field to ct up an interesting scenario, brought to life by the
imagination of W02 (SSM) Kevin Godden and then spem the next day,
putting the civvies under pressure. Sgt M icky Dowds was a superb ' blind'
rad!o operator who had to give instructions for set~ing up. and tuning the
radio Lo people who did not even know what a radio looked like. In fact,
one started_ lo take lhe fuse . box to bits before gt Dowds miraculously
regamed his sight very briefly! LCpl Eric Cardyne, who remained
remarkably cheerful throughout the day, de pite having had both his hands
'blo\\ n off', managed to instruct each group in how to erect a radio mast
and antenna in order to send that all important message. Our two refugees,
ig Trish 0' ullivan and ig Evershed enjoyed the day, dres ed in
ragged clothe and ba ically being disruptive, although one group did
olvc the problem by tying them up! The executives were not quite sure
what to do when Sig O 'S ulliva n beckoned for them to follow her in a
rather seductive way, even though she only wanted them to mend the
telephone line! Cpl Jason Light did well, chivvying the executives on in
the various tasks. Sig Richard Bagg had a great day, firing off the rounds
to signal a new attack by the enemy and throwing the smoke bombs and
thunder flashes to end the scenario.
To add lo lhe intere I, one executive was asked to lay out a helicopter
landing pad and learn how to bring a helicopter in as the stores were due to
arrive. They got a hock when they found that they had to do it for real! 666
Sqn AAC were with us for the day and really brought the scenario alive
when they flew in. We did get some valuable advice from one Major, acting
as D , who suggested that we u ed a remote control helicopter to make it
more realistic, only to find that five minutes later, a real one flew in!
On unday, we set up a command task and te ted the executive on their
ability to set up the field telephone and then send messages u ing the
phonetic alphabet. They looked absolutely shattered and many were
suffering from blisters and sore and aching limbs and they still had the
assault course to do! Capt Tony Potter and Sgt Martin Cooper had a
thoroughly enjoyable weekend (J ' m having a laugh) out in the field with
the inexperienced and unprepared executive , acting a their DS. They
were certainly pleased to know that next time they were going out on
exerci e, it would be back with 56 ig Sqn.
83 (LONDON) SIC SQ
Sqn Comd
SSM
Welcome back to the
returned from his jolly to

(V) - CHEL EA
Maj Mike Jackson
W02 (SSM) Jim McMahon
P AO, Ca pt Dave Thomas, who ha finally
cpal with 238 ig Sqn - good job if you can get

it!! Congratulations to S gt De-.i Eldridge and his wife Denise on the
recent birth of their son Liam. Congratulations as ''·ell to pl hluwalia
on his well deserved promotion. Welcome to 2Lt Andrew Lowther, a
recent transferee from IO Para (V).
ISIT OF THE MAYOR OF KE SI GTO CLLR DR J. M
DAY
20 APRIL 1999
83 (London) Sig Sqn (V) were honoured with a visit from the Mayor
and _Mayoress of Kensington at their TA centre on the night of Tuesday 20
Apnl 1999. The Mayor, Cllr Dr J. Munday wa briefed on the future
commitments of the Regiment and talked to members of83 and HQ qns.
He then took a tour of the TAC observing lessons in weapon handling,
physical tra111ing and trade training. A presentation was then made by the
Commandmg Officer, 31 (City of London) Signal Regiment (V) Lt Col
Linda Harrison TD to the Mayor of a painting depicting the last time the
Regiment exercised its Freedom of the Borough. Amongst the guests
present were Cllr and Mrs Corbet-Singleton who were Mayor and
Mayoress at the time. The evening was rounded olT with a curry supper
and the chance to chat less formally.

The Mayor of Kensington takes rifle lessons from Sig Knight
under the watchful eye of QC 83 Sig Sqn, Maj Mike Jackson
A FAREWELL DINNER - 22 MAY 1999
The Squadron aid 'farewell' to its longest serving member S gt Ben
Ferguson at a formal dinner held in his honour. After 3()+ years of
dedicated service, missing only one Annual Camp,
gt Ferguson
amused us with tales of old and word of wisdom. For a man who has
served longer than many of us have been living, that ' a lot of talking!
gt Ferguson who was famed for this sharp wit and hot auce will be
mi ed by a Regiment which has benefited over the years from hi
knowledge, experience and charm.
The opportunity was also taken to say 'Goodbye' to 2Lt Kerianna
Houia. a Re ervi l with the ew Zealand Royal Signals Corp . Having
spent the last year on attachment lo 83 (London) Sig qn (V) gaining
valuable experience commanding C Troop, she i now on her way back to
wanner climate . 2Lt Houia made a parting gitl of an engraved hand
carved wooden plaque and a poem that she wrote about here perience.
We wish both S gt Ben Ferguson and 2Lt Kerianna Houia every
success and happine s in the future.

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

55 (MER EYSJDE) S IG AL SQUADRO
Sqn omd
Maj Micah Cummings
SSM
W02 ( SM) Paul Wi ll iams
By the time thi reaches the hallowed pages of The Wire a great change
would have taken place in the Regiment; the renaming of HQ quadroa to
SS (Mersey ide) ignal Squadron (V). Thi change in title retain the
historic nature of 55 quaclron in it new home here in Huyton. So to mark
thi change I thought it worthwhile allowing the re t of the Corp ,
including the retired members, time to dige L tJ1e history a the Aintree
chapter of life closes and a new era begin in Huyton.
5S ignal quadron (V) wa formed on I April 1967 as a unit of the
Territorial Army and Volunteer Re ervc (TAVR). Thi was the date on
which the TAVR itself was formed on the demise of th Territorial Army.
The quadron wa the on ly complete unit of the pccial Army Volunteer
Reserve, the 'Ever-rcaclies', which 'were introduced by Mr Harold
McMillan, the then Prime Minister, a a measure to reinforce the Regular
army quickly in the event of an emergency. Member of U1e quadron
were recruited from the former Territorial Army unit and from the nny
Emergency Reserve. The quadron Headquarters was e tabli hed at
Townsend Avenue, Liverpool with troops at the Duke of York Barrncks,
Chelsea (Airhead Troop) and Park treet, ardiff (Port Troop). The first
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quadron Camp was held at rowborough, Kent. In 196 the Squadron
deployed oversea for the fir I time when it went to ypru in upport of
the United ations (UN). During this deployment members of tJ1e
quadron ' ore the famous "Blue Beret' of the
. The quadron then
pas ed th rough a pha e of being without a role, a ituation in which it wa
to find itself on cveral occasions in future years.
In 1970 irhead Troop wa detached to fom1 the ba i of 44 Parachute
Brigade ignal quadron (V). Ho' ever, a aew Radio Relay Troop wa ·
formed. at the ame time, and ba ed at Old treet, Ashton-Under-Lyne.
With thi reconfiguration came a ne\\ role whi h wa · to pro\ idc
communications and administrati e support to HQ Logi tic upport. The
Liverpool Troop to k on the re ponsibility for the Logistic upport Force
(L F) while the ardiff Troop were re pon ible for the Logi tic upport
Group (L G). l this time the uperior admini trative command HQ and
head of arm for the quadron wa !IQ 11 ignal Brigade ( ) \\ho were
al o located in Liverpool.
1971 saw the quadron in BAOR for the first time exerci mg in . upport
of HQ L F and HQ L G with 3 Division and 2 Tnm port Group. It was 111
the following year, 1972, that the quadron moved to Grace Road and
hared a T
entre with ·A' ompany. 4th Battalion the Parachute
Regiment. With U1e additional ro m provided by U1c mo\e the Radio
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Rel.~ Troop "as mo' ·d from , ht n-Under-Lyne to Liverpool. The
Logistic upport role continued" ith amp. in BAOR and K. 1lowever.
this role wn · pa ed to 30 ignal Regiment. a regular unit, in 1977 on
conclu~ion of a \'Cl) ' Ucce. sful final exercise in Denmark.
In 197 the quadron had a new role. or rather several new roles together
'' ith n maJ r !'\.'Configuration. upport Troop provided admini trntive
support for HQ Field Force. who !iad a home dcfCnce role. 'A' Troop
pro\ ided Rear Link Detachments (RU)'. ) for the T Infantry Battalions of
5, 6. 7 and Field Force whil t · B' 1 roop and 'D' Troop pro ided identical
ommunication support for HQ field Force. upport Troop. 'A' and ' B'
Troop "ere all ba.ed in Li,erpool whil t ·o· Troop wa · the former Port
Troop m Cardiff. A a direct result of the change in rol command of the
quadron ''a pa ed from HQ 11 ignal Brigade (V) to HQ I ignal
Group m Tid\\ orth. Ex Cru · der 0. the large t exerci e since the end of the
war, sa" the quadron fully deployed within it rol . The RLD' of5, 6 and
7 Field Force deploying to B OR and the remainder pro' iding support for
Field For e in their home defence role.
In 19, I the role in upport of Field Force wa trnn ferred to the
expanded all Regulars Field Force Headquarters and ignal quadron.
Although the quadron retained the role fo r providing RLD's for the TA
Infantry Battalion of the now re-titled I.Sand 19 lnfamry Brigades and 'D'
Troop in Cardiff took on the provi ion of Radio Detachments in upport of
Ta tical Air Command Po ls (T CP's), there wa a Troop in Liverpool
without a role. During a major redeployment of the Army. which included
the move of 2 Divi ion from BAOR to York, the quadron was gi en the
r pon ibility for pro,iding additional RLD's. This brought the lOUll RLD
commitment to 17. the majority in support of the 2 Infantry Divi ion
Baualion . Al the ame time an additional Troop, 'E' Troop. wa formed in
Cardiff to provide radio deuichments for the mobile air operation teams
(MAOT' ).
a result of their increasing involvement with air support the
Cardiff troop ''as tran ferred in 1983 to 244 (Air upport) ignal Squadron,
a regular quadron based at RAF Brize 1orton. This left SS Signal
quadron based entirely in Grace Road with a upporl Troop and 2 Radio
Troop·, 'A' and 'B' Troops. The role now wa lo provide 17 x 6 man RLD's.
In 1984 the Squadron left the cramped and decrepit accommodation of
Grace Road for a ne\\ TA Centre in Aintree. The barrack wa formerly a
'Motherspride' bakery which, after a £1.8million rebuild gave SS Signal
Squadron one of the newe l TA centres in England. Various changes to the
RLD' supported by the squadron occurred over the next ten years with
assi tance given to: 4 and 10 Para, 4 RGJ , I Wessex, 3 taffs, 3 PWO, 6
. RRF and 4/S Rangers.
With ·Options for Change· came a new role for the quadron and its
assignment to the ARRC. Its role was firmly e tabli shed its RLD
detachments deployable worldwide, its parachute trained communicators
able to support AB operations and its pool of Radio Rebroadcast Station
available in upport of any operation .
In 1998 ·The trategic Defence Review' SOR took place and once
again a change was to take place for the Squadron. A new Squadron was to
form in Aylesbury to be called 60 Sjgnal Squadron and it would undertake
the role of SS ignal Squadron resulting in the TA Centre being closed.
Thi was the mo t dramatic change in the quadron·s history. however, the
trained communicators were not lost lo tl1e TA, rather, they transferred lo
33 Signal Regiment (V), a Ptarmigan Regiment. The Squadron's title and
pennant has al o been saved as HQ Squadron of 33 Signal Regiment and
been renamed SS (Merseyside) Signal Squadron, o keeping the title alive
in the orth West of England.

59 IG AL Q ADR O . - MAINTE A CE WEEKE D
The quadron i now in full flow preparing for annual camp. A recent
quadron maintenance weekend proved very ucce sful both in equipment
availability and manpower. This was the first weekend that the influx of
personnel from SS Squadron were able to integrate.

and baco n sarnies there '. ( ot the exact words u cd but the end result was
the same). ' Some people do this walk in ten hours and some do the return
trip in 24 hours', explained LCpl Julie Wilkinson . At la t the sea, an<l the
weary walk down the road into Ravenscar. We didn't break any record
but the scenery was great and we completed the challenge.
'

DUE SOUTH
Our thoug_hls go out to LC pl Terri Collict current ly sen ing on
attachment_ wtth '~·Troop, JCUFI. We arc thinking of you in your Chinese
figh!tng utt, suppmg lots of tea and doing bags of PT. Best w ishc and sec
you soon from the Squadron.

Journeys End
(L-R): Maj Holmes, Sig Graham , LCpl Wilkinson,
Cpl Williamson, Sig Bibby
Cpl Lorna Brierley and LCpl Kev Tilley showing that integration
is being achieved with a smi le
There was much work required lo ensure our vehicles wou ld be ready
and the REME FRT gave good upport as can be seen from the photo.

LORD LIEUTE A T CERTIFICATE
Congratulations to gt Bassett on receiving the Lord Lieutenants
Certificate for exceptional service. He has erved for 38 continuous years
' ith the R Signals TA. l this a record?

Wi ll th is one be going to camp Cpl?

Lt Ruth Middleton-Powell
briefing a team during the Range Weekend

MILIT RY KILLS WEEKEND
The quadron had a particularly succe sful weekend at Halton Training
Centre recently where so ldiers took part in Pistol booting, Orienteering,
Clay Pigeon Shoot and the obligatory assault course. The Squadron 21C,
Cap t Alan Richardson, proved he wa a good impersonator of Mel
Gibson when given a pistol. In line with the CO's directive on returning to
camp all tl1ose attending received a substantial meal.

S gt Bassett, Lo rd Gisborough, Mrs Bassett

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

R \1

Lt Col 0. A. Ha rgreaves
WOl (RSM) . C. Yarwood

REGl'\1E, 'TAL HEADQUA RTERS
An update from 'muddle mansion'.
Lt ol 'More energy than a S year old' Hargreaves continues to do 300
things all al once but always asks for resu lts on the 30 I st issue. Maj
imon
recn remains planning everything but managing very little
except a release from the Trg Maj' slot in lhe very near future . Maj Les
Wood is still the major focus in Corps athletics proving that an excellent
RQM. is \ital! apt Mark Brookes has finally got his wish in that he is
going _to the Balkans and his position as Tech Adjt has been disestablished. WOl (R M) orma n Yarwood remains focused on his BA
w hilc maintaining his golf handicap at 28 by playing the 18th hole in 30
shots. El BA. DITO! The rofS, W02 Kev tur ma n, is counting the days
tu hts departure and the pennies in his wallet! Finally the Adjt, Ca pt Dave
Wil on. (or a some would say 'Prob lem Child') continues to give his own
brand of moral guidance and ha finally announced his resignation.
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1!1e weekend culminated in an inter squadron falling plate competition.
MaJ David ' my weapon isn't .teroed' ix mith was to lead his ti.:am
against the experienced Capt ' Taff 'this is my last year' Watt\. 49 qn
went first and almost knocked all of the plates do'l'n. 90 Sqn '~cm ccond
and d!d knock all of the plates down. apparently that means that they arc
the wmncrs. Well done 90 qn, but watch out for the new rules next year.
A special mention to Sgt Dave 'briefing' Carr whose planning and
prcparatton made the weekend a great success.

49SQUADR O
qn omd
Fo!S

HEADQ ARTERSQUAD RO
Maj R. Holm es
Sqn Comd
SP I
Sgt S. Goodyea r
EXERCISE MOORS CHALLE GE
HQ qn is located in Middlesbrough, an area which to most people who
have not been there conjures up an image of smoke and acid rain (thi is
only when the wind is coming from the cast). ln fact the North Yorkshire
Moors are right on our doorstep, so it was decided that Ex Moor
Challenge would be the Lyke Wake Wa lk. The aim of the Lyke Wake Walk
is to walk from Osmotherly to Ravenscar via Scarborough, in under 24hrs.
A disuince of some 40+ miles.
·
The weather was cold with the odd snow nurry, so re t stops tended to
be kept short. Dawn saw us at the Lion Inn on Blakey Ridge, just as those
who had a ' lock in' were leaving. Never mind Sgt Fa ulder would be just
up the road waiting at the check point with the mini-bus. ' I'm ure you
aid you wanted breakfast at the next check point sir'. 'Did I really. Tell
you what then you drive on to the next check point and we ' ll have hot tea
TH E WIR E, A UGUST 1999

Maj D. E. ixs mith
SSgt (FofS) Moore

WELCOMES
The Squadron would like to welcome the folio' ing transferee ; the new
21 , Capt R ichard Lento n, also Cpl Mayfi eld, Cpl 1alloy, LCpl
Franklin, LC pl Wi mpcnny, Sig Barrett, Sig Basford and Pte
Ma thieson to Leed and Hull and ' e hope that the transition i not loo
painful. We would also like lo officially welcome the new recruits upon
successful completion of their recruit training. Well done to ig·Best, Sig
Buck, Sig Crayton, Si;,t Goldth or pe, ig Hall, Sig Osbo urne, ig
Padgett, Sig Sinclair ano ig Stead.
SQUADRO RANGE WEEKEND
The Squadron, along with 90 qn, conducted a Range Weekend on
15/ 16 May al !rensall Ranges. The aim was to complete ATD Training
for the APWT, Firs! Aid, B an<l the LOA . The Banleficld Fir.st Aid
proved quite interesting ' itl1 the soldier having to cope wuh an
unconsciou casualty. a burn victim, a perforated che t wound, a natl
bomb injury and finally they had to search for a mi sing arm. The :no t
arduou part of the entire weekend wa the chasing of the sheep off the
btill and I OOm point. Luckily we have a few imported Welshmen who for
some reason seemed to revel in the task.
THE WIR E, AU G UST 1999

RAF BE ON MARCH - 24/25 APRIL 1999
The RAF Ben on Two Day March is a qualifying march for the
ijmegen Marche . I! wa decided thi year that a Regimental team would
be entered. As the name implie the RAF Benson March i conducted over
two day with 25 mile being marched each day. Between 00 and I 000
military personnel take part in this qualifying event, including members of
the Dutch Armed Forces. The event i not a race. team being di qualified
for racing, but a team marching competition. The male members of the
team are to carry I Okg plu water and the female team members are to
carry water. The original Ii t of olunleers contained thirty name , but
with other commitment that wa reduced lo the nineteen who arrived ju t
outh of Oxford in the early hours of the Friday morning. With re eillc at
0430hrs there' asn 't much time for sleep and it wa a case of finding a dry
pace in the tent and getting ome re L
The team leader 2 Lt Keith W illiams was nol too happy "hen he
discovered that his helpful 21C', gt (FofS) Steve 1oore, had laid hi kit
on the newly painted white line". The Foreman's kit, surpri ingl), did not
have a single mark on ii. Cheers Fo!S! Everybody wa surpri ingly awake
at 0430hrs and ready to hit the road. ll ' a decided to u c the malle l
member of the team as the pacer and they don'! come any mailer tlrnn gt
Rob McC lu skey, ' ho provided a good pace throughout the two day .
One of the great tradition. of the marchc i. the inging, it t even po sible
to purchase a songbook for a small fee. It was with omc trepidation an<l
many delaying tactic that the team leader finally got round lo joining the
dawn choru . There i no doubt tl1at the singing helped tJ1c team through
omc of the les interc. ting periods of the two da , although a greakr
repertoire will be ni.:cded for ijmegen.
The econd day SH\\ the team walking gingerly to the . tnrt line. but once
they got ' anned up the feet didn't fi.:cl too ba<l, looking back on tt that is.
o one foun<l tl1e two days easy and most would a<lmil that it was harder
than they had anticipated. The real :train i cau cd b; the constant
pounding of the feet on the roa<l. bli ·tcrs being the order of the day. All but
three finished the t\ o days, a groin strain and bli ·tcred feet causing the
casuahie . well done to all tho e that took part and for those Lhat didn't
quite make it, there is alwa s ne l car.
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victory in the Wall send I Okm Road Race. This is an annual event, and the
gt Gary Jowers, SSgt Rob Eden,
team, consisting of gt Patterson,
Cpl Eddie Wa lker, Sig Gareth Martinez and Sig John Twinberrow
won the event for the second year running against stiff opposition from
other loca l units.

RAF Benson Team, w ith medals and tea m award
LA. YARD TROPHY
FofS teve Moore. on initial interview, told the R M that he '· ould
love to be 21C for the 1999 Lanyard Trophy. 2Lt K eith Willi ams .hooting
the breeze with the aforementioned Foreman de lared, ·oh, 1've done it
before. the Team that I wa in came econd'. That is how the Team Leader
and 21C were decided for 34(N} ig Regt (V). TI1e competition thi year
was to be along part of the onh Do" n Way. We decided t' tell everyone
that the orth Downs Way i in Kent and therefore must b a totally flat
course. The volunteers came thick and fast, well if a trickle can be ca lled
fat. It " a decided to try and get an even mix between TA and Regulars.
The tam wa.:
OC
2Lt Keith \ illiam 21
Sgt (FofS) teve Moore
Capt Dave Wilson
gt Rob Eden
gt 1ick Ginty
LCpl i Clayton
Sig Ben Martindale
ig Rob Crayton
io Rob Parke
Sig Ad ie Sutcliffe
Things did not ~gin too well as we had to climb over the gate at the
Kent County Show-ground to reach the taJ1 line. ot to worry, the nom1al
Lanyard reunion conver ations began and then we were off The start wa
more exci ting than any Grand Prix with teams changing positions many
times before the how-grotmd circuit was completed. The route itselfwa
fairly traight forward although our thanks go to Capt Sophie Davies
who e team howed u the way on one tricky little ection. IL certainly
wa n't completely flat. A special mention mu t be made of Sig
Martindale and LCpl Clayton whose determination kept them going
when others might have taken the ea y option. Sig Crayton is certainly
getting tuck in to the TA life as he has completed the Lanyard Trophy
before he even has a Rel!:imenta l number.
The Team had come together with very li ttle traini ng and fi nished as a
sweaty. mil ing heap of team pirit. That is what it is all about! T hanks go
10 gt Cha Base, the admin man, great job and to Sgt M ick G in ty who
tepped into the breach at the eleventh hour. Thank must also go to 216
Para ig qn who ho ted the event fo r the last time, see you all next year.

SSgt Holdstock recei ving his Lord Lieutena nt Cert ificate
90 ' R) SJG AL Q ADR01 (VO LUNT EERS)
qn Comd
Maj I. T. H all
P I
SSgt C. Dawson

REGIME TAL SHOOT J G TEAM
The Regimental Shooting Team has just completed an extremely busy
few months. Following an off the eufTsuggcstion that 'perhaps we should
try field firing', SSgt C olin ' Buttons' Dawson earned himself the task of
training the team for a field firing exercise. This was no easy task, since
only one of the team had done this before. Months of preparation
followed, usually in the driving rain of a Catteriek range day, until finally
the team and safety stafTwere ready.
Arriving at Feldom range, we were all disappointed to find a bright
sunny morning - we certain ly hadn't trained for that! Afier the u ual
debate over who could throw the smoke grenades and thunder-flashes the
furthest, the firing began. gt Dave ' Rambo' S mit h led the first as ·ault,
aided by Sgt G raham ' Let me throw it' MacFarla ne. Between them they
managed to arra nge an underwater reorg, which made us all feel at home a dry range? Never! Having shot everything in sight, the morning was over
in a flash, and the war stories began over lunch , including Sgt Ga ry ' More
rounds' Opensh aw's apparently single handed attempt to ' keep their
head down' . The afiemoons Exercise continued in the same vein,
particularly afier the CO arrived ju t in time to see a heroic attack on the
la t enemy position by L C pl Dave ' Follow me! ' Ross and Lt imon ' o
you follow me! ' Smith who both di appeared into the thick smoke
screaming wi ldly and shooting anything that moved (except each other).
ig Ga reth Ma rtinez managed to get the right target every time, and even
Cpls K ev Pountain and Ian Eva ns got into the spirit of thing , using
enough rounds to ha lt an entire anny. The Exercise wa a complete
success, de pi le the time it took to complete all the training. and thanks to
S gt Dawson, SSgt Gu s Honey and gt Ia n C leavey, who ran the
Exercise, plus Sgt Ian Lockwood, gt J on Barrass, gt MacFarla ne and
Lt Smith who prov ided the safety team.

1

During the training phase, we managed to fit in little things hke the
Corps SAAM at Pirbright, where Sgt Gary O penshaw won the indi\ idual
FIBUA hoot and finished third overall, and Lt imon mith won a
bronze bar in the pistol shoot. Contrary to popular belief thi was for
actually hitting the target, not just frightening it. C pl Ian Eva n · won the
prize for the person most likely to miss the train during Saturday evenmgs
entertainment, and LCpl Maria nne Meek got the 'Game for a Laugh'
award for her interesting choice of hair colour (bright red - a mistake she
claims). We also entered the 2 Div SAAM, where Catterick lived up to its
reputation, and despite our best efforts the howling wind managed to
knock down more falling plates than our shooting! Apparently it's not the
winning, it's the taking part that counts! (At least that's our excuse).
Sadly, we have to say goodbye to
gt Colin Dawson, who is now
po ted to 2 Sig Regt. Hi enthusiasm for shooting, and passion for
fastening buttons, has been infectious, and from a starting point of 'what ·s
competition shooting?' a couple of years ago, we nO\\ have a team of
regular firers and a plan to build on our successes in future years. Thanks
for all your hard work and help Colin, and good luck in your new post.

Reg imental Shooting Team
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LIEUTENANT COLONEL MILES STOCKDALE MBE
It i with the deepe t adncs and regret that we ha e to announce the
death of a much beloved and respected Commanding Officer who
died afier a short illness on Thursday 24 June. ol Miles was a
strong, active and determined leader who et, demanded and
maintained high tandard but was al o a kind, generou . considerate
and compassionate man who loved old iering, cared pas ionately for
his Regiment and de pile his ailment Ii ed life to the full . Hi early
lo has lefi all members of the Regiment and his many fri ends and
colleagues both stunned and di trcs ed. He '"ill be mis ed by all who
knew him and our prayers and thoughts are with hi wi fe Jane and
the children.

The end and never again ! (Well, until next year!)
LORD UEUTE A TS CERTIFICATE
Congratulation to
gt Holdstock on receiving hi s Lord Lieutenant's
Certificate for exceptional ervice.

The Wire
is YOUR magazine
Air YOUR views ...
Share YOUR views
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Sgt Patterson winning the TA Half Marathon
Sgt Kevin Patterson of 90 Sig qn at Brambles Farm has achi eved
remarkable succe s recently in wi nning the Territorial Army Half
Marathon hampionships. Competing against both regul ar and TA
so ldiers, Sgt Patterson was pl aced 13th overall and won the TA event
outright in a time of73.09. To add to his success he has also led a team to
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DEBT OF HO
R
:4 vcars 10 I.he da). on unday 30 Ma). a debt of honour was repaid to
the hrop hire Y nianf) b) the 1 e'' Zealand . nny. n th i celebrated
and 'ery pccial day Brio Rick Ot1'away, h1ef of the ew Zea land
Ddence Force. UK confirmed I.he we::.-ing of the ew Zealand Fern Leaf
to un ., mg element· of the hrop h•rc Yeomanry in recognition of the
most valuable support g1,·en by members of the hrop h i~ Yeomanry to
the 2nd ew Zealand Division at a ino, Faenza and durmg the advance
to the River Po. The original honour "as conferred on 30 ay 1945 .by
Gen ir Bernard Freyberg VC. Brig Ottaway .rerrc cntcd the High
Commi ·.ioncr for ew Zea land who wa engaged m matters of tale and
therefore unavailable. The pre entation took place at a pecial ceremony al
The lus1c Hall hrew bury which was attended by the Her faje t :
Lord Lieutenant of ' hropshire, Mr Algernon Heber-Percy, H!s
Worshipful The Mayor of hrewsbury & tcham. llr Reg Jones, tr
Kenneth and Lad\ Jone . the Repre entative Colonel Commandant RA,
Maj Gen like Te.nnant. lhe Honorary olonel R ILY, l aj ~en Robe~t
Ward , the Repre entative Colonel Commandant Royal !gnal . Br!g
• igel Wood, Comd 143 (WM) Bde, Brig Ki ng. Comd 11 1g Bdc. Bng
Jonathan Cook and the CO 35 ig Regt, Lt Co l Miles tockdale. Here
Brig Otta\\ ay formally presented I.he Fern Leaf to OC 95 ig Sqn, Maj Jo
Father .
Following the ceremon a pecial ervice of dedication wa held in the
maje tic and acred urround of t Mary' Church (a redundant I I th
CentUf) church in the heart of hrewsbUf)') wl11ch \\a re-opened fo r the
en ice. Here the hropshire Yeomanry Guidon wa reco ered ~nd "'.1th its
escort party, led by \ 02 C live Wi nsta nl ey and Sgt Craig Kmsey,
proudly po itioned the Guidon at the head of the march p~ t through the
town centre. which wa led by veterans of 76 ( hrop hire Yeomanry)
Medium Regiment RA followed by B qn RMLY and 95 ig qn with
.
music prmid db) I.he Band of~4 ig Regt.
Her laje ty's Lord Lieutenant of hropshirc took the sa lute 111 I.he
To" n quare nanked by e' eral local and military dignitaries. The parade
generated a great deal of local interest and the town centre was crowded
,, ilh member of I.he local population who turned out to lend the
Yeomanf) their support. The evening before a celebration dinner was held
at undorne Hou e TA Centre at which all the guests mentioned above,
"ith the exception of the Lord Lieutenant, attended. Special thanks are
extended to Capt Dennis Hawkesford for his organ i ationa l support, to
\ 02 Mick Kearney and his splendid staff and in particular to Sgt Paul
Holland for providing uch an excellent meal , to C pl Kay Yeubrey fo r
I.he uper efficient waiter ervice, to I.he QM, Maj Rod G ladwin, for
alway finding the solution to those awkward and difficult problems and
finally to al(those quadron members, Honorary members and I.heir
families for their mo t va lued support on this historical and memorable
occa ion.

tour serve a vita l purpose in reaching into the hearts and minds of today's
modern so ldi er and to make them understand the nature of warfare and
human sacri ficc and why trong defence forces are vital to preserve the
peace secured by the bravery of our predecessors!

The contingent from 95 Sig Sqn led by Capt Jane England
preparing to march off

BIGGER IS BETTER!
Following the TA Open Day the Regiment experienced what can only
he de cribed as a Recruiting surge and many recruits have not progressed
through both the attestati on and Phase I stage. But we refuse to re ton our
laurels an d our recruiting efforts remain undiminished with proactive
recruiting activities such as recruiting exercises, attendance at fcte ,
hows, college and workplaces remaining an essential element of our
recruiting strategy. However, we could at least take tremendous
atisfaction and pride in the know ledge that Recruit Cour e 3/99 would
prove to be one of the largest courses to complete Phase I in the past six
years with thirty three recruits on the Pass Off Parade. The CO, Lt Col
files Stockdale, could not contain hi s delight - the parade contingent was
so large that instead of the tradi ti onal march out to receive their Corps
Badge the CO broke with tradition and returned to I.he quad following his
formal inspection and presented each recruit with their Cap Badge and a
broad smi le! However, this break in tradition was not extended Lo the
award of Be t Recruit and following the announcement, ig eil
omerville of HQ Sqn, proudly stepped forward to receive his award from
the CO. A lightl y disappointed Sig Danny Osborne of 89 ig 'qn was
runner up. Sadly it was also ti me to say goodbye to some Training Wing
stalwarts and fo llowi ng the CO's address to the recruits, their parents,
relatives and friends the CO took time out to praise the hard work put in
over many years ervice with the Regiment of W02 (SSM) Paul Mellish
who leaves the Army after a comb ined total of 28 years Regular and TA
service, six of which have been served as a dedicated member of I.he
RRTT. The CO in his peech also marked the departure of Cp l Denni
Feely MBE who leaves the Training Wing after ix years service on
po ti ng to 48 Sig Sqn. A very specia l welcome is extended to W02 Terry
Douglas who join the RRTT on transfer from 5 RRF who are adly
disbanding a a result ofS DR.

Sig Neil Somervill e receiving his award of Best Recruit
ORIE TEERING
The Regi ment i continuing 10 celebrate its succe ses on the
Orienteering cene and in particular the efforts made by 9 ig Sqn. Their
series of uccesses was extended to I.he Corp Orienteering
Championship held at Brawdy during the weekend 29/30 May. The Sqn
retained the trophy for the 5th ucce sive year and also achieved
considerable ind ividual attainments \ ith SSgt Da ve Arnot - Corp TA
Champion, Cpl Tony Griffiths - Corps TA M40 Champion and Sig
Simon Kavanagh - Corps TA under 21 runner up. Other individual
achievements from the Regiment included the award of TA under 21
champion to 2Lt Andy tu rt of 4 Sig Sqn and Corp T M2 l runner up
to Sig Brown of HQ qn. On the relay day Andy Stu rt also proved lo be
the fastest runner on the Light Green B Course. At the earlier Army
Champion hips held at Barry Budden during I.he weekend 10/ 11 April, I.he
89 qn female team ecured a commendable third place. To all team
members many congratu lation and well done!

Brig Rick Ottaway with membe rs of 95 Sig Sq n

Maj Jo Fathers
in the lead vehicle ready to lead the pass off parade
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BATTLEFIELD TOUR
I was always lightly cynical about Battle field tours and chose to
be! ieve that, whilst they brought home the tremendous sacrifices made by
our forefathers and the savage futility of warfare, some of these visits were
a bit of a jaunt rather than a pilgrimage of learning and di scovery. Becau e
of my cepticism I made a journey of enlightenment and followed the
Regimental Battlefield Tour Party to Germany during the April Bank
Holiday. My plan wa to join them for a day as a neutral observer. The
party, which was led by that veteran of batt lefield tours~ SSgt Oz L inden,
was based in Cassells House at JHQ Rhe111dahlen. Th is proved to be an
ideal base location as the battlefield tour concentrated on I.he final push to
the Rhine by the 3rd British and Canadian Division through, K leve, Goch,
Weeze and the Rheich wald, which resulted both ides suffering heavy
losses and enormous casua lties. Al Cassells Hou e th e party was divided
into s ix syndicates w ith each given the task lo research a particular aspect
of the battle after which syndicate leaders and other members of the group
were required to give a presentation at the site of the conni cl. When I
observed the amount of work carried out by each syndicate, I fe lt both
humbled and forlo rn at having questioned and doubted their motives.
When J recovered my composure I joined the group j ust outside Weezc
and listened intently at the graphic and detailed presentation given by Sgt
Colin Marshall at the Yorkshire Bridge near Weeze. Thi s was close lo the
German War Cemetery where over twelve hundred German soldiers are
interred, mo t of whom died afler savage hand lo hand fighting and aerial
bombardments in and around the town during the final few days of World
War 2 - while a brave and courageou rearguard action proved to be a
futi le waste of life. Equally detailed presentations were given by Sgt
Lorraine Ward, Sgt Martin Thacker, SSgt Kevin Potts, Sgt Brian
Phelan, Sgt .Jim Broomfield, Cpl Alan Lunn and finally C pl Steve Bell
who gave a spell binding presentation of the courageo us exploits of Pte
.Jim Stokes VC, Kings Shropshire Light Infantry, al Kervenhe1m which
led to his award of the VC.
Visi ts were made to the British and Canadian War Cemetery in the
Reichswald and nowers laid . It was at the grave or a Canadian so ldier that
a po ignant discovery was made - left at the grave was a moving plea from
a wife no longer able to travel from Canada to visit her husband and lay
nowers, requesting that any visitor to the cemetery wou ld lay flowers on
her bcha lfin memory of her beloved husband - a request we honoured. Al
the end of the tour SSgt Oz Linden also gave a stirrin g rendition of the
fa mous scene from llenry V when the King ra ll ied hi s troops before the
battle of Harflcur. Still feeling contrite I am now convinced that battlefield
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RET R FROM REG LAR SERVlCE 1 BOS IA
gt Jones is back from ~o nia after her latest expedition with the Regular
Mmy an~ s~e has got straight back mto the swing of TA life. ccn hen; on
'light duucs she always adds energy to the quadron - Welcome back.

36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
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F REWELL
A I write, po ting orders are flying in and out of the office. so are the
rumours and peculation but that's another tory! ince my la t time of
writing we have said a very hasty good-bye to that talwart of the
Regiment, apt (Q [) R ay Cory, who was called forward early to 7 Sig
Regt for ob\iou rea on and now belie ed to be in slightly les
comfortable but more e. citing urroundings, (Keep your head down ir).
We" cal o aid farewell to gt Graham Smith from the QMs Dept who,
some might sa , really kept the Department goi ng. He's off to the
recruiting office in Hull. With only the QM being replaced in Augu t,
W02 (RQ IS) Tony Gaston i finding out what real power is all aboul
and real work!
The LAD are no better off a S gt Pa ul H aggett Sgt Cra ig Sinclair
and pl 1 Va nstone have all been po led and adventure training will
never be the rune. LC pl Scott W itts, the CO' driver decided he could
not bear to be away from the QM and quickly followed him to 7 igs,
where sleep and copie of MC are thing of the past. We al o ay
farewell to
gt Gethin Thom a off to 14 ig Regt. Taff (to his mates)
found his true vocation in life whilst at 36. He quick ly found out that he
was at hi be t when providing Portaloos' for the Regiment's comfort (I
won't go into nicknames) and this he did with great skill and gu LO and his
appointment I hear you ask? Yes, our very own Regimental Yeoman of
ignals, (I can ee his CV now!)

WE LCOME
We are a bit thin on the ground with welcomes due to DR, but we do
ay a big welcome to the following:
S gt Tony Dale REME - PSI LAD
Sgt Kev 0 ulliva n - NRPS Annourer
LCpl Dave Worsfold - CO's Dvr
HEADQ A RTERS
QC
SSM

Q

White, briefed the Deputy Commander on comm and future exercise ,
which wa follo,,ed by presentations in the WOs' and Sgts' Mes . gt
Pete Stidwell, accompanie~ by hi wife Helen, received the L and GC,
gt 'Mac' McDonald received a clasp to the TEM and W02 (AQMS)
Drew John on, accompanied by his partner and family, received his
Royal Warrant. After a few word , no, crs and photo , the Brigadier was
introduced to many m mbers of HQ qn.
54 IG ' AL Q ADRO

0

S M

Maj M. mith
W02 (SSM) L .Scott

EXERCISE C MBRlA COCKNEY
Over the recent Bank Holiday, 21 members of 54 qn set off to the Lake
District to complete a Lakeland challenge ba cd on a triathlon. Three days
training, one for each discipline was conducted under the watchful eye of
Sgt Gaz Tuff, P 1 Cambridge. Sgt Ma r·tin W right performed hi s usual
miracle on the admin front, even the weather wa good for the time of
year!
At 0700hrs on the da of the challenge, all member were amassed at
the start line, ready to canoe two miles aero s Lake Windermere, once
complete they were met by some locally hired bicycles that needed to be
ridden to the base of cafell Pike. Tired, but still witJ1 the determination to
complete the task in hand. they clambered up and down Scafell Pike to
complete the challenge in just under 12 hours. An excellent trip was had
by all, learning omething about them elves along the way and, if
everyone pays up, earning £2000 to be plit equally between the SPCC
and Chi ldren in eed. This has been the third challenge in three year and
long may they continue. Well done to all the participants.

v9 .

Th e Participan ts
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Lt C ol I. W. Griffiths
WOl (RSM) S. Carr

87 ( ITV OF OITINGHAM) SIG AL QUADRO
Q ADRON OPE DAY - 13 MARCH 1999
A fantasllc display of the Squadron's communication and military skills
was open to the public on aturday 13 March. It was visited by the Lord
Mayor of ottingham. W02 Cooper and W02 Frank McCubbin
ma~termmdcd the communications displays.
CRS equipment and HF
1ould supported a field CO'VIMCE laid out and manned as if 'on
Exercise'. The Squadron Medics were out in force show ing the public how
the> treat 'battle casualues'.
. The Recruiting Team were making the most of the day - persuading
mtcrcsted members of the public LO consider joming a dedicated and well
trained group of soldiers.
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VQTRI MPHS
C pl Ib by 'evill and LCpl Andy Doran both had something to smile
about recently. They were each celebrating success on the Regiment'
Programme. Pictured . here are Cpl eviJI and LCpl Doran
rece1vmg thetrNVQ Level 11 m Telecommunication certificate from the
Lord Mayor of ottingham.

ADRON
M aj D. Watson
W02 (SSM) T. Wells

VI IT OF DEP TY CO 1MANDE R LONDO DISTRICT
BRIGADIER WILLIS
Brig Willis recently visited the Regiment to meet members from RHQ
and HQ qn. He was briefed on the Regiment by the CO, Lt Col J ackie
Allan TD before being shown around the deepest of HQ Sqn by Maj
Dave Watson. The vi it included a short walk to the LAD where the
Brigadier was met by QC LAD C apt Robin eedh am whose brief was
centred around the recovery vehicle commanded by C pl Rich Fisher.
Onto TM Troop, where Capt (TOT) Alan ewbery briefed the Brigadier
on RSIT and then introduced Sgt (FofS) M ike Meddeman and Sgt Kev
East who showed him around the workshop. The Ops Offr, Maj Mike

co

Sgt Mandy Jones on 'light duties'

OC, Maj Da v id Tomlins on wi t h two ne w recruits
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Cpl Nevi ll and LCpl Doran receiving NVQ certificates
CAREF L COMMU ICATIO
oningham Territorial, Sig Adrian l atthews, will need cat-like
reaction when he communicate with ome tricky customers in Africa. The
19-year-old soldier was packed early for hi adventure with the Raleigh
International Youth Programme later this month (June). now all he need to
do is steel his nerves for collecting spern1 from some anxious cheetah .
ig Matthews, from Lenton. aims to help in a wildlife project playing a
key_part in saving the world's fas te t animal. So far note en the big cat's
a~1hty to run at 68mph guard it from near extinction. dria n. \ ho erve
with. Lenton based 87 ig qn, said, 'The con ervation project is part of a
captive breeding programme. 1"11 a sist wildlife experts who will be
collecting the sperm. I just hope that the cheeta get the me sage that
we' re only trying to help.' He aid that he would al o be preparing
"'.atcrholes for elephant . He and his team will dig the pan out ide
villages to pre ent the huge animals blundering round people house ·
looking for water.
Most of Adrian 's t\ o and a ha lf months in Africa will be pent in tJ1e
bush, 20 miles from Windhoek. Howe er, he will also explore hundred of
miles of uncharted territory. His task will be to gather data for map
covering Namibia's south ern region . Living in the bush will be hard going
but ig Matth ews reckoned that his 12 months of part-time mil itary
trai ning wou ld stand hi m in good stead.
BATT LEFIELD FAS HIO TIPS
ott ingham Territorials were queueing for a battlefield make-o er
wh.en beauty expert Gail oar joined up. The 29-year-old city make-up
artist shocked even herself when she strode into the oldier · Lenton base
to ee if they would let her enlist. But her confidence soon grew when he
wapped her six inch hee ls and £I 00 a bottle perfume for boots and
per piration. ow he cannot wait for weekend and a chance to get tuck
mto training wi th 87 ig qn.
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Battlefiel d beauty t ips
LCpl. Jason Rawlings (27), a c o m p uter a n alyst fro m Beeston,
receives a makeover fro m S ig Gai l Soar (29 ) fro m Stapleford
She is always ready to give ber comrades fashion hints on tints for the
colour in camouflage face paint. ig Soar said that be had to pluck up all
her courage to walk through the army base door the ftrst time. Sbe added,
'Boy, what a culture shock! I couldn't believe I d done it! I took a pare
change of clothes and hoe , my make-up and a bair dryer for my first
Exerci e. I reali ed my mistake when they told me to get my bag off the
lorry and 1 could hardly lift it. ow I travel light. l"ve learned a great deal
m my two-month mthtary career. Every young woman hould try ii. My
only .regret has been having to .cut my fingernails. I used to spend hours
keepmg tbem long elegant and m perfect condition. Ga il aid that finding
out that her first major Exerci e, with the Territorial Anny, would be in
Gibralter made acrificing her talons well worth it. he also aid that
military training was pro ing to be everything she had hoped for.

EW COLO RS FOR COU TY SOL DIER
ottingham Territorial J a mie H enley and his comrade ha e regrouped
under new Colours. The part-time soldiers feared that it wa the end wben
their c~ty . ba ed infantry battalion was lost in the national army
reorgamsauon. o they were delighted when other county TA Units began
clamouring for their ervices.
ow the former members of The
\Vorce tershire and herwood Foresters Regiment say that there i no
looking back.

46 (CITY OF DERB Y) JG AL SQ ADRO
T H E DI 1 'G-0 T OF PSAO CAPT C. S. ROYSTO '-WEBB
On Friday 12 pril 1999. the Squadron· Officers aid 'Goodbye,' to
C liff Royston-Webb after erving with the quadron, a P 0 for 15
years. In addition the quadron managed to track down all the former OC
who erved with C liff bar one, who had incon eniently moved hou e and
lo tall contact with the quadron in the in tervening years. Prev ious 0 s
were:
(March 83 - March 6)
Maj (Retd) T. E. Lea
( eptember 7 - January 91)
M aj (Retd) D. J . E th erton
(January 91 - March93)
Maj J. R. Linguard
(April 93 - larch 96)
Maj P. Williams
Maj (Retd) R. z ulakowski (April 96 - April 97)

(L-R): W02 (SSM l J . Batch e lo r,
Ca pt (Retd) C. S . Royston-Webb, W02 A. W hittaker
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The dinner wa. prepared most skilfiilly. a u uaL by 0 1 Karen
Gel thorpe. It" a· ( omctime not so. kilfully) crvc,'Cl by a hand fol of longsen mg emor.; '' ithin the quadron. including the current ~ M (Jim
Batr helor ).' ry adept at pilling wine and \ 0 2 I Whittaker· (brilliant a
"-1aitre D). gt J ane therley (Whoops watch the gravy). flcr the dinner.
the usual spcechc took place'' hich includ anccdot about pie and cans
oflager. 111e quadron OC (Kc' in Flan agan) pre ented ClitT with a model
of four clo'' n sat round a table. Thi ould have representt>d the four
P Os'' ithin the Regiment or certain members of the hierarchy, who sl1all
remain namele . s a leaving gift. ClitT pre entcd to the Offi er· Me a
tatuette of a Royal ignals · oldier. The evening concluded after _d inner
with man) torie of old time being told. none of which could po ibly be
·on idercd for publication! Good luck in your retirement litT.
TO BE OR 'OT TO BE A PSI? THAT IS THE Q ESTIO !
br Sgt J H lo11gma11 (SP 1)
· The po ting order arrived on my de k at IO irbornc Wk pin Augu t
199 . I \\a to be po ted to 3 ig Regt LAD (V) REME on 2 eptember
199' as the P I. The que lions came nooding in, my mind was working
O\ ertime. \\'here i 3 ig Regt LAD 0/)? Why me? I wa happy in unny
Aldershot and enjoying life to the full in the mighty 10 AB Wksp. \Vhat i
an ·p I? What doe the job involve? II I could ee wa the enjoyment
factor disappearing and the alienation of being tuck in a mall LAD on
my own with no other regular REME tradesmen on the outskirts of
heffield, becoming a reality. Little did I know! Yes it wa true; everything
I had been told wa accurate except for one thing. The enjoyment factor
wa to multiply by an incredible rate. To be a enior Pennanent Staff
In tructor ( P I) at an LAD which had ju l won The Gardiner Trophy for
the best Territorial Am1y Work hop or LAD in the Am1y is definitely a
pri\ ilege only a mall number of people will appreciate.
After initially ettling in to my new po ting 1 began to let my Airborne
ki
winning tendencie out to play. First of all l bid for a ordi
Jn-tructor, Cour eat Ju eon in onvay. A good staging post I thought for
ome hard winter training that would stand me in good stead for the forthcoming season' activitie I had in mind. After returning from the course
as an in tructor I sent the entran e fom1 and fees off to the REM E Ski
Champion hip for the meeting later on in March. In the mean time I had
to keep my elf occupied and fit by running in the Cro -country league
races around the 2 Div area for the forthcoming REME Cross Country
Champion hip on the 20 January 1999. A hard well-organi ed race gave
me a Third place and a qualification to race at the Inter Corp
Championships in March. Unfortunately the Inter Corps Cro s Country
race clashe-0 with the REME ki Championship . The decision wasn't that
hard to make and off I trundled to Bavaria wi th my wife for ten days of

hard competition. This cur the now was more than mo l people could
contend with. I did say most people! Not the REME ski race officials. All
the races were well organi ed and represented throughout the
champion hip . A big thank you must go to Capt . l. Taylor,
Supervising Onicer and all the ta ff of the REME AT at Gunter reid
aga. I would also like to thank the Airborne Vikings of 10 AB Wksp for
the hard competition in all the ordie races, especially Cpl Cam
Will iams for pushing me o hard to win the overall Nordic Ski Champion
1999. · ext year it's your turn Cam'.
ly next deployment came on the 22 April in the shape of Ex Redcoat
tampede. This is the annual two \ eek Army Triathlon training camp.
This year in the U A at Fort Bragg, onh arolina. The Exerci c was
well supported by 46 Triathaletes from all Arms and Corp in the British
Arn1y and one U Ranger, lex Samoba. Whilst we stayed in America we
entered two Triathlons in the area (a three hour drive, America is big). The
first wa at orth ails Beach near amp Lejeune (home to the U
Marine and avy eal' ). The event wa only a sprint Triathlon,
comprising ofa 750m S\ im, 40km looped cycle and 5km beach run. The
local population had been warned to expect a few foreign competitors,
what turned up' as a 'Briti h Invasion' as they kindly put it. The race
' ent well apan from the wim, with ix-foot wave (everything is big in
America) era hing onto the shoreline, it was ofT putting to say the least for
the weaker swimmers. This paled into in ignilicance at the prize giving
with mo t of the individual race categories having an Army Triathlon
member picking up one of the skyscraper trophies. The second race, till a
print race wa a little easier going with an open water lake swim. The
weather wa a lot more accommodating, with bright sunshine throughout
the day, and a gentle breeze to keep you cool. Once again the Army
Triathlon members managed to collect trophies in mo l categories.
nfonunately ome individual had to leave their bigger trophie behind
after a bout of PX shopping fever took hold.
The final culmination in the fast and furious life of a REME PSI took
place over the weekend of the 22123 May at Catterick Garrison. The event
wa The Warcop Trophy. The annual competition organised by the hard
working stafT of HQ 2 Di in York and D 'ed by volunteers from major
and minor, regular and TA units taking part. The competition itself fonns
pan of a round-robin theme with each team visiting 15 different stands.
The majority are all unfamiliar to the team taking, pan with only old
favourite like the assault course, falling plate shoot and the usual ATD's
featuring on a couple of the tands. Overall the weekend went well. The
trength of38 ig Regt 0') LAD REME proved too much once again for
the other team . Being placed econd overall ou t of 18 teams, even
beating four Regular teams. To top it all the Catterick weather front
managed to behave itself gracing us with a rain free couple of days.

The course, this year over the orth DO\\ ns Way, stood out for two
·reasons, one; the number of stiles and two; the radio 101,er before the final
checkpoint which appeared to be on "heels moving further away as \\C
walked towards it. Over the last 5km we had a real balllc on our hands a~
we tried to beat a11other team in. Sgt• 'cousc' imcock, however, talked
them into submission and we marched passed, up the final hill (thanks to
216 for that!) to be met by a fresh looking gt 'sec you in the bar' Ewart
and R M 'smi le its only 39 miles' Andcr~on to finish as fourth place lA
Team. It is also well worth noting that although we only staned with nine
men we were one of only three or four teams in the whole competition
who complete the course without dropping anyone.
A special post competition thanks go to LCpl ·docs the right leg go in
front of the left' May for hi· stretching exercises (they made all the
difTcrence OT), and lo Lt ' hall we run this bit' Cor mack for his bottle
of Champagne, that did make the difference!
HEADQ ARTERSSQ
ORO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. H. Belbin
SSM
W02 (SSM) L. Carr

SS gt Phillips tries to convince the Master
that he has just seen that light come on

SSgt To cke r leads t he visitors in a rendition of
' For he's a jo lly g o od fellow'

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

REGL 1E TA L HEA DQ ARTE RS
CO
Lt Col J. C r ackett TD
R M
WOI (R 1) P. Anderson
GOODBYE' AND WELCOME THE GAP !!
The Regiment ha recently said their fond farewells to Maj Chris Mote
(Regimental 21C) and Capt Mick Campbell (The
inging
Quartermaster). The Regi ment wishes them the best of luck for the future
whatever it may bring. It i thought tl1at whatever it might be, they hope it
does not include the Adjutant, Capt Bobby Da vis! The Regiment also
says goodbye LO Sgt Robbie Hall (PSI Tech 5 Squadron). It is now
presumablv safe to resume go ing for meal on leaving runs as he will not
be there to eat everybody else's! Good lock Robbie.
I ITO FTHE MA TER
O F THE WORSHIPF L COMP Y OF SKI E RS
Prof olin eymour-lire, the Master of The Worshipful Company of
kinners \i ited the Regiment duri ng a trai ning weekend on Saturday 8
\.1ay 1999 at Longmoor Trai ning amp. He was accompanied by two of his
\\ardens. '\1r Patrick Crosthwaite and Mr Philip Attenborough as well
as th<: Clerk of the kinners, Capt David Hart-Dyke R . On arrival, he
was met by the Skinners Guard comprising of Cpl Fr ancis (Guard
Commander from 47 Sqn), ig Murphy (57 Sqn), Sig mith (HQ Sqn)
and ig \\ illiams (5 qn). They had spent the morn ing being put through
their pace~ by WOI (RSM) Anderson and W02 (RQM ) Bloomer. By
lunchtime they definitely looked and played the part excellently. l11e Guard
c:>eorted the Master to the parade square where the Regimen t was fo nned
up awaiung the presentation of the Ski nners Awards for I998-99. These
a,.ard an: presented to the most outstanding male and fema le soldier
wuhm the Regiment. This year's winner were LCpl Oliver (5 Sqn) and
Cpl Hill (57 qn). Congratu lations to them both. The parade was fo llowed
by a Drumhead Service led by Padre David Sutch with the lesson read by
the Master. The vi Hors spent the afternoon 'isiti ng a variety of train ing
actinties including the recruits, trade testing boards and Op ew World.
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REGIME TA L CO CKTAIL PARTY
The Regimental Cocktail Party was held at Longmoor Training Camp
on aturday 8 May 1999. Amongst the guests were the Honorary Colonel,
Lt Gen ii" John Foley KC B OB E MC, the Master of the Worshipful
Company of Skinners and Brig Hu ghes CBE. The Beating Retreat was
played by 34th orthern) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) wi th the alute
taken by the Master of Skinners. Under the watchful eye of the ever
faithful W02 Dickie Lee (Mess Manager), the following individuals are
thanked for acting as waiters and waitres es for the evening:
C pl F rancis (47 Sqn) LCpl Estcourt (57 qn)
Sig Murphy (57 Sqn) LCpl Scutt (5 Sqn)
ig Bayer (5 Sqn)
Sig Goodwin (5 qn)

The Master of the Worshipful Company of Skinners
says a few words to the Parade
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THE LANYARD T ROPHY 1999
by Sgt 'Badger' Cresswell and LCpl 'Smudger' mith
A sea onal band of Lanyard competitors from 39 Sig Regt started their
fifth attempt of this gruelling speed march. This year as i ted by gt Ta m
Ewa rt, SSgt Simcock and Sgt Rick orman. This year's team captain
was Lt 'lts only 2Ks' Corm ack.
The first shock of the two day came on arrival late on Wedne day
evening when we found that the good news was that the cour e was not 40
miles, but that the bad news was it was 39 mile . o it wa witl1 mu h
trepidation that the team assembled on the stan line at 0530hrs after the
traditional cooked breakfast at 0300hrs, lovely! The team got ofT to a flying
tart, however after only IOOm gt Ewa rt had to withdraw a he uddenly
remembered he should have been doing team admin with the R M. o
down to nine, and no\ trai ling in la t place the team began to make teady
progre s through the field helped at each of the checkpoints by RS 1 ' I've
een two 4 o'clock today' Anderson. t the second check point Sgt Klass
was already looking a bit tired and it \ a thought by ·ome team members
that he wa going to do his usua l trick ofjoining the admin team for the rest
of the day. Ho' ever, with some 'encouragement' from the R M he
continued on. By the 30-mile point the strain was beginning to tell and
large amounts of spo11s dri nks and painki llers' ere being dispen ed.

39 Sig Re gt still smiling at th e halfway point (all will change)
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COMING A 'D GOI G
We welcome Maj Ritchie Belbin as Squadron Commander and W02
Lou Carr as quadron gt Major. We say farewell to Maj Glyn ash
who ha come to the end of a long and di tinguished career with the
Territorial Army. We wish G lyn and Penny all the very best for the future
and hope to see them for the odd pany or two! W0 2 Bloomer has moved
the RQM (V) aller being our ergeant Major, we wish him all the uccess
in the world in hi new appointment.
EXERCISE LIVELY LY X BROWNDOW CAMP 5-6 JU E 1999
The weekend did not get olTto a good tart. The TA factor had crept in.
2300hrs on Friday, the night before the Inter quadron Military Skills
Competition and HQ Sqn has no Team Captain and only eight team
members (Admin Order aid 10 required). OC LAD, Capt Gus
Loveridge, accepted the OC' invitation to lead the team, son of
graciously, from the comfort of his sleeping bag. Di cussions between the
Squadron Commanders and the Training SSgt (S gt Dec Painter, the
poor man re ponsible for organi ing Ex Lively Lynx) oon had the other
problem sorted. teams were reduced to nine.
aturday morning broke with a brilliant blue ky and wondrous vie11
across the Solent towards the Isle of Wight. Stand in RSM, W02 Phil
Martin, SSM RRTT, joyfully declared on the Regimental Parade that the
All Rank barbecue planned for the evening "ould be inside due to the
weather forecast: rain and Force 8 winds! The team gathered after lunch
for the start of the competition and et otfto tackle the Observation tand.
Things went well, bar for missi ng the Highway Code Book in the tree,
where else would it be! Then followed the Recovery tand (bit of luck we
had the OC LAD, C pl ndy Gray and Cfn J ason irey in our tea m, a
Command Task and the First id stand followed. ot much had been said
about the e la t t\~O which the OC thinks is becau e the Team did not do
very well on them . Things changed apace wi th the next two stand . The
Grenade talk wa acros the hingle hore. Having cleared the fi r t
building the Section re-grouped to mo e off on their new axis.
The OC was amazed to hear from the di tance, OC LAD 11 ki ng hi
team lo 'get in to arrow-head fonnation , please'. With thi ki nd of control
it had to be good! As they moved stealthily along their axi they came
under fire from a bunker. The assault was elfecti e and very will. LCpl
Hawkins and ig V orihington tore through their moke to po t two
grenades into the bunker. A very surprised Sgt Andy unningham
taggered out of the bunker holding his head. ha ing taken a direct hit
from pne of the grenade ! Next came the House Clearance and C EVAC
tand. The OC arrived to ee the team lying on the ground on ly halfway to
the objective. Ju ta he wa about lo wade in and cha rise them a gun team
uddcnly appeared on the right nank, co ering the objective, the old
control tower. Without a ound the rest of the ection "ere bounding
fonvard up the tep and through the building's windO\ : sma ll ann lire
broke out and the enem were ilenced. tu.ldenly there was shooti ng from
out ide the tower; a lone enemy soldier, well concealed. 'struck' LCpl
Hawkins in the leg, who promptly needed evacuation. Cpl Gray, the team
21C and gun group commander ei:ted the initiali\'e and led a counterattack again t the concealed enemy, who \\a very urpri ed to hear a
voice from behind mforming her that ·he was no more. A ha ·ty
withdrawal fo llowed and cndt.'Cl an Exercise that even left the D I\ idecycd. The Weapons kills tand caused problem , particularly for ig Tris
mith, who had no previous experience of a sembling a L W wearing a
blacked out re pirator. The last stund of the day wa another command
task which went far better than the first.
0915hrs unday 6 June, the Team i fom1ed for the March, A sault our.;e
and hoot, looking somewhat nen·ou . 111e 0 had told them that thi one
really counted and we needed to win it to stand any chance of winning the
competition. The March went '' ell: the s ault Course wa mtcre. tmg \\Uh
Sig Bradbeer stopping to put his di located . h uldcr back in before
compkting the course, the shoot hould hu\ c been better. t la ·t thi: Pri1e
Gi ' ing. The Traini ng Major, 1aj ·Only I weekend to go before I retire'
haw \\a telling u ho\\ clo cit had been throughout the competition. with
two joint leaders at the end of the first day. lie agoni· ingly \\ Orkcd his l\lt)
from Third to econd place and no mention of IIQ qn. ntil he qu ickl:r
announced that the winncn; were HQ . qn! I am . ure both tl1e I'. I. W02
arr and QM , gt mit h had tears in their eye as C L D rccei\ ed
the Lafone Cup from the Trg Maj. The 0 ''as jolly pica ed too. so much so
that he bought the quadron a dri nk back at the TA cntrc nt I lorlield.
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EMPLOYERS EVE l G AT BA B RY TAC
Col John Bridgeman TD DL, Honorary Colonel Queen's Own
Oxfordshire Hussars and Chairman of the National Employers Liaison
Commiuce (NELC), gave an interesting and informative talk on hi s visit
to Bosnia to empl oyers, Oxfordshi re Yeomanry Trustee , Old Comrades
and the quadro n on Tuesday 25 May 1999. Col Jim Blake accompanied
him. Brigadier Nigel Mogg represented TAV RA and the Lord Lt M r
Hugo Brunner attended. Col Bridgeman presented a NELC Cenificate
to Mr igel Knight, Di rector o f Ox ford & County Bu incss Co llege.

HQ Sqn, 39 Sig Regt,
Winners Exercise Lively Lynx, 5 - 6 June 1999
Back (L-R): Capt Loveridge, LCpl Taylor, Sig Worthington,
Sig Kersting, Sig Smith
Front: Ctn Airey, Sig Bradbeer, Cpl Gray, LCpl Hawkins
The Lafone Cup
WELL DONE LADS!!!
EXERCI E 0 THERN CRAFISJ\1A
The competition for REME units in outhem England was held at
Longmoor Camp. The terun led by Sgt Paul Hanley arrived in plenty of
time to book in, the tasking started immediately and kept team members
up all night. aturday was non- top with a varied array of stand to be
vi itecl, the e included Battle Damage Repair on boats and a ignals stand.
The aturday night con isted of the normal entertainment, although many
members of the team truggled to remain long at the bar!
unday morning was an early start as we were econd off on the March
and hoot, a alway there was a twist in the tail. Removing and carrying a
Bedford tarter motor for a couple of miles. Sgt 'The Fall Guy' Gleed
came into his own here. On arrival at the range there was a few surprise.s
afoot (both planned and unplanned) the mist. the Trailer Race (Gleedie the
fall guy Mark 2) and the memory game. The hooting wa over in no time
at all , there was a demonstration of the unpracti ed unload by Cpl Phear,
luckily not penalised. Then it was back to camp for the wail until the prize
giving. There wa much joking and mickey taking as we waited with bated
breath. Then at last uccess, The Wingfield Cup for the Minor Units
1arch and hoot competition. Along with Second placed Minor Unit and
Fifth place overall, as a good achievement for the whole team.
\.fany thank to S gt Phil Sweetland, our P I, Sgt Scotty Doyle and
LCpl heena V bite lor the in camp prep. Maj Belbin and RQMS (V) for
their suppon and LCpl McKinley, our Medic for the running repairs
carried out on a1urday night. Well done 10 all those who took part in the
weekend for ecuring these trophies for the Squadron :
SPORTS
Members of the quadron have competed in the following Road Races
recently:
The Fleet (TA Championships) Half Marathon
gt Clarke, LCpl Thurlow, Sig mith
The Bath Half Marathon
LCpl Hawkin

March, assault course and shoot

5 (Q EEN' OW

OXFORDSHIRE HU SARS)
IG AL Q ADRO
!Jaj R. D. tone
qn Comd
W02 ( SM) G T Simpson
M

SKINNERS AWARD-1999
The quadron congratulates L pl Steve Oliver on be ing awarded the
1999 Best Male oldier in th e Regiment for 1999.

LCpl Steve Oliver being awarded
The Skinners Award by the Master Skinner
RECRUITS
Following a success ful Recruit Campaign and the National TA Open
Day, the Squadron would like to we lcome the foll owing new members
following the passing out on 9 May 1999 : Sigs Michael Bayer (Best
Recruit), Adrian Allen, Holy Ali on, Debbie Anderson, Clare
Goodwin, Steven Van ie Kerk, Chris Hancock, Jason Gate . We
would also welcome LCpl Alan Howell Ex Radio Op, found lurking with
COMTEL by Sgt Robbie Hall during hi s one week civilian attachment.

Keep up the good work and all the"be t for the Bristol Half Marathon
in September.

Sig Michael Bayer being congratulated by the Commanding
Officer Lt Col John Crackett on achieving Best Recruit
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Mr Nigel Knight and Col John Bridgeman
Col John al o had the pleasure of promotin g the fo llowing members of
the Squadron: SSgt Judith Phillips, Sgt Mark Taylor, gt Paddy
Ferguson and LCpl Colin Bowdery. The evening ended with an
excell ent buffet supper prepared by S gt Les Kavanagh and hi s team of
chefs.

The Great We t Run (Exeter Half Marathon)
Sgt Clarke, LCpl Hawkins

Sig Bradbeer on the assault course
having just put back his dislocated shoulder

passed the reporting times through to the CO\llM E · \ 1a the .'VIO LO or
telephone. The operator~ noted the information on the pre printed forms
and passed it through to the data operators for input. As the results began
to come in thick and fast, the COMMCE. , ably supervised by
gt Jane
Burn and W02 Dickie Lee, became a hive of activity processing an
average 200 messages an hour. Just in case we did not have enough 10 do
(!) the CO had al o tasked the Squadron with prov id ing a long range Hf
link as part of the regimenta l exercise going on elsewhere. Thus it was
that, with everyone else fu lly occupied, two surprised technicians, gt
C hris Klass and ig Robin Bishop, fo und themselves pol ishing up thei r
antenna erecti on and radio techniq ues.
We manned the OMMCE , on a sh ift basis until 2200hrs that
evening, when the last of the teams topped to camp for the night. With a
two man crew designated 10 keep a listening watch for the night, the rest of
us were able to relax, (and celebrate LCpl Kathy Ashley 's birthday) until
the fo llowing morning.

TRADE BOARDS
RTW 7 held at Longmoor over the weekend 8/9 May 1999 saw the end
of the trade training cycle and success for many of the Squadron
Personnel. Congratulation to all ihose who were succcs ful.
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57 (CITY A D COUNTY OF BRJ TOL} QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Ro emary Tuhey
SSM
W02 ( M) P. Packer
There have been a number of change within the Squadron ince the last
edition. ot the least of which has seen the departure of Maj Dave
Watson o ur previous OC and the return to Horfield, after many years, of
Maj Rosemary Tuhey. On the competition front the Regiment aga in did
well in the Lanyardirophy, with as in previous years the nuclcu of the
team coming from 57 Sqn. We al so entered a team into the TA Hal f
Marathon this year, the team consi ted of gt Dave Gresswell. LCpl
Kevin May and LCpl Martin Davies, all serving with our detachment in
Cheltenham. The team came a creditable 5th position, with Sgt Dave
Cresswell achieving econd individual overall.
One of the implications of SOR has been the closure, afler thirty plus
year , of our detachment location at Arie Road, Cheltenham. Thankfully
however the detachment i1sel f has been saved and ha recently mo ed 10
the TA C in Ea tern Avenue, Glouce ter. On the promotion front
congratulation go 10 Cpl Jo tevens, Cpl Ray Hall, LCpl am
Estcourt, LCpl Ali MacGilp and LCpl Martin Dyer. Also
congratulations go to Cpl Kerri Hill on receiving the kinner Award for
the be t female oldier in the regiment for 98/99.
As a lead into the next edition, up to t\ enty members of the quadron
are at present trying to persuade GPs or the RMO that they are fit to go
parachuting, age range for thi s momentou e ent is 18 to 54!
TE TORS 1999
Mid May - must be Ten Tors time again! Ten Tors is a youth challenge
event which takes place every year on Dartmoor. Thi year 402 teams of
ix took part, drawn from various chools, college , cadet and scout
groups. Their aim - to walk 35 , 45 or 55 miles visiting ten manned check
point ituated on the Dartmoor Tors and to return safely before l 700hrs
on the Sunday. And what have 57 (City and County of Bristol) Squadron
to do with all this you may a k, since several quadron members clearly
grew out of the youth category ome time ago! 57 qn play a vital role in
manning the communication to en ure the smooth and afe running of the
event. We man the rear link from the Tor checkpoints to EXCO and
make all the data eniries into the management information sy tern o that
in theory at lea t, the location of every team member is known at all time .
We also deploy two Ml Vs to improve the MOULD network coverage o er
the moor.
At 0500hrs we awoke to the familiar strain of Tina Turncr·s ' imply
the Best' over the camp tannoy system! This was al o the cue for the
competing teams, in tented accommodation throughout the camp, to pack
their kit and prepare for the big tart. We reported to the COMM E
ready to start work at 0600hr , where we were joined by our qn Comd,
Maj Rosemary Tuhcy and qn 2JC, Capt Bill Ruthven. Four
experienced radio operators were allocated to the MOULD el and four
per ons each 10 the telephones and data terminals .. we th_e~ had the
opportunity to confirm operating procedures and provide tra1111ng where
necessary, before the Exercise began at 0700hrs.
. .
In the pa t, the event ha een a variety of, eather from dnvmg nO\\ to
hot unshine. Thi year, by ' ay of a change, the start gun .a" team
plunging into a Dartmoor mist. oon, however, the wo~k began 111 carn~st,
and a teams began to pass through their early checkpomts. the Tor parties
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The Squadron Commander briefs the Comd in Chief
and Maj Cartwright of 43 Bde during Ten Tors
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The quadron entered an all-female team in this year's Lanyard Trophy
competiti on. The team, led by Cpl atalie Gilbey, trained hard and
maintained their high spirits and sense of humour throughout the
competition. Mention must al o be made of Cpl Colin Cavanagh who
provided the admin backup for the training and during the competition. Ile
was ass isted by LCpl Jo Smith, who also took part in the event. The
Squadron cong(atulates them on their enorts in this mo ·t gruelling of
competitions. We arc assured that they arc all keenly looking forward to
next year 's event!

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Lt Col C. H. Turner
WOl (RSM) l\I. Godwin

0
RSM

REGIMENTAL. ' EW
HELLO . ' D GOODB E
The Regiment said farewell recently to it longest erving P I, SSgt
teve latthews. He leave the Army after 22 years to seulc down with
hi family in Grim by and embark on his second career. Hi support and
dedication ' ere \'alued by all ranks, and he will be greatly missed. Be t
wishes to him and hi' fumi ly for the future. He is replaced by S gt J ason
Bar~lcy, who ha only a few montl1s to find hi feet before the Regiment
gt Andy
deploy on nnual Camp! We al o aid farewell to our FolS,
Riglar. He moves on to Blandford, and i, replaced by a 'brand new' FofS,
gt Rob lifford. We hope they will both ettlc into their new role with
ease.
REGIJ\IE 'T L HOOT! G TEAM - CORP AA 1
by 2L1 Richard Woodhams
Ha' ing experienced difficultie in ecuring !lie be t range facilitie for
our train in!!. hope were not high of producing the kind of performance
enjoyed at la t year· event and the plethora of ilverware that it yielded.
Despite thi the Regiment's hooting team truck camp at Ash range on the
morning of I 0 April with the assistance of Sgt McHenery and ~om~ of
the unit' youngest member , Sigs Baird, Stone and Woo. Having JUSt
lini hed their recruit cour e they are keen to try for the team next year.
The Team Captain, 1aj Corfield, fonned two teams: the 'A" Team, made
up of 2Lt Downing Cpl Charter, Cpl Ju les, Cpl Woo, LCpl Foxwell ;
and the 'B' Team, made up of 2Lt Woodhams, Capt Walker, Sgt Allen,
Cpl Carter and ig Handley. ln addition, C pls Brace and Myers were
entered a individual. taking part in the Roupell and pistol matches.
The first match wa the Association Cup, a standing/kneeling
competition at both I 00 and 200 metres. A whole pectrum of scores were
recorded from Cpl Charter's outstanding effort (which subsequently won
the day) through to le s reportable scores. omewhere in the middle came
Cpl Carter who was unlucky enough to experience a broken cotter pin
halfway through the hoot. A shame as he\ a on for a good score. A trip
to the armourer' tent later and we moved onto the FIB UA, an excellent
hoot from I OOm down to 25m from a variety of po itions. Again
reasonable score were recorded across the board, the highest being Capt
Walker 's 141 . everal members had been entered to fire both pistol and/
or LSW and these events were queezed in during the day between other
shoots. Of note here was 2Lt Downing's pri ze-winning pistol score and
2Lt Woodhams prize-winning LSW score of I 37. The linal event for
Saturday wa the Roupell, which for many members of the team was
omething of a disappointment with only average score being recorded
for an e\ent that has previously meant good things to us. At the clo e of
play on aturday ('~ith most of the other score either not posted or
confirmed) the mood wa downbeat with notl1ing to disprove our earlier
mi gi,ing . Whilst the 94 ig Sqn contingent headed off for a dinner .
night, the remaining members took full advantage of the bar and having
been treated to ome line cooking by our new Chef, Cpl Sturm an, there
was no time for being downcast. As the evening progressed, the mood
became increasingly upbeat!
Sunday morning hrought tl1e Team Snap, four members of the team all
firing at either a Fig 12 or a Fig. 11 target from I 00111. Apparently the
choreography of the B Team was excellent in all adopting the kneeling
position, even if the score wa nothing to write home about. The A Team,
however, aved the day with an impressive score of 28. A II that remained
was the fall mg platt> and the B Team set about removing the A Team in the
first shoot. Whether they had linally found their form (on the last shoot! )
or were simply saving their best till last, they went on to win the Corps
Championship, being knocked out of the Inter-Corps Championship by the
eventual winners (RLC) in the semi-fi nal. Brig erey was in attendance to
present the awards and we would certainly endorse his comment about the
increased competition on this years shoot. In summary, the teams were
awarded:

A for next year, we know our' ork is cut out. Training begins, a ever,
in ovember and one person we will certainly be keeping our eye on 1s Sig
Baird (aged 17) who managed to win the pool bull!
HQ (K LY) Q ADRO - BEXLEVHEATH
qn Comd
Maj P. B. Corfield
S1
W02 ( SM) M. J. B. Mustoe
A quiet period for HQ qn, who are now starting to prepare for Annual
Camp. More news next time!
68 (IC& Y) IG Q - WHIPPS CROSS A D LI COL ' INN
Maj E. J. H. Mars hall TD
qn Comd
W02 ( M) L. Eva ns
SM
The quadron i still busy preparing for Ex Capi tal Pursuit.
qn Comd
M

1aj Si mon Palmer T D
W02 ( SM) Paul Humphrey

FAREWELL
The quadron says a fond farewell to the PSI Sgt Steve Matthews
who leaves the quadron at the end of his Army ser ice. Steve Matthews
has worked extremely hard for the E ex Yeomanry Signal quadron in
military and social acti itie and he ha gai ned the re pect and admiration
of all ranks. The quadron thanks him, his wife Linda, and their family
for all their support and wi h them well for the future in civilian life. Sgt
Matthews was dined out of the Squadron at a dinner held in the WO's &
Sgts' Me s. He was pre ented with a bronze figure of an E ex Yeoman
and a caricature of all the serving enior CO . In addition the qn 21C,
Capt Craig Ta llents, presented him with a boxed et of Es ex Regiment
old iers. He wa a popular figure in the mes and his presence will be
greatly missed.
Maj Gen Stokoe presents Maj S imon Pal mer with his TD
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The winning 265 Squadron Patrol Team

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT (AYIOS NIKOLAOS)

W02 Paul Humphreys presents SSgt Steve Matthews
w ith his leaving gift
LA YARD TROPHY

DHEKELIA MOTOR SHOW A D TR DE FAIR
This years Dhekelia Motor Show and Trade Fair was the ixteenth
organised by the major unit ba ed at Ayios ikolao and the first under the
unit's new title as tl1e Joint ervice ignal Unit (Ayios ikolao ). Having
grown from strength to strength since its start in 19 4, gaining in both
popularity and the profe ionali m with which it has been organi ed, thi
years how offered a superb opportunity to ee all the major car dealers
under one roof There was al ·o a wide range of other leisure and service
trade stands, and many other forms of entertainment including a Bouncy
Castle and bungy running. For the more adventurou there was also tl1e
Ayios ikolao Kari Club and in-line skating ramp , making it an
enjoyable day out for the whole family.
.
The main aim of the Trade Fair is to raise money for charity and this
year was no exception. Over the la t fifteen year the event ha raised in
excess of C£ 128,000, and this years show raised a further C£9000. The
money will be distributed to a variety of charitie both in Cypru and in the
United Kingdom. The Motor how began with the Garrison ommander,
Col A. M. F. Potter OBE handing o er a cheque For £500 to Cypru
Anti ancer Association. The highlight of the day for many ' a the
chance to wi n a new car in the raffie, along with many other great prizes.
The raftle draw was made by tl1e Garri on ommander. The first prizl!,
however, will not be een on the roads of the Eastern overcign Base Area,
as the lucky winner was from Akrotiri.
It is thanks to the upport of the Car Dealers and Traders who anend t.he
show and the supporl from the British Forces ypru and Cypriot
Communi ties who come to see the how, that we are able to do o much to
help others le~s fortu nate than ourselves. ow that the 1999 shO\ i o er
we look fo rward to watchi ng tho e who will benefit mo t from the hard
work put by all those involved.

JOl T SERVICE JG ALU TT (AYIOS NIKOLAOS

Whibt the following individuals won:
Individual Pistol (I st)
lndi\'idual Rine Competition (lst)
Individual L W (1st)
Individual Pi tol (3rd)

EXERCI E HIRE HORSE
On a weekend in early May, the quadron deployed to Bramley
Training Area for a military skills training weekend. The Exercise
scenario required the Squadron to practice their basic infantry skil ls and
started with a series ofreccc patrols against opposing Troop locations. The
most memorable of these was Cpl Co lin 'Doughnut' Alderton who
became geographically embarrassed and spent two hours rccceing his own
location! After filing the recce reports at Sqn HQ, the two Troops then
went on to visit a variety of lands including BC, Battlefield First Aid
and Cam and Concealment. aturday afternoon was spent by the Troops
conducting a joint recce of the new HQ location in preparation for a joint
attack at first light on unday. The recce were thoroughly and
profe sionally completed and led to a well executed attack, masterminded
by Capt Penny Wood, which ended with SM Keith \ rate receiving an
Oscar nomination for his death at the hands of 884 Tp.
Once the POWs were returned to a fully clothed state(!), the quadron
received an unexpected Heli lifi to Sisley. On arrival, the Troops took part
in the Annual quadron Patrol Race. Both Troops entered two team to
compete for the Malik Trophy. The competition consisted of a 15 mile
route march, carrying ISlbs, including stands for BC, fir laid, weapon
handling and comms, followed by an assault course and shoot. The result
was extremely close, with 887 Tp 'B' Team pipping 884 Tp 'A" Team at
the post to win the trophy.

70 (EY) IG SQ - CHELMSFORD A D HARLOW

71' 'Team
71 '8' Team
hampion Rifle team ( Ist)
Team pistol Trophy
Falling plate shield
Fibua Cup
Association Cup
hampion Rifle team (3 rd)
Combat Snap winners
APWT Cup
Champion Unit (I st)
Champion Unit (runners up)

2Lt Downing
pl harter
2Lt Woodhams

CONGRATULATIO S
Congrat11lations go to the OC, Maj imon Palmer, on the award of his
TD. He was presented with the medal at Longmoor by Maj Gen Stokoe,
in hi~ capacity as IGTA, shortly before he retired from the Army.

D BRIGHTO
265 (KCLY) IG SQ - BEXLEYIIEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj Hugh Robertson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Keith Wrate

The 70 Squadron Lanyard Trophy Team
(Rear): LCpl Pilcher, Cpl Gilbey, Cpl Cavanagh, LCpl Ferris,
LCpl Claughton, Sig Blythe
(Front): Sig Cambron, LCpl Smith, Sig Mcilroy, Sig Brown
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.
On Thursday I April at Mercury Barracks, Ayio~ ikolaos, the Jorn!
crvice ignal Unit (Ayios Nikolao ) was fonned. Thi was a result of the
amalgamation of9 igna l Regiment (Rad io) and 33 1gnal n~t RA~. Bo!h
Units have a long history in the region. 9 ignal Regiment (Racho). arrived 111
Ayio ikolaos in 1947 as the 2nd pecial Wireles Regiment. Tlus was due
to the imminent expiry of the mandate for Pale tine <~nd its renaming to 9
Signal Regiment (Radio) in 1957 renected tl1e change 1_n Anny tructure and
communication 33 i"'nal Unit became e tablished m Ay1os 1kolao m
1968 after origi~ally Io;ating itself at RAF Pergamos, and made significant
contribution to the Gu lf War in 1991 in support of Operation Granby.
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9 Signal Regiment (Radio) and 33 Signal Unit (RAF ) fly th eir
flags for the final time on Thursday 1 April 1999
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The parade ·quare came ali\e early on the morning of th I April.
Folio" ing the arrin1I of the Re' ie'' ing Officers. Maj Gen l. 0. J.
prackling OBE - Ma ter of ignals. and Air Co mmodore P. A.
Robin on OBE RAF, a dLbandment parade took place, with the two units
being led by their re pective Commanding Officer , Lt Col D. J . Whitby
R IG ' L and qn Ldr 1. Williamso R F. fosic was provided by
the Royal Anglian Regiment Corp. of Drums. Tbe flag that had been
llymg over the ·tat ion for the la t 52 year were IO\\ ered for the final time,
and paraded off the quare.
An amalgamation parade then followed under the watchfol eye of the
In
ting Offic r. Air \'ice Marshal J.C. French BE FRAeS, RAF. The
quadron . con i tmg of five Officers and 131 Other Rank , returned to the
Parade quare and Lt Col D. J. Whitby R !Gt L a umed co1rn11and of
the newly formed Joint ervice ignal Unit ( yio ikolao ). In hi speech
the ir V1 e :'vlarshal empha i ed the importance of the Jointery between the
three en ice and went on to congratulate the R M. \ OJ A. . Sherrard
on the hours of work that had made th parade such a . ucce sand hi delight
at the tandard of the drill. Following the parade the vi iting guest took the
opportunil) to meet the Civilian Elem nt personnel and enjoy a drink in
Tommy Tuckers. There wa then a pre entation of the 9 ignal Regiment
(Radio) !lag to Maj Gen prackJing OBE who accept"d on behalf of the
Royal Corp of ignal and the 33 ignals Unit flag to Air Commodore
Robin on OBE on behalf of the RAF.

results the team 1101 look fonvard to Bi Icy and bettering its place next
year. The overall result were as follows:
Team latches: J U(A ) placed 3rd from 14 teams overall.
3rd in the Rine match (aggregate of 5 matches).
4th in the ombat team snap.
4th in the LSW match .
Individual Results:
Capt Fill.patf'ick 12th from 92 and selected for the R ignal orp'
Team who won the inter corp match.
S gt Dodd 3rd from 0 and elected for the RL
orps team.
apt Fitzpatrick won the xcll Cup for the best Officer.
gt Dodd won a trophy for the best Other Arms firer in the R
ignal hoot.
Pte Hanson won two medal for the best 'B' class shot in the
As ociation Cup and the Whitehead up.

Capt Fitzpatrick collecting his trophy from
Brig (Retd) N. F. Wood (the former SOinC)
A presentation was made by the CO, Lt Col D. J. Whitby to
Maj Gen I. 0. J . Sprackling OBE - Master of Signals
representing the Royal Corps of Signals
and by the OC 840 Squadron, Sqn Ldr M. Williamson to
Air Commadore P.A. Robinson OBE (RAF). rep rese nting
the Royal Air Force
ln order to commemorate the occasion Her Royal Highness the
Prince s Roya l was invited to the Island, and on Tue day 27 April
members of the Joint ervice Signal Unit (Ayio
ikolaos) tra elled to
Happy Valley to form a Guard of Honour to welcome her. The Colonel in
Chief of the Royal Signal was then inYited to unveil the Joint Service
ignal Unit (Ayio ikolaos) Cre t carved in tone, which now takes pride
of place in Ayio 1ikolaos Station. The visit to the Island wa also an
opportunity for the Her Roya l Highness to witness ome of the other
acti\ itie undertaken in Ayios Nikolaos. There was a display by the Youth
Club's In-Line kating Team, and a song by the ·Grease Singers'. It was
al o a chance for the Princess Royal to meet pupils and teachers from the
Primary chool and ee photos of the new school buildings that have
greatly changed since her last visit to the station.
EVE LO 'G ERVICE AND GOOD CO 'D CT '.\1.EDALS
AT J
(A ')
e\'en members of the Joint Service Signal Unit (Ayios ikolaos),
representing all three services, were rewarded for their exemplary service
when they were pre ented with Long Service and Good Conduct Medals
by. the ignal Officer in Chief (Army), Brig J. H. Griffin. The soldiers,
sailor and airman, \1ho have seen sen•ice in a number of countries
including 'orthern Ireland and Bosnia, received their medals in front of
the officer, and
CO of J SU(A. ), and were accompanied by their
wi\'e , who each received a bouquet of flowers. After the presentation,
Brig Griffin took the opportunity to meet the members of the Warrant
Officers· and ergeants' Mess.

J .

HOTSHOT
Aller some mtcnsc training a shooting team of relatively inexperienced
competitors from JS U(A. ) entered a team for the Inter Corps Skill at
rrns meeting held at Ash ranges near Sisley. The Training commenced in
January with the . quad of 20 which eventually drew down to six. The
election was based on experience, years of sen·ice and natural ability. The
tea~ \1as led by apt Kevin Fitzpatrick Royal ignals with coaching,
admm1stra110n and ample packed lunche supplied by S gt Bill Dodd
Royal Logistic Corps. The other team members and their personal
qualitie> \1crc moan~. groan and kit loss from ig Zukowski, mastery of
the key from ig Ridley, Court Martials from Pte Hanson and dance
ro~tm~s from Pte Doughty. The teams performance and overall placing of
third from 14 team> wa outstanding when con. idering that the team
placed in front form part of the British Anny Squad and the remainder all
hold the CO\ etcd badge of the Army I00 top firers. After some excellent
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NEPAL 1999
9 ignal Regiment's expedition started well with six representative and
one LI in tructor meeting up at Larnaca airport around one hour before the
flight's departure. Everyone had U Dollar plu a group total of £c200
which we later found out wa not a recognised currency in epal.
The flight from Larnaca to Bahrain was quite pleasant on Gulf Air and
was a rea onably enjoyable flight. After an entertaining night in Bahrain
our connecting flight to Kathmandu via Abu Dhabi left early for our six
hour flight. We landed with a vicious bump on a very short runway in
epal only to be told that it was one of the better landings! We entered the
flight terminal in quite an excitable mood which soon changed rather
dramatically after the loss of one of our tent meant stand ing around for an
hour and a half awaiting a lip of paper for lost luggage claims. Walking
out of the arrival lounge we were swarmed by taxi driver's trying to take
our bag and beggars trying to take our money! The group were met by
retired Gurkha Major Ram Guru, who ' ith two helper loaded our
bergens on to an old coach.
The next half hour was a huge culture shock. The streets were filled
with a den e smog, clapped out vehicle 's and dirty people trying to make a
living by the side of the road in shanty market tails. The coach endured
several near misses with on coming tramc on everely pot holed road
which proved to be quite daunting. Getting to our guest house in one piece
was a relief. The Sungawa guest house was very basic but sufficient. Maj
Ram took us to sample the local cuisine. The food was of a very high
standard and rea onably priced. The next couple of days were spent
around the densely populated streets of Kathmandu, sorting out trekking
permits and looking around the market stalls. On 8 March we endured a
six hour bu journey in uncomfortable condit ions to the town of Pokhara,
where we pent the night in a hotel by the main strip of shops on a scenic
lakeside sun-trap. That night we had our last proper meal for a week at the
Evere t Steakhouse, it wa every bit a tasty as described by 7 ig. on
their expedition the year before.
The trek tarted after a one and a half hour trip in two taxis to our first
point Lum le, a road side village with a small gathering of locals and lots of
tourists. Our bergcns weighed between 20-25kgs, it seemed we were the
only group carrying this sort of weight as mo t trekkers carried mall
holdalls with herpas ca1Tying the bulk. Our guides, Ram and Jit, started
ofi on a bad note, taking us the wrong way but we were soon back on
track. The first day was enjoyable and the scenery beautiful. When we
reached our first nights de tination it was very hot, so we went for a game
of rugby in the river. The locals had never seen a rugby ball before and it
was quite amusing watching them prodding and throwing it! The first
night was the start of our problem . The youngest member of the
expedition, Sig Sankey, came down with a bacterial infection in his
stomach, causing violent vomiting and severe diarrhoea. He lost all fluid
in his body and wa up all night keeping the group awake, moaning with
bodily cramps. In the morning, the group decided to leave Sig Sankey
behind with his partner, SSgt McCann, who were to descend if his
condition did not improve. The bulk of the group a cended to Gorepani,
and the disadvantaged pair continued later even though ig ankey 's
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conditi on was only slightly better. He only made it half-way due to a
severe lack of trcngth and dehydration. The next day was to be a cmcial
decider, either catch the g~oup or turn back. Both SSgt McCann and ig
Sankey did not want to give up so they trekked for eight hours to reach
Tarapani just before dark , reunited with a huge cheer from the lads.
The next day was a major descent down a dust covered hill into a huge
ascent after the ~rossmg .o f a somewhat unstable suspension bridge over a
river. As we clunbcd higher over the foothills into the mountains, the
scenery became more and more breathtaking, showing the spectacular awe
of the snow covered mountain tops. It took us seven days to reach ABC
(Anna[Juma Ba e amp) which wa our final destination where we played
rugby m the snow al 4200 metres, possibly the world highest lineout!
After seeing the top the group decided that a rapid descent would be a
&ood idea. Ram, our hea.d guide, doubted our ability to do it in the given
ume but we descended m one and a half days. travelling at 5-6kms an
hour. We were two days early o after a night in Pokhara, we returned to
Kathmandu. Maj Ram then informed us that it was the fa test trek around
that route he had known, which was a nice little boost.
After the trek everything went wrong, ig Sankey had recovered but
everyone else started to get ill except ig Jackson who must have a cast
iron stomach! Lt hort sufTered for the rest of the trip. The local
newspapers read of airline strikes which proved to be a big problem. We
spent three extra nights in Kathmandu and flew to Delhi on Indian Airlines
where we pent the next ten days due to missed flight connections through
lack of availability. The guys were tired and ready for a return to Cyprus,
but Gulf Air gave us nothing but bad news every time we visited. Money
was low and our visas had expired, making morale very low. A brief day
trip to the Taj Mahal made a nice change from the bustle of Delhi. Cpl
Evans left early on Emirates Ainvay to get back to his family on the only
available flight in a week. The group had been continuou ly turned away by
Gulf Air for our connecting flights, owe took it upon ourselves to pay for
the only seats available, which was in first class. With only four scats spare,
Cpl Beckett and Lt hort flew back three days later. The expedition
staryed in a great buzz and dragged out to be a bit of a nightmare, it was
certainly an experience which we won't forget in a hurry.
STAGS ON TOUR
The Stags RFC from Ay Nik boarded their flight to Malta for the start of
their week long tour. 17 people went on lhe tour and one of tho e was injured.
Therefore lhe team selected for the matches was not particularly difficult.

Everyone arrived at the pitch in high spirits hoping to win the fir t
game. The opponents were the Maltese Select, a team picked from the best
three teams on the Island . Kick off was at 5pm and for the first 20mins
there was no score, with the game mainly being played in the forwards. In
th~ twenty second minute the Malta Select managed to release their
wmger, and break through for a try. With the conversion missed, the Stags
were down 5-0 with I 5mins left to play of the first half. From the restart
the Stags forwards put pressure on the Maltese side on their own try-line,
and the ball eventually popped out to Marc Beckett, who managed to
release the fullback, Pete Rouse, for the Stags fir t try in the corner. The
conversion was missed, however, it brought the scores level at 5-5. With
the last attack of the first half the Maltese managed to score their econd
try, produced from all overlap into the corner. This meant the tags were
I 0-5 down going mto half time. The econd half started in a similar way
to the fir l. Both sets of forwards piling on lhe pre sure, however, neither
team was able to turn pressure into points. The tags tackled hard and
suffered two significant injury lossc . i Joyce cracked two ribs and Pete
Rouse suffered concus ion . Having borrowed a player the Stag carried on
but were overpowered hy the Maltese, eventually losing 30-5.
Wednesday was a rest day with everyone suffering from the previous
day. That night the team met the next opposition for a meal of a local
Maltese delicacy, 'Bugs Bunny'. A nice bit of rabbit, with head, feet and
tail - enough to tum even the hardest rugby player a fi.mny colour!
The second match cau cd concern due to the fact that there were only
14 fit player , and thus there were thoughts of a whitewash. By the time
that the kick off took place, the teams attitude had changed and everyone
was completely focused and knew exactly what they had to do. For 80% of
the first half the Stags were camped in the oppositions 22 yard box, but yet
again they could not convert pressure into points. The only core of the
first half came from a breakaway by the Overseas making the core 5-0. Jn
the second half the Stags were tiring. With five minutes to go the Oversea
fonvards turned on the pressure and their o7 went over for a try making
the core I0-0. This was how it stayed. Aller the game it was time to pose
for Ki s TV who had been filming the game and an interview for the Tour
Captain, Mark Evans.
The final match of the tour had to be cancelled due to the tags injury
crisis and therefore the rest of the time in Malta was spent ightseeing and
relaxing. All those' ho went oa the tour would like to thank everyone who
contributed towards it, and a big thanks goes to Frank McCann and Bill
Mearns who did most of the organising.

ll.
20 ARMOURED BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

Sqn Comd
RSM

Capt . O' Kelly
WOI (RSM) T. P. Crane

LAN):'ARD TROPHY
,With a 'minimum of training an intrepid team of ten set off from
P~derborn for the Lanyard Trophy 99. Ahead lay pain, cramp, weat and
tears, and that was just gett ing to Calai and the ferry. On arrival in Dover
fortune took an early nose dive as .LCpl Billy Mathews pent the evening
talking to the U-Bend. By the morning he was still vomiting and pent the
day asleep in the minibus tended to by the admin/drinking team. The early
phase saw strong progres undoubtedly a sisted by gt ' ige' Kenyon
and the morale radio. A the halfway point drew clo er the lack of training
began to tell and the pace slipped with LCpl • quirrel' Tyrell's knee
injury worsening. After a gutsy effort and de pite the teams effort he was
eventuall y forced to drop out and eek medical attention only eight miles
from the finish. Witl1 Cpl 'Dex' McFaul completing shuttle run· around
the squad to ensure he got some training value the team limped o er the
finish line Lo be met by the admin team, some ' elcome beers and a still
snoring Billy ' Rip Van' Mathews. ongratulations to all the squad for a
well de erved 12th place in I2hrs 40mins and a big thank to LCpl's
Andy Moss and Morgan Lewis for a well run admin tcam. Be t of luck to
Lt Paul Randell Cpl ' Dex' McFaul and Sigs 'Smudge' mith and
'Billy' McDadc ~vho go on to compete in the Comrade Marathon in
South Africa. Just remember 56 miles is only 19 BFT' or 7 FT' or... .. !!
EXERCISE APE
E' HAW BABE' DIAMO D
Exped Ldr
Lt R. M. 'Just around the corner' Jones
Instr
Sgt 1. 'Lerch· Payne
.
Ex Apennine Diamond wa a hiking expedition to the pcnmne
l~tountains in central Italy. The plan was to undergo two expeditions, the
first lasting two days the econd for four. The group were to hike an
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average of l 5-20km per day, over rugged terrain ranging bet\ een 11 OOm
to 2940m in height. In bet\ een the group were to pend their R & R pha e
ta ting the cultural a pects of Italy' capital, Rome. As with every plan it
failed to cope with the first contact with the enemy, the enemy being the
weather. Fir t the group was held up in Switzerland for ten hours waiting
for the pass to Italy to open again. Then on arrival in Abruzzo ational
Park, the weather wa o poor that erecting th tent in three foot of now
wa an inconceivable option, a local and rea onably priced chalet,
howe er, was for more enticing.
The following morning, we attempted to dry our oaking kit in the earl
morning sun hine, LCpl 'Weak at the knees' Ben on wa in charge of the
roof rack, and while cutting the rope managed to cut him elf, a couple of
minutes later he wa being comforted by his compadre pl 'Hot dog'
Reardon after a cracking effort of fainting in the minibus. The Expedition
e entually began a day late, and the day began well, there" a till no'' in
certain area , but the spring un wa ·hining, and morale wa - definitely
high. We climbed towards a ridge that we were going to walk on for the
day. unfortunately, a 1 e arri ed at our ummit, the weather encompas ed
us once more, and the iew we had so a pired to see all day during our
climb had evaded us.
We de cended at a rapid pace a the now grew deeper around us. On
arrival back in camp, the gu , brewed tl1e tea, whilst I con idered with
Sgt Payne on where we could go to find lower ground nearb), avoiding
the b, now worsening weather condition .
The group moved ' estward toward Rome and to lo\\ er ground, here the
sno' had vani hed, the weather improved. and the group were final!; ahle
to begin it. Expedition. The next four days sa" the group complete it
aims, an arduous trek over rugged terrain, ''hi! t pra ticing their map
reading. and control of the E:1.pedition. Our main problem was witl1 ig
·crusty the balancing clown' Weller. who at cn~ry opportunity would
di e to the front of the group and begin picking up the pace, this would
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contmue until hi' rems were drawn in by igs ' 1u ' t have an ice cream'
Heathcote and Jcrmany. ext on the hit li -t was Lt· 15 minute 'J one_s,
hi command dccr·ion to -limb cOOm for the pectacular views at_ a rapid
pace. and atkr a uruellmg da) wa " met with dLdain from the rcmamder of
the group." ho threatened to chuck him off the cliff.

the others in the nme time. how they achieved thi l ' ill never know, and
can on ly guess (stereotypical Italian transport). That night we had the
cu ternary pizza, followed by an evening in Rome's most exclusive club,
before the long drive home the fo llowing day.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Randell
Tp gt
SSgt Cra bb
ll ello to pl 'Daz' Bailey, LCpl Si Harris, ig Paul King and ig
Tony Lewis. Congratulations to gt Griffiths on hi s Sta!Ty and avoiding
Middlesbrough and to Cpl ' Mo' Morrison and LCpl Andy Moss on their
promotions.
EXERCISE BRA 0 DIAMO D - by ig Booker
BRAVO TROOP DVENT RE TRAI I GI BAVARJA
We all knew that the two main aetiv itie for the first two day ' ere
walking and mountain biking, except for LCpl 's Thompson and pinks
who chose a more relaxi ng option - fishing . Mountain biking, due to so
many land lide on the main road . turned into mountain bike pushing, up
teep stony path and through metre-deep now. However, thanks to L pl
Doyle (mounta in bike instructor) the return joui:ney turne~ mto a
omewh at hilari ous a!lemoon. We took the shorl cut llft111g our bikes O\'er
fa llen trees and stream and then we came to a muddy patch. Half of the
group managed to get over safely then Al Doy_lc landed right int.he mi.ddlc
and tarted to ink. He managed to pull him se lf free but. hi s tramers
, eren't o lucky and were ucked in never to be een agam. Al Doyle
wa n 't too happy when he had to cycle home bare footed but it made the
re t of the group laugh after a hard day up the mountam ..
Day two wa mounta in walking, th is wa extremely Linng and tough but
with L pl Osmond in the group . it wa never goi ng to be boring. He
enlightened the day\ ith hi s exceptional u e ofwa lk111g ticks.
The th ird day wa free day to do what we wanted. A few people went to
a lake, a few to a castle and the rest went un bathing at an out door water
park. Everyone enjoyed whatever they cho.se to do_ except for LCpl Lee
Lewis who paid the pnce for fall mg a 1.eep 1~ the m1d-da)'. un with no un
cream on. He looked like a red and wh ite stripy deck chair. The ni ght was
finished o!Twith a rushed meal in a local restaurant which was reall y nice
but everyone wanted to get down town to watch Manchester on the big
creen and their brilliant win over Bayem Munich. Overall the week was a
uccc and thanks to 200 ig qn for a break from the tank park.

The group taking a five minute break
Aller six day in Italy the group had finished their Exepedition and
were happy, relieved, fulfilled and now looking forward to their. rest phase
in Rome. Rome in 24 hours was no mean feat, the mam sights were
covered, including the Coliseum, the Sistine chapel and MacDonalds, the
girl still had time for a bit of shopping. During the ight seeing tour Sig
C laire Coverly, and Sig Kate Collins managed to ee twice as much as

SUPPORT TROOP - by LCpl Barrell
Tp Comd
Capt (QM) M. Bohanon
Tp Sgt
Sgt H. Capelman . .
On 7 May it wa the MT's tum to hold a Trammg Day for the rest of the
quadron. The challenge were to reverse park an articulate? lorry,
manoeuvering a car on a skid pan and hardest o f all the BFG tick test!
early everyone eemed to ma ter rever ing the lorry into the parking bay
whilst the BFG tick te t produced a few nerves and only a few passe . The
favourite of the day was as expected the kid car. The aim was to
manoeuver around the course as many times as poss ible in a set time. Due to
people dri ving too quickly many lost control but a fun time was had by all.
The Troop says goodbye to LCpl lan C~ u sins who is posted on
promotion to 7 ig Regt and al o con~atulate h11n on h1 recent mai:nage.
Hello go to LCpl Paul Barnett amvmg from I (UK) ADSR and Sig Les
Gearing along with his wife Karrie and daughter Freya posted m from 11
ig Regt.

in all , an extremely busy period and the Troop is really looking forward to
the Adventure Training period where we can all relax, have a Becks and
put another shrimp on the barbie.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Corkery
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Sloane
Firstly a warm welcome to Sig Nikki 'Fast Asleep' Thompson from I
Div and to ig Simon ' Savi!le' Rowe from Blandford. Secondly farewell
to Cpl Tarq uin Jones and to LCpl ' Titch' Meakin - may your new
posting be just as happy as this one! Secondly congratulations to Sgt
Andy Buckle on being se lected for promotion to SSgt, LCpl ' Titch'
Meakin to Cpl on posting and LCpls Harold Broderick and Phil Green
on their promotion to LCpl.
DE MARK
The ftrst day back after Easter leave and most of Bravo Tp, with
elements of Alpha Tp in support, deployed to Denmark to act as Hunter
Force for the first phase of the Danish Jagerkorpset selection course. The
fir t week involved the Troop being deployed in observation posts around
the northern Danish countryside, sited along various routes the students
were expected to take whilst moving from one objective to another. The
Ops were to note how tactically the students were moving with
instrnctions to engage if drills were not up to scratch. Other members of
the Troop manned various objectives that the students were to rccce, in
order to provide realistic targets.
The second week saw the Troop given more aggressive roles. These
included mobile patrolling in Land Rovers, providing helibome QRF's,
setting ambushes, as well as providing casualties for various CASEYAC
exerci ses. The Troop was also joined in the field by Lt Wendy Wright
and Cpl 'Ruby' Murray from the Royal ew Zealand Corp of Signals,
who will be with us until August. With only a few days le fl of the E and E
phase the Troop was pulled out of the field to assist with a search and

POST DENMARK
The annual RSJT inspection took place a couple of weeks after
Denmark and there were quite a few early starts in the final week to en ure
readiness, however the deadline was met and the Troop performed well.
As oon as R IT was over ig Chris ixon and Sig ' Ronnie the Rooster '
Barker from Bravo Troop went to Kiel Sailing Club with the quadron
OC for a week to take part in a ailing competition. The re ults for the
team were good with the quadron team winning overall and, along with
the Scots Dragoon Guards, winning the Inter-Garrison competition.
EXERCISE PRAffiIE EAGLE 1 A D 2
The Exercise commenced in unfortunate fashion with the armour being
delayed by 24 hours at the railhead. Eventually however the Troop reached
its destination of Draw ko Pomorskie in Poland. Bravo Tp, along with the
rest of the quadron and the Brigade Staff, exercised in the field for just
over a week and then returned to Konotop to take over the manning of
Excon and Hicon for Ex Prairie Eagle 2. Quote of the exerci e bas to go to
Pte ' ikki Jenkins AGC who, after hearing of peoples' fears of the local
Grunny Pigs wa heard to ask why everyone was so afraid of the Guinea
Pigs! The Troop now looks forward to adventure training in the French
Alps and a well deserved summer leave.

19 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (209)

Sqn Comd
Capt C. M. Va udin
RSM
WOl (RSM) S. MitchelJ
As many of you will now be aware 19 Brigade has been warned for
operationa l deployment to FYROM/Kosovo, with the Headquarters
assuming command in theatre, from 4 Brigade, on I September 1999.
Consequently training and preparation continues apace. ln SHQ, the
Yeoman and Foreman, W02 (YofS) A. Drummond and W02 (FofS) A.
Williams respectively, have been chained to their de ks. The RSM, WOI
(RSM) S. Mitchell, meanwhile is preparing to charge his now overdue
unborn baby, with being late for a parade.
.
Out on the tank park, the troop continue to curse and sweat ov~r thetr
beloved 43 's, with track bashing providing the late t entertamment.

J

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

rescue for a student who had gone missing at the tart of the phase, having
fiuled to make any contact at all at the RV's. At this late stage hope were
starting to fade . The missing student eventually turned up aflcr the phase
had finished: he had lost his escape map and had decided to lie low till the
end of the Exercise and then give himself in. eedless to say, he didn't
pass.
Other excitements included a heath fire which ig Danny Richardson
had nothing to do with starting, and finally a short period of R and R on the
last night. The inhabitants of Alborg were friendly enough and everyone
had a chance to unwind. Memories fade and some things arc better left to
those that can remember.

Rumours continue of sightings of the Troop Commander B Tp and the
Staff Sergeant B Tp (Lt Toze and SSgt O'Brien) in coveralls working on
the armour, although many have di missed this as pure fantasy.
Meanwhile Sig Allinson has decided to redesign the Squadron
Commander's FFR, the challenge of rebuilding it having now been issued
to ABRO. A mention must also go to our colonial visi tors, Lt J . Wright
and Cpl Peterson of the Royal Australian Signals, who continue to suffer
mild hypothermia from the Catterick weather, despite it now being June.
ln Support Tp, SSgt S. K Legg grimly hangs on to his sanity, as he trive
to control the MT and get on the heel. The technicians, however, have
migrated to Blandford as they attempt to beat the number of courses
completed record.

24 AIRMOBILE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (210)

CCX

o>CI•

qn Comd
1aj Andy Bristow
R M
WOl (RSM) Colin Milne
It has been another bu y period for the Squadron ince Ea ter, with
exerci es in Denmark, Germany and Poland, a well as R IT, a change in
the quadron structure and a number of arrivals and departures. We now
look forward to a period of Adventure Training and leave and then to the
build up for the Brigade test exercise in the autumn. What the future holds
after that remains to be een!
ALPH TROOP
TpComd
Tp gt

2Lt Andy Hill
gt James Runchman

T\\-0 \1 0 , T H WIT H ALPH A TROOP
by Cpl Murra;.: Royal ew Zealand Signals
Alpha Tp, where men arc men and the girls from Ooh La La's arc happy
('But we only go there for the beers' - yeah right boys!) It' been work
hard and party even harder for the last couple of months. The Troop has
taken part m three xercises: firstly one in Denmark, where we assisted
Bra\O fp in gi,ing the Danish pecial Force the run around for two
weeks. The good old PanLer then ventured out to Hohne Training Area to
practice a few ne'' SOP's on Ex Jerboa Rage. The Troop would like to
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thank newly arrived Sig ·Damon' Hill for the light enterta in~ent. he
provided when he tried to take on the Panzer back door ' 1th l11s little
pinkie - hope it gets better soon! Last but not least, the whole Squadron
deployed to Poland on Ex Prairie Eagle with the Troop under th~
command of 2Lt ndy ' Map Reading Extraordi naire' Hill. The Umt
performed well and got a big thumbs up from the Brigadier. Once again
we all returned with numerous itchy red spots ... thanks to the mozz1es of
cour e!
Alpha Tp has had a bag full of Kia Oras and Ka Kite Anos (Kiwi for
Hellos and Goodbyes). First of all Kia Oras to Cp l ' Kiwi' M urray. LCpl
Simon Pereira, and Sig Rob Castles, Stewa rt Blakeley, Grace
Howard and igel Wells. We also welcome Sigs Danny Richardson,
Phil Brown and 'Geordie' Soppitt from upport Tp. Ka Kite Anos to Sgt
'Recon Platoon ' Ward (moving to the training wing), C pl Dave
Langridge (to shape and mould our new recruits), LCpl Bernie Clifton
and to igs Gaz Ayto and ,Ja e Co urt. Finally the last farewell to ~t
'Cylume Party' Yates who arrived recently, did such a good _job and is
now leaving us to go LO 249 Sig Sqn on a well deser ed promotion:
Between all the Exercising, farewells and genera l hard graflmg, w~
enjoyed a good R IT vi it which went well - by the way, what's an 'A
job? Also well done for newly promoted LCpl Des White and LCpl Toin
O'Hanlon ; don't be shy with the slabs lads as we're all really thir ty! All
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JAILBREAK! - by Cpl P. Kirk
.
21 OSig Sqn has always taken part in charity events wher~ possible and
more often than not ha a sisted in running them. This year 1t ha been put
to the Corporals to organise an event of their choo ing, the 'Jai lbreak!'
theme being chosen by C pl Ca rl 1\veddle, Cpl Rutland and myself. The
aim was for teams to get as far away a pos ible from Colchester ~nd back
again within 24hr, with no posses ion other.than an emergency £10 note,
ID cards and authorisation letters. On top ot that teams had to collect as
much money for charity as pos ible whil. t wearing the most outrageou
. .
fancy dress they could come up_ with .
We worked hard to maximise the publtc1ty coverage fo r tl1e event.
Radio E sex interviewed u live before and after the jailbreak and put .the
word on the street to watch out for rather trangely dres ed soldiers
roaming the countryside with collection tins.
There were some uperb e!Torts but the winners for the furthest distance
travelled were LCpl Childs, ig Jones and ig Turner who managed to
get to London , nd up to Edinburgh before heading back to London and
down to Dover all in 24hrs! Jailbreak! was a great succes . At. the la t
count the event had raised £700 for the Army Benevolent Fund\ 1th more
money still to be collected. On top of that all the participant had a great
time and got to go AWOL for the day without the risk of gettmg charged!
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Goodies and Baddies ready for th e OFF !
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X R I ELIO '
FROM A PL ' ER LAPTOP
by Capt R. M. Han·ey
x Lion w1 happened b chance. One cancellation and a change in the
Brigade Programme left a slot in the OTX plan and a gap on the Op
Room board. eizing the opportunity to · end December in ypru , the
Q I and l were off on the Reece fa ter th •. LCpl Ayre could type out the
F !dent I 73s. 'I'm ure I put the 0 's recce guideline Ii t in here
omewhere ... .' Ben B r itton looked unconvinced a I rummaged through
my bag full of coconut oil and ivea at RAF Akrotiri. Armed with my
training programme and the guideline list, the recce commenced - five
day · of range . camp and training area and then there were the b okings,
ration~. ammunition, vehicle . store , boats, helicopters,
maps,
frequencie , fuel, flights and tran port. At la t. off to the beach, but only
for an in depth briefing on Ad enture Training qualifications and a glance
at ome pla h dinghie . At the end. with about 200 ne\ pamphlets (which
took up eyery pare nook in my luggage) we returned to the UK. I set
about rewriting the training programme. omebody once told me that time
pem recceing i a good skive. Hmmm . ....
Having never deployed the quadron further than PTA for five days,
planning for five week in Cypru was quite a challenge (in the good old
day you'd ay nightmare but challenge suggests a more spirited 90'
approach). I divided the training programme up into block of four day .
gt lcKenn a on Ranges, ' ho managed to de ise a package that
required more RMQ instructors than the entire mall Anus School Corp ,
gt 'Tiffy' El mor e, who thought he'd get away with idling about in hi
canoe. on Mil kill , FofS Knight on avigation - at least the six months
he had pent adventure training during the year would be put to good u e
and finally gt Prich a rd runn ing the Inter ection Competition - I
expected thi to be changing tyres and o I was a bit surprised to find it
involved me being re cued from a cliff. The next three month saw
planning conference after planning conti rence, meeting after meeting and
board after board. 'What about enemy?' the OC mu ed \ hilst on a
Brigade FTX in March. landing at the Comms Ops desk we sighted FofS
Knight and Sgt ·Hammy' H a mmlett and gt P almer . The Foreman
looked a bit Middle Eastern, Sgt H a mmlert looked a bit hifty ( tores
trained) and Sgt Palmer ju t happened to be there. Within minutes the
characters of C ol Adeou s Knig htali, Maj Wyna li H a mmet and piros
Palmero were created, ruthle s activists mercilessly intent on terrorising
the Ex Patriot population of Abbelia. The Signal quadron would train for
a 'on Combatant Evacuation Operarion and rescue all UK EP's.
In April, l wa 'busy making 'one last amendment' to the nominal role
when RSM Hodg on lapped a sheet of paper in my in-tray. 'There!' he
said. 'What's that? ' I said squinting at the document. ' I've booked the
packed lunches,' he replied with such conviction that there surely couldn't
be any going back now. One last meeting with RQMS 'Taff' F urni aJ,
more to reassure each other that we hadn't forgotten anything .... 'bit late
now' we sh rugged, checking in to the Brize orton Hotel. 24 hours later
and I was back in arrivals in RAF Akrotiri . I'll let Rob Hamilton take up
the story from here.
EXER C ISE LIO ' S
14 MAR CH - 13 A PRIL 1999
by 2L1 R. A. Hamillon
210 ignal Squadron left Colchester in rather surprisingly high spirits.
De pite the fact that the state of Fri land had been subjected to a number of
ferocious attacks carried om by the terrorist group 'Action For Abbelia '
(AFA), and that we would honly find ourselves in the midst of these
hostilities, everybody seemed raring to go to the area that on most maps is
shown as Cyprus. Consequently, it was in an air of enthusia m that we left
RAF Brize ort0n at a ridiculously early time on the morning of 14 March
1999 .to take part in Ex Lion Sun, a four week infantry based training
exercise.
Fortunately, the area ten kilometres outheast of the Abbelian-Friland
border was found to be secure and rather con eniently had a desolate camp
close by, which the quadron was able to occupy. From there the three
platoon conducted platoon level tactical training in order to prepare
themselve for fut~re skirmishes with the Abbelian guerrillas. obody
doubted the potential of the Abbelian troops and thus all training was
conducted with the utmost vigour. A ' round-Robin ' of training packages
\\~re laid on by the Squadron Training Team including a four-day military
skills package, a l\I o-day navigation package and a live firing phase
culminating in section live fire attacks.

The training wa indeed cha llenging. As anybody will tell you who has
exercised on Cypms, it is a beautiful golden island to look down upon
from an aircraft, but once on the ground it is the most evil of terrain. The
lie of the land and nature joi n forces to bite, sting. devour or pike anybody
that is naive enough lo leave the safety of a tarmac area and lay foot on the
country ide. Consequently the military skill and navigation phases proved
harder than fir t e nvi aged but nevertheless were e njoyable and of great
benefit for the final Exercise. Unfortunately the range package at Pyla was
not a big a succe as had been hoped for due to the number of suicidal
sailors and fishermen who insisted on motoring into the impact area. The
infuriation generated by constantly hearing the words 'STOP, apply safety
catches,' could always be alleviated with a ca ll to whichever member of
the platoon hierarchy had the onerous task of boat entry for the day and
' ithout doubt would be clinging on for dear life whilst kindly contributing
ration to the Mediterranean food chain.
The ituation on the Abbellian-Fril and border continued to deteriorate
and before long all three platoons found themsel ve deployed to rescue the
remaining British ex-patriots left in the area . The Exercise began with an
amphibiou assault on Melanda Beach and securing the beachhead before
mo ing ortl1 to the border. Over the following four days, a number of
attack , recces and ambushes ' ere carried out before a final attack was
made on the remaining enemy pocket in Paramali village. Exhau ted, the
company moved back to camp and prepared for the bigge t challenge - the
a ault on the bank balance to be conducted over several days of adventure
training.
A number of the quadron grabbed tJ1e opportunity to visit either Israel
or Egypt on one of the crui es from Limassol. On a more physica l note a
number of adventure training packages were laid on including
parachuting, climbing, walking, mountain biking, sailing, horse riding and
canoeing. Rejuvenated, the Exerci e culminated with an excellent
barbecue before returning to olchester to ann0_y loved ones with
hideously good tan . Ex Lion Sun proved to be a great success with the
vast majority of training objective met. The quadron had a thoroughly
enjoyable time and now goes forward having refre hed it elf on basic
tactics. fieldcraft and military kills, not forgetting the most important
quality of how to recognise a good Brandy our from a bad one!
ROTHERA ATTACHMENT - by Cpl Drew Meehan
Between September 1998 to March l 999 I was lucky enough to
undertake an attachment with the Antarctic Expeditionary Team to
provide conununications between the cience parties out on the ice and the
base camp. It was a fantastic chance to see a unique pan of the world and
deal with communications in the harshest of environments and I was
therefore not going to let the opportunity lip by me.
The task started with a rather long flight out to the area. Unfortunately
the weather was so bad that we were forced to stop in the happening
megalopolis of Port Stanley for a week. Eventually the all clear was given
and we continued with the final eight hour leg to ihe base camp. The pilot
was excellent and flew at low level around some of the glaciers, giving us
the chance to appreciate the vastness of Antarctica. Before long we had
touched down on the ice between the o il drum markers and were whisked
away to learn ice breaking drills and how to drive the ski-doos. I was lucky
enough to have four weeks out with one of the science teams helping out
with hot water drill ing. This entailed drilling bore holes in the ice to assess
its thickness, by ma intaining a constant supply of boiling hot water down
the shaft, quite a difficult task when the temperature is an average minus
35 degrees!
Base camp life was just as entertaining. In between looking after the
communications, the social life was excellent with a fully stocked bar and
a plethora of scientists who were only too keen to have a few beers! In any
pare time there were ample opportunities to go off and explore the local
islands or to go skiing. In summary, I had the adventure of a lifetime and
can thorough ly recommend it to anyone interested.

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
TRADING COMPANY Ltd
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford DORSET DT11 BAH
Tel: 01258 482 248 (Mil: 2248) Fax: 01258 482 084 (Mil: 2084)

If y o u're sitting comfortab ly then we' ll begin
2 Plato on's S ectio n Co m mande rs
(l.:-R): Cpl Barring er, Cpl Kirk, Cp l Smith
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C hild re n's Gifts
Toys
Books
Mo de l Kits
Spy Kits
Camo. Uniform
Soft To ys
Die Cast Toys

La dies G ifts
'Ji m my' Drop Earring
'Jimmy' Penda nt
'J immy' S tic kpin
S weethe art Brooch
Gold 'Jimmy'
Marca s ite 'J immy'
Cut Glass & China

Gents G ift s
P rints
Cuff-Links
Golfi ng Goods
Blazer Buttons
Blaze r Badges
Ties & Ti e Pin s
'Jimmy' Signet Ring
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238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

Q ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
0

Maj Steve Hunt
W02 ( SM) Ewan Hall

SM

FAREWELL
. HQ bids farewell t? one of the. stalwarts of the Corps, Maj (TOT)
~1chard Howes on rellr~ment. MaJ Howes has been respon ible for the
high . technical reputal!On of the Squ.adron and particularly the
spec1ficat1011 of the YIP PA system. We wish you and the family well in
the ta~ haven
the Isle of Wight. We also say farewell to LCpl Sophie
Morns on postmg to 11 Sig Regt. Thanks for all the beasting sessions in
the gym, congratulation on all your runnmg achievements whilst with the
Squadron and best of luck in Blandford.

or

DONATTO TO MAITI NEPAL
ORPHANAGE A D REHABILITATIO CE TRE
During a recent visit to Kathmandu, epal, gt Anderson pre ented
£1300 to M.rs ~ nur ada Koir.ola, the director of Maiti epal Orphanage
and Rchabtl11at1on Centre. M aJ Steve H u nt and Cpl teve Hook raised the
money by nmn.ing _in this year's London Marathon and gt Fergie
nderso n runnmg m the Fleet and Gatwick Half Marathons raised
additional sums. Funds are sti ll being collected and it is expected that the
final sum wtll be m excess of£1500. Maiti epal was established in 1993
by Mr A nu rad a Koirola to give support and assistance to women and
children who have been trafficked into servitude, prostitution or who have
suffered from any form of exploitation. The money will be used to pay the
travel costs for the safe return ofNepalese girls from the brothels oflndia to
their homeland Nepal. Maj or Hunt, gt And erson, and Cpl Hook thank
all those who gave support and encouragement in their fund raising efforts.

The Yacht and crew moved westward over the course of the week in
strong winds with Cpl 'No. Warning' Ho?k succeeding in drenching the
ere"; from a huge Bay of Biscay wave which somehow ended up in Poole
Bay. Wednesday was Weymouth mght and the crew prepared for a night
on the town. LCpl Lee Lester was finally lowered from the masthead to
JOm us! An exce!lent week was had by all, with many nautical miles
covered, much sailing learned and damaged credit cards. The Top Eight
Events are listed below.
I. SSgt Si Had ley -Top Speed 7.6 Knots.
2. LCpl Lee Lester - Seasick whilst in harbour. through his nose!
(NATFA club)
3. LCpl Bry Stewart - I don't feel well, can I take the train? ( coltish)
4. Cpl Gordy Mc eillie - Can I go too? (Scottish)
. 5. Cpl Gibbo Gibson - You can go down the hatch head first whilst still
m your sleepmg bag! (Ex Wh ite Helmet)
6. Cpl teve Hook - Flaking in a pub full of lovely girls (Trg Wg).
7. Capt Kerry Levins - I know I am the kipper but can I go back to
bed, (six hours later) Where are we?
8. Sig Greg (G reen) B urgess - For dedication to the Trg Wg while the
'
rest ofus had an arduou exercise.
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd outgoing
Capt Ker ry Levins.
Tp Comd incoming
Capt Andy Carroll.
Tp Sgt
Sgt Simon Sch ofield
It is said when Bagpus is awake all his friends are awake and in Radio
Tp Bagpus i_ Running .the ~ondon Marathon twice. Life in Radio Tp goes
from obscurity to full tilt with the Troop making up to 90% of all the teams
the Squadron ha entered in events from the Corps and LO DIST
SAAM's _to Race the Sun an.d if that was not enough Radio Tp become
Ceremon!al Tp yet agam .wuh Troopmg the Colour, Beating Retreat, a
State Visit, the State Open mg of Scotland's Parliament and not forgetti ng
the many Garden Parties and receptions at Buckingham Pa lace, all in an
eight week penod. Puttmg up the Div 's Billy Smart's Tent on a rainy night
has never been so far away.
The Troop have the following hellos and goodbye to make, the Troop
would like to welcome the incoming Tp Commander, Capt Andy 'love
me love my hair' Ca rroll, from attachment to I Green Howards and Sig
Mac '. been there done that more ~han you' M cGregor from 249 (AMF)
(l.) 1g Sqn. Welcome to the Big Smoke. Unhappily we have to say
farewell to C apt K er ry 'no bike' L evins and his wife Sharon al o LCpl
Gaz 'neyer happ{ Winders and his. wife Julie Be t of luck in Civvy
Street. Fmally a big hello to the operallonal side of238 (London) Sig qn
to C pl Mick 'I got the best Det' Breydin and C pl Daz 'I got the worst det'
Pond who a r~ currently in Bosn.ia. Als<;>. not forgetting Sig Stu ' Brace up·
Par ker who 1s currently takmg 1t easy m BATUS. Keep up the good work
lad and sorry you missed the Photo.

S gt And e rson p resent ing £1 300 to Mrs A n u rada Koirol <1
the Director of Maiti Ne pa l O rp ha nage an d Reha b ilitation
Centre in Kathmand u, Ne p al
TRA I CNG WING
Trg Offr

SSgt Si Hadley

EXERC ISE C O CKNEY SP LAS H 2
_Once agai n Trg W g and Radio Tp joined force for the annual offi hore
sa1l111g Exercise which took place immediate ly afler the LO DI T
ATFA President)
hooting competition . Unfortun ately Sgt ' cho~ '
chofield was left behi nd, witJ1 a tear in his eye, to care for the remainder
of the Troop. On arrival we were faced with our fir t dilemma, from C pl
'Gordy Gust one more question)' M c cillie, the conver ation went as
follows:
Gordy: o how do we ail up w ind then?
Real kipper : Well , tacking, beating, C lose hauled (and lot of other
sail ing jargon) .
Gordy: o how do we move from here against the wind and facing
backwards?
Rea l kipper : We tum the engine on!
Gordy: C lever! C lever!
The second di lem ma was lipping out between the other orps Yach ts.
SSgt i 'The rea l kipper' Hadley opted to move Sl.)'wave, leaving C apt
Kerry 'I am the skipper and I want to be the kipper' Levins to slip
Pe1as11s. All went well except Petasus was last cen heading for the bridge
over Haslar reek. De-masting drill to follow. The crew then set sai l for
Ocean Vi llage, a marina fo r the exclusive Martini
lub people.
Unfortunate ly standards lipped when LC pl ·My ide bums arc not ginger'
Lester wa allowed on shore to mix briefly with real Martini club members.
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Rad io Tp in Summe r Cere monia l d ress on the south sid e
of th e River Thames adj acent to the Houses of Parliament
RACETHES
An early start .topped the day to move to Race the un competition but
we finally made 1t to York after topping at virtually all the en ice tat ion
enroute, no thank to LCpl ·Pathfinder ' Le.ster. After a night of fi nely
honed preparation and with 'a ll men accounted for' we were ready to
tackle e ery eventuality and if the race had not been cut short \: E ' D
HAVE \: 0 ! You must under tand that by comi ng 11th thi year. we
bettered our po ition by two places from last year. By 20 I 0 we hould win
it, so watch out 30 ig Regr (start preparing now). When eYeryone had
fini hed, Capt 'I' ll meet you down there' C arroll' ordered a CUR (C'lo e
Urban Reece) to be carried out in order to prepare u for our multi tage
ervice tat ion hop home. The trip home \\ 3 unevent ful and we made-it
back .to Lond?n in fairly good time with 'no fallen o ldiers'. A pecial
menlton 111 dispatches ha to be mode to apt · ommando in a kilt'
Carroll for n very good imper onation of meat and two yeg!
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1aj (Tfc) Dave Gilchrist
gt
gt Karen Ripley
\\e ki· goodbye to tho e cold winter blues.\ e' cloome with open
arm tho e long summer nights. time for recuperation and lo have a welleamed beer or two in the wann hazy London sun hine. ol much chance
of that unle ·s your name happen to be Sgt ·Freebie· Anderson . You see
·freebie' i getting on a bit now, with approximate! l months until
retirement. He feel he need eJ.trn priYilege , o for the 64 t:1 time in his
t Sor o month - here, he ha again been chosen a D t Comd 0f23 's SOI
DET in . 'epal. What about the re t of the crypto op BO . cro.s training
flexibility/adaptability and all that? On a eriou - note 'freebie' do an
e:1.ccllent job rai ing fund for the le s fortunate people in that part of the
\\Orld and \\e just wish he would how a much charity to hi fellow
crypto comrades ba k here in Blighty. The re t of the Troop ju t keep
plodding away in hi absence. doing a fine job down in the now not o
murky corridors ofHorscguard . we·ve had a lick of paint C ippie) and' e
thought the trategic Defence Review wa all about cutbacks. Well
painting i ju t like politic. you can only paint over the crack for so tong.
On the ocial front an excdlent evening was had by all at the recent Tp
function held in the Bruno Bistro Bar. Thi was an excellent function
organi ed by the girl in the Well ington Barracks OA
(operator
a istance centre). For some strange rea on Oscar Tp function alway
eem to go down well witl1 the re t of tlie quadron and I wonder if it '
something to do with a higher ratio of females to male , however, thi may
be put to the te t oon with reorgani ation getting e er closer. The Troop
will dimini h even more with closure but in the face ofadversil it's that
one for all, and all for one piril that pull everyone through. It has to be
aid that the Commune will now be a quieter place with the loss of one if
it's longest erving talwarts, Shaida Hasizi who has departed to test the
eardrum' of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. Mr Dave Tivey al o
departs London Central to COMCE Whitehall. The rest of the C04's are
wondering what the extra travelling expense will amount to for tra citing
the extra SO metres aero the Horseguards parade ground.
The Troop continues to excel on the porting from and it would appear
the older you get the filter you are and so naturally end up do ing more
lnter-Troop competi tions. The Troop recently won the squa h and rowing
competition with the participants ages averaging out at 38. That's how old
we feel oursel e to be alter the event, but a few short John mith's we all
rekindled our youthful age of25ish! The Troop also won the hockey event
winning 2-0 and 1-0 respectively against Radio and Mike Tp. So watch
out, as predicted in previous pages the trophy is coming our way.
~flKETROOP

Tp Comd
Ca pt (TOT) Phil Cooper
Tp gt
gt 1\vizell
Yet another busy period with the eason of rehearsals and parades well
and truly getting under way. The planning of the communications for the
State Opening of the Scotti h Parliament has also started witli Cpl ·Gordy'
1c eitlie spending a week up in Edinburgh . 'Gordy ' was rumoured to be
checking water contamination in Princess Street during brief moments of
free time.
The Troop would like to say a final fa rewell to the TOT, Maj Richard
Howes who alter thirty eight (38) years of Anny life has handed in the last
of his remaining uniform and picked up his brief case and left for a life in
civvy street. In his place a hello, welcome and congratulations to the
newly commissioned Capt Cooper who has arrived for a short period of
time, on loan, ITom CPD Blandford. We hope you enjoy your short stay.
Congratulation also to the newly appointed ·gt Twizell.
Welcome back Cpl Bone, complete with untan, who has been on an
expedition in epal. Congratulations to Cpl 1c1 eillie for collecting a
gong at the London District Shooting Competition with his team mate Sig
Kearns of Radio Tp. Well done also to Cpl Bone, ig McGuire and Sig
1cFaul for completing various leg in this years Race the Sun up in York.
Congratulations also to Sig McGuire for being the only member of the Tp
to pick up a medal in the London District Athletics Competition. Well
done to all other members who took part.
CHALLE GE C P COMPETITIO
Early April aw the fourth in a series of inter Troop sporting
competition~ take place in one of the few non asbe tos solid structures still
standing in Chelsea Bks - the squash court. ln a fairly close fought
competition, all Troops were guilty of pulling out their old and bold. M Tp
dragged out their deadly weapon - the TOT, Maj Richard Howes and
SHQ/O Tp found the oldest trio going, which included the OC, Maj tevc
Hunt and
1 Ewan Hall! Much rested on the final game which the
M had to win to level the competition w ith M Tp. The SSM took the
game in his stride but the overall result was a tie. The 0 , making a
omewhat odd tactical decision, decided the outcome wou ld rest on the
results of a one-off 500m rowing competition, against the clock. Despite a
closely run competi tion, age prevailed and SHQ/O Tp won the squash on
their rowing machines! SHQ/O Tp continued on their current form in May
by storming off with the inter Tp Hockey competition. Their secret
weapon, this time, was M Ewan HaU back out of retirement for the last
time (allegedly) and YofS eil tewart nursing a groi n injury.
CORPSAAM/LDRAM
Pull up a sandbag my friend and listen to a tale of great dari ng. Once
upon a time there was a shooting team from 238 Sig qn. Thi was a
proper team, I mean to say, they even managed to conduct some training! I
know, I know, how did they do that, but stop interrupting me. Thi s team of
only the true t and stoutest to be found were aiming to knock some giants
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off their perches. The first day of the Corps AAM did nol go too well.
The evil eye was upon them . This team wa not daunted and set out on the
second morning prepared to re umc their David and Goliath struggle.
uddenly their illustrious (non participating) team captain, Cpl ' I can fire
three rounds in a minute from my mu ket' Storey cried out the words oft
heard amongst these folk.
'We 're ejfluenl and we know we are'
These immortal words had a remarkable effect on this band of weary
fighters. It seemed that all tl1e glory (and ii er) was go mg to the ' Wicked
30 igs of Midshirc ' and the ' 11 'Anythin gs uth of London is France'
igs'. At this time alt the oilier participating units had fallen under a strong
pell of lethargy and were anticipating an evening of merriment. The
words of tlie Good Wizard, Capt Reith (' ho e evil twin George wa
nowhere to be seen) broke thi spell and all sat up to remark upon a change
in the prize di tribution routine - little David had triumphed in the form of
ig ' Dead eye Dick' Kearns. Alt pre ent wam1ed to this new and the
cro' d rai ed a cheer worthy of Wembley on Cup Final Day. ext, the
unstoppable morale machine packed their bag and went to the London
District hooting competition at Pirbright, yet again facing another
nightmare journey through the shooting maze. On this occas ion, however,
they first met the all seeing eye of the USAT which unfortunately did not
help their cau e. Ye · that 's right. their battle cry was heard far and wide,
bringing good cheer to the Woodentops, Wedgehead , Duke of Boots and
WAFTAM (a k your motlier who they are).
Back to the tale in question, as you have gathered the team had not done
so well , or o they thought. The great God - non - combatant was looking
down upon these very sorry indi idual and gave the team the best battle
honour yet. The only hope we may have wa the young oldier in the LSW
gun run. He was accompanied by a more elderly soldier convinced that the
hoot was indi idual (wrong - ee age doe not bring wisdom just
optimi lie delu ional behaviour). Arter ome di cussion, shoulders were
hrugged believing tl1at alt hope wa lost. So the merry band trooped off to
another Prize gi ing. Well named for them - how could it be anything
other than Prize Giving -oh to receive!
To the surprise of alt gathered there, Sgt 'bit of a gabbier ' Sc hofield
was honoured with a medal for coming econd in the pistol shoot. This
wa only until the AGC managed to ca lcu late the scores correctly and
everybody's faith wa re tored - he had in fact come ninth. To save face,
howe er, they let him keep the sacred medal. Then came the urprise of
four decade , C pl ' Quick Draw ' Mc ellie and yet again Sig ' Dead eye
Dick' Kearns had taken the LSW gun match. This wa the first time since
t 9S2 that the Household Division had not won. The Great War God, GOC,
was not happy. Somebody's head was on the block Monday morning, Ha
Ha. So 30 ignal Regiment and 11 Signal Regiment, beat that! Not bad for
a non-conference league team!

242 SIGNAL SQUADRON
FAREWELL TO THE ISLES
On 3 1 March 1999 members of the orps serving with H Troop, 242
ignal Squadron, bade a fond farewell to the Hebridean Islands of North
and South Uist and Benbecula. After 41 years the Corps' communications
responsi bilities came to an end as all functions were handed over to
OERA. The last members of the Troop are pictured below flanking the
cairn bui lt to commemorate the Corp long association with the Islands.

That afternoon the Corps, h eaded up by Brig N. F. Wood ADC
hosted a cocktail party and then the Pipes and Drums
performed a ceremony of Retreat
The day was rounded off with an all ranks function in the JRC at We t
Camp.
On Friday 14 May we marked the impending closure of the Gia gow
and Edinburgh Operator Assistance Centres. A good day wa had with
presentations to the Glasgow girls in Keatigem House followed by lunch
in Edinburgh and a social afternoon in the Squad ron area.
Top Row: Sgt R Ewan Kinnear, W01 (now Capt) Dave
Alexa nde r, Sgt Ch ris VDK, Sgt Steve Munro
Bottom Row: LCpl Darren Lane, Cpl Lee S tennett,
Sgt Joe McGiness, SSgt (now W02) 'Smudge' Smith
(Cpl Lane still hasn't found the 5p he dropped)

The Glasgow Exchange Staff after receiving their presentations
from the personnel of Kentigern House
Ms Gayle Outhwaite - (Comms Offr 2).
Mrs Catherine McGeoch - (Telephonist Glasgow)
Mrs Agnes Donaldson - (Supervisor Glasgow)
Mrs Diane Neely - (Telephonist)
Maj (Retd) G. A. Carmichael - (Sqn 21C)
Even in the Static ignal quadrons 'thing ' continue to change. We
ha e clo ed two doors but more open as we move into Cl more and more
and the Squadron boundary i now all Scotland and outh lo Altcar,
Pr ton and Warcop. More change are ahead and we look forward to the
new challenge .

238 (London) Signal Squadron
CORPSAAM and LDRAM shooting team
PS. All the best to the SOinC on his new posting to Civ Div from the
lads and lasses in the Corp that have worked with you over the years. You
are one in a million, and will be a major loss to the Royal Signals. We wish
you and your family well in the future. Keep in touch - do not leave us on
the battlefield.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please advise the Subscription Clerk,
at RHQ, IN WRITING, of any
change of addres .
THIS INFORMATION SHOULD
NOT BE TELEPHONED
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1999

The cairn a!ld the plaque were unveiled by GOC Scotland
Maj Gen M.A. Strudwick CBE and is shown flanked by
Cpls Gareth McWha and Susie Learmouth
THE WIRE , AUGUST 1999
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L . 'YARD TROPH 1999 - by LCpl Andy D111m
Having recently arrived in the unit LCpl'
ndy Dun n, 'Fitzy'
Fitzpatrick and 'Geordie' Gray were interested to find out that they were
to be participating in thi year's Lanyard Trophy competition. Team
. election wasn't a problem for the Team Captain S gt Bob La\ rence, as
thi year's team con isted of the only ten healthy, a ailable members of the
quadron including gt Bernie mith the only female team member and
who wa carrying two injuries before we even started!
After an 0300hrs reveille and quick breakfast 1 e boarded the minibu
and headed for the ' tart point. We were a sured by W02 (SS 1) 'Paddy'
1orrow that the aim of the team thi year wa to complete the course and
it wa_n't too important which position we finished in, however the pace
we et off at, showed u it wa n·t going to be just a gent le stroll.
Unfortunately at CPI we had to drop off Cpl Jim Gray who had taken a
fall and twi ted his ankle after about five miles. We were al o met by the
QC. faj Andy Walker who had arrived to offer his upport. We were
dealt another blow at CP2 when we lo t S gt Andy Burdge who was
everely drained after a recent heavy schedule of many rugby matches
other sport and illnes . o after completing fourteen mile and having lo t
two of our fittest members we were down to the minimum finishing
requirement of eight team members!
Halfway through the twel e mile leg to CP3 LCpl ·Geordie' Gray
tarted to feel the effects of dehydration, after a few litres of water
numerou ticky bars, a generous helping of honey upplied by Cpl
'Gregsy' Gregory and a few choice words of ·encouragement' from Bob
Lawrence he was soon flying high again. After quickly compo ing
ourselve at CP3 we were soon on our way to CP4 and heading towards a
mast which brought back memorie.s of last year for some team members.
Arriving at CP4 knowing we only had four miles to go we were met again
by the QC who had kindly nipped to the shop's to replenish our uppl y of
Lucozade and tickies. The last four mile leg continued along the same
lines as the re t of the course, hills, followed by stiles, followed by more
hills, followed by more stiles! Having crossed a major road and a railway
bridge we were encouraged by the sight of the OC's dog bounding to greet
us on the home traight. It was heads down as we made our way up the
final hill and a smile for the camera as we crossed the finish line. The relief
was felt by everyone as we handed over our Bergen 's for the final
weighing as we congratulated each other on a job well done.
Our thanks go to LCpl Lorraine Giud ici and Pete Mudway for their
efforts on the Admin ide and to the members of216 (Para) ig Sqn who
helped us negotiate many busy roads enroute, also to the OC for his
support and the beers which were very welcome.

LCpl 'Vinny' incenzi ha e been away with the unit shooting team at the
Corp AAM under the watchful eye of gt Andy Burdge and there
have al o been many 'Tabs' around the local area preparing for the
Lanyard Trophy with Sgt Bernie Smith, Andy Burdge and pl Jim
Gre not being able to find anything better to do than pend three or four
hours out in the bush! On the social front, the unit had its fir t Military All
Rank function for quite a while (at least four years) the 21C finding the key
to the ca h box at la t! A fme night was had by all and the Troop would like
to thank Cpl Stu Powney from Tech Troop for organi ing the event.
Corps SAAM 99, again it was time to make the pilgrimage to A h Ranges
for the SAAM. With there being a udden influx of young blood from the
'Factory' at Blandford, team selection became a little easier than in previous
years, a for once we could field some young oldiers and Class B hots. The
build up, a u ual did not go very well with training and Operational
commitments taking its toll, however, what time was spent on the range was
put to good u e. The week went well overall with Cpl Jim Grey and LCpl
'Fitzy' Fitzpatrick doing exceptionally well in the LSW match and the team
after three years of trying fmally clearing the Butt in the combat snap and
gaining a creditable position. After a good week' shooting the team ofCpls
Jim Grey, Greg Gregory and LCpl Stu Golightly, 'Fitzy' Fitz;iatrick and
Vinn
incenzi fini bed Second Minor Unit behind 19 Mech Bde. Yet again
all the team have benefited in their soldiering kills from this competition and
they would like to thank Capt Reith (Corps ecretary) for another well nm
competition. Quick mention for the SSM ' Paddy' Morrow who entered as
an individual and bought the drinks all week ' Cheers Paddy'.

Squadron Shooting Team 1999
Standing (l:R): LCpl Stu Golightly, Cpl 'Gregs' Gregory and
LCpl 'Fitz' Fitzpatrick
Kneeling (l:R): Cpl Jim Gray and LCpl 'Vinni' Vincenzi

Lanyard Trophy 1999 Team
Standing (l:R): Sgt Jim Robertson, Cpl Gregs Gregory,
SSgt Bob Lawrence, LCp l 'Geordie' Gray,
W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' Morrow
Front (Sprawled l:R): L Cpl Andy Dunn, SSgt Bernie Smith and
LCpl 'Fitzy' Fitzpatrick
(Absent from Photo - SSgt Andy Burdge and Cpl Jim Gray)
EW FROM TROOP - by SSgt Andy Burdge
Hello and Goodbyes, yet again there has been many comings and
goings. On the amval front we welcome gt Jackie McCorry from
Blandford and L pl 'Taff' Gibbard from 15 Sig Regt. Departing, from us,
for Australia is gt aroline Towers who is getting married to Richard of
the Au tralian Army and leaving the Corps also to ig Richie Templeman
who has left us for Civ Div. We thank both of them for all their hard work
whilst in the Troop and wish them all the very best for the future.
ports and ocial, once more time has flown by with the HQ Land
Inter-Departmental Competition due to start soon. Troop members have
been busy finding things to occupy their spare time! Cpl Jim Grey and
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QUADRO HEADQUARTERS ROU DUP
Personal Best for the SSM this year the Unit has decided to collect
funds in support of our local branch of MENCAP. W02 (SSM) 'Paddy'
Morrow who is the driving force behind the project decided he would do
his bit by entering into the local marathon from Avesbury to Stonehenge
which took place on Sunday 2 May 1999. After much training the SSM
assembled at the start line on a very warm and su nny day, the course was
described by the organisers as being multi-terrain and undulated which
proved a very accurate description. The SSM had no intention of making a
race of it in fact his only aim was to beat his previou marathon finish time
of 3hrs 48mins, this he did by finishing in a time of 3hrs 20mins. We
would like to thank all those who sponsored the SSM and to confirm that
he did complete the course we have included a picture of him at the finish
with his medal. Well done

Marathon Man - W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' Morrow
with medal after completing the Marathon
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1999

Maj D. J. Foulkes
W02 (SSM) K. Marsh

0
SSM

VI IT OF ACO G6 Cl LA D - 30 APRIL 1999

by Sig Ellis

3?

On
April ACO G6 Cl Land.' _B rig Shaw, visited the quadron ,
accompantcd by his daughter. The v1s1t enabled the Brigadier to see the
quadron up close and get the general feeling of the troops. He was first
greeted. by the OC, Maj Ji_m _F~ ul~es , and the SSM, W02 (SSM)
Cu'!1mmgs, and then began his. v1s1~ with a tour of the single soldier 'five
star accommodat ion. ~eanwhtle his daughter, under the able guidance of
Cpl Dave Atherton, enjoyed a spin cro s-country in a BV206
. On leavmg the 'Ritz', U1e Brigadier and his daughter were given three
d~fferent accounts of life m the Squadron from the soldiers point of view.
P1c~ed from a cast of thousands, Sig Kev Rutherford, LCpl
eil
Wh1tel_y and myself gave our account of recent Squadron deployments to
Sloventa, Norway and Italy. ext stop for the Brigadier was a chat with
the Lanyard Trophy team, where the talk centered on how we had
prepared for the competition and our tactics on the day. (Little did we
know that the next time we would meet would be at the ceremony to
collect the trophy from him). The Finale to the day was the 'Gun Run',
where Oscar and Papa Troop, watched by the Brigadier and the Q
bea _ted themselves around a rugby pitch, carrying parts of the gun and
pulling a trailer. Thankf~lly it was only one of the hottest days of the year
so far and.we were w~anng he_lmets and combat jackets.
Followmg that Bng Shaw presented ig Welburn with the Cook Pot
for the best ovice time in the Norway I Okm Ski Race. He then addressed
the entire Squadron in order to _hed ome light on the events taking place
m the Balkans and how they might effect ourselves in the future. Finally
he departed in the direction ofU1e Officers mess, for a buffet lunch, before
leaving the quadron in the early afternoon.

Sig Welburn receives the Cook Pot from Brigadier Shaw
THE LANYARD TROPHY 1999
by Sig Welburn
It was the beginning of March when the quadron decided that U1e
Lanyard team should begin training. Myself and fourteen others
volunteered or were 'volunteered ', not suspecting what was in tore for
us .. After some re earch by Cpl Dean Wilson, we di covered that other
units had been training for three months before u , and we reali ed we
were facing some harsh competition. Our training soon began with daily
scs ions at 0900hr wiU1 LCpl Steve ' the Gym Queen' Dougla , followed
by a few hours off, finishing with a ' tab ' on Salisbury Plain. For the
purpo _es of training the team wa removed from normal Squadron activity
and this certainly helped foster team cohc ion and the will to\ in. fter a
few week the training became much more inten ive a we moved to
Folkestone in order to train on the orth Down Way - the acrual Lanyard
Trophy route. The route did eem omewhat overwhelming on paper but
after a week of dis ecting and mastering it, it did not seem quite so bad. In
all w_e pent two week in Folkestone, we trained and played hard, and
certainly gained maximum benefit from our proximity to the route. There
wa an abundance of well earned food courte y of LCpl Jim 'Casey
Ryeback' Fraser, our chef and a daily dose of morale from Sig Jim ' the
P~st ' Gallagher. We knew the route, we were fit and confident we could
wm the Trophy for the Squadron.
On the morning of the competition we were up at 0400hrs for breakfast.
The competition started at 0530hr with 32 teams, a total of 320 people.
trymg to get over a ingle stile. The first part of the tab quickly became a
race between ourselves, 216 (Para) ig qn and 30 ig Regt. Gradually
the team began to eparate and ofT we went, wiU1 the 216 Team in the
lead for quite some time. We 1 ere convinced that they had a con iderable
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lead until _we ~ame to the end of one of the sections in the wood and we
had ~hem m view. From what we coul~ see . ome of them were truggling,
and it llavc u some hope_that we might JUSt beat them. o with 'guts,
determmauon and the de ire to win' (as Cpl Mat Witham puts it) we
manage~ to overcome the excellent competition and come in first.
To wm ~as ~ great honour as all of the team will agree. We could never
have d~ne 1t without the uperb support provided by our admin. team. We
woul~ hke to thank the other co_mpetito~, ~articularly 216 (Para) Sig qn for
push mg us all the way and their orgamsat1on of the entire event. Hopefully
next year we can come back and endeavour to win for a second time.

I DlVIDUAL ACTIVITIES ARMY BASKETBALL TEAM
TO R OF THE UNffED STATES - by Sig Thompson
. o ~ooner had I amved at the quadron, than Lwas given the chance of
a hfeume. As a selected member of the Army Ba ketball team I joined
their tour to Fort Hood, Texas.
The Tour consisted of five games against very strong US opposition. It
wa al o an excellent opportunity to meet US soldiers and see how their
lives differed fro_m <?Urs. uffice to say their facilities were amazing.
However, the main aim of the tour was to play and by the time the first
game came around e"'.eryone was raring to go. In total we played five
games managmg to wm only one of them. Of the five games we played
The Fort Hood All Stars were by far the hardest team that the Army faced,
provmg to be far better than us to come away easy winners in our fixture
with them. Tbe other four games were closer but it wasn't until the final
game that we managed to win.
Tl_iat said it ~vas a great tour and everyone seemed to take something
spectal home with them. Personally r had a great rime and can't wait to go
back.
EXERCISE ~~UOLO ~OL COCKNEY - by Sig Smith
This ex_Ped1t1on to the Kmgdo!U of epal included trekking and whitewater raftmg and ran from 9 Apnl lo 26 April. The group included ele en
Army personnel, from differing units and cap badge . and one member of
the RAF.
On arri al in epal we enjoyed a brief tay in Kathmandu at the hotel
Moonlillht' bef<?re departing, on a six hour bus journey. to Gorka, a town
roughly m the middle of epal.' here we met our guides and porters. Our
porters were very much appreciated a the first days included an 1.:ndle
amount of tep to a temple at the very top of Gorka where we slept on our
first 111ght. 0 er the next seven days we trekked ninety kilometre through
the Mara lu Region o~ epal urrounded by amazing scenery. The trek
culm1~ated with a. white knuckle ride on the Marsyangdi river. The raft
negotmted grade four and even ome grade five rapids, the adrenaline
flowed freely.
This trip was the chance of a lifetime to vi it uch an extraordinary
country, where the people are so friendly and some area are traight from
'the land that time forgot.' Modern influence and technology eem to have
pas ed the place by. I had an e ·cellent time and mu t thank my unit for
enabling me to go.

(l:R): Sig Smith, Cpl Nagusha and Flt Lt Wagh
taking a break from the Trek in Nepal
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251 SIGNAL SQUADRON
qnComd
M

Maj John Oakes
\ 02 (
1) Jim 1c aught

HAlL

D AREWELL
Departure and arri al have cert ain ly lowed down over the la t fe w
month to a • low tri kle. with only one new arri al and three departures!
Welcome to W02 (
1) ' mudge' mith po ted in from I (U K) Div.
1) Jim Mc aught po ted to 202 Armd ig qn
Farewell to \ 02 (
3(UK) Di' Bulford. I o off to pa ture new are Sgt ean Curry, po ted
to H PE ( omeone had to go!!), and finally gt Dave Green who ~ea es
the arm) after 15 years ervice with a new longer length bouffant hairstyle
and the quadron' be t wi he !
251 IG AL Q ADRO
by SSg1 Glyni lfouon

I

THE R

1

I G FOR

EW TOYS!
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.

On unday 2 1 March 1999 ix members of the quadron part1c1pated 1n
the gruelling Fleet Half Marathon. a .total of th.i~een miles, each runner
having been ponsored. It wa a unammou dec1 ion th at tl1e local Queen
Mary' ursery would be the beneficiaries a many of the quadro.n' tafT
u e the facilit ic at QM . The dedication and care given to our children is
\'cry much appreciated and its great to be able to gi e omething back. The
fact that it i al o the QMN' lOOth anniver ary certainly spurred the
runners on to help the ursery celebrate in style.
The OC, 1aj John Oakes, was extremely pleased to pre ent the
1atron, 1rs Hutchi on with a cheque for £342 on behalf of th,e
quadron at a small ceremony along with twenty or so of the nursery s
toddlers. The nursery will be u ing the money to buy lot of new play
equipment for the children. Thank you to everyone who upported us in
thi worthwhile cau e which hopefully will now be repeated in years to
come!!
Sgt Glynis Watton - Organi er
Runners:
Maj John Oakes - OC quadron
gt Dave Green
gt Jim Ke!Jy
LCpl Jules Dolan
LCpl ick:i Dean
1rs ara ChiYers.
EXERClSE REDCOAT TAMJ>EDE -ARMY TRIATHLO
by Sgt Daphne Clash

In a mad moment earlier this year I decided that a new challenge in my
life was needed. Thoughts of the Army Triathlon entered my buzzing
head. ever one to dither once I have got the bit between my teeth, I
bought the bike, my moth eaten co turne was binned in favour of

someth ing that wa half decent to be seen swimming in! ow all! needed
was to get on with it. With thi in mind I somehow managed to wangle a
place onto the Army Triathlon As ociation's annual trai ning camp in
orth Carolina U A!!
Al the end of April, fifiy of us set off to Fort Bragg which wa to be the
base for the first pha e of the ex. The aim of the annual trainin g camp is to
introduce novices li ke my elf to the sport, and to improve the already
experienced Army tri-athletes in preparing them elves for the racing
season ahead. Qualified coache put us through our paces, with emphasis
on techn ique. The training was hard but rewarding (definitely not for the
couch potatoe )! At the end of the first week we et off to the Appalachian
Mountain . the place was beautiful (they fi lmed Last of the Mahicans and
Dirty Dancin g here). The novices accommodation was sumptuous much to
the chagrin of the elite athletes who ended up with the worst! Now the
hard ' ork really started with open water swimming practice and some
seriously hilly bike courses. We al o competed in a sprint distance

The. next day was pre. enta!ions and p_hot~graph s with the OC qn, Maj
Steve fu rn bull present ing 1g Steve llickhng from Dhekelia Tp with hi
Top tudcnt award.

DO KEYSA CTUARYPROJECT
'Friends ofth c ypru Donkey anctuary' was in need of some serious
maintenanc.c when 259 Sig Sqn stepped in to help. A group of twe lve
made the tnp under Sgt ' Fudge' MacPhee to the small mountain vi llage of

' Get me out ! My left foot has been bitten off! '
triathlon at Clemson, South Carolina, my first, of which I had a pleasing
re ult. The two weeks flew by, it was very hard work but brilliant.
I have now got the 'bug' and since returning I have competed in the
Army Sprint Championships coming a creditable Fourth, and al o the
Army Championships with an amazing Third position, my first Olympic
distance event. So if any of you out there fancy a challenge and something
out of the ordinary, try it. You never know you may have a talent, but even
if you don't it i a fantastic sport and the camaraderie is excellent!

The A team with Sgt Fudge MacPhee
{1st left) at the Donkey Sanctuary

Brigadier Griffin receiving a pencil sketch from LCpl Bearfield
It was a day of presentation for the Brigadier a he also unvei led the
new quadron painting and was presented with a copy to take back to hang
m RHQ R ignals. The Brigadier's visit was finished off by a Royal
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THE FORCJ!'. WOR.KS~OP WALK.DOW by Sig 'Admin i ortex' Ey re
The whole idea ofwalkmg from the top of Troodos \fountain to the sea,
down at un um Beach, on a work day seemed like a nice idea when my
Troop Foreman suggested it to me two days before the event.
Unfonun.ately what I didn't know at the time, was that we started at
0600hrs 111 the ~orning, and that we would be running instead of walking!
When '~e arri ved at the top ofTroodo , prior to starting, the whole team
were lookmg forward to an event ful day out and spirits were high. We set
off at a fast but Leady pace and continued to do so for the first six to even
mil es. Thi soon lowed to a wa lk when we realised that we had overtaken
at lea t half a dozen tea ms and were an hour ahead of others. If it had been
up to FofS Eric ' Speedy' O'Halloran, we would have continued to run
li ke madmen. However, YofS 'Taff ' l know the way' Thomas put a qu ick
end to the Foreman's ideas by reminding him that we still had about 20 to
25 miles left to go.
It was at th is point that omeone noticed that my day sack was open,
and a the blood drained away from my face I realised that 1 had not only
lost the map but the check point co-ordinates a well. Thankfully, we
managed to continue due to the pare map and being able to remember
where most of th ~ checkpoints were: We plodded o~ through the morning
down hills, up hills, back down hills, back up hills and all the while
laughed, joked and had a good time.
We stormed across the fini h line with Sgt Dave ' I need the toilet'
Street leading us in. Thoroughly ex.hau ted and ready for dinner and a
bath we cro ed the line in e enth place. completing the 30 mile course in
eight hours. The afternoon was rounded off with drinks and a barbecue at
the Forced Inn at RAF Akrotiri where we all shared our horror stories of
the morning 's event. We had all bad an excellent day.

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSIDRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS)

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

OC
Maj Steve Turnbull
S M
W02 (SSM) D. Ewing
The SOinC (A}, Brig Griffin ADC, visited the Squadron on the 28
April after first hosting HRH The Princess Royal on her visit to Cyprus
on the 27 April. Both of the visi ts went well, as a result of a great deal of
preparation from all in the Squadron. Brig Griffin , accompanied by the
Regimental Secretary, Col (Retd) Carter, visited all three Troops after
first recei ing an update on all relevant issues from the OC Sqn and Ops
Team. At Epi kopi Tp Brig Griffin was presented a pencil sketch of
himself drawn by LCpl Lee Bearfield.

Vouni where the sanctuary cares for some 84 abandoned donkeys. The
Sanctuary needs lots of work done to it and the team worked on some of
the heavier maintenance tasks. The sold iers, incl udi ng gt Dave trcet
and igs ' Jock' tilne and 'Scott' Duffie, cleared an area for a new
boundary fence to be erected. This task took just a day with plentv of
enthusiasm along with the hard work.
'
Mr Patrick Skinner, the sanctuary manager, aid that they did a
marvellous JOb and that they were delighted with the re ult. He wa
especiall:r pleased that th.e Squadron had brought such a large group
because It meant much bigger tasks could be undertaken. The soldiers
thoroughly. e~joyed their day and are looking forwa rd to going back.
Another tnp 1s planned fo r the near future thi time to erect a fence and
make some tep for them.

Signals Ladies Dinner igbt which was attended by Royal Signals
Officers from 259 Sig Sqn, HQ BFC and JSSU (A ).
After the visit season quietened down, life in the Squadron has
continued at its usual busy pace, as the summer temperatures continue to
rise, making all new comers to Cyprus feel decidedly uncomfortable. The
largest number of newcomers to the Squadron are from 81 Sig Sqn (V)
who each year are attached to the Squadron for two weeks, per Troop. As
usua l this is a successful arrangemen t and a chance for both TA ~nd
Regular personnel to learn more about each other. We hope that they enJOY
their stay this year.
Farewells from the Squadron go to 'L t S. Pedder, Sgt Jones, YofS
'Taff' Thomas and SSgt 0 ' Holloran who all leave the quadron on
posting. Best of luck in your new jobs.
SIG ALLER'S DEVELOPMENT COURSE
Some 16 of the young soldiers in the Squadron gathered in Episkopi for
a week long course. The aclivities were designed to develop and then test
them as potential JNCOs. They diversified from their usual jobs to try
their hand at problem solving and giving lessons, this was mixed in wnh
classes on first aid, map reading, skill-at-arms and drill supervised by Sgt
Dave Wilson, the course administrator.
As the week progressed the days got longer and tbe tasks harder which
culminated in what they thought was a night navi gation exercise. Though
when they arrived at the Pararnali Village checkpoint they were shocked
when smoke and bangs started and they were tasked to deal with a simulated
mortar attack. This involved casualty simulation ably provided by Cpl Matt
Pryme and a Press Team in the form ofSSgt Kev Tierney and gt Mickey
Harman as well as the shock victims and the DS putting them under
pressure. As it was the first time most of them had been in command they
did remarkably well. This phase ended with a night bergen run up into the
back of camp from Happy Valley to the Squadron , not very pleasant!
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OC
1aj David Ra leigh
SM
W02 ( M) Dave cott
Thi has been something of a regrouping period fo r the quadron .
Following the highly successful U A deployment the requirements for
Regular operator ' continuation training were overhauled and C pl Ian
Gra nt launched his o-called mate into a busy schedule of activations
and deploym ents. everal Operator , as well as store expert Sgt Danny
'I' ve lost my fill ' Ford and LCpl Ro ey ' I need ome sun · Roseveare
caught up on a back log of work and training in Cypru . Al the amc time
the S Course has been steadily improving standards, in some cases more
than in others - watch this pace for a complete report next i sue. The ever
elu ive Ops Offr, Capt Richard 'where am I tl1i · week?' ewhouse
managed to recce a couple of Exerci es and complete the Lanyard Trophy
before heading off to cotland for a week of valuable sail training. On the
,, TA side the ma'in highlight wa the Trade Weekend in which gt 'Deano'
Poole and W02 Paul Willimont tried to explain that there wa more to
antennae theory than simple tria l and error. . . Perhap · econd careers a
Tomorroll's World presenter beckon! La tly the quadron has said
'Cheer Flo ' for the la t (l unch) time at least. Lawrence ·Flo' Jordan is
moving on from c h el~ing at the TA Centre to higher things, and his
replacement Rahe Ibrahim is warmly welcomed. ccdle to ay, in his
other gu ise as a TA sold ier we hope tliat we are st ill going to see LCpl
'Flo' Jordan commanding his detachment in 602 Tp for a long while yet.
602 TROOP
A ever the Troop ha been keeping busy ' ith a seemingly ne erending erie of Exercise . We managed to fit in a much needed
!11aintenance weekend in April which allowed us to catch up with all tho e
JOb whi ch somehow never seem to get done when you get back ofT
Exerei e. At the time of writing we arc gearing up to deploy 2 Field
Detachments in the UK to uppor1 the Squadron' deployment to yprus
on Ex Globa l Lynx 1/99.
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Although few in number. the airborne element of the quadron has been
surpri ingly active over the past few months. gt Jason Trimmer, Cpl
Jason Broome and Cpl lick Peace went to Florida on Ex Global Lyn
3/9 and qualified for their American wing , while back in the UK Lt
Angu Eve rs. Cpl Sylvester Hack and LCpl Jan lcKerrow have
jumped with I0 Para (V) and 21
(V) as well as pending count le
hours sitting around windy airfields. The quadron would be grateful to
hear from any other airborne unit ' ith place going on a parachute
programme.
0 er the ~ay Bank Holiday weekend the quadron left its vehicles
behind and deployed on a military training weekend to Yardley ha e.
COs
There lhey practised patrolling and other military kill and the
practi ed receiving and gi ing orders under the watchful eye of the D ,
Capt Conrad Giles, Lt Angus Evers, pl Jason Broome and pl Ian
Gra nt. The weather wa as expected for a Bank Holiday and ideal for the
training undertaken - hot and unny for ection attack . freezing cold for
OP work and torrential rain for ambushe .
GOl 1 G DOW ' I ' A BOG. IR? - by LCpl Gareth Clarke
'We need 1hree good Rover and /WO Bedfo1ds. ·
'We've had no problems with 1he ·e ones. ·

Thal conversation started the dirty weekend that the MT 'L D wa
planning for tho ·e not lucky enough to be on the trip to the U. A. BeliL<:
and Bermuda. Unfortunate!) for tl1e lads this \las a unn:r trip to Bordon.
The road move went well apart from tl1c alternator packing up on one of
the Ro ers - was thi a ign of things to come? C\ crthcle: '' e got the
Rover goi ng agai n and made it to Bordon" ith oul further mi.hap. On cat
Bordon the training finally got unden' a • and "ith the theory out of the
way we got on '' ith the fun of off-road clri \ ing until our fiN ROH!r got
tuck. Oh well - we never get enough \\inching practice anyway. Then.
about an hour later, our very O\\ n LI Ever~ wa demonstraung the
amphibiou capabilitie ofa Ro er and i1 sank like a brick!! It only tool..
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about 11\0 hours t pull the Ro\cr back out. \ hile that wa going on
c\ ryonc else, apart from the in Lructors, \~·a. !nn~lvcd in a water cro sing
up to their wai t ! ! unda} involved a bit of trailer re\ ersmg and some
more off-road dri\ ing. It didn't take long before the appearance of ·our
RO\ Cr \\On't tart' technician io Bri ' Cpl' Jone . Bri, along with Sig
Paul Chambers managed to kill the tarter motor. t lea t it kept the
\ ' \1' m \\Ork. \Ve all mana!;''d to get ba ~ to Blctc.hley, with a.II the
Yehicles, on unda · afternoon .ind a fanta ucally u eful couple of day
wa had by all.

'Why don't you stick t o parach uting Mr Evers?'
The following Recruiting Events will be run for anyone con idering
election and training as a Special Communications Operator or
Technician:
25 August - Ballykelly. 26 Augu t - Lisburn, 23 September - Bramcote.
30 September - Colerne. 4 October - Brawdy, 7 October - York. 22
'ovember - Hereford, 23 ovember - Krefeld.
ee your djt or phone the Sqn YofS on (9)4240 8516 for details.

THEWEL H IA
WHO WALKED PA E GLI IT HILL OR TWO
bi• Cpl Tciff llamar
· Ex Ultra Cumbrian Tiger was a fi ve day hill walking jaunt, surprisi ngly
enough in the Lake District. The seven fearless mountaineer arri\·ed ut the
Langdale Camp ite during a dark wet stormy night, and dcbussed from
' ii er ' the faithful qundron red minibus! Towards the da~ n all the ICnL~
were up and all were abed .
As dawn broke so did the weather again, therefore 40 winks wa the
order of the day, before popping out a-nd conquering a few peaks and
ummits. Cpl Jamie Co1>eland of the Royal Australian ignals was
urprised to find that everything in Britain was not on a mi ssion 10 bite,
ting, or make you itch and most creatures were class ified as ' not bloody
poisonous mate.' Iler the big pu h back to ba e camp, a l'ew jars in the
tickle Barn Ta\·em became necessary. The next day was much the same.
Cpl Jase ' Brn hmei ter' Broome and Cpl Ian 'Brian The nail ' Grant
(because he had his house on his back) along with LCpl ' urse Rosy'
Roseveare were raring to go and look at the in ide of a cloud, from
altitude, so Cpl 'Taff the Mountain Goat ' Hamar dragged them all up
Pike 0 Bli co - a fine summit. The cloud was much as expected, so they
all came ba k down again.
Wednesday was eve n wetter. but being far too thick to chicken out, a
few more ummit were caled without oxygen. LCpl Pa ul 'Mattress
Man· Hadfield still had time to nod off whilst the rest of the group poured
a hot brew down their necks and dO\\ n their front !!
Thursday was e en wetter so the tah arts set off again (yes, by now
we were amphibious).
Friday: a culture hock! A big yellow thing appeared in the sky and hurt
our eyes. LCpl ' Gaz' Woolley mounted up ' Silver' and everyone headed
for\ a dale and the ascent took place of Scaf'ell Pike. Ja mie 'Poi onous'
Copeland became the fir t ever C Aussie to reach the summit the highest
point in England and Mattre s Man had another snooze. The Mountain
Goat declared nowdon to be far uperior and Brian The Snail took a well
deserved breather, while urse Rosy bandaged a broken rock. On our
return to sunny Bletchley all agreed that it had been a good week, despite
the weather, before going home for Tea (it ' a TA thing!).

presentation back at ameron Barracks was followed by dinner with the
Squadron officers. A couple of local libations were put into circulation to
assist the festivities.
On 8 May the Squadron and the orps bade farewell to a true ·talwart of
2 qn . SSgt To ny ' Baldy' Doherty was dined out by both the Officers and
WOs and Sgt Messes. Having served with 2 Sqn in a previous incarnation
he has amassed five years service in Dundee over his two tours. He has seen
the Squadron go through changes in location, personnel, equipment and role
during hi s tenures as SP I. Hi remarkable love and knowledge of
Coronation Street did however set him apart from his contemporaries. This
along with his encyclopaedic knowledge of film production allowed him to
produce some fantastic work for the Squadron. We wish both Tony and Sue
all the best for the future in their new home in the Manchester area.
During the last week in April the Squadron had a visit from Dundee's
Lord Provost, Mervyn Rolfe. This was the fir ·t time that he had been to
the quadron and found out what the TA could do. It wa also the fir t time
that the Unit has hosted a civic leader since the Squadron was granted the
title of ' ity of Dundee ignal Squadron '. The Lord Provost wa given a
brief on the Unit and then taken on a tour of the TAC where he met various
quadron per onnel. The photo opportunity allowed the 2IC the chance to
steal the SM 's chair and thus pu h the SSM off to the periphery of the
Squadron photograph . It i till unclear if this has anything to do with the
M's love of Rangers and the 21C' preference for Celtic.
Back in March gt Daz ' Faldo' Collins decided to di prove the myth
that PSls are lazy and unfit by doing the Fleet half-marathon. He was
accompanied on thi by Cpl Br ian ' Fatboy' Duffus. This was a precursor
to the London Marathon which he also ran in support of the Barnardos
charity. He finished both runs in respectable times and raised over £1000
by doing so. However, he ha steadfastly refu ed to slop smoking on the
grounds it might afTect his playboy, devil-may-care image that he has
worked so hard to cultivate. Well done Daz.

The TA Oct Commanders course is occasionally \iewcd with
trepidation but not thi s year. LCpls ally ' Big Bird' Purves and nd:i' Romeo ' Henderson had trained hard in both the physical aspects as well
as the military skills side prior to going to Blandford. This included their
own personal C FT under the watchful eye of LCpl ' icky 'I'm dead unfit
me' Randall with Sgt Bob 'Methuselah' Tasker and gt George 'Tom
Thumb' Cowan running alongside for morale encouragement.
The TA National Open Day on 13 March included a raffie for a
mountain bike. Stands for all TA units were sited in Dundee city centre
and minibuses were on hand to ferry prospective recruits and sightseers up
to the quadron. All attendees were taken on a tour of the TAC with an
opportunity to sample various aspects of
quadron life with
demonstrations ranging from communications fundamentals to field
cooking. Thi s proved successful and cveral new name are now on the
books and in training.
The SOin , Brig Griffin, visited the Squadron the following day. This
was his first visit to the Squadron in his role as SOinC. Following a brief
on the quadron and its ' capabilities he was taken on a tour of the unit and
met Squadron personnel. This was followed by a bufTet lunch \\ ith all
Squadron members. After this he was taken to one of the local golf courses
for a swift eighteen holes with the W0 2 (M ) George' icklaus' Hume
and gt Daz 'Faldo' Collins. Sgt Collins. claims of amateur status were
initially believed but ultimately he won out. Another fantastic
achievement for the adopted Dundonian.

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQ UADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
QC

M aj E. M. Blyth TD
\ 0 2 ( SM) A. T. Wa terston
1
In January the quadron was re-equipped with new Chirpcom
equipment. This ha meant a period of intensive training and instruction
for both the Training Team and the Operators. The knowledge that having
a kettle in your box body is no longer the preserve of the Technicians and
has been a ource of great joy to Comms Tp. The introduction of the new
equipment has given the quadron a greater ability to communicate more
effectively and efficiently. Maintaining operator skills on other equipment
\\ ithin the quadron i also a high priority as ensuring that all operators
can switch between communications a sets is vital.
In May the Squadron deployed on Ex Mercury Galloway with
detachments pread from Wick down to Stranraer. Th is was the fir t te t of
the ne" Chirpcom equipment and allowed the Squadron to try new
procedures and prove that a seven hour drive to deploy i a mere trifle for
the crews. The Wick detachments arrived at Wick 'range' (a five lane fie ld
for those who have never visited) and quickly discovered that the selection
of chip hop was minimal but it is alway quality that counts. L Cpl And y
· ludgebea t' Henderson was well noted for his interest in his sleeping
bag and refu ed to leave the safety of his basha prior to return to Dundee.
ome thing never change with technicians. The CP at Stranraer had an
excellent time with tremendous feeding from our new culinary gurus in
Support Tp. The communications showed that although it is ome time
ince the quadron deployed in a comms role the operators can still
produce the good "hen required. It ' a also the first opportunity for
many of the newer members of the Squadron to deploy and see what the
Squadron actually do out on the ground. The return journey for the chef:
was omething of a magical mystery tour taking them from Stranraer
around most of cotland before finally making it back to the TAC, just
before dark.
The training of new blood can be a double-edged sword . The Squadron
has "orked extremely hard to produce a good training package that brings
the recruits through the system efficiently and all ows them to go to
Blandford confident and capable of what they will be doing. Out of' the
current batch of eight, three are currently at Blandford and will pa s out on
19 June 1999. Their first experience of socia lising with the rest of the
quadron was during a military training weekend in Inverness when they
led astray the unwitting OC Comms Tp, Lt Andy McDowell, by taking
him to one of the eedier night-spots of the Highlands, tremendous fu n. On
thi showing they will quickly adapt to life with the Unit and wil l lead
from the front as they progress through the system. In the best recruit
competition 'ig cott Fraser came out at the head of the pack and was
pre ented wuh his trophy by the Ops Officer, apt Bob Davidson.
As a result of the Strategic Defence Rev iew 1117 Plant Sq n RE in
Dundee has been disbanded. The happy result for 2 Sqn is that the
majority of the. e former Sappers have transferred across to us. Th is has
g1\en the Squadron ne\\ impetus and given the Training Team the plea ant
heada he of getting almost forty people trade qualified as qu ickly as
pos iblc. The integration of o many people has been seamless and the
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quadron has moved forward quickly. The skills that have been brought
aero s gi e the Squadron even greater strength in depth with a significant
percentage of the Squadron having recent operational experience. This
increases the professionalism element within the quadron along with a
greater knowledge of procedures than previously.
In early April , 15 members of the Squadron went to Barry Buddon
Training Area to re-enact their favourite scene from the cinema. The
cameras from the Beech grove Garden were there to capture every move on
celluloid. This was all in aid of proving that oldiers only actually do what
plants do, which is essentially to camouflage themselves into their
surroundings. W 0 2 (SSM) Andy ' pielberg' \ ater sto n ensured that the
military aspect of things was carried out correctly but was disgruntled that
he never got to utter the immortal line ' Cut!'. The OC, Maj Eric
'Kubrick' Blyth , also popped along to have a look and see whether, or not,
a career in television was beckoning for any of his soldier . Sadly it was
not. The Squadron ' moment of glory when it came to the small creen
lasted approximately two minutes. olace was taken from the fact that
many great actors were not given their chance until later in life. At least it
wasn't raining and the lad ies from the burger van were most impres ed at
the Corps's ability to adapt and overcome. However, the lack of a make-up
artist and stylist did cause resentment as everyone had to wear clothing
courtesy of ' man at Q&M '.

S gt Daz ' M aratho n Ma n' Collins s t ro lls past yet a no t her p u b
in t h e Fleet Half Marathon

ATHLETICS
REGIME TAL ATHLET ICS
by Capt (MAA) 8. J Dupree APTC
The Regimental Athletic team ha made an excellent start to the 1999
sea on. The season began with the Blandford Garrison competition held
on the even ing of Wedne day 12 May. Thee ening format worked ery
well, the weather held out and competi tor and spectators alike enjoyed a
very exc iting competition. The ladies competition was a clo e fought
contest, with I qn eventually triumphing over 3 qn. The Men' re ult
was reversed and wa won by 3 Sqn. with I qn a close second. The fir t
real test from outside units came at the 5th Division Inter nil Team
Champ ionshi p , which wa held at Blandford Garri on on Wednesday 26
May. The home advan tage was put to good u c and both the Ladies and
Men's team were cro ned Divi iona l champion . The Team entries and
resu lt arc li sted be low, the , trength of the entry highlights what an
excellent resu lt the double triumph wa .
MAJOR U ITS

LCpl Nicky Ra nd a ll lea ds t he potent ia l Det Comms CFT
on a wildl ife to u r o f Ba rry Buddon
Whilst on a mili tary training exerci c in lnvernes the departing Deputy
Brigade Commander, Col Fo ulkes, made his final vis it to the quadron.
Commenci ng with a tour of Culloden baulefield at breakneck speed he
found that both the 0 and 21 C, Capt Joe M eade, could demonstrate
their extensive knowledge of al l things tartan to good effect. They then
visi ted the re t of the Squadron at Fort George Training Area and this gave
Col Fo ul kes an opportunity to see the new Chirpcom eq uipment. A short
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I st
2nd
3rd
4th
6th
7th

II ig Regt
I CHE HIRE
32 Rcg1 RA
30 ig Regt
3 (UK) Div ig Regt
14 ig Regt (EW)
I TAFFO RDS

208 Pts
200 Pts
I 5 Pts
142 Pi
13 1 Pts
114 Pts
57 Pts

I st
2nd
3rd
41h
5th

11 Sig Regt
30 ig Rcgt
3 (U K) Div ig HQ & Regt
32 Regt RA
14 ig Regt ( W)

53 Pis
42 Pt
40 Pts
33 Pts
33 Pts

5th

LADIE T EAMS
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Sgt He ap expl a ins t h e m e rits of li fe in the LAD to the SOinC
whilst t he QC, Maj Eric Blyth , qu ietly re assures h im that it w ill
al l be over soon . Sgt Co lli ns looks o n, c oncerned

The next event in what ha been a very bu y schedule ' as the Morri on
Cup, which wa held at Blandford on Thursday 3 June. The weather defied
tradition and remained dry, no doubt in pired by the Commanding Officer,
Lt C ol C anham' decision to ' ear a panama. The Balkan cri is
thankfully had not yet bit too deep into uni t's commitment and a good
entry wa as embled for the day· competition. 11 ig Regt convincingly
won the men's competition. but the ladies wa clo e fought with three
team. neck and neck throughout the day. 11 Sig Regt eventually triumphed
and completed a unique double for the Regiment. T he trophies were
pre ented by the newly in tailed OinC (A) Brig . J. Burton OBE.

Cp l Fra ncis re cei ves th e Mo rrison Cup
from th e SOinC (A) Brig C. J . Burto n Q BE
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Th• \lorri. on Cup 11n ' a great uc . s for the Regiment. not only
prm 1ding the logi tic. and manpower for t l~i unique el'ent to take pl:ic ,
but also the 11 inning teams. The 1999 1ornson Cup results arc It ted
belO\\:
\lAJOR

\\0:\1E '

' IT

IT

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
It
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

II ig Rcgt
3( K) iv HQ& ig Regt
14 ig Regt (EW)
30 ig Rcgt
15 ig Regt
II ig Regt
238 ig qn
30 ig Regt
14 ig Rcgt(EW)
3 (UK) Di HQ& ig Rcgt

204 Pts
171 Pts
132 Pt
130 Pt
74 Pt
70 Pt
65 Pt
65 PL
50 Pts
47 Pis

from ig John Stephenso n, L pl Joey ollin s, Sgt Dea n Boughcn and
ig Jim my Murrey. This put the orps in good spirits for the next game
ju t before Christmas for the visit of the Infantry team to Blandford . This
game is ahn1ys a tough one and the Infantry arc always capable ofbeat1ng
tl1e best on their day. However. the Corps were determined nut lo let the
Infantry get a chance and totally dominated a fast and frenetic game. The
chance came thick and fast but were not taken until after the Infantry
goalkeeper wa , cnt off. Goals by ig John tcph enson and Sig Curley
\Vutts ensured the orps won a vital match and keep the pre sure on the
other team at the top of the merit league.
The first game of the new year was away to the AM at Ash Vak A
game of missed opportunities for the orps ended· in a I - I draw. LCpl
J oey C ollins getting the goal. Lessons were learn t by the team for being
over-confident and experimenting too much. The next match again t the
RLC at Hullavington proved to be Ii.ill of inciden ts: Having had two
players cnt off in debatable circum tances the orps fou nd themselves a
goal do1 n and really up against it. Howe er, a ball Iing display by nine
men and some rather naive defending by the RLC, C pl Alfie Alford
caused mayhem for the RLC. I laving scored the equaliser a lier a period of
prolonged pre ure the RLC went ahead again with a harsh penalty
decision. It then turned upside-down when the orps got a penalty
thcmselve which C pl Ga r y H ayhurst di patched comfortab ly. It wa
then lefi to C pl Alfie Alford to finish the job with a low drive into the
corner. It was an excellent win again t a serious riva l for the Massey
Trophy.
The orps then entertained the A PTC at Blandford. A resounding 7-0
victory was recorded again ta weakened APTC side. Goa l were cored
by L pl Joev ollins (2), ig John Ste phenson (2), ig Jimmy Murray,
S io 'Curley· \ : a tts and LC pl 'Johnno' John ston . Thi wa followed up
the fo llowing 1 eek 1 ith another impres ive performance agai nst the AAC
with the orp nmning out winners by 5-0. Goals were scored by LC pl
Joey Collin (2), ig 'Galli' G alliford (2) and Sig ' niffer' C larke. Thi
meant the Corps went into the Quadra ngular Tournament unbeaten and
with great expectation on the teams houlders due to home advantage with
this competition. between RA, REME, RE and R IG AL being hosted
at Blandford for the firs t lime.
THE Q ADRA G .L ARTO RN ME1 T
l11e first game aga in t the RA ended 2-2 which was acceptable
considering the unusua lly lack lu tre performance by the team. An own
goa l in the lasl five mi nutes en ured a hare of the points for the Corp
after it had started o well with ig 'Galli' Galliford olley ing home. This
meant it all came down to the game against the RE on the Wedne day.
Wi th both sides unbeaten it wa 'winner takes all' .

The busy ummer schedu le continued one week later with the Inter
Corp Champion hips held at Blandford Garrison on Wednesday 9 June.
The Regiment provided over 50% of the Royal Signals team in what was a
high quality e1ent . The Royal ignals ladies team were captained by Cp l
Franci of 3 qn, and contai ned the majority of the Regimental team.
They held off spirited challenge from the Roya l Logistics Corps and the
Adj utant Generals Corps to be crowned Inter Corp champions. The ma le
team wa a close second and a hectic but very success ful three weeks
competition ended on a high note. The team 's perfo nnance has been a total
team effort. but the fo llowing are to be congratulated on be ing chosen to
represent the Anny at the Inter Service Championships to be held at
Portsmouth on Wednesday 7 June.
Cpl lalio
White Helmets Display Team
LCpl 1.orris
Radcx Tp
Sig Cowan
I qn
ig Greenhalgh
I qn

FOOTBALL

THE '1ERIT LEAG E - M SSEY TROPHY
The first ga me was away to the Roya l Armoured Corps at Bevington.
On a small , tight pitch the Corp fo und it diffic ult to mark their a uthori ty
on the ga me against a we ll built ph ysical opposition. However,
perseverance was the order o f the day and despite not playing well , the
Corps managed to get the righ t result - a 3-1 victory. Goa l came fro m gt
Dean Boughen, ig Craig Hattie and LCpl Richards.
The mood was one of determi nation for the next match aga inst the
Adjutant Generals Corps at Worthy Down. The pl ayers rea lised the stark
rcalit} of this league - no match will be easy and all poi nts ga ined will
have to be worked for. A performance of qual ity en ured the Corps were
nc,er likely to be in danger. A 4-1 win could have been more but was
enough to bnng a smi le of atisfaction to the team manager. Goa l came
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Played
10

Won

Drew

6

3

Lost
I

Fo r
31

Aga inst
12

Points
21

RE PRE SENTATIV E FOOTBALL
The Corp has continued to provide the Army Football team and
Combined ervices Football teams wi th more players than any other Arm
or Corps thi season. WOl (RSM) Higgin s is now on the Coachi ng StalT
of both the Army and Combined ervice teams. gt Dean Bougha n, C pl
Alfie Alford , L C pl Joey C ollins, LC pl John Johnston, S ig Jamie
Galliford and Sig 'Curley' Watts have all repre entcd the Arn1y during
th is eason. The Combined Serv ices Footba ll A sociation elected both
C pl Alfie Alford and WOI (R M) Higgin s (Coaching tall) to represent
the Combined Serv ices in the Kentish Cup again t the Dutch and Belgique
Armed Forces.

Cpl Malin (White Helmets Display Team )
on his way to winn ing the 110m Hurdles in the Morrison Cup

ORP FOOTBALL END OF SEASO REPORT 1998-99
by W0 2 (RQMS) Buckingham
The Corps football team have now completed the Merit League fixtures
for the 1998199 eason de pile bei ng over-stretched in manpower and
commitments. This sea on saw the introduction of a new ma nagemen t
team, WOI (RS 1) Higgins running the team, W02 (RQMS)
Buckingham taking over as th e Secretary and Maj Ponton also adding
hi own experience to ensure the smooth running o f all matters. The
sea on started " ith what is no' an annual friend ly fix ture against RAF
Log pat Bland fo rd . The Corps ran out resounding winners 7-1 in a game
1\ hich usually gives a sterner test.

Royal Signal s Co rps Footba ll Team 1998/99

LCp l Joey Coll ins (Captain) receiving the Boyne Cup
from Brig (Rtd ) T. H. Wheawell

Sig John Stephenson takes on the RE Defence
Patron: HRH Th e Princess Royal
The game sta rted nervously for both team until just before half ti me
RE scored a goa l whi ch the assista nt referee signalled for offside. The
referee chose to ignore hi decision and all ow the goa l. The second half
saw the ga me explode into life with th e Corps puttin g up a spirited display
with only te n players having had LCpl 'Leo' Ross, sent off. Goa ls by
LCpl Joey Collins a nd then ig John tephenson put the orps 2- 1 up
w ith seven minutes to go. Th en di saster truck when the RE managed to
explo it their numerica l advantage to score an equa li ser. A nightmare
scenario fo ll owed when they snatched a winning goa l deep into time
added on. This result meant th e RE had won both the Merit League and
virtuall y the Quadrangul ar Cup.
The fin al game of the cason came aga inst REME.
dc nated
performance by the Corps meant a 2-2 draw secured onl y third pl ace in
th is year 's competition. Goa ls fro m ig John Stephenson (2). The RE
became the first side in over 14 yea rs to w in all three Quadrangular
matches. Congratulations mu st go to them on do in g a clean sweep of all
the silverware.

Fl AL PLACI G
The Corps fi nished the season a credi table second behind RE in the
Meri t League which is an improvement from fourth place the previous
ea on. The Corps retained the Boyne Trophy by drawing thi s season 's
fix ture with REME. The Corps Football pe rformance for sea on 1998/99
in the Merit League was as fo ll ows:
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President: The Mas ter of Signal
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton rea 1; Brig W. H. BackJ1ouse Area 2; Bria S. G. [.Gordon Area 3;
Brig K. H. Olds Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. amp on CBE Scotland
General Secretary and Trea urer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mr J, icholson

A i tant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Admini trative Officer: lr. P. J. uckow (Membership & Record )

As ociation Ollice, RHQ Royal Signal , Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DT118RH. Telephone: lilitary ystem 737 2090 or 01258 .is
2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military ystcm 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for The Wire should be addre ed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on exten ions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royal ignals.urmy.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm
Th e Association communicates with its branches and i11dil•id11al memhers thro11 h the pages of The Wire, which co111ain accou/l/s of Branch affairs as
well as a fo recast of Association events.
Branch Secreta ries are asked to check that their Bm11ch members receive uffi ient copies ~f' The Wire. As ocimion HQ can arrange fo r copies to be
delivered i11 bulk to Branch Secretariesfor f 11rther distribwion if this is co111'enie111: it helps us sal'l' 011 postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be publi hed in The Wire and should be s11b111i11ed to the EditOI: \Ve also welcome letll'rs. reque:m to co11wc1 old
comrades and a111101111ceme111.1· of birth , marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will co11trih111e a short acco11111 of its acti1•itit• ·. prefaably with
photogmphs, at least one(! a yem:
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him cha ttin g to one of our members, Maj Gen (Retd) David Horsfield
OBE:, \\ ho figured on the front cover of the April WIRE with the late King
Hu ssein o f Jordan .

NOTE FROM THE AO S DESK
Branch en s - Wall) Cutler, Hon ecrctary of the orth London
Bran h. ha, changed his address to; -4 Fayland Cottages, Hare tr,
Buntinl!ford. Hen~ G9 OEE. Tel: 01763-_,949 __ Capt Guy Richards
has -ucceedcd tC\'C 1organ a . Hon ecretary of The irborne ignal
\ - n. "h1ch remains based at 216 Para ig qn. Arnhem Bks, ldcrshot
G 112 U.
For Br:inch e rctaries - A reque, I from the Editor of 'The Wire·.
\\hen subm111ma cut outs from local n >w paper or magazines. plea e
ensure that th<: 1t~ms arc not 0\ ered b any copyright. uthority from the
originator hould accompany the item.
.
Empire Field of Remembrance - The Queen Mother intend to open
the Empire Field of Remembrance at We tmin ter Abbey on Thursday 11
o\ember. The opening sen ice\\ ill incorporate the two minute ilenc~.
no" traditional on the I I th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month. This
nece sitate ad\ anc ing the u ual timing and all tho e " '.ho plan to attend
hould nO\\ be in position by I 030 hours at the late l. A. m pre\ 1ous years.
The A.sociation 1\ ill lay cro cs in the Corps plot. Following the service,
members are cordially in\ited to join the Chairman ofThc Associat ion for
a buffet lunch in 1ercury Hou e, Duke of York's HQ, hel ea.
Reunion - round 600 members and their gue t a11cnded the R A
Annual Reunion at Blandford over the weekend 26127 .lune 1999. The
weather 1\ as kind enabling 1,;veryone to enjoy a memorable weekend. The
Arena display included a re-enactment by the Corp Mu eum · Li ing
Hi tor) ociety, of the ·Go to it ' painting by Peter Archer. It depicted the
battle at the Pega u Bridge, complete with a low fly over by an old
Dakota.

Cpl Brewin leads the group of Paratroopers
emerging from their glider during the 'Go to it' re-enactment

evening was a great succes and we renew our thanks for the great
pleas_urc he gave us. The Wednesday ' Coffee Mornings' continue 10
flounsh and as a result we have enrolled five more Members. Mean\\hile
your humble scribe continues to push The Wire.
Due to excellent suppon we are running a minibus to Blandford on 26
June. This delights your,humble scribe who is anxious to sec the new Army
Pigeon Service display. Pigeon Pie?' did I hear you say? Certainly not!

The Maste r takes the Salute at the March Past
Reunion Video - A video recording of the 1999 RSA Reunion at
Blandford ha been produced and a 30 minute tape howing the highlights
is available from A sociation HQ at £10.00 (which includes P & P).

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
In the la 1 edition we reported on our 50th Anniversary Dinner (or was
it the 78th AnniYer ary?) the photographs of which are now available and
give an excellent impre sion ofthi memorable event. It wa a hard act to
follow but a month later we were pleased 10 be able once again to host our
Annual Quiz ight. Thi attracted more than 70 contestants including
many from neighbouring Branche and Units in Aldershot Garrison.
Carole Thomas i to be congratulated on putting together a serie of
quest ions at just the right level to make everyone feel they were in with a
chance. Indeed it was a clo e fought compet ition in which the honours
e entuall y went to team - Foot len (?) from Reading Branch who just
pipped Adam, one of the home teams led by igel and Betty Ribchester.
Teams from 25 1 ig qn and the WRAC Association (The Lione es)
were just unlucky not to be on the prize list. The evening \ a once again
acknowledged 10 be a great success by virtue of bringing a wide pectrum
of sen•ing and retired members of the Association together. Great credit
for this success goe to eville Lyons who acted as Quiz Master for the
night.
Earlier in the year, thanks to the enthusiasm of our Branch President,
Gen Henry Hild, we turned out in some force to suppon the Corps Rugby
Team in their match against the Am1y Physical Training Corps in the
stadium at Aldershot. It was a fa mous victory for Royal ignals by a
comfortable margin. Players of former years gave vociferous suppon
throughout the afternoon.

BRIGHTON BRANCH
In March we had our Annual Wine & Cheese Evening. This event is
always popular and this year was no exception. There were 40 members
and friends who attended. Gordon Holloway found some unusual wines
whilst Audrey Chinchen found more than 20 different cheeses. Joe oap,
who you may remember, complained that last year we did not have any
camel's cheese. This year he complained that we did not have any mare's
cheese. 'Ah' we said, 'You need to go to Ulan Bator for that. ' ad 10 say he
got muddled up on the Trans Siberian Railway and went to Janno Touva
instead. We await his return.

Ken Brown - Committee Member Burma Star

EAST KENT BRANCH
The Royal Signals Associat ion Branch Representatives meeting and
AGM wa held in London on 10 April. There was a strong posse from the
Branch with the Chairman, Hon Treasurer, and Hon Sec all being driven in
style by the V/Chairman and joined by six other members It was a good
meeting and included an extremely interesting description by the OinC
of the Corps's present activitie .
On Sunday 9 May, 23 members gathered at the Queen Charlotte Inn in
Rochester to partake of what might be described as a 'real soldier's lunch·.
Afterwards many invaded the Dicken Centre which had just admitted
about 70 French chool children. Whether or not the pany derived much
cultural benefit was perhaps open to question but it is 1 ell worth a visit
anyway. As usual Donald Crisp, Chairman and Artist does not mi an
opportunity, even whilst in Jer ey him elf.

The fina lists of the Standard Bearers drill competition were Peter
Howells (S\\ indon Branch). Barry 1oody (Scarborough), Michael
Hawkin (Bri tol), Harry Ruff (\Vest London), Bill Mc. amara
(G lasgow) and Graham Krinks (Southpon). A gob-smacked Peter
Howell wa announced as the "inner and Harry Ruff as runner up. The
result rounded off a memorable week for Harry as he was on hi
honeymoon.
·

THE OPE I G OF THE E:X'llIBITION OF
'THE FORGOTTE WAR'
On 25 March the Hon ec, l\'laj Gen John Badcock aucnded the
opening (he till doe not know why!) with Lt Col Mike Barrett \\ho was
eminently qualified 10 do so. Thi s e ·ccllent and m.1ch delayed exhibition
is now part of The Land Warfare Mu eum at the imperial\ ar Mu um.
Duxford. It is a mo 1 fitting tribute to those \\ho erved in Burma; the
whole display of which it nO\I forms an integral pan i well worth a 'i it.

50th Anniversary Dinner
(L-R) Mrs Janet Hil d , M rs Annie Sprackling, Maj Gen Henry Hild,
Brig Noel Moss, Mrs Edelgard Moss , The Master

BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH

Peter Howells of the Swindo n Branch receives the Sta n dard
Bearers Winners' Cup from the Master
\1y per..onal thanks to WOI Keith Fisher MBE, OC Iron Troop, 11
1g Rcgt, for running the competition so well. It was good to see Doug
Woollford and Bill Harm worth from the Royal Ho pit.al, Chelsea at the
Reunion. It was a delight to have them here and know that they enjoyed
the whole v.cckcnd. I hope the boys from Glasgow Branch arrived home
\\ithout hitch - their train broke down en route to ali sbury. Over 250
memlx.'l'S took part in the March Past on Sunday with the Master of Signa ls
taking the salute.
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ince our last report the Branch has had its 50th AGM, in April 1999.
As reported in the February Wire because of the difficu lti es our far flun g
members find in attending an even ing AGM , this year we tried a lunch
time meeting. This worked as we had a greater attendance in the WOs' &
Sgts' Mess, 2 1 Signal Regiment, Colcrnc, and was much more
satisfactory. WOl (RSM) J . Williams, 2 1 Signal Regimen! attended (in
uniform by request because as the Chairman, Lt Co l Geoff Oakley said,
" It is so nice to ee a real old ier! ') and extended the courtesies of the
Mess to the Association Branch members.
In May the Branch had another very successfu l urry Lunch. As the
kitchens at Pockeridge House, the Officers' Mes of 2 Signal Brigad~
were being reorganised, the lunch was held at !he Amenity entre, Basil
Hill Barracks, Corsham and was well allended. We were all particularly
chuffed to have the . OinC, Brig C. J . Burton OBE. feeling especially
honoured to be among the first to entertain him . The photograph hows
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Margaret Holloway (L) and Audrey Chinchen
April is when we had our Annual Qui1 ight. Last year R. igs As oe
won the hield. This year it wen t to 884 Tp. Their winners were gt
Vi ncent, LCpl Boyden and LCpl Cox, alias ' The Bra Popp.::rs' - We had a
splendid result from the Raffle, thanks to Jo White.
May aw u delighted 10 welcome our President, Brig Colin Brown,
who came 10 give us-a talk, 'First In Last Our, a personal view of the Gu lf
War. Basing his dialogue on per onal experience, upported by treasured
press cutti ngs, his own diary, emoti e poetry and an exci ting video. Brig
Coli n took us through a great mix of Gulf War perception . The whole
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NEW !EMBERS
A ' arm ' elcome is extended 10 Mr Robin Mason of hatham. he
en•cd as a Regular from 1975-84 with the chool of ignal . in Hong
Kong, 8 Field Force at Tidworth and with ·AB HQ & ig qn in tl1c rank
of Lance Corporal.
Mr Charles and Mrs G lad ys Baker of Faversham. Charles encd
from 1944-4 in onhcrn Ireland and then on the orth \ est Frontier in
3rd Indian Armd Bdc HQ and later at ecunderabad in I t Indian m1d
Div HQ as a Lance Corporal.
Ir George Foggo of idcup. George wa a Regular who sened from
1957-79 in ~ GllQ ig Regt, yrcniaca ig Tp, 16 ig Rcgt. 19 Air
Ponable Bde, 24, Gurkha ig qn in Hong Kong. in 30 ig qn 111cl
U I F, and finally with 55 ig qn T and held the rank of W02.
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Mr Pere} Thorne of 1a1dstonc. Percy served a, a ational ervicc
man from 1943-47. He \\3 with 105 lnfBde ig qn through France and
Gcnnan and" hen the \Var wa O\'er. erved with 17 Inf Bde Sig qn. He
was a ignalman.
We look fol'\, ard to eeing them all ~oon at one of our functions .

EW OF ~IE JBERS.
John Kendal due to pre ' ure of other .:ommitment has had to re ign.
He "a a Founder member and ' e are orry to ,a au revoir. Bob and
G\\ end a Morris ha\ e mo' ed hou to ittingboume. Bob Mitchell.
folio\\ ing the sad death of Doreen, ha gone to live with hi daughter in
Ital) but i keeping the flat in Ram gate and hope to attend some
funet i n \\hen he i there.

GLASGOW BRANCH
t the Branch meeting on 16 February 1999 Ex \ OJ (R •I) Jim
lacLach lan, who has ju t retired from acti\'e service as a regular after 24
years service with the Royal ignals, the la t two years a R M at 32 ig .
was otliciall} \\elcomed into the Branch a - a new member. Bill Taylor,
the Branch Pre ident, pre ented him" ith a hip flask suitably in cribed and
a bottle of" hi ky "ith a persona Ii , ed label specially printed with Jim'
name on it. The e were from the Branch members to thank him for his
support of the Branch "hilt he wa the R of. J im thanked the member
for their gifts and good wi he . He said he was plea ed to be able to join
the Branch and, knm' ing the members of the Regiment, would a si t in
an) way he could to keep and foster the goodwill existing bet.veen the
Branch and the Regiment as he had whit t he wa the R t.
t the GM, with 1aj Gen A. A. G. nder on CB, Honorary
Pre ident of the Gia gow Branch presiding. were 28 members and six
as ociate members, apologie were intimated from ix members. In his
opening remark the Pr ident thanked the members for the Hower and
good wi hes e pressed by them to his wife, over the last 15 months during
her illnes , which prevented them participating in the Branch activities. He
went on to say .....
·You have had another very ucce ful year which reflects well on your
comminee and individual members and their wive . I would particularly
like to congratulate Bill Mc 'amara for winning the Standard Bearers
Competirion at the Blandford Reunion. This brings great credit to himself
and the Branch. I am delighted to hear that you have continued to have a
varied and innovative programme of e ents throughout the pa t year and I
congratulate all tho e involved in organising them and am pleased that they
have all been well upported. I see that you held a Bums ight Supper, with
43 at round the table to enjoy the haggis and traditional toasts, recitation
and peeches, and I am plea ed that the St Andrew's Dinner and Dance
went with a wing once more. I al o congratulate you on your continuing
support to the Blandford Reunion, the Remembrance Day Parade in
Glasgow, and 32 ( cotlish) ignal Regiment's Annual Camp. Last, but not
least. I ' ould like to record the Branch's continuing debt of grati tude to the
Regiment for their uppon and friendship. I wish you well during the
coming year and am sure that you will continue to nourish.

G lasgow AGM
(l-R): Ivana - Secretary, Maj Ge n A nde rs o n - President,
Bill Taylor- Chairman, Eric McWate r - Treasurer
Bill Taylor, Branch Chainnan, reported that it was again time for our
Annual General Meeting, and to look back and see what we have done as a
Branch over the past year. Our membership at I April was 86 Life
\<!ember~. and 14 Associate Members with application in the pipeline for
another three life members. One member .Jim Kerr passed on during the
year. The a>erage attendance at Branch meetings had been 34, which is
very pleasing '"hen you consider we have a core of only about 50
members who are active in the Branch. The annual trip to Blandford for
the reunion was undertaken by 11 members and everyone enjoyed the
weekend, the highlight of which was Bill Mc a ma ra winning the
tandard Bearers competition. Bill had put in a lot of hard work practicing
and was a worthy winner. The Branch can be very proud to have such a
mart tandard Bearer. Twelve members went on a three day visit to 32
1g Regt during their annual camp at Ripon, Yorkshire in eptember and
thoroughly enjoyed the occa ion - I wonder why?- we never have any
problem getting members to accept this invitation. For the Remembrance
Day parade at George quarc, we had 35 members on parade, our biggest
numl>cr yet, and were congratulated on our turnout and marching. Well
done e\crybody on parade. Aller the parade we joined the Regiment for a
moM enjoyable brunch provided by Capt John Lynch, Master C hef
John Wren and his team of chef: and catering stalT. Our St Andrew
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Dinner and Dance was a succc s, , 5 members and guests sat down to an
exce llent meal provided by Master hcf John Wren and his team from
the Regiment. The Christmas night socia l was well attended, a very
enjoyable night. The Branch had it first Burn upper organised on 23
January. 43 member and guests attended. It wa ' ell presented and a
wonderful night.
in the past the Regiment ha given us all the help and
support' c ha e needed. Everybody from the omma nding Officer do\\ n
to the male and female soldiers in tJ1e JRC gave us wonderful support.
Thank you e erybody, it is nice to know we are still part of the family. The
committee worked hard durin g the past year and he thanked them and also
the ladie in the Branch. for all tJ1cir hard work making the buffets for our
social evenings. A we go tO\ ard the next millennium. he said how he
wa atisfied that the Branch i going in the ri ght direction and would still
go from strength to strength due to the upport and generos ity given by the
Members, their familie and their friends . He took the opportunity of
thanking everyone, and aid, ' Let make the year 2000 a good one, my
be t wi he to everyone.'
1vana Muir. the Branch ecretary, reported 1998/9 ha been a good
year for the Branch. Ivana then mentioned the time at the Reunion
drinking champagne on celebrating Bill 's win in the Standard Bearers
contest and the unday visit to Edinburgh Castle lo ee the RB Scotland
combined band Beating Retreat with high tea al the Forte Hotel. Ivana
mentioned that the arrangements for tJ1c year 2000 are in tJ1e hands of
Central Committee and Branches ' ill be advised of the outcome. The
Corp will be celebrating the year 2000 with a week of competition and
porting e ems in May, and have applied for the Princes Royal to attend.
Catterick Branch has been chosen to look into the proposed supply of a
badge to celebrate the millennium. Detail will be issued to the Branches.
Eric McWater, the Branch Trea urer (and uper Sales Scot), gave an
excellent report on tJ1e Branch expenditure and the latest financial
po ition, with a bob or two in the black. Eric ha excelled him elf over the
years in keeping the Branch on tJ1e right footing for income and
expenditure. He tated that from the report it coulrl be seen that we were
dependent upon our Branch membership fee a our main financial base.
All members hould support the Branch and, whenever po iblc,
encourage new members to join us. He once again thanked all Branch
Members, their families and friends for their conti nued financial support
over the year, enabling him to pay our bill on time and wished the Branch
continued ucces in the year to come.
Jim McMillan, Branch ocial Convenor, said that he was open to
suggestion from the members as lo what type of functions they would like
and he would see if they were fea ible to arrange at reasonable cost. He
hoped members would attend the social functions and thanked the
members and the main committee for their help in making it a succes . A
vote of thanks was passed to the President and tJ1en the member
adjourned to the bar and the buffet, which wa provided by the lady
members of the Branch. The members applauded the ladies and very much
appreciated their efforts in providing the victuals when required.
At the Branch meeting on 24 April members were welcomed by W02
Karen Swa n to the open day arranged by the Regiment, to allow us to see
their equipment, and for most of us it was an eye opener compared to what
we trained and operated on. It was very interesting and I for one would not
like to be the QM i/c Tech Stores to account for all the bits and bob I saw
laid out beside the wagons. After a great deal of discu sion with the troops,
and the ease with which they were able to explain how they operated the
equipment, the members were invited to a buffet lunch.
After lunch the members were invited to the simulated firing range in
the buildings occupied by the 52nd Lowland Division. W02 Jo hn Bell of
the 52nd Lowland Div was the instructor, on details of what equipment is
carried by the troops, and the improvements in kit compared to pre and
WW2 troops, except for the canteen which has not altered since we last
saw one. He was an excellent instructor even making the Bergen sound
interesting. He talked quietly and then could make one jump with a barked
command. He joked and made the members laugh, but, with some salty
language got the message across.
The simulated range with the laser beam from the rifles on to the crcen,
plus the sound of the rifle being fired made it o rea listic. The screen went
from urban to jungle, and required a great deal of concentration on the part
of the members, who opted to try their hand at firing the weapons from the
firing point. To see the enemy fully camouflaged rise out of the ground just
in front of you, or shoot at one and see him fall out of a tree. In the urban
scene to recognise an enemy at a window or an innocent civilian, in
seconds before firing. A thoroughly enjoyable day 's outing. erious to a
degree, but entertaining with a superb instructor. T he members thank the
CO of 32 Sig Regt, Lt Col A. G. C. Lapsley for arranging the open day.
W02 Karen Swa n and W02 John Bell for a very interesting day out.
During the monthly meeting on 18 May Bill Tay lor, the Branch
Chairman, notified the members that one of the founder members of the
Glasgow Branch ex SSgt Bob ijell had died. He asked members to stand
for a minute in ilcnce to his memory. He had served with several
members of the Branch and several were able to attend the funeral. The
Branch Secretary, Iva na wa able to inform those members going to the
Blandford Reunion , of the costs and the seating arrangements booked on
the trains. The cost of meals and arrangement for accommodation. All we
need is good weather. The Social Convener, Jim McM illan is arranging a
coach trip to Inverness with a stop at a distillery on the way, with about
four hours in Inverness, before a meal arranged in the Inverness Branch
RBLS premises. Notice of the Branch's existence has been placed with
Service Pals, where there eems a delay in pub lication, also with the
Mature Ty mes publication, and with the Scottish Legion News, published
by The Royal British Legion Scotland, where we hope to enlist ome more
members to play an active part in the Branch activ ities.
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NORFOLK BRANCH

Sitting (L-R): Tina Nobbs, Louise Osborne, Andie Osborne
Standing: Steve Nobbs

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

Col S. P. Foukes TD DL with Donald Ellingworth at the unveiling of
the plaque to Don 's father and the Lt Comd he worked with, who were
both killed when the parachute mine they were trying to render harmle s,
exploded killing them both. They were both awarded a posthumous
George Cro s, not only for this mine but al o for all the work they had
done together. Five members of a Royal Engineers Bomb Disposal Unit
are also remembered.
The orfolk Branch continues to flourish and leads a fairly active life,
we are getting a steady influx of new members which include some
recently di scharged Soldiers two of which are: Andie Osborne and Steve
obbs who have got right in with the spirit of the Branch, Andie has
agreed to be our new standard bearer and will carry the standard at the
June reunion . Meanwhile Steve is to be the next Branch Secretary and will
take over from Brian C. Gibbs at the next AGM. Brian will have been
Branch Secretary for the pa t nine years and he thinks its about time he
moved over.
We had our AGM la t larch, it was very well attended as all our
monthly meetings are, and all the Branch Officers were elected en-bloc as
were the Committee. The Chairman , Frank Mortlock and Trea urer,
Richard Green stated that this would be their last year in office and that
they would like omeone else to take over at the next AGM.
We recently visited Bletchley Park, all thirty of us, and we found it to be
a fascinating experience. We were treated like Royalty. The tour around
the Hou e and grounds was conducted by Dr Peter Jarvi who is an
authority on all matters that took place tJ1ere including the ecret of the
'Enigma' machines. The vi it was arranged by Ex ' Y ' -Service member
Derrick Carr for which we all thank him.
Twenty of the Branch will be attending the Maj Generals review of the
Trooping of the Colour thi year in London, it's a lovely day out and we all
really enjoy it. Last year we met everal members of the Peterborough
Branch, greetings were exchanged and photo taken wh ich made it a
complete day out.
At our annual Branch Dinner held in March our gue t from RHQ wa
Administrative Officer Peter Cuckow and wife Sheila. Peter was
welcomed by Cha irman, Frank Mort lock, and responded with late t
Association news, which was very heartening.

We are saddened by the pa ing of our immediate past Chainnan.
Tommy 1aguire. We will miss him (please turn to The last Post section
for a fuller tribute).
Readers of this column may remember that a year or so ago I asked if
any other Branch had bye-laws which we could, perhaps, copy. Having
had no response we roughed ome out over a period but could not find
time to complete them and asked Joh n Loveday ( ow Chairman but then
Vice-Chainnan) to finish the job. Thank to J ohn for trimming them up
and having them printed out and passed at the April meeting, If any
Branch is interested in introducing bye-laws we would be happy to
provide a copy to them.
Our May meeting (which the writer unfortunately mi sed due to
holidays) took the fonn of a socia l and game evening hosted by Support
Squadron. 40 (U l ter) Sig Regt with various game including darts and a
number of teams took part in a quiz. A most enjoyable evening concluded
with a very acceptable buffet. The thanks of the Branch go to branch
Member W02 (S M) George Cooke and Sp Sqn for organising the
event, for their ho pitality, provi ion of prizes and the buffet.
It hardly seems that a year has passed since the 199 Blandford
re-union but Edgar McCa ll ha been fully occupied trying to organi e the
1999 trip which takes place in l:\vo weeks time while .Jim Reilly has been
collecting, over the year, monthly savings for those who avail themselves
of this Branch facility. Our members erving in 40 (V) ig Regt (V) will be
going direct from annual camp to meet up with the remainder of the
delegation at Blandford. Although they are all looking forward to the
reunion , it will be ' ith some sadness a this will be the first time for some
year that Tommy Maguire will not be with them.
Due to TAVR Camp and tand down there will be no meeting in June
or July but we will meet again in Augu t. ew Member and Visitors will
be welcome.

READING BRANCH
Two and a half team repre ented Reading at the Quiz ' ight held at
Aldershol Garri on ergeants Mess on Thur day 20 May 1999, hosted by
the Aldershot Branch of the Royal ignals A sociation. The team name
were 'The Footmen' ( ot servants but The Berkshire Yeomanry which of
course everybody knows today arc the Royal ignal ) and the 'Half\ its'.
I am very pleased to report 'The Footmen' team of G lo ria Isaacs, C hris
Lewis, Dave orri and Alan were the winners. Congratulation , and
thank you ldcrshot for tho e wond~rfu I prize .
ls it becoming endemic among association and other charitable
organi ations that Annual General Meetings are allracling minimal
audience? adly our a ociation suffered thu on Friday 21 May 1999
' hen we held our . ever mind, tho e who did not manage to attend
becau e of tho e thou ands of good rea, on can rest a ured that once again
our Branch is in the afe hand ofa revamped committee. The new ere" are
as follows: President - Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane. hainnan - D. J .
'Jeff' Hazel, Vice-Chairman/Coordinator - Paulin e Tennant, Branch
dminLtrator - Ian Foot, 50 Club ecretary - David orris, PRO Hugh aunders, ocial ecretary - T hel ma V a kefi eld. ~ew letter
ecretary- J ulia ... The po t of Welfare Ofliccr did not get filled . If there i
anybody out there who would like to help, plea e contact our Branch.
everal or our members made it to our 'Mecca· the Blandford Reunion
1999 and gathered for a champagne picnic. This ha become the event we
most look fol'\vard to a somebody among I u alway ecm to meet an
old vetcrun who he 'hasn't met for fitly years.·

SCARBOROUGHBRA CH

(L-R): Fra n k Mort lock, Peter Cuckow and his w ife Sheila
It was a very well attended Dinner and a good time was had by all.
Peter wa pre cntcd with a Branch Tic to give to the Mu eum. At a recent
meeting Branch Pre ident, Don Ellingworth, pre cntcd ervicc Ollicer
Reg Ha nnan t with a ' orps· shield to be placed ai the bedside of any
hospitali ed member .
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The carborough Branch of the Royal ignals Association, by making a
donation of £2 0.00, ha enabled pringhcad chool to buy a nc"
flotation blanket aid for the young tcrs. \ ith thi blanket they are able to
relax in the school's pool and practice exerci e · which "ill help their
mobility. Wendy Po pple. the enior Phy iothcrapi t, aid that the Branch
had offered to help buy ne\\ equipment nfier potting an artick about a
charity donation featured in the £1•e11i11g !ell's.
Wendy aid that the blanket i like ha\'ing an e. trn pair of hand in the
pool. It i a ' ond rful piece of equipment and the children find that it's
great fun. Br ian Mortimer , the Branch Treasurer, said that they gh e to
charity e,·cry year. They ha e a big Whisk bottle which the} Jill "1tJ1
coppers and the odd pound coin.
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Our overseas trip, this year organised by Maj 'Dusty· Miller, was to the
Somme Battlefields. Sixty-eight people on a double-decker bus is a
wonderfu l sound when they arc ' inging Mongolian sea shanties. The
following day, after a nigh t o f drinking 'duty frees' and exploring the local
wine bars, quietness appeared to be the order on what turned out to be a
scorcher of a day. Then it happened, the coach shuddered to a halt in the
middle of nowhere, on a small Fn:nch road. Brig Ann Field and Brig Ian
Rose, supported by four Co lonels, decided that the best thing to do was to
make a cup of coffee. Trame control was organised by Maj Bob impson
in the best Royal ignals tradition. Then, as if by magic, a fleet of taxis
arrived and got everyone back to base to catch up on their eating and
drinkin g time, by midnight the song sheets were out again.
The next function organised by ' Dusty' wa the final rehear ing of the
Trooping of the olour on Horseguards. The sa lute was taken by HRH
The Princess Royal in excellent fashion. Then some of the party had to
travel across London to Sgt Cattrall's wedding. The Best Man was John
Stephenson . The weather stayed fine and the whole occa ion went like
clockwork. We wish G loria and Derek all the very best for their future
together.

SOUTHAMPTON BRANCH
On unday I, pnl the Bran h held their annual lunch at out hampton
ncket Club. \lore than eighty members and th.:ir part~crs attended
togcth~r "ith our Gue t of Honot.r, Col Ken Hadfield. It 1 the econ~
ume that thi · e' nt has been held· t the ncket Club and all agreed ~at 11
\\SS a 1tr at succc ·s. Col Hadfield ~poke about the role of the Corps 111 the
modem arn1) . Our photograph how Brig Johnn. C linch (President),
eorge Packer (Chairman) and Col Ken Hadfield.
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A
AL REU 10 HELD O. THE 24Tll APRIL 1999
by Steve Freeman - Pannell
This year we had to move to new accommodation due to the fact that
there would be a few more members joinmg us for this Reunion. o we
went to the small town of Loughborough, a place well known in the Royal
orps of Signals. Our new ven ue was The Quality I lotel just o!T the M I.
With a few members turning up at the hotel on the Friday 23rd April, I
myself decided to drive over from East Anglia to arrive in time to meet the
people for bn:akfast on the aturday morning, I just made it. After
hreakfast most of us went into town for a look around and arranged to
meet at the Royal British Legion Club for lunch. The invite to come to the
club was given to Roy Andrews. On return to the hotel in the afternoon
people took advantage of the Hotel 's facilities before the evenings
activitie . As many people arrived during the afternoon, when it came to
hold the main meeting at around six-o'clock thirty-one people bad turned
up and we sat our elves in the bar area. Roy Andrews on behalf of the
president Bill Cunningham opened the evenings meeting. As we are now
recogni ed a an Association by the Corps the fonnal meeting procedures
were ob erved and towards the end of the meeting the la t Officer
ommanding the quadron was introduced.

Sam Coombes receiving his Badge from Ron Miller

The Branch ha rec ntly fonned a Social Committee in order to arrange
e\ ents of intere t. A dinner arranged at a restaurant between outhampton
and ali bury attracted nearly thirty members and partner_s. Other<; ent
are in the pipeline. A new letter ha been tarted and 1s to be issued
quarter!).
We regret to announce the deaths of two members of the Branch Ale ·
\ inter, who was our tandard Bearer for more than twenty-five years,
joined the TA in 1932. He wa with the 43rd Wessex Division and in 1942
was po ted to Italy. He rose to the rank of CQMS. Ron Fletcher, a
tah\art member of the As ociation was CSM at 43rd Division HQ and
landed in 'ormandy shortly after D Day. He joined the TA in 1939.

our Millennium Dinner Dance, and have already booked the Band and the
champagne. We have welcomed six new members so far thi year. Anyone
interested in joining us would be made mo t welcome. We meet on the third
Thur day of the month at the Conservative Club, Bath Street, Southport at
eight o'clock, or contact Peter Dooley on 01704 569083.

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
This year's Cavalry Memorial Parade in Hyde Park on 9 May was a
succes , despite the military bands being cut down lo only four. The alute
was taken by HRH The Prince of Wales.

SOUTHPORT & DISTRICT BRANCH
Our Annual Dinner Dance was a great success. Held as u ual at the
famous carisbrick Hotel in Southport. Lt Co l Ian Thomas was our Guest
of Honour. He gave an excellent peech updating us all on the pre ent tale

RSA (Southport & District) Dinner/Dance
Back Row (L-R): J. Johnson , J . Roach, J. Roberts (Padre).
P. Dooley (S ecretary), E. Amor, D. Car rie r, Maj A. Littlejohn
Front Row (L-R): R. Ma la bo n, G. Krinks, J . Reaney (We lfa re).
M. Macleod (President), B. Gillingham (Chairman).
B. Moorcroft (Treasurer), W. Kesketh
of the Corp. We are no'' planning our Millennium Dinner Dance, and have
already booked the band and the champagne.
We have welcomed six new members so far this year. Anyone
intere tcd in joining us would be made most welcome. We meet on the
third Thursday of the month at the Conservative club, Bath treet,
outhport at 8 o'clock. Or contact Peter Dooley on 01704 569083 for
details.

WEST LONDON BRANCH
At our 'v1eeting in April it was the pleasant duty of our Chairman, Maj
·Dusty' Miller to present the 50 Year Badge to Sa m oombes, a
dedicated 'v1cmber of the Branch.
In ~ay eighteen of our Members joined the Alder hot Branch on their
annual Qu11 ight, fielding no less than three teams. Alas, Hercules, The
Bod1cca and The 'v1ixers did not quite manage to defeat our neighbouring
Branche~. We thmk they mu ·t have had inside information . Al all events,
\IC had a good night out with our friends of the Corps. We are now planning
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A our photo shows a very smart body of As ociation members gave a
good account of themselves at the March Past. Our members were led by
Col T im carlett BEM TO. Nicholas Bartlett carried the banner in a very
able manner. evera l other members of the Association attended the ervice
but were unable to march. Len Smith and Ted Hawkins were Parade
Marshalls and did a fine job keeping a very large parade in order. The
weather was kind to us which greatly pleased our wives and partners. Aller
the Parade, Members wined and dined at the Knightsbridge Barracks.
A couple of dates for your diary, 8 October .... The Annual Dinner at
the Duke of York's HQ Che! ea. The Guest of Honour this year is Lt Co l
J. C rackett TD. The other date i 10 October, 'Lafone Day' at St Paul 's
Cathedral. Another good turnout for members, wives and partners arc
more than welcome on both occasions.
Finally it is with deep sadness that we moum the death of C ol Bill
Williams MBE TD. 'Co l Bill', as he wa known to everyone, was
cremated al Finchley rematorium on 23 April. A Guard of Honour was
formed by members of the Band and a trumpeter from the band played the
Last Post. Out thoughts are with his wife and daughter. He was a
gentleman and a soldier of the highest quality. He will be sad ly mis ed by
his friends and comrades.

31 SIGNALS REGIMENTAL
ASSOCIATION
The Association is still on the move and going from strength to
strength. A successful AGM was well attended and chaired by our leader
Co l Donald Crawford . Also in attendance was the CO, Lt Col Lindn
Harriso n, The Adjutant, apt Mel Ray nor and WOl (RSM) .John
Gibson . Thi year the 'Fish & Chip' member was George Collins. Our
Annual Dinner at Mercury House was another succes , well allended and
very convivial. The CO, Lt C ol Linda Harrison, was in very good form
with her after dinner speech. Congratu lations to our ccretary, Henry
Holman, and his team of workers for a good evening. A special thanks to
LCpl Garrity for surviving behind the bar against heavy odds.
THE WIRE , AUGUST 1999

The Smilers prior to the coach breakdown

REUNIONS
602 SIGNAL TROOP (AOF)
The Reunion for 1999, was held on 17 April at the Copthome Hotel,
Dudley and what an outstanding success it proved to be after much
bartering over price for the accommodation and the dinner, by our
ecretary, Danny W illi ams-.
Most of the member arrived early on the aturday to take full
advan tage of the leisure complex (the ladies that is) and the men took full
advantage of the bar, to ta lk over old times and meet member as they
were arriving. Approximately 87 members and wive at down to dinner
and it was o good to see so many new faces from the past. Gen Bill
Robins, who wa our Gue l of Honour at our reunion dinner last year,
came this year in his own right as a fully paid up member, having been an
ex OC of the Troop.
adly our President, Lt Col (Rtd) Bill Lidster, could not make it this
year o our Chairman, Mike Hope, after giving hi speech of the progress
of the AOF called on our ex-Chaim1an, Ken P urnell, to say a few words on
bchal f of our President. He aid how good it wa to ee the younger element
of pa t Troop mernbers attending the dinner and how important it wa for
them to be there and keep the AOF going a the old and bold arc getting
older everyday. It was good to ee omc of the older members getting out of
their bath-chairs and make the effort, uch as Dave Hay, Pat Gnitten,
Alan M icklethwaite Jacko Jackson, John tan ley plus till erving
members Col Jim Ross, Maj Gordon Duncan and so many more that I
apologise if I have failed lo mention them, they all turn up year after year.
Our next Reunion will be held in Liverpool at the famou TV erie
Hotel Adelphi in late April plus we have been offered accommodation at a
very rea onable rate, £50 per double room. Our member hip figure have
now reached 166 paid-up member , even if some of them have to be
reminded about their fees, but if you were a member of602 Troop (SC) at
any time regardle. s of your trade or rank (no, you don ' t have to have been
an operator) and if you would like to join the 602 ssociation of Friends
and meet your friends of the past 1 ho you may have lo l contact ' ith,
plea e write or telephone our Secretary, Mr Danny Williams, 78 Gorham
Drive, t Alban , Hertford hire ALI 2HP. Tel: 01727 833955 and h will
be only to plea cd to inform you of how you can join the /\OF and auend
our next reunion. So don't delay call Da nny today.

60s 16ers
'The 1960s 16 Signal Regiment's Reunion Club'
(Including HQ BAOR Signal Troop)
The 1999 Reunion will be held on 3-5 cptember in Alton, Hanis.
For detail: contact Chris Bartlett : 45 Whiteh o u~c Road, Leigh on
Sea, ESSEX, SS9 5SR, or telephone: 01702 524620,
E-mail: (I) chris60s I6crsfa tesco.net
There has been 188 contact to date.
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(L- R): Maj (Retd ) Jack Fiskel (l ast OC ),
Mr Roy Andrews (Hon Sec),
Maj (Retd ) Bill Cu nningham (OC - 1971n3)
Jack Fiskel brought a very pleasant surprise, the pre entalion of a flag
to 260 ignal quadron Old Comrade Association. Incidentally this was
the la l flag tlown on the !lag pole at Dortmund before clo ure. It was
accepted by Bill C unningham on our behalf and all member howcd
their appreciation and of course photo were taken for posterity.
Ila Frecma n-Pa nnett who e birthday was to be on the unday was
presented with two badges, one red 'I AM 5' and the other ·5 TODAY' (no
gue ing what age she i ) but Ila did wear them for the rest of the weekend.
Ida Fowler organised a raflle to upport !i.md (Well done Ida same next
year plea e) which would be drawn during the evening meal but the only
prize of half the moneys taken was won by Roy Andrew to a rou ing
choru of ·Fiddle.' After the meal we all boarded four mini buse and
headed for the RBL club and took part. in their evening acti\ ities of Bingo.
a raftle in which one member or our party' on four of the prizes. To round
off the night a cabaret and a ing ong before returning to the Hotel, once
again to invade the bar unt il the wee small hours of the morning. Talking of
which a few hours later at breakfast on the unday, we were all in good
pirits (one or two still full of them) but we all lowly said our Good Bye's
and departed looking forward to the ne ·t Reunion in Dortmund in May
2000. o friend if you know of anybody that erved in t11e quadron in the
ixtics and eventie who wi. h to join t11e people already going to Germany,
then plea e contact Roy Andrews on 01227 264551 or myself. teve
Freeman-Pannet on 01603 300027, you would be made mo t welcome.

MALTA/LIBYA COM 1AND OCA
REUNION
At a hotel in Loughborough Leice ter
24/25 eptember 1999
Any Ro al ignal , Regulars. ational en ice. WRAC and
supporting arn1s who were in Tripolitania, Cyrenaica bemcen
1950 - 1966, are im itcd to attend. Please contact the ecretary:
Mrs Patricia Andre\\S on 01227 264-51
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THE LANGELEBEN REUNION
KONIGSLUTTER
14TW17TH MAY 1999
Kumg. tuner <Un Elm wa · the destination of 70 plu~ members and the.ir
wive and partners. The 1999 Langeleben Reumon . to?k pl~ce Ill
Konig. !utter. 23km. east of Brun wtck and ' as to comc1de with the
·hutlenfeste t:hooting festival) which take. pluce in Konigsluttcr
annunll). Members :ind their wives a semblcd at the TSGK !J?t1 Club for
an evening. me.al and an informal get tog~cher. The.meal consucd of pork
schni uel. k:111offeln and vegetable which a kindly orgamscd by o~r
members Da"e 1\"igg, John Richard on and id Hicken, who all live m
Konigslutter. Di ter Dilling, the Manager of the . po11S club. dtd our
members proud with the meal. 111ere wa plenty for all and even ome
..,econd, for tho e "ith large appet.it . Thee ening became moi:: and more
relaAed a.' the beer ·tarted to tlO\ . Many of our local Gern1an friends came
along to join in. 1o t of our members had not . een each other for a year or
so and in . ome c;i,, , 40 years. Hence. I wa taken aback when omeone
approached me and aid, 'I bet you don't remember me.' This .wa Da e
Rounce. whom I had not seen sin e 196 I. and who had only decided at the
,·er, la t minute to attend a he now live in as-au in the Bahamas. TI1e
la ·i time Da\'e and I met wru at our DF ite at Kaltenkirchen, north of
Hamburg, in March 1961. The evening was pa sing very quickly, as it
always does when you are enjoying yourself, the last one . were a embled
around the bar. '' hile mo t had made their way back to their hotel ·.
Saturday 15 1ay was our AGM at I IOOhrs. We were joined by the
Burgermt!i ter of Koni<> "lutter and the fire chief. Horst Funke. After a
minute silence for thr:e of our members who had adly died in the la t
twel\'e month . the AGM oot underway. Thi year we are having a change
of Chairman. l\laj Tom P: rkin who has been in the chair ince we fo~ed
the Langeleben Reunion Club. had a ked to tand down due to b.u me
and family commitments. Jim Husband who in the past had depuu -ed for
Tom. wa ·elected our new Chairman with the re-electjon of the commiuee
for a further cwel\'e momhs. When the AGM agenda fini hed we then
pre emed Herr rnulf Baumann, the Burgermei ter and Fire C~ief
Horst Funke with honorary member hip of the Langeleben Reumon
Branch. The e were framed membership certificates of our Branch.

The Burgermeister Arnulf Ba uma n n a nd
Fire Chief Horst Fu nke bei ng ma de Hono rary Membe rs of the
Langeleben Reu nion Bra nch
(L-R): J im Husband - Chairman, Arnu lf Bauma nn,
Horste Funke , Frank Mitche ll - Secretary
The Burgermei ter poke of his admiration for our Reunion Club and hjs
in it. Herr Funke also gave a speech. After we all had partaken in a
snack of Bockwur Cs and bread roll , we made our way to the Kaiserdom
(cathedral) where we were to meet up witll hooting clubs from the district
around Konigslutter. We joined the locals in a march through Konigslurter to
the market place where speeches of welcome were made to all partic i pant.~.
The lads were welcomed formally by the Burgermeister in Engli h, which
\\as vel) moving for us. After all the speeches were over the bands tarted
up and off we marched, making our way to the beer tem, some Ikm distant.
intere~t

reserved for the Langeleben contingent. A i u ual with German beer
tents the beer was flowing fast and furious with beer being sent to our
table from every cornt!r of the tent. The bands were till playing and
everyone was getting in the mood. After a break, f?r a.wash an.d change,
we all made our wuy back to the tent for the evenmgs entertammcnt. A
good rock group ' as on stage and .even included u · with an noun ements
in Enolish The eveni ng was movmg on and more and more locals had
joinect"' the. Langeleben -tables. These friend hips had la ted over many
years and arc still very strong today. The band played on and on and on.
Before Tknew it , it was three in the morning and the start of another early
day.
The Sunday morning wa when the locals at the Schutzenfc te held
their ·Hanoover' breakast. which included free beer for those able LO stand
the pace. Many members took this opportunity to visit Berlin and the Hart
mountains. to ee Wcrnigerode and Quedlingberg which are two old towns
of half timbered buildings. Whilst we were tationed at Langeleben we
were unable to visit them, as both towns were in the old Ea tern Zone.
After our various trips we all as embled on the Sunday evening at the
· port Klau s' a hostelry which over the year ha · made all the.lads from
Langeleben very welcome. After some had had an evenmg meal.
Goodbye were the order of the evening a many members were making
their way home to Blighty. Although ome had decided to make a longer
tay. but for most this wa their last evening in Konig !utter. With a, 'See
you next year: that was the evening over for them. On the Monday, those
who stayed on, decided to visit the camp at Langeleben which had now
been empty for even year . It all look rather forlorn and ve.ry sad •. not like
the hive of activity back in the 60' and 70' .. Our la t mght m Kon1gslutter
wa now upon us o we said our goodbyes and made for our hotel. Next
morning Hamburg was our destination, with an onward JOUrney to
ewcastle and home. Another very succes ful Langeleben Reunion, now
it' tjme LO get plans going for our Millennium Reunion.

The photo hows those who attended a dinner night in the Royal School
of Signals on Saturday 24 April 1999, it includes Trevor Fellows and Bob
Taylor who crone from Australia and America respectiv~ly. Oth.ers came
and went duri ng the weekend but could not attend the dmner mght. Our
deepest thanks to ALL who made it a most memorable weekend. The
weekend started at 2000hrs on Friday 23 April 1999, in the Crown Hotel
in Blandford; continued on the Saturday with a visit lo the Royal School of
Signals in the moming; lunch at the Langton Arn1s, Tarrant Monkton; then
a visit to the Museum in the aflemoon. The day culminated in the dinner
night. We lunched in the gts' Mess on Sunday 25 April 1999 and
tearfully departed at I 500hrs having had a splendid time. For those who
have insider knowledge, our thanks go to the person who picked up the bar
bill for Room 44W
The next reunion is in Texas in five years time and is going to be
organised by Bob Taylor so, start saving, keep in touch and see you there.

Pa\\tng along Mreet lined with locals. rm ure the lads from
L..angdcben felt very proud, I know I did. Arriving at the beer tent we
1Ji,mi<.\ed and made our way into the tem where two table. had been
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From:

Ma r k Parkinson
49 Derby Road Eastleigh, Hants, 050 5FE
Tel : 01703 368162
WOULD LIKE YOUR HELP
He writes:
I' m wondering if you can help me trace a person I'm looking for, on
behalf of my parents. My parents are trying to trace an old army
friend they knew when they were serving in Malaya, unfortunately I
don 't have much information about him as it was a very long time
ago. I recently contacted the Royal Signals museum to see if they
had any information on.him because my parents believed him LO be
a Signalman. Sadly they had no record of him.
The Royal Signal museum suggested that I contact you in the hope
that one of your readers may remember erving with him or know
his whereabouts. Hi name is Peter E"a ns. He held the rank of
Sergeant and was tationed in Malaya between 1955 and 1960. His
last known posting was in Germany in 1960. Unfortunately that's
all the inforn1ation r have.
I know it's a long shot but any help that you can gi e me would be
very much appreciated.

Ronald G. Gra nt would like to contact Robert ·Jock' Len nie (from
Glasgow), and any other ex-Royal Signal who were attached to the Long
Range Desert Group Patrols, (especially Y2 Patrol) during WWU. Please
send any contacts to :
Email: Fenton@worldchat.com
Po tal: 426 Burlington Avenue
Burlington
On L7S IR4
CANADA
Tel/Fax: (905) 681 0241

CORRESPONDENCE
From :

Mr D. W. mith
Ca tilian House
34 Park Avenue orth
Abi ngton
Northampton
NO RTHAMPTON HIR E N3 2JE
Tel:OI6047 12863
Mobile:0411 06303

Dear Sir,
I fe lt that I must write and expres my appreciation (and urprise) at the
quality and content of The Wire. s a recent Life Member and a veteran,
42-45 of the Royal Signals, it hns been urpri ing how much intere t there
has been in it fo r me.
My original uni t, l Corps (now 7 Signal Regi ment), ha been most kind
in re ponsc to a letter that I se nt them and but for their deployment to
Bosnia, I would have received an in vi tation to their 40th An niversary now po tponed. It i my in tention to attend the Reunion in June at
Blandford.
I make a point of passing my copy of The Wire on to other memb~rs making sure that it is not to someone who wou ld . ubsc nbe! I have wn lten
previou ly, hoping for an entry in the 'Lost Comms' e tion. It i ·
interesti ng also to . ee donations from the Cena Ci to Lo lge.
Your. Sincerely and with all good wishes ..... . .
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1999

SSgt Tom McKay MBE
HQ 52 Lowland Brigade
The Castle
EDINB URGH
EH12YT
Tel:Ol313J05071

Dear Col Valder.
The 'One o'clock Gun' Museum Committee, with the backing of
Historic Scotland, i presently etting up a 'One o'clock Gun' Museum
below the Mills Mount Battery, Edinburgh Castle. The museum is
schedu led to open at the beginning of December.
The original cable connecting the time-gun ' clock to the Carlton Hill
Observatory Hill wa ri gged by the Royal Engineers. Our travelling
ex hibition was recently on di play at the Edinburgh Room and we are also
in the process of preparing a world time-gun travelling exhibition.
We now have an exten ive archive covering the world's time-balls and
time-guns including the Saint Petersburg Noon Day Gun. We are
collaborating with the US Naval Observatory, in Washington who are
planning a synchronised time-gun shoot and time-ball drop when the
millennium arrives.
We would appreciate any information and phoLOgraphs from reader on
time-guns and time-balls for our archive. All the best.
Yours Sincerely .. ......... .
From:

LOSTCOMMS
Mrs Julie Slater
I Donaldson Drive
Cheswardine
r. Market Drayton
SHROPSHIRE TF9 2NY
Dear Editor,
I am writing to you about my Grandfather in the hope that one of your
reader may remember hi m or have crved with him.
He was Sig Stanley Day and, ideall y, I am trying to obtain a photograph
of him, a5 no family member has one. I am hoping that just maybe one of
your readers may have some snap hots or mi litary photo wh ich might
feature him. They could contact me at the above add ress. Below are the
particulars of Grandfather' years of ervice:
1938
En listed imo TA and posted to I Ami Aircraft Div Sig
1942
Po ted to I Holding Battalion
1943
Embarked for India
1943
March
Arrived India & po ted Sig Trg Ctr Mhow
1943
Posted to 4 Corps Signals
June
1945
Attached to Bellahouston Transit Camp
April
1945
Posted to Depot Battalion
June
1945
December
Released to Re erve
1947
Died
Thanking you in anticipation.

Andrew J. S. Hobbs
Higher Woodcombe Cottage
Bratton Lane
Minchead
SOMERSET TA24 SSQ
Tel: 01643703579
Mobile: 0974 748088
Email : hobb @easynct.co.uk

Dear. ir,
Ref: Maj J oh n Norton Stractan R. SIGNALS
I am writing to you on the advice of the Royal Signals Mu eum who
aid you may publish a letter for me in your magazine. I am trying to find
out abou t my grandfather who served in the Royal Corps of Signals during
the Second World War. I have the following information on him from the
War Graves Commission web-site.
Rank: Major
Number: 143977 (dog tag number 399126 CE)
Died: Sunday 11 June 1944
I have been told by my grandmother that he died on 4 of June 1944. I
have also been told that he, being a keen potholer, worked on a project to
hide troop in the caves at Wookey Hole should the Germans invade. He is
also meant to have doubled for Montgomery. I would love to find someone
who served with him so that l could find out more about him. If any of
your reader can help I would be very grateful. Thank you for your time.
Yours truly ...... .
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From:

The March through Konig slutter on 15 June 1999

From:

A. D. Brown
34 Silverdale Road
Tadley
HAMPSHIRE RG26 4JW
Tel: 0118 981 2610

Dear Sir,
Some of your readers who were at the Blandford Reunion, last year,
may recall an announcement oa the PA y tern on the Saturday afternoon.
It concerned an old member of the Corp who was hoping to meet
omeone that he knew when he wa serving. It said that he joined in l 932
and had served in India. Hi name was Charlie Falcon, he wa severely
incapacitated. was in a wheelchair and lived in a nur ing home. When I
heard hi name I was sure we had met omewhere but could not remember
where. I looked for him during the afternoon and evening but did not find
hjm. Some other members told me that they had seen him and that he had
not found anybody that he knew.
On the following Monday l phoned RHQ and obtained hi addre . I
wrote to him and received a reply. written on hi behalf by a member of the
nursing home taff, telling me he had been in ·B· Corp Signal in Karachi
when I wa po ted there in 1936. So we were in the same unit for nearly
three years until l was posted to Meerat on attachment to the 17/21
Lancers in January 1939.
Twas able to vi it Charlie four times last year. We had long talks about
all the people we had known and looked al the old photo we had. Sad to
relate that when I phoned the nursing home. before Easter. I was told that
he had pas ed away the week before. and wa being buried the day that I
rang them.
When I received my copy The Wire, for April. I read of the death of Maj
Ken Jord an. He was a Corporal in ·B ' Corp at the time Charlie and I
were there. We knew him well.
Yours Sincerely ...... .. .
From:

Ron Larby
17 Braemar Avenue
ea den
WIOODS

Dear ir,
Perhap a reader of The Wire can supply the an ·wer to the following
story.
The mj fortunes of the England cricket team ·Do~ n Under· bring back
a memory of my first days at 3rd Trai ning Regiment, Bourbon Line .
Catrerick, in early December 1950. A a new intake ' e had to do three
weeks fatigues prior to commencing our trade training a OWL .
For my fir t a ignment I and a number of others were taken to an
unoccupied barrack room to rcfurbi, h the locke etc. The CO in charge.
a Long Service Lance Jack with three or four 'skaters' indicated to me to
remo e from one of che lockers the small ard upon which would have
been written tbe previous occupier' name rank and number.
·Read it!' ordered Corp.
I did o. ·22-- - , -. Signal man Close D. B..
·Kno' who he isT enquired the orporal.
'Of cour e.' I replied, ·Brian Close, the Yorkshire cricketer!'
An uproar in the pre and question had been a. ked in The Hou, e,
becau e of Brian Close' ·election to tour Australia with the 1C . and
hi re lease from ational crvice to be able to do , o. Our Corporal didn't
approve of this at all and expre sed himself in no uncertain term,.
finishi ng with. '. .. .. . It's j ust not fair on the rest of you lads!'
However, after hi departure our work pany wa unanimou. in
declaring that we·d rather be playing cricket in unn) Australia than doing
fat igues (or anything else) in rainy atterick! Which lead> me to the quer :
Did Brian have to fini h hi ~er ice nfter his return. Furthennore wa' hi.·
selection a su ce s?
With Regard .... ..... .
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From:

James . Prentice
R
Gia. go''
_I Jardine treec
GLA GO G206J

Dear ir.
Thank you for the pril i ·sue of The I 11-e received today. l have pas~ed
the copy- on 10 M rs rchiba ld, Sgt A._ Archib ~ ld '. wido' . ll is
appre iated b) my elf and the Branch Chairman. Bill Tuylor . that you
managed 10 grant the reque. l made lo u . from 1rs Archibald for th
copy.
You~ incerely ... ..... . .
From:
Dear ir,

M aj Gen D. R. Horsfield

y GO L
REL TIO I HIPS
In 1961 when I wai. Chief Instructor al the chool of ignals in
Cauerick we had a fonnal vi it from a Yugoslm Delegation. They
travelled up on the night train so my fir l meeting with them wa al
·
breakfast in the Headquarters Mes ·.
ol Gen Or canin and Lt Col Pavlovic headed the party and they
were a companied by Col Ia n Ramsay. the Military Attache from
Belgrade. laj Ron Hardy was in charge of the Mes arrangement and it
wa. onl at breakfa l that l ob erved that he had laid on a liberal upply of
slivovitZ. ll wa not neglected.
Lei u hope that before long the oldier of our two countries will
a hieve imilarly good relation with their counrerparl .
Yours Sincerely ....... .

DONATIONS
RS Chester .......................... .......................................................... .£50.00
R A Ea tbourne .... ................ ...... .. .... ............ ...... ........ .... .. ........... .£150.00
RSA East London ......................................................................... £ 150.00
RSA 'orfolk ................................................ ............................... ... .£100.00
R A Guern e) ....................... ............ ............... ......... ..................... .£50.00

~r~~:~~t~:~i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~:~

D. E. Hanoaford ............................................ .... ............. ............ ...... £10.00
T. lacDonald ....................... ............................................................£20.00
Mr Roy Green ................................... ....... .......................................... £6.50
Mr Chick Cheetham ... ...... ..... ...... .. ..... .............. _. ..................... ........ £10.00
Mr F. Wolle_ in memory of Capt John Rudkin .... .. ........-................ £20.00
1rs Vera Butt in memory of Capt John Rudkin .................. ........... .£20.00
lr & Mrs 1. D. Hutchings in memory of Capt John Rudkin ........£ 10.00
Colin & Jane Davey in memory of Capt John Rudkin .................... £10.00
Lt Col G. . A. Curtis in memory of Capt John Rudkin ...... ...........£10.00
F. P. Utchell in memory of Capt John Rudkin .......... ............. .........£20.00
Lt Col J. A. C. Webster in memory Capt John Rudkin ........... ........£25.00
lee & Sheila Forty in memory of Capt John Rudkin ..................... £25.00
. Webber in memory of Capt John Rudkin ................. ................... .£10.00
3 Div igs Reunion Club in memory of Mr T. A. Elleker ......... ......£ 10.00
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club in memory of Sig G. A. Elwick ............. .£10.00
RSA Eastbourne in memory of Col D. D. Fairnian .... .... ...... .. ......... £30.00
In lieu of flowers at the funeral of David Gaddas ................... ..... £ 100. 14
ig E. C. Higham a legacy from the Will of Sig Higham ..............£500.00
Anonymous in memory of Maj Gen Thuilliers CB, CVO, OBE ........ £5.00
Ro e Williams & Daphne Thullier in memory of
Maj Gen L de M Thullier CB, CVO, OBE ..................................... ...£20.00
Collection at the Funeral Service of
Maj Gen L de M Thuilliers CB. CVO. OBE ... ....... ........ ............ .....£207 .25

Phillips - Cpl G. Phillips
Served 1941 /57
Randolph-Pearse - laj W. Randolph-Pearse Served
Rooney - Sig J. P. Rooney
Served
Rudkin - CaptJ. B. Rudkin
crved 1943/47
Ru ell - ig W. Russell
Served 1944/47
parks - W02 D. L. Sparks
Served l 954/88
Underwood - Capt S. Underwood
crved 1939/41
ickers - Sig A. S. Vickers
erved 1961 /83
W hi tfield - Sig S. Whitfield
crvcd 1939/46
Wh ybrow - L. S. W hybrow
Served 1941/46
erved 1953178
Wi lliams. Cpl J. William s
Willis - A. G. Willis
Served
Wil on - LCpl D. Wilson
Served 1955/59
Winter - A. Winter
Served 1932/??
Served 1948/50
Wood - S ig D. Woods

Died Mar ·99
Died 07/04/99
Died 2 1105/99
Died 17/06/99
Di ed 04/05/99
Died 06/05/99
Died l!VOl/99
Died 26/05/99
Died 05/06/99
Died 22105199
Died 02105199
Died 22/10/98
Died 02/06/99
Died
Died 08/05/99

Rooney - Sig J ohn Rooney ll is with deep regret that 36th (Eastern)
ignal Regiment (Volunteers) have lo report the tragic death ol
ign allcr John Rooney in a Road Traffic Accident on 21 May 1999.
Hi funenil took place on Friday 28 May 1999 al the Essex Regiment
Chapel. Warley, Es ex . A bearer party wa provided by member of 44
(Cinque Pon ) ignal quadron (Volunteer ). of which he was a
member. J oh n Rooney joined the Regiment in July 1998 and trained as
a Radio Relay Operator. He had previously served three year with the
Royal Green Jackets. which included a tour in orthcrn Ireland and
ervice in Germany and Canada. In the short time with us. he had
proved to be a loyal member of the Regiment. He wa a cheerful man
with an excellent en e of humour and well re pected by other
Regiment member , by whom he will be sadly missed. Joh n Rooney
leaves hi partner J a ne and a daughter Emily. The Regiment extends it
deepe t sympathie to them and hi family.
Crofts - W0 2 (Ret<I) G. J . Crofts M BE. W02 (Supervisor Radio) Guy
·screw· C rofts pa sed away peacefully in the John Radcliffe Hospital,
Oxford on I0 May 1999 after a hon but valiant fight again t cancer.
Guy C rofts was born in Leice ter in 1945 and joined the Army a a
Junior Leader in 1960. He pas ed out with tlying colours but after a
short pell with the Royal Military Police. which earned him the
nickname 'Screw· which he never shook off, he tran ferred 10 The
uccessfully completed the
Royal Signals in 1963. He
Telecommunications Operator (Special) Course in 1964 and erved in a
variety of pecialisl appointment in the UK, Germany and Cyprus until
1984 when he wa po ted a the Supervi or Radio in Explosive
Ordnance Dispo al (EOD) Branch, Headquarter orthem Ireland. This
was a highly peciali t role in which he provided direct operational
support 10 the, then, RAOC counter-terrori t bomb di po al teams
operating throughout the Province. 'Screw' qu ick ly mastered his new,
extremely complex and potentially life aving respon ibilitie and
swiftly gained a reputation as a thoroughly professiona l techn ician and
extremely gallant oldier. He played a key role in a large number of
highly dangerous and sophisticated ecurity operations and earned the
respect of all members of the EOD and intelligence organi ations with
whom he worked . o closely. Hi out tanding contribution to operations
during thi period led to hi rich ly de erved MBE al the conclusion of
his tour. However. he was not toe cape the clutche of the EOD world
and continued his clo e a sociation with RAOC and later RLC EOD
operations at home and overseas for a further 7 years whi lst erving
with 11 EOD Regiment RLC. On retirement in 1993 he could claim a
glittering career which had pan ned 33 year erv ice and had been
rewarded by the MBE, MSM and LSGC and bar.

LAST POST
Attrill - WOI E. C. Attrill
Avery - \ 02 T. J. Avery BE 1
Bell - gt R. Bell
Boulding - Lt Col K. R. R. Boulding
Carley • ig P. A. arley
Cox - Maj J. Cox
Cox - Capt D. E. P. Cox
Crofts - W02 ( upvr R) G. J. Crofts
Currie - Maj A. D. H. Currie
Drew - LCpl M. D. .}. Drew
Elleker - T. G. Elleker
Elwick - Cpl G. . Elwick
Fairman - Col D. D. Fairman
Fletcher - R. Fletcher
Gabbitas - Sgt A. V • A. Gabbitas
Green - L pl D. M. Green
Griffiths · W02 R. E. Giffiths
Higham - ig E. C. Higham
Howie - RSM G. A. Howie
Inglis - Lt Col . D. Inglis
Jackson - ig R. Jackson
'.\1.lthews - Lt ol R. E. D. Mathew s
l\lil.en - S. . K. Mizen
oble - W02 I. H. 'oble
O 'Shaugtm
- Capt O 'Shaughn y
Page - Sig J. . Page
Pennington - l\1aj A . .}. Pennington
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erved 1928/41
Served 1967/??
Served 1948173
Served 1939/82
Served 1939/46
Served 1946/82
Served J 953/83
Served 1963/93
Served 1958/68
Served 197 1/95
Served
Served 1939/47
Served
Served 1939/??
Served 1940/46
erved 1976/99
Served 1934/56
Served 1934/46
Served 26 years
Served 1940/73
erved 1946/48
Served 1939/62
Served WW2
Served 1964/86
Served 1940/47
Served 1939/45
Served 1968176

Died Jan '99
Died 06105199
Died I0105199
Died 12106/99
Died Dec '96
Died I 0/05/99
Died l 1/06/99
Died 09105199
Died 26/05/99
Died 22/05/99
Died l 2106/99
Died June ·99
Died
Died
Died IS/05/99
Died 28/04/99
Died May "98
Died 3 1/ 12198
Died 19/03/99
Died 12/04/99
Died Feb '96
Died 26/05/99
Died 15104199
Died 13/05/99
Died 23/05/99
Died May '99
Died 24105199

'Screw' Crofts was a fine regimental ~o ldier, an outstanding
1echruc1an and a very gallant gentleman who could be relied upon to
lighten even the darkest moment with a quip or humorous comment. He
had a wicked sense. of humour which he used regularly to get hi s point
acros:-. 111 a most painless and yet unforgettable manner. Yet he was not
in the sl ightest bit pul out when he himself became the target of humour
and was proud of hi s uncanny facial resemblance to the American TV
character Sgt Bilko. Yet he was completely dedicated to his profession
and look great pride in bringing on those soldi ers junior and less
experienced than himself. He was in all respects larger than life and
enjoyed almost legendary status throughout the EOD community who
adopted him as their own.
On retirement 'Screw ' and hb family seuled near Oxford and he
soon embarked on hi s second career as a porter at fir t University
College then later al St Edmunds College in the City. To all intents and
purposes he became the very epitome of the College RSM. He was
f~ared, lov.ed and respected by staff and students alike as they fell
v1cum to h1 unrelen!lng ense of humour and often bizarre method s of
getti~ g hi s point across. From hi~ highly bulled hoe to the top of his
unmistakably bald head , with his rolled umbrella in place of a pace
tick, ·screw' kept order throughout the College and yet with hi s ever
helpfol , kindly and friendly nature he swiftly made his mark and earned
a reputation and status lo rival that he had in the Army. Al his funeral
service his family were joined by over 200 of his friends from the
Anny, serving and retired, and by the staff and students from the Oxford
College . Such was the mark of G uy Crofts that hi funeral was not a
melancholy affair but rather a wonderful celebration of a man who had
contributed so much and enriched the lives of so many. We have all lo t
a dear friend but his impact on the Army and more recently on the
Oxford College will remain . 'Screw ' was immensely proud of his
family and all they had achieved. Al this difficult time we offer Wendy,
who upported 'Screw' and the Army so loyally for over 25 years. and
hi s son Adam, himself a former Royal Marine. and daughter Ma ndy
our most sincere condolence .
Howie - RSM G. A. Howie It i with regret that we were informed of the
death of RSM G. A. Howie on 19 March 1999. Gordon erved 26
years with the Corp and more than half of hi adult ervice was with
the Gurkha Signals. Hi last appointment wa a RSM of 48 Gurkha
Brigade. Many member of the Corp will remember him as a
dedicated , fun loving soldier and an avid all-round portsman. He i
sadly missed by his friend and family and leaves behind hi beloved
wife, Doris, daughters Felicity and Va nessa and four loving
grandchildren.
Maguire - T. W. Maguire it is with the greatest regret that the orthern
Ireland Branch of the RSA have to report the passing of their former
Chairman 'Tommy' Maguire. Tom joined 66 (U I ter) Sig Regt (V).
later 40 (Ulster) Sig Regt (V) in the early 1960s when he al o became a
member of the RSA Northern Ireland Branch. Over the years he served
the Branch well , particularly during his long reign as Branch Chairman
a job he carried out with great efficiency and enthusiasm , and was
indeed made a Honour Member of the RSA. Hi easy manner of
communicating with people of all rank was an a set and he regarded
many people as hi friends rather that imply acquaintance .
Each year he looked forward to the Catterick and lauerly Blandford
Reunion and had hi name down for the 1999 trip but unfortunately did
not make it. Some years ago he wa involved in a traffic accident from
which he never fully recovered and although suffering from a terminal
illne s for the past year he still retained the Chair until the 1999 AGM
mis ing only one meeting. It was good that he was able to act a Ma ter
of Ceremonies al our recent Annual Formal, Dinner.
We would dearly have liked to have di played the Branch Standard
etc. al his fu neral but his wife Joyce, to whom we extend our deepest
sympathy, carried out Tom ' wi he for a quiet funeral which wa
private and by invitation only. He will be orely mi ed.
Attrill - WOt (ASM) E . C. Attrill - joined the Corp at Cauerick in
1928 at the age of 14 years. Duri ng his rime in the Corp . he served five
year in Ind ia. He was transferred lo the RAOC hortly after Dunkirk
and wa later forced to change to the.; RE. He ended hi ervice at the
Guided Weapon Es tabli hment at Aberporth, Wales. In sp ite of the
enforced change , Mr Attrill alway · considered him elf as Royal
Corps of Signal and wore the Corp · tie with pride, during hi
retirement.
Bell - SSgt Bob Bell. It is with regret that the Gia gow Branch of the
Royal Signal A sociation announce the death of one of our founder
members, 222 12995 Staff ergeant Robert ' Bob' Bell, who died
sudden ly in Hospita l on Monday, 10 May 1999. Bob erved in the
Corps for 25 year from September 1948 to Ju ne 1973. Bob wa a life
member of the RSA and a founder member of the Gia gow Branch.
During his regu lar crv ice Bob served in Malaya during the Emerge ncy.
and in the Canal Zone Egypt, before going 10 SHAEF in France. On the
changeover from TA to TAVR , Bob wa po ted to GbsgO\ a Chief
Admi ni strati on C lerk of 32 ( coui sh) Signal Reg iment (V). ·Whil l
there he met hi wife Sarah. who wa a member of the Corp . arah is
al o a Li fe Member of the R A and a member of the Gl asgow Branch.
On leavi ng Gl asgow Bob spem time in Cauerick before being posted 10
London, where he spent the rest of hi s ervice. He held the award of the
General Service Medal with the B:1r Malaya. Hi Cremati on wa.
attended by the Chairman of Gia gow Branch, Bill Tuylor,
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accompanied by members of the Glasgow Branch who had served \\ith
Bo~ a~ ome stage in his career. The Glasgow Branch members offer
their sincere condolences to arah , sons Martin and Mark daughter
Sarah Ja ne and grandson J amie.
Willis - Arthur George W illis will be remembered with great affection
by those who knew him, especially his fellow cadets at 150 OCTU
Royal Signals, Catterick shortly after the Second World War. He had
erved_ with the Corps for several years, and during the orth Africa
campaign was captured by the Italians in Libya. Until released towards
the end of the war he was in Italian or German prison camps; one of
the~e was at Sulmona in Italy, and in a group photo sent to his parents he
1s pictured at the German camp Stalag 344.
On release he was keen to continue his career with the Corps, and
was sub equently recommended to apply for a commission. After
attending Basic OCTU at Mons Barracks. Aldershot. he joined 176
c;ourse at Catteriek' Royal Signals OCTU in 1946. Being perhaps a
little older than other course members, con iderably more experienced
and wit~ the hardships of war ?<:hind him, he could have been forgiven
for treaung his fellow cadets with a degree of superiority. However, that
was not the ca:se: he seldom spoke of his time a a POW. and was ready
to offer ~enuine _encour_agement (and to neutralise any eruptions of
youthful 11nma1unty!) with a dry, but understanding, ense of humour.
He was commissioned into the rank of Lieutenant on 19 March 1947·
soon afterwards he was posted to Burma where he was attached t~
Burma Army Signals. He enjoyed his time there. and managed when off
duty to pursue an intere t in amateur dramatic .
Resigning hi commission in the early 1950s, he joined the well
known tea producer , Liplons. After tea-tasting training in London he
was sent first to Calcutta and then posted lo Coonoor in southern Ind ia.
There he met his future wife A nne who wa teaching in the area and
whose father was a tea-planter. The couple married soon afterwards.
Later. George was posted lo Colombo. Sri Lanka, where he was oeneral
manager for 17 years; when Liptons were taken over by Unil;ver he
wa made a director, and at that stage pent a six mont h period in
Melbourne, Au tralia.
George and Anne had three children, and subsequently five
grandchildren. Anne continues to live near Dorking in Surrey. wi th the
children' familie living not far away, and would be intere ted to hear
from any of George's friends. George Willi.s died on 22 October 1998
at the age of 77; repre entative of 176 Course and wive were among
tho e auending the cremation ervice.

A LEGEND REMEMBERED
The 7th Armoured DMsion
'Desert Rats' Memorial
A un ique' ideo is now available telling the story of how
this first and only Memorial to th ' De ert Rats' all came about.

Please send me ....... copies of· A Legend Remembered' video
@; £ 12. SO each (include post and packing).
Plea e make your cheque payable to: D. S. Huett. and send your
order to:
Dept Dll
15 Mulberry Way
palding
LNCOL1 SHIRE PEI I 2QJ

NEW LIFE MEMBERS
A warm welcome is extended to the fo llow ing newly enrolled Life
Members:-

Rank
LCpl
apt
ig
Pipe Major
w gt
gt

W02

gt

ame
Robert Gul li fo rd
Kenneth Anna
R. . Mc Vey
B il l Clczy
M. M. Murphy
A. M. Wil on
Jim Thomp on
Ian Marti n
colt Dickin on
orman John on
le e win fie ld
Dr) JcfTrey Balmer
Bob Manning
G. . Foggo
tcvc Robin on
Adrian Downe
Marc Reeves

Branch
Doncaster
Huddersfield
Lincol n
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RI-I Q
Bevere ly Ex- Boy
Ea 1 Kent
RHQ
RH Q
RI-IQ

Sen'ice
1954- 6
1940-46
1952-54
1997-date
1979-9
19"0-67
198 1-99
1975-99
19 5-99
1960-70
19631960-63
1950-6 1
1957-79
1976-94
1975-9
1984-99

39 1

\\ Pte
\\'Pte
'ig
'ig
gt
ig
gt
Capt
\13j
\laj
\laj
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
\faJ
\1aj
Lt ol
Cpl
gt
gt

WOI

gt
LC pl
ig
Cpl
WO!
gt
WOI
gt
Cpl
Capt
Lt Col
gt
ig
ig

WPte
Cpl
gt
ig

io

cPi

pl
WCpl
Sgt

W02
W02
1g
Cpl
ig
LCpl
W02
gt

LC pl
gt
gt
gt

LCpl
W02
gt
'> LCpl
Cpl
gt

J. G. Greer
1ary 1cG regor
Da\ id En:rett
Ro) Green
Ian sher
P. 1c ndre\\
u. tin Lindon
Rupert Whiting
Mick Rattray
hri
rquhart
Gu Boag
Derek Robert on
Derek McLean
\1 artin icol 1BE
te\en 1'.lay
1ark Ca tic- mith
Joe Moreland
Joe Hughe
Bill Parker
Tom Thornton
Robbie Burnell
Andrei\ Walker
John Warburton-Ford
Raymond lrwin
Andy Lei hman
eil McKie
David Lock
teve Matthews
Dale Brown
Frank Gilke
Wayne Kennedy
Percy Thorne
Charles Baker
Craig cotson
Roy Constable
Rob Wells
Tre or Mackown
Ke\in Lodge
Linda Lodge
Peter Martin
Jimmy Meadows
Ted Drake
tephen Hatfield
Roland Ebdon
Robin Fitzpatrick
J. G. Whitworth
B. C. Murphy
E. F. Hayne
Peter Casson
Gordon McGowan
David Edward
Dennis Taylor
L. D. J. Lynn
Eric Jones
Henrietta Jones
Glenn Renshaw
Brendan Kelly
Rod Oakley
Len Moore
Winston Manning
Jim Crotty
M. G. Simpson
Chri Gopsill
Paul Morgan
imon Watson
John Carpanini
Frank Corrigan
George Davies
Danny Monks
John Rodgers
Keith Anderson
Alison Johnston
David Cox
Paul Lock\\ oOd

GlasgO\\
Glasgow
BathBcverlcy E:x-Boy
RHQ
ale
RHQ
RH•~

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RI-IQ
RHQ
York
York
RHQ
RHQ
Ireland
Ireland
RHQ
Eat London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
East Kem
Eat Kent
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Eat Kent
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Manchester
Manchester
Bristol
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Cornwall
Lincoln
Birmingham
Binningham
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Langelcben
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Sout11port
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RllQ

l942-46
tbc
1959-67
1951-56
197 -99
tbc
1977-present
1992-99
1964-99
1%4-99
1959-99
1973-99
1965-99
1960-99
1965-99
198 l-99
1969-99
l 950-79
1963- 3
1965- 6
196'?-89
1990-9
1942-68
1990-date
l 992-date
1976-93
1974-95
1975-99
1982-99
1954--6
1983-99
1943-47
1944-48
1984-99
198 -99
1992-95
1970-80
1974-97
1975-99
1972-99
1986-99
1947-49
1976-99
1967-99
1986-date
1944-48
1957-59
1950-54
1985-99
1975-99
1985-99
1952-55
1950-60
1937-46
1940-44
1977-99
1976-99
1977-99
1940-42
1956-65
1942-47
1959-61 .
1976-99
1983-98
1992-99
1977-99
1975-99
1950-70
1984-92
1964-84
1972-89
1992-99
1988-99
1984-98

PURPOSE OF CORPS F

D

A Trwt Deed is registered\ ith the harity Commission to govern the
u e of orps Funds. The main advantage of this is to avoid paying tax on
sub cription and in estment. The main purpose of Corps Funds arc:
• Th.: relief of poverty for all members of the orps, servin g or retired
their familie and dependants. This i the main area of expendimrc.
'
• To maintain and improve the physical efficiency and morale of the
Corps at large eg: Fund fo r Sport and Advcnturou Training.
The payment of donation s to charitable organisations concerned wuh
we Ifore of signallers and their dependants.
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I COME
The total income for the year was £820K. The main sources of income
were ffom the subscriptions o f officers and oldier (£472K). Additionally
nearly all sub cribers covenant their ubscription by signing an appropriate
document. This enable the Corps to claim the tax on t11eir subscription AT
10 CO T TO THE I DJVIDUAL (£134K). Investments from our well
invested saving. amounted to £I 93K and donations accounted for the final
£21 K. All legacies and donations are allocated to the A sociation Fund, for
reinve tment in order to meet the co t of future Benevolence.
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S MMARY
The One Day's Pay cheme is extremely well supported by the orps.
Undoubtedly, the main area of suppo1t is in benevolence that amounted to
£302K in 1998 which is a commendable effort for which the Corps a a
whole are to be congratulated.
I hope that this ex planation of expenditure is excellent news for
subscribers and encouragement of the few who, for whatever reason, do
not subscribe.
(tj
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YOUR ONE DAY'S PAY WHAT HAPPENED TO IT IN 1998
by Col C. J. Walters Regimental Colonel
Your One Day's Pay is the main source of income for Corps Funds. It is
very encouraging that 95% of the Corps make this generou annual
con tribution . In addition, officer pay 0.75 of One Day's Pay each year
into the Oflicers Fund; t~i s is mandatory under QRs (a fact that not many
Of!iccrs realise) and 1s m support of the HQ Officers' Mess and other
otl1cc.r funcuons such as entertainments, silver and paintings. Retired
Otlicers \Olunteer to pay an annual subscription of £25 (or more) and this
al o enutlcs _them to receive a copy of The Wire. S COs and WOs may
subscnb.: a further 0.25 Day's Pay for their own specific fund.
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There are three main Funds:
• The Corps Fund.
• The Royal ignal Association Fund.
• The Officers Fund.
The chart hows the combined income and expenditure of all Funds for
the Financial Year 1998.

The main ingle source of expenditure wa the R A Benevolent Fund
which granted £57K to the Army Benevolent Fund who gi e tremendou
help to Signallers, and di tributed £245K el ewhere. The main activitie of
the R A Benevolent Fund are:
II provides financial support for case of need. About every t11ree week
a fom1al comm ittee gathers at RHQ to consider benevolence request .
The e are normally submitted by S AFA, British Legion, COs,
A ociation Branche or the Army Benevolent Fund. It should be noted
that case from erving personnel are also considered.
• It upports the Annual Reunion of the RSA that i he ld annually at
Blandford in Corps Week: la t week in June.
The orp employs a number of personnel, such as the Corps
Accountant, and incurs running costs all amounting to£ I 0 I K.
The Royal ignals In titution costs were £49K that is all taken from the
Officers' Fund. The expenditure includes lecture , Corps prize , In urance
aad Maintenance of si lver and paintings.
The Royal Signals Corps Band was sub idised by £10K. This was
mainly to support t11e band in a professional way with sheet mu ic,
instruments and in trument repair and uniforms. The Band of34 Sig Regt
(V) wa ub idised by £10K.
Corps spo11 was allocated £73K that was distributed by the Games
Club. This included a trip for 40 Corps per onnel to outh Africa. The
Wire was subs idi cd by £36K.
Capital grants received £39K that included the purchase of Corp
paintings and si lver by the Corps Heritage Committee.
The Fu nds allocated £38K to Corp enterta inment for such occa ions a
Royal visits to un its and made prov ision of £88K for the erving Corps
including £30K for Adventurous Training. Finally, £74 K wa in ve ted to
boost our income in future years.
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Apply for a Wilsons'
Personal Loan and - with
fi.xed rates from 12. 9 APR
on loans over £10,000 you could put your plans
into action today.

Pay off your
outstanding credit
BEFORE
Ouisandmg
~rsomllom

Balance £1,050

Credi< Cm!

Balance

<ore Cards

Bilince
Tow

Monthly Rcpa;mcnc

£688
£196
£ 1,934

Total £254.20

AFTER
Wilson) Person.ii
Loan Amount
New monthly repaymem
owr 24 months n 18.9 APR

£3,000.00
£153.32

Ca-h lcfl over
2itcr ..etcling .iccount.,

£1,066.00

Saving each mon th

£100.88''

SIMPLIFY YOUR
FINANCES?

...
...
•

CHOOSE A NEW CAR?
ENJOY A NEW HOBBY?

DO IT TODAY
WITH A WILSONS '
PERSONAL LOAN

e

R equ est the Express
ourier ervice* and
your cheque co uld arrive
in 24 hour.

e

No complicated application
fo rm to complete for
HM Forces.

e

Make no repayments fo r
3 whole months.

e

Pay off outstanding credit,
buy a new car, get away
on holiday or spend your
cheque on almost anything
you choose.

No repayments unti l
January 2000
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OCTOBER
Cheque i<Sued. N o repaymcntS.

FRO TCOVER

NOVEMBER
No repaymcnis.

DECEMBER
Please ntxc: tlu~ I\ ;,an t'X::i.mplc of one 'V.71)' a
W1b.om' Pt"rs.orul Loon could be u~d. ft 1s nOl
mtcndcd to tmp1)' 1ny cdcv.ince tQ your ov.·n
penorul fin.anccs.

Remittances shou ld be made payable to
Royal Signals Benevolent Fund

Still no repaymcntS.

Comes courtesy of I IQ I Signal Brigade and shows the
Colonel in Chief, HRH The Princess Royal
\\ hilst on a visit to our troops in Kosorn. There an~ repre entatives of
the Corp , from all the Units in Ko ovo.

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB

JANUARY
BAC K CO\'ER

The Gurkha Memorial at Darjeeling

loons ar• provided. aubjecl to status, by CAPITAL BANK pie, City HouH . City Road. Cheater CH88 JAN . Wfrtten quotations ore available on request. You must be at leost 18 and a UK resident
<ex.eluding the Channel lslalds and the Isle of Man> to apply. The APR will vary depending on the amount of the loan. Your repayments will vary depending on your chosen due date. APR and repeyment
details are correct at the bme of print. Certain purposes of loan may be excluded or have llmrted repayment periods; please ring for details. On loans of £10.000 ond over the minimum repayment period
will be 24 months _D ata Prot ectio n Act: Arty infonnation provided by you may be used by the Lender, and others for marketing <by post phone , e-mail or fax) , credit scoring 11nd other purposes.
•Delivery may tek.e longer for weekend applications or in outlying areas. Please ring for details. tTelephone calls may be monitored and recorded to assist with staff tr8ining . 12.9 APR for l03ns over
£10.000 14.9 APR for loans of £7.501 · £10,000, 16.9 APR f0< loans of £5,001 • £7,500, t8.9 APR for loans of £2.501 · £5.000. 20.9 APR for loans of £500 - £2 ,500.
For Eump!o: F0< 1 loen of &4 ,000 ••payable by Direct Debit ov•• four years, your monthly repayments would be 48 of £119.73 commencing three montha after your
HROOBGIGN SON
loan cheque is issued. The total amount payable would be £5,747.04, APR 18.9 . tf you choose the optional courier service, an additional £35 will be payable one month
"-..
before your fwst monthly repayment. The rate you are offered will depend on credit aasenment procedures. your personal circumstances nnd other related facto rs .
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
&DINNER
6.00 PM STH NOVEMBER 1999
CROWN HOTEL BLA DFORD
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Lt Col (Retd) Collins: 01202 843990
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EXCELLE T OVER EAS OPPORTUNITIES
D TRAI ING WHERE REQUIRED
PERMANENT PACKAGE TO CIRCA
£40KPER YEAR
l. Do you have either basic or de eloped kills in
telecommuni ation. that we can enhance into Line of ight
urvcying, Cell planning. Microwa\· etwork De ign, Radio
nnd ntenna Equipment Installation and Commi sioning etc,
for G 1 network employment in Europe. Africa and the
Middle Eat?
2. Do you cnjo_ tra\'ell ing and working oversea in a
telecommunication environment?
3. Do ou come from a FOR ES background and erve witJ1in a
telecommunications role?
If you answer YE to A 1Y of the above, plea e end career detail to:
IT pie
PO Box 50
\ okine.ham
BERK -HIRE
RG41 4HZ
Tel: 0118 977 0 85
Fax: 011 9018 463
Ema il : projects invicta.nl

63 (SAS) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
The quadron is a Royal Signal Territorial Army Unit providing
communications support to 21 and 23 SA (Volunteers) Regiments.
We can offer interested individuals leaving the Regular Army the
chance to continue using the many skills acquired during tJ1eir service,
whilst at the same rime maintaining their links with the Corp .
You will be expected to train far a minimum of 27 days a year, this
includes a 15-day camp and a number of selected weekends. You can
al o volunteer to parachute if you o \ ish. You will have an unrivalled
opportunity 10 travel abroad and la t year we exerci sed in eight
different countries. If you are interested and live in the South Ea t or
London area then telephone 0800 163925.

Col Ken Smith and Maj Bob Rowland
present the medal to Col Cliff Walters

394

M SEUM OF THE BRITISH RESISTA . CE ORGA. ·rSATIO.
Parham, uffolk
(dedicated to the GHQ Auxiliary Units ofWWll)
(390th BGMA M - Regis1ered Charuy No. 2 4146)
Dear ir,
THE BRIT! H RE !STA CE ORGA ISATIO
(The Wire. June 1999, p.276)
We have been fortunate to read the above article and understand it lo
have been written by one of our honorary members (WWII soldier in the
Royal Corps of Signals), Arthur Gabbitas. Arthur dedicated retirement
years at Rayleigh in Essex to discovering the story and collating detail
of the secret GHQ AUXILIARY U ITS - the creation of Lt Gen Sir
Colin McVean Gubbins (later of SOE), about which hi article gives
such a comprehensive summary.
You may not be aware that Arthur Gabbitas died suddenly in the
Spring. Hi research papers have been passed by his family to our
Museum.
With the aid of similarly committed historian , this Museum has been
created at Parham to gather all the exhibits we can obtain and become the
focu of research about a fascinating aspect of British geniu for irregular
warfare. It would be appreciated if this could be brought to the attention
of your readers, among whom there may well be survivor from Aux Unit
( ignals) days of WWII, who could assi tour research. give u the
benefit of their experiences in this forrner world of secrecy and e en.
perhaps, help to trace the o 17 and TRD sets, which were their
work.horse and which we propose to install in an 'OB' when Planning
Permission is granted. Indeed, we are anxious to display all rele ant
documents, souvenir , photegraph or memorabilia and will assure
donors their property will be attributed lo them. and carefully preserved
and protected with our many other exhibits and artefacts.
Yours incerely .. ...... .

"The medal "For Valour· is awarded to Servicemen of any rank in tire
Workers'- Peasa111s' Red Army. !he Red Ol'.V and !he Border Guard for
personal courage and audacity i11 aclio11 againsl !he enemies of the Soviet
Union in a 1hea1re of mi/i1a1J• operations, in defending the inviolabilily of
1he Stale Borders or engaging saboteur, , spies and olher enemies of tire
Soviet Slate. '
Cpl Bob Rogers tran terred to the Royal Signals later in 1944 and
erved in Albania, Italy and the Middle East until his relea e in 1946. He
i a member of the Dunkirk Veteran Associarion, the SOE ( ignals)
As ociation and a Life Member of the Royal Signals Association and an
active member of the Peterborough Branch . He is also a keen member of
the Royal Signal Amateur Radio Society ( allsign GOC L) He
celebrated his 80th birthday in March of this year. The medal with
citation, complete with English tran lation, will be on display in the
Medals section of the Museum.

cz..:
OCRSMDT
Team Capt
Team gt

-hita.. Halmats

Lt Col Jack Amberton
Capt Gordon ewell
Sgt Don Brebner
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PRESENTATION OF
SOVIET GALLANTRY MEDAL
TO THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
On 25 June 1999, Col Ken mith and Maj Bob Rowla nd , President
and Chairman of the Peterborough Branch of the Royal Signals
Association presented to the Museum on behalf of Cp l Bob Rogers the
nion of oviet Socialist Republics Medal 'Fo r Valour' which he
received in 1944. The medal was received on behalf of the Museum by
Col C liff Walters, the RegimenTiil Colonel.
Cpl Rogers enlisted in the Royal Artillery in April 1937, became a
Gunner Signaller, and served with the British Expeditionary Forces in
France and later in the Middle Ea t for two years. He was then recruited
into the Special Operations Executive, and after parachute training saw
special er\ice in Per ia and Iraq in 1943. TO\ ards the end of 1943 he
took part in 'Operation Mulligatawny' which was an SOE operation in
the Balkans 10 assist partisans by organi ing dropping zones and
arranging the reception of arms behind enemy lines. During thi s
operation many of his comrades, including his mission leader, were killed
or captured and executed. In spite of very difficult conditions the mission
continued to provide dropping zones and the reception of arms and
ammunition for the panisan . These were used against the Germans and
the Bulgarian police. Eventually, C pl Roger was wounded and was
treated by a doctor provided by the partisans. In May 1944, when they
were operating we t of Sofia, he became ill with a serious infection. After
being unconsciou for two days he was informed there were two
me. sages for him from his HQ in Italy. One of these informed him of the
award of the gallantry medal which was presented to him by a Briti h
Officer on his return to Italy some months later. The medal also carries a
monthly pension of ten Rouble and entitles the holder to travel free on
an)" tram in any oviet city. Part of the citation reads:
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Vacancies exist in the
following areas:
* Insta llation/ upport
Engineers
* Helpdcsk Engineer
Arc you looking for an outstanding
* Software Support
opportunity that will help direct and
* Year 2000 Engineers
shape yo ur career, working with
Renumeration will depend on
leading edge technology?
ability and experience.
Busi ness Systems is a dynamic
specialist telecommunication
Please send a full ~V with a
company that is committed to training covenn~ letter stating your
and developing its employees.
current income to:
As a direct response to our business
demand s, we are looking for career Helen Saunders
minded Electronic Technicians with a Busme s ystems UK Ltd
minimum of one year's software/
462 London Road, lsleworth
MIDDLE EX TW7 4EP
hardware implementation and/or
con liguration experience, preferably Fax: 0181 326 8400
with Microsoft Networking.
Web: www.bussys.com

business
systems

The 'Medal of Va lour'
with the citation and a recent picture of Bob Rogers
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TEAM UPDATE - by Capt G. P Newell
The main event io have taken place over the past few month was the
Team ' appearance at the 1999 Royal Tournament. The Team performed
for over two weeks at the la t ever Tournament at Earls Court in London
over the period 20 July to 2 Augu t 1999. The Tournament' producer,
Maj Michael Parker had decided that he wanted the very best military
participants in olved in the event and the Team was plea ed to be
amongst the Armed Force's fine t di plays .
The how wa plit into three distinct section with the Team playing
important parts in each. A complex opening parade was followed by the
individual display and was rounded off with a finale - which wa more
reminiscent of Last ighl at the Proms than the Royal Tournament! The
opening sequence involved the Team riding the '6 Bike Fan' into a
packed arena; with the Household Cavalry, King' Troop RHA, Band ,
the Queen's Colour quadron RAF Regiment, Royal Marines and aval
Gun Teams and all the other contributors marching or riding through. Our
subsequent appearance was only a I 0-minute compres ion of our
otherwise 30-minute display but it was very fa t and furious. Following
the King's Troop into the arena we made an (often subdued) crowd it on
the edge of their seat on every occasion. bowing off the very best of
the rides and tricks, made more difficult by the narrow arena re triction .
the crowd wa always taken by surpri e. The Opening Ride with 16
Triumphs storrning into the public eye and the subsequent fast cro s-over
rides combined with stunning displays of balance and preci ion ne er
fai led to find adulation. Our sequence ended each time with a alutc to
the visiting dignitaries. In the finale 12 members of the Team dres ed up
as 'ligures from history ' in large sponge rubber suits to be ridden around
the arena as standing pa engers to add a light-hearted t:lement to an
otherwi e sobering closing farewell. The la t night was a ad yet
memorable occasion when our Colonel in Chief, T he P.-inccss Roya l,
took the final alute at the last Royal Tournament.
everal members of the Team had a chance to meet the Royalty who
attended many of the show . All were unanimous in their opinion that
the White Helmet were the most thrilling and dangerous element of the
how. ' You boys go hell for leather!' H RH Pr ince Michael of Kent told
C pl Bo b izel:rnd. Her Maj esty T he Queen ummed thing up ' hen
she to ld ig 'F ish' F isher ' ... I couldn't watch - you mu t do lots of
training .' We were also very pleased 10 gain na tional TV and pres
coverage for the Corps, The Times writing of the •... death-defying cro sover rides of the Royal igna ls White Helmets.' The BBC filmed the
Team over the final three days. including Jim Davidson taking part in a
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light-hearted joke equence. 10 million people watched its sub equent
howing on prime-time TY.
Excluding rehearsals, the Team perforrned 24 displays (i.e. more than
50 ix-Bike Fans, twice daily in front of 18000 people. It i certainly sad
to see the demise of the Tournament, especially following uch a
succe ful final run. but the Team can look forward positively to the
future. ext year we go to Horseguards in London and take part in Royal
Military Tattoo 2000. Although it 1 ould have been ideal to go into a
quieter part of the season following the bu y time al Earls Court this has
certainly not been the ca ea we now find ourselve in the bu iest part of
the year. Lots of large County events will see the Team travelling all over
the country until the end of eptember. The final few month of the year
will ee u busy recruiting new Team-member to fill the gaps left by
tho e who are leaving following their tour .
The election Course will be based at Blandford from 6-21 ovember
1999. ny members of the Corps interested in the Team should contact
Blandford Mil 2365 for inforn1ation.
THE 1999 ROYAL TO RN AME T (THE LAST R N)
by LCpl J. Hooper
Three of u set off for Earls Court on Thursday 15 July to take the
tran porter and trailer in. That ga e my elf (LC pl ·Gypo' Hoo per),
LCpl ' catty' Eccott, and LCpl Daz Ha nkin a chance to get the Team
equipment into Earl Court before the rush and hopefully ample a little
bit of London nightlife. After some help from l aj George Dougla (the
rena Master) we rang Ca pt ewell and inforrned him that 1 e had the
truck in place and 1 e were off out into IO\\ n to complete the re e. Capt
e1 ell laid down ome ground rules! We eventually ended up at
Leice tcr quare and ampled the fine ale and alehou e . L p l Daz
Hankin even attempted to sample the fine young ladie but perhap they
didn't want to ample him!
The bulk of the Team turned up the next day at the Royal Tournament
Pass Office 1 ondering what to expect, o we had a few qu lion like
'Where are we sleeping'.' here's the neare t bar? Ho\\ many bird are
here?' and so on. It seems to me that ome Team member. had got their
priorities wrong and I quickly gave their names to C11p t ewe ll ! The
Team all managed to gel through ecurity okay before we went aero to
Earls ourt 2. I directed gt Don Brebner to 11here our accommodauon
and otlice wa . I think it was quite a shock for the lads \\hen the walked
into a ingle 'room' filled with 30 single bed . It '''a a case of"ho \\3.
the quickest in to either get into the corner of the room or the sides.
Everyone wa· in the ame boat - well, apart from the three of u. that
turned up first and made quite a comfortable boudoir! It was then time for
the lads lo make things belier by up-turning bed , hanging up blanket·
and hessian with string, begging. borrowing and a ·ki ng pl Bob
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izeland 10 sort thing , out ('Brigadier' izcland's inlluencc i
understated - he can get bold of anything). We hould have a ked him to
''angle a hotel for all of u !
Once e\ !)One had cttled in It wa time to explore and ha e a look at
''here '' e would be riding. \ hat a sight it would be \ ith eat going
from the floor at the from row to the roof which we were told would be
full e\el) night - I 000 people f\• ice a day! l don't think anything can
prepare you for the ight a ou eutcr that arena and I think people who
hadn't been there before got quite a hock. The next day we had our first
rehearsal in the arena. Our first rehearsal on the aturday didn't e ·actly
go to plan.\ e \\ere only given nine minute for ou r own 'a ·t' (from our
u ual performance of 30 minutes) o we had to try and put in a many
·pectacular trick and ride a po · iblc. In the half-hour rehearsal lot we
had to learn 10 put each event in a lot quicker than nonnal. The Opening
Ride wenl in and out\ ith no problem . When the Double Jimm went
out ig ' couse· O'Leary decid d that the engine didn't need 10 be
running to get around the arena and kicked out the engine safety cut-oul
lead - which enl the rider (Cp l Jo hn Stracha n) and him elf with a
Triumph Tiger hunting to the ground. To their credit. every single time
after thal they went around without any problem . The on ly other
problem wa that we were four minute over lime. but we knew we could
have lime off a we became more used 10 the arena.
It wa n't long before Maj 1ichael Parker, the how' Producer, came
and met the Team. He welcomed n and, informing u of his plans, aid
that he had a ked the Team to the last ever Royal Tournament becau e we
were the be t mowrcycle display team in the world and he wanted the
best for thi event! We would be in olved in the open ing parade, our own
how and also at the finale. The opening parade eemed quite easy but, if
you have ever had the chance lo be involved in our most famou trick
(the 6-Bike Fan) you will realize that erecting at leasl four of tho ea day
(more than 59 in 17 days) i tiring. For ll1e Opening, all the participant
were pul in the order of first appearance at the Royal Tournament. Our
first appearance wa in 1931 o that put u between the Royal Marines
Commando and tl1c Royal Marines Band. The applause and whistling
that we received just for doing a 6-Bike Fan was o erwhelming every
time and, although physically challenging for tho·e involved. we were
determined to prove we could continue to keep doing it, and doing it
wel l.
·
Then came our pan in the Finale, which wasn't as ea y as ju l putting
metal frames on the bikes to carry 12 people dre ed in costumes. The
mechanic , LCpls To nka Rich ardson, Fozzy Forster, Baz F ullerton
and R icky Ross, had lo bed-in and tailor them to fit each individual bike.
A usual they d id a stalwan job because we were then able to take our
costume . depicting characters through the ages, around the arena. There
were 12 in all (including Wellington and apoleon, the Czar of Rus ia, a
Para. a Commando, and an Astronaut) who went around the arena durin"
the finale waving and getting the crowd involved. Some of the costume~
waved too much, e peciaJly ig 'Tintin' Owen who literally waved hi
hand into the crowd!
Finally, after rehearsing all our pans, the producer was happy with us
and the next thing was our first live performance out of24. They all went
really well, bm some people have had their mishaps. Sgt Don Brebner
decided one night he would try to beat the spotlight arow1d the arena on
the ladder head tand, and succeeded! Well-done Don, a new world-record
for the honest ever ladder headstand! Cp l Charlie C hester was brilliant
with hi~ car jumping over four cars which took the crowds breath away
eve!) ume, but as soon as he tried riding a Triumph on the ground he
kepl falling om Cp l John Strachan has had to order some new gloves
for gt Don Brebner because ru soon as he came off the car jump (in
fr:ont of Royalty) all he could mention was the fact his gloves were too
big! eedless to ay, the Team really does believe it was his gloves that
were at fault...! ot only were Team members involved in our show, but a
few managed to get involved with other acts too. C pl Adam 'Orangehair' lfa li n, LCpl 'Scotty' Eccott and ig Matty Ad a ms managed to
wap)obs_ in one finale by pulling the gun for the Devonport Gun Crew
and hkew1 e ome of the Devonport crew dressed up in the costumes and
came in on the back of our bikes in finales. LCpl 'Tonka' Richardson
dressed 1!P in Fl.eel. Air Arm colours one morning and beat a few field
gunners mto swmgmg across the chasm - which apparently only a few
people can do.
Afier 24 performances and 59 6-Bike Fans in 17 days, appearing in
fron~ of 350,000 people we feel that we will never do anything like this
outside the Royal Tournament. After two weeks everyone was glad to be
back. home and have a few days off (did I say days off - I mean washing
and l!Omng!). It was a pleasure and a pri vi lege to be involved in such a
pre ug1ous e\·enl, e pcc1ally the la tone ever and I'm sure it leaves a lot
of lasting memories for everyone.
'
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b; Cap/ G. P Newell
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AL WHrTE HELMET

It will oon be lime to re~ruit new m~mbers into the Team - this year
we
have over 16 vacancies to fill. mce tak111g over the role of Team
Captam la t year I have found that there arc many misconceptions within
t~e orps ~bout the White Helmct_s and what they do. I was told that
nde~ d1dn t gel promoted and that It was a bad career move for soldier
lo spend ume in the Team. othing could be further from the truth and I
ha\e fou~d an environment ful l of talent from every trade group in the
Corp . Smee eptembcr 1998 I have seen fi e of my 26 Team members
get promoted and watched others disappear on upgrading or other career
cour •· Cpl Andy Bu tterfield 's story i typical.

""II
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BEi GA TELE TECH (SY ) I THE WHITE HEL IETS
by Cpl Anc~y B1111e1jield.
I joined the rmy in 19 9. and after doing my apprcnt1ccsh1p at
Harrogate and finishing it ofT at Catterick, I was posted to 3 Div for four
year ; in \\ hich time we moved back from Germany and did a tour in
Bo nia. From Bosnia I was posted to 608 ig Tp at Ashchurch near
Cheltenham. The two postings couldn't have been more different. At 3
Div _I ' a a I t Linc Technician, carrying out I st Line in pcctions, fixing
Radio Relay . entrals and proces or equipment - 1t was an enjoyable
job, for the first couple f year , but then boredom et in. 608 Sig Tp was
totally different - here you carried out I st Line in pcction , then you had
to rectify all the job you picked up, whether they were technical or not.
o why did I join the White Helmets? Fir tly I thought that I couldn't
join because I was a Technician, well that' what people kept telling me but a you can ee, it isn 'l true. The reason I joined was that I was bored
doing the ame old thing day in and day out. I thought it wa time for a
change, and if I hadn ' t changed jobs I ~ ou ld have lefl the Army. I was
due_ to go on my Tl entrance test at the time 7 o it was a rather a big
declSlon to make. K.nowmg the myth 'The White Helmets will ruin your
career· wa n 't true I decided to apply to go on the selection course. A ftcr
passing the 2-week cou1 e I was posted to the Team for three years. That
long oul of your trade an put people off but Team member can
complete 2-year tour if they are concerned. There's no reason to be put
off - like most Team member , I've completed all my career courses
during my tour.
Thi is my final year in the Team, and after pa sing my Tl entrance last
year, I lea e to start my Tl course next January. The White Helmet has
been a good experience and, now 1've achieved my ambit ion of being in
the Team, I'm looking forward to getting back to my trade and furthering
my career. I think I have gained a lot of useful experience over the past
few year and would ay to anyone thinking of applying to join the White
Helmets that it is the experience of a lifetime.

THE ROYAL MILITARY
TATT002000
A the end of the year approaches, many people have been asking
whether the Ministry of Defence i planning to celebrate the arrival of the
next Millennium. The Secretary of tal e's recent anno unc e ment
confirmed that there is to be one MOD flagship celebratory event to be
held on Horse Guards Parade. The Royal Military Tattoo 2000 (RMT
2000), will comprise six performance of a totally unique spectacular
from Monday I 0 July - Saturday I 5 July 2000, combining the most
ima~inati e taging, ta te-of-the-art technology, pageantry, son et
lum1ere, la ers, fireworks and the largest video screen to be seen in
Europe. RMT 2000 will recount 1,000 years of military hi tory within the
uperb setting of Hor e Guard Parade together with a glimpse into a
crystal ball. The theme will be 'Defence of the Realm: Past, Present and
Future'.
Her Majesty the Queen has graciously agreed to take the salute at one
performance with other members of the Royal Family, the Prime Minister
and the Chief of the Defence tafTbeing invited on other nights.
RMT 2000 will involve 1,200 men and women from all three Services,
three quarters of whom will be musicians. It will be a fast movin g
non-stop, dramatic 90 minute show sa lutin g the past, celebrating the
pres~nt and looking inl<? the future. Freefall Parachutist from the Royal
Manne , Parachute Regiment and the RAF Falcons will land in the arena.
The Red Arrows, Blue Eagles, the Royal avy, Army and RAF will fly
past at each performance and The King's Troop, Royal Horse Artillery
will perform their Musical Drive without the space con traints impo ed
by most arenas. This will be the first time that the full Mu ical Drive ha
been performed on Hor c Guards Parade.
Accomp~nying music will be provided by Bands of Her Majesty 's
Royal Mannes, the Household Division, the Queen's Division the Prince
ofWales's Division, the Brigade ofGhurkas and the Massed Bands of the
Royal Air Force. They will be joined by the Mas cd Pipes and Drums of
the Scottish Division, upported by an orchestra and choir, culminating in
a grand fi!1ale which will premier a new Anthem especially composed for
the occasion to celebrate the contribution of our Armed Forces to World
Peace and Humanitarian Aid.
The RMT 2000 Box Office wil l open in November 1999 wi th ticket
prices ranging from £20 to £50 per seal. Concessionary tickets will be
available for the Preview Evening to Servicemen, their fami lies, veterans
and d1sadvan_taged !?roups on Sunday 9 July 2000. The three principal
Service hant1es, Kmg George's Fund for Sailors, the Army Benevolent
Fund and the RAF Benevolent Fund, will be beneficiaries of this unique
Millennium ~vent which, it is intended, will be commemorated by a 200
page ouvcmr programme. This will be a once-in-a-lifetime event which
shou ld not be missed.

Fur1her information: Commander Robert Avis,
Telephone: 020 72 18 7543 Fax: 020 72 18 9517
E-mail: enquirics@RMT2000.f9.co.uk
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OFFICER
UGUST 1999
Name & Rank
Unit to which posted
Lt Col M.A. Little
... SHAPE Staff(BAE)
Lt Col D. E. Rawlinson...
... HQ DCSA
Maj J. S. Adams . . . ...
. . .... ACD OR (Land)
. . .... 32 Signal .Regiment (Volunteers)
Maj G. D. Anderson . . .
Maj R. . Appleton . . .
. .. 3 (UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
Maj M. Baines
... HQ CSSG (United Kingdom)
Maj A. R. Blackwell . . .
. .. ACDS OR (Land)
Maj A. J. Botterill
. .. AD OR ( WIS)
Maj A. D. Burgin ... ...
. .. 16 Signal Regiment
... BLO (USA)
Maj R. . Clapp
Maj G. J. Complin
.. . HQ LAND G6 Cl
Maj J. W. Cooper... . ..
. .. 30 Signal Regiment
. .. 31 (City of London) Sig Regt (V)
Maj T. . Cooper... . . .
Maj D. A. Crall . .. . . .
. .. HQ cotland
. .. .. . 36 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
Maj P. J. Daisey . . . . . .
Maj M.A. Eaton ... ...
. .. ... British Exchange Offrs (A) USA
...... HQ UK C (G)
Maj M. J. Fensom
Maj N. W. Gill
...... British Exchange Offrs (A) USA
Maj . J. Griffiths
...... 259 Signal Squadron
...... Dept Ag
Maj A.G. Hill
Maj J.M. Hodges... .. . ...
. ..... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Maj S. D. Hodges... . . . . . .
. .. ... 7 ignal Regiment
...... 249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L))
Maj D. B. Hudson
Maj H. A. Jenkins . . .
. ..... D IS (A)
Maj S. C. Johns . . . . . .
. .. HQ 11 ignal Brigade
Maj D. J. Kinnaird . . .
. .. ACD (OR) Land Sy tems
... Exch Officers Canada
Maj R. W. Lap lie
Maj G. R. Leyland . . .
. .. 40 ignal Regiment
. .. 264 Sig Sqn (SAS)
Maj R. G. Mather... . . .
Maj . J. McConnell ...
.. . Royal School of ignals
Maj C. J. Mclnto h . . .
. .. I (UK) Armd Div I-IQ & ig Regt
. .. .. .
. ........ 19 Mech Bde & ig Sqn (209)
Maj P. D. Peel
Maj K. M. Potts . . . .. .
. .. .... .. 39 Inf Bde & ig Sqn (213)
Maj S. J. Purser . . . . . .
. .. DlT MTC
Maj C. C. Richards
... HQ D A
Maj D. G. Robson
... Aus (Prog)
Maj A. G. Ro s . . . . . .
. .. HQ UKSC (G)
. .. HQ TSC/HQ TSU
Maj M. G. Shaw .. . ...
Maj J. R. Tod .. ... ...
... 15 Signal Regiment
... HQ LA D
Maj P. I. Turner ... ...
Maj I. P. F. Vingoe . . .
. .. I Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (215)
... HQ FORCE TP I Rhine Garrison
Maj D. J. Walker MBE
... Royal School of Signal
Maj . A. Walker... ...
Maj D. I. Whimpenny
... Comd p DGD&D
. .. Royal chool of Signal
Maj C. J. Whitehead...
Maj G. J. Whyman . . .
. .. 34 Signal Regiment (Volunteer )
Maj D. Wright BEM ...
... HQ DC A
. .. HQ 11 ignal Brigade
Maj R. C. Young . . . . . .
NMaj D. C. Gaul... . . .
. . . ... Comd Info ys ector - Malvern
A/Maj A. M. White ...
.. ....... SA GCOM
Capt B. Alderson .... ...... ........ DERA (C IS ector) - Malvern
... 264 ignal Squadron ( A )
Capt I. M. Ballentyne
Capt A. M. Churchill
... Royal School of ignal
Capt A. P. J. oulston
... 30 ignal Regimen!
. .. 21 Signal Regiment (Air upport)
Capt T. . Crapper . . .
Capt R. J. G. Edward
... 36 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt . T. Gille pie ...
... 38 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt I. C. Gray . . . . . .
. .. Royal chool of ignals
Capt G. T. Greig . . . . . .
. .. HQ DC A
Capt T. Hall ... ... ...
... Royal chool of ignals
Capt J. P. Hazlewood
... 30 ignal Regiment
Capt J. A. Kennedy . . .
. .. Cl Engineering Group
Capt A. Knott... . . . . . .
. .. J
I
Capt A. J. Large . . . . . .
. .. I (UK) Armd Di HQ & ia Regt
Capt R. J. Lovett ... ... ... ... ... ... 35 ignal Rcgimem (Volun~ers)
apt A.G. Lucas .............. .. .. 40 ignal Regiment
Capt A. J. Mould ... ...
. .. DGD&D
Capt A. J.E. J. Parson
....... .. Royal chool of ignals
Capt . H. Range... ...
... ... ... Royal chool of ignals
Capt A. . addinglon
......... PM P
Capt G. hake peare .. .
. .. 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Capt D. M. h~rkcy ...
... Royal School of ignal
Capt M. J. Smith ... ...
... 15 ignal Regiment
Capt R. G. trawbridge
... 15 ignal Regiment
C'apt J. E. Sunon ... ...
. .. HQ P
ORTH (BAE)
Capt A. E. Ta lbot... . . .
. . . omd Info y
!al em
Capt . J. Whytock . . . . ..
. .. HQ D A
Capt . S. M. Youngson ............ Royal chool of, ignal
tt A. . Aylward .... . ........... .. Royal chool of ignal
t J. S. Balfour ......... ......... 225 ignal quadron
tt P. J. Brunton .................. Royal chool of ignals
t A. K. T. Crapper ... ... ... ... ... TR Ba singbourn
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Lt B. Y. Higgs
..... .
Lt S. H. llutchinson .. .
Lt G. . Tyndale ..... .

... Royal School of ignals
... I Mech Bdc HQ & Sig qn (215)
... 2 Signal Regiment

EPTEMBER 1999

Name and Rank

Unit 10 which poslcd

Lt Col . P. Harrison MBE ......... 38 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Lt <?ol P. Parfitt ......... ... ... ... SllAPE ACE COMM EC
Ma~ W. E. H. Adsett ............... 3 (UK) Di' HQ & Sig Regt
MMa~ P. C. Baker . . . . . .
. ........ 7 ig Rcgt (Corps Main HQ)
a~ K . Bell . . . . . . . . .
. ..... HQ ARRC
Ma~ A. G. Brand . . . . . .
. ........ 31 (City of London) Sig Regt (V)
Ma~ M. C. Burke . . . . . .
. ..... ... RMCS Shri enham
Ma~ A. D. E. Cameron
... Royal School of ignal
Ma~ J. W. lark ... ...
. .. Combined Joint Planning Staff
MaJ J. J. Cole
... .. .
. ...... .. JSCSC
Ma~ . H. Colville .. .
. . ....... HQ ARRC
Ma~ J. A. Compston ..
. ........ 2 Signal Regimen!
MaJ C. D. Cook .................. RMCS Shriven ham
Maj R. C. T. Cull1bert ....... .... . DAAVN
Ma~ P. J. Davies ... ... ... ... ... ... RMC Shrivenham
MaJ C. A. Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. JSCSC
~a~ J. D. Forrest ... ...
. .. ...... 21 Sig Regt & ig qn (220)
a1 . D. Fraser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... J C C
Maj F. J. Freeley .. . . . . . . .
. .. J C C
Maj M. G. Hanson . . . . . .
. .. RMCS Shrivenham
Maj K. J. Healey . . . . . .
. .. JSC C
Ma.j A. Hickli_ng MBE ...
. .. HQ London Di trict
Ma1 K. Mannmg . . . . . . . . .
. . . ... RMCS Shriven ham
Ma~ S. J. May. .. . . . . . . . . .
. ..... 2 Signal Regiment
Ma~ R. G. 1chol on... . ..
. ..... Royal School of Signals
MaJ C. S. K. Paterson
. . . . .. J CSC
Ma~ C. E._Rankin ...
...... HQ ARRC
Maj W. R1tch1e ... ... ... ... ... ... Bowman Military Team
~a~ F. C. Running
............... ACDS (OR) LA D Sys
SJ P. A. m1th .. . .. .. ........ ... JSCSC
Ma~ R. G. C. S_parshatt
... HQ 11 ignal Brigade
Maj . J. P. Spier
....... .... .... RMCS Shrivenham
Ma~ J. . tuart
.................. RMCS Shrivenham
RMC
hri enham
Maj D. A. Sunderland
Ma~ S. J. T~rnbull
... R ignalsllntelligence Divi ion
MaJ . J. Vickery . . . . . .
J CSC
Maj M. . Wallis ... ...
... HQ DAA
1aj F. E. R. Wichelo...
... JSCSC
Capt P. R. Abbott... . . .
. ........ 39 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
. ........ 24 A.irmob Bdc & ig qn (21 O)
Capt G. E. Bennet! . . .
Capt M. J. Crawford...
21 Signal Regiment ( ir Suppon)
Capt M. C. Cornell ...
... G6 HQ LA D
Capl D. A. Cooper ...
... ... ... Royal chool of ignals
Capt P. J. Griffith
. ..
. ..... .. . HS Royal chool of ignals
Capt G. C. Hailstone. ..
. ........ 9 Signal Regiment (Radio)
Capt A. L. Hayden
.. . Joint lafT Div J6 HQ BF ypru
Capt G. John on ... ...
... 16 ignal Regiment
... ... ... J U Ayio
ikolayo
Capt C. M. Moye... ...
Capt . Roden
.. . . ..
. . . . ..... 16 ignal Reoiment
... DlTMTC "
Capt P. R. rnith ... ...
Capt R. J. B. Spencer
... Royal chool of ignal
Capt E. R. Warren
... 2 0 ignal quadron

WO &S COA G ST 1999
Rank and ame
WOI FofS P. . Hod on ....... .... ....
W02 FofS R. J. Wymer . . . . . . . .... .
gt FofS P. . John on . . . . . .
gt FofS J W. Chambers . . . . .....
gt FofS 0. D. Leyland ............
gt P. B. \i . Hogg
.... ..
S gt G. A. ~artm
......
gt K. Tierney
.... ..
gt J. . Duncan
......
gt G.
teei. . . .
. .....
SSgt . B. ~otluan
......
gt . \ nhenbank ...
. .....
gt I. R. Burton. ..
gt . Lloyd . . . . . .
.. ....
gl . P. orle ...
. .....
gt R. K. Owen ...............
gt D. P. \ ii on: .. ............
gt A. J. Cannad111c ............
gt R. aner . . . . . . . . .
. ... ..
gt D. . Welch . .. .. .
gt R. . W. Thoma
......

Uni/ 10 which pos1ed
40 ignal Regiment (V)
600 ignal Troop
RMY Cl Eng Gp
242 ignal quadron
2 Signal Regiment
I ( K) Di' & ignal Regiment
The Royal chool of ignals
I IQ I & 15 ignal Regiment
259 ignal quadron
J U (Ayio 'ikolaos)
I (U K) Div & Signal Regiment
2 lgnal Regiment
lnfBdc llQ & ig qn (21 )
35 ignal Regiment ( )
14 ignal Regimen (E\i )
25 I ignal quadron
21 ignal Regiment (
23 • ignal quadron
2 ignal Regiment
14 ignal Regiment ( \\ ')
HQ RR
-
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. . . '!. ignal Regi ment
.. . J U (Ayio 1ikolao )
. . . 251 ignal quadron
. . . 3 1 ignal Regiment (\/)
... J U (Ayios iko lao )
•. . . . . J
(Ayio
iko lao )
... .. . 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
. . . . .. 251 ignal quadron
..... . 3 Signal Regiment (\/)
. . . ... 20 Armd Bde HQ & ig qn (200)
... 39 JnfBde HQ & ig qn (2 13)
.. . 16 ignal Regiment
.. . JCUF l

EPTEi\tBER 1999
Name and Rank
W02 FofS P. J. Hubble

Unit to which po led

. .. .. . JCUF l
. . . . .. HQ l ignal Brigade
WO'!. Fot G. A. Lewendon
\ 02 FofS R. E. Pater on .. . . . . . . . l Mech Bde & ig qn (215}
.. .. . . A GCOM
\ 02 FofS A. J. Maul
gt FofS J. O' Donnell .. . ... . . . . . . HQ 'I & Signal Regiment
. . . . .. 39 ignal Regiment (V}
gt FofS . L. Hutchinson
. . .... 30 ignal Regiment
gt C. D. \ rath ..... .
. ..... 21 ignal Regime nt
gt D. A. G iles .. .
gt P. J. Hatton . . . . . . . .. . .. ..• .. . 16 Air As ault Brigade
gt S. Couzin . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 3 ignal Regiment ( )
gt K. E. Langton . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . The Royal chool of ignal
. .. 33 ignal Regiment (Y)
gt P. J. Langley . .. . .. .. .
gt D. Uttley ... .. ..... ...... . . .. The Royal chool of ignal s
... The Royal choo l of ignal
gt P. A. tidwell
. .. 7 ignal Regiment
gt G. J. Topps ...
... 24 Ainnob Bde/ ig Sqn (21 0}
gt P. Greenwood
. . . ... 7 Annd Bde HQ ig qn (207)
gt J. W. Pritchard
gt P. D. Davie ...
.. . l Mech Bde & ig qn (2 10}
gt P. H. hawcro
... 40 ignal Regiment ( )
gt G. M. Ca idy
. . . 19 Mech Bde & ig Sqn (209)
Sgt I. B. Pearson . . .
. . . 39 Signal Regiment (V)
gt T. J. Ward ..... .
. ... 3 (U K) Di v HQ & ig Regt
gt M. P. Richardson . ..
. .. The Royal School of ignals
gt K. J. Eaves ...
... .. . The Royal Schoo l of Signals
gt M. Frangleton
. .. . .. The Royal School of Signals
gt R. G. James ...
... .. . The Royal chool of Signal
gt M. . Knowles
. .... . The Royal School of Signals
Sgt A . J. Miller . . .
. . . . .. The Royal School of Signals
Sgt . J. Mitchell
.. . . .. The Royal School of Signals
gt L. J. Morrison
.. .. .. The Royal School of ignals
Sgt B. Palmer. . ... .
. .. . . . The RoyaJ School of Signals
gt B. D. Pradhan
. . . . . . The Royal School of Signals
gt . G. Prendereast
. . . . .. The Royal School of Signals
gt J. G. etchfield
Sgt P. R. Stevens . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. The Royal School of Signals
Sgt J. D. Harvey .. . .. . . .... . .. . . . . The Royal School of Signal
gt J. P. Walsh . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . ... The Royal School of Signals
gt . C. Wesseldine ... . ... . . . .. ... The Royal School of Signals
. .. ... The Royal School of Signals
gt R. D. Alien .. .
. . . ... The Royal School of Signals
Sgt D. R. Crowther
...... The Royal School of Signals
Sgt D. K. Fielding

gt L. R. offill .. .. ..
gt R. M. Avery . .....
gt P. R. Howlett. .. . . .
gt l. D. C. trachan
gt . R. ale . ..
gt C. Purdon .. .
gt R. Dray
gt T. Rigby ...

.. .. . . ... ... The Roya l chool of Signals
... .. . . . . . . . 259 ignal quadron
.. . .. . ... . .. 4CTT
... 7 TT
. ..
.. . TR Bas ingboum
. .. 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
.. . 30 ignal Regiment
. .. JSSU (Ay ios N ikolao )

Tht Roytl Slgnals Whit. tlmtts
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I IT TO THE HEADQUARTERS
BY TllE IGNAL OFFICER l
HJEF (ARMY),
BRIGA DIER CEDRI B RTON OBE AD
On. 30 July: the HQ p~aycd h~ st to another VIP visitor, the recently
appotnted SOinC (A), Bn g Cedric Burton OBE ADC. Brig Burton had
the pleasure of meeting a great number of the HQ StafTbefore receiving a
s.:rics of presentations aimed at enhancing hi s awareness of recent
developments within the Brigade and of the future challenges which the
Brigade now faces.

HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIGNALS

2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE
AND COTSWOLD GARRISON
Brig S. G. Hughes CBE

Vl JT TO THE HE ADQ ARTER BY
THE DEP TY CO fMANDER lN CHIEF OF LA D FORCES,
LT GE 1 lR JOHN DE ERELL KCB OB E
On 2 July this year, the DCinC LA D, Lt Gen Sir John Deverell
KCB QBE vi ited HQ 2 1C) ig Bde here in Co rsham. Lt G en
Deverell i also Inspector General of the TA (IGTA). Upon arrival at
Basil Hill Barracks (now known as the Basi l Hill Site of the Joint
ervices Corsham complex), Lt Gen Deverell was met by Comd 2 (NC)
ig Bde, Brig Gordon Hughes CBE, COS Maj Paul Kelly and by the
GSM, WOl (GSM) Charlie Dubique. The GSM then led the VIP party
in to the Pon way Hou e WO's and S CO 's Mess, where the DCi nC
pre ented Long Service & Good Conduct Meda ls to four well deserving
recipients from the Brigade. namely: 02 (YofS) Jame , the YofS (ND)
at HQ 2
C) Sig Bde, SSgt Burdge of 243 Sig Sqn, SSgt (FofS)
Daw on of 39 ig Regt (Y) and Cpl Sangster also of 243 Sig Sqn. In
attendance al the ceremony were Mrs angster, Mrs James and the
Jame ' three yo un g daughters, the recently appointed D Comd, Col
Chris Laurence TD, the recently appointed Con AC ISG Lt Col Geoff
Cary and CO 39 Sig Regt (V), Lt Col John Crackett TD.
At the Bde HQ itself, th e DCinC was int rod uced to vario us key
personalities fro m about the Brigade, includi ng the Regt COs, the SO I

FAREWELLS A D GREETI GS
The HQ recently bade ad farewells to D Comd Co l tephen Foakes
TD, Con AClSG Lt Col Ma lcolm Sin ton, CLVM-A Mrs Debora h
Bradley, the PS to the Comd, Mrs Myr a Higgins and to M r Les J ames
of the Registry. In turn, the warmest of greetings were extended to those
who stepped valiantly into the variou breaches so created, namely Col
Ch ris La urence T D B Sc M RCVS, L t C ol Geoff Cary, M iss Karen
Blarn ey, M rs Ba rbara Pa rry and Mrs andra Rayes.

(L-R): W02 (YofS) Ty ler, W02 (YofS) Whiting , Lt Gen Deve rell ,
W02 (FofS) Wymer
The DCinC departed Corsham after lunch, having received a detailed
insight into the organisation, the role and the capab ilit ies of the Brigade.
He also had the pleasure of meeting many members of the Brigade in the
proee s. The Brigade was greatly honoured by his visit to the HQ and
should benefit considerably from his enhanced understanding of what it
is that we do, what else we are capable of doi ng and just how well we can
do it. Indeed, the visit was a great success in spite of efforts by a certain
Foreman of Signals from 3 I Sig Regt (V) to jeopardise proceedings by
puncturing a gas main on ly a few yards away from a communal smoking
area . The said culprit - who's identi ty the author is at pains not lo reveal has henceforth been known to his friends here as 'Butane Bob' ...

Back Row (l-R ): W02 (YofS) James, SSgt (FofS) Dawson,
SSgt Burge, Cpl Sangster
Front Row (L-R): Mrs James and the children, Brig Hughes,
Lt Ge n Deverell, Mrs Sangster
omms, Lt ol Roger Davenport TD and 0 2 Sig Sqn (V). Also in
attendance wa the Head of the Electron ic Mai l Serv ice (EMS) in
Coroham, Lt ol Peter Grogan. There fo llowed a series of briefings and
a tour of the CISCC, before the DCin was escorted back outdoors to
\ ie"' a number of equipment di plays, including LA WA RD and CRS
dcta hments from 31 and 39 Sig Regts (V) respectively. OC 243 ig qn
\.1aj ndy Walker and his team of technicians were also on hand to give
a demonstration of the ACI G ignats Work Services (SWS)
capabihtie .
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OTES FROM BRIGADE HEA DQ U RTER

A WI E J VESTME T - PEOPLE FIRST!
Those who have not served with Brig Gordon Hughes may not have
heard of the ommander's Pillars. They are the foundation principles
which ensure the future success of 2 (NC) Sig Bde, namely: Recruiting
Retention, Training and Equipment. While the e foundation stone~
underpin the Brigade's activities, our people are very much the Comd's
top priority. He is keen to promote an ethos of teamwork, team spirit and
equal op portunity. This requires good, strong leadership based upon
values of decency, proper behaviour and fair treatment for all. People arc
at the heart of 2 ( C) Sig Bde and the Comd is committed to investing in
the training and development of his Regular and TA officer, soldiers and
civi lian sta!T. Indeed, he aims to create a working environment in which
continuous improvement, professionalism and high performance are
constant goals.
Investors in People (llP) is the National Standard which sets a level of
good practice in people-management and aims to improve organisational
performance in so doing. In recognition of the soundness of our own
practices and procedure , of the quality of our training and profe sional
career development programmes, of the effectivene s of our command
and management styles and of our total commitment to looking after our
people, 2 ( C) Sig Bde has been awarded !IP accreditation. This is
excellent news for the Brigade and a huge 'well done' is said to all those
involved in the accreditation process - in particular, Lt Col (Retd) Ton y
H ill, who dynamically and successfully led the Brigade through the
whole process.

HIE\' E RECOG 1JTIO AS fNVE TORS l PEOP LE (II P)
t a hon ceremony in Blandford Ir Gordon Page. the Chainnan of
Dorset Training and Enterprise Council. formally awarded the prestigious
tme tors In People plaque to the Qin (A), Brig . J . Burton OB E
DC. The award recognises that the Headquarter , which includes
Regimental Headquarters Royal ignal , the Royal ignn l fotor Cycle
Di pla) Team and The Royal ignal Band, ha. achie ed the national
tandard in taking care of the training and de elopment needs of its ' tafT.
The photo hows Mr Pa ge presenting the plaque to die Oin (A) with
Ir Alan Knott, the JI P Project Manager, in attendance.

Comd

benefits of this arc:
I. ACISG Sig Sqn per~onnel who have completed this training
will be certified AT 5 installers.
2. I IQ ACISG can offer a 20 year product and system guarantee
on all installation undertaken by them.

'Can anyone else smell gas?'
(L-R): Col Laurence, Maj Kelly (hidden). Lt Col Cory,
Brig Hugh es, YofS Whiting, Lt Ge n Deverell

LOOKJ G UP A D DRI VING 0 TO THE M ILLE 'NI I
Planning is almost complete for Ex Autumn Belle I, a Brigade FTX to
be held over the weekend of 15-17 October 1999 in preparation for the
deployment of the Brigade o er the Millennium. CinC LA D' intent is
for HQ LAND, all Di t, Div and Bde HQs on the UK, mainland and other
pecificd LA D organisations and units to be provided with access lo a
networked sys tem of as ured communications over the Mi ll ennium
period - a contingency measu re in case existing LA D Forces
communication systems should fail as a re ult of the Y2K date change.
Under the provision of MoD Op Surety - the name given to all such
measures which will both guarantee the continuity of extant operation at
that Lime and ensure that the UK can mount additional operation - 2
( C) Sig Bde has been gi en the vital task of deploying CR ,
LA WARD, CLA SMA and MOULD out tation a ets in order to
achieve the CinC' aim. Ex Autumn Belle I is e cntially a fu ll dres
rehearsal for the Y2K deployment and will ee the Bde dep loying its key
communications a set to orne 22 locations up and down the country,
from Perth in the o rth to Marc hwood in the outh. For further
inform ation on Ex Aut umn Be ll e I, please contact the S03 G2/G3 (Ops)
at HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde, C apt John Russell, on (9) 4382 4343.
ACISG
Lt Col Malcolm Sinton depa11ed on 28 May for pasture new in Civvy
Street, we wish him and hi s fa mi ly all the very best for the fu ture. It is the
new 'bru sh ' of Lt C ol Geoff C ary presently ·sweeping clean' in HQ
AC ISG (not to mention fu rther afield!). Lt Col C ary join AC I G from
as fa r afield as HQ D A (nex t door!), we ' ish him a ucce fol and
enjoyable tou r. ll Q A I G has been re tru ctu rcd in line ' ith our
evolving rote and ne' ta ks have b en identified. 81 ig qn (V) join us
on I cptcmber 1999 on trans for from 21 ig Regt (AS) as part of postDR restructuri ng. Their current ro le and skills fi t well ' ith that of the
ex isting ACl G qn s. Capt John Harris, P 0 81 ig qn (V) ha
fi nall y been convi nced that mov ing to Cor ham rea lly isn' t uch a bad
idea!
A team fro m HQ AC I G departed for Germa ny to conduct a Y2 K
upgrade on 27 Jul y 1999. IC Party, Sgt Pete ' Ol' Borley RA IG AL ,
un fortunately lacked the suflicient local knowledge to kno' that AO ( IT)
M:t.rk Pegler got 'geogra phica ll y cmbarra scd ' on the way to Herford
unt1l 1t was too late.
Alison James, our M T(; I ga c birth to Katy on 12 May 1999. Both
mo th er a nd ba b y a re do ing rin e. Pro ud d ad David . o ur llPTO
OMMCE a well a being Alison 's hu band ha. a yet, not been een
without a cheesy grin .
HQ A I G has recently gai ned A sociate In taller status fro m Krone.
This is in recogniti on of the tra ining carried out by Cable y tern Group,
Roya l Schoo l of ignal.. for personnel from the AC I G ig • qn . The

Brig Claude Fa irweather and his wife Alice
with their favo u rite mascot 'J immy'
Brig Claude commanded 2 Sig Regt (194 1-43). They now Ii e in
Broomcroft House, Ecclesall Road South. heffie ld Sl I 9PY. Claude
and Alice send best wishes to all their friends in the Royal ignals, and
would love to hear from any of their Corps comrades.

Lt Col Linda Harrison (CO 31 Sig Regt (V)),
with Maj Brian Howe (OC 56 Sig Sqn (V)),
in the Rose Garden , outside the White House in Wash ington
(Lt Col Harrison plans to run for the Presidency next year,
with Maj Howe as her running mate.
He has hopes for nomination as the Vice-President)
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The Master and Commander respond in
military fashion to the cry of 'Cheese'

Lt Co l Linda Harriso n practising to b eco m e t he US Preside nt t o

Brig Gordon Hughes (Commander 2 (NC) S ig Bde) a nd
Col David Titus (Comd 1108 US Sig Bde) discuss gro u nd and
tactics on the battlefield at Gettysburg as they cement the
'special relationship' between their Brigades

be selected from 2 (NC) S ig Bde.
(She is taking the next tough question from Senator Clinton.
Both Senators Hughes and Howe are still hoping to run for
Vice-President! J

HEADQUARTERS
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE

The period ha been dominated by Ex Able Condor and a
disproponionate number of farewells
EXE RC I E ABLE C O ' DOR 1999 (UK)
by WO/ (YojS) Graham Pardew
Ex Able Condor 1999 (UK) was Commander 11 Sig Bde 's annual
FTX, which took place in the Grantham and Yorkshire areas over the
period 20--25 June. The aim of the Exercise was to practise the Brigades'
deployment of CIS in support of the JRRF. ARRC and the Command
Posts of subordinate formations. Overall it involved almost 800 oldiers
(TA) and 400vehiclesfrom 33. 34. 35 and 40 Sig Regts (V).
The Brigade deployed on Sanirday 19 June to a Brigade Concentration
Area at RAF Barkstcn Heath, near Grantham. On Sunday 20 June, under
the direction of 33 Sig Regt (V), the deploymen t developed into work-up
training
BC and weapon handling), technical preparations and a Plug
Up. Meanwhile back at EXCO in De erell Barracks, Ripon, S02 Log
p :\Jtaj Phil Daisey, W 0 1 (YofS) G r ah am Pardew, RQM
teve
adler and
gt Baz Rober ts, were finalising the administration and
communications build. That evening the Brigade deployed from tbe
Concentration Area, orth over two Main Supply Routes (MSR), each
cros ing the I-lumber via different Bridges to a refurbi shment area near
Driflield. Under the direction of 34 Sig Regt (Y), all of the Brigade
succe~sfully replenished water, fuel and rations before deploying into the
first field locations in the Yorkshire area. Some of the nits had already
undenaken their own unit-level training for one week prior to the
Exercise, thi added to the intensity of the first 48 hour period, which was
spent conducting work-up training and communications tests. This period
provided a real challenge for the TA and Regu lar soldiers alike. All the
units had to do now, was establish a robust Integrated Ptarmigan and
£uromux etwork, linking nine Trunk odes, five Euromux Access
1\odes (EA s). nine Secondary Access odes (SA s) and ten Single
Channel Radio Access ( CRA) Centrals, no mean feat! The Exercise was
\Cry high profile. Apart from the many nit invited visitors, their
Mayors, Honorary olonels, local Newspaper 1eporters, we had visitors
from Industry and Media Ops. Additionally, the CinC, Ge n Sir M.
\\alker, GO 2, \.faj Gen R. D. . Gord on, GOC 5 Div, Maj Gen R. V.
earb)-. The Master Of igna ls and ACOS G6 LA D, Brig J. M .
• haw also took ume out ofthcir busy chedule. to visit the Exercise.
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The Commander was keen to ensure that the oldiers gained the most
from this culmination of the years training. Therefore, Capt Richard
arter was 'borrowed' from 30 ig Regt. He, with elements of the West
Midland Training Team and an enemy ection also from 30 Sig Regt,
added the military skills training to the scenario. During the week they
carried out low-level training (first aid cenarios, peace-demo and BC
to name a few), building up to Operation In a Built Up Area (OBUA).
Extra realism was added by the numerous over-flights, courle y of Flt Lt
Farid Khan , our S03 Ops/C IS, and intense enemy activity with
armoured support from 19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. centred on the
Catterick Training Area.
The Exercise provided the Brigade Headquarters Staff and Units with
an ideal opportunity to carry out reali stic military and communicat ion
training. Lesson learned from the deployment can now be u ed to enable
the Brigade to update Standing Operating Procedures, at a time when
ome 40% of the Corps are deployed on Operations and where the chance
of TA and Reservists being called up for mobilisation i e er-more likely.
The Exercise wa definitely a success, but ' e have to a k our elves, was
this down to the excellent ' Ponaloo Plot' produced by Maj Phil Daisey
and Visitors Plan being supervi ed by Maj 'l want my own mobile phone
on the next deployment!' Peter Williams. Well done to all involved from
the Brigade Headquarter , out idc Agencie and unit . We _look forward
to the Millennium and to Ex Able Condor (Gem1any) working along 1de
our partners l Sig Bde.
MEA WHILE BACK AT T HE RA CH
Meanwhile back in barrack a holdin g operation wa in place. Maj
(Rctd) Rollo Rumfo r d acting as heriff sat in olitary in the West Wing

'~off
atS
~,._ School

S02(V) G1 Maj Andrew Cornish,
at the Bird Table explaining the nuances of the Portaloo Plot to
SSgt Baz
'We're the enemy - single sheet and a shovel'
Roberts and W01 Dave
'Thank you but we use Service S tations' King REME

watching over the half full car park and contemplating the panoramic
views of the Donnington Ordnance Depot. Capt J im ykes was also
alone in the Op Room busy answering telephone call , (well it was your
idea to have all telephones plugged through to you) from tho e on
exercise. Jean ince, the Commander's PA, had al long last, time to
catch up with her work but busiest of all was Roberta Bragg "ho was
standing in for everybody else; doing mail , typing, filing, an wering the
telephone, looking after Yisitors and even checking trailer numbers. One
has to ask when she is around. do we need anyone el e? We, of the Rear
pany, have to note that the coffee room has never remained so clean and
tidy and the Orderly room so neat, with the uniformed staff away.

HAIL AND FAREWELL
During the period we have said farewell to a number of our oflicers.
Maj Ph il Da isey who has departed to be QM 36 ig Regt. It is the
measure of the man that as a paning gesnire he volunteered to run the
Concentration Area at next year' Ex ble Condor - just joking Ph il We
wi h him and his wife Gerry all the best and hope he ha time to get hi
handicap down to single figures! He replacement i Maj Ra b Young to
whom we offer our warme t welcome both to him and hi \\ife Kim. We
wi h them an enjoyable and entenaining tour in Shropshire. Al o leaving
after a very hort tour i the 02 Op Maj G r aha m Addley who lea,·e
us for Staff College. Gra ha m ha been Yery busy in the hort time he ha
been here. o has his wife laire who recently gave birth to Rebecca
Catherine! To our congratulation. we offer our best wi he for the future
and a longer tour next time.

Battlefield Tours
for

Regimental Associations, T A's & Serving Units
Boys & Girls
7 to 13
at Kinlet Hall, Kinlet, Bewdley, Worcs n v 12 JAY
Small Classes • Stability • Expert help for Dyslexia/SpW • Sports &
Ridi11g i11 our 110-acre gro1mds • Many Artistic & Cultural Activities •
llospitality & f un f or those in at exeats I half terms • Our own escorts to
all UK airports • An Ethos of Discipline, Kindness & To~ran ce

GOC 5 Div to S 0 1 Com m s (V) Lt Co l Stev e Potter
'I'm not being briefed by yo u r Chief of Staff again am I?'

Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive Itineraries
Galina International Battlefield Tours
l Tokenspire Park Beverley HU 17 OTB
Tel: 01482 880602

A

Official Tour Operators to the Normandy Veterans Assoc1at1on

Tel. 01299 841230 - www.moffats.co.uk
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11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
EXE RCI E TRAI :\ ALKER 1999
fa Trailwalker (UK) i. a IOOkm. 4-man team charity run which tnkes
place C\ el) year in the south of England. It i organi ed by the Queen'
Gurkha ignal and the money rai ed from the event upport the Gurkha
Welfare Tru t directly.
On the gloriou-ly unny morning of aturday 26 June, the hairman
of the Gurkha Welfare Tru t, Col Comdt Gen ir Sam owan K B,
CBE. opened the e\ ent "ith a short welcome peech. Thi year, among t
the I 5 team competing including team from bo th the U and
Au tralia. there was two team for Gurkha trainees from 11 ig Regt led
by gt irmal and gt Dharma.

The winning team, Team ' ·, completed the race in 11 hrs and
35min ·. The leading team, 258 ig Sqn from 30 Sig Regl was 15mins
ahead ofu until check-point 10. o doubt it was the morale and backing
we received from our Officers and
Os that gave us th e spirit to
secure first po it ion. Our · B' Team completed the race in 12hrs and
mins achic ing third po ition.
Indeed. all the credit for thi goc to our support team. Without their
excellent administration and morale boo ting support, we would not ha,·e
ach ieved what we did.
Jai Queens Gurkha Signals.

RHI OTROOP
Tp C'omd
WOI Pete Griffiths
May ~aw the arrival of Sgt 'Working Weekend' Lindsey Manktclow
from Kohima Tp who used her interior design quals immediately to 'TAZ'
the ol11ce which really impressed the Troop Corporals. In July (aft.er lots
of training) we competed in the Inter Troop Volleyball competition which
was well fought with strong players such as Sigs Paul Daniel who even
atlcr injuring his leg continued to play well. Thanks to avin ·t love
myself' Denham, Karl 'How much sport can I play' Scott, Daz Jones
and hris Turnbull who only came lo the Gym to do some weights and
ended up making the team and last but not least Sig Nat Whelan.
Unfortunately, 2 Sqn played two Gurkha teams and with it being their
national sport we didn ' t really stand a chance. Thanks 2 (Gurkha)
Volleyball Sqn. Congratulations go out to igs Stratton and Jacques, and
to Sigs Taylor and Kinzett on their recent marriages. Pte Tom Grady and
ig Lisa Wiles for being cho en to represent the Army in Athletics, and
Sig Hutto n for being awarded Regimental colours for Swimming.
llARITY PARACHUTE JUMP I AID OF 'WHIZZ KIDZ'
On June 6 a total of 18 members of Blandford Garrison, Civilian and
Military, took to the skies above etheravon to raise money for the local
charity Whizz Kidz. The weekend wa organised by Sgt Dom Graham,
and the aim was to try to rai e enough money to buy a motorized electric
wheelchair for a disabled child. The following personnel took the plunge:
apt Bowdler, Sgt Davey, Sgt Gra ham, Mrs ixon, Mrs Morrison,
Mrs Chambers, M iss Innes, Miss Summers, igs Carlaw, Taylor,
Hunspbergcr, La mb ert, John so n, Robinson, Pricket, Burrows,
Holland and Ma nifield . With the exception of gt Gra ham, who had
jumped before, all the military personnel opted for the 3,500 feet static
line jump, obviously preferring to take their lives into their own hands
rather than tru ting to others. De pite all the earlier bravado, all the lad
taking part went curious ly silent during the brief flight up to jump
altitude, but all managed to overcome their fear and do the jump. Overall,
the group managed to raise £2,500 for the charity, and proved themselves
to be slightly braver than they had previously thought!

11 Sig Regt Parachute Jumpe rs
doing their impression of the British Bulldog
2 Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
SM

Maj Jeff Drummond, Roya l anadian Signals
W02 Andy Harriot
KOHIM TROOP
Tp omd
apt G. K. Bowdler
This has been an exceptionally busy time for the Troop, and has been
the culmination of many projects simultaneously. The first big event wa
the Morri on Cup, for which the Troop was solely responsible for selling
up. Fortunately the weather on the day of the set up was very good
(unusual for June!) and de pite having to wait for the tents, which arri ved
11 hour late, the Troop worked brilliantly and got the job done in double
4u1ck lime. Especially impressive due to the fact that for the majority, it
was the fir l time they'd even seen a 9x9, let alone an I8x24!
'o sooner than the Morrison Cup had been tom down and fo rgotten
about when the preparations for the Royal Signals Association parade
rc,,umcd at full pace. oldicrs from across the Regiment, who had already
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been practicing for several months, began to rea lise th e fruits of their
labour as the parade forma t final ly began to come together. The day of
the parade itself turned out to be a real scorcher, and desp ite the heat,
everyone coped we ll. The old comrades thoroughly enj oyed th eir
weekend, and praised the old icr for their hard work.
The days of a rest room full of unemployed SATTs ( oldicr Awaiting
Trade Train ing) are thankfully becoming a thing of th e past. The number
of opportunities avai lable for the young men and women of Kohima
Troop are greater than ever. Groups of sold iers have been detached to
working units to help backfill gaps causes by th e Kosovo troubles,
including 14 Sig Regt, 21 , ig Regt, 3 (U K) Div Sig Regt and 2 ig Rcgt.
The e auachments have proved of immen ·e training va lue an d in the
maintenance of morale.
Final ly, many th anks go to Troop Commande rs ou rse 44, who
showed particular style by pre enting the Troop with a framed collage in
thanks for the soldiers hard work and assistance during their cour c good luck in the real world guys!
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H RROGATE C P OLLEYBALL COMPETITIO
SSgt Gaz Cole, being all clued up on the sport (not), 'volunteered' to
run the Regimental Harrogate Cup volleyball competition on behalf of 2
qn . Tuesday 6 July was the date cho en for the first round of matches to
be contested between Rhino, Beaufighter and Lightning Tps. Beaufighter
Tp ended up winning the league after some closely fought game .
Lightning finished runners-up and secured their place in the semi-final.
Thursday 8 July saw the second league matches between Kohima. Iron
and UI ter Tp . Kohima were first on against Ulster who were quick to
settle in and won the first game 25-13. The second game was a lot closer
and fo r a long time it looked like Kohima would level the cores. Alas,
Ulster proved too strong and won with a late surge 25-22. Bolstered by
their' in, UI ter's spirit were high for their next match again t Iron. This
was hort lived a Iron ran out easy winners by two games to nil, 25-9
each time. The final match of the evening aw Kohima take on Iron. Two
well-contested games took place with Iron howing their superior skill
winning 25-13 and 25-15. This left Iron top of the league ' ith Ulster
ecuring their place in the other semi-final.
The semi-finals took place on Tuesday 27 July. The first match on was
between Beaufighter and Ulster. Beaufighter ' ere straight into their
rhythm and easily won the first game 25-10. A spirited fight-back in the
econd game saw Ulster narrowly defeated 25-17 by a technically gifted
Beaufighter who were now into the final. The second semi-final was a
much clo er affair but once again Iron howed their will to win. core of
25-18 and 25-24 were enough to see Iron clinch the other final spot. Thi
left UI ter and Lightning to play off for Third and Fourth places. The all2 qn final opened with a tunning game which Iron narrowly edged 2524. This sparked Beaufighter into action and they wrapped up the match
by taking the next three game 25- 19. 25- 13 and 25-20. The Regimental
21C, Maj P. A. Brown pre ented the pri zes with pecial thanks to
gt
Gaz Cole for organising uch a smoothly run competition, Cpl ·Compo·
Compton and SSgt (FofS) Tye anderson for some excellent umpiring.

IRO TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj L. V. Tomkins
W02 J. R. Thomas

BEAU FIGHTER TROOP
Tp Comd
W01 M. D. Elliot

Trai lwalke r winners 1999
Front Row (l-R): Sigs Amritman, Ramesh, Niraka l and Ratna
Back Row (L- R): Second Runner-Up Sig Pitamber, Sig Pikendra, Sgt Dharm a (Team Manager), Lt Col T. W. Canham (CO 11 Sig Regt) ,
Sgt Nirmal (Team Manager), Sigs Dipak and Bharat

only for the referee's as i ·tant to judge that he had mo\ed off his hne ju t
before the kick was taken. The re-taken penalty went in olf the po~t to
level the scores at 1-1. The game got a bit scrappy after that until once
again Sig 'Scotty' cott u ed his strength and pace to outstrip the RLC
defence and seal a 2-1 win for the Regiment. Having won our league, we
would be playing SEME on Sunday in the cmi-final.
The game kicked off and st raight away it could be seen that their
tactics were to stop our two front men from playing by defending in
depth. It was a tactic that worked well for them, assisted by the lo s
through injury of our central defender 'ig Steve Gee. They cored soon
after his departure and then soaked up a lot of pressure, throw mg
themselves in front of anything that went goalwards. Being 1-0 down at
halftime did not sit well with the team and coupled with a roasting from
the coach everyone entered the ccond half determined to set the record
straight. Once again things did not go to plan and SEME got a goal early
in the second half to go 2-0 ahead. Despite endless pre sure the team
could only manage a consolation goal in the final minute from ig
'Macum' Mckinnell. The obvious di appointment felt by the team ' as
tempered by the fact that six player were selected to allend Army Youth
Team trials in September, good luck to igs 'Mac' Mckenzie. 'Gilly'
Gilmour, ·Gillie' Gillard, 'Clarkie' Clarke, ' cotty' cott and teve
Gee. Watch this pace next year for the winning team's report.

ARMY FOOTBALL AS OC lATJO - YOUTH CHALLE GE C P
On Friday 16 July 1999, 18 member of the Regiment et o!T for the
weekend to take part in the Army Football As ociation Youth Challenge
Cup tournament at Arborfield. Travelling with them was manager WOI
Mark Elliot and coach Cpl 'A lfie ' Alford . oach gt Dave Hukin
unfortunately could not attend though his effort in the week leading up
lo the tournament were inva luable to the squad.
After a relaxing night in Alder hot transit accommodation it was up
and off to Arborfie ld to book in and ee ' hich other team were
competing. There ' ere five team plu us and we were plit into two
league of three. One league comprised of Am1y Apprentice College
Arborfie ld, Army Foundati on College Harrogate and chool of Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering ( EME). We were in the other league with
chool of Electrical and Aeronautical Engineering ( E E) and Depot
Tra ining Regiment RLC. Afler watching EAE beat the RLC 3-0 we had
a good idea of the cha llenge that lay ahead. Our first game was aga in t
SEAE and everyone knew it ' as a chance to trike early again t the team
that has won the cup fo r the pa t two years. 90 econds int the game and
we were 1-0 up. Sig 'G illy' Gilmour thumped a creaming hot into the
top right corner of th e net to give us just the ta11 we neede I and settle the
ide. Another goa l stolen by ig ·c razy Legs' Hayes hefore half time
co upled with an injury sustained by their influential central defender
meant the team went into the interval on a high. The ga me ' as rounded
off in the second half by a trong run and good finish from ig ' cotty'
, cott to complete a resounding 3-0 victory. The next game was against
the RLC and again the team went into the interval leading. ig ' colly'
Scott scoring the all-important fir t goa l. A penalty awarded early in the
second half lo the RL was magnificently , aved by ig ·11an ' cager
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EXER ISE RIDGE IRON - by Sig Greville
Ex Ridge lron was a two-day training Exercise held in nowdonia
nature reserve in order to enlighten thirteen young trainee from Iron
Troop. 2 qn, on the finer point of mountaineering before Ex Lenersteig
Grid-Iron later in the year. Those taking part from 2 qn were ig
Booth. Cullern, Fox, Gautres, Granville, Greville, Hunter. McGraw,
Podestcr and 1\vi.zzlc. The Exerci e' as ba ed at Capel Curig, ''here we
were warml y welcomed by the local in ects! Early aturday morning we
headed of to Pen-Y-Pa where \ e had a quick bre' before heading up
Crib-Goch for a pot of ridge walking. Many of the trainee oon
di co er d they cou ld negotiate the ridge while keeping four point of
contact with the rock much to the amu ement of Sgt Butler. ow and
agai n the cloud wou ld clear just to remind us how exhilarating \: ale i
from 923 feet! On arrival at the summit we' ere amazed to find a bar. We
gratefully quenched our thirst before making our de cent ia Y lliwedd.
fte r a quiet (! !!) night at the local night-spot. we tackled the north face
of Tryfan which proved a slightly more vertical a cent than the pre\ iou
da , much to the joy of ig Elizabeth Fox. t times the route wa
challenging though the views from the summit were pectacular. Our
original route would have taken u o er Glyder Fach but due to inclement
weath..:r' e ' ere forced to abandon the re t of the expedition and retire to
the neare t cafe before heading back to unny Blandford. I would like to
take this opportunit t0 thank Maj Mc eill and
gt Butler for this
va luable experience.
3SQ ADRO
qn Comd
M

laj ndy Duncan
W02 Pete Tasker

LIGHT I G TROOP
\: 01 Tony artorius
Tp omd
It has b.:en a pretty he tic time in Lightning Tp "ith a nc" batch of
potential technicians arriving and a hange in the cadre. Fare\\ ell to \:\01
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Bob Banner "ho "ill be tarting a nc\\ li fe in ·civi trcet' and a
welcome to \ O I To n' artorius and
gt ·Chippy ' Chapman.
ongmtulation to pl i\·lick Octa ne and hi - wife Debbie on the birth
of their on. Trade Traininl! eenr to haYe increased threefold, however.
out ide ncti' it1e. have co1rtinu d and indeed flourished with the 11 ig
Rel!t femal, Lanyard Trophy team gaining first place. which included
ig'-s Jackie Davies, Ver it. Gough and Liz B~rley. Early. June aw
another quodron day out at the range. 111trodu mg the "Old1crs to the
L \\. First id and B . Luckily the min managed to keep away the
"hole da\ .
gt Ri c hi e Pl u mm er once again excelled as a B
instructor and coined the famou line, 'Hey. don·1 worry about it, you're
gonna die ometime. ·
EXE R I E G RJD IRO ' 6- 11 J
E 1999 - by Sig S1ockdale
unday 6 J une - We all paraded outside the cookhou e at 0745hrs
"hich wa omewhat of a feat a unday and 0745 do not usually go
together. fter breakfast we made our ' .a:>'. fro~n tJ1e outh :oa t out. of
England and into \. ales. eventually am 111g m ape! ung Trammg
Camp. We ettled in before goin~ for our ~rst brielin~ w.here we were
informed of the dos and don 'ts before be111g mstructed 111 lull-craft as our
first two day were to be pent in the mountains of . nowdonia.
.
Mo nday 7 J un e - Tu es d ay 8 Jun e - Follm 111g an early nse and
breakfast, "e all paraded out on the road ready for our trek. The
in tructors checked we had fitted our bergan correctly and that we were
carrying only the
ential equipment. We drove a hort dist~nce into the
mountain before de-bu ing for the start of two hard but enJoyabk day .
We took a turn each in map reading throughout the day ' 1th our
in tructor. pl Ton_ Brown correctin~ and clarify.ing point . The li.rst
morning ''a a long hill log up Helgt-Du, traversrng tJ1e ndge. which
scared ig ik T' e just been hit by the vertigo cricket b~t' Hollis,
before ascending further up to Carnnedd Llwellyn, wh~ch 1 only .20
metre short of Snowdon. \ e stopped here for lttnch beJore contrnumg
along the ridge to Carnnedd Dafydd and Pen Yr Ole. At la t we ~ould ee
the intended campsite in the valley be low. We descended tired and
complete \ ith bli ter to pitch our tents and get a brew on. After tea we
were in tructed in security on steep ground which entail many method
of en uring you are ate at all times oa steep terrain. We we~e woken
early by our instructor ' ho en ured we were al l up and geltmg some
breakfa t. \ e broke camp, packed and were away by 0 OOhr for the
long walk back off the mountains and back to the welcoming sight of the
mini-bu . We arrived back at Capel Curig camp at I 400hrs and I thought
that wa it for the day, but was informed that all the kit had to be cleaned
and pul back in the store, the only thing on my mind was bed, but still it
had to be done.
\ edn es d ay 9 Jun e - Today we went climbing on the ide of a
mountain called Tryfan. On arrival I though t ·You must be kidd ing, ' ho
do you think I am . Chri- Bonnington?' After some expert tuition by C pl
Da ve lien . the whole group wa either climbing or belaying and
o,·ercoming for ome of us, our worst fears. The whole day was excellent
and this i something that I ' ould really like to try aga in.
T hursd ay IO Jun e - Thi was the day l had been dreading all week,
canoeing. After being issued witJ1 the equipment, we drove up the road to
the local cafe. Our instructor wa tryi ng to put our minds at ea. e by
talking us through the day. He was asking us questions about .previous
canoeing experience; I had none and that was the way l wan ted 11 to tay.
Unfortunately, that wasn't to be the way. We arrived at Plas-y- Bren in lake
and got a brief on the equipment and clothing that we would be using
before going through a few warm up exercises. It was now time to get
into the canoes (or kayaks as I now know them to be) and get on the
water.\ e were taught some of the basic strokes and played a few games.
ig Bob ·frilly' Morley looked like he had been doing it his whole life,
and most of all I wa starting to enjoy it. We stopped for our packed
lunch (Yum Yum) and chaned about how It was going. After lunch we did
E ·kimo rolls which requi red you to go upside down and grab hold of
your mate's boat to pull yourself back upright. This was scary but good
fun watching everybody worry about it.
F riday II June - Day to go home. Jam not sure if I am happy or ad
to be leaving. I've had an excellent week but my body is starting to ache,
Blandford and the weekend off are calling. I hope that it won't be too
long before I get the opportunity to do this again. Many thanks to all the
tafT ofWhitespear Tp for an exce llent week.

11 IG
L REGIME T VOLL EYBALL TEA M l El DHO VE
by Cpl Compton
After getting both the men 's and women 's teams through to the Army
finals, and re ulting in the women's team becomi ng the current Anny
champions, the decision was made to find stronger opposition . We
decided on the Eindhoven International Outdoor Competi tion, where we
would play against and meet 3000 competitors fro m 14 European
Countries. As I \\a the only member of the team to have previously
attended the event, I was more than aware of the problems that would be
encountered in organising a team to attend the competition. After a few
menuons of long legged female volleyball players and lots of sunshine,
gt Bill Butler volunteered to organise everything himself if I bought
him a beer ... DO E!!
We arri\ed m Eindhoven on Friday evening after opting for the scenic
route around London. ig 'GI Jane' Hampton got the blame for that one.
Puttmg up the tents was amusing as igs atalie Whelan and Jo Gill
ga\c us a demonstration of jujitsu tent building. We then scou red the
centre of Emdho\en trying to size up the opposition, only to !ind they
had gone to bed at 2am.
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aturday morning started "ith a PA system welcomin g us all to the
University "here the competition was being held. We all truggkd into
ports kit and made our way to the olleyball courts only to find out
nobody could understand Dutch . The Team .aptain, gt 'Tosh'
1aclntosh soon had us organi ed and we found our el cs referees m the
lirst game. This ga e Sig Emma Brown an opportunity to score at an
international e' ent, which she managed cry easily! We played three
games on the lirst da , and scored two draws and a win. which left us
feeli ng happy. The ou tstand in g player wa ' ig 'The Ja;u: Man'
Jasprasadalc who really knocked the stuning out of our opponents with
some quality spiking. On alurday evening the tournament organisers
arranged a function in a ma si c marquee with a live band, food and
refreshment . c u ·ed this e ent to foster relations with our European
friend . ios 'GI Jane' Hampton and Sophie Giles didn ' t need much
cncourage1~ent on the interacting idc of life.
unday morning tarted in a simi lar way to aturday, bul the weath.er
and the competition ' as hotting up. However. that was no problem tor
our• oo l Kids on the Block', alias igs ' I ' m a Linic ' De nh am and
Dann Daniel. We played two more game , winning the first and losing
the second due: to exhaustion. Just to join in with the occa ion we felt it
necessary to try the other e ent taking place. This involved running from
a pontoon on the local river along o m~ loo ely lied floatin g mat. and
taking a leap for a su pended bottle quickly followed by the rnev1table
Big plash! obody succeeded in reaching the target •. but we all had
good fun trying and managed to amuse everybody watchrng. All that wa
left , as to pack up and start the dri e back. Thi gave u.s . lime lo reflect
on an outstanding weekend made up of good co1~pet111v.e sport, line
weather. good fun, enjoyable atmo phere, ound admrn1 trat1on and some
determined individuals, who made thi the highlight of the year so far. I
would like to pa s my incere gratitude to all tJ1ose who made the effort
to attend and everyone who assisted us in the preparation and to those
who allowed us to take parl in the event. The teams consisted of the
follo' ing per onnel:
SSgt Bill Butler
Sig ' ata lie Whelan
SSgt Lindsay Ma nktelow
Sig 'Jazz Man' Jasp rasadale
gt 'Tosh Maci ntos h
Sig Bis hnulim bu
Cpl 'Compo' Com pton
io Rizza
Sig Aitke n
Sig ·GI Jane ' Hampton
S ig E mma Brown
ig 'Linie' Denh am
Sig ophie G iles
Sig Dan ny Da niel
~~~

.

.

The fo llowing morning we wen: introduced to Clifford the director of
un derwater studies and briefed as to what we were going to do and
ullocali:d jobs. We then all went for a shake down dive and to check our
equipment to make sure everything was working properly. Those of u that
were to drive the boats were subjected to a boat handling test as getting the
boat out of the museums keep pool was at first no easy task. We then went
and orientated oursdves in the local area and found the best place to amuse
our ·elve - in our spare lime, which turned out to be a small hostelry called
the Frog and Onion which was also the main attraction for the passengers
of the cruise ships th at regularly called. After being trained in the
intricacies of how to complete an under water survey we et off to map the
wreckage. The journey out to the wreck took almost an hour, and with a
large well running by the time we reached the wreck several members of
the party were not feeling too well. Clifford then briefed us on the dangers
of working with munitions that had been under water for a long time and
not to jolt or jar the hell that we would find. We tJ1cn went to moor up,
and to our horror C li fford then threw two huge anchors overboard into the
middle of the wreck. Fortunately they didn ' t hit anything nasty, as we had
been on site for half an hour and the people that had been unwell were now
definitely easick. The wreck was well broken up with large artillery shells
and can isters that could have been depth charges all over the place, and
mapping them was to take us two weeks diving.
When we were on our rest days we did a little sight eeing by hiring
motor scooters. This was to prove to be a mi take for Maj Mark Thur low
as he contracted a severe ca e of gravel rash when a sisted from his scooter
by a passing car. A little more than his pride was hurt and he still has the
scar· to prove it. Also on our days off we carried out ome charity work,
this took the form of painting the outside of the seamans mission which
took u four days and by the encl of it we were local celebrities as we were
filmed and interviewed by the local TV station. Unfortunately all good
things have to end and it was time for us to depart. As our flight wa due to
leave early in the morning an early start was required, and it was decided
that we would all get up at 0400 clean up and depart for the airport. How
ever this did not quite go accord ing to plan . One of the London TA
members of the Expedition, Otto Flack managed to walk off one of the
gun emplacements falling about twenty feet whilst taking the rubbi h to the
tip in the dark. When he was found the emergency service had to be called
as he had broken hi thigh and could not be moved. After he had been
taken to hospital we were by this time late and had to ru h to the airport at
the other end of the Island. By phoning ahead ' e were able to have the
flight held and boarded the plane with minute to pare.

We have ince found out that Otto's injuries were more erious than
we realised. He had in fact broken his thigh, shoulder several ribs, three
vertebrae, and ruptured his spleen. I am happy to say that he is making a
good recovery and we all wish him well.
THE PIPES A D DRUM - RSA WE.EKE ' D 1999
The Pipes and Drums arrived in Blandford during the early hours of
Saturday morning atler a very successful training week held at 14 Signal
Regiment in Brawdy. Under the watchful eye and enthusiastic leadership
ofW02 0. Y. Smith and Pipe Maj John Taylor, the band was 'raring to
go'.
Bright and early on Saturday 26 June, Pi pe Maj to ut had the lads
and lassies on parade, eagerly waiting to get the weekend's events under
way. There was the one minor hitch where the arena display rehearsal
happened without the pipes being present (!), but unperturbed by this the
Pipes and Drums show went on. With the assistance of all the good work
carried out at Brawdy, Pipe Maj tout's task \\.35 relatively easy, and
before long, the melodic sound of the bagpipe could be heard re ounding
from the back of Whitespear Tp. There were a few nerves from igs
Burrows and McPhee from 11 ig Regt who were about to embark on
their first 'Big Job' with the Corps Pipes and Drums. The Pipes and
Drums participation commenced with the pre entation of a set of
bagpipes, donated very kindly to the Corps by the Dor et Branch of the
RSA. L pl Glen MacDo nald received them on behalf of the Pipes and
Drums from Maj P. Laffe r ty, the Chairman of the Dorset Branch. It was
then traight into the parade and the first tones of Great Highland
Bagpipe could be heard floating over Blandford Camp. The remainder of
the afternoon's performance pas ed without any hiccup and was iewed
as a success by al I. Even the Pipe Majors were satisfied.
Saturday evening was free time for all but one. LC pl Macdonald was
called into action to play the new pipes in the Sergeants' Me s. The
remainder of the band set off for the bright lights of Blandford as LC pl
MacDon ald piped the R A members into the mess. A few drams later and
the pipes could be heard resounding all over the Mess, ery much
appreciated by all. Sunday saw the Pipes and Drum performing once again
as they participated in the R A march past on Hawke Square. Although
sporting the customary hangover, the Pipes and Drums performed to a high
standard under Pipe Maj Taylor. A very uccessful weekend came to a
clo e as the Pipe and Drum prepared to head off to Germany and Canada
to entertain and ny the flag in other c limes. Many thanks to all who
participated in and so helped to make such a succe ful weekend.

A pecial mention must go to
gt Bill Butler who did the entire
organisation in his own time. Without his efforts it would not have been the
success it was .... I don 't think anybody will need convincing next year!
EXER C ISE COCKNEY TRIA CLE - by Sgl G/eadow
Ex Cockney Triangle was a combined TA and Regular diving
expedition to Bermuda where the aim of the Exercise was to do a survey
on a sunken freighter that wa carrying munitions. Our task ' a to map
all ordinance that were lying on the eabed so that the Bennuda Defence
Force could remove it at a later date. 11 Signal Regiment contribution to
the expedition was in the form of qualified divers. The member of the
regiment allending were Maj ick Walker, M aj Mark T hurlow, and
Sgt Phil 'Di co' Dav ies. Sgt S hawn Seraphin and Sgt C hr is Gleadow.
We set of from Blandford to meet the re t of the party in London on
the even ing of 23 April. After an eventful journey and getting
geographically misplaced in London we eventually arrived at the TA
Centre to meet the re t of the expedition. After having our documentauon
checked we were introduced to the rest of the team and promptly
wrapped ourselves around several beverages. The following morn ing we
were up early to load all our equipment (thick heads included) onto the
transport and set of for Heathrow airport. On arriva l in Bermuda, we
made our way to the Maritime Museum which is situated in an old fort,
which we were to make our home for the next three weeks.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

RADEXTROOP
TpComd

Sgt J on Heato n

PROMOTIONS
Radex Tp have had a ery succe ful season with the following
people being elected for promotion: C pl 'Tiny Taft~ Ha mblin , C pl T im
Va nand el, C pl Ti m Ga mble, C pl Pete Emsen, C pl igel Brewin, LCpl
Clay Austin, Sig Jac kie Kidd , Sig ·Blades' Ca ey, Sig ' teve thank but
no thanks' Jarrett and Sig C az Wh etlor. Yes, we know that amounts to
about 25% of the Troop being promoted but who ays being in a Training
Unit isn't good for your career!

The successful candid ates congregate for a photo
Rad ex Tp bookmaker Sgt 'Chas' Fox pays out t he dash fro m
th e sw eepstake to lucky punters Sgt J im Harvey and
SSgt Jon Heaton. Th e next sweepsta ke will be on how long
Sig Gaz Whet lor keeps his tape for this time!

In the grounds of the National Maritime Museum Bermuda
(L-R ): Sgt Shawn Seraphin, Maj Mark Thurlow, Sgt Phil Davies,
Sgt Chris Gleadow, Maj Nick Walker
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HELLO , GOODBYE , BIRTHS, DE THS A ND 1ARRI G ES
He ll os - to C pl Ed Lockwood. Cpl 'lark Passfi.eld, C ~I Dan
llitchmou gh, LC pl ophie Morris , LCpl Rich Eveh cgh, Sig Caz
Whctlor, ig Dave Burford and Sig Kev Johnson . Welcome to the elite
Radex Troop - Blandford wi ll ei tJ1cr make you or break you! Goodbye. to LC pl (now civvy) Phil Webster to T l Ltd, pl (now gt) Tun
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Ga mble to 36 Sig Regt, C pl (sti ll Cpl) Elliot to the RSME at Minley and
Sig (now LCpl) J ackie Kidd to 11 EOD. Birth - Congratulation to
Rich and L isa Woolley on the birth of their second daughter G eorgina
and to Dan and hirley Hitchmough on the birth of aron . Death ' Deepe t condolences to the family of tJ1e decea ed weasel that has picked
Sgt C has Fox's top lip a it's final resting place! Marriages - Finally,
belated congrarulations to C pl Kim Leona rd and L C pl Ja e Kent for
tying the knot recently.
T ROOP SUMMER C 1P
. The la t few months have been very hectic for the whole Troop and
e eryone wa looki ng fon ard to Timmy Vanandel ' ummer Camp in
Weymouth - however next year can we have something further alield
than 25 mile down the road! ummer Camp wa a gruelling torturou
week, not only did we have to participate in several adventure training
pursuits during the day but the train ing plan al o included pending our
evenings in Weymouth conducting 'local familiari ation training \\hich
involved fraterni ing with both the local and the touri t ! It wa a hard
' eek for all especia lly our ne' Tp Comd, S gt Jon Heaton who really
truggled to keep up with the pace of his
CO colleagues, choo ·ing to
spend nights asleep on corridor floors (he said it wa for medicinal
rea ons a he has a dodgy back - we think not!). pecial thank to T im
Vanandel fo r organising an excellent week.
CCF CE TRAL C M P 1999
Once again the Troop selected it' ti nest and deployed the ignals
Training Team to Penha le amp in e~ quay for three arduou \\eek of
Cadet Training. This year sm the team train over I 500 cadets from all o'er
the country. A always tJ1c intrepid bunch of \olunteen; made tl1e mo t of
the loca l amenities. When not engaged in the eriou task of training, L pl
1artin Gillett managed to sprain hi ank le on the second fairway (the
bigge t improvement to his game for a long time): \\hilst ig teph
Brownless wa often mi taken a a cadet and cou ld be seen mo t ufiemoon.
racing along the field with a 9x9 under her arm and ten cadet tmiling in her
wake. Finally this ear aw the end of an era \\ tth thi: departure of T im
Vanandel who ha handed o er the reins to pl I Parker .
RAOEX TROOP GOLF OP E
C pl ·Any excu e for a day off· E.mscn organised our annual e' cnt tJ1i
year. which co-incidentally he won ( trangc that) ably supported b} l11s other
band it pl Ted Heath, pl Tim \'ammdel and L pl M ark ozens.
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TR
P BBQ
In June w~ had our mnmer BBQ and of course being in Blandford the
weather wa good and the auno phcre great. Everyone was in high spirits
and beer flo,,ed freely. A big hout to the organi er C pl Rick Woolley,
the chef~ {term used loosely) C p l Ganga and C pl 1 Parker and the
barman pl . ol Hewitt. There wa plenty of ente11ai nment with bouncy
ca tie., baseball game and golf challenge, which of course were won b
Command Training. An enjoyable aflemoon wu had by all.

de igned to pro' ide leadership training, in the broadc t sense, for ·en1or
Os and below. It is intended to develop the leadership ability of
potential Yeoman and Foreman of Signals, and to provide ommand111g
Officers with a. sc sments of ·oldiers' leadership qualities. Bids are now
being accepted for February 2000.

TROOP PORT! G
C E
The following ha,·e hown Regimental level prowe in the following
port L pl Jase Ke n t (Athletic ). p l Ted H ea th ( ailing) . LC pl
lark ozins (Hockey),
gt Jon Hea ton (Ouffriathlons), C pl And y
Lane and pl Pete E msen (Golf). La tly LC pl ophie forris who ha
repre ented the Regiment. Corp and Army at Athletics.
ROY L IG

L LE ADE R HrP CO R E

The atmos phere at the start line was electrifying with almost 500
competitors crowdi ng th e start line until the starting pistol was
fired ... 500 screami ng banshees shot over the top of an embankment
shrouded 111 smoke and began fighting their way to the beginning of the
pack in order to complete a 1.5 mile sprint to the start point of the slalom
race - 200m downhill followed by 200m uphill, followed by 200m down
hill - you gel the picture? Onwards to Brambly Woods following a piece
of string through brnmbles, bracken, nettles and pointy sticks, under
fences, over gates and through hedges until the competitors emerged
bruised and cratched to confront the as ault course. The course
con isted, amongst other things, a number of very high 'A' frames. It was
nn one of these that AT 'Brick' Wall tore two of her finger nails ofTand
was forced to withdraw from the race. We then encountered "hat was
known as 'the Murder Mile '. Thi involved negotiating pits of sludge
which sucked your trainers ofT, barbed wire crawls and water obstacles.
o far none of this was causing AT ' cottie' Scott any problems as she
launched herscl f ahead of the main pack leaving other members of the
team in her wa kc.

br Sg1 Sid Barra.

· It a common mi conception throughout the Corps. that the Royal
ignal Leader hip curse no longer exi t . lfyou were to a k any of the
thirty four tudents \\ho completed the course ru n m February and June,
they would tell you that the cour e i a strong a ever.
The new 0 , C apt Ric h ard 'Toddy' Todd , i keen to dispel any
misinforma tion about the cour e. Sgt ' Chippy ' Po mfret, g t ' id'
Barra s and pl Robbie Kirk complete the four- man team curren tly
based in Blandford.
T he team, pictured, has just completed two Wclbeck ourses. Each of
ten day run in the summer month , giving the potential Officers of
tomorrow the opportunity to put their abilities to the test and perhaps start
them on the road to becom ing better officers in whichever Corp they
choo e 10 join.
The Royal ignal Leader hip Course is open to all Royal ignals
personnel from the rank of ignaller, up to and including Sergeant. It i a
very demanding fou r weeks. both phy ica ll y and men tally. 111e course is

AT 'Woody' W o o d in the swam p

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE, ARBORFIELD

qn Comd
Maj teven Fr ance
SSM
W02 click Senior
The week the total eclipse of the sun was to take place was also the
final week of term for the College. The so lar ec lipse non ithstand ing, this
of cour e meant the u ual dashing a round like the proverbial headless
chickens time! The Quad Games, March and Shoot, final review boards,
pa si ng out parade rehearsa ls, Basic Leadership fo r the Junior term, more
parade rehearsal , administrative preparations fo r the parade, the parade
itself - nightmare! onetheless, the Squadron managed to pull through
yet again with flyi ng colours. Having won the Quad Game , an inter-sub
unit sportS competition, our two j unior term Troops, colt and Rawson
Tp , came econd and third respectively in the College March a nd hoot
Competition, in which Scott Tp was only j ust pipped at the po t by one of
the RE Tps.
This term the ucce ful election of fou r of our Corporals in the last
Corporals to ergeants promotion board was indeed a high po int. Our
hear11est co ng ratu latio ns go to C p ls Co lin Brot h e r s t on , Pa u l
1illington, 1uz M u rray and M ick Yen dell, who all get their th ird on
po ting thi year. Al o this term, ' e ai d goodbye to the Apprent ices of
In take 99A, who report 10 Blan dfo rd in September for their Phase 2
(trade) training. Our best wishes to them at R
(' one o f you better let
us down!'). We also bid farewell LO Ca pt Da r ren Coop er and LSgt G len
till \VG from Rawson Tp, Cp l P a ul M illington !Tom Scott Tp and Cpl
Jim Ayton LI from Penn ey T p. Capt Cooper leaves us to join the
instructional staff of Rad io Gp at Blandford (hopefull y to put his degree
111 Cl to some use), whilst L gt till returns to hi s Battalion, I WG in
London. pl Millington meanwhile wi ll have joined 1(U K) ADS R as a
ergeant by the time this edition of The Wire is out, and Cp l J im Ayton
rejoins his Battalion, 2LI in Bui fo rd. In the ir places, we warmly welcome
Lt o li n (AKA George) Alexa nder from 30 Sigs, LSgt James fro m
I WG, Cpl Ha r mer from 37 ig Regt and pl W heeler LI from 2LI . We
hope they all have a success ful w ur with us. So much fro m S HQ; this
article featu res news from Rawson Tp (Sqn 2 1C's com me nt - 'for a
change'.)

How much will you be
earning in 2 years' time?

Still up a nd ru n ni n g The Royal Si g nals Lea d ersh ip Cou rs e Team
(Co m d Trg G p RSS )
On locatio n in Breco n , at t he base of Pe n-y-fa n
(l:R): Cpl Ro b Kirk, Capt 'Tod dy' Todd, Sgt 'Sid' Ba rra ss,
SSg t ' Ch ippy' Pomfret

water crossings, a barbed wire crawl, 'Viet Cong' drainage tunnel , and a
I 2m swim under a swimming pool cover .... A Y VOL
TEERS?
111irty from Rawson Tp rai ed their hands and we were on our way to
what has become one of Gt Britain's toughest endurance events. Time to
prepare was short, so we began tra ining straight away under the watchful
eye of our SSM, W02 M ick Senior, and Tp Sgt, Sgt Tosh Hod gskin s.
These involved long runs out to the bondu interspersed with swimming
and rope train ing ess ion and AT 'Tove' Tovar could often be heard
grunting in the dead of night as he beasted himself to the limit! The
number of volunteer dwind led un til two days before the event was due
to take place, when a video of the previous year's competit ion fell onto
t he doo rmat and , after being ce nsored by the SM , the team were
shepherded into the cinema to see what was expected from them.
Afterwards we were left with the ' hardcore' 20 (5 females and 15 male )
who would attempt the tough guy challenge.
T he day s tarted well with th e entire T roop boarding a bus to
Wolverhampton dressed in Corps tracksuits (guaranteed not to make you
stand out in a crowd!). AT 'Head full ofslammin' doors' W hitson turned
up in a rugby shirt wi th the sleeves, neck and hem cut ofT in an attempt to
'lessen wi nd resistance'. It turned o ut that the bus driver d idn ' t have a
clu e where Wo lverhampton was, let a lone where the event was due to
ta ke pl ace; so we rolled the d ice and set ofT in the genera l d irecti on of
Best bi tte r, whi ppe ts and racing pigeons muc h to th e deli ght o f ATs
' Panface' Taylor and ' Ha ppy' Willia ms.

"Computer specialists expect panic in 2000. The
British Computer Society predicts that
programmmers paid £350 a dayat present will
be able to command £1000 a day in
2000."*
AT ' S cottie' S cott negotiates the moat
We swam lakes , crawled through twisting tunnels. swam under a
12metre swimming pool cover and numerous ubmerged logs until we
taggered to the finish only to be told that we had one more lap to go!
Straight after the event we all piled into the communal bath, to wash
away the muck and mud before meeting up with C pl (soon to be Sgt)
M ick Ye nd ell , who had hidden himself away under the pretence of
'doing ome admin' . Special mention mu t be made to the following
members of the Troop, who despite some really tiff compet iti on
achieved notable placing : Winner of the female 'LAST M
TA DI G' and Second faste t female overall-AT' collie' Scot t. inth
faste t male time - W 02 (SSM) M ick Senior, Sixteenth fa·te t male time
- AT ·Tips' T ipp e r, cventeenth fa test male -AT ' Head full of
lammin' doors' Whitson .

£
£

~.~ contact Computeach International to~-day. Computeach specialises in
~ programming and systems analysis

£

£

training and has enabled thousands of ·
£ people from widely-differing backgrounds to enter £
rewarding computing careers. Previous experience, £
qualifications, age, race or gender are not important. What
£
you need are determination and aptitude.
£
Computeach can easilytest your aptitude - and if you've got £
it, ' How much could you be earning in 2 years' time?" £
£
For a free information pack telephone

£

£

£

0800 &57 &57
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£

* Source: Financial Times September '9
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If it's worth

~'Let's Party'
_.

Celebrating!
It's worth Decorating!

We are the UK's Premie r T heme Party
& BalloonJ_ ulpting Speciali t

' EW FRO 1 RAWSO T ROO P
Tp Comd
Capt DarrenCooper
Tp gt
gt To h Hodgskin s

RRIOR - TO GH G Y HALLE GE
• o doubt thi is the toughest five miles you wi ll ever meet. Last
year's winner's ume was 0 I :51 :20. Rated as the toughest small endurance
cour'e in Gt Britain, con i ting of wild j ungle, 6ft high bracken, nettles
and bramble a nd all this followed by twice ro un d the kill ing fie lds
carrying a I Olb log and then pushing it through a freezing swamp with
}Our no,c, twice round the obstacle course consisting of 'A' fram es, a
high wire confidence course, pi ts of burni ng straw, free,;ing plunge pools,

£
£
£
- to find out whether you have the aptitude £
et
.; ';: to become a computer programmer, £

Celebra t e 2000 in style

ETILE \:
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For nil your party req11ire111e11ts thro11gl1out the ymr co11tact:

"Let's Party" the part p eople.

Tel/Fax 020851 98535 Mobile 07932 640077/07932 315617
AT 'B rick' Wall at the start
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AT Japanese taxi driver' Reilly having a wha le of a time
T HE WI RE, OCTOBER 1999
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214 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj D. W. Somerville
SSM
W02 (SSM) Forshaw
A turbu lent period for all within the quadron as we now find
ourselves deployed into the various areas of Kosovo - Pristina, M itrovica
and Pee. After an extensive warned off period, the quadron have finally
made it through Thessaloniki. The processing into theatre went very
smoothly wit h no major problems. Once all the vehicles had been
located, a large packet (well over 60 vehicles) deployed to the Greek and
then Macedonian border. An very long journey when sleep wa at a
precedent and the majority had already been on the go fo r over 24 hours.
The Squadron were given a short re pite at Skopje before being ushered
on and into Kosovo itself. Another long and arduous drive found us on
the ouL~kirts of Pristina and liaison with the Squadron Commander, who
had deployed a week earlier with SSgt (YofS) Wright. Keen to get the
a sets on the ground as quickly as po sible, CP7 deployed Tornado Tp
ju t ea t of Pristina and Roman Tp further north to Mitrovica. Viking Tp
had already established itself in Pee with the Italians. They have ettled
down quickly and OSC 132 (co-located with Tornado Troop) were ready
to take on the CAOR responsibility within the first week of August. We
look forward to the coming month , the opportunity to as i t the local
population as much as possible with productive GS projects, to ee 229
ig Sqn withdraw from theatre, for the relocation of Roman and Viking
on the Goles feature and preparation for the onslaught of a possible harsh
winter.
The Squadron wi h to welcome to the fold, S gt (YofS) Parkins and
SSgt (FofS) Leach still wet behind the ears, fresh from their relevant
cour es in Blandford. We must say our goodbyes to Sgt (YofS) Wright
on hi promotion, posting to 19 Mech Bde and his getting married in mid
July - see you out here in the very near future. Also, our congratulations
to Sgt (FofS) Oliver, also on bis promotion and subsequent posting to
RSS.

226 SIGNAL SQUADRON GROUP
OP RATIO AGRICOLA
qn Comd
Maj Rob Mein ertzhagen
1\1
W02 C M) I Jenkins
in e our la t update, a lot of water ha passed under the bridge; in
fact the bridge ha been wa hed a' ay! A large part of the quadron were
dragged kicking and creaming on to planes under a programme of
enforced repatriation to the K, how sad they all were. S gt ( Q 1 )
G len Kitc hen wa seen to have a tear in hi · eye a he waved them
goodbye, he having self1e sly volunteered to go in their place. But it
wa n 't long before the call of the drums could be heard and our recently
departed comrade rushed back to join Her laje ty's Armed Forces in
their hour of glory, pride beating in their heart . Alas. our chariot of war
had been tactically redeployed to the Mediterranean. But thank to the
effort of gt Al Grundy, operating from a ha tily e tablished HQ in a
mall bar in Corsica. they were returned, ju t in time to mi s cros· ing the
border into Ko ovo \\ith the rest of the Briti h Army. Ah well, you can't
have everything.
Tho e that remained in theatre were kept busy with arious recces,
training, barbecue and chee e and wine partie . The Queen · Birthday
Barbecue wa a re ounding succes ; thank go to UKNIC for the invite.
One of the recce eemed to follow a bad rewrite of the script from
'Where Eagles Dare', however it did allow LCpl Lyn Gray to get her
first fl ight in a Helicopter. TAC AT training under the YofS went well
and there i no truth in the rumour that it was ju t ru1 excu e to lie in the
un all day.
The quadron i now well and truly established in wonderful Kosovo,
which has all the appeal of Macedonia without the tone thro' ing. All
Dets are deployed and yet again Sgt Andy Davies and hi crew have
managed to find tbe bigge t hill around, what is it with those guys? Sgt
Jace Roberts, having swapped dets (and not a moment too soon as Cp l
la c M cM ullen and LCpl Pete Sykes will te tify) penetrated deep into
enemy territory for a while. However, the local were not happy with
them in their area so they are now back with the British and co-located
with a TN from 2 ig Regt

Sig Jamie Pateman struggles with TACSAT Training
Down at Ech, after fighting hard for some space, things are up and
running. well walking at a reasonably quick pace. Although things have
gt (SQMS) Glen Kitchen for a
gone quite moothly, I wouldn't a k
'smoke' or take Sgt 'lick Dullaghan out for a drink. No wonder naphtha
is in such hort supply. Welcome to Sig 'Freddy Mercury' R ussell and
Sig 'Homer· Daniel. Goodbyes goto Sgt Jez Ward, Cpl Adie Browne,
LCpl Ritchie Kear and LCp l John Blowes.
BEWC - HEADQUAR TERS 4 ARMOURED BRIGADE
Down at Brigade the BEWC live ! YofS Dick Ruthe r ford, Sgt
Mark Wilso n, LCpl Lyn Gray, Sig Richie Cranswick and Sig Jamie
Patema n, gladly left. the hardships of HQ KFOR to return to the field,
well a car-park. Having been left behind twice, interviewed by Radio 4
and filmed in his boxer shorts by the worlds press, Yof Dick
R utherfo rd and LCpl Lyn Gray finally managed to make their way
over the border into Ko ovo without an escort. Following one or two
moves the Brigade finally set up in the middle of the only thing ATO
did manage to bomb completely, mainly due to the fact it i hard to hide a
VJ barracks in the woods.
SSgt Al G rundy returned after personally guarding our western flank,
cheer Al. Maj Rob 'Ca ll me MZ ' Meinertzhagen and W 0 2 (SSM) Al
Has anyone seen my .. .' J enki ns are now also members of thi merry
band, and after a quick meet and greet the OC soon remembered our
names. Also joining us following a brief tour with the LEWT is Lt
F r aser R eid. Our latest and hopefully finally location is that well
renowned seat of learning, the University of Pristina. There is no running
water but the cleaning staff has to be een to be believed! The pace of life
has now slowed considerably, the main point of interest being whether
the YofS who looks like an extra from 'Viva Zapata' can get away
without having a haircut or his moustache trimmed before R & R.
Hellos go to Lt F raser Reid from the LEWT, LC pl Davie Ker r from
a shortened R & R and C pl J ez Ca llander who join us Flom KFOR to
cover R & R. Goodbyes go to Ca pt (ye its true) Crapp er who returns to
the UK, S gt ' obby' C larke who returns to the fold of his own Troop,
LC pl Ly n G r ay who returns to her own Det with a wel l deserved
promotion and Sig J a mie Patcma n who joins •Bravo Two Zero' Del.
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TORNADO TROOP - SPOT HEIGHT 1097 PRISTINA
Tp Comd
2Lt Graham Wills
Sgt Neil Cooper
Tp SSgt
At last, after a long wail, a hardened drive and a short stay at 7 SR A
Echelon, it was time to deploy to our final destination. A hill top ite had
previously been recced by the Squadron Yeoman on spot height I 097 just
east of Pristina. The first vehicle up with our illustrious Reece Sergeant,
Sgt Dave Uttley was LCpl 'Scotty' Scott in Radio Relay Bravo to test
the water a they say. After forty minutes of I st gear low ratio they
finally reached the summit. What greeted them at the top of the hill was
what u se d to be a fixed Serbian communication site with its
underground bunker still intact. The bill top had been completely
obliterated thanks to a successful bombing campaign and all that
remained were the craters that the 20001b bombs had left.
After several hunts of both 'Scotty' and Bravo Det, we managed to
manoeuvre them into location and then off to pick up the rest of the
Relay . All of the vehicles were eventually placed in their po itions to
crie of, ' You call this home for the next six month arge.' C pl ' lacky'
lack taking longer than the rest to ensure maximum comfort. Once all of
the vehicles were in location dug in and ettled, the hard work started
and the whole of the node et about clearing and filling areas of the site to
make it habitable. After ju ta month, the location is already looking like
home from home. It is really amazing what you can make from ome
sand bags, hessian, cam poles and string. ' Big Mac Mountain', as we
have ceremoniously named it i very well fortified thanks to the
minefield the Serbs kind ly left behi nd for us. All are coping in the sun
with the exception of LCpl 'Jink y' Jinks who has only to think of the
sun and turns into an 'undernourished lob ter'. With one month gone,
.
morale is high and R+R is just around the comer.
Just a few goodbyes to say in the coming months and most notably 1t
i that of our aforementioned Reece ergeant, Dave ttley. He i off to
Blandford as an Adventurous Training instructor. Al o departing, after
serving nearly four years with the quadron. is C pl ' cotty' Burman
who is off for his Tl course. Sgt Cassidy, recently joining u from 219
quadron, is al o off on promotion to 40 Sig Regt I. We would like to
take this opportunity to wish all leaving the best ofluck for the future.
ROMA T ROOP - MITROVTCA
Tp Comd
Lt Ad a m Honor
Tp SSgt
gt C hris Symond
At last, the quadron finally got it date of departure ~or war torn
Kosovo. It was good to meet up with the vehicles and more importantly,
the Japanese Karaoke King, Sgt Bad Hair C_ut ' H~ rvey and ig _J eynes
after th ir escapades as boat guard on the 1llustnou Tokyo Highway
merchant ship. The guys were obviously 'chompi ng at the bi t' and
desperate to join what seemed to be the rest of the. orps alrca_d y up
country. The drive to Pristine wa a lengthy one with much ·wmdow
licking' done by all. Afler the ho pitality of 7S R A Echelon we had to
adjust quickly to the earing temperatures of Kosovo. Ftn~ lly the Troop
moved to its present location of Mitrovica to co-locate ' 1th the French
Brigade. The Troop were first tuck into a coal bunker and were expected
to dig it o ut. Eventually, it was accepted that the ode Home could colocate with SA 870. There ' ould be enough room for 26 vehicles, if
they were Match Box in size! We hoc horned our way in and fi nall
managed to establish a good location. The ·good working relation hip'
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with the French continued as it was finally accepted that the excellent
shower and laundry facilities could be used. Comms were quickly
established as was the routine with the quality of food helping morale
enormously thanks to Cpl Galletly, an exceptional chef. The relation hip
with the French improved with time and now there is much thigh
slapping and sharing of war stories taking place. On the subject of war
stories, it must be said that the location is prone to sporadic fire and the
odd hand grenade on the perimeter fence. The guys have taken it all in
their stride and reacted very calmly except Cpl 'One Eye Open' Finl ay
who sleeps with bayonet fixed. The Troop now look forward to colocating with TN 030 on a feature overlooking Pristina. Roman Tp have
already got some of the troops half way home with LCpl 'Du ty' M illa r
and crew sat at 1500m above kopje providing a radio relay relay.
The Troop say a fond farewell to SSgt Mo 'we are all doooommmed'
Morrison. This man was a true Roman who worked extremely hard for
the Troop and will be sorely missed and we wish him all the be t as
SQMS HQ Squadron. Another sad farewell goes to Sgt ' Bad Hair Day'
Ramsay who i off to serve with 16 SR. Alas another true Roman leave
our Legion! He has served the cause admirably and we wi h him and bis
wife Angie (plus rug rats) all the best for the future. However, the Troop
does welcomes possibly the smartest man in theatre,
gt C hri s
ymond as he takes over the helm and is already drilling the soldier
into shape. A real baptism of fire for the newly promoted Troop SSgt, but
we would like to take this opportunity to welcome hi wife Lisa and
children Eleanor and 'ladeline to 2 Sig Regt and hope they enjoy their
stay here. Congratulations go out to Cp l 1ar k ' Randy Wild Blood' Parr
who came off the Cpls to Sgts Board first time and who is off to pa s hi
YofS course. 'Congrats' and farewell also goe out to newly promoted
LCp l R aebel Howarth, who is off to join an EOD team.
VIKING T ROOP - PEC
Tp Comd
Lt Peter Hale
Tp SSgt
SSgt Terry Shiels
After Trunk ode 030 had been on, what eemed. the longe t 24
hours standby in hi tory, we finally deployed to Kosovo on 9 June and
arrived in Skopje. Pathfinders gt Andy Lloyd and Sig ·Jock' Dou rley
arrived in Skopje six hours before the rest of the Troop (we'll never live
that one down). Our first night was to be spent at the shoe factory,
although we were unaware of the welcome committee, which consi ted
of a drive through stone alley on the way in. The first deployment wa a
relief in place at a location known as TV Towers with TN 011 giving the
Troop the opportunity for a good shake out and to get acclimati ed. On
the morning of 16 June. we were then to deploy aero the border into
Ko ovo. Our destination was Pee, to the west of the country, which
proved to be an eye opener for tho e who had not erved in the Balkans
before with the sights of burnt villages and deserted cities. A we were
setting up in our new location. a fire fight in the main street made
everybody aware of ju t how volatile the city was. LCpl Dibbert had an
abrupt welcome to Kosovo with a Serbian in isling that he give him a
welcoming hug and protection from a large group of UCK. The fun
started when Sgt And y 'mine prodder' Lloyd, on su pecting he had
found a mine near to where the vehicles had been located and the Italian
EOD team were called. Fortunately. it turned out not to be a mine but. of
all thing , a water sprinkler. Good call gt Lloyd , we ju t hope your
lesson on mine recognition in TA centres do not have a ' oggy end'. To
establi h some form of routine a quiz night \\'a introduced on a
Wedne day night. The first was won by the technician - gt Paul ' I can
skip' R ichards, C pl Brian 'pie eater' Ma her, C pl ·Jock' McKeo" n and

SSg t Neil Cooper and Cp l Billy Morrison
get t o gri ps w ith the local way of working
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la ·1 but not least LCpl 'Taff what quiz' Live ey- to prove that from four
techs you can produce 'one' brain cell or so they say.
The Troop was subject to its first RTA when 30B was forced off the
road by an oncoming llGV. Thankfu ll y igs John · oolboy· Sherwin
and Gaz ·not a pretty boy· Muzzey were not eriou ly inju red and
managed to wnlk away with a few cuts and bumps. LCpl Hinchliffe, the
Dct Commander "as Inter heard to mumble, · 1 leave you alone for five
minutes and look \\hat happens.'
It has been a time of great change in Viking Tp and a few special
mentions need to be said. Congratu lati ons to C pl De l Pa 1·kinson for his
se lection fo r promotion to ergeant and subsequent p sting. From all the
guy in the T . we would like to say a fond farewell lo gt Andy Lloyd
and hi s wi fe Karen. on promotion to 3S ig Reg! (V) and LCpl Bill
forra. , \\ho i al o po ted and going back for his cla s one. Farewell
al o goe to ig Daniel Lynch on his dcci ion to leave the Army.

Sig Riches, hi s ow n driver). one the less, with the usual excellent
REMF support from Sgt McGovern and LCpl Kinghorn, all of the
vehicles and so ldier arrived on time and in the right place. The OC then
met us and moved us all 10 KFOR TAC, to enable further Reece to take
place for a suitab le site.
The GOLE , a commanding hill to the West of Pristina, was oon
identified as our new home. On arriva l we found a veritable selection of
mines and luster Bombs, hence our major concern was not comms but
safety. Very sw ifll y though, comms came in and the etwork in Ko~ovo
began it's growth . For the nex t few days, EOD cleared and we auempted
to commun ica te through the cons tant vehicle movements and EOD
cxplo ion . Within three days the comms were all in and working. The
initial, indeed over all, ucccss of the Co mmunicati ons was as ever
th anks to th e excellent work put in at all levels from each and every
operator, ode Command and though ome would disagree 0 C Group.
We were truly honoured to have HRH The Princess Royal visit us on
the hill. lier Roya l Highness' level of interest (and knowledge) made for
a fantastic visit which none of us present would wish to have missed.
WHI KEY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Wilson
Tp S gt
SSgt Paul Robson
After movin g around FYROM for three month , working sometimes
on our own, once with the Americans and twice with the Germans, Tnmk
Node 012 entered Kosovo with the 12 German Panler Bde, and headed
for Prizren in outh West Kosovo. We were very impres cd with the
Germa n set up in Tetovo and felt ure we were with the right Brigade, to
look an.er our creature comforts and security.

Cpl Mandy Foster 'brushes' up on her Karaoke ski lls

Relays Pax - the relays are making good of a bad thing

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt ol D. A . H. Jones
R M
V 01 (RSM) S. Smoothy
It has been a new making time for 7 Sig Regt having finally crossed
the border into Kosovo, established the network that is now to be
commercialised and begun the move home in time for Christmas. The
highlight have been the advance, the Regiment's 40th Annivcr ary
Dinner and the 'isit of HRH The Princess Royal.
CP7
The Regimental Ops team consi ts of Operation Officer - 1aj Tim
' carface' lien , Tech Adjt - Capt Martin 'Adm in ' Bever, Traffic
Otlicer - Capt Gary 'PVRO hmmmm' Stratton, TOT - Capt Dave
O'Brien, WOI (YofS) Lee 'GS' Keily and Sgt Teri 'The Gripper' Lee
and the REMF (~II ops teams need one) ig icki 'Stay behind Op'
Fallo\\S.
The deployment of CP7 was much the same as any other depanment
in the Regiment - i.e. off the back of three weeks ARRC Exercise in
Germany in January/February, a month hot planning flilling between
Krefeld and Rheindahlen and the inevitable deployment on 'Ops · to
FYROM over 3-9 March 1999 (we actually did not deploy on ' proper'
op to KosO\O until 12 June 1999). The day before deployment saw lot
of frantic packing of comfort boxes in the RHQ corridor; Ops - rugby ball
and guitar. Tfc - Ron 11 ills, noppy hat and neoprene sleeping bag. TOT lots of paperwork including everything there is to kno\v about TA SAT.
Tech Adjt - nothing. YofS - a box full of running kit. ·sgt Lees - two
Flak jackets (one for each side). oon after deployment and a number of
move of location - 7 ig Regt inherited the Ptarmigan network from 16
1g Regt \\hich contained a couple of clusters and a few standalone
central . CP7 concurrently moved from the Shoe Factory (AKA the
slipper factory) to the Metal l·actory (there's one in every good scenario)
and after a few good nights in the 'Sandbag Inn' oon became rechri,tened 'The Red Wine Commandos'.
It wasn't until going over the border in to Kosovo on 12 June 1999
that the CP con idered themselves on a proper operation. All the hard
preparation in the planning of the move of the communications assets
\\as finally going to comt: to fruition. Whilst a plan had been nurtured
and honed to a atisfying finished product <'ver the previous three months
1t \\as still a flexible plan and indeed needed to be, which was proven on
the mo\e north especially with the unexpected occupation of Pristina
A port by the Russians. There was a lot of activity and much to see on the
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initial phase of the Ko ovo element of the deployment, much of which
was not very nice. A number of dead or injured animals, lots of wrecked
and burned out cars with personal belonging scattered everywhere
(d i carded by or removed from fleeing refugee ). ome of the team were
unlucky enough to discover corpses . The smoke ri sing from burning
house could be een all o er. The fleeing Yugoslavian Army (VJ) were
under remit to move out of pecific areas by certain deadlines. The
evidence of the ATO air strikes was also very apparent with the
accurate bombing of VJ barrack and other peci fie targets.
CP7 wa set up initially in the same location as the TAC HQ in
Pristina, subsequen tly moving lo the KFOR Main HQ at 'Film ity '.
Many hours were put in to the c learance and rccce of communications
locations and planning to tabilise a sol id trunk network , which, on
reflection was achieved very quick ly. After one month work started on
the repatriation of some of the Regimental assets back to K.refeld. CP7
and elements of the Regiment remain deployed , the focus now on
assisting HQ I Sig Bde in the implementation of a Commerciali eel
System to replace as much Ptarmigan as possible and thus relea ing the
remainder of the Regiment. The tour has been busy and ve1y rewarding
and has lefl everybody in no doubt as to the worthwhile job they have
been invol ed in
229 (BE RLI N) IG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Chr is Robinson
SSM
W02 (SSM) tevie Bova n
Kosovo or bu t !! - Finally the order to move came, and with a great
degree of hustle and bustle the OSC group and the two Tru nk odes
began the push orth. The push orth, inevitably, began with a push
South - to Echelon in order to re supp ly. By this tage the Boss had
already moved forward with L pl 'Taff' Phillips and FolS Sutton. They
1 ere on a mis ion to find a site for 0 C and TN O11 , preferably without
VJ prior .occupation or excessive mine or UXO threat. The remainder of
us, still at Echelon, were preparing for th e long road move ahead.
Eventually the order came, and ofT we went with our convoy of 30 or o
vehicles. On passing Brazda amp we were cheered by thousands of
Refugees chanting NATO, a truly moving experience and one which none
could ever forget. The road move to our RV south of Pristina was long
(totalling some 18 hours), and thus many of the drivers and pa. sengcrs
turned into sleep monsters, every stop resulted in the 21C, Capt A. J.
mith , running the length of the convoy waking up the drivers (incl uding
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Lt Bruce demonstrates technology to the Germans
The radio relay ite was initially recccd with armour support and EOD
clearance. The hill was a Serbian communications po t and the building
on it had been heavily bombed by the Allies. During the recce the EOD
found evera l devices, including a SOOlb Mk 82 Bomb, and disposed of
them, site cleared, or so we were told . The relay site was establ i heel by
012 and German Signals followed then came PTT and U / Motorola
repeaters, a very busy hill top. After living on the hill for over a month
inquisitive oldier reported a 'large object' in the house, which some had
a urned to be a boiler. On checking the object the German EOD
cheerfu lly announced that it was a 20001b U bomb! and that the hill
should be evacuated immediately. They then at do\ n and ate BBQ'd
steaks with a few cans of beer, while the hill \ as evacuated, and then
detonated the bomb, which wa quite an explosion!
The tour ha been plagued by rumours regarding the end of tour date.,
one week we were go ing to be here until October, the next it was a year
lour, then we were going home early. The quadron ha finally received
confom1ation that we arc in fact going back to Krefeld after tive month in
theatre, a month early. Everybody is now bu preparing the vehicle to
return to Gem1any and the mood is one of relief, afler a very strange tour.
23 1 SQ ADRO
qn omd
Maj Paul Boscher
SM
W02 (S M) Ward
KFOR FORWARD
OC
Lt Howarth
21C
S gt Gemmell
When KFOR TAC deployed with the qn Comd 232 ig qn and
KFOR Forward advance party we knew that we had 4 hr to line up a~d
complete all final checks. As we formed up at the Metal Factory. kopJe
the du t bowl began to lill as we received vehicles from ARRC upport
Bn and communications chicles from the Dutch Army. The final convoy
of almost I 00 vehicles sei off at 0030hr on what wa a 90km dri e. Thi
took a Imo I 8hrs due to the amount of military vehicle heading the ame
way and the refugees returning to their home . We finally arri\ ed. in
Pristina and headed to KFOR TA . location. As \ e drove in the erb1an
so ldier were driving out. in the other direction. By their hand signal they
were not too happy about the situation.
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On arrival we sp lit into two shifts and set about guard ing the film
studios that would become the HQ locallon It had literally JUSt been
Heated by the Serbians and while we cleaned it out it had to be
aggressively guard ed as the Serbians \vere still in the loca l \ icinity.
Eventually it was time to vacate a site for a major Acee s ode that
would support KFOR MA I HQ. The site was on top of a hill
overlook ing the film studios and once it had been cleared by the Royal
Engineer and Canad ian Lumberjacks the \'Ch icles we had were placed
and we awaited reinforcements. First to arrive was \\ &F 096 led by
gt 'Capo' Carpenter, closely followed by W&FC098 under the
guidance of Cpl · early' Burke. He sported a huge smi le as he had ju t
discovered that he had come otTthe promotion board. ongratulations are
in order but he is still waiting to wear his third stnpc so his smile has
waned somewhat.
KFOR MAI MA ' SITE
OC
Lt 'M rs Merton· James
21C
gt 'A rchie ' Gemmell
As the last vehicles were manoeuvred onto our final resting ground at
the KFOR Main location in a Film Factory at Pristina we oon reali ed
that if something was not done quickly the whole area would become an
ankle deep quagmire. It was then that the Chain Gang was fom1ed. A lot
of hard labour resulted in the 'Shale Party' creating mud-free gravel
tracks to every vehicle although omc doubt the tactical implications of
white gravel paths!
The locals in Pristina have been e nt ertaining them elves and
bri ghtening our nights by lighting bonfires in each others hou es and
turning an arsenal's worth of live rounds and tracer into empty cases.
During daylight hours they are more friendly, which was demonstrated at
the 7 Sig Regt GS project to renovate a Kindergarten school. A hoard of
kids turned up all clamouring to help and literally taking the brushes out
of our hands. Unfortunately much of \\hat had been achieved through
hard work and co-operation had to be repeated the following day becau e
the school was looted and ransacked during the night.
The Adm in area was officially opened by the CO of 7 ig Regt on 9
July 1999. Throughout the day th ere was an inter-section sport
competition involving football , volleyball, Tug-of-War and boxing (on
the play-station). Prior to this the Monopoly village wa being completed
with each tent being a place on the board. From the S COs at Mayfair
(£320) to the Driver Linemen at Old Kent Road (£60) and the Officers at
GO TO JAIL. The Canadian Lumberjacks helped build a wall which we
then painted in the Corps colours and the 7 Sig Regt pear. It was a mad
rush to complete it all before the Grand Opening but we could relax after
a the bar was opened (Hurrah!). This wa perfect timing for LCpl
'Timmy' Mullett to celebrate after the CO pre ented him hi first tripe
in front of the new wall. Congratulation also go to LCpl 'Mark' Wright
who is also wearing hi new tripe with pride.
SYSCO
A-Shift Comd
Lt Howarth
B-Shift Comd
Lt Byfield
SSgt Saunders
C- hift Comd
The main part of the Headquarters build wa performed by the Fwd
team which included Lt 'Gen' Howarth , Sgt 'Drew' Drewett and LCpl
'Jock' Tavlor. ow that the rest of the team has arrived in theatre the
daily routine of conference and maintenance i the norm . The Lineys
workload ha settled dO\vn now that the taff u ers have finished trading
places and swapping rooms. The staff have re oned 10 the old sport of
SY CO baiting with some of the que lions they have a keel recently.
ome of the clas ics include:
Q. Will the chopper land over there?
A. Yes ir that' the hele-pad.
Q. Could you add me back onto the conference"
A. We don'! have one running at the moment Sir...... Oh
Q. Lei paventosa umilimcnte pa cea?
. What. ...
RGA D RADIO
Tp Comd
Lt Jon es
Tp Sgt
Sgt Wilson
20 June 1999 aw the remaining radio and RG a set deplo) to
theatre. Many building. were still standing and mo t of the people were
actually glad to see u . Once e tabli heel in Film City. KFOR Main we
were joined by ix RG detachment from I D R. o no\\ we ha\'e a
fleet of nineteen CRAT vehicles two Radio-Rebro and even R TT
detachment in theatre. Hello and congratulation to gt Wilson on
IF(L) and goodbye to Cpl lark and
posting and promotion !Tom 24
LCpl Woodall who are posted to 2 ig Regt and J
I re ·pecthely.
And finally a special goodbye to ig 'Matty' la thews \\ho belie\'cd he
\\3S going to 2 ·1g Regt to play Rugb) but instead he i gomg to the
Falkland l land. to count penguin . Tough luck!
4 A~JO BDE A D IG SQ
TTA H IE T 5-9 .I L 1999
by lCpl Ricky Curran
On S July l 999 I was auachcd to 204 ig qn for five days to patrol
livo and the urrounding \ illage . It was a huge change to Ill) rouune
work, but the chance to patrol ar und crbian \ illagc in a 1 Ro\ er Jnd
436 Radio det whil t the C'K were living ncarb) seemed too good to
mis . The locals were under the imprc ion that the 436 \\us a tank
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be-au. e it" as tra ·ked. The fa t that it is only an armoured vehicle with a
GP\1G m unted on the front wa immaterial becau e it made them feel
safe and happ) and that wn. all that mattered. Ot!r mi ion was I? patrol
the ,illage · in the ar:n in order to give the erbians peace of mind that
the\ are protected ff('m the CK. We al o bad to check cars and people
for-illegal am1 and munition .. E'eryone complied' ith our reque ts to
search ars and trailers but unfortunatdy we never found anything. The
lbanians were Yery keen to proclaim that they were member· of the
L K. but when we a ked them for their weapons none of them had any!
Ac night, ho" e'er. you ould hear them hooting round ofT, probably to
let both us and the erbian know that they were still armed and capable
of inflicting re,enge. le wa an extremely enjoyable five day and a
"orthwhile job that the local appreciated. This wa demon trated by the
fact that \\hen "e arri ed there were only two erbian living in the
, illage and by the time we departed ixteen more had felt it safe enough
to return to their home .
232 SIG:-i L Q
DRO
qn Comd
Maj Alan G. tringer
M
\ 02 ( M) Hughes
The quadron Headquarter and Tac Troop have now returned to
Krefeld having arrived first fin i hed their job bm lea ing the A 1s
behind to be looked after by 231 qn. 7, ig Regt has pro ided the
manpower for the French and Italian A 1s with 16 ig Regt manning the
German and 3 Div ig Regt looking after the American and the APOD
but they are being relieved by 2 ig Regt.
DELTA TROOP - A 876 - by LCpl Rhodes and Sig Barrell
Tp Comd
Lt ·Pierre' Farrimond
Tp gt
gt ' tef Newton
Time ha\'e changed from corching Katlanovo, Macedonia and we
ha\e made the new and history here in the Balkan with ATO's first
victory. We may not have seen the newspapers but we have lived with the
journali ts here in the HQ of the Multi- ational Brigade West in Pee. It
i , howe er, still very Italian and we at A 876 prefer the title tbe
Garibaldi Brigade. The Troop ays a big hello to Sig ·\ here's the Bar?'
Cragg and Sig 'Where·s my Bed?' Gallard and tbe newest member of
Delta Troop ig ·Rick' Ander on on their recent arrival into Theatre. A
welcome back to ig ·1 didn't tart the fire honest' Moffat on his return
from Albania. Anached to our SA i an RAF SATCOM Detachment
which i trying to adjust to the Army way of life.

set-up. Finally, congratulatio n to Cpl Wilson on the birt h of his
bouncing baby boy Kit, Sig Laverick on hi s engage ment and Sig
Carroll on his mirac ulou recovery.
AN 870 AT THE FRE CH BOE
0
Lt oakes
SSgt
SSgt Ironside
Time changes all things and life at th e French Brigade has certainly
changed. A 870 i ubjecl LO many changes but tho e rem aini ng
include Sig Brown who call to duty is never-endin g and the French
endearingly ca ll the ' laarrci zz spesia li zzt '. LCpl Cooper who was
determined not to let any dirty 23 1 Sqn hand on her detachment, and Sig
Adam who arrived back flu h faced from her R&R to find things weren't
quite a they had alway been. Finally the 0 , Lt oakes who i
convinced that he will need surgery to remove the smile from her face
' hen she returns to Germany ha ing earned the dubious accolade of
Mademoiselle Ptarmigan.
It wa the Extraction Force in February, the Immedi ate Deployment
Force in March, the French Framework Brigade in April the French
Brigade in May. the Leclerc Brigade in June , and finally in July
Multinational Divi ion orth. Positively a name for all seasons, its a
good job that SSgt Farrar has only just joined the SA otherwise we
would have destroyed an entire rainforest trying to keep our notice boards
up to date.
For ome of us we had been longer there than in the Regiment in
Germany. French D-Day saw the bigge t thunderstorm the mountains
could throw at us and the unfortunate los of Sig Eva ns due to an injury.
At lea t t11is provided the OC the experience of translating for Sig Evans
in the French hospital while he was wearing hi underpants and jungle
hat. They obviously don ' t see thi ort of underwear at Sandhurst. The
SA wa sorry to see old fac'!s depan. Goodbye to SSgt Ironside, LCpl
Challand, adieu to LCpl Hughes and LCpl M usgrave the twins, aurevoir to the radio detachment LCpl Day, Sig Schafer, and Sig icholls
and also the terrible twins on the radio relay LCpl 'Taxi for mith '
Ablott and ig 'Taxi for ' Turner. Life with the French just i n't the ame
without you. Enjoy a well deserved post tour leave! Sig Burton elected
to ray on for further challenges and moves to the Italian Brigade SAN in
Pee to be detachment commander... congratulations, thoroughly earned!
The new faces at the SA include LCpl Ryall , LCpl Gauchi, Sig
Garrett, Sig Holt, Sig Collins, Sigs Kingshot and Howard from I Div,
Sig Constable. Sig Garside and Sig Maskel.
SA 884 PRISTINA APOD
OC
Lt Fawcett
SSgt
SSgt Howes
The SA deployed earlier then the rest of Masi rah Tp, 3 Div Sig Regt,
ie: no leave, nying into theatre on an urgent mission, earmarked to supply
Ptarmigan to the Russians! The MT driver assured us he knew the route
and finally we arrived at RAF Lyneham. The five hour flight on a
Hercules had the usual in flight entertainment and we arrived at 21 OOhrs
local co a still hot and humid Petrovec Airfield in Skopje. We tagged
along with 2 Sig Regt and arrived at the metal factory to be met by Capt
' Where's the football?' ewton! The, soon to be familiar, cry of ' ot
sure why you ' re here, there 's no task yet' rang in our ears. Sig 'Chumly
like ' Warner temporarily bad a job up TV Towers on a Rebro <let, and
was very nearly forgotten when we finally received our task. 'How fast
can you be ready to go? Two hours! Excellent! You ' re going with Main .'
Across the border, with anticipation of a job, finally! 98kms and six hours
later, we reached KFOR TAC only to hear that oh so familiar phrase.
Park up there and wait out.
Two weeks later and finally we get a task, for real thi time. Move to
the APOD and provide comms, Yeah! The Rus ian are aero s the car
park from us so things become interesting. It 's not long before the old
faithfu l football is brought out and a quick ' friendly' is struck up against
the Russians, we win of course and even manage to persuade their best
player to play for us. Life continues in the heat.

Sig Roberts provides a service with a smile to the Italians
ome in theatre R & R to Lake Ohrid was organised and it was worth
the three hour journey to watch S gt Angove being thrown into the lake
by ig ' couse' Dowell. It was just what the Troop needed. What started
out as an innocent boat trip around the lake turned into a jet-skiingadrenaline-pumping extravaganza. Jn the meantime Lt 'Has anyone seen
my Beret?' Farrimond was damagi ng his rear by sitting on sharp objects
in the accommodation.
After a three day ning with a car factory, the HQ settled in and around
the town square of Pee which was deserted, devastated and still in names.
There \\Cre intere ting incidents including manoeuvring the SAS/MC and
the Italian's HF antenna around the back of the hotel. We accident.ally
took it \\ith us in the dark and they were not too impressed. We have
expanded up to a total of 76 British Troops in our location due to the
arrival of the 2 ig Regt TN 030. The SA and ATCOM manpower has
changed, although the Delta Troop name will survive in both Krefeld and
Pee. Even the resilient Lt Farrimond is now leaving for a job in Pristina
ru. Pres Otncer before he grows a beard, wears sunglasses on parade and
becomes too Italian.
This Wire entry would not be complete without a mention that we
O\ ertook Tac Troop and CP7 to become the first SA
over the border and
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3 DIVTSIO AL HQ & SIG AL REGIME T RADCO
Our task was to augment 7 Sig Regt 's deployed radio <lets and provide
fi.rrn command and control over the KFOR command net. Fine words. It
all wen t slightly pear shaped when our OC, Capt Alex Fennell was
immediately deployed to help set up Brazda refugee camp, and 7 Sig
Regt realised that we had brought no equipment or vehicles with which to
build RADCO . Our three RRBs were immediately deployed to help the
two 7 Sig Regl's Rebros and provide an all informed net.
Albania was an excellent opportunity to look at a country that had
been cut off from the rest of the world . Two dets, one from 7 Sig Regt
and one from 3 Div, LCpl Andy Bennett a nd Sig Bob Rankin
commanded by Sgt Jim Watt were despatched to the badlands ofKukes
in north Albania for a two to three day tasking, five weeks later having
helped build an air trip and start a Mafia bread war, the independent
Radio Troop was ext racted back to Macedonia in time for the entry into
Kosovo. The plan was written, tried, changed, tried again and worked.
LCpl Kenny Irwin deployed to the border and provided the link
forward. Cpl Guido Giddens went forward with 7 Sig Regt Tac and
deployed almost immediately to a high point above Pristina going fou r
way-made 'for the potters' and providing coverage over all of Kosovo.
RACOO 's vehicles arrived from the UK, went forward and established
at film city. Capt Phil ewton and Ct>I Mick Preece having reached
their peak in their training and tanning have gone home and the Radcon
grouping now about to be OPCO 23 1 quadron wiped the noor at the
Inter quadron Sports.
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VIKI G T ROOP - PEC
Tp omd
Lt Peter Hale
Tp Sgt
SSgt Terry Shiels
A ftcr Trunk Node 030 had been on, what seemed, the longest 24 hours
standby in history, we finally deployed to Kosovo on 9 June and arrived
in Skopje. Pathfinders Sgt Andy Lloyd and ig 'Jock' Dourley, who
arrived in kopje six hours before the rest of the Troop (we'll never live
that one down). Our first night was to be spent at the hoe factory,
although we were unaware of the welcome com mittee, which consi ted
of a drive through stone alley on the way in. The first deployment was a
relief in place at a location known as TV Towers with T O11 giving the
troop the opportunity for a good shake out and to get acclimatised. On the
morning of 16 Jun e, we were then to deploy across th e border into
Kosovo. Our destination was Pee, to the west of the country, which
proved to be an eye opener for those who had not served in the Balkans
before wi th the ights of burnt villages and deserted cities.
As we were setting up in our new location , a fire fight in the main
street made everybody aware of just how vo latile the city was. LCpl
Oibbert had an abrupt welcome to Kosovo with a Serbian insisting that
he give him a welcoming hug and protection from a large group of UCK.
The fun started when gt Andy Lloyd, on suspecting he had found a
mine near to where the vehicles had been located and the Italian EOD
team were called. Fortunately, it turned out not to be a mine but, of all
things, a water sprinkler. Good call Sgt Lloyd, we just hope your lessons
on mine recognition in TA centres do not have a 'soggy end·.
To establi h some form of routine a quiz night was introduced on a
Wednesday night. The fir ·t being won by the technicians - Sgt Paul
Richards, Cpl Brian Maher, Cpl ' Jock' Mckeown and last but not least
LCpl Taff Livesey - to prove that from four tech you can produce 'one'
brain cell or o they say.
The Troop was subject to its first RTA when 30B was forced off the
road by an oncoming HGV. Thankfully Sig John herwin and Gaz
Mazzey were not seriously injured and managed to walk away with a few
cut and bumps. LCpl Hinchliffe, the <let commander, was however, later
hea rd to mumble ' I leave you alone for 5 minute and look what
happen .' ll has been a time of great change in Viking Tp and a fe\\
special mention need to be aid. Congratulation to Cpl Del Parkinson
for his selection for promotion to Sergeant and subsequent posting. From
all the guy in the T , we would like to say a fond farewell to gt Andy
Lloyd and hi wife Karen , on promotion to 35 ig Regt (V) and LCpl
Bill Murray, who is al o po ted and going back for hi s class one.
Farewell also goes to Sig Daniel Lynch on hi deci ion to leave the
Anny.
HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Wally Drain
SSM
W02 (SSM) Tony Barry
After four months of waiting, the orders for the move into Ko ovo
came at very short notice, causi ng a flurry of activity a the Forward
Echelon prepared to advance to its new location at Pri tina. Meanwhile,
back in Krefeld the Eche lon Main Body implemented the plan for a ea
and air move to Thessaloniki, Greece, followed by a road move through
Greece, Macedonia and on into Ko ovo. All element of Echelon were
married up at our new home, The Ko ovo Auto Club by 16 June. The
boy and girl of the Forward Echelon had done a superb job of
tran forming a fonner car lot, bulging with stolen and scrap cars into a
home from home, allo' ing the Main Body to lip seamlessly into place
and continue with the never ending task of keeping the Regiment and its
attached element Fed, Fixed, Fuelled and Watered.
MOTOR TRANSPORT
MTO
Capt Phil Clifford
MTS CO
S gt Dave Mitchell
Life for the Regimental MT in Pri tina is hectic. upplying all t11e foel
requirement for KFOR Main with only two UBREs i a non stop task
leaving Cp l ·GWA' Bowman with an accounting nightmare and a
manpower headache, especially when igs Lee ' Parker ' Manton and
Dave Watson decide to go sightseeing in Down Town Pristina in the fuel
truck ! We would like to say goodbye to Sgt Les 'Airborne' Tobbell and
wish him and his family all the best at Leconsfield. Also a ad farewell to
ihe Old Git of the Troop, LC pl 'Clem' C lement. We hope you enjoy 21
ig Regt for your last year and wish you and your family good luck for
the future . Moving on to the ' Hello ' - Sig Kate Knight from 14 ig
Regt, LC1>I ' cotty' Witts fresh from a tint with the TA and ig ·Jackie'
D'Lasselle, fresh meat from the factory. Finally, congratulation on
forthcoming marriage go to ig ' John Boy" McMahon and Monica and
to LCpl ' I've signed for it' Christian to ig 'Chocolate ' layden .
EC HELO - by SSgt (SQM y /eve Behan
After nearly two Mon th s in the Tito 1etal Factory (TMF), kopjc,
waiting for new of the advance lo Pristina, the light at the end of the
tunnel began to hinc. I was a i ting 229 (Berlin) ig qn 1\ ith a military
kil ls competiiion. when news came through that a political ettlement to
the conflict in Kosovo was drawing near. I tnyed for the duration of the
evening, which consi ted of a BBQ and a few small be r , ably hosted be
S gt ( Q 1S) 'Taff' Webb and Sgt Matt Wakelin!(. 1 awoke on
unday morning, my head filled with 'corned bee!~, and the sound ofa
Subset ringing in my ears. It was a message from Capt Phil Clifford, OC
Echelon and MTO instructing me to return to the TMF. tores needed to
be identified and re- ortcd for a po sible move into Ko ovo. During the
su bsequent five day period we sorted out tores , refre hed incoming
quadrons and detachments. An enormou pile of store wa chucked at
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SSgt (SQM ) Pete Griffiths, 232 ig qn, causing him to tart pulling
his hair out with the amount of ammunition, morphine and other war
fighting materials placed outside of hi s vehicle. Eventually TAC and
FORWARD moved north with the initial deployment force into Ko ovo.
We at Echelon humbly watched the advance on TV, the main coverage
being the insertion of the Airborne forces and armour into Kosovo .
Whoops of 'yeah' and 'kickbutt' came from our own airborne children
W02 (RTWO) Carl ' The Bishop ' Weaver and Sgt Les Tobbel.
Intermittent screams of• RED 0 !' and crashes from falling GS tables as
these two practised their landing techniques, overshadowed all sound
from the TV. Echelon was told that D+4 would be our deployment day.
For thi s we prepared by packing all non-essential equipment and
vehicles, leaving the cookhouse in all its sp lendid glory to the last
possible minute. D+4 was brought forward two days, and then delayed
three days and brought forward again, until the OC, Capt Phil Clifford
declared 'OK lads, we're on four hours notice to move'
Tuesday, I500hrs - the OC called a briefing: 'That four hours notice to
move has been shrunk in the wash , we leave at l 620hrs'. This raised a
few eyebrows, a few mirks, and then looks of sheer horror as the reality
ank in, the cookhou e needed to be tom down and packed away. As with
all Echelon moves. the heavens opened up with uch intensity that even
Moses would have been confused. This led to the swill 'Chucking On' of
the cookhouse equipment with recitations from the film 'Fore t Gump· of
'this is big ol' fat rain'. The final briefing came from the OC. ' I don't
know how long it will take us to reach Pristina as the roads are full with
approximately 10,000 refugees and the journey could take up to eight
hours, so be patient'. The packet rolled out on time, the OC's rover
followed by the airborne chariot (RECCE Vehicle) of W02 (RTWO)
Carl 'The Reverend' Weaver and gt Les Tobbel. Unfortunately. ha\ ing
run short of towing hooks, the Reece vehicle containing the 'Ace
Warriors ' wa required to tow the o 4 cookset trailer. This brought
grunts of disgust from our infamous two, but roar of laughter from
others, as the vehicle was plattered with stickers. made by yours truly,
proclaiming 'Egg Op's' and 'Operation Omelette'.
TECH ICAL 1AJ TE A CE TROOP- by LCpl Todd
Just like to ay a big hello to SSgt Phil MacKenzie, keeping things
going back at the troop and to Sgt 'Spence' Ord, ot Ian Glover and all
those other tour dodgers back there in Krefeld. Thing are good out here.
having a laugh. Sig Jim Brampton keeping us going with hi comical
lisp (Dwiving the Padwe's wover). Sgt 'M iddy' Middlemiss has been to
the optician , omething about not being able to look at direct unlight
because his head has been stuck somewhere else for the last few month's.
He i acting FofS at the moment as WOl (FofS) Tommy teele is on
R&R so he i happy. We are all wondering whether Cpl Bobby Hill i
really Albanian becau e he has done more moving than the refugees.
LCpl Gordon Campbell is swanning it back in Krefeld, unable to come
back out as the airlines refuse to carry pet ! We can only a ume that our
boy's on the trunk node are enjoying them elve because they don't
seem to stay here longer than five minute .
Q ARTERMASTE R 'S DEPART lE 'T
Capt Ray Cory
QM
RQM
W02 Ged Keane
The move north from Macedonia to Kosovo coincided with a change
of per onalities withi n the department. o it 's goodbye to laj Pete
Doherty, Atilla the CD man has noticed remarkable drop in sale already.
farewell also to gt Joey Castle and Cpl Cooke. We mu t also not forget
to say farewell to Sgt Howard who popped out for a couple of weeks
from 2 ig Regt. Capt Ray Cory has done o much travelling round
Ko ovo that we are thinking of changing his appointment to Dr Who.
SSgt Kev Scott, Sgt i Booth and Cpl Kev Abbott are all looking like
th<: walking dead as they beaver away on the account (there are now ix
Regiment on the Equipment Table). W02 (RQM ) Ged Keane ha
been uttering tho e famous words. ·we counted them all out o we'll
count them all in.' We think he is chuntering about his 276,000 loose
round with no boxes that he has to count daily. Tribute thi month go to
the gang at the harp nd, LCpl ·so y' Bo well we promi ed we
wouldn't mention your demand for rags. If anyone reading thi i getting
due out re ponses to demand for rags now you kno' who to blame! ig
Kerry John ton who ' been here ince mid Feb and need to go back to
civi li sation soon to fix her split end . La t but not lea ta warm welcome
to the department heavy1 eight Champion from 3 Di . gt Alan
1acdonald who think his purpose is to give everything away to anyone
with a 3 Di Tri corn fla ·h.
232 IG AL Q ADJlO ' RET R t FROM KO 0 0
On Friday 16 July 1999 the soldier' of 232 ig qn , 7 ig Regt
returned from Ko ovo to Bradbury Barrack , Krefeld. The fir t ignal
quadron from RRC to deploy on Op gricola on 22 February 1999,
they are now al o the fir I to return . The quadron deployed to
Macedonia by air la t February as the anguard of7 ig Regt expected to
move quickly into Ko ovo to provide Commander KFOR "ith hi
Tactical Headquarter and al o to run communication ' at the
Multi- ational Brigade. A it turned out they had a long\\ ail in
lacedonia during whi h they undertook a grea t deal more than the}
expec ted. ot only did 232 ig qn run communication for all the
Brigades in Macedonia, they also pro' ided all the RR radio and
tactical satellite communication-. At one point there \\ere 240 soldiers
from nine Royal ignal's units in the quadron.
In April ome of the quadron deployed to lbania along "ith other
member of the Regiment and soldier from ( K) Di\ ig Regt for si\
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E HELO SKOPJE- FYROM
On the 14 April 1999 the unnual R ignals Quarterma sters
onvention was held in the Corps Mess al Blandford. Being unable to
attend that con ention due to deployment on Op Agricola and not to be
outdone Maj Walley Drain put together lhc KOPJE convention .
The following attended:
Lt Col A. Powell MBE. R Anglian (Guest)
Maj R. C. Yeomans MBE, R ignuls
laj P. Doherty MBE, R ignals
Maj R. O'Hara, R Signals
1aj \ . J. Drain. R Signal
Capt P. Ladds. RE (Gue t)
apt M. mith MBE, R Signals (Absent on Duty).
fler a hearty meal. toast to absent friend and much operational
putting the world to right all participants left with a warm glow. The
photo how all participant before the dinner.

SSgt and Mrs D. Griffiths with t he ch ild ren
weeks to pro' ide communications to the ATO force carrying out
humanitarian relief there. In the six weeks in Albania they pro ided the
only means of command to rw1 the huge relief efTon. Detachments were
based right aero the rugged and inhospitable country, including one at
Kukes on the Kosovo border that handled the innux of hundreds of
refugees. It \\as here that soldiers met Ton y Blair and Paddy Ashdown .
When Gen Jack on met the erbian ·s for ta lks it wa oldiers from the
quadron ''ho provided his communications to the Prime Minister,
. CEliR and the-President of Finland. Cpl Mark Gibb even leant the
General the pen to sign the agreement.
fo,ing into Ko ovo on D-Day the Squadron was turned back from
the airport by the Ru sian and et up KFOR Tactical I leadquarters in
Pri tina. This ga'e Gen Jackson the initial foot on the ground to show
tl- e \IOrld that 1ATO was in town. The next nine days were the
culmination of months of waiting and practice as the Squadron ran the
Headquarter "ithout losing communications for one minute. During that
time ,oldiers were surpri ed to ee the hierarchy of the erbian Onhodox
C~urc~ tum~ng UJ? for talks, and the General in charge of Rus ian Forces,
bnng111g with him a chance to look al a former Soviet Armoured
Per~onncl Carrier close up. Talks continued to be the theme with the
11 hole of the KLA high command visiting late at night to sign the
agreement" 1th KFOR. gt ten Pulman was given a number by Jame
Ruben of the
State Department who asked to be put through to the
President and Madeleine !bright used to such things by now, he did so
111thout fuss. Those soldier who served with th e French and Italian
Brigad~ have many stories to tel l. In the Italian ector they provided a
protection party for the Brigadier and deployed to the sites of mas
graves. Those working with the French have seen their hare of the action
around 1itrm ica and Podujevo.
A the Squadron returns the rest of the Regiment remains in Kosovo
pro~1ding all the KFOR communications across the theatre of operations.
231 Sig Sqn ha taken over from 232 ig qn and are also running KFOR
Hcadquancr,, 229 . ig Sqn are providing the area communications and
Headquarters quad~on i b~ ed 1n Pri tina supportin g the Field
Squa~rons. I: very body 111 232 Sig qn feels proud of a job well done. The
cxpenencc~ the soldiers ha'e had have exceeded anything they could have
cxpedcJ and they arc no11 looking forward to some well earned leave.
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16 SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPERATIO AGRICOLA - AN 872 'WE ARE GOOD TO GO'
by Sigs Armituge and Perry
It was 0505hrs on 12 June and the moment ATO troops had been
anticipating for months was finally upon us. H Hour had arrived! SAN
872 listened with bated breath as we heard on TacSat the words
'PEGASUS; we are good to go,' and the world watched in awe as 5 AB
Bde took Pristina by storm. From that moment on mayhem reigned; the
phone was constantly ringing, plans were made and then changed again,
and our well-established set up was dismantled bit by bit. The SA crew
worked long into the night and early the next morning, until we were
formed up within a single packet of 360 German vehicle , including
tanks, amphibious and soft kinned vehicles. By J830hrs that day, last
minute alterations had been made and the German convoy and SA 872
were also 'good to go!'
The journey began al a speed of 30kph. On reaching Skopje we were
greeted by thousands of local people chanting 'Britannia' and ' ATO'.
This all went to ig 'Pez' Perry's head (as most things do) but he was
soon brought down to earth with a bang as a fragmentation grenade
exploded in front of his soft skinned SAS/MC shattering the wind creen
and causing minor injuries. This was not the only vehicle lo be damaged
as more stone were hurled, one of which shattered the windscreen of the
SCRA(T) ending a splinter of glass into Sig 'Bad hair day, every day'
Kenyon' eye, thankfully causing no major damage .... to the Rover! By
J40035(L) Junel999, the massive convoy had reached the Kosovo border
- a 60km journey which had taken five hour . There wa a shon halt
before we set off on the next stage of the journey into Kosovo itself. o
one knew what lo expect and a silent fear had spread across the whole
convoy, which was not helped when we had to halt whilst a mine on the
route was cleared. Luckily for us Lt 'Abbreviations' Bruce jumped out
of her Rover and ran to each vehicle putting her life in her own hands to
warn us not to step out of our wagons. The stres and strain of the long
journey began to take its toll on Sig 'Blonde' Evi , luckily Sig Perry was
alcn, and calmly pointed out that there was a tank 20m ahead on the road,
to which he replied 'your side or mine'! We then proceeded to play
wacky races with the Germans as they sped off in their Mercedes oft
skinned vehicles, leaving a panicking and bewildered LCpl ·Jurassic'
Stark the arduous task of trying to catch up in a heavily loaded Radio
Relay (luckily his pacemaker held up!) Bridges on route had to be, (time
consuming), cro sed one vehicle at a time. Whilst waiting to cros one
such bridge, Sig 'TafT' Powell took the opportunity to check his eye lids
for hole but wa rudely awakened by a stray round nying past the
windscreen, which had been discharged from a UCK soldier's weapon he woke up pretty sharpish!!
Whilst we went through the front door, Sgt 'All right youth' Hudson
had sneaked in through the back door of Albania the day before with the
first Gennan BG to recce the new HQ. He met up with us the next day
and led us into our location. We then proceeded to prove the months of
exercises around Germany and Greece had paid off ' ith SA 872 being
the fi rst I Sig Bde A in Kosovo to establish comm . Ending on a
serious note some SA members have been able to vi it war crime ite ,
and what they have reported back has made u reali e why we are
actua lly in Ko ovo, and ha made thi long and arduous tour well
wonhwhile.
THE CHOOL PROJECT - by Sgl 'Chalky' White
It was during one of the round trips to visit the out-dets that Lt 'Twn
can' Connor and Sgt 'Chalky' White received a phone call from
OSCJ37. They wanted to know whether there was anything that the
troop could do to help out the locals during .th i perilous time. As it
happens the dynamic duo drove past a school, JUSl outside the .vdlage of
Matjce, everyday with around 50 children alway out 1de awattmg their
drive past, th is was the chi ld ren's cue to run out and chant · TO,
NATO' over and over aga in whil t giving the victory sign.

The young faces of the children of Matjce
watching their school being rebuilt
It wa n't long after the plan had been drawn up that gt 'Chalky·
White was doing hi own planning, his escape from theatre. o after
pas ing all the information on to the unsuspecting W02 RQ I ~ ~im
Alger, introducing him to all the relevant people followed by a v1 11 to
the school to be acco ted by all the children, Sgt 'Chalky' White left
theatre with the RQ IS champing at the bit. With the igning of the Peace
Deal and the RQM returning to JHQ for a ' ell earned re t, it eemed
that the project had been put on the back burner. That was until the
Commanding Officer Lt Col James found the un uspecting Capt Glynn,
'look at my Boxier' Buxton who, it i alleged will be taking on the
project. Good luck ir: I think you might need it.
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Tel 0208 879 1000 Fax 0208 946 2419

The school was put forward as an idea and ten days later the go ahead
was given to approach the school and ask what we could do. After
acquiring the talents of Mia the friendly interpreter we visited the school
and it <lidn 't take long to see what needed to be done to the school just to
make it safe for the local children to be taught in. With the ceiling falling
in, the roof leaking and loose floorboards being uneven JUSt to name a
few things, this looked more like a job for 'Challenge Anneka' never
mind a bunch of Signallers whose total skills in the building trade
accumulated to a hod carrier and some labourer" After a few more visits
with the interpreter it became apparent that a Royal Engineers perspective
was required with regards to what work was required and in what order it
should be done. Enter Ca pt Howard of the Royal Engineers, who looked
around the school and promptly 1Hote out the ' tatement of
Requirement'. Exit theatre Lt 'Three Can' Connor {he'd been upgraded
by a can during the previous week) on his extended R 'n' R. During the
following week the skills of W02 Scott from the Royal Engineers were
required with the drawing up of the plans and a listing ofall lhe materials
that would be required.

Then contact your Troop Office for details of
There's always one who has to ruin the School photo!
Sgt 'Chalky' White looking younger
than some of the children of Matjce

THE SATISFIED SOLDIER SCHEME
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HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
& 15 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt ol G. J . T. Rafferty
R M
\ 01 (R i) A. Balsdon
The last couple of month ha' e seen a busy time for the Regiment with
the annual Province marching eason. Ho' ever, a you wi ll ee, we have
till managed to fit a lot of activitie in. The Province is still in a talc of
flux and training i still ongoing to combat every eventuality.
T HE BIRT\! I TLE PEr A T
HQNI & 15 ig Regt are the proud ' inners of the 199 99 Birtwistle
Pennant, awarded to the Unit who has had the mo Lout Landing porting
achievement O\er the previous season. The nit wa not expecting to be
awarded the pennant, e pecially due to the restriction impo ed upon us
due to our operational commitments. Regardless, ' e have till managed
to -end our portsmen and women lo many competitions and the
Regiment has been repre ented in orthem Ireland, on the Mainland. in
Germany, Denmark and also in Switzerland over the la t year. The
combined efforts of the Regiment ' port men and sport women have
brought us not only trophie , but al o recognition from the orps and the
Arn1y that HQ I & 15 ig Regt are not a team to be ignored, whatever
the event may be. A brief ummary of the sports participated in and
results achie,·ed is Ii ted belO\ :
Athletic :
Female runners up in I, qualified for the Army
Championship .
Female runners up in the I Competition.
Basketball:
Winners of the I League and Cup.
Cricket:
Cros -Country: Winners oftbe Male and Female I League and
relay champion hips. Female winners of the l
half marathon team event. Individuals deserving
mention are Capt G uy Benson, the reigning
Service Half Marathon veter an champion, Cp l
Louise Phillips, the I female champion and
Sgt Dave Killgallon , who was selected to
Captain the Corps Team.
Winners of the Corps Championship in the
Golf:
autumn meet at Blandford.
Lanyard Trophy: The Regiment's Fema le team achieved second
place.

Orienteering:

Rugby:
ai ling:

Skiing:

Soccer:

Squash:
Swimming:

1alc and Female runners up in the I League
and the I Championship , the fema le winner
being laj Jean Ebling. The Male team were
runner up of the R ya l Signals hampion hips,
where the Female team were the winners.
Winners of the Army 7's Plate.
Winners of the Royal ignals Yacht Club
(Germany) Regatta. Runners up in the Army
UK Regatta and the Army Sail ing Association
(NI) Regatta.
Capt Liz Dallyn was econd in the Corp
kiing Champion hip and S gt Rob Allen wa
the Corps Veteran Champion at the Kaprun Ski
Camp.
Runners up in the I League, the NI 6-A-Side
Competition and the Royal Signals 7-A-Side
Competition. The fema le team was Tenth in the
Army Championships.
SSgt (FofS) Swift wa the winner of the Corps
Championship Plate in November 1998.
I winners, Capt Jules McColl was Fifth in the
Inter-Services Long Di Lance Swimming
Championships and first within the Corp .

Swiss Patrol
Competition:
Tenni:
Tug of War:

27th out of72.
Female runners up in the I Championships.
Winners of the Morrison Cup, Silver medals
from the Royal Tournament, Army
Championships and I Championships.
Second in both the Army Olympic Distance
Triathlon:
Championships and the Army print Distance
Championships.
Waterpolo:
Arn1y Champions.
Jn summary, the Regiment has had an outstanding sporting year.
Congratulations go to all sportsmen and women who were involved in the
winning of the Birtwistle Pennant.

Front Row: Capt Bennett, Lt Col Duncan, Lt Col Rafferty,
Capt Lamb, W01(SSI) Shaw
Back Row: SSgt Peal, Sgt Benson, W02(FofS)Jenkins,
Sgt Bradley, Sgt Newman, Sgt Bremner
Absent on duty, Capt Hargreaves, Sgt Wood

EXERCISE 1ERC'URY Fl 'Ii 1999
The Regimental Ad venture Training <;amp for 1999 "'a ?a~ed at
Brawdy, deepest Wales, with everyone enJoy111g (most o~ thc l1!11c>.thc
delights of trekkin g in the Brecon Beacons, sea kayak111g, c!Jmb111g,
mountain biking and coastccring. The trekking phase was. only 2 ~ d~y~
long but most people were fairly exhausted by the end of 1t and felt hke
they had been walking for days. The hills were steep, the \\eat~cr
surprisingly hot and teddy launches were in full bombardment. .Campmg
was of a rudimentary nature, basically a field, shared with a s1g111ficant
number of sheep, although it was the midge ~warms \\ hich were the most
testing aspect of the site. Short straws had to be drawn as to who \\Ould
be first out of their tent in the mornings as they were instantly ravaged by
swarms of ravenous insects.
The sea kayak, with a mght spent on a remote beach. proved to be
challenging and exhilarating. Lots of exploring of caves, ndmg v.:ater
shoots and praying that a capsize would not happen were the order of the
day. Being about as stable as sitling on a greased pole. the kayaks needed
willpower to stay upright. On the first week the seas w~re rat~er larger than
expected in the morning, resulting in a mass of caps1Les, ured arms and
pounding hearts, and that was ju t to get off th.: beach 1 The chmb1~g was
performed on sea cliffs, giving a dramatic backdrop and a s1gmficant
incentive to gelling back up the rocks. A couple of people were almost
caught out al the bottom and many had 'd i co leg· on the way up, even
some rigger ! The climbing theme was continued with the coa Leering.
This was, without doubt, the highlight of the exercise for all tho ·e who took
part. The sea was biuerly cold, but 'character building' and man:i:- tested
their nerve with the jumps into the ea. Even a couple of non-sw1111mers
could not resist the temptation to leap lemming like from the rock .

WATER-POLO CHAMPIO HIP (A) by W02 (FojS) A. G. Jenkins
Following the succe s of the 1998 season which aw HQ l & 15
Signal Regim~n! win the UK Army & Army ~ater Polo Ch~mpion hips,
a lavish pred1ct1on was made by learn captam, Capt Chn Lamb, Int
Corps; ·We'll win all three next year' meaning the I Water-Polo, UK
Army and Army Championship , a challenge which was quickly taken up
by the CO. Training began back in March w1tb the team mem~ers
assembling every Tuesday night for our weekly torture from team Lramer
Sgt Roger Bradley. The Squad was pretty st~ong, having lost a couple of
players from the previous year, through postmg, we had gamed a couple
of experienced players in their place. On paper we had qui~e .a strong
team with even or eight Corps/Army standard players. Trammg went
well and we were eager to get under way.
ORTHERN IRELAND
SWfMMING & WATER POLO CHAMPIO SHlPS - 24/25 MAY
The I Championship began with the wimming on the 24th. We
, eren '! very hopeful as the average age of the team was elo .er to 4~ than
20, however, the training had ob iously paid off and a victory m ~he
medley relay sealed an unexpected win. The Water-polo Champion hips
took place on the 25th, in the format of a round robin league system. lt
became quickly evident that ourselves and 2 Regt RMP were the two
strongest teams in the competition and the game between the .two 1de.s
would ultimately decide tbe championships. When the game did come 11
was not as close as expected some superb defending by Capt Chris
Lamb, Int Corps and Lt Col 'o uncan, Int Corps ensured that 2 R~P's
key players were unable to make any impact on the game. Goal from
SSgt Andy Pea l, RE, WOI ( SI) Shaw an~ W02 (FofS) Jenkins
ensured a 12 - 5 victory. Thi ensured a place m the UK Army finals at
Aldershot. One down two to go!
K ARMY WATER POLO CHAMPIO SHIPS - 14/ 15 JUNE
Accommodated in what was by then 'Ghost town Aldersho1· due to
Ko ovo deployments , the venue for the UK. Army finals had been
swi tched and they were now held at RE E M111ley Manor. The Wate.rpolo was he ld on 14 June and with eight teams enter~d, a round robm
league system was again used. Again two teams qmckly emerged a
strong favourites, 11 Signa l Regiment .and ourselves. The game between
the sides was an eagerly contested affair, wl11ch we .eventually ran ou~ !35 winners. With a couple of game then played agam l weaker oppos1t1on
we finished the tournament having played seven and won se en two
down one to go!
ARMY WATER P OLO CHAM PIO HIP - 23 JU E 1999
The Arn1y fmal are meant to be contested by the ' inner and runners
up of the UK Army and the BFG Army Water polo Championships.
However, due to operational con,mitments the first t~ree s1.des from the
UK Army Championships conte ted the champ1i;msh1ps. IL 1 true to ay
that this did take a Ii11le a' ay from tl1e proceed111gs but .the three team
concerned entered and pro ided an excelle~ L ompeutlon. The teams
invo l ed were, HQ I and 15 ig Re~!· 11 1.g Regt and I QLR. It'.. a
decided to ho ld a rou nd robin compctI IJon again, we played the QLR hrs!
winning 12-3 and then ! I ig Regt bea1.ing them 8-4. So tl1c scene was
et for a Roya l Signa ls Army final. 11 1g Regt had drallcd 111 a num?er
of old wa r horses (notab ly all FofS) and were much more compct1t1~e
than at the UK fi nal . However our trcngths proved to be superior aga111
and we ran out 12-7 winners. Again notable performances from
gt
Aidy P eal, RE and Capt C hris La mb, Im Corp. shored up the defence
and ensured a good supply of goals. o t~a.1 wa II , all three compeuuon
successfully won, ate Lament 10 good tra111111g, preparauon and pr:e-match
Donar Kebabs with extra chilly auce! Army call up followed for Capt
C hris La mb, W OI ( SI) Sha w and W02 (FofS) J enkin s: and HQ I
and 15 ig Regt arc the first ever Royal ignals team to reta111 the Army
Water polo Champion hips, ee you next year.

S p o rts men and w o me n from HQNI & 15 S ig Re g t

S ig Green on the wall
RACE T H E
1999
.
This year's Race The un ,,a, to be a bit .of a~ ·01~ the bu cs· atfa1r
due 10 the uncertainty au ed by the de elop111g . 11uaL1on 111 KosO\ o. !n
true ignal cylc 2 ig Reg! came up with a compromise in the fon~ ol a
reduced -leg event rather than the usual 16-leg race. Being one ol onl}
two ignal Regiment not imolved in Ko O\O gelling a team tog.c:thcr did
419
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not pre.ent too man problem. , howe\er, getting there and finding
• ome\\ here to tay did. Iler much time spent on the phone
gt Bri
illie tum d down the kind offer of2 ig Gym tloor in fayour of - tar
en-smtc a ommodatton (not quite) provided m Ripon and the use of the
cookhou e. \1any thank to \ 02 Dunn and Donna McLeese at HQ
Ripon talion. With the team arriving sa~ ly in Ripon and ettled into the
a ommodati n. it didn't take loni; to get familiarised ' ith our
.urroundings (check out the pubs). Th recce' were complete, everyone
kne\\ "hat they were doing and "e were eager 10 get tarted.
Race da) and thing could not have been better. There wa no dafi
o'clock start. the weather\\ a perfect and one of our team hadn't turned
up for the half marathon! The djt Capt ·Guy' Bennett and Cp l ' Plod'
\\a rd le were first up on the arduous tab from utton Bank on a day that
\\a getting wanner by the minute. The heat took it toll and both looked
extrem I) relie,ed to ee the end. Capt B finishing ahead of the much
younger pl Wardle - more effort plea e! e, t up wa Cpl ' Knuckle ·
• ichols who set a good time running aero tl1e York hire country ide,
handing O\er to our stand in marathon runner, gt 'Ginge' Davey ' ho
·volunteered' at the eleYenth hour to fill in. Thi turned out to be a good
mo,·e a he fini. hed in fir t place five minute ahead of the ne~re t
competitor!
gt Bri Gillies and LCpl ide Field were a toni hed to ee gt
Davey o oon and et off trying to maintain the momentum on their
tru ty (but expensh e) steed , fini hing the cour e in a creditable 5th
place. It \\a no" the turn of gt • tu' Murray and Cpl Louise Philips
to do their best on tl1e moor run. Thi they completed with 110 major
problem and in good time to hand over lo
gt ·Bri' Wilkins and Cpl
' unn)' Hardy for the daunting fell run. Both completed the run with
Cpl Hardy picking up an injury to her knee. rumoured to ha e occurred
the night before invoh ing a hole in the road on tl1e way back from the
pub, but that's another tory. Cpl Tim Rigby et off for the cycle
orienteering on his mountain bike and no amount of persuasion could get
him to change to a road bike. This would later prove to be a saving grace
a the marshal enl him the wrong way up the farm track to the end,
in tead of to the start of the swim, which cost preciou minute . At lea t
he didn't tell the other competitors on hi way back down the said track!
The final unen\iable leg in,·olving jumping into tl1e Great Lake went to
gt ' tu' Murray completing thi years attempt in a total accumulated
time of hrs I 5min . In the end the team raised £500 for charity and was
placed ixth o erall. a big improvement on last year. All aid and done
everyone enjoyed them elve immen ely and are hoping to get involved
again next year.

The Race the Sun Team
15 SIG. AL REGI 1E. 'TT G OF WAR
The 15 Sig Regt .Tug of war team have had a successful eason, mainly
due to the leadership of the coach, Sgt .Jimmy fox. A motivated coach,
he controlled our food and alcohol intake to ensure that tlie team did not
lo e or gain any weight, unfortunately thi was a 'do a I say and not as I
do' rule. The season tarted with the winning of the Morrison Cup in
Bl~ndford, after a close run battle with the team from 14 Sig Regt (EW).
This wa followed .by the 'orthern Ireland Championships, where the
Regiment gamed S1her Medals in the 600, 640 and 680kg event and
also qualified .the team for the Army Ch~mpion hips at South Cerney
where the Regiment gamed a Fourth place 111 the 680kg competition.
The entire squad, under the wings of SSgt Jim Duncan was sent to the
Corps Tug of War trial at Bui ford. Under the auspices of gt Pete
Halsted and Cpl :'\tatt Cowlard, there was ome hard but excellent
traimng carried out. Two weeks of hard training oon paid off and the
whole of the 15 ig Regt quad wa called to represent the Corps in at
~east one of the four \\eight categories. For some of the team members
mcludmg LCpl Robson, LCpl Kenny Haliday, ig Kev Orr and Sig
·Paddy' Grills this \\a their first eason at Tug of War and to be elected
to represent the Corps was a major achievement.
Tht: highlight of the eason so far, has been the participation in the
Royal Tournament., the last to be held at Earls ourt. By this Lage the
team had been reduced due Lo operational commitments and the posting
of a number of more experienced team members. Regardless, the team
was undaunted and accepted the invitation to the tournament where there
\\ere a record nine team taking part, including 17 Pon a~d Maritime
Regt RLC who has Corps, Anny and Inter Service championships. After
much hard \\Ork and detennination, the team managed a 5th place in the
600kg class and a gold medal m the 620kg competition. This was an
excellent finale as nol only had we won a gold medal in the final Earls
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Court competition but the Regiment had gained nine silver medals over
the previou four years and this was our first go ld.
The Regiment would like to pa on its thanks to those who tilled the
empty places in the squad, left due to operational commitments in
particular \ 02 (S M) Tony Manktelow, gt Brian McRackcn, Cpl
Lance Beaton and Cpl Daz Mordecai.

CO
Lt Col A. P. R. Roberts MBE
RSM
WOI (RSM) C. G. McGinlcy
Congratulations to 2Lts Lind ay Docherty and Wayne ickels on
passing the TA Commissioning Course in July and to Lt David Wilson
on his promotion.
INVESTOR I PEOPLE
The Regiment was asses cd as a unit of I 07 (Ulster) Brigade on 23
May. We are very happy to report that the Brigade ha passed the
asse sment. Congranilations all round, but don't let up on the good work,
the next a sessment, or 'hcalthcheck' is in about 15 months time. There is
still much lo improve!

15 Sig Regt winning the Gold Medal for the 620kg at Earls Court
LSQUADRO
233 SIG
Maj Richard Giles
qn Comd
\J 02 (SSM)Dunseith
SM
EXERCI E BAR ACLE Fl N
Ex Barna le Finn wa an India Tp Advennirou ail Training Exerci e
held off the Dani h coast a pan of the annual Royal ignals Yacht Club
(Gennany) Sail Training Week ( TW).
The Exerci e was to start and finish at Kiel, u ing the ajad 33fi
Yacht chartered from the British Kiel Yacht Club. Prior lo our arrival at
Kiel, we had to conduct our own minor exercise, which wa the tran iting
of orthem Ireland cotland, England, France, Belgium, Holland and
finally, Germany. After a plea ant 27hr drive (broken up with a night in
transit accommodation kindly supplied by I (UK) AD R in Herford) we
finally arrived at Kiel and met our kipper for the next 11 days, Maj
Mark Butler or 'Skippy' as he was to be known. The fir t activity was
an introduction to the boat and her safety equipment, including the very
basic points (the bow i the pointy end, the tall thing i the mast etc) for
our novice ailor . Once this had been completed, our next task was to
have a quick introductory sail around the entrance to Kieler Fjord before
returning to tock the boat with its essential - bread, water, milk, cereals
and a beer or two.
The TW involved four other yachts, with participants from I (UK)
AD~R, 30 ig Regt, 11 Sig Bde and 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqa in
add1t1on to our elve . The next day was a training sail from Kiel to
Sonderborg, during which the basic principles of sailing and lessons on
how to manoeu vre the boat were carried out. Although the sea was
relatively moolh the mate, Capt Gareth Oliver and two of tbe crew
soon felt that they decided that the fish were hun gry and that it was
feeding time. In the best traditions of anny life, a great deal of sympathy
wa i sued out, in particular to Sig igel Green and C pl MartinWoodgate both of whom were feeding th e fish on a regular basis
throughout that first day. We arrived at onderborg all feeling tired from
a day at sea, during which we had noticed that our mast wa attempting to
dislodge itself from the yacht and a number of securing bolts had sheared
off A new boat wa to be sent up from Kiel overnight and we all headed
ashore refre hed in the knowledge that it was a aturday night and that
Sonderborg was a lively town.
Sunday morning came around witb a number of sore heads that had
not anticipated a bright and early tart and the transfer of all of our
equipment to the new Yacht. From this day and until the end of the TW,
each voyage was to be a race. Today's leg would take u to the town of
Midd lefahrt. With an initial poor start to the race, which we blamed upon
being unfamiliar with our new yacht we soon started to work our way
through the fleet , finishing a creditable third out of five. Over the next
four races, we repeated this performance, tarting last and finishing third
on each occasion. One of the best days throughout the STW wa. the full
day spent at Horsens Yacht Club. For ome unknown rea on, the visit of
the Royal ignals Flotilla has become an annual date in their diary and
they kindly organised a full day of racing ' round the can ' for u . Their
hospitality and kindne s was much appreciated by all of us.
. As we wer~ all ha ing a great time, enjoying the days ailing, combined
with an occasional run ashore the week soon flew by. Before realising it, it
was Thursday morning. To qualify as an adventurous training expedition,
we had to complete a full sail through the hours of darkness. We decided
to complete thi , departing from Arhus for a voyage to Svendborg, a trip
of approximately 80 nautical miles. Our ETA was to be approximately
0900hrs the following morning. Although the Baltic is not tidal, it still
possesses many unusual current flows, but for once, they were on our side
and pushed us towards our destination at an additional two knots for the
majority of the journey. This allowed u to navigate our way up a narrow
and shallow channel into Svendborg at 0300hrs on the Friday morning and
to spend the remainder of the night at anchor.
The next day was unusual in that although the weather and the wind
were similar to previous days, the 15 ig Regt yacht actually won a race
an.d by a large margin. This was followed by a final race from Marstal to
~1el, where sadly our performance returned to its previous form. The
follow111g day was the wor t of any Exercise, the dreaded hand back of
the boats. Once aga111 we faced the long drive back to the Province. After
a mammoth 28 hour drive we finally made it back to Lisburn.
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On Ex Able Condor, held on the East side of England, between
Grantham and atterick, the Squadron was to be split into two echelon ,
something we had practised brietly m 1998. The Squadron received
credit for its efforts from the stafT. It was a case of all change in CP Ech
as all but the outgoing SSM were nc" to the job, however, everyone
settled in quickly. Capt Tom Dick, late of 74 Fd Sqn RE( ) mu t have
thought he had joined a madhouse, things being so hectic at times. The
Exercise proved to be quite hectic for many of our new recruits and even
some of our more established oldier . igs Leslie-Anne and .Janine
Dougan arriving in Week Two barely got a chance to catch their breath,
such was the pace of the fir t four days.

DEPARTURES & ARRIVAL
There has been a ma sive turnover of personnel and the sad loss of a
number of stalwart attendees as a result of SOR. We say farewell to W02
( SM) George Cook, SSgt Harrow and Sgt Andy Leishman on
di charge from the TA, and to SSgt 'Herbie' Johnson on his move and
promotion to 152 Regt. gt Welch ha Jen on posting, good luck in the
new job and W02 (now WOI) (Yof ) Paul Ro e has moved on
promotion (but we'll be back to haunt him). Sgt Barrass and Shani
have moved to Blandford, good luck to them both (and to Angus and
Robbie), and Sgt C ha rlie Rigg ha also moved on po tmg but into a new
trade as well , so good luck as well. Our new arrivals are not quite so
plentiful, however welcome to W02 (YofS) Eddie Yates and S gt John
Voss (our new Tiffy). Good luck at 40.
UPPORT SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj V. Beggs REME (V)
SSM
W02 (S M) Lynda Whitley
ANNUAL CAMP 99 - 12-26 J
E
Annual Camp for 1999 was in two phases. Firstly we had the field
exercises at Altcar, Ex First Try, and then Ex Able Condor, and secondly
we had tbe trade training element al Altcar. Ex First Try was the
brainchild of the Regimental Yeoman, W02 (YofS} Paul Rose and his
Ops Team. This wa de igned to practise and shake out the Regiment in
preparation for Able Condor. It covered all a pect of military and
command post training. The Regiment returned to one of its old hunting
ground - Altcar Training Camp near outhport. We welcomed many new
per onnel, who transferred from local TA units that were di banded under
SOR. The trade training wa a vital part of our Annual Camp programme
as we endeavoured lo retrain the new members of the Regiment and the
squadron in particular. Altcar is ideal for what we wanted to achieve. It
also provides excellent training facilitie . More importantly it is only a
short train ride to outhpon and Blackpool, both excellent nights out!

The Dougan's find the pace a wee bit heavy
On completion of the exerci e the Regiment were to recover to West
Freugh camp near Stranraer via Warcop, a place many old hand
remember from their R ignals SSgt courses. The MT gt, gt ·Ginge·
Coburn mu t have thought that all hi nightmares had come at once,
when his chosen RV for the rolling deplen at Warcop wa found to be full
of Challenger tanks. All in all Annual Camp 1999 was a great success
with just about everyone getting omething out of it. The only sad note is
losing o many of our members on posting and discharge.
66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SlG AL SQU DRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. G. Butler
SSM
W02 (SSM) Irvine
Capt Andy Woods i to star in a new film after the final attack on the
FIBUA village at Altcar. The film is to be called ' Bli tered Hand on a
moking Barrel', the film o named after Capt\ oods decided to di ann
the enemy by wrenching a rifle from one adversary \\ ith a trong hand.
The rest is bi tory.

Comd 107 (U} Bde visiting Ex First Try and being briefed by
Lt Ian Craig

QM(V) Capt Maurice Stanley inspecting the damage to the OC. Maj
Victor Beggs's leg while Capt Tom Dick looks on!!

E
557, an attachment from 5 qn, decided that the combmed
communication as ets of 11 Bdc wa. not enough to complete the ta k set
for them. U ing a Band II they enli ted the con iderable might of the
local taxi firm . ot recei\ ing any tip for their trouble 2Lt am Burge s,
gt Clasper and company i · ued a statement declaring that 1t' · not
.EAR£! LC pl Hanno turned 30 during thi camp. E \ 1 554 \\ere in the
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fo:ld :ll th' lime but this did not deter them from putting on a party for
him that "a · econd to none. pl Lyttle and Cpl mall must have been
out of" and blo" ing up so man balloon . The same balloon were
spotted hanging out of the back of a landrover a it mad it 11 a up the
'\I toward c lland after Ende\.
The mo t emotional moment .luring camp was the long awai ted and
mo·t de ened promotion of pl Herridge. Ln time honoured tradition on
R.:gimental parade the 0 stated that a oldier on his parade wa
improperly dres ed. He called on Cpl Herridge t break rank . march
out to htm and recei1e her third tape and rectify the ituation. On hearing
thi. command Cpl Herridge·s jaw dropped. her face went a bright red
colour and her eyes filled" ith tear . Meanwhile tl1e rc, t of the quadron
were fighting back the tear -, so much so that Acting
M, SSgt
'le lean ha earned the nickname 'tiny tears·. ow that there are t\\O
gt Hemdge . the other one won't be able to blame tl1e R M so often!!
66 (City of Bella t) ig qn would like to wi h S gt Barrass and his
good "ifc hani, and their "ee babie. ngus and Robbie all the very
best in their ne11 po ting. During his three year ·tay, Mark Barrass
pro1ed himself im aluable to the quadron.

69 ( ORTH lRI H HOR E) SIG AL SQUADRO

qn Comd
Maj W. B. Houston
SM
W02 ( M) 'kKnight
Congratulation go to LCpl Sims and his team for coming third in the
ba kctball as part of I 07 Bde's summer sports competition held at
Lisburn at the tart of June. The quadron deployed with the rest of the
Regiment to urnmer amp on the 12th June. The Squadron provide two
detachments to 11 Bde and provided a very successful net throughout the
Exerci e, u ing KIPLI G properly for the first time. You can keep the
trends, we'll keep the KIPLI G!
W02 Billy Lyle, Cpl Moore and LCpl George along with EA 547
got the short straw, a on the lust night and morning of the exercise the
EA wa attacked by our own enemy. and soldiers from 19 Mech Bde
HQ & ig qn with armour, blanks and pyro. After the battle was won!
and the prisoners had been returned we made our way back to Warcop to
refuel and deplen on the way to We t Freugh prior to catching the ferry
home. Our two P Is Sgt Harry Harrison and Sgt Dave Evans stayed
at Altcar (too rough in the field for them) and trained eight new members
of the quadron 10 become operators and technicians.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)
0
RM
CO I I
Tp Cornd
Tp gt

off' Electrician. ' Brummy' ha aid he will be earning his Line Belt. gt
· obby' oble lea es TM ection to go across the road to Ops where he
take up the post of ites Manager with local SSgt, congratulations. Out
of the !Tying pan into the fire! Lastly, Cpl ' ally' Webster al o defects
across the road to become As i tant BTLO as a Sgt in the Royal Corps.

1aj . K. lacRo tie 1BE
WOJ (RS 1) . Cheslett

lCATO

TROOP

Lt F. D. Guthrie

gt R. \ allace

OM 1 NICATIO.
ECTIO ' - THE SE 'DER
Prior to the annual chao \\ hich i Drumcree, the member of the
COMMCE ' and \ con had rbe chance to let their hair down at the
quadron ummer Function. The theme for the evening ' as officially
Italian, howe\er judging by the dress of some individuals the unofficial
line was a ·Gangsters and Molls' night. ome very conunendable efforts
were made on the fancy dress front. especially our very own 'Muddy
Funk ter' ig ' lick' Fro t. Robert De iro ha n't a thing on the man!
However, a peciaJ hearty round of applau e mu t go to the Troop OC, Lt
Forbes Guthrie on his end-up of007' old enemy, Ernst Stavros Blofeld.
A fetching shower cap accompanied by a haggard old dead ferret strapped
to his wrist. Outstanding effort ir. The caps of the Troop are tipped in
your general direction! An all round thanks must go to SSgt And James
of the Bde HQ for the organisation of an excellent function, thoroughly
enjoyed by all. For tho e of you in the Corp without a TV, the widely
anticipated problem of Drumcree never really surfaced and a relatively
moolh operation ensued. It was howe er. a good in ight into the
functions of y con/COM 1CE for the many newcomers amongst u .
Hopefull} the learning cun·e wa n't too steep. The Brigade Commander
praised u for our efforts, leaving us all feeling that we had completed a
uccessful operation. As a reward for the effort put in by all members of
the Brigade. the qn OC generou ly arranged for a BBQ in the Whynge
Inn. The night al o gave us the opportunity to integrate the new arrivals in
y con and the COMMCEN. The e included ig Kerry O'Connor and
ig Warren Adkins, fre h from Butlins Garri on. Also Cpl i 'M issino'
Link, fresh from mothering the furure of the Corps at ATR Bassingbourn~
TECHNI AL MAI TE A, CE SECTIO ' - THE ME DERS
T 1 Section ha been busy with the build up, the event, and the scale
do1\n of radio comms for Drumcr~ 1999. However, some of us did get
out of camp and down to some action. amely the 'P4' crew, Cpl Gaz
Hob on, Cpl Dean 'You' ll never take me alive copper' Morgan and Cpl
· ally' \\ebster. We deployed with different Infantry Companies and can
chalk up two confinned operational brickings on Galvachy Road; do we
get an extra medal'.I? Life goes on and so does the maintenance schedule.
PO Tl 'G IN & PO Tli GS 0 T
ig Jim Wright, Sig Gordon Pyrah and Sig ' can' Brock - I '.
Cpl Cec Mason aka '1iss Cecilia Mary Mason , who lea es u upon
promotion to Ci' Di1. pl 'Brummy' Baker and wife Elaine, who are
posted to I Div, 2 I I Sig Sqn upon his retrade to Driver I ights on, lights

Q ADRO HEADQUARTERS
Admin Offr
Capt P. T. Connors
Chief Clerk
SSgt R. Eva ns
We ha ea couple of new addition lo the staff. A warm welcome to Cpl
Will Bennett rrom HQ I and to Pte Cha r maine 'Are you talking to me'
Frazer traight from training. We all hope that they enjoy their tours with
the Squadron. We mu l also say a sad farewell to Cpl Andy Sneddon who
leaves us for civvy street after 12 year . We wi h him a happy and
successful second career. On a lighter note, the golf bug has hit SHQ with
the Chief Clerk, S gt Rob Evans, and the 'pay bloke' Sgt Stu Adair
grabbing e ery opportunity whilst the weather is reasonable. The RSM ,
W01 Stu Cheslett has not o much caught the bug a caught a virus which
he can't get out of his system, if he's not in his office he must be playing
golf. We must say thank you to our Trg Sgt Paul Coates for organising an
excellent Ladies Dinner ight recently. A great night was had by all. This
was proven by the amount of people who turned up for work the next day!
CORPS ORIE TEERI G CHAMPIO SHIPS
After the usual thorough preparation and intensive training, we bomb
bur t from Armagh and made our way to sunny South Wales. It was hard
to believe, but all team members managed to meet up at the start of Day
One: the individual event. As you would expect for a Bank Holiday
combined with Wales, the setting was wet and grey. It had obviously
followed us from Ireland to make us feel at home. Unperturbed and
ignoring the rain, the team, consisting of W02 (FofS) Mick 'Lets take
this seriously' Cowie, Sgt Chris 'S low but sure' Bailey, gt Billy 'I'm
not an alcoholic' Bosto n and Cpl Sally 'Lets drink some more beer'
Webster headed of into the woods. We all managed to get round, some
faster than others, with no one confessing to ha e had a brilliant run.
However, at tl1e start of Day Two, don't ask us how, but we held a slight
lead. Fresh from the previous night's carbo-loading and Public Relation
with the locals, we set about maintaining ou r slender lead. W02 (FofS)
Mick Cowie led us off, and although not fir t back he had given us a
good start. Looking slightly worst for wear, gt Chris Bailey headed off
next. He caused most concern, taking longer than expected to complete
his leg. He wanted to make sure he didn 't miss a checkpoint! Last off on
the pressure leg was Sgt Billy Boston. He started off at breakneck speed more of a jog and almost finished at a crawl, but had managed to cross
the line in first place. This was a great result and completed a treble of
orthern Ireland League, orthern Ireland Minor Unit and Corps Minor
Unit Champions. This may prove a hard task to defend next year, but we
have already started training in the Squadron Bar.
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Maj Jake Thackray
WOI (R M) Paul Flemming

THE .Q ADRO 'HALLE. GE-1999
b.1 Sg1 D. Blair
Earlier in the year I was tasked by the Officer ommanding to
organise a 'Krypton Factor' sty le competition for members of the
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Squadron. The competition would run over a se ri es of weeks and
culminate in a grand final held in the Squadro n bar. Phase I of th e
competition ran on a knockout basis. In order to ensure maximum
participation in the initial phase al l events were run on three different
days in the last three weeks of April. The competition was designed to
test physical and mental agility, hand-eye co-ordina ti on, general
knowledge and Province specific ski lls. The aim was to have a fun but

challenging competition that would also provide an excuse for a few
social even ings in the Squadron bar.
Phase I eonsi ted of five events. The first was a driving competition
that required competitors to control a 'axon around a pre-set course both
a a commander and driver. The second test examined competitors
hand-eye co-ordination u ing a racing car simulation exercise on a
computer. The third test was a pistol shoot, the fourth a gene ral
knowledge quiz and the fifth a BPFA. The first phase was a great success.
The Saxon drive proved to be fairly difficult for most. the MT, not
surprisingly, put in a line performance. The computer car racing proved
quite taxing with some spectacular crashes. The average score for the
genera l _knowledge quiz v:as aroun? 50% which was a good re s~ lt
con idenng the difficulty ot the questions and contrary to popular belief
none of the question were repeated. Most of the scores in the pistol
shoot were fairly low but points were gained in the excellent BPFA
results. The top ten competitors from Phase I were tran ported to a local
training area to compete in the emi-final.
The ten semi-finalists arrived with some trepidation as they had little
idea of what lay ahead. Their fir t event was de igned to test mental
agility and memory so the Weapons Intelli gence Section gaye a
presentation on four weapons 1n the terronst ar enal. The competitor
were expected to memorise five facts about each weapon without making
notes and without knowing when they would be questioned. The second
tc t was an individual shoot using an unfamiliar weapon, a FNC 2000.
Generally the standard of shooting was very high. although the penalty
points deducted for completely missing a target resulted in most
competitors receiving negative score . The competitor were also given
100 logic problems, courte y of MEN A, which were to be completed
before lunch. The afternoon concentrated on physical tests which
included a navigation exercise and an assault course. Out of the ten
semi-finali t four would go fonvard for the grand final which was held
that evening in the quadron bar.
The evening's proceedings began with a summary of the day 's events
and the announcement of the following finalist : 'laj Jake Thackray,
Sgt Kev Cooney, gt Eddie Porter and LCpl James Bond. The final
started off' ith que tions on the four weapon from the semi-final round
and then a general knowledge quiL.. The finalists were te ted on their
ob ervation kills, on a short piece of film, and their fitness on the rowing
machine. After a hard fought conte I the results were: in first place Maj
Thackray, in econd place LCpl Bond, third was Sgt ooney and
finally gt Porter. The QC decided he was ·too old' ~or the first pnze,
Sony play talion, so he passed 1l do1 n to the second pnze wtnner and o
on, therefore Sig Steve Baxter who was m fifth place was also awarded a
prize. Well done to all tho e who participated and well done al o to those
who helped in the organisation.

Sig Steve Baxter firing the FNC2000

EXERCT E LADY WARRIOR - JUNE 1999
by WOJ (RSM) Flemming
It was a dark rainy morning and

hackelton Barracks re ounded to the
ound of marching feet. The sound, however, wa no_l generated by the
soldier of I RWF but the ladie of8 lnfBde HQ & Sig qn on Ex Lady
Warrior. The Exe'rci e is a unique opportuni ty for the wi cs of those
erving in 8 Inf Bde HQ & ig qn to ha ~ a little fun and e, penence
aspects or army li fe. The Exerci e began 1 uh some dnll. We could ~ol
have the ladies tarting on the ' rong foot now could we! The lad1e
executed a myriad of dri ll movements under the watchful eye of the
RSM. It wa then onto the minibu e and off to the first of the five lands
organ ised for the day.
.
Stand One was on the range firing the A 0 rille and 9mm p1 wl
under the guidance of W02 Tom (MTWO) Hair. After gentle coach mg
from Cpl Al 'Mac' MacDonald and Cpl 'Brummie' Flute the _award for
best shot , ent to Lynn Duncan. It should howe er be n_1enttoned that
gt Tony Taylor challenged his wife Andrea to a sh<;>otmg match and
lost; it ju t show that behind every good man there is an even better
woman. tand Two wa in the mall Arm Trainer and after cngagtng the
enemy in a number of scenario uroline no\~din emerged as best shot.
At tand Three the ladies were put through their paces behind ~he wheel.
Under the expert instruction of LC pl Amanda Rowland the wives learnt
and practi ed t11e art of. kid car driving. By Stand Four the weather had
improved and the ladies under the watchful eye of Cpl Dave Rab~agc
and Cpl 'Johnno' Johnson were taught how to command and dn ea

Saxon Armoured Fighting Vehicle. This stand required co-ordination and
a loud voice, both of which \'cry evident in Vera Hair. Stand I i'e was
the RSM's Mystery Stand and on cue a Puma helicopter landed. After the
initial safety brief it was time for the ladies to board the helicopter for a
trip up and around the Giant's Causeway returning only after the pilots
had performed a few tricks.
To allow the ladies to relax and a chance to dine in tyle Menus A and
D from an ORP were produced. Cpl Flute explained the contents of each
menu and how to cook them. It was the I0 Lambert and Butler cigarettes
and salt and vinegar crisps that made a few of the ladies suspicious.
Jackie Harkness, the Chief of Staff's 1\tfe complained that, 'We ne\er
got this in a 24hr rat pack when I wa in the Army'. After a pleasant
evening it was time for the night navigation but unfortunately the weather
had deteriorated to torrential rain. The phrase, 'If it ain't raining, it atn't
training springs to mind!
Day Two proved to be an opportumty for the natural born leaders to
come to the fore. Command tasks were the order of the day under the
critical eyes of Cpl Rabbage and Cpl Johnson. The second event of_ the
day was a per onal security brief and then on to the EOD demonstration.
The last stop was the Bubble gym. where the ladie were confron_ted by
Sig 'Watch my hair' Prigmore, to ample the delights of an mdoor
assault course and circuit training. Then it was unfortunately time lo
change from DPMs to aprons and meet the families in the Beeches Bar
for a well earned drink and buffet. The general consen us was that they
had all survived a great weekend and wanted to know "hen the next one
was!

The Ladies
Front Row: Lynn Duncan, Sally Cheetham, Tina Pr!ng le,
Caroline Snowdin, Jennifer Johnson, Vera Hair,
Heather Fleming
Back Row: Karen Williams, Jackie Harkness, Rachel Thackray,
Anita Coupland, Liz Cooney, Karen Oliver, Andrea Stanley,
Andrea Taylor

QUARTER.1\1.A TERS DEPARTME T.- by l Cpl Shilliw
RQMS
W02 (RQMS) Kev Tunstall
The department would like to welcome LCpl Mick 'Gwar' May, who
has joined us from 23 (V) SA Regt and also a big QM's ' Hello' to Cpl
'Offle' orth, who joined us from the Airborne Storeman Regt.
The happy bunch of worker ants in the RQMS Del?artment have been
bu y redecorating the offices. Out went the magnolta and ~ve. are now
coming to term with quite a rad}cal sky blue. Happ}'. and _revttahsed aftc;r
the paintino LCpl 'Spaced out Shilli to and his 1de kick Pte lorn
were order~d to man a sanger in the middle of the loyali t marching
sea on. All that wa heard from the anger was the ound or giggling. o
much o, that they put the ApP.renlice Boys off their nute playing. TI1e
Department ha_ al o opened a dog anctuary and kennels for members of
the quadron. LCpl ·Ga lli ' Gallimore i rarely een without ·man' bet
friend'. The RQMS ha been helptng out Sgt Karl Duncan and hi _dog's
Jim fast plan. We are currently taking bookings for dog . cat and lizard
in our newly painted "R kennel · Department.
MOTOR TRAN PORT TROOP - by Cpl Mark Guest
Tp Comd
W02 Tom (MT\ 0) Hair
Tp gt
Sgt· _tun' Sta~ley
.
De pile a relatively quiet marchtng ea. on, l1 ha been another bu y
period for the MT Tp. Our hierarchy seem to h~ve managed to d~ ei:t u
in our hours of need! The MTWO abandoned.ship and ned to patn tor a
holiday. To top thing ofT gt Stanley had to ha e hi appendi:1. remo,ed
and then had the neck to take four weeks ick leave. That left Cpl Mark
Gue t to run the Troop, which I might add ha nc1er run o moothly.
Congratu lation to pl Mork Guest on his promotion to ergeant.
Congratulations also to Ptc Poul Lawler and Ptc oth_an Reed \\ho
were elected for promotion to Lance orporal, not fo.rgcttmg Pte
'Pompey' Pear on who recently departed, aLo on promotton. to .1~ nny
ypru . We say farewell to ~Cpl Frank Ho,~arth 11 l~o lca1:es u for 3
Reg! in bingdon. We wt h Pte teve Colhns, Pte Ga1a \.lorn and
Pte ·Taff Ta nn er all the be t as the lea1e the Army. \\c al o \1clcome
Pte tcve \ ilson who has recently arrived from 23 Pioneer Regt.
EXERCISE TRIOAY FI
- by Sig idorowic=
. .
.
Ex Triday Finn i nn adventure training 11 e~k •nd \\ h1ch 1. organised
once per montl1. It is open to quodron and Brigade personnel and up to
ten can attend on ea h weekend. On Friday I Jul} \IC all JUmped 11110
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th· mimbu and h aded off to oleraine. Unfortunately the weather was
a.t with torrential 1ain o the long distance mountain biking
organised for the first day wa. ~hortened lightly. The evening· activit ies
consi t d of a fe" ·heek pint. in Portru. h. The next day we rose early,
ate breakfa t and preceded t get ready for the day ' activitie . The
acth itie. consi ·1ed of canoeing, anadian boating and banana boating. It
was a brilliant but wet day. To top the day off we pent the remainder of
the at1ernoon go-carting.

O\ er

Sig Rob Passey, Sig James Sidorowicz, Cpl Ian Taylor
Boogie-Boarding in Portrush

On the last day the acltvity was boogie boarding. pl Ian Taylor enjoyed
it o much he decided to wallow half of the Atlantic ocean. Three hours
later and oaking wet we headed back to the centre. All in all it was a
brilliant weekend and I would recommend it to anyone.
OM 1
lCATIO STROOP - by Sig Parish
Lt Jo tewart
Tp omd
Tp gt
Sgt Tony Taylor
It ha been a bu y period for Comms Tp as we are preparing for the
· period of increa ed tension: checking stores, deployin g ex tra equipment
forward mounting teams and planning for addition hills. However, om~
of the Troop were fortunate enough to attend the adventure training in
Co leraine. Good luck to Cp l ' oon be airborne' Stojanovic who has
been running around like a madman training for P Company, however, he
can still be seen keeping up appeara nce in the Squadron Bar. S gt Tony
Taylor ha put in a lot of time and has lost a con iderable amount of hair
trying to improve th e Juni ors' bar and the facilities available to the
quadron. The Squadron now ha film nights every three weeks where
nc\ release are screened. T he Troop have to say a very sad farewell to
LCpl ' oo oo' Mier who is posted shortly to civvy street where he
takes up hi full time job as a language student at Stirling University.
Goodbye also to LCpl Daw who i al o seeking employment outside the
green machine. Welcome to the folio\ in g who have arrived in the last
few month : gt I Cheste1·, Cpl Andy Ward, Sig Mary Ander on, Sig
Danny Critchlow, Sig Phil Parish, Sig P ete r Crieth . Finally
congratulation to ig Gibson on his recent marriage to Katrina .

day wa> a range package in which the Troop got to carry out live section
attacks and fire a few hundred rounds through various weapons which
was a welcome change from the APWT. The next few weeks were spent
busily in the garages preparing vehicles and kit for the dreaded RSIT in
which the Troop did very well.
Well done to ig ' Dizzy' Brown who came first in the Inter Services
J-li ghboard Diving ompetition and second in th e Combi ned Services
back in the UK. Another well done to Cpl teve Pengelly who ha come
ofT the ergeants Board, and a farewell to our resident PTI the Kosovan
refugee Sig 'Li ps' Hewitt who's of to 7 ig Regt. On a final note a big
good luck to Sig Andy Gallagher who is ge tting married over the
summer leave.
EXERCI E BISLEY B LLET
Four members of 20 I Sig qn , made the journey back to Bisley at the
end of June, to compete in Ex Bi slcy Bullet, the a ti onal Rifle
Associations annual shooting competition. The four team members were
LCpl Warnes, Sig Gallagher, Sig Human and ig Whitelock. Aller
meeting up with the 11 Sig Regt team, we got down to some training and
practice shoots for us younger guys.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
201 JG ' AL SQ ADRO,
qn Comd
1.aj Colin Lawrence
SM
'\ 02 ( M) Ke,in Simmons
UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt David pencer
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kevin German
A lot has been happening over the last few month wi th many
member of the Troop deployed in Koso o or on pre Bosnia/JCUFI
leave. The remainder have been hard at work with other commitments
uch a the tation Summer Fair, Beating the Retreat and a few
inspection of the vehicles and gene's thrown in to ensure that we are till
ready for the 'Big Push'. RSIT is now well under way, and soon all the
hard work and effort will have paid off and we can all get down to
enjoying the good things in life; Summer Leave.
We've managed to have the odd celebration along the way for the
u ual births, marriage , hello's and goodbye . Firstly the Troop would
like to congratulate gt Gaz Ward and wife Michelle on the birth of
their son Henry. The Troop has gained two much needed Sys OP's from
Blandford. Hello to Sig's Gaz Parham and Carl Vicker s. Al o from
Blandford is LCpl 'Taff' Ems and 2Lt ' Spence' pencer. The Troop
would also like to welcome SSgt John Ainsworth and his family. Ohl
and not forgetting 'I'm hard as nails 216 PA RA' Sgt Con lan and his
lovely wife Jacqueline. As with every hello there is always a goodbye,
firstly goodbye to gt' 'Chippy' Chapman and Ian Lee who are off to
Blandford to beast a few ne\ recruits, and a orrowful farewell to Sgt
Jeff Clarke and his wife who are off to sample the outside world. The
Troop has been experiencing a contagious illness called 'u nder the
thumb '. LCpl teve Loates started the epidemic when he got married
and the~ LCpl 'Say that lowly' Dorrian thought he would quietly go on
leave\\ uh ut telling anyone that he was going to get married. Last but by
no means least we ay good luck to SSM Kevin immonds who is ofT to
Jamaica to marry Claire. Support Tp wou ld like to wish them the best of
luck and happine s for the future.
EAGLE TROOP
Tp omd
Capt Pritchett
Tp Sgt
SSgt Greenwood
incc Eagle Tp was formed back in April of this year, the Troop has
been through a lot of change . With operational tours under way in
Koso"o we lo l four member.; of the Troop ig Carrol, Doran, mith
~nd '\1ann . De. p1te t~e ever increasing workload placed upon the
quadron, there i 1111 hght to be een at the end of the tunnel, this being
ummer Block Leave. Due to the recent heat-wave here in Herford some
members of the Troop thought they had unstroke when they thought they
saw
gt Greenwood who like our illustrious leader Lt Pritchett, hasn't
b.!c.:n '>ccn for quite some time (Mulder and kully please investigate!)
lmc ttgauons revealed that
gt Greenwood had ju t returned from the
BAG footb~ll t~ur in Zimbab\\e and Lt Pritchett has been doing her part
111 the recruit dme on a recent KAPE Tour obviously having done the job
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\ ell a she got promoted on her return and posted to 3 Div. Other
members of the team including Sig Lara ' Leave those boys alone'
BrL"l:ey, ig Kenny ' ice but weak' Smith and Sig ' Trigger ' Jenkinson
who was o erpowered by a 12 year old!
The Troop said farewell to Sgt ' Woody' Wood at his favourite
establi hment Hanky Panky's Cowboy Bar and was last seen heading off
into the sunset comp lete with sp urs, I 0 gallon hat and chaps in the
direction of280 Sig qn Yeeeehaa! LCpl's Lee Chamberlin and ' Larry '
La mb finally finished their e cape tunnel and are off to pastures new.
Good luck! The Troop we lcomes Sgt Gerry McGachy and his lovely
wife who joined us from the CTI in Scotland but has yet to be seen at
work. LCpl Steptoe joined u from 4 Arn1d Bde Sig Sqn just in time to
sign for the green fleet. Sig Kenny mith joined us from the armoured
element of the Regiment afler a stark reality check and finally not to forget
Sig Mark Ridgwell fresh out of the wrapper. Congratulations go to LCpl
C hris Glennard and wife Kerry on the birth of their son Jamie, also to
ig Mat Hulbert on his engagement to Melanie. Finally congratu lation
to Cpl Halliday for being the first Senior Citizen to pass the RSCC.
HAWK TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Aylward
Sgt Gutteridge
Tp SSgt
Fir t of all, there was all the excitement and drama of the expected
deployment to Kosovo. A select few of highly trained operators were
cho en for the task of spearheading the British Army's main thrust into
Kosovo. However, on arrival at RAF Bruggen, with everybody hyped up
and ready to go a signal was received back in Herford to come back.
Towards the end of June, about half the Troop embarked on a voyage of
di covery on the Corps Yacht Quicksilver. Ex Cut-Tluoat Diamond was a
weeklong sai ling expedition from Kiel. The Exercise was aimed at those
members of the Troop who had never been on board a boat before. The
sailing was a great succe s and no one managed to fall over board,
despite the best attempts of Sig Lofthouse and Sig Armstrong. The
month ended with the RSIT inspection, which thanks to everyone's hard
work went very well. The troop would like to say goodbye and thanks to
Sgt Kev German who has deserted us and moved to Support Tp.
KESTREL TROOP - by Sig Elcock
Tp omd
2Lt Foote
Tp Sgt
SSgt Cooper
The past few months have been very hectic in the Squadron with a lot
of people being places on standby for Kosovo and being sent back to the
UK for training. This le fl all of the Troops widely undermanned but with
the ame level of commitments, which hasn ' t been an easy task. Despite
the workload, a reduced version of the Squadron Battlecamp still went
ahead much to everyone's di sappo intment! The first day consisted of
moving into the harbour area, digging in, patrolling and rccccs, and a few
lessons in the field, where everyone could refresh a few field skills. It
also meant that 2Lt 'Cricket Mad' Foote, our new Troop O was able to
brief us on the various types of ambush and harbour areas. The second

LCpl 'Wilf' Warnes, who earned an 'Army 100' badge at Sisley
We practised various types of shooting, from FIBUA to Gallery
shooting. This was a more than welcome change to the standard APWT
format and gave us all chance to brush up on our weapon skills. Aft~r a
weeks praticing two of our team entered the Queens Medal Compet10n,
to go for a chance at their ' Army 100' bad~e. Congratulatton go out to
LCpl ' Wilf' Warnes on his good shootmg, and becommg only the
twelfth member of the Corps to have earned tl1is accolade.
Commiseration's to Sig Human ' ho narrowly mi sed out. There's
always next year!! The third week saw us competing as a team for ~he
nationals. Two day shooting went in to make up our total score , gi~mg
us a tini hing position amongst the middle of the field .. Congratulations
again to LCpl Warnes who collected two medals for his efforts, and to
Sig Ga llagher who also collected one. The last day saw us helping out
the Corp Team, working in the butts, a they shot the ' Methuen Cup'.
The team managed a good fifth po ition with LCpl Warn~s collectmg
yet another trophy, this time a tankard, for manag~ng to do his maths, not
actually hooting! Thanks go out to W02 Merrie, 21 1g Regt, for. the
loan of weapons and magazines for the duralton of the competition.
Cheers sir!!
IT'S A KNOCKOUT
Thi year' long awaited Herford Garrison ummer Fair took place at
Wentwortl1 Barrack on aturday 12 June. Along with the u. ual stalls,
displays, and vehicles to clamber all over com~s the mo t physical mental
and humiliating competition known to mankind. IT' A K 0 KOUT.
The event takes the form of the lono loved well known TV programme of
the same name. The teams, all in fa;cy dress have to complete a eries of
obstacles all te ting the team at different level of skill luck and pure
ingenuity. Last year 's cup was won by another quadron, so we were
keen to win tbc trophy back. From a quadron of about 120 we managed
to wittle it down to an elite six con i ting ofLCpl Doe, LCpl Glennard,
Sigs Ashcroft, Hoskings Fisher, and Grossmith. Training had been hard
and demanding but we did have the added boo t of our very own ~ve
man outfits. These were designed and made ~y LCpl Doe, which
ultimately helped the team move onto another physical lev~I. .
.
The day tarted of al I OOOhrs and right from the beg111111ng we felt
strong and confident, our fir t blow came to us \ hen on the trampoline
ob tacle. ig Hulbert broke hi ankle, fortunately for us Lt A. lyward
stepped into the wounded cave man's clobber and filled t~e gap. Ou~
econd blow came to us in the form of the beer tent only el11ng crates ot
Becks instead of Bud Jee. However, it all had the desired effect (courage)
as we had yet to complete the Gladiator Gauntlet Run!!
fe, beers
later and a few extra brui es our third and final blow took tl1c .Form of
LCpl Woosnam, who made sure we adhered to all the rule~ on lw ':8nd.
After ten events all tlie core were added up, and with a slight margin of
IS point gained by ig 'Micky" Ash~roft for ridi~g on the Jou~t
backwards. 20 I ig qn emerged ictonous. As for 1g Hulbert he
been bedded down for four weeks un Iucky... ......... or not !

211 SIG AL Q ADRO . .
C OMMA D TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jeeves
Sgt Innes
Tp SSgt
The last few months has been a tumultuous period for ommand Tp as
ti fly percent of the Troop deployed on Op Agricola to augment 204 Sig
Sqn and 7 Sig Regt. The lads and lasses are deployed to a number of
locations assisting various units in a variety of roles. As expected the
Troop is conducting itself in exemplary fashion as the Troop OC can
vouch for after his ow n three week sunshine jolly to theatre. A big
congratulation s to LCpl Lannie for a thoroughly earned promotion,
received whilst on duty in 4 Bde HQ in Kosovo. Also well done to gt
Dixon who leaves us on promotion to 7 Bde. For those that have
remained behind a big well done for a first class R IT report and for
generally holding the fort whilst others disappeared off around the world.
COMMU ICATIO, STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Morton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Leach
First of all congratulations to LCpl Horseborough on his recent
promotion to LCpl. Congratulation must also go to Cp l mith, Cpl
Wilkinson and Cpl Howard on their promotion to Sergeant. Goodbye to
Cpl jelly Smith on his posting to 204 Sig qn. Osnabruck, we wish him
and his family all the best. A big Hello to the latest lucky people who
have had the good fortune to join Comms Tp, ig Becky Hamilton, Sig
Danny Smith and ig Chris Kellet all fresh from the factory.
RRBTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Shake peare
Tp SSgt
gt Cox
The end of May saw some of the members of the Troop deploy on Ex
Premier Link, while others were attached to Command Tp to supply them
with the 432 expertise they so desperately required. When we returned
the Troop formed part of the Kosovo Sqn and went back to the .UK_ for
TAT training along with 3 DSR. After
TAT the leave applicauons
were flying thick and fast but only a selected few were lucky enough to
book a place on Op Agricola. LCpl 'Dangerous Dave' Wallace b~ JUSt
returned missing out on his medal by just one day. I am sure you will be
back soon! July saw the majority of the Troop heading south to Bavaria
for adventure training. where the Troop OC, Lt Shakey bakespeare
found it quite hard to tell the difference between U,EL and J, MEL rou~es!
The Troop would like to say goodbye to S gt couse Is that gomg
pare?' Wharton who has moved into the cushy TA life oon to get his
W02 (yeah right!) and Cpl Andy Allen who is posted to Hohne. We al o
would like to welcome SSgt 'Deano' Cox from 12 Regt RA .
RURAL PROTECTIO DUTY IN
PPORT OF HCR
by Sig Ford
.
.
.
I was fortunate enough whil ton tour in Ko ovo to be mvolved 111 what
only can be de cribed as a hearts and minds. rural, p~trolling, protect.ion
exercise in support of the Hou ehold Cavalry a few miles East of Pnstlna.
During our tour of duty this was a joint_oj)eration involving l(UK)ADSR,
4 Bde and 7 Sig Regt personnel. Our m1 s1on was to p_rotect a Serb v1l~age
by mean of an overt presence and how of strength m order to convmce
the local population that it was safe to return home and to feel secure o~ce
they were home. Our econdary task ' as to patrol the local area. en urmg
that the local population were complying with COMKFOR's mandate and
listening to the fears and concern of both ethnic group in the region.

Just returned from a particularly dusty patrol.
(L:-R): LCpl 'Mal' Mallaburn, LCpl Ricky Curran, Lt Karl Jeeves,
Sgt Richy Richardson and Sig Fordy Ford
Our impartiality wa , at times, almo,t ironic as we \\8 ed goodb ·e. to
our erbian ho t to dri\e the fiye kilometre to the nearest Albanian
village. It all ound relatively traightforward docsn 't it? ot so, the ~e . t
ti e day were to prove to be iiring, ex iting and extremely rewarding.
The 10 man patrol was made up of one o~lcer.. Lt. 'Bad Boy' ~eeves,
three enior and ix OR 's. The clement of connnutt wa provided by
the tireles gt mith who was b th medic and interpreter, he wa the
only permanent member of the patrol. O~r base." a m th~ mall . crbian
illage of livovo and very quickly we ·lipped mto a routine makmg full
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ome of the Department needless to say have managed to swan off
and bask in the sunshine. Sgt Steve Howard and ig Emma Clayton
managed a two week sun nin g sess ion in the Pyrenees on Adventure
train ing. No ooner were they back when gt Howard decided to top up
that tan with a two week handover or equipment lo 7 Sig Regt in Kosovo.
Welcome back also to W02 (RQMS) Dave Simp on from a week in
Bosnia. Apparently his CD co llection needed updating.
On the arriva ls front we must say a warm welcome to W02 'Kev'
mith, his wife Helen and son Charlie on promotion from 280 (UK) Sig
qn and to Sigs 'Crawford' Scott and 'Loui e' C handler from that very
large factory down south . Welcome to a different kind of busy. Sad
farewells must be ·aid to LCpl 'Tracey' Stubbs who has decided to
na,igate the civilian fli ght path all the way to Manchester. Good luck and
our best wishes Lo you and all you do in civvy street.

use of our mountain pring home-made shower and c111dely con tructed
bashas. Thi. tranquil e"istence wa di ruptcd by the ·ontinuou noise of
th local fanuyard animal . the cockerel crowed 24hr a day and the
piglet running all O\ er our leeping bags. whilst \\ t: \\ere in them .
\\'e condu ted two patrol a day ix men in a patrol with four guarding
the patrol ha e. We generally headed north using a Ro\'er and a 432APC
1 th mass of Albanian villages in the area, ome with a tew as 15
· inhabitants and in many ca·es we were the fir t 1 TO troops they had
een. HO\\ we found the ' villages wa by chance. unlisted tracks and
bad mapping. In no wa) can our dubiou na\'igation be blamed on the
OC. no iree! I will look back on the five days I spent patrolling in
Ko O\O a some of the mo t rewarding of m_ career. During our time we
helped instil a large amount of goodwill in the local Albanian and erb
commumtie and b\' the time we left more and more erbian · were
pouring back into the 'illage of livovo including one family to whom
we ga\'e a personal e cort!

LCpl Dave Wallace and Sgt Mick Hanson
with the children of Busijne

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

YORK

co

RM

Lt ol C. Wakerley MBE
WOl (RSM) S. C. Keilty

HE DQ ARTERSQ ADRO
qn Comd
1aj J. ' alker 1BE
M
\ 02 . Terrv
Providing a taging post fo r tho e pas ing in and out of theatre and
trying to fulfil Regimental commitments with a single Squadron is
keeping us 'ery bu y. We cannot pos ibly give a personal mention to all
tho e coming and going but a special mention must be given to the OC
and S M, the 21C has burnt them out and wants new replacement . faj
John \ alker i leaving on promotion to take on the onerou task of
moving 7 Sig Regt, 16 Sig Regt and 280 Sig Sqn into Bruggen. Also
jumping hip i \ 02 (SS 1) Andy Terry. on promotion to WO I, be is
off to ho\\ future generations of oldiers the light as he take up the
appointment of Troop Commander at 11 Sig Regt. We wi h him and his
family the very best. don "t break too many oldiers.
0

EXERCl E ' EEPING EBOR 18-23 JUNE 1999
It would just not have been cricket if tho e who mis eel out on
Ad\'enturous Training Lo the Pyrennes and the Lake District earlier in the
summer were not treated to the great outdoors. W02 (S M) Andy
Terry' solution was Ex weeping Ebor; hill walking and sight seeing on
mountain bike .
Mountain biking, organised by SSgt ' Jez' Ratcliffe (REl\1£) proved
to be a popular event, meanwhile the SSM produced a cunning plan to
cover 54km of ome of the Lakes most cha llenging peaks in 36 hours.
The group led by the SSM survived the first day, completing Kesw ick to
the base of carfell before a nigh t under canvas. Unfortunately Sigs
· obby' Clarke, 'S pice' Cinnamond, 'Chris ' Blundell and 'Tham '
Tham quickly discovered that a 4-man tent ' as not as spacious as they
had hoped. especially after a body cramping days walking and all their kit
to fit in. Day Two started with Scarfell, although the SSM did often to
allo\\ the Team to drop their packs at the bottom of the summit, followed
by Hel\'ellyn before tea. Not a bad achie ement for two days ....... .
As the walking wounded returned word spread throughout the
Regiment., so that by the time the second group were due to depart it had
somewhat depleted in numbers. Capt Beanie Lloyd was left with two
soldiers, but undeterred they set out on the same challenge. ot in the
game of breaking soldiers, the route was shortened, well it was a Friday
finish and Cpl Pete Preece and Pte Robert Docherty survived the
ordeal and returned with aching muscles and some good stories to tell.

a future serving in the Royal Signals. The soldiers' willingness is very
much appreciated by the Regiment and we ' ish them well for their future
within the orp .
With the constant turnover within the Troop il is not possible to
mention all arrival and depanure but we recently said farewell to
gt
' Al ' Keen who is posted to 30 ig Regt at Bramcote, allegedly you now
have a job and a choice of hats to wear. If thi mention doesn ' t force you
to get the beer in we ' ill congratulate you on your promotion to
ergeant Major and wish you well. Welcome to Sgt ' Pete' Curtis, Al's
replacement, but Pete when the OC m;:ntioned that he didn't really have a
job for you at pre ent and to chill, I don ' t think he quite meant pack your
bag and go to Cyprus and play Rugby for two week !
Five members of the Troop recently presented the Wilberforce Home
for Multiple-Handicapped and Blind with a cheque for £500. SSgt 'Al'
Keen and Sig Martin !eight, Shau n Robinson, teve Blight and
Matt Howland visited the home in York on Wednesday 23 June to hand
over the cheque. The money was donated from the Regimental charities
fund which had received a boost fol lowing thi years 'Race the Sun'
event. Wi lberforce Home has been established since 1968 and provide
its re idents with a comfortable, caring and supportive home. There are
currently plan in the pipeline for some major improvements at the home.

W02 (ROMS) Kev Smith , Sig Mark 'Spice' Cinnamond,
Sgt Graham Stephenson, S ig 'Gaz' Clarke

SSgt Al Keen presenting a cheque for £500
to a member of Wilberforce Home

(L-R): RSM (W01) Keilty, Maj Riley, S igs Cinnamond, Clarke,
Blundell and Tham
REAR DETAIL 0 T OF
E TROOP
Tp omd
WOI (FofS) Mark Hardy
0 IS
gt Angus Macpherson
With the Koh1ma Veterans Reunion fast approaching we have enlisted
the help of 16 soldiers aw_aiting training (SATs) from I I Sig Regt,
Blandford. They have provided invaluable a~sistance with installation
mamtenancc and will undoubtedly return to Blandford better prepared for

EXERC l E CHATURA GA 1999
BELGIUM ASSAULT CO RSE COMPETITIO
by LCpl Gillens. Sigs Cinnamond, Clarke, Clayton and Seo/I
After dragging our weary bodies out of bed very early on Friday, 25
June, just to make the minibus on time, we ponder~d the next ~ew days
ahead. For th e next ten hours wc sa t cramped 1n the mm1bu s our
destination Tournai in Belgium and the infamous Chaturanga
Competition. A competition dreamt of by Satan himself. The Regiment
entered two teams, one male which consisted of W02 ' Kev, he 's raving
mad' Smith, Sgt 'Graham, quiet ones are the worst' Stephenson, and
igs Mark ' Spice' Cinnamond and ' Gaz, it's the hardest thing I've done
in my short life' Clarke. The mixed team consisted on Sgt Brenda ' I
used to be Signals' Berry (nee Cooper) (APTC), LCpl 'G il GQ. Vogue
and any other model magazine' Gittens, Sigs 'Crawford, I like to spray
thing ' Scott and Emma I' m not going' Clayton. Both teams were ably
backed up by Sgt Sean Humphries and Cpl 'Bill' Mill who could beat
David Bailey at photography hands down and Cpl Andy, ' Is that a man '
Williams.

QM DEPART lE T
QM
Maj B. J. Dalton
RQMS (Gen)
W02 K. R. J. Smith
RQMS (Tech)
W02 D. G. Simpson
As usual , the QM 's department is the busiest department in the
Regiment (FNARRR, FNARRR). Since the last Wire there have been a
lot of comings and goings. 2 I 4 Sig Sqn have now deployed to Ko ovo
together with three of our stores accountants. We wish LCpls •('hippy'
Wi.lliams, Mark Dunnachie and ig 'Ollie' Oliver all the best and bope
LO see them in the not too distant future (preferably back here). Thanks
must be given to all our civilian staff who have worked just as hard as the
rest of the department ensuring 214 Sig Sqn deployed without problems.
Lastly, warm wishes to (LSgt) Cpl ' Rocky ' Mountain , our re ident
stores Corporal who is at last coming to the end of his attachment to 219
Sig Sqn in the Falkland Island . See you at work in September! The rest
of the department is now sellling into the silly season of veteran reunion
weekends. Manpower shortage is such that our new MHE store111an (Maj
(QM) Dalton) was seen helping move pallet of chairs around the
compound, (are you MHE qualified we ask?)

On arrival in Tournai we were given a walkthrough/talkthrough
demon tration of the cour e, which through experience hould ne er be
attempted in Italian slip on shoes a LCpl_' Gil ~Q' Gittens found out.
That evening the team relaxed wnh a quiet Chmese meal in the to:vn
centre and retired early for the event ahead. However, thanks to Cpl Mtll,
whose snoring can be measured on the richter cale, a good mghts leep
was not had. The next day arrived and a lot of solemn face were seen a
we attempted the two pa sing in tests, a 50m cat crawl on a rope 30fl off
the floor followed by a I 50ft death tide acce eel by an unstable metal
ladder. Once on top of the structure the teams started to congest as Sig
Em ma Clayton refused to make the jump. As the team tood there on the
swaying tower IOOft up, W02 Kev, U1oughtful' Smith g~~e areas unng
word to tho e les comfortable at height. in the form ol ns got to fall
down sometime so if you don't jump after three, 1' ill pu h you'.
Needle to say everyone passed the tests.

Sig 'Gaz' Clarke , mastering the 50m cat crawl

Soon we were off, and on speaking to both teams aflemards. \ve
remember it as a course of never ending obstrnctions and obstacles., "one
of the team members realised how bruised they were until the next
morn ing. That evenmg was the competitors· barbecue combined with the
prize givi ng. Then it was onto town and the infamous Le Bush night-spot
where all the seniors showed the younger soldiers how it was done in
their day. All in all a memorable weekend \\hich all the team~ would like
to repeat next year, however, asbestos underpant should be included in
the kit list fo r the cal crawl!!
MOTOR TRA SPORT DEPARTME T
MTO
Capt Hitman Gurung
MT SSgt
Sgt wan
Along with the re t of the Regiment the MT is experiencing a
shortage of manpower and is extremely bu y with commitments Cpl
Amrit, Findlay and Man have deployed to Kosovo on Op Agf!cola. igs
Amav and Wilkinson are still in the Falklands on roulement tour. LCpl
Davision came back from Ex Able Condor and is now on
'TAT
training and will shortly be going to Kosovo. Those not deployed on Op
are busy on driving details, servicing the fleet., or on guard duty. Due _Lo
the number of operations in various parts of the world, the driving details
to Brize orton and Lyneham have been quite regular. The welfare rnn is
normally carried out by Sig 'Autoroute' Jaruszek, who thinks he should
be in Corsham! We say farewell to LCpl Lee Middleton who moved on
to civvy street, good luck to him in his new career. Hello Lo LCpl's
' Billy' Da~idson and ick Adam welcome to the fun in the Regimental
MT.
TRAILWALKER (UK) 1999- by WO/ (RSA.f) Sean Keitly
On Friday, 25 June, WOJ (RSM) Sean Keilty,
gt ( Q 1S) ngus
Macpherson, Sgt Paul Jude and SSgt 'Chippy' Wood departed south
for Trailwalker (UK) I 999, I OOkm Race across the outh Downs.
The journey south was uneventful, if a little drawn out (8hrs). Upon
arriving at the Queen Elizabeth S:ountry Park, Petersfield, tent _w ere
pitched and several thousand calories were stuffed down the neck pnor to
a good night's sleep in preparation for the morning' activitie . Up with
the larks early next morning. Renewing old acquaintances, exchanging
race tips and di cu sing some of the, ' all the gear, no idea' competitors.
After a final brief to the admin support of LCpl Aungar and ig Laird.
i.e: mis a meeting point and you're dead. The RSM. a vet of last year·s
race gave the team an in depth brief consisting of, 'Under 14 hours and
I'll be dead chuffed, let's %$%**ing do it lad !'
0900 hours and we were oft~ looking resplendent in our orange, ' Race
the Sun' T-shirts (2 Sig Regt, who else?). o probs, we flash through CP
l at Harting Down after 53 minutes, up to Hilltop Farm by now well
warmed up. With a race with the ottingham Runners Club on the card
we strode purposefully on LO CP 3 Littleton Farm, then up and over to CP
4 Amberley, or as we have come to call it the ?evil's a~pit. Luck.ily ~n
old friend SSgt Jane Lawrence greeted us, smiles and drmks along with
all the Gurkha cheers we were oon on our way.
The leg Lo CP 5 is the longest in the race. it is also the first marathon
length barrier. Excellent views and top team_ moral_e soon aw us th~ough
this part of the race. The sight ofCP 6 Beeding Bndge did not cuna1l ?ur
efforts, we pu hed on up the k.iller hills to CP 7 the ~ood slop at Trule1gh
Hill. Upon arrival we met the old enemy from ?ttmgham prepa~mg_ to
leave. Their departure was held back by one of their num?er regurgnatmg
hi lunch over the barn floor, much to the consternation of the other
diner . On seeing this a delighted RSM remarked 'we·ve got them now'.
After a quick meal we were off. At this stage the average age of the team
(37.5 years) was beginning LO sho\ . ~gt 'Chippy' ~ o.od ~ad part_icular
cause for concern a his knee was domg a very convmc111g 1mpress1on of
a watermelon. Undeterred by thi he again gave our morale a hot in the
arm, by placing mind firmly over matter he_ pull~d o~ the i_ubi grip and
battled through. Even with o~r feet mumm1~ed in zmc _oxide tape, ~he
blisters were by now out in force and poppmg with painful regularity.
The much promised cloud cover finally came. The heat eased but driving
rain folio\ ed, making u a sorry ight u~on. arrival al CP 8 Pycombe: A
quick T- hirt change and we set a pum hmg pace to CP 9 Dnchlmg
Beacon then down to CP I 0 Houodean Bottom.

Taking Tenth Place
(L-R): SSgt 'Chippy' Wood, SSgt Paul Jude,
SSgt (SQMS) Angus Macpherson, W01 (RSM) Sean Keilty
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fter a photo call to ·ommemorate the two-marnthon Lage we
pu bed on to P 11 at Woodingdean. Dusk was fu ll ing and with 'Thul hill
I told )OU about' still to climb we finally lef1 the i ottingham Team
behind. The final .5 km leg sa\\ u give CY r thing. In the darknes
Brighton loomed. with the racecow e in our ights we made our way to
the IOOkm fini h in a time of 14h rs 13mins. to be informed we had
gained tenth place 0\ era II complet-: team place from the 190 team who
started. The team would like to thank the event o rga ni ers for an
excellent hallenge. The Gurkha enthusiasm and pride i ali c and well.
For tho e of ou out there unaw are of Trailwalker (UK), ii is an
opportunity to assi t the Gurkha Welfure Tru t that i not to be mis ed.
ee you on the la l weekend in June!

Q EE ' fED L COMPETITIO
bi· W02 (FojS) Yambahadur Rana
Due to heavy operational conunitment the Regi ment was unable to
compete in the 2 Div AAM a a team thi year. However. two members
of the Regiment managed to qualify for the Queen 's Medal competition.
W02 (FofS) am Rana took pan in the 2 Div AAM a a in di idual
firer and qualified for the Queen's Medal competition as one of ten firers
from the Division. ig Devprakash Gurung also qualified from 143 Bdc
before he wa po ted to the Regiment.
The Queen ' Medal competition i the premiere e em for er ice
shooting and it i every marksman's dream to win it. Thjs year it took
place on 30 June and I July on Bi ley and Pirbright ranges. The first day
tarted with the Roupell match, J cored the highest ( 156 out of 160) and
won the Roupell Trophy. Af1er FlBU . \ hitehead and Moving target
matches. the fir t day fini hed. I wa in 30th position and ig
Devpraka h wa in 60th po ition. On the final day, firers\ ere to contest
Match Two. the A ociation Cup. al o known as the Army Hundred Cup .
The overall re ult of both days would decide the Queen's Medal. Out of
127 firers I finished the econd day in 25th position and Sig Devprakash
finished in 52nd position. Thi was a good result con idering we only had
two days limited training prior lo the competition.
The following \ eek we ' ere both selected to repre ent the Corp in
the Metheun Cup which i conte ted amongst all the other Corps. The
Royal Corps of ignal finished in a re pectab le Fifth place winning
Woolwich Bowl after beating the Royal Engineers and Royal Artillery.

Wednesday 26 May - Aller a fairly re tless night. (as to be expected
in the circumstances) it was reveille at 0700hrs, fo llowed by a mashing
breakfast expertly prepared and cooked by our admin team, S gt Alan
Yeaman, LCpl John Clarke and LCpl Clai re Haslam. Aller breakfast
we met up with our guide to start our first day's introduction walk. We set
off from Pie du Lis ( 1I49m) with li ght packs, the opening pace as I can
rememb.:r was a shock to everyone's system, (wa this to be FT 2?).
fter an hour or so it settled down into a nice trekking pace and most
people were breathing normally aga in. We took several photos on route
passing by Lake de Graue (2152m), eventually toppin g for lunch
Lake ert (200 Im). The sun wa out and off came the T-shirts for the
duration of our stop. The lake was till frozen o we were un able to
paddle. After lunch we made our way back to the start pa sing talion de
Prat-Long and de la Coume. Once at the bottom we all enjoyed a mall
beer before returning to the camp ite for evening meal.
Thursday 27 May - Up bright and early aller a better night's sleep,
we started from Ho pice de France (I 38Sm), again with light packs for
th e final warm-u p prior to pain. We were goi ng at a teady rate for
I :.furs all uph ill, when we reached th e point (21I3m) where we practised
snow and ice axe tec hn iq ues . We pent severa l hours on the snow
prac ti sing and it was a spectacu lar show from Lt Julie Richardson
fa lling some I 001'1. demonstrating how an ice axe arrest shou ld be done.
The use of our guide's dog lead also came into great effect to assist ig
Em ma Cla. ton traversi ng aero s some steeper snow. We then headed up
to the Refuge de Yanesque (2200m) took a group photo and started our
descent. We got about ten yards when the heaven opened and it was time
to try out those nice Gore-Tex waterproofs from Thatcham. They did the
job and it wa a le on to mo t, ju t how fa t the weather can change in
the Pyrenee . Once at the bottom it wa back to the campsite for dinner.
The remainder of the evening was spent packing and preparing for the
tan of tomorrow's expedition into pain.

ai

EXERCI E 10 'TARDO EBOR - by SSg1 A. MacPherson MBE
IL_ was two week prior to Xmas 1998 when
M Andy Terry
menuoned that 0 HQ Sqn, Maj John Walker, was looking for a
budding Sgt to organise an Adventurous Training Exercise to the
Pyrenees in late May 1999. After waiting several days and hearing of no
nominations I quickly stepped forward into the unknown . Some live
months later, after many sleepless night and a co upl e of minor heart
attacks, we were ready for the off The Expedition Party consisted of 19
personnel, 2 Officers, 1 WO, 4 S CO' and 13 OR 's.
Monday 24 1ay - At I 130hrs we departed from Imphal Barracks
and drove in two mini-buses to Portsmouth to catch the overnight ferry to
St Malo. The food on the ferry \\as excellent and well worth the advance
group booking at £8 per head.
Tue da 25 May - We finally arrived at the campsite at 2200hrs.
After quickly meeting-up with our guide, Mr John Howie it was all
hand on deck, erecting tent and making our elves comfortable for the
night.

On the summit of Pie de Amitges (2851 m)
Back row (l-R): SSgt Angus MacPherson,
Sig 'Ritchie' McConville, Sig Bryan Jones
Front row (L-R): Mr John Howie, W02 Andy Terry,
Sgt Sam Faulds, Cpl 'Woody' Wood
Photographer: Maj John Walker

'We made it' - At the top of Mount Montardo (2833m)
(l-R): Maj John Walker, W02 Andy Terry, Sgt Steve Howard,
Mr John Howie (guide), Sgt Sam Faulds, Sig Bryan Jones,
Cpl 'Woody' Wood
Photographer: SSgt Angus MacPherson

Enjoying a quick waterstop (1714m)
Sig Henry Young, Sig ' Ray' Reardon and Mr John Howie
(in the background)

W02 (FofS) Yambahadur Rana winner of the Roupell Trophy

brilliant fun go ing down in the deep snow. A quick lunch, (with a trickle
ofGlenmorangy for the selected few) more group photos, then we set off
to Refuge Joan Ventosa (2220m). We saw more lzards along the way and
Sig Hazel Sibley screamed as Ma.i John Walker produced a large
sli thery frog from out of no-where. The sun wa still shining on our
arrival at the Refuge and provided the perfect opportunity for a spot of
sunbathing and drying out wet kit. W02 Andy Terry ever keen for more
exercise, decided he would lake his camera to get a couple of exclusive
shots from in and around the refuge. On hi return, about one hour later,
he was spotted trying to dry out hi s camera, (which bit of water did it fall
in!). After dinner we celebrated Sig 'Ray' Reardon's 18th birthday will a
couple of sociable beers.

Friday 28 May - Breakfa lat 0730hr , packed lunches made a quick
final check of personnel equipment and documentation , rucksacks loaded
into both minibuses and we were off on our exped ition. The admin team
dropped us o!T at the start point, end of Yielha tunnel. At I 030hr with
pack on (weighing a ton) we were on our way, every now and then
glancing over our shoulders waving goodbye to ou r ad min team below.
Heading steadi ly along GR 11 route, tryin g to find our mountain legs we
came to our first stop. John Howie and the boss, Maj John Walker
gathered everyone around for a quick look at the map, (it was going to be
a long day) . The first two hour were really tough go ing with steep
climbs, it was a pleasure to sec the top and get back onto fairly level
ground, (if you didn ' t already know, there is not much level ground in the
Pyrenees). The going was getting tough for Sig Jim McEwan but after
some TLC and some old school encouragement he was o!T and running
again. We stopped for a welcome lunch by Lake de Rius then continued,
this time our ice axes were required . The route was intere ting and we
managed to see many lsards, marmottes an d a female (very rare)
capacille. We reached Refuge dera Restanca (201 Om) at I 600hrs. It was a
great relief to see the refuge, which would turn out to be the Ritz of all
refuges, apart from the food , (seafood pasta di sh) which was certainly an
acquired taste.
Saturday 29 May - The refuge was very noisy throughout the night
as people were arriving as late as midnight. After breakfast we set off at
081Shrs in sight ofour next refuge. It always takes the first 30 minutes of
each day to get those mountain legs going again, (maybe an hour or o if
you sampled the local vino). We were go ing some ten minutes when Sgt
am Faulds remembered that he had left hi s gaiters in the refuge. He
headed back to retrieve them, however, unbeknown to him our guide had
them in his rucksack. On route we stopped for a break at the bottom of
Coret d Oelbacrestada, eight members of the team donned light packs and
headed for the summit of Mount Montardo (2833m). It was a good steady
pace and the team was at the top within one hour. The view from the top
of Montardo was spectacular and after several photos it was time to
return to the rest of the party. Our descent took I 5 minutes and it was

Sunday 30 May - Knowi ng today was Sunday, we thought that there
might be the odd chance of a little lie-in. Wrong, we were up sharp at
0600hrs, had breakfast and we were off on another day·s adventure. The
Boss and John Howie were worried about the weather losing in so it
was best to get off early. Today would prove to be by far the hardest day's
trek of the expedition. Our main aim was to go over two col , ending up
at Refuge de Saboredo (231 Om). The day started fairly \~ell, just like the
previous two and after the first hour everyone wa back mto the sw mg of
things. So far the weather was holding out, packs still feeling heavy, we
had reached our first col, Port de Colomers (2604m). It was a steep climb
to reach the top, and all our previous snow work came into good use. We
had a well deserved twenty minute break before heading on to lake
Obego. We reached the lake at 111 Shrs and John Howie said we were
making good time. Yet again the weather wa on our side as the un came
shining through, (more sun cream required). On the way to lake Obego
we had a slight incident a Sgt Steve 'kamikaze' Howard lipped and
slightly bruised his chest with a pearl of a lide do~vn th~ snow. Aft~r a
thirty minute break \ ith ome food and water in rdc him (and a little
attention from Sgt Sam Fauld , our first-aider), Steve had recovered and
was fit enough to proceed . The second col , Port de Rat_era (2600111)
proved to be twice as tough as the Port de Colo.mer .. tandmg at the lop
watching people come over, one by one, was quite a sight. (A ~ough a _it
was, 1 reca ll Cpl Pete Longworth houting, '!~ some~ne trymg to loll
us! ') Pete very quickly got over hi ordeal and 1t wa n l long before he
was lighting another cigarette. After a well-earned re. t we r~ttled ~nto the
refuge. It was a grand sight to see the aboredo_hu~ 1mme~rately rn front
of us. As we were si ttin g out ide the hut , 111king a 111ce cold (and
thoroughly deserved) cerveza, watching our boot and ga11er dry out m
the sun; we could ce the weather changing, thi time it would not escape
us . The rain came and lasted several hour .
Monday 31 May - After a good night' sleep feeling_ a bit · ore from
yesterday, today (as we had been led to believe) ' as gomg to be pretty
easy going. We set off just afler 8 o'clock with a gradual cl_rmb that
seemed to go on forever. We pa sed lake Glacat before crambhng up to
the Del Lac Glacat ol, then proceeded to head due outh ~o the Amitge
Col. This had taken us 2~hrs ' hich according to our guide, wa fairly
good timing. The weather was closing i.n agai!1 but John Howie thought
we had enough time to reach the umimt of Pre de Amrtges (2 51 m). o
without packs, seven of us set off for the Pie.
Once at the top we had a spectacular view of the A~_itge
eedle
which was a great bonu as the col wa not pan of the or.1g.mal plan. The
wind at the top wa very trong so photo were taken s1rtmg d?wn. On
the way back down John reminded us or the importance of taking back
bearings. and recalled the tory about the two chaps who got lost _on top
of Ben evis without their compasses. Sig Bryan Jones hurt 1~1 knee
slightly when a loo e rock landed on it. l the bottom we re-1orned the
group, with packs back on we headed due south towards E tany <:Jrande
Amitges which was all down hill in thick snow. We eventually am~ed at
Refuge de Amitgc (2380) and a we looked back up LO\ ard the Pie~ we
were all proud of what we had achieved. Thi refuge proved to be Ritz 2
of all refuge , we settled down for the night (afler ~ '. ~11-dc. erved sho' er
and wonderful food) playing board games and ociahsrng.

Tuesday I June - We set off at 8 o'clock for our final journey (all
down hill) where we would meet up with our admin team, 9km away.
The pace was nice and relaxed for the first 30 minutes then things tarted
to heat up. Myself, John Howie, Sgt Steve Howard, gt am Fauld
and Cpl 'Woody' Wood all found oursel e tabbing/running at a great
pace of knots. (Wa this to be CFT 3?). The pace got faster and fa ter and
it was a great sight to see S gt Alan Yeaman and his admin team at the
end in Espol. It was also a very great pleasure in eeing John sweat for
the fir t time since the expedition began. Once everyone was down we
headed for a cafe and had cold refreshments and ice cream . It was a two
hour drive back LO the campsite in Luchon. Once back we freshened up
and headed into the town cenrre for some souvenirs. Later in the evening
the heavens opened and fo r the rest of the night we were tuck with
roaring thunderstonns.
Wednesday 2 June - In pile of the thunderstorn1s most of us slept
well and after breakfast we headed off white water rafting. expertly
oraanised by the admin team. After the rafting we headed back to the
can1psite, (tents now fully dry) to pack everything away and prepare for
the return journey to York. After saying our final farewell to John
Howie and his family. we departed.

A photo of a rather nervous group prior to the white water rafting
Thur day 3 June - We arri ed in t lalo at 6 o'c lock in the
morning, making the return journey quicker by two hours,_ (_12 hours). We
had breakfast in MacDonald folio\ ed by a duty free v1 It to the local
upermarket prior to boarding the f.!rry at I 04Shrs . We landed in
Portsmouth at I 830hrs. Back on K. oil, all in sombre mood, thi '"a
the beginning of the end. ig 'Mitch ' Mitchinson had finally ucceeded
to wind up the
M and a tran fcrred to the rear minibus. The final
dri c landed us back in Imphal Barrack at I o'clock in the morning.
S MM RY
It was a great experi nee , tcpping into the unknO\vn and organi ing
m first c'lpedition. I have benefited tremendou I from it all. and the
group all agreed that it was an enjoyable et hard. the-day expedition
(thanks John). The Pyren 'C come highly re ommended and I \\Ould like
to thank everyone who helped me in an} "a "1th the planning of thi
e ·pcdition, making it an O\ erwhelming succc, s.
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3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

REGI I T LHE DQ
RTE S
CO
Lt Col 1 • D. ouch
R !\1
\ 01 (R M) G. J. toker 1BE
With the CO deployed on Op Agricola it wa left to the Regimental
'.HC. Maj dam Ewell to le.ad the way through a ucce sion of partie
disgui ed a a Regimeatal Weekend. Brig (Retd) igeJ V ood wa the
gue t of honour a the Repre entative Colonel ommandant. The
Regimental Reunion Club were well r pre ented with Brig Ronnie
tonham taking the salute on the march pa l to church a si ted by ExR M. Mr John Templeton. Member of the club who allended the
weekend included Brig Johnny Clinch. Jean Brett, widow of Brig
Bertie Brett and many characters too numcrou to mention. A in
preYiou. years the olde t member 1r Ped lar Palmer who al 95 still stole
the ho\\ "ith hi mouth organ di play on stage in the ergeants' Me s.
202 IG ' AL Q ADRO
qn omd
Maj R. J. Quinlan
1
\ 02 ( S'.\1) S. G. Jackson
Once again the time has come to report on the quadron activities over
the past month, and once again the e have proven to be boJi challenging
and divers<:. The main activity has been the lead up training for Ex Lion
un, which will take place from 7 July to 5 Augu t. Thi i an Exerci e
based at honing ba ic infantry kill . with the added bonu of utilising the
excellent adventurou training facilitie available Cypru . The full report
on Ex Lion un will folio' in next month's Wire, together with ome
predictably entertaining pictures! On the operational front, the quadron
continue to provide key manpower for Operat ions in Bosni a and
Ko ovo. This ha re u lted in the urrendering of many bodies, which
make for both a challenging and exciting time for the Squadron. We
look forward to recei ing those per ons deployed back afely into the
quadron over the next few months. Due to the busy nature of the
quadron there have been a variety of posting in, and out, of SHQ in the
pa t month. We adly wave goodbye to Capt Lee 'Jimm)•' Hendrick
who move onto pastures anew with S Airborne Brigade in Aldershot,
and give a wann welcome to Capt Eric ·Beckham \ arren who joins u
from R 1C
hrivenham. We also sadly say goodbye to the SSM, W02
teve Jackson who leave on promotion to WOI (RSM) to 5 AB Bde at
the end of the month. We wish them the best for the future.
OVERLOO. ' TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt K. J. Grice
Tp SSgt
gt A. J . Crawford
It has been another hectic month for Overloon Tp with the arrival of
everal new faces . Fir tly we welcome Capt ' Patricia' Pritchard from
I t (GK) Div & ig Regl who will take over command of the Troop later
this month , also a big welcome to LC pl 'Horizontal' Standing who
arri\es ne\\ly promoted from 5 AB Brigade. We hope you enjoy your
time with the Troop. Overloon have spent the majority of this month on
military and adventurous training on Ex Lion Sun, a weaty and refreshed
Troop will report back to The Wire next month on their antics - minus jet
ki and banana boats of course!!
BU ACOTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt P. impso n
Tp Sgt
gt I. Brown
We welcome fresh from trade training S ig 'Flightless' Bird, Sig
'Student' Grant and Sig E lston and Wagstaff (who will have achieved
suitable nicknames by this time next month!). As we are away on Ex
Lion Sun cager reader will have to await our exciting return at the end of
the month before discovering the continuing hectic lifestyle of Bussaco
Tp.
206 TG ' AL Q ADRO (REAR)
Sqn Comd
Capt R. J . Od ling
SSM
\ 02 . Archer
· ince last reporting from sunny Bui ford a lot of water has passed
under the bridge. Radio/Access Tp or Kosovo Tp as it became known
finally .disbanded having spent four months on 72hrs TM without fully
deploying. Everyone moved onto 14 days notice to move with the rest of
the Regiment. The elements from 202 went back to the Armour (your
welcome to 1t boys), thanks a lot for all your hard work.
Ha\ing spent all of 12 hours on 14 days notice the goal post moved to
four hours notice only this time all those that had not been warned off to
go were now going. We would just like to thank WOI RSM Chris
Hyma for being so understanding when we had to deploy members of
the wedding reception including the best man LCpl 'Geordie' Cairns
from hi daughter' (Rachel) wedding to LCp l ' Dougie ' Douglas.
Congratulations on a wedding to remember. With the Squadron command
team deploying and running around packing personal kit including YofS
Paul 'But I am posted in four weeks' Mehan and the 21C, and SSM
h<1\ing a good time in France it was left to the capable hands of SSgt
. 'te\ e ' \\.'hich phone shall I answer next' Bartleet, with his team to send
gt Chris Lloyd,
the . quadron on its merry way with the QMS,
co\cring himself deeper and deeper in 1033's. With the dust finally
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senling with the deployment of HQ BRITFOR, the deployment of the 5
Bde A group followed the next day under the able command of Cpl
mooth talking' Richards. The quadron Tech would just like to say
ADMIN DI A TER 10 FofS Joe Docherty who managed to deploy a
\ eek before most of his uniform, it was a good job Sgt Mandy Korchcl
packed some spare kit along with her leg waxing kit, curling tongs and all
tho e other little comfort . While the majority of the quadron have been
topping up their un tan the rear party have managed to fit in guard , det
maintenance, guards, summer camp, the Dunker Tank and yes more
guard . Time ha now moved on and people have nov started to return to
Bui ford in drib and drabs ju t in time for summer leave and to show ofT
their tans. Finally fare1 ells, hellos and a few new arrivals. Farewell and
good luck to YofS Paul ·Gunny' Mehan, gt 'Bes' Beswick, LCpl Rich
Eveleiah, and LCpl 'Tommo' Thompson who all leave us on po tings.
Hello to YofS Simone Rouse who deployed traight out to Kosovo
(lu ky girl). SSgt Shaun 'Where's my Troop' Fairfield, Sgt John Batts,
Cpl · Jenk · Jenkinson, LCpl Wikely and all the new arrival out of the
au age factory (too many to mention) enjoy your tour boys and girls.
La t but by no mean lea t congratulations 10 Cpl 'DJ' Corcoran and hi
wife on their new arrival - the sleepless nights tart here.
SQ ADRON S MMER CAMP 4-9 J LY 1999
Much effort wa placed into arranging a full week of activities for the
quadron ummer camp at Browndown Camp, Gosport. With Portsmouth
situated just aero the water, the location proved to be an excellent venue
for a summer camp. Unperturbed SSgt Sean Fairfield et off with a vague
idea that it was near Gosport a nd with a little nervous na igating by Pte
'Compa s' Strattford. Once the camp was 'fou nd ' and everyone was
accommodated it was down town for a quick recee of the local Nightlife.
Sig 'Where am I' Bibby wa found the next morning still asleep in the
back of the minibus. Activities included ailing with the aptly named Cpl
'W indy' Gale, Horse riding led by Lt 'Olly' Gardner, Rockclimbing
with Cpl ·Taff' Roberts, Mountain Biking with W02 (SSM) Stu
Archer. Hillwalking led by S gt Sean Fairfield and Windsurfing with
S gt (SQMS) Chris Lloyd. Much fun wa had by all, with many gaining
much throughout the week. SSgt 'M r. Windsurf Lloyd had his patience
pushed to the limits, when his protege (Sig 'I like 10 swim' Yates), failed
to stand upright on the board let alone ail one. Cpl 'John Wayne' Hilton
must have thought that he was a actual cowboy, as he managed to go
Horseriding three times, each time he did o he was given Jupiter (The
barely controllable ex-drum horse of the Household cavalry). Sig 'Carrots'
Holdern had a momentous time mountain biking, culminating in her
sending her bike through a boy sco ut camp, writing off a couple of
bivvies. The three water babies, Cpl ' Jenks ' Jenkinson, LCpl Kirsty
Kidd and ig ' Bracks' Bracken couldn't be slopped whilst out ailing.
Each time the boat weighed anchor, no sooner had the anchor hit the water
the three water babes followed. SSgt Sean Fairfield managed to find
many pubs along the South Downs way but it didn 't compare to the
amount found by the Mountain bikers. All in all a very good wind down
after the recent hard work endured by the quadron due to the recent
deployment to Kosovo. Ex Dunking Rhino was organised by SSgt Steve
Bartleet, and it took place, on the frr t day back from summer camp. Sgt
Steve Bartleet found it hard to stop from throwing up whilst in the
Dunker Tank. (He 'll not be so keen to organise another trip to RNAS
Yeovilton)! Sig Ross Ainslie decided to put his lungs to the test by going
back for more at least six times, much to the enjoyment of his fellow cabin
members. Sig 'Head Banger' Mawer thought he'd test the first aid skills
of the tank divers, when he managed to knock himself out. One or two
other members of the Squadron (who shall remain nameless), decided to
be too scared to even attempt to try it out. The Dunker Tank proved to be
of invaluable experience and perhaps will en ure trained personnel 's
survival if ever placed in a real time situation.
222 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj M. Billingham
SSM
W02 F. Roberts
June proved to be an eventful month for SHQ Tp. With three quarters of
the quadron deployed in the Balkans most of us were beginning to feel the
pre sure of fast balls and regular duties. The month began with a well
deserved week of adventure training in Weymouth. The Troop were largely
involved in the annual Regimental weekend. Well done to the tug o war
drag queen team who decided to tum up dressed as women, apart from
SSgt J ase Meck who looked more like a camp Robin Hood. We would
have won but where was the 20 stone anchor man?? He was last cen
talking to a tree the night before! The weekend closed with a church parade
for the old comrades, followed by a quiet socia l event in the Sgt's Me. s
where VQ's were presented to pis Ada m Burma n and C hris Boden.
ext time don't put your ann around the Brigadier for a photograph Cpl
Burman Well done to all the seniors who went to Blandford for the day to
enhance their communication management skills on the Osprey uitc. Extrll
congratulations must go to Lt ' Banana Man' Johnson for being unable to
move his Trunk ode all day (next time close down properly Sir!).
Congratulations to LCpl Hay ley Moore, C h ris Bod e n and Mick
Brown for their promotions to Corporal. Farewells go to SSgt Pete 'I'm
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ure 1· c already left' Curtis who has left the troop for 2 Sig Regt to play
even more ru gby, Cpls Kyle Dickinson, Roger Teasdale and ick
Campbell who have all lcfl for Blandford (good luck on your TI lads)
and fi nally, yes finally, no really, for the last time, 10 YofS Eddie Yates
who 's tour in Kosovo was cut short for hi posting to Ireland, and missed
out on a medal by eight day so that he could gel his leave in. A special
menti o n must go to Cpl tcvie 'I ' m never here ' Pilmer who has
managed to pend more time at Corsham hub than in the Troop since he
arrived here last September.
Ilellos and welcomes go lo Cp l Karl Peters who has come from
Blandford to see what a real Regiment is like after spending his six year ·
in the Army training recruits, SSgt YofS Tom Moran and Sig 'Leonardo'
Elston who made an explosive arrival. ext time remember on your
arrivals form leave the pen picture blank , don ' t draw a picture of
yoursell1 First operational deployments for LCpl Kev Limbert, LCpl
Turner, LCpl Prowse and Cpl Hayley ' Crusher' Moore who whilst day
dreaming behind the wheel about meeting her fiancee ' Billy boy', in
theatre, inadvertently crushed Sig Jones. Our thoughts are with you guys.

H RJAHTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. S. Johnson
Tp SSgt
S gt R. Lang
.
.
This month the Troop has been getting on and off that proverbial bus.
·Arc we ? or Aren't we going to Kosovo?' Along side that was the annual
party cunningly disguis~d as Summer ca.mp._ The Regif!lental Weekend
went off succe sfully, with everyone getting into the spmt of the event.
The quadron Stall was run by Cpl's Stu Ireland, Paul Lester and ig
Richie Mace, (I've noticed that whenever soldiers are encouraged to wear
fancy dress, all the girls frocks, frilly knickers, stockings and suspenders
come out of the closet!) It took the shape of stocks and soggy sponges, the
quadron Personnel of Spongerbility got a good oaking by all accounts.

1A TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I. V. J. Herny
Tp SSgt
SSgt . E. Littlefield
Well , more changes for the Troop but at least \\C'rc used l<! it. 'ot.
only did the OC, Lt 'In need ofa tan' Herny disappear tor the maJonty ol
June and plenty of July, but she also left the Troop to welcome Sgt
'Justin' Littlefield, and the wannabeei. from Sharjah and Masi rah! Back
from Kosovo we got L pl 'Feet up in the portsman's Bar' Cooper, and
from across the road igs 'Returned' Drake, 'Chaquille o· Hemming ,
'Mane' Murphy and 'Unbelievable Surname' Mortiboy~ from harjah.
Congratulations! Welcome back to the Troop to L pis 'Ginge' Wheeler
and ' ow not going either' Johnson, Sigs 'Baz' Barr)' and 'Lucky'
Carter. At lea 1 we gave harjah Tp a few vehicles in exchange! By way
of celebration, most of the Troop disappeared promptly to the Dunk i:-ank
for a bit of specialist training - an event that would have been well received
at the Regimental weekend. The Troop had a week of sun and fun at Wyke
Regis, adventure training without the hierarchy, and have even managed to
shake them off for a week at Penhale (suspiciously near ewquay).
At time of going to press, we bid farewell to ig · ideways' Murph
and are especially pleased to welcome back Cpl 'windsurfing again'
Hoggart. A reluctant farewell to SSgt 'Bullet' Hogg and family, moYing
to pastures greener (well I Div at least). Look forward to seeing you on
Ops! Eventually the 0 turned up again, no tan but knowi.ng the words to
the Canadian alional Anthem. At least she has something to show for
Ex Iron Rundle.

MASIRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E.J. Fawcett
Tp SSgt
SSgt Baker
Although currently deployed on Op Agricola we are able to bring you an
exclusive extract from 'The Sealey News ' produced in theatre by SA 634.

On the boat, off the boat? Sitting on the dock of the bay with
Sigs 'Ernie Bailey' Carvin, 'Billy' Watt, 'Jock' Miller,
'Jock Two' Muir, 'Idle banter' Danter, 'I suppose' Vose,
'King' Carlise and 'Eager' Beevor

A Few Good Men of the Masirah crew on Op Agricola
Sigs 'Ernie Bailey' Carvin, 'Billy' Watt, 'Jock' Miller, 'Jock Two'
Muir and 'Eager' Beevor
• 'Well the week has gone fast with one thing and another. After our little
(not) move across the road and the hours of digging cables in we thought
we were here for the next ix months. We didn't reckon on Cpl 'Punchy
Punchard and hi axe wealding antics. Cpl P decided he wa n't happy
with the cable layout and decided to dig some more of the ca~le in ..Sig
' craf' cafton tarted swingin g mercilessly at the grc_iund with a _Ptck.
Cpl P concerned for the safety of the cables took the pick an~ cont111ued
the job, only to lice straight through a even quad. In fru !ration he then
threw the pick at the post office just as the poslle were coming out ....
suffice to say Punchy didn 't get any mail that week and the re tofu spent
the day digging up all the cables to replace.the faulty ~cut!) cables. He
doe n 't know yet but he O\ es us a few beers for that one.

Lt 'Hempster' Herny tries to sit on her invisible chair during
training for the Nijmegen marches

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

HEADQUARTER
Sqn Comd
SM

QUAD RO
1aj Glen Harwood
W02 ( M) Mark Rouse

TECH lCAL MA I TE A CE TROOP
CAPEL..CURJG 4- 9 JULY 1999
On Monday 4 July, ixteen eager and excited techniciai~ began the
long dri e to Capel Curig; Truining Centre, Betw -y-Cocd'. lor fi. c da
away from work, taking part in a round:robm .of h1ll-walk111g, cl'.mbing.
and mountain biking. The weather was fanta. tic for the whole fi, e day ,
and everyone be ame tanned and healthy looking, .al though there were
gripes about scaling the a Imo t vertical mountains 1n uch hot "eat he;.
Purely. by hancc, most of the activities fini . hed at the Ogwen Re ervoir

cafe which did a roarino trade in ic -creams and cold drink . n c'\tra
acti~•ity organised by
mith, hill-11 alking. wa a ~onfidence t~ 1
which in olved crawling through a ten metre long fi ·ure 111 ome granite
rock , with barely enough room for tanding. let alone breathing:
The nightlife in Bctws-y-Cocd 1\a 'a dly lac~mg. ac ording to all
concerned and it wa a great disappointment to ltnd that en:n the cl11p
hop clo dd at 21 OOhrs. To remedy thi', the Troop sea~hed further afield.
for entertainment, and found Llanwr l, a t0\1 n producing clulh kebab ol
su h inten e heat that e en 'gt cott truggled to eat one. Pcrhap the
only di appointment of the week 1~a ·the mountain bt~ing. \1h1ch 1\a. not
'O much riding, as pu hing the bicycle up som .ol the stcepe ·~ cyclepath that any of us have encountered before. Leal' mg that aside. ti 11 a a
wond rful week, and ·vcryone enjoyed it.

gt
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REGI IE.' L IOTOR TRA ' PORT
E ER I E DRAG01 ' T LO .
The MT depl yed with HQ , quadron on Ex Dragon· Talon on
unday 6 June 1999. The first night was spent on the airfield to quickly
test our kill before deplo ing to 21 ig Regt (A ) in Colernc the next
da . Our dutie included l:1ying the local lines and providing POL when
required. The cobwebs "ere blown out and for ome of the ne' lads
there wa a chance to see ho" thing hould or hould not be done .
Everything eemed to go "ell and before we knew it we were packed up
and on our wa to sunny England and Colcme. \ ell most of us anyway.
ig ar l 'Frank kinner' later made ten miles before overheating but
the hort di lance record went to pl Andy ·Have you ccn my bike
yet?' Daws on who could only manage ix miles before a fan belt
problem delayed him for a day. At 1500hrs on Monday 7 June 1999 the
first of four packet tarted to roll into Colerne and were more than happy
to be located in ide one of the hangars. Once the urban cam wa dropped
we et to work on the local line where S ig Pa ul ' cou e ... etc .. etc·
Ca ddick came in to hi own showing a willingnes to work, to think for
him elf, to use common en e and hi fear of heights-all of which were
promptly tamped out after a couple of hours. Once set up, our dutie
quickly changed to manning the guard po l and the Exchange. A busy
four day followed. Our next move took place on Friday 11 June 1999 to
ali bury Plain where we would lose uch luxuri;: a bowers. urban
cam and a good roof over our head . Once ct up in our ne' location ' e
quickly resumed our guard duties, only to be dragged off them on
aturda morning to take part in some well organized event, uch a
Yehicle rever ing and manoeuvring. ig cott 'Ernie' Wise imply would
not be beaten by the 'rever ing a trailer into the garage' test, until he was
physically beaten and pulled from the landrover o others could try! In
the afternoon the event was cros -country driving organized by gt Jim
' hamu ' 1c abb where the, 'Whose got the muddie t rover?'
competition obviously began. After ome cary moments from Sig Ca rl
'l\\O wheels' Slater we decided to return 10 our Echelon while we till
could, to exchange storie and mutual prai e.
On unday a five mi le map read ing and patrol te t wa organised
much 10 the JOY of the lads. That night a ucce sful rolling replen ' as
carried out by the POL lean1 led by C pl And '2 wheels are better than
4' Daw on, where LCpl Andy Hawkes an wered this que tion; 'What is
the immediate action on pulling into a roll ing replen?'
a) Don he lmet, weapon and webbing and proceed to fill your vehicle,
then move on.
b) Grab your gun, scumer to the conven iently parked AAFI wagon
and order a bacon butty. (An wers to:- .0. Clue@sorehead. ouch.).
eedle s to say, LCpl ndy 'l've earned this!' Hawkes got it wrong!
Monday came and clay pigeon shooting was the event of the morning.
Initial worries of not having enough clays were oon thrown aside after
watching the first set of shooters, though Sig Carl Potter surprised us all
by reach ing the finals, only to come second to 'the dashingly handsome
and highly intell igent' Cpl Jason ·Line Commander' Dukes. Jn the
afternoon the chefs were bu y supervising the three teams taking part in a
maste r chef com pe t ition whe re the MT team only m anaged a
disappointing third place. but 'Who cares?", no compo in sight. Monday
soon turned in to Tuesday and at 11 OOhrs a hasty move was called and
succe sfu ll y carded out. We were racing towards our ERY on ly to be
greeted with the sweet word 'endex', and some ·top grub' fro m our chefs,
and then in was straight down to Bulford camp for some hard earned rest
before the long drive back to Brawdy.
Q ARTER.MA TER ' S TECHNICAL DEPART 1E T
Capt eil Turnbull
QM (T)
RQM (T)
W02 (RQ 1S) Daz 1 ewton
Firstl y we wo uld like to bid farewell to Maj Tom Dean who has
recently moved across to take the post of QM (G) (easy life)! Welcome to
Capt Neil Turnbull who ha recently arrived from 40 Sig Regt, Belfast.
We would like to wish LCpl John Blowes and Helen all the best for their
fut ure m marital b li s . Congratulations to Sig Becky Connor on the
recent birth of baby Rhys. On the 3rd Ju ly the Department set out on
their yearly (well first in a long time) adventure train in g week. This
year's destination being The Royal Marine Barracks Chivenour Water
Sports Cl ub, including a sight-seei ng tour of the local area with our own
personal guide, gt Tony Bland RLC. T he first day we took kayaks,
surfboards and bodyboard to the local beach. On arrival the waves were
looking agreeable for surfi ng. Sgt Dave Marchm ent and Sgt Darren
Abson had a different idea and took out the kayaks - wrong idea; this
they found out after being washed up, upside down, heads in the sand
beneath a wave. That was the last time SSgt Dave Marchment got in a
kayak again all week, w ill he over come the fea r next year? C pl Da i
Le"'is oon got to grips with surfing, well in stra ight line anyway, but
didn't quite master the fine art of turning as ig C az Baddeley found out
a· he rode over her head whilst he was trying to bodyboard. C pl Chris
C oward and ig Paul C aine managed to sink their Canadian canoe; the
mystery was why they felt the need to hang on to the canoe's side for
afety when only in chest deep water.
226 . IG. AL Q ADRO (EL ECTRO JC WARFARE )
qn Comd
Maj MZ
M
\ 02 ( M) J enkin s
Q
DRO"ll HEADQ ARTE R TROOP
Hello from the ne" ly formed I IQ Tp, born from the various Troops
m 226 ig qn. At last we have all the support trades under one roof. Our
Troop motto is now, ' o job too big, no job too sma ll , with HQ Tp on
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ca ll !". A big he llo 10 our new boss W02 (FoS) Huw Phillips \\ho has
just come from the: Anny Technical upport Agency (AT A), Ma lvern.
lso to Cpl Andy ' I am not small ' Paul from 16 ig Regt. Cpl ' Your
joking arcn · 1 yer · Lewis from 28 0 ig Sqn and L t>I ' Give her no
money ' Ward from I ( K) D R. Al o welcome 10 the real world to
ig ' Barrier tech' Lloyd and ig ' heese and Owen · Jones who are both
straight from Blandford. Fond farewell to W02 (FofS) Briers who has
gone to 4 Annd Bde. Al so farewell to Cpl 'Pete Joey Morris ' Byrne who
i off to 640 Troop. Lat but certainly nol lea ·t good luck to Sig ' Butch,
there's nothing wrong with gwar ' Chester who has made the big step and
became a civilian. The Troop celebrated its formation with a day out
karting/Wacky racing at Letterston. Cheating prevailed for LCpl 'Doc
Da tarclly' Dixon who had a dodgy win and basically stoic the chequered
nag from Cpl ' Penelope pit top· Lewis. At least if Penelope had won he
would have shared the bottle of bubbly. unlike LCp l ' Scrooge' Dixon
who said tl1e champagne would make an ideal present for hi wife.
640 SIGNAL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ben White
Tp gt
Sgt Frank Flaherty
A relati ely quiet period for the Troop in the way of Operational and
Exerci c commitments, the only major dep loymem being 10 Carmarthen
for a day out go-karting. Congratulations to Cpl ' Dale' Den ton for
hurtling his way into fir t place and tealing it from many overawed
racers . A couple of sporting e ent to be mentioned, firstly, the Regiment
organi ed the Royal ignals Corps Orienteering Championship 1999 at
Pembray. W02 Andy Jen en and 640 Tp shouldered most of the
logistical and administrative upport task. The Regiment recently entered
a tug of war team in the Morrison up, 3 & 5 Div, Anny and Inter Corps
Championships. If this was not enou h, they then took part in the tug of
' ar competition at the Royal Tournament. Tho e who took part included
LC pl J a mie Yo un g, particular congratulations should be extended to
Cpls 'Lance' Beaton and ' immo ' Simpson who represented the Royal
Corps of ignal and succes fully won a ilver medal in the 680kg cla .
A few hellos to be mentioned, first ly to Sgt Dave Sca nl a n , who
proved the Intelligence Corp are aptly named when attempting to put on
hi racing helmet back to front on the go-karting day, to C pl Pete Byrn e
on an inter troop posting, LCp l ' Matt' Gerr a r d from WUN I and ig
Gaz M cDon ald from Blandford. Farewells to C pl Richie Bretherick
who went to the LEWT and subsequently ofT to Kosovo, congratulations
on being pre selected for promotion to sergeant and a lso to LC pl
·smudge' mith who will be promoted to Corporal on posting to 16 Air
A sault Bde. Socially the quadron has just had a barbecue at olton
Haven. enjoyed by all those who went. Congratulations to Sig Steve
Woodrow on his recent marriage to Dia na, and good luck this month to
LCpl Phil Foyle with his marriage to Beverly.
ROMEO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Hervoire Scott
A fairly hectic period for the Troop started with the Regimental
exercise to RAF Inn worth, however, for the orthern Group this was a
lot le s arduou than for Southern Group. The Exercise was intended to
test HQ Squadron's ability to resupply troops in the field over distance.
We fu lfilled this commitment by performing a rolling re up at Ashchurch
in the dead of night and requesting noth ing. Followi ng a weekend off the
Troop headed off on their annual pilgrimage to RAF Waddington to cover
the air how. Beady Eye again showed it true colours by deciding not to
work and refusing to be fixed ' hen it was most needed. Joking apart we
did actually improve the operators know ledge, especia ll y for the newer
operator from Hotel Tp. On the ocial front the Troop enjoyed a day out
at Hetherton to go paint balling. On approaching the gaming area and
with the warning 'Don ' t lire at someone un less they are wearing their
mask' still fresh in their minds, LCpl Dave Drummond (245 Sig Sqn)
loosened off a ingle round with deadly accuracy and struck Sgt C hri
' I'm not fat, I'm festive ly plump' Dunn squarely on his rather rotund
rump, caus ing much hi larity. One ki ll and the game hadn' t even started.
The leaving do for SSgt teve 'I wish I' d stuck to coke' Jackli11 at the
Waterfront Mexican was a roaring success even if he couldn't remember
much about it. Goodbyes go o ut to SSgt Dave White on hi s impending
trip to Bosnia, Cpl ikki Dawson who is off to Kosovo and C pl Lee
Holm es who has managed to get a nice long course complete with a
ticket to freedom. A hearty we lcome back to C pl Mark Hopkin s back
from Bosnia and Ct>I Paul Browne from Kosovo. Finally on the sporting
front, two outstand ing performances by C pl M ark 'Defend the wicket'
Hopkin s and C pl John Pankliur t cou ldn 't rescue the Squadron who
lost a tigh t and keen ly contested cricket final to 237 Sig qn.
237 IG AL Q UADRO (E LECTRO IC WAR FA RE)
Maj John Dakin
qn Comcl
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dean Richardson
QUADRO OPERATlO S
There have been several comings and goings with the Sqns Ops team.
S gt (YofS) Phil Tonks leaves us on promotion an d we welcome SSgt
(YofS) 'Taff' Thornas to the busiest job in th e Corps. A lso rece ntl y
arrived is the new Ops WO, W02 'Micke-e' Osborn e and SSgt
'Shuggie' Hu ghes - a Tech tafTy do ing a good impre sion of a FofS.
Also in the cell are SSgt 'Ed mu nd' Blackadder and SSgt ' Re ettlemcnt '
Gordon who between them spend more ti me away from th e Squadron
than in it. The Ops Team have j ust returned fro m an Exercise recce to
Ke nya where they have been plann ing wei rd a nd wo nd erfu l EW
scenarios.
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VICTO R TROOP
Tp Comd
WO Bob Matthews Royal Australian Signal s
Tp Sgt
gt Tony Watters
Farewells and congratulations lo Cpl Paul Petrie, who is off to
hicksancls on promotion to instruct in the wonderful world of Optec.
Hello and farewell to ig W illie Hayes, just back from a tour in Bosinia
and now off to Northern Ireland and congratulations on hi s engagement
to hi s girlfriend of about five minutes. Finally, farewell to Sig Bria n
fartin, who ha moved eastward 10 30 ig Regt. Welcome to gt Sta n
Buxton, !NT CORPS, on arrival from 9 ig Regt and straight in as the
new QMS. Welcome also to Sig Mick Reeve on arrival from training at
Bland fo rd. Do not fear, it will get better! Welcomes back to the Troop
a fte r an arduou s lour on the hill top s in Bosnia for Cpl's Zoe
Wainwright and Da nny Wilki ns who were also promoted in theatre.
And an extra congratulations to Dan ny on his engagement to LCpl
Emma Dobbs, formally of 226 Sig Sqn . It ju st goes to show that
everyone wants to be a part of 237! Also, welcome back to Cp ls Mick
Haltam and Mark Wright on their safe return form Kosovo as part of
General Jackson 's Hit Squad.
The quadron held the Summer Do at The Mariners in olton Haven
on Thursday I July. The majority of personnel turned up in fancy dress,
which was as characters from tacky Australian soaps. There was an
excellent tum-out, especially the Troop QC who just came as himself.
Willie Hayes decided to get extremely emotional about leaving all his
friends behind and later attempted to break the world record for the
longest time on a gyroscope. Unfortunate ly he ended up in Withybush
A&E department with burst blood vessels in both eyes. ever mind
Willie, I'm sure you will be mi sed. A big thank you and well done to
Cp ls ' ven ' Gro nn and 'Foxy' . later fo r organising the event.
.
A two day trip up the mountam for the Troop started as ti wa de tmed
to carry on. Sgt 'Taff' Willumsen turned up for hi first day in the Troop,
packed his k.it in ten minutes and was off. The Exerci e start.ed after the
' Spec Op malia ' proved they do spend all day 111 the MT playmg darts by
beating the 'Down-trodden Linguist ' by an overwhelming score. While
the Troop assembled in the local haunt SSgt ' Gucci · Watters was
nowhere to be found. It became apparent that when geographically
challenged somewhere near Snowdonia the responsible UEL had reached
for his mini Magellen but had lo t the instruction manual. At this stage I
think it is afe to say that our illustrious leader wa lost!
KILO T ROOP
For those who may have served wiih Kilo Tp in days distant, the
demi e of the Bromure ha seen the di bandment of the Troop.
Contributions shou ld be forwarded to W 0 2 J immy 'Bromure' Speirs or
to the Royal Signals Mu eum Jamming ection.
TA GOTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Phil Waddell
Tp S gl
Sgt Del Woods
Hellos and fa rewells: first of all we would like to say our hello's to our
new Tp QC, 2Lt Waddell who I' m ure will enjoy hi tay here as he did
volunteer to come to the Regiment, and to Sig Ha ncock who has een the
error of hi ways and tran ferred from the infantry to, our bel.ovecl C<;>tp .
We are al o entertaining ig Slater . one of the AT s (Soldier Awa1tmg
Training) who is here to learn about the real Army. We have lost a few of
the Troop due lo Regimental commitments in Kosovo, LCpl '. pik' La ne,
LCpl ' Clubby' C lubb and Sig ' Btg Dave' Ter ron, not forgettmg all those
in Bosnia - we hope those un tans are coming along a treat.
LEWT
Tp Comd
Ca pt Craig T homson-Smith
Tp SSgt
S gt Ollie C ami>bell
A hectic few months for the LEWT \ hich saw the troop deploy at the
beginning of June in support of 5 Airborne Brigade on Op A~cola. Aficr
initial preparatio n in Macedonia, the Troop advanced with the lead
elements of 5 Airborne Brigade through Kosovo and were the first to reach
Pri tina airport. On arrival the Troop was boxed in by the Ru . ian and alter
two days of intense negotiation , the Troop were tasked wit~ ub equent
operations. Duri ng this time C pl M ick Haltam showed off ht trade k.ills
to the full as he translated between the local Russian command r and the
Brigadier of 5 Airborne Brigade. Both team and the. command post had
their fair share of excitement which included the findmg of some graves,
numerous UXO' and a fe, barstool contact stories. Amongst many other
gt Ollie ampbell u ed various unonhO<!~x hand
memorable moments
signals to indicate the rout home for a erb T72 onvoy. In addition gt
'B lue Watch' En<rland managed to set fire to hi rover ' hich C pl Mick
Haltam so rted o~t fo r hi m. After thi rty days of ta king. LE WT were
relieved by other as et and returned via The salonika 10 the UK
Congratu lations to gt 'F ireman am' E ngland , Cpl 'U n~ertai n '
Burton and t>l 'G reek Go el of Com ms' Mount o n sel c tt on for
promotion. o ngratulations al o to Cai>t Crai ~ 'D iplomac)'' Thom onS mith on h is p romot ion and goo d luck 1~ h1 pos t ~ n ~ to_ T R
Bassingboum. T he Troo p i now bus prepari ng and tram mg tor Ex
Bright tar 1999 in Egypt and apologie to those loaded on the planned
LEWT cadre co urse which was ca nce lled fo r operational reason . Plan
arc afoot to run a cadre ea rl y in the 1illennium.
MOTOR TRA SPORT E TIO '
MT gt
Sgt Dave Kee nan
MT pl
Cpl tanley-Jones
.
The Troop would like to welcome ig Keith Barrows mto the fo!cl
after a short pell at Her Maje ty's cl isplea urc.
sad fare \ ell to 1g
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' Bill y' Buist wh o is off to pastures greener, he hopes, in cot land .
Thank fo r all your hard work and good luck. LCp l eth Cam pbell ha
been away more than he ha been here, having just completed the DOI
course at Lecons field and is now ready to continue traimng the Squadron
boxing team. gt ' kull · Keenan is also away on another course and in
his absence Cpl Clark Sta nley-.Jo nes, with a hyphen a sumes control
with a rod of steel and three darts.
245 SIG AL 'O ADRO (ELECTRO 'JC \ ARFA R E)
Maj G uy Owen
Sqn Comd
SM
W0 2 ( SM) Fisher
More changes in the Lines. We say farewell and the best of luck 10 a
Brawdy institution .. . Maj Guy Owe n . After three years here in
Haverfordwest we wish all the best to G uy, C ha rlotta, G eo rgia and
T imothy. Also welcome to our new Troopie 2Lt lan Rodger fresh from
Blandford. Congratulations go to Sgt ' coobie' Beckett and Gwen on
the birth of their daughter bigail. Other notable events in the last fe\\
months included a sound effort from the Regiment Dinghy Sailing Team.
At the Army Sailing Association Inter-unit Championship al etley
Sailing Centre the team succeeded in making it through to the finals only
to be pipped at the post by 42 Regt RA. The team of three Bosun
Dinghies were crewed by C apt Grah a m In gr a m, W02 (YofS) TafT
Owens, Sgt T ho r pe, LC pl Green, ig M ilner and ig Waters.

Sgt Thorpe, LCpl Green and Sig Waters
Launch a Bosun for the ASA Inter Unit Championships
WHISKEY T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt S tewart
Tp Sgt
Sgt C larke
June saw the Troop deploying to RAF Inn 'orlh on Ex Dragon's
Talon, where a vigorous ' eek of military training was u nderta~en. The
majority of the Troop managed to achieve mark man on the 7 iron, the
preferred ' capon of choice on the Inn worth 9 Hole Trammg A r~a.
Welcome back to Lt 'Marm· tewart who rejom the Troop from k11ng
training in wi tzerland on a flying vi it. The Troop bid a fa rewell to Capt
'Caveman' Cra p pe r who ha moved on to greater thing at ATR
Bas ingbourn, and gt Rob 'Chinny' Tubb and LC pl 'Moon_ face'
K elJy who have both now traded in their uniforn1 lo become c1v\.le .
Hello· go to L pl K aren Gunn who joi ns our merry bunch fro!11 I
DSR and ot C arl Elliott who joins us from Cypru . Congratu lations
go to gt Be~nie ' Roundabout' Topham on the binh of hi on and on
. hi marriage to Carol Anne.
Z L T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt I. Rodger
S gt Si DonnclJy
.
Tp
gt
Finally the Troop managed to deploy o ut of Wale on Ex Dragon
Talon. We were let loo e in our armour on PTA. On our return to Wale
we once agai n began the hum drum process of preparing our armour for
it tay in the out of u c Troop. The Troop '~ould like to cong!'ltulate
SSot Si Donnelly on hi recent marriage to ' icky, Cpl Ja e Quilter on
bei°;;g selected fo·r promotion and i" Sarah 1usson on being promoted
to Lance Corpora l. The Troop bi a ad fa rewell to pl Ja e Quilter olT
to un ny Cypru and to LC pl Tony 'YO' Gallagher to 30 1g Regt. The
Troop would like 10 extend a heai:t.y welcome to 2Lt · \ odger' Rodger
who takes over the rein (we hope you la t longer than the la I one. ir')
and to ios Garth C 1·ook, Martin Pearce and ' !ton' To\\ers, all of
' horn are"fresh out of the factory.
R EGl 1E T L CRI KET TO R - 12-16 J LY 1999
by Cpl D. Whmmough
.
This tour saw a half-c:1.pen enced. half-thrown-togeth er quad of.15
men emba rk on a tour cncompa , ing live game· in four da . u mg
Bulforcl Camp a our ba e. 12 Jul) and 13 Ju l Sa\\ 14 1g Regt \\111
game agai n s t T A(M) a t Ma lvern and pa ' on upport 1111
com fortab ly. n 14 Ju ly, desp ite beating _15 Pro\ O t Co) R ~I P at
Tidworth in the morning, we 10·1 to 11 1g Reg! by 25 run· 111 the
afternoon. De pile th i los o.n paper. we had .still w_on the i:i1~ral _, ·tol')
as 11 ig Reot had expected 11 on a plate - evi dent fro m their 111clus1on of
a la 1 mi nut: ·ringer not on the initial team- hect (J. ullh an ) being
thrown on a e\ enth bat man. (their ixth C rp pla)er on the field). On

!
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I Jul} we \\ Cot on to b al 3 Fd Wk.hp REME at Tidworth Oval, coming
t>ack from a very haky batt ing inning to make it a total of four ' ictories
from fh c Qamc in four da '.
pc iaCmention · mu t go to Team Captain. C pl Joh u 'Whirlwind '
\\inwood for C:\Cclknt coachinl!., motivation and all-round cricket kills,
Ca pt Rich ·David' Ba iley a t<'Ur and team photographer, p l Dean
· ledger' lills for legspin bo' ling the us ic way and good olid
performance , \ 02 t ige l ' Pa lie Hand ' Watto n and
gt Fran k
· dmm-Monst r' F la herty for brave! keeping the "icket facing J ohn
Wim\ ood, gt ta n ·Dead wan' Bu xton for his perfection of the 'dying
wan· imprc · ion. And . ' Fa hion Police· Loveridge for being such a
\\holeheartcd player (copyright the We tern Telegraph ). \ 02 J ulian
· ngl") · xhorn , C pl C raig ·ysr Ha ll and L pl Daz • tella- Butt' Edge
for consistent fielding and bow ling: LCpls ' Brummic ' Brumfield and
J a mie 'Bleeding' oung for consi tent morale boo l , and C pl Daz 'I've
got an a;erage of four now' Wh a tmough for imply tuming up! pecial
thanks mu t g to C apt Ri ch Baile. as 0 1 tour and token Intelligence
orp officer.
gt Fra nk Fl a he rty for hi infal lible admin and
organi ation, Andy Love ridge for taking a paid ' eek olT work, John
\ innood for hi boundle enthusia m. encouragement and abil ity to
break the oppo ition · fingers, W0 2 Julian Ax horn for his 'controlled'
(or was it?) aggre ion on the pitch. and la t.. but by no mean least.. the
five team who ho led u for the four day duration.
XER l E GO H DRAGO
AD\' E. T RE TRAL~ I G I
by Sig Danny Watsan

TH E C OLORADO ROC KIES

The group roughing it in t he Lost Creek Wi lderness
(L-R ): S ig McGeachy, S ig Watson, SSgt Watters, S ig Jones,
Cpl Roach, Sig Parke r
On the 11July1999, seven members of 14 Sig Regt (EW) departed on
Ex Goch Dragon to Colorado, USA. The aim was to cl imb Mo un t
fas ive and Mount Elbert - both peaks being over 14000 feet above sea
level. Once ' e arrived in Ame rica we proceeded to Fort Carson. an
American Forces' base, which was to be our base camp and home for the
Exercise period. The initial acclimatisation period was carried out in a

mountain region called the rags. with the highest range being between
I 0000 and 11000 reel. During this period the group got to know each
other, especia lly C pl · kippy' Roac h and hi s stories from around the
globe. The next pha e of the Exercise over the period 15-18 July was
pent in an area called Lo t Creek Wilderness, where we pent on average
six hou rs a day hill wa lking, passing such thin gs as old derelict gold
mines and wooden shacks. Over the 40 mile covered during these four
days we met numerous strange peop le including one man who thought he
was Da ey rocken. and a wide range of other local group .
On finishing the fou r day trip we retumcd to base camp where we
repleni hcd store and cleaned equipment ready for the ix day expedition
which ' as the next phase of the exercise. We departed on the 21st to
climb Mt Massive which look the group three days and two nights. ome
of lhi tirst climb wa quite hard due to the altitude difference, but ig
'Jonah' Jo nes and pl Kev Roach kept mora le high. We could alway
re ly on them for a laugh. On reaching th e peak al 14421 ft we
immediately did the Briti h thing - Sigs 'Baz· McGcac hy and Ryan
Parker had the kett le on for a bre' . We could ee our next objective Mt
Elbert from the top and rea li sed it would be a long walk. We proceeded
on the ten mile trek before etti ng up base camp. In this area we pa ed
an area called Twin lakes which wa ve ry picturesque, this i where
American come fo r a 'VACAT IO '.
The nex t day we wa lked ju t up to the I 2000fl point, being kept
amu ed by Lt Ben W hite's knowledge of rock formations. We pa scd a
river on the way to get to our camp site, in which SSgt Tony Watters
decided lo have a bath even though the water temperature was j ust above
freezi ng. ext moming we packed up and prepared to go up and over
Moum Elbert at J4433fl. On reaching the pea k, it was just like getting to
the top of nowdon as there were many people admiring the view and
taking picture . From where we were tood you could see Leadville, the
highest town in America which is al o where the programme South Park
wa based . We then proceeded back to camp on the 26th. We also found
the time to vi it the local town Colorado pring where the locals were
more than friendl y, and ome of the gro up went white water rafting
before we new back to England on 27 July.
14 SIG AL REG I 1E T (EW) FEMALE ATH LET ICS TEAM
by Cpl Z. Dolan
14 ig Regt kicked the athletics eason off with the Army Inter- Units
competit ion held at Blandford. where they put the train ing into practice,
' ith LCpl • hadie Adie' Fa rley doing exceptionally well by winning the
ja elin. With plenty of enthusia m 14 Sig Regl girls made it through to
the Army Sem i Finals. Despite th e noticeable lack of teams due to
operational commitments. the competi tion from those who attended made
up for it. JT ' Jek' Westley kept the morale up for the gi rl s by putting
some excellent effort into the I 500m. WOl H arry Few also did well
with plenty of support on the discus. After a fulfilling day the girl went
back chuffed to know they were in the Army Finals. Al last the nerves
settled down when turning up to the very plu h Aldersh ol Military
tadium for the Army Final . The competition wa buzz in g with
pro-atbletes, although there was still a friend ly atmosphere. Sig ' Lanky
legs· Mi lne r made an ace third place in the high jump, Sig ' Midget'
Quinn stuck ou t the SOOOm under the blazin g sun . There ' as great
support and sport manship from all the girls including Cp l
'Chunk-a-lunka' Do lan who finally ma naged to improve her technique at
the IOOm hurdles to come fourth. All in all, it was again a brilliant year
for athletics and hopefully next will be even more uccess ful.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT
PRl CE
ROYAL DAY - REGIME TAL TREA URE H
T
by SSgt (SQMSJ King
By way of marking Princess Royal Day. it wa decided to hold a
Regimental Trea ure Hunt and this was superbly organised by gt Ja e
Goldsnorthy. The ba ic idea wa that team wou ld have to navigate
their way around a et route of approx imately 70 miles in their private
cars. 1nd on the way answer et questions and solve problems, all within
the legal speed limits. Well, it sou nded easy enough! At the allotted
limes, teams \\ere given their navigation packs cons isting of a set of
mstructions: some traces, a whole host of grid references, 20 or so
seemingly random questions and a rather om inous DMS piece. We then
had an hour to sort ourselve out before emba rking on the grea t
adventure.
We were seen off under the watchful eyes of gt Jase Golds worthy
and pl 'Tommo' Thompson, who watched in wonder as C pl Wayne
tainthorpe and crew managed to turn in the completely wrong direction
out of camp, his hour of preparation had obv ious ly been we ll spent! After
only two miles the next sight to greet the competitor was that of W02
(. \1 ) ' Dusty' 1iller and \ 02 (RQMS) Jim Alge r clad in leather
standing at the side of the road in a cene remin iscen t of a Vi ll age People
video. W02 Miller's role was to point a speed gun at approachi ng traffic
"1th an ex pre ion and stance that gave the impression he wished it was a
real gun. Meanwhile W02 lger ju t touted for business in th e
background with a red and white hanky protrud ing from the appropriate
pocket, well that is what it looked like anyway!
Out of the 23 competing team , 21 received a I 0 minute penalty, one
went wllhm the speed limit and the other under the navigational sk ill of
C pl .Jul e~ Portlock had decided on a completely different route whi ch
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Maj Jonat han Turner
w a ving off the compet itors in true 'Top Gear' fashion
avoided speed trap and, rather unfortunately, check po ints. The speed
trap firmly behind us we were free to get lost at what ever pace suited us,
many tea m were ab le lo practice their three po int turns with alarmi ng
regu larity, but progress was made, by most at least. At the ha lf way point
the River Rhine loomed large without a ny sign of a bridge but an
obliging car ferry steamed into iew. It oon became apparent what the
OMS was for, which woul d have been fi ne, if that is what the cost of
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1ravelling on the ferry was. Waiting for the ferry also gave the slower
teams a chance to catch up with the like of gt Adi Haslain, who had
set off fir. t from camp, now finding himself tenth in the queue, having
taken the scenic route. After the ferry, we finally had a stretch of
Autobahn with no speeding restrictions. Maj Taylor got his first taste or
what it is like to travel in excess of twice the national UK speed limit, he
also got a taste of what its like to be travelling al 140mph when a truck
pulls out withou t wa rnin g and can say with conviction how effective
AB breaking rea lly is!
A Iler some three hours of driving the first of the team were arriving
hack al the Regi mental Club, the Wall and Willow, on JllQ trying to make
sense of their an wcr sheets before handing them in and slopping the
clock. TI1cre were the inev itable debate about exactly what the answers
should have been and there was a surrea l discussion about when is a nag
not a nag, but such tri vialities were soon forgotten as the beer nowed and
the barbecue devoured . With all the teams bar one returned, we had a
phone call from the PM S team, ( Pam, Melanie and am) who were
al ready at the car ferry, they were instructed not lo bother with the rest of
the route but lo make the ir way strai ght back. In the meantime it was
decided to have the prize giving. Second place went lo Cpl Mick Beeson
ably navigated by Sig Edwa rds, their claim lo fa me was achieving the
highest peed on the Autobahn section of the course, their other cla im
was that they got lost in Dilsseldorf, somewhat negating their first
achievement. The winners were 'The Old Gits', brilliantly driven by gt
Ray King (the author), navigated without fault by Maj Taylor (his OC)
and the odd word of encouragement from Sig Pa ul Mcintyre who had
been neatly folded on to the back seat. The con olation prize, for the most
miles done, went to C pl Jul es Portlock and Co. The beer continued to
now a much as the tales of what might have been, ' If only we hadn't
missed that tum!' As the bar clo ed and people walked home, the PMS
team retumed. avigaling a direct route back to camp from the outskirts
of Dusseldorf, for a team that had spent four hours or more to reach the
half way point on a three hour route, was never going to be as easy as it
sou nded. At least they tried!
LOM.BARDI A PATROL CO MPETJTIO N - by Cpl Nullley
The Lombardia Patrol competition is an annual event held in Luino,
Italy. The aims are to:
.
a. Maintain strong relationships between reserve and um ts of
the Italian armed forces.
b. Maintain strong relationships between reserve and units of
the armed force of allied and friendly counlrie .
c. Exercise units in peace upport operation , specifically that
of peacekeeping.
It was indeed a very early start lo the day on the 17 June 1999 that tbe
team, comprising of W 02 ( M) Miller, C pl uttley, ig Edwa rds and
S ig P a rr y assembled at K refeld Lines. Accompanied by LC pl
Dickenso n who had volunteered to be the team's driver for the event,
knowing that he would have to do nothing more strenuous than it in a
driver's seat, he wa a very contented man. After a quick check that all
necessary equ ipment and documentation wa loaded onto tbe transport
we departed. After a good ten hour tra elling and everal stops en route
we found ourselves in Luino a s mall town near Lake Magd1oro
surrounded by ome magnificent mountains although our immediate
thought were of the tab commencing within the next 24 hours.
All too quickly Friday moming wa upon us and we bu 1ed ourselves
booking in with the competition organisers and finding our feel. After the
orders group and briefing during the evening we went back lo our hotel
and went through the mass of information regardmg the compet111on: It
was indeed some hours later that ' e all got our heads dO\ n 111 preparauon
for the next day. Saturday started very early with a wake up call _at 0400hrs
and a start time of0455hrs. The initial phase consisted of checkmg that we
had the right eq uipment and understood the orders. A_ll went well . From
there it was on to tage 2, a hort bu nde to the finng range for some
CQB where all the team managed to hit. all of their target . From then on
we were on foot tabbing up the mountams. The remammg stru~d , a total
of ten took the team eight hours to complete the whole con:1peht1on havmg
climbed several large hill mountains and ome 35-40km. m d1 lance. _Our
mi litary knowledge' as te ted in j u t about every conceivable "aY. from
tactics to BC and first aid. At one point even Sig E dw ~ rds broke into a
sweat! The competition wa totally enjoyed by all part1c1pams and was a
good mix of both learning equipment that we had not touched ?efore and
putting into practice what we already knew. The da~ ended m a rather
large party in the main square, where just about the cnure town tumed out.
Much fun was had by all despite bei ng in rvice Dre s. unday was spent
recouperating havi ng completed the fi nal parade a~d not really understood
how the presentations could be made, ' hen the fina l re ult had not yet
been comp iled? Howe er we managed sixth out of 73 and_had the be t
time for the tabbi ng phase. We all managed a ltttle sight eemg. a cultura l
vi it to Mi lan and time in the town of Luino.
EXERC ISE FAST TRAC K 1999 - T he Regimenta l adre C ourse
The time had arri ed again to fi nd the ' best of the best of what was
left!' The Regiment 's be t j unior ranks that had not deJ?loyed mto Theatre
were to take part in Ex Fa t Track 99, 1he ommandmg_O!liccrs Cadre
Course. The Ex , a pread over two arduou weeks cons1sung_ of 80 40minute teaching periods and two fie ld exerc ise phast>s. The ann was to
a ses j un ior ra nks with in 16 ig .Regt for el~ction to the next h1ghc ~
ran k. The course bega n with three intake tc ts for the ' hole cour c. .fte1
some •int ere ting' results the tu ition bega~ . The firs~ week was mamly
held in the Tra ining Wing, co ering a van ety of subjects uch as B •
First A id, Leadershi p Principles, Tactics and Map Rcad111g.
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As well a 1he class work, the course was put through their pace,, on
the Drill Square. After a morning o2 Dress mspcction by \\02 ( S\1 )
Miller the course spent two periods practising drill. Everyone pcrfnnncd
well, but LCpl Kismul stood out as the next 'R M' \\ith an outstandmg
drill voice. Also thrown into the packed programme for the fir>t \\CCk
was one PT period C\ery day. Starting at the ,ym the PT normally
consisted of a testing Skm run carrymg webbing and wearing boots. The
end of the first week saw the start of the exercise phase deploying to
Arsbeck Training Area to put into practice what had been taught m clas'>.
The first phase ended with a 4km log race and well done Ill Sect 2 who
were the clear winners. We all deployed to Haltcm Traimng Area for the
testing phase of the exercise. Each course member was gi\en a comman_d
task to complete and was assessed on how they achieved their task, their
orders given and how they performed duri ng the whole Exercise. On the
whole the course performed extremely well under the test conditions,
considering the lack of sleep. Among the task given were harbour an:a
set up, ration resupply under fire and close target recce . The course then
went back to the classroom to take their final exam , First Aid, • B •
Map Reading and Tactics. before practising their Final Pass Off Parade,
which was to be held on the last day of the course. Well done to evef}
one in olvcd. The final results were as fo llows:
Sig Teasd ale
Overall Top Studen t
Top Field old ier
Sig McGuckin
Best Academic
ig J enkins
Best Endeavour
ig Horton

' Lau rel a nd Hardy' - t h e Dire cti ng Staff g iv ing directi on?
W02 (YofS )Ha rtsh orne and W02 (SSM ) ' Dusty ' Miller
EXERC I E GREE G A I.BIT 1999
TH E REGIME TAL PATROL CA IP
E. Green Gambit is the Regiment' annua l military exercise. run thi
year in the auerland region. The basi of the exercise "as a Patrol
Competition, with ten sections and_ ten checkpomt . The checkpomts
were permanently manned and con 1 ted of a command ta k which wa
either phy ica l. mental, or a combination of both. ection would tart at
separate checkpoints at the beginning of the Exerci e and then
mare! navi<>ate two checkpoints a day. The competition wa cored on
time taken °between checkpoi nts and point scored on each command
task. Section completed leg of around 20km a day in good time a
confidence and experience wa gained in map reading. However, a ~all
detour of approximately I Skm by one ection. and a short ~ut which
added 40mins to another ection's time were hard felt. Stand mcluded a
command task, canoeing. recognition, vehicle recovery, ' he_ep herding'
over an ob tacle cour e, fi rst aid, a weapon tand u mg VG ,
ob ervat ion, talki ng, and a Radio Relay mast run and set-Uj). And if that
wasn' t enough. there wa night navigation. ome earl y morn mg tarts and
a couple of Men a te t thrown in.

'What do you mean an o t her three day s?'
Sig Sandy and S gt Oldroy d
see the funny s id e whilst th e othe rs avert their eyes
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fe" da) s of hard graft. logging the di lance each da a one
team had a lillk brain wa\ e ·" hy ca.rr} our Bergcns?' o after finding a
·h1ld's can their effort were greatly rednced. even though the rough
terrain that wa ·being cro scd meant the cart didn't last that long! Good
idea lads but no cigar!
\\eek later and on completion of all ten tands. section moved 10
their pick up point "here they were driven to EX 0 . \\ hich was
located in a Gernm1 Kaserne. ll ·ection, had a well-earned hower, and
a barbecue. where the prize for the be 1 s ction overall wa awarded by
the 21 Regiment. Heart y c-ong ratulation 10 W02 (Yof ) tu
Hart home and the tand D fo r providing a uperb exercise, everyone
1s leaping at the thought of what will be conjured up next year.
OY RAL
T
DI1 G
bt Place LCpl Fatchett
pl ampbell (JC)
Sig Joyce
TA. ' D 10
:'llOEl1 G -THE STA D 0 1 EYER 0 ' E'S LIP
by SSgt Hawkin
' tand 10· wa ituated by the side of the impres ivc Lake Biggesee. in
the beautiful urrounding, of the Hock Sauerland Krei · . The original
brief\\as to et up a ta k that would 'get the soldiers wet ' and include the
use of canoe or boat . Gi,·en this wide-rang ing enario. it wa decided
10 de,·elop a role-playing theme for this tand. Thi involved
gt ick
Ha\\ kins ·Jacque ·and
gt (FofS) Jamie Harper · Pierre· of the
French Re i. tance briefing the vi iting section a 10 how to obtain the
grid reference to the Re i tance HQ, all done with truly authentic accents.
10T. {the ne:-.1 command ta k).

'Pierre and Jacques'
explaining the test in Pigeon English
The grid wa locked in a BOS container secured with a combination
lock; the numbers of which were scattered about the area of the lake.
Under the guidance of the Resistance, sections paddled ofT in two ' to
obtain the number , once located they would return to the BD located
on the shoreline and use the numbers hopefulty in the correct sequence,
to .crack the code and successfully open the BO . The winning sect ion
be mg the one "ho opened the box the quickest Due to the nature of the
stand. it was extremely successful and enjoyed by all thos e who

allcmpted it and although 1110 ·1 stayed dry, Sig adlcr managed to go in
the drink not once but twice!
EXERCI E TARTA VE 'T RA - VISIT OF MA
HESTER ACF
by Cpl Mick Durrant
The Regiment hosted a group of enthusia tic Army adcts from the
4a nche tc r area for a t' o-week summer ca mp in Rh eindahl en. Cp ls
Mick Durrant and Dave awyers were appoimcd to be gua rdian angels
for their stay. After a day's orientati on around the camp, we deployed in
the field for three days, learning diffe rent ubject · from navigation to
tactic . The cadets were at variou leve ls of ab ility: the four tars had a
good kno' ledge of many of the subject taught , ho' ever, the survival
stand set up by S I 'Grizzly Adam · Miller and YofS · rocodile
Dund ee· Hartshorne was of grea t interest to them all. One Cadet in
particular impres ed the D . Cdt Wood , the youngest and least
experienced of them , under the guidance of gt Kit Knight became the
be t hot out o f the group . Cp l Chris Binnington al o noticed hi s abili ty
10 take on board any and all information thrown at him - Cdt Wood was
an information sponge! On completion of the Exercise the weekend was
pent at Phantasialand, and the Garri on Blue Pool.
Monda , Week Two, was pent at RAF Bruggen. Where they went
through variou lessons and co mman d tas ks although the standard of
ome le son wa poor. For example, according to the RAF, the aim of
camouflage and concealment is to blend in with yo ur surroundings and
look like a tree: well. you the reader decide.
A day of canoeing under the instruction of gt ick Hawkins had,
for ome rea on, rather a lot of D visitors? I won't say why but it had
nothing to do with the weather, although it was cry hot! Due to the un
many of the cadet· were a little red and a little lethargic for the last
couple of day which \\·ere spent learning a little about the Radio Relay
Detachment, and then completing any la t minute shopping. Although the
Regiment i on an operational tour in Kosovo we managed to give the
Cadets a great time, and they are keen to return next year. The enjoyment
interest ~nd excitemen~ of the Cadets makes any attachment extremely
worthwhile and rewardmg. Every umt ho•1ld take up the opportunity to
promote our orp to a wider audience.
252 SIGNAL QUADRO
The Squadron would like to say a fond farewell to the following
people - Good luck and thanks:
taj 'Alf Thoma - QC Sqn W02 (SSM) ykes
Sgt ( Q 1 ) 1aw
gt Hewson
S gt Patrick
SSgt Evans
gt Knowles
Cpl toneman
Cp l Brooksbank
Cpl Jon Grant - (Civ Div)
Cp l El worth
Cpl ·oon ' Brennan
LCpl Paul
LCpl McMahon - (de erting the AGC!)
LCpl Thompson, Sigs nderwood and McMahon - to 255 Sqn
We would also like to welcome some new and not o new faces 10 the
Squadron:
Capt ' How many job ?' O'Rourke - 21CCapt Stoddart
W02 (S M) Hood
SSgt ( QMS) Dixon
Sgt Crossing
SSgt 'Loud' Youd
S gt Cameron
S gt Holloway
Sgt Bain
Sgt ' I don 't Iike cricket, I love ii' Glean
gt Co lbeck
Sgt Cox
gt 'swim like a fish· Taylor
Sgt McG uire
gt Bell
ot La ird
gt Partridge
Cpl Ayling {Again !)
Cp l Edwards
Cpl Robson
LCp l Lawrence
LCpl G lover
Sig Watson
ig Jackson
Sig nwin
Sig 'Mo' Beck
Sig Dickeson
Sig McGrouther
ig Berry
ig 'Horny' Horto n from HQ Sqn
S ig Dennison
We hope you enjoy your tour with u !!

deplo ym ent of the majority of the Regiment on Op Agricola was
complete and the decision was taken for those left behind - the Open Day
goes on! Wi th more than half of the Regular Unit deployed on operations
in the Ba lkans, th e R WO , W02 (SQM ) ·1 ' m only a Chef' MeadMale had planned to put hi; feel up, while Maj C has Dale intended to
work on his angling skill s. Both shou ld have known better, as they were
cho en to head up the Open Day Team wh il st sustaining support to those
on their summer holiday in the Balkans.
Anyway, fi.111 team ahead, six weeks to go and nothing planned, and a
shortage of budding vo lunteers to assist. Push the letter out and invite
some punters in was the order of the day. Out of the 50 or so letters, mo t
replies flooding back followed the standard, · orry mate, if you would only
have given more notice we would have loved to help, maybe next year!'
Sgt Phil Fluck came to the rescue (again) with the words, ' I can get you a
few arena shows to get this event off the ground ' . W02 (RQM ) Paul
Williams and 2!C, Maj Bruce Avison, organised the White Helmets and
we were up and running. OK sa id the Bos , build me an arena and don't
pare the horse . W02 (AQM ) John Wallace stepped into the breach and
set about organising the tenlage and arena plan, just in time to hand it back
to the RCWO and disappear on adventure training!
At last the day wa upon us, the sun rose and the rear party were on
parade ... we were ready! The static display holders started to arrive and
display their ware . The immortal words were heard, ' I !ang on a minute,
this is beginning to look like we might ju t pull it ofT'. I Oam and the
gates opened, the fir l few turned into hundred and by 11 am the public
were streaming through the gates. The sun was beating down, the miles
on the children 's faces said it all, we were onto a winner.

Capt Noddy Ba u g h , QC 220 Sig Sqn prese nts the 220 Sig Sqn
Penna nt to Lt Col John Terri n gton, CO 21 Sig Regt (AS)
The first arena display el the tandard for the day with the antenna
erection competition . After much furious activity 43 (Wx) ig Sqn (V)
overcame and beat Alpha Tp, 244 ig qn. The Band of 34 ig Regt (V),
in true military fa hion, marched into the arena adding a da h of colour to
the proceedings.

The afternoon was a roaring succe s with a fly past from an RAF
Cl 30 I lerculcs and the White Helmets di play of danger and darcde' ii
stunts (despite the odd fall). The CO, Lt Col John Terrington clo~ed the
proceedings by accepting the 220 Sig qn Pennant from apt '\odd}
Baugh, as a prelude to the Squadron rejoining the Regiment m UK on its
return from Laarbruch in September. The shO\\ closed at 4pm, but that
wasn ·t the end of the day. The celebrations continued with the Officers
Mess 40th Anniversary Din ner ight to which a large number of
previous Command ing Officers, Officers Commanding 81 ig qn (V)
and various other dignitaries were invited. The remainder of the unit had
an open-air functio n. "hich consisted of a live band, disco and barbecue,
and an impromptu karaoke from Sig Dawn Baile) . The hcfs and bar
taff not content with working all day, carried on until the early hours of
unday morning to en ure success, with not one murmur of complaint.
HEADQ ARTERS Q
ORO
qn Comd
Maj Chas Dale
'SM
W02 (SSM) Organ
Due to operational commitments HQ Sqn i currently the only regular
squadron lefr in Colerne, now that 244 (we were once a quadron) joined
u as a Troop. The pace of life whilst normally bu y is now frantic a we
provide the support to oldiers abroad whilst ensuring that their families
are looked after and normal commitments are met. The succe s of the
Open Day and our recent vi 11 by the llP accreditor. on top of all other
commitments, speaks volumes for the morale of the oldiers and their
will to uccced.
ADVE T RO
TRAI ING CAMP
The HQ quadron Adventure Training Camp got off to a flying stan
with the advance pany consisting of a vast amount of per onnel. Sgt.
Mark Sala and Sgt George Rahman took over the accommodation at
Fremington Train in g Camp in preparation for the arriYal of the troop .
The weather on Day One was o good that the D decided that the troop
should be introduced to urfing at Woolacombe Bay. Many unburnt
faces later everyone returned lo Fremington to prepare for their
introduction to Barnstaple.
The following day Group I went climbing under the expert tuition of
SSM ' ick Organ and Cpl peed and Group 2 went urf canoeing with
W02 (QM 1) Gary Pither at Woolacombe Bay and were quickly
introduced into capsize techniques. The Aerial Slide at Fremington Camp
was next on the programme and the instructors were gt Jackie Herbert
and
gt Mark ala . The tudents thoroughly enjoyed the activity
although a couple of students uffered from ladder ra h and white
knuckle fever. The third day was a coa tal walk that staned al Minehead.
with an overnight top at a elected camp ite in Lynton and on to the
finish point at Combe Martin.
The la t day of the week was a free day and the troop had the <:ho ice
of activities. Sgt Rahman took Capt Whitaker, gt 1acDonald and
SSgt lark ala on a ea fishing rrip in lllfracombe. It wasn't long until
the mackerel were being reeled in but Capt ' hitaker could not
understand why he was not catching any. After wapping rods he did
eventually catch t\\O mall ones much to his delight. The week wa
rounded off nicely with a Clay Pigeon hoot. barbecue and to fini h a
ocial visit to the town.

Adventurous Training Coastal Walk - Group photo near Lynton
REGI IE 'TAL 10TOR TRA. SPORT
MTO
Capt Dave' hitaker
Tp gt
gt lark ala
It ha been a bu y period for Regt MT with the deployment to the
Balkans followed by the Regl Open Day. Cpl · E ki' E kdal e ha
ucces fully completed hi DD! LG and e\en managed to get a \Cry
good grade. pl ·Pope e · Do yle ha managed to fit in some "ork
between hi diving e:-.ploits in merica and Plymouth and d\ enture
Training in Bavaria. Congratulation to ig raig Chih er "ho ha
pent two weeks drh ing for Bri tol UOTC in Barrie Buddon and n:turncd
with many commendation for his time there. Farewell to thi: ITO, Capt
Guy Richards, who has returned to 216 Para ig qn and ha been
replaced by Capt Dave Whitaker. Good luck to them both.

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

REGl'\ll E, TAL llEADQ ARTERS
0
Lt ol John Terrington
R. \.1
\: 01 John Williams

these events have not yet happened! A full report wi ll be included in the
next edition of The Wire, wi th photographs of the parades, marking this
significant phase in the history of the Regiment.

PO T- . DR R EO RGA ' I ATION - 21 SIG 'AL REGI 1E T (A )
During September 1999, !he Regiment will have undergone the first
changes to its ORBAT followmg SOR and R SIG1 ALS restructuring. 220
Sig Sqn m Germany disbanded, in Germany, with a formal parade and the
transfer of pcr,onncl t~ 16 and 30 Sig Regt, to form two new deployable
Telemech troop,. The Squadron reforms in Colerne, in its new Air Support
role.' pro\ 1dmg. the second (of three) Air upport ignal Squadrons. In
add!uo.~, on I Scptem~r 19?9, 81 Sig Sqn (V) will. formally transfer 10 2
( C) 1g Bdc. under CO ACISG. At the ume of wnung these Wire notes,

REGIME TAL 40TH A
IV ERSARY
by W02 (SQMS) Mead-Male
Saturday I 0 July 1999 was the day 21 Sig Regt (A ) celebrated the
49th Anniversary of the forma tion of the Reg iment and the 60th year
mce the antecedents of one of our territorial units, 8 1 ig Sqn (Y),
landed with the British Expeditionary Force in France.
Do we celebrate? Have we the resources? Have we the manpower?
All questions that we as a Corps are famil iar with but, with only six
week to the planned date , remained unan s wered. Eventually the
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TECH ICAL I I. TE A CE TROOP
Tp omd
WOI (FolS) d y Knight
The la 1 couple of months ha Ye been 'Cf) bu-> for the rroop "1th th·
focu · being the prepara ti on of equipments and the dcplo mcnt to
Ko o,·o of two ERVs nnd the E \' \\ ith s1:-. Technicians. \\e hope that
gt · p~Jly' Poulson, Cpl Bobby ands. pl Dine •\\ h_ Ko {l\ o ·
Clayton-Batty, L pl Dave ·where are 111 Boots' Bentham and ·ig
The Mast Erecting Competition
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icki R~ sn enjo} the break and come back fully refreshed soon. The
Troop ha~ a!:o s:ud far>\\ ell to WOI ~FolS) ·tartin Drake on di.charge
and , gt • 1gel Robert on promotion to RQtv1 (G). A big welcome
goe. to \~01 (Fo ) Ady Knight and hi. \\ifc l arion , the fir t
m:eompamed ~egt FofS_in O\ er fiye years. Conuratulation to gt Polly
Pouls?n o~ h1 promotion. well OYerdue but we hope he top talking
about 11 betore the next lot of Wire notes are due.

·B (\\
E ') IG AL Q ADRO (\ OL TEER )
qn Comd
~taj D:n id leigh
P I
gt (YolS) Wh ite
. For th<;_ Regiment~! Open Da} the quadron et up a recruiting tand
''1th HQ qn ( ) '' h1ch had a con tant tream of people wi hing to find
out about the TA. The REME ection made a ct or tocks which were
mann d by Lt Ka!·en Jones, gt Graham ·Full 1onty" Peet and SSgt
( o ) Paul \ ~1te ''ho had aU ·volunteered' to have "et sponge
Utro\\ n at them tor the daY_ - all 111 Ute name ol charit . The highlight or
the da} for us took place 111 Ute arena where a hallenge had been laid
do'' n b} 244 ig qn. (\ ia 0 HQ qn, :\-laj Chas Da le), that they
\\anted a mast race. LCpl Da n hepherd and ig id Reynolds made up
the TA' team and once again the 'weekend warriors' beat them hands
down much to the_ ·Regulars· di appointment - belier luck next year. The
quadron ha aid fare,,ell to Maj Craig Tr eeby who ha lefi the
en ices for pa ture ne\\. All members of Ute quadron wi h him good
luck 111 ht ne" cho ·en profession. Also farewell to \ 02 Fred mith
and gt (Fo~) C hris Rile_ "ho are both entering 'civvy street'.
Con.gratulatton go to Capt J?avid leigh on hi promotion to Major
'' htch tn nself 1 quite a feat given that even years ago he joined the
quadron a. a umaller.

SSgt (YofS) Paul White wishing he hadn't volunteered
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IG AL Q ADRO
1aj Ian Walton
Sqn Comd
SM
W02 ( SM) Paul Williams
The .e arc bu y t!mes for the Squadron a it finds it elf with a
ubstantrn_l number ol personnel deployed on operations in the Balkans.
The rcmamdcr of the quadron have transfc1Tcd to the watchful eye of
llQ 9n for the ?uration of the deplO}'. ment to Koso o, but look forward
to be1_ng re-united with the remainder or 244 ig qn once the
comm1tme_nt reduces. Amongst the turmoil of preparation for Ops, the
qn has said goodbye t.o a number of key personalities. Firstly farewell to
W02 ( M) teve _01.ckson, _and Sgt ~FofS) Andy Moore, who both
mana~ed to Jump ~JP JUSI 111 umc to avoid the tour in Macedonia, be t of
luck 111 your new JObs. Al o best of luck to Capt Matt Graham who
departs for the Army Junior Division of the tafT ollege.

Additionally there is a wealth of e;:xperience which on occasions b quite
unbelievable. This combination forms the basis of a profe sional
approach which allows successful deployment and completion of
enjoyable projects uch as the one this year at Ayios Nikolaos.
Sig Kevin Hamilton from Manchester, a Customer ervices Engineer
with BT, al work on Ex~rci_sc Aphrodite in Cyprus_ during a project to
upgrade the telecommumcat1ons tnfra~trueture at Ay1os Nikolaos. Kevin
has been with the quadron for three years. He is assisted by Sig Andy
Pope from Hitehin, I lerts. Andy also works for BT and is on his first
camp with the Squadron.

LPH TROOP (AMF(L))
Capt Steve Abram
Tp omd
Tp S gt
S gt beerin
The Troop would like to extend a warm welcome to Cpl ick Hill
from 17 Port .and Maritime, LCpl C hr is ' cou e' Alston from 7 Armd
Bde and . 1gs Laura Cooze and Lee So u t h ern wood. Also
congratulat1ons to the OC Troop and his wifo Liz on the arrival or their
daughter Eve Lois.
EXERCISE ADVE T RE EXCHANGE 1999
At the beginning of March. the ad anee party from Alpha Troop
departed Colerne for the Winter Exerci e of this year Ex Adventure
Exchnn!:\e. \yith our arctic kit firmly packed, we lefi u'nder the steady
leadership ol Capt ' ew Boy' Graha m ( qn 21C) and SSgt (YofS) cott
Lo~a n ._ A fie~ many delays . at South Cerney and some companionable
soc1ah 111!? ' 1th Force Arty m the AAFI, we a sembled at Brize orton
for the flight out to Italy. On our arrival on Italian oil we peedily
depart~d to the co_a t to collect the vehicles under police escort - flashing
blue !1ght and 1rens ' a1hng. The JOUrney to location, wa long and
labonou , but the locals managed to lay on road-side entertainment for
the lads all the way. As _a lways Alpha Tp soon came to grips with the
extre'!le weather cond1t1ons which were encountered. With constant
su_n hme and temperatures averaging 25 degrees every day, the ski and
mills soon became redundant. Award for the best suntan was judged to a
dead heat between C pl ' Wills ' Williams and C fn 'This is hard work'
Cooke. A_t Main and Alt, Villa antina, much hard work was undertaken
with our _mlernational counterparts, the Americans, Canadians, German
and ltali~ns, .to _na me _but a few. S igs Kerri e H a in es and Ru th
M_ackenz1e, enJoy111g their last exerci e with the Troop, braved the Italian
rail sy tem and spent a pleasurable day in Venice. This exercise was al o
our final goodbye to Sig J o hn 'Tabs' Marlboro ugh and LCp l eil
Cogr am.
A final farewe ll to 2Lt Martin Willis, who has endured a SSLC
posung to the Regiment, the Troop would like to thank him for hi efforts
of the past ten months in what h_as been an eventful posting and wish him
well as he move to Leeds U111vers1ty to embark on his degree course.
Last, but by no mean least, the Troop says farewell to SSgt (YofS) Scott
Loga_n who has endured almost a year ' ith the Troop. Having eaten all
the pies, he leaves to take on the equally demanding role ofYofS for 220
tg qn, when they reform at Coleme l~ter this year. Welcome to Ca pt
Andy Art hurton who takes over the reins as Troop OC as Capt Steve
br am moves over to become the 21C quadron for a well earned rest
havmg spent two years in command.
81 IG AL SQ ADRON (VO L TEERS)
qn Comd
Maj Cr aig T illotson
PSAO
Ca pt J ohn Harris
Between mid M_ay and early June or thi year, 786 Troop from 81 Sig
Sqn (V) deployed 111 _rwo staggered parties to Ayios ikolaos in Cypru .
Hosted by 259 1g Sqn, they undertook a signi fieant fixed
telec?mmunications proj_ect, '~hich involved the replacement of an old
term111at!o.n fram~. This JS a six-foot rack covered in spaghetti for those
less familiar and 1s 1tuated between the exchange and the end users. For
the TrooJJ the proj~ct was_ in itself no real prob lem to undertake even
though this was ~heir first lime together on Exercise having been a newly
formed Troop wllhm the Squa~ron St!lce April. Thi aid, however, a very
controlled approach was required given that two separate in terruptions
were necessa~ to each fixed tel ephon~. At_a critical stage, during 'cable
change over - cable cutttng and re-JOtntmg, 17 di fferenl joints were
comple,ted tn ~ ~4 hour pem_id by tw_o, _tw~-man teams. This was qui te an
ac_h1evement m itself, allowmg max1m1sauon of the planned interruption
w111_dows, such that there was little or no impact to the end users. The
prOJ~Ct cell, blended the_ various sk ills ranging from project management,
quaht_y com~o l " frame JUmpering and cable joint ing. All of which are
coma111ed w1th111 the Troop and rep licated throughout the Squadron's
other Troops.
. B_y the very natu.re ofa TA Troop deploying on Exerci e, there is only
a fin ite amount of time_ ava ilable. For the project ce ll this imposed major
c~~stram t s result m!? 111 t~e tro_
op being pushed very hard to ensu re
deh~ery of a success ht! prOJCCt - 111compl etc projects are not an option!
Dunn~ the _year, each member makes available a two-week period for
camJJ ~n which they either deploy on exercise or complete Army courses.
A?~111onal d_axs throughout the :,rea_
r arc also se t aside to complete
mil1tary tra11~111~ .. :he vast maJo.r1ty of members are employed,
throughout t~c1r c1v1han careers w11h1n the telecommun ications arena and
hence constitute .a specialist unit. Within the Troop and throughout the
Squadron, there 1s a hi gh level of commi tment which i common place.
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beaten about the head by the lesser-spotted beer fairy. "'1any thanks to
SSgt John 'I've never been adventure training in my \\hole career·
Williams who jacked up the expedition and to all \\ho helped Ute \\Cek
go smoothly, particularly the staff at Haus "'lagnus Lodge.
HTROOP
11 Tp have had a busy and occasionally turbulent few months that
have seen numerous people come and go, so tirstly some hellos and
goodbyes:
Warm welcomes to the new OC H Tp, Capt Gary Johnson and his
family from 30 Sigs, Cpls Dec Maher and 'Kip' Fisher, LCpl's Jim
Dryden, eil 'Jap nipcr' Emmi on and Helena 'Witch' outhwick
and igs Grebby, eil, Hitchins Lake and Peart. Fond Farewells to
SSgt Carl Hindson, who leave us on promotion to 3 Inf Bde, L pl I
Cathcart to 16 Sig Regt and Sigs Leather, Dear and Richardson \\ho
have gone on to pan/ers greener. Also many congratulations to Cpl Gat
Jordan on completing the first Installation Tech ou~e as top student,
ig Favill and Deacon on passing their PTI Cour e. Future
Congratulations to Sigs Dick Danby and Haley Winder who tie the knot
in August
WORK
As ever we have our finger in a number of pies to keep oursel es
occupied . Al present we have some 20 personnel deployed around the
world on difTerent tasks, rangmg from Installation work in epal (Jammy
Beggars) to roulemenl tours in the not quite o glamorous Falkland
Islands. Further to this we have just finished supporting RAF Bruggen
throughout the air campaign over Kosovo. ow the bombing has stopped
it looks like the Telemechs from 220 and a ere\\ from 259 Sig Sqn will be
going to Ko ovo to in tall the new HQ and try to rebuild the
communications infrastructure shattered by the RAF.!

Sig Kevin Hamilton and Sig Pope hard at work

LCpl Steve Marshall (hatless) a BT Technician from Chiddingfold,
urrey and Sig Eddie Gra nt from Merseyside, a network engineer for
Vodafone jointing in a new cable at Ayios ikolao in Cyprus. Ste e has
been with the Squadron for five years, Eddie joined in February this year,
having left the Regular Army from IS Sig Regt in 199

LCpl Steve Marshall busy jointing
with asistance from Sig 'Eddie' Grant

220 SIGNAL SQUADRON
EXE RCISE CYG ET BACKSTOP 3
In late June a joint venture between L Tp and H Tp undertook an
adventurous training exercise in Bavaria, staying at Hau Magnu . the
UK C(G) lodge in Wertach, Bavaria at the foot of the German lps. We
pent a week canoeing, mountain walking and rock climbing. These
activities were a welcome break from the daily routine of briefing . mucb
to the pleasure of elements of H Tp and e erybody seemed to enjoy
themsel es. We had ig ' Butch Dingle' Richard so n starting th~ new
sport of' umo lalom' on what little ice remained atop the mountam , as
well as a near death ca e of hypothermia from a ne\ addition to H ~P ig
'I'm alright, honest' eill. Big Cpl Dave C:isca rino hoehorned hunself
into the ho llowed out shell or the HMS Invincible to go canoeing and ig
· hief' Burnes kept all of us amused with his I0 I "True torie. ' (' hich
weren't very!)
The social highlight of the week wa a pub quiz during \. hich ~gt
John 'Disco' Willia ms team ' ab il ity to an wcr any questions relied
heavily on the knowledge of Sig ' Ike" Love. Much to the displeasure of
LC pl •Jap niper' E mmison this was to lead to
gt ·very mug'
Holmes' team recording a famous victory.
Thursday wa a day of 'RnR', owe divided into two groups, ~he
majority hooting ofT on a day trip to the PX in Garmisch and return111_g
via a go-karting track where ig ·Fi hboy' Peart demonstrated h1
poten tial as a future F I driver. The other group. which consisted of Cpl
Dn ve as and LC pl eil Emm o took a day tr_ip to the famous
Hofbrauhau in Munich where they were rather predictably robbed and

SPORT
We've have had a good year on the football pitch. culminating in the
team finishing as runners up in both the Station League and the Station
plate. The latter was lost on penalties 5-4, after a hard game that ended 33. Congratulation to Sig eil Taylor who deservedly earned man of the
match. We lost the league by just one point! however a big thank you
goes to all the players and supporters who ha e made the season o
uccessful. In athletic the Troop was heavi ly involved in the Morri on
Cup and achieved a credible Third place ahead of ome larger units.
Thanks to all who gave o much on the day, and a pecial thank to SSgt
ea n Bryants' wife manda for redecorating the inside of their new car
(she knows what we mean). The BAG Swimming Champs a\\ the troop
OC, Capt Gary John so n lead the quadron team to the Minor Unit
Title. Sig Peart went on to swim for the Army. and Sig Hendry who
only got involved the night before because Cpl Lee Palmer wimped out
would like to thank him.... OT!!!.
SOCIAL ACTIV ITI ES
Station Fete - A blistering aturday the I0 July 1999 saw all the Troop
working hard to keep the RAF Bruggen station fete no, ing with beer. A
few adventurous people even tried Bungee jumping from a BIG crane.
Thanks to gt · cou e' Deega n who jumped and reportedly didn't stop
bouncing for two hours and to all who worked so well in extreme heal to
aid in the raising of some DM45000 for local charities, a job that e\ery
one on station appreciated.
Troop Fun ctio n - The Troop ha held a few function recently, the
two that tick in the mind mo t being theme night . C pl 'The King'
Wa lker laid on a 70' night that was enjoyed by all, e pecially the old
and bold in the Troop. uch a SSgt ·Taff' Bryant who knew the \\Ord
to all the song . sad man. SSgt Gary T insle) then put on a aribbean
night that sa' all the Troop and the T guest in summer wear and
· dreadlock . all ' enl well, and we hope the next one is as good.
SDLT (\ hatever T hat 1eans) - by LCpl Les 'Pass the Pies ' Wel h
Since you last heard from L Tp, thing in Laarbruch have certainly
changed. From March 1999 the variou Squadron have been leaving
Lnarbruch like rats de erting a sinking ship. ow all that' lefi are a fow
Telemechs under the ' atc hful guidance of our two re ident tech
formerly of upport Tp, S gt C hris 'Pink and Fluffy' Holmes also
known as 0/
DLT, (we should add at thi point that nobody know
what the e initial mean but they must be important because he got a ne\\
car out of them), and gt Lee 'I am not being funny but I'm loaded"
Coffill who ha the cleanest car on tation. The rea on for this i that the
real worker , i.e: The Telemechs are all away on tour · or ha\e been
poached by 11 Troop at Bruggen. Overseeing the crew i C pl Steve
'Uncle Bulgaria" Jes mer ,' ho spends hi days rc ·toring abandoned
mountain bikes and anything else he can get his grubb} hand on, and
then tries to ell them to the singlie . Unle s you·re the Troop
gt in
which ca e you get given a fre hly ·ervieed bike for free - creep.
The lo ure Team consists of four main crews:
Maintenance ere' - is run by LCpl Le •Lethargic· V elsh "ho has
the en iablc job of watching ig Senn • old Turkey' Mitchell geumg in
and out of some extremely festering cable pit . "hich arc (allegedly) a - in
need of a clean as the inglie block.
T he Works Orders cr ew - is run by L pl l ur e ·Dann) Zuco·
Quinn . Whal with e eryone lea\'ing Laarbruch there's preciou~ little
in tallation ' ork to be done, which is just the wa ·Quinn · like ti
he its in yscon hitting ten over par on PGA Golt~ up and com111g ig
J esse 'Where's my tape· J ames i out doing all the work. The harde't
working ere~ is L pl Ma tt 'Look at my ne\\ bike' !O\H ll 's dra\\dO\\ n
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cre11. H has the pica ure of working 11 ith ig (or is that iv) Dave·\ ell
nobody told me lad ' Butler. We m:urly forgot about igs Darren 'Kiddy
Fiddl r' Richardso n :md Derek 'The Greasy Turk' Burness who are
around m bod} (Darren is particularly round in body) but somewhat
ab ent in mind. \ e arc looking forward to the return of S io Johnn
·Killer' :\Ii lier from hi. APT!s course and e:-;pect beastings all round - if
onl) we ould unde tand a word he say . reating a lot of noise at the
moment with hi no.!\\ aterham 7 i the quadron 21/C. Lt Jim 'Little
Lord Fontlero) • Lambeth. He and hi rotten feet are posted 10 Colche ter
at the end of ugu t. 11 hich will be a welcome re lief for those of u not
in lined to pend all day running round the airGc ld. We also have to
mention our pa} ergeant, gt ndy · an't Get a Girlfriend· Draper.
Let' ju ·1 ·ay some drastic mea ure- have been taken, but the purchase of
a Ila h ne11 car and a Honda Fireblade ecm to be h8\ ing liule efTect on
the ituation. \ e al o have to · ay goodbye to Cpl Jolut 'More Badges
Than a Bo) cout' \ alsh \\ho along with the Ch lk. gt Rob ' Pull p
a andbag· Fuller, i po ted to the Regiment. afler a short holiday in
slipper city. We have said farewell to two of our civilian helpers Michelle
and Linda who ha1e accompanied their re · pective hu band back to the
. K. We all wish them a happy and rewarding future. A big hello goe
out to pl Dave ·when am I not on detachment????' Cascarino. LCpl
1artin 'The Ferg' Ferguson, Sig Liam ·You're Gonna Get ome Lee
and all the other mech on det. Last but not lea t we have to congratulate
our acting M,
gt John 'Butler!! !!!!'\ illiams who ha knotched up
the Big 40 thi month. Apparently life' suppo ed to tart at forty - but
not while he' acting M.
U:\-DIER 1999-0 1 CLO RE
Q ADRO 1 EW
gt Adrian Jones and ome 27 member of the quadron, ably
upported by the operational expen from the ommunications Project
Division and colleague from I ig qn (\I) have recently completed an
excellent · um mer in A cen ion'. In some ix 2-3 week phase , a
mas ive Cl overhaul and upgrade has been undertaken, right aero the
11 hole 1ilitary e tate on Ascension.
In addition under Sgt Les Chapman and Sgt Billy Lilburn, teams
ha\ e deployed to upport current Operation and major C l In frastructure

Sig Dave 'What goes up must come down' Butler gets to grips
with the rudiments of his trade up a pole in Ascension Island
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'Time for a quick break and a pose for the cameras'
220's Telemechs in Ascension. l:R: LCpl's Sean 'Arnie' Renforth
and Al Cathcart, Sigs Liam 'Spud' Lee and Dave 'Billy' Butler
and LCpl Matt 'Why haven't you got any shorts Bi lly?' Stowe ll

builds to the military HQs at Petrovac, Skopje and Thesalonika. There are
many more tasks on the drawing board and the qn is only restricted by
the _number of_ experienced S CO planners constantly available and
equ~pi;ient available. qn rofS, W02 Guy Lewendon left his comfy
chair m ACPO, signed out some shiny new combats, and became a
deployed medal h~nting w~rrior, dragging gt Harry Harris along for
company. Harry 1s struggling to come LO terms with the StafT Officers
D1recti\c, 'lfl'\c made a plan, I'll change it in the next five minutes'.
E\cn
gt can 'Tatr Bryant has extracted himself from behind his
J-! Troop desk to take Sgt Mark 'ACPO 'cw Boy' herwood for a
1ght secmg tnp to the Balkan .

Q ADRO CLO URE I GER IA Y, THE PAST, PRE ENT
A D FUTURE
A this edition of The Wire is published. 220 ig qn (A ) will have
clo ed in its primary role , providing communications support to the
Royal Air Force Main Operating Bases (MOBs) in German y. The
quadron fonncd in 1959 at undem, erving RAF unit ·East o f the
Rhine ' and adopted the corpion as it's motif. It wa absorbed into 2 1 Sig
Regt (A ) in 1961 and was re-titled 3 qn . Many internal unit ORBAT
adjustment· were made over the year and the 3 Sqn HQ relocated 10
RAF Laarb~uch on I ~une 1992 under the comm~nd of the then , Maj
Glen Bartbff Royal 1gnals. On 5 January 1993 1l reverted to the title
220 ig qn comprising HQ. Oscar Tp and Lima Tp at RAF Laarbruch
llotel Tp at RAF Bruggen, ovember Tp at RAF Guler loh and th~
Airfield Communication Planning Oflice (
PO) at JI-IQ. Following ihe
clo urc of RAF Gutersloh, o ember Troop disbanded and Oscar Tp wa
relocated to Colerne, thu we entered 1998 1 ith only HQ, Lima Tp,
Hotel Tp and ACPO within the ORBAT. This till made for a significant
ized Squadron with a manpower level of 111 military and I 0 civilian
stafT, as clo ure approached .
The impending c losure of RAF Laarbruch as a MOB and the
relocation of the RAF Harrier Force lo UK had focussed minds on the
future of the Sqn. The SOR announcement of an addi tional CIS qn
within 21 ig Regt, imilar to the present 244 qn to support the new
Joint Helicopter Command (JHC) has given the qn a new lease of life in
an alternative Air upport' role. ince Maj Bartliff, the Sqn had a
further four OC's, namely Majs Mark Edwards, Ken Jones, Andy
William and finally Capt odd y Baugh MBE. The predominant
manpower CEQ throughout thi l?eriod ha been the 'Telemech' however,
they could not have operated wllhout the capable upport of the many
other trades wi thin the quadron, mainly the technicians and tore ·
specia li t . o what does the future hold for the quadron's pre ent
manpower? Within Germany, ACPO and the Static Tp ( upporting RAF
Bruggen until 2003) have been transferred to 16 ig Regt. As a result of
DR, the Corps will form two deployable 'Telemech' Troop to provide
C IS infra tructure support to Military task worldwide, whether they are
Operation , Exercises or Project . This deployable capabi lity has been
informally operati onal within the qn for some time. In the past year
planner and teams have deployed on Op Upminster, Palatine and
Agricola, not to mention numerou Exercise and a major four-month
SW project to upgrade the CT infrastructure on RAF Ascension. In
fact, these days it is ery difficult to find a planner at ACPO but you may
meet up with them in Skopje, Banja Luka, Pri tina or on a Tristar bound
for the South Atlantic.
By the end of September 1999 the two deployab le ' Telemech ' Troop
wi ll be formally established within the ORBATs of 16 and 30 Sig Regts.
Within Germany this allows some 60 Corps tradesmen to remain based at
RAF Bruggen, with the full support of the RAF and the Station
Commander, providing a skill set that can be projected worldwide on a
task by task basis whilst still undertaking close upport to RAF Bruggen.
Taskings through the chain of command are planned and executed by the
present Airfield Communication s Planning Office (ACPO). This Office
was originally established to control, plan and co-ordin ate the Royal
Signals technical effort on the then fou r Airfie lds in Germany. It has
ince re-focussed much of it pre ent efTort. ACPO rema in s an RAF staff
cell, however, ta k can be generated by PJHQ, HQ LA D, HQ I Sig
Bde as well as RAF Strike Command. The name and future location of
ACPO may be rev ised in months to come. One suggest ion is the
'Communications Infrastructure Planning and Impl ementation Cell'
(C IP!C). We will see!!
To the many who have erved with 3 qn and 220 Sqn in the Airfield
Support role over the past 40 years, and those who serve today as the
quadron close in Germany, we wi h you well. To Maj Jim Forrest,
Capt Kyle Barker and the few who immediately start at Colerne, raising
the 220 Sig Sqn pennant and 'Scorpion' motif again, in a new role, good
luck!

Publish it in

The Wire
The Editor is always pleased
to receive interesting articles

Capt Noddy Baugh MBE and W02 SSM Ged Robinson with 220 Signal Squadron (Air Support) at RAF Bruggen, 1 July 1999 prior to
the Squadron's move back to the UK
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REGIMENTAL HEADQ ARTERS - SOUTHFIELD
CO
Lt Col Linda Hnrison TD
RSM
WOI (RSM) John Gibson
The highlight of the last couple of months has been Annual Camp.
During I 0-24 July 1999 the Regiment managed to cover most ?f the UK
a well as establishing link to the USA, the Falkland and various hips
in exotic locations. The Regiment converged on Norfolk for a couple of
days before moving en ma sc to Folkstone for a mil kill competition
and a battlefield Tour to Ypre . The exerci e was a torming uece s and
the quadron have submitted variou .reports on difTerenL a peel of ~he
fortnight. Three member of the Regiment travelled to the U during
Camp on an exchange vi it to the 1108th
ig Bde. Maj te"e Baker,
LCpl Tia ncll and LCpl Jo Ogle all thoroughly enjoyed the hospitality
of the Americans.
REGIME TAL HELLOS A D GOODBYES
Welcome to Sgt Alderson who arri es from HAPE to bolster the
number of technicians. He wi ll be under the watchful eye of the new
Foreman, W02 Jamie Harper, fresh from JHQ and 16 ig Regt.
Farewell to W02 Bob Wymer, who mo e on LO 600 Tp al Cor ham.
The Trg Maj, Maj Allie ' \ ee bloke' Brand i off to HQ LA D - good
luck to you and Lynn. The final farewell goes to W02 (RQMS) George
'Rude Boy' Coffin, who moves on to Warmin ter where hopefully hi
somewhat depraved ense of humour will be just a welcome a 11 ha ·
been here. The leaving lunch 10 en urc thi rabble actually depart wa a
rou ing affair. ome excellent peeches ' ere deli ered, most n~tably the
RQM 1 ith his view of regimental life through the eye of 1a am Bear
(CO), Ifie Bear (Trg Maj), Baby Mel bear ~Adj t), Grumpy_(R 1) and
Toto the Lapdog (RAOWO) _- all very amusing. The le s said about. the
antics of the permanent statl along the Kmgs Rd the better. ufliee ll to
ay that LCpl 'Di co' Dave Wynne seemed to be havmg a great time
aided and abetted by 'the old gi ts' in the form of WO I (R . 'I) John
Gibson, S gt Roy mith and W02 .Jim McMahon.
BUFFOO OF THE WEEK AWARD
There were a number of contenders for the award; Cpl North for
trying to knock down ' all with hi head! (we all hope that you mak~ a
speedy recovery in ho pita!); the Adjt for being t?o hung o er to realise
that she had received French Franc and not Belgium one on the way lo
the Ypres bauklield Tour!; Sig Coleman-Browne for having a light\\ ith
a land rover which resulted in a dislocated knee; W02 (RQM ) offin
for ending up in alisbury 1 hen he hould ha c caught_ the Lr~in to
ou thli eld at the end of hi leavin° lunch - only a minor mistake
George and one I'm sure the tramp at" alisbu ry tat ion didn 'L appreciate
as 'you pent the night with them!!

HEADQ ARTERS Q ADRO .
Sqn Comd
Maj Ju lian Carmichael
SSM
W02 (SSM) Chrissie tanton

Members of the LAD and the RAOs team enjoying Mussels and
fine wine on the day trip to Ypres!
CO GRAT L TlONS
Well done to LCp l Okon who was 8\larded her first tape on Camp
thL year. Congratulation · to SSgt 'Spotter· M ick Johnso n who \\a
a\ arded a di tinction on hi EFP2 course. Well done to the Foreman,
W02 Bob Wymer for 1\ inning the R Ms e ay writing competition.
OF GLO CESTER'
P - FOLK TO E 22 J L
D CHE
1999
.
This year ' Inter- qtrndron Military kill competiuon wa held
during nnual amp at apier Barrack in _Fol~ tone. ~II quadron
fielded two teams a well as the neces ary dirccung tafl to en ure the
day' · proceeding went smoothly and profi:: sionally-,The 111om.i1~g stands
consisted ofa Golfi BC stand ran by gt Dick Tra"1s. un a~ c1ling t~1d
devised by S gt Alfie K irk ham, a · wimming pool ' mer cro. smg
c ·ecuted by Capt Sarah treet and
gt \: u lli e Loch and a bungee
rope command task ran by SSgt Cra in Bruce BEM . In the ~flem~on the
activ ities took the form of a March and hoot compet1llon \\1th the
gt ·oe1· Eldridge along
a ault course thro11 n in for good mea ure.
with the Regiments' quota of PTI' ensured all th_c troops \1er7 fully
briefed and monitored at all time . II the team pcrlormed excepuonall
well and put in a tremendous amount of effect LO produce e\.c~!llent
re uhs. pecial mention goe to gt Caspcrez ''ho O\crca.me her lear of
heights to complete the a· milt course and gt Iatt Cahill \\ho battled
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su.:c ·. sfull) \\ i1h ht loathing of waler to complete the riYcr cro sing.
The ''inning team "as c 3 io qn, led by nC\\ I promoted Ca pt Liz
Fitzpatrick \\ho was aid d and abcucd by the mo t compelitive officer
in the orps apt Da\'e Thomas. The Regiment " a vi iled during the
dn) b) a long lts1 of IPs including the Lord Lieutenan1 of London.
\layor · from o ur local boroughs, 1P , T VRA Rep , DComd
LO ' DI T, and many more beside . A large number of members of the
Regiment ~- ociat ion al o 'isited and ii wa. greal to see them a IL The
\\hole da) wm, a tremendous sucees - well one to WO I lR M) John
Gibson and his P 1· for the work in org tiising the da which wa
enjoyed b) both competitors and pectators alike.

.u (PLK) IG
qn

omd

1

L Q ADR01 -CO L DON
1aj Baker
\! 02 (
1) Natson

0 1M
IC TOR II
EXE RCI E 0 RAGEO
The first weekend in June had seen 1he quadron deploy on Bounty
Training. to tr) out the new ID1' . By the end of the month, the Squadron
"ere deploying to Hawkinge on Ex Couragcou Communica1or II a
Comm Ex. IL didn't bode well when certain members of K Tp decided 10
choo e their own route to 1he Troop RV, but 1he rccce and mo e in
ev ntuall) went .moothly. An ln1er-Tp network wa established which
enabled a final testing/ hakedown of all comm equipment before Annual
Camp. II wa al o a good opportunity for some of our newer recruits to
come out and see Lhe quadron in the field - hopefu ll y , ome things might
begin to make a bi1 more en e now!

resemble an underground bunker and then dismounting all their r~dto kit
into it. Throughout this phase, they were supervised from abo\e, IItcrally.
by th e ir OC, Maj Brian Howe wh o loo ked down from the ontrol
Tower, keeping his linger on the pulse.
There arc many amusing memories from Camp ' 99 such as ·ig Baggs
not recognis in g and then 'challenging' his Tp 0 ; the golden blanket
award won by 2Lt Kieron Francis; LCpl Renaud's cheerful disposition
(not); 859 Radio Tp ready to practice a 'Stand To' when m fact they v.erc
being told to set up for Stand Two on the Visitors· Day, OC'dt Wood
shoutin g 'Come on 57 Sqn ' during the assault course; the Regiment in
place for the Camp photo, with no photographer in ight and of course
the interesting ights outside the swimming pool prior Lo 1hc 'RI\ er
Crossing' !

Menirn hile J and
Troops deployed to Fulbcck, and th en Altcar.
Foreman • 1inc 's bi gger than yours' Byrne proved Lhal ize does mauer
when finding him elf in a tctc a tete with a Renault Clio. The Foreman '~
4 Ton truck came off much the better of Lhe two, leaving ' Nicole' in her
lio to run home 10 · Papa ' ... .J and Tp Lhen moved lo Swynncn on via
es cliffc (L t ·as ault team' Owen dropp in g in early mornin g by
helicopter 10 cc Tp on his la I rccee - hands up all who Lhought he wa
the 0!)
The quadron then con erged on Wall on Airfie ld to creaie a full
strcng1h 1ype Troop for the Visitors' Day. The quadron was vi itcd by
Brig Hughes, Brig crcy, Brig Burton, C ol Lawrence, Col StoriePugh. Col Acda. 1aj Wenloek, Maj Whittle, Maj Kelly and Maj Hill
"ho all seemed to leave impre scd by what they had een. We 1hcn
moved to apier Barracks 10 take parl in the Duchess of Gloucester's
Cup, and a games night where quadron member put up a ery line
challenge against other team in the Regiment and went on to win the
pre tigious trophy.
CO GRATULATIO S
The quadron have had t\ o promotion recently. LCpl ' Odie'
O'Driscoll and LCpl Pearl Sethna both received th eir firs1 s1ripc la t
month. Congralulations to LCpl Sethna, who wa awarded the 'Soldier
of the Year ' award on Camp. Well done - these bar rounds are going to
1an getting expensive .... LCpl O'Driscoll was the 'Soldier of the year '
la t year, so the e 1wo are definitely the pair to watch. Let's hope they
both go far!

TT01 GRAMMAR CHOOL CCF CE TE 'AR
CELEBRATIO 1
Members of the quadron attended an Open Day a1 unon Grammar
chool as pan of the centenary celebra1ion of the CCF. Field Marshall
The Lord Bramall, who opened our RHQ building at Southfield in
1986, was the guest of honour. The cadets were inspec1ed by the Field
Marshall in the morning, and then took pan in a number of stands in the
afternoon - one of'' hich was prov ided by the quadron. They were all
intere led to ee our new Lanward equipment. and we will hopefully no\
have a few more budding Royal S ignals Recrui ts in die future.

Sig Spilstead - Chef extraordinaire! ! ! !

,.
2Lt Paul Ukpai of HQ Sqn with cadets
from Sutton Grammar school CCF
A'.'I I
L CAMP 1999
Annual Camp this year was a great opportunity for the Squadron to
prove that it can operate effectively in its CRO T role. With the Sqn
C~md, :\1.aj teve 'Yee ha· Baker away on an exchange with I 108th US
1gnal .Brigade, the Squadron deployed to its location al Troop level. We
were given our orders al RAF Lyneham, from where Lt Beth 'Crack On '
Pollard conducted her recce of Driffield, Yorks by hel icopter, and Lts
Paul Owen and Jill 1ontgomery set off for sunny 1ottinghamshire. K
Tp under Lt. Pollard soon established itse lf a1 Driffield , and even
managed to give the Royal Marines a few off road driving lessons! LCpl
·Et:v1s' Presl.ey, made all feel at home with his home cooking, ably
a s1sLed by 1g Better at shopping than a woman' Fisher whenever he
was allowed near the cook tenl.

Lt Beth Pollard and 2Lt Debbie Speakman
in the Tp CP at Nesscliffe
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Suddenly, news came through from RCP 31 that a red tran it van was
being used by the terrorist and who would believe it; one wa seen
shortly after this crui ing around the location. The QRF leapt into action
and captured the van. Twenty minute later, a very irate SQM from 21
SAS (V) arrived to reclaim his vehicle and did not take k111dly to the
guard, Sig Williams, threatening to shoot if he took another tep forw~rd.
After some discus ion, ID cards being fla hed and ome hasty apolog1e ,
the van was returned. Imagination continued to run wild and after hearing
that 21 SAS (V) were due to train that evening, everyone wa convinced
(or perhaps hoped) tha1 1hcy would be snacking the po ition. To re~tore
some sense SSgts Willie Loch and John Atherton put paid Lo all idea
of a dawn ~ttack. Both Troops had el off on camp with !heir newest
piece of kit, Lanward. Throughout the Exerci e. all the soldier had an
opportunity to learn how to operate the equipment under the det comds,
Sot Mike Dowds and LCpl Jo Butler. Everyone welcomed the ne1\ kit
u~til it wa time to dismount every1hing at Ne cliffe! 11 did take
considerably longer 1han anticipated! e scliffe pro ided more
excitement for the oldiers as they were attacked by the enemy and had a
chance to lire off some rounds. Following this, there were numerous
olTers from LCpl 'G I' Jo Reader and Sig 'Beam me up' .Scott to ~o and
patrol the area every 1ime the guard reported someth111g usp1c1ous,
despite the real need for sleep!

LCpl Pearl Sethna with the Inn holders Soldier of the Year Trophy
56 SIG AL SQUADRO (VOL U TEERS) - EASTBOURN E
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian Howe
SSM
W02 Godden
L CAMP 1999 - EXERCISE MERCURY SWORD
The quadron all felt that Ex Mercury Sword was a huge success and
tha.t ! 999 ~as one. of their best Annual Camp . Fifteen days of excellent
tra1n1ng, w1Lh glorious long, warm sum mer evenings - even the teachers
managed to deploy this time!
After the MOBEX and journey to RAF Lyneham, 859 Radio Tp set
olT for Longmoor Trg Area and set up under the re lative shade of the
trees. Sgt Kyle .Ma nns was promptly dcspa1ched 10 organise showers for
the Troop and 111 true sty le, he arranged for them to have a daily hose
down at the local lire station in Bordon!
Meanwhile, 858 Radio Tp moved from th eir first location to Yardley
Chase and were the~ 'ex posed' to anthrax . On came the ' noddy' uits and
respirators, not panicularly comfortable in the heat of the day but at lcas1
~he1 ~ Tp. Co~d, Capt_Tony Potter has first hand experience of the agent
111 his c1vvy JOb. Whilst the ' terrori st activity' was hotting up in Europe
and Lhe UK, 859 }P travelled to Bramley Trg Area. Sgt Martin Cooper
had to be res1ra111ed from providing the cook with fresh ration s of
phca.sanl, venison, snake and rabbit to replace 1hc minced beef and
stew111g stea~ that Sig teve Spilsted prepared continua ll y. After all, i1 is
extremely difficult Lo make either of the c 1aste interesting, night af1er
111ght!
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Sgt Cooper in his element .
but what is he doing with that string?
Whit t the so ldiers endured a 7hr road move to Watton in orfolk the
Tp Ocs, Ca pt arnh trccte and Ca pt Tony Po~ter , '. e.re fortuna1e
enough 10 make 1hc journey by helicopter. Terronsl acttv1ty be&an. 10
cea e and the troops continued with their next task. 111ak111g a build111g

859 Tp with the Mayor of Eastbourne
and the Chief Exec of Eastbourne Council after completing
the Duchess of Gloucester's Cup
BATTLEFIELD TO R OF THE YPRES S LIE 'T
130 members of the Regiment travelled to Belgium early on 23 July
for a Bauleficld Tour of the Ypre Salient The trip was the culmination
of two weeks of Annual Camp and a chance to rela.-.. and un' ind after a
hard bur enjoyable Exe rci se. Reveille at 0430 hr pro ed to be
exceptionally difficult for those who bad ·pu hed the boat out' at the Inter
quadron Game
ight the night before! The Channel cro ing wa an
ideal chance to sleep off the pre\ ious nights exce se !!
2Lt Keiro n Francis had organised the itinerary and arranged for local
<>uides to meet the Regiment in Ypre . The fir t coach arrived on Lime and
~·as taken away b the 1?Uide. However, the CO's coach was an hour and
a half late due to a ki~ish on the French Border with the French police
- enough aid! Visits to Tyne Cot Cemetery, Hill 60 and Hill 62,
anctuary Wood, Hellfire Corner. The Menen Gate and a host of the other
infamou names followed. A stop at anctuary Wood museum. brought
home the tragedy, waste and carnage of WW I, to all of u . For members
of 41 (PLK) ig qn a trip to a small cemetery ju t oulh of Ypres wa
an even more poignant moment a they vi ited the gra\'e of three
members of 1/13 Kensington Regiment. (They \\ere one of the first TA
units Lo be mobili ed in the Great War and were the forerunner to the
pre ent 41 (PLK) ig qn as it i no' .) The Padre, . Taj David Cran ley
carried out a small service of Remembrance and 1g Helen 1atthens
read out the poem ·tn Flanders Field .'
·
To fini h off, we had a quick recce of the Cite de Europe sh?ppi~g
centre in Calais for presents for 1he family!! ( ell booze and Jag 111
many cases. Cpl ort h how did you gel all that beer back on .the coach,
and are you su re it wa for your own personal con umpt1on?!) .n
enjoyable but moving day had by alL and. then it wa back to the UK 111
time for tea and medals and another mght m the Mc s.
E ERC I E PHOTO PLOD - 26JUNE 1999
Ex Pholo Plod wa, held over the night of 26 June. IL i · a fony mile
walk starting at midnight, in aid of a\'e the hildren and is pon orcd b,
variou photographic companie . 56 ig qn nol onl) cnlered a team. but
they also prO\ ided breakfast for 160+ in a fi~ld kitche~ on route and ~II
the comm needed for ·afcty. Our team. cons1stmg of 1:-. walkers, two m
upporl and two individual wal~ers wlio. me1 up \\ ith the other team. at
the Whi1e Horse Public Hou e 111 teymng. \ . usse:-. . The fony mile
followed 1he outh Downs Way 10 Biding Gap and at various inten als.
the wa lkers were plied with banana , encrg) drink , weets. Jars Bars
and hot or cold drinks b their eyer supportive admin team! The team, led
by 2Lt Kicron Fra ncis. kept up with the leaders and the t"? females.
LCpl Reoder and ig O'Sullivan trodc ahead much of the 11mc,
unbothered by blister unlike ig Bishop and ig Huli_n "ho nobl)
carried on despite the pain. Breakfast at 4.00am was gra!efull). rcce1\Cd.
Following the compulsor team photo and rcbandag111g of feel, Lhe
walker .ct off for the second half, no" in daylight. lean\\ hilc. the
upporl team wa not idly illing in lay-bys \\ atting. bul "as dri\ ing
around the coun1ry ide in pur uit of item' such as oak lea' e . phone
numbers, po 1cards and bus ticke1s. Capt a rah trectc di\ ed in C\ Cr)
bin bc1wcen ewhavcn and ca ford before triumphanll) appcar111g '' llh
one of the latter! \ hen the walker ran out of nuids. 0 dt \\ood
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O:iggcd do\\ n a pa sing mi ll.. float and bought u le \\ pint from a frie ndly
m1ll..man first O\er the line and in a record time wa, our PSAO, Capt
Ian l\Iurrn~. "ho in isted that it was hi la t appearance in the event
(\\atch this space) and de ·pue literally era\\ ling over the fini hing line.
the TA team finished a creditable econd and rai ·ed nearly £800 for ave
th' Children.

scvt!ral o ktails fo llowed by a umptuous 5-course dinner. Thi! CO wa
the star of the evening by refu · ing to makt! an after dinner speech on the
basi that it would wa te valuab le.: drinking time. 2Lt Kicrnn 'footloo e'
Francis displayed a prev iously hidden amount of co-ordination with his
ability to hi ghland dance his way around the flo or. 2Lt Debbie ' William
Hill' Speakman managed to clea n up al the Roulette Table, th e next
drinks on you th en ! The party only ended ' hen the DJ, L pl olin
' \ heels of Steel ' Anderson lcfi to catch the fir t train home.
RECE T PRO 10TIONS
ongratulation to the foll owing members of the qn on their recent
promotion . 1>! Sid ' Roltewiller Jnr' Ahluwalia, Cpl Mark 'Jaffa cake
king· Bell, LCpl Jay · lint' Eastwood, LCpl Richard 'dar Leyland,
LCpl Tia ' !lave l to ld you wh ere I' m going on camp?' Snell, LCpl
Bobby 'Golden Blanket' Donor

Sorry how much did you say it was for the pint?
OCdt Wood, Sig Bishop, Sig Hulin, Sig O' Sullivan LCpl Reader,
2Lt Francis
CO. 'GRATULATlO ' A i D FAREWELL
Congratulation to gt andra Burns and Jack on the birth of their
son, Kristen and to W02 Jim Paine and iv on the birth of their
daughter, Beatrice. The quadron adly ay ·goodbye· to our 21C, Capt
Jack.ie Blake "ho decided that it wa time to hang up her beret, he will
be greatly mi. sed. Sgt Paul Rattemore who retired from the TA after
26 year \aluable en ice and al o to LCpl ·Bunny' V arren who is
going to concentrate on his teaching career.

REGI IE TAL HOOT! 'G TEA
The Regimental hooting Team, with minimal training entered the
Corp AM run by QM 19 Mech Bde HQ & ig qn and supported by
32 ig Regt (V) at Pirbright Range Complex. The team consisted of Capt
Gu. Be' sher, Sgt Matt Cahill, L pl Colin Anderso n, LCpl Juliet
Jarvis, ig Richard Leyland and Sig Angela Morris. The competition
started earl on Saturday morning and consisted of the following hoots;
Gun match, Pistol match, Roupell Cup, Combat snap, Fibua and Falling
plate competitions. ig Richard T ve got to run how far!' Leyland came
econd in the gun match. The fallin g plate team managed runners up in
the Corp fa lling plate and Capt Guy 'ju t one more cream cake'
Bewsher wa carri ed by hi tea m at th e head of the Corps to the
presentation land where he ' as awarded TA Master at Arms for be t
over all hot.
FARE\: ELL
Goodbye to the OC qn, Mike Jack on who i now moving on to
pastures new. Good luck to you and Glynnis.
BREAKF ST 1 AMERICA
THE MARYLAND TOUR 13-17 MAY 1999
by Major Brian Howe

83 IG
L SQUADRO - CHELSEA
qn Comd
Maj like Jackson
M
V 02 ( S.M) Jim Mc lahon
The mo t important annom1cement fir t:
3 ig qn are the current holders of the Duchess of Gloucester · Cup " ell done to the ''hole team!!

..
}

Day One -The journey by Virgin Atlantic wru. uneventful with neither
the Bclc Comcl nor the CO ~ u !Tering from a bout of 'Air Rage'. I was able
to relax aft er a hea rty in night lu nch and enjoy some of the in flight
cnlertainmcnt. On arri va l at Washington, Dull es airport we were met by
Ir Dave Graham the Brigade Operations Officer, and Lt Andy Rogers,
who was to be our escortin g offi cer for the next five days. Both Dave and
Andy were superb hosts and on di scovt!ri ng that both Brig Hughes and
Lt Col Harrison were harbourin g a burning desire to go ' line dancing',
carried out the required rcccc and arranged for a aturday night ,·isit. (to
be continued!! ) We had already been sent the tour itinerary and had some
idea about how the tour was goi ng to un fo ld . We were particul arly
intere ted in th e numbers and vari ety of places we were go ing to be
eating in as the names Ii ted sounded very enticing. Our base was to be
the town of Frederick - Maryland, a small town roughl y two hours northwest of Washin gton and home of th e 11 08 th ig Bdc based in Fort
Detrick.
Day Two-The tour proper started at 0800hrs on Friday 14 May 1999
and on driving through the main gates of Fort Detrick Brig Hughe was
delight ed lo sec his name and appointment fl ash up on the electroni c
welcome board. (Such arc th e marve ls of modern techn ology! ) The
formal welcome and brigade bri efin g got und er way, with excellent
presentations on both the brigade and battalions' role. Prior to lunch in
the Appalachian Chapter of the Signal Corps Regimen tal
sociation,
Brig Hughes talked to the Officers and Seni or COs about. hi s
experi ences with FOR whilst being the hicf G6 (Cl ) FOR. His
talk was very informati ve and ex tremely well rece ived by all. The
remainder of the day wa spent touring the 1110th Bn who c main role is
th e provi sion of The US Defence Dept strategic communicati ons and
includes Defence Satellite Communications System (DSC ) or ' Di ku '
rmy
earth Stations, and two HF gateway station . Interestin gly the U
is also blighted with cost savings to the defence budget and as a re ult, is
in the process of externalising these i\\ o HF facilities to contractors. We
met a number of ex-military now working for Industry on government
contracts during our tour of both the 1110th and 111 Ith Sig Bns. The
It I 0th Sig Bn are also respon ible for the so-called Washington Mo cow ' Pre idential Hotline' to the former oviet Union, no\~ known
as the Direct Communications Link or DCL. This in fact was established
in 1963 a a Teletype circuit and has ince evolved into a broadcast
system that includes dual satellite connectivity. In 1987, the DCL al o
added the US uclear Risk Reduction Centre to it mi ssion; this was
required to s upport the verification proces of nucl ear weapon
destruction. We were told intriguing torie about the nature and tone of
the dialogue between American and Russian technician over the hnk,
and how in the wake of the end of the former oviet Union, que tion
about job prospect and salarie were regularly raised, funnily enough
only by the Russian technicians! Day Two ended with an evening social
in the Carriage House, Emmittsburg, PA, a country re taurant (billed as
the opportunity to ' party with the Brits') with the Brigade Officer ,
partners and what , in true American PC language \ as termed as
'significant others'. Day Two also ended with 0 line dancing and an
early night. America il seemed had a culture of eat early, retire early, get
up early, start work early.

Day T hr ee-Saturday started with an early mo\ 1ng dfl\t! lo
Waynesboro, Pennsylvania fo r breakfast 111 a charmingly named Chestnut
Logs diner prior to a t ur of site 'R '. home of the 1111 th US Signal Bn.
They are known somewhat euphcmisllcally as 'The Signal Masters of the
Rock·, the rock referring to near the Blue Ridge Summit into \~htch they
are burrowed. The whole site is designed to withstand a nuclear attack and
has an elaborate system of tunnels and gates to protect aga inst an onslaught
from ' who-k nows-who' in th is modern day era, though it is somC\\ hat
obvious who the original aggressor wa perceived to be! The 111 Ith 's
missio n (a mongst ma ny others) is th e pro' ision of operations and
maintenance personnel in support of the Alternate Joint Communications
Centre (AJCC), the transmission systems for HF radio and Information
Systems, predominantl y the Defence lnformauon Systems et\\Ork or
OSI . We were given a presentation by . gt '.\1orton of the 111 Ith U
Signal Bn on Operation 'Longhaul' the monthly and l\\O week!> annual HF
exerc ise bet ween itc R and 3 1 ig Re gt. We were also given the
opportunity to \\itness the Bdc omd's faultl ess typing skills as he merrily
'chatted' to the Brigade Yeoman some\\herc in deepest Pirbright. Alier a
thorough briefing and tour around the many underground facilities it \~as
good to ec dayli ght agai n and move onto the ational Military Park at
Geltysburg. Our tour guide was to be the plans officer and unit Hi tonan,
Leo S Prottsman, an extremely knowledgeable man who made the \\hole
tour come 'alive' . Brig Hughes and Col Titus decided to do their O\\ n reenactment of the famous tour by Pre ident Eisenhower and Field Marshall
Montgomery and di scuss tactics from a vantage point on the summit of
Little Round Top. The evening duly arrived and after a upcrb meal
courtesy of Mr Titus, surely thi was the night for line dancing? The
arri\al of Liz, the Bde omd's good lady wife during the afternoon gave
the perfect 'get out' for him not to partake. The CO decided that it would
be inappropriate to ' up- tage· the Brigadier and it was left to yours truly to
pro c to our ho t that us Brit were game for anything. Lt nd) Roger
took me to what he described as the 'hotte t' line-dancing pub in 1aryland.
From my point of view he was entirely right, as I witnessed eighteen year
old doing disco dancing in line dancing formation , not quite what I had
imaged and certainly not what I intended to try and emulate. I had howe\er
got the closest to the action of all the touring party!
Day Fo ur- unday was the day planned for the tour to Washington.
Some favours by way of former members of the 110 th Bde, now
working for the U ecret en•ice. were called in on our behalf to ensure
that we were treated to pecial tour of both the communication ection of
the Secret ervice and the White House. In a packed day the Wa hington
Memorial Park was vi ited, the Pentagon City shopping mall via the
Metro and the mithsonian Air and Space Museum before in American
parlance, 'handing off' the Bde Comd and Liz to the Briti h Embas y.
Day Five- ow leaderless (the Bde Comd ha\ing left u ) there was. no
one to pose the intelligent que tions as we were shown around both 1te
R and C. But in the event we were given a much relaxed final day and a
lot of the time wa pent chatting informally about our two nation's
different approache to military etiquette, before a final luncheon and an
exchange of military regalia. A memorable trip for me and ou~ ho. ts were
ab olutely first class; I very much look forward to be111g able to
reciprocate. in the nol loo distant future.

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Capt Liz Fitzpatrick receives the Duchess of Gloucester's Cup
from the Lord Lieutenant of London - The Lord Imbert
BO

T TRAINI G WEEKE ' D
83 ig ·qn pro' 1dt!d the administration support for the first Bounty
Training \\Cekend of the current training year. P I SSgt Dez 'If that's
alnght \\ith you' Eldridge worked tirelessly to organise a comprehensive
package of military training. This included the Regl' first shock
introduction to the CFT, run by LCpl Ian 'Is that a lemon?' Bryne. All
member~ of the Rt!giment achieved a pa s, and should congratulate
themsehe~ on a c~editable result. Also introduced LO the Regiment was
the nc\\ pockt!I s1Led Battlefield First Aid Memoire which were all
snapped up in a rush of hiny kit syndrome. The Squadron Officers
ensured that the e\ ening events remained DRY! ig Clive ' boogey'
Knight \\lnS the TA anatomy prize for his bri lliant demonstration of
treatment for a sucking chest wound! Once the casualty had the FFD
n:mo>ed from his groin he agreed that it had definitely taken his mind off
the che't ''ound'

OFFIO. RS' \1£ ·s 'M'.\1ER BALL
The Regimental Ollicers Mess enjoyed an evening of good food,
good \\me and great company at its annual ' ummcr Ball held at RAM
HQ 'v1ess, \hllbank. The t!Vemng organi cd by apt 'Do I have to do
e\Cr}thing'?' Da\e Thoma was an outstanding success. The grand
cttmg of the RAMC Officers Mess was the perfect background for
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The CO and OC 56 Sig Sqn enjoying the view in the US
The tour party to isit the 1108th USA ig Bde and the 1lI0th and
1111 th Sig Bns, consi ted of omd 2 ( C) Sig Bdc, Brig Gordon
Hughes, 0 31 ig Regt (V), Lt Col Linda Harri on and myself. The
aim of the vi it was to gain further knowledge on both the role of 1108th
Bcle, and for Brig Hughe to be fully briefed on all the strategic
communications provided by the U Anny Signal Corps. The friendship
link between the two Brigades and 3 1 Sig Regt was forged through the
efforts of the omd 1108th Sig Bde, Col David Titus, who, on laking
over command of his Brigade, decided he would find out fir l hand what
the month ly link up (Ex Long Haul) to the UK was all about. He enjoyed
a succe sful visit to London in ovember 1998.
Ex Long I laul is a monthly 24-hour Exercise; cond ucted between 31
Sig Rcgt and 1111 th Sig Bn. It is also conducted for a seven-day period
annual!)'., to coincide with the Regiment's Annual Camp. Operators of
both nations exchange posts over this period. It was therefore with some
~on iderable curio.sity that I went 'across the pond' to try a~d discover
JUSt what my sold ier had done when they themsdvc. visited. This vis it
also coincided with a 24 hour Ex Long I laul exercise controlled by W02
(YofS) Tyler back in outhfields TAC, London.
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Lt Col J. K. McKee MBE
WOl (R M) A. B. Hilborn

CO's DINING 0 T
All chanue in the ivory tower a Colonel Jim arrives from MOD and
we wave fa~ewcll to Lt Col Lapsley TD. We also say a ad farewell to
our bookings clerk. Tracy, a DR begins to bite. The Trg Maj, Maj Gus
'I'm not grumpy - it' just my S oitish accent' Colville di appears to play
golf omewhere in Gern1any. He will be sadly mis-ed by one and all. Maj
Gordon Ander on moves from one ivory tower to the other as he i
shortly due to arrive from HQ ROYAL IG AL
The CO Lt Col Allan Lapsley, wa dined out by the Officers Mess on
29 May J 999 by 80 ofiic rs and 0 dts. The coltish gr~at and good came
to the dinner included TA olonel cot land, ol John Thomson and
' Qin
cotland', Col David McDowall. ad ly CO Reserves. Brig
Andrew Durcan, wa unable to attend. The 21C, Maj David Han.:ey. wa
nervou. about the dinner knowing the O's penchant for fire and
cxpolosivcs. In an effort to tie the 0 to a desk he pre ented him with an
an tique oak desk from the O's office on the grounds that the CO had
never seen it before! The 0 then made a 'serious' speech or thank
reminding the junior officers of old fash ioned val ues and not a bl~nd
arrogance in IT He also pointed out the importance of people, the mean111g
of Territorial and his pride in being part of the Brigade (52 Lowland). Jut
as the audience wa starting to slumber the Junior Dorm, Capt tevc
McBride, David McBride (no relation) Lt's Milne Weir, Ewan \ eir
(brother ) and OCdt tuart (broken ribs) Wilson and Lo~is Velasco,
donated some explo ivcs covering the top t.able in g Id sequ111s. The CO
made his presentation to the Me s. This wa a 4 inch 50 kilo rno11ar. To
conclude his presentation he fired a complete ·fruit salad' over the junior

· dorn1 u ing the pre entation mortar. We know what is meant b)'. grape hot.
Revenge wa taken by abseiling the CO from the top of the Dnll Hall to a
waiting rickshaw. To get va lue for money from the' ooli~·- Cap.t Ian
Blower accompanied the 0 . After much Me rugby the night fi111shed.
Life will be a lot quieter' hen the Lord Lapsley moves to HQ cotland.

'About to fire'
The Hon Col, Col Colin Cunningham and the 21C stand by!
RETIRE IE T OF I JOR (Qi\1) G
BOA
Maj (Q ·1) Gus Boag retired from the Corps in .\pril 1999 ha\ ing
completed a long and succes ful career. He en.listed in \la) 1959 a1!d
underwent trnde training with the All m1s Ju111or Leader., Rcg11ncnt m
\ ales . A, a T
p he -en cd in Cattcrick. Cypru , Germany and
ingaporc before being po ted to A C llarrognte a an 111 tructor. It "a
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there that ht: t:mbarked on an RD aret:r which culminated in promotion
10 WOI tR. I) and a po·ting to 31
ig Rcgt ( ). Thi "a~ followed by
an R \I appointment in the Falkland I lunds with 266 ig qn pri or to
eommi stoning and an appointment in l Di\ ig Regt in Verden. During
the four )Car tour he wa promoted to 1ajor and had the rare dLtinction
of ommanding n quadron. In 1arch 1987. he "as po ted to
pru
(again) as the Garrison djl in Dhekelia bel"re returning to Harrogate
(for the third time) as a qn Comd. In pril 1992, he as tuned a QM
::ippointnu:nt in HQ I & 15 ig Regt followed by a third tour in Cyprus
"1th 9 ig Rcgt. He completed his -tO year career as the QM of 32 ig
Regt (\')and has no" mo' ed onto greener pasture in the P Re erve
\\ ing. Gus Boag made many friend - during hi . career and w ill be
remembered for hi contribution 10 the rugb) fraternity. cnse of humour,
w ilco altitude and friend. hip oYer the )'Cars. We all wi h him every
. ucce in hi econd career.
EXERCI
EXEC Tl\' E STRET H
The Regiment pon ored an Executive t:retch on Drcghorn Training
rea in Edinburgh during the period 20-23 May 1999. Months of planning
paid off a- the faerci e ran moothly with barely a g lich. The logi tical
aspect was enom10us but W02 (RQM ) Dave Inman made light work of
it and has declared that he can easily deputi e for the QM when he goes for
a holida) in Banja Luka. The R M wa given the opportunity to exhibit her
talent as a compere; Chri Tarrant look out! The Foreman, SSgr A ll y
Duncan. took o'er the Yeoman'sjob and organi ed the comms. He and Iii
tech team are al o adept a putting up tents - we won' t mention the oig
bottom lip on ho\\. The weather wa n't particularly kind o er the
weekend but the Executive enjoyed the variet of tasks and produced
uperb ·skits' on the aturday night much to the chagrin of the Foreman
and other P I who didn't get an invite to the show. The TA played a large
role in preparing fo r and implementing the exerci e and there are far too
man) names to mention in thi article. However. some are worthy of
pecial mention; Ca pt John Lynch and \ 02 John Wren for providing
excellent cuisine, a e\·er. Ca pts Domh all Dods, Dave McB ride (REME},
Lts Ewan \ eir, lilne \ eir, Patricia Baird, Lewis mith and OCdt
tuart \Vil on. who e corted the even teams. Cpl Debbie Ca rruth ers
and LCpl nnette Fair who sorted out the executives ' kiL, more than
once. La t, but not leasL, the Training 1ajor, Gus olville. who had many
a leeples night worrying about nothing.

Many con~ratulations to both. team who took P.a rl in the Corp
AAM. Happily we cumc away w ith some silver. 32 1g Regt ' B' Team
won the ombat nap, ig Borland \\Oil Best Femat.: (Rine) und Cpl
Dodds received medal and bar for third place. Well done to all.
51 (HIGHLAND) SIG AL SQ ADRO (VOLU TEERS)
qn Comd
Maj Morna Strac han
qn
M
W02 Crockett
CONGRAT LATIO
ery many congratulation go lo ig James Reeve and his wife
ngelina on the birth of their on Benjamin (on the fir l of April it's
no joke) our be t \\ i hes to your new family. Our photograph records well
deserved recognition of valuable service to the quadron by Cpl Linda
Richardson with the pre entation of her long ervice medal presented at
Ja rdine treet by the Master of ignals. Well done to our Falklands
vetera n
pis Rory Milne and ·zig' Jamieson o n their recent
promotion.

Cpl Linda Richardson with the Master of Signals

Changing a wheel without a jack

FAREWELLS
The Squadron ha reluctantly said farewell to our stalwart Sgt Maj
Donald Webster . Donald was a va lued quadron member for more
years than he cares to remember and will be sadly missed . Hi s wife
yl ia should see a bit more of him now - but he keeps up the family
tradition with her son Sig Scott Webster repre enting the family interest
in the Squadron. Cheerio again to our Bosnia rep Sgt 'Scouse' Allen on
his posting back to the sharp end - he knows Serbo -Croat for ' Beer' now
so he should be OK.

REG LAR A D TA CORP SAA 1 1999
On Tuesday 6 April the Advance party from the Regiment travelled
dO\\ n to D Lines, Pirbright, to commence the admin support preparations
for both CORPS AAMs. In the ten days that the party were there the
weather rotated through the easons in that hort period of time - 'Thank
you Lord!' The Secretary Cori:is Shooting Capt Graham Reith thanks
all the Admin Support Team for their sterling work throughout the period
(ll would not run o smoothly without you). It would not be fair to single
out any one mdiYidual but a particular thank you goes out to Sgt Heidi
Peeble~ \\ho. as always, was the ·Carol Vorderman ' of the' eek. Heidi,
unfortunately has nO\\ resigned from the TA and we all wish you good
fortune for the future.

A RRIVALS
The Squadron welcomes our new arrivals in the form of our cousins
from the RE with CSgt Sha nd and gt Tervit from the Highlanders.
Welcome all to 51 qn .
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52nd (LOWLAND) IG AL QUADRO )
Sqn Comd
Ca pt D. Gordon R IG AL (V)
W02 (SSM) Swan
SM
A busy time for the quadron as it comp letes its move to it new TA
and provides manpower support to the Castl e Guard and to various
Regimental exerci es. The Sqn says a sad farewell to S gt ·More Pies
Please : Lamont , the quadron P 1 who leaves the quadron on
prom~llon . Good luck in your new job - even though you mi sed your
surpn e party!
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Squadron entry was all dov.n as one lump sum under the name of'! .....
gt Stallard! He has promised to bring back a doggy bag ifhc '~in~.

EXERC I E LAPSLEY ' LA T
The months of June and July saw the Squadron enter into its summer
break but not before having a last Highland Fling for the outgoing CO, Lt
ol Allan Lapsley. The 'fling' took the for m of a nail-biting CRS
Exi.:rcise aptly named 'Laps ley's Last'. ( CRS is not an acronym for 'not
a complete radio system ' but that's close enough at times.) A limited
Regimental spon ored Exercise it was an opportunity to blow away a
number of the C RS cobwebs that had gathered o er the intervening
months. The Exercise also, as it turns out, was our last opportunity to
make our farewells to Lt Patricia Baird who has decided on a career
wap from Roya l ignals to the Royal Army Medical Corps. She will be
adly mi sed for her consta m smile (ifs a beaut) and her common sense
approach . We wish her well in her new career. The medics gain i
definitely our loss.

CALEDO lAN CHALLE GE
It was at fairly short notice that the Squadron was tasked with check
point communications for Ex Caledonian Challenge. This Exercise is set
become a major event in the calendar of tho e who take delight in
walki ng the length and breadth of the land . Brieny there was something
in the region of eight hundred walkers on the West Highland way of
Scotland trekking from orth to South. The walk was scheduled over two
days. Our task wa to provide check-point communication . There was a
fairly heavy Army in cotland presence too with elements of the UOTC
and RLC providing crucial feeding and re ting ser ice to the weary
walkers. As it turned out the weather could not have been le s fa ourable.
It chucked it do' n non-stop for almost 24 hr . Communication wa
entirely HF and wa managed commendably by our P I, Sgt lan
Sta Uard. For a Tech he did ' no bad· as they say. The E ercise al o drew
a few old salts out of the woodwork wi th even the venerab le Iaj
'Mayhem' Brian Murray operating a link with LCpl ' Victor·
Robertson (a lthou gh the nece sities of a quiet B&B with restaurant
facilities had to be upplied). so ' ell did it all go that there i a seriou
danger that the Squadron will be similarly ta ked next year (Aw aw!)
CO GRATULATIO S
Miracles never cea e and it wa with delight that the quadron i
pleased to co ngratulate C pl Frase r · miler' A llan on hi taking the
plun<>e into wedlock. Congratulations are al o in order for ig Ilona
Borl~nd on her promotion to OCdt and to C pl Jane C hisholm on at la t
reaching exalted portals of the Sergeants' le .

W02 Donald Webster and Sqn QC, Major Morna Strachan

OCdt Wilson, Sgt Dooner, Sig Borland, W02 Smith and Brig Verey

61 (CITY OF EDI B RGH) S IG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Brian S hankland
SSM
W02 (S ' M) Gary Garland

CHA RITY AB E IL
On aturday 8 May a team of intrepid soul from the quadron
absei led for a local blind charity ' Visses' from the top of th Edinburgh
I loliday Inn . Tech P I Sgt Ian ·Twi t & hout' tallard organised the
whole event on beha l f of the quadron much to the delight of hi
daughters who were \\11\tching below. The ten member of the tea!n ( ig
Lowe, Sig Hendenon, Sig Dara ns, LCp l Robertson. Cpl Fair. ~pl
Maclean, Sgt Taylor. Sgt tallard, Lt Baird and Capt Dods) ra1 eel JU t
hort of£ I 000 between them .
ig Robe rt Lowe confe sed once he was on the roof that he wa
petrified of heights and had not ab eiled since primary school when he
was apparently ' too young and stupid' to know any better! ~he ex RM
instructor were ama;:ed at hi no el ' ay of starting the abseil (crawling
over the edge and then hanging on lo the building with both hands) but he
soon overcame his nerves and dropped eight storey to the ground. Only
a!ler the event did the re t of the team find out that there ' as a prize of a
meal for two al the hotel for tlu: per on rai ing the most money - and the

Charity Absei l Team
Back Row (L-R): Sgt Stallard, Lt Baird, Sig Henderson,
Sig Lowe, Sgt Taylor, Capt Dods
Front Row (L-R): Cpl Fair , Sig Darans, Cpl Mclean,
LCpl Robertson
DEPART RES & WELCOMES
A warm welcome goe out to all the transferee from the Royal
Engineers and the Lowlanders. A fond farewell to l\\ o of the quadron'
taunch 1m:mbers, W02 ( S 1) Gary Garland and
gt Dave
McGuire. The
M is leaving for family rea on ("er indoor ') to spend
a bit more time with hi young family. ' lad-dog· lcGuire i finally
hanging up hi spanner after many years ?f vehicle maintenance, (there
are rumours that he once worked on chariot !) Goodbye and good luck
for the future.
PROMOTIO S
ongratulation to the following people on their recent promotion to
Ilona Borland
Lance Corpornl:
Sharon ·Milly' \ oods AGC
tu Gordon
Wes F lorence REME.
32 JG
L REGIME! T (VOL
TEER )
PERFORM CERE 10NIAL P UBLIC D TIE
T EDI B RGH
CASTLE
The Regiment offered to undertake a weekend of a tie Guard at
Edinburgh Castle during July 1999. The event wa uc es ful beyond all
expectation and tho, e who took part should be congratulated for the
effort and determination they put in to en ure that the event '' ent o well.
As can be expected there ' ere many fraught moment throughout the
preparation and training phase. not least of which ' a the task of
obtaining o I Dress. The Q I, Maj 'Wh i ·tier ' Ted Dudding, \ 02
(RQ 1S) Dave ' Come lo my flat warming' Inman and \ 02 (RQ I )
(V) orma Tm not saying the djt i fat - but . .' proul are to be
congratulated on their bulldog like tenacity in acquiring o I Dre . It i
e ceptionally rart: that the Regiment i gi ' en the opportunity to perfom1
Ceremonial Duties and there were no hortnge of volunteer for tlu
e enl. The R M. \ 01 ' 1arvellou · Hilborn and \ 02 s Kell) and
rockett · hared the drill in truction . fkr many weekend of traimng.
don't we know it R M. the soldiers put out a perfom1ance \\Orth) of a
Guardsman . It i · aid dinburgh Ca tie attracts approx 6000 ~ i. itors a
day during peak ca on, -o there should be thou ·and of pet'.ple around
the world howing 32 ( ) ig Regt ( ) (und the Jimm)) on their phot .
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SQU ADRO FOFS HANDOVER/TAKEOVER
The Squadron sa id goodbye to SSgt (FolS) Colin Hamilton early in
Jun.: thi s yea r. Colin ' Picman' llamilton had arrived on promotion fresh
from h is Fo rcm ans co urse and proved right from the start to be an
inspiration to all members of the Sq uadron . ol onl y is he an outstanding
Foreman, but al so a great moti vator in other areas of Squadron life. A
fa mili ar s ight on Squadron adventurous trainin g weekend, towing his
speedboat with hi s 4x4 Landrover a fari , he li ves life to the full and
gives much of his own time to bene fit others. He le ft on prom oti on to
W02 and a dream posting to 9 Sig Rcgt ( Radio) in Cyprus. All members
of the Squadron wish both him and Wendy an enjoyable and successful
tour. I le is replaced by SSgt (FolS) Clapham who was thro"'n in at the
deep end with all the inev itable pre-camp preparation and plannin g to
contend with . However, he took to thi s like a duck to water and has soon
fi ll ed the boots left behind. As seems ' de rigucur ' these da ys fo r
Foremen, he too has a 4x4 jeep and arri ves at work on a very slinky
u1.uki 600. Needless to say all rank s wi sh him and hi s famil y an
interesting and rewarding time with the Squadron.

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO
Lt Col R. J. teed IBE
R, t
\ 01 (R M) R. D. Cowan
The Regiment deployed onto Ex blc Condor and Ex 1orthern Warrior
as part o f it . nnual amp during June/July 1999. During thi inten, c
penod of Regimental communication and military sl..ills training we al o
sa'' the hand-0\er and take-0\er of R M" . Outl!oing "a · WOI (R M)
Ke' Hallett and incoming wa \ 01 (R l) Rod owan. The hand-over
took place in the !ield in Ouerbum "ith the nC\\ R M being sho" n around
all ol the quadrons deployed into the field. During their trnvcls the two
R M's managed to get topped b) the Military Poll on three occasions
and checked for their FMT 600. and correct chicle documentation. The
final '~eek of nnual amp incl_uded a_udition for 33 ig Regt ' ·Girl
Power pop group. The ommandmg Oft1cer wa not . ucce sful.

59 (CITY OF LIVERPOOL) SIG AL Q ADRO ' (\')
EXERCISE ABLE CO DOR
Ex Able Condor was the name given to the Brigade l·TX "'h11.:h began
with the squadron movin g into a concentration area at Grantham. We
began this phase with a PACEX to confirm equipment and manpo,vcr
ava ilabili ty and serviceability.

PSI Sgt Chris Glover flanked by two of his star pupils on the
Tele Op Sys course, LCpl Helen Carden and Sgt Debbie Alford.
A!so pictured i~ SSgt Dave Cou~sons who was promoted
during the exercise by Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig Jonathan Cook

Sig 'Bambi' Roberts and Sig 'Slug' Patterson
doing what they do best
42nd (CITY OF 1A CHESTER) JGNAL SQ ADRO ' (
EXERCI E BLE CO ' DOR ( K) 20-25 JU ' E 1999
Annual Camp 1999 wa unu ·ual in that it took place over a three week
perio~ c~mmencin~ '~· itl1 _a full cale Brigade ITX and continuing with a
fortmght trade tram1~g m two dillerem location . For the first ix days
the quadron, a Ion~'' 1th I 000 other members of 11 ig Bde, took pan in
Commander I~ 1g Bde·~ A1~nual Exerci e. Thi wa to pracli e the
deployment of C_ommun_1cattons_ and Information System (CIS) in
upport of t~e Jomt Rapid Reacuon Force (JRRF), Allied Command
Europe Rapid Re:iction Corps (ARRC) and the command posts of
ubordmate forn1auons. Umt were then to utilise the remaining period to
conduc_t their own field training. Able Condor pro ided 'Total Training'
for all 1m_oh~d and in addition to practising communication and I skiil
th~ Exerc1 e mcluded_range work. ftrst aid,
BC, recce training, FlBUA,
a hve enemy and vehicle recovery.

After the PACEX \ e moved 1orth through a concentration area which
was soured by a road traffic accident but we can report that Cpl Paul
Asquith is now up and walking with no long term injurie . The Exerci e
began in earnest and as always there would be no succc s without a good
black hand gang.

SSgt (FQ_S ) Gas Clapham on the extreme right with his T3
technicians course at Otterburn. Just in frame far left is
Sig Charles Vincent who has just gained a high grade pass
from the Regular Commission Board to attend Sandhurst

The 'Sisters of Kestrel' of Trunk node 31 putting away their
make-up after repu~sing some heavy enemy advances!!
(L:R): Sgt Debbie Alford, LCpl Sam Hickson and
LCpl Helen Carden
EXER«;tSE ORTBER'\WARRIOR25J 'E-12J LYl999
33 1g Rcgt(V) deployed directly from their la 1 field locations on Ex
~~le Condor to commence Ex onhern Warrior. The Exercise was based
m1ually at Ottcrburn TC for a we~k with the final week taking place at
Whnbu~ TC near underland. This proved to be a valuable time during
\\h1ch lnerally many l_essons were learnt and qualifications ga ined.
Before _commenc_ing Ex orthern Warrior, a day's R and R was
cn1~yed \\1th the ma1ority of the Regj1!1ent descending on the fle h pots
of Nc\\c~stle. An alternative tour to visit the anc ient town of I lex ham and
see Hadnan 's ~ all was sadly under-sub cribed and the short wheel base
landro\ er Jlro' 1dcd hy the \1TO was more than suflicient for the job of
transportation
~fost of the quadron n:tumcd to Manchester after the Ottcrburn week
~a\mg c<!mplctcd their camp ~~llnmitmenl while the remainder deployed,
along "1th the. regular staff, to sunny Whitburn by the Sea, near
undcrland. This last week on camp comp leted the I onhcrn Warrior
tr~~c pha~c .o'. amJl 1999 and_ concluded a thoroughly comprehensive
pcnod oftramm!! which the Regiment, as a whole, can take great pride in.
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The power behind the thrones'. A posse of PSAO's with the
Ad1utant, Capt John Harrington, under their feet, during
Ex Northern Warrior
(L:R): Capt Bob Dobson (55 Sqn),
Capt Geoff Downey (59 Sqn), Capt Gerry Whelan (42 Sqn) and
Capt Chris Hopkins (80 Sqn)
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1999

SSgt (FofS) Hamilton passes over the secret to his success,
plenty of Boddingtons bitter, to his successor
SSgt (FofS) Clapham
55 (MERSEYSIDE) Sl.G AL SQ ADRO (V)
For our ardent reader who are still not quite clear this quadron has
been renamed from HQ quadron to 55 (Mer eyside) ignal quadron.
Thi reflects the demise of 55 Squadron in Aintree and the move of mo t
of its members to Huyton and Dcysbrook Barracks. However, the change
of name does not mean any change in its role or taskings from our great
neighbour RHQ!
The Squadron· main effort during this period has been the work up to
and then the execution of our Annual Camp 'Ex Able Condor ·. What
appeared to be a fair ly traightforward camp oon became increa ingly
more confusing. Our rcspon ibility for the move of the Brigade to it
concentration area took most of our re ourcc and drivers! Al o the
dreaded numerals 711 reared their ugly head again as we were tasked to
field 11 Sig Bdc HQ. Thi ta k wa ably undertaken by the Troop
Commander, Lt Lyn Reardon upported by \J 02 'Thank God r e been
reprieved' Daniels and W02 RQM Tm not really that old' Harry
Harper. The first week of camp wa a field communication exerci e in
the Ea t of England with the majority of the quadron pread oul over
Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, with the econd week in the ever welcoming
barracks of Otterburn Camp.
The Onerbum phase wa for trade !raining and what ecmcd to be a
many i its from ou t ide agencies a possible. Amongst the Ii t of
dignitaries wa Comd 11 ig Bde, omd 42 ( W) Bde, the Mayor of
I lalton and the Mayor of Know ley. II of which required various forn1s
of dinners. lunchc and drinks. Add to that the change over of R M's and
you can sec how diverse our week ' a . We al o managed to lit in an
oflicers Me Dinner night a we dined out Capt 'I tell the wor t joke in
the world' Range and the Padre John Williams. As i the \vay
nowaday on ly one of them ' ill be replaced and it ' ould ecm that our
spiritua l needs are far more important than our need for a Tech Adjt. So
we welcomed Padre Rex R~ckley to our flock anrl onl hope he can
remember the words of our Rcgimcnrnl Grace.
ol content with the sta ndard chicle issued to the Regiment the
P AO Capt Bob 'I'm only going 10 camp if I can take a motorbike'
Dobson somehow managed to gel hold of two Harley David ons. Well
not really Harlcys but the standard i ue motorcycle give n to RL
Regiments. The plan was to · enab le members of the Re giment to
familiarise them e lves with motorcycles. ho\ c er, it wa more
commonly thought that the PSAO was interna lly recruiting for the
Huyton hapter of the local Hell s Angels! The bike. were regular! u·ed
and you could ot1en see the RAO on one ha ing made ome ~ eak excuse
to ride one.
Without a doubt the xercisc \ as a succc s for tl1c Regiment. Plenty of
lessons were learnt and in some ca es re-learnt, but the most important
thing was that everyone enjoyed them cl cs and returned home afely.

LCpl Mick Philburn
showing the Hon Col around his Radio Relay Det
The final location for the cxerci c aw the Squadron co-located "ith a
detachment from 40 ig Regt (V). The joint cookhou e worked well
although the language barrier between · cou e' and lri h wa a light
· hindrance. During the Exerci c we were visited by our Hon ol. Col
Peter To ne who is Vice Chancellor of John Moores ni' er ity.
Liverpool.EXERCI E ORTBER WARRIOR
The Second pha e of the nnual Camp wa training which mcluded
trade, military and ports aeitivic . The Regimental Cadre our c ·a"
LCpl Kev Tilley adjudged best student and LCpl Jim Goodlu1ll voted
most impro\'ed student. Our succe s in the sport · event was limited to the
Tug of\ ar, which ' a to be expected given the weight advantage.
The quadron did make the final at football, rounders and \Olley ball
but the cricket team need definitely needed more practice.
80 (CHE BIRE EOMA1 RY) JG
L SQ
ORO
A complex camp with a week of Ex Able ondor, and t" o week: of
trade and driver training, all put together by TM, Maj arl Storey. E'
ble Condor \ eek One 2Lt Lorraine Cox's fir t command. JOb she
did with a great deal of skill and professionali m. ell done Lorraine.
Her efforts and those or p l Piper and LC pl Dace "ere fundamental to
her site being cho en for e' era I IP i it. , not lea. t of who "a Cin
Land. Lt Chris Hughes, now Troop ommandt:r for 031, 'ice Capt Bill
Dixon (now qn 21 ) had a good camp. Most of the rumours, fortunate!)
proved 10 be unfounded und he did manage to con1111u111cate at on.: point
holding the Brigade plan together single lrnndcdl). ounds familiar'?
W02 S M Bob Taylor experienced hi last camp thi.- year after lo)al
service, going back to pre-history. I am sure thnt the si' i\lonarch' he has
en ed arc all \Cf) gratefu l for hi help. Looking ahead .• quadron
members are eagerly anticipating forthcoming e\ cnts in Bcli1.:. Canada.
Kenya and FRY.
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35 (SOUTH MIDLANDS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

xx xv
,'N LTRAI ' £
For the second ucce i\'e year our annual training was to take place in
the LK. \\e had already enjoyed the picture que. mythological and
historical urround. of Com\\ all last year now we turned our attention to
God' country and the outstanding natural beauty of orth York hire.
Although arri' ing at a rain la hcd \ athgill Training Camp after an
unewntful journey on a not o bright aturday 12 June. ma_ ha\'c
encouraged .ome other extreme views about the local countryside,
including the imminent arrival of the Lampton Worm from acros the
border! Howe\'er, as they say you can never get a tan from landing in the
English rain and fortunately fair weather moved in from the outh during
the folio\\ ing day and it tayed that way for the next even day .

The linal week of camp concentrated on improving our communication
skills and started with a Regimental Exerci e throughout the Catterick and
Richmond area which pro ed extremely succc sful in shaking off the
cob' eb . This was followed by a full calc Brigade deployment to a
concentration area ju t out ide Grantham, where we were joined by our
sister Regiments, with the exercise then moving progressively orth. Tuts
very succe sful camp concluded with many (bemused & surprised)
element of the Regiment negotiating the Fibua at Gandale amp in
atterick. otable visitors during our annual training included the Lord
Mayor of Birmingham, The Mayor Of hrewsbury, A OS G6 LAND,
Brig James Shaw, Comd 143 Bde. Brig John King Comd 11 Sig Bde
and Brig Jonathan Cook. A they say every picture tells a story and we
make no apology in making these particular regimental notes principally a
photographic memory (le the Fibua) of Annual Camp.

LCpl Michelle Carvell complete with tactical make-up
The fir t week of camp concencrated on de eloping and improving
military and leadership skills \\ ith a few fun elements thrown in such as
tactical helicopter nights, off road day and night driving and driving
Challenger Tanks over Canerick Training Area to provide a welcome
respite and altemati,·e to the arduous training. 1ot so welcome, however,
was the Padre's elevation to the rank of Cannon when he shot out of the
Turret of a Challenger followed by the Tank Commander, both of whom
suffered some rather nasty blows to the ir dignity as well as cuts and
bruise . The driver. who just happened to be the Training Major, Maj
Tud or Ford , escaped unscathed except for the continuous ribbing rhat
continued for days after. Meanwhile, following his recovery, the Padre
"hen asked if he wanted to join the Training Major in a Gazelle
Helicopter not so gracefully declined ! The rest of the week which
included tactical river cro sings, section attacks during the day and night
and a series of exciting and colourful ambushes, despite some near
misses remained incident free.
That is until the first TA CFT followed by an assault course competition
(which by the way was won by 48 Sqn after an exceptional performance)
that \\as also follo\\ed by organised Sports, which I have to report caused
a fe,\ c~ualtie . Fortunately these were few although our sympathy and
support is extended to gt Ala n Vowles who is still nursing a broken
tendon following the cricket competition - he survived everything else that
was thro\• n at him but the cricket proved to be the last straw!

S ig Sarah Bell abo ut to ring off - not on d uty !!
In the Bush • patiently awaiting the Section Attack
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Tanks for the memory!
REGIMENTAL ROU D- P
A detailed round-up of recent events including the succes ful move of
the Regiment to Canley and the Birmingham Discovery Day will appear
in the next edition of The Wire. Meanwhile many congratulations are
extended to W02 (Fof ) Pete Stowell on his award of the GOC's
Commendation for ervice in orthern Ireland and the ccumulated
Service Medal, to Capt lark Whittingham on his award of the
Territorial Decoration and to Sgt ndy Rodgers and Cpl • pot' Anslow
on their award of the Efficiency Medal TA and finally to Cpl Carl
Ro sa il on hi award of the Accumulated Service Medal. All awards
were presented by Comd 143 Bde on Tuesday 27 July at a pecial
ceremony held at Canley TA Centre.

Food for thought - the catering crew in a rare moment of relaxation

The look that says I passed the CFT

36 (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
RSM

,Lt Col J. . Allan TD
WOI (RSM) R. J. tanton

WELCOME
Big welcomes (at long last!) go to Capt Rod Allen, PSAO olche ter
and Capt Ernie Fcasey, PSAO II ford. You're both here now and for a lot
longer than the Editor! I hope you enjoy the next 15 years or o with the
Regiment. The Regiment and especially the RQM • W02 (RQ I )
Tony Gaston, welcomes Maj (QM) Phil Daisey and hi wife into the
fold all the way from the easy life at 11 Bd HQ. ( ote the large hat tand
in your office and the RQs leave pas , ir!) We also say welcome to that
fitmous duo (already), the regular ekment of the Op Team. W02 (FofS)
Phil Holland and family and SSgt (YofS) Tony lartin and family who
have both moved up from Blandford. May your ensc of humour remain
intact and your blood pressure low! We al o welcome Cpl Ballard to the
Regiment and more importantly to the Tech Work hops bccau ·e gt Kev
East can now be I workshop with omeone to be in charge on gt Tim
Gamble has no' arrived from Blandford and will become P I HQ qn,
gt i Hill to move up ta irs to the Training Office. We
which release
also say a big hello to Mr Mark Little who join u a. a civilian driver
in llford, but we also say farewell, temporarily as 1ark is a orporal
with 4 RGJ(V) and has been called up for ix month . er ice in Ko o o!
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FAREWELL
We say fa rewell to gt Aden ·Bad Back' Whitty who
Army 10 go 10 college. Good luck for the future.

1

Jea,ing the

REGIME TAL DRILL CO IPETITIO~'
I kno' , I kno\\. T and Drill are like Chalk and Cheese. but la t year
SSgt Glen Baker suggested to the R M. ' 01 Bob tanton. t.hat the
Regiment needed a good old fa hion drill competition. O\\ the R I
' as ha' ing none of it, thinking t.hat th' Regiment \\a · brilliant at drill,
but Glen kne\\ better and went down on bended knees and pleaded
mercy. The R M, with a tear in hi eye, let Gkn have his way and \\elll
off to the medical centre in carch of an FMed for hi· trm.ty Troop
taffy. ine months later we were in Colche ter for the competition.
gt
Anita Smith, P I 44 ig qn, had jacked up a horse racing night for the
troop · entcnainment on the aturday night. "hi ch \\ ent down \Cry well.
especially as omeone had let
gt Caz ullivan loose to name the
horse ! !though. in the last race the horse" it.h the fonn all e\cning \\3 ·
bought by the said P I and LCpl i\fark i\lossop and actual! failCd to
tart! OOP ! gt Glen Baker bought the "inner and cndcd up IA0.00
better off. In the winner enclo ure he made a comm nt to the fact that he
had trained the horse on Fo ters lager! unday morning oon arrn cd and
it wa down to bu ines on the drill square. "h1ch \\a~ organn:d b)
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\\ 01 (RS't) -r,· got no moo . but rll ju t k~ep b~dding for a ho.rse
an \\R} • tanton. Aller a long and arduou mommg" 1th the sun bcatmg
do" n. the team> were fom1ed up and gi\·cn the result. by the 0, Lt Col
,Jac kie .\Ha n T D. H
qn came a creditable third. con idcring the lack
of e'l.perien ·e. 7 7 from Cambridge came .'econd. led by gt J u lie ·1
think I'll ju ·t ha' e a lie do" n during rehearsals' ole. but in first place
"a. 754 756 Troops from Bedford led by · gt uc ' ll' all down to you ·
Ba k er. "ho ju.t happens to be married to S gt G l c ~ Ba k er who
·uggested the id a in the first place! A D JU t t make thmg!' a hnle btt
spookier. the dnll cup was originally pre emed by Lt Col Baku WRAC.
\\'ho "a it that said 'The writing on the up?' Following the Drill
Competition. the 'ery next weekend. just happened to be the Freedom of
Redbndge Parade. Wa n ' t that a coincidence! Good thinkin g taff.
\la) be that's ''h) the Officers were practi ing .word drill behind that
building\\ hi le the troops were marching.
REG IME ' TAL GOLF
You would be correct in thinking that the Adjt, Cap t citt You nggsen,
wrote thee notes but unfortunately he didn t. which make \VO i (RS 1)
Bob ta nton "till the be t golfer in the Regiment! However. la t week the
Regimental Golf ociety did manage to get out and let off ~team . ome,
like ot Pete ridwell did it b losing the odd ball (try facmg down the
fairway next time!). other like \ 02 Ga ry teven AGC decided he
0
would ombine two ports and went 'Ii h aiming'.
1 Gaz Tuff didn 't
bother "ith a buggy thi Lime, why was that? At the same time. members
from the Regiment were playing the emi-final of the Regimental
Knockout Competition. C ap t Rod lien wa beaten by SSgt (SQ 1S)
R ay \ h a ll and M aj Dave \ a tso n pipped Ca pt Le n Ca r r. ~n the
Stapleford Competition Mr Pa ul Burton R A romped home with 41
point . '' ith
gt ( Q 1 ) Ray \ hall second 111 the Group I match
(u24HCap) and M aj Dave Watson. 34 points beat gt Gaz Tuff mto
·econd place" ith 30 poin t in the Group 2 match, (24 HCap and over). A
good day out which was enjoyed by all wit h many tha nk to Sgt
( Q i\ l ) Ray Wh all for organising the event and to Pa ul Burto_n and
Bri a n Ca rroll from the Ea t London Branch of the Royal 1gnals
A ociation for the tickets. Cheers lad .
HEADQ ART ER
qn Comd
M

aturday . oon arrived and so did the bu. es from Bedford, Cambridge,
orwi h, olche tcr, Warley, rays and ou thcnd. WOI (R M) Bob
Stanton got them all on parade to son out who ' a marching (posse sed
o 2 dress) and those" ho were to cany security and admin tasks (didn 't
possess o 2 dres ' ). V 02 ( 1TWO) Steve Kentis h wa · I Security and
WOI (S WO) !\lick Grimshaw drc\\ the short straw and got the admin
party. After a few rehearsal ' , the Regiment were formed up and at
I 145hrs Lt ol Jackie Allan TD took command of her Regiment, ga~e a
fe, well chosen words and then ordered her Regiment to March through
the. m~ets of the Borough of Redbridge, led by the band of 34 ( orthcm)
ig Rcgt (V) by kind pcrmi sion of Lt Col David Hargreaves (an ex-Tp
Comd of 36 ig Regt). Behind the marching troop came W02 (RQMS)
Eddie K ikas carrying the Regimental tandard, flanked by standard. of
three Royal ignal
s ociati on in our area. These were followed up by
a vehicle procession (coach and a ll !) commanded by Capt Robin
'eed ham R E 1E and \\ere prepared by
gt Tony Dale REME, P I
LAD.
The Regiment pa sed the Town I !all and the salu te was taken by the
Worshipful the Mayor of Redbridge, Hr· F. K. Marava la and the GOC
London Di trict. Maj Gen E. J. Webb-Carter OBE. In the afternoon.
the Mayor's party, GOC and ex-COs of the Regiment were in ited to a
barbecue lun h with the Regiment and their fa milie . It was a reall y hot
day and the P AO and Sgt ( RP ) did a plcndid job supplying cold
refre hments to all, while the chefs under the watchful eye of Sgt orrna
Miller-Knight produced a super lunch.

Q ADRO,
1aj Dave Watson
\ 02 (S M) Ton. \ ells

FREE DOM O F REDBRIDGE PARAD E
Preparation began in earnest last January for the Regiment to exerci e
it right to the Freedom of the Borough of Redbridge. to be held on
aturday 17 July 1999. Various tasks were a signed to the personalitie
and the layor' Officer wa con ulted, along \\ ith the local police.
In tructions were then despatched to the outlying quadrons. The week
preceding the parade saw members of HQ Sqn entering the drill
competition and coming third place, above 44 and 45 Sig qns, which
wa excellent new . The next day member of the Sq uadron a sembled at
llford to begin the real work of setting up the TA Centre and e pecially
the field at the rear, where the Regiment would enjoy itse lf after the
parade. \ 02 (RQM ) Tony G aston had the loan stores piled high in the
garages and all that was required was for us to erect all of the tentage and
fill them with 6ft G tables and benches! The idea was to form a hor ehoe shape of tents for VIPs and quadrons "ith the open space for the
Band and family fun activities.
The Regimental P I were due to arrive and a si L but i n' t it amazing
ho\\ many people can get on courses, leave, farewell lunchc and e en a
7-day 'bad back' chit! However, two stalwarts came to the fore in the
hape of \ 02 (R AOWO) Gary Stevens AGC and gt P ete Stidwell
and I think Gary learned the most - it's not that ea y stitching four 18 x
24s together, when you'\e ne er een one before, is it? By Thursday
e\'ening the place looking thoroughly profes ional. The grass had been
cut by Caroline, our resident caretaker, the tent were up and the bar'
and barbecues were all in position . This wo uld not have happened
without the superb commitment from tire following TA personne l W OI
( \'WO) \1ick Grim ha w, C pl A la n Bell. igs 'George' Pea rce and
·Dennis' Owen. Thank-you very much. By the way SSgt G az Tuff and
gt Ian C happell did turn up on Friday, in time to sweep the roads!

Maj Mike White, Mr Mike Gapes MP and Lt Col Jackie Allan TD
enjoying the afternoon festivities

(Photo courtesy of The //ford Recorder)
54 (EA) JG
Sqn Comd
SSM

LSQ UADRO
Maj M ark Smith
W 02 Les Scott

C HARITY PRESE TATIO
Just recently, after all the monie had been collected in from the
sponsored 'Lakeland Challenge', Sgt (now S gt) Gaz Tuff, PSI Cambridge,
arranged for the total money to be equally divided and presented to Children
in eed and the SPCC. Each charity received a cheque for£ I 035.00.

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
CO
Lt Col A. J. Whittle TD
RSM
WOI (RSM) A. Cox
It is changeover time at the Regiment. Jaj .John Duggan has come
across from 53 Sig Sqn to takeover the role of 21 C Rcgt bringing his
bottles of red with him. Maj Stewart McConnell lost his hair but passed
his exams and is ofT to Blandford for the CISM degree, with Maj ik
Beecher stepping in for five months until he goes ofT to do a degree.
apt Sara oplcy has now moved on to Corsham with Ca pt Lynn
Burrell taking over as Adj!. Big congratulations to the RSM on being
selected for a commission. Will he now change his name?!
LA YARD TROPHY MAR H 6 MAY 1999
The arduous competition commenced at 0530 hours on 6 May at the
Kent ounty howground, near Maidstone. The first ob taclc to cross
was the very busy A249 and the gates into the show-ground it elf. The
ten strong team were not put off by this and set off at a cracking pace
unaware that SSgt Graeme Smith intended this to be the speed of march
throughout the 40 miles. The team quickly realised that SSgt Smith had
told a few white lies and the team was not going to walk at the peed of
the slowest member of the team! The team was harangued through each
checkpoint with only two minutes to shovel down cold pasta, salt and
fruit bars - al l very tasty! The admin support of Cpl (now Sgt) Cindy
Meller and LCp l W indle both of93 Sig Sqn did the team proud and was
invaluable in keeping the team going. The limited training that the team
was ab le to undertake due to civilian work commitments paid ofT and the
team was exceptionally strong. After finishing la t in the previous year·
competition the team lini hed a credible third in the TA competition and
Tenth out of29 overall. This was a marked improvement and much credit
must go to S gt Graeme mith for training and leading the team. There
are, however, no thanks to him for all hi s abuse throughout the event and
hi s inability to give accurate measurements of how far we still had to
march!
EXER CISE MI OA DRAGO I
THE W HI TE MOU TAIN OF WESTER 'C RETE
An expedition of 18 led by Maj Stewart 'The Mountain Goat'
McConn ell new out to the White Mountains of Western Crete in April.
The expedition followed tJ1e e cape route of the Allied POW's during the
German invasion of Cre te in 1941. LCpl Kev Ha ll and S ig Steve
'Mother me plea e' Ed\\ards looked like e caped POWs. The first day
involved climbing the oros and Kastro Mountain before de cending
down tJ1e lmbros gorge. Apart from the specta ular ight occasionally
witnessed whilst enduring ·p Company' in Crete, a major highlight was
watching SSgt (FofS) Andy Burns being wooped upon by a Golden
Eagle on Soros Mountain. W02 ( SM) Joe 'I've got water and you can't
have it' Kriko r ian commented on the eagle's ferocious appetite for
vermin! The scaling of the Samaria Gorge provided the group with a big
challenge and a chance to tell lot of tall tales after a to how high the
water was in the gorge. The 'challenge' even brought on the illness of the
pecial Forces Greek Officer who had to be rested and then evacuated.
The following day the ascent of Melindau Mountain was more like the
battle for Tumbledo' n as everyone clung to the rocks, banered by wind
and sleet - in Crete ! The theme entenainment nights held each night after
the walking proved educational for all with haggis being fed to the locals.
The adventures continued as the group returned to UK and the e capades
of the red bus began but that is another story.
67 IG AL Q A DRO
qn Comd
Maj R. E. W. Ha lJ
SM
W 0 2 ( M) Walker
With the demise of Long Marston Camp 67 ig qn have taken over
the duty of pro iding the sword bearer and escort for the Mayor_of
Stratford Upon Avon . To date the Squadron ha performed the duty twice
- Shakespeare' Birthday Parade and the Mayor' Civic Sunday.

93 SIG'\AL Q ADRO
Sqn omd
Maj A.

nwin

MARCH THROUGH BLACKBUR
July I, 1916 was the fin day of the Battle of the Somme, a battle that
would go on until 13 ovember 1916 and would claim 420,000 British
lives. Units from the entire British Army and from all parts of these
islands would fight and die there. It was the introduction of the 'Pals'
battalions, so cal led because they were raised from the communiues they
lived in, for the first time in a major battle. Many of these came from the
orth of England and o the anniversary of the battle is especially
poignant in the mill towns of Lancashire. For the first umc in the area, 93
Sig qn (V) were invited to take part in a march past, through the LO\\ n of
Blackbum. On 3 July, the nearest day to the anniversary, the quadron
formed up and led by the band of the Lancastrian Brigade and the colours
of the Queen's Lanca hire Regiment, set off through the town . The
quadron also provided two pike men, LCpl To ny \ ind le and ig
Stuart Reid to act as the escort for the VIP dais. Taking the sa lute were
the Mayor of Blackburn, a visiting French Mayor from the area of the
battle and the Commanding Officer of the 4th Queens Lanca hire
Regiment. Although humid, the weather taycd fine and the town 's folk,
many of whose grandfathers were among the fallen, gave the parade their
hearty support.
THIRTY YE RS 0
Following the reforming of the TAVR in 1968, a regional Signal
Squadron was formed in June 1969, in the IO\\ n of Blackbum, a part of
38 Sig Regt (V). Thirty years later, 93 Sig qn (V) held an anniversary
party to celebrate its continuing uccess. As many of the 'old hands' that
could be contacted were invited and over 120 people attended. The
Squadron, now part of 37 ig Regt (Y), still re ides in its original
barracks in Canterbury treet, which was built for the Ea t Lancashire
Militia in 1869. A double anniversary was celebrated, 30 year for the
quadron and 130 for our barrack . The theme of the night was the '60's'
and quadron members excelled themselves by turning up in kaflans.
Afro wigs and flower power regalia. SSgt Pierre Harris and SSgt 'Buzz'
Small erected ome fine backdrops whilst the auntie of Lt Julie Lodge
prepared a magnificent cake. SSgt Da n Locker gave us his tatu Quo
impre sion, which always goe down well. A great evening was had by
all and now we need an excu e to hold another one.
96 SIG
L SQ
ORO
qn Comd
Maj R. Bowden
S M
W 02 (SSM) C ampb ell
SS 1
W02 (SSM) Taylor
It wa 'Brief Encounters of the Squaddie Kind· as de cribed by
members of96 ig Sqn ascending Mount Snowdon on Ex Merlin's Mist.
Brief being due to the speedy, unplanned and uncoordinated de cent
made by LC pl ·Bawdy Gordy' Gr ay down the slippery slope of hale.
Two groups of shameles bee r connoi seurs battled again t time and
flag-proud venture couts to reach the summit, with the lender stick
in ect po e plu Sig ·fat-Boy- ow-Slimmer' ursall reaching the
ummit and pub two hours ahead of chedule. The altemali\e plan for the
descent came into effect when \ e reali ed not enough money could be
mu tered between us to pay for the train! Still we came down a lot
quicker than we went up which wa just as well a omebody (who hall
remain anonymou ) had left the minibu lights on. The following day
proved ju t as much fun, although a little more painful as" ith bump and
bruise one group went riding their penny farthing whilst the other
.risked life and limb on the rock-face. Sig ' Bu hon a Bu h' managed to
be belayed to the top of the face without touching anything he wa
supposed to be climbing and proved uch an in pinition tJrnt to a\·e Sgt
Brooke' nerve the advemure was cancelled and replaced with the use
of an indoor wa ll. The evening's entertainment pro cd a revelation ,
culminating in a cantily clad po se re-enacting the ·charge of the light
tackle brigade'. ear death experience \ ere had by all!

La ke la nd Challenge m e mbers present a total of £2070.00
to Children in Nee d a nd NSPCC

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please advise the Sub cripti on Clerk,
at RHQ, JN WRITING , of any change of addres
Maj Dave Watson leadin g HQ S qn through th e stre ets of llford

Thi information should not be telephoned.

(Photo courtes y of Th e I/ford Recorder)
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W0 2 (SSM ) John Down ie - c arry ing swo rd,
Cp l Bo b Ham ps on, Cpl Harford
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Th e ' Mountai n Go a t' te a m at th e top of Mt Snowdo n
(shortly be fore a lco hol)
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39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

REGL\I E1 T L HEA DQ
RTERS
CO
Lt ol J. rackctt TD
\\ 0 I (RSl\I) P. nderso n
R 1
OinC( )' \'I IT TO EXER I E l L\ 'C R LY1 X
Brig Burton 'i ited the Regiment during. x ilver Lynx on aturday
I 0 July 1999. He recei' ed a "hi tie top tour by helicopter around all of
the Exerci e location including:
a. Longmoor Training rea - Regimental briefing followed by a
' i it to 57 quadron.
b. Bramley- 'Bite to eat' with 47 quadron and the recrui ts.
c. am berley Training Area - isit to 5 quadron.
d. Return to Longmoor - Visit to HQ quadron.
. Th~ OinC(A) was party to a number of even t during his vi it,
mclud mg a phantom pregnancy a part of the Exerci e play!

Royal ignal , to er c with the detac hment. If you arc leaving the
Regular C~rp and want to continue serving Roya l ignals, and moving
to the Ox lord Area, give us a call - 01295 262178 or call into the
Banbury TA Tuesday Training e ening.
WELCO 1E
D FAREWELLS
We would like to welcome Sgt Chris Stu art (P I (Tech)) and his
family to Banbury. Capt 'Chuck' Robertson ex-Corps and RAF ha~ taken
a commis -ion and the appoin tment of econd in omma nd. 0 dt imon
Durtnal Ex I ignal quadron ha passed TCB and is off to RMA in
~ptember 1999. LC ~I Lorraine Hamilton from the Roya l Engineers,
S1gs Lucy orr, fa xme ample and Sorcha Diskin fro m the RGYRRV.
Welcome to yo u all , we hope you enjoy life wit h the Squadron. Sgt
~obbi e Ha l! has now had l\~o fare \ ell , which wi ll probab ly have
increa ed to tour, and a welcoming to the TA party. by the time these notes
are publi hed. W02 (YofS) Debbie Frankham lert the quadron and the
TA in July 1999 afler 13 years dedicated service to the quadron and 39th
( kinners) ig Regt, Private WRAC to the very first Female W02 (YofS).
Debbie Frankh am was the senior female member of the quadron. She
was re pected by all ranks and provided only the very best upport and
ad ice throughout her time. A a Yeoman she served the quadron and
Regiment eminently providing expert advice on all communication and
training matters. adly the demands of her new found civil ian career have
had to take priority over service in the Reserve Army.

indeed. The Squadron DS was kept down to an abso lute minimum - pl
Mark Seccull, S gt ' couse' imcock, PSI Ops, SSgt Paul 'Don't give
them any ~ lecp' Johnson an~ W02 (SSM) George Simpson all ably led
by the quiet yet dashingly lorceful Lt Rupert Cranston. Into Sunday
morning and much thanks must go to 666 Sqn AAC (V) and the use of
thei r Gate.lie helic?pter and Ca pt igel Knight. Tiie quadron managed
a ' Relief 111 Place . of all soldiers_(less DS!) from the TAC Banbury to
Yardley Chase Tra111111g Arca. Whilst the 'Relief in Place' was carried out
the rcsLo~· th~ soldiers ~aiti.ng for the helicopter were put through thei r
pac~s on Sniper.Alley. 111pcr Alley 1s a slightly wet and muddy area
designed to practice a soldier 111 the art of CQBR. It also enhances their
a~ility to work in pairs supporting each other whilst diving through
stinking and boggy mud! o matter how old you are it is sti ll the
hi ghlight of the day to sec how muddy you can become - even LCpl
'Swampy' P ~ lm e~ an_d LCpl 'Boggin' Belcher wanted to go down a
ccond time 111 their 111ce clean uniform! All too soon it was time to say
goodbye to Yard ley Chase and the end of another weekend -slightly
ditTcrent from the norm but just as much fun.

PROMOTlO
We ll do ne Lo LCpl Sean Buckley Chef, C pl teve Olive r, C pl
Sharon Scutt Chef and W02 (SSM) Ray 'S uper Chit' Phillip . There
have been so many promotions thi last month we are seriously thinking
of forming a campanology group!!
EXERCISE BRAMBLE LY X 18-20 J

E 1999

by SSgt 'Scou e' Simcock. PSI (Ops)

Lt Cornick and LCpl Crown briefing the SOinC(A)
57 (ClTY
qn Comd
SM

D CO

Ex Bramble Lynx 99 was the 5(QOOH) qn mi litary trai ning Exercise
held at Yardley Chase Training Area, o er the weekend of 18-20 June
_1999. lt was designed to l?rac.ticc the Squadron 's abi lity Lo train up to and
mclud mg platoon level drills m the field. It wa a fully tactical, with arms
quadron military traini ng exercise de igned to improve the mi litary kill~
of all personnel within th.e Squadron and to prepare them fully for any
future Regi mental Exercises or deployments ! Tha t said let's see what
rea lly happened! On a bright sunny June evening they all turned up - it
1 as one of the bigge t deployments the squadron was to face all year with eyes wide open they turned up through the gates of 5(QOO H) TA .
You could hear their mi nds ticki ng away with all sorts of questions - were
they goi_ng to_ get much sleep this weekend? - was it worth them bringing
their qu ilts with them or do they have to bring sleeping bag ? - do we get
to roll round m the mud and wear cam cream all weekend? - the question
wh~re all burning in the ir mi nds. Eventua lly under the guidance of the
ac~ing platoon QC,
gt Judith Phillips and platoon Sergeant, Sgt Paul
Milner, the q_uad r~n managed to_ reach the ini tial grid at Yard ley Chase
(No_rthampLon 1s a nice place to drive around after all !). After camming all
vehicles the platoon set off with fu ll kit to their init ial harbour area to get
some well-deserved sleep of approximately fou r hours.

'TY OF BRISTOL) SQ ADRO
faj Ro emary Tu hey
W02 P. Packer

EXERCI ELI ELY LYNX 4-6 JU E 1999
Well done LO 57 qn for putting forward two competitive teams for this
yc_ar's Lively Lynx. Lt Moseley led the 57 Alpha Team with a brave but
inJured gt Zamparelli to Third place. Lt Ackroyd and gt ' Badger'
Gressnell led 57 Bravo in a tru ly ·Bravo two Zero' assault on both the
grenade posting and case, ac stand . The team missled the DS time and
again a they boxed around the objecti ve. LCpl D er and LCpl ' SAS'
Uen led assault teams and assaulted a concrete OP like no other. Excellent
effort '"a h?wn by _ig Baldwin and Sig King - who looked shell
shocked on arri val - ha' mg both only recently completed recruit weekends
I to 4. Top marks go to ig Hill for shooting afier the march 36/50 and Lt
ckroyd. ig Hawkins and L pl Dyer. Co ngra tu latio ns to LCpl
E tcourt for S'>' al lowmg her pnde, dented due LO the fact she was unable to
do ht:r ha_ir for _the tea m photo! A big thanks goes to Sig •Plank ' orrnilc
afler he aided his team by becoming a human bridge in the command task.
OWN OXFORDSHIRE H SSAR ) SIG AL
l\1aj R. D. tone
W02 ( SM) R. E. Phillips

OXFORD TROOP
FollO\\ mg . DR, accom modation has been earmarked fo r the form ation
of a d~tachcd Signa l Troop at S lade Park TAC in Ox ford . Ea rl y
ind1cat1ons suggest this 1\ill be a succe sful venture fo r the quadron. We
ha' c already welcomed three female members of the RGJ transferring to

'Nice smile s ladies.'
Sig Claire Goodwin a nd S ig Debbie Anderson after finis hing 300m
crawling , through sweat, mud a nd obsta cles down
Sniper Alley
FAREWE LL TO MAJOR TONY SHAW
The Traini ng Major made his last visit to the Squadron on Tuesday 20
Ju ly 1999. He thanked the quadron fo r their upport during hi tour wi th
the Regiment. We wi h hi m every ucces with hi civilian career and
service as a TA Officer. Maj haw promoted LCpl Sean Buckley and
appointed Simon Durtnal to Officer Cadet. The Squadron welcomes
Maj Jon Fraser.
HEADQ ARTERS Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj R. H. Belbin
SM
W02 ( SM) L .Carr
US GrfA S CO EXCHA GE PROGRAMME
by W02 (SSM) Lou Carr

Sgt ick Marsh (AOC) and I took part in th e 1999 Exchange
programme between 11 and 26 June, joining Bravo Company of 260th
Signal Batta lion of th e Delaware Army ational Guard for their Annual
Two Week Tra inin g Ca mp. We fl ew from Hea throw to Dull es
International. Washington ' ith Vi rgin Air and met up with gt Mandy
Jones and Sgt Trevor Grant of 3 ig Regt who -were also to vi it the
260th. We were collected fro m Dulle by Sgt Paul Fox and pecialist

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Killer Platoon after the ambush drill
Saturday morni ng was beautiful , not only were the birds up early but
so was 5(QOOH ) Sqn! Saturd ay was spent with eac h individu a l
Section/Platoon being issued their lesson plan and battle exercises by the
DS. With enough amm o/pyro to take on a small arm y, off they went
happy in th e kn owl edge th at it didn ' t really matter that much wh at
happened nex t as long as they got to fire lot and lots of rounds and threw
lots of pyro! The new concept to anti-ambu h drill - every man/woman
for themselves and Cl IARG ES the enemy (or so LCpl Danny Palmer
tho ug~t anyway!) Into aLurday evening and like a child growin g up it
was time to let the troops loo e on ihe Training Area on their own - a
scary thought for all! Orders where given and it was time to see what they
had learnt. With moving the platoon twice during the ni ght into different
harbour areas" bumpmg off the platoon harbour area just before first light
and each ect1 on putting out patrols all night it was a very busy evening

( PC) Barry Faux who were to drive us to , ewca tic, Ddawarc, \\here
we were to spend the night before meeting up "'ith Bravo ompan} m
their _Armoury (equivalent to a TA Centre) . Un fortunate I) a m1 scd
J~ncuon on ~he Interstate put us straight into the heart of Washmgton, a
city unfamiliar to our two American hosts! Being resourceful Seniors the
Brit contingent got out our Washington tourist maps {1>upphed b) gt
Maj Wer ley of the Exchange Programme) and navigated the party
t~rough_ the capital city of the USA (managing to pass most of the
s1ghtseemg landmarks on route!).
aturday morning and we arc split up. gt Ma ndy Jones \\ent to Bn
HQ at Fort Devens Massachusetts and gt ick Mar h went to Bethany
Beach where the Delaware Guard have a Training School, gt Tre,or
Grant and I went with Bravo Company to Fort Dix, ew Jer ey, 48.000
acres of pine forests and grass land on and. The task is to et up a
tactical secure telephone network in support of 18 Quartermaster nits
who are conducting a Watere POLex in the area and tying in to the Bn
network, covering large areas of the orth-Eastern tatcs. Thi was
theatre work on a scale rarely een by TA solders and took four days to
fully set up. gt ick arsh rejoined B Coy along '' ith gt Barrington
St J ohn who had come top on his command course at the chool.
The unit were also being evaluated, not only on the communications
mi sion, but also on various set piece tasks . The evaluation was
conducted internally by Lt Facciolo from Bn HQ and externally by Capt
Ellis of82 Airborne Div. I was asked to plan and conduct an ambush on a
convoy that would be assessed on its reaction. After \'arious recce to
find a uitable site, the plan was confirmed. the ambush force (OPFOR)
selected, Sgt Tm dead wary, me' Grant gt Fir t Class ( FC) cott
•Are we ha,·ing fun yet' Westbrook and my elf, with an M60 mach ine
gun and three M I 6A2 Assault rifles. and off we went. Th ree highly
trained soldiers again t a convoy of eight vehicles and 16 oldier.;.. You
just knew something was going to go wrong.
t the expected time the convoy appeared and topped 500 metres
short of our road block eh! That was one up to the convoy Commander,
Lt Wickham, we didn't expect that. gt Grant on the M60 took out the
convoy 's recce party, after the unconventional Quick Battle Order of,
' Do you want to go hunting?' to cott, to which the answer was, 'Hell,
Yes!' we stalked up the road side and inflicted evere damage on the
convoy (SFC We tbrook acco unting for at least seven Guard mea
himself) before the Exercise finished.
Interspersed with mi litary activi ties were ·Cultural' isits to Atlant ic
City (thanks to SFC Bob Miller who showed us how to lo e money),
ew York City (many thanks to C\ Yorker Lt\ iJI Cobeo ''ho showed
us round) and Philadelph ia (thanks to Cable Dog Sgt Mandi Perry and
Jan , it was wild!) I took a three day road trip with Sgt Maj Dave
Ca rden, who pro ed to be not onl y an extremely nice guy. but al o a
very knowledgeable guide to the various Civil ites on our route through
e1 Jersey, Delawa re, Pennsylvania and Virgin ia.
Back at Ft Dix and gt Grant had planned the nex t Lanes Te t
(evaluation ex), a night attack on a Comms ite, OPFOR for this wa
twelve strong and included some of the most out tanding characters 1ve
met, SPC's Da ve (9 di git ) iday, Leland (Texas) Hughes. Mike
Bounagario, Ptes Fir t Class (PFC) ·f ighter Pilot' Guest, and a late
joiner ru hing straight from shift in the witch to take part in the fun gt
Ruda Harrison and my old mate SFC \ e tbrook. The s ite wa ·
defended by approximate ly twenty five ational Guardsmen, so we had a
stiff task ahead of us. Despite getting split up several time Sot Grant
tuck to his plan and in the proce ambu hed a patrol fro m the defenders
and took prisoner ome of the most experienced soldier· guard ing the
ite. All of OPFOR found each other at the FR (these thi ng exi t for a
reason!) and put in the attack a planned (except the Hummvee Driver
who almost ran me O\ er).
The Exercise was a great ucce . \' ictory bei ng claimed by both ide !
Many lessons were learned. and Sgt Grant did an excellen t job of
co mmand ing th e OPFOR . There are too many names to men tio n
everyone who helped LO make our tay so memorable, but special thank
must go to Capt Shabaz the Coy Comd, First gt Steele, SFC' Bob
Miller and cott Westbrook G Joe Brady (for all the food kit). PC
Mary Caban (for the shopping advice). And fin ally Sot Gaddy for his
regular greeting to me of ·How you doi ng gt Maj . Want a oda and a
burger?' You guy ' ere all great, and I hope to ' i it you aga in one day.

0
RM

Lt Col C. H. Turner
WOl (R M) M. Godwin

REGIME TAL EWS
FAREWELL AND GOODBYE
The Regiment say fare well to the Adjutant, Capt Andrew Mould,
who move to Upavon to take up a taff appointment at DGD&D. We
thank him for hi hard work throughout hi tour, and wi h him and Jo the
best fo r the future.

ALC MPVI JTORS D Y
This year' Annual amp Visitors Day wa. held at Warcop Camp, .111d
the Regiment wa once aga in fo rtunate to be honoured b a large numb<:r
of di tingui hed guest·. On a driuly and O\ercast day, they assembled at
\ arcop Camp to be briefed n the current tate of the Regiment. and plans
fo r the future. before mo\ ing up to th e edge of the as auh course on
Warcop Training Area. Once there, the ,.i it n; were able to " atch the end
of the patrol competition and encourage the team. as the r.1ccd O\Cr the
gruelling a ault course. ome ' isitor were so keen that the managed to
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compkte the maJOrit) of the a :null course thcm~eh·e , before the PTI
nouc-d! At th end of the competition. in which the ince · ant rain did not
dampen the pirits of the competitors in any way, the Rcgimem and visitors
fom1cd up for a church parade, followed b !he pri1e giving.
During the parade. the Regiment "as addressed by the Brigade
omm:rnder. Brig Hugh . who congratulated all th se present on their
tremendous effort·: by Ir 'ic hol::is Playne, the Ma ter of the
Worshipful ompnn_ of Drapers. to" hom the Regiment is affiliated; and
b\ '11· Gerald Garnett, the aster of the \ orshipful ompany of
m1ourers and Braziers. to" hom 6 ig qn arc aOiliatcd.
Aller the parade and prize-giving. the Regiment and visito1 enjoyed a
plcndid lunch in th1.: field. after which the vi it, r departed, and
Headquarters got on "ith the more routing ta k of taking down the
tentage and packing up !he camp.
0

TR ELOVES CHARITY PRESE TATIO
Members of 881 ig Tp, based in helmsford, visited the Trueloves
Home for physically and mentally handicapped young people. The visit
ended with the presentation of a c heque for £2 16 which was presented
on behalf of the squadron by ig atacha Brown. prior to her
deployment on Op Palatine.
AL AMP 1999
Annual amp began with a squadron deployment on a Comms
xerci e on "hich military skill were also tested. The ccond phase of
nnual Camp began with a coach trip from helmsford to Warcop,
arriving at midnight. from where the squadron moved straight onto a
military skill competition . After a rew hours in bashas, the teams
moved around a cries of testing stands in an extreme ly demanding
competition organised by the R M. The event ended\ ith a TA FT and
as ault course competition, at which our Annual amp isi1ors were able
to sec us being put through our paces.
A

RMP, Engineers and Artillery, the majority of whom had already rebad ged prior to camp. This proved to be no hindrance in terms of
performance, particularly with the assistance of gt Kev 'I can do that '
Hancock (late Royal Engineers and Royal Artillery).
The Exercise passed with few incidents, as everyone became au fail
with the shift system, including the shower run into essclifT Camp,
which was a rare treat, especially if you got some hot water as well.
Although the OC, Maj Hugh ' Omar' Robertson did seem to have a
penchant for Middle Eastern impressions, much to the amusement of
SSM Keith ' noozy' Wrate. There was further embarrassment for the
command of 8 4 Sig Tp, Capt Penny ' Auntie ' Wood and Sgt tu
' short fuse' McHenery when they found out that one of their recent
transferees, Cpl Chris ' couse' mith , who had been training with them
for a number of months, did in fact not hail from Brighton but from
Liverpool. (This seems a liule strange as he sounds like Jimmy Corkhill.
from Brookside). So a jolly good exercise was had by one and all, and we
would be home in time for tea and cakes.
The majority of the squadron had congregated on the la t night of the
Exercise at Yardley Chase, ready for the big push back to Bcxlcyheath.
The move back was almost uneventful. Everything had been going
smooth ly until the Sqn 21C, Capt Keith 'Streaky' Duffy-Penny, who
had gone on the advance party to Bc;-..leyheath received a · rather
disturbing phone call. The caller was a certain ig imon ' ervice
Station' Regan calling to inform the 21C that he was still at Toddington
Services and that all green fleet appeared to have left. Mobile phone
then came into their own in true Royal Signals style. The 2 1 managed to
get hold of the offending Detachment Commander, who shall remain
nameless, and who by now was an hour's drive away from Toddington, to
ask if he had ig Regan in tow. There then followed an embarras ing
!'. The situation wa then remedied, by
ilence followed by 'Oh
which time the whole Squadron seemed to know what had happened.
(proving that rumour control comms were as good as ever). Once back at
Bexleyheath it was on with the glamorous ta k of CES check for ATO.

F•••

Camp Visitors Day-the Worshipfu l Company of Drape rs
(L-R): Hon Col - Vice Adam Da lton; Mr Playne; Lt Col Turner;
Mr Lang
70 (EY) IG ' AL
qn Comd
M
OPERATIO P LATl i E
The quadron wish an enjoyable. afe and interesting tour on Op
Palatine lo ig 1 atacha Brown. We look forward to hearing from her
during her tour, and hearing the 'war stories on her return.
CO~GRATUL

TIO 'S
The quadron congratulate S gt Kirk Humphries on being awarded
the 'Wilkin on Cup' at Annual Camp. The cup is awarded to the S CO
"ho. in the opinion of the CO, has made the greatest contribution to the
Regiment O\ er the previous year. Well done!

Sig Gemma Ca m bron thinks hard for the theory test
Cpl Colin Cavanagh thinks it's easy
The third pha e, which was al o very popular, was the Adventurous
Training Phase, held in the Lake Di tricl and based at Halton Camp. The
squadron took part in hill walking, canoeing, mountain biking, rock
climbing and abseiling. At the start of camp, the CO challenged
everybody to 'do something you have never done before'. By the end of
camp, almo t everybody had achieved this severa l times over. It was a
great way to end camp - we are looking forward to Scotland next year.
265 (KCLY) STG AL Q ADRO
BEXLEYHEATH A D BRJGBTO
Sqn Comd
Maj Hugh Robertson
SSM
W02 ( SM) Keith Wrate
ANNUAL CAM P
Well the time had finally come to depart on the last camp of the
millennium, so it seemed o b ious that it should be attacked in true
Sharpshooter fashion, ' ith a ying a yang and a skippidy do .
Congratul ations went out to the newly promoted Cp ls Paul 'Yorki e'
York and Barry 'what do you mean 1'm late?' Morse. So it was ofT to
RAF 1-lullavington on Saturday l 0 July lo RV with the Regiment. An
uneventful journey for all concerned apart from the REM E FRT,
sweeping our route for waifs and strays, arriving before the last two
packets. A lthough thi alleged ly occurred due to an unnamed Squadron
QC making an unscheduled stop en route.

Sig Natacha Brown hands over the cheque to residents at
Trueloves
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EXERCI E WHITE HORSE
The first week was to be spent on a joint exercise with 31 Sig Regt, a
first for all concerned. We would be deploying a MC (Network
Management Centre) and three CR stations. The three out det
deployed on Saturday evening to join up with 3 I Sig Regt al RAF
Lineham, with Lt Penelope 'feet first' Bul ley sent along as a liaison
officer. Sunday morning saw all troops deploying on Ex White Horse.
The NM travelling to essc li ff and the o ut dets to Altcar, Longmoor
and Fulbeck. A fairly uneventful trip apart from finding out that 'tum
left' on the route card actua lly meant ' turn right', a small oversigh t on
behalf of Sgt Mike ' the tube' Warrington (the Squadron's only qualified
colonic irrigator).
The NMC convoy arrived at Nesscliffon what seemed to be the hottest
day of the millennium, what joy, and only six antennae to erect. It was at
th is point that everyone's sense of humour would be put to task. tcrling
work was done by all concerned, combining moving th e vehicles into he
site and erecting the antennae. A special mention goes out for Sgt Mike
Warrington for his kill in man oe u vring the 1624 ge ne into a
ridiculously minute space, on ly to be told to move ii once it wa powercrl
up because the exhaust fumes were ca u ing a hawrd . Once on site it wa
time to firm up friendships with our si te hosts from 31 ig Regt. With all
the necessary acquaintances made the serious busines. of comms had to
begin. The NM crew was relatively inexperienced, consisting of a fair
number of recent po t- DR transferee . An interesting cross section of ex
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The quadron no\\ had to wait patiently for the coaches 10 take us to
Halton amp. The main party departed leaving eleven lost souls of the
Squadron hierarchy at Warcop, as there wa;, not enough room on the
coach. The extra two hours at Warcop were killed by playmg Fmbce
with a plate, \\here pl Chris 'Scou c' mith showed off his prowess
with his flipping plate routine, an obvious sign of a mi spent youth.
BLACKPOOL
The day off" as spent on the coa t at Blackpool, the least said the
better. The Sqn enjoyed many a hostelry along the Golden Mile \\ith
ome interesting stories coming out, mostly unprintable.
ADVE TURE TRAI I, G
The econd week of camp was to be spent adventure traimng
combining kayaking, mountain biking, rock climbing, abseiling and
mountain walking.
Kayaking - The morning got off to a great start "hen "e met our
coach driver for the day, the best rreddie tarr look-a-like in the northern
hemisphere(apart from Freddie . tarr), with a wit to match. The coach
journey to Ull water flew by, mainly due to watching Con Air on video
and taking in the coach driver's comment on other road u ers. On
arrival, it was time 10 don wet suit , which in true military fa hion were
all either too big or 100 small, or for the fashion con cious just not the
right colour. Thal done it was time 10 select a kayak. which \\a not 100
tricky as they were all the same size, shape and colour. Unfortunately.
Cpl Pete 'Haystack ' Allsop was unable to find a kayak big enough to fit
his frame. so he would have to sit this one out. There was the normal
cross section ofabilitie ranging from SSM Keith Wrate in the· hould I
really be here category' to a few highly competent kayakers. A expected
the day tarted off at a rather sedate pace and became a mutiny on the
high seas by the end of play. Most participants receiving a ducking before

REGIME TAL P TROL CO IPETITlO
Friday evening eventually saw us depart for Warcop for the long
awaited and trained for Patrol omp. The Team Captains' stre s level
were noticeably up on the Richter Scale. They ' ere all hoping that their
learn would be the one to help the quadron retain this most coveted
trophy. A long coach journey saw u arrive at Warcop at 0300 on
Saturday morning, ready for an 0530am start. The troop were dispatched
to their basha area for a well-earned kip. The competition commenced at
0730hr and involved a variety of lands including 1 BC, First Aid,
extracting a casualty under fire map reading, vehicle recovery, naval
genera l knowledge, AFV recognition, intro to the assault cour e and an
Operation .
Warcop produced its normal local weather y tem for the day, giving
us a taster of sun, wind and rain. All quadron team participated with
the now infamous high pirits, smile and general area 111. aturday
evening had all teams completing a night navex, with all competitors
safety lucked up in bed by 2359. Sunday saw the whole Squadron
participate in the all-new singing and dancing TACFT. which everyone
succe sfully completed in the drizzle. The as ault course race then
followed for all team .
The Prize giving ceremony followed the Regimental Church Parade. It
was an extremely tense moment as the core were displayed. Out of the
ten teams in the competition, the Squadron ·s four teams were all in the
top seven, with 887 Tp fir l and 884 Tp econd o erall. A great re ult for
the Squadron and congratu lation go out to all competitors with a worthy
resu lt for all the pre-competition work done by all teams. The winning
team captain, Lt Penny ·feet fir t' Bulley, wa rendered speechle s (a
first!!) by the result.

they had finished. The journey back became interesting when i0 Liz
'E sex girl' Blaber cho e cream a the video choice for the journey,
wh ich rendered hardly an open eye in th house. The remainder of the
adventure training activ ities will be reported on in the next i sue.

The winning patrol competition team from 887 Tp
(L-R): from back - LCpl Keeble, Sgt Pryke, Lt Sulley, Cpl Wilton,
LCpl Eyers, LCpl French, Sig Hibberd, Cpl York, LCpl
Waldmeyer, LCpl Risley

887 TROOP OTE
Why i it that you hurl yourself o er an a ault course, sufTer chemical
altack . leopard crawl through streams, and on your la t leg . ca evac the
heaviest man in the Regiment over 300m in a poncho ju l o that you can
put your hands on a piece of ih·erware? Al o ' h i it that you find it
necessary to wear it on you head. fill it \\ ith cheap champagne. and run
around the parade quarc l10uting, ·we won the cup. we won the cup ... .'
a if it '"asn't blatantly obvious in the first place. \: ell all the answers lie
, ith 887 Tp ' ho , et out to win the Regimental patrol competition on
Annual Camp. 'It all comes down lo team \\ ork and a sen ·e of humour.'
tated the Paddy with a mi sion. Lt Penny Sulley, who enforced a strict
'laugh in the face of danger' menta lity upon the Troop. This \\3 te ted to
the full by LCpl Sharon Risley who failed to ee the purpo e ofcrawhng
through mud and water muttering. 'Thi i **** ridiculou ,' a he pulled
her elf through the !ream. The upport came from gt Dave Pr) ke,
who e catch phrase, · o bo ver,' meant that he wa given all the job> noone else wanted. The humour came from Cp l Paul ork ''ho wa. full of
one-liners "hen the going got tough. Congratulation 10 L pl Graham
Frenc h who ce lebrated his birthday b ing pu h d to the hmm of
exhau tion and dining ou t on compo. Then you need ·o mcone "ho
know- what they are doing. Enter pl ndy Wilton. \\ho can re\cr;e a
trailer through a fore ·t and out the oth r idc, parking it \\ ith an inch to
spare on both side in a sentry box if ne ·e .ary. Then there \\a. L pl
uc Waldmeycr who had a filing cabinet full of re\ l'>ion note> 111 her
ammo pouch and Sig Tim Hibbcr·d \\ho can identify the variant of a
BMP by the right hand panel bolt of the foot plate. L pl drian Keeble
provided U1e brawn and L pl ean ycrs \\ell he "as th.: all-round
In case an) on..: \\<l 111 an)
good egg. All in all the recipe for succe
doubt; 'We won the cup. we won the cup ..... '
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LCpl Kelly Cloughton hitches a lift from SSgt Jim Swa in
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1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS)

qn Comd
faj David Raleigh
1
\ 02 ( S I) Dave Scott
As the la t Wire otc were going to pre . the TA Centre wa awa h
\\ ith people and vehicles deplo)ring on variou operational and exercise
task . 1ost are back now, for a pot of ummer leave. read for the next
round of deployments. The main focu for activil wa Ex Global Lynx I ,
\\hich aw the C Course and ome TA deploy to Cypru ( ee below). ot
long after thi Exer i e was another highly ucce ful TA Bounty weekend,
run b) Sgt Poole at Lydd - not too many members of the quadron were
amiou to try the new TA CFT, but mo l survi ed. In between, there ha
been considerable effort by the Recruiting Team, with di plays al 'ariou
local e,·em . ome of the newer trainees haYe passed their recruit course.
and numbers are creeping upwards towards the 110% target. The Honorary
Colonel, ir Lawrence Verney, was dined out in tyle at Ble:chley Park on
17 July. along'' ith W02 (FolS) Ian Toft. ir Lawrence has been a loyal
upporter of the quadron and we wi h him all the best. W02 (YolS) Paul
' Ginge· \ illimont wa finally dined out in style on 14 Augu l, along with
gt John ·JD' Denison and Cpl Ian Kennedy.

W02 Paul 'Ginge' Willimont, who has retired after 24 years
service, much of it as a Special Communicator
The SC Course fini hed on 9 July. and the four survivors have now
been posted in, and two have deployed on SC operations already. A
Recruiting Tour for next year will have already started by the time thi s is
publi hed. The current list oflocations and date is as follows:
4 October
Brawdy
7 October
York
22 ovember
Herford
23 ovember
Krefeld.
If you are a Tele Op (Tg)/Comms Op RS or Technician, interested in
joining the Corp ' elite communicators and enjoy a challenge, see your
Adjt or phone the quadron YofS on (9)4240 8516 for details. The
folio" ing article may give you a flavour of this year's course.
PE IAL OMM ' I ATIO S TRAI I G
by LCpl Lee 'Eric' Kemp
It' mid-January and 14 bemused people arrive al Bletchley TA
Centre half of them volunteers and half having been volunteered; all for
a cour e we kno" very little about. A quick brief sheds no more light,

start Limes, encouragement and little else. Following this is the 28-milc
journey to t George 's Bks, Bice ter, a de erted wasteland in deepest
Oxford hire. Taken twice a day this journey becomes nau seatingly
familiar for mo t of u exce pt for Cpl Doobs 'Grandpa impson'
Rodgers who hasn ·1 stayed awake for more than 500 yards yet.
On the Monday morning 14 become 15 a the immortal ig Terr}
Flook arrives pouting hi usual car trouble excuse. A the two weeks
progre names and face become familiar, a do failures in typing, Morse
and Murray Code. Extra skills training each evening help but the high
tandards till seem a long way off. The weekend presents an initiative
exerci e. ome do better than others, some of us have to beg for scoff and
dig though , but 12 hours walking finally ecures accommodation for
myself and Cpl Kev Tm not tigh t really' Heaton, a £200-a-night suite no
les , ongoing building work notwithstanding. The final challenge consi ts
of command ta k . mountain bikes. hill s, a dunking in the canal,
Pythagoras' theorem and very ore bum (from the bikes). After final
skill and final drink , Terry Flook infamou parrot joke will be
remembered by Bicester' inhabi tants for generations to come. Those
elected on the Friday go home jubilant, tempered with disappointment for
those deemed unsuitable. After four unexpected weeks back al our units
the bles ed (or cur ed) eight return to Bletchley to start the pecial
Communication course. Day One, Week One, still no clear picture of
what to expect, apart from the ubiquitous skills le ts. The cour e begins
with revi ion of things we already know (apparently) com ec, electrical
safety and batterie to a level we haven 't done since training and yet more
kills. Slowly we are introduced to some of the equipment and procedures
u ed in special comms. Three weeks into the course the Squadron triple
in size as people return from Exercise in Florida, most of them are gone
again within a couple of weeks. As ever curio ity spurs you on. but still
the skills sta ndard seem incredibly high. Slowly things appear to be
coming together. Having Cable and Wirele s directly over the road doe n't
help when you ' re having a bad day, but the cour e daddy Sgt Jim
Coombs help knock some en e into you (then takes your dinner money).
We are now at ' eek eleven having just completed the first Exerci e.
The remaining deployed lo either Preston or Thorney Island. The Exercise
was indeed difficult but the ability to work independently and
un upervised is a highly prized a set of the Squadron and we were given a
great deal of freedom to hang our elve should we so choose. Putting
theory into practice made a great change from nine weeks in the
classroom, as was learning that you can put eight antennas on a couple of
PU I 2s. The intervening four weeks before final skill tests disappear very
quickly, with five of us left at this point as Cpl Al Parker decided LO part
ways after the Exerci e. It was probably for the best a there's only so
many time you can sneak lemonade into your drinks before somebody
rumbles you. The tests themselves are extremely nerve-wracking with
only four of the remaining five pa ing. The skill standards do appear to
be so high as to be almost unachievable but it is in fact quite unusual for
anyone to fail because of them. You do get plenty of time during the
course to practice o don't be put off applying purely because of the skills.
So it's down to four for the final Exercise in Cyprus. The Exerci e was
difficult and we were pul under pres ure accordingly. The very last part of
the course involved four days R and R, diving, lazing around Waterworld
in Aiya apa, watersports and a football match against 259 Sig Sqn.
Everybody played well but we all paled in compari on to SSgt 'Deano
'The Cat' Poole who c display of goal-keeping amazed all those present
and led us all to ask the que tion - 'Who are you and what have you done
with the real Deano?' o six months on and it's all over for the fortunate
four. At last the secret 's out and it's definitely worth it! Three of u are
disappearing over the next few weeks; the fourth is awaiting vetting.
(LCp l Kemp is curren r/y deployed on a Special Communicalion
operation overseas.)

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
RECR IT RAI. 'I 'G TEAM
OC Trg Team
W02 Gary Ritchie
gt Lance T. G.
Team SSgt
There have been a lot of changes taking place within the Squadron
recent!} one bemg the change of Recruit Tp to the Squadron Training
Team With the changes came the obvious change of personnel, this
meant. gt Heather Lawrie, pl Bob Penman and LCpl icky Randall
all returned to omms Tp. 1 he new members to the Team are
gt
Lance T.G, gt 'Smudge' mith and Cpl ·Tosh' Mcintosh .
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The last cour e the Recruiting team had the plea ure of running
tarted 27-28 March with the Assessment weekend. Ten potential recruits
started this weekend but aller a selection of physical and mental tests thr
Squadron were left with eight recruits ready to start their Phase I
training. The next phases of the Recruit training were iwo military
training weekends and a field-craft weekend. On completion of these
weekends the number had been reduced Lo ix recruits. Through a lot of
hard work and determination all six pa sed Phase I training and received
their cap badges from the Ops Officer, Capt Bob Davidson I June 1999.
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Best recruit for the course went to Rct cott Frazer. ow all six Recruits
were ready to attempt Phase 2 training he ld at the Royal chool of
Signals. The first three to attempt the course were R.ct Billy aismith,
Rct Scott Frazer and Rct Jamies Thompson . The other three will be
attempting the course later on in the year.
The three recruit s started their Pha c 2 training at Blandford on 5
June. Herc the recruits continued with the Military Training previou Jy
taught on th e Squadron Recruit Training Weekends held in Dundee. All
three pa scd the course with Sig cott Fraser receiving two awards for
Be t Endeavo ur and Best in the Field Soldier. On completion of the
Two-wee k course th e recruits ret urn ed to the quadron as "Trained
Soldiers" and ready to start Squadron Trade Training. NO\ that the new
team has been in place a few weeks they arc looking forward to the
opportunity to run a Recruit course in October.

(L-R): Sig Billy Naismith,
S ig Scott Fraser-Best Endeavour Best Field Soldier,
Sig James Thompson

A
UALC MP 199920J
£-4J LY
D , DEE SIG
LLER HEAD FOR WEL H HILL
On 20 June, 67 members of the Squadron deployed to Kinmel Park
Training Camp Ryhl , orth Wales for our two week annual camp.
Weck One aw the recently transferred members of 117 CH) Plant
Squadron RE undergo an intense week of trade training to retrain them as
B3 Tele Op (Radio) and the remainder complete the data module of their
Tele Op (TG) training. After six days of death by PowerPoint all students
achieved good pass result and eagerly await their first field deployment.
ongra tul ation go to Cpl Purves and LCpl McDonald on their
selection for promotion and to LCpl 1cDonald and ig Wright on
winning Top tudent awards in their respective trade groups.
Week Two saw the members of the quadron head for the hill to take
part in a variety of arduous training activities ranging through Hillwalking, Mou ntain Biking, Rock-Climbing to Gorge Walking. Our
sympathy goes out to LCpl Gary McAllister who had enough of the
mountain biking and decided to somersault down the hill dislocating his
shoulder in the process much to the amusement of the re t of the group (a
6.2 for technical ability). Judging by the post camp questionnaires a good
time was had by all. Long may it continue.

LCpl McDonald receiving his Top Student Award
from the OC, Maj E. M. Blyth TD

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

Sqn Comd
Maj lain Standen
RSM
WOl (R M) Terry Crane
The few months before deployment on Op Palatine have een some
new faces and a few well earned promotions. Welcome to Maj lain
Standen who relieve Capt 'ick O'Kelly of command, not to mention
pay of higher rank! Congratulation to apt (QM) Mick Bohanon. W02
(RQMS) Chris Drew and gt ' Del Kleppang. 'Scouse' Peter and
Steve Griffiths on selection for promotion. Celebration also for WOI
(RSM) Terry Crane on his selection for comm is ion. Finally
congratu lations from all the Squadron to gt teve Mayle and hi ' ife
Lucy on the latest addition to their hou chold, baby Daniel.
JOI T ER.VICES ALPI E MEET (.I AM) - by LI Paul Randell
J AM 1999 was held in Lauterbrunnen wiLLerland and also provided
a valuable training opportunity for both main and junior teams of the
Joint Service B KE 2000 Kangchenjunga Expedition. As a reserve for
the junior team who e objective i the 6700m Ramtang peak in ea tern
Nepal it pro idcd a chance to meet members of both teams. refrc h om
alpine skills and bag a few peaks. Whilst the rock gods of the main team
scaled the north fa e of the Eiger and other •trifling' route in preparation
for their allempt at one of the world highest mountain we mortal
started with imulated crcvas e re cues from a treacherous gras bank in
the camp site. Thi over, we heading into the hills for six clays of
climbing, team bonding and instruction. Due to the range of abilities
within the junior team instruction began slowly and the route. chosen
relatively simple. Early starts with brcakfa t al 4am proved enough of a
challenge and on reaching a hut, normally in the early afternoon. bed
were soon full of snoring climbers. The trip ended with an ascent of the
4273111 Fin teraarhorn, the highest peak in the Bernese Oberland. The
week proved immen cly enjoyable and al o served a a tantalizing ta ter
for the actual expedition to epal.
E ' ERCI EMAILED COMRADE 1999
ix o'clock in the morning, Pietermaritzburg outh Africa, a cannon
shot then 56 mile of gruelling road do\ n the ominously named valley of
a thousa nd hills. Welcome to the Comrndes Marathon the large. t Ultra
Marathon in the world. and omewherc toward the back of the 14,000
starting runners four of 20 Armd Bde I IQ & Sig qn (200)' finest. A
sanity check at this point would surely have failed! o began the end of
Ex Mailed omraclc 1999. The omrades Marathon, first run in 1921 by
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34 friend to commemorate their comrades who had fallen in the Great
War, is now an annual event attracting the fine t ultra runner from
around the world. The 56 mile route take the competitor. between
Pietermaritzburg and Durban, the direction alternating each year. All
entrant mu t have completed a pre-qualifying marathon in less than 4. hour and on race day a cut of time of 11 hours i enforced with
ometimes heartbreaking results for exhau led runner .
Preparation - Due to quadron commitments training time was (a
.u ual!) minimal, however all four member of the team had completed
the Lanyard Trophy providing \ aluable endurance train mg. Cpl Dex
McFaul REME had al o completed the Comrade pre,iou I , prmiding
invaluable information of both outh frica and the race itself. o a Iler
completing a week maintenance exercise with 12 hour working day .
mixed with la l minute attempts to crounge extra fund-, deal with
pa sport cmergencie and find the squadron running kit it wa with great
relief that we finally departed for outh frica.
Vi its - Johannesburg ' bu· tling airport oon ga\e way lo lo\\ n hip·
and open ve ldt tretching on Lo the horizon. The drive to Durban took us
through Pietermaritzburg giving a glimp e of some of the unnef\·ingly
hilly terrain we would be running in a scant ix day . Atler a fe,, detours
around ome of the more intere ting and rundown pan of town "e
emerged un eathed at our hotel and after a quick run headed into IO\\ n to
ample Friday night in Durban. everal beers later it wa time for a taxi
home and ig Stu McDade's quote of the trip to a confu ed taxi dmer
'Barker Kas erne bitte!'
uitably hydrated the team spent the folio\\ ing days mixrng
acclimatisation run along the stunning beach front '' ith 'isits to vanou.
local ights . After louring Durban tO\\ n centre ''1th its colonial
architecture, palm tree and the military mu cum we headed up countf)
to the Tala game re erve. ightings of local'' ildlire were immediate, the
game animals were remarkably relaxed and '' c were able to reep the car
to within metres of giraffe. /Cbra, w a1 thog not to mention a fc,,
unidentified species. fter a pleasant t a breal.. in the parl.. lodge
O\erlooking the majorit or the park we . ct out t locate the hippo and
reclusive white rhino. tour of the \ arious lake: led to s11!htin1?' of mo
familie or hippo . Rhinos, however, proved more dillicult~ Per:-c, .:r:rnce
paid of and the eagle e c, of our RE. IF conting<'tll potted deep 111 the
bu h a ver) ''ell cammed rhino. fter some successful >tall..ing "c
managed to get \\ itl1in cam~ra shot. Regi 'tr:ltion 111 Durban·, e\.hibit11>11
centre soon gaye u • a clearer idea or the scale or the C\ cnt. Acn..-. of
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stand dispensing the latest miracle energy bar or drink stood alongside
'cndors of ju. t about every kind of running equipment manufacturer.
e\ era) hours of wandering paid off in the fom1 of bags of freebies. a free
spon \\Ot h ho\\e\er eluded us dc_pitc numerou_ auempt at the houri
draw. Bu>ing the bu ticket to the tan line brought more bad new:, a
3 m pi kup time for the 6am ' tan . orale wa .oon re ·tored by hcadmg
to the ph) ·iotherap) tand for the cor. olation prize of a sports ma age
by t\\ o of the hundred of third ye r physio . tudent who had been
bus ed in from around the country.
T he Race - Ra e day came all to soon and following the _am alarm
all and quick breakfa. t it wa aero s town to the pickup poim for the bus
rid to Pietermaritzburg. The treet around the start line soon began to
fill with runn rs hivering in the rather fre-h morning air. A we made
our way to the tan. tmggling to keep together amid 14,000 mnn rs. a
P sv tcm tarted the entertainment with, predictably, the hariolli of
Fire theme. The atmo phere was electric with fellow mnncrs enquiring
about where we were from, ' hether we were enjo ing outh Africa and
wi hing u good luck for the next 56 mile . l 6am exactly the start
cannon ended all the waiting - thi wa it! The hours a nd mile sw iftl y
pa -ed amid the pectacular scenery and conver ation with fellow
runner . Fluid and food stop were frequent and each sponsored by a
different company. The be t wa undoubtedly that ponsored by
Liquorice II ort • complete with a Beny Ba et di pen ing handfu ls of
sweets. a welcome break from banana and chocolate. Our initial team
plan of lini hing together' a .oon overrun by differing paces and
'pit top' timings. The initial plit of three and one oon l,ecame four
individual with Lt Pa ul Ra ndell and C pl Dex 1cFaul later reunited for
the la t few hours of the race. A public bank holiday and the incredible
popularity of the race meant vinually the entire route wa lined with
families complete with barbie, deck chairs and beer . all houting
encouragement. The finish when it finally came was as pectacular as the
tart, winding round a packed Durban City tadium. The leading mnners
had completed the course in 5hrs 30 min and were probably long gone
but hundreds were till crossing the finish line around the ten to eleven
hour mark. Once finished with -medal in hand we at in the international
tent upping a well earned beer 10 watch the horrifying pectacle as
exhau-1ed mnners pu hed them elves 10 the very limit and often beyond
as they try to beat the eleven hour cut off. Soon a proce sion of stretcher
case snaked passed us and out the tadium. It had been a hell of a day!
On exiting the tadium we were greeted by the ight of an empty taxi
rank. \ ith our hotel some 2ks di tant improvi ation was called upon. A
polite knock on the window of a pectator driving out the car park ga e a
ride home for three of our number. The Sandhurst motto of 'Serve to
lead' wobbled but held and Lt P aul R a ndell started the low hobble
toward the beach front.
R ecovery a nd T ha nk - After a well earned nights leep our fai thful
Datsun Taz headed north along ome very dubious 'motorway' to
Johanne burg, taking in Rorkes Drift on the way. The banle immonalised
in the film Zulu \\BS well explained in the small mu eum, giving life to
ome of the heroi m di played in the desperate banle. After a bobble
round the site of the hospital to loo en stiff leg and a change of rally
driver it wa back on the road to the airport. The in -night movie proved a
poor second to more sleep di turbed on ly by screams in the night from
ig tu M cD ade a his rather tender bare feet received nine tone of
stiletto clad tewardess at 2am. Sadly it was no rest for the wicked on our
return. 'o sooner had our fee t touched the ground than we were wh isked
into a lecture hall to start the first day of U TAT training prior 10 the
quadron's forthcoming Op Palatine tour. One last surpri e was still to
come however. ig 'Smudge' S mith on marching smartly forward to
recei' e \\hat he thought would be quadron colours instead come away
with his first tape. Congratulation mudge! The team would like to thank
everyone who a sisted with advice, funding and admini !ration , but
especially the Royal Signals Games Club without who e help we would
have missed this opportunity of a lifetime.

Fl I HI GTlME
Sig Ian Smith
Cpl Dex 1cFaul
Lt Paul Randell
ig tu McDade

9hrs 44 min
10 hrs 24min
10 hrs 24min
10 hrs 44min

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Rhidian Jones
Tp S gt
Sgt ' Jack' Payne

0
RSM

TAT TRAI I G - by Cpl .John Reardon
With the pending deployment to Bosnia the Squadron carried out
U TAT training in cnnelager. The ncxl few days were hectic, parading
at 0530hr to dr.n ' capons then travelling to ennelarger for lhe day'
activitie . For ome of the pads it ' as deja vu as they had already
travelled from ennclager to parade at the armoury. By the end of the
package the quadron had had an enjoyable time (especia ll y the shadow
puppets acro ·s from the cookhouse!) and a lot of new and va luable skills
had been learnt.
BRAVO TROOP - by Sig ·Hany. Ramsden
Tp omd
Lt Pa ul Randell
Tp
gt
SSgt Jim Crabb
Bravo Tp say goodbye to Cpl ·Mario' Plested and LCpl 'Roller Boy'
Lewis. \ clcome lo Cpl Ray Till, igs 'Mrs' rmour, 'Lurch' Lewis
and· athanial' Fearn. Welcome back to Sig 'Espano l' Stillie,
congratulation to pl 'Desperate Dan' Bailey on hi election for
promotion and also Sigs ·Mr and Mr 'A rmour on their marriage.
THE 10VE
Prior to ummer we were tasked with the fir t pha e of mo ing the
squadron from Barker Barrack to Antwerp Barracks Sennclager. The
move went smoothly and the aim wa achieved wi th lhe short time \\C
had to do it. Thi coincided with the move 1if vehicle and freight to
Emden owe could ship them to Bo nia. Thi re ulted in LCp l 'Gath'
Moss moving the quadron bar all by himself - well done you! Thi d ne
the Troop took time o ut to help Robert Browning chool paint their
playground ready for the new term. Arti try award go lo S ig 'Harry'
Ramsde n fo r a Humpty Dumpty that will doubtless cause children
psychological problem and Sig Rachel Reeve for painting herself.

Sig Rache l 'Pica sso' Reeve

Lt Paul Randell and Cpl McFaul (fi nally) cross the fi nish li ne
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4 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)

MA I TE A CE T ROOP - by LCpl Troll
Tp Comd
Ca pt C hris C rowther
Tp S gt
Sgt M ark Ya tes
Again its been a hectic few months for the Troop. We say goodbye to
L C pl Steve Hall, C pl 'Geek' P eek and Sig ' Bi llie ' McDad c who all go
to seek their fortunes amongst the civvies. Also farewell to LCpl Daz
Orminston and Sgt 'I'll break your compu ter' Sa nderson . Hello's to
LC pl Da ley, his wife and their new baby, Sig ' PTI' Phillips and Sgt
Brown who arr ives from Blandford. Finally a big thank you l Sig
' Zombie' A lbiston for making the ummer Troop Party so colourfu l an
event.
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Maj A. H. Campbell-Black
WO l (R M) D. W. Craig

PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Dave Hill
Tp SSgt
S gt orm Finnegan
Well it's been a busy few months in the Balkans. We have finally made
it into Kosovo after what seems a lifetime sat on a training area in
Macedonia. As with most things the plans were changing right up Lo the
last minute before we lefl for the border. Papa Tp wa to be the 'small '
alternate headquarters that would control the move from the border
crossing point. As we el off we were a 28 vehicle convoy with 80 pax,
small by anyone's reckoning! As with all 'exercises' it rained just to make
life that little more comfonable. The guys enjoyed cramming staff officers
and a ll their kit into the back of the panzers and seeing them sleep
bet ween the tracks as we had no space for the creature com forts.
We lefl the border and et off for Pristina, the final destination for the
headquarters and the start of a long battle for real-e tate with KFOR,
guess who won? Thi lefl u in the remain of a very battered Serb Army
barrack , with no water source and once again a lot of tent . It's drawing
to a close now and the guys are al l looking forward to the move back to
Osnabruck and a well-earned break. We would like to thank all the
fo llowing augmentees for their hard work and support during their
auachmenl to lhe troop: Cp l R idgers, LCpls Black, Gobie, Tiplady and
Wh itfield and Sig Brown all from I Div and igs Burrell and Bisbnu
from 30 Sig Regt.
As always there has been a steady move of people in and out of the
Troop. Firstly we welcome LCpl Dave Dowson from 8 Bde, Sig Grant
Mockett and his family fre h from Blandford and last but by no mean
lea t, all the way from Oscar Tp Cpl 'igcl tiff, oh and congratulations
on the promotion. We also say a fond farewell to Cp l Steve Heywood
who's off to civvy street, we wish you and the family all the best for the
future, LCp l Lee later off to JCU I, LCpl Vinney Walsh and ig
Pa ul Henderso n, both ofTto 3 Div and al o LCpl ·woz' W r ight and his
wife Denise who are off to 11 ig Regt, all the best when the baby
arrives. Lastly congratulations to LCpls Tim Stanton and eil
McElh in ney on their recent promotion.
OSCAR TROOP- by Sigs Brierley, Ashmore and LCpl Ma/labum
Tp Comd
2Lt Paul lcTurk
Tp Sgt
SSgt Olli e Oliver
After four months we were given the orders for the move north imo
Kosovo and with a clear objective insight it helped in giving u something
to concentrate our mind on other than the heat and the food, at least for
the duration of the move. Papa Tp moved first, up to the border where the
peace talks had been held . On D-Day they took control and with our
sixty-eight vehicle convoy we started the 'wacky races' with support from
two AH-64 Apache helicopters. The move through the narrow valley imo
Ko ovo that had been secured by the Paras and Ghurkas went very well
but soon afler thi we came head to head with a erb con oy that wa
heading the other way. 2Lt Pa ul McTu rk dismounted from the lead
vehicle to try his textbook negotiation skills out for real. He wa
confronted with angry retreating erbs waving their weapon in the air
insisting that they had priority on lhi road. The dilemma was that we
were not to leave the concrete for fear of landmines. E entually after
much waving of weapons and hand ge ture the erb gave way and
pulled over allowing us to continue. With only one breakdown it ' a
proof lhat black nasty tape and zip ties can keep even the oldest vehicle
running. Our first HQ location had been well recce'd by S ig G le n
'Wingnut' Hi lop and Ca pt ue Barna rd. It was an old paper factory
wilh rotting pilper everywhere but it wa the only area large enough on
hard standing. As we occupied it gunfire came from the neighbouring
Serb village and as per SOPs we ignored it and carried on! The rotting
paper later pro ed to be the passports and personal document of
thou ands of Alban ian kicked out or killed over the last year. Luckily our
stay wa brief and we moved up to our final location to take over from a
very tired Papa Tp who'd been in control for a whole week'. poor lamb .
Gladly this location was a slight improvement on Macedonia. The good
news is that we shou ld fini h this tour living in a building since we have
taken over the Pristi na University Building. ongratulation to LCpls Lee
'Rotten Hugs' Peacock and J a ne C alderwood on their promotion . ig
haun ·Melt-Boy' Brierley on the birth of his on Pat rick. Goodbye to
ig C az ' Big I uc' Forres ter to Civ Div, thanks for the beers. Many
thanks go to the augmentces thal ' ere essential in helping us mo' e
ucces fully. To C pl Fowler, Sig P ayne, LC pl Lannie, ig Burrell, ig
Brooks, C pl Smith many thank , we couldn't have done it without you.
OP ERAT IO R EA
RA
E - by :!Lt Paul McTurk
After fo ur Serbs had been shot dead in the moun tains to the East of
Pri tina the Ho u ehold Cava lry Regiment (llCR) a. ked for a i tancc
from other units to provi de an added pre encc on the ground to prevent
further incidents. Twe lve of us deployed with l\ o A V4'6 armoured
vehic les in to the mountains to be met by a troop of H R. ntil now we
had been tho rough ly briefed not to leave main road for fear of
landmi nes but a soon as we approached the area the road turned to dust.
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1 had a trace map of proven route so this was not a great risk but it \\as
just the stan of a culture shock for us.
We occupied a small farmyard a it was getting dark, very quiet area it
felt a lot like Wales. ext as I covered the early morning guard an
eclectic mix of animals paraded through the yard. Each of them in tum
tripping over guy ropes and wakmg the troop inside. Pigs and dogs
fought and cows did .... their tu ff all over the place. A little old lady
quickly followed them with a big stick shouting in Serbian at the
animals. I had thought the village was deserted so the appearance of
Grandma was a bit of a surprise. It turned out, through our interpreter gt
mith , that she had urvived the Germans o he wasn't going to let a
bunch of KLA scare her away.
Our main role was to patrol the erb areas of the valley, but since
these were almost desened we progre sed on to the Albanian area to the
North. Many families met us with dreadful tales of the VJ 1UP Army
who had occupied their houses for month while they lived in the wood .
They gave us coffee and any food they could spare, refusing to take no
for an answer. On one visit to a erb 'illage where two old men had been
recently murdered we found that the hou es had been recently looted and
the farm animal slaughtered and hung by their neck on the fences. A
very large dog that was clearly frightened had us patrolling with our
bayonets out at the ready. A we left the village we set up an Instant
VCP. The first vehicle we stopped had been slowing down clearly taking
an interest in the Serb village . We had no e idence to uspecl they we
causing trouble so we released them. The next day the same people in the
car had their heads blown off in a booby-trapped Serb house that they
were trying to loot. After two weeks the first of many Serb families
returned to the village. I had to return to the Brigade HQ early but left
gt Hanson in charge with Sgt S mith RAMC a his interpreter. A
special mention must go to LC pl Ma rk eillin g who personally proved
that a panzer become a 16 Tonne roller- kate if you remove both tracks
at the same time whil t on the ide of a hill. Under the watchful eye of
SSgt 'Tiffy' K imber and gt Qui gley, the LAD and a section of
Canadian pioneers have since built a play park in one of the Albanian
village that we regularly patrol.
UPPORT T R OOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt (Q 'I) M. mith 1BE
SSgt P. A. Buckley
Tp SSgt
QUARTERMASTERS DE P RTME T - by Cpl Rowles
Well even the atellite Communication peciali t ( upply) of the
Quartenna ter 's department of the 'Black Rat ' bad to take pan in the
special deference must be
Vanguard relief of the Ko ovar people.
pas ed on to Op who have made Lhi tour o engaging and prosaic with
uch elucidation in their orders. RQ JS 'I'm off to Dundee niversity'
Vince 1c a ug ht and Sgt 'I'd shoot all of 'em' Hu ghes duly carried out
all Op ' order with alacrity and outright efficiency. To all other QM
department in the Royal Corps, if you need any help in how to pas an
L I in the middle of an Operation in a war .rnne do not he itate to call u .
With no out ide help for four monihs the departmem catered for at one
stage nearly 700 people. In the midst of all thi the new, RQ 1 'Doz'
Day walked straight into the LSI 'Welcome'.
. One of the worst moments for gt ' pike' Hughes, LCpl Ha\ ksworth
and Sig ·Fi' Fra nci were, thanks to 2 AFA' deviou ness, told to move
out of location with all their equipment within six hours. Fun wa had by
all. Sig 'Jody' Walker ha been able to ho' off her ability to understand
and comply with military la' in an Operational en ironment. ig 'Fi'
Fra nci has taken her sunbathing dutie, very seriou ly and de en e a
qua li fication. ig 'Hacker' Livsey has a ' lOlllldcd as all with his unique
computer knowledge with enough said about the computers all ha~ing
bugs in them now. C pl · an I ha \ e two hour off each day to tudy'
Rowles arrived in theatre two month afler everyone el e and immediate!)
moved e crything around in the QM department tent. When out of
nowhere the kie opened like no other rain ·1or111 on this plant:! and
flooded everyone' tent to thee tent that camp beds were actually floating
out of them. Everything in the QI\! dcpanment' tent was soaked and C pl
Rowles wa nowhere to be een.
pecial mention mu t go to ig tella
llolyla ncl for all her help w hil t . he was attached LO u in Ko ova.
MOTOR TRA PORT DEPART JE NT - br Cpl Jay Allen
ince mO\ ing into Kosovo and Pri tina the 1T a a whole ha been
busy at Bde M~in in the ni,ersity an:l Echelon at the Bread Facto!).
pl ·Ginger Brow ' irigna no lhe speirh 'ad of the generator: ha. had
the following personnel working with him, Sig 'Marlon' Bra ndo n. , ig
· lorg ' Morgan and ig To b) O 'Conno r. ig · ngl) · Ang u w a lcl1
ho lding the fort for the Lineman when C pl Alle n returned to echelon a
the d tail
0. Life at Echelon has been fair!) bu y with L pl 'Ginger
Whinger' Ca lland e r en. uring that the Bde enerator~ \\ere al\\a ·s
ready although rumour has it thm volleyball took econd place from time
to time. LC pl 'Bi · h' Bisho p i asking for a po tmg to the MT. tore.
after hi adventure · fitting a Fuel tank lo a 16 ''.! 4 generator and
di · covcred that you should lit the bonom ho ·before tilling the said tank
wit h fuel..... ehiclc crvicing is well under way thank to L pl
' halkey' White wh a just joined the 1T from Ireland.
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TE H I
L:\l\h 'TE 'A' EDEP RTME T
b1 Cpl Bry Brown
The ) ear started well "ith January I to 3 being days on~ since then we
ha' e been a little bit bu y. The Ko. om cri i unfolding on the tele' is ion.
the 'quadron made it' preparation to go in. I belic\'e 204 ignal qn is
the onl Air portable rmoured Briga,le Headquarter in the British
Am1.

We deployed to facedonia and then on to Koso o. The1e have been a
le\\ changes to the tech department, it tarted "ith pl Paul 'Ginger'
Bapt) "ho ha Jell u to become a tudent in ottingharn.Thc FofS.
gt Phil ·Ginger Gho t' Johnson \\as the ne:1.t to leave the ·inking
ship, Phil 1s off to haunt . hady place in Blandford. Thank for the time
that you ha\'e gi,cn the Tech Department.

ew aiTivals to the section are \V02 (FofS) Dean 'Enormous' Briers,
gt 1ick 'M M M Bop' Hanson L pl Brian 'Caldy Bunt ' axton,
L pl lartin 'Bloody" Gerald, ig "Fi h' Frank and ig ' Fi ·h' Stein.
ongratulations mu st go to ig' Frank and tcin for en ragi ng the
R M (WOI Craig) de pile being three inche long and only goldfish.
till in the department are «t Dave 'Ran you into the ground ' Patrick,
gt Dave · ilverfish' Covey, gt ' Titch ' whingc ' McGiffen, Cpl Scan
Middleton. pl Guy ·Ugly' Keyworth, Cpl Bry Brown and fin ally Dan
'Why am I still a L pl?' Taylor. Congratulations Dan on your second
tape from all in tech work hops. Finally, on a non-Lech note, our heart fe lt
thanks go out to gt Paul 'Buckzilla' Buckley for keeping an eye on our
sideburns and our haircut , when ' c were too bu y to remember them
ourselve . Zilla. we are forever in your debt. 0 really, hccrs.

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

qn Comd
raj Andy Bristow
\: 0 I (RSM) Colin 'lilne
R M
Thi i ue. a erie of report from the Troop 'adventure training
acti\ itie prior to um mer block leave. The quadron now looks forward
to Cast, Ian Eagle and Rhino Charge before a change of empha is for
"hate,·er ne.\t year may bring.
T HE CO RP REGATTA - by LCpl "Biff' Bithell
On 4 July 1999, a 'speciali t" team from the quadron departed Hohne
bound for Kiel. The team consi ted of Maj 'Eric' Bristow, Cpl Rob
Luke, LCpl 'Bitr Bithell and igs Ben 1aton, ' 1agic· McDermott
and ·Je se' Je sop. On arri\•al, we started loading the boat with the
exception of Jes e who wa till in "eekend mode and who cracked open
a beer instead!
The fir t week was pent on Quicksilver - the Corps· yacht in the
Baltic - learning the ropes. By the end of the first week, the kipper, 1aj
Bri tow wa happy with progress - perhaps due to the fact that we were
running out of liquid light refre hments. We were then ready to start
racing although we till had to wait for the other teams 10 arrive and to
take mer our ne\\ boat. As soon as we had. we all dived in to get the be t
Jeeping quarters and tran ferred all our belonging over from
Quicksifrer.
the racing began. we put into practice what we had learnt. The
weather was perfect and the competition fierce but the Squadron
managed to ''in the first couple of races before a eries of shorter round
the can races at Horsen . This al o provided a good chance for Sig ·Jesse'
Je sop to sho1\ off hi wine waiting skills. After a couple more wins,
including in the long overnight race, thanks in part to Cpl Rob Luke who
is now the Corps novice kipper, we were delighted to di cover we had
won the regatta overall and were all presented with trophies. All that
remains is a big thank you from the Squadron to the organisers and
competition (particularly 1aj John 'Stealth' Rowley). Five con erted
no' ices ''ill be back for more next year.

training in the knowledge that there ' as no gossip to talk about upon
returning to the unit. Various other highlights of the week included Sig
' Roy' Castles altitude sickne s, Sig Mark Fairley ' elegant climbing
tyle, the quickly adopted foetal position and strange Kiwi noi es when
Cpl Murray fell whil l leading and of course LC pl Si Pereira 's sen e of
humour. However, one of the funnie l moment was when Sig ean
Hughe ' as told to remove his shorts and go naked whilst having a
G rman sauna. Thanks must go to Lt Adam Corkery and SSgt Dave
Sloane for their instruction and enthu ia 111 throughout the course which
ha purred on an interest in climbing for many of the course participants
\ ho are now keen to go on to gain further qualification
EXERCISE 1ARMOTTE DIAMOND
by LCpl 'Pams ' Undenvood
Join u , die Corkery and Sloane Ad enture Training Guide on the
adventure of a lifetime. We will take you to Tigne in France in one of
our luxury mini-buses inc luding a luxurious overnight stay next to an
in pection pit in a Mercede garage AT 0 ADDITIO AL CO T and
with nature providing a full-on thunderstorm.
Once in Tigne , you ' ll be driven around and around a few times to get
the feel for th e place. We ofTer a number of activities such a rock
climbing, where you·11 be amazed al your abilities to hold onto a
featurele s wall, but will no doubt be encouraged by us telling you that
there are in-fact ' bombers' and ·jug ' everywhere.
We al o have a number of out tanding emertainers such a the two
Steves who'll have your ide spl itting with their witty questions and keen
ob ervations. You'll also ee die hilarious 'Owl on a rock' impression by
Sig teve Sharm an and the amazing talent of Sig 'Ronnie' Barker the
nail eater. With great walks, climbing, skiing, weather and company, can
you afford to miss out on the adventure of a lifetime?

EXERCISE: ERIKA DrA 10 ' D - by OUJt Rob Lawrence
Our week's climbing course in the Harz mountain tarted with brilliant
sunshine, but much like the Germans in the local area, soon became very
unpr.:dictable. On arrival at the campsite, we quickly pitched the famou
rmy Force Ten tent and tarted a linle lire, which soon managed to tum
into a towering inferno, or so 2Lt Andy Hill thought.

Diving in the Red Sea
EXERCISE GEEZER DrAMO D - bySSgt Dave Baddeley
On 25 June much of Ops/E Tp went adventure training in Bavaria. On
arrival the Troop was split down into three group with Group I really
looking forward to the day's walking led by our illustrious leader, Sgt Jules
Thorn e. We parked the bus at the bonom of die ebelhom (conveniently
some may say) next to the cable car. The shop at the bottom was
undoubtedly impres ed when six oldiers walked in and decided lo kit
themselves out in traditional Bavarian hat . This idea was taken one step

J

Kayaking in Bavaria

24 AIRMOBILE BRIGADE
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON (210)

CCX

qn Comd
Maj I. Hooper
R M
W02 (RSM) G. Hodg on
On 16 July, 24 Airmob Bde HQ & ig qn (210) paraded together on
the sq uare at Goojerat Barracks for the la t time. The backdrop for the
OC's address was the vehicles for the Squadron contingent for Op
Agricola, bound for Kosovo on I August. On I eptember the Brigade
re-ro les to 16 'Air A ault Brigade and 1 itl1 it the quadron to 16 Air
Assault Bde HQ & Sig qn (216). The quadron i already expanding,
with a new Troop, C Troop. pro iding a Parachute Brigade Tac HQ in
support of the JRRF Airborne Battlcgroup in addition to our existing
commitment to upporl the Lead Aviation Battlegroup. Over the next
three month the quadron faces ihe twin challenges of preparing for the
new Brigade ' first exerci e, Ex Gryphoris Eye, which will ee the
quadron parachuting in Brigade Tac and flying in Brigade Main with
H, and committing a Sq uadron(-) to Ko ovo in upport o~ 102 Logi tic
Brigade. The Airmobilc Gryphon's Wing have been laid to rest and
replaced with the predatory Eagle. With it wi ll come the be t of
Airmobile and Airborne worlds to form Air As au lt.

basic~
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further when gt Dave Tm considerably richer than thou' Schofield
bought a walking stick with a bell on 11. Aflcr a hard day's \\alk111g up the
Nebelhom (some 2000rn up) we had to retire 10 the bar for a few ol the local
Banana B.iers. The kayaking was uneventful at first except for the inab1hty
of Sgt Dave Baddeley to go in a straight line without the addition of a
rudder. A special mention ought also to go to ig ikki Thomp on for her
impression of the elephant man after an argument with an unden~atcr rock.
Group 3 had more time kayaking due to one of the 111structor~ being
sick which meant we were able lo gain more experience paddling on
rivers (or I rivers if your name is Cfn 'Drillbit' Cooper) rather than just
practising capsize drills on a lake. All of the extra time spent on the ri\en.
paid off when we were joined by Group 2 {who themselves had an
experienced swimmer - Cpl 'Yoda ' Holloway) and went on a 2-day river
trip at Garmish with an overnight stay in a log cabin on the American
campsite. During the trip we got to paddle on some good technical grade
3 water which enabled us to put into action the skills which we had
previously been practising on the calmer water.
Over the week, our in tructor, Lisa gained herself a little follower who
would be by her side whenever possible, charming her with his cheesy
one liners and i111pres ing her with his skills! Cfn 'Drill bit' Coo per even
went as far as to capsize every five minutes just to be rescued by the
blonde beauty. The week was rounded off with a day of R and R "here
we all went water skiing. Cpl ' Richie' Brown proved himself to be a bit
of an expert and oon progressed onto the trick-board, amazing us with
his leaping start from the wooden fence at the ide of the lake. \; e were
also impre ed with pl 'Yoda' Holloway's uncanny ability to water-ski
on hi backside! We would like to pas our thanks to Ray Charlton and
the staff at the Osnabruck lodge for looking after us so well. Top com

O>CD

Climbing in the Harz Mountains
Our first day's training was a great ucccss where everyone learn t the
of knot tying, even to the point that ig Mark Fairley could tie
t1\0 figure of eight knots at once - or was he just seeing double? That
mght 1\ hilst relaxing in a commandeered I2x 12, we met one of the above
mentioned German I\ ho quickly found himself attached to our two
tcmale C\\ Zealand visitors; 2Lt Wendy Wright and Cpl Lisa
\tu rra) llo1\1:1er. after he received a cold shou lder we had to resume

EXERCISE RED JERBOA - by Sig Chris Nixon
After months of people dropping out and otht!rs wondering whether there
were place left, we loaded the minibus and left for Gatwick airport - one that
was different in many ways from that of our destination - Sharrn El Sheik,
Egypt.. 2Lt Amy Briggs and 'ig Phil Green had to wait to experience the
fruits of the Red ea due to car trouble and after just a few minutes down,
LCpl Rog 'I'll have a photo of that' Mortimer became the third on the list
wi~ a _
dodgy Lug I Joie. The wildlifo really was an incredible sight - cvt:njust
bemg m the clear, blue water was an eye-opener for those that hadn 't dived
the eas before. Those that had a fair amount of diving experience included
CSgt Mark Rooke - our patient instructor, Capt Jason Gray, Capt Kath
Hurley, Capt Kate 'Only lightly tanned ' Rice, gt Rob Allen - our last
minute entrant and SSgt teve Roberts with his pre-historic suitcase. Diving
was obviously the main activity on the expedition, however, those that
wished an additional activity were not unimpre sed with the desert quad
biking - amongst others, LCpl tcve 'I've got a picture ofa turtle' Livesey,
LCp l Ant Oakes (who incidentally became another victim of the ear
infection society) and Sig Chris 'I 've got my own quad al home, you know!'
ixon. The dive sites included Ros Mohamed, Jackson reef, ear Garden
and, for the well qualified, the wreck HM Thistlegorm which was a casualty
of WW2. The non-Thistlegorm divers had a choice of climbing Mount Sinai
and seeing the sunrise from the summit or simply indulging in the odd
alcoholic beverage or three. I think we all agree that the ten days went too
fast and there's already talk of a two week expedition next year.

Climbing in the French Alps
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EXERCISE LOFOTE TROLL ORWAY 24 MAY-11 J 1 E
by lCpl Scadden
The aim of the exped ition was to a cend the highe t peak of each of
the eight major island of the Lofoten I lands. These are located some
200 miles within the Arcti c ircle. west or onvay. The expedi tion left
olchester in the early hours of Monday morning on 24 May. We had the
pri vi lege of a reliable 16- eat minibus, which broke down en route to
Ip wich. Howe er, we finally made our way to cwcastle where. "e wen!
to take the ferry to Kri tiansands in th e south of onvay. The night ferry
crossing started a we intended to continue. inging _bad~y, ac~ompanied
by LCp l 'Ted' O ' Donnell's guitar, leering al cand111avian girls (miles
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you are one of the tali tical 97% we di covered from Glasgow) and the
acquisition of a percus ion instrument from the cabaret band "hich \\as
shaped like an orange. There then followed a marathon 27-hour dme
through cenic orn·ay. with variou stop . for photo at the point of the
Arctic Circle for example, and at every toilet in 1 orway for Sig
' mudge' Smith . o amount of "diareze' wa going to help him. We
eventually arrived. by means of another terry, at vohaer; we \\ere no"
in the Lofoten I lands. Everyone was incredibly excited. e pecially "hen
we aw the mountains; they looked ex tremely everc and \\ e realised that
thi wa going to be no ca y feat. However. we managed to ascend e\ery
peak, wi th one exception that wa in no condition to auempt. The 'ic1\
from the summits were, in the words of Lt Dan Ashton. ·gleaming'. The
exhi laration and the ense of achievement at the summit were" ell "orth
the effort, pain and weat it took to get !her·; '.fight through'· LC pl
O'Donnell ofien urged. 4orale wa always high, usuall ·supplied b) our
percu sion orange. o end ofjoy was also derived from our staple diet of
pasta, ma h potato and Tracker cereal bars.
A' ay from the climbing. entertainment was found at remote pub . but
the c were co tly as beer wa old for nearl £5 for a half litre. It \\as 1e!)
odd to come out of a pub UI one in the morning to complete da) light. a. the
un was out pemmnently at thi · time of year. ccommodation "a in our
sturdy tent . One of the camping site wa inhabited b) dodgy refugees.
who looked in better condition than we did. The "eat her "a. good
con idering we were in orn·ay, but if it ever did rain then hule jJpe>-. uch
a· hiding Ii h in lceping bags would definitely li\'en thing · up a hit! I he
e. pedition wo full of high points, whi hare too numerous to menuon here.
The climbs gave u view that \\ ould be .cldom seen by man) people and
we arc unlikely to ee anytl1ing i1111lar C\er again. \: e tim~ ( ne climb lll l:>e
peaked for the midnight un, no camcm could C\ er gl\..: JUSti e to thlbC
ighll. and it wa sometl1ing ''e would remember for the rest of our h\ c'
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The e\pedition ·ould not ha\e succeeded if it "ere not for the
e'pcrience of Lt shton and W02 Knight, the humour from the morale
officer L pl ·Ted' O'Donnell and ig 'Flash ' Gordo n , and the
I 'am\\ rk and d dication from the re 1 of the group.

Q

ORO '
1\1.\l R AMP .t-19 J
E
by Cpl Reed and ig Jackli11
.
.
Follm' ing an arduou month in yprus on Exerct"e Lion un, the
quadron decided to calm thing do\\ n for a week by_ sending u to
Frimington, Dartmoor for a pot of adventurous tra1n111g. Under the
'"llchful gaLe of the ITO, apt l\lark chofield, activitic included
cycling. hill "alking. ro k climbing and canoeing. The d_ay tarted bright
and earl) "ith a pot of PT, which nobody wa expe tmg. but probably
hould have. The first day consi ted of hi ll walking, which wa fun,
e>peciall} the near to 'ertica! climb., the baby'. heads and the tone
circle rumoured 10 be the pctrifi d remain of ancient witche . C pl
·\fart)' Barringer wa informative throughout - even at times making
up storic to keep us interested and pl 'Taff' Reed educated u on local
folklore with regard to burning wit he and rumour of the occu lt.
Cycling~' a the next day· acti\ ity, which ranged over a .+Okm endurance
track with Cpl John \ ii on ubmitting hi entry for next years Tour de
France already ... not!! Our route took u pa t the ea ide where gt
1\lcGuiness decided 10 pull in and admire the local wildlife, whereas Cpl
Reed , Cpl \\'ii 011 and ig Jacklin decided to re-enact ·Baywatch ' on
mountain bike and charge into the ea. A bra e attempt was made by all
- however, it wa cut hort by 1eptune himself who decreed bike are not
eaworthy \Chicle . A mention mu t be made about Sig Jase Williams
''ho through out the journey must have used two telephone batteries
talking to hi e.:irlfriend. Canoeing wa our third day' acli ity and after
managing to sta) afloat on a mill pond location, we were promptly
relocated by SSgt ·Del' Elesmore for a spot of canoe urfing in the a.
This prO\ed too much for us (although good fun), and we ended up using
our nostril as brake in the surf. A special mention must be made to
LCpl 'Robbo' Robinson who won the life a ing award for aving Lhe
majority of us from drowning within the fir t I Om in of getting on the
water. Our final day con i ted of rock climbing where Lt Dan Ashton
decided to thrO\\ u O\er hell teeth them elves. The only fault in his plan
wa the fact that all of us bar LCpl Robin on had a evere problem with
heights and large kerbstone - making sure we had al least 27 points of
contact at all time ! ome were brave enough lo venture over the edge,
e pecially Cpl John \ ii on who wa practically ordered over the edge
and Cpl Reed for having to it on the edge and belay him.

In conclusion, a good time ' a had by all on this year 's sumnicr
camp, it ga\'C e crybody a cha nce to release some steam afler a hectic
and hard time in yprus.
RACE THE
20 tAY - by 2l1 K11igh1/y Brown
'Race The un' took place in Yorkshire on a gloriot1sly sunny day in
May. The el ite team from the quadron and Brigade HQ. drove up to
York the night before. ensuring we were in peak condition !or the arduous
event the next day. Capt 'Cheerleader' Harvey and my elf had the
honoured jobs of taxi drivers and providing general moral support. We
gained our clve a re pectablc fourth position from the tart, thanks to
LCpl O'Donnell, on the 8 mile forced march. This was maintained by
the effort of S gt Elesmore, L pl Williams and others. We kept this
lead lo th e end lo fini h an impre sive fourth out of sixteen, with an
excellent aye from Pte Hunter (AGC) on the final lake swim.

\10RRI 01" C P
In keeping "ith tradition, the morning of the Morrison Cup started
promisingly well as the team consisting of gt Coldwell, Cpl Flounders,
LC'pl Wesson and la11c and igs Kelly-Rutherford, Lowe, Dine,
Richardson , Marshall set off for the hallowed Blandford meet. adly due
to operational preparauon we were unable to take the support crew of the
reM of the quadron. As \\C dre'' clo er to the venue the clouds parted and
the rain began. Was thi an omen? With only three teams competing in the
\.iinor uml.!. cup it promised to be a close competition, and the word in the
stands 1\as that 24 Bde were fielding a very strong team. Things looked
dire as the first race of the day started with L pl ' pringbok.' Wesson
falling \Cry st}lbhly at the first hurdle in the 400m hurdles, never quite
managmg to make up the lost ground or disappear into the crowd fa t
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LA YARD TROPHY
This year's Lanyard Trophy was competed for along a cour e some 42
mile long, on a course across the South Downs. The day before the
competition the team converged on Napier Barracks to receive their
respective briefings and submit their team list before an early tart the
following day. The sun had not ri en as the teams made their way to the
start point at the County show ground, where the tension was tangible.
Twenty-eight teams from across the Corp had entered this year, with
three women's team , and five TA teams. With a mas start this year it
was easy to see how the teams sorted themselves out into the running
order, literally. The first three place were being contested by 216 Sig qn,
30 Sig Rcgt, and 249 Sig Sqn. The lead changed hands several time
along the course, each team pu hing the other further on (although a
pecial mention goes to the 14 ig Regt Team who hould have turned
left, not gone straight on).

LCpl O' Donnell fin ishing the 12km forced march on
' Race the Su n'. He is being encouraged in by LCpl Williams

enough after the finish. Our scratch pole vaulter, Sig Richardson was
given ome first rate on the job training by Sgt 'Do as I say' Coldwell, who
finished a promi ing third in the event. However, sterling performances
from Sgt Coldwell , Sigs Kell y-Rutherford , Lowe, Marshall, Cp l
Flounders and LCpl ' It's me Achilles see Clancy, saw the team edge into
the lead. Thing were picking up when Sig Dine suffered a badly broken
arm after fall ing from a hurdle on the home straight in the 3000m
steeplechase as he closed on the leader. As a true hero would, he picked
himself up a1Jd finished, dislocated wrist flapping and broken bones
grinding before zooming off to hospital for an operation . Thi unfortunate
incident meant a light change to the relay teams, although it did not pha e
the team , who ran well and won the competition by two points .
Congratulations to all who competed, for a job well done.
EXERCl E CORSICAN LA YARD
Destined to be the last 5 Bde Exercise ever, Corsican La nyard was
planned, as the title suggests, to take place in Corsica. Cuts however saw
the location change to first French training areas and farm land and then
Bonnie Scotland, with its glens and mountains. Gloriou indeed. Events
in the Balkans added a bit of intere t, the exercise scena rio took on a
rather uncanny likene to events out there, pooky don't you think? The
Ops team, Capt 'Crow' Wilson, W02 FofS 'Crow too' Marshall and
W02 YofS ' I'm posted' Redman took to implementing the OC qns,
Maj ' What are they doing?' Workman 's idea, as directed by the staff.
Then we deployed in earnest. Bravo Tp were sent to solitary confinement
in South Cerney; saw many rehearsals, refresher training and all the
officers running all over models the ize of two tenni courts (a lot of
football was played too). Meanwhile Alpha Tp and the QM 's Dept had
their wacky races up to West Freugh airfield to set up Excon and kitchens
to feed the 5000 respectively. Once the Exercise began in earnest, all the
Troops met up together at West Freugh. Elements of quadron , under the
auspicious leadership of Capt 'Die hard ' Gillespie, formed a renegade
enemy that took on I Para and fought to the last man, as the manpack
rebro followed Cpl 'Grand old Duke of York ' Page across a few grid
squa res of orange conto ur lines. LC pl ' I feel ill' haw was mightily
impressed by the flying skill of the SII crews and was always raring to
get on any flights around the area , especia ll y in the day-glo orange
immersion suits - very tactica l you see.
The second phase of the Exercise took place back on alisbury Plain,
and saw elements both Fly and Drive back down the country to Kcovil
airfield . 2Lt ' Pathfinder' Day ab ly transported the convoy to the correct
location, at the correct time, although not quite on the pre crihed route.
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Aller the daytime tuition the platoons would tab to a harbour locat1on,
set up defences, rccei\'e orders and prepare for the mght-time tasking
which could be anything from basic patrols, TRs to a full platoon
ambush. The night ambushes were largely successful, and more likely to
be remembered for LCpl Bob Hoskins falling into a stream, breaking his
nose and Cpl Tim Donoghue gelling geographically embarrassed. sitting
in the ERV for thirty minutes in the driving rain.
The FIBUA phase was taught by Squadron's newly qualified
instructor , Cpl's Ted Page and Paul Coxon who covered a whole ho t
of activities including entry and clearance drills, grenades. FIBLA assault
cour e, cascvac procedures, defences and an impro' ised 'liloloto\ cocktail
range! Sig 'Dangerous' Armstrong added to the hilarity of high entry
drills by pulling out a grenade pin with his teeth and erackmg some
enamel. The FIBUA phase culminated in a company siz.: attack on the
village at dawn in a bid to track down the infamou Gen Cavona,
captured on video and camera by the media op team. With the FIBUA
phase complete the quadron headed back to the range for li,·e section
and platoon attacks on the final day of the two week package, before
heading back to camp for a rapid clean-up and Easter break.
OPERATIO ' AGRICOL
After being taunted for a number of\ eeks with the possibility of
deploying to Macedonia to prepare to assi t in a potential move into
Kosovo as part of the KFOR peace-keepers, the quadron wa ta ked at
short notice to fly complete to FYRO 1.

Kosovo - 216 liberating Pristina Airport

216 Para S ig Sqn -1999 Lanyard Trophy Team

216 PARACHUTE SIGNAL SQUADRON
216 PARACH TE IG1 AL SQ ADRO '
What was to have been a relati ely smooth period of activity for the
Squadron in the build up to the tran ition to 12 Mech Bde, tran pired to
be one of the bu iest six months in the pa t couple of years. A shortnotice deployment of the vast majority of the unit to Ko ovo in support of
5 AB Bde's initial thru l into Kosovo was to undoubtedly be the high light
of the year for the quadron. Lt was a memorable way in which to mark
the clo ing stages of2 I6 Para ig qn in its current role.
The quadron says hello to the new Admin Officer, Capt Guy
Richards. Alpha Tp welcomes SSgt ·Dicky' Dyer, LCpls 'Foxy' Fox,
·Tafr Davies and ig 'Ken' Dodd. Bravo Tp introduces Cpl McMullen
and LCpl Hunter. Q Tp greets gt 1ark Watts. Cpl Brian Sheard,
ig ndy ergeant and ·Banana' ubarna.
Farewell to RSM Dave 'MAD' Catchpole, who i off to 264; W02
YofS Tony Redman heads for Sandhurst, and W02 RQM Geordie
~1arshall for 35 ig where they both tak.e on the role of RSM. 21C Capt
te\1 'Cru ty' Gillespie departs for Sheffield to start as the Adjutant of 38
igs. u revoir to Capt teve 1organ, who is now OC Mil Trg Wng at
Blandford. Goodbye to Sgt tew Couszin , Sgts Ian Conlan and Steve
Jones. pl 'Magoo' faguire, LCpls 'Jakey' Jakeman, Mark Wilson,
'E,o' E\ans, Loddy Jones and to ig Chris Woodall, 'Flash' Wilkie and
lony arter. Heading for 16 Air Assault, the Squadron says farewell to
gt Ke' 'Kebabs' Read, Sgts Bruce Thornton and Al Coombe, Cpls
·J\o her' Bro\ut, 'Knibbsy' Knibbs ,' pud' Fawcett, Al Joy, and Ted
Page: LCpls 'Bob' Hoskins, 'Goody' Good, 'Digger' Barnes, • niudge'
mith , 'Fish' almon, cott Finn, Stu Francis; Sigs ' Air' Bourne,
'Blacky' Blackmore, 'Richy' Richardson , ·Shez' Sherrington, 'Fyfey'
F}fe, George loney, teve Jones, ' ick Hillyard and Pete Thorpe.

Capt 'It better over there ' Wong then selected a slightly different RV
for the Para insert, much to the amusement of the Commander, well it
was only a couple of hundred metres more. A manic, non-stop 72hrs
followed the Para drop, as the HQ was ambushed, bombed, shelled and
chased all over the plain by a remarkably well equipped partisan enemy.
They had obviously hired the A Team who had worked wonders
transforming their school busscs into AFVs and 1anks with wriggly tin,
bubble gum and double sided sticky tape. Sgt 'Catch us if you can'
James and 2Lt ' ome on' Day can altesl to the cross country peed of a
scimitar a it chased them over the plain. All in all it was a very different
exercise, but it did prove its training worth as the quadron was to
discover later on.

All day the race went on with 30 Sig Regt falling off the pace set by
216 and 249. As the day wore on, the strai n of the course began to take
its toll as team tarted to thin their numbers. But the pace of the lead wa
relentles and ongoing. 249 just pipped 216 in the finishing stages, and
have picked up the trophy for this year. Congratulation to all tho e who
competed and fini hed, e pecially to the Squadron Team - 2Lt ·Doris'
Day, SSgt Gaz Greaves, Cpls Paddy Howe, 'Magoo' Maguire,
Goody' Good, Ted Page, i Roughton, LCpls ·Digger· Barnes, Sigs
Keith Williams and 'Air' Bourne.
BATTLECAMP
In mid-March, the quadron deployed to ennybridge for the annual
battle-camp. The first pha e of the package began with range work: an
APWT, pairs fire and manoeuvre and contact drill enjoying the familiar
Irish tone of Cpl Paddy • hucky from the Rug-Rats' Briscoe a he
demon trated his newly acquired RMQ kill . The initial few days of
com fort in ennybridge Camp were soon put a ide as the quadron ' two
platoon moved into the field and began a kill package with daytim
lessons covering a variety of kills including section atlack , HL
marking, ambushes, LAW, and FIBU in the kill hou e.

Within 48hrs of the order to move, a Imo t the entire quadron flew from
RAF Brize orton arriving in theatre on Sunday 6 June. The quadron was
initially co-located with 4 Bde HQ on the outskirts of Petrovec, some I Skm
from the capital Skopje; Alpha Tp providing the initial HQ. In a bid to
consolidate the Brigade a ets the Squadron moved IOkm 'orth where
over a further 48hrs the planning began to unfold amidst a continuously
changing scenario. dictated largely by the fluctuating progre of the talks.
lpha Tp continued to provide the HQ, achie\ing a back to back move,
whil t Bravo Tp continued in the ir bid to retrieYe some temporarily
misplaced vehicles from the confu ion of the swollen Airhead at Skopje.
mid t th'e inten e planning and in-load of kit and personnel. Q Tp
succeeded i11 keeping their heads a they worked continuou I) to proYide
and equip for not only the quadron and talf but al o, the Pathfinders,
RMP, PWRR LO' , HF. det from 3 Div and 30 ig . Q 1, Capt George
Burrows, W02 RQMS 'Geordie' Mar hall and Q I
pence ave
managed to magic everything from the world supply of jungle boot .
floppy head-dress and ammunition to portable electric fans and 'AAFI
tores. Bravo Tp, now complete, made the moYe to Piper amp, the far
ide of Skopje, and the staff move quickly followed.

Alpha Troop giving it the Bulldog

So that's tea, white, two sugars and a plateful of Danish Pastries
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Development in the peace proce. ,1artcd to progrc ·s at a rapid p;1ce.
and Alpha Tp found themsel\'e e tabli hing. amidst intense media
attention, below the Europa C'afe. on the main access route lcadmg mto
Ko ' o and just 50 ard · from the border. Th.: ta ff folio\\ ed . uit soon
aflcr. along with 4 Bde HQ, and o'er the ne\t 4 'hrs, o car park the s1,.e of
a football pitch was to become the mo t photographed and hectic piece of
military real-estate ince the start of the KFOR dc:plO) mcnt.
t 4am on aturda 12 June, 5 AB Bdc made it· rapid 1110\ e b) air and
land up the tecp incline of the Kacanick Pa:s, clearing the rout..: and thu.
affording access to 4 Bdes move into depth. Cpls Ted Page and John
Hilton a-rri,·ed \\ith their ere\\ at prcde. ignotcd spot: along the mute b)
Chinook, with their rcbro dct undcr-'<lung. and set about pro\ 1dmg
co crage up the entire pa for the Brigade~ as the) mO\cd through.
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Bravo Tp a. part o f the main 5 B Bdc road-move headed up through
Ko O\ o and ' tablish.:d HQ in the ·chool at Lipljan. just 15km W of
Pri . tina : they were lo rem a in in th i ro le for the rema inder o f the
operation. With 5 B Bde now in situee, lpha Tp completed it relief in
place "ith
Ta kforce ulcan and drove aero. s into Kosorn 0 11 the
e\ening of the 13 June, parking up in the disu. cd bu talion al Lipljan.
The Bngade quickly con olidated it
OR with IP RA policing the
street of Pri tina and IRGR ba ed ju. l do'' n the road operating a a QRF
for incident throughout the immediate region. \ ith limited upporting
a. ·ets. the quadron continued to provide for a multitude of additional
clement and worked lirele ly for th next week e tabli hin g a
cook.hou eat the Coca- ola factory aero the road, clearing and burning
rubbi h. building defences. providing dri ers for endle s detail and
guarding the location. For many of the quadron. the building of the
angars "ill prO\ ide mixed emotions for ears to come.
combination
of blistering heat and lack of materials did not facilitate their speedy
con tructJon. howe\ er the fini hed products were undeniably impre ive.
Over the following three week , the quadron wa invol ed in a
"hole ho t of ta "king in addition to the provi ion of the Brigade HQ.
Alpha Troop pent fi, ·e day guarding the prison on the out kin of
Lipljan, fending off the media, kirmi hing with local youth intent on
tealing car and adopting a pack of dog . 2Lt 'Doris' Day and L pl
Dave Reid lingui t skill were everely tested as they faced hundred of
returning Ko O\ ar Albanian earching for mi sing relative . Sgt id
Jame headed up the mall Alpha Tp element in the infamous APOD
option and after da of di cus ion the Russians finally agreed to allo' a
mall comm et up to establi h on the roof of the air terminal at Pri tina
irport. pl ·Dog' Barker and LCpls Dan Pear on and tu Francis
allempted to improve Anglo-Russian relation by ceremoniou ly fly ing
the nion Jack on a daily basi from l11e roof of the Terminal. LCpls
Finn, Pearson, Clancy and Sig ick Hillyard re-enacted their favourite
moments from 'Porridge' a the went on to a i t in the guarding of a
number of war criminal at the Pega u Prison. Cpls Ted Page and John
Hilton pro' ided a retreat at their rebro site on the Goles Heights, with
free bre\\ and sunbathing, and members of both troop received the
opportunity to crew the rebro on a three day cycle. A number of the

quadron spent time with I PARA patrolling the street of Pristina and
laj cott 'Get ome!' Workman and RSM Dave ' MAD ' C atchpole
insisted on headin g up the QRF on a daily basi when it seemed likely
there wa goin g to be ome acti on in down town Lipljan . Capt
' Bagpu s' Wilson maintained hi hold on the golden blanket, sleepi ng
for much of the deployment and apt tew 'I'm just going on a rccce'
Gillespie wa o ut on the road w ith LCpl Jimm y haw ru nning a
lucrative bu iness in American camp-cotls.
The tour in Kosovo was a rewarding experience for the quadron and
an excellent way to mark the end of 2 16 Parachute ignal Squadron in
it current form: the high pro fil e nature o f the initial in ert ion into
Ko ovo fin ally gave Airborne Signals the opportunity to get among tit!
The quadron began the exload from theatre back to UK on the 8 July
and aller a week at work headed off for ·ome well deserved leave.

many of the ca ndid~ tes h ~ve gone o~ to hi gh~r level . The quadron has
main tained strong Imks with Underhill Tramm g and wi ll con tinue to use
their faci liti es in the futu re.

NVQ Award Presentations
3rd row (L-R): LCpl Stewart, Sig Kearns, Sig Burgess
Sig McFaul, Sig Daw, Mr Johnson, LCpl Bull, Mr Radw~n,
Mr Tyrell, Mrs Birks
2nd Row (L-R): Sig Maitland, Sig West Sig Mills, Mrs Carter,
Mrs Soriano, Miss Dixon, Mrs Copestake
Front Row (L-R): Miss Wilson,
Mrs Leonora Taylor (Underhill Trg),
Mrs Lesley Hindmarsh (Underhill Trg), QC Maj Hunt,
Mr Peter Richardson (TVSC). SSgt now W02 (YofS) Stewart

216 in Kosovo - Comd r 5 AB Bde, Brig A. Freer sat in vehicle I
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service, the quadroo said farewell to LCpl Carmen Michalska in July.
LCpl Michalska return to her parent unit at 3 Di , Bulford.

Mr De l Tyrell receiving his award from Peter Richardson (TVSC)

RADJOTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Andy Carroll
Tp gt
gt Simon chofield
With the silly season now in full wing, weekends off have become a
thing of the pa L for Radio Tp. Everything ha to be put on the back burner
until things quieten down again in August, when the maximum leave period
tarts ( it seems so far away). Two members of Radio Tp are leaving the
throngs of London to better things or maybe worse. Firstly newly promoted
LCpl Jim 'See ya' Walton off to 621 Sqn EOD at sunny ortholt, good luck
for the future . Secondly Sig Baz 'Oh no not I Div' Maitland is off to - yes
you guessed it.. ....... I (UK) A.rmd Div. Don't forget your underpants Baz !!

ACH l EVT G THE
Q - by Sig Grego1:v Burges
I first learnt of the VQ system by being approached by S gt i
Hadley (Trg Wing) who explained to me that I would be able to achieve
a civilian recognised qualification. which I did not have to pay for. Thi
could be achieved by signing up for the VQ system through Underhill
Training. I signed up for the VQ Level 2 Communications and wa then
met by Mr Gorman who gave me my fir t as ignment. On completion of
this fir t unit, I was given a second unit, \\ hich was in the form of a
project. I found that a great deal of what I had learnt within the Army wa
beneficial and I u ed this kno' ledge to complete the project and
ubsequently the course. My main reason for signing up lo the course was
because it is a civilian recognised qualification and would be a starting
point for something to bui ld on. I enjoyed taking part in the Level 2
qualification and I hope to carry on building upon that in the future. At
present I am wai ti r(g to tart my Level 3 qualification. The VQ it elf
involved a lol of hard ' ork, especially the project, which included the
writing of an administration in truction. I completed all the criteria on the
unit succe folly. The re t of the unit involved information gathering and
ob ervat ion by Mr Gorman of the individual , including myself,
carrying out the nece ary skill of our trade and therefore fulfilling the
criteria of the further units. Once all the criteria were achie ed and
Mr Gorman wa happy, we were igned off and the completed folder
were sent lo Underhill for the Independent A se or to check and satisfy
themselvc that we had completed all the criteria and deserved the VQ
Level 2 award.

THE QUEE S BIRTHDAY PARADE
The rehearsals for QBP started in earnest and from late May until the
12 June every weekend was spent preparing for and taking part in, reviews
by the Major Genera l, Colonel and finally, Her Royal Highne s the Queen.
which passed off without incident except W02 (SSM) ' Ewan' Hall has
been designated harlie Sierra (Communication Specialist) By Royal
Decree, a story which wi ll only be told in the quadron Bar.
'VQ ACCREDITATION - by W02 (YojS) Srewart
The Squadron, like many other units, has undergone an VQ cheme
as directed by SOinC (A) PD no 7. The idea of the NVQ scheme came to
the Squadron through word of mouth and with the agreement of l11e OC
Maj Hunt, the Squadron embarked on it 's VQ Scheme. There was a
slight problem in that the Government would only fund those candidates
among 16 - 25 years of age. The Squadron wanted to be able to extend
the VQ scheme to those ca ndidate over 25. The quadron spoke to
Underhi ll Training who are a sub contracted train in g organisation of
Thames Valley TEC with the proposal that for every under 25 year old
signed up for an VQ Underhill would sign up an over 25 year old.
This excellent idea was agreed by Underhill Training. Although the
funding was only for the under 25s, both the Sq uadron and Underhill
Training benefited. This new scheme can now g ive those personnel over
25 an opportunity to gain a nationally recognised certificate. The total
amount of NVQs undertaken by the quadron was 25. The VQ leve ls
undertaken varied from 2 - 4 in the areas of the ommunications PIT2,
OTE3 and Management. All the candidates have put in a lot of hard
work, primarily in their own time, to achieve the award within the year.
The majority of the candidates achieved this within six months which
culminated in the award ceremony held in the quadron Bruno 13ar. Our
thanks go to Underhill Training for giving the Squadron the oppo11unity
to progress through the VQ cheme. Since the award of the NVQs
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Elements of Radio Tp
completing their recovery from the Royal Mile-Edinburgh
DI ' INGO TOF
CAPT KERRY ' OW WORKS I MACDO. ALD ' LEVI
The stage wa s set for a blinding ession in the Bruno Bar, we
managed to get 95% of the Troop free to attend this function. Incidentally
it was a very well organised function by Sgt imon ' Where is my
promotion and my BEM?' Hadley. The food and wine supplied by the
cookhouse was beyond reproach and afler a Regimental dinner type of
affair we retired to the bar for a few well deserved beers.

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

Q ADR01 HEADQ
RTERS
qn Comd
1aj teve Hunt
1
W02 (SS 1) Ewan Hall
The quadron has just completed a ery hectic and busy two month
where two of the three Troops have been working flat out on the Queen's
Birthday Parade, a State Visit and the la L Royal Tournament at Earls Court.
Despite all !he pres ures, the Squadron has lived up to its high standards and
no\\ enters a period of relative tranquillity before heading off to Penhale,
Cornwall in early September for the annual ummer Camp followed closely
"ith a Joint Squadron Battle Camp at St Martins Plain, Kent.
On the 18 June the new Controller Anny C IS Group (ACISG), Lt Col
G. J. Cary paid his initial vi it to the quadron. The aim of the vi it was
to introduce the Controller lo the quadron and to give him a
comprehensive briefing on the role and work carried out by the Squadron.
The Controller was met by W02 ( '.\1) Hall fo llowed by an extended
office call "ith Maj teve Hunt. obody wa totally convinced that a
Harrods shopping trip had been left off the Controller's programme.
HO\\ ever, uch was the imerest hown by the Controller during his visit,
that he extended his schedule into a second bottle of wine.
The Worshipful Company of Information Technologists held a
sponsored '' alk in Central London on Sunday 20 July 1999. The
quadron, along "ilh 31 Sig Regt (V) and 7 1 Sig Regt (V) were tasked to
supply logi tical support in the shape of tentage, generators and
commercial radio for the event. Ideally located, Chelsea Bks acted as the
central collection point for what proved to be a very successfu l and
worthwhile day. We look forward to being of ass istance next year.
HQ is till mourning the loss of LCpl Sophia Morris (Squad ron
PT!) to Blandford in early June - PT just won't be the same without her.
Ho"ever, she has been replaced by LCpl Brian Stewart, from Radio Tp,
who has already made his mark by confirming that Chelsea Bks does have
a I km running route ju t inside the perimeter fence and that the new
ACFT is not a problem! 'When can we start train ing?' W02 ( SM)
Enan Hall, an ex Spec Op, more used to using complex radio receiving
equipment than a transmitter, completed his first Queen 's Birthday Parade
\\ith the help of Sgt 'Leave it to me· i ehofield . The SSM has
confirmed that he understands the meaning of'Silence is Golden' and will
ah\ays ha'e his mobile phone switched to vibrate when in close proximity
to the Royal Family! Rumours are rife, however, that a cardboard cut out
\\ill take the place of the SM in Buckingham Palace next year and that
his mobile phone will be diverted to his private residence in Chelsea
\\here we believe the
M 1s still looking for his white gloves! (Good try
SM). The Chief !erk, Terry "'1arsh and the OG D, Andy mith ,
>upport.:d b)' W02 (YofS) ' eil tcwart have succumbed to the pressures
of looking good in up to,\n Chelsea. Laden \\ith gui lt, they have both
thro" n themselves mto a fitncs regime that caused LC pl tewart (unit
PT!) to br.:ak into a sweat! Finally. having decided to terminate her

STATE OPE I ' G OF THE COTTI II P RLIA \I .. 'T
For the fi rst lime in 300 years, Scotland had a State Openmg of The
Parl!ament on I Jul y 1999. Over 450 en ice personnel took part and
Radio Tp were there in support of242 Sig qn. It was a mad ru sh straight
after the State Visit at Windsor. We had a couple of days to tum our kit
aro und then complete a full Tp Deployment to . cotland for the week.
Most of the Tp were bi lleted in a 24 man room all except Cpl ' M1111 Bar'
Gibson and Mr 'Even more overt ime' tevens who were put up in a
ho te l. Who sa id love was blind . T he Tro op acted w ith it 's u ual
profess ionalism and more brownie points \\ere gained for the orps.

BEATING THE RETREAT
In vo lvement this year was minimal only requiring support from Mr
Gary 'Wot more o ertime' Steven and Cpl Gibbo 'Still paid the ame'
Gibson helping out 621 EOD with esco11ing band wherever they needed
to go on the quadron 's 2 Honda T 1100 Pan Europeans. A quick
mention for pl Steve 'Op Room ' Hook' ho contro lled movement and
generally sat around .
STATE VISIT OF THE PRE lDE T OF H
GARY
Due to the po. sible and later non invol cment of the Troop in the
Royal Wedding, the visit was hastily rehearsed and carried out in a tornl
of four days. treet liner were deployed in new locations under the
comma nd of the new Tp OC. All rehearsal went swimmingly well with
Kings Tp finally welcoming our Operators gt ' choir ' Schofield and
pl 'Bart' torey into their fold by allowing them lo remain in position
a they ga ll op on to the firing position instead of having to wait, then
march on when it was afc to do o.
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ROYAL GARDE PARTIES
The naphtha club were out in force for several visit to our econd
home, Buckingham Palace, for the Garden Parties. Dressed up '' ith no
where to go we deployed for the three Royal garden Partie to carry out
the illu triou Car Calling which involve getting Diplomats into the right
car at the right time. The event was hampered by the fact that the PA
ystem at the Entree Entrance failed and a more personal touch of ig
Jim ' Och aye ' Walton to call the diplomats forward. Again George
Robinson. the ecrel!lry of tale for Defence, \\'as glad that we kne"
who he was othen i e he would disband the Unit.
OSCAR TROOP
Tp Comd
laj (Tfc) Gilchrist
Tp gl
Sgt Ripley
A busier fe, months than the previou reporting period for the Tp.
Life in the London Central COMMCE (LCC) bob happily along a
u ual but there wa a more sombre mood on 2 July when the Operator
As istance Centre (OAC) Wellington Barracks officially clo ed. Thi date
marked the end of an era in military telephony within London District.
Thi closure coincided with the witch ing o er lo INCA (a commercial
consortium who are in the proces of laking o er re ponsibility for all
fixed telephony services for all armed en ices "ithin UK) of the major
London Primary and Transit exchanges and con equently all operator
assi ted call to the I C -operated OAC located el ewhere in UK. The
day commenced with the GOC London Di trict, Maj Gen Webb- arter
visiting the OAC and conducting the hand-over to I CA through the
med ium of a last telephone call made lo Brig Ham BE, the Director
gency. The GOC took the
etworks in the Defence Comm en ice
opportunity of thanking all the a embled operator for their valuable and
dedicated ervice which totalled some 171 years bet\\ een them. The staff
then pent the re t of the morning hopping in Knightsbridge, notably
Harrod , where they were tempted to spend pan of their redundancy
payments! The Squadron finally ho ted them to a formal lunch back in
Chet ea Barrack . in the Bruno tub, where as the saying goe ·a good
time was had by all '! Certain ly there were man) toric \\apped and
more than the occa ional tear, as well as a fair amount of good food and
drink imbibed! All i not yet quite over a a more informal ocial meeting
will take place in eplembcr when the Troop will take the opportunit) to
say their ·ad. though fond, farewell ! \ hit l on the subject of clo:ure.
and job lo ses, the re ult of the COM I E reorgan1 ation programme
are out shorll , o there could be more function e.nd tears hed in the not
too distant future. SSgt Ripley and gt \ hite eployed on a reccc for
the forthcoming Troop ummer amp 15 - 21 .• ugust.
good "eek
hould he had by all so "·ateh this space for the thrill · and giggles m your
fa\'Ouri tc publication in the coming month .
The Troop would like lo give a \\ann welcome to L pl all) Patrick
"ho arri , ed from 251 ig ' qn in Alder hot.\\'• hope )Ou ha'e a \Cl)
enjo able tour in London. Mo' ing in the oppo. ilc direction to he reunited with her hu band wa Cpl arah Dyer aller one of the sh\'rle t
tay , ever. in London. Any tip. on ho" ' OU did it. "111 be great!)
appreciated. eriously, we hope you had a happy ta) "ith us and all the
be. l in the future.
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rath r di appointing re ult in the Inter Troop Challenge Trophy for
olf, but that an be put do"n to the fact that we poor hardy oul's in 0
Tp are unable to get out and practice on a \\led afternoon. Un like the re:t
of the quadron ;,.e are full
om mined around the clock. All)'" ay, it
allow· the remainder of ou to catch i.. • up and should make the
competition a little clo er in the coming m nth .
:'\JIKETROOP
Tp Comd
apt 1 icol
Tp gt
gt Twizell
The Troop would like to e ·tend a big welcome lO Capt (TOT) Bob
• ' icol ''ho ha arri\'ed from i . Ireland and farewell to Capt (TOT) Phil
ooper - "ho covered a ve1y busy period. May you enjoy your tour al
Blandford as the Falk.land Island De k Officer (FIDO)! The Troop would
also like to say a pe ial farewell to 1aj (TOT) Howes who retired in
June after thirt) e\'en ·ears ervice and two extended posting with the
quadron. He will be ·orely mi ed.
\1ike Tp ha een a \·ery bu y month with the Royal Tournament at
Earl' Court and the tale Opening of the cottLh Parliament. !!t Cory
Pennicott lead the Royal Tournament Team which includes gt 'Twiz'
T"izell and Sigs · ll fouth' Blevin . · foller, · McFaul and 'Loved
p' :'\-tcGuire. The Team were in\'olved "ith the installation and
maintenance of an intercom y tem covering the whole of the Earl C'oui1
Arena including the roof, I 0 feet high. The Team also in tall d a
comprehen j,e telephone network. gt' Pennicott and 1\\•izell al o had
the role of the Producer Assi tant, with the very important task or
en uring the how ran a planned. The quadron would like to thank
Cpl' Brian '36 pint ' Jacobs, Chris ' couse' teven , LCpl Balaram,
and ig Dave · oho' ludd from 2 ig Regt.
The Radio Tech departed for Edinburgh at the end of June lo in tall
and provide a ceremonial net for the tate Opening of the cottish
Parliament, withou t which, Radio Tp would not have been able to
operate. The occa ion passed off without any trouble and it was an
enjoyable and worthwhile experience to work with our i ter Squadron
(242 ig Sqn) and to liaise clo ely with Lothian and Border Police. Well
done to gt Chri 'Wiggy' Jacob who organi ed the fun filled 70' 80's
ummer Ball. It wa an excellent evening with many intere ting styles of
dre .
The Troop came econd in the Inter-Troop Golf Competition. Well
done to apt (TOT) Phil Cooper and Gordy · elly the Elephant' Cpls
'.\tc ' eillie and Dean ·Always on holiday' piers for their efforts.
Rumour has it neither player could hit a barn door from five yards with a
golf ball. Congratulations are in order for Cp l Michael Amb ler who
completed the first Installation Technician Cour e at Blandford. Well
Donel! Finally, congratulations to gt Cory · 1o Work" Pennicott on his
marriage to Charlie. They are now jetting off to Kenya. Watch out fo r
tho e lion !
EXERCl ETH LO KHOLA COCKNEY: 9- 26 APRIL 1999
Exercise Thulo Khola Cockney was a Corps I District ponsored
Expedition to epal. The expedi tion included qualified team members
from RAF Waddington Flt Lt Simon 1oore, 15 Regt RLC SSgt Pete
Baker, 144 Para Fd Amb (V) Cpl Niguta Ithia without whom the
Exerci e would have not been possible, so thank you one and all. With
the blue touch paper finally lit and burning Sgt ·Fergie' (Fergus)
'.\'epalee Ciri=en exrraordinary font of all knowledge. · Anderson and
Capt One Thomas OIC party seconded from 83 Sig qn (V) in Che! ea
set too finalising party details and logistics, such things as payments,
pas port etc. You may \\ell think that wa easy, however, the list of those
partaking in the Exerc ise st retched the length of England with Sgt
Heather '\le ' air fonn Edinburgh, LCpl 's Eddie Banks and Co urtney
Watt from Catterick, ig Lee Smith Bulford, Sgt Cory Pennicott and
Cpl Paul Bone both from Che lsea.
Finally on our way, the trip took ome 14hrs to Kathmandu . The
journey pa ed reasonably well ~ ith Sgt Fergus Ander on coming in to
hi own at the under construction Kathmandu Airport. We were not met
by our guide and with a few amaste' , the apalee greeting, tltrown in
for good measure he secured transport to the Hotel. The Exercise was a 7day trek 111 a remote area of cpal and not the infamou Annapurna
ircuit (Nepal answer Lo the Southdown 's Way) fo llowed by three days
\\hite Water Rafting on the ragging Ri er Mar yhandi.
The Trek went very well with a couple of minor sickne se on route.
Capt oa,·e Thoma and Sgt Pete Baker spent one night of the trek,
due to heat exhaustion, alternating with their heads between their knees
making barking noi es. The next day, both feeling some what tired, we
were faced with longest leg of the trek . That evening, on arrival in the
ne\1 camp site, gt Fergu Anderson not "ishing to be out done by the
other two decided it was his tu m to make barking noises as we all sat
do\\ n to tuck into another well produced meal by the Porters. Bags of
sympathy from the remaining member of the Exercise, the air was full of
·IJo you want any food Fcrgie'. Food on the trip was a strange delight.
We had been assured by OC 238 ig Sqn. Maj teve Hunt, that for all
meals we would eat only Bhat! We had every thing but chicken, goat and
'ast quantitie of spinach as they had brought a job lot in one of the
1illages.
On the recreational front our team had a distinct height advan tage
11hcn m111ed to play \Olleyball in some of high mountain vi llages. Our
secret weapon, LCpl Courtney Watts, was a towering 6'4'ish! That
a 1de, we diplomatically lost the matche - at lea t that's the story we are
ticking too. The final phase of the trek saw us all marching down the
road to Be isahar-har-har! Thi was to be the fi nal camp site and
unkno11.n to us the area for a poliucal rally and the last ni ght \I ith the
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trekking porters. gt Heather Mc air without the aid of a band
entertained as she had done throughout the trek ' ith her rendition of ' I ' vc
come 'doone· from the isle or ky ' accompanied by mrit Gurung the
head porter wearing a ginger wig and tartan bonnet.
e:-.t came the white knuckle bu ride from Be isahar-har-har to
Kundi and the start of Ute White Water Rafting phase. The bus driver
mu ·t be congratulated for n l going over the cliffs although at time I'm
sure he wanted to. All agreed, on arrival. that this was a journey not to be
repeated. Hand were blistered from gripping the scat bars, palm were
sweaty and the eyes were fixed and glazed. The tage 4 and 5 rapids we
, ere about to encoun ter o er U1c next three days would have nothing on
the bu ride. or o we thought! White ' ater rafting is not for the f'aint
hearted. It has a tendency to concentrates Ute mind especially when you
are thrown into U1e water, a most of us were al some point or another.
We all had tale of near death experience , the shear co ld of the water
from the mountain glazier simply took your breath away. The whole
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PATROL COMPET ITION ITALY - VALMALE CO 1999

by W02 (SSM} 'Paddy ' Morrow
Valmalenco 99 was a Patrol ompctition which took place over the
period 4 - 6 June 1999 and was held in Yahnalenco, orthern Italy, which
is a small village normally re erved for the skiing fraternity in winter. The
competition was well supported by Briti h teams and other nations. The
SM set about canvassing upport for the event and eventually entered
two teams but due to other commitments only one team managed to get
away. It was envisaged that the competition organised by the Italian
reserve forces would be a fa t and furiou event which we would normally
associate with those organised by ourselves this was not the case, as the
Italian approach to competi tion is slightly more laid back.
T h e
instructions issued by our hosts were deliberately vague so very little in
the way of preparation could be made. The SSM accompanied by Cpl Jim
Gray and LCpl Stu Golightly set out on a marathon journey to Italy. The
lirsl day's activities involved the team participating in a hooting
competition using some very interesting weapons. The patrol itself started
off at early o'clock on the Saturday morning when the team were met by
the doctor who gave us a check up. Unfortunately by Check Point Two we
lo t Stu Golightly who was suffering from a stomach upset. To say the
ground was undulating would be a understatement, snow covered peaks
would give you an indication of what the ground was like. The tasks
which we had to complete were very intere ting and unusual and ranged
from firing a home made rocket launcher to morse code and emaphore.
After about twelve hours a very exhausted team finally finished the event.
On the Saturday evening there was a party for the competitors and the
local and surprisingly enough Stu Golightly made a miraculous recovery.
On the Sunday morning the team attended a church parade which was
followed by a parade through the town . The competition culminated in a
prize giving presentation suffice to say there was no need to leave much in
the way of space in our transport for our trophies.

Fa rewell to the Porters
(l.:R ): Flt Lt Simon Moore, BJ, Sgt Heathe r McNair, Amrit Guru ng
experience was like being in washing machine or spin dryer. The trip was
a great way to build team spiri t particularly when the raft guide gave out
heart rendering commands like 'ro\ harder ' and 'Oh no not that way ' .
We, of course, obeyed every command and survived what was ultimately
a great experience.

Valma Ienco 99 - The Team
(l.:R):Cpl Jim Gray, W02(SSM) 'Paddy' Morrow and
LCpl Stu Golightly

THREE PEAKS CHALLE GE 18-22 J

E 99
by Cpl 'Gregs ' Grego1y
The Three Peaks Challenge is to climb consecutively the three highe5t
peaks in Scotland (Ben cvis 4406ft). Engla nd (Scafell 3206ft) and
Wales (Snowdon 3560ft). HQ LA D had two teams entered, one led by
SSgt Lou WoolJey, the other led by Capt ' eil Lodwig and each had it's
own Admin team. 77 team were starting between 5 - 8pm, \\-e started at
a steady jog at 7pm, with the other team starting at just after 7pm. By the
time we reached the 'zig-zags' it was more of a fast walk but we got to
the checkpoint on the summit in lhr 36mins. We couldn't stop to enjoy
the view as the visibility was only a few yards so we started back down at
a much faster pace and passed the other team, still on their way up, after a
few minutes. We got back to the start \ ith only 2hrs 39mins on the clock.
The support team now took over, they had been waiting patiently at the
bottom of the mountain, preparing our meals and the vehicles for the
journey to cafell (or had they just been to MacDonald's?). After ix
hours we reached the next tart point. The weather was still very good
and it was only 4am, the earliest we were allowed to tart. The track up
seemed like it ' ould never end but eventually it did and we found that
we were the ftrst team to reach the summit. By the time we got back we
were beginning to ache but the Admin team had got some food and
drinks ready for us and in no time at all we were driving down to Wa les
for the third mountain. The weather was still very good and the route up
nowdon was relatively easy compared to cafcll and Ben evis except
for the last mile or o but by this time we knew there wasn't much of the
challenge left. We got to the cafe on the summit after about an hour and a
quarter's walking lo find we were the first team to finish.
Our final po ition was third in a time of 17hrs Smins (11.ith 11 hour
compulsory driving) and the other HQ LAND team fini hed in 7th place
winning them the prize for the first mixed team. I would like to thank Capt
eil Lodwig and gt Lou Woolley and the fire ervice for organising the
event and the Admin teams for their work before, during and after the event.
EXERCISE STRO. G lRO 25 JULY - 6 AUG T 1999
by W02 (SSM} 'Paddy' Morrow
Ex trong lron wa the exercise name given to this year' Squadron
Summer Camp. which aw a great number of the Squadron's military
element deploying to Wyke Regis Training Camp on the out kirts of
Weymouth. The area. which cater for thousand of tourists every year,
was a very popular venue.
ot only did it provide some excellent locations in which to carryout
the mandatory activities uch as canoeing and trekki ng, it had lots to offer
once the training cea ed for the day. The SSM decided lo keep thing
imple o the camp took a similar fom1at as la t years camp at Brawdy,
with the normal level two adventurous training acti\ ities taking place
Monday through to Thursday leaving Friday morning for the troops to do
some fun activit ie uch as Jet kiing and Go-Karting. Those personnel
who deployed on week one of the camp had some excellent weather
which many per onnel leaving at ihe end of the week with the making of
some nice tans. Week Two turned out to be a mixed bag regarding the
. ' eather with a little un hine and rain but sp irits were not dampened. The
training went almost without a hitch the exception being the wind urfing
which took place in ' eek one. which on the first two day the ''ind
proved too strong for in ·truction much to the annoyance of Cpl Reg
Varney our wind urfing instructor on loan from 3 Div. The onl) ca ualty
of the two ' eeks was LCpl Joyce who whil t practi ing hi cap ize drill
managed to damage one of hi front teeth, his only concern being for hi
appearance and hi inability to attract any female in the local pubs and
clubs so a quick trip to the dental centre brought a mile back to hi face.
however it did nothing to improve hi luck with the local ladie !!

White Water Rafting L - R Flt Lt Simon Moore,
Capt Dave Thomas, Rafting Guide Manu, Rafting Guide,
Cpl Iffy lthia , LCpl Eddie Bank, LCpl Courtney Watts

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please ad vi e the Sub cription Clerk, at RHQ,
IN WRITING, of any change of address .

This information should not be telephoned.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1999

Valmal enco 99 - The Ground
Cpl Jim Gray plots the route to the next checkpoint - straight up!J I
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1999

The Canoeists take a break
(L-R) : LCpl's Stu Golightly, Joycey Joyce, Fitzy Fitzpatrick,
Cpl Andy Shepherd, Sgt Jim Robertson , Cpl Gregs Gregory and
LCpl Danny Cooper
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ACE MOBILE FORCE (LAND)

qn Comd
1aj D. J. Fou lke
' 1
W02 (
1) K. larsh
This ha been yet another busy period for the quadron during\\ hich
\\<! ha\e managed to cram in l\\O Ad\·enture Training Exercise . the Kiwi
Troph) and rid ourseh·e of our entire ehiclc fleet all while preparing for
an imminent deployment to Bo nia.
OPERATIO ' GRICO A - 501 COBALT
ince the beginning of the ATO deployment and the increa,e of
te1rion in the Ko O\ o region a detachment from the quadron ha been
deployed proYiding atellitc Communications in a variety of role to
differ<!nt headquarter . Deployed on the detachment ha been Sgt Pete
Eden, Cpl Gareth Howell, LCpl'Gaz Prydie and Sig Ru s Taylor.
They ha\ e been ably a isted by two personnel from 30 ig Regt. LCpl
Pu likar and ig cott Cooper.
DEPLOY~lE

T DJ RY - by Sig Ru s Taylor
On initial deployment we were ba ed in Kumanovo, Macedonia. Here
we were attach1.:d to 7 ig Regt providing a theatre COMMCE and a
tandby Ptarmigan link to the Corsham Hub. Life was very much tatic
and routine as we waited for the deci ion to be made over possible move
into Koso,·o. During the e two months we worked hard at honing our
pizza eating skill , '' ith gt Pete Eden emerging as the most uperior.
Mo t importantly we managed, again t all odd . to ' in the 30 Sig Regt
Five-a- ide football competition. On the day of the competition the
bookie had us at 40-1 no hoper but the team consisting of S gt Al
Ironside, Cpl Gareth Howell, ig cott Cooper, LCpl Phil Hughes and
my elf manage.d to o'ercome all challengers to claim the prize. Whal
tipped the balance was the cheerleading capabilities of gt Phil Eden.
''ho was forced to it the competition out after forgetting his trainers
(Admin!!). When finally the move into Kosovo came it was quite an
e\ent. After closing down all links at 0600hr on the morning of the
move we had to pu h quite hard in order to be ready for the first packet
lea\ ing at 0700hrs. The French vehicles at the front were the first to
mo\e and the \: acky Race began. What followed was quite humorou as
three lane of traflic bound for Kosovo and one lane leaving attempted to
make headway along a road that could be classed as a country lane. This
meant that it took us I I hrs to reach our final destination, the town of
Mitrovica. In that time we had travelled ju t I39km. Driving through the
'illage and towns en-route there was nothing but deva talion as most
areas were completely destroyed with rubble strewn e erywhere. The
people were out in force lining the streets and singing pro- ATO songs.
On reaching Mitrovica it' a much the same story. The town was guned
and virtually deserted. We are now firmly entrenched in Mitrovica
pro' iding a Ptarmigan Satellite Bridge and eagerly awaiting our end of
tour in September. During this time the Squadron has also had oldiers
deployed on Op Palatine and in Albania on Op Spooner.
EXERCISE lRO PASS - WITZERLA. D - by LI Chris Preston
Exercise Iron Pa s was a Squadron expedition to Switzerland which
took place from 11-26 July 1999. The aim was to traver e the width of
S\\itzerland along the Alps from Montreux to Sargans. The Expedition
wa organised and led by Lt Chris Preston and technical assistance was
provided by Capt Andy Marcus from (AMF(L)) CSS Bn who was the
expedition J MEL(S). The party reached the start point in Montreux by
"ay of Hoverspeed and a 16 hour trek along the E-17. Breakfast on the
first day took the form of the squaddie favounte, the egg banjo, this was
because it meant less washing-up. On starting the trail we quickly
realised the pattern that the trek would folio\ . Forested lower slopes,
extremely teep and very humid, were at the beginning of each trail.

crazy Engli hmen that were waving at the driver. The fir t summit (or
col) reached ' as Rochcuss de are landing ut 2091 m. Herc the limiting
factor of water became apparent. De pite each carrying sufficient
suppl ies the phy ical exe rti on and heat soon meant that each mountain
stream wa a very welcome sight.
The highest points of the trek lay around the halfway mark, these
were the efincnfargge Pa at 26 I 2m and the Bluemlisaphutte Pas at
2837m. Both are very steep climbs and command impressive views. ven
though. by this stage our leg had grown tronger and feet had hardened
we had to reach them on con ecutive day . Of the two passes the mo t
remarkable was the latter at the top of which\ as a mountain lake known
as a 'Lager· in which is reflected the peaks of the mountains above. At
end of thi pas ' a the Bluemli ap Glacier which pours ofT the side of
the mountain . Climbing around thi proved extremely difficult and the
last few hundred metre were like the 'step clas from hell'. However
having reached the summit the iew was awesome. You could almost
believe you are on the most isolated pot in the world until you tum to
notice the Alpine Hut - how did that get there?

Capt Andy 'Crazy Legs' Marcus at the 'Lager'
On completion of these two climbs it was time for midway point
day-off. We descended into Griesalp 'just for one' to find a Bierfest in
full swing. The Swiss certainly know how Lo enjoy themselve and we
whiled away the hours at Jazz and Blues festival. It is one of the large tin
the world and turned the whole place into a ma sive street party. The
enjoyment of this was matched only by Sig Cooper's birthday party in
Zurich at the end of the trek. As with all expeditions there is a list of
fame/shame. Particular menti n must go to Sig 'Scou e' Bennett and his
Italian Job-esque driving ability. Also to Sig ' Baldrick ' Tierney for hi
reversing skills and to Capt Andy Marcu for being a JSMEL, a
diplomat and having a seemingly endless sen e of humour. Finally, go to
Switzerland in the ummer, its brilliant.

EH:n on day one we attempted to make things a little easier but the
mountam railway we attempted to catch imp ly ignored the group of
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THE KIWI TROPHY
The Kiwi Trophy is the Squadron's annual March and Shoot
competition which is completed by every lit member of the quadron. It
consists ofa 22km march carrying 301bs and rifle followed by a shoot of
IOrds at IOOmetres. It i an individual effort and marks the high point of
the quadron's physical training year. The trophy commemorates the
Squadron's association with the Bulford Kiwi, which it maintain and the
ew Zealand Defonce tafT. The Kiwi Trophy it elf is presented each
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1999

Winners) were presented by Brig Ottaway. The Ki\\ i Trophy \\a \\Oil
by Cpl Mo Pay, the 0 came a close second. The Innocent Cup \\as
won ~y ~apa Troop. Finally the Lang Memorial Trophy (most significant
contnbut1on to the good of the Squadron) was presented to LCpl ·a mm)
an:iucl and the Lanyard Trophy Team were pre entcd with their Wmner..
certificates. Both of these were presented by Brig 'haw \\ho abo took
the opportunity to promote LCpl Rudland to full Corporal and Cpl
' inja hef' Homer to Sergeant.
TRAILW LKER UK 1999- by Cpl 'Robbo Robenson
On 26 June 1999, at a time when most ensible people were still in
bed, two teams from the Squadron were deploying to take part in
Trailwalker UK. This is IOOkm, race along the South Downs Way in aid
of the Gurkha Welfare Trust. We arrived at the Start Point havmg been
treated to the driving skills of LCpl Chris ' definitely a novice' . oviss
and the delightful background music provided by LCpl 'Buu' Bury.
The sun was beating down hard and we were definitely up for it. The
hard training was about to be tested and we spent the hour before the tart
attempting to dO\\ll as many fluids as pos ible. For Lt Chris Preston
pre-race preparation meant gelling and styling his hair while ig Jim
Gallagher tried to disguise his nerves by grinning at everythmg
everybody said. I. unfortunately, missed the warm-up, a long climb up a
big hill, so arrived at the start unprepared. Well not weating an)'\\ay.
Once the start gun had gone we began the race. Lt quickly became an
endless log of checkpoint after checkpoint and kilometre a lier kilometre.
We suffered our first casualty at the 18 mile point when LCpl 'Buzz'
Bury when down with heat stroke. At this point it is probably \\Orth
mentioning that he is one the Squadron PTls. The finish wa reached not
before time at 0030hrs. We had been running for over I Shrs and had
managed to come a creditable 28/215. Sig Thompson from Team B had
gone it alone after the rest of his team had dropped out and fini ·hed at
least one hour ahead of us. We were then presented with our medals and
treated to a Gurkha Bhat before proceeding back to Bulford.

Brig R. R. Ottoway MBE
presenting Cpl Mo Pay with the Kiwi Trophy
The culmination of the day events was the presentations and the
barbecue. The Kiwi Trophy (I ndividual Winner) and lnnocem Cup (Team

Team A (l-R): Sig Kemp, Cpl Robertson, Sgt Lawn and Lt Preston
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OC
Maj . Griffiths
SSM
W02 (SSM) D. Ewing
Welcome and goodbye to the 0
quadrons, Maj eil Griffiths our
new qn Comd who ha recently arrived from Germany. Having been
fully briefed by Maj Steve Turnbull during the hand-over and issued
with plenty of untan lotion to boot, he took the chair from teve on the
26 August. Maj Steve Turnbull after commanding for 2fi year has
moved on with his family to Scotland having been po tcd to R ig
MCM Div in Glasgow. All the best for the future and happy ailing for
you and your family on Loch Lomond, watch out for the midge ! Our
visitors for this period of the year were 202 Sig qn, 3 (UK) Div HQ &
Sig Regt, who visited the island on Ex Lion un 1999. We hope that
your unbum wa not too painful and that you enjoyed your vi it to the
Squadron and ofeourse to Cypms, happy track ba hing in Bui ford!

Sig Ellis showing the strain, going up the Kiwi at the 21 km point

Sigs 'Scouse' Bennett and 'Baldrick' Tierney
Taking time-out at the summit

year ~y a representative from the ew Zealand High ommission, this
year 11 was the Defence Attache, Brig R. R. Ottoway MBE. The
competi tion took place over 22-23 Jul y 1999. Day One saw those
involved in the hosting duties for the main day compete. Many of the
Squadron 'fitties' ran that day and the OC, Maj Jim Foulkes emerged as
the overnight leader. Day Two began at 'Oh my god' o'cl~ck with the
first nm~ers etting of! at 0630hrs. They were cheered on by the QC, who
was anxiously checkmg out the competition, and the 21C Capt iall
Stokoe. The hosting. for the day began at 0940hrs as the 'guest , Brig
Ottaway, accompanied by the ew Zealand Defence Staff, and Brig
haw, ACOS G6 CIS LAND, arrived at the Officers Mess. They were
met by the 0 , 21C, W02 ( M) Ken Marsh, W02 (YofS) Kev Kerr
and W02 (RQMS) Geordie Harvey.
Fol~owing a short brief on the days events they were whi ked off to
the finish line to ee the first runners come in. Here the cw Zealand
Defence Staff made the most of the opportunity to use the range and
succeeded in gaining some embarrassingly good cores.
The second main event of the day was the Service of Remembrance at
the Tidworth Military Cemetery where a lot of ew Zealand soldiers are
buried. The service was attended by all guests, the OC, SSM and a bugler
!Tom the 2nd Bn The Light Infantry, who sounded the Last Post.

AIRFIELD TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt G. Kemp
Tp SSgt
Sgt Stcnhouse
Since the Troops !ast entry there ha been two promotions, a few
departure and even more arrivals. Firstly promotions, congratulation to the
Troop 0 , Lt 'Gareth' Kemp, on his promotion !Tom econd Lieutenant to
Lieutenant and ig 'Barney' Barnett on hi promotion to Lance Corporal.
ow the farewe lls, good luck to
gt (FofS) Eric O'Halloran and wife
Julie who have gone back to sunny Blandford. (you arc adly mi sed).
Farewell and be t wi hes to Cpl 'Jim ' Wainwright for your marriage to
Moira, who is posted to 242 Sig qn in Edinburgh and the be t of luck to
Marion our Troop !erk and husband Ewan on their po ting to RAF Brizeorton. Hello and welcome to the Troop. for Sgt (FofS) 'Mac· McGregor
and wife Lorraine, al o congratulation· on the birth of your new on
Fraser; Cpl 'G len ' Paterson and wife Amanda, LCpl ·Danny' Rudd and
wife ue, ig 'Danny' (Ex hips Cat) McGurk, Sig 'And ' ( ew hips
at) Wells and last but by no mean least ' elcome to haron our new
Troop lcrk, hope that you all enjoy your time in U1e Troop.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1999

259 IG ALSQ ADRO S M.MERCAMP-bySig 'Ga='Fuins
The Troop OC, Lt ·Gareth' Kemp was recently elected from a ca t of
thou and (or was that one) to organi e and run a two week quadron
ummer Camp from 5 July - 16 July 1999 in and around the Troodos
area. On Monday the 5th July 1999. Lt Kemp, ably a ·i ted by hi band
of D , gt ·Kev' lngley , LCpl 'Barrington· Barnett, igs • di '
Bennett, ·Danny' McGurk and myself, all member of Airfield Tp. We
gathered at RAF Troodo along with other members of the quadron who
were taking part in ihe Camp. It promi ed to be a fun tilled week of
adventure training. After all the usual arrival brid the happy campers
were plit into group and for the first t\ o day went mountain bikmg
and orienteering. At the end of which we had broken half of the mountain
bike and pro ed that map reading wa not our forte. Day three. for those
' ho could manage it, was Go-Karting ''hich (sounding my O\rn tmmpet)
I won. Followed by a vi it to the Keo Brewery in Lima ol. Here ''e
learnt the technique of brewing Keo larger and wines, after ''hi ch we
were allowed to put into practice our newly acquired e:1.pertise and
ample beers and wine of the be t. The next day was ·pent at tht: \\ aterkiing Club RAF krotiri for a \ et day on banana boat and doughnut .
A fanta.tic time wa had by all except Sig 'Windmill Arn1' Green who
unfortunately di located hi arm and \\8 taken to hospital. Theda) \\a~
completed by a meal in a local Ta,erna, again with the l!xception of ig
Green who had to survive on hospital fo d. The Grand Finale of the
week was the walk down from Troodos to HQ in Ep1skopi. a total of
30km. The day tarted well with all the team makmg the first check
point. While gt ·Fudge' l\ facPhce's team was seen running from
ch ckpoint to checkpoint, ig 'Rimmer' Eyre's team had till not been
ecn nt all until two hours atler all the other teams had passed chcckpomt
two. However, no one was concerned a the teams had b<!cn 1s. uc.:d \\1th
a • afety mobile phone for emergencic . E\t~ntually the mis ing t<!am \\a
located, having lo ·t their mobile phone. The quote of the da) ''a.
'Where' your afcty phone Mr Eyre?' 'Lat .ecn free-falling do"n a
clifi ir.'
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DHEKELl TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 1 • 1orris
Tp gt
gt \ hitt)•
.
.
Like the re t of the quadron. Dhekeha Tp ha al o undergone a maJor
tran formation on the posting front. o with out further ado welcome to
gt Avery and family, Cpl 1ercer and impending family and C:Pl
Torrington and family all from orthem Ireland. Welcome also to 1gs
tu a rt and Fell from trade training and finally welcome back to LCpl
Lloyd on return form Fl. The Troop bid ' farewell to gt Jo nes and
famtly to 39 Bde and pl Little and famil to R
Blanford on his Tl.
pl D'Or leaves us for JC
l and LCpl Fazackerly and family mo e
on promotion to 3(UK} Div HQ & ig Regt. Cpl avanagh. ig Bates
and Hicklin have gone to war in Ko ovo to as i t 21 ig Regt. Good luck
lad and a afe return. The Troop has remained busy here in sunny
ypru , particularly ocially.
We deployed to the Dhekelia Watersports Club for a day' acu 111es.
The Bitsa Bar Banana boat Di play team proved their worth and only
narrowly mi cd drowning themsel e . A barbecue and Karaoke se·sion
followed the day, where the bo
howed his nerve with a fantastic
rendition of Lucky Man.

The Bitsa Bar Banana Boat Display Team from L to R Sig Stewa rt,
S ig Ling , S ig Bate, Sig Winter a nd Cp l Ki rby

EPI KOPI TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt S. Covey-Crump
Tp gt
Sgt Duncan
Epi kopi Tp has been in a period of change. with the lo s of gt '2fi
year in Cyprus, till no tan' Tierney, gt 'Wal lis and Gromit' Wi lson
and Cpl 'Lance' Swarbrick. The five newcomers arriving in Lhc heat of
ummer are, 2Lt Sarah Covey-Crump, SSgt Duncan, Foreman ' Peri '
Wi ncklc, Cpl ' Patchwork' Quilter from and Sig ' hip Cat ' Lecra .
Finally congra tulations to Sig Bennett on her pregnancy, she will be
leaving Lhe Troop at the end of October, to go on maternity leave. So far
in the Hodgson hield, aji-iendly Jnler troop porting competition, taken
very serious! , Epi Troop ha won the softba ll , cricket and the swimming.
Training and Lactic for the next competitions are already in motion. Well
done to LCpl Joh n Quinn, Team Captain for ofiball, LCpl Bob Cope
and ig Robbie Williams in the wimming. The Troop ha also been on
top fonn socially wi th a very succe sfu l summer function to the Lebilia
Apartments aod swimming pool in down town Lima sol.
202 IGNAL Q ADRO GAME
IGHT
On Monday 2 Augu t 1999, the Ep iskopi and Akrotiri ba ed Troop
had the plea urc of challenging 202 ig Sqn to a Game Night. The
e ening commenced with a hockey match in Happy Valley. 202 ig Sqn
eventually won this match 3-1 after many midfield battle between gt
C hris C heeseman (202) and LCpl Owen Trimble (259). Refreshments
were required by this tagc o both teams and all supporters retired to the
Jimmy Club where a Game
ight was organised. With all the hard
Exercise over 202 Sig Sqn were ready to replace all lost fluid . The
games cunningly cho en by 259 Sig qn were to be undertaken with
great enthusia m by both teams. The outcome was inevitable with 259
Sig qn becoming lite overall champion of the evening, thanks to their
superb che and pool players. The evening was rounded off with a
presentation of qn plaques from SSgt Kev T iern ey (259) to Lt Kelvin
G rice (202) and Maj Richard Quinlan (OC 202) to Ca pt Katy Caie
(2 1C 259).

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(LAND CENT)
qn Comd
RSM

1aj S. G. Hutchinson
\ 01 (RS.M) 1cKenn a

Q ADRO DE PLOYS 0 OPERATIO JOINT GUARDIA
The Squadron is pre ently in the process of experiencing 'deja vu'. In
late 1996 we deployed lo Bosnia in support of HQ LANDCENT as they
took over from HQ ARRC in command of the rFORJSFOR mission. (The
Squadron ended its formal commitment to Bosnia in ovember 1998
although we still have a detachment with M D(SW) in Banja Luka and
will continue to do so for the foreseeable future). Almost three years later
it is a case of history repeating as we once again deploy in support of HQ
LA DCEi T who are agai n relieving HQ ARRC in their command of the
KFOR mission. The Squadron Kosovo mission is almost identical to the
Bosnia mission. We will be overseeing the commercialisation of the
strategic and operational communications infrastructure whilst being
deployed into nine different locations within the region. Locations are as
diverse as Pristina, Pee, Mitrovica, Urosevac and Prizren in Kosovo,
Skopje in Macedonia, Tirana and D u rres in Albania and finally
Thessaloniki in Greece. The Squadron has undergone a busy summer in
preparation for the deployment with the inevitable
TAT briefings as
part of our 'national' training. On the trade and ATO side a lucky few
ha\e deployed on courses to the ATO CJS Schoo l in Latina (near
Rome) to undergo specialist training on the various COTS equipment and
systems that will be used in theatre. The Squadron will dep loy for six
months and we expect the tour to end in Apri l 2000.
280 ( K) SIG AL SQ UADRO SAVES A D W INS THE DAY !
THE Q ADRO ROMPS TO VlC TORY l THE M ORRISO
C P - by Sgt 'Vinny' Vincenl
The last Morrison Cup of the century took place at the Grenzland
. tadium Monchengladbach on Thursday 3 June 1999. Wi th the current
ituation m Macedonia there was a real fear that this prestigious event
was in danger of being cancelled. With the sun shining brightly over the
track and the spectators, the day's events got underway with an emphatic
'ictory for gt Trev McSween in the I !Om Hurdles. The hosti ng team
followed this up with several impressive victories, including gt Wayne
Dunb a r in the Discus, Sg t Vince nt in th e Lo ng Jump and LCpl
Ha ustead in the 400 metres Hurdles. Halfway through the wel l organised
competition there \>.as a lull in the battle for lunch, with the SNCO's and
Officers retiring to the Mess lent lO prepare themselves mental ly for the
aftt:rnoon' activities. At this stage of the competition it was announced
that 280 {t;K) ig Sqn had an impressive 17 points lead. The afternoon's
event recommenced with the womens' compet ition by an excellent
performance in the I 00 metres by LC pl Applegarth of 16 Sig Regt,
followed by a comfortable victory in the 3000 metres by L C pl
'\1 c r egor of 200 ig qn. Th roughout the afternoon not everything
gt J ed Kean
went 2 O's way, with two outstanding performa nces from
of 7 1g Regt in the 3000 metres and 5000 metres. 16 Sig Rcgt also tasted
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th e range phase ig R ya ll and Sig Thompson managed to achieve
marksman scores, and now proudly wear X-rifles on their dressing
gowns, a fashion started by Cpl ' o Course Too Hard' lcke.
On returning to camp, TUY was at the top of the Ii t and due to the
hard work of the Troop the vehicles passed with flying colou rs. Sig
Edwards later decided that one of the DAFs was too big to park in the
garages and took it upon herself, under the guidance of ig ' Why Didn 't
You Use Your Mirrors' Machin, to widen the doorway with the use of
the side bins on the DAF! Well done to the Troop athletics heroes for an
excellent all-round season. The Troop is starting to disper e, ready for its'
future tour to Kosovo, happy Millenium troops!
BRAVO TROOP
The Troop would like to start by saying farewell to Sig 'Dangerous
Dave' Machin who has left us to return to the MT. He made a crashi ng
impres ion within the Troop with his likeable Yorkshire banter and will
be sorely missed . Also we have another farewell for LCpl 'Wannabe
Queen' Andy King, who is leaving us for civilian street. His career is yet
to be decided but whatever Mr King's choice, we wish him all the best in
his future employment. Apart from the departures the two dets in Bosnia
- Mostar; gt 'Hatch' Hatcher, Cpl 'Ronn ie ' Radford , L pl 'Jacko'
Jackson, LCpl Andy Truswell and Sig Emma Watts and Banja Luka;
Sgt Tom Atki n son , Cpl B r i Hillson , LCpl Craig Harrison, ig
Ja nnette Lloyd are running smoothly, keeping the standard high, which
is expected from 280 (UK) Sig Sqn. Sgt Chri Read , who is currently
deployed to Greece and is io the same situation with everything well in
hand. Also this month SSgt Gra ham Weavers, Cpl Stewart Wilkinson ,
LCpl Matt G r a nt and ig G len n ' Paddler' Jame attended Adventure
Training at Engloff in Bavaria for four days. Trekking along with rock
climbing and canoeing were the activities which we took part in.
Everyone fully enjoyed the four days down there and the activitie in
which they participated in. Adventure Training was a definite success.
With the current commitment in Bosnia and the pending one for Ko ovo
the Troop i at a quiet time of the year.
CHARL IE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Em ma Rae
On the movement side of life we are sorry to be losing: Cpl Richie
'I' m the MT Rep' Birch and his wife Karen , they are headed to 3 lnf
Bde onhem Ireland, and Sig Tracy 'Treacle' Holland who is off to 24
Airmob Bde, back in good ol' Blighty. We have also lo t Cpl Matt
Rigby who has left for Civvy tra se - your collections of videographic
matter is sadly missed in the block! We are, however, plea ed to welcome
2Lt Woollyhat' Ca ulderhead into the family that is Charlie Tp!

victory with a close win in the Triple Jump. The day drew to a close with
raplurou applause at the presentation of the Morrison Cup by Col
Innocent to the 280 Team Captain, Sgt 'Vinny' Vincent. All in all the
day bad been a tremendous success due to the participation of all the
athletes and lite support from the crowd.

The S a lty S ea Dogs
Pte Blackloc k, LCpl Simmonds, S ig Lowe a nd LCpl Coo k

Sgt Vinn ie Vincent re ce ive s th e Winners Trophy
at th e 1999 Mo rris on Cup from Col Innocent
ALPH A TROOP - by Cpl Wells
Tp Comd
2Lt Higgs
Tp SSgl
SSgt Rober ts
Congratulations to Sig Edwards on her forthcoming pro motion to
Lance Corporal. Well done to S ig Lloyd on passing his Leadership
Course in Blandford (w ith a li ttle help from his old Tp OC!) Good luck lo
ig C u sty on his posting to 4 A rmd Bde HQ & Sig Sq n, we hope
everything goes well for you. Farewell a lso to Sgt Ste bbin g on his
posting to 25 1 Sig Sqn Aldershot, where hopefu lly he won't have to write
as many 252' . LCpl Gladis h ha also moved on to bigger things, by
being posted to 264 Sig Sqn after being with us fo r on ly five months.
A busy month has seen the Troop complete most of thei r IT D's on a
camp designed to sharpen our talents duri ng which Sgt ' Pathfi nder'
Porter and C pl ' I'm not lost .... MUCH' M enzies decided that the lhr
3k m course with 5 c heckpoint wasn' t c ha ll e n gi ng e no ug h and
disappeared oil' fo r 2.5 hrs covering around I Okm and two checkpoints,
needless lo say there wasn't much grief headi ng in their di rection. During
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Just as the Troop finished its mi ion in Bo nia and post-leave
complete, the Squadron has been warned off for unny Kosovo! Morale
was at an all time high when it wa announced that the Cadre Cour c and
Freedom Parade HAD to be cancelled in preparation for the deployment!
Manning in the Troop is at a min imum as ational !TD Training, Trade
Train ing, be loved Rear Details, Adventurous Training and some Summ~r
Leave all take their to ll. till, the personnel of the Troop take 1t all m their
stride, with less complaints than Victor Meldrew, e pccially ' hen some
Trade Tra ining can O LY be comp leted in Latina (that i in outhem
Ita ly for all you geographic bull's!)
EXERC J E Q UICKS ILVER BACKSTOP
(This story has been adapted from the official diary kept by ig Lowe
and Sig C larke). Quicksilver the Royal Signa ls ya~ht, the. pride. of the
Corp ' - well, that was how it was de cribed to nme novice sailors 111
harl ie Tp. The adventurous members of tl1c Troop di ided Lhem elves
into two groups and were allocated five days ailing in the Baltic ca.
Group I consisted of Lt Emma 'The Bo ' Rae. L pl 'Cookie & Eatie'
ook, LC pl. Simmo ' eanderthal' immonds, Sig Terrence 'Tarquin'
Lowe and Pte Lois 'Clerk' Blacklock. Group 2 were gt Chris 'The Tan
Man' Porter LC pl C ookie ' ow Promoted to First Mate ' C ook, LCpl
Daz ' Public Disp lay' Rickard, ig obby 'West Indian· tylcs and 'ig
Phil 'Writer' C larke. The fi rst group arrived in Kiel to meet the yacht
and Skipper. LC pl Del 'Belly Laughs· Whyman one Tuesday morning,
after being up all night on the Range ! Their fir t challenge was to buy
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three days worth of supplies, a task almost impossible of a group of
singlies! The afternoon was spent settling into the luxury liner, safety
briefs and practicing our nautical skills on a 4ft motorised boat before
setting sai l early the next morning. Group I set sail on a glorious day.
After an hour of sun, light winds and good morale the wind picked up,
the seas roughened and suddenly the seasicknes hit. We bounced around
the Baltic Sea for a further nine hours, at times it seemed the boat would
tip as it reached gravity-defying angles. Luckily the orp's yacht i made
of sturdier stuff than the crew. The 'parking' of the yacht wa another
adventure; after dropping a rope into the water, wrapping it around the
prop and going diving to untangle it {thanks Del!), we played yacht
pinball and increased Anglo-German/Danish relations! The next day was
an extreme disappointment, the weather had become worse and we were
storm-bound. The crew, always ready to adapt and overcome, went for a
cultural trip around Sonderburg. Day 4 was a perfect day to set sail for
Damp. The Skipper soon handed the control over to the crew and by the
end of the day everyone wa helming, jibing as if we were all weathered
Salty Sea Dogs, in addition Sig 'Sunny' Lowe was 'Tikiti Booing'. The
final day was glorious and, finally, our interpretation of sailing was
fulfilled and we wasted no time in getting the sun lotion out. It was
during this fine weather that we handed over to Group 2, along with the
Skipper and a few necessary supplies. Aller hearing the perilous journey
of Group I we set sail a little apprehensively at a breath taking 2 knots
and headed for Mar tel. To everyone's disappointment, the next day was
awful. . . for sailing and we headed for Sonderberg on full throttle. We all
took our turns to navigate, steer on tbe correct bearing and boost the tans.
Again the next day, to the utter disgust of the less-disciplined unwor bipers, the weather was in the 30 . Sgt C h r is Porter and Sig
' obby' tyles adopted the position of ship covers and missed out on the
detour past the nudi t beach (although this did save confusion on whose
tum it was on the Binos!) On arrival back at Kiel we had to clean the boat
from top to bottom, pulpit to cockpit, in what can only be described as
'the worst march out of an Army Quarter EVER!!'
In summary both groups thoroughly enjoyed them elves; Group I
experiencing the whole spectrum of weathers and Group 2
experiencing .... Sunbathing! So thank you Quicksilver!!
MOTOR TRANSPORT T ROOP
MTO
Capt Kev Jones
With TUV over it has been a re lative ly quiet time for the Troop,
allowing ample time to get in that much needed training. Thi included
Driver Training Light with C pl Betts in a fleet of Landrover TDls and
Mercedes Benz Galanders, which went very wel l until LCpl ' Recker'
McDouga ll managed to lose control on a difficult ascent and make Cpl
Betts' day. Sig O s borne of MT Troop has recently repre ented the
Squadron in the Minor Units' Athletic Championship, Germany. which
put him in good stead for a Fourth place in the 5000 metres in the Minor
Units' Championsh ip, UK. As most of you know, these days a tour or
h o is not that uncommon and this is certainly the case for the Troop,
with its' ongoing commitments in Bosnia. The MT i now preparing for a
late eptember deployment to Ko ovo with Out-Dets located in Greece,
Albania and Macedonia. We are looking forward to putting into practice
the training we have done over the pa t fe\ month . Good luck and
farewell to Sig Ross Phillips, who i posted to 20 Armd Bde. and ig
C harlie Lister. who has departed for orthern Ireland.
ADVE T RE T RAI ING, BA '.ARI 24 - 29 JULY1999
After finding out that the whole quadron is to deploy to Kosovo and
a highly inten ive ITO week, it came as a great relief for the quadron to
carry out Adventure Training in Bavaria. Headed by 2Lt 'All the Gear ... ·
Higgs, several members of the Squadron set off to Weitnau. Bavaria for
four days of acti it ie , including kayaking, rock climbing and hill
walking. The week·s acti itie were ble sed by gloriou un hine and the
blossoming love of Sig · leepy Head' C r othe r s and Sig 'Daddy'
Foulke . Pte 'Dr Doolittle' Lane managed to find something ·small and
fluffy' to keep the guy happy - a local farmer was breeding deer. The
kayakers, consi ting of Sgt Weavers. LCpl Grant, Sig J ame and ig
Wildridge kept themse l es bu y on the water, with the latter three
gaining their Level I proficiency. The walking took place in onthofen,
around the ebelhom, where Sig 'Too Slow. I'm Bored' Ryall. took to
the pace a if it was the Lanyard Trophy, whit ' l all other participant
preferred to admire the view and bimble along taking in the fre hair. The
evenings were spent relaxi ng in the lodge with a fe, party trick from the
like of C pl 'Dreamboy· Jck c and C pl 'Wannabe' Te a d a le, who
entertained \ ith a dance routine adapted from 'The Full Mont ' . The
week wa a great succes until the drive home. when ig Rya ll and ig
Wildridge relaxe:d a bit too much and decided a demolition derby was
more fun in mini bu es than in go-karts.
COMM
TpComd

IC TIO

PPORT ECTI01
apt Dave tewart

F REWE LL , RRI AL & T HA K 0
First of a II we ha e ome goodbye , in order of departure: ig Omar
S herriff, ~ho i probabl y putting another hrimp on the barbi half ''ay
around the world, (G'DA MATE). L pl i · wok' Ha rri , off to unn;
Paderborn , and e en uirnier Banja Luka a11er hi Leadership course. pl
Tony Caban who ha ten Lo take up a ivilian DP job in The Hague.
o~ i the time to buy shares in Dutch bre\\erie . Finally L pl 'Ma,•
lcGlinchey and hi wife Raffach1 ; be 't of luck in his new career here in
Germany. Keep an eye out for him at Dus eld rf irpon. Ju t one thi
time: welcome LO C pl · F-H' Fea therstonehau gh and famil \\ho join u'
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from Tp after another tour of Bo nia. His main ta k at pre ent is trying
to get the better of T4 and gi' e th e quadron a reliable internet
onnecti n. Thank you goes to gt (FolS) 'Lumbc~jack ' Griffiths for
a fun da) out at hi. ne\\ house, pulling out tree . The barbecue wa · good
a. "ell.
E 'E R I E 0 181 ED E DEA\'0 R
TO exerci e. 32
The beginning of June sa\\ the end of ano th e~
nation a>~emblcd in Baumholdc. clo e 10 Luxembourg, to carry out
mterfacing trial . Comm
upport cction wa out 1n force supp lying
what "a probably the lat deployment of tl1e RMA trunk system . The
E. erci e la ted for three week-. "ith a great deal of technical and ocial
111terfacing carried out. The ection OC. Capt Dave tewart, found out
during the final C\ening that Rumanian plum brandy i preny trong
tum The prize of highe t national flag went to thi
quadron who
attached a nion Jack to a kite and posi tione<l it above the 30 metre
French Airforce 1a t.
FURTHER Q DRON THLETIC
UCCE
T THE B (G) & ARMY CHAMPIO SHlP
With the 1orri on Cup ictory till fre hly embedded ' ithin the
athletes· minds, the team travelled up to Sennelager to compete in the
Briti h Force (Gem1any) Athletics Champion hip on 26 June 1999. Due
to the amount of team entered for thi champion hip. both the Major and
Minor nit were informed tliat the winning teams would be selected to
repre ent BF (G) in the army team finals . The coring of the
champion hips pro,·ed to be a problem due to the lack of team entered,
a no matter how much better an athlete wa than his opponent, tl1e
oppo ition alway came ·econd! It became apparent quite quickly that 3
Fd mb RAMC were not here ju t to make up the numbers. Throughout
the morning the local unit won every e\'ent, lea\'ing 2 0 with all the work

to do. It "as during the break that the younger athletes within the team
reali ed it's not uch a good idea to drink alcohol the night be fore an
athletic champion hip! After a serious tactical team talk, the competition
recommenced with ig Le Ryall running a great race to win the 800
metres. The winning trend stayed with 280 with uperb athletic feats by
Sgt' Trev Mc ween and ed Kelly. With only the 400 x 400 metres
relay to run, 3 Armd Fd Amb realised that the i iting unit was to be
going home with the silverware.
THE GRA D FINALE!!
ARMY I TER U IT TEAM ATHLETICS CHAM PIO SHIP 1999
The 21 July 1999 a' the team enter into the final battle of the
gladiator . This would be the ultimate victory, and of cour e complete the
treble. The players of Manchester United received £500,000 each bonus
for completing uch a great achievement. What would it bring us?! It was
a fine summer's day, the Stadium had recently received a major face lift
and wa looking more pectacular than ever. With eight major units
entered the tage had been set for a magnificent competition . The team
was quietly confident afler a couple of weeks inten e altitude training in
the K. The event kicked off with a tremendou win in the Hammer for
Cpl Barny Barnett, unfortunately tl1is was followed by ome unforeseen
hock defeats on tl1e track (mention no names, gt Mc ween)! The teams
hopes of winning were kept alive with Sgt ' Vinny' Vincent winning all
hi events, and another fine perfom1ance which saw ig Les Ryall battle
his way into a well de erved Third in the 00 metre . Throughout the day
the Minor Uni ts competition wa a very closely fought battle between
HQ 4 Div, AF Harrogate and 280 (UK) ig qn. Brave di plays by ig
' Ossy' Osborne and Mat Baber were to no avai l, as HQ 4 Div over
powered us by a very influentia l one point to gain victory. 0 erall thi s
has been a admirable team performance and it is a great honour to be part
of the quadron' most succe sful athletics team to date.

CONGRATULATIO S, WELCOMES & FAREWELLS
Congratulation s go out to Maj Dolling on his ' promotion' to
substantive Major and also to Cpl Lee 'the Gut' Ghaut on selection for
promotion lo Sergeant. The promotion drinks have already gone down in
legend despite most that were present being unable to remember the night
itself! Lee now leaves us to lake up a post as a trade training instructor at
D SS Chick ands . Welcome to C pl (Sgl to be) Tel ' Crossword King'
Gard in er and his wife Gail. Welcome back that is as he has only been
gone 18 months! Rumour has it that he couldn ' t hack it in the real world!
Congrawlations on your promotion Tel and good to see Blackburn
Rovers back were they belong as well! Soon to leave us is Sgt Danny
O'Neill, who has managed to get himself posted to ATO MEW G
(LA D DET) and has the prospect of two years in Italy to look forward
to!
A /A PR-39AM 4 RAF WADDI GTO 12-16 JULY 1999
The A /APR 39A (V) 4 Radar Warning Receiver Course took place at
the Defence Electronic Warfare Centre RAF Waddington in July. The
course was sponsored by GK Westland and run on their beha lf by RI
International under the direction of the American Electronic Warfare
Centre (AEWC) based al Elgin Air Force Base Florida. The A /APR
39A (V) 4 will be fitted to the first 9 WAH-64 (Apache) helicopters. A
total of eight Army personnel took part which included five members of
the Royal Signals (Tele Op (Spec)) and three from the Army Air Corps,
all based at the DEWC. Royal Signals personnel presently support the
Army Air Corps and Royal avy Radar Warning Receivers and will
make a major contribution towards supporting the Helicopter Integrated
Defensive Aid Suite (HIDAS) which will eventually be fitted to the
Army Air Corps fleet of WAH64.

Rear row (L-R): Sgt O'Neill, Cpl Shepherd, Sgt Gill, Cpl Bush,
Cpl Ghaut; Sgt McKean
Front row (L-R): W02 Wiltshire, Pete McGrew (AEWC),
Cy Pambeuna (AEWC}. Brian Todoroff (AEWC), W02 Coleman

The all Conquering Athletics Team

DEFENCE ELECTRONIC WARFARE CENTRE
(ARMY ELEMENT)
RAF WADDINGTON
nr Army Offr
Maj (Tfc (R)) D. P. Dollin g MBE
Warrant Officer
WO I ( up vr R) W. Corner
fair!) busy period on the operational support side of life has not
topped the Army continuing to make their presence felt around the
talion, despite our small numbers. gt Bridget J ukes organised a highly
~ucce,sful 12 hour sponsored step, which was well supported not only by
our.ch es, but the re t of the DEWC and RAF Waddington station. BBC
Radio Lincolnshire gave air coverage to the event and Lincoln City
football lub abo sent t\\O player along to be put through their paces,
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although both declined claiming their insurance was inva lid. They could
possibly have been put off after witnessing the ' beasting' Sgt Jukes was
administering to the 'volunteers'! A sum in the region of 2000 pounds
was raised for local charitie . Meanwhile, gt Da nny 0 ' eill and pl
Andy Bu h are set to take part in the Lyke Wake Wa lk charity challenge
between the DEWC and RAF Leuchers. The walk covers 42 mi les across
the North Yorkshire Moors from Osmotherly to Rob in Hoods Bay. It
must be completed in 24 hours, but the challenge is for the fastest time
po sible.
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EXERCISE CLIFFHA GER
Ex Cliffhanger was an Adventurous Training week undertaken by
member of the Army Element from the DEWC in the Caimgorm . The
aim of the week wa to give personnel the opportunity to conduct arious
outdoor activities. It was also an all too rare chance for us to get together
and get away from ' the building' for a week. ine members of the unit
plus two RAF Expedition Leader set off from Lincoln on Monday 26
April. After an 8-hour haul up to Kingus ie, we eventually made it in one
piece, de pile the efforts of Sgt Martin 'Michael chumacher' G ill to
frighten the life out of the passengers in hi mini-bus. A is customary on
the e occasions, one or two individual fe lt it was time to ·reece' the local
refreshment joint . Our RAF counterparts, ho' ever, had other plan .
When they informed us that we would be going for an e ening walk
around one of the lochs in order to ' hake off the leg '. there were
various re ponses. gt A ndy ' Its just a scratch' Barber uggested
everyone should search the fl oor for the plot they eemed to ha e lo t! He
later vented hi anger by crashing the mini bu as we approached the tart
point of the walk! After a quick' peed-tab' around the loch. we ' apped
drivers for someone who could drive and made it back in time to ta te the
local brew! Tuesday was down to bu ines . E eryone ' a given the
opportunity to have a go at abseiling and various climb that were et up
some harder than others. Sgt Martin G ill defied his age and his figure
and flew up the rock like pidennan, whilst other ' ere not o keen. Sert
Dan ny ' I love nature ' O'Ne ill fooled no one, by claiming there was

nothing to it. Thi was after he had his hands surgically removed from the
supporting tree in order to begin his abseil! That evening we went out
once again to one of the many lochs, this time to practice or in some
cases, learn open canoeing techniques. Once everyone had mastered the
skills it turned into a free-for-all attempt to 'attack' each other and tip the
occupants into the freezing loch. Top marks went to gt' 0' eill and
Barber for the porting way in which they flung them elves in after
seemingly escaping the hunting pack! Wednesday saw our merry band
split into two groups. Some went up into the Caimgorms to 'play in the
snow ' as the instructors put it. The rest departed with Maj Dave
'Dangerous' Dolling for Ben cvis. Sgt Danny 0' 'eill had cominced
both himself and one or two other individuals in the pub the pre\ious
night that this was surely the easy option as there were no real mountains
in Britain, only big hills! It would be a stroll he proclaimed! All this from
someone who had never seen Ben evis! Maj Dolling assured the
instructors and convinced (or is that fooled?) the group that he would
take us up the tourist route, as the group contained mainly beginners. We
were 'corrected' as we stood at the foot of the 'mountain' and informed
we would try a more challenging route. 'Up that hill, over that ridge, little
bit of a climb; right, follow me men!' Everyone felt a sense of
achievement at the lop. There were many memorable moments, in
particular Sgt 0 eill once again displaying hi love of all things natural
by clinging to rocks for dear life every time the group stopped to re t! gt
Martin 'No sense, no fear' Gill managed to make everyone else nervou
by hopping from rock to rock as though he' ere playing hopscotch whilst
crossing 'the ridge'.
On Thursday, the group was reunited for a day' mountain biking. The
two expedition leaders had drawn up a route for us to negotiate. All 45km

of it! Sgt Martin G ill quickly di played his level of biking experti e by
demanding a vehicle fitted with stabilisers! The route turned out to be
both demanding but enjoyable, with everyone managing to complete it.
A i inevitable, challenges were thrown down, and it turned into a bit of
a race between certain members. Sgt Da nny 'Competitive Dad · 0 ' eill
took this to heart and pu hed himself to his physical limits in an attempt
to stay ahead of whom he thought was a chasing pack of Maj Dave
Doll ing and C p l Lee ' Dinger' G haut on the last leg. If only he had
looked behind, he\ ould have reali ed he was well clear of the re t of the
group, hi bet wa safe and he was in fact being pu hed along by F lt Lt
C liffor d who happened to be an experienced and very good mountain
biker! Friday aw the final day of acti ities and we headed to a tart point
·on the River Spey to begin a 6-milc course down river. Tue day night '
practice had been us ful and our merry band of canoeing experts et off.
ome found the cour e ea ier than others, with Sgt Ma r tin G ill in
particular ha ing to work extremely hard. With hout of ·More po\\ er
'la r tin,' coming from hi fellow crewman, 1aj Do llin g, he paddled
with all his worth. not being one to di obey orders. Rumour ha it U1at the
Major proceeded to lie back. crack open a bottle of vintage hampagne
and munch on grapes \\ hilst admiring the surrounding country ide, but
this remains unfounded! Once again. Sgt 0 ' eill and Barber decided it
was far too ea y doing the course in the canoe and proceeded to tip
themselve into the river al every pos ible opportunity. Afier cleaning up
the ho tel and packing on aturday. a final night out wa had in neurb)
viemore. I am sure everyone will extend thank to the t\\O RAF
expedition leader , who ensured we had a full week of fir t cla :
activitie to keep u bu y. Finally, we mu tn 't forget p l Lee ·Gut'
G haut who pent months of tre , phone call·, panic and more phone
calls, arranging and co-ordinating the cxerc1 eon behalfof 1aj Dollin g.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
IS NOW ON THE INTERNET
www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/
TH E WIRE, OCTOB ER 1999
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600 SIGNAL TROOP
E

R I ERA\ IRO
E'\ Ra\\ Iron \\3 a 600 ig Tp Adventure Training Exerc1 e which
took place in the Lake Di trict between the period 4-9 July 1999. Eight of
the ten participant were from the Troop with the remaining two being
sele ted from R IT and the orsham Hub. The party was accommodated
at Denton Hou e in Ke wick, which has recently changed hand and is
nO\\ O\ ned by the Adventure Company. The week' activities included
Hill walking, canoeing, mountain biking and rock climbing/abseiling, all
of\\hich were conducted around the Ke wick area.

The party pictured at Glenridd ing, the start of their fell walk
(1.:-R): Sgt Dave Doody, SSgt Kev Wosika, Cpl Tara Dancey,W02 (FofS ) Mick Campbell, LCpl Sharo n Blythe,
SSgt Chris Gou ldson, SSgt (FofS) Dave Petty,
Sgt Pau l Hughes, SSgt (Yofs) Nige Richards,
OC 600 Sig Tp-Maj Alan Eames
MO DAY 5 JULY - HILL WALKING - by SSgt (YojS) Richards
The Hill Walking took place on Monday 5 July 1999, with W02
(FolS) 1ick Campbell the UEL talcing charge during his last working
week in the Army. The aim was to climb Helvellyn (950m) and some of
ilS les er brethren. Although the route taken was only 15km in length, the
steep gradients and track conditions made it seem much longer. Added to
this the day was bright and sunny with temperatures in the mid twenties
Celsiu , which made the pace slow but steady. The OC was oon to
discover that hours spent on a tep machine had not paid off.
The ascent pro\ ided a challenge to all personnel, whether it was the
climb. the conditions underfoot or the concentration necessary to traver e
Striding Edge with a hundred metre drop either side. A lunch break was
taken at the summit, during which SSgt (FofS) Dave Petty took the
opportunity to use his mobile and inform his wife that he was in the
precise location where marriage had been proposed some ix years
earlier. However, to 'phone' her in front of an audience was probably less
than wise. The route back was longer but thankfully easier, with some
tunning views and beautiful weather, we descended with the agility of
mountain goats. The day ended with the party being dragged forcibly into
a pub by some Australian cousins. It was a good day to be serving Queen
and Country.

T E DAY 6 J LY - MOU ' TAIN BIK.I G - by Sgt Hughes
The Mountain Bike route con isted of a 22 mile circuit starting and
ending at Denton House. The outset began with a gradual climb before
following contour , which finally had u de cending back into Keswick.
On paper, the trail appeared lo be 'kid stufT'. However the outward
climb oon left the smooth tarmac roads and paths, becoming a rocky
arduou trek occa ionally forcing the keen bikers to revert to the use of
their feet. The route pa sed a tone circle just outside Keswick, continued
through the village of Threkeld, up a mountainous climb, pa sing the
Blencartha entrc. This is where the route became arduous, following an
old mining track along the hillside of Blease Fell, with a line iew to the
left o erlooking Glenderaterra Beck and Lonscale Fell. The track then
wound its way up and along until kiddaw Hou e could be een in the
di Lance.
Having topped for lunch at kidda' Hou e and socialised with the
local sheep the journey began to reap the benefits of such hard \\ ork
earlier on. Whatever goe up must come down, and down the daredevil
bikers did, Oy in g through the rock and debris tracks leading through
Dead Crag and Little Calva. With adrenaline nowing the now hardened
bikers took to the easygoing tarmac roads and crui ed on to meet the
A59 I. From hereon the de cent into Ke wick disappeared efTortles ly
into the unny Cumbrian afternoon, with the World land peed record
safely intact. On reaching Ke wick a lei urely cycle through the town
centre admiring the local view and allowing afternoon hopper to feast
their eye on some of UK's finest mountain bikers, ended back at Denton
House amidst con ersations about saddle sore .
WED ' ESDAY 7 J LY - CA OEI G - by SSgt Gouldson.
Having completed the initial safety training prior to the adventure
training we could proceed with Cpl Tara Dancey (RAF) onto the more
intere ting a pects of canoeing. For once we didn ' t have the usual let's
get you wet to demon Irate what fun it i , thank God. We tarted the day
by practising a few recovery strokes. They were soon needed as I had a
canoe with a left-hand bia , it may have been my paddling but I'm
convinced it was the boat. Both blue canoes had this problem, ju t as you
built up a head of steam you would suddenly without reason veer off 10
the lefl.
We then went out onto Derwent Water and canoed around a couple of
island . landing on one to claim it for Queen and country, oh and had a
coffee for good measure. Having sat isfied our imperial aspirations and
bodily needs we went back to base camp for lunch. For the afternoon's
expedition we canoed across the lake and up the River Derwent, at thi
stage we practised for the circus, tanding up and paddling or like myself
falling in as soon as I stood up. The thought was enough to make me roll
over. Cpl Tara Dancey then demonstrated the Eskimo roll with the help
of Sgt Dave Doody, who enjoyed it so much he kept on going. He would
come out of one roll and immediately proceed straight into another, thi
completing an excellent day's activity.
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Sgt Dave Doody wishing he'd visited the toilet earlier at
Shepherds Crag in Bo rrowdale Valley

ROYAL SIG ALS UPPORT CADET FORCE SIG ALLING
Many will be aware that the Royal ignals support Cadet Force
signalling through being advisors to ome 277 Cadet Signal Platoons
throughout the British Isle . What may not be so well known is that
during the Easter and Summer school holidays a number of Cadet courses
are included in the established programme of the Royal School of
Signals. The aim of these courses is to upgrade Cadets and Cadet
Instructors. On a three year cycle Cadet lnstructors, of all ranks, meet in a
Symposium to di cuss their problems , exchange solut ion s and to
generally inform and update. The next Symposium being 19-21
November 1999. The Cadet lnstructors courses this year have covered
Basic Signalling, both line and Radio, as well as separate courses for
those responsible for Commanding a Cadet Signal platoon.

Cadet Force Instructors learn the ropes

The newly acclaimed Royal Signals Red Helmet Display Team
demonstrating their skills,
so what if the canoes were t ouching the bottom of the lake
(1.:-R): Maj Alan Eames, SSgt (YofS) Nige Richards,
SSgt (FofS) Dave Petty, SSgt Kev Wosika, Cpl Tara Dancey

The Team pictured at the summit of Helvellyn with two cheerful
tourists who wished to remain anonymous ,
as they weren't meant to be there

Dancey soon erected two si ngle pitched climbs. Although single pitch,
the climbs soon had me wishing 1'd visited the toilet earlier. During the
day SSgt (Yofs) Richards and myself came to the conclusion that we
were slow ly bein g eaten alive by tiny Lakeland midges. We later
retreated to Keswick and purchased the worlds strongest insect repellent,
returning smiling, we dared the midges to bite us now.
On our return Maj Eames impressed us with his climbing ability,
proving that he could still teach the younger members of the group a
thing or two. Sgt (YofS) Richards, however, proved to be the climbing
star and was later nicknamed spider, although not having eight legs he did
claim a third, which left the remainder of us somewhat bemused. All
member of the party uccessfully attempted both climbs at least once.
However, it was soon apparent that civilian climber were encroaching
from all angles. For one final adrenaline rush Cpl Dancey erected an
abseil which each member of the party descended with varying degrees
of prowess. With the equipment packed, the group sadly departed the
location of the week's final activity.

THUR DAY 8 J LY - CLIMB! G/ABSEILI G
by SSgt (FofS) Pe11y
Cpl Tara Dancey and a couple of all too willing vo lunteers deployed
early to Shepherds Crag in order to claim a stake on what has become a
very popular and busy rock-climbing location . Aided by a ' C limbing in
Borrowdale' book purchased locally and many years of experience Cpl
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1999

MERSEYSIDE ARMY CADET
RETURN FROM 0 E OF THEIR LARGE T CAMPS FOR
MANY YEARS
In the depths of the beautiful orthumberland ational Park, during
the warmest weather of the year so far, 500 Army adet from
Merseyside have just enjoyed a thrilling, action packed 12 days at their
Ann ual Camp. Together with 150 of their Adult Instructors and Officers
and supported by ome 50 other adult stafT, the boy and girls have taken
part in Cadet military train ing on the Otterburn Army Training Area,
expeditions, and adventure training activities at the cout As ociation
cen tre at Kellder Water. T he ir Com manda nt, Col Amiot sa id , ' The
adets have loved it. It has been a great challenge to get it set up and run
for so many but every one of the 12 days have been rewarding. I am
grateru l to all my staff who have done a splendid job. I am al o very
gratefu l for the level of upport that our friends in Merseyside and in
Northumberland have given to us. However, mo t of all I take my hat off
to the marvellous you ng men and women of Merseyside, our cadet who
have ri en to every cha ll enge that we have put in front of th em and
overcome th em in sty le. They are a credi t to their famil ies and to
Mer eyside.'
At th e farewell parade on I 0 Augu t, after five years service as
Co mm a nd a nt , Col Amiot handed over to hi s succcs or, Col Ian
Thomson . Col Thomson lives in Formby and i a Principal In pector
with the Offshore Safety Di vi ion of the Health and afcty Executi ve. He
has served '~ith the Territorial Army for the la t ~2 year and the Army
Cadet Force for the last three.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1999

Cpl Attea Houghton (16) delighted at passing a parachute
course proudly shows off her parachute badge
S S EX RMY CADET FORCE
A 1 UAL C 1P (1999) T. ·IARTI ' PLAJ 1
By Lr Col R. D. ewton MBE Fl M AMIPR
Su se, Army Cadet Force' highlight of the training year and main
event had arrived, we were olf to 1mual amp! 255 adets, male and
female, plus 34 Officers and 50 CO arri cd at amp, ha\ ing travelled
by coach, from all part of us ex. Thi was to be the first nnual amp
for many Cadet . Our la t vi it lo t Martin 's Plain , mp ''as fi, e yean;
ago. As usual our bu.y training "ing, led b_ Maj David Ru bridger, had
arranged a wide variety of training, u ing to the foll the many benefit of
first c la s military and adVl:ntUrous training facilitie offered by Annual
amp. The training package included mountain bike . as ·ault oun;c-., 22
shooting, ai r rine hooting, canoeing, watermanship, climbing. lin;1-aid
training, ab eiling, military kill , progre in the rmy Profic1en )
ertificate ( P ). lots of sport and of course. I mu t not forget 10 mcntmn.
tht: very ta t ' happy bags · haversack rations. The food proYed to be of a
high tandard '' ith the cadet ha\ ing a large number of choices for each
meal. Alo the
Fl wa a big hit with the .dcts, ha~ing a \Cl) large
screen video and T 10 how film . on their
nights on.
0 n c

re,,
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of the man; highlights of amp wa the two-da Exerci es u ing the large
tminini.t areas at Folk ·tone. The cadet, had great fun putting into practice
the kill - learnt during the rest of th year. It wa for many their first ta te
of living under the stars. The training programme de igned to bring out
ne\\ I) acquired .kill re ulted in many adet returning from Camp
srxming nc" tar badg and promotions on their brazzard .
Our amp note ,,'.Quid not be complete without exprc ing our thank
for the tremendou effon- made on our behalf by 2Lt Don wcency from
the I t Battalion Prince of\ aic Royal Regim nt and his Platoon talT.
''hose contribution made the .a 1p o e njoyable and uch fun. we are al l
'er) grateful to them. number of di tinguished visitors attended camp
and a'' man) of the different activi ties taking place. ec TAVR Brig
John Holman BE DL, our Honorary Colone l Sir Brian Bartalott BL
OBE DL, Brig T. J. Minter OBE Commander 2 outh Ea t Brigade.
Col P. . Cook Commandant Frimley Park Training Centre. 1aj Ian
Jone 2 Brigade. M:ij G. Bartlett E ACF Regional Pre and Public
Relations Ad\ i or. They all left our amp delighted to see so many
Cadets enjoying themselve and were very impressed b the enthusia m
and coune y in the manner in which they re ponded to question a ked.
At the end of amp we enjoyed our u ual penultimate day' Presentation
Parade. again a izeable array of ilverware and prizes was presented by
our Commandant, Col Chri Blessington JP. Thi Camp wa the last
Annual Camp for Col Chris a he i retiring at the end of the year, after
fi, e year a Commandant with u ex ACF. Without doubt our Cadets
returned to u ex all the better for good tra ining, good pon, good fun
and good fellow hip and are ready to crack on wi th thei r local training
'' ith e\ en greater enthusiasm.
ROLL 0 CA 'lP 2000!

being inspected by the Cadet ommandant, Co l David Leech . Elliott
comes from nearby Hackbridge, once the home or a Sq uadron of 3 1
ignal Regiment until the cut in U1e late I 960's.
For over three years he ha Ira elled two nights a wee k, over fi \ e
miles to the be t adet Detachment around, as he puts it. ignoring a more
local Cadet Detachment that is not badged Royal Signal !! - Many will
know that the adet Fo rces pro idc some 25% of the Army recru it intake
each year, taffed as they are by volunteers from all walk · of life. Ex
oldiers are, of course, most welcome, and their cxperti c in both
signalling matters and general infantry work arc a valuable re ource.

THE 0 TH WE TLO DO
AR.'\t CADET FORCE
outh We t London Army Cadet Force has long had associations wi th
the Royal ignal through 31 Signal Regiment, both in Earl field and
Coul don, with the first Detachments affi liated in the early 1960' . Over
30 year later Cdt Cpl Elliott Walker of 153 Detachment in utton
earned the di tinction of pa sing out of the top Four Star Cadet 's Course
at . apier Barrack . horncliffe. during Summer Camp, and is here een

beg ins. B.o b, and the ~>th e~ members of the squad. i looking forward to
pl ay in g 111 the Munich Beer Fes ti va l S e ve ns' and the S inga po re
International Sevens in November.

SSgt Bob Vowles

ig 'eale Climpson
30 Sig Regt
Sig Kizzy Craddock
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Rcg t
. i~ Alison Moore
I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
In add1t1on , Capt David Drinkall (2 ( C) Sig Bde), Lt nnabcl
Taylor (7 Sig Rcgt) and Sig '!cola Burnip (I Armd Div HQ & Sig
Rcgt) reta in their position within the quad . R IG ALS now have the
strongest contingent within the Army Squad. The quad members \\ill
now all be in vited to the Army Training Camp where selection take
place to decide the Army Team that will compete at the Inter- crvices
Sprint and Marathon Canoe Champion hips. The Championships will
take place over the period 3 - 5 September 1999 at The International
Water Spons Centre, Holme Pierre Pont. 'ottingham when the Army
Team hope to retain both the Sprint and Marathon trophies! Good luck
goes to the team and in particular tho e members of R Signals compeung
for the Army, but remember Canoeing in the Army docs not imply
involve competition s but also includes recreation, instruction and
expeditions ! For funhe r information on Canoeing contact Capt David
Drinkall at HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bdc on Corsham Mil 4213.

R Signals personnel selected for Army Canoe Squad 1999
(L-R) : Capt David Drinkall, Sig Neale Climpson, SSgt Chris Lloyd ,
LCpl Rich Astridge, Cp l Dave Thomas and Maj Mark Edwards
·
(not pictured is Capt John Collyer)

ROYAL SIGNALS
SPRINT AND MARATHON CANOEING

1999

SNOWBOARDING
AR.MY
OWBOARDI1 G CHAMPIO SHIPS 22-25 MAY 1999
by Sgt Dom Graham
The first Army Snowboard championships took place between 22-25
May 1999 at the all year resort of Stubai, Austria. The competition
staned with a large number of competitors having problems getting into
Au tria due to the fact the region was having the wor t flood for 20
years. Thi delay meant most of the competitors had to miss the fir t
day's training. The fir t morning of the competition was allocated to
training as many of the participants had never been on a slalom course,
let alone racing on one. The afternoon saw all competitors competing in a
race-off, to gain their seeding positions for the main competition. The
standard for the competition was between expen and novice with most
rider having snowboarded before. This made for excellent racing and
after the first run, only a few econds separated the top 15 places.

Army Competitors at the start of the Slalom Race course
The ·econd run saw a different course and individuals going in the
reven.e order depending on their first run times. After the second run all
competitor had both times added together to give an overall time. This
then reflected an average position. Like the first run, the top 15 were
again clo e with a mall mi take being the difference between several
place . The top place came from individuals from AA College
Arborfield and Engineer units stationed in Germany, with the only Royal
1gnals entrant, gt ·Dom' Graham, in I Ith place.
The Boarder X was the last race, this involved panicipant racing
head to head with three other riders for a knock out style competition.
Racing \\a quick and run with jumps, turns and the odd table top for
ind1\ iduals to negotiate before a sprint w the line. 35 Engineer Regiment
follo"'cd by AA college Arborfield won the team events. This year saw
no Royal ignals' teams compete. All participant enjoyed competing for
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the first time. with most looking forward 10 next year's events.
As snowboa rdin g is a popular sport it is expected next year 's
competition will ha e even more competitor and teams e nter, thus
making racing even more competitive. As the Corps does not have a
snowboard team to compete next year, it i intended to hold a training
camp later in the year for individuals who are interested in nowboarding.
Anyone who i interested in competing at next year ' s Army
championships should contact gt 'Dom' Graham for funher details. All
levels of ability are welcome. The contact number is Blandford 111il 2585
or you could write to him direct at FCS Troop, Area systems Group,
Blandford Ca111p, DORSET DTI I 8RH.

RUGBY
WJD ES SOLDIER I B DAPE T 'SEYE S'
SSgt Bob Vowles , from Widnes, has ju t returned to hi s unit in
Germany after playing in a Rugby 'Sevens' competition in Budapest,
Hungary. Bob (32) is a member of the British Army (Gcr111any) team
which, having been invited by the Hungarian Rugby Union, went on to
win the two-day competition, beating Moldovia by 28 points to 4 in the
final. Bob, whose parents Frank and orah till live in Widnes, joined
the Royal Corps of Signals in 1983 and has seen service in Na111ibia,
USA, France, the Bahamas, yprus, Bosnia, Australia, pain and
Canada. He is currently serving with 16 Sig Regt at their base near
Monchengladbach in nonhern Germany, where he and hi s wife Jenny
live with their children Mathew and Isobel. In addit ion 10 being a topcla rugby player he is a keen athlete, yet he has al o managed to find
time to complete a B c degree in Engineering! The British Army (G)
rugby team is now taking a short break before training for the nex t season
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1999

How better to celebrate Princess Royal Day than in glorious unshine
on the River Wye in Monmouth? That i exactly how 30 officer and
soldier of the Royal Corp earned their pay over the period 28 June-4
July 1999! Of cour e this was not simply a holiday, but a Corps Canoe
training camp preparing our soldiers for the Army Championships.
Expectations were running high, \ ith I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
hoping to retain the Senior Marathon ovice Trophy and a strong team
from the Royal Military Co llege of Science aiming to gain much
invaluable advice from the training camp. All competitors live under
canvas on the ideal Vauxhall training camp in Monmouth. Being within
five minutes walk of both the River Wye and the beautiful town centre
the Camp is perfectly located for a succe sful and enjoyable week.
Throughout the week racing advice was given (almost free of charge) by
Capt David Drinkall (HQ 2(NC) Sig Bde) and LCpl 'Rich ' Astridge
(30 Sig Regt) and ·Digger' Blake (33 EOD). The training was ba ed
upon racing kayaks and much encouragement was given to the I Div
crowd to convert fro111 general-purpose kayak into racing boats. On the
Saturday the Army Sprint Champion hips took place over di lance of
500 and IOOOm. Results' orthy of particular note were those of LCpl
'Rich' Astridge who won a gold medal in all hi race , both inglc and
double! Rich therefore is promoted to Div A. S gt Chri Lloyd (3(UK)
Div HQ & Sig Regt) won a ilver medal in both his e ents and Maj
Mark Edwards (PJHQ) won a s ilver and bronze in the doubles events.
Al o succes ful were Cp l Dave T homas (264( A ) ig qn) and Sig
cale Climpson (30 Sig Regt). Dave won a gold medal in the 500 KI
Div C race and combined with eale to gain gold in the K2 500m race
and a silver in the I OOOm race. Capt John Collyer not only led the
RMCS team to a decisive ictory but al o managed to gain two bronze
medals in the K2 events. Sigs Craddock and Moore (I Armd Div HQ &
Sig Regt) also earn a mention a they gained gold medals in both the
Ladies 500111 K2 race and Class 4 event.
AT Carlyon (AA Arborfield) di played excellent potential gaini ng a
si lver medal in the Junior Cla s 5 c ent. watch this space! In the team
competition I Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt gained Third place in the enior
ovice Trophy. After a night of 'carbohydrate load ing' the R IG AL
personnel were well prepared for an excellent marathon race. Depending
on Div, the marathon event i over a course of between 8 and 12 miles,
wh ich inc ludes half up- trcam not to mention the . wans! stridge and
Edwards took ilvcr and bronze medal in the Div B K2 event . with
Thomas/Climpson taking a silver in the Div event. Lloyd tormed to
take gold in the Div B KI race ' ith the excellent style expected of a
veteran! The RM
team convincingly' on the enior Marathon Cup. In
the novice cla sc , 2Lt Stuart Gun on took the gold medal in the Cla s
5 race and led his team to an outstanding victory, thus achieving his aim!
Well done I Armd Di HQ & ig Rcgt. 0 era II, the training camp wa an
out landing ucce s with the following personnel being ·elected for the
Am1y quad:
Maj Mark Edwards
PJHQ
RMC
Capt John Collyer
3(LJK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Sgt Chris Lloyd
264 ( A ) ig qn
Cpl Dave Thomas
30 ig Rcgt
LCpl Rich Astridgc
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LCpl Alf Redshaw demonstrates canoeing at Matlock

SQUASH
SH CllAMPIO IIIP 1998
qua ·h hampion.hip \~ere again held at
Blandford Camp 17 to 20 ovembcr 199 . It wa very wdl upponed
with a final total of38 players including t\\O female and ~ix team. The
overall standard of qua h ''as higher than pre' ious years despite the lo ·s
of .ome regular Corps player with .1 few new player· making their
pre cncc felt notabl 2Lt Bates nd 2Lt Gardener . The open
competition proved to be ver ompe!l!lve and \\Cnt accordmg to the
seeding up until the ·cmi-final . gt D:tve Gallagher had a rel at I\ d
casy route to hi place in the final beating
gt Dick in thc quaner final
9-5 9-0 9-1 and
gt irmal in the emi-linal 10-' 9-7 9-0. 111
opponent wa to be 2Lt Olly Gardener'' ho O\ ercnm • ' gt Ian Piers in
the quarter final 9-3 9-7 9-5 and \ 02 FofS tevc Bason m the em1
final 9-3 9-4 9-5. The linal wn won in ·1ra1Qht games I0- 9-6 9-6, '' nh
gt Oa\'e Gallagher being pushed e\cry step o(the WS). Iii. reign a. the
Corp
umber One may oon be over.
The Plate ompetition con i tcd of all thm•e pla ers lo,mg m Rounds
One and Two and proved to be more exciting than the open co1111><:t1tion.
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The srnndard of pla ·er \\a· more eYenly matched which led to many
matches being decided in the fifth game and in some cases the final point.
\\ 02 tan - tanford \\as one of the main culprits and decided on
"inn mg mo,1 of all l11s matche on his wa) 10 the finnl 3-2. The other
finali t- ot FofS lick wift \\3 ' no difTerent. The final wa again \\Oil
m troight game by Mick wift 9-2 9-1 9-0 but then he is 15 cars
younger thal1 tan " ho was just to ti rd 10 make any impres ion.
The O,·er 35 competition wa a •ttaight forward "in for \ 02 FofS
Ya m beating \ 02 FofS dria n Wood ley 9-3 9-5 9-5. In the team
ompetition t\vo unit tood out amongst the re t, 21 ignal Regiment and
th Ro) al hool of ignals both putting in very trong team .. The winners
" re to be the Royal chool of ignal· con i. ting of 2Lt Olly G:mlener,
gt ·irmal and Capt Blair i\litchell winning two matches to one.
The four day of quash at Blandford were excellem and congratulation
goe 10 all tho e who reached th final and "ho turned up to play in the
competition.
ent the Corp in the Inter Corps
gt Ga llagher
\ 0 2 FofS Bason
gt 'irmal

o4
W02 FofS Yam
o5
ot Piers
The other players selected were 2Lt Gardener and 2Lt Bates but could
not be relca ed to play.
The Competition was held at the Winche ter Tennis and quash club from
23-25 ovember 199 . Unfortunately the Royal ignals were relegated
from Division I the previous year o the aim was 10 gain promotion back to
1.he top division. With just five players to play, in a 5-man team, things did
not look too promising with other team fielding up to eight players per
team. The team, however tarted well beating the Royal Artillery 'A' team
5-0. The next match ' a against the Infantry 'A' team and Dave Gallagher
decided 10 ha'c a groin strain and lo t hi match 3-0. With Yam winning his
game 3-2 and irmal winning 3-1, the team eventually won the match 4-1.
The match again t the RLC W was a tough one witJ1 Dave Gallagher
and irmnl winning their games 3-2 and the team beating the RLC 'B'
5-0. The match against REME 'B' \ as won 4-1 with irm al losing 3-2
having gone two games up. The final day threw up all sorts of pern1utations
in tJ1at everal team could win the divi ion and gain promotion. The first
match again t the Royal Artille1y W team was to be our hardest which tJ1e
Corps won 3-2, and a 5-0 victory over the Int Corps gave the team
promotion to divi ion I. The team are congratulated on there perfonnance
for winning Di i ion 2 giving next year's team a chance to win the Inter
Corp title, ometJ1ing Royal ignal have never achieved.

TRIANGULA R KEEL BOAT REGATTA SE VIEW IOW
4-Boat tea m racing aga inst Roya l Engineers Yacht Club
and Royal Artillery Yacht Clu b
The Signal sailed very well with some excellent team racing kill
being hown. The Corps team won all their matche with the RAYC
conceding the la t race in the club house so the Corps YC retain the
Glover Cup. The Victorious team was:
Boat I Maj David Ellis, Maj Tim Wadey, LCpl Pete Rayden
Boat 2 Maj George Odling, Maj Trevor Bradley,
Maj Jo hn Rowley
Boat 3 gt Avey-He bditch, Cpl Greg Miller, ig ick Scullion
Boat 4 Sgt Chas Cowell, Maj Tim Pender John s, Cpl Ted Heat h.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
dmiral
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodores:
Offi hore
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
(Gennany)
Yachtma ter ( K)
Yachtrna ter (Gem1any)
Yacht Manager (Quicksi lver)
Secretarie :
General
Dinghy & Dayboats
Windsurfing (UK)
(Gennany)
oldier Member :
Offi hore
Dinghies & Dayboats
Windsurfing
Retired Member

Brig C. J. Bu rto n OBE
Col D. J. Lowe
1aj D. C. A. Elli
Lt Col R J. Goo d

Maj J . F. Calvert (York Mil 2204)
faj D. Gilchrist
L t Col E. Flin t
Maj J . . tu art (Blandford Mil 2166)
Capt I. Gray (Blandford Mil 2261)
Ca pt R. V • Badger (Herford Mil 3285)
Maj K. Whitehead (Warmin ter Mil 2531)
Sgt C. Cowell (Blandford Mil 2225)
Ca pt F. Ha rgreaves (Blandford Mil 5372)
gt N. Finnegan (Osnabruck Mill 2225)
Cpl D. Sangster
Cpl . So uthern
gtA. am ey
Lt Col (Retd) M. J . Collins

The Royal Signals Yacht Club co11unu11icates wi1h i1s members through 1he medium ofThe Wire, which regularly prims a forecast of events, accounts of
actil'ities and co111ain dewils for club officials.
Any member of the Corps who subscribes to 1he Corps funds is al//omatically a member of the Yacht Club. If you are 011 active ailor or i111erested in
becoming an ac1i1•e sailor then register now with your unit Sailing Officer or alternatively with one of the Club Secretaries.

LCPL SOUTHAN AND THE RS400
In April last year I purchased a RS400 from the ASA. At first I found
the R 400 a \•ery different boat to ail. Adding to the problem was the
finding of a crew, with the experience I needed, to succeed in forth
coming events.
My first e\ent was the R 400 Inter Services at Portland in April 1998.
faerybody was in a similar posi tion to myself, with regard to experience
in the boat, and every gybe I put in cau eel me to take a quick SI\ im.
Eventually Graham Forshaw got in the boat and showed me the ropes. I
was no\1 able to tay dry, unti l the wind picked up! The boat is designed
to sail in strong winds and my adrenalin was certainly pumping when on
a plane down-wind with very limited control. I did not produce a very
good result at Portland. A fl.er this experience I pent a lot of time in the
boat ju t learning how to sail it and tay dry.
The next event was at Weymouth. There was lots of wind, up to Force
6. The first day was called ofT due to too much wind but racing took place
on the unday. I was 32 out of 45.
The Inlands Nationals at lJraycote was next. Similar to Weymouth but
11 indier. \If any 1a ts were broken. On the second day the wind was
friendlier but resulted in boring racing, I came 22 out of 38.
I embarked on serious traini ng at tokes Bay Sailing Club during the
winter and wa lucky to !ind a young lady to cre11 wi th me, who had real
experience.
This year' racing was to take me up the learn ing curve. The first event
\\as at Queen Mary's reservoir with more than 300 hundred boats of all
types sailing. The tac1ics were to try and ail for clean air. At the end of
the day \\C 11ere the ixth RS400 o ut of 16. The Oxford Water
hampionsh1ps followed with many of the top sailors competing and we
managed to come 19th oul of 40. 'ext at Queen Mary's I managed 16th
out of36. On return to Draycote, I had an uphill struggle because l didn't
ha1e a lot of weight to keep the boat fl.at. This decided me to switch to an
R 200 which is a lot easier to sail with my weight in the boat. Just
recently I picked up a new RS200 to ail under th<.o Combined ervices
flag for the re,,L of the year. ince then we have had much improved
re ults 11 ith our first win. In June at • wan ea we once again had a
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RSYC DINGHY & DAY BOATS
ROYAL SIGNAL KEELBOAT REGATTA SEA VIEW IOW
Aller a lot of phoning around we managed to get ten entries to the
Championships from units all over the UK (including two Brigadiers).
The competition from Second to ineth place was very keenly contested
(Maj David Ellis is till invincible in these boal~ and came first by a
country mile) Maj George Odling after the first race-sail to Portsmouth
started 10 show hi true potential and started to string some consistent
results together as did Sgt C has Cowell and Sgt Craig Avey-Hebditch
so at the end of the first day it was Ellis, Cowell, vey-Hebditch and
Odling. Day Two started again with Ellis in his winning ways but chased
by Od ling Cowell and Avey-Hebditch. After two days and eight races
the position were a follows:
I st
Maj Ellis, Maj Wadey, Cpl Reeves
2nd
Maj Wig, Maj Rowley, gt Taylor
3rd
gt Avey-Hebditch, gt Ca lder, LCpl Rayden
4th
Sgt Cowell, Ca pt Westeman, Cpl Heath.
ote: Sgt Avey-Hebditch paid Sgt Cowell back in the last race for an
incident that happened in 1986 in which Sgt Cowell capsized Sgt A-H.
This, after many years, was Maj George Odling and Sgt Chas Cowell's
last regatta as serving members.

successful weekend, finishing 11th out of 59, against some top
competition. At the moment I am itting in approximately 16th position
in the RS200 fleet in Britain and 20th in the RS400 and I am going for
the Top Ten in the Nationals this year.

AR MY I DIVID UAL KEELBOAT CHAMPIO SHIPS
SEA VT EW IOW
Maj David Elli crewed by Maj Tim Wadey and gt Cha Cowell
along with Maj George Odling crewed by Maj Fred Calvert and Maj
John Rowley were the Corps' only entries into this year's individual
champion hips. With consistent sailing, our boats came First and Second
with Maj David Ellis retaining the trophy with six First places, a econd,
a Third and Retired. Both our boats were selected 10 represent the Anny
in the Gold & Cunningham Cup (Tnter Service Individual & Team
Keelboat Championship ). However, due to previou commitments only
Maj Ellis and his crew could attend. In the Individual Championships
they came through the knockou t round in Third place, (by the kin of
their teeth) giving them the la t place in the final for their heat. The fina l
(I Race) started well and just went down hill ending with a 3ft rear in the
spinnaker, time for an early tea and doughnut in the club hou e. The
Inter-Service Team Competition ' as a very tightly fought conte t with
the Army beating the R who were the reigning champion . Thi was
done with some outstanding tactical team racing by the 4-Boat team. The
Army then went oul and convincingly beat the RAF First, econd, Third,
Fifth giving the Army a resounding win of the competition.
Congratulations 10 Maj Ellis, Maj Wad ey, gt Cowell .

I TER CORP DJ'IGHY LEAG E 1999
We have two matches left and as yet wc have not lost a match. the
standard of competition of all teams is high this year. Howc,er. it is
gelling increasingly difficult to muster a CORP TEAM due to orps
commitments but hopefully we can retain our League' ictory of 1998 and
not have to concede our remaining matches due to no team.
ARMY I TER
IT CHAMPI01 HIPS
Congratulations must go to 14th Signal Regiment who came econd
in the Inter Units at etley Southampton on 30 June 1999.
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LCpl Stu So uthan, 3 {UK) Div HO & Sig Regt - 202 Sqn
Racing t he RS400 in the Inland Championships th is year

YES?
THEN CONTACT YOUR SQUADRON OFFICE FOR DETAILS
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KOREA & NEW ZEALAND - REVISITED

Patron: HRH The Prince

Royal

President: The Master of ignals
hairman: 1ajor General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area 1; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Arca 3;
Brig K. H. O ld Area 4; Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area S; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland
Gen era l Secretary a nd Treasu rer: Col . R. Carter 1BE
Welfar e Secretary: Mrs J. Cornick

A istant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow (Membership & Records)

A ociation Office, RHQ Royal S ignals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum , Dorset DTll 8RH. Teleph one: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. Welfare Secreta ry Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contribution for The Wire should be add ressed to the Editor and any q ueries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royal ignals.army.org.uk/m useum/r a .htm
The As ociation co111111u11icates witlr its bronc/res and individual members tlrrough the pages of The Wire, whiclr contains accounts of Branclr affairs as
well as a forecast of Association e1•en1s.
Branch ecretories are asked to check tlrat tlreir Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Association HQ ca11 arrange for copies to be
delii·ered in bulk to Branclr Secretariesforfurtlrerdistribution iftlris is conl'enie111: it helps us save on postage.
Dates of Branclr e\'ent can ahrn}·s be pub/is/red in The Wire and slrould be sub111itted to tire Editor. We also we/co111e /euers, requests to contact old
comrades and a11no1111cements of births, 111arriages and deatlrs. We /rope that each Branclr will contribute a short account of its activities, preferably with
plrotograplrs, at least once a year.

When 1 was a very young soldier serving with the Corps in Tripoli the
Troop was asked by apt mith if any one would like to volunteer to go
to Korea . This would be early in I 95 I, time docs strange thing to the
memory but I think the entire Troop volunteered. We then went to
Benghazi and joined 28th Picld Regiment Ro,Yal ~ngineers. Aftertraining
we sa rlcd to Korea from }'obruk, yrcna.1ca, rn the Empire Orwell.
Spcndrn g almost two ye.ars 111 Korea and at trmes being the radio operator
for the . 0 Royal E1.1 g r~ccr , .( Lt Col P. . M. Moor, later Brig), he
wou ld vts rt most unrts rncludrng the Australian Diggers and the ew
Zealand Kiwi 's.
(One night forward of the British lines the sappers were putting in a
new minefield, the 0 said, 'Wai t there Corporal, this was on a tape
marking the pattern for the mine field. It must have been two hours later
when he finally returned . I saw the dark silhouetted figure in the renected
light and thought sha ll I shoot it! Good job I didn't for the next words
were, 'Are you there orporal?')
Can any ex-veterans, who served in Korea, remember getting their first
food parcels? I can and it came not from England but from Australia. I
have always remembered thi s so it was with great pleasure on a recent
visit to Australia and ew Zealand I took out a BKVA (British Korean
Veterans Association) plaque, also a Royal Signals Plaque. This was at
the request of the North Lincolnshire Branch BKVA of which 1 am a
member also the Branch is twinned with 3rd Battalion Royal Au tralia
Regiment (Old Paithful).
On the morning of Sunday 7 March I attended a ceremony at the
Gympie Memorial (Queensland) ormanby Hill, Remembrance Park and
was seated with the officials at the presentation of a certificate to Brig
(Retd) ' Paddy ' K. P. Outridge, pre ident of the Gympie R L (Returned
Servicemens League) club. Thi certificate marked the 75th year of the
founding of the club.

NEWS FROM THE AO ' S DESK

Reg Briggs, Brig ' Paddy' K. P. O utridge
(Photo: Courtesy of Crossley S tudios, Gympie)
I met with many members who served in 'K' Force, my wife Ma rgaret
wa taken with other members wives for a tour around Gympie including
the gold mine. Their driver was Greg a most helpful man and who had
served with the 5th Light Horse Regt Greg would collect and return us to
our hotel at no charge. We also visited RSL clubs in ydney and Hervey
Bay. These clubs are excellent for meals and drinks and you are made 'ery
welcome.
Before leaving on the trip I phoned up Ron La rby who sen:ed with
28th Bde Signals as a radio operator and is the author of' rmour to the
Right Signals to the Left' and asked if there was anyone he would like
me to meet. He suggested meeting Ron C ashman MM , (Awarded for
action in Korea). This we did, Rod and his wife Bett lived out at
Homebush near to where the Sydney 2000 Olympic will be held, so he
gave us a conducted tour of the site. Al o we went into the Olympic
swimming pool. (Ron will be in England for the July Reunion and march
past in London.)
In ew Zealand we again met members who had served in 'K' Force
in Korea and vi ited their RSA (Returned Servicemens Clubs). Again
given a warm welcome. we topped at Picton outh Island with Doug
Bushby for a few day Doug served with Royal ew Zealand Signals.
He is a regular vi itor to Britain stopping in Manchester where he i ery
well kno' n to members of the Manchester Branch of the BKVA.
Returning to Australia from Z we visited Ayres rock where my wife
had a nasty fall and had to be treated by the Roya l Flying Doctor, this
plea ed her so made up for the accidenc. A wonderful trip and a promise
kept by me to my wife, after leaving the Corps I worked in ew Guinea
and Au tralia a a sei mic operator and prom i ed her I would take her
there one day. It's nice to know that the training received as a boy oldier
at Harrogate and the tra in ing later in Catterick wou ld many years later
enable me to take what till i a great ad enture a second trip down under.

A STEP INTO THE PAST

T he photograp h shows the Maste r of S ignals presenting Maj (Retd) Ray Vasper w ith his RSA 50 Year Badge
and certificate at th is year 's QM's Dinner at Blandford.

At th e Memo rial
Reg Briggs, Brig ' Paddy' K. P. Outridge, Margaret Briggs
In the photograph taken· at the memoria l you can see to the right and to
the rear Membe rs of the 5th Light Hor e Regt Gympie Troop, with rifle
lu ng bes ides their saddles.
The presentation of the BKVA plaque and the Roya l igna ls plaque
wa to take place in the R L club afler the ceremony and after their
AGM.
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A Iler more than a yea r of trying to comact the remainder of 18 Troop
of 'o 1 lndependant election ignal quadron who commenced basic
training under a certain C pl Orgill on February 1950 at Gallowgate
Camp in Richmond, it was decided that a time waits for no man, tho e
who were in contact, and were able to. would revisit the area and eek out
those who we knew were in need of cheering up.
Mid n ight on We dn e day 21 A pril. my wife bade me farewell
(thi nking I wa absolutely crazy) a 1 drove away from South Wale on
my way to Boroughbridge where I wa to ba e my elf '' ith Ken Purnell
for the durat ion of my tay up orth. Arriving at dawn and ou nding
reveille in hannony with the loca l bird (feathered variety) the Purnells
welcomed me ' ith typical Ga llowgate humour.
The journey orth I had undertaken many times before. but I could
not help fee ling that as thi s wa a special trip and its intended purpo e.
tbe memories of the first time. in February 1950 began to cat doubt and
trepidat ion in my mi nd . hould we go back into the pa t and "hat our
expectation~ ' ere, did we expect others to ha c lived the same sort of life
as ourselvc and how had they reacted to the ever changing problem of
livin g as we had. By the time I drove up to the Purnelr 1 did ha\ c
seriou do ubt , but once Ken Purnell tarted laughing, all " orrre.
disappeared.
After breakfast we drove up to Lynemouth in onhumberland to .ee
Billy Leach, we had not met ince Apri l 1950. forty nine years had pa . ed
since he looked after my welfare and kept me out of trouble, for like most
of my age, l thought I kne" it all and a he 1 a much older than I, (he "as
t' e nty to my e ven tee n) too k it upon him elf to keep this young
Wei hrnan under comrol, no easy ta k in tho c days. We arrilcd at Bill'
nat and the mile upon hi face when greeting u~ said it all. no \\Ords can
de cri bc the fee ling of nostalgia and de pit the fact that like many of hr
age. Billy had suffered a number of minor trokc and had e pcncnc<."d
los of memory. it oon became apparent that our , ·isit wn: a tonic. Billy
Lench i partially para! ed, has diflicu lty in making him. elf undl!rstood
and i subject to collapsing without an, \\aming. It was heartbrcak111g to
ee the phy ical state he was in, a man who \\as C'\trcmcl strong, who
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had returned 10 the min after hi, nny ser ice and now reduced to
Ii\ ing m uch ircum lance I found hard LO understand. Our caring and
bene\·olent societ urely must be que tioned , I have arranged for a ~~ e
worker from
FF to 'isit together w ith omeone from the Bn11sh
Legion, o hopefully thing will improve f r him in the future. \ hen we
finally came to depart, both Ken Purnell and I ' ere lost for words and
sadn s wa the overriding feeling.
We next vi ·ited '' ith the widow of orman Wearmouth. He had left
nn after only a little more that a year's service to look after his
th
eight · ibling upon the death of hi s father. An interesting pie_ce of
papern ork, nO\\ in my po e ion .to pa on to the 1u cum, 1 his
undertaking to return to the co~I mme. and \\Or~ und.erg~oun~ on the
understanding that hould he fail to hve up to th1 . obhgat101~. 11 w~uld
nece sitate a return to the colour for the remamder of l11s erv1ce.
' orman erved in 7 rn10ured Brigade in Luneburg until he left the
Anny to return to the mine .

Together for the first time s ince April 1950- 49 years! I
(l.:R): Ken Bunston, Billy Leach, Ken Pu rnell
Our next ,risit ' as to the widow of Arthur ' Tich' Bates who had
sadly died in only January of this year. We were made so we lcome
despite the circumstance and spent a few pleasant hours talking about
him. From the time I recontacted 'Tich' in October last year, we had
pent many happy hours on the phone, he was a character and had a
wonderful memory of all that had happened all those years ago . He
achieved the near impo ible in that he joined man service at the age ?f
only sixteen in the days when medical oflicers were on peace work m
their efforts to get chap into the services.
Our main task for the next visit was of course to Gallowgate Camp
itself, that' onderful Poulson project \Vhere the bricks were laid on the.ir
ends thus achieving an extra 3/4 of an inch in height for every row laid
but depriving the occupants of the nece sary insulation agai~st th.e
York hire winds that I swear blew through the walls. The camp itself is
now a badly run industrial estate, soon 1 believe to be twinned with the
most battered village in Kosovo. Many of the ori ginal buildings are still
there. De pile its current state we still found the Orderly Room, Ml
Room, Store , Cookhouse the different mes es and a building that was
enough to gladden the heart of anyone who ever served there, yes the
AAFI canteen, and even more importantly, the AAFI girl's
accommodation, for some reason nicknamed Co ldit z by the reenlistments who had other purposes in mind beside a cup of tea for one
old penny. We walked all around the o ld place and could distinguish
many of the terror ridden aspects of our life in Gallowgate, truly an
amazing experience. Our drive around the old Green Howards Barracks,
now an upmarket housing development, will no doubt bring back other
memories of some of the ex-boys who upon completion of their boy
service ended up in CJallowgare lo finish their basic tra in ing wi th us.
I have a number of people who l am in contact wi th who have
answered my adverts in many diverse publications as well as from The
Wire, and have retained all their letters. The one over riding thing that
comes from it all is the horrors they recall of life in that place, the list is
endle s, but makes hilarious reading. Although I have only found eight of
the original 18 Troop, 1 have seven from 17 Troop, one from 19 Troop
and two of the permanent staff from the particular period. In addition l
have spoken to a number of the Officers who served there at the lime,
including one particular ex 2Lt who was caught breaking out of camp on
a Friday e\'ening with two members of his Troop. Who said things were
bad!!
I have enjoyed the search for my old friends from those far ofT days,
and intend to continue the search. The one regret which surely we all
have is that we allow our friendships to wane, being intent on our own
careers and lives we become insular to the very thing that kept us
together, comrade hip . We must not allow it to happen and I urge
e\'eryone reading this to pause and ask themselves, is there any friend
who could do with a call or is there an old friend who need cheering up.
Ask yourself if you were in trouble, who could you tum to?
Our orps i about communicating, but sad ly we lack the
commitment to keep in touch with our old comrade . We are all guilty in
various degree so do omething about it before it is too late.
Ken Bun ton
31 St Da' 1d Road
Mi.km
Pontyclun
~id Glam F72 8PW
Tel: 01443 224036

HAPPY NEW MILLENNIUM
by Keith Hind

A few day ago an advert in a local newspaper caught my eye - • ew
Year 's Celebration Party - only £90 per person. I al so read recently that
the foolish rich of London, were prepared to pay their nann ies thousands
of pound,, with a new BMW thrown in , to take care of their off-spri ng so
that they could party the night away. Also, rumour has it, there is a pub in
Che ter-le- tree! that has organi sed n savings pl an where you can pay o
much a week o that by Dece mber, custom er will have saved the
required £ 100 to allow them entrance on ew Year's Eve. What on earth
are th ey pay ing all this money to celebrate? Certa mly not the cw
Millenn ium - that doe n ' t begi n until next year!
Let me expl a in. whe n a cri ckete r scores a hundred run s he ha
completed hi century. The next run - his I 0 I st, is the first run of his
econd century. Also if you ever managed to find such a thing as the old
penny slot machine , and you fed one hundred pennies in witho ut
, inning, you would have spent one pound. The next penny?The IOI t
penny? It would be th e firs t pe nn y of your se cond pound. 1 IT
BECOMI G CLEAR Y ET? 1t is the same with years. The last day of the
year one BC gave way to the first day of year one AD - not the year
ZERO a some people seem to think . Are they trying to say that after ix
month , of the first year after year one BC, that we were halfway through
Year Zero? 1 must adm it, I ani a teeny bit curiou a to how you can have
a half of nothing. A hundred years isn ' t complete until the last day of the
year One Hundred. The next day, the first day of year 101 , is the start of
the nc\ centu ry. It then follows that the current millennium is not
complete until the last day of the 2000th year, ie: 31 December 2000, the
next day, 1 January 2001 , being the first day of the ew M.illenium. If
you were fortunate enough to have a few thousand pounds Ill the .bank
and wanted to withdraw a couple of thousand, would you be happy 1f the
cashier counted out £999 and said that that was £1000 and that the next
one' as the first one of the next thousand? Of course yopu wouldn ' t.
Several countries across Europe think we have gone barmy,
celebrating the ew M illennium a year early, so do I. Jn fact, as midnight
approaches on ew Year's Eve EXT YEAR, 1 wi ll have my eye on the
clock and as the sound of the twelfth chime fades away I will welcome
the new day - 1 January 2001 - along w ith millions of our European
neighbours and will raise my glass and say,
'HAPPY NEW MILLENNIUM!'

NOTES FROM THE AO's DESK
Branch affairs - It was with great sadness that we learned of the
sudden passing of Frank Mitchell, Hon Secretary of the Langeleben
Reunion Club. Frank had put so much into starting the Club and he will
be missed by all his friends in the Reunion Club, the Huddersfield Branch
and u here at Associationn HQ. Frank's successor is Ernie Callaghan,
12 Carisbrooke Avenue, Bexley, Kent DAS 3HS. Tel: 0181 300 7577.
Reunion 2000 - A long way off, I know, but next year's Reunion at
Blandford will be held over the weekend 24/ 25 June. Plea e let
Association HQ know if you would like your name to go on the mailing
Ii t for details, when they are issued, hopefully in March. Don't forget
that Association HQ has a list of local accommodation.
The Royal Hospital, Chelsea - A warm welcome is extended to
Leonard Whiteman on bis admission as an In-Pensioner to the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea. We hope his stay there is long and happy.
The Corps' Cami Service - This years service will be held on
Thursday 16 December. It will be held in St Stephens with St John ,
Rochester Row, Westminster starting at l 800hrs and endin g around
l 900hrs, when we retire to the Church Hall for sherry and hot mince pies.
All serving and retired members of the Corps, plus their families, are
welcome to attend this popular event. Come along and meet new friends
and old.
Freedom of Richmond Parade - The Freedom of Richmond Parade
will take place at I 930hrs on Saturday 16 September 2000. (Not 9
September as published in the RSA Newsletter). 1t will be followed on
the Sunday by a Memoria l Service, to which all Association members are
invited.
ew Life Members - The following Life Members have been enrolled
since the last edition of The Wire:-

Rank

Name

WPtc
Sig
Sig
Cpl
Sgt
Sig
Cpl
LCpl
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
WO 1
Sig
Cpl
Cp l
W02
Cpl
Sig

Betty Jezzard (Moss)
Jason Twist
Craig Myers
Tony Annall
Richard Simpson
Arthur Wistow
Harry Kennard
John Harvey
Lawton Davies
Walter Anderson
Kevin Tyrrell
Sam McElreavey
G. A. H. Green
Colin Sharman
Alan Bell
Terry Oakes
Matt Lennie
Eric Dowse

Branch
RHQ

RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
Leeds
Derby
Newcastle
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
West London
Bristol
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Middx Yeomanry

Service

1949-52
1991-96
1989-98
1976-94
1966-89
1958-60
1955-64
1965-7 1
1983-99
1986-99
1986-98
1975-99
1943-51
1959-67
1984-99
1975-99
1994-99
1939-46
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Ron Morse
pl
John Griffi n
Brig
Lt Col Ma lco lm inton
Ian Ell is
Capt
Paul Richardson
Capt
tcvc Co ltman
Lt Co l
Les immons
Sig
Andrew Turner
W02
Kenneth Taylor
Lt
Robin Scott
W02
Lynne Ca mm
Sgt
Dave Dorking
LC pl
Mark Matthews
Sig
Gerald Adams
Cpl
Victor Baker-Holmes
Cpl
Sarah Hall
ig
Stephen Parsons
Sig
Tony Mullen
WOI
John White
Cpl
Brian Armstrong
SS gt
Dave Whitehead
Cpl
John MacNamara
gt
Richard Siddans
Sgt
Wayne Lynk
LCpl
Loui s Haig
pl
ick Ker lake
Cpl
Jim Whitecross
Sig
Dave Clark
WOl
Leonard Hilton
W02
s gt Mark Hogan
Bob Lond
gt
Lionel Hill
Sig

RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RH Q
Rll Q
RH Q
Bournemouth
RH Q
Reading
Reading
Reading
RHQ
RH Q
RHQ
South London
East London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

RHQ
Cornwall
RllQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ

1945-48
1966-99
1969-99
1989-99
1975-99
1965-99
1958-60
1975-99
1946-49
1977-date
199 1-date
1985-99
1988-99
1945-52
195 1-53
1997-datc
1992-99
1976-99
1984-98
1975-99
1990-99
1984-99
1984-99
1991-99
1955-57 & 63-72
1989-99
1945-48
1976-99
1975-99
1984-99
1975-99
1946-48

(l.:R): Gordon Holloway, Dee Barber, Joy Lovelock
Ta lkin g a bo ut ' ma h ' who broke the ma her? Wa s it Gordon
Holloway, Dee Barber or Joy Lovelock?? Well just look at the photo.
Who i not looking at the camera?
Finally we congratulate Derek Swa nn who i now eighty years old.
Derek was part of the ill- fated SI (Highland Division). Together with
several thousand others he wa captured at St Valery en Caux and spent
fi ve years in a German POW Camp.

BRIGHTON BRANCH
Well what about Blandford ' 99? Was it mediocre? Good? Brilliant? It
was just brilliant!! In particular ' Pegasus Bridge ' was an outs tanding
contribu1ion. Congratulations to all concerned. Let us hope that we ha e
more innovations next year.
As you will remember, after the talk we had by Brig Colin Brown, we
had request for 884 Troop to display its ' wares. They re ponded nobly.
Maj John Barber (TOT) took a major part and comments as follow s:

Major (TOT) John Barber

'For 1he general interest of members, an evening showing two vet}'
different types of radio kit was laid on. 801h system were re/evanl to
many members past experiences. First~Y. SSgr Stu McHenery, of 84 Tp,
gave a general sys1e111 de cription and 'horse-box ' hardware tour for a
typical NCRS Station. Member'. wilh HF signalling interest were drawn
to ihe user friendly radio co111rols but were /es ure about the cabin :S
inferior lack ofspace!

This was followed by a brief explanation of 1he e er increa ing
importance of good ground-a ir-ground comms in current operations.
Especiall y for the ex-A ir Support ignals personnel, an e ·ample of the
new Tactical Ground Air Comms System was brought and commented on
by Maj (TOT) John Barber. Members with memories of the BE201 set
(and even further back!) were impre sed with its capability but like all
good soldi ers, le s happy about the weight of 1he man-pack tation.
The two contra ting role and equipment were well cho en a
examples of the widely difforing role of the Corps. Members appreciated
the opportunity of ecing the kit and learning a little more and then they
retreated to the bar for sausage, bean and ma h which was washed down
with a pint. A good evening wa had by all and thanks to 7 1 (Y) ig Regt
(V), Hunting Engineering Ltd and the Branch ommittee for coordinating the comms and the cooking.
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Derek Swann

i iring Bournemouth or Pool ,
why nor combine ir with a visit to
The Royal Signal Museum, Blandford amp
OLS< 4 224 for opening times
If you'r
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DORSET BRANCH
I mi,scd the deadline for the la t publication but at least I hall get
th ·se note in before the next deadline. However. it' , till 1999 and our
Branch goe from trength 10 trength. In April thi year we had our
\nnual Dinner at the Crown Hotel in Blandford. 103 members and guest
allended and a good e\'(:nmg wa· enjoyed by all. The principal guest
were the ommander of the Royal
hool of ignal , Col K . Hadfield
and \I r Hadfield . The Colonel
ve a ,·ery intere ting and amusing
p.:ech, a. the photograph how .

peuker wa , Brig Keith Olds. The 2 1st Annual Dinner is to be held in
the Royal Engineers lub on 23 October this year.
In July, members of the Brighton Branch joined u for a social evening
(and winning their fair hare of raffie prizes). This was in return for the
visit we made to Dyke Road last ovcmber. Both evenings were very
pleasa nt gatherings.
In June, a group of Branch members co nsis tin g of Brig Frank
larkson, Chris Deadman (Chairman), Lt Col Ron Brodie ( ecretary)
and Tony Lewis (Committee and voluntary helper at hasclcy) visited
Cha cley, Eastbourne, a home for disabled crvicemen and women.
urrently the home is undergoing substantia l rebuilding and
refurbi hment and had launched an appeal for fund . The As ociation
when apprai ed of the situation by ol Alan De ·ter made a special grant
of £250 10 allow the two ex members of the Corps re ident in Chaseley to
improve their own rooms. The two re ident in question are Vic Green
and Dave Allen, both former LCpl ' ho were paralysed during their
er ic e. Brig F rank C larkso n presented th e cheques which were
gratefully received.

now feel confident enough to take on any other Branch in the Royal
ignals Association.

GLASGOW BRANCH
Ten members joined the annual reunion at Blandford arriving late on
the Friday evening with a diversion due to the rail disa ter, and a train in
front of ours running out of fuel. They borrowed our train 's engine to
push it into a siding, adding an additional hour and a half funher to our
delay. The weather could have been kinder but again it was an enjoyable
week-end. Our Standard Bearer, Bill Mac. amara , was in the last six
finalists of the Standard Bearers contest but unfonunatcly did not manage
to retain the cup. There is always next year's contest.
The Branch members who have enjoyed the hospitality at these
re-unions, wished to show their appreciation of the efforts of Peter
C uckow, in organi ·ing arrangements for their stay over the year , by
gifting him a bottle of whisky with a special printed label with his name
on it. A gift ofa Glasgow Branch tie was made to Lt Col r. J. Hamilton ,
both were presented to the recipients by the Glasgow Branch Chairman,
Bill Taylor. Again our thanks to the staff and members of both mes es
for their consideration and help in ·Making our Journey ecessary.' We
al o were able to make purchases at the museum, e pecially tho e of u
with a shopping list for the members unable to anend. Saving on po tage?
ot mean but canny! How about a discount on prices for the RSA
members on that week-end, most of us being pensioners?

The Comma nder speaks
David Whitehead saw the joke, Mrs Yeoman didn't and
Mrs Wheawell cried, but Pat Lafferty seems to be thinking ..... .What?
Our monthly meeting continue to be held in the Sergeant' Me

and

are well attended. In June, at the Annual Reunion, our Chairman, Maj
Pat Lafferty, pre ented a el of bagpipes to the Corp ' Pipes and Orum ,
on behalfofour Branch.

Dave Allen examines the cheque
presented by Brig Fran k Clarkson . Matron Sue Wyatt looks on

BTeam
The ' B' Team was captained by our Vice Chairman,
John Ballantyne
EWMEMBER
We are del ighted to welcome Lt Col Peter and Friedy Devanney of
Folkestone. We are sure he will be known to many as he served from
1951 until retirement in 1989 having started at Harrogate in 1948, then 11
AF Regt, BAOR, ITR Catterick, Bulford SWS Tp, 24 Bde Sig Sqn in
Kenya & Bahrein, Gan Island, 206 Sig.Sqn BAOR 24 Sig Regt Catterick,
I 7Ghurka Sig Regl, PEPS London, HQ 4 Sig Gp BAOR, 38 igs in the
MOD 8 Sig Regt and finally at SHAPE, with that record you must have
met somewhere!

Maj Pa t Lafferty p resents the Bag p ipes
(Don't worry it's d ead!)
The general opinion of our member is that the Reunion ' as
considered to be a great success, the best yet in Blandford. Thanks to the
efTon put in by Peter C uckow , the organiser. In August we held a
barlx.>cue "hich was enjoyed by all. There was, of course, the inevitable
raffie but we m:ed to keep Di ck H ough ton our Treasurer happy. We
already have our AGM on the horizon, the year go too fast. Just in case
you don't hear from me agai n this year, I wish you a happy Christmas.

EASTBOURNE BRANCH
This is the first aniclc for The Wire from sunny Eastbourne for some
year~. We will try to improve on this record in the future! The Branch
continues to prosper and has moved locallon of Meetings to the Royal
Engmeers Club in Latimer Road, Eastbourne where we are looked after
\Cl) well mdeed. Meeting nights comi nue to be the second Thursday of
the month, o if any member or ex member of the Corp happen to be
holidaying in the area and would like to look in, they would be very
''clcome. We recently welcomed a new Branch Presiden t, Brig Frank
lark~on , "ho has taken over from Col A lan Dex ter who has now
hccome a Vice President. Alan ha been a sterl ing worker for the Branch
and has done much to en ure its survival , he stands do\\ n due to pressure
•lf other commitments but continues as a loyal member of the Branch ..
fhe Annual Dinner was held last October it was a special occasion a
11 \\a the 20th Anniversary of the founding of the Branch. The guest
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Presentat ion to Vic G reen
(L-R) : Chris Oeadman, Tony Lewis, Sue Wyatt (Matron). Ron
Brodie, Brig Frank Clarkson, Vic Green is in front

EAST KENT BRANCH
Other Branches from Area 4 who did not take up the challenge
mi ssed a perfectl y lovely day al th e Duke of Yorks Military School,
Dover on Sunday 11 July. East Kent Branch rallied round as usual and
managed to get two teams together for a Cricket match. The two teams,
made up of members, their wives, sons and grandsons, gathered outside
the Pavilion . The ' A' Team was captained by our Chairman, Do nald
r isp. We had three Umpires, Doug Dickeson and .John Badcock before
lunch and Bill Lovatt and J ohn Ba dcock after lunch. The timing was
perfect, lunch was taken between 1300- 1400hrs. The result was ' B' Team
132 for 11 and the ' A' Team 82 for 13 wickets.
As can be imagined th ere was some hilarious play bui the Branch
contains some dark hor. es in the Balling and Fielding role s, not to
menti on the styli sh Keeper . Who would have thou ght that we could
muster two full sides to play uch entertaining cricket for the fifty or so
supporter , who could not even be enticed lo play Bat & Trap or Boules,
so absorbed were they on the cricket and the delightful cuing that the
Duke of Yorks Military School had so kindly provided for us. Our thanks
to ' Housema ter', Mr Alexa nder, an annual event where we think we
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ALE
It is with regret that we have to announce the death of Maj Tommy
Thomas on 23 June. He was buried on 5 July in his Parish Church at
walecli ffe. An obituary i to appear in The Wire. As a founder member
of the Branch there were many of his friend who came to upport Eadie
at the funeral which coincided w ith a horrendous thunderstorm, it was
thought that faili ng the attendance of the RHA Saluting Banery, it wa
the best 21 gun- alute that the congregation had heard. The Hon Sec gave
an addres and most of the congregation went back to Eadie' house to
chat with her and her family. The next day Eadie entered the Brompton
Hospital for a further heart operation but ren1rned home to build up her
strength for the operation. Our sympathy and best wishes go to her and
her family.
FOOT OTE
Upon receipt ofihe information that RHQ Roya l ignals at Blandford
could be reached by Email, it o happened that the Branch Com minee
' ere meeting that evening. The Hon Sec took a digital photograph and
sent it that night; the following exchange of signals took place:
For: Col A. F. Carter MBE
Lt C ol I. H a milton
Mr P. C uckow
Dear All
By way of congratulating you upon joining this Branch on the ww\\
the Committee at it's meeting thi evening in tructed me to send you our
best wishes and so that you may be able to recogni e us all ' hen we ne ·t
meet, here we are in session an hour or. o ago.
Rep ly:
From Regt ec to all members EKB Committee.
Unfortunately we had momentarily popped out of the office ' hen
your Email arrived at 22.53hrs la t ni ght. Lt ol Ian H a milton wa
having an early night. He picked it up at 0600hrs thi morning. A yet we
are unable to match your in tantancou colour portraits of RHQ taff
hard at work but we thank you for your greeting and be l wi he .
(Editor: It should be noted thal though RHQ i acce ' ible by Email
WIRE ' js noli.

'Iii£.

Bill Taylor making the pres entation to Peter Cuckow
Twenty-nine members and friends took a coach trip to lnvemes on
I 0 July arranged by Jim McMillan our social convenor. nfortunately
although the weather wa unny all day in Glasgow, it wa wet all day in
In erne s. So betwee n ducking in and out of hops, cafes and pubs,
getting wet in ide and out, it wa great when the time came to go to the
Royal British Legion cotland club in lnvernes for an excellent high tea.
with time to relax in their everal bars before catching the coach for
Gia go ' . T he membe r wish to record their thank to the RBL
lnveme s for their ho pitality, they have magnificent premise . Jim wa
disappointed that more member did not fill the 46- eater coach after all
his effort to get the best pos ible deal for the trip. A raflle wa held on
the return journey for a bottle of whi ky and a bonle of herry to help
off: et the cost of the coach.
A coach trip i planned for unday the 15 ugu l to Edinburgh Ca tie
Esplanade, as the Tattoo i not on that day, to cc the Central Band. and
the combined drum and pipe bands of the RBL from all O\'er cotland,
perform Beating Retreat. It is hoped a many members, family and
friend will support thi venture, to fill the 50-seater coach. A meal
beforehand "ith a great choice of menu, will be available al the Royal
British Hotel, Prince· tree!, Edinburgh. A raffle will al o be held on the
coach, to offi ct the cost of the hire. -Future dates include a 40' night,
Chri tma Draw, and the l. Andre" ·s Dinner Dance in 'ovember 1999,
' ith a Bum upper in the year 2000.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
The Branch had no meeting in either June r Jul) due to Annual Camp
and the stand down of 40 ( ) ig Re gt ( ) which lem e me a Iill le bit
short of material for thi i ·ue.
The Blandford R.:union i over once again and. although not there
my elf, I believe it was vcr succe sful. A lot of credit for this must go to
Peter uckow to whom our Blandford Organiser. Edgar '\le a ll. al. o
wi hes to convey his thank ' for all the a ' si tance gi" ::n to hun b:r Peter.
A total of twelve Brandi members attendt!d the reunion led h) Bran ·h
hairman. J ohn Loved a) . s 40 ( ) ig Regt ( ) \\a complellnl!.
Annual amp. si:-- of our en ing members tra\'elled direct from camp to
Blandford, five member travelled by the o'er-night ferry to Lt' erpool
and they were then joi ned by Bill Ogden at Blandford. The Branch
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member· too"- part in the Church, crvice and the 13rch Past Jim Reilly
kept the Branch to th fore b) actmg a tandard Bearer. The thanks of
the Bron ·h g
to 40 (U) ig Rcgt ( ). in particular George Cooke, foe
a.sisting "ith the trmcl arrangement. Thunk. al o go lo 1ark Barrass
and Eddie Hedley for their driYing · kills and of course to Edgar McCall
for doing a good job a Blandford Organiser under difficult
circumstance and taking the load off our ever bu, y Hon ec, Ian \ olfe.
On a . ad note. the late To mm y laguirc \\US very much mi sed at
Blandford.
Branch 1ember,
gt i\lark Barrass ha now been posted to
Blandford. Wi; "ish him well in hi ne'' ell\ ironmcnt I understand that
he intend to remain a Branch 1ember and keep in touch. rm sure that
our Branch Pre·idenl laj (Retd) Bill Douglas, will not mind if we offer
our congratulation for the celebration of his oOth birthday. We wi h him
belated birthday greetings and a hope that he will celebrate many more.
A u ual a wann welcome awaits any erving or ex- ignallers, Regulars
or T R al our Branch meetings any third Wednesday in lonaver TAVR
Centre, Bel fast

PETERBOROUGH BRANCH
On I August one of the upermarkets in Wisbech organi edits annual
fund-rai ing Fun Day in aid of local charities. This event ha been run
\Cry ucce fully in prcviou years and is a very popular even for the
people of Wi bech and the urrounding area. The Branch wa invited to
have a tall and for ome months we have been preparing a ·for Sate·
ection, a 'Tombola Table· and a Grand Raffle'. A mall group of
membe . the• tall Gang·, have worked hard to crounge items to make
up our three section . Branch Members have been donated item in cash
or kind. Early on the morning of the first of Augu I fi e loaded cars left
Peterborough for Wi bech Park, fifteen mile away. It was a very hot day
with lhe temperature in the eighties, but thankfully an awning provided
by Brian o,·erland gave us shade some of the lime. A long and tiring
day ended al about 4 o •ctock with a thunderstorm and torrential rain but
the folio' ing day we banked more than three hundred pounds and we
hope to be able to make a donation to Corps Welfare Fund and to
ub idise in a mall way a special end of millennium and Christma
function planned for December.

REUNIONS
3 DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB
ln spite of operational requirements in Bosnia, Croatia, Ko ·ovo and
ariou other tations East. West, orth or outh, the power that be in
3rd (UK) Div HQ and Signal Regiment were determined that t11e Reunion
Club hould be invited to take part in the Regimental Weekend and Fctc
to be held at Bulford . ecdless to ay lub members were glad to accept
the kind invitation of Lt Col Neil ouch, the 0, and 41 of them duly
arri ed at Bui ford on Friday I June ready to enjoy the hospitality of the
Regiment. After the u ual ellicicnl processing at reception coffee and
sandwichc and chatting to Capt Dave tachini , the Liaison Officer, and
our official host , a group of channing young officers, we were officially
welcomed b Maj Adam Ewell, the 21 , standing in for the CO who was
omcwhere in the Balkan . RSM Gary Stoker then finished ofT the
welcome b inviting u all to ha ea drink.
We were mi ing some of our regular supporters at this weekend. Our
chainnan. Maj Derek Roberts, and hi wife Pam have both had health
problem recently but I am pleased to be able to tell you that they are
both well on the way to complete health as i Ethel, wife of Les Wright.
Ano th er couple' e missed were Doug and y lv ia Kay. ylvia is
awaiting a hip rep lacement. To compensate for the absentees we had
ome first timers at Bulford, orman Hands with his wife, Margaret
and E lga n and L ind a Davies . E lga n is at present working hard to
establish a Branch of the RSA in South Wale so any ex-Corp Taffies
who are not members of the A sociation get in touch with Elgan.
It was a great weekend, the Fete wa good the briefings were
interesting but for me the highlight wa when, on the Friday night, three
young lady Mess members took the company by the scruff of it's neck
and dragged some of our more staid members on to the dance floor and
made them dance. It will be a long time before I forget Tom Dean, Fred
Timms, Colin Hall, Vince Martin, Gwyn n Edwards, Trader Horn and
a few othe1 being made lo strut their tuff. Girl power in action. Once
again the Club must thank the Regiment for making us so welcome.

Z Troop
1 Squadron
9th Signal Regiment (Radio)
Would all existing members and associated personnel (CO!RSM/SSM
etc) of the 'infamous' Z Troop (April - ov 1984) please contact the
following for a possible reunion:
Tom Hamilton
2 Walton Cottages
Westgate
Sleaford
Lines- G34 7QX
Tel: 01529 307061

A REUNION TO REMEMBER
The 'Stall Gang ' wait for their first customers
(L-R): Brian Overland , Da rcie Rowland, Brian Smith,
Barry Archer, George Hopkinson, Ma rgaret Archer,
Wynne Hopkinso n

On 13 July 1949, some 300 Officer Cadets - members of Intake 3 were commissioned at the Royal Military Academy Sandhursl and on 12
July 1999, 172 of those former cadets met once again at Sandhurst to
celebrate the SOth Anniversary of their C?mmissioning parade. They had
mv1ted the ir lnspecllng Officer as their guest and H er Majesty the
Queen, who was then the Princess E lizabeth, graciously accepted.

56 DIV (SIGNALS) BRANCH
The Branch hel~ its AGM on 14 March and their annual Ladies ight
on 27 1arch. Thi year our Guest of Honour was am E lliott in
recogmtion of the support he has given, and continues lo give, to '1he
Branch, not least of which when he was Secretary up to a couple of years
ago. As u ual the dinner and convivial atmosphere was enjoyed by
everyone and the Ea$tbourne weather helped to clear heads the next day.

Chairman, John Robson, presents a bouquet to Pam Elliott
whilst Sam prepares his speech and
President Roy Hughe s tells him how long to make it !

~our

~SM

meet~~
abscn~

From: Reg Briggs
157 Chaucer Road
Peterborough
PEI 3LS
Tel: 0 1733 701 963
Dear Sir,
Reading the, April is.ye of the British Korean Veterans Mag3/inc 'The
Mornmg Calm • I was interested to read the following from George E
·
Eyon.

ghf~~ ~ ~ci

From George E. Eyon, 11 Rhind Street, Bodmin, Cornwall PL3 I
2EL. Telephone 01208 75019.
'
T~e enclosed photographs (Editor: we added two more )sho''
mem ers of the Royal. Signals that l served with at 28 Brigade
HQ. My m:mory has dimmed wi~h the pas ing years and l would
be grateful if anybody can recogmsc these soldiers.

LOSTCOMMS
Mr F. G. C oles ~s trying to contact anyone who served in Korea at the
FMA comp?u~dm Seoul between 1952 and 1954. He wa in the REME
auac~ed to Z Sig Sqn as a Vehicle Mechanic. Mr Co les' address is·- 13
~eQ'.es Walk, Parklands Mobile Homes, cunthorpe, orth Linc
17

o

From: Bill C oyne
2 Malsters Court
George Street
ewark
OTIJNGHAM HIRE
G24 !LU
Dear ir,
I am hoping that someone can help me with an addre s. I was in the
Royal 1gnal and s.t~ti.oned at I Wirele s, Munster, Germany, in 19501952. I have been v1~1~111g my daughter, who live in outhern Germany
and would love to v1s1I the old camp in Munster. I have been go ing to
Germany for 25 yea rs and not managed it yet, a I cannot remember
where the camp was.
. The only thing that I can recall is that it was near an ope n-ai r
sw1mm111g pool, a ?rewery and that nearby a railway line went across the
ro~d. Also I wa m a tented camp for some months near Helmstctt. I
thmk that the ~eare t place was called Koiningslutter. I believe there may
be an as. oc1al1on for those who have served at thi s camp?
Your Smcerely .. .......... .
Ron Smith would like to contact anyone from AA Harrogate Bradley
Sqn, lnla_ke 70C, ?r 3 qn 30 Sig Regt 1972-75, or from 8 Fi~ld Force
H~ & 1g Sqn T1dwo1th which then moved to Aldcrshol in 19 I to
become S In f Bde HQ & Sig qn. I wou ld especially like to contact WOl
CR M) Hun t, or Capt Helm, qn 2!C, !Tom the latter who erved with
me on Op Corporate. Phone him on 0161 684 7479 or e~ail him on·
ronald alan mith26.freeserve.co.uk
·
An inhabitant of a .tow~ in orthern France ha asked the Briti h
C_onsula~e General 1.n Lille to _trace a oldier of the Corps who , a
billeted 111 Rouba1x m 1945. His name wa Le lie Fry of Paddington,
London. Anyone who can help is asked to contact the consulate at 11
quare Dut11leul, 59 00 Lille, France.

The pl~otograph shows the five Royal ignals Officers who attended
the Reumon - out of an original eleven who were commissioned into the
Corps that July, (L-R): M ichael Watts, Paul Durrant, John Garratt,
Kevin Kirkby and Roy Thomas.
As ' e gathered on a warm sunny morning, the years seemed to slip
away. For the most part, recognition of faces was quite easy, even those
not seen for fifty years, but putting a name to a face sometimes required a
glance at a name tag. The day started with a Service of Thanksgiving in
the Academy Chapel when we remembered 68 of our members who have
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·
died . A a mark of our appreciation, we presented a ilver co
ewer to the chapel.
mmumon
The reception was held in the splendid lndian Army Room of the Old
Col~egc and shortly afler midday, a fanfare announced the arrival of Her
MaJCSty the Queen. Accompanied by our ·head boy' General ir Jan
Glover, _Her Majesty made a
of the assembled members,
and talking to as many as pos 1ble. On being told that one of our
members could not attend because his home is now in Queens! 1 d H .
Majesty remarked,_' Well it is rather a long way 10 come for I .; ? ' ei
After the recepllon it was lime for a photograph on the C~~e·
I
Th,e Academy
- buttons and Sam Browne gleaming like
the task of gett1_ng us formed up correctly and obviou Jy decided that the
?e. l way to. achieve this wa to treat us like Cadets. His polite reque ts 10
Fill your. ng~t, Sir,' were unmistakable as orders and we did as we wer~
told, albeit with some asides that Cadets might not have ventured 1 tt
Lunc.h m the Old College Dining Hall was a plendid affair en~~n;;d
by music fr~m an or~hestra culled !Tom the Band of the Royal Electrical
and Mechanical ~ngmccrs. Wme and conversation flowed throughout the
lunch. Her Ma j esty ~ookcd happy and relaxed. None of us could
remember the food. being as. good in our day! We have all drunk the
Loyal ;oast many times but 11 was a privilege to be able to toast ' The
Queen m person. The orchestra played a selection of popular tunes from
the late forues f?llowed by excerpts from the slow and quick marches
!Tom the parade m July 1949. All too soon it was time for Her Ma"c
to
· Jome
.J. tyd
· leave.
Th The
· · orchestra struck up 'Auld Lang Sync' and 172 voice
m.
e smgmg gave way to prolonged applause and as Her Majesty
departed, the hall echoed with, 'Three cheer for Her MaJ·e ty the
Q ueen!'
The day was _not yet quite over. We made our way down to the Jake for
tea , more music and, of course, more trips down memory lane with
fo~m~r comrades m arrris, before finally etting off for home to relive
'
this tune with our families the events of
'A Reunion to Remember.'

TED RED FE~ '~ou l.d like to get in contact with any of his old friends
who ~erved wllh him Ill the I 04 Beach ignals, ombin~d Ops. Their
sleeve badge was a .Red Ancho: on a Blue background , with a Red Cir le
border. They were mvolved with the D-Day Landing and went through
~~Belgiu m, Holland, Germany and eventually to Denmark. lf there are
T Y of you left. he would love to hear from you plea e contact him at : I
reven oweth. Landsdowne Park, Wheal Ro e
r corricr Redruth
OR WALL TRl6 SOB.
'
'
'
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Jack Taylor
Jess ~'lullin ' ould like to tra.ce anyone who knC\\ her father, Bob
Mullins (2322449) ''ho was 111 the Royal ignals from 02 OI 3324/04/46, and was in I long Kong before the war, El larncm and Ital)
dunng the wa~. Please email her or' rite to lrs J. Iullins. 16 Ru hdal
·
e
Avenue, hcfheld.
9QF.
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From: Barf) Hickling ( ig- cene)
7 Park Dri\e
, andiacre
OTT! 1 H 1 1 GIO 5 B
Tel: 01 15 972 1045
If the folio" ing photograph, tak non Lun eburg Heath, jogs
anybody· memory please contact Barry Hicklin g.
(This \\'OS fll'O thirds of 71 WIT. 2nd Army Signals, BAOR. 1945146 the
other third 11·0 011 hiftJ.

Back Row (l.:-R ): Berry,?, Deveny, Robinson ,?, Ball, Coles,
Rush , Hunt, Wood, Holmes, Me!. Walker
Middle Row (L:-R ): Higgs,?, Chapman, Moses, Stait
Fro nt Row (l.:-R ): King, Rose, S gt Beckwith , Capt Ryan , Sgt Wall,
' Hay' Frankl in,?, 'Burge'
Barbara l allar. on behalf of her aunt, i trying to locate a family member
who rved with 4 Division Signal in Egypt Unfortunately the data she has
is sketchy, and the dates of his service are not known. His name i Douglas
Bourne, and his am1y number was 2326560. Did you know Douglas. or 1"
your own army number about the same? Any information at all will be
welcome. e-mail me Ron Smith on ronald a lansmith26.freeserve.co.uk I
will forward any inforn1ation to Barbara.
Mrs 1 ancy Jeffery would like to hear from anyone who served with her
late hu band, io Thomas A. Jeffery in India, Burma and Singapore
during W\\'2. Thomas erved in 69th Tech Maintenance ection, mostly
with Z L of C Regt, Indian Div. Names Mrs Jeffery recalls are; Jimmy
1illan, Ron heldon , Ernie Broadbent, Bob Golley Capt E. Barrett,
74 Sig D. Baker, 629 Sio A. Goodman and 440 ig A. Kelli.
Mr G. Mo rrison
( gt) Balado Bridge
Kinross
PERTHSHIRE
KYl3 0 H
Tel: 01577 862456

1ATO

I am trying to get in contact with an old colleague of mine, from our
days at 8 ig Regt in Catterick. His name is Les Bostock, last known
posting "as ATR Bassing bourn. I was with the Display Team
(QuicksilYer) that was from 1980-1982 and called Angus. I have lost the
la t telephone number that I had, for him. Anyone knowing the
"hereabouts of Les can contact me at above addres or telephone
number.
ndy 1iJJer is trying to get in touch with Justin 'Tiny' Tindale who
joined the Royal Signals approximately 1986/87. Last time Andy saw
him was about 1993, be was married to Helen, had two kid and had just
returned from service in the Gulf War. If you have any details please
email him at:
Andywindymiller@ lineone.net
Or snail mail:
11 Randolph Road
DERBY
DE23 8TG
Tel: 01332 737903

Zealand. outh Africa. Canada, Prance and America, making a total of
about 1000 veterans. We were overwhe lmed by the welcome, hospitality
and genero ity (including many gifts and souvenirs) we recei ved from the
German Government. city officials and even the ordmary men and
women in Berlin. Our day · were totally taken up with tours of Berlin and
the surrounding areas, including Potsdam, a three hour lunch cruise on
the Havel, the Allied Airlift Mu eum and an e ening concert by the
Berlin Chamber Orchestra. In addition there were Oflicial ceremonies
such as the ervice of Remembrance at the Memorial stone at Gatow.
On Wedne day 12 May at the SOth Annivcr ary of the lifting of the
Berlin Blockade there ' as a ervice and Wreath laying ceremony at the
impressive Airlift Memorial at Tcmpelhof. On parade were military
band from Britain (the Band of the Royal Air Force), United tates,
France and Germany. In attendance were the Governing Mayor of Berlin,
German City Governors and the Ambas adors of Britain. United tates,
Canada, outh Africa and France. Amongst those who paid tribute to
those ' ho had lo t their lives during the Airlift and all who had taken
part in the Airlift, wa our Minister of tate for Defence, George
Robertson.
One of the mo t abiding, and emotiona l, memories of the vi it
occurred on the final night, ' hen we attended an eveni ng concert/military
tattoo at the Olympic tadium. LL began with the Airlift veterans
marching into the Stadium. led by the band of the Royal Airforce, The
British Berlin Airlift As ociation Standard Bearer and members of the
Association. We had obviously been chosen to lead the parade because
we' ere the only contingent who were uniformly dre sed, in our blazers
(bearing the A ociation badge), white hirts (with A sociation tie) and
grey slacks. A one Yank remarked 'Gee, you guys are the top drawer
compared to us Yanks in our T-shirts and jeans!') As we marched into
the tadium, the crowd of 30,000 Berliners rose and gave us a standing
ovation. Even as we climbed up to our seats in the arena they were
clapping, patting us on the back and haking our hands. The events which
followed lasted almo t four hours and ended with a spectacular fireworks
display.
On our return to this country it was very disappointing to learn that
the SOth Anniversary had been almost tota lly ignored by the media. In
fact articles which I had ent to two orfolk local newspapers were never
printed Thi dismal state of affairs was echoed by other Airlift eterans
(with whom I keep contact) in Glasgow, Aberdeen, Sheffield and
Wrexham. As an ex- ational Serviceman (1947-49, I am proud that I was
able to put my Royal Signals training (OKW) to good use during the
Airlift. If there are any Signallers who knew me during my tay in Berlin,
or prior to that in Hamburg (GHQ 2nd Echelon - Signal Troop) I shall be
happy to hear from them.
Yours sincerely ........ . .

The hi ghlight was undoubtedly the Parade which formed up in
Wellington Barrack , being marshalled by some magnificent CO; from
the Welsh Guards, 'In sixes f.L.EA.S.E. gen tlemen!' We then marched ofT
to Horse Guard , headed by the flags of the nations followed by a group
of BKVA Branch Standards, two columns of British Veterans and then
the remai nder of the nations in alphabetical order. The Parade was
accompanied by the band of the Welsh Guards.
T he Duke of Kent, accompanied by Maj Gen Birtwistlc, inspected
the Parade, speaking to many of the veterans before taking the salute
during the March Past. It was interesting to note that at least six of the
BKVA standards were carried by ex-Royal Signals, which represented a
goodly proportion of those standards on parade.
A wonderful week to remember in particular in respect of being able to
meet fellow veterans from the other United ations contingents. hould
any member of the R A who i a veteran of the Korean War and is not a
member of the BKVA, but is interested in joining, contact me at the
above address and I will endeavour to help them.
Regards ........
From:

D. R. Stanforth
93 Sefton Street
outhport
MER EY IDE PR8 SOD

Dear ir,
In the past I have read in your Letters Column experiences of RSA
members assi ting schools by giving talks regarding the 1939-45 World
War.
I have been involved with such an event this past April. I would
imagine the procedure as usual wa similar lo mine, that of a telephone
call. This I received from Stanley High School in outhport asking if
their information was correct - 'Was I something to do with the army and
could I help them?' It appears that WWII is now part of the curriculum.
uch is our age now, that we are deemed 'history', and could I provide
ex- ervice and home-front personnel to give their experiences and
recollection of those year , to help the students.

From:

Ron Larby
178 Braemar Avenue
EASDE
WJOODS
Dear Sir,
Thank you fo r includin g my letter re Brian Close in the Augu t
edition of The Wire. l received a number of replies to my query from
variou s RSA members, who recall the MCC tour furore. Perhaps the
following may be of interest, particularly to members who served in the
Korean War.
International Korean War Veterans Reunion
The British Korean War Veterans Association hosted an International
Korean War Veterans Reunion in London during the week of 19-23 July
1999. The programme included a Memorial Service at St Pau l's
Cathedral, a luncheon reception at the Guildhall, A Garden Party at
Chelsea Hospital, a parade and inspection by the Duke of Kent at Horse
Guards and a gala dinner at the Paragon Hotel , Fulham. A separate
reception and buffet was also held for British Veterans aboa rd HM
Belfas t, whilst our overseas colleagues attended receptions al their
respective Embassies. All the United Nations countries that sent troops to
Korea were represented at the Reunion , large parties coming from the
USA, outh Korea, Australia , Canada and ew Zealand. Al so well
represented were many former members of the Corps who served in
Korea. They were prominent at the event as described, including the
former Master of Signals, Maj Gen Birtwistle who is the current
President of the British Korean Veterans Association.

CORRESPONDENCE
From: Ernest E . Gathercole
17 Chiltern Crescent
Hunstanton
. ORFOLK PE36 SIB
Tel: 0148S S33943
Dear ir,
As the only member of the Berlin Signa l Squadron (during the Berlin
A1rhtl), who is also a member of the British Berlin Airli ft Association, I
had the honour and privilege of being invited to attend the SOth
nni\crsary Celebrations of the ending of the Airlift in Berlin. The
all-expense trip (9th - 13th May 1999) was paid for by the Berlin Airlift
Grautude Foundation and the city of Berlin.
Besides the 325 members of the British Berlin Airlift Association
from the nitcd Kingdom there were representatives from Australia, ew
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The students would be grouped into fours; v.ith t\\O asking questions
on what they understood to have happened and "ith two askmg on
m":tters they did not comprehend. Also. \\Ould we be able to ;upply any
relics or souvenirs from the period. I think the head of history was taken
by surprise when I offered vehicles. signalling equipment, weapon and
other impedimenta of service life of the time.
Thus, ~he outhport & District Branch of the Normandy Veterans
Assoc1at1on mu;tcred a dozen volunteers. Amongst the personnel
agreemg to attend were ex-Signalmen Bill Parker, Bill Whalle and
myself. The day went extremely well with considerable interest from
both the tudcnts and the ex-servicemen and women.
The study group were wide ranging and the classes viewed and
handled the equipment on display in tum which pro,ed to be a great
success. The display being so popular was opened up to all the etas e in
the school. As an extra benefit two local papers arrived and took
photographs following up with articles. Likewise. our own PR Officer,
Maj R. Beva n MBE came to record the event.
During the day the students supplied u with a non stop · AAFI'
which was most appreciated. Needle s to ay we" ere all thanked for our
efforts, so much so that we have been invited again for next year's
course. uch events are very rewarding and it is a eye opener for the
young to understand experiences and conditions during those momentous
years. Should uch requests be made for a organi ed day such as that by
Stanley High chool, I would certainly recommend them to R A
members and as it i said 'all publicity is good publicity as long as they
spell your name correctly'.
Yours sincerely and kinde t regards ........ .... .
From:

K.Bunston
31 St Davids Road
Mi kin
Pontyclun
Mid Glam CF72 8PW
Tel: 01443 224036

Dear ir,
The recent RSA weekend. as all are aware, was the last of this century.
The numbers of the old and bold are diminishing and I personally have a
feeling of regret that their tories and version of event are no longer to
be heard around the e ening' entertainmen t centred on the well worn
bars of Blandford Camp. This is the central focus of our reunion and
with this in mind a number of us who are now in their late sixtie are
getting together to en ure that the tales that enthralled us are not lo I to
future generations of the Corp .
Send me your tory. no matter what the ubject about an episode of
your Arn1y ervice. whether you were regular or ationa l Service. events
of basic training, your impre sions of 3 pattern webbing, anklets web,
boots ammunition, anythi ng that can strike a chord of merriment or
no talgia into the memories of an ex- erviceman. Any tale that would be
of interest will be considered and naturally the name of tho e not
wishing to have their names published as the authors will be respected.
All proft!s generated will go toward the Corps Funds. I feel sure that
this will be a succe and look forward to hearing from you.
Yours incerely .........
(Ed to George W Cooke, Sonoma. California - four anecdotes ha1•e been
forwarded for consideration and will be fea1ured as fillers in fi1ture
WIRES- many thanks! PV.)

COPY MUST BE RECEIVED
SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE

Maj Gen Birtwistle escorts the Duke of Kent to the saluting base
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1999

NVA members and pupils pose by the 1944 Standard Utility
outside Stanley High School. Roger Stanforth,
Branch Secretary, to the fore in the usual nonchalant manner.
At the back, on the left, can be seen
Chairman - C. Bennett ex-RM Commando
with Chairman W. Whalley ex-Royal Signals on the right
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1999
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DONATIONS
50.00
... £100.00
... £ 6.00
...£ 46.00
...£ 25.00
... £ 10.00
...£ 50.00
...£500.00
... £150.00
... £272.53

\Ir . W. ook ........... .
:\lrs ;\I. Garwood
ddic Le\Ctt & Jim Jarman
R A Leeds & District ... ...
\Ir Kane ............ .. ...

erta Cito Lodge ... .. ... ... ... ... ...
ol Laing in memo!) of Capt B. G. Green ......... ...
Brig W. I. Ponsonby OBE (decea ed) a beque t from .. .
56 Dhi ion 0
............................. .
In memory of l\1aj A. tringer \\ho died March 1999 .. .
Lt Col (Rtd) & i\lrs J . . . \ ebber
... £ 10.00
in memo!) of 1aj W. J. Thoma
... ... ... ... ...
John Kemp (Funeral Directors) Donations recie,·cd
in memo!) of.1aj W. J. Thomas ... ... ... ... ... .. .
... £1 10.00
J. O. Bartlam in memory of Capt John Rudkin
... £ 25.00
Lt ol J. 1ontague in memory of Capt John Rudkin
...£ 20.00
J. Armstrong in memory of Capt John Rudkin ... ...
... £ 10.00
'.\Ir & lrs A. P. Hamper! in memory of Capt John Rudkin .....£ 10.00
Dorothy & John torie in memory of Capt John Rudkin ........£ 20.00
1r A. alazar in memOl)' of Capt J. Rudkin ... ... ... ...
... £ I 0.00
A. P. & .M. D. tacey in memory of Capt J. Rudkin
... £ 15.00
J. R. & J. L. Price in memory of apt J. Rudkin ...
... £ 20.00
Mr & l\lrs . Torode in memory of Capt J. Rudki!'.l
... £ 20.00
D. J . Clement in memory of Capt John Rudkin ...
... £ 10.00
1r J. Vin ks in memory of Capt John Rudkin ... ...
... £ I 0.00
... £ I0.00
;\Ir J. chute in memory of Capt John Rudkin
... £ 20.00
:Maj (Retd) E. H. Le Quesne in Capt John Rudkin
1r L. \ . Barbe in memory of Capt John Rudkin
... £ 10.00
Ir & frs David-Jones in memory of Capt John Rudkin
... £ 25.00
...£ 25.00
:\1rs Brenda etchell in memory of Capt John Rudkin ...
K. . Birch in memory apt John Rudkin. .. ... ... ... ...
... £ I0.00
Richard & \ endy Douglas in memory of Capt John Rudkin ... £ 30.00
Mr . Falla in memory of Capt John Rudkin ...
...£ 25.00
Mr & Mrs J. Hartshorn & Jr J.P. mith
... £ 50.00
in memory of Capt John Rudkin ... ...... .. .
1aj (Rtd) R. Vasper
in memory of Lt Col M. R. G. Stockdale MBE
...£ 25.00
3 Div ig Reunion Club in memory of WO 1 W. G. Fai rcloth ... £ I0.00
. Faircloth in memory of WO I G. Faircloth ............... £395.00
J.B. Porter in memory ofWOl G. Faircloth ..................£ 25.00
L. J. Porter in memory ofWOl G. Faircloth ......... .........£ 10.00
3 Div igs Reunion Club in memory of Mr Jim McElvogue ...£ I0.00
3 Oh· Sigs Reunion Oub in memory of R. A. Howell ... ... ... £ I0.00
Mr G. \ . Cook in memory of Brig Pon onby... ... ...
... $100.00
Brig F. L. Clarkson in memory of Lt Col W. Gaskell
... £ 20.00

LAST POST
diam - LCpl R. T. Adlam
Andrews - Cpl W. Andrews
tkinson - Brig A. L. Atkin on OBE
tkinson - ig G. E. Atkinson
Baker - ig H. Baker
Blaker - Brig E. C. R. Blaker OBE
Benjamin - ig . Benjamin
Bishop - Capt J . L. Bishop UD, MBE
Brick - ig M. . Brick
Burt - gt B. A. . Burt
Caplan - Capt 1. J. Caplan
ockram - WOI R. G. Cockram
ullen - tr W. B. Cullen
EUerker - L pl T. A. Ellerker
Emery - apt G. J. Emery
Faircloth - \ 01 W. G. Faircloth
Freeman - Capt T. Freeman
Green - Capt B. G. Green
Guest - LCpl R. Guest
Hall - \ 02 D. J. Hall fBE
Hall - .\taj .J. R. Hall ERO
Howell - Cpl R. A. Howell
Jep on - \ 02 J. W. Jepson
\le arthy - Lt P. McCarthy
\1aguire - pl T. A. Maguire
\1cCarthy - Lt P. P. K. Mc arthy
\1cElvogue - WOI J. J. McElvogue
1ercer - WOI (R M) G. W. 1ercer
\fosctt - ig J. J. 1i sett
titchell - ig F. Mitchell
1itchiner - Capt G. M. Mitchiner
Purcell - ig J. F. Purcell
Raiders - WPte J. M. Raiders
Seale - apt T. cale
ellers - ig K. ellers
mith - \ 02 G. mith
mith - gt R. \1. mith
omenille - ig R. R. omervillc
Ta}lor - · gt J. \ . Taylor
Thoma - \laj \ . J. Thoma~
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erved 1939/46 Died 08/04/99
erved 1940/46 Died 01/08/99
erved 1932/64 Died 16/08/99
Served 1946/48 Died 19/07/99
Served 1939/46 Died 2 /03/99
erved 1932166 Died 30/07/99
erved 1935/?? Died Sep ' 98
Served
Died 16/07/99
Served 1962171 Died 04/06/99
Served 1945171 Died 29/08/99
erved 194417 1 Died
erved 1926/45 Died
Served 1928/32 Died 30/05/99
Served 1942146 Died 12/06/99
Served
Died 15/07/99
erved 1929/56 Died June '99
served 1941/46 Died 21108/99
Served
Died 24/06/99
Served 195 7/6 1 Died J 5/07199
erved 1942/72 Died 13/06/99
erved 1939/69 Died 03/07/99
erved 1942/46 Died 20/07/99
Served 1942171 Died 15/08/99
Served 1940/46 Died 03/07/99
Served 1963/?? Died 16/05/99
med 1940/46 Died 03/07/99
Served 1951177 Died 26/06/99
erved 1947172 Died 07/05/99
Served 1936/45 Died 29/04/99
crvcd 1959/6 1 Died 06/07/99
Served WWII Died Aug '99
Served 1942/46 Died
Served 1942/46 Died 15/03/99
Served
Died June '99
Served 1943/47 Died 24/07/99
erved 19??/69 Died 198?
Served 1967/89 Died 21/06/99
erved 1945/48 Died 19/06/99
Served 1944/68 Died 25/06/99
Served 1932/65 Died 23/06/99

Tindle - gt J. E. Tindle
Watt - Sgt P. H. J. Watts
Watson - ig E. Watson
White - Mr C. A. White
While - io H. K. White
Williams - Maj F. William
Willis - Capt A. G. Willis

ervcd
Served
Served
ervcd
crved
Served
crved

1949/60
1950/72
1950/52
1935/43
1942/46
195 1/82
1939/48

Died
Died 26/06/99
Died
Died 25/07/99
Died 02/06/99
Died 03/07 /99
Died 22/10/98

Thomas - Maj W. J. Thomas, 'Tommy ' , was born in 191 2 and whil the
hone at school. he left early to take an apprenticeship as an electrical
engineer. In 1932 he joined the Corps at atter!ck a . an Electri cian
Fitter. On pa ing out he was posted to Meerut m India and the W
Frontier where he operated a mobile wirele s station from a 30cwt
truck. In those day promotion was hopelessly low and it was not
until 1937 that he was promoted Unpaid Lance Corporal, but was
made substantive a year later. He returned to UK in 1939 and became
the MT ergeant in 1 Armd Div ignals in the BEF and withdrew with
hi MT ection back to UK via Brest.
He remained with the reformed I Armd Di Sigs. He man-icd Eadie
in 1942 and wa not to see her again un til 1945. With the Regiment he
went to Egypt and took part in the advance to Cyrenaica and the retreat
to Alamein. He then went to 9th Anny ig in the Lebanon a a W02 ,
then to the Cheshire Yeomanry which was converting from a cavalry
regiment to R ignals in Palestine. Later a a WO I R M he served
with 5 Air Formation ignals in Italy. returning to UK in 1945 .
Revertino to W02 he erved in the War Office ignal Regiment.
He felt that he was not being sufficiently taxed and o applied to go
o e rseas again and in 1948 he was on his way to Ea t Africa
Command Signal in airobi where he served for two year until 1950
and was crranted an extension to 1952, being promoted to WO I a few
day bef~e returni ng to the K. The Kenya Police tried to recruit him
in the rank of uperintendent. to run their transport, but his loyalty to
and love of the Army prevailed. He was selected for a commission as a
Cypher Officer. In preparation tier thi s, his CO asked him how he
wished to be known as an officer. Hitherto he had been called ' Willy'
which he disliked and to be called John Thomas was even worse and
so he opted for 'Tommy' by which mo t people know him today, He
, a po ted to Hanover District Signals until 1954 when. he was po ted
to Singapore in the Comcan Signal Centre. In 1956 1t wa back to
BAOR and to 7 ig Regt. His final overseas tour was to Cyprus at
Dhekelia in 196 1 and fin ally home to I 0 Signa ls Regiment for
retirement in 1965.
However, he gai ned a R03 post in BAOR, fir t with an Electronic
Warfare quadron and subsequently with Hanno er Works Services
Group ' and in 1970 after 39 years of ervice to the Crown, 30 of them
erving over ea and one year on troopships , he made hi econd
retirement. Throughout his service and particularly when a senior
CO, he realised the alue of a tight knit WO & Sgts Mes in .every
un it in which he served and always worked hard to ensure that h1 wa
the best. As a result he had a host of old friend , and acquaintances
throughout the Corps. He came to live in Kent and he and hi wife
Eadie travelled widely. His parents had insisted that as a child he wa
widely read and he furthered his education throughout his service. In
con equence he embarked upon writing his autobiography. ('Signal
ucces ' published by The Book Guild, Lewes, u ex). He also
became the fo und er member and Hon Treasurer of the East Kent
Branch of tl1e RSA being awarded the well deserved R A 50 Year
Badge for service to the orps. He is survived by his wife Eadi e,
together for 58 years and his children, Pet, Linda and Bryan.
Benjamin - Sig athan ' at' Benjamin died in eptembcr 1998 at the
age of 87. In 1935 at joined the ity of London Signals (Vo lunteers)
and qualified a a dispatch rider. at was a prominent member of the
Regimen t's thriving motorcycle di splay team. In 1937 the Regiment
was accorded the honour of providing the first TA motorcycle di splay
team to perform at the Royal Tournament and at played an active part
in the display. At th e outbreak of war and mobili sat ion in 1939 a
medical downgrade precluded at from staying wi th 56 Div ignal
Regiment and he transferred to London District Signa l . He later
served with the Jewish ignal Brigade in Ita ly and , after anoth er
tran sfer, finished his wartim e service in Rome. After demob at
continued his act ive membership of the 56 Div Signa ls Regiment RSA
and was subsequently awa rd ed th e 50 Years ervice badge. He
continued his membership up to his death. at will be sorely missed
by his family and fri end s including hi s comrades from the 1937
Display Team who have maimained close contact with each other up to
the present day. Nat leaves a widow, Doris, daughter, Pat, and two
grand-daughters.
McElvogue - RSM James McElvogue, it is with great regret that the
Beverley Ex-Boys Association announce the death of 22537320 RSM
Jim McElvogue, who passed away on Saturday 26 June 1999 after
su!Tering from multiple sclerosis and other ailmen ts for some years.
Jim commenced his service with the 6 (Boy ) Trai nin g Regiment at
Beverley in January 195 1 where he spent two years. In 1953 he went
to 6 Armoured Division for two years and then pent the next ten years
with various Regi men ts until being sent to Borneo for a yea r in 1965.
On hi s return he was posted to 11 Signa l Regiment in Germany
returnin g to Harroga te in 1967 . In later life, despite being in a
wheelchair, Jim se rved as a case worker for
AFA . We were
represented at the funeral, at St Austell 's hurch, outh shi elds, by
Mick Teague and a Royal Signals Association Member and life-long
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frien d, Ken Bunston, also attended. We offer our si ncere condolences
to his wife, Ma ureen , and family.
Mitchell - ig Fra nk 'Mitch' Mitchell. Mitch died suddenly on 6 July
1999. He was th e much respected and loved ecrctary of the
La nge lebcn Reun ion Branch, that owes it's very exi tence to hi
tenacity and hard work. His funeral took place in Elland, Yorkshire, on
15 July and was attended by a great number of ' Langy' members
in c luding our President, Maj Ge n Peter Baldwin , along with
members of the Huddersfield Branch who carried their Standard. The
chapel was bursting at the seams due to the large number of 'Corps'
friends and the many local organisations 'M itch ' was con nected with .
' Mitch' served as a pee Op, following training at 10 WTS/224
Squadron. He was po ted to I quadron, 13 Signal Regiment early in
1960. Before long he volunteered for 2 Squadron at Langelebcn which
wa s ituated c lose Lo the old East/West Germany Border near
Helmstcdt, and stayed there until de-mob in 1961 !
In June 1992 ' Langy' closed down. 'Mitch' along with many others
attended the closing ceremonies. This parked the idea of forming a
Reunion Branch. It was to be open to all, however they were badged.
Due to his efforts membership now exceeds 300. A Reunion ha taken
place each year since 1994. They have alternated between Germany
and the UK. The la t of these took place in May, just six weeks before
' Mitch ' died.
Mc arthy - Lt Patrick McCarthy died following a heart attack on the
3rd July 1999 in Dalemain Hou e Rest Home, Southport; he would
have been 83 on 14 July. Pat served in the Corp from 1940-1946 in
both Europe and the Far East. During the German retreat from Paris
Pat and a fellow officer drove into Pari ome 36 hours ahead of the
Allied Liberators. After the War he returned to Ed ucation and wa
Headmaster of a large school in Richmond on Thames until his
retirement and ultimate return to his North We t origin . Due to failing
hea lth he entered Dalemain Re t Home in May 1997 and was virtually
blind in his latter day . His funeral was on Thursday 15th July in
Richmond where he was buried with his wife Margaret, who died on
I May 1993 and hi son Aidan. Pat wa a popular member of the
Southport Branch of the RSA. He was a cheerful man with a
mischievou sense of humour, mode l and forthright, a generous man.
an optimist with unbou nded en thusiasm, a good companion who will
be sadly mi sed. The Branch Chairman , Bruce Gillingham, and
member offer their condolences to Pat's sons Terence and Liam and
to all the family.
Caplan - Capt M. J. Caplan. Many in the Corp will be saddened to
learn of the death, after a long illne s, of Maurice Caplan who served
from 1944 to 1971. Maurice was a polymath who counted ukulele
playing and a keen intere t in amateur radio (mostly on the key)
amongst his many and varied accomplishment . He was affectionately
known by all ranks in the Corps as the absent minded profe sor. Hi
George Formby impression were alway appreciated. He was an
excellent Yeoman of Signals and wa commissioned in 1968 as a
Traffic Officer. After retiring, he served in the Diplomatic Wirele s
Service for a hort time before joining the Royal Brunei Malay
Regiment as a contract officer where he wa highl y regarded by
Malay and British alike.

Trinity Church, Blacon, where he had served as a Church Warden for
twelve yea rs, and Church Treasurer for seventeen. anon P. L.
Williams conducted a ensitive and stimulating service assisted by
Canon K. V. Povey, giving the personal account of a friend and
comrade to a packed congregation of fellow Royal Corps of Signals
people, (of which 'Fairy' was a Life Member), colleagues from the
Civil Service with whom he had served, and a host of friends of the
Church and neighbours who came to give their last respects. Born in
Colchester in January 1911 he left school at the age of fourteen to join
F. W. Brackett & Co., Engineer as an apprentice draughtsman, but the
firm hortly closed. Due to the General Strike, employment was
uncertain, luckily he found a vacancy with H. J. v illett, Motor Body
Builders in the oflice, but the indoor work affected hi health, and he
had to leave. He filled his time at a farm cum riding school, \ery
happy to put in his 70 hours a week for full board plu ten shilling .
'Fairy', even as a boy, was inclined to things electrical. Wireless w.a
the thing of the day. In fact his passion for the crystal set that he had
made, and his ability to ride a horse, clinched his application to enlist
with the Royal Corps of ignals in August 1929. After completing his
training at Catterick Camp, he was posted to 5 Division Scarborough
for Technical Training. Then Overseas to the I st Indian ignals in
Rawalpindi for six years returning to 3 Divisional Signals at Bulford.
At the outbreak of War he became part of the British Expeditionary
Force in France. It was there that he suffered a personal tragedy that
was to cause him to lose the use of his lefl eye. While working on a
broken down lorry with a hammer, a sp linter of stee l became
embedded in hi eye. Even after several operations in France the
splinter remained fixed. He was sen t back to England. where a lady
urgeon at Moorfields Hospital was succe sful, but the eye \\as too
damaged to be useful. From then on 'Fairy' concent rated on his
teaching abilities with the 3rd Operator's Training Battalion,
temporarily on loan to Manchester University as a Lecturer, then as a
Warrant Officer, to handle all prospective candidates, as a preliminary
to the War Office Commissioning Board, which he fou nd to be a very
interesting job indeed. Later he wa appointed by the Foreign Office to
work with the administration of the African Territories of Asmara,
Ethiopia, Eritrea and Somaliland to prepare the 'Five Pow er
Commi ion ' to decide their future and running the Accounts Di•ision
of Posts & Telegraphs. For services to the Corp he was awarded The
Meritorious ervice Medal. Due to the eye injury, a Commi ion was
~1 ot po sible, although temporary one were offered. His final posting.
m 1954, was to Headquarters Army Emergency Reserve. that had been
recently formed at Blacon Camp Chester. He was the enior RSM
carrying the Sword of Honour at the Coronation Proce sion, and wa
di charged from distinguished ervice in January 1956.

Andrews - Cpl William Andrews. It is wi th deep regret that the
Cotswolds Branch has to report the death of Bill Andrews who pa sed
away on I August 1999 at the age of 5. Bill was called up for ervice
during World War II and after training as a Dispatch Rider with the
the n newly formed 8 Corps ignals, at Bakewell Derby hire, he
embarked with hi unit on the troop hip Otranto for service in the
Middle East where he remained th roughout the war. Fol101 ing hi
return to civi lian life after the war Bill became an active member of the
Royal Briti h Legio n and he played a large part in e tabli hing a
branch of the Legion in his home village of Bibury. He was their
tandard Bearer for some twenty years. A member of,' the Cot 1 olds
Branch, of the R A, Bill, together with hi wit<: Marjorie, regularly
attended Branch meetings a nd socia l ga therings. He wi ll be
remembered with affection by all who kne1 him. We offer our sincere
condolence to 1rs Andrews in her ad loss.
Currie - Maj A. D. H. Currie TD M.lnst M. It is with much regret that
we must advi e of th e recent death of Alec Currie after an illne .
Alec joined the TA in 1939 and er ed throughout the war in the Royal
Artillery, being demobilised in 1946. In 1950 he wa recalled fo r Z
Re erve Training and rejoi ned th e Royal Artillery T . In th e 1958
reorgani ation, as a aptain, he tran fc rred into 42 ignal Regiment
becoming a Major in 1960 comm anding 2 quadron. From 1966 to
retiring in 1968 he commanded a Troop in category 111 being over the
age for the TA. He was a fo under member or the 42 ignal Regiment
Officer lu b being Chai rm an for a time and only recently made life
pres ident. I le was also a member of the Manchester Branch of the
R A. Before retiring from his business ca reer he wa an Advertising
Director of a publishin g co mpany. He will be ad ly mi ed by hi
many friends; We extend our deepest sym pathy to hi family.
Fai rcloth - WOI W. G. Faircloth . The pas ing of WOl William
George Faircloth, 'Fairy' to those that know, occu1Ted on Monday 2
June 1999, aged 88years. I le i urvived by Ada, hi wife, and their
ti o ons, David and Christopher. The er ice 1 as held at the l:loly
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,recn - apt Bryan eorge Green BEl\l I kne\\ Bryan for over 45
year:;. I first met him \\hen he joined us in 16th Independent Parachute
Signal quadron in the ueL anal zone, straight from basic and trade
training at Beverie) and initial parachute training al ldershot. He was
a keen )Oung soldier and a very good telegraph operator. He quick ly
quahticd him df for promotion and wa ' soon appointed lo be a Lance
Corporal and became an excellent radio detachment commander and in
due course was promoted to Corporal. When we returned to England
he was promoted to ergeantju t before hi 21st Birthday. and proved
to be a very good Troop ergeant. After some cars he was posted to
602 pecial Communication Troop where he wa 3\ arded the BEM
and en ed '' ith them in K nya. He rejoined the Parachute Signal
quadron a
M and after,, tour as RQM he was promoted to R M
and po ted to the Guard Brigade HQ and ignal quadron. He \ a
commi ioned and became a very competent offi er.
He retired from the nny a a Captain and went into industry as a
\YOrk manager but oon branched out on his O\ n lo set up his own
company, La er cientific erviee , pro iding preci ion engineered
parts to among other the aircraft and armaments companies and
upplying computer controlled laser equipment to industry in the UK,
the Continent and the Far East. ln 1992 he expanded his company to
become Preci ion Beam Technology and had a new factory built at
Peterborough \\ hich was to have been opened by the then Prime
Minister, John Major. unfortunate! Black Wedne day intervened and
the factory wa opened b.
or ma 1ajor and Lady Blatch, the
Mini ter for Education. Bryan alway worked hard and excelled at all
that he did, \\ hetha at work or at port, where he wa an outstanding
occer player, and later managed a number of unit soccer teams.
culminating in taking 2 th ignal Regiment team to the Army Cup
Final. unfortunately lo ing by a single goal in the clo ing minutes.
He died unexpectedly on 24th June I 999 at the ai;_e of 65 and leaves
a widO\\, ' antiya and children Patiya and Justin, and Elaine and
Da' id by a pre iou marriage, to whom we extend our sincere
condolence . He was a good friend and will be sadly missed by all
''ho knew him. He wa cremated at Peterborough Crematorium and
his a hes'' ill be interred at Aldershot Military Cemetery.

the war, in '' hich bodic lay o deep the men wore nose-plugs. There
were 13000 Allied casualties evacuated - one of them was John
Robinson. Having reeo ered, he rejoined his unit and fought his way
to the outskirts of Rangoon until , thank to Gen Bill Iim (knighted on
the !ield of Imphal). ' .... the Japanese were torn apart.' ot all or them.
hortly before VJ Day, Robinson wa. charged by a sword-wielding
oflicer. Robinson calmly shot him dead at close quarters. Robinson
was then sent to Java to mop up the Japanese and liberate the POWs in
a now forgotten campaign in which 255 British and 955 Indian troops
died. T\ o Japane e Battalions came under British command in the
attempt to quell the Javanese who aw the Allies a attempting to
reintroduce Dutch rule. Aller five months of street fighting , ' ot
officially fighting anyone.' Robinson said, he was given a medical
discharge , uffering from malaria and anaemia - along with a
Corporal's helpful explanation, ' Your haemoglobin is down to 60%,
whale er that mean . · He graduated from Downing College,
ambridge. in History, and Lincoln College, Oxford, in Anthropology
to become a lecturer at Chatham aval Dockyard and then Rosyth. Hi&
lo e of education al o saw him teach for 13 years at Dunfermline's
Woodmill High chool. In 1982 he was awarded a BA in Geology
from the Open Universi ty. When health returned he joined the Inns of
Court Regiment, Signal Squadron, TA London Division, before
transferring to 21 Special Air ervice. He was commissioned into the
Roya l Army Education orps in 1957.
ell ers- ig K. ellers. It is ' ith regret that the Hull Branch of the
A ociation report the death of Kenneth ellcrs on Saturday 24 July
I 999. Ken served in the Corp from I 943 to 1947 during which time
he erved in the Italian Campaign. He was a staunch member of the
Hull Branch of the RSA and will be missed by his friends. We extend
incere condolences to his family and friends.
White - Cec il 'Chalky' White 1917-1999. Cecil Anthony White better
known during his days with the Corps as 'Chalky', died in ottingham
City Hospital on 25 July 1999, following a short illness. 'Chalky'
joined the Corp on 3 January 1935 at Catterick. After training as an
Operator ignals he was posted to serve with the Indian ignals on the
orth West Frontier. He was next transferred to orth Africa, soon
after the outbreak of hostilities, and uved a an Operator in the desert
campaigns until wounded and taken prisoner by the Germans but
fortuna tely held in an Italian POW Camp until the Italian surrender.
Repatriated to England in 1943 he was medically discharged due to the
effects of his wounds. After leaving the Corps, Cecil, usually called
Tony, became a successful busine man with seve ral entures
throughout England. He eventually ret ired from his E tate Agency
bu ine s in Margate and settled in kegness. Tony lea ves a wife.
Haz.el, three children, six grand children and one great grandchild. Hi
son Robert also erved in the Corp from 1963 to 1988.

Robinson - John Robinson soldier and teacher, born 5 May, 1923, died
24 June, I 999. One of Scotland's last survivors of the Battle of Imphal
has died in Edinburgh. John Robin on 's career saw him endure the
ferociou experience of combat against the Japanese in WW II after
'' hich he became a dedicated sc hoo l teacher. Like many of h is
generation, the war interrupted but was not allowed to dominate the
n:st of his life. Few would have suspected that this kindly, lively man
had witnessed mankind at its worst. As a Signal ler his was the last jeep
to arrive at Imphal 'The Japs must have been watching.' He joked before the 86-day siege. 'The first 80 days were the worst, then I got
malana. rood was dropped in, we were on one third rations, one-third
of bugger all.· Robinson lived in a hole for nearly ten weeks, as Radio
Operator for Divi ional HQ, 5th Indian Division. Imphal lay 60 miles
m~1de India and was the door to Japanese victory: both side had to
' ' 111 and the isolated plain saw ome of the most desperate fighting of
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Editors Note:
Jn this Is ue "e launch a pannersltip with J ust . ¥ ills .Pie. U1e
lamest independent \\'ill writing company in the Umted ~mgdom .
The" ork done b The Roya l ignu ls Benevolent Fund 1s helped
enormou I by the generosity of individual legacie. lefi to the
Fund. The arrangem nt "ith Ju t Will allow member ~nd e ·member of the Corp to bcnefit from a discount for u mg. the
en ice and at the ame time the Fund al o benefit by donauo~s
from Ju t \\'ill . It is alwa .en ible ad,·ice to put your affairs m
order and in doing o we a k you to remember the work of The
Royal ignal Benevolent Fund.

WHY YOU SHOULD
MAKE A WILL
1AKJ1 C A W ILL i the only way to en ure that your.wi ~e
are carried out after your death . lfyou have not made a vahd Wil.1,
your propert, will pa according .to the Jaw of mtesta~y ..Tl11
may not be what you would have w1 hed and m a~y ever~I 1 hk~ly
to take longer to finalise than if you had made a Will , durmg' hreh
time your beneficiarie may not be able to dr.aw any money from
your e tale. It can mean arguments and d1stre t r relative .
Making a Will let your loved ones know that you cared enough to
· ort things out· in advance.
. .
l F YO
RE J GLE you will ' ant your estate d1v1ded
among friend , relatives and charitie of your choo ing and in the
proportions you want.
.
IF O ARE MARRIED do not as ume ·my other half will
get everything'. Children, sibling or parent may. ha ea claim. If
you are living a a couple but not _lt;gally married, you wrll _be
treated as a single person and a s_urv1vmg partn~r may get nothmg
at all. One thing you can be certam of- there will ~e argument and
di pute at a time when the family have to cope with the loss of a
lo\'ed one.
IF YO ARE A PARE 'T you hould consider who will look
after your children in the event of ~our ~~ath . This is particularly
important in the case of 'one-parent. famthe_s or_unmarried paren~
living together and a valid Will nommatmg Guardians is
imperative - if no one knows what you would have wanted, the
Court will decide on the fumre of your children and 1t may not be
what you would have wi hed.
IF YO U ARE RET IRED maybe you made a Will a long time
ago. It probably needs updating to include additional
grandchildren or even deletion of persons to whom you no longer
wish to leave anything 10.

i

By deciding to wri te your Will through J~ s t
Wills pie you will aye £5.88 per Will ~ pec1~l
di count) and you will also be benefiting this
worthwhile charity as Just Wills pie have agreed
to donate £5.00 to the charity ' The Royal Signals
Benevolent Fund'. (Reg. o: 284923)
Please complete and return the form below to:

~bJ~ o/ff~~
Kingsway House 123-125 Goldsworth Road
Woking Surrey GU2 I l LR
Please Mark Box

Aller the · nycr· a king for your views on The Wire/Journal future., (for
which we thank you for the 7xcellent re ponse)., wear~ curr~ntly trymg a
number of combinations which reflect your vanous views, m an attempt
to achie c the be 1 and most economically acceptable result.
This issue shows a maximum Wire with U1e Journal incorporated, but
not i111egrated, into it.
.
.
The next step, ( pril next year), will hav~ t!1c Jour~al.remstated as a
separate magazine, but i sued on a very d~llercnl d1 s tnbut1 0~ to that
originally u ed. Probably the Association/Retired orps .will be circu lated
to e tablish who actually want the Jou ma I and the serving Corps may be
is ued on an agreed distribution.
. .
.
All o f the a bove is subject to agreeme111 by the lnstrtutron Council
Meeting on S October and the outcome/reaction to the trials.
r believe we will ha e c tabh hcd the way ahead by the start of2000!

RealCom
Your Future in Communications:,:: ;.,'. . ;. : ::;~;._ '·'
.'

D

[ further understand that if I am not satisfied, I can return the pack
within seven days and receive a full refund.
Please let T he Royal ignals Benevolent Fund know
that I intend to include them in my Will.

...

Leaving the Fon~es Shd.rtly?
We specialise in placing ex-service personnel
within the Broadcast and Telecommunication
industry . We are interested in all trades with
experien~e of Satellite and Trunk Systems
mainten.a nce & operations.

The company is directed by ex-Royal Signals staff
currently working within the industry. We can
advise on Resettlement, courses, as well as
introductions and placements with finns and
Companies.
Send your CV to ReaICom.
P.O. Box 501, HOS 8WW
or realcom@iffland.demon .co.uk
or just call
Ed Massey, Dan Curtis or Brian O'Connor
0181 405 3806
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Capt Bill Anderson R. Signals
I DIA REVIS ITED - International Friendships and
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I STALLERS AT THE READY

Capt (TOT) N. Baugh M13E
APPRE IATIO S

Utilising the Engineering Order Wire facility in the Ptarmigan
System to pnss signal engineering data communications between the
Node Command Installation and the Radio Relay Detachments.

This article is reproduced from the executive summa1y of a project
report produced by the authors - Sgt:~ Leyland, Peters and Robinson of
Number 6 Foreman of Signals Course. The authors were set the subject
of the project and conducted four weeks of research in their own Lime
with two days of course programme time in which to carry our any
conjirma101y work required. The authors completed their FojS course in
April 1999 and are now serving at 35 Sig Regt (V), 600 Sig Tp and
RSSST. respectively.
The engi neering management of the Ptarmigan System relies heavi ly
on voice communications, with limited data available in OSC and ode
Command (NC) vehicles using the SMT and remote FAME access. Link
Information Data (LID) has to be passed verba lly from 0 C 10 C to SW
& F to Radio Relay (RR) in tallations, which is both time consuming
and prone to errors. As we ll as engineering traffic, tactical updates and
briefings need to be passed to all per o nn el, including remote RR
detachments. These problems could be addressed by the availability of a
data system for network managers which utilised the EOW ub-system as
a bearer and was capable of automatic routing and repeating. Therefore,
the aim of this short project wa to explore a sy tern that would allow
data communications over EOW between Cs and their deployed RR,
and up to 0
command.
The efTectiveness of Ptarmigan as a communication y tern will be
dependent on the efTectivene s of its management systems. In order 10
carry out such comprehen ive management, of what i in effect a large
communications system, the system manager are provided with their
own installation and equipment. Future plans, intentions and information
up dates are pa sed up and down the chain of command using various
management facilities, two such device being the System Management
Terminal (S MT) and the COSSOR Teleprinter. A problem arises when
the infom1ation to be pas ed is intended for non-command vehicles. Such
detachments are not equipped with the e management tools and as a
result the ystem relies heavily upon voice communications. Most people
having played Chinese whispers realise how easy it is to lo e important
information due to human error and interpolation, e en within a very
small circle of players! As the Radio Relay In tallation play uch a key
role within the network, it is essential that the system manager are able
to pas accurate in formation without the risk of an intermediary person
relaying a vital me sage incorrectly.
This paper addresse this problem by utilising a ecure, tactical, handheld Data Entry Device (OED) that can transmit and receive audio data
signals directly to and from the already existing Engineering Order Wire
(EOW). EOW speech signals are encoded usmg delta modulation where
speech is passed throughout the subsystem a a 16 kbit/ tream ,
encoding and decoding functions are performed at sub cribers
equipment's and interface units. To provide three separate EOW circuit
over the supergroup transmission link, two EOW link are combined into
the housekeeping group and one EOW link i carried along with the
supergroup. This third EOW circuit may be ext racted and used by
remotely deployed SHF radio.

The rea on for quoting this particular paragraph i b~cause it flag up
a key i uc, which is the use of CVSDM. CV OM allow rea onable
quality of digital speech al a quarter of the bandwidth required for
standard P M. It i rarely u ed within civilian systems as the quality is
below the acceptable standard. It does, however offer an advantage in the
fact there is no requirement for an analogue to digital converter a there
would be in a P M system. The Ptarmigan speech en oding circuit is
shown in Figure I.
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Figu re 1. PTARMIGAN Speech Encod ing'
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Fig u re 2. Ki plin g OED ty p ical di s p lay
When configuring the DED's parameters there are several etting
that one hould be aware of. The fir t point to note i that the
PTARMIGA EOW circuit has an in built delay of one econd. once the
pres el is depre sed, in order for yacbroni ation with the di tant end
equipment' to take place'. Fortunately the Kipling OED allows the
operator lo set a parameter called the Keytime Delay'. This i a time
period at the beginning of each transmis ion during which Kipling doe
not send any useful information in order to allow the transmitter a chance
to key up to full power and the receiver AGC to sellle down when used
in conjunction with radios. This period can be et in the range 0 to 31,
where each unit represent 0.1 second (i.e. a range of 0 10 3.1 econd ).
The parameter etting u ed in the trial are hown in Table I.
S erial

Parameter

(a)

(b)

I

Net Name
Radio I C'sism
TX Mode
Baud Rate
Nx 7Packet Size)
Clock
Kev Delay

2
3
4

S ettin2
(e)
Test
1:0
2:3
3:9
Manual
300

15
DTG
20

Ta b le 1. Parameter S ettin g s for Ki p li ng OED
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CY OM has two main drawbacks, the first occurs when the input
changes o quickly that the stepped waveform is unable to track it and rs
termed slope overload. This problem i more apparent m simple Delta
Modulation as CYSDM uses different step sizes in an attempt to reduce
this risk. With normal speech this is not really a problem as the human
brain interpolates the missing information, data however could prove a
different mailer. It was therefore decided that providing the bit rate was
kept to a reasonably low speed slope overload would not become an issue
when the time arrived 10 pass data over an EOW circuit.
The second drawback of VSDM is due to the finite step size cau ing
quantisation error. Making the step sizes smaller reduces this but increa es
the risk of slope overload. The OED selected for the job was the Kipling
as it was readily available, compact enough to fit in the smallest of hiding
places and relatively user friendly. In addition, the Kipling OED can
output digital data to an associated printer allowing hard copies and
records to be easily maintained. It is also able to transmit and receive
audio data signals directly to and from a radio. Operator interface with the
Kipling OED is via the keyboard and a display screen, this allows the
operator to configure the system, prepare and transmit mes ages, action
received messages and initiate the built in le ts, using a serie of displayed
menus. System information is displayed on a screen. Typically, the creen
display is sub-divided into three main areas, a status line, the main display
area and a prompt line. A typical display is shown in Figure 2.
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DATA OVER THE PTARMIGAN EOW
SUB-SYSTEM

'The EOW speech from the DEOW handset is initially routed to an
amplifier circuit before being fed to a Codec Encoder. The internally
generated J 6k.Hz clock signal is used to convert the analogue speech
signal into /6kbirls NRZform using Continuously Variable Slope Delta
Modulation (CVSDM) which is then routed lo an Jnte1.face Module''
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Please send me the Will by Post pack to enable me to draft
my Will. I understand that oace I have read the booklet and
completed the instructions I then forw~rd the form t?
Just Wills pie who will draw up my legally vahd Will and returr. It
to me. I enclo e my cheque made payable to Just W ills pie for
£ 10.00 deposit for each Wi ll. I understand that l will send the
balance of £31.13 inc. VAT per Will with the completed
instruction sheet.
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The fir t te I conducted was to pas a implc message from the
DEOW within the witch and F to the
RA entral In tallallon. Thi
was achieved by selecting the correct channel on the DEO \ , peaking to
the distant end to en ure that their de ice \\3 switched on and ready to
recei e and then tran mining the me age.
Once the message is transmitted audib le F K tone arc heard in the
ear-piece and a 'Q' (showing a Queued me sage) i di played in th top
right band corner of the OED di play. On the receiving side the yelloy,
busy light on the EO\ lights and an 'R' (informing the u.er that a
me sage i being rece ived) appears in the top right hand coi:ncr of the
display creen. Once the tran·m i ion ha tini hed the yello" light
exti nguishes on the EOW while the tran milling device replace .. the 'Q'
indication for an •A• in order 10 acknowledge a succc . ful Iran m1 ion.
501

Corps had another Division , 48th , 2nd Corps had 5th and 50th and
another orp , 3rd arrived in April. 51st Highland Div had been attached
to the. French Army. On I 0 May 1940 th e Battle began, When you
examine th e fi~urcs yot! find that the BEF gave a good account of
themselves leading to praise from at least one involved German General
and our Commander, Lord Gort, ":'ho had the courage to save the BEF by
l11s retreat and reform orders m spite of the fact that the French seemed to
forget all about the BEF and left him to get on with iL When the left flank
of I Corps became vulnerable due to the capitulation of first the Dutch
then the Belgians h e had little choi ce. As far as I remember his saving of
o many at Dunkirk and the southern evacuation ports didn't seem to be
recognised by the politicians. For those of us who survived we cannot
thank him enough, In war time soldiers obey orders and retreat if ordered
to do so, under threat of ~o urt Martial but so me still have a go and
remnants of the Dutch, Belgian, and French Force helped the evacuation
to succeed with many coming over to England.
The Signals were th e co mmunicat io ns experts but one well
remembered failu re was the fact that none of us seemed to know what
was happening, On 10 May we moved into Belgium and on our arriva l in
~russels _we h ~d a hcc_
tic time laying D8 lefl, ri ght and centre: ! was a
lineman m 3 Line Section, 1st Corps Signa ls, see Photograph taken early

established firs t to ensure that the terminal ' e wi hed to receive the
me sages ' ere on line. A message wa then tran milted where upon all
stations consequently received the transmitted message successfull y, The
equipment configuration is shown in Figure 3.
The authors wish to thank rca ystems roup at the Royal School of
ignals for the facilities and assistance provided in ca rrying out this
project The full report of this project i available through WOl (Fo )
Cutforth MB E at Area Systems Group.

The cond 1e. t conducted, invol\'ed a me:sage being transmitted
from the
RA Central to 1he ' itch and FC installation, Here the same
operating procedure ''a' adople~ a_ before, with \ oice communication
being e.·rnbhshcd prior to transm1ttmg the data message. gam th~ same
confirmatory indication. were observed. The first two tc lS earned oul
confirmed that data could be transmiued over the EOW circuit. The
,yndicate ,, as then keen to disco\'er whether multiple call could be made
both on a ingle circuit and two different EO\ circuits. enabling more
than one installation 10 receive the am<: mes age after a single
transm1. ion. Theory sugge ted it wa po sitlc and within minutes it wa
confirmed, B ele ting two EOW circuits on the DEOW "ithin the
''itch and FC, and tran milting a inglc me sage to both the
and
CRA Central in tallation. one me sage could be tran milted down 1wo
eparat EO\\' circuits in a ingle action.
Multiple addre call on a ingle EOW circu it were al. o n~ade and a
'' ith the pre\ ious trial conduc ted. voice commu111callon \\ere
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1940,

SEOW - address 1

. For tho~ new boys out there, the cable-layer mcn11oned was our late~L
piece of equipment. and com!Jrised a two stroke engine dri\ mg two rubber
rollers through which the twm D8 was pas ed from a free running drum
attached to the machine through a belt drive. The roller; spewed the cable
o~t ~ good 30~, gu ided by an
0 with a crook stick and as long as you
d1dn t mmd_ usmg one mile of twisted cable Lo cover 300yd - all was well. I
am d1sappomted that we do not have one in the museum or does someone
know something I don 't To be fair, when the layer was used with single D8
cable followed by another_ layer producing a !Jair, they worked perfectly and
someone somewhere decided that two bobbms (cotton reels) spaced 9ins
~part produced a near perfect communication channel with a characteristic
impedance of 600oh ms, just right for the carrier terminals available at the
time. Great pride was taken by the lineman to ensure that the 'clove hitch'
used on the bobbin was tight enough to en urea con tant 9in gap throughout
the bay length for both cables on the French Telephone poles, (I bet some
are still th~re). The cotton reels were collected throughout the country by the
lovely ladies of the W , who probably wondered if we were throwing them
al the Germans but now you know the truth Ladies.
So, on I0 May, we drove into Belgium. Corps Headquarter wa in a
large Country House and we were kept quite busy Line laying and/or
installing switchboard . F&F of course. After a few day we began the
retreat to the coast but until I picked up a leaflet dropped by a German

!
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Quad
Cable
3 Line Section circa January 1940

SEOW - address 2
The Officer was Lt Jacobs. To hi right wa SSM 'Snowey ' Weedon
(Who terrorised recruits in the late thirties in the Depot), to nowey 's
right was Sgt 'Taffy' Wilding, to the left of Lt Jacobs i gt ' Taffy'
Edwards and next to him Cpl 'Tich' Harri on, the third of a well known
Aldershot Trio: The writer is fo~rth from the right in the rear rank. Cpl
Halliday mentioned m the text 1s marked. The photograph included all
transfers from 11 Line Section to 3 Line ection and vice ver a.
We often came under small arms fire when out line laying and on
occa i?n we fired back but to thi day I have no idea who was hooting at
us. This led to an amusing episode involving our ection Fitter (motor)
Cpl 'Busty' Halliday, a re ervi t, who got very annoyed o er bullet hole
in his 30cwt Morri vehicles and a damaged cable-layer MK2. It wa
al~eged he went around to Corp Headquarters, wa granted an interview
with Lt Gen Barker, Corp
ommander. whereupon within 4 hrs our
vehicles were fitted \ ith Heath Robin on t\ in gun (Lewis) mountings
~vh1ch gave u the chance Lo hit back, which we did, when they didn 'l
Jam . I think ' Busty' was on the carpet for not involving our ection
officer but he was a fine officer (photo) and probably Sa\ the funny side
of the event. Without doubt the guns made whoever wa shooting at u
think again. Our Section Sergeant in Aldershot had to ld us that the
Signals were classed as non combatant , rather like Medic , and il was
good for him that he wa n 't with us, having escaped on leave ju t prior to
the pu h into Belgium,

Figure 3. Equ ipment Configuration

THE FINAL CURTAIN
Sig (Rtd) L. S. Palmer C Eng, M!EE

The dramatic title of this story arises because the year 2000 ees the
closing down of all Branches of the Dunkirk Veterans A sociation. So
ends an era in \\ hich the British Army got a kick in the rear but paid back
the culprit with considerable interest. A a Dunkirk Veteran I have been
proud to stand and honour those who didn't make it home after the battle
for France in 1940, but there has always been some who considered that
the withdrawal by the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) was a shameful
act for an army, but these people are always those who have never faced a
Tiger Tank with the 0.55 inch Boys anti-tank rifle which happened lo be
the only anti-tank weapon 3 Line had. Our Lee En!ields weren't much
good against their tanks.
3 Line ection had sailed from outhampton to Cherbourg on 18
eptemt>er 1939, being one of three Line Sections, (the others were I &
2) which formed o I Company 'A' orps Signals, os 2 & 3
Companies were operators and Admin, if I remember correctly. Later the
· • wa changed to 1st Corps and comprised the 1st and 2nd. Divisions.
• o, at the end of eptember 1939, the BEF consisted of all of I 60,000
men, 25.000 "ehicles, 140,000 tons of stores and a front line of 25 miles,
part of the Maginot line. It was assumed that the war would be fought as
in\\\\ I.
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Lord Gort, the Commander of the BEF, had to rely on his two Army
Corps with 1st and 2nd Divs in I Corps, and 3rd and 4th Divs in 2 orps.
Lord Gort had therefore four Divisions facing the I05 Field Divisions of
the German Army. It is true that the French had some 80 Divisions and
with those of the Dutch and Belgian Armies the Forces were evenly
balanced in manpower terms but the BEF was merely a token force
compared to the might of F rench and German forces. Training,
Equipment etc, was a different story. At this time we were still wearing
our peacetime uniforms with the Cavalry Top Coat or bum freezer. Then
someone gave us Leather Jerkins, Bless them. With hindsight, I believe
the German High Command was sorry for Lord Gort because clearly h_e
had been dropped in it by the politicians and o they delayed their
planned invasion of France for several months. Note:- The figure quoted
are taken from Reference I.

.

We had spent several months, training, freezing, starving, (our daily
dinner was Tinned tcw,) over what became known as the Phoney War
period, and someone somewhere had worked out our food intake to be
just adequate provided we could afford eggs and chips in the local
estaminet now and again. We had a marvellous Xmas dinner in 1940 and
the original menu was given by me to the mu eum. By early 1940 1st
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air_craft I_ didn't know what was happening and a far as I am a\ are,
neither did anyone el e. The leaflet explained we ' ere urrounded and
invited us to lay down our arms. We didn ·1. I became cul off from my
Line Section and reached Dunkirk on the morning of 3 June.
Dunkirk was the end for the original BEF but ome of the lads
continued to fight on in the Calai area and a counter attack wa launched
in the Arras area. I think someone who was there hould tell thal one. We
all did our be t, and ome were awarded the highe t honour pos ible, The
YC. His Maje. ty awarded even, yes even, Victoria Cro es to Members
of the BEF for out tanding bravery during the battle for France but there
were many act which went unrecogni ed. We say ' c will remember
them but we ne er eem to the e day . ls it because we think that bravery
in defeat i different from bravery in ictory? Here they are:
8 June 1940
Flying Officer D. E. Garland Pilot
ergeant T. Gray Ob crver
26 July 1940
LC pl H. icholl Grenadier Guard
Lt H. M, Ervine-Andre'' East Lane Regt
20 August 1940
2Lt R. W. A;nnand Durham Light Infantry
M G. Gnstock. Royal orfolk Regt
5 February 1946
Lt The Hon C, Fume Welsh Guard
(The names are fivm the London Gazelle 011 the dale. me11tio11ed.)
Ref o I: AG I T LL ODD - The British rm} of 1939-40.
A 1 a1ional Army Mu e11m Publicalion.

EXERCISE SHRIVENHAM LOIPE 99
by Captain Bill Anderson R Signal

Exercise hrivenham Loipe i a Cross Country kiing Exercise
organ ised by member of th e RM
ordic ki lub. The Exerci e
deploy an nu al ly to Sw itzerland, Austria and France. The aim of
hrivenham Loipe is to develop novice and intcm1ediatc skiers' kill , by
taking part in the RAAC
rdic Training cheme and the join! RA .
AA and RA ordic kiing hampionships. These two e lem en ts
combine to form a training camp for the budding Bialli letcs from RMC
to prepare for the UK (Army) Winter Biathlon hampion hip and
Exercise partan Hike held in erre hcvalier, France. Prior to
deployment on the Exercise the potential team of ten had to be whittled
out of the 15 who had been training. Thi for the mo t part was traight
forward as a number of the well paid Officer ade1s could nol afford the
£350 for the fi e weeks skiing. In addition to this, a number of
individuals were not willing to leave their familie for the fi c weeks
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o er Chri Ima and ew Year. Training started in October 199 and
con i ted of two runs. two . essions of ciret1its and two range pra tice per
week, This wa of course in addition to indi idual training. In addition to
thi training, in the la t few \ eeks, one , e. ion of in-line roller blading
wa introduced. This wa to introduce nO\'i cs to the skills common
between kating on skis and skating on roller blade . Unfi.)rtunatel} the
only venue for !hi wa in the tudent Patch area and '' e are all glad that
the entertainment value for peclators was exccpuonally high!! On 4 December the intrepid ten dc:paned from hri\cnham for the
drive to t Moritz, wiuerl:md, The ten includi.:d, from 1he Corp . apt
Bill nderson and Lts And Parfitt and Colin 'I'll be a aptain in t\\ o
' eek ' Kell. mong t the remaining ven \\ere
dts lat · ick otc'
O'llare and Rob 'Kimo' ddi. on \\ho arc at present ·ponsored b} the
Corp but, have till 10 att ·nd R 1A andhur t. 24 hours a1icr le;I\ mg
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hri\' nharn "c nrri,·ed in the Engadin alley. witzerland. to be
confTontcd b} so mu h no" that' e couldn't . ce it! Ther had been no
no" · ince 0 tober. skiing wa going to be limited to a , the lea t.
The team, accommodated in two apartment in the neighbouring
\ illage of clerina and amedan, quickly citied into a limited training
hedule \\ hich in luded gym work, kiing (both Clas ic and Free tyle)
and th highly critical range time. For the first week the team was split
into t\\ o e ti on : the intermediate "en! attached to ariou group
within the Royal Artillery !pine Club Training cheme whil t the
beginner , with the politi ally correct title of 1ovice , were tak ' n by Maj
Paul Belcourt RA. who had the uphill (no pun intended) task of
converting the . O\ ice into race-ready kier . o pre ure at all.
con idering the first two races were at the end of that first week! Jn no
time at all the O\ ice were skiing up and down hill where other novic
feared to tread and the intermediate kiers found the revi ion of basic
kill a welcome rcfre her. Due to the lack of snow in Pontre ina there
was a heavily re tricted , kiing programme a ailable, thu a daily cxodu
10 Davos wa required. This involved a 1.5 hour trip over the Fluelapa s
that wa to become an all too familiar sight over the coming weeks. The
first two race went belier than expected. with the whole team perforn1ing
well again t an oppo ition with a two week head start of training on u .
o prize won but, morale was high and the potential for ome good
re ult in later race in the exerci e wa obvious.
\: ith the RAA chcmc behind us it was up to the old sweat of the
team to ho" the young gun a trick or two! For tJ1e two weeks prior to
Chri tma , olin Kell, in his third sea on with the team, and Andy
Parfitt, in hi econd ea on with the team and with the onerous task of
aptaining the team. along with two other third eason veterans. LL Chris
Brogan and Capt Mac 1cGill. both Royal Engineers', set about
impro\'ing their own te hnique whilst dragging the young ter of the
team and the team granddad. Capt Bill Ander on, around the lopes of
Da,os and Pontresina. By now some technique were beginning to how,
particularly by OCdt 'Kimo· Addison and Capt 'Old Git,' Anderson' ith
a tunning display of ski ballet or was il break dancing on kis'?
Christma · Day and Boxing Day were pent relaxing on tJ1e downhill
slope of the Da\'O loisters ki Re ort which made for a very enjoyable
couple of day but defeated the purpo e light! . The day were meant a
rest day but the ski-ing undertaken en ured that the team were all
sl ightly more •fatigued' than planned. Following the next few days
training ilie team relocated Lo Livigno in Italy. 'ot a one would expect
wa any skiing undertaken bul, norma l Hogma nay activitie were
indulged in until well, it was early!!!!
'ew Years Day was then spent recovering, packing the vehicles and
generally preparing for the Team's move to Au tria, and the forthcoming
RAC/ RA /AAC Championships in Hochfilzen. The Team moved to
Au tria on 2 January 1999 and quickly settled into tJ1eir accommodation
in t Ulrich, approx 20km from Kitzbuel. Unlike Switzerland there was
an abundance of snow here, which enabled us to ki from our
accommodation lo the competition ranges, approximately IOkm away in
ilie 'illage of Hochfilzen.
The fir t day of the Championships wa a practice day, with the
course for the following day's classic race open for in pection and tJ1e
ranges open for training. The Team look the opportunity to practice range
dnll and shooting technique, with individ uals skiing sections of the
course between each hoot in order to practice shooting with a heightened
pulse rate. The snow was in very good condition and the Team was
confident of good results in the week's races .

0 ernight fresh sno' fell and conditions looked good early in the
morning. The team deployed early to the race start area in order to test
the ski waxes. However. a[ler testing tub waxes with limited ucccss. the
temperature increa cd to above freeling and it then began to rain. To add
to tJ1e team's difficulties, OCdt Gareth Walker in a display of how not to
control a minibus in icy conditions. managed to collide with the RA F's
cry own White Arrows (Landrovcr equivalent of the Red Arrows). Two
of the RMC A team ' ent off to arrange repair and recovery of the
team 's minibus\ hile the remaining team members battled on trying to
find that clu i e combination of wax and snow. The race proved to be a
test of brute trength in the double poling department, and the practice
gained in witzerland proved invaluable as the Team achie cd a very
respectable 11 tJ1 out of a field of 32 teams.

Lt Andy Parfitt easing up the hills in the 10km individual biathlon
The next race was the 4 x 7.5km biathlon relay. The loipe had frozen
overn ight making them quite icy, and fog on the range made accurate
shooting extremely difficult. As always, shooting accuracy proved
invaluable with Capt Colin Kell showing the field why he is within the
Bi ley I 00 .. Lt Andy Parfitt also has to be commended upon his Flipper
imper onat1ons and being the only individual on the course to collide
with ilie only one-armed man lying in the middle of the race loipe. Well
done Andy, iliat took rea l skill!!!!!

INDIA REVISITEDINTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIPS AND REFLECTIONS 0
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE BRITISH SOLDIER
By Maj Gen D. R. Horsfield OBE
I am one or the few remaining officers of the Corps who had close
experience of 'old style' foreign service, having spent ten years long ago
in Egypt, India and later on, Malaya. The Indi an part included time in
Burma as well as ervice in what is now Paki stan . I was launched from
the UK on this interesting forei gn travel in 1939 in the month that war
had been declared, bound fo r 'The Tropics' with a minimal one full day's
embarkation leave at home. I returned eight years later.
My first appointment on Indian soil was the command of the Officer
Cadet Win g at th e Signal Training cntre in Mhow in the summer of
1942 and it was here, some months later that I met my first Ind ian ignals
Officer, Brij Bhagat, a Regular of my own vintage. He was a great all
rounder in every way and we became firm friends. I le was one of the
di stingui hcd band of Indian officers commiss ioned from the Indian
Military Academy (lMA) in the 1930s, where he had won the word of
Honour of his term . His younger brother, a Bombay Sapper and Miner
won the Victoria ross in one of the De ert battles.
mall numbers of Indian officers had bee n commi sioned fro m
andhurst from around 1920. The IMA had not been founded until I 0
year · later and in its early years none of it o utput came to ignals.
Perhaps one reason for this was that there was no Signals equivalent to
the Indian appcr and Miner or Indian Artillery, so what commi sion
could they be given ? When thi s problem was solved and one ignals
commission a term allowed, the vacancy became a top prize to compete
for. The IMA term afler Brij Bhagat produced a very great man in the
hi tory of the Indian Corps, Raj Batra by name. His prizes included both
the Sword of Honour for being the outstanding Cadet and the Gold Medal
for being fir t in the order of merit. By the time l left India I had met the
majority of this small but talented group of officers commissioned from
the lMA in the 1930 .
A tale about Raj Batra illustrates both the confidence and the ense of
humour of this great man. As one of the younge t subalterns at Jabalpur
Signal Training Centre he dined al a British Infantry Guest ight where
he wa called upon to deliver his party piece which turned out to be
Ronald Frankau's recitation 'I 'm Proud to be British' which was received
from this young Indian with delighted applause. However hi Royal
ignals seniors were much in doubt as to whether Lhi was acceptable
behaviour. 'Taking the Mickey' was frowned upon. However, I am glad Lo
ay that he wa not suppressed. ot urpri ingly ilie ame recitation was
hilariously received at a Ladies Guest Night given by 2 ignal Brigade
for the Indian Generals during our Corps celebrations in 1995. Raj and
others like him formed immediate bonds of friend hip with their Briti h
contemporaries from their earlie t meeting . The valuable thing from my
point of vie' was that I was meeting these fello' young officers, all of
us in our early twenties , without an y preconceived ideas about our
landing one with another. Reaction were the ame as with any British of
our own kind. It would be presumptuous of me to claim equality with my
new friends but I was not too far behind. At thi point I would like to give
credit to Maj Gen Ralph Vyvyan , SOinC India. I detected a careful hand
guiding the careers of the young Indian officers of iheir Corp . He had
been a friend of my Father's in the Worcestershire Regiment and came to
Royal Signal via the Signals ervice of the 1914-18 war.
ixty years from my early experiences I have recently returned from
three weeks in India for a reunion with Indian friends and their farmlie
ranging from my contemporaries to young ser ing soldier in _remote
stations. My wife hcelah and daughter Claudia accompan1e? me.
heelah's father had served Indian Railways for 25 year and Claudia had
visited tJ1erc herself as well a knowing our own Indian gue t on variou
visits to the UK, so all looked forward to a great experien e.

Capt Bill Anderso n and OCdt John Wilson
See, they can stand up long enough for a photo to be taken

Lt Andy Parfitt trying to look cool, calm and collected
on the range in Hochfilzen
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T~e final race was the I Okm individual biathlon, held on the Thursday
morn mg. Only on~ 4-man team was entered, as it wa impossible to share
the five b1athl.on rifles between two teams. Sadly, the exce llent shooting
from the previous day was not repeated. and the Team had to ski hard to
achieve 11th place. The remainder of the day was spent in preparation for
the journey back to Shrivenham that was planned for the next day.
Thursday evening was the final prize-giving, held in the Kul turc Hall 111
Hochfilzen. It was here that Capt Colin Kell was honoured with the
coveted prize for the ' Best Bottom in Lycra', and hi s prize, well that wa
a particularly fine pair of underpants. Un fortunately the dec is ion was
made th~t due to the damage lo the minibus, and it's need to return to UK
for repair, that the team would not go on to compete in Exerci e partan
Hike. The whole team therefore returned to the UK arriving back in
hrivenham in the early hours of aturday 9 January. '
Lt Andy Partitt has now handed over the reins as team aptain to
Capt Bill Anderson who is now planning Exerci e Shrivenham Loipc
2000. The format_ for the expedition is still unknown as yet, due to the
dates for the vanous elements having not been confirmed due to the
Millennium.
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Mrs Horsfield, Priyo Batra and the author
The tour wa an out tanding succes . Exam~ nin g our proiiramme. on
arrival we were much impre ed to sec that the 1gnal Officer 111 h1et , Lt
Gen Gokarn had included a Ladies Gue t ight to honour u and make
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clear that linkages with Royal Signals were of great importance to him
and his serving Corps as well as those at the Veteran level. Wherever we
went, the message had gone before and we were treated a the close t and
most welcome of friends. Sadly Raj Batra died not long after visiting
Britain for our 1995 anniversary but the Batra family played a great part
in everything that we d id . On the evening of our arrival we were
entertained at the Batra's house by Priyo, his widow, where we met their
son, two daughters and grandchildren. Moving on to the house of one of
Raj 's brother we met other relations whom we knew - more drinks then
on again to one of Priyo's sisters where conviviality continued, to be
rounded off by upper. lamina and survivability were to be well tested
on the trip.
There were so many good friends in Delhi who were keen to entertam
us that at one stage I uggestcd that an auction might be needed to sort
things out, particularly in view of the fact that part of our lime would be
taken up with a tour which had been arranged to the tale of ikkim far
to the east in an area where India, epal, Bhutan, China, Bangladesh,
Assam and Burma are not far eparated even though the highest of
mountains and the greate t of rivers provide eparation.
Thi tour owes its creation to a conversation l had with Lt Gen
Balaram during our Corp 75th Anniversary activitie in 1995. I learned
that he had been a Corps Commander in Sikkim during the Chinese
offensive of 1962. I ml!ntioned that I had been due some leave when 23rd
Indian Division was withdrawn from the Imphal Plain in late 1944 after
pushing the Japanese off the Shenam Height down towards the
Chindwin River. l wa planning a visit to Sikkim when I received a ignal
ordering me to report immediately to Quetta tafT College to join the
Directing tafT so no trip took place. Bala as ' e call him set about
rectifying the missing Sikkim part of my education. Burma veteran will
be plea ed to know that we stayed on our trip with 33 Corps and 17
Division, boili important fo rmation in our battles with the Japanese. Mrs
Priyo Batra, much loved by us all, was to accompany us and her wide
knowledge of the cultures and history of her country and much else, quite
apart from her company, added enormously to our enjoyment.
Sikkim is approached from West Bengal al the far north extremity of
India. It i only some 40 miles wide and 70 norili to south but in other
ways it goe in for extremes. Gangtok, the capital, was our first pon of
call. In this town and other like it, spread over lope and ridges, the
altitude range from 4,000 to 6,000 feel or more, making hopping good
exercise. In the great range of mountains in north Sikkim lie
Kanchenjunga. at over 28,000 feet the third highest mountain in the
world. The country, once ruled by a Buddhist dynasty, has also become a
centre for those who have fled from the Chinese out of Tibet. The
Himalayas in ikkim, a el ewhere, are relatively recent in geological
terms o that landslides and other di turbance are common. Travel takes
time. We drove we t from Gangtok to a town some 30 air miles di tant.
With never a straight stretch of road, con tant climbing and de cending
and a few land lid e problems the journey took five hour and the
speedometer regi tered the 65 miles\ e had covered. Much wa beautiful
fore t country intersected by fast flowing rivers. ome areas were cleared
and terracing for rice had been carried out tep by step up steep lopes.
Arriving in Kalimpong, also draped o er everal ridge , 17 Divi ion
ignal Reoiment took u in hand and the Divi ional Commander, Major
General Brar and his family were very hospitable. We were looking
forward to seeing the great now clad range of mountain to our north,
but the ' eather in the ' hole of Lhi mountainou area can vary by the
hour and one learn to be patient, to adapt to circum tance and welcome
the brighter kind when it comes. Our bu y programme went ahead mo t
enjoyably. People arc not daunted ~y lope . A. fine garden centre we
isited stretched way down a 30° mchne but noun hed all the ame.
Darjeeling was our final call in the ame territory though. like
Kalimpoog, just aero s the frontier into l~dia and with much less fore t.
It will be kno' n to many of our Corps with Gurkha erv1ce. On am al I
wa invited to lay a wreath at the fine Gurkha memorial to c;>ldiers of tJ1e
area who had fallen in operations since 1947. \ e '~ere 111 a popular
touri t area, but the throngs of Indians were so great that touri t do not
tand out. At la t fine view of the great mountain to the north were
vi ible every morning and for tho e with ho ts a. good a our . there was
plenty to ce. At a esuite in lovely country \\as cry worthuh1le and the
Tibetan Refugee Training Centre impre · ed us all . Facilitie are \\ell
provided for at minimal cost. Their material products are of t!ie highe t
quality and education of the young lead the cle er to profc _1onal leYcl
employment from which they in tum help fund future cducauon. t the
Himalayan Mountaineering In titute we were well instructed and I noted
that mith \: indham and Thompson, 2 ignal ubaltems "ho upported
the 1936 Eric hipton E erest expedition were me1~tioncd as, of cm!r.;e,
wa Lord Hunt, with whom I had worked 1t1 the tound111g day· of the
Briti h ki Fcdcrmion. Gombu, a diminuith e and cheerful herpa "ho
accompanied u· round the Mu ·eum had ca led Ewre ·t on t\\ o occa. ions.
ignals Major aksen w'.1s our e_xpen gu idc.
.
Our final four day 1n Dcllu were busy and illustrated abo\'e all ho"
much talent i alway · ;wailnble waiting for the hand of opportumty to
release it. We met old frie nds who had met the challenges open t them
afler 1947. mong · t the Generals, Brahm Kapur had headed Defence
Pr urement with direct acces to chru and hicfS of Defonce taff 111
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r\menca nnd the K. He and his wife Kamla ha' e also played a part
particularly in impro,ing education in Indian village ·. ijay Khanna, a
one time Cadet of mine, became SOin and with hi ' ife ma has built
up the conta t "ith our Corp . Bala Balaram, who attended a Catterick
Long Tels cour e, became a Vice Chief of the Ind ian Army. We look
upon him and hi s '' ife Hima a the leading intellectuals of their Corps. It
''a 'RP' inl?h and hi '' ife Kam la who took the lead when he was
OinC in entertaining the large Briti h c ntingent to the 1986 Indian
Corp celebration-. The personal tragedy 01 failed operations leaving him
"uh a locked knee joint have in no way diminished the parkle which
illuminates their live and the contribution which the two of them and
their daughter have made to health problems of others in the medical
-phere through Homeopathy and Reike.
On a le - eriou note we were happy to meet another ex- Oin ,
l\1ooke as "e called him, who attended a Long Tel course in Catterick
"hen I wa Chief Instructor at the chool. Mrs 1ookerji, Aroti by name,
went olT to the RAMC ho pita I soon after their arrival where their
daughter was born. Mooke always declare that heelah taught him lo
cook, gathered the wives of \ hinn Hill to spri ng clean the hou e for
Aroti's return and collected a su itable layette from her helpers. Aroti tell
u that Claudia, then aged four, taugh t her the kill of the Hula-Hoop!
All in all the whole i it wa an e ·ceptionally moving and enjoyable
experience. We parted with bear hugs all round. The experience deserve
a generou report both for our Corp and theirs. At the end of our vi it,
till moved by their heart wanning attenti on , I poke of the one time
image of the heroic Britisher 'remote, unemotional and ti ff upper lip ed'
and thanked our ho ts for hO\\ ing me how to be ratl1er more Indian in
their very important way that does not di mi s emotion as a weakne s.
Over the pa t dozen ye.ars many of our enior officers. together \ itb
partie of our \ eteran , all led by our Masters of Signals, have met their
Indian coun terparts and been delighted by the experience. Full credit
must be gi,en to the dynamic Lieutenant General 'RP' ingh for etting in
motion the various steps which revea led and regenerated the bond ,
indi\ idual and collective, between our two Corps and its indivi duals. The
approach had to come from India. Our recent visit howed the great
flowering of good will which has come from his initiative. We are
pres ed to ens ure our attendance on 15 February 200 I at their 90th
Anni, er ary celebration . lf we remain fit we shall be there and look for
trong support from the top level of the serving Corp as well as from the
dimini hing number of Veterans available and fit to travel.
There mu t be rea ons in history which had formed the grounding or
the "onderful s pirit which bound the soldier of our two ations
together. I decided to look back on our hared history to search for these
foundations of mutual respect. admiration and friendship built up over the
centuries by the soldiers of our two ations. It is of note that our oldiers
of all ranks have a good reputation in many countries in whi ch they have
sened, or are serving, earning credit built on friendliness, good humour,
helpfulness and respect for local inhabitants and their way of life. Such
beha' iour is as much the role of our soldiers today as it ever was. Much
of modem history appears to be written applying the morality of today
and providing character assassination of great people of earlier ages. Too
little regard is given 10 the problems faced and the options open for
completing the task of the moment. In regard to Britain and India I
propose to take a more robust soldiers line.
India is a country bounded by sea for much of its borders and by the
highest of mountain ranges elsewhere. Borders are important and India is
lucky Lo have such sound ones. It is part of Asia but with the barrier of the
Himalayas to the north, it is in many ways much like a continent in its own
right. In Europe, invasion . attempted or successful, have been taking place
throughout history. They have been part of the acti ities of mankind which
ha,•e pread knowledge. skills and, perhap oddly, civilisation around the
world. This may be a process which will die out, but it has served a useful
purpose. At a distance of 2000 years we in Britain have no difficulty in
accepting that many valuable ideas were lefl us by Roman intervention.
India too has had many invasion , including die Aryans in I 500 BC through
others to the important one leading to the Moghul Empire in I 520.
However, the arrival of European in India was no typical inva ion. The
influence of Trade on opening up relations between a t ions is not
ufficicntly recognised. The difficulties of ome early traders were well
illustrated when we were taken to the atu La Pass from Gangtok in
ikkim. This i the pass between Sikkim and the part of China which was
formerly Tibet and the height is over 14,000 feet high in disorderly
mountain country. Even so routes had been found for yak or camel convoys
through these mountains in earlier centurie with journey times calculated in
wee.ks rather than days. At the western end of the ranges in what is now
Pakt tan, the Karakoram Highway passes through Gilgit to the Khunjerab
Pass with i~ own ancient caravan tracks at a greater height than the atu La.
Di&eovery and exploration was already an active pursuit a thousand
yea~ and more ago. Intellectual curiosity and the spread of new ideas,
particularly concerning religions, increased the drive. In the Ming
Dynasty in the late 14th century, China had fine fleets which explored as
far as East Africa, but there was little chance of trading opportunity as
their own culture was so far ahead of other races. The skills of European
sailor., were increasing greatly from the 15th century. There were many
ad\antages to exploration by sea which Europeans were to pur ue. Travel
by sea was quicker than by land. Organised and elf supporting groups
could mo\c together and the freedom of the open seas allowed them
choice of route and destination. Though the pace of development was
IO\\er, th~ developments in sea tran port brought changes as dramatic as
those in air transpon in the last 60 years. Their effect on world trade and
tra\cl was to produce unforeseeable result . Although the Egyptians had
>1.orkcd out the dimension of the world centuries before, European
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explorers of the ocean who knew of China fr m overland traveller from
early times had as umed a world smaller than reality, in which China
could be reached perhap more ca ily by going we t than by goin g cast. It
was a surprise to find the Americas in the way. The West Indies were
found on tl1e way and so named on the a ·sumption that proceeding west
from them would soon take one to the Eastern variety. IL soon became
apparent that ailing from the Atlantic to other oceans in volved passing
turbulent waters either round the ape of Good Hope or ape Horn. In
the first instance it was the Portuguese, to the east and the Spanish to the
west who turned successes into commerce or victory. For Portugal Vasco
da Gama reached the port of alicut on the west coa t or India around
1499 and called there again in I 502 in what is described as a voyage of
plunder and destruction rather than of exploration . Meanwhile
hri topher Columbus. in the pay of Spain, located outh America. Spain
and Portugal protected their intcre t east and west with fonnidablc fleet .
In 156 7 Francis Drake took an alternative commercial opportunity on a
pirate oyage to the new panish territorie . He ailed round the world in
I 5 0. Between 1500, when abot sailed from Bri to! to ova Scotia, and
1600 both England and Holland e pended energy in trying to discover
practicable passages to the Pacific east-about to the north of Ru sia or
we I-about north of Canada. They failed and it was not until the naval
superiority of Spain and Portugal tarted to wane that others were able to
build up their trade with the Ea t lndie .
By the year 1600 Dutch Merchant had obtained a near monopoly of
trade to the Ea t Indies and were demanding outrageou prices for pepper
and other spice . Jn the years to come, eight European countries formed
their own incorporated Companies for exploiting the trade with all
countrie lying beyond the Cape of Good Hope and the traits of
Magellan. There wa not yet a collective name for what i now Lndia o it
and the islands were covered by the name 'Ea t Indies'. It was Queen
Elizabeth I who applied to Akbar the outstanding Moghul Emperor for
' libertie for an English Trading Company'. In 1609 Captain William
Hawkins visited the Emperor Jehangir in Agra and wa~ well received, a
pennit being granted for a factory in Surat north of Bombay and in 1615
Sir Thoma Roe became the first Ambas ador to the Moghul Court.
Di putes with the Dutch continued, ending in tacit agreement th at the
English Company shou ld restri ct operations to India and surrou nding
countrie . Dockyards in Deptford fo r two centuries produced 'East
lndiamen', ships which were pre-eminent for two centuries amongst the
merchant ve se ls of the world. A major change in the charter of the
Company was made late in the 17th century under King Charle 11. Right
were given to the Company 'To acquire territory, coin money, command
fortre ses and troops, to fonn alliances, make war and peace and exercise
both civil and military jurisdiction.' uch terms eem strange but the need
aro e because Southern India had become practically independent of Delhi
early in the century and no authoritative government existed. Trading
compan ie were too much at the mercy of the whims of local princes. The
French were the first to take on native Indians to guard their factories and
carry out military duties. The English fo llowed suit, both having found
that the lo s of life of European from disease was excessive. Thus the
seeds of an Indian Army were sown. The 1688- 1815 France/England
connict in Europe led to similar strife in India. The developments of the
next 50 years are less important than the outcome which brought Engli h
supremacy and well developed Indian units.
It was around this point in my research that I started Lo re-read a
treasured book on the history of the Indian Army. I was oon to recognise
that a book read to answer a particular question brings into strong focu
particular parts of the story to replace the broad blur of a genera l reader.
It i very rewarding. I will give some key points of the tory which
provide stepp ing stones to the creation of the strong bonds of friendship
experienced today.
It is recorded that in February 1759 a French officer, Lally de Tollendal
wrote 'You would be urprised at the difference between the black troop of
the English and ours ... .. Theirs will even venture to attack white troop ,
while ours will not even look at their black one .' A number of rea ons are
put fonvard for this difference. First of all , the earlier advice of the Duke of
Marlborough about the treatment of his soldiers was respected. 'Take care to
feed him well, to pay him regularly, work him hard and keep him under the
strictest discipline. Cherish a genia l feeling for the men and obey strict
injunctions to watch over their comfort. Acts of personal kindness kindly
be towed bring their reward.' It i then suggested that, compared with the
French, the English social system produced a higher proportion of officers at
Company and Battalion level - men with a strong sense of devotion to their
men who combined personal initiative with disciplined obedience to a
commander. Many seemed to be Huguenots. (My Huguenot Grandmother
would have been proud to know this!) Finally it was important to have the
greater continuity of policy. The English ompany was in a much stronger
position than the French. English attention to Indian affairs was continuous,
whi le a French Government's could only be intem1itteni. Some feeling of
pennanence, some consistency between past and flHure is essential to a
oldier's needs; he must feel that what he dies for will not end with his death.
There is much in this story which carrie a permanent message:
· Government mu t demand and upport the sea rch for and encourage the
practice of ever improving methods.
· Foresight, imagination and experiment must be a continuous process in
the Forces. This requires thought on how to win battles as well as
technical advances.
· Training must be up to date and demanding in teaching new as well a
relevant old techniques. We failed in thi in the UK before 1939.
· At all level fair treatment and well considered inter-relationships play an
important pan. Confidence between all ranks and within all ranks is the aim.
· Friendship i a strength multiplier. It produces Old Comrades!
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THE RESERVIST WITH THE REGULAR ARMY
by Maj E.M. Bly th TD
The experiences that can be gained thr~ugh se~ ~ ic c wi th th e
Territorial Army and the Regular Anny are vaned, exc1tmg, numerous
and rewarding . This is one of lhe fundamental rea.sons for. p~rs onnel
enlisting with the armed forces . Howe.v er, occas1onally 11 1 worth
renecting on the cross-over between part-lime and regular erv1ce and the
rewards and challenges that result from thi .
_
Certain issues which are highlighted as a young officer, both
personally and a a young command.er, require atte.ntion .. The allocation
of postings for both TA and Reservists when servmg with the Regular
Army can be at best a lottery and .at worst an ~lmost deliberate .misuse of
trade skills on a wide scale. This 1s besl seen m the us~ of old1ers in the
Bosnian theatre of operations. The trawl for Royal Signals operntors of
all trades from the TA was well answered for soldiers to serve on O_P
Lodestar. Significantly, many operators were employed out of r?le. This
is not what they had volunteered to do. Many soldiers freely admitted that
they wou ld not have volunteered had they been aware of whal they were
to be doing. This allocation of employment appeared to be end~m1c
throughout many ?ap-badges wit~ only a minimal regard for e1t~er
utilising or improving the trade skill s of personnel. }he overwhelmin.g
majority of volunteers do so because they ':"'sh. to improve both their
trade skills and promotion prospects. This s1tuat1on. may have chan~ed
and il i understandable as to why 11 happened. The simple ploy of telling
oldiers they will be employed in trade prior to deploymen.t a~d .then
placing them elsewhe~e app~a~s to have bee~ used on an m~1scnmmate
basi . Being comm1ss1oned 11 1 perhaps ea 1er to argue ones way ~o .a
more exciting po ting but for many JUntor soldiers under command this ts
not the case. This can leave a bitter taste over erv1c~ wnh the Reg~lar
Army. A simple case of ' them' and 'us'. That TA sol~1ers may take ttme
to reach the level of their Regular counterparts 1s not m question but that
their experience can be g iven little credence is unacceptable and ,
although not policy, is fact.
A secondary problem that faces soldiers serving with the Regular
Army is that of pay. ot with regard to scales but as to whether, or not,
they actually receive it. J believe il is worthy of note th.at many TA a.nd
Reservists were not paid for everal m.onths and this. resulted with
families ha ing financial difficulties back m the UK. If this was to be the
ca e for several isolated soldier then it is understandable that several
could slip through the net. This has al o been.compounded by fla~vs with
pay upon return to service with the TA. ~oldiers expect to be paid when
they have worked and this is a just entitlement. When the system lets
them down for five months because they are still on the book as regular
soldiers this surely amount to a ~erious oversight. .
The va t majority of TA soldiers who do serve with the Regula! Army
have an immensely rewarding experience and take back new skill and
increased confidence in their trades. The currently trumpeted crossover
method between the Regular and part-time soldiers is Full Time Reserve
Service (FTRS). The theory being that TA oldiers volunteer t.o fi ll a po.st
that is not currentl y held by a Regular countefJ!art. This is ound in
theory but again, perhaps like trawl s for Bosnia, the reality can. be
somewhat different but for more mundane reasons. Many TA soldiers

who apply are failing simple dental checks and thus being declined for
serv ic e. Many of those who apply for FTR are. unemployed or
underachieving financially in the civilian world. Therefore t~e expense of
vi iting a dentist to have a check-up or have treatment carried. out that 1s
required and not available on the HS is an extreme financial burd~n .
This simple technicality can, and has, precluded soldier~ fro~ furthering
their military ambitions at a stroke. Wllen the ne\~ mob1hsauon c~ntre at
Chilwell becomes operational all TA and Reser.1st personnel will pass
through on a two week mobilisation prior lo deploy~ent .to .the field
army. A medical examination will be carried out and this will 1~clude a
dental inspection. With dentists in silu surely a greater u e of their talents
would be to allow them the opportunity to repair any den~! damage of
volunteers . For the DOA to operate a simple pass/ fail system . •s
understandable but potentially churlish as many good soldiers wnh
straightforward problems could be ~reat.ed there.
.
The time delay between appltcauon ~or and acknowledgement 1s
considerable. four week for many. Th is closely followed, or not
dependent on perspective, ~y a delay of. a further eight weeks befor~ ~ny
contact is unacceptable 111 the c1vil1an workplace. In the c1 1ltan
environment one expects to hear on applying f~r employment whether, or
not you have the job within four weeks. This allows people to make
wh~tever arrangements are necessary with regard to current employ~r ,
family and any financial senlements that. ne.ed t~ be made. The seeming
lack of concrete decisions and excruciating time-scale deters many
potential volunteers from signing up for FTRS. Although once the wheels
are in motion the ystem moves along relatively smoothly.
.
The introduction of the Reserve Forces Act, 1996 (RFA 96) has given
the government of the day a simpler method of ca lling out the Territorial
Anny in times of crisis. The apparent ~cluctance ?f the government to
take decisive action and put the system mto operation can be seen as an
unshakeable belief that even po t SDR the Regular Anny does not su.ffer
from over-stretch. This is blatantly not the case. What 1s th~ current time
between unaccompanied operational tours ~or soldiers m the. Royal
Signals? Is this sufficient time to al!?w soldiers and th~1r fal1'!1h.es Lo
enjoy a emblance of nonna l family hte? The ovenvhelmmg ma1onty ~f
TA personnel are willing to ~o lunleer ~nd do their operauonal tours but tf
there is to be a bureaucratic quagmire to wade through this pool of
personnel is going to decrease and the reasoning i clear. If TA personnel
do volunteer for active erv1ce the si mple knowledge tha~ when they
apply for a po ting they are infonned wi~in a rea~onabl.e umeframe of
the result of their application must be a pnme con 1dera.11on. When they
deploy to the field anny they m~st know that they are bemg paid and that
when they leave they are not gomg to. have to hound their clerks for backpay. These two imple tasks carried out correctly woul~ en ure a
continuing stream of volunteers. A ~conda r)'. outcome is that T-'.'personnel who have enjoyed their .experiences will relate. them to their
colleagues and encourage them to JOlll the anned forces e1t~er part-ume
or regular. Thi , surely, is what everyon.e seeks .to achieve from a
cross-over between the part-time and full-tune soldier and the benefit
thal it can and does bring.

THE STRATEGIC DEFENCE REVIEW (SDR)
AND TA RESTRUCTURING
ANYTHING NEW FOR
35 SIGNAL REGIMENT (V)?
NOT REALLY!
by Maj Tudor Hill (Training Major 35 Signal Regiment (V)

I TRODUCTJO
When the Defence ecretary, George Robert on, announced the
results of the trategic Defence Re iew lhe Regular Anny were happier
with this paper than it immediate budget -driven predeces ors. It atte~pt
lo develop the Armed Forces in line ' ith Fore1~n and f?e.fence Pohcy
was applauded in military circles who felt that, this ttme! 1t 1 cl1~nge for
the better. But what of the TA ? The frenetic .lobbying agarn t the
swingeing cul in TA manpower suggests othenv1 e. The TA may e .en
be forgiven for maintaining that governments and the Regular Army are
no closer to really understanding thi sibling in titution.
E~en so, George Robertson announced t~e 'One Army Co~ccpt'; ~
more deployable, better trained and better equipped TA read_y to support a
Regular Army which simply cannot meet its manpower commitments.
On the face of it, the TA would be entering a totally new ball game.
However, having had time to draw breath and look at omi:l of the
implications for 35 ignal Regiment (V) I ee httle that the TA has not_
had to deal with before and remain to be convinced of the rele ance ?f
the ' One Army Concept'. To add ubstance to that la t a sert1on I will

took at the major effects on this Uni t a a re ult of DR/TA.
Restructuring: the move of RHQ an~ HQ qn to Co entry. tl~c lo . of
permanent ta ff and finally, the alteration to t~e ,~·ay the TA tram "ht.ch
\ ere de igned to make the join between Temtonal and Regular ~i;rne
eamle i.e: the Re erve Force
ct 1996, TRIT and the nc\~ lndl\ tdual
Training Directives ( m1y) (ITD(A)).
THE MOVE TO COVE T RY
entre wa. the home of the BHQ and I IQ ompany
an Ley Road T
of 5 RRF (V) who - under TA Re tructuring ~ "ere redured to company
strength to form part of the new \! c t Midland~ Reg1m~lll. It \\:JS
announced that 35 ignal Regiment ( ) '' ould become r ·s1denl there
despite some compelling arguments: .unba~anced command d1 lance·
between RHQ and it , field quadron , in ufi1c1~nt real ~slate for the HQ
quadron of a Ptarmigan equipped ignaL Reg1~1cnt , dilut111g thl! trong
link " with the it of Birmingham and ha' 1ng to share the same
recruiting pool a 37 ignal Regiment ( ). Ho'' e'er, :mlcy Ro~d Tl\
entre i a nc\\ build and probably more co·t effcctl\C 111 thl! medium to
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long tenn and therefore. it i not difficult to see that the Regiment' ca. e
''as lo t. Ind~. the fact that the Regiment urvived a imilar move from
toney lane, Binningham 10 it current l<><.·:i:ion in uuon Coldfield in
19 3 probabl) caled its fate. o, nothing ne'' there.

LO

OF PERMA, E1 T TAFF
When the new TA e tabli hmcnt were finally announced at the end
of April thi · year. this Regiment had to come to tcnns with the lo of
roughly ~0% of it regular oldiers and 20% of it civilian taff. The
deliberations about the ci ilian taff are ongoing. however, there was a
major question mark about a hieving a balance between training the TA
and maintaining the Regiment' Ptarmigan fleet. ow wh ile these lower
le\ els of Pennanent ta ff manning are nothing new for the T , II 1
accepted that the previou higher levels were there to keep the Ptarmigan
equipment on the road; contrary to rumour, the TA oldier i. not driven
by long hours of maintenance and the T pa_ budget does not provide for
equipment maintenance! Therefore, lhi change is new and present a
challenge which the Regiment takes very eriously. To meet thi
challenge, the Regiment ha rationali ed what it can maintain for training
purpo es, sought to place the remainder into light care and preservation at
CVD
hchurch and restructured the Regiment in term of its pennanent
ta ff and equipment accordingly.

INDl\'ID AL TRAJ I GA ' D SUPPORT TO OPERATrO
The final area of change to be con idered i that of the various tudies
and acts that have been introduced around DR!TA Restructuring, but
which al l upport the ·One Army Concept' . They being: R TRIT,
ITD(A) and RFA 96.
RSTRIT - R TRIT wa commis ioned to restructure the Corps to
meet the challenge of ·Digiti ation' and winning the In forma ti on
Battle' for a commander. It take the realitie of TA life into account i.e.
there i not the time to train 10 the same breadth and depth as for regular
ignallers. Therefore, TA Royal ignal trade will di erge in that the
narrower cope of the trade will be recogni ed in the title e.g: Area SysOp
(RR/ Trunk). Thi empha ises the difference between TA and their
Regular Royal Signals counrerpart .
ITD(A)s - In this area the regular chain of command bas good
intentions. ITD(A) , and in particular the TA CFT and annual weapon
training requirements, do take into account the ever increa ing demands
on training time. The TA CFT i now only four miles in an hour with no
scheduled pre-event preparation for the trained TA soldier. Additionally,

TA Royal ignals need only achieve Grouping and Zeroing for Bounty
and Fi tn es For Role (FFR ) purpose . However, ITD(A ) 2 (F itn ess
Trainin g) and TA Regulation s still differ as to the standards to be
achieved i.e . ITD s say a pass is required whereas TA Regul ations
tipulatc an ·attempt ' only for TA FT. Furthennore, the G2 ( y) world
in i t that if oldiers are to act as gate guards, and they are required to do
o, they mu t pas an APWT annually!
Reserve Forces Act 1996 (RF 96) - RFA 96 was designed to make
the TA more deployable and, for the first time, mentioned call out for
operations in support of' humanitarian disasters. It is difficult to gauge the
effect - if any - thi new ct ha on the deployability of the TA as it is
uncertain how private ector businesses would respond to their TA
employees being ca lled out for anything short of a National emergency.
Certainly, filling Regular Army gaps is nothing new; you only have to go
back to the Gulf War to see that infantry and medical reservists were used
extensively without the need for call out of the TA. In that respect, this
nit is no different. In recent times, the Regiment has supported
operations iu Cyprus, the Falkland I lands, Bo nia and Macedonia.

S MMARY
The current change to the TA are un ettling and in ome area deeply
distre sing. That said, as far as 35 Signal Regiment (V) is concerned,
with the exception of tl)e additional maintenance burden due to the lo s
of manpower (and this affects the permanent staff primarily), they are
nothing new. The RHQ and HQ quadron have been moved around
before, TA oldiers have filled the gap in support of operations and the
chain of command ha always had to contend with the conflicting
messages from TA Regulations. o what of the 'One Army Concept'?
The real acid test - the use of compulsory call out for the TA via RFA 96 ha yet to be attempted and I suggest it would be a brave government that
would be prepared to take that option even for a ' humanitarian disaster '
such as that taking place in Kosovo. It appears that while Royal Signals is
gearing it elf up for meeting the technical challenges of the future
through greater levels of train ing for it soldiers, the TA can only meet
this change through modified trade names and clearer channels of
communication with it regular cowlterparts. These assertions should not
be taken to be in any way disparaging about TA Royal Signals ability to
promote the ' One Army Concept' . It is simply a case of the TA soldier
having a finite amount of time for tra in ing. I am a firm believer in the
principles of the TA and am in no doubt that it wi ll continue to flourish in
pile of the well-meaning SDR.

90 DAYS IN MACEDONIA
by Maj A. H. Campbell-Black

lNTROD CTIO
On warning for deployment to Kosovo there was the obvious
requirement for passing secure data between our Headquarters in
0 nabriick and HQ ARRC, PJHQ and HQ Land. It was not until Land
CS was installed in the Headquarters that this link was stable enough to
cope with the requisite passage of information. Although Brent lines had
been in tailed in some of the barracks of Units on tl1e JRRF there were
other Units warned which did not have a secure link other than through
signal me sage. In addition, the lack of rel iability in passing secret
material between CASH and LancLCS exacerbated the situation . The
only way of passing data was through the COMCE '. Had il not been for
the Ptanninet life could·have been extremely awkward.
KOPJEDAY
On deploying to Macedonia it was clear that the Reconnaissance
Group would not deploy with any armour at all but would need to be able
to take the elements under command al some time in the future. Lt
therefore comprised 13 Landrovers. of which nine were fitted for radio,
one wa a GS and three were rebroadcast stations.
The Reconnaissance Group needed Lo liai se close ly with the
organ isations that were in theatre and, therefore, all but three of the FFR
Landrover were used as 'runarounds'. The operato rs estab lished
communications in the Hotel Panorama in Skopje and had to work long
hour to cope with the transport details and the communications
requirements. The ituation was eased slightly as all the Brigade nets were
not initially established and the staff cells were provided with
communications using a dai sy chain of RC s on just three nets. This
helped to reduce the manpower bill for monitoring nets and gave enough
flexibility to cope with the driving, but only just. Local PTT lines were
important to liai e wi th both the NSE and the other organi ations in theatre
~uch as the KVM and the 0 CE. Early on it was recognised that there was
a rcquiremen: to have an insecure VET guard net because so many Units
were dispersed aero s KOPJE. Bunna Company of the Kings Own Royal
Border Regiment on Operation Upminster had already established a net
and 111itially th1 · was hijacked as a Force Guard net. In addition, the
Brigade net was opened anc1 an HF Guard net. The VHF net and the 1-!F
net were then used as the primary insecure voice for MEDEVAC. Once
the King's Royal Hussars arrived in Krivolak, the communi cations were
extended down the country by the use of a chain of radio rebroadcast
tauon : a mixture of the four additional rebroadcast stations provided by
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3rd Division Headquarter.s and Signal Regiment and the three in the
Squadron. The soldiers were accommodated in three different sites in
Skopje and accommodation management was a top priority.
In itia l communications with the 0 CE in Kumanovo were on local
PTT lines and 30th Signal Regiment lent us three Motorola STU llB for
ecure comm unications on PTT lines. The mobile phones that were
procured in country provided a back up insecure means. Gateway into
all systems such as rv , Patron, Euromux and ATN were an essential
way of na vigati ng around systems that were less than robust and this
appeared Lo add a degree of redundancy. STU llB on PTT fines gave us
secure communications wi th USOTF, the Extraction Force HQ and
PJHQ. Ptarmigan was ava il able and even the dialek-like Brahms was
used to ensure a secure line with the KRH Advance Group in another
hotel in SKOPJE . Internally the use of regi tered laptops offered the
primary mean s for data manipulation and an ATacCS LAN (five
terminals) was used to pass data between the staff cells. All the
equipment for the build of the Headq uarters in the Hotel Panorama in
SKOPJE was brought in by pallet and then transported to the Hotel in a 4
tonne. HQ SE was allocated rea l estate in the room nex t to us in the
Hotel and thus the fac iliti es offered by the 50 I detachment (two Patron
fines, a Ptarmiga n satellite bridge, Land CSS, ASMA, CUTG and
point-to-point fax) were shared between the two HQ. A lthough on the
communications side thi s limited each HQ to eight Ptarmigan fines and
presented only one Patron line to each, the close co-ordination of the two
staffs more than compensa ted for this shortfall. The circuits being
anchored by the 501 detachment were not quickly established and it took
considerable time to engineer both the Land CSS and the Point to Point
fax. This was partly due to equipment failures, partly to tl1e time taken to
configure the tail s with the various agencies in the UK and partly to
engineer the power balancing on the satellite as some ten SAT OM
detachments were trying to configure at the same time.
The shortfall of vehicles that had been highlighted durin g Ex Ulan
Eagle the previous October helped us to put the DOAST and FET
together relatively quickly. The augmented vehicles, however, did not
materia lise unti l so me 12 hours prior to the last ship sailing and then
some were provided in such a poor state of repair that they had to be
towed to the port. Not all had had a thorough out-inspection and in mo t
cases they came without drivers. To put two of these vehic les back on the
road took major work from the LAD and was an unwelcome additional
workload but still better than having no vehicles at all.
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We had stripped out the vehicles for the Alternate Headquarters and
had taken the precaution of loading a container with 24 pa lettes of
communications equipment to build a HQ in a static location. It was
originally envisaged that thi s .would be in Pristina although the lift of the
equ ipment forwa.r~ would sttll have be~n an 1ss.ue. After two weeks 111
kopje the remainmg taff began to amve and tt became clear that the
site was becoming too crowded. The HQ moved south and the 24 palettes
of equipment were used to establi sh a static HQ next to the main supply
route in the Hotel Makedonija.
VELES DAYS
A we settled into the Hotel Makcdonija the rest of the Brigade staff
joined us and the Headquarters blossomed. Additional staff cells included
a large Media Op cell, C!MIC, Legal and POLAD, an STA team from
12 AD Regt and our own intelligence section . HQ KFOR gave us a
divi sional slice of their WA , that is, a hub, server and five staff user
terminals. These were laid out in the HQ giving terminals to G3 Ops,
Media the ARRC LO, G2 and keeping one as a common user terminal.
A LA ' was put in place to provide the staff with the ability to trans fer
data internally and this was expanded to cope with the demand from the
additional user to a network of some 14 users. It was also pushed down
to Battlegroups to allow them to transfer data using a dial-up facility.
Early on it was decided that the LA .would no~ be connected to the
ARR WAN to avo id the transfer of viruses. This was JUSt as well as
Melissa appeared on the WA in the second month of the tour. As it was
there were over 550 viruses that had to be destroyed once the latest
version of Sophos had been installed. The authority for connection to the
ATO Cronos system was slow as a multi-cultural mandarin in Brussels
was concerned that all ATO's secrets were about to be hoovered up by
the UK. Authority was eventually forthcoming and the RSST team
provided expert advice on the connectivity unt.il our au~entees from 3rd
United Kingdom Divi ion Headquarters and Signal Regiment amved.
PETROVAC DAYS
After two weeks and a 48 hour Exercise on Krivolak Training Area to
practise the move orth into Pri tina, the air campaign kicked off and the
Headquarters moved up onto a training area to the East of Petrovac
airfield a green-field site. Initially there were no .strategic
communications. The SATCOM detachment that wa located m VELES
remained to provide the links for HQ SE. SATCOM Detachment LINE
came up from HQ KFOR at the Shoe Factory in kopje to join u . ll took
some time to engineer the circuits again because LI E was the last
detachment to leave Bramcote and subsequently did not have all the
terminal equipment. The Plannigan tines also took time to com~ in and
the initial sites were unworkable. The trunk network was working as a
cbain rather than an area network and during tbi phase whenever a link
was broken the community would be fragmented. This cau ed a deal ~f
frustration for the staff but the situation could not be improved unul
additional manpower and equipment arrived lo bolster I st Signal

Brigade's min ima l numbers in-country - This was a direct result of
ATO manpower capping pending an ACTORD.
The Headquarters continued to grow and after a fe" weeks under the
stars and cam net it became clear that the Penthouse option was too tight
and the large planning tent was erected. Spring brought the rains and after
a couple of downpours of rain and swilling around in the mud it wa
obvi ous that the situation had to be improved. Another move was the
solution. The cookhouse was moved onto hard standing and hardcore was
put down around the site. The Headquarters was mo ed 25 metres to the
next area of hard-st.anding. The Pioneers helped erect wire and the
Sappers provided engineer upport to enhance the site. As more and more
cells appeared in the Headquarters the demands for tables, chair , tents
and cam nets swelled to well over double our nonnal peacetime holdings.
The Headquarters resembled a Divisional MAIN HQ. Additional assets
continued to arrive and included 226 Signal Squadron Group (EW) and
Ml Detachment, a Strategic lntelligence cell, an EOD Troop, TAC! YS
and TACIPRI T, a Force HUMI T Team, 15 UK lnfonnation upport
Group and a SAXON to provide ADCIS. Slots were also held open for
representatives from 'D' Squadron HCR and 'A' Squadron of Lord
Strathcona 's Hor e (Royal Canadian), a Canadian Reconnaissance
Squadron. To furnish all these cells with Ptannigan both AS~M ) were
required . One was set up as the normal MAI HQ .c.ommunity and the
.
second one provided the subsets and tines for the add1110.nal cells._
Planning continued unabated and CO PLA s for d1fTcrenl s1luatton
were worked up as the corresponding CO PLA from HQ KFOR was
received in the Headquarters. Our period of grace from vi itors appeared
to be over and a stream almost developed into a torrent until caveats were
placed on our erstwhile colleagues fro~ UK and Germany. One~ the
Headquarters settled down in the Iocatton on the Peirovac Trammg
Area(PTA) the communications attention witched to establishing PTT
fines to the other green-field sites in Macedonia, connecting to the
internet, gaining acces to LOCE and the development of a valuable
training programme.
.
.
Technically the greatest problems were keepm~ the less robust strategic
uite of communications on the road and trymg lo acquire enough
frequencies in Macedonia. The ageing 430 series fleet had also kept the
quadron busy and had guaranteed that the LAD had not been .bored.
Clansman had also shown its age with an average of I0% of the equtpment
being out of use at any time. The Atac~S repair chain had been ~ortuous l y
slow and the number of available terminals had reduced more quickly than
the sets could be sent back to UK for repair and then returned.
At the time of writing the Signal quadron was coping with the influx
of 5 AB Bde and element of the UK HF, as well as keeping a watchful
eye on the arrival of an Advance Party from Headquarters 3rd United
Kingdom Division. The Military Technical Agreement to enter Koso o
eemed to be a few days away and both the Brigade Commander and
CONIKFOR were in close discu sions with the Yugoslav Army m noman 's land between Kosovo and FYROM. There was a mood of
optimi m that a deal would be struck in a few days time.

SANDY BAIN
CAITHNESS ELECTRICAL GENIUS
When Sandy Bain returned to cotland from the ~ A in the late
I 860's the Cai thnes clockmaker found that the capital now had an
electrid time gun which fired automatically at one o' clock .
andy had been born in Warten in I 10. After leaving school he had
been taken on a an apprentice watchmaker by John Sellar ' ho 's
premises were at Stafford Place in Wick. After attendin g .a lecture on
electricity at Thurso, the young clockmaker became o fa cinated by the
subject that he began carrying out his own expe.nments. In 1837. Sand.Y
decided to leave Caithnes and look for a JOb 111 London. Earn111g ht
living during the day a a journeyman clockmaker, he spetHhis pare
time constructing an electric clock and a telegraph recet er which would
print out incoming me sages.
.
Within a year andy had produced wo~king mo~el of the clock and
the receiver. eeding money to perfect his 111vent1ons , he howed ht
models to the editor of the 'Mechanic Magazine'. Mr Baddeley
introduced andy to Profes or Wheat tone, one of the 111a~1y sc1ent1 t
who were carrying out experiments to im~rove the electric telegraph.
Reali si ng the importance of Sandy's 1nvent1on , the prof~ or
commi ioned him to build two model of the telegraphic printer.
Promising to pay the watchmaker£ 150 for the models, the profe sor al o
guaranteed to compensate Sandy for hi time and to pay for th~ matenal .
The scientist advised Sandy to suspend hts electncal expenment and
keep the re ults to himself. Suspiciou of hi motive , the clockmaker
ignored the professor' advice. andy' in tinct proved to b~ correct as
he received just five pounds for the w.ork he had camcd out.. In
o ember 1840 Profe sor Wheatstone exh1b11ed an electnc clock which
he claimed he had invented at the Royal ociety of London. T~ estabh ,h
the fact that the clock wa hi invention, andy ent detatl of tl s
construction to the editor of the ·John o' Groat Journal'. He al .o
exhibited hi s clock at the Polytechnic .Institution in March 1841 and laid
claim to his invention' ith the Inventor ' Ad ocate.
.
Decidin g to move to Edinburgh, the thirty four year o ld mventor
opened a hop specia l ing in electric-clocks at I I . Hanover tree~, JUSl off
Princes Street. ceing that there would come a ttme when public clocks

in town and citie would receive Greenwich mean time by electric
telegraph, andy continued with his experiments. Edinburgh clockmaker
Frederick James Ritch ie had the ame idea, and ltke Sandy wa
experimenting with the tran mis ion of time by electricity. . .
In 1846 banker John Hcwat uggested to the ciry authonue that the
capital hould have a time ignal o that captain of hips lying in the
Firth of Forth could set their chronometers accurately. That ame ye~r
andy decided to leave cotland and try hi luck in the United tales. tx
year later, due to John Hewat' effort , a time-ball w~ erected on. the top
of el on' Monument ' hich tood on the capital Calton Htll. The
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time-ban· mechanism wa connected to the Calton Hill Ob ervatory's
ele tric clock which had been de igned on the experiments carried out by
and Bain nnd rrederick James Ritchie. The ti.me-ball wa de igned to
drop at one o'clock when it' mechani m was triggered by a signal sent
along underground wire running from the observatory· clock. The time
ser. ice pro,·ed to be a winner and the 'ty authorit ies decided that the ball
hould be backed up by an audible ignal.
In l 61 the Army upplied th city with a gu n. A cl k ' a placed
ne:-.t to the time gun on the astle ·• Half Moon Battery and connected by
the Royal Engineers to the ob er.ratory via the Monument by a 4,000 foot
electric wire which hung over the city. Except on public holidays and
unday the time-gun wa fired daily by two Royal Artillery gunners. At

12.55 a.m. one of the blue uniforn1ed artillerymen supervised by the
Castle· taster Gunner loaded the gw1. The gunner then attached a chain
which was hooked to the gun' · fuse and to a weight inside tho.: clock.
On the stroke of one, the time was sent across th e wire from the
ob ervatory to the gun's clock. The weight dropped pulling the chain.
The pin wa jerked from the fuse which ignited and set off the charge.
Although the present District Gunner, S gt Tom McKay MBE no longer
depends on the observatory' clock for the exact time, the 'One o'clock
Gun' still fires daily. As you watch 'Tom the Gun' firing his howitzer on
tele ision to igna l the arrival of the year 2000, take the time to raise your
gla s to Sandy Bain the inventor of the electric clock.

'FINGS AIN'T WOT THEY USED TO BE ...... '
by Maj C. J. Thackray
In March 1984, fresh from my CQ ourse (the last ever, incidentally),
I reported for duty at 22 ignal Regiment. I wa 20 years old. Pau ing
merely to complete 'The Lipp tadt Marches' ' hich eemed lo involve
walking a kilometre, drinking a keg of beer, and then repeating the same
process ten time , L wa driven out to join the Regiment on Exercise. The
Exerci e 1 as known as \ intex, and, though I didn't know it, wa the first
in an annual eries of Corp -le\ el CPX. which would work up, through
Ex ummer ales and beyond, the kills of the I (BR) Corps taffs, their
communicators and their flanking and subordinate HQ . A programme of
FTX wa simultaneously under.vay which would. since 1984 wa a
pecia l year. culminate in E · Lionheart, an Exercise so gigantically
enormous a to be unrepeatable until Sadaam Hu ein insi ted otherwise
in 1991. I spent mo t of that summer on Exerci e: never too far away
from Churchill Barracks that I couldn't nip back for a shower every now
and then, admittedly. and alway the ame thing: Cpl trefford's team
would be setting up, whit t, 20kms or so away. Cpl Wi l on's rerun would
be tearing down. I had a whole troop of Linemen , and grandly
emblazoned the front of my Land Rover 'Commander, Rear Corp Line'.
O\\ and again. when I was allowed to pick up a telephone (and on
the rare occasions when the BRUI1 circuits were working) I would speak
to my compatriot posted to the sharp end: night-manning the CPs at
divisional COMMCE , or even - wow! - Brigade HQs. If anything
their lives were even more exacting and exciting than my own: it turned
out that each Brigade COS would insist on Exercising bis staff before
going out with the Brigadier, and when the Brigade had reached the
required standard, the divi ional staffs would be put through their paces.
Finally. the GOCs of each division would hold their own enormous beanfeasts, and, ultimately, they would Exercise alongside us. l would
occasionally try and speak to friends posted to units in the Rear Combat
Zone, or even the Communications Zone, but their communications
depended , if memory serves, on something called the troposphere, and
were e\en le reliable tban ours. Anyway, they apparently all worked for
a General called Bagnall. who had a HQ of some sort in Rheindah len. My
head began to spin as they tried to explain the command relationships
which existed at these rarefied levels, and I would hang up and wander
back to the line wagon, where I would find my soldiers engaged in a card
game which I now know as 'C hase the Lady', but which they called
. omething el e entirely. Each night I would tuck myself into bed, happy
111 the knowledge that I had pent another day keepmg Western Europe
safe from Communism. I knew that I was doing exactly what my
predecessors had done some ten years before, just as theirs had before
them, and thought that's just as it should be when you were part of the
best army in ATO and therefore the universe.
In December 1995, fatter, balder, with a heavily-pregnant wife, two
dog , a cat and (amazing but true) less di posable income than I had
enjoyed eleven years earlier, l reported for duty at Hohne, to take up my
appointment as DCO 7th Armoured Brigade. I had not served in
Germany since leaving Lippstadt. My arriva l with the Desert Rats
coincided with the beginning of a great experiment: in the 1st Armoured
Di' ision, instead of training opportunities being divided piecemeal
amongst the three Armoured Brigades every year, each Brigade (ours
first) would ~a~i: it in turns to enjoy a ·Training Year', when the full
panoply of D1v1s1onal resources would be thrown at it, in order to tum it
into the fiercest , finest, fittest and most capable formation that the staff of
the charging rhino had ever seen. Anot her Brigade, completing its
' Oper~tional Yi:ar', :-vou ld .go off and do al l those itsy-bitsy
not-qu1te-warfighung thmgs which LA D ommand would insist upon
(IFOR was then the flavour of the moment). The third Brigade, poor
sod , would be known as 'Training Support', with the unenviable task of
following u. around Sennelager for a year emptying our portaloos and the
like.
I couldn't wait to get started: not only had I - unlike the vast majority
of my peers - managed to avoid the dubious pleasures of life in Main
Building and very occasionally at home in Kingston-on-Thames, but I
wa about to be trained as I'd never been trained before. Truly, by the end
of my tour - which, due to entirely unrelated events, the gods had decided
would be some two year and eight months in duration instead of the
normal twenty-four months - I would have reached a peak of
battle-readiness never before witnessed in the profession of arms. The
Rritish Army of the late 1990s, I' d been told, was not only more
technologically capable than that of the early 1980s, but had for the first
time in its illustrious history, developed for itself a doctrine ~ith which it
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rett at ease. In addition, it had so reorganised the way it funded its
acti ities as to en ure that resource need only be thought about before
they were delivered, steaming, on a silver platter.
I enjoyed an extraordi nary, amazing and truly sat i fying thirty-two
monLhs with 7 Armoured Brigade. Looking back on it now, almost a year
ince leaving, I worked with and for some of the mo t capable people I'm
ever likely to meet., in this career or any other, and the places we went!
Christmas 1995 over, and firstborn on safely delivered, I packed my
taff Officers' Handbook and headed for Hannover Airport. By the time
Chri trnas 1996 came along, HQ 7 Armoured Brigade had set ou t its tall
in Poland, Atlanta, BATUS, Lady mith, Kuwait, BATUS again,
Grafenwhor. Sennelager (far too often), and finally - in the fir t armoured
forn1ation-level FTX conducted by the British Amiy since 1990 - Poland
again. As we celebrated the ew Year, I looked back with fondness on
the six month l 'd spent away from home. I then kis ed my wife
(pregnant again) and noisy toddler goodbye, and set off for Banja Luka.
Another year went by. Thi time, I managed to spend only four months of
it at home. By the time the team of lowly paid vanda ls from Whittle'
Movers arrived at Hoppenstedter trasse, and as I loaded wife (thankfully
not pregnant), two ons, one dog and no cat into the people-mover, I
reflected on a tour during which I'd spent fully 50% of the time available
either on operation or training. Best job I've ever done, I thought (until I
started thi one, of course).
So. was I trained? Had the formulaic, GDP-orientated, reactive,
befehlstactic world of I (BR) Corps been replaced, revamped and
improved by the capability-driven, doctrinally sound post-Options Army?
You're all professionals, reading this. You know the answer, don't
you? Of course we're no better than we were. If anything I would
consider my elf (having, don't forget, been the beneficiary of arguably
the mo L complete and progressive collective training package the Briti h
Army of the late 1990s had to offer) less proficient in the planning and
execution of war-fighting tactics and techniques than my predecessors of
the 1980s. otjust me: I would apply the same criteria to my fellow staff
officers, our clerks, and particularly our long-suffering Signallers. Hugely
capable peop le, all of them, but lacking proficiency in their most
demanding role. Why?
Consider this, I've already described the unparalleled training
opportunities offered to me whit t I was with 7th Armoured Brigade.
Despite these opportun it ies, during the period December 1995 to August
1998, I deployed in the vehicles which would take me lo war, and
reported to my parent formation, over the radios I would use in such a
war, once only. I deployed in the e same vehicles, with the e same
signallers, but without my parent formation, on two other occasions - in
almost three years. When practising one s primary role so infrequently,
certain things become inevitable:
l. When more than 50% of personnel in any organisation turn
over bet\ een training opportunities, it is impossib le to develop
and improve procedures. There is simply not enough experience
remaining in order to pass on lessons learnt. lnstead, therefore,
the same lesson are re-learnt every time. PXR after PXR point
out the same things, but by the time the next simi lar set of
circumstances come round they've long been consigned to File
13.
2. Low-level skills - the kind that ou r predecessors considered to
be so basic as to be hardly worth listing under 'Exerci e Aims
and Objectives' - are now beyond us, or considered so difficult
that we congratu late ourselves if we manage to display them to
any degree before ENDEX. Adm inistration in the field, light
discip line and vehicle camouflage and concealment, to select just
three examples, are woeful when compared to the standards set
ten or fifteen years before.
3. Core functions a re performed more deliberately and less
effectively. Cha nge of control, fo r examp le, would take place
every twelve hours or so (at mo t) between Brigade Main and
Step-U p/A lternate HQs in the bad old days. By tJ1e end of our
Polish FTX, we could just about hit a move every 24 hours or o
(we could have moved more frequently, but would have virtually
sacrificed all planning capability to do so). By the time we next
had the opportunity to practice this, some nineteen months later.
the expertise had vanished to the four wind , and it was all we
could manage to change control every thirty-six hours and still
call ourselves effective. Had we been any better, and wished to
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move more frequently, it would have made little difference: the
locations to move into didn't exist, or were occupied by someone
else. Some 70% or so of these locations were peacetime barracks
locations, by the way, which don't really do that much for the
reccc/siting skills of signal squadron 21Cs, or the navigation
skills of anyone else. I firmly be lieve that we were licker in
COMM HEAD NOVEMBER when we moved - and that towed a
200-strong Officers' Mess behind it.
4. Bad habits become unavoidable. We preach mission command,
and attempt to convince ourselves that we allow subordinates
freedom of action, but if you're the Brigade Commander (or
COS), and you're only allowed to play with your entire train set
once a year, then it's difficult to avoid the temptation to over
control. This, of course, manifests itself in a Brigade Command
Net which is rarely - if ever - silent once EMCO measures have
been lifted. The large electronic arrow hovering above forn1ation
HQs and pointing downward would have been immediately
obvious to EW assets in the 1980s. Unfortunately, our EW
experts can usually, these days, plead a more pressing
engagement down the road.
Some readers might opine that their experiences are far different, and
that in their view standards are as high or higher now than ever in the past.
I hope so: I consider myself a professional soldier, and it brings me no
satisfaction to come to the conclusion that we arc not as profes ional as
once we were. There might be those turning puce and spitting out the
word 'leadership!' To them, I would merely point out that the Army tends
not to end its idiots to its only Armoured Division. l have never met more
inspiring leaders, more effective ta ff officers, and more capable signallers
than I did when serving with the Desert Rats, but there's a limit to what
can be achieved when the opportunities to improve aren't provided.
There'll also be some who'll agree with what I've said but murmur
'under-manning', and look with hope towards the horizon, when (by 2007,
· we're told), AG's HR Strategy will see us fully manned, and over-stretch
will be merely an unpleasant memory. It won't make a blind bit of
difference. All the difficulties I list above wouldn't have changed one jot if
we'd had full manning (as a matter of fact, we were virtually fully manned
anyway, thanks to ma ive sacrifices made at the Divisional ignal
Regiment in order to keep Brigade ignal Squadrons effective). We're the
wrong s hap e and size to play this game anymore - and one extra
deployable Brigade - courtesy ofSDR-won'l change things enough.
A bigger Army' the answer - obviously (well, either th at or the
recognition that thi s high-ioten ity busine s will shortly be beyond us
once we get above battle-group level). This bigger Army needs to be
manned, and the only way these two thing will happen i by forking out
more money. If the ca h i found from within the defence budget,
something else has to suffer. If we cut equipment programme , we push
ourselves out of the high-intensity game anyway. Impasse. The only thing
that' going to alter thi situation i a big change of heart oa defence
expenditure by the Government of the day. And how does that happen?
Same way it always ha - we need to lo ea war (or at least get a evere
mauling before snatching v ictory from the jaws of defeat). A bit
depressing, this conclusion, when I put two and two together and reali e
that I'll be the one doing the losing or getting the mauling. That's the
trouble with Peace Dividends: they as ume peace, and there isn't any.
There's a bright side. If there wa n't. I suppo e rd have to con ider
leaving and imagine what sort of state the Corps would find itself in if a
large number of majors and lieutenant colonel decided to seek
employment elsewhere? It doesn't bear thinking about. OK, first off, a
an Army, we don't have to be as good as we once were - we only need to

be better than anybody else right now. Patriotism being the last refuge of
a scoundrel, I must consign myself to that fate. We're still better than
anybody else. There are armies whose regres ion rate leave ours
standing - both within and without ATO. I know this is the philosophy
of the kitchen sink, but I've done a lot of washing up over the past couple
of years. Second, it doesn't seem likely we'll have to fight a \\ar of
national survival anytime soon (unle s we're forced to square up to the
jocks - in which case, I'm on their side, particularly if it' a Saturday
night). Thirdly, although I didn't think my little bit of the Anny was as
good as it used to be, I saw plenty of evidence that other little bits of it
were far better. I don't just mean the technology (though you should see
what Challenger 2 can do: it actually makes the cavalry look eame tly
professional; an epithet they despise). A battle-group, having undergone
low level field firing on Bergen-Hohne ranges. followed by simulation
training at Grafenwhor, manoeuvre training in Hohenfels, a pre-BATU
work-up in Poland, BATUS itself (which includes a superb TES phase)
and, finally, manoeuvre training with at least two other units on the
brigade Poland FTX, is trained like you wouldn't believe. It' scarily
good. I fimily believe that our low-level capabilities - whether collective
or individual - are outstanding.
Finally, of course, I'm the proud posse sor of the most rose-tinted
spectacles you can imagine. It is part of the function of the curmudgeonly
old to decry the efforts of shallow youth. It is just po sible, I suppose,
that sitting for six weeks on Hill 309, or on the Ripon Barracks parade
square, keeping the Herforder brewery in profit every night and sleeping
by day. did not tum me into Guderian. Perhaps we weren't that good
then, either. Perhaps we're getting better whilst we're getting worse (It
does happen - look at television). lfwe are getting' orse - even in part then we shou ld try and do something about it. Despite my strident claims
above that only money can solve the big problems. I think ome things
can be done down at the coal face. I think we hould concentrate le on
esoteric concepts uch a the nature of information management and its
ownership, and the pure definition of G6 as a function, and more on
doing well what should be done well. I think - heresy - that we should
focus Jes on our technology, not more. (We were never more effective in
7th Armoured Brigade Main HQ than when the photocopier was broken.
It forced us to be conci e, and to get the me age aero quickly. QP24
and GP3 are bigger and better photocopiers, that's all. Decision cycle
will become longer, not shorter. Also, becau e they 're photocopiers,
they'll break down all the time). Concentrating less on our technology
will allow us to concentrate more on our people, and thi is good. I think
we are defined by who we are. not what we are. Whilst we struggle as a
Corps to de ign for ourselves the perfect mis ion statemenL to develop
command support doctrine ' and dispute ownership of thi and that
proces , system or bit of kit with the rest of the Army, we run the ri k of
being derided a a bunch of techno-anorak . Let 's in tead try and be
respected for being good at wha't we've always been good at.
End of diatribe. Thi article wa prepared in response to a directive
from the Chairman of the Royal ignals In titution that units should
provide articles for the Journal 'to make people it up and take notice.·
Readers will note that I am a devout believer in the dictum that hrill
opinion i always more interesting than passionless logic: I look for.vard
to reading re ponse in the same vein.

'Incidental!}: to my knowledge. no-one has yet come up with a procedure
entitled 'Communications Preparation of the Balllefield (CPB) '. Being
both calchy and useless, it would exactly meet 0111· current requirements.
if I am the first to think of this then I hereby claim IPR. If someone el e
has already put out a paper on it, then shame on you.

MANNING THE CORPS
THE CHALLENGE OF THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
by Lt Col J. A. Terringlon
Recent operational commi tments have highlighted the requirement for
robu t CIS and bring into harp focus the cha ll enge , which Royal
ignals face with the advent of Digiti ation. In the near term we must
retain and restructure in order to capitali e on the advantages wh ich new
equipment, such as TWAC and BOWMA "will bring. Yet this m~ t be
done again t a backdrop of extremely high le el of operational
deployment and overall R ignal unde~-manning of s_ome. 13%.
Furthermore thi . head line figure masks significant shortfalls 111 key
Ptarmigan trades and deficiencies as high as 40% al certa in rank . Whal
can be done to retain our manpower?
As ever the orps manpower i in high demand and pread nil too
t11inly across a diverse range of tasks. Almost all units are und~rmanned
and ultimately this ha driven a piecemeal approach to back~filhng nits
for operations. Such a policy, undoubtedly dn en. by neces ny, gencra~es
it own problems further do' n tream as nits already cu lle~ tor
individual reinforcement are then them elves stood to for operation .
The simp le reality is that the Corps has too many commitment , "'.hich
we need to publici . e in a manner which the General ta ff .fully
understand. Perhaps we shou ld con id er mannrng fewer uni.ts to
Peacetime or Unit E tablishment (UE). thus removmg (temporarily) n
number of units from the orps ORBAT. o matter ho' unpalatable,
such a move might have the desired effect.
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The high use of Regular Individual Re erves (IR.). dri,en by undermanning and taut e tab Ii ' hment , generates it' own difficulties a
oldiers arc removed from their parent chain of command and pla ed in
other units, frequently creating a feeling of isolation. We need to identify
the lowe t level of formed contribution from one unit to another. The
troop level of command eem logical for this . \: e need a more
fundamental review of Corp tructure • however, a it i clear that we do
not ha e the correct equipment ta k organisation to tackle Peace upport
operations effectively, let alone full war fighting.
Our sy tern of 'trickle po, ting ' is al o conlributing to \\astage as
oldier return from one operational tour and arc po ted. onl) to find
them. elves deployed again from their nc\\ nit. In ome case., tour
inter al are now measured in \\CCk . ICM Oh De k Officer in
Glasgo' cannot be expected to ha e full oversight of operational
commitments and th is i be t done at Unit bel. We need time to take
tock, however, until the current high Je,·el of operational comnutmcnt.
stabilise . The majority of our · oldier tre no\\ gaining \aluablc
operational expcri..:nce from the earli~t day of their scr. ice. ;;o perhap.
the time ha come to mo e t ward a model of po t111g b} C:\.cept1on, 111
order to create ome short term tability.
Whilst the subject of financial retention incentives for ke) trades is
well understood, the current allowance package for tho. e dcplo ed on
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operation remains an emotive and divish e i sue. oldier with under
three years er. ice arc not entitled to L A and the welfare telephone
sy.tern i of little u e for many deployed on isolated hill top sites. If long
tem1 Peace upport operation arc to be the norm, then sold iers will
rca onabl) expc t improved Ji,·ing and working condition both in and
out of barrack· . In reality, the inve tment and ' ill required to deliver this
i · unlikely to materiali e. c n. qucntly we might ha c to look el·ewhere
for olutions. We could learn >Omethin!!. from how our Allie.1 tackle the e
i ues. ln thi · re peel, the American ), tem of no tax charge for those

deployed on operations might be u u el'ul starting point which could
provide a meaningful re\ ard for frequent deployments ; and lon g service.
Ultimately, if we do not get the G l package right, we face an uphill
stmggle in keeping our valuable manpower.
l hope this article ·1imula1e ome much needed discu ssio n on
potential ' ays forward in the retention battle. Unless we take action now
the combined effects of ·hortening tour interval and worsening under:
manning at Unit level, is likely to further reduce our operational
capability to a critical level.

INSTALLERS AT THE READY
Capt (TOT)
o one near a RAF ba e in Germany could miss the roar of Harriers
and Tornado' taking off and landing. However, few people might realise
that a unique quadron of the Royal ignals is helping keep the jets in the
air. Based at R F Laarbruch and Bruggen - as well a at JHQ
Rheindahlen - 220 ignal quadron. part of olerne - ba ed 21 Signal
Regiment, is the only Royal ignals quadron formation completely
dedicated to RAF upport in it primary role. The ta k and job of keeping
all ground communication up and running at RAF's Main Operating
Base in Germany. This vital role dates back to the 1960 when the
'RI TACOMW' or ·Re pon ibilitie for Inter ' ervice Tactical
Communications· Agreement, was dra' n up.
'Wilh a 1111iq11e planning and deployment capability. we are vet)' much
in demand,' say quadron Commander, Capt' oddy' Baugh MBE.
'lfe proi.:ide a sen'ice where1'er needed in 1he ll'Orld. Aside from our
permanent role in German_!\ recent detachments hare included the former
Yugoslm•ia, the Falkland Islands, A cension Island, Greece, Macedonia,
as well as Exercises throughout the ll'Orld. '
Handling the c many challenges are just 9
quadron personnel, as
well as ten civilian taff including a full time draughtswoman. at
Laarbruch, Bruggen and JHQ Rheintlahlen. quadron members, many of
them young Signallers fre h from trade training at the Royal School of
Signal arc re pon ible for the entire cable infrastructure, more than I 000
mi les of it at each airfield.
Cable maintenance in\'olves monitoring a complex y tern of
telephone and computer cable. spreading out from the telephone
exchange through Main and lntem1edia1e Di tribution Frames and then
underground right across the airfields. Some 5500 circuits are linked via
Te t Pits and Cable Huts to every building that need communications. At
~e harp end of this work are the Squadron's 70 'Tele Mech '. Flexibility
1 the name of the game for these highly skilled technicians. of which the
Royal ignals now boasts some 270. Equally at home with all kind of
cable and "iring. especially fibre optics, their vast experience reflects a
' multi- killing· approach, covering a wide variety of communications
functions from initial urvey of the task, right through to implementation.
Royal Signals cabling strategy now embraces Category 5 UTP cabling.
Ideal in a military environment where taskings come up at hort notice,
the built in flexibility and redundancy of Cat 5 will allow signa llers to
'flo'?d wire· a building to meet a whole variety of operational
requirements. A recent task to undertake the planning, procuremen t
pecification and implementation of a Headquarters build 10 commercial
ci''.il.i3:n standards in Petrovac, Macedonia has certainly highlighted the
ab1hues of the quadrons tradesman to all within the Ministry of
Defence.
CIVILIA1 TRAI l G
Army Signaller have already received ci ilian Cat 5 training and the
systems i being u ed, for example, permanently at RAF Bruggen on a

. Baugh MBE

Local Data Communications etwork. This is the RAF main IT
communications backbone on all stations. supported in the United
Kingdom by civilian companie and at over eas bases where Royal
Signals tradesman are based, by the 'Tele Mech'. Working closely with
the RAF's Communications Information Sy tem Engineering Flight, and
with the Deutsche Telekom. peacetime maintenance ecs lhe quadron
dealing with cabling throughout the airfields, much of it fibre optic blown
cable. When fault come to light they mu t be put right immediately, if
necessary calling out a repair crew, day or night. ow in standard Royal
ignals u e is the 7 I 0 modular connection system.
Maintenance of operational cabling, in support of the 'Airfield
urvival Mea ure' i anolher challenging quadron la k. De igned to
with land airfield attack , and very heavy-duty, two 'ring cables'
I 50km in all - travel the entire perimeter of the airfields, linking up the
variou buildings with each one' communications traffic routed in
opposite directions. If one were di abled, all communications would be
switched to the other, pending repairs. Bomb and blast proof Cable Huts
allow the signallers to work in comparative safety, and the operational
ystem is completely separate from that u ed in peacetime: none of the
key operational staff can afford to be out of contact whether it's the
pilots, the flight engineers or air traffic control.
Away from Germany, typical detachments include Banja Luka and
Split in the Former Yugoslavia, the Falkland Island , Ascen ion I land
and more recently is support of the ATO Troop deployment to
Macedonia and Greece.
One fine example i a project at RAF Ascen ion in the Atlantic where
a team from 220 Squadron, with support from our Regiment's TA 'Tele
Mech' qn, 81 Sqn (V) are currently upgrading cable in tallation , both
fibre and copper. Some 40kms of cable is being replaced and enhanced to
provide the RAF with a backbone that will support the military
communications well into the next century. At the same time, with
colleagues from the Royal Signal Commm:iications Projects Division,
two new GPT Realitis exchanges are being in tailed and commissioned,
and a new Operations centre is being established. The Squadron
Ascen ion Is land Planner, SSgt Adrian Jone has been planning this
work for months, working closely with all the Services and Cable and
Wirele s to define the requirement and en ure full completion, with no
lo s of service lo any customer.
The main task of Phase One was to establi h a system of telegraph
poles around the Travellers Hill accommodation areas. The buildings
were then linked through an Aerial etwork with a distribution feed in
Pha e Two. Through this system each of the buildings were connected
\ ith an upgraded telephone system . Pha e Three required a poled aerial
route with enough di lribution points to connect the remaining
accommodation sites and to assure communication with all buildings on
Travellers Hill. The installation of a ducted wiring connection of modem
Copper and Fibre Optic cables from Airhead exchange to Travellers I !ill

Taking a break
.
Members of 220 Sig Sqn and 81 (V) Sig Sqn
posing for the photographer while enjoying the fabulous weather
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completed Phuse Four. This phase al o proved to be the most challenging
task to th e teams, who had to cross eight miles of volcanic rock between
the two exchanges. This step boosted the former eight telephone trunks
between the two exchanges to thirty channels, which can now be used
simultaneously. Phase Five has recently been completed when the joint
team connected the new GPT Rcalitis Exchange switches, which replaced
the out-dated Monarch exchange switches. The last phase, which will
onicially start on 12 July and end 28 July, will finally connect Airhead
Exc hange and Travellers llill with Georgetown. The Team will be
working with the civilian Georgetown-based Cable and Wireless, which
has supported the Tele Mcch s in the past, and will complete what had
begun under Phase Five. Modern oppcr and Fibre Optic cables will
provide the necessary capacity for future communications and will take
the three exchanges' capabilities into the next millennium. By 28 July the
220 Sig Sqn and 81 (V) Sig Sqn will have renewed the forty kilometres
of communication lines with 38 personnel. The personnel from
Rheindahlcn and Colerne were on two week rotations to as ure a good
turnover for both Squadrons. After the project is completed the sy tern
will be maintained by two resident Te le Mechs from 220 Sig Sqn, who
are on a ix-month rotation .
Even further afie ld, and rather coo ler, a team is permanently attached
to the Joint Communication Unit Fa lkland I lands. Here the manpower
is primarily ta ked with the upport to the RAF Mount Pleasant Airfield
and 1leadquarters. The Squudron also provides constant support to the
'arious British deployments to the former Yugoslavia .at pl it, Gorni
Vakuf Banja Luka and ipovo. Many new projects arc being con idered
to enhance present installations, wh ich may be achieved later this year as
manpower is released from other tasks . These have recently included
etting up a communication infrastmcture for the ACE Rapid Reaction
Corps (the 'ARRW) REAR HQ in kopje, and the ARRC Rear upport
ommand (RSC) HQ in Greece. Additional new and demanding tasks are

Major General L de M Thuillier
CBCVOOBE
Major General L de M (Pete)
Thuiller has died aged 93. He wa
Director of Telecommunications at
the War Office in the mid 1950s and
Leader of the British Government
Mission which went to America in
1960 to discus civil and military
atellite com municatio ns sysiems.
For the nine month before his
retirement and for nearly nine years
after it, he wa As i tanl ecretary in
the Cabinet Office organi ing the coordin at ion of communications
electronic policy. He was al o
concerned with the e tabli shment of
various international communications
systems. including that u ed for the
Queen's over eas tour . Les I ie de
Malaperl Thui ll ier, a lways known as 'Pete' was born in Indi a on
September 26 1905. His father Lt Col L. . Thui ll ier, wa a descendent of
a fami ly of French clock makers ' ho, at the French Revolution moved to
witzcrland, and later to England. He was educated at Berkham~ted a~d
Woolwich, before being commi ioned into the Royal orps of 1gnal 111
1926. In 1930 he was po ted to 3 Indian Divi ional ignals at Meerut.
India, but returned to the taff ollege, Camberley in 1939. In the early
months of the war, he ' as po sted to the War Office ' here he was
instrumental in estab li shing the Y ervicc. In 1941 he wa posted to I 0th
Corps Signals in Syria oon to be transferred lo orth Africa, w~ere he
saw action in variou · battles including El Alamein. I le was then 111 Ita ly
from the landings at Salerno until the cro ing of the Garigliano. after
which he was posted to General lcxander 's HQ, where he remamed
until the end of the War. ubsequcntly he wa. Chief of ta IT . Ireland
District, G 0 I at the War Office and C 0 Air Formation ignals
BAOR. From 195 1 to 53 he was
0 in Egypt. In 1954 he returned to
the War Office before becoming
0
orthcrn Command and
subsequently Director of Telecommunication . I le was a fir t cla s
ath lete. He rode in ihe Int ernational Horse how a nd in the Royal
Tournament; he played ru gby for the ll arlequins, Hampshire and
York hire and was well above a crage at squash. tcnni and hockey. l lc
married Barbara Rawlin in 1935 and they had a son and two daughter .

expected and awaited as any peace dividend is developed \\ 1th111 KosO\O.
A Squadron Group under
gt Le~ Cha pman is permanently focused on
this area of operations and commitment.
THEFUT RE
With the announcements at ministerial level of the tratcg1c Defonce
Review (SOR) and the impending closure of RAF Laarbruch, the Royal
Signals have taken a positive step in the overall restructuring of 'Tele
Mech' support world-wide. In addition, the Corps is undertaking a major
trade restructuring programme, thus ensuring all tradesman arc ~ell
prepared for the challenges that lie ahead.
This mean that 220 Sig Sqn will close in Germany before the end of
the year but will reform with its parent Regiment in Colerne, in a ne\\
role supporting the Joint Helicopter Command (JH ). The 'Tele Mech'
manpower is being relocated within 16 Sig Regt in Germany and 30 ig
Regt in UK. This manpower will provide continual support to the RAF
Airbases at Bruggen and A cension and provide structured deployable
sections, maintained at a high state of readine s, to deploy world-wide in
support of any MOD task. Communications Planning staff based at JHQ
Rheinclahlen provide the planning focus 10 any task now and will remain
so, for the foreseeable future.
The trade restructuring having focused on the present excellent kill et
of the 'Tele Mech ' has enhanced it further, so the tradesman can undertake
harness and installation repair on the many Army vehicular
communications installations. From a pre ent trade group of some 215
posts, this new trade group. the 'installation Technician· - Inst. Tech, is
likely to need some 400 + individuals in the future. It remain an excellent
trade group at ' Installation Technician', for any young individual wi hing
10 join the Armed Forces. Whatever the task. wherever it is in the world,
the Army and RAF can rely on the 220 Signal Squadron 'Mech ' to see the
job through, living up to the unofficial Corps motto of - 'First in. last out·.

Brigadier W. 1. Ponsonby OBE
Brig Wilfred Ponsonby, who has died
aged 93 escaped from German POW
camps three time ; he wa al o an
out landing horseman , a first cla
motorcyclist, champion boxer and a
bril li ant conjuror and member of the
Magic Circle. After the outbreak of war
he was po ted lo I Armoured Divi ion
igna ls, which was ent to France in
May 1940.The Divi ion was eventually
urrounded at t Yalery-en-Caux. and
Ponsonby was taken pri oner. He made
his first attempt to escape on the march
back to Germany, but ' as recaptured by
chance. After making two further
temporary escapes he wa put on the Ii t
for repat riation (when German were
exchanged for ill Briti h prisoners) a hi
captors thought he looked so um' ell that
he must ha e tuberculo i . In fact he looked no \\Orse than he had done
all hi life. Ponsonby wa later a\\arded the OBE for his' ork in helping
other PO W's in the camp . fter the war he \\ ent on 10 ha e a
di tinguished career in ATO. Wilfred Pon on by \\a ' born on I 0 July
1905 in ova cotia, where his father, an officer in the appcr "as
erving. The family had a five generation military tradition. He went to
Shrewsbury and Wool\ ich before being commi sioned in Royal ignal
in t 926. In t 930 he boxed for the Royal ignal team that won the Am1}
Championship.. The same year he took the Army equitation course and
became a riding instructor at Catterick. He him elf won man race and
rode four times at Sandown, l\\ ice in the Grand lilitar1 Gold Cup\\ hich
he won in 1935 on Kicking Time. He wa · clo cly inrnh cd in the Royal
Tournament, 01) mpia and the International Horse ho\\. On arrival back
in England from POW Camp in 1943 he had time out to learn about the
new, to him, equipment before being posted to the War Oflice as G 0 I.
At the end of the War, he was posted a.
0 udan and Eritrea and
returned to Britain to command I I ignal Regiment. Later that year he
became K Representative of the We tern nion Defence Organi ·at ion.
which became part of
TO the folio" ing car. He "a> lose I)
concerned with re-cstabli hmg the communications y tcm in Europe and
became hairman of the European Military ommunication · Coordination Committee. In 1952 he moved on to ·ott ish ommand and
three years later wa po ·ted to llAPE. In 1957 he retired from the Army
and worked for the lini try of uppl . In full retirement he became a
steward at Catterick Racecourse. and \\a hca' ii) in\olvcd in acting and
producing at the Leyburn Amateur Dramatics o 1cl).
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FRO TCOVER
Her Majesty T he Queen presents the Braemar Relay hield to
Sig Mike Lake - 11 ignal Regiment Relay Team

BACK COVER
A du k (Snow) Clearance Patrol. a reminder that the Corps remains
committed throughout the festive season

RSA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

MILLENNIUM
CORPS CAROL SERVICE

The next Annual Genera l Meeting of the Royal ignals
Association will be held in the Corporal ' lub, Chelsea Barracks,
Che lsea Bridge Road, LO DO , WI 8RF, on aturday April
2000. The meeting will start at 1030hrs. All Life Member of the
R A arc cordially invited to attend. To as ist admini !ration, tho e
who intend attendin g are a ked to give their name and vehicle
details (if applicable) to A soc iation HQ. A call to 01258 482090
will uffice. Any points for the Agenda must reach A ociation
HQ by I March 2000.

Thursday 16 December 1999, 1800hr
Church of t tephen with t John
Roche ter Row, We tminster
Afterward at the apier Hall for sherry and mince pie

EVERYO EIS WELCOME

BRITISHAEROSP4CE.

Archer Communications Systems Limited
PO Box 118, Hedge End, Sourhampron, Hampshire,
5030 2XW, Uniced Kingdom,
Telephone: +44 (0) 1489 773000, Fax: +44 (0) 1489 773100

Finding a way through the fog of war
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CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM
THE SOinC(A)
t this time of year we arc reminded of the message, ' Peace and
goodwill to all men.' This is particularly poignant as we renect, not only
on the clo e of the most iciou century in the hi tory of mankind , but
also on a year which has een yet another major deployment to defend the
Ii es and liberties of ordinary people in the tragic Balkans theatre.
'The price of peace is eternal vigilance.' Whilst it may be that national
governments have not always been a vigilant as some with hind ight
might "ish. the soldiers, sailor and airmen of our armed forces have
always been ready to play their pa11 in maintaining the ecurity of this
nation and the defence of a just cause. Vigilance depends upon
information, and information has always been the business of Royal
ignals. ince it formation, the Corps has always been at the heart of our
Defence capability. Whether in support of the national intelligence effort
or the tactical commander on the ground, the men and women of the
Royal ignals have played a vital part in world war , withdrawal from
Empire, regional conflict and peace upport operations.
This year has een proportionally the largest deployment of the Corps
on operation since 1945. In Macedonia and K;) ovo our sold iers
performed magnificently, not only technically and militarily, but also on
initiatives de igned to help the people of the province, activitie vital to
stability and the cause of peace. At the same time, our people sustai ned
other operation world-wide and maintained our commitmen t to Northern
Ireland where, de pile the peace proces , there has been little respite in
the demand for robu t operational communications. The Regular Corps
alone could not have sustained this level of activity. Significant numbers
of volunteer continue to come forward from the TA to erve both in the
United Kingdom and abroad , and they bring with them a range of
complementary skill and expertise which greatly enriches the units and
headquarters with which they serve.
Our families too continue to make sacrifices and are perhaps too often forgotten in the ·lessons learnt' proce , which follows recovery from operation .
The wider Corps family, including the Association and the Institution each plays its part in sustaining the Corp and spreadi ng the message of the
competence of our people and the central role they play in Defence as well as providing us in the serving Corp with examples and role models.
But what of the future? We are at the beginning of the information age. ln Defence, perhaps as never before, the efficient delivery of in formation services
is central to the utility of the United Kingdom's armed forces in pursuit of security and international policy goa ls. We in the Corps have an immense
opportunity, but with that comes increased responsibi lity to demonstrate that we have the necessary skills and profound understanding of the information
business. There is much to do to prepare ourselves but I believe we shou ld enter the new Millennium with confidence, certain that we will continue to play
a central role contributing to the vigilance, which maintains the peace.

Laurette and I wish you all a fiery Happy Christmas and a successful New Year
THE MASTER'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
Rightly, the Signal Officer in Chief reminds us all of the Christmas
message and the heroic contribution being made all round the world by
the serving Corps towards the wider 'peace'. In my travels l have
marvelled at the work of our young men and women in the field, and
been lifted by their spirit and enthusiasm. Their professionalism and
re pensiveness is now a byword amongst allied forces and our own high
command alike. The Corps has risen magnificently to the challenge of
'expeditionary warfare'. ever has the Corps' operational value been
more recognised, or held in higher regard.
At the ame time, I have watched in admiration as our leadership has
moved to addre s the demands of the 'i nformation revolution' and the
future of the orp whose time has surely come. But the serving Corps is
not alone in this vita l purpose. Ou t there is a vibrant, su pportive
A soc iation, an Institu tion bristling with ideas and experience now
directly engaged in shaping the future, and industry and commerce with a
mountain of goodwill and commitment to help.
So my message, on this very special Millennia l hristmas, is to the
wider family of the Corps. To the 'old comrade' and the new; to the
officer and the soldier; to the regu lar and the territorial; and to the
families on whose backing we all depend. It is that these are times of
exceptional challenge and unimagined opportunity; we need not just to be
together, but to work together to bu iId a great future .
·ext year we have planned a range of special orps celebrations to
mark the stan of the new Millennium. I do hope that you will take every
opponunity to get involved.

For an information brochure call
Freepost, The TA, CV37 9BR.
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Annie and I wish you all a fiery
Merry Christmas
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THE GAP YEAR COMMISSIO

WHIZZ-K..IPZ

BDEC
British Defence
Equipment Catalogue

25th Edition
1999-2000
BDEC provides an authoratitve so u~ce of
components, equipment and services
avail able from British companies.
Published in coll aboration with
MOD (DESO) as a 2-volume set with
CD version .
A limited number of copies are· ava ilable for
purchase, for further details please contact:
Combined Service Publications Ltd,
PO Box 4, Farnborough, Hampsh ire,
United Kingdom GU14 7LR
Tel: 01252 515891 Fax: 01252 517918
E-mail: csp@btconnect.com

THE MOVEMENT FOR NON-MOB ILE CHILDREN

PUTTING YOUR BEST FOOT
FORWARD
London Marathon 2000
If you' e got the get-up-and-go to nm a Marathon, why not join
the Whizz-Kidz London Marathon Team n?xl y~ar? A.s one of the
official charities at thi year' Marathon, Wh1zz-K1dz ~nJoyed a great
deal of support and a large number of cl~cers, .a their :so ru~ncrs
crossed the fini hing line. ext year, Wh1zz-K1dz hopes to see 800
runner complete the ~arathon for them.
.
.
.
,
fi
Beat the tedium ot runnmg on a trc~d 111111 or J.oggmg "eek a. er
eek in the same park and take up this exhilarat ing a~d re"'.ardmg
~hallengc to help change a child'.s lif~. W!1izz-Kidz provides disabled
children with tailor-made mobility aids, like wheelchairs, thus g1vmg
them the freedom of movement and independence that so i;iany others
take for granted. If you've never run before that doe n t matter as
Wh izz-K idz has formulated a superb uppon package to help
alle iate the stre of running a Marathon..
. .
If you want to benefit from an experience ?fa lifetime and get
non-mobile children mobile, please call t~e Hot Ime: 0800 600 9933 ..
If you would like to mterv1ew Christop her C raven, C ha.rite
Wagoett and Jules Waister from HM Forces, who together ra1 ~cl
£593S when they ran the Marathon this year, please call Katie
Crichton-M iller at Whizz-Kidz Pres Office: 0171 233 6600.

THE WHI ZZ-KIDZ SUPPORT PACKAGE
Comprehensive training schedules
Team Training Days
Fund Raising Pack + a roun?-the.-clock Marathon Support Team
Fantastic Whizz-Kidz runnmg kit
.
.
.
Pre-Race carbo-loading pa ta party + meet some Wh1zz-K1dz children
p0 t-Race recovery party - well earned ma sages ~re one of the many
perks on offer to our runners + meet some more Kidz.

WANTED - BONE MARROW DONORS
Members of the Corps wi ll be saddened to hear that one of our former
Warrant Officers, W02 Paul ' PC' C ollin s is curren t !~ figh trng
Leukaemia Many erving and former members of Royal Signals will
remember Paul as not only an extremely skilli:d Rugby P.l~yer ?ut ~lso ~s
one of life's gen uine 'nice guys-'. At the lime of wntmg PC is 111
Frimley Hospital where he has JU.SI comp!ete~. h1 fourth .bout of
Chemotherapy. You will not be surpn~ed th~t PC is fightmg his illness
and both he and his wife Tina are d1splaymg ~remen~ous courage and
resilience. It is hoped that as a result of th is pa~t1cular co ur e of
Chemotherapy ·PC' will go into remission, thus enablmg the nex.t part of
his treatment, a Bone Marrow Transplant, to take place. Potentially the
most significant challenge for · PC' is that to date 1t has proved
impo;s ible to fi nd a Bone Ma rrow match to enab le a successfu l
transplant. Currently, The Anthony olan Bone M~rrow Trust (a charity
that exists purely by fun draising) holds the world s 13:fgest database of
Bone Marrow Donor . Unfortuna1el):', only 30% of registered donors are
male and the Trust is desperate to mcrease its numbers of ma les aged
between J 8-40 (males can provide greater vol umes .o~ marro.w and are
much les likely to suffer from anaemia - a cond1t1o n wh1 ~h w?uld
prohibit a volunteer from being able to dona~e). In order to. 1de~ufy a
donor's ti sue type a small sample of blood 1s. required which 1~ then
processed to identify the bone marrow type. If, 111 t~e fullness of time, a
compatible donor is identified the bone marrow will be extracted from
the pelvic bones under general anaesthetic. The short-term eff~cts .m ~y
include ome discomfort in the lower bac~ bu.t full recovery is w1thm
I0-14 days. The purpose in .writing this a~1cle 1s to encourage me~bers
of the Royal Signals to regtster as potential Bone Marrow Don?rs, not
only to hopefully produce a match fo r. ' P~', but also to ass ist The
Anthony olan Bone Ma rrow .Trust 111 _1ts overa ll baule aga111st
Leukaemia. The address for potenual donors 1s:
Donor Recruitment Office
The Anthony olan Bone Marrow Trust
PO Box 1767
Royal Free Hospital
LO. DO
W34YR
.
Additionally, Maj Graham Complin (Salisbury Mil ~2 1 2) is happy .10
pa s on me~sages etc: to 'PC' and Tina and provide their contact deta ils
on requei.t.
Many thanks ..... .
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In1roduclion by Li Col I. C. Shuker
Main article by Miss Caroline Orlebar

Some school or college students, who intend lo go on to university,
take a year out after their A-levels (or equivalent studies) before cntt:ring
university. This 'gap year' normally involves foreign trave l, adventurous
and challenging activities and, perhaps, the opportunity to earn some
money. The Royal Signals, amongst several other Regiments and orps,
offers selected students the opportunity lo fulfil all of these ambitions as
an otlicer on a 'Gap Year Commission' (GYC) and without any further
comm itment.
tudents aged between 18 and 19 before commissioning, with a
con firmed place al a UK university or college to read for a recognised
first degree, are eligible for a GYC. Having been interviewed by the
school Army Careers Advi er, and provisionally accepted by a Regiment
or Corps following assessment at a 'familiarisation visit', candidates will
be a cssed by the Regu lar ommissions Board (RCB) at Westbury in
Wiltshire. The 3-day assessment tests the candidates' leadership skills,
intelligence, knowledge of world affairs, and essay writing and
commun ications skills. A good school or college report and headteacher's recommendation is also required.
GYC candidates attend the RCB alongside officer candidates seeking
career commissions but will be assessed for their extraordinary potential
to be entru led with the leadership of oldiers given only three weeks
GYC training at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, compared to the
eleven months training provided on the common commissioning course.
Having been asse sed a uitable for a GYC by the RCB, students will
allend three weeks intensive training a officer cadets at andhurst in the
October of their gap year. andhur t training involves leadership, battlecraft, skill at arms, signals skills, map reading and drill. On succe sful
completion of training, the officer cadet pa ses out as a Second
Lieutenant. A Royal Signals GYC Second Lieutenant, now on a alary
worth more than £ 1,000 a month, will auend a one week Troop
Commanders' course at the Royal School of Signals before joining his or
her Regiment. There, the Commanding Officer will decide how and
where to employ the young officer. Although the GYC officer is not
qualified for operational duty, the CO will always seek to provide
opportunilie for a much challenge and responsibility a the officer is
capable of accepting.
The Royal Signal offer a maximum of five GYC comm is ions each
year. ome of these GYC officers may subsequently decide to apply for a
career commission after university, and a full eleven month
commissioning course at andhurst. Others may decide to pursue a career
elsewhere but, we hope, will act as ambassadors for the Army and the
Royal Signals. At the end of their commi sion, Royal ignals GYC
officer arc asked to provide a resume of their year. The remainder of this
article is the resume of Miss Caroline Orlebar, who wa a GYC officer
with 16 Signa l Regiment in Germany before going to Somerville College
Oxford in 1998 to read chemi try.
The Gap Yea r Commission (GYC) is a scheme run by the Army that
give the opportunity for young people taking a year out between school
and university to sample and enjoy Army life and be paid. Recently I
came to the end of such a year. It wa an incredible experience. One in
which I was challenged and rewarded with greater magnitude than I have
previously experienced and am unlikely to again. I took part in numerous
challenging pursuits, ofien only acquired in a lifetime of serving in the
Briti h Army. I had fanta lie fun and have minimal regrets.
In July 1997 I left Roedean chool, Brighton with a place at andhurst
and a deferred place at Uni ersity. l had four months to recover from the
strain of A levels and lo get fit. On 31 October, 111~1ch to everybo~y's
amazement I joined the Army. o one had underestimated the phy 1cal
and menta l stamina that was required throughout a month long Officer
Training at Sandhur t. uch intensity made normal li.fe highly
pleasurable. Zero previous military knowledge and experience only
added to the challenge. I learnt infamry tactic . how to hoot a.nd clean
firearms how to be meticulous and punctual, how 10 survive with
minimal '·teep and how to run long distance with execs ive weight. It
was a challenging cour e. I lct1 having learnt much more than they
thought I had.

Passing out from RMA Sandhurst
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By the end of ovember, rather alarmingly, I was a commis~ioncd
officer. Being sponsored by the Royal ignals, I was then off to
Blandford for a week long 'Troopies' course. Herc the network of
comradeship tlle Army thrives upon became established. I met ne'''Y
commissioned 'proper' Officers, some of whom I would meet up \\ith
later and would be of unconditional upport. I was introduced to the
signalling side of the Army and to Mess life. It was great fun. I ''a~
extremely lucky to be subsequently posted to 16 Signal Regiment al JHQ,
Germany. With their un tinting patience and generosity I continued my
Anny experience. I acted the officer role as any might without the long
formal training. It was a challenge to be on the commanding ide of the
fence having been at school for so long. We would go on 4-mile fun runs,
fancy dress runs and have numerous parties. Still constantly mildly
challenging, Christmas came as a welcome break.

Cycling to work at 16 Signal Regiment

In January the signal side came into action. I acted as OC MA Troop
and to the best of my ability waded through first sight files in order to put
my input into the system. The Ptarmigan e1work - the one 16 Signal
Regiment operate . was - but fo r an hour at Blandford - totally
unfamiliar. l acquired a hady overall knowledge as I was informed at
length about ho\\ each vehicle fitted in to the larger communication
network.
'Get away as much as possible,' a fellow Second Lieutenant told me
on my arrival. obody cou ld have anticipated to what extent I wou ld
follow this ad,·ice.
February saw me in lgl , Austria participating in the un u ual port of
Skeleton Bob- leighing. I have written a piece on the pecific sen a1ions
of Bob-sleighing which was publi hed in The Wire (June 199 ). They had
my ight on the Winter 2002 Olympics. An exciti ng dream, bu t I was off
to University the following October and the trainrng would ha,·e
coincided. Thi port i to be recommended to tho e who can cope with a
fast, white, fro ty and potentially dangerou ice slide and can gi\'e a
decem sprint start.
March was punctuated with Basic Winter Training in Bavaria. I learnt
le son in skiing, winter and social survival. I had ome spectacular fa ll
and witne eel bli sful view . It wa a nowy wonderland in southern
Germany.
Apri l in its enti rety wa spent o.n infantry exe rci e i~ Cypru
Everyth ing I learnt at andhurst wa reinforced to my great atl faction. I
particularly enjoyed the use of a variety of firearms live and blank, and
the parading along the andy pat h in Cypru . The peop le, weather,
scenery and exerci e made this month highly memorable. I was al o able
to vi it Egypt, on R and R, during my stay.

Traini ng in Cyprus
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THE MAN FROM MANNING AND RECORDS

la' and I wa floating. First came a fortnight of jumping out of an
'ne at Lt
rin e in Germany. Thi was fo llowed by a further
~~~~ht of pa~~ildin: _ walking off a mountain. The fo~rner was an
exhila-rating experience, the latter, a relatively peaceful ghde down to
earth.

by Maj S J. Turnbull
(with apologies to all my hard working comrades m the R Signals and Int Corps MCM Dfr)

,

-

With the Army Tennis Team at Wimbledon

Parachuting in Lippspringe, Germany
End June-early July. I wa impro ing my limited skill_ at ka)'.aking in
the outh of France. J spent a stunning three weeks of camping. The
weather wa unbelie able and the coo_l, glacial waters wcr~ crystal clear. I
cap ized frequently which was temfymg.

I had only one more thiDg to achieve and th~! _was to. organise my own
expedition cuba diving was an adventure training acltv tty I had not yeJ
a~tempted, 'so 1 chose to take a group of·'~ diving off Gibraltar at the en
f August After sporadic weekly training tn the Blue Pool at ~HQ ,
German , ·I had acquired B AC novice l~~el. Gibraltar was an ideal
locationr uperb for diving, teeped in military h1sto~y and using the
ound terling as currency. We lived aboard a boat and dt ed at numerous
P.
having
snes an d wreeks . All the party came. back
.
. achieved at least BSAC
Sport. There is also an account ofth1 m The Wire.

ome time has passed . ince I la t composed a co lumn for this august
publication, and those of you with long memories will remember my
'Man from the Ministry' notes compiled while I worked in the world of
pay and allowances. Things change and aller a 'holiday' in Cypru for a
couple of years, it is back to work for me. I now find myself siuing at one
quarter of a desk in Kentigcrn House, Glasgow as a member of the staff
of the R SIG AL & I T Corps Manning and Career Management
Division.
Now many of us, at one time or another, will come acros the MCM
Div, one way or another. Whether it is waiting with bailed breath. or
trepidation, for the re ults of a promotion board, or haggling to get that
posting that is just right for the wife/husband/sun tan/dog/ or to 'hack off'
Fred whose been posted to Bcnbecula or whatever. Sometimes we get
what we want, other time the news is Jess good and I suppose that the
way we fee l about the MCM Div, reflects the success or otherwise of our
last request.
So what is the M M Di v like? Well I was surpri sed. I had been able to
visit on a number of previous occa ions and on the face of it everythi ng
'hummed like a well oiled machine', paper flowing steadily from one tray
to another, with lot of happy so ldiers being generated at the end of the
day - Right? Well. partly right! Like all parts of the MOD, the MCM Div
i a shadow of our forme r well-staffed MRO. Fir t impre ion (after all
I've only been here two weeks!) are that we have some great people,
mostly local, from the Glasgow area, most with a minim um of exposure
to the Anny at large, let alone the Royal Signal . Many of them are really
well moti ated and trying to do their be t for the so ldiers in the Corps.
Yes! - top laughing - I mean it.
What is the M M Div trying to achieve? Most of you will have been
exposed lo Mi sion Statements, some perhaps to management plan (no
cringing in SHQ 259 Sig Sqn!) Well, here is the mis ion statement for
the Royal Signals and I T Corps MCM Div: The R IG ALS and I T
Corps MCM Di v Mission i ' to manage the R IG AL and INT Corps
manpower assets to match li abi lities in accordance with the Army's
manning priorities and manage omcer and soldi er career in a manner
that ensures the total con fidence of the Corp .'
We all know that we are working in an environment of under-manning,
on I October 1999 th e Co rp s was 928 oldiers short of it's full
e tabli hment. Many of ihe Corps are committed to operations and the
restrictions that thi creates serves to further complicate the manning and
career management proces . We all know the problems. o what can we

do to make things better? One simple act would be to ensure that YO ,
yes, YOU have lodged through your Squadron a current posting
preference fo1m with the MCM Div. You won't believe this, but le s than
50% of all our soldiers have expressed a preference for their next posting.
ext time your mate tarts moaning when he gets posted, just ask him if
he bothered to tell anyone what he wanted to do. If you don't ask, ho\v
can anyone know what you would like to do! Obviously, \ve can't
promise that everyone of you VI< ill get his first choice for a next posting,
but you do have a much better chance if you told us what you would like
to do.
Enough of the sale pitch. Here are some highlights from the MCM
world:
Retention incentives agreed for Royal ignals Technician
completing Cla s I qualification and/or pas ing for a Foreman of
Signals.
The first new F board, which replaced unit G boards, will sit in
Glasgow over the period 8 to 12 ovember to se lect Signallers
for promotion to Lance Corporal.
Opportunities for extended serv ice and L L are very good and
more soldiers than ever are servi ng beyond the 22 year point. In
fact the Royal Signals have recently been given clearance to
create a special technical L L List. o if you are interested watch
out for more information.
Revised Unit establ ishments have included over 200 Information
Systems Operator and upervisor posts and soldier will soon tan being
selected for these posts from amongst the 151 that volunteered under
SoinC's PD 31. If you are interested DO IT OW.
That's all for now. Looking forward to future copies of The Wire, I
hope to be able to explain the promotion board proce in detail. publi h
result from the most recent boards and provide some hints and tips for
getting the mo t out of your MCM Div. I also hope to feature a
Promotion Wing of the month, throwing the potlight on the parts and
personalities of the Division. Look out for this column in future edition
of The Wire.
(Welcome back Maj Turnbull - we look forward to receil•ing your on
going copy, which is an important and 'up front· comribwion that we are
very pleased to publish. - The Editor. )

Scuba diving in Gibraltar
By mid September, J had two weeks to go b~fore starting at Universi~5':
After watching the film 'Saving Private Ryan ? the Officers and S C s
of 16 Signal Regiment departed for an ed ucattonal t~tp to ?rmandy to
t d the 1944 Landings. It was too good an opportunity to mtSS, so blow
~h~ yre-university reading, I was ofT again. This prove_d to be an excellent
4-d~ send off. 1 learnt loads of very intere~ting history_ and 1t .was a
bighfy worthwhile 'resettlement' cou rse back mto academic and c1v1han

lif~. am now working very hard stu dying Chemistry _a t Somerville
Colle e Oxford and often think back to the fun I had m the Army. I
coi:m'end the Gap Year Commission to any fit, enthus1ast1c person and
~~allenge them to bette~ my experi.ences. I am grateful to the Army for
giving me such a splendid opportunity.

FOR SALE
Ladies Mess dress and Jacket - Size 14
Sergeant's Chevrons and ' Jimmy'
£320
For more details ring: 01482 820921

FOR SALE

WOl SERVICE MESS DRESS
Kayaking in the South of France
On returning from that trip, I thought it was about time ~ further my
sporting prowess at tennis. I entered the Army Champ~onsh1ps at
Alder~hot from where I was picked to play for the Army at Wtmbledon m
ugust. The first day I played on clay, the second on the famous grass
courts It was a great thrill.

38/40 Inch Chest
32/34 Inch Waist
32/33 Inch Inside Leg
First Class Condition
Contact Dave Catchpole: 01432 761858 (Hereford)
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R MDT
Team Capt
Team Sgt

Lt Col Jack Amberton
Capt Gordon ewell
gt Don Brebner

TEAM UPDATE - by LCpl D. Hankin
T he team has finally reached the end of a very. ucce ful e~son: A
alway. that's not quite th end, with the team busily preparing 1tsclt for
the annual selection course held in mid ovembcr. New team riders for
the next few ea ons are then selected to rep lace those oldicrs like me,
who will be posted back to the Corps. With the s~lec t ion course
completed and new recruits chosen, the team then look forward to a well
earned break with hristma and ew Year leave, only to return and . tart
the who le process over again. Good luck for next ca on. I \\ ish you all
the best!

- by Sig 'Marcus. Fidde .
. .
The season properly started after five m~nths of con t.mucus trammg at
Blandford, Bovington, and hester. In this time all riders in th~ team
have to learn and perfect any ne' tricks and rides that they are g1 en to
perform. With many of the trick it's a ca e of trial and error. Team . gt,
gt Don Brebner has the task of finding the right people for the right
trick. A great deal of the time is spent on th~s. Two
three people would
try to crack one trick with the best bemg picked. With a few .bum)l and
brui. es, the worst being Cpl Bob 'funky monk' izclnnd havmg st1tche
to hi s knee due to an ver extreme fire jump. the ea. on began.
_
The SOin 's Opening show here at Blandford amp was the first
performance of the newly formed 1999 Royal ignals White .Helmet ,
with the first public how taking place in Leed at the '(orkshire Water
Fun Day. The Leeds show wasn't the most spectacular of hows, but the
team would go on to perform at better show grou nd~ later that season.
The Rheindahlen show was two weeks away and this was a · ho" !he
team had been looking forward to for some time. It could have somethmg
to do with the cheap beer or wa it the sunshine? (I don't think o!!). The

first performance for the team was aturday I 5 May. The how ground
was perfect and the crowds rurned out in their thousand . The ho\\ wa a
definite high along with the after how party, thmg were gomg well. The
party saw the Team Capt Gordo n ·Judge' ewcll kick out some
pumping tune from his deck and LCp l Gypo Hooper cookmg the
burger . What more could a man want than a wheelie bin full of beer,
cheers!

THE 1999 HOW EA 0

o:
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The Parallel Bar
LCpl 'V,mal' Mildreth hanging around and taking 1t easy
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ROYAL SIGNALS MOBILE PRESENTATION TEAM

Adm111edl) your first ) ear in the team is a hard one. The fir t year
nd rs ha\'e the ta, k of loading bike and props. To forget one of the props
c sis the first years a crate of beer or two. o when we lefl the bollard
(" hich '' e u c 10 mark out the arena with) back in Blandford, when wc
needed them al kipton, 'orth Yorkshire th e crates came in thick and
fa t. For the la 1 ever Royal Tournament we remembered al l the props,
"hich " a just as "ell because I don't think there would have been a
brewery big enough to calm gt Don Brebner down. The Toumamcnt
\\a. t\\ o and a half" eek long. with the first half week pent rehearsing.
The rehearsals were not up to th team> u ual high tandard with many
people falling olT on the tricks and ome riders getting too close in the
fa ·t cro s O\ er ride .. E\ ery person in the team was nervou to perform in
front of O\'er ele\ en thou and ,pectators twice daily, coup cd along with
ro) al dignitaries "atching over wa a daunting thought. eedless to say
when it mallered th e teiim produced the good . The fir t how ran
moothly and the nerve ub ided. The team continued to put on
exc llenl how 10 the \'ery end. whicb in the second week pro,·ed harder
and harder a time there wa taking ill toll. An up and coming sho' that
the team were looking forward to wa the outh West motorcycle expo
here at Blandford Camp. Performing alongside the team were Gar.
Rothnell , the Kangaroo Kid ( 1att Coulter) and the Blue Flames
children motorcycle di play team. The crowd were probably the be I
'' e ha Ye een understanding just how difficult the ride, and the trick are
being mo tl) all motorcycle enthusia ts.
The final ho'' of the sea on was not the best. On arrival 10 the
Col wold County Fair we were met with a quagmire. It was a challenge
riding the bike to the arena never mind putting on a display. As always
we went out and produced the good even if it was just a trick show. \ ith
the final ho\\ oYer, the team can now return to reality back in Blandford
being able lo enjoy weekends off, omething la l seen in April.

The Southwest Motorcycle Expo
(L-R): The Kangaroo Kid, LCpl 'Tonka' Rich?rdson , Gary Rothwell
Fight it out for the best wheelie

-

From the bottom on the '4 Tees'
Sig 'Scotto' O'Neill on the handlebars, Sig 'Marcus' Fiddes,
LCpl 'Daz' Hankin, Sig 'Hodge' Hodgson

MUSICAL NOTES
THE CORPS BAND

Director of Music
Maj. D. F. Wall LTCL BBSM psm CA Mu
Bandmaster
WOl A. Booth BA( Music) LRSM CA 1us
The Band's busy summer season began in May with a short tour of
orthem Ireland . This was followed by engagements at the RMCS ,
Shrivenham, 3 UK Div Bulford and a Pass Off Parade in Lichfield. In
June we were privileged to play at the RSA weekend here in Blandford,
where we performed march ing displays and paraded for the Master of
Signals. The e fairly routine engagements were followed by the tour of
the decade, a six week lour of Canada. We were part of the Medman
Exercise based at BATUS, supporting the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards.
The band played to large and very appreciati e crowds al the orth
American Showjumping Championships at Spruce Meadows.

Full Band conducted by W01 Booth
performing at Spruce Meadows
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We also gave a variety of concerts at the Ca lgary tampede, the
Stampede Parade and Downtown Calgary, and this was repeated for the
Medicine Hat tampede. We even managed a short slot on The Canadian
Big Breakfast how on TV, ensuring that the British Army was well
promoted in Canada. We were incredibly well looked afler throughout the
tour and special thanks must go to Capt Gary Thompson of the RL
who arranged the whole programme for us. The Band, as ever, were keen
to do some local sightseeing and were able to organise a short pell of R
& R. Many of us headed for the Rockies where we saw tremendous
breathtaking scenery, s pectacular ice fields and even caught sight of
brown bears. Again, local hospitality was extremely friendly and the local
brew - from the Big Rock Brewery in Calgary - was sampled!
We returned to UK in August - just in time to see the Eclipse and to
bid a fond farewell to the Assistant Bandmaster, W02 Matt Brown, who
has picked up his promotion and flew olT to Germany lo take over as
Bandmaster of The Dragoon Guards Band. We wish him every success in
the future.
After annual leave, we travelled lo old haunts in UKSC(G), playing for
the local town s, service schools and military and Anglo German venues.
The disbandment of 220 Sig Sqn (AS) at RAF Laarbruch ces the end of
yet another era in Germany, with the last of its Harrier bases gone, and
with it the Signal lers deploying to 16 Sig Regt, JHQ and 21 Sig Regt
(AS), at oleme. The Band's favourite concert was for the AR.RC at JH.Q
who held an international Food Fair and the Band were required to
sample delicacie from 14 different countries. As well as various Mess
Dinner ights including one at SHAPE the band played al Dulken
Hospital. Local to JHQ, it now takes service personnel and their families
and has a good relationship with the military.
Upon our return we had a new musician join the band. We bid a warm
welcome to M usn Ad a m Scowen and bis wife J essica. We draw to the
end of the Millennium, having completed tours of Kenya, Hong Kong,
Cyprus, Germany, France, Denmark, Sweden, America, anada, a well
as events throughout the UK. We look forward 10 continuing to represent
the Royal Corps of Signals throughout the world during the 2 Isl Century.
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Capt Jack Jennings
WO
W02 Bobby Snow
JNCO
Cpl Billy Wardrope
JNCO
. Cp l Bar~y Hopgood
The Royal 1gnals Mobtle Presentation Team was formed in February
1999 \~1th a view to ~ounng chools, Colleges and Trade fairs and
presenting
different
'ththe many
·
. . facets of the Corp to the 13 - 18 year age
!l'roup ~v1 a view lo recru1tmg. The Team consists of four volunteers
from d11Tere~t Trade. backgrounds who give presentations on the ol f
the Royal 1gn.al ;. mcluding Digitisation, Fibre-Optics, atelli~e ~~d
Radio Communications and Command and Leadership Skills.

30 to 40 students at a ti~e, each member having 20 mmutcs to present to
part. of t~e group details of how to apply to join the Corps, what
9uahticat1ons are necd~d, what the job involves and what rewards arc in
it for t~e student, all this at least 18 times at each school!
Whilst m~sl people reading. this '~ill immediately form the opinion that
~c are on a swan the opposite 1s actually true. A typical working week
mvolves leavmg Blandford early on a Sunday normally to stay in transit
accommodation, each day work~ng long hours with very early starts to be
a~ the schools before t~e pupils and of cour e the inevitable school
dmners. On man)'. occa ions Capt Jennings has been mothered by the
school dmner ladies and 1s often to be found at the front of the dinner

The Three 'wise' monkeys go for the hard sell

Cpl Daz Hopgood seeks advice from a technical expert

. Since March 1999 we have loured many parts of the United Kingdom
mcludmg London, West Midlands, Yorkshire, Blackpool and ewcastle:
upon-Tyne and have given our presentation to over 200 schools. The
Tea~ has been very well received everywhere we go and we have
. urp~1sed many a schoo! teacher and pupil by the fact tbat the Army is not
JUSt Guns and Bullets. but also offers. ma.ny young people a satisfying
and rewarding career 111 Telecommu111caho~s. The Team i equipped
with three Wolf Land Rover and a wide vanet)• of Telecommunication
Equipment that ha been kindly donated or 's igned out' to us from Cl
Group and c1v11tan compa~1es such as Racal Radio, British Aerospace
and Marcom C:ommun1caltons. Cpl BilJy Wardrope in his new found
rol~ as ind~stnal liaison has managed to get civilian indu try to fulfil
the1~ prom1se.s and deliver hundreds of thousands of pound worth of
equ ipment with .the .offer of some free PR, and a bit of ' pres ure'. A
normal pre entat10n in volves three member oftbe Team briefing around

queue demanding seconds of' potted dick and custard·. When out on the
ro3:d . Cpl Barry ' Gym Queen' Hopgood is responsible for the physical
tra1111ng of the Team and has also been heard offering 20 press-up to any
students who don't pay attention t~ his Radio Brief. Indeed, recently we
have been used as a model for tramee teachers on how to interact witb
you~g people an.d control the more unruly elements of the clas room, gt
MaJ Snow, havmg hung up his pace slick for a duster and some chalk
has been called upon m~ny a time to ort out a playground di pute ove;
~vho 1 the hardest guy m the chool. All in all, li fe on the team is very
t~terestmg and we certainly g.e1 ~o see pans. of the UK not normally
v1s1t~d by tbe Army. Anyone thmkmg of apply mg to join the team hould
take 1.nto account that we spend a lot of time on the road away from camp
working long ~ours. Any one is welcome to volunteer. a we are now
look.mg for suitable candidates for the 00/0 I tean1. ee your RAO for
details.

No swearing, your hair's too long and your sleeves aren't shiney
enough ........ I mean this is the ATTacS ....
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CENTENARIAN REG RANDALL
VISITS THE MUSEUM
by Col (Retd) C. J. Walters. Museum Director

On 2
ctober 1999 Reg Randall BEM visited the Museum at the ripe
age of 100 years and 2 month . Reg originally joined the Rifle Brigade in
191 and sa' en ice in the Great War a; 6906814 Rifleman Randall. He
"ent on to ene in India and 1esopotamia before his discharge.
t the outbreak of the econd World\ ar he re-enli tcd into the Royal
ignals and ·pent mo t of his wanime crvice in the outh of England
pro' 1ding communication for the gun defence and Royal ir Force
communication sy tern . He reached the rank of ergeant a a
Techni ian before being accepted for a Commis ion; he went on to reach
the rank of Lieutenant.
His early day in the Corps were involved with Radio Direction
Finding, earchlight and Anti-aircraft units in the gun defended area of
Portsmouth and outhampton. He recall , ·in the early day . around the
time of the Battle of Britain. I wa ent to the I le of Wight which we
were told the German wanted as a re- upply location for the mainland
for po t-ima ion operation . I wa etting up comm for the gun and
searchlights. After a short while I knew that · omeone was sabotaging my
cable o one night I took a loaded rifle and lay in wail. It wa not long
before the culprit arrived on the scene o I prepared to shoot. To m
dismay it was a female o. rather than shoot her, I apprehended her and
handed her over to the RMP . 50 ears later I was invitee! to a ceremony
on the I land at which the imponance of this capture was announced by
the Mayor. Apparently, thi 'lady' had turned out to be one of the most

effective pies ever to have been captured and my acti o n had been far
more important than I had ever known.' 'My other action that I regard of
great technical innovation concerned the layin g o f an armoured cable
acros the Fareham reek. We did not have the right esscl with which to
lay the cable so I tasked my ergcant with lindin g as many empty oil
drums as he could. I the n tied the cable to the drum s and gradually we
floated the cable acros the deep water. Once it wa across I cut all the
ties and the cable ank gently to the cabcd. ommunicati ns were oon
'THRO GH'.
Reg now lives near Exmouth and was brought to the Museum by exCpl Thomas May 1961172 who met Reg through the Torquay Branch of
the R A at his I OOth Birthday Party. Thomas originally trained at
Loughborough as a pecial Operator (later Radio Op) and was one of the
lirst to join the all regular Army. He Sa\ crviec in East Africa as well as
much of Europe before retiring from 7 ig Regt. His father, Jack and two
brothers, John and Billy, were all Roya l ignals. We are thankful to him
for bringing Reg to the Museum and we hope the day brought happy
memories to you both.
Reg enjoyed a guided tour of the Mu cum and, after lunch in the
ergeant ' Me s, wa given a tour of able ystems ection, kindly
hosted by H IO Mr Peter Rossall (Reg was once a Lineman).

-
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Rank and Name
Lt Co l W. E. Brewin ...
Lt Co l T. J. P. Bryning
Lt Co l T. W. Canham
Lt Col J. Dryburgh .. .
Lt Col J. P. Hudson .. .
Lt Co l D. G. Proctor .. .
Lt Col L. A. Relph .. .
Maj M. W. G. Adams
Maj K. E. Clark ..... .
Maj S. E. Felton .. .
Maj B. Greenwood
Maj P. A. Osment
Maj P. R. Smi th ...
Capt R. J. Carter ...
Capt A. D. Hawes
Capt G. B. Lamb
.. .
Capt H. E. Murphy .. .
Capt R. J. B. Spencer
Capt D. J. Williams ...

Unit to which posted
Headquarters 5 Divi ion
...
.. .
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
...
...
. ..
.. .
. ..
.. .
...
.. .

The Royal School of Signal
SHAPE
ACCAP B
SHAPE
Headquarters Royal ignals
Headquarters 4 Division
15 Signal Regiment
21 ignal Regiment (Air uppon)
ASD2
16 Signal Regiment
Headquarters Royal Signals
The Royal chool of Signals
19 Mech Bde HQ & ig Sqn (209)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
15 Signal Regiment
COL (DES) Implementation Team
11 Signal Regiment

OCTOBER I 999
WOs& S COs

Rank and Name

Unit to which posted

W02 D. G. Jones . .. . .. . . .
. ..
W02 A. R. £?aw on . . . . . .
. ..
SSgt P. C. Mills ...............
AIS gt B. £?. 9a11acher .........
Sgt P. D. M1llmgton ......... .. .
Sgt J. P. Mc abb ... . .. . ... .. ...
Sgt G. Cullen .. . .......... .....
Sgt K. P._Overton .. . ...... . ... ..
Sgt J. Driver . . . . .. . .. .. . . .... .
Sgt T. C. McSwecn ........ .. ..
Sgt P. Bamsfield ...............
Sgt W. L. Calvert .... . .. .. ......
Sgt I. M. Moor~ . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
Sgt C. A. McG1ffen ... .... ... ..
Sgt V. E. Shaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Sgt P. M. Brannon
...
A/Sgt M . J. Eades
...

7 Signal Regiment
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig
(200)
2 Signal Regiment
qn
40 Signal Regiment (V)
I (UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
R & L ( outh)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
8 InfBde HQ & Sig qn ('.!18)
259 Signal Squadron
2 Signal Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
3 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
DISC p Unit
Army CI
UO Div
CIS Engr Regt
19 Mech Bde HQ & ig qn (209)
36 Signal Regiment (V)

OVEMBER 1999
OVEMBER 1999

Rank and Name
Col C. L. Le Gallais OBE
Lt Col I. W. Gri fliths
Lt Col R. D. ymonds
Maj T. J. S. Allen
Maj M. D. Bailes
Maj F. J. Freely ...
Capt S. J. Abram
Capt R. C. Chalmers
Capt G. M. Greenhill
Capt K. A. Jones . . . . ..
Capt G. J. H Maloney
Capt G. W. Wilson ...
Lt A. D. Cl ix by
Lt P. J. Hale ...
Lt K. A. Jeeves
. . . . .... .
Lt A. S. Wilson ... ... ... ...

Unit lo which posted
...
...
...
...
...
.. .
...

...
. ..
...
. ..
...
. ..
. ..
...

Reg Randell w ith Cliff Walters and Thomas May
in the museum Medal Gallery
W hich one is the Centenarian?

OCE HQLA D
HQDCSA
Short Tem1 Training Team
RMCS Shrivenham
2 Signal Regiment
JSCSC
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
9 Regiment Anny Air Corps
3 Regiment Army Air Corp
7 Signal Regiment
HQRG
Headquaners Royal Marines
ATR Bassingboum
21 Signal Regimen! (Air Support)
ATR Ba singboum
238 Signal Squadron

Rank and Name

Unit to which posted

W02 S. P. Cowan . . . . . .
. ..
SSgt J. C. Goldswonhy . . .
. ..
Sgt T. M. Pellett. .. . . . . . .
. ..
SSgt G. Davies
A/SS gt J. Reid
....... .. ......
A/S gt R. S. Brown ............
Sgt G. Welsh . . . . ..............
Sgt G. S. Tanner ... .. ... . ..... .
Sgt L. Tobbell
...............
gt M. E: Harman ............
Sgt D. K1lgallon ...............
. . . . . . . . . . .....
Sgt C. Bens~n
Sgt D. M. 1chols ............
Sgt P. D. Green ............ ...
Sg1 C. M. qg~ ...............
gt D. J. W1lkmson .........
Al gt . A. Pe~gelly ............
N gt D. B. Bam . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

259 Signal Squadron
24 Airmo~ Bde HQ & ig qn (21 O)
3 (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment
I (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
35 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Defence School of Transport
16 Signal Regiment
Defence School of Transport
3 (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment
225 Signal Squadron
225 Signal Squadron
2 Signal Regiment
600 Signal Troop
3 (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
The Royal chool of ignals
7 Signal Regiment

Royal Signals Museum Trading Company
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford, Dorset DT11 8RH Tel: 01258 482 248 Fax: 01258 482 084

Quality Gifts for all the Family

Watches - Pocket Watches
Corps Gifts - Jewellery
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Tableware & Place Settings
Presentation Gifts
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HEADQUARTERS
2ND (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) SIGNAL BRIGADE
& COTSWOLD GARRISON

Comd

Brig . G. Hughe CBE

THE MY TERY OF FOEL GRACH - (or Where Has Fatty Gone?)
Fore\\ ord - Dear Readers, Thi i the story of the lirst adventure of the
Fi\'e-Go-Doers of Ba ii Hill Preparatory School for Boys: D~vey, ~ick,Y,
Johnn y, Jimmy and Fatty. They all set out to have a wh1zzo lime m
Wales - three whole day of climbing really big hill , awa_y from the
clutches of their hou ema ter 1r Kelly, who had to stay behmd to mark
their latest home" ork instead ...
Chapter I - It wa excellent new for the boys of Ba ii Hill. Mr
Hughe the Headma ter had very ' isely .decided to give them an
additional holiday of three whole day ! This was to make up f~r t~1e
cancelled chool trip '' hich hould have taken place to the Peak D1 tnct
earlier in the year. ·What a super idea' exclaimed Jimm,Y. al the thought of
walking up big hill in Wales. Dich.")' 1.ooked quite pensive ho~vever - a~er
all, he wa getting a little old for all this excitement! Meall\ h1le, 111 a qmet
comer of the school library, Johnny and Davey were carefully d_rawmg
diagram and map with their besl crayon on the back of an old cigarette
carton which they had carefully concealed !Tom Mr Kelly. Early the next
morning our heroes met near the tenn is courts, all ready to e 7ape. Three
day without having to Ji ten to ~r Kelly's accounts of Canadian e~plo.1ts
in the Great War or how his MG 1s the fastest car m the\ hole of Wiltshire
promi ed to be such fun! With thoughts of their big adventure in mind, our
friends soon arrived in the beautiful mountains ofSnowdonia.

instead. It was jolly hot work, but Dicky and Dave} soon a cendcd Cwm
Tryfan and reached the spectacular ridgeline. An easy and very pica ant
walk east over Y Foel Goch and efn y Capel oon had them reunited
with Johnny and Jimmy.
Inside the warm cafe, with big mugs of hot chocolate and wedges of
cake, they soon began to forget about all the hardships of the past two
days and agreed that they would all go hill walking agam very soon.
Once back at school, our famous foursome went to find Fatty. 'Oh Fatty ,
you aren't half a lazy bones,' they all proclaimed. 'Watching telly.
drinking ginger beer and eating pies will do you no good at all!'
The End

-

THE CAT:

Mr Hughes, Headmaster
Brig Hughes
Mr Kelly, Housemaster
Maj Paul Kelly
Davey
Maj David Drinkall
Dicky
Capt Dick Gamble
Johnny
Capt John Rus ell
Jimmy
W02 (YofS) 'Jim' James
Fatty
A Fictitious Character ... almost!
Footnote: Dear Readers take note ... There's a Fatty in every Prep chool
- just make sure it isn 't you!

·Bag ie my tum wiLh the map', Davey exclaimed. Everyone agreed
that Davey was terribly clever with a map. everyone except Johnny.
Dicky and Jimmy in facl but no one aid anything! (Fatty still hadn't
caught up by the way). A our young rag-a-muffins pu hed their way
along the ridgelinc to\ ards the 'Ominous bulk of Carnedd Llewelyn, huge,
dark, threatening clouds began to release buckets of rain and our 1.nlrep1d
ad enturers soon became very, very wet. All except Johnn y that 1 , who
was by now clad head to foot in so many layers of top quality Lowe
Alpine thermal and waterproof clothing that he' d been ren.dered qt~ite
deaf to the encouraging cries of his damp pals far ahead 111 the m1sL
They'd initially mistaken him for Fatty. so large and r<_Jtund had his
ilhouette become! Only the thought of crummy Lancashire hotpot and
tasty fruit pudding kept our boys looking. up and driving. on - especially
poor Jimmy, who e tummy was now feehng very empty 111deed.

FAREWELL A D GREETI GS
The HQ recently bade sad farewell to Maj Frank Running, Mr Baz
Hames and 1rs Va l Craig. In turn , the warmest of greetings were
extended to Maj To ny haw (who joins the TA tafT to 'do a real
soldier' job' at long last), S gt 'Dek' Painter (who joins the D gang
on a free transfer from 39 ig Regt (V)), Mrs Sarah Pegler (who joms
the Tupperware club in the Registry) and Mis Kate Westlake (''ho
probably joins u because the alternative of having to ay ' Do you want
fries with that Sir' for a living wa just too awful to contemplate).

l

'Come on Dicky. Do hurry up!'
Poor Dicky shows he really is getting too old for all this excitement
as he ascends Cwm Tryfan

Through the thick, damp mist the boy trudged so uth along the
ridgeline taking in Camedcl Llewelyn, amedd Dafydd and Pen yr Ole
Wen, before scrambling down into the wann and sunny valley below.
Under the hard and unforgiving northern face of Tryfan, our heroes then
took respite for a hort time. Jimmy and Johnny thought Fatty would
have been too scared to go into the mountain alone and decided they
would walk along the Afon Llwgwag Valley floor in earch of him . Three
mile to the ea l was the little village of Capel Curig and - more
specifically - Joe Brown' Cafe, which wa hungry Jim' main objective
really! Dicky and Da vey decided they would tick with th planned route

CO GRATULATlO S
Sincerest congratulation to Capt (Retd) lan Brownlee, who can no''
call himself Maj Brownlee - but only at weekend . Oh yes, Ian
Brownlee - who was Kitchener's heliograph operator at Omdurman - is
till the mild mannered, grey-suited S03 D of old during the week, but
on one Saturday_ of every month, he slips into a filing cabinet, spins
himself around hke Wonder Woman and reappears as the green- uited,
dagger-badged superhero of old ladies' dreams, Maj ' o more making
the coffee' Brownlee of the TA Staff! Congratulations also to similarly
receatly promoted Maj Dave Drinkall, now the most overpaid pan-time
Anny Officer, part-time used car sale man in the Corps. Dave intend to
get to the bottom of another packet of com flake next \ eek, where he
hopes to find a pla tic toy and a badge aying, 'f"m in the Kelloggs
Klub.'
STfLL LOOK.I G P A D DRIVING 0 TO THE
l\flLLE T M
By the time this particular edition of The Wire has been published. Ex
Autumn Belle I - the FTX aimed at preparing the Brigade for it
deployment over the Millennium - will have happened and preparation
will be well under way towards Y2K itself. For further information on the
involvement of2 (NC) ig Bde on Op urety, please contact Capt John
Rus ell on (9) 4382 4343.

Dicky, Johnny, Davey and Jimmy
all prepared to start their big adventure

'Gosh, I 'm jolly hungry,' proclaimed Jimmy, ·tet's get some tuck
before we start.' Just like his friend Fatty, Jimmy was always a little
peckish! Having filled their knapsacks with lots of sticky-buns and ginger
beer, our intrepid 'Go-Doers' headed into the mountains, happily
following Johnny and his map. 'Come on Dicky, do hurry up!' shouted
Johnny, Davey and Jimmy, who were already at the top of Pen Llithfig y
Wra h - which is Welsh for Great Big Mountain, probably. Once Dicky
had finally caught up, they all sat down together, had lashings of ginger
beer and agreed that although it had been 'a beastly hard cl imb' it had also
been 'such super fun!' Fatty incidentally, had already fallen way behind ...

Laden down with sticky buns and ginger beer
Johnny and Jimmy take a well earned rest
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Having conquered the 'beastly hard climb' of Pen Llithhg y Wrach ,
Davey enjoys the view

Our intrepid adventurers scampered over the rocks on the top of Foci
Grach and eventually reached a little collage- li ke hut. Soon our
champions had their pots bubbling with tuck, the wonderful smell of
whi ch began wafting its way round the hut, under the door and aero s the
mountain tops. ' I wonder where Fatty is?' said Dicky, prompted to
thoughts of their portly friend by the lovely aroma. ' l wonder?' said
Johnny, as he cooked his dinner on his top quality Trangia stove, ' It
really is a mystery!' As they climbed into their Jeeping bags, Jimmy
said ·f 'm jolly full now and exceedingly sleepy!' They all agreed th~t
their little resting-place was hardly like a cottage at all really, but that 1t
was none-the-less, a very comfortable little abode and they were all very
happy.
Chapter 2 - ' ls anyone awake?' whispered Jimmy, repeating the
question a little louder but still with no response . ' IS ANYO E
AWAKE?' he shouted in final desperation. The rest of the party groaned
and Johnny, as spokesman, responded ' We are now, you noisy buffoon!'
Poor Jimmy had not slept well and promised himself that he would
remember his sleeping mat next time. Poor .Johnny had also not slept
well, as he had foolishly decided to lay his top quality down-filled Rab
sleeping bag between his two pals Jimmy and Dicky and the damp, stone
wall of the little hut; he spent the entire night trying to fend off Jimmy 's
knees and Dicky's substantial backside, while at the same time avoiding
being transfonncd into a plaster-cast of the wall. Soon enough. however,
breakfast was being consumed, flasks were being filled and leeping bags
stowed in rucksacks. 'It seems so jolly . trange without Fatty,' noted
Davey. ' Yes it is,' said Dicky. (The fre h ai r and hard walking would
have been so good for him he mused, in his usual honest approach to
life.)
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1999

It might be apparent to the more ob ervant Wire reader that it has
become a little more difficult of late to find members of the Headquarters
in their office . The cynic amongst you might put this down to the recent
rationalisation of our office pace. An event achieved with such rapidity
that we arc still waiting for the change of telephone numbers to catch up!
However, the reality is that many of the Headquarter taff are deployed
to or involved in the extra work that ha come ' ith the appointment of
Comd 11 Sig Bde, a Comd pan-Balkans Cl
trategy. Brig ook wa·
last seen boarding a flight to kopje whispering something about ' more
air mile ' to hi driver.

OELJVERJ 'G THE PJHQ P -BALKA S Cl STRATEGY
The need for the rapid commercialisation and/or contractorisation of
Cl support in both Kosovo and Bosnia will be known and appreciated
by many. The recommendation that the omma nder and element of
Headquarters 11 ig Bde deploy in ovember this year to provide the
expertise currently provided by both HQ I ig Bde and HQ M D( W)
led to a period of recce and preparation. The S02 Log, Maj Rab Young,
managed a quick vi it to ensure that the there ' ere no logistic problems
for the team; shortest deployment recce in history, two evening mcaL and
a promise to return (and no medal of course!) Currently 50% of the
Headquarters Op taff, 02 Op. Cl -Maj Jim Foulkes, S03 Ops I Flt Lt Farid Khan and our 03 EC-Capt John Hiorn~ arc now
deployed to tl1eatrc for what v ill be an interesting and busy period. Back
in hropshire we look forward to their return . Particularly, 03
OM EC-Capt Jim ykcs. who now wilt under hi e ·tra work load.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1999

What was that school exam math problem, 'If it takes five men si.
month to plan an Exercise, then it take one man .. .'. When i Ex Able
Condor 2000?
EXERCISE TAFF
TER - a report by Maj Jean Payne TD
Ex Staff aunter i the annual Brigade HQ 'practical map reading
exerci e'. Usually organi ed to take place in an upland area of K on a
weekend during the ummer month . participants are expected to camp
overnight , do their own catering and \\alk up to 15 mile a da). \
consequence of the e rigorou requirements is that participation in the
Exerc i e is u ually limited to the TA element of the HQ. \d d an
appalling weather foreca l of heavy min and gale-force ''incl and Ex
tafT aun ter '99 was no exception to the norm \\ ith excuse coming
thick and fa t (broken toe, painting the house, working on my hand-over
notes etc etc). On the Friday c ening the gallant band of na\ igaton; (all
two of us, namely Maj Jenn Payne and 1aj atriona lillar gathered
al the campsite in Edalc prior to en·uring full hydration at the local
hostel. aturday da\ ned ' indy but ·ti ll dr> and after an excellent
breakfast produced by the hired help, 1aj (Retd) Andy Pa~ n . the
Exerci c participants departed on the day' cho en walk around the
·Eda le kyline ·. The '' alk gave ample opportunitie · to practice our map
and compa work, at one point narrowly aYoiding headmg off mto th'
peat bogs of Kinder cout, saYed by the realisation that the rapidly
di appeari ng fell runnen; ''ere on Ilic path that we hould be on. Like all
well trained oldicr , by avoiding all the top~ of the hills our route
carefully k'{Pt us from being sky-lined, thi al ·o had 1hc additional benefit
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fkeeping u from being blown away by the rapidly increasing wind. By
unday morning the promi cd rain arrived and it wa time to implement
Plan B, instead of further navigation on Kinder cout, it was a chance to
practi e underground route choice, with the cho en vehicle being a boat.
peed" ell Cavern "ere visited and we learnt all manner of u eful
infonnation about lead mining and the ca e sy tern of the Peak District.
whit ·t travelling along the pa age of a long abandoned Lead mine.
ner a short isit to Ca tleton we di persed to home locations. Once
again Ex talTSaunter proved to be an en_1<1yable Exerci e.
HAIL
D F RE\ ELL
The turnover of ta ff ha continued\ ith the arrival of four new majors
and a chief clerk. Augu t aw the departure of our DCO , Maj Mike
\ ise who did not ju t lea>e the Headquarters but the Corp and Army as
well. I gi,·e no credence to the rumour that the rea on he gave for lea ing
i the boredom due to the hort hours and numerou golfing days; it is
amazing the way the e rumours tart. He leaves us for civilian life and
"ill be mi s d for, among t other thing . his profes ionalism, hi wide
ranging abilitie . hi en e of humour and helpfulnes . We wish him and
Rebecca all the best in their new life a nd much happiness. Hi
replacement 1aj teve Johns is no\ firmly in the chair. We wish him
and icole an enjoyable tour. To 1aj Jim Foulkes. who is our new 02
Op Cl we offer our welcome; he had only been here fi e weeks when
the ommander de patched him to Pristina; see you in ix month Jim!
\ e also hope that he and landy al o enjoy their tour with us, and for the
mo t part it remain accompanied.
\ e have also said our farewells to our COS, Maj Paul Hudson who
ha left us for Blandford and HQ R ignals. Paul 's capacity for working
long hours is almo t legendary. owe hope Blandford can cope! We hope
both him and Beth have an enjoyable tour in Blandford and a return to
normal family life! Hi replacement i Maj Dick parshatt and \ e
welcome both him and Louise to hrop hire. Our SOl(V) Lt Col Steve
Potter TD having decided he ha learnt all that was on offer in the
Headquarters in the i months be has been with u , has left to command
35 ig Regt (V). There is no truth in the currilous remark that he has had
more telephone calls from thi Headquarters since taking Command than
he ever did as 0 I. But there is a more positi e rumour that he is coming
back to finish hi taff tour when his tour in Command finishe ! You all
know how these rumours have a habit of coming true! We wish him a
uccessful and pro perous Command. His replacement is Lt Col Ian
Puddy who stays with the Headquarters on promotion
We have also said farewel l to our Chief Clerk, W02 Kath Fenlon
AGC, who leaves us on retirement. Apart from her helpfulne s,
professionalism and 'Bon Vie', 'Q' will be remembered for her
willingness to write wire notes and her request for a ' Jimmy' as a leaving
present. Our new Chief Clerk, W02 Shaun Flannery, joins us from 15
Regiment Royal Logistic Corps on its closure; 'same station different
barracks'.

ESTOR r PEOPLE ACCREDITATIO
The pre·entation of llP plaques, nag and certificates in recognition of
the Headquarters, 2 and 30 ignal Regiment achieving the Investor in
People standard took place on Friday 22 October. The pre entation was
made by Mrs Angie Robinson , Chief Executive of the Shropshire
Chamber of Commerce who expre sed how delighted she was with our
achievement. particularly in light of the heavy operational commitment
throughout the Brigade during the a e sment process. The presentation
was followed by a lunch for the Headquarter military and civilian staff
in the Officers Me s.
BRIGADE ST DY DAY 23 0 TOBER 1999
Friday the 22 October 1999 saw the ommander, hosting an informal
fork upper in the Donnington Officers Mess for early arrivals. The
theme for the weekend was 'Wherefore It Signal Brigade' and in all
ome 120 officer , warrant officer and guest peakers attended.
Interesting and informative presentations were given by the home team
starting wi th our COS, Maj Dick Spar ·hatt, 'The Brigade in Barracks'
and the COs of2 and 30 ig Regis, Lt Col Chris Wakerlcy MBE and Lt
Col Mike Lithgow MBE 'The Brigade on Operations'. The final ession
of the morning was a very full presentation on 'TA Mobilisation' by CO
34 ig Reg! (V), Lt Col David Hargreaves. ll was so fu ll it led to
accusations of stealing thunder (!) from our first guest speaker of the
afternoon Lt Gen Sir John Deverell KCB OBE, who as DCin in IGTA,
gave a ta lk on 'The Utility of the TA'. Further presentation were given
by Brig Jame haw 1BE, A OS G6 HQ LA D, and ol Paul Acda,
Col TA R Signals and on 'The View from Land Command' and 'The TA'.
Brig David Lynam MBE, DEC(CC&ll), (quote a catchy little title
unquote!) turned what could have been a very dry ubjecl, 'The
Equ ipment Programme' into an attenti on grabbing ession.
A fler a quick change into Me kit the penultimate event of the
evening 1 as a Keynote address 'The Corps Vision', given with his
normal panache, by the OinC(A). From this we were led by a Gurkha
piper, courtesy 30 ig Regt, to a dinner, that had been organised by our
DCO , Maj Steve Johns and our 02 Log, Maj R<tb Young, and which
proved an excellent reward for our labours!

(L-R): Maj Mike Wise, Mrs Angie Robinson, Lt Col Chris Wakerley,
Mr Brian Chambers, Brig Cook, Maj Catriona Millar and Lt Col
Mike Lithgow

The Commander closes the day

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO'~

FAREWELL
Just about the last duty for the outgoing CO, Lt Col Terry Canham,
wa to start the final Commanders Run of the year which took place on
Thursday 30 September 1999. The CO addressed the Regiment
beforehand and awarded Regimental Sports Colours to Sigs Greenhalgh
and Lake for Athletics, and Sig Muir for Swimming. He was then
presented with a gill from the Junior Ranks by the youngest member of
the Regiment, ig mart of Kohima Tp. She was to celebrate her 17th
birthday the following day. The Regiment then formed a Guard of
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Honour for the CO, who was pulled along in the Regimental Boat, from
RHQ to the race start area on the Craddock Playing Fields. This was a
fitting occasion to say farewell to the CO who has been a strong
supporter of the Commanders Run . He has been a leading light in the
promotion of sport within the Garrison and his 'Sport for All' initiative
has lit the 'Blue Touch Paper' for many individuals. The orps sports
teams will be reaping the benefits for many years to come. The Regiment
thanks the CO for his dedication to duty throughout his tour and wish
both him and Frances a more relaxing tour at HAPE in Belgium.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1999

2 Q ADRO,
Sqn Comd
Sqn SSM

Lt Col T. W. Canham receiving his farewell gift
from the Junior Ranks of 11 Sig Regt from Sig Frances Smart

THE I TER-SQUADRO CROSS-CO
TRY CHAMPIO SHIP
Thi particular Commander's Run al o doubled as the Harrogate Cup,
Inter quadron Cros Country Championship . The first 50 finishers from
each Squadron would score towards the overall result. The running
conditions were perfect for the 650 or o that lined up at the tart. The
CO started the race with the drop of a flag and only just escaped being
run down by the mass of runners hoping for a good start. The competitors
completed 15 laps of the Craddock and headed up the road toward
Engineers orner. The Permanent Staff were well represented in the
leading pack, with Maj Brown (21C). W02 (SSM) Thomas (2 qn) and
Sgt ewman (QM Dept). After three miles a group of three runner from
3 qn had forged clear and they managed to keep that advantage until the
finish. In the la t half mile the e entual winner, Cpl Brown (no relation
to the 21C), went clear to win by five econds. The battle for econd
place went right to the line when Sig Ratna managed to beat Cpl
Templeman by one second. 3 Sqn went on to become the Inter Squadron
Champions. The Runners Up were 2 Sqn followed clo ely by I qn. The
race wa a thrilling event, with the first 20 runners fini bing within two
minutes of the winner, the first 100 within four minutes. The
Commanders Run is now mothballed for the winter and will be run again
next March. Missing it already!!
1 Q ADRON - EXE RCIS E RAGING RHI 0 Ill
Ex Raging Rhino is a l qn Exercise for Pha e 2 soldiers undergoing
training at RSS. The aim of the Exercise is to instruct and reinforce ba ic
soldiering skills and admin in the field. Afler the first timing amendment,
the dogs of war arrived on area X. SSgt 'Beirut' Butler a IC Exerci e
split the troops into two groups. After ome quick coff and a map
reading refresher it was out on the ground for a night navigation exerci e.
Pre-arranged timings were met by all but one cction and on return ome
of the DS were heard to mutter omething about 'officers, map and
geographical embarra smcnt' (sorry Ma'am). Sgt 'T1 iggie' 1\vigg then
dazzled the trainees with a noi e and lights demo. Then off to bed for a
quick five hour sleep unless you were the 21 who allegedly was in bed
for 2 I 30hrs.
The next day took the form of a round robin with: Unarmed Combat,
ection Attack , Ba ha Building, Duties of a sentry and in pite of the
bad (turning worse) weather, Sgt 'On ER ER Guard' Copley managed to
keep their allention and enthusiasm with a little bayonet drill. Once lhi
was finished it was kit· on and into the harbour area that had been kindly
organised by Cpl 'Mine' OK' Gillman. The posi tion (appropriately
named The omme after the a~ernoon's rain) provided the etting for
some trong character building. hell scrapes looked like wading pools
and bashas pro ided little re pite from the horizontal rain.
change of
so ks, a warm meal, patrol orders and it wa off for the tac night
navigation to hone their kills. Cpl 'Compo' Compton i to be
congratu lated for managing to navigate between troop she lter on
Warminster Range and returning hi secti on le s oaked than the others.
Back in the harbour for night routine where the D dispelled the rumour
that leeping in your wet kit ·ready for guard' wa actually a good idea.
The night pa sed without event apart from the odd oldier who needed
slightly more encouragement to leave the comfort of their maggot for a
turn on guard and the occasional interruption from pl 'A RRGGllll
snak es· Askin.
The next day began at 0600hrs with a nice cup of tea brought round by
the newly named Sgt 'Angry' Butler, except that he hnd forgotten th
tea. Harbour routine continued with cooking, ' ashing, ' eapon cleaning
etc until they were era hed out by S gt ·very ngry' Butler for the
navigation competition. Inspired by hi encouragement, coerced by his
threats (motivated by hi promise of beer) the sections set off for the first
leg of the competition. A good efTort was made by all and 111 spite of
(than1's to) the weltc t weekend 10 date, many good lessons were learned.
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Maj L. V, Tomkins
W02(SSM) Thomas

EXERCI E CATTERICK CR ADE
80 members of 2 q deployed to Salisbury Plain for a 11eekend of
adventure 3nd camping, under the label of Ex Catterick Crusade. The
~illing volunteers had been suspicious of the motives for the weekend
Jaunt, when. they stai:ted to receive mstructions in the art of packing a
Bergen, navigation skills, ORP cooking, movement signals and ho\\ 10 put
up . a basha, by the quadron cadre and ·ection commanders during the
build~up week. Their fears were finally realised as they were given a
warning order on Wednesday evenmg culminating in order on Friday
before they deployed, given by SSgt 'Fran' Graham and gt 'Gaz' ole.
The Section Commanders were a mixture of Tele Op (TG) and Tele Op
(Sys) Upgrade;s who volunteered to give up their valuable free time to
imbue the sections with the added bonu of their depth of knowledge and
experience. The Squadron i indebted to their foresight and genero. ity.
The two platoon (one from Iron Tp and one from Beaufighter Tp) were
set down at the drop off point and had to make their way to the platoon
harbour area. Beau fighter Tp managed to na\ igate with style and
accuracy, however, Iron Tp made a few 'planned' diversions to admire
the .local flora and fauna. Eventually, both platoons were dug into their
positions ready to deploy patrol during the hours of darkness. The
patrols were succes ful, some even resulting in snap am bu hes ...
Maj 'Husky Voice' Tomkin deployed into the field at 0330hrs with
the feeble excuse that he had had to preside as PMC at the COs diningout. Her hip flask of port and marzipan petit four went down extremely
well - thank Colonel! Saturday morning started with the traditional dawn
attack by the enemy. masquerading as 2 qn cadre and assorted trainee
SATTs. Bug-out skills were somewhat jaded, but W02 ( SM) Thomas
was floored by the mast guy rope . before he managed to launch a smoke
grenade into LCpl Yeomans' shell scrape.
The emphasis for the rest of the day was on teaching military kill to
the trainees, on a round robin tyle circuit. All trainee and Lance
Corpora ls alike hailed SSgt 'Gaz' Cole ·s Defence of a Communications
Site stand as very informative and useful. Sgt 'Bob' Garlick' survi\'al
stand was popular lo the non- queamish, but not for ig mith 066, who
turned white then green. gt 'Bob' Garlick would like to know if it wa
Sig ewton who took one of the rabbit's tail as a momento, as she
certainly relished the gutting? The rumour concerning the black bag full
of dead rabbits in the cleaner's cupboard, is true, but details will not be
released to the press! SSgt 'Fran' Graham led the mine awarenes stand
and received a id attention from all trainees - a1 are that very soon they
may be posted to a unit on tour in Bo nia, Croatia or Kosovo. \J 02
(SSM) Thomas is to be congratulated for crawling through the mud 71
time to demonstrate how to throw a grenade, with ig • A · Fitten ably
assisting behind the scenes (catching the grenades). Cpl 'A lfie' Alford's
recognition stand highlighted the need for those with eyesight problem
lo bring their glasse on exerci e! Unarmed combat caused a few bruise
for the 'victims' who then got their own back during the skits.
There was light at the end of the tunnel, at the end of the day there wa
the evening barbecue and skits. Fortunately the e' ere held under canva
during the downpour that occured after selling up new basha ite . LCpl
Yeomans i to be congratulated on per uading hi section 10 trip to
'Mes -Tin Order' whil t remaining fully clothed him elf. 1aj 'Hu ky
Voice' Tomkins thoroughly enjoyed inspecting the ection and a pecial
mention mu t go lo Sig Rich for his excellent turnout on parade! ig
Smith was volunteered by his section to be the only one in 'Me Tin
Order' to be inspected by the 0 . Cpl Johnson 's section performed an
amu ing take-off of Blind Date with three fine actors answering que tions
by the 0 . The award for the best kit goes to LCpl Olver' ection with
their take-ofT of gt 'Gaz' Cole and Maj ' Hu ky Voice' Tomkin . ig
orton must ensure that he never goes in front of hi Tp gt or OC on
order ..... W02 ( SM) Thomas had wanted to act out the \! hite
Helmets' ith coat hangers as handlebar for the cadre k.it. Thi idea wa
squashed by the ca dre a nd in tend the OC and the SM bravely
performed the ·Day in the Life of .... ' ketch, involving a poncho. cold
baked bean and a bucket of cold water. unday was de\ oted to
Command Tasks where the Geordie of section 5, ig \J eallan
and Sig Thomson, man aged to make themselves under tood and
Sig Burke· mith proved 10 be a capable leader. The core at the end of
the ' eekend for the be t ection went lo LCpl Yeoman and ection
6 and the mo t improved trainee to ig llan, nnrro,vly beating
ig Fielding.
TRJA G LAR CO FERE CE 'GOE TO THE DOG '
The excellent ho ting by ATR Ba singbourn prompted the need for 11
ig Reg! to pro c their ocial skill . To this end Maj 'Lou ' Tomkin
in trueted Mr Elliott lo arrange '
ight at .he Dogs'. The night began
in true otlicer and enior tylc in that mo l were late, and tho e who ''ere
not pa sed the time in th ir re pective Mc e · taj ' Johnny' orris wa.
lucky to make it at all in his death trap, and apparently was phot graphed
on numerous occa ions along the way. He finally arrived and the group
et off all virgins in Dog gambling way . apt 'Outdoor man' Kenyon
wa convinced that being the o' ner of two dogs himself automatically
qualified him 10 judge the winners. As a re ult
I ·Racing nake'
Thomas decided to bet on whate er Copt Kenyon did not that deci ion
proved to cost him at least £3.50! The no ice group added in ult to mJUl)
' hen Capt 'Boggy' McAnulty decided that the ho le ·s wa a Ki\1 i, onl)
to find out that he ' us in fact an E se. girl. so much for ac ent
detection, but he L orthcrn lri h!! 1aj ' Johnn) · orris didn't help by
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referring to the dog continually as horses. nor did
M Harriott ' he.n
he ~tood up and dramatically announced 'Th~re goes my mortgage· as 1.11
dog wa lo ing, luckily 1ajor 'thunderb1rd' Drummond aved him
from the brink of di a ter. 1r Elliott and Maj ·Lou' Tomkins pro ed to
be the ·dark horse 'of the evening whilst M Thomas proved to be the
old 'nag· . even after 1r Elliof! ~dv ised t the bet on t~e hare. An
e'cellem night wa had by all. o It is now ov r to you rborfleld.
REGI 1 'TAL PORT MA ' DIN ER
Due to a trange amne ia phenomenon following the above ev~nt
people experienced ymptoms ~f so~e h~ads. empty wa~ets and no1 e
en itivity. For that rea on. this article 1 for the benefit of all those
indi\ idual who attended the Regimenta l portsman 's Dinner as much as
for tho e who did not attend. On the 15 eptember 1999 the inaugural 11
ig Regt port man· (any excu e for a party) Dinner was held in the
function room of the emaphore Am1s. All food and dnnk were free
(which i ah ays a bonus), a well a a target indicator that the event was
excremcly well organi ed by WOl ' cou e· artoriu . The food was
prepared by our illu triou cookhouse stafT who hocked u all by
managing to prepare food which wa hot , edible and even more
urprisingly it' a n·t pie and chips! Jn attendance ~ere a.ho t of Army,
Corp and Regimental . portsmen and women mcludmg the Army
drinking team elite in its field and other hanger on. There were also
personalitie from the regiment including, Lt Col Ca.nham M~j Br2 wn
him elf an active portsman and WOl (RSM) Sto nier. The dmner was
held in order to acknowledge the sporting achievement of the
Regiment' sport men and women after a very ucces ful year of porting
endeavour. The main achievements for this year include:
ATRLETJ
(Regimental
Forrest Gump )

Runners up Anny Inter Unit
Championship
5 Di Champion
Morrison Cup Champions
Highland Games winners of the team relay

B DMINTO.
(What can we say?)

3/5 Div Championship winners
Army Championship winners

CRICKET
(A bloke with big
hand waiting for
a tickle down the
leg side)

3/5 Div Cricket Knockout Champions
3/5 Div League Cup Champions

HOCKEY
Army Inter Unit Champions
(Umbrellas and white 3 Div Winter League winners
cricket balls)
FE CING
(Legal version)

Army Fencing Champion hips
Aldershot:
Inter Corp 3 man
Team A-3rd ,Team B- 3rd
Inter Unit 3 man
Team A - 2nd, Team B - St

5 Div Inter Unit Team Champions
BIATH LO
(Blokes and gals good
at two things)
TRIATHLO
(As above but
add one)

South West Modem Triathlon Masters
Men and Open Team Winners
Mens' ational Open Champions

WIMMING
(Lycra clad Chicks,
and less clad men)

Womens Anny Inter Unit Swimming
Championsh ips

VATERPOLO
(You can lead a
horse to water but
you can't make it
play polo)

Army Inter Unit Finals Runners Up

OLLEYBALL
(A sport for people
who can't catch)

Div Womens' Champions
Army Womens' Champions

These achievements and many more were highlighted in an address
given by the CO, which also included specific individuals who excelled
in their chosen sports. The speech culminated in the presentation of
Regimental sporting colours and the awards for sportsman and
sportswoman of the year. The Sportsman was ig Dyson who represented
the Corps and Regiment at cricket, played Regimental rugby and was a
member of the team that won the British ational Open Triathlon
Championships. The Sportswoman was Sig Davies who represented the
Army at rugby and athletics and was also a key member of the winning
female Lanyard Trophy Team, unfortunately she was posted before we
could get a photo. After the prize giving all those in attendance celebrated
the Regiment porting uccesses into the early hours, taking advantage
of all the free lemonade! ig Dyso n was later taken ill with suspected
Brasso poi oning after consuming copious amounts of the said lemonade
from his sportsman of the year cup.
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individuals decided that climbing properly might be a big help. Thcr
were no refusals at any point along the k lcttcrsteig, which was a '>urpn c,
and all three groups met up at the cable car station.

1

lOYAL SIOHALS
Cl.ICkET CLUt

Sig Dyson 3 Sqn holding the Sportsman of the Year Cup

Sig Mike Lake receiving the Invitation Relay Trophy
from Her Majesty the Queen
at the Royal Highland Games in Braemar

BRAEMAR GAMES 1999 - by Cpl Karl Hannah
After a very uccessful athletics season for I I Sig Regt, there was only
one thing left to do - to accept the challenge and go to the Royal
Highland (Braemar) Games held annually in Scotland on the first
Saturday in September, an d win. Once at Braemar we found our
accommodation, which we were to share with 17 Port and Maritime,
RLC. Although only a scouts hut we found it to be a home from home.
With no time to waste the sprint team donned their spikes and were off to
check out the track. ot a tartan track in sight but a 300yard circu lar
grass track with a grand and imposing arena lay before us.
The competition was an invitation med ley relay for service units,
consisting of a l 50yd, two 300yds, and finishing with a I 50yd sprint. The
team was decided and training began . Apparently it wa only a light
session followed by a thorough warm down taken by ninja W02 SSM '
I'll make you feel pain' Pete Tasker. On the Friday night in true soldier
pre-event fashion we decided to see what the village had to offer,
unfortunately there are photographs circulating to prove it. W02 Tasker
retired early, (he must have been worn out after beasting us!) and left the
re ponsibi lity of care with C pl Karl 'enjoy it' Han nah, who thought it
necessary that we conduct a human relations exercise at the local disco
before making it back Lo the accommodation.
The day of the big event arrived and all four sprinter were force fed
breakfast cerea l and toast ready for the big event. We qualified with a
stylish 50yd lead and Cp l Brett 'Taz' pru ce was heard lo say, 'That
was easy and I on ly ran at 80%.' The afternoon brought the final with the
stadium filled to its full capacity with 25,000 spectator . The patron of
the games arrived and was none other than Her Maj esty the Queen.
Adrenalin was pumping and nerves were high a the importance of the
event came to light, our main opposition was a team from the RAF so we
remained quietly confident. With the crack of the starting pisto l, Sig
'Clint' Ma r tin bo lted like a startled rabbit and managed to pull away
from the others before handing over to Sig ' Mike' Lake. A upcrb
performance by Lake ensured a continuing lead before handing over to
Cpl Brett Spru ce v1ho decided to give I 00% thi s time. ig ' Sid' iddell
then ran the final I 50yds to a tremendous victory with an at least I OOyd?
lead over second place. Luckily the fabulous four had enough energy lefi
for a lap of honour. The crowd went wild , especially their new found
female fans. If it was good enough for the USA sprint team it was good
enough for the Regiment, and it almost turned Sig 'Romeo' Lake into a
pin up! The highlight of the day for Sig La ke the youngest member of
the team was presented the Braemar shield by Her Majesty the Q ueen
and Prince Philip. The shield itself dates back for many years and has
only ever been won by the Corps on two other occasions. 11 ig Regt
now has made claim to it and with the Regiment ' current record and
determination to win , it is hoped that we wil l retain it next year.

EXERCISE KLETTERSTEIG GRlDIRO 6-22 EPTEMBER
Ex Kletttersteig Gridiron tarted off a an office e cape plan for Maj
Graham Mc eill and before the Exerci e wa approved he had to
promise to take 15 individuals with him to take in the sounds and sights
of Bavaria and the Tyrol. Capt David Drinkall and
gt teve
Crawford were his fir st two vic tim s whom he persuaded to be
instructors. The aim wa to have three walking partie to complete a
many klettersteig , normally high ridge walking/ crambling path which
have plenty of protection secured to the mountain, in four locations and
introduce oldier to the alpine mountain hut sy tern. At Blandford it i
not that simple to find twelve volunteers who had the appropriate gap in
their training programme to participate in the Exercise. So the variou
Troops worked well to provide a windo' of opportunity for 11
unsu peeling trainees and one volunteer, Cpl ·JR' Whitmey from the
Tech Workshop who was into thi mountaineering lark. To complete the
team Sgt Andy Lockie or' Admin Andy ' who did a terrific job serving us
tea and bi cuits in bed first thing throughout the Exercise. l told them that
technicians were u eful for ome thing .
6 September - The escape from Blandford Camp did not tart well,
Sig ' ki ' Korzeniewski managed to fail his driving tc t that morning and
faced the prospect of having to stay until he pa sed. Lucky for him that
we were prepared to muggle him out of camp at I6001m and finally the
Exercise got under way.
7 September - The journey to BACB, onthofen wa uneventful. Here
we had arranged lo collect vital climbing equipment which had not
arrived . However, BA B did arrange an i sue of their equipment which
allowed us to tra el on to Ober tdorf and set up camp ready for the next
day. Sigs Rich ie Lambert Chris Lowe, Tony C lark and Jon Hodson
took quite ome time to figure out ho\ to creel an -man conquest tent.
That effort proved to be easier than trying to cook their evening meal
which resembled something I wouldn't feed the dog.
8 eptcmber - At last the first day climbing in the Alps. The
Hindelanger klcttcrsteig was the day' aim. All three groups decided that
the cable car to the summit of the ebelhorn was the only way to travel.
Graham, ig Tony Clark, Sig 'Ski' Korzeniewski, ig Tim Dennant
and Sig Will Browning started the day al the ummit restaurant with
'kafTee and kuchen' taking in the clear view in brilliant un hine. Once
the sun block was applied it was time lo make our way onto the
klettersteig which was a short walk from the re taurant. David and hi
group, ig Paul Jones, ig Andy Jordan-White, Sig Dennis Lono and
Chris Lowe hit the rush hour tra!lic jam at the bottom of the first ladder
which marks the start of the klettersteig, time 10 sit around and tart to get
nervou . ome individuals, like Tim, hid their ncrvousne by wearing
dark sungla se and making as much body contact 1 ith the rock as
humanly possible. Afier a few cut , crape and brui es a number of
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Sig Ski Korzeniewski at the end of the Hindelanger Klettersteig

Al the Alp ee talion everyone volunteered to try the 'berg rolle"rs ',
large adult ized coolers with industrial quality brake , down to the
valley bottom cable car talion. All were warned to watch their speed at
which Steve. Andy and Paul raced off. Half, ay down Andy had met a
car coming up and had promptly crashed into the safety barrier breaking
his collarbone. Graham had a blow-out in hi rear wheel and had to walk
mo t of the way down. The rest managed to make it down afely and
without incident. That evening' entertainment was pro' ided by Denni
at the indoor kartbahn. The electric go-karts easily reached 50kph and
Dennis had to be reminded on numerous occasion that he was not m a
dodgem, he wa ubsequently banned by the owner who wa een in tears
when inspecting his wrecked go-kart.
9 September - It wa a cold night and we were greeted "ith a uperb
weather to tart our first two day walk. Unfortunately Andy had to
remain at base camp with 'Ad min ndy' and tarted practicing ta ks
ingle handed.
gain it was up the cable car, lhi time the
Kanzelwandbahn, and teve 's group Sig Richie Lambert, ig Jon
Hod on, ig Scott foran and Cpl 'JR' Whitmey stopped at the
re taurant for ' kaftee and kuchen'. Apparently this "a to revi\c Jon
who had decided that maybe next time he will walk up and do\\ n the
mountains as he did not fed terribly well wher the cable car moved 01 er
any of the pylon . After three hour walking the tart of the
Mindelheimer Klettersteig loomed. teve's group were leading and Jon
had great problems persuading his hand to let go and grab the next rung
up on the overhanging ladder. Paul, in David', group decided that he
couldn't go up or down until offered some gentle encouragement b
Da id, the e act word "ere never di coYered, but who care the)
\ orkcd. Graham' group made it to the Mindelheim hut lir~t at I OOhr.
and made the arrangemenb for that evening. During dinner there ''a. a
definite buzz of excitement a tori es were told and re-told with C\ er
increasing exaggeration. Tony did take great care t pomt out that thi~
Ii' ing in mountain hut is much better than camping and ooking for one'>
self in the valley . As it wa an early start e'el)one had era ·hcd out b) '
o'clock.
I 0 eptember· - n earl) breakfa ' l and on our "a:r again 1n brilliant
sun hine again: Dennis wa trying 10 persuade Dai id that he w,1s goin
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well groomed. Upon in vestiga ti on the cause was found to be the sauna
stea m room. jacun i and rest room whi ch was frequented by scantily
dressed, no naked, women. This was the only time that individuals did
not require hounding about their personal hygiene.
19 Scptembe1· - The first walk was a gentle stroll up a beautiful gorge
to the Hollentalan ge r hut. Denni was up to hi s old tricks aga in and
caused all orts of problems fo r David to sort out when trying to get hi s
group through the turnstile into the gorge. Hi s limited German ot: ' Ein
beer bitter,' wasn ' t gettin g him very far, he must learn another phrase

the "ronl!. "3)" luckil} the others in the gr up aw Sieve venture off' ith
hi group folio" mg the ign for thl'. \ idderstcin 2.~00m . our nex~ target.
Denni \Olunteered for more practice on map reading! On toda_ walk ,
"ithin Graham· group · ki ' was getting the hang of ordering ski was er,
he graduall poke louder in Engli. h until understood by the wa_iter. go~d
man to have around for Anglo/German relations. From the W1dderstem
Alpme Hut it wa a mad dash up the Widder tein :'.500m in superb
un hine along "ith about 300 Gcmrnn and Austn<1t•> ' horn all chose
the ame time to a end the mountain. Ti m wa mitre that there was no
book to sign at the top. the rest ofu only wanted a pace to sit down and
have lunch before the long trek down into Baad only I ,600m below _u .
EYeryone met up at the re taurant close t to the car park con um111g
kaffee and kuchen. 'JR' ha decided to start a mountaineer' guide book
on 'kaffee and kuchen· in the 1orthem Limestone Alp .
11 eptember - The first travi:I day and a move to . e~fold via the
merican PX in Garmi. ch-Partenk1rchen for tho e e senual llem to keep
the team running well. 'Adm in Andy' wa ge!ting to &rip with tfiis
hopping lark although there were a num ber of items which none ot u
had ever heard of or seen before. He wa made to sample any trange
purcha e before anyone in the walking groups wa sacrificed.

Sig Tim Dennant on the lnnsbrucher Klettersteig

At Seefeld Camp site
(L-R): Sig Andy Jordan-White, Sig Scott Moran, Sig Paul Jones,
Sig Jon Hodson, Sig Chris Lowe enjoying the expedition scoff!
A quick stop at Leutasch to introduce everyone to a sommer
roddelbahn proved good fun. IL is simi lar to a bobbahn except that you
have a tea tray, with brakes, to ride on in a track. Scott did well and flew
out of the track at the first bend, he then went around asking what
'bremsen' meant on the sign prior to the bend, (Brake!). An dy was
feeling brave by this stage and managed a couple of runs without further
injury. There were a couple more who did not understand what was
written on rhe track-side notices.
12 eptember - o need to say but the un was out yet again, and out
came the un-block. A straight forward walk which Jon wou ld enjoy as it
started with a fun icular train ride up the mountain but I forgot to tell him
about the cable car from the Rossehutte to the Seefelderj och. By th is
tage all the groups were starting to really enjoy the kaffee and kuchen
phase prior to any physica l exercise. Steve's group also noted that you
had more weight to carry and in future decided that 'kaffee and kuchen'
was alright at the end of the day. The Frieyangs Hohenweg klettersteig
proved to be relatively straight forward except for the detour to the
Kuhlochspitze 2,300m which required sure footedness up some very
loose scree. The Solsteinhaus was reached by all the groups in plenty of
time which allowed all the admin to be sorted out for the nex t day.
teve's group were all re ting in the prone position when the other
group arrived and muttered something about 'kaffee and kuchen'.
13 eptember - lt would take three hours hard walking to reach the
start of the lnnsbrucker Klettersteig which is marked by the Frau Hilt.
Tony by this time was getting to grips with the map reading and was
domg a good job of reading what was written on the signposts and
following their advice, smart lad will go far. Steve led his group up the
first climb on the klettersteig which looked relatively easy. However, Jon
was till having problems making his hand let go and grab the rung
above on the ladders especially the part which changed direction and
went round a comer giving you a perfect view of the l ,500m drop onto
the cree field below. Luckily Steve had thought ahead and loaned Jon
the u e of his bicycle clips which greatly improved 'JR's' sense of
humour who was bringing up the rear. P aul also needed some of David 's
kind thoughtful words to ensure that he made it up the first cl imb. The
first part of the klettersteig took 1.5 hrs and at least another four hours to
complete the entire route. To ensure that we met the last cable car down
to the valley the route was cut short. The ti red faces al the restaurant
confirmed that the correct decision had been made. C hris was also
starting to have problems gripping the rock properly due to strai ned
tendons in his left arm.
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14 September - Time to move on again, this time to Kufstein for a
three day expedition in the Wi Ider Kai er.
15 September - o surpri es thi morning, the sun came up again and
no clouds in the sky. Out came the sun block and dark sunglasses. The
Sheffeurer start point was the Wilder Kaiser chair-lift which caused a
number of problems for some individuals. Richie tried to figure out how
to carry hi walking poles and rucksack whilst trying to plant his bottom
on the chair lift, a very intere ting ight. One armed Andy couldn ' t close
the safety gate a it was on the wrong side for his good arm to operate, he
did look rather white by the time he reached the top. ' JR' \as the old
hand al most of the activitie and definitely led the way to the
start of the Sheffeurer north face and the kletrersteig. The
climb ing was easy but OOm of con Lant up began lo wear after
two bours. What goes up must come down followed by a rather
long walk to the Grutten hut.
16 Se p te mb e r - The Ellmauer Halt 2,300m summit was 2.Shrs
from the mountain hui and the fir t morning that the sun was not
around to greet us, but that did not last long. The mist very
quickly burn t off and out came the sun block . De nnis wa getting
better at sign reading and D av id 's group started off in the correct
direction. The other group all had appointed map readers who
appeared to just follow D enni , dangerous! It wasn't long before
we had to stop and don a ll our kit for the climb up the klettcrsteig.
'JR' had an interesting problem not far from the summit as to
which route to take, up the gorge or along the open face with
plenty of drop. teve could rely on ' JR' to choose the long drop
option and out came the bicycle clips again. As a direct result
Gra h a m 's group who were following decided that the gorge
would be far more intere ting and c lea ner. O nce on the top all the
Austrians seemed to be going back down the same way they had
come up , what was wrong with the route along the ridge and down
to the opposite valley? Well it did not lake long to find out the
answer, the klellersteig was seriously harder with limited
protection. Tim by th is iime was gaining in confidence and
preferred to lead Gra ham 's group. His one handed swinging rock
moves really impressed everyone especially T im when on one
occasion it was pointed out afterwards that he had fai led to clip
into the protection. The groups didn ' t make the Stripse njochhaus
until late to find the Aust rian Army on manoeuvres and using the
mountain hut as a base. Their mou!)tain troops get issued with
some very nice equip me nt, none of it we nt m issing, ho nest!
17 eptemb e r - T he climb lo the Gori ng Ha lt k le ltersteig was
relatively simple due mainly to the mist wh ich prevented everyo ne
from seeing exac tl y how high they we re. T ha t laste d until
11OOhrs, by which time the sun had burnt off any mist. By comparison
this was the eas iest climb in the Wi lder Kaiser and all groups quickly reach
the assigned restaurant for 'kalTee and kuchen'.
18 eptember - Travelling time again, and a we lcome rest day for the
weary. T he injury li st was growing: Andy with a broken co lla rbone;
C hris with severely strained wrist tendons: Paul who looked like a
leopard except his spots were red; Tim, now known as 'M IB ', who didn 't
know how to take his sunglasses off. Back to Enva ld and the attempt on
the Zugspitze, the highest mountai n in Germany, and a stay at the Tiroller
Zugspitzeba hn amping. Once at the ca mping site C hris , Dennis, .Jon,
Paul, Will, 'JR' and 'Admi n Andy' all looked suspiciously c lean and
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On the Zugspilze looking down the Hollental
(L-R): Sig Tim Dennant, Sig Will Browning and Sig Tony Clark

SO? n! Once at the hut the only activity was sun worshipping and sipping
sk1wasser Th t: only restful day walk of the entire exercise with the
prospect o f a I ,600m climb to the summit of the lugspllzc 2,964m to
follow.
20 eptember - An early breakfast and another outstanding day on the
weather front. Jon was leading teve's group \\ llh great confidence, no
cable car to ruin the day, across some particularly difficult parts of the
klettcrste ig. Everyone was very surprised at the permanent snow at the
Hollentalfemer which looked more like a small glacier with rather large
crevasses. Richie wa not very happy about the noises which the sl<m
creeping glacier made, and would have raced ahead if he had not been
grabbed by Steve. By this stage everyone had the confidence to mo\C
with ease on the kletterstcig, a big difference from the first day on the
Hindelanger. Once at the lop Will realised that it was a little cold due to
th~ altitude _and win_d, I think this was the first time he actually put a teeshirt on while walking. The weather throughout the Exercise had greatly
aided us in completing every walk planned in the ATFA, a very rare feat.
The bad news for Jon dawned on him when he realised teve wasn't
going to walk down to the camp site. He did though manage to complete
his last cable car ride itting down staring at the floor which I am sure
only made matters worse.
21 September - It was an early start yet again, but this was the last,
and off to BACB to hand in the loaned equipment. Once that had been
completed a .programmed stop at Hicdelberg loomed and shopping at the
PX. Both m1111 buses were packed but everyone eemed to squeeze in
their latest acquisition . ext came the dash for the 2 I OOhrs ferry leaving
Oo tende for Dover, the next crossing wa not until 0800hrs the
following morning. fter two traflic jam , one detour for petrol and an
admin top mini bu one driven by Steve, now known a 'Damon Hill"
arrived at Oostende with 17 minutes to spare. •Admin Andy' kept
everyone gues ing and cut things rather fine, leaving him elf and even
worried pas engers only three minutes to spare before the ferry et sail,
lucky boy!
22 Septem ber - There were no further incidents and the expedition
arrived back at Blandford Camp in ihe small hours of the morning. It wa
agreed to meet later once everyone had some sleep which proved a wi e
deci ion. There was a vast number of experience packed into a hort
period which had been enjoyed by all, even the injured whom had plenty
of alternative activit.ic lo keep themselves occupied.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

AREA SY TEMS GRO P
Maj Adria n Pearce
OC
SM
W02 (S M) Tony Ma nktelow
FofS
WO! (FofS) Ph il C utfo rth M BE
It ha been sometime since thi particular Group within RS
contributed anything to The Wire and certainly Area y tem Group a
we are now called has never done o. We have set fingers to keyboard in
order to assure you that we are not all in Blandford for a rest cure and to
embarrass as many members in the Group as possible to get the beers in.
Area Systems Group consists of four Troops:
Kukri T p who were too busy running the Group lo write
anything for thi edition.
Batt leaxe T p who instruct in tactical trunk and fixed
communications sy terns.
ysex T p who push the trainee to the limit on Ptarmigan field
exercises.
C omba t uppo1·t Troop who mi ed out when they were giving
out imaginative name .. ... .
BATTLEAXE T ROO P
Tp omd
Capt Phil ·Ra inelli' Day M BE
Sgt 'Harry' Krishn a QG
Tp SSgt
There ha been a period of change in Battleaxe Tp with Fixed y tems
Tp being integrated into Battleaxe Tp under command of C apt Phil Day
who has rece n.tly arrived on commis ioning, and ha repea tedly
emphas i ed that he i a technical Tfc Officer nol a TOT! This makes
Batil eaxe the largest Troo p of S CO's in the Training D ivision. Hi
technica l team i close at hand and compri e of W02 (FofS) Robbie
Windows (thi i my twi ligh t period) and
gt (FofS) Karl Scaife to
ensure that he is not led astray, apart from the compu lsory visi t to the golf
course.
RADIO RELAY ECTIO
Starting with a farewell to gt John ·Baby murr V cbbcr on po ting
to 7 Sig Regt and a he ll o to gt Max Wright, posting in from ysex Tp.
T he beginning of the year aw the fi rst Gurkha Radio Relay opera tors
pass ing through Bland fo rd wi th ome excellent trai ning results. gt Chas
'Papa murr C owell was able to improve hi Language kills ( Ram Ram
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to the guys in York) at the same time a looking afier the youth of
Bournemouth and organising 11 ig's and the Corp dinghy ailing.
Congratulation to Sgt Gaz 'Skeletor' Eastlake for cro sing the 'fine
line' and passing his R SC, also to gt 1a rk ·The Chin' Tench on
passing his ki lly course at Brecon. Sgts haun ' tavro ' Fleming and
Ma rk ·Danny Ken' Yuill have had a busy period with the R A weekend
as lollipop men assisting the trainees ' ilh cros ing the road. Meanwhile
back at the ranch Sgt Andy Del Boy' Beel has been applying his MEL
kills trekking around the Purbeck area, with the odd sideline here and
there. Taking n look to the future, the section i preparing for the first
wave of Area system operators. staning in autumn, and the end of an era
(the rad io relay op as we know it). gt Chaz 'Papa murr C owell is
preparing for civilian life due to leave the Corp after serving 22 happy
years with the colours, good luck C haz with the re ettlement and a big
pal on the back fro m the ection. (Beers in).
RADIO RELAY BA l CO RS E (RYBR 3/99)
The end of an era has happened, almo l unnoticed the la 1 Radio Relay
Basic Course has pa · ed through the doors of auerick Buildinl!.. \i ith
the implementation of the new trades RYB R 3/99 is the la t Radio Relay
Course. The king i dead Jong Ii e the Area ystem Operator~
DRAKE SQ ARE EAST - TRADE TRAI I G COMPLEX
S CO l/C
S gt Mark Barrass
Located in the old Bo\ man building at Engineer 1)mer, the facilny
wa ini tia ll y put in place I mon th ago lo cope '~ ith the otherw1 c
ovenvhelmi ng pre ure on the Group caused by an increa in throughput.
At the moment the fuc ility and the staff of four run the traini ng of Cla . I
Tele Op (Sys) and as ists with Clo s I Tele Op (RR) and Tele Tech y
and co mma nd co ur es. The tea m i look ing forward to running the
training of the new Area y tems Operator in the C\\ ear. Thi - ha.
coincided with the arri val of gt lark "What' Ptannigan?' Barra
who replaces
gl (now Mr) Terry Murrell who is now \\ Orking 111 the
Q office on camp - we " i h him well 111 hi ne" career. We recent!}
co mpl eted a good R IT in pectio n on our I installa tion . mostl
dismou nted, under the guidance of ou r 'tech bloke' gt And y 'Po\\ er
tools' rabtree. We arc no" completing the in !ruction on what \\C hope
will be the fi nal two Tele Op ( y ) la s I course .
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(we all thought he was one anyway!) Welcome to LCpl 'Woz' Wright
and congratulations on the birth of his daughter Megan. Goodbyes go to
Cpl Mark Gray, LCpl 'A nt' Morris and LCpl Gez Hinton who have
all decided to hang up their uni forms and move on to civvy street.
Goodbye also to LCpl elly Shillito posted to 4 Armd Bde and Cpl Daz
Collins who moves on to 34 Sig Regt.
COMBAT SUPPORT TROOP
Tp 'omd
Capt (QGO) avindra Bikramgurung
Tp gt
gt Andy Craig
In what seems to have been one of the busiest periods in recent history,
the Troop has seen many personality change . Much work has gone on
preparing for the new trade , Power Section with preparation for 16th
Edi tion wiring qualifications and SS with more fibre optics, structured
wiring and LA training. Sadly, the last ever Tele Mech course is well
under way and due to fini sh early in the next millennium, the fir t Tele
Mech+ (sorry Installation Technician) course having already started. We
wish to take thi s opportunity to bid farewell and congratulation to Capt
(QGO) Navindra Bikram Gurung as he departs on his long leave prior
to taking up his post as Ghurka Major in Bramcote.

Cable

THE ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
SHRIVE NHAM
EXERCISE CORDILLERA PHEO
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By LI Alex Huiron

Having fini hed the second year at the Royal Military College of
Science and needing to fill a rather long summer break , five
undergraduates decided to shun the po sibility of one week walking in
Wales and head out further afield. Peru seemed to provide an excellent
destination, principally because it has a wealth of mountain range , in
which you can experience high altitude walking, whilst remaining below
the snow line. Add to this, spectacular scenery, cheap prices, lnca ruins
and you have a fantastic place to vi it. Con equently, come Augu t 15, a
team consisting of, leader Capt Andy Parfitt, Lt Alex Hutton, Capt
Matt Everett RE, OCdt James !Gog and OCdt Paul Stevens boarded a
plane for Lima via Hou ton. The aims of the Exercise were to complete a
circuit of the Cordillera Huayhuash (pronounced ' Why-wa h') and to
complete the popular 'Inca Trail'. The Huayhuash circuit is a J60km
route that circumnavigate Peru· econd highest mountain, Yerupaja and
it urrounding peaks. The route covers altitude bef\veen 2900 and 5100
metre , including six passe all over 4500 metres. The Inca Trail by
comparison is far shorter, a mere 50km, ending at the Inca city of 'Machu
Picchu and is therefore more of a tourist trail. Prior to attempting the
Huayhuash circuit, we needed to acclimatise to the altitude.

The last Tele Op Radio Relay Class 3 Course
with Radio Relay instructors

SAT COMM SECTIO
Mr Richard Boyd ha now taken over Satcom section and gt Dave
Davies has been posted in from 24 (Ainnobile) Bde HQ & ig Sqn (210).
The ne:-.t year looks like a busy one with the possibility of expanding to
cover the training of the Military off-the-shelf atcom Terminal (MOST)
and f\\ o new terminals coming into service. This has heralded the arrival
of gt 1ary Hessell, who has moved over to Satcom Section from Tech
ection. The UKfV C 501 Enhancement programme is now all but
complete and the training detachment, ' Umber ' is now fully autotracking, which has made life easier for all the students, who previously
had to climb up and down ladder every twenty minutes. In the months
leading up to Christmas, DCSA will be conducting IP over Satcom trials
and the validation of the new enha ncements will continue. Anyone
eeking more information on UK.VSC 50 I courses or Satellite
Communications in general can get hold of us on Blandford (94371)
2 35.
FIXED Y TEM ECTIO
The following per onnel have been posted into Fixed Systems Section:
gt (FofS) caife, after pa sing his Foreman of Signals course.
(. othing like being thrown in at the deep end.) The following have lefi
Fixed Systems ection: l\1aj (TOT) Doug Rackham - on promotion to
work in the headquarters, W02 (FofS) Overton - on promotion to civvy
street afler 22 year~ hard effort. He has kept in contact with the Troop and
says he is doing very nicely thank you. Finally Sgt Bho 'Joda' Pradhan,
off to start his Foreman of Signals course and Sgt Oharma ofT to cpal
to be in charge of the 'epal exchanges. The section has been under lot
of pressure to deliver new ubjects for the imminent merger of radio and
> t.cm technicians. The ection has gained four new Realitis exchanges
and four ne\\ ISDX's for training purposes. These are being used to
deliver trainmg for both up-graders and ba ic technicians on how to
operate and configure the Army exchanges, not to mention Cyprus and
Falklands speciali t courses. Work has been revolving around the faithful
in tructor P , \\ith a stag roster being implemented by Sgt i ' Hans
Solo· Welch to give instructors a fair chance to produce their handouts.
1\nothcr acti\ it} organised by members of the Troop, has been sponsored
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parachute jumping for Whiz Kidz. The charity parachute weekend was
organised by Sgt Dom 'Skywalker' Graham and rai ed £2500. Whi£
Kidz organise large charity event all over the UK and if anyone is
thinking of organising an event, they should contact Dom on Blandford
mil 2585 for details.

The perfect place to do this pro ed to be Huaraz, 3100 metres up in the
Cordillera Blanca. The Cordillera Blanca is the home of Hua caran, the
highest peak in Peru. With 32 other peaks above 6000m it i a magnet for
climbers and as the largest town in the valley. Huaraz has it fair hare of
·gringo '. Whilst in the capital Lima we had found the clubhou e of the
South American Explorers Club. A ide from being a good source of free
coffee, they are the oracle for all things of a South American nature and
had provided a card for 'Jo's.P lace' . Originally from Southampton, Jo
has lived in Huaraz for the last ten years and was a font of local
knowledge. He was also quite happy for us to, drape washing all over his
back garden, u e all his hot water, steal his copy of the Sunday Times and
it in his kitchen with a liberal upply of marmite on toa t. All this wa
provided for a decidedly reasonable price of £2 a night per person and he
therefore has the thorough recommendation of all team members.
After four days of acclimatisation walks the home comfort of 'Jo's
Place' were left for the live hour bus journey to Chiquian and the start of
the Huayhuash circuit. The guide book quotes the time needed to
complete the circuit a twelve days. although this is on the understanding
that donkeys are hired to carry mo t of the equipment. Thi i indeed
what most ane people do and would also explain why for the first two
days e ery local we met offered to hire us donkeys. They all departed in
bewilderment when we told them that we were quite happy carrying our
kit and fourteen days of ration (two day spare ju t in case). The first
and last two days were mainly in valleys, gaining or lo ing height
respectively, and consequently it wa not until end of Day Two that the
first snowy peak were sighted. Altitude acclimati atlon clearly
progresses at different peeds for different people and for this rea on by
day 2Lt Alex Hutton had already earned the title of ·Team Railway
Enthu iast' for a urprisingly realistic steam train impre ion, wheezing
along at the back of the group. Day Three saw the first pa at 4700m 'and
from here almost until the end of the circuit, it was a tead} regime of a
pass a day. Climbing up to the pas es, however, afford ome of the be t
view of the mountains and the enery on these day wa pectacular.

SYSTEM EXERCISE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI (FofS) Andy Owen
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ian Lee
Primarily the Troop is here to instruct and assess Phase 2 trainees on
working Ptarmigan detachments. We are also tasked with providing
installation for FofS, YofS and Troop Commander courses and putting
on demon lrations. We are busy adjusting to the new format being
implemented for the Phase 2 trainees. Therefore, after some minor
glitches, the students should now reach the field army in a good frame of
mind and with quality training behind them. RSIT again rears its ugly
head so it's a busy time for us all. It has not all been hard work though
and managed to get away for an excellent summer camp in Wales. To lop
it all off Sysex Tp won the Inter Troop Football for the fourth year
running.
SYSTEMS E TIO
S CO IC
Sgt Dave Taylor
It has been a busy time at the systems garage Firstly, we would like to
welcome gt Richie Morgan and Cpl Mick Heathcote and ay goodbye
to Cpl Rob Lyon who has a posting to PJHQ. Congratul ations go to Cpl
Daryl Tulk, for pas ing his Yeoman's selection and good luck on his
course, al o to Cpl Gill Railey for her selection for promotion to
Sergeant.
RADIO RELAY ECTIO
S CO JC
gt Phil Cooper
Many changes have occurred in the la t few months, with new faces
and a new exerc ise formal fo r th e Phase 2 trainees. Fi rst of all,
congratulations to Sgt Phil Cooper on hi s promotion, to Sgt Ian
Strachan on his promotion and his posting to 4 TT to work with Cade1s
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Capt Andy Parfitt (Right) and OCdt Paul Stevens
enjoy their daily dose of porridge
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The team stops to admire the slopes of Yerapaja (661 ?m),
Peru's second highest mountain
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B) Da} Four the daily diet of porridge for breakfa'l, soup with rice for
lunch and a deh)drnted m al for dinner wa beginning 10 gel omewhal
dull. In fact for fast food freak 0 dt Paul 'Burger and Frie · Ste ens the
ituation wa developing uicidal proportion . II wa therefore no mall
celebration \\ hen on the even ing of Day Four we found a local woman
"ho wa willing 10 ' ell u polaloe • which made an immea urable
difference 10 dehydrnted heph rd pie. We w're now on the Eastern ide
of the range which meant that all of the Lre:un were principally nowme lt from the not 100 distant mountains and glaciers. This made for a
rather hilly ri \ er ems ing on Day Five. although mosl of lhe t.:am were
prob:lbl m re concerned with laying upright and nol going for a swim
in the knee deep water. II was not unsurpri ing however. to fi nd thal
0 dt James King ·cunning plan' to keep his boots dry by tepping into
a pla lie bm liner and attempting 10 huffie his way acros . proved 10 be a
re ounding fai lure. T he waler ti lter, wh ich by Day ix was becoming
increa ingly difficu lt to pump waler through . jammed defiant ly by the
end of the day. Thi put u onto our re erve method of purifying water
u ing iodine. whic h make for pa rt icul arly fou l ta tin g waler. II wa
therefore decided 10 cul out two of the half days that we had planned 10
have and make a concerted effort 10 fi ni h the circuit early. Con equently
a longer than expected Day ven made the po ibility of using donkey
all the more appealing. The tart of Day Eight entai led a 1200m climb
O\ er a di tance of 6km up 10 a pa at 4800m and it had been decided
before we et off that this factor alone made the climb a good cand idate
for our one try of whal it like 10 be a ciYilian wa lker. We located an
'arriero · or ·man with donkeys' in the village at the bottom of the p_a ,
pay ing him the equiva lent of £ 13 to take three donkeys to carry four
pack to the top of the pas . OCdt James King decided thal u ing
donkey . even for 6km, was cheating and carried hi pack 10 the lop
him elf. The rema inder of the team decl ined to j oin him in thi feat,
deci di ng lh at u ing do nkeys for a mo rni ng was · a ll part of the
experience'.
Thankfull y, Day ine looked like a hort day, beginning w ith ' hat
looked on the map like an easy 4km lope down to a river in the nex t
valley. Three hours later we had part fa llen, part hacked our way down to
th i river. having di covered that the path wa a little more disused than
we had anticipated. This put paid to our short day, although we con oled
ourselves by stopping at the village of Pacllon and drinking thei r entire
upply of coke. aturally the ight of coke and some choco late bars
cau ed a crowd of children to qu ickly materia lise. Unfortunate ly fo r

them. we decided that we were too hungry und they looked Lo well fed to
be able 10 prise any chocolate out of us. Finally on the last day, after the
la I SOOm climb. lhe pain of which cannot be pul into words, we arrived
back at hiquian.
The econd part of the expedition was to walk the Inca Trail. This
meant catching a flight. from Lima lo uzco in the centre of the country.
Using a combination of bus and truck we made our way to the tart of the
trail and ran into our fir 1 group of touri t . Most tourists have no
intention of carrying anything more lhan a day-sack and hire porters to
carry their kit. pitch their tents and cook their food for them . We quickly
di covered that for the best campsites we had 10 beat the porters to the
day's resting place and pitch our lent tirsl. Acclimati ed though we
were, racing porters who are exceptionally tit i quite a ta k. The cunning
tactic we therefore employed ' a 10 get up and moving far earlier lhan
the porters. Thi s wasn't loo difllcult as of course they had lo wa it for their
charge to wake up and ha e their breakfast first. T he porters
understandably have a counter tactic which we di covered as we arrived
at l 030hr on the penultimate day al the last campsite. Every piece of
a ai lable ground had sign drawn in the dirt to reserve tent space-.
aturally, all igns were duly ignored, a fact that launched Ca pt And y
Parfitt, into a healed debate with a porter on who shou ld pitch who e
tents where. U ing a bit of pigeon Spanish, much gesliculation, some
angry houling and a bit of nappy Lent erecting, lhc porter wa
·persuaded' to pitc h hi tent el ewhere. Reputedly the best sight of
Machu Picchu is at dawn from the · un Gate', which is an hour 's
walking from the fina l campsite. Unfortunately none of us can vouch for
this as when we arrived just before 0600, the city was covered with
cloud. Thi did lifl later in the day allowing u some good views of the
city. We were in agreement however, that Machu Picchu is a bil of an
anticlimax afier the Inca Trail . We all found that the most interesting and
enjoyable part was the trail it elf rather than the rui n al the end.
On return to Bri tain, it wa universally agreed that the expedition had
been both challenging and extremely enjoyable. Prior lo the expedition
a ll teams member , less Ca pt Ma tt Eve r e tt , haci not gained any
experience at high alti tude. Peru provided the chance to a cend higher
than is po sible in We tern Europe whil t nol need ing now and ice ski ll s.
Peru i a country of fantastic scenery and friendly people. lt is a great
place to visit and can be thoroughly recommended as a excellent
expedition de tination.

Maj P. D. Peel
WOl(RSM) S. P. M. Mitchell

19 1ECH BDE HQ & SIG SQ HAVE LA OED!
The quadron is now fu lly deployed in Kosovo with departmen ts and
detachments spread to the fo ur w inds. Support Tp is spl it between two
locations, Brigade Main at the Engi neering Faculty and Echelon at lhe
Bread Factory(\ ho ate all the pies!).
l'l'EW FROM THE
IVERSITY
Our arri va l in theatre has coincided with th e arrival of o ur new OC,
~ aj Peel a nd h is w ife Ka - we lco me. We a lso we lco me a nd
congratulate W02 (YofS) John Wright on his arri va l and recent marriage
lo K.a te _(he is now spending a well-earned honeymoon in Pristina - nice!).
Life m the T EC H/ LA /LAPD continues at a pace dea ling w ith the
numerous operati onal tasks th al come our way. These tasks are wide
ranging and include the laying of the cable infrastructure that supports the
operat ion to soldering pairs of broken sunglasses! LCpl Andy Langan
ha managed to squeeze an entire tour's diseases into two weeks, fir tly
there was the ca e o ftonsilliti then he stabbed himself in the hand before
slipping into a mild ca e of food poisoning. He has now been removed
from the 'sharp end' and i convalescing at EC H.....
BFBS are boostin g th e morale of all the sold iers w ith in theatre by
broaden! lmg req ue ts from loved one back home. The RSM is the latest
reci pient of one o f th ese heart-wa rmin g messages - includin g th e
Boy1.one song that accompanied it. The Foreman W02 Andy Williams
ha bee n exercisi ng his ri ght of appea l under th e Squadrons Eq ua l
Opportunities policy and categorica ll y denies being a ' Welsh Git'. Th e
·1cletubbies' fitn ess ca mpaign is now in full swing bul Foreman Ian
Outter on has taken it a stage fu rther as he has now enrolled on a Roya l
. fa rines 'Circus Strong-Man 's' course. All he needs to do now is actua ll y
open the book .....
As a footnote the remai nder of S I IQ Troop would like to welcome Sgt
\1ark Brundle 10 the Operation, albeit late ....... .
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ROVE R T R OOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. E. Toze
Tp S gt
S gt M. 'Zero parcels' O'Brien
Welcome to the Rover Troop Kosovo Experience. We begin our
magical mystery lour around this land of delight and discovery wilh tales
of daring as the members of Rover Tp pread themselves across theatre,
from lhe high mountains of Go Ies and the Dr Doliltle R RB crew to the
lipper city WEBAT boys. From the culinary delights of fish three times
a day al FfNBAT and the mixed sauna tag learn, lo the infamous cabbage
patch kids at CZECHRECCE. ot forgetting the <lets al ORBAT,
CA BAT, A RECCE and KRWA (Kosovo Rotary Wing Aviation
Unit). Special mention mu l go to lhe lroops very own special forces
armoured RRB crew at Suvi Bunar orth, who continue to undergo the
harsh training regime of daily snake identification lessons and beer and

TV deprivation. Not surprisingly the operational tram has begun to show
on some members of the Corps orthern Squadron. Cpl 'Can I ha\e a
goat boss?' Mu lligan , continues to harass the troop commander. who has
been heard muttering darkly about postings to Bcnbecula. ig 'Shaggy·
Palmer has begun hunting mice with a machete whilst ig P hil :\loore
continues to make lhe worst scoff in theatre. However, the Troop must
take ils hat off to Acting Field 1arsha ll ( ig) Ayto for the army urplus
self promotion scheme. nice try on. Back at the ech bat cave, the intrepid
re-sup team strive to supply every demand however small or large it may
be, from fuel to fly pray, carpel to cash.
gt M ick O'Brien i rapidly
becoming the Balkan 'Del-boy', and all KFOR bases have been alerted 10
lhe 'Scotsman bearing gills', or not a the case may be. Of particular note
was the waler melon salesman who short changed him the equivalent of a
few pence, being blissfully unaware of the Scots thrifty reputation. gt
'Mac' McG ibbon has tarted a devious campaign of dropping his partner
in crime in the proverbial, particularly with RMP ergeant majors, and
parading naked at every opportunity (especially on the bread factory
roof). The boss Lt Jez ' Lets have a briefing at 0 I 30hrs' Toze continue
lo receive more parcels than the U HCR, and cmises the highways in the
protective custody of LCp l ' I can do a tour with four pairs of pants'
Ha nki nson, although any more incidents on route dog and he may need a
couple more pairs.
Congratulations go to Sig 'Media Queen' Knowle and ig 'I've never
seen o many naked blokes in my life' Kemp, who have both got married
(although not lo each other). Also promotion ce leb rations for Cpl
M ulliga n, C pl 'Elvis the beast-master' Vickers, LCpl ' early a Siggy'
Langley and LCpl T ho mas. Finally we look fo rward to floppy hat PT on
Goles on Xmas morning and more of C pl Kev Duggans ' Turdis' fu nfair
rides.

ROYAL SIGNALS MILLENNIUM CELEBRATIONS
AT BLANDFORD 15-21 MAY

MULTI-NATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE)
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL SQUADRON
OPERATION AGRICOLA 2
qn Comd
RSM

that everyone has freshly laundered underwear, whilst the locally
employed cleaners are capable of a full muster parade in the morning.
Throughout all this, the Troop commander continues to try and compete
against the 13rigadier's ADC in the 'D ress like the hief of 1aff'
competition .
On a differen t note, congratulations must go 10 pl . ' cooler' Joni's
and Sgt A. 'Do I really have lo go to Paris on a two week course?' Smith
on their recent promotions. Best wishes also go oul to the recent throng
of troop marriages. including ig G. '2 1D' Rakoccvic, ig 'Just trying 10
improve my Albanian' Ca in and Cp l Cordon • Anyone for boiled
cabbage?' Alexa nd er. o doubt there will be more tidings from the HQ
Tp as we prepare for the move of the Headquarters at the end of October
the Pristina Mi llennium dome tent party, and the never ending quc t fo;
toilet ducks for lhe VIP ablution .

HEADQ ARTER TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. 'Chi cken haser' Griffiths
Tp SSgt
gt J. ' Puffing Billy' Smithur·st
A fler four weeks well earned leave, the member of th e new ly fo rmed
HQ Tp re turn ed to Cattc r ic k, ready to de par t for some serio u s
peacekeepi ng in th e Ba lkans. Well most of them . Un fo rtun ate ly Sig
Tommo 'Gringo' Thomas and Sig Taff 'Tequ ila' Lado 's grasp of worl d
time zones meant that whi lst everyone else was shaving off their holiday
goatees and donnin g their be rets, these two intern ational adventurers
were still sporting sombreros and droopy moustaches in Mex ico. Anyway
after this litt le hiccup and several delayed fl ights, (lhal o f cou rse were
nothi ng 10 do with the RAF) we all arri ved in downtown Prislina to take
over lhc eng ineering faculty of the Uni versity from 204 S ig Sqn . The
Troop was soon split up ready to depart to their va ri ous locati ons. LCpl
Strasse 'My' Street look hi merry band of armoured warri ors to thei r
Ech location, LCpl Chris ' ls anyone going to the Canadi an Rear Link?'
Bonham eventually wh ipped ig Kate Addy and th e rest of the radi o
room in to shape, and C pl Kev 'Fireman Sam' Kiff, LCpl 'Taff' Langley
and LCpl Dave ' The rave' Moore looked after the SAN's. lt was then
dow n lo th e se ri o us bus in ess of so rtin g o ut a ll th e s ta ff o ffic e r
requirement . From signpostin g drain , to ate ll ite TV, to stoppin g the
co nfe rence roo m door squea king, th ere was nothing too compl ex or
challenging fo r SSgt J. mithurst and his ga ng of Mr Fix it (apart from
ig '2 1D ' Rakocevic ra ising the Squadron pennant). There was also a bit
of com ms to ort out as well.
Everyone has now cttled down into a routine that should last al least
48hrs, but is definitely likely to change on arri va l o f anoth er 200 staff
officer fro m th e al iona l upp orl E le ment. T he w ho le T roop is
obviously loo kin g fo rwa rd to thi s imme nse ly, a nd is sure they will
continue the tradition of fillin g up the ' puffin g bill ys' after using them,
and not leav ing empty waler bolll es in lhe wash tent. Meanwhile gt .
' Hill 209' Hunt has nominated himse lf for al least two purpl e hearts afier
depl oying to a patro l base in a erb vill age for 36hrs. At th e same time
back in camp, Sgt J. ' Widow Twankey' mithurst has been ensuring
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A programme of sporting and socia l activities w ill take place at Blandford ove r the week 15-21 May, 2000, to celebrate the new
millennium. Th e events w ill be open to members of the serving Corps, both TA and Regu lar, and all units are encouraged to participate.
The programme w ill comprise of:

SPORTING COMPETITIONS
A number of sporting competitions will take place at, or around, Blandford and will include:
SOCCER
RUGBY
HOCKEY
GOLF
WINDSURFING
BADMINTON
SQUASH
SWIMMING
NETBALL
CRICKET
SAILING
TENNIS
BASKETBALL
JUDO
10 PIN BOWLING
Full details will be published nearer the date. In the meantime, if further information is required unit sports representatives should
contact the relevant Corps Sports Secretary as listed in The White List.

ATHLETICS
The annual Morrison Cup Competition will take place at the Blandford Sports Stadium on 18-19 May, 2000.

ALL RANKS PARTY, FUNFAIR AND FIREWORKS DISPLAY
There will be a huge all ranks party at Blandford Camp centre on the evening of Friday 19 May. Entertainment will include live bands,
discos, bars, restaurants, fairground rides and a fireworks display. The party will be open to all military personnel competing in or
watching the week's sporting and athletics competitions and to those who are based at Blandford.

FREEDOM OF BLANDFORD PARADE
On Sunday 21 May a representative contingent of LAND units, drawn primarily from 249 Signal Squadron, will exercise the Corps'
Freedom of Blandford. The parade will also involve a drive past by The White Helmets and include participation by Standard Bearers
from a number of Branches of The Royal Signals Association. Spectators from the serving and retired Corps will be most welcome.
INDIVIDUALS WISHING TO TAKE PART IN ANY OF THE ABOVE ACTIVITIES
SHOULD CONTACT THEIR UNIT ORDERLY ROOM AND ASK ABOUT

'THE CORPS MILLENNIUM CELEBRATIONS AT BLANDFORD'
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MULTI NATIONAL DIVISION (SOUTH WEST)
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPERATION PALATINE

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT
OPERATION AGRICOLA
HQIRA DE P RT 1E1 T, PRI TI A - by ig . revie ' Ware
fir t and foremo t we would like to ay fare\\ ell to W02 ·Tony'
Ba rr) and wish him all the be t in his po ting to I l ig Rcgt a RQM .
gt· te,e' Behan ha taken on the role a E hel n Mand is doing a
terling job, a. al o is
gt ·foggy' Dew hu r t who is running the
Q 1 . We'\'e recently acquired the company of Cp l ' pike I've d ne
Ko O\O on my own' lilliken on our team after he ha already worked
out here" ith the Italian, French, U and at the Apod and HQ KFOR. ig
'Virge' Verrill has returned from Rand Rand i till on/off with hi
cyber chick onya from Canada. Our department recently ran a bingo
night. which "en! d0\\11 very well. The chefs were run away winners
\\ ith the 250-DM flyer. Everybody' till working very hard thouglt, and
we 're all looking fon, ard now to our Ever-nearing return from theatre
back to Krefeld for some much needed time off.

The VOD GODs' HQ MT, Capt Cliffo rd and his gang
Q UARTER.MA T E R' (TECHNICAL) DEPA RTME T
OPERATIO ' AGRICOLA
QM
Capt (QM) Ray C ory
R M
\ 02 eil James
Things in theatre have now en tered the most hectic p hase, the
withdrawal of the Regi mental assets to Krefeld. Wi th stores stretched
from one end of the country to the other, the task ha at times seemed to
be almost impos ible. However, with the kills of the multi-regimental
team that has evolved from this operation, things cannot po sible go
wrong (we hope). A fond farewell to gt imon 'Gooner' Booth who i
po ted to l Di .
P : Where is the real OET? PPS: Abbo will sort it out for you. Also
goodbyes from theatre go to Sig 'Squeaky' Johnston (IV ' d to Krefeld).
Sig 'Chevron' 'olan, Good luck on your Tech course.
A warm welcome (picture the scene, its 40 in the shade) to new boy on
the block Des ·Road Runner' L a n g. De who has just finished a
marathon is now tarting on his box of Mars Bar . Last and not least Hi
to ig Claire Patton and her mate Sig Olive ·Ginger' MacLeod. Oh, and
ig Chri 1u grave. Capt Ray 'I've been here longest' Cory has now
returned back from R&R for a well deserved rest. W02 eil J ames who
came out to cover the 14 days over the QMs R&R is still here seven
weeks later. He's sorry now he on ly brought three pairs of pants. A
mention must go to gt. 'The Gasman' McDonald, from 3 (UK) Div Sig
Regt, who won the admiration and respect of the whole of Echelon for
his ability to shoot the furthest in the great egg race. To close a thank you
from all i~ the QM's to Maj Pierre 'allo allo' Britton, I Sig Bde, for the
Photocopier and Hoover.

TECH I AL MAI TE A CE TROOP
Well the ·operational' Deployment i drawing to a close and whilst
many peoples thoughts are on the impending return to civili ation and the
pleasures that await i.e: Running HOT water and the like. TM Tp are still
providing the highly competent and professional crvice which they have
been providing ince day one. To augment our trcngth there have been
many new arrival to help balance the gap lcfl by the departures to good
old Krefcld. We ' ould like to welcome gt Shaun ook - traight from
orthem Ireland and out to Theatre and his wife Belinda (who isn't in
theatre!) Talk about out of the frying pan and into the fire! Also welcome
to gt Paul 'ewell from AFCENT (about time he earned his T pay) and
to LC pl's Dan Stein and Kev Taylor, both traight from the sausage
factory. Welcome to one and all and we hope that you all enjoy your tours
with The Flagship Regiment of the Corp !
With many element of the Regiment now back in Krefeld several
Troop members ha e left Kosovo to tart the running of the Brand New
' orkshops. After seven months of penance gt Ia n Middlemiss (with a
tear in his eye) bade a fond farewell to hi 9 x 9 and is now as we peak
(through forked tongues) trying to make ure that all the test equipment
tays where it i (in the store room). De pile our hectic work chedule the
morale of the Troop who remain to man the 'Thin Red Line' remains
high, Ca pt (TOT) Dave 'Staff I need a Favour' O'Bria n has recently
been spotted wearing a rather natty pair of des y wellies. 'lt' what all the
happening cats are wearing,' (Yeah OK). On the ubject of Basha 's Sgt
Colin ' ave the black rat' Forester is nearing the end of his spon ored
sleep out, l 57 nights and till going strong, keep it up pal we know you
can last out!
All ' ork and no play as we all know makes Jack a dull boy so one
Saturday evening the Troop organised an Inter-Departmental Games
night. Due to the Two can rule several well known games had to be
dropped. However, with a little bit of application and thought severa l new
and untried games were put into the competition . The evening turned out
very well. However, gt J ohn Brady did have a few sticky moments
explaining to the LAD that they couldn't get a double port as they had got
the nail into the log first. (Two can rule lads!) The tool was a favourite
event for many people, C pl Bobby H ill and LCpl Da n Hin e were having
quite an enjoyab le time running the game especially when the QM got up
to have his go. Everybody was rather impressed with the score he
achieved (not bad for an old un) until it wa pointed out that he was using
the girlie weight!
Well if the movers can get it right we should be out of here very soon
and we are all looking forward to our post Op Leave and Christmas at
home with our fami lies, to those of you out there in reader land who are
deploying over here soon you can have it and ENJOY!

S ig Lockwood
in Brazda (Slankovatch 1) refugee camp and young recru it

CO
Lt Col Ian Griffiths
RSM
WOI (RSM) Terry Crane
This current roulcmc~t of MND (SW) HQ and Sig Regt has seen the
coming together of a variety of units from the Corps. It is a 20 Annd Bde
deployment and 200 Sig Sqn arc here in force with some 120 personnel
deployed. Back-filling of the po ts required has been provided by 249 Sig
qn (AMF(L)), with l 00 personnel deployed, and some 3 O personnel
from I (UK) Armd Div HQ and Sig Regt. There has a izeable
contribution from the TA, including 10 from 38 Sig Regt (V) - the CO's
own unit.

Waiting for the off
The CO, RSM and others 'somewhere in Germany'
Despite the hectic state of affairs during the hand-over period and
after, the Regiment ha managed to keep up a steady run of event to
break the 'ground hog day' syndrome in BLMF. Fir t came the epic
struggle between the gt ' Mes and the Corporal . Events for the day
ranged from basketball, football, rowing, volley ball and the obscure new
Olympic sport of mat dragging. Sadly the event proved too much for
some of the ageing S CO' and the Corporals narrowly won the day
which ended with a well de erved two cans. ext the Regiment played
host to dignitaries from aero Bosnia at the Multicultural Evening
featuring the Royal ignal very own Capt C hris Pre ton blowing hi
O\ n trumpet and a star impromptu appearance by Sig 'Elvis' G allagher.
Finally the All Ranks Vietnam ight which proved to be a huge success
owed to the excellent enthusiasm hown by all in their fancy dres and
the organi ation of the event. The angar style bar and the live band set
the ccne, and e ery one proceeded to have a brilliant night.
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The Regimenta l teams hand-over
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W01 (RSM) Terry Crane and Maj Ian Dudd ing
with members of the school
MND ( W) SIG R E GT FOOTBALL TEAM
Since the arri al of the Regiment a real effort ha been made to form a
team from the variou units deployed in BLMF. The tea m ha so far
played three matche w ith arying degrees of succes . We managed to
beat the Dutch I 3G 6- l in the first match and then lo t to the Czech I 3G
5-3 in the econd one. By far the most enjoyable match ha been agai nst
one of the local teams. Played on a very difficu lt surface it was a hard
match with the li kes of the Adjt, Capt 1 iall tokoe doing his bit up front
and Cpl ' I've got the best body in Banja Luka' Robertson po ing in the
middle of the park. T he match ended in a three-all dra\\ , but only after the
referee, WOl (R M) Terry Crane, had awa rded a pena lt y to the
Regimental ide in dying eco nds. Mo re game and match report to
fo llow.

'r

WHEN YOU MOVE,
ARE POSTED
OR LEAVE THE CORPS
LET US KNOW YOUR
NEW ADDRESS
W02 Beva n SSM in Brazda refugee camp, May '99

GS PROJECT - K LJA 1 SCHOOL
The GS project at the Ku ljani school ha been handed over to the
Regiment from the previous incumbents. The project ha been well
supported in the past and the effortS of WOI (R M) Terry rane and
Maj Ian Dudding. have ensured that it has retained this level of upport.
Smee our arrival m theatre there have been a number of vi its to the
school. These visit have involved the donation of outdoor furniture
painting of the school and the provision ofa new roof. Mot recently tw~
new computers have been donated. Our resident PT!, L Cpl 'Gym Queen·
Do uglas ha also helped to run PT session with the pupils. Money for
these projects has all been raised through the hard efforts of our
predecessors and events run by soldiers now deployed with the Regiment.
Soldiers from the Regiment have also willingly devoted their free time to
help with projects at the school.
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MND (SW) HQ & Sig Regt team prior to the match
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\I D ( W) ' I ."iAL Q ADRO
qn Comd
laj loin tanden
:\I
\ 02 (
1) Ken larsh
Goodbyes and hellos for the quadron go rcspccti,cly 10 W02 (FofS)
\nd\ ·we are Warriors' Forbes (even from the non rugby players) who
pack. hi· bucket and ,pndc and head off for sunny audi, making space
m the hot .'eat for W02 (FofS) Andy Do' on.
CO\l~IL

TROOP - by LCpl "Smudge. Smi1h
Tp Comd
Lt Rhidian Jone
Tp gt
gt Jim Crabb
.
.
.
It seemed like "e had only been on our Hill Top uc for five mmutes
"hen the 12 'v1cch Reece team were on ite checking it over, not that we
"ere complaining. \.10 t of the time here days just merge int a blur but
we're already halfway through the tour and the Gol?en Doss Bag Award
could still be anyone' . The gym ha rec ntl been ki tted out o when !lot
a ·Ieep it' time 10 pump iron - Van Damme beware! As for the runnmg
route there's more up and down than a Da id Ginola match. We .have
also acquired a at Phone y tem for calls .to our loved one: . Bemg a
cheap kale selling the phone card and tickmg to.blueys 1 still ~he~ t
option. The new addition to the det (Puppy and kitten) are growing fast
and our weekly rubbi h mountain ha now been halved thank to them.
All that remain i for them to get properly det trained!
IC TJO,

Finally a fond fa rewell to the outgoing 50 I crew pl Jase Beattie and
' 1ac ' MacDona ld, LCpl Carl Turner and ig ' Toby Ju gg ' Dudley
and welcome to the hristma crew of C pl ' Loddy' Jones, LCpls 'TafT'
Jenkins and Ben ' Elton ' Whitley, Sigs • cousc' Bennet and ·Jaffa'
J effe r son. on gratulaiion s to L pis Dave Haskel.I, 'Golden Boy'
Sa mu e l, hri s Noviss and ' Lo ddy· .To nes on bein g sel ect ed fo r
promotion.
HEADQ ARTERS TROOP
Tp omd
2Lt Hannah Tacon
Tp gt
S gt Mark Yates
On arri al in Banja Luka in August it' as a case o r; ' Oh no. not aga in !'
by the old sweats and 'What are we doing.here?' by the first !lmers. FofS
•Just the man· Forbc started by explain111g that he hates cowboys and
the theatre T' o an Rule. The Troop quickly got to work on th e
di ciplinc front with gt 'Where are .my round s' Tye gaining a mere
£1000 fine. On the work front both mamtenance team have been out on
the ground for e eral weeks on a winLeri s aLio1~ pr?gramme which has
pro ed to be highly uccess ful on the commun1cat1on side but not o
good on the road runs a Sgt Gill 'I' e got NOTH ER p~1ncture ' Bro~n
can testify. With nearly half of the tour o er everyone is now th111k 1ng
where wi ll ' e be this time next year and will Cp l Leanne Barker have
tucked her birt in by then or will Cpl 'Half a job' Hill actually complete
a ta k. Finally hello 10 Sigs 'Basil Brush ' Keen and 'Pochahontas'
Pidhajeckj z (no thi isn ' t a typing mistake!).
SUPPORT SQ ADRO
qn omd
Maj I. D. Dudding
qn S M
W02 (SSM) Andy Alla~
A special farewell from the Squadron, ~eg1men~ and. all from ?O. Bdc
goe to W02 (RQM ) Chris Drew who JUmps ship mid tour to JOln 16
Air Assault Bde on promotion.
MOTOR TRA SPORT - bl' LCpl Mick Taylor
ince arri ving on a four nlonth tour of Bosnia in the infam<Tus BLMF
we have been on a non-stop roller coa ter ride. With WOl (TCWO)
Du ne ·where's your seatbelt' Graham at the helm and Sgts Andy ' Peter
Pan ' Pa li no and Robbo 'Mines are U ' Robin s on at his ide the
challenge is to control a crew of assorted soldiers pulled in from all arm .
Along with the usual handful of~ ignals lads , there 's the RL~
contin gent and even a couple of Engineer . After. the usual few day tip
toeing around new faces, everyone got on fine wuh the u ual character
coming out after the strictly enforced two cans. ig ' Cheeky cockney con
man ' Kino has developed a bad habit of taking on the form of Frank
Butcher th~ moment beer touches his lips and LCpl Mick Taylor who
looks li ke being the only person ever 10 come lo theatre and not travel a
mile. The TCWO seem to have glued bim into the chair in the Transport
Contro l Cell. With the gelling to know you time out of the way it was
time for work, sorting the MT from the clapped out steam ~ngine ii was
to the fine smooth running operation it is now. The leammg curve for
some of the younger drivers has been a steep one with the road conditions
and loca l drivers never failing to su rprise us with their drivin g skill
which can only be compared to fairground dodgems al time . T hat sa id
the lad have all managed well with only a few close shaves 10 confess to.
Other than that things are going well and our time here is fast comi ng lo
an end. We ' re all looking forward to a break at Xmas and for the 249
boys sunny orway awaits us sometime in January.

It's a dogs life! Cpl Simon Kenny and Boris
at Banja Luka West hill top RRB

MOBI LE T ROOP - by Cpl Chris Noviss
Tp Comd
Lt Paul Rand ell
Tp S gt
SSgt teve G riffiths
Life on tour began at a frantic pace with C pl Da e T hompson holding
a runaway AFV 436 6km down treacherous mountain roads saving the
life of the Troop QC - not quite important enough to earn another
commendation! ot to be outdone the B Fleet sent forth LC pl Daz
\\ a lker who totalled the GOC's new issan Patrol, this all in week one!
The carnage continued with LC pl K elly MacG regor breaking ber ankle
and gelling casevac'd. Once things quietened down the Troop embarked
on Ex Mailed Fist, a brazen auempl 10 escape BLMF for 48hrs,
deploymg tbe Light HQ to Coralici and a RRB to Gola P. Things started
to get interesting when the Troop QC became geographically
embarras. ed and we found ourselves in Croatia. After an hour spent
trying to rc-cros the border we were underway again, the HQ reaching
Coralici and started comms testing under the guidance of C pl Mat ' With
Wings' Witha m. Meanwhile the RRB crewed by Sig eil Heritage and
myself was still on the road . After coming across a JCO vehicle that had
crashed, the opportunity to get off the Exercise was seized and we gave
assistance until they were recovered, the RRB managing to reach Gola P
before Endex.
The Troop returned to BLMF the following day and the escape
committee i> no\\. planning for Ex Joint Resolve, a Div Exercise at the
end of October. Aside from barbies, plastic palm trees, urinals, fire bells
and tbe A Fleet's epic 360krn road run to Drvar (with no breakdowns!!)
life m the Troop continued to be a mundane existence with the exception
of ig Jim 'Elvi.' Gallagher's first prize in the 'Dancing ajig in front of
the GO and assembled dignitaries whilst waiting on' competition.
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LAD - by W02 (AQMS) Eddie Mclellan
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn have been deployed to the FRY for
almost two months now. As lead unit the REM E cover was to come from
20 Armd Bde REME LAD, and so to Bo nia I deployed ' pre-advance'
with Sgt Ricky Goss of the URS , eagerly an1icipa1ing what was in tore
for us. Considering the last time I was in theatre was Op Grapple I
(swing lilly light - pull up a sand bag!), I was to see a miraculous change
in what I last saw as a war torn country! The hand-over was made easy
by the outgoing unit havin g done mu c h preparation (no .b ig bones
sticking too far out of the closet!). A few days of peace and 11 was time
for the lads to arrive. No sooner was one flight in, than another followed
and so on until all MND (SW) HQ & Sig Regt personnel were fully in
barracks. It was noted that tradesmen had been attached from 249 Sig
Sqn (AMF(L)), B Coy 1 Roya l Scots, 6 RMP, 14 Sig Regt(EW), I Regt
AAC, TA and Reservists. To top it all, the ED's have been attached LO the
LAD for administration purposes and God, did they need it! In the~r
eagerness to get manpower into theatre, 249 had even ca1o led their
civilian fitter Andy ' Arthur' Pend ragon into coming out a a reservist 1!
We are still trying to persuade him he's on ho liday and when he gets back
he hould try for the ' Freebie' to Norway.
Joking apart, the lads have been magnificent, and have gelled together
better than anyone wou ld expect co nsi dering the widespread areas of
expert ise employed . Since arriving in theatre, they have reduced a large
inherited workload (through stores dema nds - we're not slagging you off
I Mech, honest!) and are findi ng more and more time to concentrate on
the cosmetic side (No, not wearing make-up!). On average 300+ vehic les
pass through the LAD per month with approximately another 70 for PRE.
The URS lads are processing anything up 10 and abo e 1400 demands
and the RSM is ordering more nut and boll men and pre entation pieces
than we can cope with.
Life's not all hard work though . Being tasked as IC Adventure
Training for the Regiment, most of the LAD fn and J CO's have either
been on or are going to BRAC Lo enjoy the rigours of man ly outdoor
pursuits. On top of this, we have been attending ES Leadership Trai ning
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Days, EFP thres ho ld te s ts, driver trainin g for ED ' !TD train ing,
Regimental PT and much, much, more (Great sell, Q. Soon they ' ll all
want LO come here. NOT! ).
20 ARMOURED BRIGADE
HEADQUA RTERS A D SIG AL SQUADRO (200)
Sq n Comd
Ca pt . J. O'Kelly
Tp SSgt
SSgt H. Ca pplema n
IL bas been a busy couple of weeks for the rear party, with everyone
deploying in the middle of August on Op Palatine. Back in sunny
Paderborn the OC, Ca pt ick O'Kelly, and Tp SSgt, SSgt Hank
Capplcnian have kept the rear party busy. Watch out MT, his knee is
nearly fixed and as soon as it is he' II be on the first flight out.
On the function side we have had a popular barbecue and a picnic for
the wives of the Squadron and Brigade HQ. All of the e proved very
popular (especially the bouncy castle for the 'Big Kids ' amongst us,
th ank you Shelly and Sharon) and plans are set in place to have a
function every two weeks for the duration of the deployment. The next
big bash is planned for Halloween, so all of your wives will have dusted
of their broomsticks in time 10 make it a really successful event. On
Saturday 22 and Friday 24 September the wives committee hosted ' The
Big Brew' in aid ofSAFFA Forces Help in the Families Room and raised
DM200. A big thank you to Anna Standen and Corrine Drew and all
those that ass isted.
We would like 10 welcome some new members of the rear party and
quadron. W02 (RQMS) Beech and his family join u for 16 Sig Regt.
C pl Adele and LC pl Dave Robins join u from 7 Sig Regt accompanied
by their son Lyndon. Hello to gt Jim Bean and hi wife Tanya.
Welcome also to Sgt igel Murray, Sigs Roy Brown, Bobby Hancock
and Pte Leighton O'Callaghan. A big congratulations from the rear
party to LCpls Si Harris, Dave Haskell and Dave Robins on their
election for promotion to Corporal. Finally congratu lations to ig Cath
Blatcher on her recent marriage, and from all the Squadron wives 'Keep
up the good work, keep the letters com ing and fo r those who haven't
already had it, looking forward to R&R'.
249 SIG AL SQUADRO - ACE MOBJLE FORCE (LA D)
QC Rear Party
Capt(QM) Ray Patrickson
Rear Party SSgt
SSgt Chris Martin
With more than two thirds of the Squadron deployed and no vehicles,
having cunningly off- loaded our entire 110 fleet prior to deployment, you

might be forgiven for thinking that life in Bulford was a little qu1c1. • ot
so. Approximately 30 of the Squadron have deployed with 7 Armd Bde
HQ and Sig qn to Poland on Ex Ulan Eagle. ·orway preparauon
continues, as this years deployment will be a full FTX a Y.ell as the
usual ki and Survival courses. There has also been time for a little
light-hearted activities - including the new policy of opening the
Squadron bar on Thursday after work. This is of course for the good and
benefit of the Squadron as ii raises much needed PRI funds .
HELICOPTER DU Kl G DRILLS - by LCpl 'Johnny ' Whitro11
Since the deployment of the Squadron to Bosnia, LCpl ' ick 'You
ain't seen me right! ' Jenkins has decided to put our live at risk at every
opportunity with his crazy activities. His latest brainchild was Helicopter
Dunking Drills at RNAS Yeovillon. This idea was met with a range of
emotions from excitement to pure fear. A good example of the latter
being Sig ' PJ' Lee who felt it necessary to test his breath holding kills
the night before, finding to his horror that 12 seconds was all he could
muster. His nerves exploded when, in the briefing at Yeov11ton, the
instructor remarked, ' You would probably have ten seconds air time if the
helicopter landed in a muddy puddle in the desert.' After a quick change
of underwear he was ready to go. The main thrust of the day was the
actual simulator drill , four dunks rangi ng from the straight drop to the,
' Ob ... .lel's roll you upside down and turn the lights offi' Even though
there was much apprehension most of the team escaped unharmed. much
to the disappointment of Doctor Evi l - ick Jenki ns.
There were only two disappointments that mu t be mentioned for the
purposes of public ridicule. Cpl ' ic- ac · Clifton the quadron PTI,
who, apparently through no fault of his own had a mechanical failure
with his armbands and decided that one dunk was enough for him.
Secondly there was the infamous breath holding champion himself Sig
Lee. Who, after some gentle persuasion by LCpl Johnny 'Get in there or
I' ll drown you my elf' W hitrow, completed two dunk uccessfully.
Unfortunately it came to an end when Sig ' Houdini ' Robertso n decided
to take an unscheduled AAFI break when we were !Oft deep, up ide
down, and in the pitch black - the thought of drowning crossed more than
Sig Lee's mind. That said he did well, confronted his fears and survived.
The day was an enjoyable break from the norm and we all took
something away from the training - especially those who 'enjoyed' the
near-death experience. A final mention for Sig Lee who managed to
break his breath holding record by ten seconds. We eagerly await LCpl
ick Jenki ns's next plan to reduce Squadron manning.
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How much will you be
earning in 2 years' time?
"Computer specialists expect panic in 2000. The £
British Computer Society predicts that
programmmers paid £350 a day at present will £
be able to command £1000 a day in £
•
2000."*
:'WJ To find out whether you have the aptitude £
~ to become a computer programmer, £
~~ contact Computeach International to£
~
day. Computeach specialises in
£
£
~ programming and systems analysis £
training and has enabled thousands of ,
£ people from widely-differing ~ackgrounds to enter £
rewarding computing careers. Previous experience,
£
£ qualifications, age, race or gender are not important. What
£
you need are determination and aptitude.
£
£ Computeach can easilytest your aptitude - and if you ve got £
it, "How much could you be earning in 2 years' time?" £

~£
0800 &57 &57 i
£
* Source: Financial Times September '97
~£
£ Computeach International Ltd. Est. 1964 £

£
£

For a free information pack telephone
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~J... School

S

Boys & Girls

7 to13
at Kinlet Hall, Kinlet, Bewd.ley, Worcs ovtz JAY
Small Cla.Jsts • Slllbilily • Expert help f or Dyslaia/SpUJ • Sports &
Riding in our 110-acre grounds• Many Artistic & Cullural ActMIUs •
Hospitality & fun for thou in aJ ueals I half-tums • Our own escorts ID
all UK ttlrports • An Etltas of Discipline, Kindness & Tolerance

Tel. 01299 841230 - www.moffats.co.uk

Battlefield Tours
f or

Regimental Associations, TA's & Serving Units
Regimental Battle Honour Tours 4 days £149
Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai 3 days £99
Normandy & Arnhem 4 days £149
Tailor-made & Self Drive Itineraries
Galina International Battlefield Tours
40 Bridge treet Row Che 1er CH I I
Te l: 01244 340777

A

Official Tour Operators to the Normandy Veterans Assoc1at1on
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JEA
FOR GE1 E D Y - 8 OCTOBER 1999
by Sig Stokoe
On Friday October, 225 ig Sqn held a fund ra_ising day for the Great
Ormond treet charity 'Jean for Gene Day'. This worth' h1le cause 1s
rai ing money for research and to make a breakthrough m finding
effecti\·e therapie and long term treatments for the many recogni ed
genetic disorders, including cy tic fibros i , haemophilia. sic.kle cell and
baby in the bubble syndrome. Unfortunately some of these illnesses are
life threatening and ome hold no treatment a yet. Our role imply
entailed the whole quadron coming to work in jean and paying one
pound coward the charity. Money was al o rai ed by n:1Y elf and Cpl
Cecil selling a variety of doughnuts, cake and buns 111 the foyer of
HQ I. The total amount raised was £300. I would like to thank
everybody for donating towards the charity and all tho e who helped out
"ith the running of the day itself.
THE BRAE 1AR GATHERING
THE 1999 HIGHLA D GAMES - by Sig Grills
l had just returned from a week in the Brecon Beacons, only to find
that it was a quick turnaround then I was back on the road again to travel
to otland, for the impressive Braemar gathering. We et off bright 3!1d
early in the morning in search of the Lame Ferry and from there to a bnef
admin stop at gt Jimmy Fox's house in Dundee, before arriving at our
final destination of Barry Budden Training Camp. After we had quickly
sorted out place to sleep and a quick change of clothe , we grabbed our
be t pulling kit and headed off to Dundee town centre for some hard
training with a Dundee civilian team. After a coup le of days of the
Dundee 'Mardi Gras', we moved on along the long windy road to
Braemar, encompassing ome of the most beautiful views nature bas to
provide, ('Trigger' take note, drivers use both bands on the steering
wheel whil t on roundabouts). After we established ourselve in a very
Gucci campsite, with tents pitched, camp fire roaring and the team ready
for ome last minute training, we were disapprovingly informed that we
were actually pitched in a car park. The bearer of the bad news just
bappened to be a bloke in a frock, (I'm told it's a kilt, but if it wasn't for
the beard J think Cpl 'Dangerous Brian' McLean would have tried to
chat him up). So we moved again to a better spot just outside the village,
next to the river and finally pitched our base camp there. That evening we
went into Braemar for a route recce, during which time we had a look at
the arena and the local hostelries. Whilst in town we met up again with
two of the members of the Dundee training team. Al this point we wou ld
like to expres a big thank you to both Stevie and Davey, both from
Dundee, for their help and the good festivities we all enjoyed whilst in
Braemar. o doubt we will meet up again next year, so bring the beers
lads. The day of the event fell upon many a sore head, as we upped sticks
and moved to the venue for the games. The weigh-in was at about 9
o'clock, we weighed in about 20 kilo 's short of the 640 mark. However,
we naturally commiued the team anyway.

Pre pull pep talk
Having been told to be back for I 0.30, we strolled off as a team to
make up for the missing weight by loading with big breakfasts and
burger , and at outside a cafe watching the bands of the Pipes and
Drums marching toward the arena. By this time, the town was alive with
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touri t and locals alike. We also met up with another friend of Sgt Fox's
friends , who had jus t walked approximately 29 mil es acrnss the_
Highland heading for Aviemore - only to be told that he was slightly oft
route and actually in Braemar! We returned from our food boost lo the
arena ready for our prearran ged I 0.30 start , only lo be told that th e
timing had been brought forward for the first end to start at I 0.00, thu s
the ATOWO refused to let u pull. We were then entered into the Falling
Plate pull off. When our time came we marched into the arena only to
face the mighty wrath of 4 RI R. We had a very good pull , but were
beaten by two pull to nothing.

15 Signal Regiment's Tug O' War Team in action
So that was the rather sudden and unfortunate end lo our Hi ghland
Games, so from there we moved back to Barry Budden Camp, grabbed
our kit and began a night's commiserating. Then it wa back lo the
Province and back to work. Rest assured we will be back next season,
intent on victory. Team member were: Lt ' Performance and cocktail '
Balfour (Manager), Sgt ' Honest John' Fox (Coach), Cpl ' Knuckles'
' icholls, Cpl 'Dangerous Leprechaun' McLean, Cpl 'Go on love, do it
for mummy!' Williams, LCpl 'Boy Wonder' Robson, LCpl 'Parmesan
Milkshake' Wooton-Jones, Sig ' Mad Iri sh Fiesta Driver' Orr and finally
myself, Sig 'Paddy Pantsdown ' Grills.
EXERCISE MOU TAJ FIN - by LCpl Milne
At 0430hrs on a dark, dismal morning in late August, ten members of
HQ I and 15 Sig Regt left Lisburn heading for the Brecon Beacons
ational Park. Ex Mountain Finn was designed to practice and test
individuals in basic navigation skill , and develop teamwork and
leadership skills. That was the plan! What should have been a simple,
uneventful journey turned out to be something of all epic. After arriving
on the mainland, we began the tedious journey along the M6 to Brccon .
As we reached Wigan, both vehicle were in need of a fuel re-sup, so the
hunt was on for the mandatory 'Shell Garage'. Aller what seemed like an
eternity (and with the help of several police patrol cars and locals) we
managed to locate what must have been the only Shell garage in that part
of the North of England. Fully re-fuelled (vehicles and occupant ) we
embarked again on our journey. The remainder of the day was fairly
uneventful until we reached the Brecon Beacons. Having driven the
entire length (and occasionally the breadth!) of' the country and with only
15 miles to go, it all went horribly wrong. Sig Jamie Goulty decided he
would attempt to place his vehicle inside the rear of the preceding
Minibus, learn ing the hard way that two into one definitely docs not go!
His vehicle was totally immobilised , but thankfully there were no
injuries, and the job of shuttling ten personnel along with kit and
adventure training stores began. Finally, at around 21 OOhrs, we had
established a base camp at Tal-Y-Bonl, and we settled down (or at least
some of us did) to a well deserved night's sleep.
The following day we set out on our first walk, which was to cover a
distance of about 20kms. The weather was not good, (what would you
expect in Brecon in August?) and there were many shouts of, 'If it's not
raining, it's not training!' etc. At the end of our first walk, we all returned
to our base camp in order to prepare for the real training: Brecon by
moonlight! We all passed that phase with flying colours, and the
following day we awoke to scorching weather, which definitely did NOT
help our hangovers. However, a good walk was just what we needed to
clear our heads. A special mention must go to lg Staple-Miles (S&M?)
for being the Worlds biggest lightweight. On Su nday we took a trip to
Hay-On-Wye, and conquered Hay Bluff (might as well have been
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Everest!) before attempting Lo educate ourselves in the town's bookshops
and bookshops and bookshops.
Monday saw the biggest challenge of the week: 'The Fan Dance'. We
had decided to finish in style, a nd climb to the Lop of Pen -Y-Fan, the
highest peak in the Brecon Beacons, not once, but twice. The route was
very straightforward, sta rt at the bottom on one side straight over the top
to the bottom of the other s ide, turn around and do it a ll again! The
weather was extremely kind to u , and the temperature soared making the
wa lkin g quite difficult. Howe ver, we all managed to more or less
complete the route, and the view from the top of The Fan was well worth
the effort. The day finished with a relaxin g sw im in Brecon, before
returning to our Base Camp for a good night's sleep before beginning the
long trip, tired and aching, back to Li sburn . Special thanks must go to
gt Craig Marlowe, Sgt igel Smith and Sgt 'Tug' Wilson for
organising a few days away from the rigour of ' Data Entry ' and to Sig
'Paddy' Grills for being the man at the back!
HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO
MOTOR TRA SPORT TROOP
This last period has seen members of the Troop come and go in what
has been a very busy time for those of us who are left. We welcome LCpl
'Latfs' Lafferty and LCpl ' Scouse' Latham who join us from 8 Bde and
3 Bde respectively. LCpl hawn Watson and his lovely wife Tina, who
have arrived from 21 Sig Regt, a nd then finally Sig Charlie Lister from
30 Sig Regt. May your tour be a happy one. Whil s t LCpl Mick
Partridge and LCpl 'F itz' Fitzpatrick take it easy in Sunny Blandford
on their trade reallocation course to Tel e Mech. Congratulations a nd
co mmiseration '~ go to Sig ' Huggs' Huggett for his commendable
attem pt al 264 election - better luck next time. Impending postings are
due for ig Ian Holmes to 7 Bde, Sig Keith Lovell to 7 Sig Regt, ig
' Huggs' Huggett to 249 Sig Sqn, Sig 'Tetley ' Cross ley to 11 Sig Regt
and finally LCpl Gaz Evans to 2 Sig Regt. We all wi h you well.
225 SIG AL SQUADRO
ORTHERN IRELA D TRlATHLO CHAMPIO SHlPS 1999
Friday I 0 September 1999, the big day. Had we trained e nough? Had
we packed all the kit? Would the bike bold together? All these questions
and many more were running through our heads as we et off on a cold
blustery morning. Ballykelly wa our destination and with only three
teams entered in th e Minor Units competition the crack 225 triathlon
team comprising Capt ick Yardley, Capt Robin Carpenter, Sgt Chris
Benson and Sgt Stu Murray had great aspirations of securi ng second
place a news had filt ered through that the ladie from 15 Sig Regt had
pulled out. First into the pool was Capt Robin 'The fish ' Carpenter, a
he set off on the 500m swim everything was going according to plan.
Then, after a strenuous three length he decided maybe swimming wasn ' t
hi thing afler all and called it a day (how do Marines survive if they fall
out of their boats?) The other three triathlon demigod uccessfully
completed the swim and the 20km cycle ride, which turned out to be 20
mile with a gale thrown in for good measure. ext came the 5km run
(Who measured thi s course?) and hopes \ ere high of a good fini h until
Chris ' Omar' Benson ('Omar back, Omar leg') had to pull out with a
bad back. Only kidding Chris. So only two of our legend finished but a
good day was had by all and I think we have another convert to the spon
in Capt ick Yardley who appeared to enjoy himself no end.

of Officers, the department has been rushed of its feet. Welcome to \\ 02
(RQM ) Andy 'Got any fags' Hartley, who had to move all of 500
metres from 39 Inf Bde and Sig Sqn, hope you enjoy time with us in the
stores world . Also a sad farewell to W02 Paul ' addam the Taxi Dnver'
Downie, the old RQMS who has had to walk up a night of ta1rs to his
new all important position ofSSM. A small message from the department
to the SSM - Sir, you·ve changed! As expected the Board of Officers ran
moothly, due io the preparation involved in the weeks beforehand. It \\35
nice to see Sgt Jimmy ' Och no, call the RMP ' fox in work for a week
or two during the preparation, glad to see you had time between Tug o·
War, resettling and leave! The real work was put in by the J COs,
namely Cp l Shane ' Old Sweat' Acker, Cpl Ian 'I don't want Lo go on a
road trip ' Bennet and L pl Jo 'Don't stress me out, I'm giving 111
smoking' Quinn. Well done everyone. The quadrons' two resident
drivers, collectively known as Happy Meal are still working long hours,
and more importantly keeping us entertained. LCpl Kev 'Chip on my
shoulder' James has finally put in his paperwork to sign off after
threatening to do so for the past year, and LCpl Daz ' ugget' Pullen is
trying very hard lo gel himself certified officially in ane. Capt 'Chippy'
Carpenter is still doing his ' thing' in the Security Office, although he
has lost W02 Kev ' Crusty Old Tart' Connor, who has gone back to join
the real world of the Territorials! Sgt Ian 'I'm nicer than Bob Palmer'
Frame, and our resident clerk Alison are still making sure our mail gets
through, and doing all the other fine things that clerks do in the Squadron
Office.
ECHO TROOP - by Cpl Wailes
September saw the hosting of the annual 15 Sig Regt Sports Persons
Dinner. Echo Tp was well represented with SSgt Dunn, Cpl Waites and
LCpl Halliday all receiving Regimental Colour for football from the
Commanding Officer and Cpl Hill receiving Colours for Tug o' War. The
Tug o' War team deserves special mention , being built around a core of
Echo Tp personnel and doing well despite the stiff competition at the
prestigiou Braemar Gathering. The Troop also provided the meat of 225
Sig qn 's succe sful CO's Cup Football, (SSgt Dunn, SSgt Piears, Cpl
Waites, Cpl Hill, Cpl Burton, LCpl HaUiday) and partially uccessful
CO' Cup Rugby, (SSgt Dunn, SSgt Mars, Cpl Waites. Cpl Evans, Cpl
Al dred , LCpl Marshall, LCpl Woodhouse) team . Congratulation
must go to LCpl Keen and LCpl \ aites, who both passed the ection
Commander's FIBUA In tructor course. LCpl Waites is the first female
of any rank in the British Army to have passed !hi course. A brief hello
to the many who ' ve arrived and an even briefer goodbye to tho e who
have left us.
GOLF TROOP
The past few months have seen a change in the structure of the Troop,
with the amalgamation of the projects department (SECO) and IT
Support Group (ITSG) into the Troop. Our new Technical Adjutant Capt
Ian Hargreaves with his 21C, W02 (FofS) Tony Jenkin now
commands the newly formed Troop. This new structure gives greater
cohe ion of technical support for the Squadron allowing improved
co-operation and planning for all operational ta ks. The projects ection
i now headed up by the newly promoted SSgt Gaz Walker with help
from Cpl Phil Davies. The lnforn1ation Technology upport Group is
headed by W02 George Murray with SSgt Paul Davey, gt Richie
Gathercole, Cpl Dave Baldwin, Sgt 1arie MeChesney and Cpl Julie
Phillips. Our new head of the workshop is the newly arrived
gt (fofS)
imon Crowther who is being broken in with the help of his 'Fluffer'
Sgt Stuart 1urray and Sgt Bri Wilkins our Troop tafT ergeant.
'V ell done co Cpl Tony Cecil for coming off the board at la l another
Telemcch ergeanl made it into the mess. Fare' ell lo Cpl Tim Rjgby
who ha left u on promotion to RAF Bruggen we all mis you. Welcome
to a new batch of Techs Cpl Darren 'Toon Arn1y Fool' Cranston, Cpl
Matt ' talker' William , ig Gaz 'The General' tokoe and ig Lee
tafford.
233 SIGNAL SQUADRO - SQUADRO HEADQUARTER
Hello's: A warm welcome lo both W02 (SSM) Rob Dunseith from 7
ig Regt and Sgt Kev Tierney 259 ig Sqn. Sgt Robson al o join
HQ from COMMCE Tp, lo a i t the SM in running the quadron
training wing. Goodbye's:
fond farewell to both \ 02 ( M) haun
Day, ho is off to 4 Armd Bde and
gt Jim Duncan on his way to 259
ig qn. We wish them and their families all the be t for the future.
Congratulation and be t wi he from all the quadron to the 21
quadron. Capt McColl (nee Wal ter), on her recent marriage. Finall , a
quick ·hello-goodbye' to 2Lts Heidi Hughes and Elizabeth laclennan
who , ere attached to the quadron for six weeks prior to tarting their
Troop Commander' course (luck them!) Well, as Heidi managed to tit
in h o weeks in Andorra and Elizabeth a week in otland and n "eek
patrolling ' ith the QLR' , I think they both had an intere ting and vaned
time . With the only lo' point being sea- ickne s with the avy ( they
were only on a loch!). Best of luck to you both.

(L-R): Capt Yardley, Sgt Benson and Sgt Murray
SQUADRO HEADQUARTER - by LCpl Quinn
The quadron has just seen the arrival of th e .new Officer
Commanding, Maj J. Tod, and ha also gone through a bit of a .revamp
of it orbat. The ·real workers ' within the squadron ha e been given the
brand new lit le of Squadron Headquarters. which i a great improvement
on the former title of Alpha Tp, which didn't reflect the grandeur that we
de erve. Things have been hectic in the RQM department over the la t
few months, what with the arrival ofa keen ne' RQM and al ·o a Board
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MCKEL JE FOOTB LL - by LCpl Allen
OMM E Tp WI ! Ye OMM E Tp "in · the McKelv1
up Sa-side football. It i. true
Tp have ' on omcthing, under the expert
captaincy ofL pl Allen they won the title with a clean sweep beatmg all
other team in the quadron . O\\ for the match reports (Highlight none
bias?):
Tp s TM Tp
1-0
Game I
Tp
RTp
4-1
Gamc2
2-0
Game3 C Tp s I Tp
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Plawrs that tood out and match facts:
ig' ·canman' Rhode. almo t kept a clean sheet allowing only one goal
pa t h1 goal-keeping talents (he wa bigger than the goal!) Half-time
came and word of encouragement were provided by Sgt ' l don't do
lo ing • ratrick. "hich had everyone too scared to lo e. Other stars in
the elite team (are you watching Kev) were Sigs Stevenson. Simp on,
Pennock, Rod,,eJI. Gorman, Palli and Neesam the rumour that Gazza
made a brief appearance have proven to be unfounded and finally
congratulation to all . Tp ay bring on the next poning challenge.
PERST R - by LCp/ Peter:
I, L pl 'AX ' Peters vow ne er to share a bright idea with anyone
eyer again, ju t one word to my old bos
' gt ' Ja ko · Jackson on how
we should hold a uperstars competition. ext thing I know I've been
told to organi ea full day's competition, for the four Troops and HQ, to
commemorate 23
ig qn 40th Anniversary on I eptember 1999. After
two month of\\ riting begging letter , tearing my hair out and harassing
gt 'Robbo' Robson, the day of the ev .nl dawned. Regardless of the
glitche and setbacks the entire day was a succe s. COMMCE Troop
\\On after competing in nine event which compri ed of Gol f, Football,
\\ imming, Ba ketball , Long Jump, Javelin 200m print and the
piece-de-re i lance a one and a half mile run followed by a gruelling gym
te t. The CO. Lt Col Rafferty, presented COMM E Tp with their well
de erved trophy (another one yep hee), Capt ' Jule 'McColl (OC C Tp)
won an individual medal for best female o er all. A good day wa had by
all.
THE HELLOS A1 D GOODBYE
Goodbye to
gt 'Jacko' Jackson and gt 'Daisy' Mundy who leave
miling for the first time in 18 month . ig 'Cartman· Rhodes \\J10
leave u and is going to I Tp, to work on the help de k. ow we K OW
nothing i going to get done. Hello to SSgt ·Jcky' Gratrick who arri es
ju t in time to tart a ·Save our Pegasus · Campaign with other Airborne
members of the Regiment.
TECH ' ICAL MAI TE ANCE TROOP
Once again we tart with welcome , goodbyes and congratulation to
se\·eral members of the Troop, First of all a big welcome to W02 Rick
Gorman and wife baryn (yet omeone else from 3 Di ) taking over as
Troop OC a well as Squadron Foreman, which should keep him busy

' hat with sixty odd CR 's to write! ext but by no way least i SSgt Flo
Jarvis as the new work hop
taff ergea nt along with SSgt Kev
Teirney who take over a BTLO and qn Trg
gt. ext in line are
Cpl Al Walsh and Lee Rotherforth, LCpls Daz Flay, Steve Boyd, Lee
Khair, Steve Perkins and Louise Parker (P inky and Perky), Danni
Tutton and Jay Lowe. Sigs Michele Raynor and Kerry Stewart follow
up the rear (no pun intended). Welcome to the province we all hope that
you ha e a safe and pleasant t ur. Welcome al o to SSgt Daz Ware on
his return from yet another long period of ab encc. Ju l how he manages
o much time off w ithout even touching his leave i a mystery to u all.
Rece nt escapees inc lude Sgt Shaun Cook off to 7 Sig Regl via a
Ko ovo sights eei ng tour. SSgt ' Bod· McDonald who once again
managed to prove that records do occasionally get you what you want
and went to AFCE T. Sig ' Hoss' Cartwright should have been on the
beach in Cypru along side Cpl 'Ant ' Tranter and Sgt Ind but on the
very day he was due to leave was posted lo sunny Edinburgh instead! Cpl
Sharon Lothian decided on a bit of greenery and went off to I Div and
gt Kelly managed to fi nd a leepy hollow in the UK to fini sh ofT his
ervice. Clo er to home L pl 'Aide' Field has moved the short di tance
across to India Tp o it'll be a while before we see him on PT again!
Farewells on departure to civvy street go to ex-Sgt C leggy Cleghorn and
Cpl Al Hayhurst, we wi h you both the very best of luck for the future .
Congratulation go to Cpl Andy Carter and LCpl Sharon Pillans on
promotion, and a well done and pat on the back to gt Dede Watts and
wife Liz, on their new arr ival Christopher (let the s leeple s nights
begin).
The Troop a ever ha been heavily involved in the usual proj ects,
activities and fastballs (wh ich some ay are to justify the extra pay) and
on top of all thi s i the quadron 'social activities'. The Troop ha done
rather well in the quadron McKelvie Trophy sports competition coming
econd at the Football, Rugby, Softball and a first in the Hockey. More
recently the All tars Competition was not only a chance for everyone
competing to embarrass themselves attempting the pull ups and dip , but
also an opportunity for the S CO's of th e Troop lo embarra th e
JNCO's by beating them! After a bit of last minute rescheduling SSgt
Mann has finally got the expedition to Andorra under way, and should
hopefully be arriving in location as this is being writtt.n, detail s in the
next ed ition.

20 overs after some clever bowling by Sgt 'Googly' Harrison who
ended up with a bowling figure of3 wickets at the cost of just 9 runs. Top
baL5man for the JRC was ig Trev Buchanan who scored 33 runs. It wa
now the tum of the Officers/ COs. The batting \\.3S opened by '\.Taj
Brian Houston and W02 (SSM) McKnight who scored a total of 8
runs. This dismal start continued and the Officers.IS. COs were soon 15
for 3 off 7 overs. The match was all but over, however. the JRC had not
banked on the cfTons of Sgt 'Poacher' C ammack and Sgt Dave E\3n~
who put on a magnificent partnership of 88 run . adly for the joint team
the remaining batsman could only bring their score up to 125 thus leavmg
the JRC victors by a margin of3 runs.

...

(L-R): Sgt Simcock, Cpl Searles, Sgt Murray and SSgt Harrison

A N AL CRICKET MATCH
The An nual Cricket Match between the Officers/S COs and the JRC
took place at Ballykelly on I Augu l 1999. Surpri in g ly the weather
conditions were perfect and it turned out to be one of the warmest day of
the ummer. Having won the toss the JRC elected to take full advantage
of the excellent conditions and bat first. After a slow start the JRC ra llied
to 80 for 4 after 11 overs. They ended up with 128 runs off their allotted
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Congratulations to SSgt Dave Watson who was recently awarded hi s
Long ervice and Good Conduct Medal by the Lord Lt of Co.Down.
Also congratulations to WOt Brotherston and SSgt Cas idy who were
a"Warded \\ ith their Territorial Army Efficiency Medals.
DEPART RE & ARRIVAL
At long la t the final round of departures and arrivals is complete and
the CO now ha hi brand new train set that he can play with for the next
l\\.O years. August saw the change over of Adjutants from Capt Dominic
harkey to apt Andy Lucas as well as the arrival of Maj Graham
Le)land as Trg Maj. The Regiment also welcomed into its fold WOl
Pete Hod on a Regtl FofS and gts Cassidy and Gallagher. Welcome
to you all and good luck at 4-0. As well as Capt Sharkey we say farewell
to S. gt Dave Watson, Sgt Brannon and LCpl Goodwin. Good luck to
you all and many thanks for all your efTorts during your time with 40 Sig
RegtCV).
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EXERCISE PEMBROKE FIN
Ex Pembroke Finn was the annual PSls Adventure Training Exercise
for 1999 and this year we decided to leave the wind and rain of .Ireland
and wap it for some more of the same al 14 Sig Regt (EW) Adventure
Training Centre in Brawdy.
On arrival at Brawdy the Advance Party were met by Cpl Andy
Anderton, who would take care of our every needs (what a good bloke!).
The training consisted of walking the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path, a day
of Sailing at Dale, a day climbing at Porthclais and an overnight canoe
trip from Solva to ewgale. We also tried our hand at water skiing, sea
fi shing, golf and power boating. As with any Exercise of this nature some
people deserve a special mention as a result of their strenuous effort . Ou
arrival it was decided that rank would take no place on the Exercise, ' ls
that alright with you Sir? said Dave to the RSM , WOl Chris McGinley,
'Just call me Cheryl', said the RSM. The REME Tiffy, SSgt John Voss
(alias Jeremy Clarkson) did just that and called him 'Chery l' for the
remainder of the Exercise, much to Chery l's displeasure. The evenings
were pent at various social venues and Haverfordwest has lot of them
ot!), however, the evening spent at Brawdy Lane deserves a special
mention.
SSgt Harry 'Tenner says it isn ' t' Harrison decided to bet hi s life
away on a game with SSgt Dave Watson. He lost badly and never really
recovered. For the rest of th e week he was a broken man , but then we're
used to that by now. SSgt 'BJ' Fin ister mistook the event for the world
championships and was duly dealt with by SSgt John Voss and hi s 'no
rules' marking system. This almost brought BJ to tears, but after a few
quiet words from LCpl John ' Dangerous' Dunwoody, BJ regained his
composure and with a fresh layer of lipstick and eye shadow BJ went on
to win well. Once the bowling was completed it was time to join Cheryl
who was by now propping up everything except the bar.
gt Harry
Harrison had by now decided to take his bets to the pizza bar, betting
Graham the manager that he couldn't make him a really big, no holds
barred pizza. Graham gladly took up the challenge and within 15
minutes produced a pizza of monstrous proponions. What Harry didn't
know was that Graham had doctored the pizza with chillies and chilli
sauce. Ah lost again Harry, well never mind there 's always next year! As
the remainder of the lads suffered eating the pizza, Sgt Mick imcock
stood by with a fire extinguisher just in case. The team now led by
Cheryl, decided to have a game of spoof. Thi was all new to Sgt Matt
Murray who protested throughout the game that he didn't know the
rules. The Exercise was extremely enjoyable and Brawdy really i n't that
bad! Well, a week was okay.
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The victorious JRC Cricket Team

RSM

Maj . J, Borrill
WOl{RSM) S. I. Lockwood

SQUAD RO HEADQ ARTERS
It has been an extremely busy period within the Unit over the past two
months. Many hour of work have go ne into preparation for the
Marching Season and the dreaded Y2K date of 9 eptember 1999. The
Marching Sea on was very quiet and although, for the troop drafted in it
was uneventful , the uppori elements of the Squadron worked all hours to
ensure the Com ms infra tructure was there 'Just in case'.
FAREWELL & WELCOMES
Farewell goes to WOI (R M) Lawes and his fa mily who have gone
off to Scnnelager lo join 200 ig Sqn and to SSgt Leslie Skinner who
has left on promotion to W02 to join 47 Regt RA as RAOWO.in
Thorncy Island. We wi h them well. A warm welcome goes to WOJ
(RSM) Lockwood, his wife Dawn and the new addition to the family,
Bradley. Also to SSgt Si Smart, hi wife Rosheen and children
Shannon, Keeleigh, Holly and Lucy who ha joined u from HQ I, as
Squadron Chief !erk . We hope you ha ea good tour.
REGIME TAL QUARTERMASTER' DEPARTME T
by ig Pack
We've been gi en a new RQM in the form of W02 (RQM ) Kev
· o nickname yet' Belam, and YET another friendly face from I D R,
LCpl Rik ' ick ick ick Whi key· herriff, in addition we al o
welcome Ptc Keith ' Thi i a dream come true· Hardy from the Brigade
Commander 's Rover Group. After only one week in the Department he
went through an id entity crisis and changed his nam e from •Richie
Valentino ' back to Keith Hardy - Enough said!! A for the rest of the
Department, hard work was shown by both gt ean ·Yogi' Hyland and
ig Faye 'White water, I love it ' Edwards on returning form Ex Bavaria
Finn with excellent untan , but meanwhile back at the ranch Cpl John
McGuinness and I were bu ying oursclve \ ilh keeping the quadron
running (Logi lically peaking that i ).
HELLO A D GOODBYES - OPERATI G SECTJO
After a hectic marching sea on with everyone working at least 20
hour a day and with the lher four on pager, r e finally got time to put
pen to paper to compose our li st of 'Hellos and Goodbyes'. Firstly we
would like to welcome Lt ' Annabel' Ta lor from 7 ig Rcgt who has
taken over the be t job in the quadron of Operating eel ion 0 , quite an
easy job by all account with the clns of oldicr she ha to look after.
The ection also welcomes pl ' hris' Jones from 3 Di • Sig 'Gordie '
Richardson also from 3 Div, what are they trying to ay?, L pl 'Vicki'
Moran from 24 Bde and ig ·Jenny ' or field from 280 ig qn who
have all been lucky enough to be po ted to either Y CO or the
COMM E . It 's not too bad really, you only ha'e two years to do!
Rover Group have also asked me to welcome LCpl 'Geordie' Allinson
who has made th e vast trek all the ' ay from MT to the Group. The
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biggest loss to the quadron is Cp l ' Anhur' Buchan who has made hi
sad departure from us to JC
I on promotion lo ergeant, Friday nights
and leaving Do's will never be the same again! A big Good Luck and
farewell also goe to Sig (now Mr) 'Si' Winchester who has taken the
big tep into joining Civvy Street and finally to Sig ' Jase' Manton who i
promoted to Lance Corporal and i posted to 11 EOD.
DRIVE ALIVE 1999
On Thursday 2 eptember 1999, 39 Bde's Drive Alive Competition
wa held at the Maze Prison. 39 Inf Bde I-IQ and Sig qn entered a team
comprising of 3 x RLC drivers. The team comprised of L pl llin on
(Team Capt) RLC, L pl Walsh RLC, Pte Wilkinson RLC . We arrived
and were briefed on the different tands : First Aid, Vehicle Accident
Contact Drill and kid Car Training, all the stands had driver orientated
theme relating to onhern Ireland.
I think the tand that everyone enj oyed overall was the kid Car on
loan from the RUC and the aim of this was not to knock over the cone
on the course. We all eemed to do quite well even though the in tructor
thought that Pte Wilkinson may have been a joy rider before he joined
the Am1y becau e he wa that good. We completed the re t of the tand
and ' e headed over to the prize gi ing which was conducted b) Col
Dougla R IRI H. Deputy Commander, 39 Bde. urpri ingly enough 39
Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn had come third out of 12 teams. We were
pleased with that con idering we had little practice. The re ults were a·
follO\
I t 46 I Wk hp
2nd 5 Regt A
3rd 39 Inf Bde HQ and ig qn (213)
EXERCISE PE HALE Fl
by Sig Jamie Buyer: and Sig Jenny Sar ;field
05 OOhrs and we were bound for Penha le Camp just ten mmute: dri\.e
away from the sunny surf capital of Cornwall, ewquay. The lite t le at
thi end of the ' orld was a definite contra t to the hectic and re tricti\.e
life in the Province. o it wa the ideal location to ki ·k back and enJOY
,ome arduous adventure surfing, I mean training.
Climbing, canoeing, trekking and of cour ·e urfing were on the menu
for our ten day tay in orn\\ all. The canoeing instructor being Cpl
Wayne· peedo trunks' Addy from 177 PL. The climbing ""s taken by
M · mudgc' Smith. from I taffords. The ITL instructor ''as 2Lt
Lucy ·Long Legs' Pim. Everybody was plit do,,n into l\\O group. my
group being l d by W02 ( ofs) Dove ' Ian from tlantis' Brudenall
and the other grou p being headed by Cpl Ken 'Milk) Bar Kid'
Johnston. The first day, for us, wa · canoeing the highlight of the da) had
to be \\hen
gt Paul · L}crn boy' Robin on attempted to don the
smallest wet. uit a ailable, \\ hich proceeded to cut off the cir ulation to
all major urea of hi s body. The day was spent most! getting wet
through, doing cap i;te dnlL and other c ·cape methods. Once \\C had
finished we were str 1ighl do\\ n to the beach for a bit of sunshllll' .md
surfing, where Pte Addi '\ nter Bab)· Laver~ could not •et enough on
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her body board. ur group climbing day wa blisteringly hot and the
the further up you go the better suntan ou got. There ' ere
obj 1
ome \Cf) good climbs el up for u ranging from easy to moderately
ditlicul!y. We al o did ome ab eiling down an Oil cliff 10 gues where
........... the beach where we chilled out for an hour. The other group
auempted the larger and more dangcrou absei I of I SO ft no problem
though a. LCpl Paul 'Univer al oldier' Wade had three goes. Again
the day· n ti\ it) wa · rounded off by a trip down the beach to top up on
un and urf. The activitie · mo ed onto the trekking' where group one
left for two day . Thi ' a a very traumatic time for Pte Lee 'Whot it al
aboot?' Bra mwell a he wa separated from hi idekick Pte Keith
·YellO\\ beard cut throat' H ard y. The trekking was ten mile each day

''a

along a coastal path that seemed to have more ups than downs than was
expected. The going was quite difficult due to the very hot weather and
rocky terrain, there were a few sore feet and blister after the walk even
the !TL in tructor wa exhausted after the day' trek.
A big Happ y Birthday goes ou t to two of the gir ls, Sig Jenny
· wonderbrn ' arsficld and LCpl Emma 'Country Girl' King. plenty of
celebrating to do there. We were all entertained in the night club by Sig
Jamie ' I' m still in Ibi za' Buyers dancing on the podium. T he ten days
were finished off by a urfing le on al Watergate Beach by 7 Bays Surf
School from Matt and the rest of the Aussie lad .. By the end of the day
most of us were standing and ridi ng them in just like on the tell y. Well
maybe not!

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (218)
The RQMS getting a little wet whilst on Ex Highland Finn II
qn Comd
RM

Maj Jake Thackray
WO I (R M) Paul Flemming

RIC KET E. IOR vs THE JUNIORS - By Sig 'Gordie' Harrison
The pitch was marked out, the weather wa booked and the deck chairs
et out. The player and the crowd were all expecting a good day out and
that is exactly what they go1. The enior turned up with their zimmer
frames and huffied on Lo take up their fielding posi tion . The juniors
baned first with C pl Pete Mayhead and C pl Paul Howe showing the
0 P exactly how to knock the ball over the park. E enLUally the seniors
caught both of them out and Pte Mark Shaw and LCpl James Bond
came on and started to pick the pace up a little. LCpl James Bond easi ly
· ored 30 not out and o it was then Sig ' Geordie ' Harrison 's turn. Sig
Harrison was the junior ' secret weapon and cored 32 off balls, S
sixes and two ingles. He made it look so ca y. Pte Mark Shaw also
cored 30 and it looked as if the juniors were heading for a huge score.
All the other team members gave it their all adding to the total score. The
seniors at this stage were bo' ling well , especially Sgt Dan Cole . They
were gaining a steady amount of wickets so eventually the opening
batters were back in. This is when the juniors really began to show their
style. T he seniors staned to bowl 'dog ' dinners' so the junior took
advantage. The pairing of the game has to go to Sig Harrison and LCpl
Bond, Sig Harrison cored 81 not out and LCpl Bond scored 56 not out.
The juniors' core was tremendous. The eniors' innings was a shameful
performance. They started confidemly, well for the first ball anyway.
They had all the gear but they certainly had no idea. The assembled
crowd had a great laugh watching their weird and wonderful batti ng
tyles. one of the seniors made a lasting impre sion apart from the OC
who was out for a duck. The best performance however came from Mrs
era Hair who bravely stood in at the last moment. She made us crease
with laughter and she will certainly be on the team next year. W02
(MTWO) Hair also got a name for himse lf for not catch in g Sig
Harrison out. A little piece of advice for the MTWO 'keep your eyes on
the ball'. The score was a dismal 32 for the seniors to a fantastic one
zillion to the j uniors. It was a great day for all involved. A big thank-you
to all that played and also to tho e who organised the event.
EXERCI E mGHLAND FIN n 10 - 24 SEPTEMBER 1999
OIC Exerci e
W02 (RQMS) Kev Tunstall
In Lructors
gt Eddie Porter
gt Pete Mills
ig Mary Anderson
The Exercise was held in the Highlands of Scotland over a period of
two one week blocks with twenty studen ts attendi ng each week. The DS
set out early for Kingussie in order to take over the accommodation and
set themselves up fo r the arrival of the first batch of students. The
. tudents arrived were briefed on the week's activities, and then unleashed
on Lo the population of Aviemore. The RQMS and the remainder of the
D had an early night, as it was an early start the next day. Unfortunately
they were woken by one of the cager students who stood at the end of the
RQ's bed shouting' -M-A-S-H!' Sig Phil Parish was then told to go to
bed and quickly.
Day One began with a nice gen tle stroll around the base of the Cairn
Gorm. ig 'Flip Flop' Fowler decided that he wou ld do the 1O mile walk
in football ocks and his disco moon boots. He finished the walk wi th
bli ter the 1ze of Loch ess and subseq uently bought three pairs of
walkin~ so~k for £30 but still .took no further part in any of th e
mountameenng phase. The exped1uon on the Cairngonn mountain range
took place over the next two days. gt Eddie Porter led the Group I and
gt Pete l\<lills led Group 2. The OC joined this phase of the Exercise.
The fir t group started at the Cafe beside Loch Morlich and proceeded
uphill towards the ki centre at the bottom of Ca irn Gorm where they
~lopped for refreshments. A Iler a short rest they headed towards the top
ol the Cairn Gorm, a climb of approximately 600fi. At the top the group
headed in a westerly direction sk irting to the edge of Ca irn Lochan, then
headed to Ben Macdui, the highest peak in the ai rngorm range. Once at
the top they had to work off compass bearings as the weather had closed
in dramatically and the visibility was very poor. AL one stage some other
walkers on the mountain had to be rescued by Group I. After the
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dramatic re cue Group I headed on Lo the westerly ridge of Ben Macdui
then followed it down 10 Hutchinson 's Memorial hut where they set up
camp and waited for Group 2. Group 2 had set off from Braemar and
followed the road to Victoria Bridge and then on to the bottom of Derry
Hill. They then had a teady climb up to Derry Lodge and after a quick
re L they conti nued the climb Lo Hutchin on ' Lodge. The following
morning both group et out in the direction that the other group had
taken the day before. Both had an extremely e njoyable expedition.

The second Group stayed at the Loch side and had a go at jet skiing,
banana rides donut rides and canoeing. The fir 1 person to hit the cold
water was Sig Mary Anderson, who was still dressed, keen or what?
The white water rafting was enjoyed by everyone even the nonsw immers. After lunch both groups swopped over activities. At the end
of the activities for the day the RQ and the DS provided the students with
a barbecue and light refre hments. The last two days consisted of cycling
or rock climbing. Group I headed out to Dunlelchaig about 40mins away
from Kingu sie for a day of throwing one elf off a high rock face. The
first route was a severe climb followed by an abseil. The three remaining
c limbs were top roping sessions, which allowed the students to
participate in belaying and potting. Group 2 set out from the ski centre at
the bottom of Cairn Gorm on mounta in bike for a 40 mile cycle. The
route was on and off road and extremely undulating. Lt wa very ard uous
and the majority of the group found it particularly difficult Lo sit down
that night. A big thank-you to the RQM and all the instructors for
organising an excellent two weeks adventure training. It was a great
succe and we all hope to attend again next year.

Cpl Moore gives LCpl G len a helping hand in the COMMCEN

THE REGIME TAL Q ARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T
By LCpl Wardle
RQMS
W02 Kev Tunstall .
It ha been a relatively quiet period for the Depanment with only one
sad farewell to LCpl Ben Ga llim ore who ha een the light and is
heading off to Civ Div. Best of luck lo you and your wife. Unfortunately
no arrivals Lo replace him as yet. Since the last instalment of The WIRE
not a great deal has happened apart from a ma s exodus from the
Department for a week's adventure training in the Highland of Bonnie
Scotland.

SQ A DRO H EADQ ARTERS
Ops Offr
Capt Seymour
YofS
W02 (YofS) Barnes
FofS
W02 (FofS) Brown
In the last few months there have been a few comings and goings in
the Ops Plans and the AO of the Squadron. First ly a sad and belated
farewell to W02 (YofS) igel Donohue who left the Squadron on
promotion and to a place on the BOWMA team at Blandford and
we lcome to his replacement W02 (YofS) Bill Barnes. Also farewell Lo
SSgt Billy Redman who ha left the army fo r a career in civ div with a
well-known telecommunications firm. Welcome to his replacement SSgt
Ian Burton who ha arrived from RS . Good luck to the quadron 2IC,
Capt Seymour and hi wife Ely in their move to the big smoke and
Civvy treet. Good luck to Cpl Al MacDonald the ABTLO who i off to
the better climate in the Falk land Islands. SHQ say a sad farewell to Cpl
'Brummi' Flute and Cpl ' couce' Woo ey from the traini ng wing and
welcome to Pte Steve Wilson to the training wing from hi hort sti nt in
the MT.

C O IMU ICATTONS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jo Stewa rt
Tp
gt
SSgt Tony Taylor
Since the Marching Season i now over you would think that the
frantic pace of work would ettle down . However. this was when a large
number of the Troop went away on leave. course and adventure training.
Unfortu nately thi has meant that for those left behind it ha till been
just a bu y. Engineeri ng Section have had worked piled on them by the
FofS wi th antenna trawls on all the masi in the Brigade area. The
technicians have been bu y with the mai ntenance of the 1ecbnical
equipment in preparation for the next round of inspections. A large
number of the Troop went on the Squadro n adventure training in
Scotland. In general they all returned very tired with a lot le s money in
their pockets. ow on to the hellos and goodbyes we have to say a very
sad farewell to one of the key member of Engineering ection LCpl
' oo oo' Mier. He is off to University in tirling to study pani hand
Education ... .... ' Big Mac and fries please oo oo!' We also have to say
good bye to Sgt Pete Mills who is or to 2 Sig Regt York where he wa
going to be the QMS however now he i going to be in the MT or i it
the Training wing?? Thanks for all your hard work. Also to LCpl Zoe
Gallimore who i heading off to iv Di with her hubby. Welcome 10
C pl Danny Adams, LCpl Steve Binks, LCpl Tony Hodgson, and LCpl
Andy Law we hope that you enjoy your tour.

MOTOR TRANSPORT DEPART fE T - By W02 {MTWO) Hair
MTWO
\ 02 (MTWO) Hair
Tp Sgt
Sgt Stanley
The last few week of the Marching eason were hectic fo r the MT o
at the end of the last period of Increased Preparedne the troop wanted 10
scatter on leave and course . Unfortuna tely th e rest of the Brigade
Headquarters and ignal quadron had the same idea and it continued to
be ery busy with the normal shuttles to and from the airport. The MT
have clocked up on average a taggering 70,000 to 0,000 mile a month .
A huge thank yo u fro m the MTWO for all t he hard work and
commitment they have put into the MT fo r the last few momh . IL wa
good to ee Sgt Stanley back from his four week sick leave aner having
his appendix removed. This baffled the MTWO who wa on a life
support machine and only got two weeks ick leave! ow on 10 the hello
and goodbye . The Troop would like to welcome LCpl bane
McFadden from 21 Log upporl, Pte 'Beefcake' Philcock from 3 C
we hope they both have an enjoyable tour of Londonderry. Farewell to
LCpl Paul Lawler who arrived from 3 lnf Bde ig qn and i now off lo
21 Log Sup in Kinnegar, Pte Richy tree! who is off to Bielefeld in
Germany and finally Sgt Mark Guest who ha left us for the unnier
climbs of Leconfield. Congra tu la ti on 10 LCpl Paul Lawer and Pte
' Ira e' Street and their wi es for the two newe Larrivals in the Troop.
bouncing babies Josh and Eleanor.

ARE YDU READING SDIYIEBDDY ELSE'S fJJIRE?
Sig Anderson instructing the Rock-Climbing
The fo llowing day the 0 , after a hearty breakfast cooked by the RQ,
headed back to Northern Ireland. The remainder set out for the Great
Glen Waterpark for a day of watersports. The student were split in to
two groups. Group I headed to the white water raOing on a local ri ver.
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hroke one of the rules of the sky and therefore was grounded! LCpl Elli~
managed to bring himself round Lo get back up for another jump and all
went well. The night was the end of course beers with a barbecue which
was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Friday was clean up day then olT back to
I lcrford for a well-earned rest.

1 (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT

0

R 1

Lt Col E. M. Fli nt

WO I (R

D Hymas

20l SIG
L Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Colin Lawrence
M
W02 (SSM) Kev immon
The la t couple of month have een a break in the quadron' busy
regime '' ith the empha i being placed on leave and ad enturous
training. The aim being to have a bit of fun and enjoyment prior to
embarking on l>\O major exerci e in October and o ember. Many
Congratulation go to \ 02 Kev Simmon \ hose wedding f.;1ally took
place and to the many ne\\ arrival in the quadron (both babies and
oldiers).
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Michelle Hanlon
Tp gt
Sgt Gerry McGachy
The months of August and September were another two busy month
for the boy and girl of Eagle Tp. Aller the hust le and bu tie of RI T the
Troop recei,•ed many good reports, in particular Sig ·Birt' E ntwistle for
the be t PV in the Regiment (which wa only to be expected from Cpl
·Ja per · carrott, his mentor) the Troop then went on a well-de erved
summer lea\'e. On return from leave SSgt Kev Greenwood departed to
212 Sig qn a acting SSM and Lt Michell Ha nlon returned from a sixmonth holiday in Canada. We also sa' the safe return of igs John
Doran, 'Smudge· Smith and · peedy' Mann from Kosovo along with
their epic tale of war. The Troop pent the last week of eptember in
Ba\'aria on adventure training under the watchful eyes of Sgts Ian
Co nl an and Gerry ·Jt's not canoeing, it's kayaking!!! McGachy. Both
kayaking and rock climbing went well. Congratulations and a number of
slabs are in order for Sgt Pa ul Garratt on promotion to Sergeant again!
Also on the list are LCp ls Paul Lomas. Chris 'Disco King' Glennard
and Jenny Ca mpbell on election for promotion to Corporal, and last but
not least congratulations go to Cpl ·Jed ' Ha lli day on receipt of hi s
L &GC.
FALCO, TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Chri Biddulph
Tp SSgt
Sgt P. B.W. Hogg
To start off with the Troop would like to say a sad farewell to Sig
'Butch' Wim penny, the best relay operator Cpl 'Stevie' Sparrow could
mu ter, who is off to civvy street. He will be sadly mi sed. And a big
hello to Cpl 'Ta fr T ho ma who has to fill the boots of Cp l 'Stu'
Williamson and boy are they big boots, good luck to you 'Taff'. The
Troop just returned from adventure training in Bavaria, where a good
time was had by all, de pile Lt Biddulph wanting to take the hill walkers
up the biggest and steepest hills be could find, what's wrong with that? It
was during the water skiing sadly that Lt Biddulph learnt that even he
couldn't walk on water but a few of his Troop could and were really quite
good at it.
KE TREL TROOP - by Sig He.any
Tp omd
2Lt Foote
SSgt 'China' Cooper
Tp SSgt
On the 26 September members of the Squadron deployed lo Bavacia
for a week of adventurous training, not fully aware of what lay ahead. We
arrived al approximately 1800hrs after a long drive where we were given
the usual dos and don 'ts of tbe area, one of these being the 0030hrs
curfew with the bar closing al 2330hrs prompt. After the briefing it was
time for the issue of kit for the relevant activity. Due to the long drive,
fatigue began to set in therefore the remainder of tbe night was quiet in
compari on to the forthcoming events. Monday morning 0700hrs reveille
in time for breakfast al 0730hr , where we also made out rolls for lunch.
On this morning we were given a short brief by LCpl 'Wilf' Wa rnes and
Lt Bidd ul ph on the current climate conditions before embarking on our
hill walkmg expedition for the day. We tarted with a gentle stroll down
towards the foot of the hill where we realised what actually lay ahead.
After setting off up the bill 11 wasn.t long before certain members of the
group including ig ' The Slug' Ga llagher began dropping back. The
origmal climb set in the exhaustion which rema ined with many through
the re l of the day. At the end everybody was glad to see the minibus
back to camp knowing that in an hours time the bar would be open.
Fnd<ty was a day of choice. Many people chose white water rafting and
Hundelbahn which ended up bei ng more dangerous than originally
thought as "ig 'Fish' Fisher removed an area of skin off both bis chin
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and forearm resulting in painful grazing. aturday and time to return to
Herford a Iler a hard but rewarding week of adventurou training.
HAWK TROOP
Lt Angela Aylward
Tp omd
SSgt Pollitt (when he eventually arrives!)
Tp SSgt
BAG vs RAF R GBY LEAG E - by LCpl Mick Hepivorlh
De pile the lack of enthusiasm for Rugby League in tJ1c British Anny
a squad of 19 players turned out for a two day trial for a game against the
RAF. Trained by one of the Wiggan Warriors' coache . Gary Eklestone,
everyone put in I 00%. Gary was ery urpriscd by the hard work and
knowledge of the game. I went along not expecting to gain a place in the
team but just to gain some experience. To my disbelief only 19 turned up
and Gary ended up playing u all. The training was hard but useful , we
all learnt a lot about the game but it in the end all paid off. By the time
Saturday came around my body was in bits. The nerve tarted to kick in
but the excitement put the nerves lo the back of my head. When the time
came to enter the field we were all firing and ready to go to war. The
game got under ' ay and from the tan we looked in control with a
couple of early tries. By the second half the RAF looked tired and our
fitness was showing with more tries. The RAF did manage to score two
trie but never looked like winners. The final whistle came and the Army
were the winners by a small margin, ARMY 72 RAF 8, but no one could
take anything away from the RAF, they al o have commitment and had
to scrape a team together. If anyone is intere ted in tarting a Rugby
League team then I'm sure Jim Aspinal would be more than happy to
give you any information on Herford 3699.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt David Spencer
Tp SSgt
S gt Kev German
During September variou quadron personnel deployed on a week
adventurous in Bavaria. The journey down wa fairly uneventful apart
from the usual trolley dash at the PX where it was just one big dash to the
bargains. For the clements of Support Tp climbing was their main choice,
a choice which started fairly slowly with a long safety and instructional
brief on the fir t morning. The afternoon went a lot quicker as we
progressed into the climbing phase. The first day ended with a wellearned meal and a few drinks in the bar. As the day went by we all
progre sed quite well and were now climbing rea onably difficult climbs.
This meant that gt Conlan had to put up some more diflicult climbs. On
our R&R day 15 people from the Squadron decided Lo go white water
rafting in Austria. There was two boats from 20 I Sig Sqn and two boats
from another unit. As you can well imagine there was some fierce
confrontations between the two units. On the whole tJ1ougb it would be
fair to say that 20 I qn did come out on top by successfu lly deflating the
other boats. Roll on the skiing season.
PARACHUTI G
The beginning of September saw members of 20 I Signal Squadron
embark on a week of parachute training at Bad Lippespringe Parachute
Center. None of us had ever participated in an activity, which was a
nerve wracking as this was sure to be. The first day and the ground
training begins, with the tension mounting as we get introduced lo the
rigs and the plane. With the first day of training everybody i getti ng
restless, half wanting to get up in the plane, and Ital f wanting to be
RTU'd. The second day and the waiting is over as we all suit up for the
first jump at 3000fl, the nerves had definitely set in. In a matter of
minutes we would be lunging out of a plane with many a thought rushing
through our heads, will the chute open, will I remember my re erve , will
l LIVE! Afterwards all had survived and the only tJ1ing on tJ1e minds for
most was the bar for a beer. The third day and there was bad visibility
therefore the ones who were anxious to get back up were gelling annoyed
whereas other were happy to have the ir feet firmly on the ground.
However in the afternoon the fog bad lifted and it was back up again for
the second jump. For the first time there was a refusa l in mid flight by
LC pl E llis who was adamant at the time he had had enough, whi lst Sig
'Liz' Brown sacked all landing drills and decided the bullocks would be
the be t option, not so. For everybody else the jump went reasonably
well. Enough time Lo pack the chute's before headi ng to the bar for a few
beers. On the Thursday it was personal choice on how many jumps you
wished to get in along with the peed in which you packed your chute.
C pl C hris G lcnn a rd bei ng cocky as per usual attempted a perfect
landing on the mat in the middle of the drop zone and in his moment he
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211 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn omd
Maj J. R. C. Bunce
SM
W02 (SSM) Palmer
The Squadron is now properly manned again after the return of the
majority of personnel auached to Op Agricola. It is time to say a fond
farewell LO SSM Angus Palmer who is olT Lo the wild terrain of West
Wales to beast 14 Sig Regt into shape as the RSM. The emphasis for the
quadron is now the Exercise eason, as we kick ofTwith Ulan Eagle and
then Rhino Charge.
COMMA D TROOP
Tp 0
Lt Karl Jeeves
Sgt Kev Innes
Tp S gt
Another exciting couple of months as the remainder of the recalcitrant
soldiers return from the far reaches of the globe. All the best to Bdr
Hoey, who leaves us to go back to the Gunner and welcome back to ig
Heap and Sig Robinson from a successful attachment in Bosnia.
MY PECIAL ATTACHME T - lCpl Lufkin
After only just arriving back from Bosnia with the Squadron and
looking forward to maintaining my 436 for the first time, I was asked if I
would like to do a tour with the Regiment again. Unfortunately it wasn't
my own Regiment but the tour would be three month in Kosovo. After
signing a disclaimer, I wa quickly rushed to a training camp in UK,
where I was issued with sunglasses, baby oil and several pairs of shorts. I
boarded the plane and arrived in Kosovo where I was welcomed to
blistering heat, from there I wa shown my first cla accommodation
with all the mod cons including air conditioning and an en-suite
bathroom . My main duties included swimming pool attendant/ bar
entertainment's manager. My first main task was to organi ea Bingo
ight with barbecue which was a success and resulted in my first go ld
tar. Surely this meant that the tour would go smoothly from there on in,
or would it! Suddenly out of the blue Capt Bland tasked me with
organising an Irish ighl on a tough budget. ot a problem, I thought,
and rang up Cpl Danny Robinson, who, I knew after two sniffs of a
portaloo, would provide a much Irish entertainment as anyone could
handle. The night was a blinder, the Lour a rip roaring success and I'd like
to thank my sponsors, Skop o Beer, Boots the Chemist and Adidas.
COMM TROOP
Tp 0
Lt Morton
Tp SSgt
SSgt Leach
Following a well deserved period of summer leave, Comms Tp are
back! September has been a particularly bu y month during which Lt
Morton and Sgt Poyning competed in the Inter Unit Badminton
Tournament hosted by 21 Sig Regt. Well done to Lt ' Dark Horse'
Morton who ha ub equently been selected for the Corps Tean1 and for
Army Trial . Sigs Ha milton, Waters and Gritt also undertook a sailing
cour e at Kiel Yacht Club earlier in the month, although will someone
please buy Sig Gr itt a new alarm clock! The Troop would like to
welcome our new arrivals, Sigs Brown, Hamilton, Kellett and Wa ters
fre h from Blandford. Al o welcome back to LCp l Royston
(congratulation on the promotion to full screw) and LCpl Hutson who
are both returning from Bo nia. Unfortunately we must ay farewell to
Sig McMa hon who is going to 2 Sig Regt and to the following who are
promoted and posted: Sgt Smith is going to 4 Brigade, Sgt Wilkinson to
16 Sig Regt and Sgt Howard LO the unknown. Many congratulations and
good luck for the future. Finally a swift hello and goodbye to 2Lt
Harriet Hebble ·Roger so far o er' thwa ite who wa attached to the
Troop (for morale purposes if nothing el e!). She returns to Blandford
after two months where she i attending her Troop Commanders' Course.
REBROTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt hakcspeare
SSgt Cox
Tp S gt
During the la t two months in RRB Tp, we have been lucky enough to
deploy on a couple of exercises, one being the Y2K trial , which was in

co

RSM

Lt Col Wa kerley MB E
WOl (RSM) . C. Keilty

•

212 SIG AL QUADRO
qn Comd
Capt M. R. Purves
SSM
SSgt ( SM) Greenwood
The past few months at 212 Sig Sqn have been as busy as ever, wi th
the Squadron deploying personnel to Bosnia, Ko ovo and the Falkland
Islands. The personnel left in Germany have reformed in to two troop ,
Divi ional Support Group Tp and upport Tp. A hearty farewell and
good luck to Maj M. W. G. Adams who has commanded the quadron
ince 1997 and to W02 (SSM) Kemp. all the be l in your new posts.
The whirlwind arrival and departure (temporarily to the Falkland Island )
of the new OC, Maj C. Maclnto hand W02 (SSM) Rook took place in
September. Both are due to return to Germany in March, so we will save
the formal welcome until then. With tbe Divisional training cycle about
to start Exercises are quickly filling up Year 2000 wall planner . As
always we are still finding time to squeeze in a little adventurou training
and sport. Most recently claiming the title of' Armoured quadron
Football Champions 99'!
DSG TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt S. Gu nson
Tp gt
Sgt Sims
With the reformation of the Troop after the departure of the JCUFI
crew, DSG Tp has started to come together. Work in the garages has
continued, moving up to the highlights oftbe summer. Tbe Troop Exerci e
was held on the driver training exerci e at Minden North and introduced
everyone to the thrills and spill of driving 436s. Thi was the first time
the Troop had been together without detachments for driving cour es and
post tour leave. Everybody had a full and enjoyable two day with the
emphasis on team building. Sig Dave akalala wa the only person who
managed to bog in a ehicle trying to drive a Landrover down a 436 track
on the wrong side. LCpl 'Just pull harder" Tiplady did manage to recover
it u ing bis advanced DMI skills. The Troop Exerci e had to be cut bort
to disappear down to Bavaria to provide Hunter Force for the Long Range
Reece Patrol chool in Pfullendorf. This involved flushing the enemy out
of our AO. With the Troop split down into 4-man sections the competition
wa on for the Steely Eyed Killer award. This wa won by ig Tll get one
of these idiots' Cun nington, who proved there i no sub titute for hard
patrolling skills (and a bit of luck). Most ection did encounter the enemy
but the wooden spoon was won by LBdr 'Ex OP, trained killer· Clark.
Moment of the exerci e had to be Sig 'Helicopters' Knight and Sig 'Tea
Co y' Davies, who had a little chat with two enemy section who walked
through their ambush. The reason gi en for not engaging wa that they
were unsure whether or not it wa the enemy and had a quick chat. Thi
wa de pile the fact it was an 18-man patrol and friendly force were no
larger than fi e. Driving skills after the Troop EA had definitely impro,·ed
with Sig 'It' only a puddle' Giltrow and ig "What" the Pl · Bufton
demonstrating that only the be t drive for the Corp . certainly not these
two! Finally hellos and goodbyes. Welcome to Sig ' Who' Locke, ig
' Posh Bird ' lss itt, Sig ·community ervice' Wilkes and back from
Kosovo Sgt 'Tug' Wilso n and Cpl 'Mac' McCallum. Farewell to LCp l
'Out with a bang· Law to Brigade.

2 SIGNAL REGIME NT
YORK

HEADQ UA RTE R Q UADRO
qn Comd
Maj B. J . Dalton
S M
W02 (SSM) P. V. McGarry
Yet another busy period for HQ qn keeping the ship afloat wh ilst the
rest of the Regiment go medal hunting. A warm welcome to the new
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preparation for the millennium countdown. Four Hf detachmo.::nh
deployed to various places including Paderbom and Gutcrsloh. The aim
was to ensure and prove communications throughout the di\isional arc-.i
in preparation for the dreaded millennium bug. The second e>.crc1se \\3
much less military orientated. Adventure trainmg in Bavaria included
climbing, canoeing, hill walking/beer drinking and white water rafting.
These activities were enjoyed by all members of the troop including Lt
'Shakey' hake pea re who put I 00% in a usual. ot forgetting ig
'Johnny la mule' Carroll who was doing his usual which ts S\\amping
after three pints (lightweight). Future months in the troop will be back to
the busy schedule of preparing the vehicles for deployment on Ex Ulan
Eagle in Poland during the months of October followed by a short break
then on to Ex Rhino Charge in ovember. The Troop would hke to
welcome back Sigs Stevie Kodakie and 'Fordy' Ford who have ju t
finished a tour in Kosovo and are not swinging the lamp much. Last of all
we are unfortunate enough to have to say good-bye to LCpl 'The
Bazzerker' Bazzard who's ofT to sunny Cyprus Good luck. We'd also
like to congratulate him along with LCpls 'Taff' Williams, 'Dangerous
Dave' Wallace and 'Torno' Thomas for their recent promotions to
Corporal. Lastly we"d like to welcome Sigs 'Baz' 1aitland, 'Jim'
Freear and 'Grimace' Grimsey into the Troop.

M, W02 McGo r ry all the way from the Training Wing and to Sgt
lor rison the new QM who al o travelled a very long ''a from 214
qn. We al o welcome back all tho e ''ho have been on dcplo ment to
Bo nia Kosovo and the Falkland I lands even if the tay in York ''ill t>e
hort Ii ed for some. Just when we thought the qundron ''ere gett1111t
back together again the nominal roll for the d 'ployment Lo Bo,nia in
December 1999 hit our in tray . We sa farewell to , gt (. Q'1 ) I
Yeaman to civ di , be t wishe to you and your famil for the future.
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Brig Cook presenting the Birtwistle Pennant of Merit
for Recruiting Commendation to Lt Col Wakerley,
Warrant Officers in attendance
QU RTERMA TERS DEP RT 1.E, T
faj B. J. Dalton
QM
W02 K. R. J. mith
RQM (GE.)
\ 02 D. G. impson
RQM tTECH)
It is with much adnes that the Department's notes mu t open with the
tragic death of LCp l Tracey tubbs. Tracey \ a in the proce s of
leaving the Anny at the time and our ympathies go to her family and
friends at thi tragic time. he was an excellent soldier and he will be
greatly mi ed.
ince the last Wire the pace has not changed in the department. 2 14
ig qn are till deployed in Kosovo and 219 Sig qn have now returned
to York to ready them elves for a Millennium Bosnia tour augmenting
228 ig qn (nee 216 Para ig qn). Welcome back to Cpl ' Rocky '
Mountain (don't unpack you're po ted to NI) from the Falklands, LCpl
'Chippy' Williams and ig 'Ollie' Oliver from Kosorn. 'Chippy' has
now left us for the special holiday firm io Hereford, don't worry we've
blackened out your eyes in all the quadron photo . We wish him all the
best for the future. Warm hello to the following personnel; from 217 Sig
qn Sgt Angus 1aePherson, from Hereford LCpl Sarah Horton ,
from the factory, Sig Louise C handler and Roy Taylor. Once again the
RQMS (Tech), W02 Dave Simpson has left us for a mall holiday. Th is
time he's off to Kosovo to expand his medal collection, we will ee you
in a few weeks.

W01 (RSM) S. Keilty and W02 (ROMS) K. Smith
00 TROOP- CAPABILITY DAY -by LCpl Morris
Well yet again 2 ig Regt volunteered to help out on a charity event.
ix members of HQ qn under the watchful eye of Capt 'Beanie' Lloyd
helped set out a variety of fun games and activities in aid of Polio.
Kohima quare was turned into a race track for the day and LCpl 'Mo'
Morris. Sig andeman and Sig Jim McEwan performed their Formula
I skill . Whilst the remainder helped with ten pin bowling, basketball and
the obstacle course. Sig · couse' Laird did hi be t to avoid getting
chatted up by the member of the team whilst ig 'Robbo' Robinson
lapped it up. All in all the day went very well and all members of the
team and the participants enjoyed themselve very much.
EXERCISE MO CHE GLADBACH MAR.CHE 1'199
I TERJ ATIONAL MILITARY SKILLS COMPETITION
by Cpl Jobson, Sigs Clarke, Tinker, Sworowski, Scott & Pie Docherty
It all began at silly o'clock on the morning of Thur day 23 September.
Ele en bleary eyed individuals met in the cookhouse at Imphal Barrack
devoured a hearty breakfast and set off for JHQ Rheindahlen (which wa
nice!!). The drive was comparatively boring until arrival in JHQ when
W02 (RQM ) Kev Smith tried to get us killed by driving on the wrong
side of the road . 2 Sig Regt entered three teams in this high calibre
competition. Team I (male) consisted of WOI (RSM) Sean Keilty, Pte
'Doc' Docherty, Sigs Neil Tinker and Shaun Tutton. Team 2 (mixed)
consisted of W02 (RQMS) Kev Smith, Sgt ( I) Brenda Berry, Sigs
Crawford Scott and Gary Clarke.

REGIME 'TAL MOTOR TRANSPORT
Capt Hitman G urung
MTO
MT S CO
gt Swan
Sig Tutton took part in Ex Monchengladbach (30km tab) and finished
overall in 8th position. Well done and keep it up! Sig W ilkinson and
Amar are now back from their six month tour in the FalkJand I lands.
ig M udd will be going to Bosnia just in time for Xmas, and finally
goodbye to LCpl 0' iahony who i returning to 219 qn.
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changed the life of the very popular 19-year old Signaller. In my shon
time in the Army I have learnt that your friends at \\Ork tend to suck
together especially when times are hard. Leon's accident proved no
exception and a massive £3,000 was raised by those members of 219 Sig
Sqn se rving with JCUFI. umerous fund raising events were held,
including a huge disco attended by a few hundred people. But the mo;t
memorable event (and certainly the hardest!) was the Hercules pull,
which proved a massive success. Unfortunately J UFJ were pipped at the
post and trailed in second place to a very impressive engineer side.
The Falklands tour is now completed but the support for Leon
continues. On returning to 2 Sig Regt in York members of the quadron
have regularly visited Leon . Each time he is visited his enthusiasm,
motivation and humour have got stronger and his progress is \\ithout
doubt amazing. With Leon's efforts and the suppon of his friends and
colleagues he should go a long way do""n the road to recovery.

219 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Compston
M
S M eighbour
219 qn have recently returned from the bleak conditions of the
Falkland Islands in time to turn the vehicles around and prepare for
another six month tour. Thi time to Bosnia where the weather i
guaranteed to be no better than it wa in the Falklands. Happy faces all
round! The Squadron will be deploying with a number of new members,
mainly the Squadron hierarchy; hello to the new OC, Maj Jamie
Compston, the 2 1C , Capt Georgina Tyndale,
gt (Fof ) Owen
Leyland, SSgt (YofS) ' tan' Winstanley and OC Falcon Tp, 2Lt David
Haslewood. JCUFI challenged 5 I Engr qn ro a friendly game of Rugby,
JCUFI won with a final core of25-15.

Back Row (L-R): Sgt Pagett. Sgt Humphries, SSgt Meek ,
W02 (SSM) Neighbour. Lt Clixby, Sgt Ramus , Cpl Cadywold,
Cpl Williams, SSgt Collins, Maj Gaul.
Front Row (L-R): Capt Eastman, Cpl Whitelock. Sgt Miller.
LCpl Lawrence, OM(C) Slatter, Cpl Blakey, Sac Clarke
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alex Clixby
Tp
gt
S gt Roy Messenger

TECHNICAL M l TE A CE T ROOP
It has been an extremely busy year so far which has seen most of the
Troop on deployment in Kosovo, Bosnia or the Falklands. We say
farewell to; Sgt Mar k Pryke and C pl 'BJ' J acobs who have both been
promoted to Mr, Sgt John ' ex-AT RSM' Wa lsh who is now on his
Foreman's eour e (three cheer for J ohn , one for every exam attempt).
Cpl And 'Thunder Thighs' W illi a ms to I (UK) Div and Cpl Chris
'Easy life' Leggott to Blandford. Welcome to ; SSgt Daz Evans, gt
' Jim' David on (original), C pl C hris 'Razor' Stephen, LCpls John on,
Bhawa ni, Brewi ngton, Dodds, Edumun dson and Gitti ns. We would
al o like to say, ' Hello, farewell and congratulations' to FofS Yam Ron
hi po ting and commi sion. Finally, a big pat on the back to SSgt Paul
'Tie my kangaroo down sport' Gardner for surviving an arduous four
month barbecue in Australia.
TR.A. DEA CYCLE HALLE GE I AlD OF SE SE
(THE DEAF/BLI ' D A D R BELLA ASSO IATION)
by W02 (RQMS) K. R. J. Smith
I was unfonunate to be sat next lo the RSM (WOI ) S. C. Keilty at
morning coffee in the Sergeants' Mess in June when we noticed an advert
in the Daily Telegraph (I know what you're thinking, 'That's a bit posh
for the mess'.) The advert read 'Fancy cycling across the Andes
mountains in outh America?' We did a double take and the next thing
we kne'W our pon or hip papers had arrived through the post. The
challenge involves cycling 500km across the Andes into Patagonia next
~1arch in aid of SE SE which 1s the Deaf/ Blind and Rubella Association.
The Patron of the association is H er R oya l H ighn ess, T he P r in cess
Ro}al. To compete we must individually raise through donation £2000.
The summer saw us rai e approx . £500 and we arc now on our way,
however, ""e sull have a shortfall and any donation would be gratefully
recei\ed. Cheques should be made payable to Central Bank 2 ignal
Regiment a:id addressed to the RSM.

The first night in volved team bonding in the hi s toric city of
Monche ngladbach most notably the Gravel pit. Whilst explaining the
historic value of certain establishments the RSM, RQM and gt
Beswick impressed us all with their vocal talents. eedles to say a good
night was had by all as was the good name of the British Army. Friday
was an administration day and pre-competition revision i.e: Tank and
Aircraft recognition to name a few. Saturday arrived and with it the
competition. Everyone wa · nervous yet excited and each team gave
I 00% throughout the day. The competition was long, hard and strcnuou
(\\ hieh was nice!!), but the high morale was never shaken and rarely
stirred. Activities through the day included: recognition to first aid, from
grenade stalks through a forest to an as ault course, from map reading to
fire-fighting. ome of the stands were harder than others (the RSM
shouting,.' A tank, and another one' ) on the recognition phase. Despite
not knowing whrch stand was next the teams gave their very be t, and it
paid off. The three teams took home four trophies in total. The e included
I t Male team, I st Mixed team, 2nd and 3rd British teams. A long night
of celebration followed with the largest of the cups being put to good
use. To cap it all we were made sole proprietors of the Gravel Pit (which
was nice!!). The journey back was long and very quiet but all \\hO
participated thorou gh ly e njoyed themselve and have marked their
calendar for next year.

SOUTH ATLA TIC SAD E S' - by Sig Mark Soraine
The Falkland Island is probab ly not the most exciting place to spend
ix month of your rmy Ii fe. llowever soldiers from 219 ig qn
deployed from February to August 1999 to form part of the Joint
Communications Unit Falkland I lands (JCUFI). Arriving in the Falkland
Islands we oon found our feet, but we quickly realised that the work was
going to be quite diflerent from "hat \ e were used to in York; work in
the Falklands wa cry much trade related and 'hand on' as oppo ed to
maintaining vehicles in th e garage on a daily ba i . The change in
cenery and the colder climate were al o a shock to the ystem. For many
of the Troop it was their fir t tour and definitely the first time that they
had worked with the RAF and the Royal avy - this wa in many ca e
an eye opener.
Many friends were made during the tour, both at work and play. Many
people came and left, so we had a good deal of farewell partie . as well a
the regular parties and ' hangar ba hes '. It wa. on one of these occa ions
that a tragic accident happened to my best friend and fellow soldier, ig
Leon C reighton of Eagle Tp. Leon broke hi neck, whi h has left him
paralysed from the chest downwards . This accident has thoroughly

Many thank · to all those involved in thi fund raising and to all tho e
who have given their upport to Leon. If anyone has any idea for raising
money or wi he 10 help in any other way. then please do not hesitate to
call W02 (SS I) Mark eighbour on York military 2257.
F LCONTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Haslewood
Tp gt
gt Hartley
TROOP E\ S - by LCpl Lawrence and LCpl 0 'Mahony
While most of the quadron personnel were enjoying the cold winter
of the Falkland Island . other members of the quadron deployed to
Koso o. The biggest talking point at this time was, 'If you haYe a Bo nia
medal , will you get a different one for Ko ovo?' Tho e left behind in
York formed ' Out of Use Troop· and were mainly employed a the guard
force for the majority of the summer month . Fortunately for L pl
' uper Radio Relay Op· - (in hi. opinion) O'Mahony. he wa able to
e cape thi life ryle by going to Mexico to get married. 'lean\\ hile. for
tho e in the outh of the world the end of tour \ a in ighl. Preparation
for the handover/takeover to I (UK) Armd Div were under way and
nrmours of another tour in Bo nia began to emerge. omcthing that wa ·
conftrmed on arrival back from leave. The hand-o\·er to the ne\' JC Fl
ig qn \\a uccc ful and 219 qn left the I land in the hope that the)
would not be returning for a while. After what eemed a very quick four
week leave. the troop arrived back to find plenty of ne1\ face to
increa e th numbers for Bosnia including the nel\ Troop Comd, 2Lt
Dav id H as lcwood and the Troop Sgt, gt H a r tley. There arc also
goodbye to pl Purden and ig Page. With Bo ma training. lea\e and
some form f adventure training, the Troops continue to be bu y until
their departure in December.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW VEAR
from the Editor of THE WIRE and his staff
Team 3 (mixed) Capt Georgina Tyndale, Sgt 'Bes' Beswick,
Cpl Ma rk J obson and Sig 'Ski' Sworowsk i
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2 SIGNAL REGIMENT
SULTANATE OF OMAN
DHOF R
PPO RT OF HILDREN
Background - The ten British Loan Service ersonnel in Dhofar are all
m mbcrs of the British Anned Forces working in the ultanate of Oman.
The Royal ignals element in the outh con ists of a Major (Richard
anders) and a WOI FofS (Ton. \ oolaston) and both work as ad i ors
in the e ond Regiment Force ignals. The Loan ervice Team based in
alalah. thought that it would be a good idea to rai e ome funds in
. upport of children. The plan wa to run from the Briti h chool in
alalah to \1irbat and back again on the 14-15 eptember 1999. The aim
of the run wa to rai e mon y to be given equally to the hildren 's Ward
of the ultan Qaboo Hospital and the Briti h chool, Salalah. Many of
the local finn . bu ine e , hop and banks spon ored the event and the
indi,·idual runners collected donations from the community in alalah
and a far afield as Mu cat. The re -ponse ' as excellent, raising 3, 750
Oman Rials - approximately £6,250.

from the School and the Military Pipe Band from the Royal Air Poree or
Oman, alalah. Refreshments were pro ided by oeu Cola and Spinncys.
The proceedings concluded ' ith a pre -entation of th e proceed · of the
charity event to the ultan Qaboos Hospital and th e British chool.
alalah.

W0 1 FofS Tony Woolaston
presents a cheque to the Administrator of Sultan Qai3oos Hospital,
whilst Maj S elby McDuff-Duncan NIBE BW
prepares the next part of his speech
Ma j Ri c ha rd S a nders and W0 2 Graham Wood LI look on

The Run ners pose in fron t of the Spinneys banner
(L-R): W02 Graham Wood LI ,
W0 1 (FofS) Tony Woolaston R Signals ,
Maj Richa rd Sa nders R S igna ls , Sqn Ldr Jim Robi nson RAF,
W02 P hil S orre ll RM, Capt (now Maj) Simon Lloyd -Davis PWRR
a nd W02 Russ Hillis RLC
The Run - The runners started from the British School on Tue day 14
eptember, where a small crowd of supporters had gathered to wish them
luck. The route followed the main road to Taqah and then onto Mirbat.
hortly after the start a police vehicle provided by the Roya l Oman
Po lie~ joined 01e l"l!nners to act as a safety vehicle and stayed throughout
the mght. Th.as as 1stance !Tom the local police was invaluable and very
much appreciated by the Team - a flashing blue light seemed to slow the
traffic much_more quickly than the hazard warn ing lights on the Range
Ro,er pro 1ded by Landrover Oman . Shortly pa t the statue of the
Hor es that mark the boundary of Mi rbat the runners turned to retrace
their teps back to Salalah. Just 150 metres away stands the Fort that was
central to the defence of Mirbat by soldiers from 22 SAS and about 25
men from the Dhofar Gendarmerie in Ju ly 1972. The return leg was
probably the hardest part of the ro ute as the rising sun took the
temperature to well over 30 degrees centigrade. The run finished back at
the British chool on Wednesday JS September, a total distance of 135.
kilometres. During the event team member CSgt M cCa ffer ty RGBW
was call~d back to Sala lah because his wife was giving birth - some
peopl_e wall do anythmg to get out of a run! Congratulations to Tommy,
J ackie and baby daughter Holly. The seven runners were WOl Tony
Woolaston R Signals, W02 Graham Wood LI, W02 Russ Hillis RLC
l\! aj Richa rd an~ers R Signals, Sqn Ldr Jim Robinson RAF, Capt
1i:non Lloyd-Davis ~WRR and W02 Phil Sorrell RM and aeria l rigger
11ck Bragg from A1rwork Ltd looked after the transport requirements.
Team were recei ed at the finish by a welcoming committee which
included a photographer/reporter !Tom the Oman Observer, the children

!he

T he Sponsors - The main sponsors for the fund raising effort were the
HSBC, Zubair Enterprises LLC, Coca Cola, Landrover, and the Holiday
lnn, alalah. Many other firms made very generous donations including
hel l Oman, BP Oman, Shanfari Automotive Company, the Sawadi
Beach Resort, Mu cat Insurance ervices Oman Air, Gu lf Air, British
Airways, Spinneys, Oman International Bank, Bank Muscat Al Ahli Al
Oman, Bank Dhofar Al Omani Al Fransi, the Family Book Shop, Eastern
Store and ationa l Panasonic. The Loan ervice Team would like to
thank all their sponsors for their kindness and generosity in supporting
the venture. Thanks are also due to the Commander of I Ith Infantry
Brigade for his support and the Commanding Officer of the Dhofar
Division Headquarters of the Royal Oman Police for his help and advice
and provid ing an excellent Police escort.

Some of the Team posi ng with the c hildren
a nd the Deputy Head of th e Briti sh S ch oo l, Mrs Te rri Edwards

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISION
HEADQUARTERS & SIGNAL REGIMENT
REG l\1 E TAL H EADQ ARTERS
CO
Lt ol . D. Couch
RS\1
WOl (RSM) G. J . Stoker MBE
The major recent event has been organisi ng the annua l Kiwi Ha lf
1arathon. ~ t~sk carried out admirably by the Families Officer, Capt
I?a' e: tach1m. A recor~ number of people took part ra ising over £2000
for SAFA. Congratul_at1ons to t~e Adjutant, Maj Al Long, on hi~ recent
promotion, on the delivery of his daughter Eleanor and on winning the
peed to Y.c1ght ratio prize in the recen t Ki wi Half Ma rathon .
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Congra_tulations also go to the MTO, Maj ' Blackie' Widdows on his
promotion.
202 IG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. J. Qu inlan
SM
W02 (SSM) J. Mc aught
The Squadron has had a fair amo unt of upheava l thi s autumn . We
warmly welcome the new S M Jim Mc aught and his wife Allison to
the Sq uadron, we ho pe yo u e njoy you r t ime here wi th 202 qn.
THE WIRE , DECEMBER 1999

Fo llowing the final arri.val of Waterloo Tp p_ersonnel from Operations in
Kosovo, we now loo~ forward to recon tatutmg the Squadron completely
111 tame for next year s Exercise sea ~ on. Even during this hectic couple of
~1onths Squadron pe~sonncl have stall been able to squeeze in an Exercise
111
yprus and a variety of adventurous training activities as covered in
greater detail below.

\\as arduous not least because of the terrain and the climate but tho c
who took part felt a sen ·e of atisfaction.

OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt K. Grice
Tp gt
SSgt D. Oliver
The busy Divisional ~i!ain Armoured Troop of the Squadron are
pleased to welcome back mto the fold the rest of their soldiers who have
been away on operationa l and other commitments. This has been another
extremely busy working period , the highlight being Ex Lion un in
Cyprus during the month of August. In particular we would like to
welcome new into the Troop Cpl AJ 'That's not a proper name '
~az~cke~le)'. who joi_ns, us fro,m warmer climes, also we welcome LC pl
OJ OleJcmk and 1g Helly Anson who have also recently arrived in
an effort to keep our vehicles on the road. A pecial congratulations also
goes out to Sig Griffith s who was married to LCpl Marsh over the
sum mer leave period, we wish you both all the best for the future. The
!roop is now consolidating its man power in an effort to start exercising
an earnes.t for next year, which is anticipated to be a busy one. By no
small ~1racl.e the panzers are still going strong with only a few
mechanical failures here and there. Let's hope the weather stays unny on
alisbury Plain from now up to Chri tmas!
B SSACO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. J. impson
Tp SSgt
S gt P. R. Howson
With the return of per onnel from operational tours, Bussaco Tp
numbers have rocketed again to over sixty soldiers. We have said our
te.arful goodbyes to LC_pl Jamie lade, who is off swanning at 30 Sigs,
Sig 'Who ate all my pie ?' Brown who hopes for a thinner life in Civ
Div, and Sig 'Troll ' Dav ies, who is deserting his liney heritage to become
a re-tread Tele Mech. Ex Lion Sun and the period after aw a fre h influx
of new blood. LCpl 'Duke' Newco mb, Sig 'Vanes a' Bird, Sig 'Bob'
Wagstaff and Sig 'Johnny' Brigg , fre h rrom the factory, were warmly
welcomed to the garages. Sig 'Carrot Cruncher' Liverton joins us from
Germany, LCpl 'Taff' Morris from Bramcote, and Cp l 'Don' Brenn an
from 16 _ig Regt. With the hectic on-the-bus off-the-bu of preparation
for operations no longer looming, the Troop ha managed to get a bit of
quality time away from the barracks. Staff College Demo is always a
tricky thing at the best of time , and it was a fortunate few who managed
to escape to tb.e Yorkshire Dale for Ex lroa Cavern. After walking over
the hall (mountams!), the group then went wandering in the caves under
them. The caving suits were so nazzy, LC pl ' Paintball don"t hurt'
!anding didn 't want to return his. From the Workshop , the Techs go
armoured! Congratulations to C pl 'Melted' Dryde n , C pl 'Max'
Maxwell, LCpl 'A ngry Little Man' An nis and LCp l ' Punchy' icholls
on passing their armoured driving course. Better luck next time to LCpl
' Wheeled ' Lyo n. Welcome to Sgt 'Max' C hallis who will be taking over
hortly from Sgt ' Liquid Lunch' C hees ma n, soon departing to 30 ig
Regt.
WATERLOO TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Dave 'Lumi-stick ' Jackson
Tp J~t
gt Tony ·where's my manpower' Wringc
Thi month sees Waterloo Tp form up once more after most of its
member have been hiding in the Ba lkans for the la t 6 months with
either I Mech or KFOR. A big thank you goes to Cpl ' Barney' G rumble
who has kept the stores in order and stopped the rest of the Regiment
from nicl<ing all our kit, (why doe nobody ever want to teal our
panzers?) Hello to LC pl J ohnson and Sigs 'Devo' Devlin and 'Herbie·
Hyde, who are slowly getting to know ju t how much fun track ba hing
and trund ling can be. A sad far well mu t go to Sgt Jim Watt ' ho has
been selected from a cast of one to join the newly formed 60 igs and
congratu lations on his promotion. At least now he will be the focal point
of everybody else's moans and whinge . The Troop i waiting to see what
is in store for us but no doubt it wi ll involve many sleeple s night and
long hours in the Sport man's. Oh well, the acrifices we have to make to
become the second be !-armoured troop in the regiment!
EXE RC ISE LIO s I 9199 10 JULY-5 A G T
by Capt Pat Pri1chell
A composi te Squadron ba ed upon 202 ig Sqn, 3 (UK) D R
d?ployed to yprus on Ex Lion un between I 0 Ju ly and 5 ugust. The
n1m of the Exerci e was to practise the defence of communication and
headq uarte rs s it es in a con tingency operation cenario, in order to
enhance the abi lity of the qua dron to defend HQ 3 (UK) DI V on
Operatio ns. T he m il itary a pccts of the Exe rcise were to foc us on
individua l, section and troop military tactic and live firing attacks and a
Squadron level dry train ing FTX - the C limax Exerc ise. To enhance
individual and team working, adventurou , port ing and fi tness acti vit ies
were combined with short cultu ra l vi it on and off is land.
T he Excrci e wa an enormou succe s, due primarily to the detai led
orga ni sat ion provided by th e Squad ron plann in g team. For the
partici pating o ld iers the c · perience proved to be an extremely
worthwhile one, a the majority of the oldier deployed bad relatively
little mili tary skilJs experience prior to the Exercise. The Exercise served
us a fair ly steep learning curve a t time , whic h all participan ts
endeavoured to travel along. During the Exercise, the mili tary training
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The FofS shows the Squadron how it is really done
lntersper ed .w.ith the military training were periods of physical and
advcnturou trammg, predommantly water based but which also included
parachuting and rock climbing. Enormous amounts of fun wa had by
tho~e who participated in the off island cultural visits to Egypt and Israel
which each la ted for three days and included a cruise to and from
Limas ol.

T he R and R pa cka ge was superb
206 SIG AL SQ
ORO
Q U ORO HEADQ UARTERS
Sqn omd
Maj W. E. H. Adsett
S 1
W02 ( M) S. T. Archer
206 ig qn have had more than their fair hare of 0
over the pa t
year. Firstly Maj Pa ul Glibbcry then came 1aj a role (\\ith an 'E')
Rankjn and nO\\ come' 1aj Bill dsett. A belated farewell to Maj
G libb ery and hi lovely wife Tracey, ince departing the quadron.
Tracey has gi en birth to twin boys, Louis and Jacq ues, congratulauon ·
to the four of you! Maj Rankin arrived in April and left in June for
Ko ovo for an interesting tou r ' ith 3 ( K) Di'. •n arri,al back m the
UK it wa only a matter of weeks until the next in line came to the
quadron. Good luck to Maj Rankin for the future and han~ a 111cc time
at ARR in your Tax Free Golf.
Welcome to Maj Bill Adsett, wife J anet and children J es~ i e and J oe
who ha e arrived frc h faced from a .mall office in 'vial em Y..1th DERA.
The quadro n hope that your tour goes \\Cit and (like the 'hine e
pro erb 'May you live in interesting time · ') that your time \\ith the
quadron will be memorable.
BATTLE
1P- by Mon Troop
unday 12 eptember I IOOhrs and 206 qn depart on the second battle
camp of the ear. This one \\R to be an ITD battle camp different to our
pre iou battle camp which was a gloriou week in Dartmoor! The mood
wa, ct on the coach on the way to Tregan tie fort \\hen \\C watched the
training videos ' aving Privnt~ Ryan· and •Lock. tock and T" o
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mokmg Barrels!· We were all r ·ady for our range work when \\ e
arri\ed. When I say all. that' not strictly true a L pl• ed · eedham
de ided Lo La) longer than the re t at our · ervi e station stop and
therefore had to find alternative mean of getting to Tregantle!
\ 1onday morning tarted rather rudely at 0630hrs with a 'gen tle?!'
1's lung bu ting e ion along the coa t and near vc11ical hill ide .
Deciding that mot people· trainers were a litt! too dirt it wa decided
to do a 'pol of ea Running. Luckily the ea \\3 nice and warm, not!
1onda) and Tue day were devoted to enhancing our already prof,• ional
kill · in • BC. Fir t Aid, Map Reading and Weapon Training. S ig
·Casper' Price had hi embarra sing moment of the week when, selected
from a ca t of thousands. he wa cho en t0 treat a sucking chest wound
on gt · fandy' Korchel. 'eedless to ay the dre sing was not attached
a ''ell as it could have been! 1 BC proved ery intere ting to both
platoons. thank mu t go Lo the instructors for dimming the lights a it
reall) helped u to ee Lhe PowerPoint pre ent.ation! After some expert
map reading instruction from S gt ·Efficient' Bartleet and gt ' Phil '
Cooper. Tuesday night B\\ the start of the ight avigation Exerc i e.
Fir-t back were LCpl · tevey' Jay and ig ·Bracks' Bracken, not
becau e of their map reading ability but because they con eniently lo t
all the grid of the checkpoints. Lt 'Olly' Gardner appeared Lo have
booked him elf into a crash ·Get fit' ession when he wa paired with Lt
·Fit a a Butcher's Dog' lrn·in. They quashed an viciou rumours tliat
ollicers and a map are a dangcrou combination by coming in first and
''ith all ten checkpoints. Other teams found that taking a short cut isr:'t
alway a good idea, when 'Barry· Lhe Bull didn't take kindly to swarms
of quaddie u ing hi field to tramp through. Wedne day and Thursday
were de,oted to a round robin of ranges including the APWT. GPMG and
Pistol hoot . Much enjoyment wa had by all, even if the weather did it
be t to put a literal dampener on thing . Sgt' Q 1 for the Week' Batts
did hi bit by finding an endles supply of king-size Twixe , Fosters and
John mith . Unfortunately, for him though , the Camp QM wasn't very
happy that the lads had been playing a many games of pool for the price
of one "ith trategically placed toilet paper in the pockets!
Finally the award for 'GOD'S TRADE' was awarded to the Tele Op
Radio trade after completing an almost impossib le task et by the OC,
:\1aj ·Bill' Ad ett. pecial mention mu t go to the ED on coming
econd even though they seemed to already know what the task was after
·ome in ide information (Does anyone know what trade the SSM is?).
pecial mention must also go to the Ori er Linemen for their un ique
approach to the problem and the amusement they gave us!
I KERMA TROOP
Following thi year's deployment to Bosnia and Kosovo the Troop
has finally re-established itself. Most of the Troop has spent the past five
week on leave getting over their tours and putting on even more weight
and topping up their sun tans. On reruming we were given the good news
of the Bui ford Escape plan to the Falklands for six months starting next
February. Oh the joys of 3 Di ! The next fe, months will be spent
ruming around and sorting out vehicles from deployments along with a
couple of Exercises on the Salisbury plain (as we've missed it so much
thi year). Congrarulations go to LCpl Shaun Thomas on his selection to
Corporal on the recent promotion board. Also well done to LCpl Jim
Kemp. ig 'Johno ' Johnson and Sig Dave Durward who were sent on
the leadership course with three days notice and all managed to come
back in one piece. ew arrivals ~o the Troop include Lt Gary Irwin, Sig

Sam Hunt, io Alex Clarke and Sig Daz 'folly who all join us from
Blandford sausage factory.
222 SIG AL SQUADRO
qn C'omd
Maj R.
ppleton
SSM
W02 (S M) F. Roberts
Once again it ha. bt.-en a Lltrbulcnt time in SHQ Tp with many arrivals
and people lea ing. The first is a goodbye to Maj Mark Billin gham off to
Shrivenham to have no responsibility and gel i sued open toed sandals. Maj
Bert Appleton has taken over and is already not making any changes what
so ever. Ex Topham Hatt wa run very successfully under SSM Frank
Roberts. The OC and 21C, Capt Sellwood and Hawes, decided that a vi. it
' a in order and manfully signed the i itors' book in tl1e Purbeck Hotel
after some strenuous drinking. An excellent week was had by all including
the cable drum speciali ts Cpl 'Bodge it ' Boden and Cpl 'Legit' Walton .

.

champagne. The next morning saw their feet returned to the ground as
they set off for Bradbury Barracks and the real world of regimental life in
Krefcld .
EARLY HOME
CO
Lt Col David Jones
RSM
WOl Smoothy
At the time of writing one quadron fro m the Regiment and a
command team remains in Kosovo. Those who have returned have
quickly seuled into Barrack life and are preparing tht:mselves for another
set of tour (Bosnia and the Falklands in June and July next year).
ASCOT DAY
Once again on unday 12 September the picturesque Krefeld racecour e was the setting for the Regiment 's day at the race . The day began
with an address by the town Mayor followed by one from the O, Lt Col
David Jones, who spoke in excellent German. The General Officer
Commanding UK (G), Maj Gen Elliot CBE was the Regiment's guest
and dined with Regiment.al Officers and their wives in the VIP box. The
Corps Band played immediately after the addres and added
tremendously to the occasion, one could see the German people tapping
their feet to the unfamiliar sound of a mil itary band.
The .event was a plu~h. affair and corporate spon ors use the day to
entertam guests. The military pre ence adds much to the occasion and
creates great interest from the peop le of Krefeld . There was a joint
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, a bar and a fish and chip st.and (which was
especially popular). The Regiment ponsored the first race and gave
prizes to the jockey, trainer and owner.

HARJ H TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. . Johnson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Baker/SSgt R. Lang
The Troop ummer camp thi year was harjah favourite, Weymouth.
Although th e camp was planned whil t deployment to Kosovo was
ongo ing, the Troop all got to partake in some or all of the activities. Cpl
'Drag Queen' Ward wa the only di appointed man when he had to hand
over a fully co-ordinated outfi t complete with jewellery to return to camp.
It has been an excellent time for promotions within the Troop with the
recent promotion of gt Stu Ireland. Jn addition LCpls Andy Morris,
Ed Howard and ·Mac McDougall all selected for Corporal. Finally
gt Ray 'Davro ' Lang is handing over to SSgt 'Bru' Baker after 22
years in the Army, the very be l of luck from the Troop in civvy street.
ADE TROOP
Tp S gt
gt S. E. Littlefield
The Troop is starting to get back into the wing to Squadron life after it
was placed in su pended animation for eight months. Lots of new faces
are in the Troop, L pl Knowles in from I Mech Bde and Sig Danny
Hollis from Blandford.
OMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt I. . I. Mullholland
Tp SSgt
Sgt A. Hayler
The Troop has had a bu y couple of months with the reformation of
the Trunk ode as well as the odd Exerci e as well. Sigs 'S untan ' Lewis,
·Heat stress' Alcock and 'Trig' Jackson all had the chance to show off
their infantry skills, or lack of them in the Cyprus sun on Ex Lion Sun.
Sig Alcock put on a star performance throughout the whole Exercise with
his unconvincing impre sion of heat stress. In eptember a large part of
the Troop took part in the Kiwi Ha lf Marathon and the COs' winter sports
competition with all putting in a great deal of effort and some skill.
Congratulations to Sgt Andy Hayter, LCpl Burgess and Sig Brewer for
completing the course. The Troop is glad to welcome back tho e just
returned from Operations in Bosnia and Kosovo. It is about time that Sigs
·old Lady' Brady, Webster and Leach got back in the garages and onto
those Switches. Welcome to the Troop to Cpl Dave Knapman from 15
Sig Regt via Split. Congratulations to Lt Mullholland on her recent
marriage and to Sig Ross Barry on his new born baby. A few beers are
owed before the sleepless nights start to set in.

The GOC and CO look on as the decanter and glasses
are presented to the winning Jockey
The Adjutant bet on horse o.7. all groaned when thi \ as announced,
the groa ns turned to di may when, much to everyones' amazement he
won!! Blind faith does pay off. The RSM, WO I moo thy bet on an
out ider with his daughter ' name and is now refu ing to give her any of
the money. By all acco unts the betting went quite badly, the more
extravagant gamb ler were di appointed that they couldn't put the
Barrack down as security for their bet. Clearly a change in ervice
Funds Accounts regulations is required.

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

COT CELEBRATE AT SPA
David Coultard was not the only Scotsman Lo have thoroughly
enjoyed the Belgian Grand Pri x at Spa! Watching the race from a
sponsor's hospitality lounge was another Scotsman, 25 year o ld Sig
Mark Learmouth, from 7 Sig Regt, Krefeld, who had won a VIP Grand
Prix weekend for two in a competition run by the Key Magazine. ' I
couldn't have a ked for any better prize,' said Mark, ' It 's the best prize
I'll ever have in my life.'
1ark and his wife, arah, drove from their home in Krefeld, to a
luxury hotel on the Dutch/Belgian border. There they were treated to a
champagne reception before a gourmet dinner in the hotel's restaurant in a
13th Century reno ated chateau. On Sunday morning Ma rk and Sarah
were taken to the circuit in time to see the final practice ession and to
~oak in the atmosphere of Grand Prix Day. Only a few metres from the
track, they had a perfect view of the morning's practice session over the
heads of thousands of excited spectators who had paid a great deal of
money for their cats! Of course, champagne was available throughout the
mornmg and at the fabulous lunch the VIPs enjoyed just before the race
began. Surrou~ded by Europe's glitterati and dressed in the sponsor's red
Ferran Tee shirts, Mark and arah finally made their way out on to the
balcony to watch the Grand Prix. Luckily, Sarah, who first met Mark
v.hen he v.as also a serving soldier, is as keen on Formula I as he is.
A their memorable weekend drew to a close, Mark and Sarah
returned to the ehateau for a candlelit dinner and one last g lass of
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W02 Weaver elated as his 100 to 1 outsider comes first
For two hours, Mark and Sarah Learmouth had been giving their
full attention to the Belgian Grand Prix . As David Coullard was
being mobbed by crowds in the pits , Mark and Sarah finally took
their eyes off the track and came back to earth
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THE OinC's VI IT
The OmC, Brig edric Burton D visited the Regiment during
his tour of Germany. He vi itcd a number of talion department and ent
an E-mail to the Regiment in Ko ovo. a facility that the wi e and
families are able to u e. The Picture show hi vi it to 232 ig qn.
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The SOinC demonstrates the SA80s replacement to
Sig Shillinglaw and Sig Williamson, whilst Cpl Murray reassures
himself that the Safety catch is applied
PRE E TATJO OF AWARD
·o LO G ERVICE A D
GOOD CO D CT MEDALS
On 15 September members of 7 ig Regt were pre ented with their
Long ervice and Good Conduct Medal by the Signal Officer in Chief.
Meda l were presented to
gt 'Taff' Evan , Sgt Ar·chie ' If I ain't
caught it, its not worth catching (fish)' Gemmel, gt ince Tipple, gt
Jones REME and Sgt Lees. W02 Pottinger was pre ented with the
Meritorious Service Medal and Mr Jackie Drain received a
commendation for her work with the families of Hohne and Krefeld
Garrisons.

Presentation of Awards and LS&GC Medals
(L-R): Sgt Jones (REME), Sgt Lees, CO-Lt Col Jones,
W02 Pottinger, SSgt Evans, W01 (RSM) Smoothy,
wives and husbands, the SOinC centre front Row
CP 232 SIG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
·Iaj Alan Stringer
SM
\ 02 ( :vi) Rick Hughes
STOP ! ew Fla h the OC bas just received hi chest \\ebbmg. after
waiting most of the Operation for it, at last the 0 is hard a nail . Since
deploying from Krefeld way back in February we ha\e had on our books
24 l oldiers from 9 Royal Signal
nit sen ing in three countries. Up
until 12 June our time wa pent in Macedonia where our job wa
upporting the Brigade an Group and TAC moving location on
numerous occasions waiting for the move to Ko ovo. The CP lo t the
Yeoman, Sgt Gaz Tabor, for five week to Albania \\here his team did
an excellent job supplying comm for the Albania Force. He n.:turned ju t
in time for R&R only to be recalled for the econd time thi Operation to
help tl1e quadron move into Kosovo. The CP wa al o involved' iLh
pro iding comm for the talk bet\\een the Commander KFOR and the
erbs once the main agreement had been made with the OC quadron
and SSgt cting Foreman (no pay) Rick Hannah and hi team 'i iting
the talks on numerous occasion . The \\ hite feather award goe to gt
'Taff' John who a ouple of day · b fore the re tofu moved into
Ko ovo on D Day decided to go home on R&R. Ha,·ing lost the airport to
the Ru ian the 0 and the re t of the recce pany decided to keep the
main party hanging around on the road ·ide O\ er night. The
l Rick
Hughe being the big guy he is at about 0300h• thought our armour
protection had arrived only to get out of his vehicle and stop a convO) of
erb in T55 tanks moving out (nice move Rick). For the first nine day
of Operation in Ko ·ovo the CP helped TAC support the Commander
KFOR HQ a - well as keeping track on the Brigade A '· mo\ ing up
from lacedonin. On 20 June we handed O\ er command to Mam and 231
ig qn. Thi has left u · the
to look after wah one
deplo:rmg
to the airport with the Ru ians. We would like to :ay fore\\ell to Maj
!ringer on hi· posting to HQ 3 Di\, thank goodne s his farewell part}
has fini ' hed and our livers can recover. ongratulutions to gt ( Q'1, )
Pete Griffiths on being picked up for promotion to \\'02 . ''ell done
Pete and congratu lations go to LCpls Rhode , Hepworth and John on
on being picked up for promotion to orpor::il. \ e would like to a}
farewell to all members of the quudron \\ho ha' c been posted in the last
few months and welcome to the cw ·\rri' als: Cpl Ta~ tor, l.Cpl
Cha ndler, Robinson. Holland, t:mley, Porter and Thomp on, ig
1alcom, I anion,\ ell William • Whntmough and Din ies.
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Farc\\Cll to the depart d : Capt And~' Greenfield - Bland fo rd , Cpl
pittle. - Blandford. Cpl Jone - I, L pl Mears - I, L pl Bovey -2
, tg Regt. L pl Fcrgu on - 21 ig Re!}l,
pl ~itzpatrick -Sn:allow I, L pl Robins - 200 nnd Bdc • 1g qn , 1g Penney - 2 1g Regt.
\\'e welcome the UC\\ 0 . 1aj Phil Baker and hi witc Collette to 232
ig qn "e hope he settles in well and enjoy his stay at 7 ig RegL.

VIS IT O F A 'G SA D DUND EE CF
A conLingent from Angus and Dundee CF vi sited the Regiment from
Lhe 1- 11October 1999 and were hosted by 232 ig qn. Th ey took pan in
many activitie "hich were ho tcd by ig Claire Grant, LC'pl Williams
and co-ord inated with precision by Sgt Rob Atherton. As well a some
lo' level military activiti es. includin g the assault course and AT range
the Cadets vi sited Phanlllsia Land , Eindho en and took part in a host of
leisure activiti es. The vi it was very successful and culminated in a
gruelling orienteering competiti on.

fi shing was on the agenda . When we enmtua lly boarded the boat we
rece ived lot of, 'Al right me lovers,' and, ' What's up my handsomcs.'
from the Skipper (strange bloke), before we headed out fo r deeper "atcr.
After being baffied by techn ical ta lk abo ut tides, depths and vari ous
di fferent fi h, we put the rods over the ide and the fi sh just kept on
comin g. Everybody caught som ethin g whether it be a seagull or a
dogfi sh. There were a number of acti vities laid on throughout the week,
mountain bik ing, hill walking and surfing are JUSt a few, but I think the
highlight of the week for most. was the total eclipse of the sun. It was
such a spectacle and a rare thing to see and to be in one of the best pla cs
in the world to view it was amazing.

229 (BERL! ) SIG ' AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Chris Robinson Royal Australian Signals.
M
M Keane
The quadron have j u t returned from gruelling post tour leave.

The Cadets after being presented a plaque by Maj Phil Baker
Back Row (L-R): Uts Ross Mitchell, Murray Ingram,
Colin Smith, Sig Claire Grant, Maj Cassidy, Maj Baker,
Sgt: Atherton, Carolann Barr, Micheal McCallum, David Cant
Front Row (L-R): Gary Smith, Mark Ferrie, Lynn Fraser,
llevin Seagrane

HARLIE TROOP - bl' Lt Caroline Evans
Charlottenburg Tp, part of 229 (Berlin) ' ig qn arc now safely back in
camp. followin g a very succes ful tour in Macedonia and Ko ovo. A
Trunk ode 0 11. the hub for communications in Koso o, we occupied the
' Gole Height ', a mountain overlooking the Pristina Bowl. We fonned
strong links with the local people, particularly those from the village of
Yragolija, near Ko ovo Polj e. With the inspirational motivation of Sgt
Phil Davies, a hand fu l of intrepid volunteers arri ed in the village to find
the school had been badly burned. Within minutes, the whole village
turned out to help clear the rubble and scrub soot from the walls. Thi
project. that tarted with no money and no resources, snowballed into a
highly ucce sful mission. thanks entirely to the energy and enthusia m of
the oldicr . It was an extremely rewarding time , amidst so much
de truction. to be able to leave feeling we had given omething back.

Appreciating more of the beautiful Welsh weather
on top of Glyder Fach
(L-R}: Sig Robert Abbey, Sig Adam Welton, Cpl Simon Green ,
Sig Graham Venn

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

HEADQ ARTERS SQ ADRO '
qn Comd
Maj Harn·ood
SS 1
W02 (SSM) ewton

226 IG AL SQ ADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFARE)
qn Comd
Maj Meinertzhagen
M
W02 (S M) Jenkins

TECH ICAL lAfNTENANCE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) S. Johnston
Tp SSgt
SSgt H. Evans
The Troop ha been somewha t busy these past few months with
preparation for deployments to Bosnia and Ko ovo. Of course it 's not all
work, ' e do play occasionally. As a Troop we often get together to have
ome fun. Most recently a trip to Heathenon Country Sports Park was
organised by Sgt 'Du ty' filler, ' ho recently arrived in the Troop on
promotion from his Tl Upgraders Course. The theme for the day wa
'wacky races'. Although it was only go-karts it was funny watching
grown men and women locked in a battle of speed and wits to see who
would come out the overall champion. There were a few minor crashes
but thankfully nothing too serious. Come the end of the afternoon people
were quite exhausted and ready to retire to the bar for the obligatory beer
or two. The next Troop outing will again take place at Heatherton but this
time for a paintball competition.
The Troop would like to take this opportunity to thank the following
per onnel, gt 'Alfie' Davidson, Sgt 'Dusty' Miller, Cpl Chris Dicks
and ig 'Dinger' Bell for taking pan in the Regimental As ault Course
Competition. As a result the HQ Sqn team finished in a very creditable
third place. The Troop would also like to congratulate SSgt Huw Evalls
who i now away on a four week expedition to epal, on becoming the
British Army Alpine Paragliding Champion.
As usual, we have our fair share of 'hello's' and 'goodbyes'. We would
like to welcome Cpl 'Gunny' Gunn who joins us from I (UK) Annd
Div, gt 'Mac' Macdonald who joins us on promotion from his Tl
Upgraders Course, gt Dave Evenden from Gutersloh and finally gt
Glynne Kerr-Morgan who joins us from 264 (SA ) Sig Sqn. The only
person we've said goodbye to these past few months has been gt
'Smitty' mith who left us for the TA.

Q ADRO H EADQ ARTERS TROOP
September ha been a busy month for HQ Tp with Exercises and
quadron Adventure Training. On beha lf of the Troop I would like to say
goodbye to the following people; LCpl 'Doe' Dixon , LCpl Joe
Gallagher, and ig Rachel Wells all leaving the Anny for civvy treet.
ig ·Webby' Webster on his really jammy posting to Berlardo Bridge,
Scotland. LCpl Col Twells on his po ting to 4 Bde. We wish you all the
best in the future and extend a big welcome to Cpl ' Denny Denton who
has just arrived from 640 Tp.
Turning to other events, we see the return of the OC Sqn, Maj MZ,
(no one can spell hi name), W02 ( M) Jenkins and W02 (YofS)
Rutherford all returning from Op Agricola I . The rest of us a lso
managed to get away for some adventure training at Capel Curig in .
Wale , on Ex Whale Adventure This was fun yet demanding and
challenging. I feel I should mention the efforts of the Sqn QM , Sgt
Titus Reene for his excellent work in organising the Squadron adventure
training. It really is amazing what can be done on a shoe string budget.
Perhaps he should volunteer to run the Squadron fund .. ...

Cpl 'Johnny Bravo' Teale - 'What do I do next?'
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Cpl Piper demonstrates and instructs
on the Plas-y-Brenin climbing wall
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ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Harvey Scott
OP WO
SSgt (Supvr R) White
A fairly quiet period for the Troop with the main focus for the month
being the preparation for StafTCollege Demonstration 1999 at PTA. The
Troop were briefing on the Deep Operation tand along with other
elements from the Regiment , including a. Wildcat Jamm er (handled
masterfully by LCpl Young and Sig Woodrow of 640 ig Tp) and the
new Odette platform provided by 245 Sig Sqn (EW). This demo provided
an excellent chance for the operators to refre h their skills on the
equipment a it has yet to co me into se rvice in the Regiment. T he
standard of the briefing were highly praised and one comment of note
from a vi iting YIP after seeing a demonstration of the equipment was,
" Thank God you're on our side' . The Odette crew for the week were Cpl
John Winwood, Cpl Daz Whatmough, Cpl Kenny mith and LCpl
Karen Gunn. A big thanks to the support crew which came down but
had a relatively quite week , except for ig ' I thought the PY would fit
under that hangar door' Jones who was the butt of all the jokes for the
week.
Of a more relaxed nature was the quadron ' Adventure Training
Exercise to sunny Snowdonia, which wa attended by the majority of the
Troop. Thi con i ted of the usual mixture of arduous activities
intersper ed by regular visits to the Cot wold Outdoor Shop (we hould
have shares by now). A enjoyable time was had by all with local
hostelrie reporting an unexpected upward tum in profit over thi period.
Unfortunately, we have a lot of fare\\ ell to ay. Goodbye and
good-luck to SSgt 'Pav· Burke who leaves us to join the RAF, Sgt Andy
Ball and his wife Jane ofT to l and Cpl ' icky Dawson en route to
in truct at Chick ands. La t but not lea t, LCpl Ronnie Fardell who is
leaving for civvy street, you never know he may actually tum into work
on time once before he leaves!
lt was nice to see the return to the clan of LCpl Hickenbotham and
Sig 'Crutch' Crutchley after returning from detachment in I and
Kosovo respectively. Al o welcome to
gt eil orley and his family
fre h in from 3 (UK) Div HQ and ig qn just made it for the lovely
Brawdy winter). Finally congratulation go to Cpl Paul Browne and his
wife Sarah on the birth of their second son Luke.
640TROOP
Tp omd
Lt White
Tp Sgt
SSgt Flaherty
Welcome to ig Mark Watson and ig Craig Ree who arrived in
640 ig Tp in early September from Blandford, and also to Cpl Pete
Byrnes who has joined us from Romeo Tp. Goodbyes to Cpl 'Denny'
Denton who is now in the QM Dept, LCpl 'Smudge' Smith who ha
left us to join 16 Air A sault Bde and ig Adam Welton who will be
transferring to the Int orp in the near future. ongratulation are in
order for a few members or the Troop, firstly to Cpl Russ Ryan and hi
wife Donna on Lhe birth of their baby g irl Ccrys on 29 July. Al o to
l,Cpl 'Tin' Foyle who got married to Beverly. and to ig Gaz Robin on
who married amantha on Friday 13th of al l days!
The Troop has been busy of late due to the change-over of the wagon
from Series 3 Land Rover (ye we are the last unit in the Briti, h Army
sti ll to have them), to either Wolf Defende1 or Pinzgaucrs. Howe er, we
did manage a welcome bn:ak, when we went down to Penhalc Training
Camp for a pot of 'adventurou train ing' organised by Cpl 'Denny'
Denton. This coincided with the Ec lip e and the British urling
hampion hips (nice planning 'Denny'). The fir t night \ as one to
remember. After orting out our personal admin. and various other point
we all took a wander down to Newquay for a night out and to give L pl
'Tin ' Foyle a stag party. The nighi tarted off well but nobod is quite
ure how it ended, although there arc a few maliciou rumours which
involve talk of a lamp-post, a pair of hand ·ufTs and someone' clothes
being di tributed to the gathering crowds. The following day. d ep sea
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OMMSTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Murray MacDonald
Tp SSgt
S gt Brown
Comm Tp deployed in high spirits on Ex Whale Link on 9-1 S Augu t,
to an unknown little training camp somewhere in Maidstone. We only
had one minor hiccup on route which occurred at the RMAS POL point
where LCpls Chris John and tu Kelly took it upon them elves to give
the Troop a lesson in ho\\ not to POL their trucks. ·Hone t the head just
fell off the end of the pipe!. Yeah OK, we believe you . fter much
emptying of jerry cans the Troop got on its way again. The aim of the
Exercise wa to refrc h the Tele Op (TG)'s and teach the Tele Op (R)
JMH \\hich proved to be slightly more difficult than at first thought. The
TG 's were well educated in the ways of JMH (not!) but did manage to
pass on a little of their knowledge to us Rad Ops.
' When e entually the training phase was complete, Comms Tp
scattered to the four winds with Dets deployed to Weymouth (mid
sea on), ottingham and Eastbourne to conduct an insecure RATT Ex.
Once the Exercise proper commenced the Dets soon began to get their
RATT and JMH skill down to a fine art, although the typing could have
done with a little work. Overall the Exercise was a succes , we all
enjoyed ourselves whil tat the ame time conducting valuable
cross-training. gaining a good insight into JMH and RATT working.
EXERCI E WHALE ADVE T RE 1999
MMER MO 'TAI EERI G PROFICIE CY CO RSE
by LCpl Frost
Picture. if you will , sub-tropical heat, a warm sea breeze and an
endles upply of hand prepared cocktails - then you would be as far from
paradise as we were! Members of the course, LCp ls !eve Frost. Dave
Grimes, Glenn Roberts and ig Sue Shand all had a rather wet time
trudging around the welcoming, and gently rolling hills of Snowdonia
with their ever smili ng instructor Lt Ben \ hite. part from the weather
hampering attempt to conquer nowdon and its outlying mountains
everyone had a good time and enjoyed themselve . even when having to
navigate the group through the thickest 'Pea soup· fog. The course itself
was aimed at introducing the students to the basic of mountaineering.
These included topics such a equipment election., effects of altitude on
temperature and wind, hyperthennia and hypothermia. The course also
co ered map reading practice and theory. If there are any budding
mountaineers out there who are looking to do any Mountain Leader
Training then this course is pecifically aimed at helping you get a good
knowledge of facts and figure that are needed at later tages in training.
EXERCISE LO G LOOK 1999
by LCpl Edwards
When I was informed that I wa elected to participate in Ex Longlook
1999. I was very excited a I have never been to Au tralia before. The
Exercist: tarted mid April with a long flight half way round the world,
arriving in Bri bane earl y on a Wedne day morning. fter two days re t,
1 was out in the bush on battle amp. Once I had been trained on the
Australian rifle, I \as given a set of. 'Aus ie' cam and told to join my
section. The day were pent on section attacks and ambu he which
pro ed to be great fun de pite the few difference in the ection drills.
Aller an excellent
ZAC Day, it was time for another e ercise. Thi
was a comms exerci e and not another trek through the bu h. The
exercise \ a d igned primarily to utilise both HF theory and practical
skill . Much of it wa familiar to me. Howe er, there were one or two
difTerences. the biggc t of which wa voice procedure. We were al o
fortunate enough to be gi en the opportunity to complete the obstacle
cour e at a place called Ennoggra. which turned out to be \'Cry wet and
muddy (good to ee ome things are the same in any anny!).
It wa -n't all work in u tralia, however, I had the chance to vi it
ydney, \\here I pent the day looking at all the ight . These included
the Harbour Bridge, llP Opera Hou e apd the Center Point. I al. o
managed to -ee the rown Casino in Melbourne, the Barossa wine ,·alley
in Adelaide and the ery intcrc ting war museum in Canberra. 1y
·home· during thi pha e wa Toowoomba where the lads looked after me
cry well. I was alway kept bu, over the week-ends, going to fun park
like Dreamworld and Mo' ic\\ orld, and I al o had a chan e to go
horse-riding at a friend's fann.
ftcr another omm Exerci c 1 took a week's lea' e and went off to
Alice pring and ycrs Rock whi h wa an amazing experience. The
day at yers Rock started at se en in the morning, "ith a four hour
journe (it take, agr:, to get any where in Au tralia). Once we had arri,ed
I had a look around the cultural entre then came the climb to the top of
Ayer Rock it elf, which wa totally exhilarating. To \Hite about
e crything I did on Ex Langlo k would take page , the e are ju ta fe\\ of
the highlight and memorie ·. u-tralia i a wonderful count!) and I :un
very fo rtunate to ha e been able to 'i it it. I would strongly ad' 1sc
anyone cl c, who get offered the chance, to take it.
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237 IG \L QU!\OR01' (ELE TRO I WARF RE)
qn Comd
;\laj Dakin
. t\I
\ 02 (
1) Richardson
QUA DRO ' HE OQ ARTER
The _ quadron hierarchy continues to dri\ e the quadron into the
1ill nnium. or i it into Ko mo. Bo ·nia. Egypt, ierra Leone. K.:nya.
Canada or ali~bul) Plain? We continue to be\ .;.ry busy, deploying men,
women and equipment to all corners of th.: globe. Recruiting i · not a
problem. it keeping them in Brawd) that i pro' ing the difficulty.
ongratulation to the 0 and ara h on the birth of Da ni el. That
should cut down the w eekcnds away adventure training. Congratulations
are due to g t · huggie' Hughes for his impending marriage.
Welcome back from KosoYo to
gt G le n Kitc hen. oon to as ume
command of the Q 1 department with relief in place from Sgt ' tan Icy
Botham· Bu xton Int Corp . the pre_ent incumbent. ongratulations a
well go to Sgt, Kitchen on your impending ma1Tiage, it doe. n't eem
two minute· ince )OUr la tone.
\'I CTOR TROOP
Tp omd
\ 0 2 latthews Royal Au tralian ignal
Tp gt
gt \ atters
Many of the Troop are away on Op and fortunately they ha e taken
all the Troop' equipment with them. We wait in an ticipation for the
deli\ Cf) of the new equipment and \'Chicle . Also recently departed from
our e tabli hment are the one tonne VAMPIRE which were last een
been drhen off the cliff: at ewgale Beach by the o ld and bo ld Troop
member.
Congratulation to C pl Mar k \ r ia h t who ucce sfully pa sed P
Company and who hould now be able to keep up on quadron PT.
Welcome to
g t ·Beaky·
ewto n R o b e r t , Sgt · hopper'
C hristoph er, ig Kerry Burrows and ig · peedy' Tipple. Farewells to
tho e that have got away, LC pl Al ·Bay-Weaner' S ha rpe to 225 ig qn
and to gt J oyce Pa nkhurs t to a full time job as a mother.
Our Au tralian attached Troop Commander, W 0 2 Bo b M a tthew ,
continues to count the day to hi return to hi homeland, at a time to
coincide with mas on the beach! Although not yet gone he is already
prepa ring us for hi ab ence by spending as much t ime as po ible
touring in Europe. Cyprus and the UK . Leave u your address Bob a we
are all coming to visit.
KILO TROOP
For tho e who noticed in the last Wire, but were non-belie ers,
BRO 1 RE is no longer a Troop asset. Proof is produced and you see
before you the farewell picture of the said communications as et and its
trusty crew before hand-over to Light Care and Pre ervation Troop.
Corp members '' ith interesting historical anecdotes on these pieces of
eq uipment are asked to forward them to the Corps Museum to be
di played along side the equipment and Sot Paul \: oods who will be
oon there him elf.

TA1 GO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Waddell
Tp
gt
gt Woods
The la t two month has seen the Troop expand to something like its
establi hment izc. o longer is it at fire team trength but now with the
ca t-off from Kilo Tp and the returning heroes from Koso o and Bo ·nia
we can field a couple of section si7cd teams. Welcome back from Bosnia
to L pl Dru mmond, Sig Wyt hes and ig Magill. Congratulations to Sig
·nr Clark on the arrival of hi s first-born. Life will never be the same
again.
MO TO R TRANSPORT SECTIO
MT gt
gt Keenan
MT Cpl
Cpl tonley-Jones
The Troop continues lo pro idea holding bay for the Regimental MT's
cast-offi and we welcome Sig Potter into the fray. Congratulations Sig
Keith Barrow for not having gone AWOL for over two month .
Welcome back to LCpl 'Big Lad' Campbell who i now challenging Sgt
Dave Keena n a the 'course man'.
R USS
P X-COU T RY
The fourth of the keenly conte ted Inter- quadron Russ Cup
competitions involved all Regimental personnel in station running six
miles around the adjacent airfield. The only X- ountry involved was a
quick detour around the football field with the cour e being flatter than
the proverbial pancake. It wa a typical windy day and if you weren't in
the fir t two you were caught in a thunderstorm. The results were as
gt Bradley
follows:
Male Individual 1st
2nd
Cpl Green
3rd
LCpl G rimes
Over 35's
W02 S peir
Over 40's
Ca pt Turn b ull
Ladie
Sgt P a nkhu rst
Ru s Cup Cro
ountry 1999
Winner
237 ig Sqn (EW)
2nd
245 ig Sqn (EW)
3rd
226 ig qn (EW)
4th
HQ qn
V I IT O F ACO S G6
C O M O C O M 1S LA 0 BRIG J. M. SHAW M B E
On 27 September 1999, Comd Comms LA 0 , Brig J . M. S haw M B E
visited the Regiment. During hi vi it he received a brief on the
Regiment's commitment to Ops Palatine and Agricola, a progress report
on future equipment procurements and presented Long ervice & Good
Conduct medals to six recipients.

in civvy street. Congratulations to JT Russell RAF on her recent
marriage. Happy Chri stma and Millennium greetings to gt 'Splitter'
Mortimer Int orps, Sgt 'Jock' Marshalsey, and ig 'Weak at the
knees' Watson in Kosovo.
ZUL T ROOP
Tp omd
2Lt I. G. Rodger
Tp Sgt
SSgt i Donnelly
The last month has proved to be a busy time for the 'Zulu Warriors',
with preparations for Ex Ulan Eagle in Poland and Squadron adventure
training in the Snowdonia ational Park. Within the first few days ig
Abbey and ig 'A lton ' Tower s appreciated the finer points of trying to
stay upright in a canoe, much to the amusement of the resident expert
LCpl t u Green. The ascent of Mt Snowdon was undertaken in heavy
rain and low cloud , but that did not deter S ig 'S tretch ' Heathcote
sw itching to mountain goat mode and steaming off up the hill ide. Just
behind and at a reasonable pace S ig ' Winkypot' T hom on served as the
team 's 'ginger beacon ' keeping everybody on the right course!!!
The second phase saw the arrival of even more Zulu's, led by Cpl
'Adoni 'McM ull a n who provided some vital demonstrations on the bet
way to take comers whilst on a mountain bike. Sig Co les discovered the
finer points of gravity on the indoor climbing wall, where his ability, to
hang on that little bit longer improved dramatically. Running
concurrent ly with adventure training was a Summer Mountaineering
Proficiency Course, undertaken by LC pl ' Which Bearing?' G rimes and
Sig ' pot Height' ha nd who say that it was the wettest summer days
ever spent on the hills by either of them.
The Troop would like to welcome to the fold Sigs A bbey, o les,
Cownie and Fox. We would like to wish ig Lee Parry all the best on
his posting to civvy street. The Troop would like to congratulate LCpl
Dave Grim es on coming top of the recently run Unit Cadre cour e and
getting onto the first rung of the promotion ladder.
EXE RC l E TALI KA DRAG O - AD YE 'T RE TRAI ING
by SSgt Jez Clarke
This xears adventure training for 245 ig Sqn (EW) took place in the
Kyle of Lochal he on the west coast of Scotland. It wa headed up by
Ca pt 'Comd Comms' Ingra m who spent the week on a yacht. His claim
to a lways having comms wherever he has been, being maintained thanks
to a Corporal from the L I who was there to switch on the set - a
procedure beyond Capt In gr a m . Tbe UEL, instructor was 2Lt 'Muffy
Mage ll an' M acDon a ld who cou ld have become geographically
embarra sed had C pl 'Hilton' S mith not put the group on the right track
by turning everyone around through 180 degree .
To vary the hi ll s walked the groups went further south to che port of
Oban, the home town of C pl ' Hilton' S mith who promised everyone a
bed for the night, but after travelling for three hours declared he could
on ly accommodate him elf leaving the rest to find a camp site. Whilst in
the area it gave an ideal opportunity to climb Ben evis, a feat Sgt
'Roundabout ' Toph a m and C pl 'Buck' Rodger wi hed they hadn ' t
started. A few natura l adventurer were found during the week in the
gt 'Ski' S harp under pre sure
guise of Sig 'Village' G r egory who put
on the rock face and L C pl 'The Fat Whale Hunter' A ns low who e
competitive streak a ll ow him to win the 'Lag the Bag competition'.

Cpl 'Buck' Rogers, Cpl J ohn S hrig gley, 'Villa ge' Gregory,
LCpl Dave Anslow and Sgt Bernie Top ham set sa il from Portree,
Isle of Skye on Ex Talisker Dragon

S ig Nunns, Cpl Waldron , LCpl Rees and S ig Cownie
ponder the gale warn ings in Rocka ll, Bailey and SE Iceland

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Bromu res - The la s t s a lute
Bac k Ro w (L-R): Cpl G ronn, S ig C ox-Davie s, Sig Le yland,
Cpl P ipe r
Front Row (L-R): W 0 2 S peirs, Maj Da kin, Sgt Woods

5 AIRBOR..i"'IE BRIGADE
RE-ROLrNG TO 12 MECHA ISED BRIGADE
On I eptember 1999, 5 Airborne Brigade re-roled to 12 Mechanised
Brigade. Those previous members of HQ 5 AB Bde WOs and Sgts
Mess who have pn.-scnted any memorabilia to the Mess lx.>tween 1969
and 1999 are to contact W02 Wales on Aldershot Military 44 11 , Civi l
01252 3494 11 or Karen Bra mley (4422 or 349422) if they wish to
have their presentation pieces returned. lf no replies are forthcomi ng by
7 February 2000, then the present Mess Members wi ll decide if the
item ''ill be kept on the hooks of 12 Mech Bde Mess, donated to the
ne" 16 Air Assault Mc s 111 Colchester or donated to the Airborne
Museum.
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Pre sentatio n of LS & GC m edals
Bac k Row (L-R): Lt Col Me ye r, LCpl Arch iba ld , Sgt Cross le y,
Sgt Wattleworth, Sgt Robe rts , SSgt Abson , W02 (QMSI ) Smith ,
W01 (RSM ) Hardwidge
Front Ro w (L-R) : Mrs Wattleworth and fam ily, Brig Shaw MBE ,
Ms Wa ttleworth , Mrs Abs on , Mrs Smith
245 SIG AL QUADRO (E L ECTRO NIC WA R FAR E)
Sqn Comd
Maj J.M. Hodges
SSM
W02 ( SM) M. C . Fis her·
WHI K EY TROOP
T p Comd
Lt Fi Stewart
T p SSgt:
SSgt Jez Clarke
The Troop have coped admirably with continuous change over the last
couple of mon ths. The o ld kit has moved o ut, the new k it has yet to
arrive. Building up our strength in antic ipation of our new lease o f life, it
has been a quiet period for Exercises, a ltho ug h the majo ri ty have
managed to compl ete a week's ad enturc tra inin g e ither in S otland or
Wa les. An ITD week at Castle Mart in was wet, ha rd work, good fun and
an excellent opportunity for the new qn 0 to meet the Troop in their
element!
We lcome back from Bosnia to ig icolls, and from Kosovo to LC1>l
Fitzpatrick, L pl Allen , LCpl Burns, LCpl Ellams and JT Jordan
RAF. We lcome a lso to Sgt Andy Goodwin RAF, Sgt Kev Burn RAF,
and Sgt Carl Elliot Int Corps. Welco me a l o to LCpl Gunn , who j o ins
us from I (U K) Div HQ and ig Regt and 'goodbye' and 'good luck' to
Cpl llir t, on po ting to N I and to LCpl Lee Broughton best o f uccess
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C HA G E OF COMMA D
On 31 Augu t 1999 Lt C ot Gordon James, Commanding Officer 16
ig Reg t ha nd ed ove r h i co m ma nd to Lt Col Ton y Morphet .
Throughout his two and a ha lf years of command C ot James has taken
the Regimen t forward in term of communications upport to HQ ARRC
a n d th e Army in Ger m a n y, its sporti ng s uccess a nd wider Corp
reputat io n. The p in nac le of h is command ha bee n the Regi ment'
collective performa nce on Op Agricola. ol Gordon , Manuela and the
boys leave Gennany on promoti on fo r pai n where he will a ume the
new appo intment of A O G6 in Madrid. The Regiment s best w ishes !!!O
w ith them. A hea rty welcome i offered to Lt Col Tony Morphct. !u s
w ife Kathrin a nd the ir fa mil y arri ing fro m G ia gow where he has
served the las t 18 mon th as S02 then 0 I o ld ier at R IG A L
M M Di vision. May you all e njoy Rheindahlen (again!)

K C(G) KILL AT ARM M E ETI G - By LCpl Fat~hell

..

Fo ll ow ino the CO R.P AAM, 16 ig Regt' next hootmg compeltllon
was the UK (G) S kill At Arms Meeting. A fter returning to Germa~y
fro m th e ORP A AM , trai n ing co n t inu e d a t A r c beck ra ng es 111
prepara tion for the UK (G) competition. Yet agai n
gt Andy Dixon
put togeth er an exce ll ent tra inin g pac kage preparin g th e team fo r the
fo rthcomin g e vent. Th e compe tition itself was s pread ove r a two-day
period, with the incentive tl1at the top four shooters would qualify fo r the
Queen Meda l Competiti on at Bi Icy. 16 ig_ Regt proved a tea~ to be
reckoned with , ga ining three out o f the top s ~x pl aces 111 the 111d1v1dua l
competition. T he tea m a lso ca me first in the pistol match, econd overa ll
in the ri Ile match and th ird for the combined ri Ile and L W shoots. The
o mma nding O ffice r see med ve ry pleased w ith th e ne'' additio n of
ilvcr, which wi ll he lp fi ll the Reg imental trophy cab111ct!
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The Team
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Dixon , S ig McGrouther, Cpl Cou nter,
Capt Hutchinson
Front Row (L-R) : Sig Pearce, LCpl Fatc hett, Sig C o le
K
(G) co mp et1t1o n and operational
a resul t of th e
com m itm ents, bo th LC pl 'Fa t h · Fatch e tt and , gt nd~ Di,on
qua li fied for the Queen' t\ lcdal ompcti tion. ig teH Pearce also had
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the opponunity of a pla e. but after hi recent marriage hi wife did not
"ish to spend her hone moon on the range !
gt Dixon and L pl
Fatchett. ho\\ e\ r. travelled to Pirbright "here they joined the other
Ro) al 'ignal and Queen Gurkha ignals qualifiers. Capt Krishna from
the Queen Gurkha ignnls led the training on the Pirbright and Century
range where the competition itself was 10 be conducted. The Queen
1ednl ompetition imohed fi,e matches which were spread over a two
day period. The competi ti on was tough and th shooting of a high
. t:mdard. bearing in mind that ome of the best shots in the Anny and
e\ en a few of the best shot in the country were competing. Thankfully
the rain tayed away but the wind proYed a hinderance to all shooten:..
The competition concluded well with L pl Fatchett and
gt Dixon
coming in the top nny one hundred, bo1h "inning a Bi ley one hundred
medal and badge. A a result of thi ye;lr' competition. there are no\
l"ehe Royal ignal soldiers ' ith the Army one hundred badge. The
intention next year i to improve the number of 'badg1.:' hold~er' . by
enlisting more 'young blood' from the Regiment. The competition has
shown the potential which exists within the Royal Corps of ignal to
de,elop better ' hot ' who. in the future, could qual ify for the Army
team, and who knows one day even a Queen's Medal \\inner.

The Team receiving prizes
from GOC UKSC(G) Maj Gen Elliot CBE

IKUSTAK PRIMARY SCHOOL PROJECT- tACEDO ' IA
By LI Connor

The Nikustak Primary chool reno ation project is till ongoing, but
thankfully the end is now clearly in sight. This cannot come soon enough
for SSgt Rab · 1ot happy' Marshall and Lt Phil · ot interested'
~onnor. who have remained in theatre to ensure its completion. The roof
is now not o~ly waterproof, but more imponantly is pigeon proof, and the
foot deep_ pile of '.eathers, pigeon corpses and droppings that had
collected m the attic has now been relocated, albeit to the children's
playground. A new tongue _and groove ceiling has been fitted replacing
th7 old o~e that wa . collap mg in severa l places. and howering its heady
mix of pigeon detntus onto the children below. Work i still ongoing
regard the new floor, but I can report the suppon.ing joists have been laid

and the noorboard have been delivered and should be down within the
next couple of day . The builders are forever in a whirl of activity with
all the other little jobs being done imuhancously. A new door ha been
hung, new windows fitted, walls prepared for painting and new electric~
in tailed . It i all com in g together nicely. A vast improvement on the
original hovel und much to the satisfaction of the village pre ident, who
has made it hi personal mis ion to ensure that the builders don't pinch
anything - although I did see one get away with a sack full of pigeon
destined for his oven. Within a re, more day all work will be
completed, plaque handed over, photo laken, and then back to J HQ for
tea and medals.

re AL REGIME T SWIMMI G TEAM - by Sgl . Smilh
During the recent BA(G) wimming championships the Regiment wa
lucky enough to enter a team under the illustrious leadership of apt Lee
O ' Rourke. Due to operational commitments the male team consisted ofa
mixed bag of young hopeful (WO I Gaz Tomlinson) and old has beans
(Sgt Pete Taylor), while the female team actually had individuals that
could hardly S\ im. Still undetc1Tcd we set off for Hohne only stopping
a~cr ~vc realised that we had lell LCpl Jim Crawley in the guardroom
dnnk111g a cup of cotlee. Fo1tunately we had only got a far as Herford
when we rea lised he was missing! The morning of the championships
came and whilst our leader was electing who was wimming (and at the
same time doing his best to avoid getting wet), the rest of the team was
relaxing by the pool getting some kip following a hard training session
the mght before! The actual competition went well with a notable
perforn1ance by gt Pete Taylor who won the SOm freestyle event. Every
member of the squad ga e I 00% and in the end the female team gained a
highly creditable place while the male team actually came econd. The
good news is that the team from 220 ig qn that beat u are all moving
to the Regiment later thi year anyway! The highlight of the event came a
week later with the publication of the ixth Sen e. The writing tated tbat
the photo wa of the captain of the winning 220 Sig Sqn side . That
person, Capt Gary Johnson, ha obviou ly put on weight and fou nd the
fountain of youth because in the photo was actually Capt Lee O ' Rourke
holding the water-polo cup that the organi er would not present to us
becau ewe were the on ly team to tum up!
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HELLOS A D FAREWELLS
The la t couple of months ha seen a few old faithfu ls disappear and
some new face appear in the Regiment. The most prominent of these, as
already mentioned, is obviou ly the change in appointments of
Command ing Officers. The Regiment i , however, also saying goodbye
to Maj Alistair Ross, who will be adly mis ed by all at 2SS Sig Sqn although as he has only moved to take up post in ARRC HQ, we still
expect to ee you from tim e to time in the Irish Bar sir! It is al o
appropriate at this point to congratulate Maj Ross on his recent marriage
to Joyce and w1 h both of them our best. Farewells also go to Sgt Danni
Thwaite, who is off 10 teach at unny Blandford , Capt Steve
Hutchinson who has become Squadron 21C at I Mech Bde, and Capt
Lee ' I ne er get crated for being in The Wire' Hawkes who, after being
OC Kowloon Troop and the Adjutant. is off to relax on JCSC at RMA
Sandhurst! The hellos on the other hand go to Maj Burgin who has taken
command of 2SS Sig Sqn, Lt Francis-McGann, W02 (RQMS)
Robinson , S gt (FofS)Duff, Sgt Ramsay, Sgt Manley and Sgt Dennis.

55 (ME RSEYSIDE} SIG AL SQ ADHO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Micah Cummings
SSM
W02 ( SM) Paul Williams
The Squadron, together with clement of the LAD, completed an
'arduous' adventuring training exercise from Capel Curig in on.h Wales
during the weekend 6 - 8 August 1999. Events included hill walking at
Tryfan and dry slope skiing, canoeing and rock climbing at Plas-y-Brenin
Outdoor Pursuits entrc. Maj Micah Cummings and SSM Paul
Williams organised the apres ski entertainment on the Saturday evening,
to the ·atisfaction of all concerned. Who said 'the fun's gone out of the
TA?' The quadron was tasked with running the Autumn Regimental
CMT weekend at Altcar Ranges. This was taken on with much gusto and
fervour ( ic), and culminated in an exceptionally good weekend. For a
change the weather was fine, and all personnel attending managed to get
round the various ITO stands and complete their Bounty Training
objectives. The new CFT taken on the Saturday evening whetted
everyone' ' appetite for a drink later, and son.ed out those who were fit
from those who thought they were! Sgt Bowers and Cp l .Jefferson
(LAD) were the newly qualified CFT PTis who 'pleasantly beasted' all
and sundry to fini h on time.
On the manning front the Regimental Assets of Radio Troop have been
redeployed from S9 Sqn back in to SS (HQ) Sqn as of l October 1999,
and 711 Tp are deploying to Shrewsbury in the near future under the
mantle of 3S Sig Regt (V). Personnel di placed by the move will be
offered ' plum ' po itions in SS (HQ) Sqn (if there are any) and if anybody
out there has seen Lt Lynn Reardon 71 1 Troop Officer, please tell her.
42 (C ITY OF MA CHE TER) IG AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Jan Kelly
SM
W02 ( M) Graham Ward

(V)

The remainder of the weekend went without a hitch with the canoebts
being particularly fortunate in having W02 arry \Vil on, a P I \\ith
the King's Regiment at Manche ter UOTC. as an instructor to teach them
the delights of underwater escape drills and Eskimo rolls. The "alkcr ,
under the control of UEL instructors S gt 'Rooster' Coburn and pl
'Spider' Smith, enjoyed two days of good weather. During the. e days
they traversed Skiddaw, Lonscale Fell, Little Man and Grisedale Pike
among other features, before retiring to the PSAO's favourite pub in the
village of Braithwaite for a few well earned pints of the local bitter.
THE KRYPTO FACTOR AS A LT CO RSE
19 - 20 EPTEMBER1999
The Regiment was tasked with providing support to the Krypton
Factor Charity Obstacle Course taking place at Holcombe Moor over the
weekend 18-19 eptember 1999. As the nearest Squadron to Holcombe
Moor (Holcombe Moor i just north of Bury which is north of
Manche ter) 42 Sqn was nominated to organise thi event on the
Regiment' behalf.
Two charities were represented over the weekend, The ational Hean.
Research Fund on the aturday and The Cancer Research Campaign on
the Sunday. The idea being for four male/female teams from acros the
North West and onh Yorkshire to sponsor themselves to complete the
famous (as seen many times on television) obstacle cour e. The
quadron, with a little help !Tom 103 Regt RA (V), based in t Helen ,
was respon ible for running the obstacle cour e as well as providing
administration, equipment and communications suppon. As with every
high profile event, all nece sary precautions had to be thought of to
ensure not only that the event \\as a great uccess and that lots of money
was rai t:d for charity, but also that the safety of the participant wa
paramount.

EXERCISE MA CU IA E DEAVOUR 7-8 AUG ST 1999
Forty members of the Squadron travelled to the Lake Di trict for the
summer Squadron Adventurous Training Camp. The venue was the ame
as last year, with Denton Hou e in Keswick providing the
accommodation and the training took place in and around the local area.
Denton House, which has for years been owned by the King 's Own
Border Regiment, is now the property ofllie Adventure Company, a long
e Lablished Adventurous Training Organisation operating out of Low
Grove Fann at the foot of Skiddaw near Keswick. Training wa carried
out in trekking, mountain bike riding, canoeing, wind surfing, water
skiing and dinghy sailing. ome activities were more succes ful than
others with the OC, Maj Ian Kelly and the 21C, Capt Dave Titheridgc,
accompanied by Maj Tony Dowson from HQ 42 (NW) Bde becoming
totally becalmed on lake Windermere.
gt Maurice Aarons who wa
towing skiers with hi speed boat nearby claimed not to have noticed
their predicament and ignored their plea for help. He i now on a twoweek drill course al Pirbright to ee if that will improve his powers of
observation as well as his turnout and marching!

Teams negotiating the famous 'death slide' on the obstacle course
at Holcombe Moor supervised by Sqn PTls
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CO
Lt Col R. J. teed MBE
RSM
WOI (RSM) R. D. Cowan
After the busy summer period of Brigade Exercises and Camp, the
Regiment _had hoped there_would be a period of quiet. Unfortunately, it
wasn't quite what. we envisaged. A Regional Brigade Exercise, charity
C\~nt , preparation for winter functions, along with the regular
mamtena_nce, tra_ining and recruit selection weekends all made for a very
bu y penod., Th!s. was, o~ course, interspersed with one or two Brigade
ommander s v1s1ts - all m the space of two months. Roll on Christmas
block leave.
EXERCI E ORTHER RO E 1999
The Regiment was ta ked to provide an EXCO I IQ, mini TN and
. CRA(T) coverage for 42 (NW) Bde's Ex onhem Rose I999 which
was taking place in the Kiclder Forest area of the border regi~n with
cot land. !he. first phase of the Exercise for the Regiment consisted of
the centrah auon of equipment and manpower required for the Exercise
at Deysbrook Barracks, Liverpool. During this phase IBCP was carried
out .along with the establishment of a network to check out all
equipments. For gt Phil Price , of S9 Sqn, thi wa the gentle
mtro?ucuon needed back to the field army after three years recruiting.
~nday 24 eptember, the day for deployment arrived and we all set ofT
up th~ '.\116 to D\<I Longtown from where we would deploy to our
Excrc1. c locations. Leaving behind Maj John Miller (21C Regiment)
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and his_merry band of 'fresh ratio!1s only' Ops party to establish EX CON,
the mam body of field communicators moved to their locations on the
exercise area. The mini-nodes were to be located in a quarry on the area
of RAF Spadeadam, a radar teaching establishment. On arri val it was a
hair raising experience for SSgt Jim ·Get off my train ' Eddowes and his
RR and Central crews to park their vehicles on· the very edge of the
quarry. Here we must mention LCpl Kev Ca iles ( hef) and hi s admin
crew for their speed in creating a warming and welcome meal.
Saturday mornin g saw comms established in double quick time and the
SCRA(T)s were soon out and about the area checking out possible dead
spots ( local shops). Priorities ~n the Monday evening ran to the
Merseyside Derby where many a friend was won and lost. A ll the MUFC
members send their heartfelt commiserations to the Red side of the
Regiment. With the Exercise in full flow many a low pass was made over
our .location by RAF .and USAF plane which led to LCpI Stu Green
gettmg somewhat excited. Even more so when tasked with establishing a
HLS for an Apache helicopter which would visit the location. Due to its
arrival in_ th~ dark and in 'whisper mode ' LCpl Green would need to
elevate hi s hght and then carry out the IR heat seeking drill s (warm
hands). Unfonunately it failed to find u . Special thanks to Sigs 'Lurch'
Wilkes and . hei~a Stanley for their Landrovcr acrobatics display. With a
special mention m d1 patches to
gt Paul Langley who would like to
talk t~ anyone who will listen to him. All in all a good and worthwhile
Exercise for all the TA oldiers who panicipated.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1999

42 Sqn members pictured outside Denton House
with the QC Sqn, Ian Kelly (with the white legs)
and 21C, Dave Titheridge next to him with the shades

At the top of Grisedale Pike
(L-R): Sgt Dave Bowers, Cpl Phil Jennings, Cpl Spider Smith,
LCpl Sue Heaps, Cpl Dave Kerr, LCpl Andy_Connell,
LCpl Sam Hickson, SSgt 'Rooster' Coburn, Sig Mike Brooks and
LCpl Paul Bennisson
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1999

The enthusiasm level from the participating teams was tremendou
with S2 team taking pan on the Saturday and a funher 48 taking pan on
the unday. The oldest competitor, who insi ted on being in the fir l
team, was the Mayor of alford, Cllr Pennington, a very prightly 71
years old! Al o taking part wa the MP for Withington , llr Goggins.
The team were from all walk of life with team compri ing cienti t ,
doctors and nurse . chooI teachers. bank clerks and hop assistant to
name but a fe,. Team · were paying £100 a team to the ponsored charity
that gives some idea of the amount of money raised. A a proportion of
the money rai ed i donated to the Army Benevolent Fund, the \\hole
Exercise wa extremely worthwhile.

The CO, Lt Col John Steed MBE, flanked by
the Mayor and Mayoress of Bury, Cllr and Mrs Costello,
and some of the participants and PTls
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RE ' 10 DI. • 'ER 25 EPTE 1BER 1999
The quadron held a dinner on 25 ept mbcr for all members of the
quadron pa 1 and pre cnt. Thi i the second such dinner held and i
no" firmly fixed in the quadron calendar as an annual event. s well as
ex- qundron members, member of the Manche·ter Branch of the Royal
igm1l ·
·ociation and the 42 qn ex-Ofticcrs lub ' ere in attendance.
The e\ ening pro,·ed a great .ucce, and as we go to print the date for next
year' dinner i under consideration and will be promulgated shortly.
FA RE\ ELL
,\!though they Jell in June, the quadron would li_ke to ac_knowledge,
through the medium of The Wire the long and terhng service that has
be n gi' en b our caretaker Mr Ton ) H olliss and hi wife fa ureen .
nfortunately Tony fell 'ictim 10 cfficienc a ings mea · ures being
carried out b) 42 'W) Bdc earlier this year and had 10 take compul ory
retirement. Tony had been the caretaker with 42 qn for over _tw~nt
years and Mau reen ran the gt · 1e bar for a great deal of this time.
lway · cheerful and friendly, nothing to do with the mnning of the T
Centre wa 100 much trouble and they contributed for more than ' as
actuall required of them . They ha e mo ed 10 their hometown of Bury
and Tony ha found employment with the Corp ofCommi ionaires. All
rank of the quadron wi h them the ery best of fortune and good luck
fort he futu re.

The PSAO, Capt Gerry Whelan with Maureen and Tony
at their farewell fu nction in the Sgts' Mess
CO GRAT LATIO. S
Fina ll > the Squadron wou ld like to congratu late Sgt Kevin Westall
and his 11 ife Helen on the birth of their daughter Helena and Cpl Ken
Bryan and his wife Tr ish on the birth of their son Sea n.

80 ( HESHIRE YEO 1A RY) SIG AL Q ADRO (V)
qn Comd
Maj Stan Fitzgerald
M
W02 (SSM) Fra nk Hale
On the weekend of I 7- 19 eptember, members of 80 ig Sqn
embarked on a Troop Weekend. The aim of the weekend was to improve
the map reading skills in a vehicle of our newer ignallcrs. h is all well
and good to be able to map read on foot. but as we are a moumcd unit
(Landro er rather than horses!), it is a different thing using a l :50,000
map in a rover around winding roads. This is something we get called
upon to do very often; the newer oldiers do not gel any practice at it,
other than apologi ing for getting lo t. The hope was they would learn to
navigate with a few kind words from their
CO driving for directing
them down the wrong road.
.
The Pack wa given a route card to Church Bay, near the end of the
route, they pa sed The Church Bay', a local pub at which point they
pulled in to the car park. Their hopes were short lived when they found
out the field they were laying in was a further mile away, down the road
in hurch Bay, not at 'The Church Bay'. That would have been too much
to camp in the pub, not uch a bad idea when you come to think of it
though! The idea of pitching the 12 x I 2s next to the sea had been a
·nice' plan, but with a force 9- 10 ga le during the night, we had to use
four bags of 18' spikes and two Bedford to anchor the tents down. It
worked~ ell, as the tents didn't move and no one got wet!!
The aturday wa filled with a nine hour map course around the island
of Angle ey, !hi ' as handy as long as they didn't cro s the bridge back
to the mainland, they cou ldn't be more than 20 miles away from the bivi
area. There were two memorable poilll from the day's training. LCpl
Adams and crew at one grid point went through a churchyard to find a
clue, only to stumble into omeone' wedding. The party were coming
out of the church and getting ready for picture as our gallant heroe
came running through the church grounds, the vicar was notably
bemused. In true anny style, the pa sing soldier gave their compliments
to t11e blu hing bridesmaids. That's one wedding with a touch of green,
well DPM at least! Another task was to count th..: steps at outh Stack
Lighthouse, almost all commented that there were more commg up than
go ing down, then again when you've just mn down over 400 steps, going
back up doesn't seem o appealing.
On aturday evening we found time to hold a barbecue on the beach.
2Lt Cox thought I was joking when 1 said people were to bring their
wimming kit, yet no one bothered changing as over half ran half clothed
into t11e sea. The storm had brought six fool waves and fun was had by
all, even if they did look like drowned rat . The local welcomed this
inva ion from Runcorn, especially on Saturday evening; the pub didn't
know what had hit them. People don't norn1ally dance to the music, yet
0 got up and stmned their funky ruff. The weekend went well, it was
enjoyed by all and everyone learned ometbing from the map reading
tasks. The TA needs some breaks from the endle s workload Ptarmigan
give us, lo be an effective unit, we must look at new and different ways
LO train.
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THE MOVE TO RAM LEY
The Summer months are usually a period of tranquillity and peace
when well earned leave can be taken from the hustle and bu tie of daily
life in the TA and the daily routine takes on a more relaxed and sedate
pace. Unfortunately the upheaval and turbulence of a major move from
Sunon Coldfield of our Regimental Headquarters and Headquarter
Squadron including LAD into a new TA Centre located at Canley a
·uburb of Coventry, quickly dashed any plans for a quiet restful period of
recuperation. While the move went relatively smoothly, our wor. t fears
were quickly realised that space was at a premium and Canley was
quickly dubbed Cramley. Despite the best efforts of the Quartermaster,
Maj 'I don't have a Tardis' Rod G lad win, additional space could not be
found to hou e all elements within the new TA Centre and some assets
had to be re-deployed to other quadron locations. This was much to the
di may of Mike Tp who found their designated workshop was still
occupied by the Band of the RRF and defended by the RRF Regimental
Mascot. The mascot has now thankfully been despatched to the Tower of
London and on a lighter musical note the Regimental Techs becau c of
their displacement and afier some initial resistance from the 'Fourmost'
Foreman, have now adopted a new theme tune, appropriately it' called
'Show me the way to go Ohm'. onetbeless the hand-over take-over
ceremony went smoothly and Maj Tudor Hill took over the rein of
Centre Commander from Lt Col Ia n K ippen under the watchful gaze of
Comd 143 Bde, Br ig J ohn Kine. and other special guests.
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Farewell old friend - the outgoing Hon Col with new CO
ALL CHA GE AT T HE TOP
The winds of change have blown through the Regiment a_nd many
familiar faces have now adly departed; but changes while often
unnerving are nevertheless a refre hing, necessary and familiar part_ of
military life tha t tend to lead us in new directions and c hallenging
situations. Leading the way a very pecial welcome i extended to our
new CO. Lt Co l teven Potter and ally hi wife fresh from 11 ig Bde.
We wish the CO and his family a happy and rewarding tour with the
Reoiment and are confiden t that many achievement and new friend hip
witt be forged along the way. The Regiment is also delighted to welcome
back Col Brian Foxon as our Honorary Colonel. Col Brian and wife
Ca rolyn have a long and esteemed hi tory with the Regiment and we all
look forward to renewi ng a trong and profitable partnership. Sadly we
have said farewell to the outgoing Honorary Colonel, Brig Ian im and
wife Irene. Brig Ian ha been a tower of lrength during ~is t~rm of
office and e pecially during the past few month where h1 wisdom,
leadership and sensitivity have been inspirational and maintained morale
in the mo t di trc sing circum lances. For that we will alway be grateful
and forever in his debt. AL a pecial dinner held at Canley TAC on
aturday 25 September we bade a part icular sad farewell to laj ~olin
Meikle who leave the Regiment after si teen years of devoted erv1ce to
the TA. The fact that his departure al o o incided with the presentation of
his TD made the even t a li ttle more sorrowful at the los of another
Regimental talwart: During the dinner we also ~id farewell to the AdJt,
Capt Andy Ta lbot who e sen e of humour. tenacity and exuberance will
be sorely missed and welcomed hi replacement C apt Bob Lovett fre h
from ta ff College. Turning now to the other key figure in the Regi ment
our illu triou R M. WOt {RS 1) Kevin Winkles and family ha' e no\\
left the Regiment and the rmy and ha nO\\ joined the legion of
civ il ian . Kevi n took t11e Regi me nt to heart and was much re pected by
all rank \\ ho wi ll mi hi· unique brand of leader hip, direction and
guidance. Fresh from God's country we have welcomed \ 01 (R 1)
Geo r die Mar h a ll and wi h him like a ll other new arrh al a bapp ,
fruitful and reward ing tour.

The flag raising ceremony
A scene from the hand-over/take-over parade
ad ly, even though the Regi ment i now firmly e tab l ish~d al Cu_nle ,
our links and long association w ith Sutto n Co ld fie ld 111 particul ar will be
mi ssed. On a happ ier and pos iti ve note, despite the move ma~1y members
of the TA recruited in Sutton Co ldfield have chosen to con lmuc erv1ng
with ll Q qn and the L D and the Regiment i a lrcad~ bui l~in°.a rapport
with the loca l ommunity in oven try as well as mamtam mg important
historica l and trad itional link wi th the Ci ty of Birm ingham. Fmnll y _a
spec ial thank you is o nce agai n extendc.:d to W02 Mick Kea1_-ney and 1115
intrepid team of hcfa for pro idi ng an exce lle nt buffet enjoyed by all
after the ceremony.
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Under new management
the CO joined by the new Adjt and RSM at Swynnerton
0

TOF AF R ICA
ixtccn members of the Regiment led b Capt Dominique II ope, mok
part in Ex Kwazu lu Dragon, whi ch took place bel\1een '.!I .\ ugu ·t-6
eptem ber. T hi a rduo u · trekki ng c :-. pcdi t ion took place in the
Drakcn. berg lountains. a mgged and spectacular region of the "orld.
which arc sit uated in the centre of oulh frica on the Eastcm border of
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L ·otho and the K\\azulu 1 atal region . The aim of the expedition wa for
the C'l.pedition members to trek at altitude to see and enjoy as much of the
Drnken. berg mountain as time allowed while stretching them both
m 'nt3ll} and physical! both a individual and team member what
follow_ i Dominique· account of the expedition.
Th E. erci.e began '' ith the ad ance party compo ed of apt Dom
Hope. gt Bill Lambert and Sgt Rob T h omas roughing it in
Johanne burg. They ensured equipment, rations and other es entials were
ready prior to arri \ al of the main party on unday 22 August. All wa
going accordingly to plan until it wa di covered that the main party
arri\ ed le • luggage. which was ' till at Heathrow and not due to arrive
until a day later! Even though a critical day wa lo t we took advantage
of the ituation and visited Gold Reef C ity, a cultural centre on the
outskirts of Johannesburg. Here we took the opportunity to explore an old
gold mine and later watched some traditional Zulu dancing. When the
luggage amved the following day the expedition. which wa plit into
gt Martin Thackers'
three broad stages, .et off in earne l - minus
lceping bag!
The fir t tage wa an acclimati ation day in the orthern
Draken berg. This \\a achieved by walking up the Tugela Gorge to the
pectacular fall . Unfortunately we were greeted by Snow rather than the
blazing un hine that we expected. The cenery though wa bre.athtaking
and the trek it elf has ome hair-raising moment . not iceably a IOOm
vertical metal ladder and pinned climb. A white as the now ig Kate
Mc1 amara even managed to sm ile about il eventually or was it a fixed
grimace of horror!

Discovery Day on und ay 8 Au gust they were al so bu y runn ing a
survival weekend with 48 qn being tuned to survival tc.:chn iq ucs ta ught
by S ig Daniel ·Boone· tacey. the Wright brothers and C pl Kevin
Bannigan.

co

RSM

Meeting the younger elements of the community
at the Birmingham Discovery Day

The survival of the fittest - where is my next meal coming from?

The team taking a well earned rest along the Giants Cup Trail
The econd stage was further South in the majestic splendour of
Cathedral Park. Here we spent three days exploring key features in this
magnificent landscape of dramatic and dangerous caves, gorges, peaks
and ridge plus the wildl ife including baboons and scavenging fox like
creatures. ome of these nimble animals tried to steal rations from LCpl
Lorraine Cantrell and Sig Charlotte Alderhousc 's tent but only
managed to attack a couple of packets of extra strong mints. The
highlight though of this stage was our ascent of the imposing Cathedral
Peak which tood al 3004m the highest peak in the area. We climbed as
far as po sible without climbing equipment evenrually reaching Orange
Peel Gap at approx 2900m. I have to say that sitting in the clouds with all
round views in complete silence is a most exhilarating experience.
For the final tage we moved to the Southern Drakenbergs to complete
our 5-day trek along one of Southern Africa' most striking walks the
Giant ups Trail from Sani Pass near Lesotho to Bushmans ek, over
8~km away. Here we experience the full gamut of South African
wilderness. We trekked through native villages, saw origina l Bushman
ave painti~gs, viewed natu ral wild Ii fe such as cobras, eland, baboons,
bok and bright coloured proteas, but also slept under the stars. The
trekking here was at times tough and we seemed to be the only people
around. Ea~h day different members of the group became the leaders to
experience planning and plotting a phase of the trek which proved to be
mvaluablc. Singled out for their special performance are LCpl Brian
Reid on his gentle pacing that is until he confronted a menacing cobra!
ig teve mith who now has a reputation for finding the alternative
route to any destination and finally Sig's Lorraine Cantrell and Jo Kane
who insisted on u viewing a marauding pack of wild baboons who were
careering dO\\ n the valley closer and closer towards us ....... Having
\un·ivcd this encounter and at the end of the five days everyone was
aching and tired with sore joints, blisters and seized muscles but looking
fomar~ to the final R&R phase in Durban and plenty of cold beer! The
c~ped111on wa~ an undoubted success but l~is is thanks in no small way to
the support given by external JSMEL's m the shape of Major Lorna
winyard-Bain, AGC and S gt Karl Cordiner, RE.
SQJ.,ADRO RO
D P
A I sa id m the leading article there was little time for relaxation
dunng the ummer months and many activities took place throughout the
Regiment that ~re deserving of praise and mention. 89 Sqn lead the way
as well as prov1dmg valuable support 10 HQ qn during the Birmingham
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This same intrepid team of instructor also joined the
PCC
fundraising team led by Cpl 'Wink' Watson and SSgt Andy Egan in
Rugby on Saturday 21 August when they were all roped into a Landrover
pull and fundraising fete that raised a magnificent £800 for the charity.
There is ab o lutely no truth in the rumour that the attractive Carnival
Queen had anything lo do with there enthusiastic participation and omc
team members were anxious to pull her rather than the Landrovcr!

Fundraising fun in Rugby
Meanwhile further orth & West 58 Sqn carried oul -x ignaller's
Surprise in the Peak District. The Exerci se, which was the brainchild of
gt Jim Broomfield, and held over the weekend 21 -22 August was a
combined comms and initiative and leadership exercise that was hugely
successfu l. It included establishing HF com ms over a wide area whilst
static and mobile, map reading and driving, a variety of command tasks
and throwing new and old members of the Squadron into surpri e
situations that involved rail travel without lo ing valuable I IF dcts! Those
who attended said it was great fun and are now lookin g forward to a
repeat exercise spread over a wider area - once you harness thi
en thusiasm it's hard to contro l it. ow we arc progressing toward the
Autumna l series of exercises and training which will feature in the next
edition of The Wire.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 1999

Lt Col A. J. Whittle
WO! (RSM) A. Cox

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
A
UAL CAMP 1999 - FREMI GTO CAMP
This year's Annual Camp was held in Frcmington Camp in Devon and
was to be a two-phase camp. The first phase was to be trade tra ining and
the second phase an Exercise to train both managers and soldiers in
problems that they may encounter over the millennium period.
Exerci e Paranoid Dragon - was the first week of camp and consisted
of eight days' Trade and Recruit training. aturday 21 August saw the
Regiment arrive al Fremington Training Camp and begin a day of
clas room builds and scllling in with the Regimental YofS wondering if a
deployment of a week earlier might have been a good idea after all. By
sunrise of Day Two things looked a lot rosier. The two main operator
trade streams led by SSgt (YofS) Giles and gt Brooke got off 10 a fine
tart and training commenced in earne l. Day even saw the start of the
inevitable Trade Boards with ome worried looks on a few soldiers face .
after the final results were produced it would appear the week for mo l
was a success and a well done to all student and in truclor deservedly
given . The techs got stuck into NCRS training under the TOT, Capt
Dave Fraley and the FofS, S gt Andy Burns. Although it was old hat to
ome , it wa s the first time the Regiment had done any erious
• cconclary' training since the introduction of NCRS in 1995. Meeting
the system for the first time and experiencing their first TA Annual Camp
were Sgts Steve Bibby and Jim Hawkins, from JC
I and JCuFI
respectively. eedles to say all passed with flying colours (even ig
Ronnie Cocker hobbling around on crutche ). The team spent a wellearned R&R day al Westward Ho fishing and surfing with LCpl Kev
Hall catching the mo t (even if they were crabs) and gt · ki ' Skears
thinking he was really mimicking those ·Old Spice' ads.
Exercise Bug Muncher - wa a conglomerate Squadron deployed into
the field for three day 10 train in MACP and MACC type tasks whilst
living and working within a field environment. The tasks ranged from
building a support hospital to recovery tasks. An added touch of realism
was given by SSgt Phil Oliver the Regt Tiffy who managed to get the 14
ton recovery vehicle bogged in and had to be manually dug out by the
troops. Of cour e no comments were made about ten packs for the boys!
Prizes should be given out fo r role playing, as we discovered that WOl
Barry Weaver the TWO seems to be a clo et Padre; although he could
not convince the quadron in defence that they required coun elling for
their difficult ta k. Also to as isl in the training were a number of
ubversive . Wanted posters pla tered over the training area eventually
led the troops to the discovery that they were in fact Capt Carl Walker,
WOl (RSM) Joe Cox and the evil terrori t W02 ( S 1) igel Rees .
The latter seemed to be either spotted or arrested on a dai ly ba is but due
to lack of evidence had to be released a Imo t immediately. The Regiment
learnt a lot in the three days about possible ta ks that they could face over
the millennium, and are now prepared for the tasks that they may face
over the millennium period.
93 IC AL SQ ADRO (V)
Sqn omd
Maj A. Unwin
W02 (SSM) . Reid
SSM
The New Year sees new tarts for the officers and oldier of 93 ig
qn (V) based in Blackburn. Officer Commanding, Maj Ross Parsen
handed over the rei ns 10 newly appoin ted Maj Alan Unwi n, now in his
thirtieth year of service having attained every rank in the quadron. A
new Sergeant Major rose from the ranks in the new year promotion list.
W02 eil Reid started out in the local Army Cadet Force and is every
inch the determined , s uccessfu l signaller which the quadron i
renowned for producing. He works for Briti h Telecom in his civilian job.
Sgt Heather Kenny, (a podiatrist) takes on the first female Troop
omma nd ers role at the Manchester Tp, with gts Geoff S mall (an
expert welder) and Paul Walsh (an ex regular soldier who own a whi.te
goods company) moving onto pasture new as Troop econd Ill
ommand at the Barrack .
The IT bug struck the so ldiers of93 Sig qn (V) recently as the Troops
took on the latest advance in Information technology. Senior quadron
members, gt Fitzpatrick, S gt Gnweson and Cpl Macgregor and
Cornthwaitc taught Introduction to omputer Programmmg, etwork ,
PC Building and a beginners guide to the Internet. The guest speaker ~n
Military omputcr ecurily was
gt Phillips from 42 Bde HQ m
Preston. Information Technology play an integral part of the quadron '
role alongside Radio and Data Communications. Many of the troops u e
IT in their civilian emp loyment and the training proved very u cful.
HEADQ ARTERSSQU DRO
qu Comd
Maj J. Riley
SSM
W02 (S 1) J. Krikorian
Ex Bug Muncher took place on Freminglon Training Arca during
annual camp. Thi Exercise wa designed to prepare the Regiment for Op
urety over the Millennium period.
. .
.
HQ quadron were tasked to provide the maJonty of the instructor ,
who carried out their ta k with enthusiasm, c pecmlly when 1l came to
the i sue of the new style 24hr ration packs. They ensured that the troop
were not overburdened with weight and were only too cager to adv1 e
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what to leave beh ind. Strange how many bars of chocolate and boil in the
bag puddings were left for the instructors to carry. The QM 1s still trying
to find out where they were put when the Exercise finished . It seemed
that all the instructors had gained weight over Annual Camp and their
wives have now put them on a diet!
XERCI E DOLOMITE DRAGO 2
' Come to Italy for some gentle walking in the mountains of the.: outh
Tyrol ' said the PSAO. 'I ' ll fly you out business class, with comfortable
accommodation ' he wheedled, how could we resi t the carrot? Though
I'll never admit to seeing the film ' ound of Music' I've spotted odd
nippets on TV and thought a 'holiday' in that area would be splendid,
what was good enough for the Von Trapp family was certainly good
enough for me - so l volunteered! One week away from the departure
date and our final briefing. The P AO, who just happened to be the
JSMEL and OC of the party. was rattling on about 'kisser ' with full
harness and 11 mm rope. ow me being slow on the uptake thought we
were in for some lap dancing in the Italian night-spots. that is until he
produced the said items and explained their use, 'My giddy Aunt, what
have we let ourselves in for?'
We travelled on 11 July. Business class he promised, and o it was - all
the way to Munich. Good food , complimentary champagne and a
tainless steel cutlery et thrown in (fits nicely in the leeve pocket of the
combat smock). Clean but basic hut accommodation in the forest he
promised - that wa a big fib. Fir l class chalet in the Italian to\\ n of
Dobbiaco no less. We took one look and thought, ·When doe the bubble
burst - this can't be real.' We'd had a splendid journey, lovely
accommodation and we couldn't see any big mountains so there was this
false sense of well-being and joie de vivre. On Monday morning rain and
cloud greeted our intrepid group as we di embarked from the local bu .
' Where's the mountain?' The J MEL smiled that enigmatic smile and bis
eye twinkled. 'That one' he aid pointing upward. The cloud parted and
as if by magic ' trudelkopf' appeared, that was if you could crane your
neck back far enough 10 take in the whole height - 6500 feet of jagged
granite. 'So that' Pudding Head eh!' My Adam·s apple bobbed in
apprehension but su re enough, three hours later we were on the ummit.
We trekked through a tunnel near the top and on emerging were ubjected
to views out over a sheer precipice.

W01 Barry Weaver - 'Are we there yet? '
ll \ a heart- topping.\ ith a ledge on the letl and a 'confidence'' ire·
to guide you. You tend lo watch were you're putting your feel! Back at
the bu, stop and feeling elated with a mountain well conquered. we
ca ually asked for the itinc.:rary for the morrO\\. \ ith a nod and a mile
he pointed, 'There. that one, lonte Piano.' he said. · 'o, he·. jokmg,'
, e thought, a ' e gazed upward on all 7000ft of it '' ith no npparcnt
contouring path. ·Briefing at 1830 and practice filling of harne'-. • aid
the man. e er has a mind been so concentrated on hO\\ to fit a hame ..
and tie the kis er to it. Tuesday the ''eat her had improH~d - so had our
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n n e . pcctacular ' iew and some deren t photos were obtained. till
don"t understand wh) u tria and Ital) cho ·e to fight on this mountain
between 1915-17. the logi ·tic · mu t have been awe orne. We used the
Fcrrata for the first ttm.:. (a wire and ladder route) to scale the urnm it
and ''ere feeling 'cry proud ofoursehe - two mountain climbed .

Entrance to the Paternkofel war-time tunnel
(L-R): Sig Tams in Klinkenberg, S S gt Heather Kenna,
LCpl Catherine S mith
The ne.1.t day wa the Patcmkofel with its 600m tunnel bla ted out by
appers during the First World War. Tho e soldiers must have suffered
terrible hard hip , living, fighting and dying on that fonn idable piece of
rock. The image were beyond the comprehen ion of this party and we
were ·addened by the graves dotted around.

W0 1 Ba rry Wea ve r e merg ing from th e Patern kofel war-ti me tunnel

Out of the tunnel and close to the summit with the ine' ilablc cli ff to
the left. Straight down it wa . ·Oh to be an Alpine hough' ! 'U p we go·
he said. 'Flying then, arc we?' we said. ·Because lhcrc·s nothin g to hold
on to.· We duly scaled the summit and were makin g our way do~vn when
the weather clo cd in. Wind. rain, cloud and even the odd thunderclap.
Holding on for dear life whilst trying to get into waterproofs is not to be
recommended but we made it. Thur day saw the Sextender Rotwand and
at 10,00011 wa the challenge of the week. A ery tough climb - scree,
wire, ladders and always upward . e en of the group made the Lop and
young LCp l Tamsin Klinkenberg, very re pectfu l of heights, still
managed a mile - or wa it a grimace. We cou ld barely hide our delight
when the J MEL comp lained of feeling knackered - he i human after all
and to prove it. th at night we were treated Lo an excellent dinner and
birthday cake to celebrate LCpl Catherine mith 's birthday. omcumes
life can be sweet. Friday would be a ·restful" day - he lied. Mount
trobel, a ·heer face o erlooking the Itali an Lown of Cortina and although
not the highest, quite the most dinicult climb. Total exposure on some
faces with the minimum of hand and foot holds and sometimes having to
rely on the wire Lo pull ourselves up - awesome. The ladders and staples
used lo assi t on some of the faces had been subj ected to rock-fall so it
did get a teeny bit hairy. Your truly will take with him to the grave the
panoramic iew he got from between his spread feet of an ath letics track
4000fi below and which he could have covered with his thumbnail - had
he the nerve to prise hi hand from the rock face. Now I know what it
like lo have disco legs without the music! The fina l day, a leisurely walk
from Dobbiaco to lnnichen and back, to stretch the legs and do ome
hopping. unda back home and ober reality.
In conclu ion, would 1 do it again? Ye please. What a fantastic ,
humoro u , heart-stopping, comradely eight days. led by a total
profc sio na l who shared wi th us. quite unselfishly, hi
kill and
knowledge of th is outdoor pur uit and his love of a very beautiful piece
ofltaly.
H ATS O FF TO RAMBLr G 93
· The tart was early O'clock, the 0 stand in g for Oh my goodncs it's
early unday morning and it's till dark . Aller ome extensive de-icing
and gritting, walkers and safely crew from 93 Sig Sqn (V) left their
frozen Barracks at Canterbury treet in Blackbum to wind their way
acros the Moors to Tottington near Bury. As part of Ex Two Towers, an
HF communications and na igation exercise, the quadron pro vided
Land Ro ers and afety crews for the Long Distance Walker Association
of Lanca hire. Every January nearly 200 members print, jog, walk and
sometimes crawl along the infamous and gruelli ng 25 mile boggy route
which encompasses some barren, al though tranquil cenery of Holcombe
Moor and Tottington Re ervoirs. Two teams of ignallers fought the
elements and displ ayed great determination a th ey held th eir own ,
trudging through snow and peat, alongs ide the regu lar ramblers.
The route was marshy, up the knees in places and the weather held fine
until crossing Bull Hill al Holcombe Moor Training Area. There it rained,
rain turned into sleet, and sleet into now, followed by a downpour of hail
and a bla t of icy co ld wind. The team were soaked, co ld, aching and
downright exhausted by the twenty fifth mile. The Squadrons Mobile
Dets were in position at each of th e seven checkpoints where th ey
provided the walkers with a well earned cup of ·Squaddie' tea. Secretly
sniggering at the walkers, they were not the lea L enviable. The walkers
finally returned to Tottington to earn a certificate, a badge and lwo slice
of Pizza . ext stop, the Pub! No doubt tho e who manned the Mobile
Dets will be swapping with the walkers for the fun and games next year
........... Then again ......... ... .

ava l Air Station Culdrosc Isl Lieutenant. and the Supermarket manager
a. sisting in the event. After this charity event which raised over £ 1200,
the team s completed a vehicle orienteering event/treasure bunt, and
returned LO camp. During amp the Regiment said goodbye to Lt Col I.
W. Griffiths and welcomed in , Lt Col . P. Harrison MBE. We hope
you enjoy your command of the Regiment. Sadly this was the last camp
for two of the Sq uadron stalwarts, W02 (SSM) igcl Ca ldicott and
SSgt Roger Huckerby. We maintain that Roger , at 61 , is the oldest
servin g TA soldier in the world! The rest of the week entailed
adventurous training of various sorts and everyone was well and truly
tired by the end of the week.

64 Squadron Big Brew outside Tesco S tore , He ls ton, Cornwa ll
with The Lord Mayor of Helston , Lt Col Ha rris on MBE (CO),
Maj Andy Smith (OC 64 Sig Sqn) , Tesco Store Ma na ger,
the 1st Lieutenant of RNAS Culdrose and one of ou r tea ms.
The members of the team are Lt Andy Middleton- Powell, SSgt Ke n
Ashcroft (US Army) , LCpl Alex Derbyshire, LCpl Vinnie Shay,
Sig Andy Newson , Sig Ad rian Fox, Sig P ete Falmer and
Sig Stephanie Robinson, and Lt Col Nigel Harrison
PORT
Lt Co l Ia n G r iffiths' final act as CO ' as to lead the officers in a
grue lling Le t of football skills against_ the WO ' and gfs_ Mes . It_was II at halftime. The Officer came out m the econd halfw1lh the wmd and
fully refreshed . A potent 'it's only orange' punch for the seniors me
may have as isled them , but there was no disputing the final resu lt.
Officers 3 - WO 's & gt' I. An excellent perfonnance from the Hon
Col, Maj Gen A. H. Boyle C B for refereeing the match.

REG l\1 ENTAL H E DQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Col ' igel Harrison MBE
R. M
WO! (RSM) Steve Carr
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CAMP 1999 - PE HALE-EXERCISE Tl1 TRA IL
(A Ration Storeman :~Nightmare)
Yes 1t was September 1999 and time for Annual Camp once again and
gett in g off Lo a line start with the MTWO pulling his hair out when
convoys started coming at him instead of him overtaking them. We
finally made camp at about 2000hrs on Saturday. The first couple of days
were spent gelling ready for Ex Tin Trail that was to take place over the
period of 15-18 of eptember. A certam Rati on Sergeant, who shall
remain namele s, gt 'Barry' Baldwin was getting so excited he could
hardly contain himself. There were others who got so carried a\\a} that
one Master Chief actually thought he could fly, but failed miserably,
broke his leg doing a uperman Impression. eriously though. we hope
you get better soon Andy (WO (RCWO)) Medle} becau e we all look
forward to ome of that delightful cooking that keeps you GOI G
through the night.

LCpl Sykes da nge rous ly near to the co ntrol s of a Ga z elle

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

EXE R I E BIG BREW
This year's Annual Camp cons isted of a week of commun ica ti ons
pccialisl train_ing, and a second week of leadersh ip, in iti ative a nd
adventurous tram mg. One of the second weeks' activities was a 24-hour
Exercise consistmg of three distinct phases. Ph a e One was a I Skm
march over Bodmin Moor collecting various items, which would enable
the teams to drive a Landrover from the fi nal checkpoin t and take part in
a numbc~ of initiative testi ng command tasks. Driving rain and 'pea soup'
f,ig ccrtamly tested the troops over marsh land and difficult terrain.
Phase Two was a charity fund raising event called 'The Big Brew'.
Our part in this. AAl'A fund raising activity was to send ten teams, each
to a supcnnarkel in omwall and allow them two hours in which to raise
a' much cash as _possible. The aim was to sell as many cups of tea as
po s1ble. On particular team based in heffie ld wen t to a supennarkel in
llcbton. near Truro. They managed to get the local Mayor, the Royal

HEADQ ARTER Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Bill Evan TD
SSM
W02 Clive Howland

Lt C o l Ian Griffith s le ads the Officers Me ss football team to victory
ove r the WO's a nd Sgt's Me ss
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We deployed on Exercise to Predannack Airfield next to Lizard Point.
Having very little cover and with the wind gusting from the coast \\e
proceeded to et up HQ qn Echelon, and settled in for the next 4 houn..
The rain , and plenty of it, did not dampen spirits. In fact I di tinctly
remember Maj 'Bill' Evan s (QC HQ) saying he actually enjoyed bis
early morning dip, in his indoor wimming pool which he acquired
overnight. On Day Two of tbe Exercise lbe call came in to re-supply the
Squadrons, the ta k wa taken up by 'Dear old Barry' and his crew. He
proceeded to go o ut and re- upply one of the Dets al one of the
stunningly beautiful site in Cornwall. He had taken a left hand drive
Land Rover and wa a couple of miles down the road when he noticed he
wa being followed. Unperturbed, he proceeded on, noticing that
whenever he slowed down so did the car. WheneYer he speeded up o did
the car. Aller approx 30miles our Barry was suddenly ambu hed by three
of Com' all' Fine t (Boys in Blue) and shout of, ' Get Out. Get Out.
You have been Drink Drivi ng' echoed around the trap which had been et
for the ehicle. The man who was driving the car that had been following
Barry jumped out of his car and was houling, ' Yes that' him, 1 saw
him falling all over the steering wheel, I have done my bit to top crime·.
Barry then took some lime to explain that he had not. It was becau e it
wa a left-hand dri e vehicle that the stranger had seen the passenger
(LCpl Jayne • odding Dog' Lindley). who was feel ing the e_ffec~ of
fat igue and had been trying to keep awake. H_er head wa. sway~n~ from
ide to side as if she had been on the g111 agam. The police reah mg the
mistake that the citizen of Cornwall had made were last 'een chucklmg
into their doughnuts and coffee. As fo r the citizen hi Final tatement wa
·can you give me directions? 1 eem to have got lo t'
64 (CITY OF SH EFFIELD) SIG ' AL Q ADRO
(VOLU T EERS)
qn omd
Maj Andrew S mith
SSM
W02 (SSM) 1iek Ro ney
It ha been a busy few month for 64 ig qn. There haYc bc.:n a few
changes to the ORBAT and new arriYals. We welcome laj ndy mith
(OC), Capt Les Jordan BEM (P AO), 2L t Richard Grie\C, 2Lt Tom
gt Stuart Couszins ( P I), gt \ arren Quinn,
Rt Da'e
Howes
Brown' S gt Dave Bentley, Sgt Mark tar hall and an inllux of man)
other f~rmcr members of 3 DWR who ha\e swifily integrated into the
ran ks. Welcome to 64 ig qn and congratulation · on your excellent
choice of ub-un it.
Sad ly a few stah art character have left the quadrcin 111 recent
month s. Capt Dave Poole MBE (P AO) has retired after sening a.
P AO with the quadron for well over a de adc. II the "quadron ha\<!
expre ed their appreciation for his a t contribution :md "e "ish him all
the very be t. We ha,·e also aid a fo nd goodhye to · ~I Jimm} \l ee .
v ho leaves the quadron after serving O\ er ten years w 1th 64 qn and
everal years more with 3 DWR prior to that. \\'e Cllll\C) our ix· ·t w die
to Jimmy and hi wife 1ary who, for many years. mn the Junior Rani..
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lub at \lanor TA . Other members or the quadron to leave include
'\laj Oa\ id Tomlinson (fon11er C) who moves to his new command at
7
ig qn at ottingham,
gt tan Kell) (former P I) who ha
fini hed hi:; tour '~ilh the quadron ·111d 1110,·e to Gennany on promotion.
The quadron aLo congratulates Ian on his recent marriage to Bob, and
to L pl , chofield for succes fully pa sing her PTl cour e earlier this
~ar.

The quadron deployed LO Penhale in Cornwall for its annual camp.
The main acti\ itie included the TARA up competition that 64 qn
narro\\ I) 1111 cd clinching the fir t prize. Ex Big Brew which 64 qn
dominated, and the Orienteering ompelition in ' hich 64 qn again
came fir l. Ex Tin Trail was the main comms Exerci e of thi year'
camp. fa. Tin Trail \\as the Regimental Exerci e pha e of Camp that aw
detachment deployed to rnrious coastguard tations and Local Authority
e tabli hments to practice an ICP cenario. One uch location included
the Eclip e Control entre underneath the Truro County ouncil Offices.
Thi location wa till set up for the recent eclip e activitie and the
facililie were out ·tanding. The quadron appreciates the hospitality
di played by the authorities in Truro. The Exerci e wa a ucces and 64
quadron detachments put in a quality performance. The quadron
perfonned extremely well throughout camp winning the vast majority of
the sih·er a' ailable. A big thank you to all the team mem • rs and tho e
\\ho helped to train or run the events.
faj Andrew mith and all the management team at 64 ig qn
incerely thanks all members of the quadron who have contributed to
such a succe sful year so far. A big thank you also goe out lo the un ung
heroe that support the effort of oldiers namely; wi es. hu band .
partner and familie that tay behind ' hen ' e are away.
87 (C ITY OF OTTINGH 1) IG AL SQ ADRO ' (V)
qn Comd
Maj David Tomli nson
S 1
W02 (SS 1) 'igel Ca ldicott
Ca mp 1999: Off we went to sunny, we hoped, Penhale Camp! A we
approach Com\\ all. surpri e, urpri e, it was raining. We began to
wonder what the next two weeks would bring. The first ' eek began with
hakedown training that went quite ' ell. We then deployed out on a
communications exercise. This Exercise covered the whole of Cornwall
and a fair amount of De,•on. The other members could not believe some
of the facilities that were offered. Al RAF Portreath, Cpl ' I'm in the
auna if needed' Blair is still trying to get the ru t from her rifle!
The quadron MIY (Mould) chicle deployed in uppon of Royal
aval ir tation Culdrose, another Exercise that went very well. The
main Comms Exerci e went extremely well and integrated the new
member of the quadron with the existing members LCpl · Reg '
Holdsworth can now tell the time! During the exerci e we were i ited
by the IGTA, Lt Gen Sir John Deverell KCB OBE. Our US ational
Guard vi itor. SSgt Cathy Waddler, wondered how to salute this lefthanded General. we were tempted! aturday saw u back in Penhale
Camp ready for the outgoing CO's final in pection . Yes. the heavens
opened and the quadron wa inspected under a fire hydrant! The
weather did clear, however, and an AAC Gazelle flew in and gave lots of
CO\en recce and familiarisation flights. Pas the bag! The econd week
started with the TARA Cup. A multi-stand event, ably organised by Capt
'Gadget' Jo hn Pea rso n. The day went well, our visitors being Brig
(Retd) P. I. B. Stevenson, the Secretary of the East Midlands TAVRA
and Col R. Merryweat her, County Chairman. Unfortunately tbe
Squadron did not quite gain overall victory. Tuesday saw the sports
competition. We came a clo e second in a lot of events but never quite
managed to win. Better luck next year!
The quadron party was held in the evening at ewquay, and as
always everyone had a good time. Ca pt 'Tarquin • Ru stidge even
managed to find his way tJ1ere unaided, and so back to Nottingham, and
ye you're correct, it is raining. Roll on Camp 2000.

EXE RC I ET RTLE REEF 1999 - GIBRALTA R
by Anon (Sig Gail Soar)
It's 4am in the morning. Bleary eyed, dirty and busting for the toilet. r
emerge from my tony cold floor that, for me, was my bed for two hours
that night. For the last t:wenty-ish years l had beli eved there was only one
4 o'clock in a day - how wrong could I be! As the sun forced its way
over the horizon, once again reality hit me as to my surroundings. The
dusty outline of the buildings came into view and the now too familiar
smell of sweaty bodies hit me. A question I had often asked myself was,
'What wa a Beauty Consultant from ouingham doing in a showerless,
toiletless, sweaty, hot dirty place such as this? ' Many weeks ago I was
overwhelmed with a sense of adventure and a desire to be 'one of the
boys'. To be able lo do things that no ordinary young lady wou ld dare to
do. And so through the gates of the TA Centre l went. Little did I know
what they had in store for me. Five months as a recruit and I was lucky to
be given a chance to be on what could be only described as an 'adventure
ofa lifetime' .
Thi adventure staned two long weeks ago with an uneventful flight
from Luton, arri' ing in a unny Gibraltar. Ex Turtle Reef was truly
underway. As we wound our way through the narrow streets to Camp, I

pondered on \\hat the Exerci e would be like and how I would tum out,
' ould they really throw me into a regime like 'G I Jane', or would I turn
out more like ·PriYale Benjamin ' . As our coach pulled through the gates a
true ense or overwhelming excitement ran thr ugh me. Whatever was to
happen to me in the next two week didn 't matter, I wa here, the sun was
hot and l was raring 10 go. As the first week progressed I realised how
little I kne' and how much I had to learn. Day by day my understanding
of army life grew. learning BC, fir 1 aid. baulc procedures, room
clearance, FIBUA and tunnel fighting lo name but a few. This intense
training was hard. but incredibly enjoyable. During our initial brief I
noted there were about 350 bars in 'Gib' and il became the mission of
ome to seek out each one. Although merriment was of paramount
importance during the e training sessions down the pub, omc of us still
insi led on physical activities during the evening. ot wanting to start
any rumours. but I • wear I saw Sig 'Sicknote' Young doing the I 00
metres sprint down the road with a nubile Gibraltan Gra nny in hot
pursuit! Did she get her man? Be t ask Simon.
Tough, hard, mean and lean fighting machines took to the next phase
of our training. 'Baywatch' style wet uits in place, we took to the ocean
wave for our adventure training, with a choice of banana boating, scuba
diving, mountain climbing. ringo riding and many more. We all took
turns in how wet and fa t we could go, ending the day with a barbecue
and a few beers - what a life! We prepared for the final mi ion: to allack
the invading San Miguel and force their retreat back over the border.
The mis ion started with an exciting beach landing, courtesy of the avy
(everybody love a sailor, and now I know why!). Once the troop had
regrouped they had to tab to cave and tunnels. I waited for the troops to
start their assault on our village, a a recruit with uch little military
experience, I found this whole a sault rather frightening but exciting too.
The other people around me who were al o playing enemy ecmed o
involved in their role that I found myself running around like a headless
chicken. They kept telling me the horror tories trying to scare me even
more. I was landing next lo the window, and could see the troop
coming closer. They were in range, but still couldn't ee me. Another
thunder flash went off and a cloud of green smoke enveloped the wall in
front of my window. They had arrived. This was it - my heart wa
beating really fast, adrenaline flowed through my veins. All my training
had come 10 thi moment - what if I couldn't fire? What if I got a
stoppage? As l saw a head over the wall my in tincl took over and I
blasted off a mag at the images to my front, squealing with delight. I'd
done it! Overnight I'd turned into a mini-rambo. Thi wa excellent, fear
had gone and excitement had taken over. o much had happened during
the exercise, blood, sweat and definitely on my part, tears had been shed.
But although I found myself out of my depth quite a lot of the time,
I knew that the training I received had put me in good stead for the future.
I hope that the guys who were with me enjoyed them elves as much a I
did.
Our thanks go to all who organi ed Ex Turtle Reef 1999. We are
grateful for all the hard work you put in, a we realise such an adventure
could never have taken place without you all. My per onal thanks lo
everyone who helped me through my many ups and downs and I
apologise for being uch a pain the *** !

REGIME TAL llEADQ ARTERS
CO
Lt Col J. Crackctt TO
RSM
WOl (RSM) P. Anderson
HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO
QC
Maj R.H. Belbin
SM
W02 (S M) L. Carr
SQ ADRO TRAl ING - DARTMOOR
The quadron deployed to the moors on a sunny evening in late
summer to practice Navigation and Communication skills. The night
move carrying full kit proved to be quite eventful, and tiring for all tho e
taking part. LCpl Pete Rendall managed to walk into a bog up to his
knees (rumour control had it as che t deep), and LCpl Sheena White fell
down a hole. Undaunted and uninjured all three teams made it to the bivi
area, the last just after fir l light on a cold and misty morning. After a
period of re 1 and feeding the teams set of via a seric of checkpoints to
visit the three stands. At Stand I (First Aid) they were met by Sgt Rob
James with his customary smile and ever boiling kettle. Then it wa on
to tand 2 (Command Task) with the Tech PSI. Sgt orman, thi
appeared to be great fun.

PROMOTIO
Congratulations to Sig Davies on hi promotion to Lance Corporal,
this was well deserved for his work within the 'Q' store .
BUR!VIA STAR VJ PARADE l BRISTOL
The SSM and Sgt Clarke along with three
COs from 57 qn acted
as parade marshals for the Burma tar As ociation annual parade.
HO 0 RGUARD
On the Friday morning prior to deploying on Adventurou training six
member of the Squadron acted as an Honour Guard for S hee na'
Wedding, at the Registry Office. They were as follows Sgt weetland
and Smith, Sgts Clarke and Doyle, C pl Cole and LC pl Davie . We
would all like to wish Shaun and Sheena all the best for the future. A
thi letter goes to print we are all eagerly anticipating Camp, plus everal
more weekends to fit in before the Millennium (Op Surety). So there will
be plenty more to report.
5 (Q EE 'S OWN OXFORD HIRE H
ARS)
SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
'laj R. D. tone
1
W0 2 (S M) R. E. Phillip
Command Task - 'Don't push when I say pull!!'

Stand 3 was our own ex-Boot ie, Sgt ·scouy· Doy le and his
observation area, the constant periods of mist and rain must have made
this a challenge. Then il wa on to the night time location, where after
bivi-ing up and ome food the Medics tent doubled up a the bar. Here
the tired and footsore team members (LCpl Mark cau m as always) had
a chance lo discuss the Exercise as they aw it with the QC and D stall~
unday morning saw the breaking or camp and the trip back to Bristol,
miraculou ly the sun shone all the way home.

SSgt Burton presenti ng his daughter her Sergeant stripes
and welcoming her into the Mess

PAYMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION BY DIRECT DEBIT
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lay-by the local burger van wa besieged by hungry troop looking for
sustenance. The weather looked chilly and misty, but once more
undeterred the groups et off along the mapped out route. There we were,
all equipped with our kit including safety bergan , when we meet a group
of Japanese tourists in trainers carrying nothing more than a camera and
bottle of water each. They obviously knew what the plot \\a thought we,
anyway after a good climb we reached the peak of Peny-Fan. Lo and
behold the weather was glorious and allowed every body 10 enjoy the
wonderful views, and lo contemplate the route down lo the pick-up point.
On the way down both groups met up for a spot of lunch al fresco on a
nice and sunny bank. The obligatory micky taking and the spot of heep
dung throwing ensued. Then like a troop of elephant (no offence
Badders) all nose lo tail we trudged along to the pick up poinL Eventually
the SQMS and his trusty side kick arrived to get us, and it wa off to the
camp site. Thanks lo the two of them our tent had been erected, no mean
feat considering all the different size and designs. Then folio\\ ed an
evening of relaxation, most people availed themselves of a ba ket meal
and some beverages from the local hostelry (the 'Aberglais Inn '). It was
here that we witnessed the strange trait of Saddle Napping by ome local
youths. The morning dawned with a change of weather, it was o~ercast
and rainy, o it was back over the river Severn, with everybody feeling
better for our spot of Adventure drinking OOPS training.
WELCOME
It is a good welcome to Cap t Dewar the new QC LAD. She ha come
with lots of new ideas lo improve on our already good LAD.

PROMOTED BY DAD
Congratulations go to Cpl SaIIy Burton on her recent promotion to
Sergeant. In what was rather an unu sual occurrence, ally's father
presented her with her tape and welcomed her into the Mess.
Congratulations also go lo Cpl Graham Blyth and LCp l 'Mushroom '
Birch on their weII deserved extra tape .

If you would prefer to pay your WIRE subscription by Direct Debit please telephone RHQ Accounts
for the necessary form. Telephone: Blandford Military 2087 or 01258 482087
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39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

EXERCISE ILVER LY X LO GMOOR
A Regimental Tactical exercise centred on the Longmoor Training
Arca, it was a tough weekend for those member of the quadron that
attended. There was a myriad of botJ1 real-time and Exerci e play ta ks to
be carried out. along with all the guard and runner stag it i ea y to see
why many regarded the weekend as a sleep deprivation trial. Low point
of the weekend, getting attacked whit 1 in po · e ion of in ufficienl blank
ammunition to have a decent fire fight. High points included the excellent
tandard of catering (as ah ays) from the he~ and Q staff and the LAD
at unday lunch having a morale attack whil 1 ' atching ·wacky Race ·
(57 qn and the RI-IQ elements) moving out of location.
SQ ADRO AOVE T RE TRAl ING
( 10U TAI TREKKJ G)
Early on aturday morning the quadron met at the TA in
preparation for a day ' ' alk.ing in the Brecon . There were one or two
rather thick heads from the Friday ' edding of LCpl heena Wicks nee
White (more to follow). nee all the kit was loaded and we were di idcd
into two groups it was off to foreign lands. On arrival ut the torey Arm
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WELCOMES A 0 FAREWELLS
Congratulations to 2Lt Simon Ourt nal for uccessfully completing hi
Commi sioning Course and a suming the mantle of QC RRTT. I o to
igs Ben Kent and Daniel Wallace who recently joined the quadron
ha ing completed their initial recruit-training course at Cultybraggan. We
would like to wi ha warm\ elcome to Sgt Robbie 'The QC didn't say
goodbye' H all who ha ju I made the transition from Regular to Territorial.
E>..'ERClSE BO IE LYNX 1999 (11 - 17 SEPTEM BER)
The quadron deployed to sunny Garcloehhead Tra111ing Camp 111
cotland for the fir l pha e of this year' annual camps. unday wa .
spent preparing for the re t of the we k· acll\ itie and included Local
ultural Acclimatisation Part I, a vi it to a local manufacturer lo learn
about their manufacturing proce se and ample the product, if a bit old
(between 17 and 30 years), however, it wa wry nice. It could be said
that certain PSl's were culrurally challeng<:!d later that evening. On to the
serious tuff. the r~st of the ' eek in olved military training, a comms
exerci e and adventure training. On Monday we di co,·ered that the
quadron would need to be waterproof, the sun had gone 'Outh, we ''ere
on the range and it was ra ining (Local cclimati ation Part 2). During
the morning we undertook B training, wh ich pro,ided u with another
layer to keep the water out and completed indiYidual TOETs and LCroing
of per onal weapons. It turned out that the quadron ''ere mdeed
waterproof, all except for L t Cr anston who tru ted his ne\\ combats to
keep him dry and left hi. waterproofs back at amp. It \\a · a \Cl)' rare
day indeed, it i not often that you get an 0 , 21C and Regimental Trg
Maj· tagging on' together in a entry bo:-. made for one. Aller lunch, and
j u t before ' e ~ere about to implement the very wet \\Cather programme.
the rain topped and the shiny thing in the . ky returned. The . qundron
carried out ection defence drill , much ammunition "a· fired \\ ith gu to
and enthusiasm. and many target \\ere hit (although not rig I ls).
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s hoot, sco red 100%. 5 qn won the co mpetit ion. After lu nch the
. quadron 's sports teams performed excellently and came second overal I.
However, thi s was not without cas ualt ies as ig Barnes developed a
se lf-inflating cheek followin g a clash of heads, the 21 , Capt Robertson,
lo t and found a fingertip after allowing it to become trapped between
two hockey sticks. There was also the SSM's, W02 Phillips nose which
had a close encounter with a hockey stick, and he wasn't even playing.
We were so short of players that the PSAO, Capt Bob heldon, had to
step in when it came to the hockey to ensure victory, he claims to have
been instrumental in so methin g, what I do not know as I had left for
tirling A & Eby then .

LCpl Lizzy Matthews and Sig Michael Cooper ready for action!!

Tue day was the Ad enture training day; activitie included sailing,
canoeing. power boating. hill walking and mountain biking. The waler
pons group had and excellent day with Sigs Yan ie Kerk and Bayer
ha\ ing ma tcred sailing la ers , tried somet hin g lightly m<!re
complicated, and learnt ho" to inspect the bottom of the boat whilst
afloat. The} hadn't quite grasped that both crew need to be on the same
side of the boat.
Sigs Maxine Sample and Lucy Corr power boating

On Wedne day we practised our primary role, communications. Even
the quadron Officer were let loo e on the equipment whilst the P l's
, atched with trepidation. Our recent transferee from the RGJS , Sig Lucy
Corr, tried her hand at communicating, to whom or what is anybody'
guess, but it look painful.

The 5 Squadron Winning Assault Course and Shooting Team

The second week included Recruit Training and the quadron had two
successful candidates who passed out on Thursday 23 September 1999.
Well done Sigs Daniel Wallace and Ben Kent.

Sig Joseph Kent with Brig John Powell, Eastern Wessex TAVRA

EXERCISE J MP TO IT - by LCpl Dave Smith
Ex Jump To It, gave ome members of 57 ig qn, 39 Sig Regt (V) a
chance to go parachutmg under the watchful eye of our very own gt
Tam ·216 Para ig Sqn' Ewert. The morning weather was excellent for
parachuting jumping. All we had to do was wait for the appearance of the
Bristol minibus. lt was two hours late. When the minibus did arrive the
excuse given was, ' We could see the place but could not get to it. ' Said
the map reader Sig Helen Winterson. We were introduced to our
instructor, igel. I le was a very experienced free-fall parachuti t and a
A330 airline pilot. The training was infonnal and interesting. During the
day we learnt all about the canopy, the airfield, the aircraft, the exit drills
and the emergency IA drills, if anything hould go wrong. ( ot a chance
said igel). All topics are broken down into hort lessons and are easily
understood and picked up by everyone on the cour e. Once we had
finished all the theory we had a short multiple choice test, which
everyone passed even Capt BiJI Ruffiven.
We were ready for our first jump, the radios were fitted to chests,
bright orange boiler suits were put on , crash hats and finally our
hames es containing our parachutes. As soon as we were dressed we
were checked and our equipment was checked also. We are now ready to
board the aircraft. Five minutes later al 3500ft we were approaching the
Drop Zone. 'Ready One and Two?' said igel. The door was shoved
open and ' umber One in the door .... GO' roared igel. With that LCpl
Sam Estcourt was gone. 'In the door. ... ... GO' and LCpl Ali tacGilp
was gone. All seven had gone then it was my tum. 'I n the door .... GO'
out l jumped. I tried to remember my 'one thousand. two thou and, three
thousand , four thou and, check canopy' all 1 remember wa thank
goodness the damn thing opened. I grasped my toggles and I could fly.
WOW thi is something else. Pulling left to tum left, pulling right to tum
right. I made my way to the play area. (The area you can manoeuvre
safely in.) Once in the play area l turned left, right and right again, it was
absolutely great. At I SOOft we had to make our way to the DZ. A II too
soon we were coming into land. The radio came into life, ' umber 8
1Oft, 8ft, 6ft, Flair' I pulled both toggles in a downwards motion and
touched down smoothly just like a pro, (so l thought).
I had a quick look round and made my way to the RV. Once we were
all there, we crossed the runway. checked in, all out all in. Then the
talking started, everybody talking nobody listening. Everyone thrilled and
full of adrenaline, ' Lets do it again!!!!' omeone said 'Too right l
thought.' Unfortunately there was not enough time for another jump that
day, but we were here all day on Sunday. On Sunday we woke and had
breakfast and met our instructor. Before we could jump again we had to
have a new !es on. How to pack our own parachute, ( cary). The le ons
are broken down into easy to follow step . The instructors are alway
there to do the very important parts which students are not pennined to
do. Once the canopy was packed we joined the Army Parachute Club for
£10.00 and paid £4.00 for our next jump and we were ready to go again .
Every 'static line' jump at 350011 will now co t us £4.00 the more jump
we do the more experience we gain, before you know it we will be
free-falling at l200ft, 'Can't wait.' Many thanks go to all in tructors and
helpful taff at etheravon Camp. Many thanks to Sgt Tam Ewart for
making it pos ible. The jumpers included:
ig Vicky Hawkins
Capt Bill Ruffiven
LCpl Marlin Dyer
Sig am Baldwin
Sgt Tom Ewart
LCpl Ii MacGilp
Pte Paul allis
LCpl Dave mith
LCpl Sam Estcourt
LCpl Kev May
Sig Helen Winterson

The Squadron held its annual camp party at the Pinewood Inn in
Helensburgh on Wednesday 15 eptember 1999. A mo t hearty and hefty
eating and drinking session wa followed by a Karaoke in which every
member of the Squadron and gue t had to have a go. The winner without
any doubt was Sgt 'Robbie William ' Kavanagh inging ' Angels', give
up your day job Les, if you can drink the ten beer it took you to perform
on stage.

Sig Lucy Corr ex-RGJ on the Comms Exercise

The Squadron also entered the Royal avy cottish Units Volleyball
Championships, having survived naval broadsides (R PT!s serving) we
managed a creditable fifth place. A visit to HM Victorious later that day
was very interesting, accommodation onboard revealed that maybe the
barrack rooms at Garclockhead Training Camp were not so cramped after
all. o one has put their name forward for the submarine service yet!

Sgt Chris Minchella at home on the water
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EXERCISE HIGHLA D LY X 1999
The quadron then deployed to C ultybraggan Training Camp (Ex
WW2 POW Camp 21) joining the rest of the Regiment prior to starting a
Regt Ex Highland Lynx , a simulated Peace Keeping Exercise. The
Squadron was joined by elements from HQ Sqn and two US National
Guards.
On the Thursday following Exercise endex; the Regimental ports
Day got underway with the Assault Cour e and Shooting Competition.
The Squadron Select Team was given the last s lot to complete the
competition, just as they were about to start the heavens opened again!
No problem, 5 Sqn's waterproofing and previou experience in such
conditions paid off, the team beat all previous contenders over the course
by a safe margin and to finish off in style, four out of five lads selected to
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STOP PRESS
'Soldier from 5 Squadron to Represent Army Canoeing Team'
Sig Steven Van ie Kerk was selected to represent the Army
Canoeing Team at in the Inter er ice Championships in ottingham
held in August 1999. Sig Yan ie Kerk was a IJlember of the winning
Army Team. He took part in the K4 6k and K4 SOOm race . Well done
teven , we will mis you when lea e us in ovember to join the Royal
Marines.
57 (CITY A D COU TY OF BRISTOL) Q ADRO
Sqn omd
Maj Roserna1·y Tuhev
W02 ( SM) Phil Packer
M
A considerable change in the quadron P l plot ha occurred ince
the last article. It ' a farewell to Sgt Tony Bentley (alia Big Flo, Boy
Bentley and many other names) , he will , however, till be around for
someti me to pester us as he is on a combination of gardening and nur 111g
leave! The Squadron will thank him properly for all the excellent work he
has done for us closer to his final date (early next year). It 's n welcome,
however, to SSgt Tony Ward, who following a busy camp has already
made his mark and been accepted by everyone in the squadron. A change
ha also been made with our Tech PSI, eeing gt Tam 'Head in the
clouds) Ewart moving on to 63 ( A ) ig qn (V) and the arri al of .gt
Lee Perry traight from his Tl ourse. gt Perry ha in fact served with
the quadron before, in a TA capacity some ten years ago. on that
occasion a an operator! ongratulations are given to S gt Dave
Williams on hi well deserved promotion, and to the P AO, Capt John
ullen on the birth of his grand on Jack (who he constantly talk about)
both the promotion and the birth were overdue.
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Sig Helen Winterson and Pte Paul Vallis, all smiles following
their first parachute jump
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71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Lt ol C. H. Turner
\ 01 (R l\t) M. Godwin

REGJ\t E, T L ' EW
Hello' a nd Goodbye's - The Regiment would like to welcome Cpl
Ra lf and her hu band Pa ul who recently joined u from Blandford, ' e
wi h you well and hope you enjo, your tour. welcome back goe out LO
the Training Major. Eric · E ail' Heritage who has just returned from a
\ery eventful tour in Banja Luka. Good to ha\e you back. December will
be a 'ery buy period for the QM Dept the RQMS, W02 ' JP Paterson
lea\'e on posting to 30 ig Regt. we thank him for all hi s hard ' ork
throughout hi tour, and wi h him and hi wife Chei-yl all the be t for the
future.
warm welcome to his replacement who join u on promo•ion
from Blandford W02 Terry Pa rle. All the be t to you and your family,
we hope you enjoy your tay with the Regiment. Finally we ay a short
fare\\ ell to the QM, Maj 'Chopper' sp ina l! MBE, who ha managed to
tunnel hi "ay out of the Regiment, if only for a tour in Bo nia. Good
luck. we know you'll be back!!!
Belated Congratulation · - incere congratulation to the R 1, \l 0 1
' Blod' God win and his wife 1and y Jayne on the occa ion of their
Wedding" hich took place on 17 October at Blackheath, London in 1998.
t lea t '' e got the photo printed in time for the first anniversary.

than a pile of rubble and a ru stin g harrow. AL this point Cpl Ja on
Bon to ft oiced his di pleasure at the age of the map; in fact it didn ' t even
show the M25!
Meanwhile. back at the TAC, Sgt Julia Davenport led the Squadron
Battlefield First Aid Training Uusl in ca c the Map Readers mi read a
grid and navigate off a cliff into the sea). All was going well, making full
u e of the new training package, until we came LO the practical pha e.
LCpl ' Mad Dog' Tony Williams demonstrated how to put a casualty in
the recovery po ition when he dislocated the shou lder of hi victim orry casually Sgt Mick Conn. Mick has long suffered from this old 'war
wound' and fortunately recovered but we quickly switched from training
mode to noduf mode. lnspite of all the imulated blood, we finished up
with the customary testing e en persuading the 0 , Maj Barrie Corfield
to participate.

70 (EY)SIG
qn Cornd
M

LCpl Richard Marsh putting the Squadron through their paces with
a warm up drill.

L SQ ADRO - CHEMLSFORD A D HARLOW
Maj Simon Pa lmer TD
W02 (S II) Pa ul Humphreys

FA REWELL
The quadron say a fond farewell to LCpl Jackie Topley who leaves
the squadron after six year serv ice to begin a career witl1 the Es ex
Police. We thank her for her ervice and wish her every ucces in her
new career.
EXERC I E S ILE T HOUSE
Ex Silent Hou e was a weekend military training exercise held in the
FIBUA village at Thetford Training Area. The Exercise which included
assaulting buildings, grenade throwing and internal building searches of
the special effect hou e was organised by the SP I, SSgt Jase Barsley.
Although the quadron agreed the training was tough, they all thought it
was well worth the effort put in and it's the type of training they hope
will be repeated. LC pl Ric hard Mars h , a recently qualified APT!
demonstrated his late t military skill qualification by warming up the
Squadron with physical training. He later led the quadron over the
'Confidence' cour e, finishing with a TACFT. The Squadron completed
the training with a dawn as ault on the village.

LCpl Richard Marsh leads the Squadron sections over the
'Confidence Course'
EXE RC ISE R EGAL TOWE R
Ex Regal Tower was a R igna ls Trade refresher weekend held at the
Ro):'a.l School of igna ls Blandford. Training was held u ing Radio Group
fac1ht1es, our thank to
gt (YofS) Jim H awki n and COM E
Practical using Data and ecurity Group, our thank to \ 01 (YofS) Kev
Essen. aturday evening the quadron u ed the Bo\ ling Alley on camp
and then visited the ' Bright Light ' of Blandford. unday morning it was
Trade Continuation training, concurrent acti ity wa the u e of the
Command Task of the Leader hip Course, courte y of apt Todd whom
we thank for u c of this c cellent facility. Apart from the valuable
training experience gained the weekend proved an excellent opportunity
for the Essex Yeomanry Signal quadron to visit and u e the fa ilities of
the Roya l chool of Signal .

W0 1 (RS M) 'Blod' Godwin a nd his wife Mandy Jane
on thei r wedding day 17 October 1998
HEA DQ ART ERS (KC LY) SQ ADRO - BEXLEYH EATH
qn Com
M aj Ba rrie Corfield
SM
W02 ( SM) Micky M ustoe
On 11 12 eptember members of HQ Sqn, took advantage of the late
summer to explore the local countryside on a map readi ng exercise.
R.esisting the urge to linger at the fi rst seria l (the Red Lion Swanley
'all age) they set out along seldom used footpa ths to test their skills with
map and compass. On the Saturday W02 ( SM) Mi ck Mustoe and his
group spent over four hours ambling around the fo ur-mile course. T he
SSM insisted that they pace most of the route rather than adopt the ageold custom of 'winging' it. From a viewpoint in Farningham Woods they
enjoyed Back Beari ngs and Bird Watchi ng in equal measure. C pl Jackie
\t o r~e (nee Smoker) was heard to say, 'We should do more of this ' and
• igs '\1 a rtin G r oss and Paul waffield nodded in ent husiastic
agrccml·nt. 'Sad Anoraks' is a phrase that comes to mind .....
On the Sunday, W02 Andy C hu rch, fo rmerly a CSM in 5 PWRR
raced around the course in half the time. The course got off to a very
quu.:k start under Cpl C harlie Woo, but sta lled somewhat when it was
disco,ercd that his son, ig 'Baby2' Jo h n Woo had his map upside
<lo\\n. Later the Learn '~ere task~ to find a large building on the edge of a
field and were disapporntcd to discover that it consisted of nothing more
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W02 Ma rk Bell clea rly enjoying c limbing into a building in the
FIBUA.
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265 (KCLY) SIGNA L SQ UADRO
B EXLEY H EATH AND SRIG HTO
qn Comd
Maj Hugh Roberston
S M
W02 Keith W rate
A
UAL CAMP 1999 - (Continued)
Ad ve ntu re T rainin g - T he second \ eek of camp was to be spent
Adve nt ure Training combining, kayaking, mountai n biking, rock
climbing, abseiling and mo untain walking
Kayaking - The coach journey to Ull water new by, mainly due to
watching Con Air on video and taking in the coach driver' comment on
other road u er . On arrival, it was time to don wet suit , which in true
mili tary fashion were all either too big or too sma ll , or for the fa hion
consc iou just not the righ t colour. That done it was time to select a
kayak, which was not too tricky as they were all the same size, shape and
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colour. Unfortunately, Cpl Pete 'Haystacks' Allsop was unable to find a
kayak big enough to fit his frame, so he would have to sit this one out
There was the normal cross section of abilities ranging from S 1 Keith
'Snoozy' Wrate in the, 'Should 1 really be here category?' to a few
highly competent kayakers. As expected the day tarted off at a rather
sedate pac~ .and became ~ mutiny or:i the high seas by the end of play.
Most part1c1pants receiving a ducking before they had finished . The
Journey back became interesting when ig Liz · Essex girl' Slaber chose
Scream as the video choice for the journey. which rendered hardly an
open eye in the house .
. Cycling & Rock Climbing/Ab eiling - Having recovered from the
v1d~o. extravagani:a ?f the previous day the seco nd day of adventure
trarni.ng was. ~pill rnto two.• the choices being cycling and rock
chmbrng/abse1l.rng. The cycle rnvolved a navigational exercise of approx
52km (depe.ndmg on the route taken!) and the rock climbing/abseiling
gave a choice of three ascents and three descents, all graded. The
Squadron was split into two equal halves of no particular denomination.
TI?e morning cycle wa a fine weathered affair with everyone kitted out
with state ?f the ~rt mountain bikes ( OT!!) .and ASA designed
aerodynamic torto ises to wear on our heads for protection . Certain
personnel were selected to navigate certain legs of our journey. There
were some fanta tic navigational skills employed, ' hich left the group
trung out over the countryside. doing a poor impression of the Tour De
F.rance. Sig ~can ' Roadsign' Walsh ignoring con eniently placed road
signs and takrng us on Skm detours was particularly well received by all
and undry. It became painfully obvious that we should have indented for
some 'stabilizer' wheels for some of the Squadron' ho had evidently not
operated a bicycle since passing their Cycling Proficiency badges at
school many years previou . Disaster struck I Skm out when
M Keith
·~noozy' Wra te ~uffered a br~ken chain and was then forced to push his
bike for the remarnder of the JOUrney. For some inexplicable rea on this
seemed .to lift the spirit oft.he remaining cyclists. The cycling group
soon arrived at the halfway porn(, for lunch and a change of activities.
It was soon d1 covered that the climbing had not been quite a easy as
everyone had been expecting seeing as gt Kevin 'Spiderman' Hancock
had been the only person able to scale the dizzy heights of the climb.
Lunch was suitably devoured and it was time for the new cycli ts to
depart, after an in-depth explana tion of how the bikes worked it was
'tortoises' on and time to go. True to form, five minutes into tl1e ride
convoy drills had gone to tatters and the group became split. After some
hectic cycling from the 'Gang of Six' at the back, the group became
reformed. Then, in true Lake District style. the heavens opened wi th a
downpour from which there was no hiding. This certainly gave us a
chance to test the brak out. Sgt Robert 'Why me?' Vincent suffered a
chain fracture halfway back, which resulted in him having to be pu hed
t~ the . local h.ostelry to await recovery, for some reason thi put a great
big gnn on his face. The remarnder of the journey was fairly uneventful
although .Cpl Pete 'Are you sure this bike's big enough?' Alsop won the
competition for the most faces pulled on a bike in one afternoon. The
afternoon rock climbing and ab eiling was a greater uccess with many
bodies caling great heights in particu lar Sig Ja n 'Sticky Hands' Liscoe.
EXERC ISE C ALRY C R USADE 17- 19 EPT E 1BE R 1999
The first of three build-up exercise for Op Surety (Communication
Support over ew Year period) aw 265 (KCLY) ignal quadron
deploying to the cinque ports training area. Fir tly. 87 Troop providing
the
IC located at 1 orth Court Farm near Folkstone, having just had the
MC role re-instated they provided exce ll ent net-management
throughout the weekend meanwhile 884 Troop provided three outdetachments under detachment commanders gts Fea th er, F oy and
Ha n coc k. They were ent to work in conjunction with other outdetachments throughout the South East (provided by both 68 and 70
quadrons) to en ure that communication over the millennium \\ill run
moothly.
After the inevitable problem with live tock ( gt ·cow-hand' Feather
attempti ng to re-enact the opening ' cow charging; cenc from Dalla ) the
detachments went on to communicate uccessfully, demon trating that
the CR system will be able to ma intain mili tary communication over
the ew Year period. The only ' net-stopping' moment occurred on
'Caravan· Kev Ha ncock's detachment- ig · lad Dog' Parente \I.hi! t
chatting (in complete confidence) to Sig B*A **R let slip that he was an
E sex boy and was at that precise moment wearing white ocks under hi
army is u . CA DAL!!!
The last two build up exerci e (to be conducted over 0 tober and
o ember) will see detachments being deployed to 3ctual Op- urety
communication area..
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1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON
(SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS)

I 'TER ' TIO

G ST 1999

ByLCp/Jay

..

1999 a" the 26th Annual jaelso March and hoot Compelluon held
in Denmark and ho ted by the Dani h Home Guard. Thi wa our second
visit to the 1arch, held in jael o Barracks, 25km north of Copenhagen.
A total of 4 team from nine countries took part, with RAF Benson
fielding the only other Briti h team.
•

The March and Shoot Team

After a good tart in the pouring rain, with Cpl Stu ' Put the map away,
I know where we are' earle mistaking a Little hef for the barracks, we
arrived in Denmark in an uncharacteristi c heat-wave. With se en hours
before the greeting dinner it was deci ded to ' put a few warmers into the
bank ' and set ofT for the ighls of openhagen. It was good to see some
o ld friend at the get to ge th e r but Cpls Trev 'Wh e re' th e Porn'
Jakeman and Jamie ' l thought you liked booze' Copeland (o ur on-loan
Aus ie), persuaded u to revisit ' opie ·.
Friday saw us on the range firin g the G3 · mu ket' 7.62, which wa a
' elcome change to us ' o ld chool ' but a proble m fo r Cpl Lesley ' I'm
ju t under tall' Jay . After hittin g o me ve ry respec ta ble co re , an
admin/zedding/catching some rays pe ri od wa ca ll ed fo r be fore an
essenti al confirmatory CTR of ' Copic ' la te r o n. aturday mea nt the
march. only 20km, but 2 C, o n roads a nd th e only hill s in De nm ark.
Luckil y ' e found two waterin g ho les en-route a nd fini hed in 3hrs
31 min , overtaking five teams on the way. LC pl · Ro y' Roseveare and
LCpl Al ' My vest i n' t suspect' h1·ewsbury were deli ghted to find an
all female marching band was quartered in the a me bl ock on our return,
until common sen e and good ta le prevailed. That night the custom ary
Gala dinner wa an excellent 'feast up ' with platte rs of steaks, pork
teak and ham a plenty. LCpl Gareth Clarke honoured us by lowerin g
the Union Jack at tl1e sun et parade, before persuading two un uspecting
'crab' techs to join us on another 'soiree' into ' Copie'.
After the standard, packing, hand-back and farewell s we recovered to
the UK, after some panic gift buying, and so concluded a very succe sful
exercise. The team achieved a very creditable 28 out of 85 (tlie top 18
were Home Guard!) and prepared well for our next vi it to Denmark, ie
got oaked through !! Roll on Runnel Stone.

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
ince returning from Annual Camp in July, it has been business as
u ual for 2 (City of Dundee) Sig Sqn (V). The recently trained batcb of
B3 Tele Op (Radio) per onnel and those who completed their Data
module, along with the re t of the Squadron, have been kept extremely
bu y \\ itli a plethora of training weekends and comms exerci es. The first
of many weekends was to be a confirmatory Comms Ex in mid July for
the ne\\ ly qualified operators. This was not to be, however, as Barry
Budden was partially annexed due to the British Open Golf
Championship being held at Carnoustie. The weekend did go ahead at
an alternative location, but only after a spot of re-hashing of the training
programme by the ever Ouid W02 (YofS) Geo r ge Hu me. The Exercise
was a uccess, and tlie level of slcills displayed by the new operators was
a credit to the hard work carried out by the training team at Annual
Camp.
A never ending trail of JOCOMMEX has been successfully completed
ince Annual Camp, indeed ome of the HF omms Detachments have
clocked up more operators hour since Camp than in the past eighteen
months. The Squadron has also been involved in training of a more
tactical nature, with a trip to Otterburn Training Area, where a Military
kills \ eekend was carried out Two Sections deployed from Dundee on
Friday 13 August 1999 (unlucky for some as they were to find out) only
to arri\ e into a fully tactical scenario at approx lam the following
morning. There followed an intense 24 hour period of training which
culminated in two extremely well executed sect attacks upon enemy
objecti~e , which were reached after a gruelling night of navigation.
It's not all been Comms, ranges and cam cream however! The
quadron was rewarded for its hard work over the past 12 months with a
rock-climbing and trekking expedition to the Dolomites in orthern Italy,
and a parachuting course for those with a head for heights. The
parachuting course wa run at etheravon, and organised by our very
own intrepid sky-walker OC, Maj Eric Blyth. The 0 ' even managed to
coax. persuade, bribe etc apt Bob Davidson to take the Leap of Faith.
The following is an extract from the aforementioned Ca pt ' You must be
JOking' David on 's diary of evenl5:
It was to etheravon, home of the Army Parachute Association (APA),
that ten members of the Squadron travelled in order to cast themselves
adrilt from a perfectly serviceable aircraft. There were two courses on
ollcr, the Ram Air Progression Sy tern (RAPS) (or perhaps in my case
the ,omplcte Ram Air Progression System !!) course and a tandem
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course. gt ' Fearless· Forbes was first up to the challenge o f a skydi ve
on the Tandem course. This involved a comprehensi ve training package we ll 20mins, following by in depth emergency procedures from hi s
Tandem Ma ter. ' I wear the parachute, you wear me - if we have a
problem, Trust Me! ' So it was, armed with thi s info, tliat he ascended
heavenwards to 12,000ft. For those of you unu ed to poking your part
out of an aircraft door at such altitudes, you would be amazed at the
effect the experience can have on vital bodily function s. Howeve r,
undeterred by the faint clapping noise in the background, Sgt Forbes
launched (was launched) into the slipstream swiftly followed by a video
cameraman . After plummeting for approx 40 econds, it was time to
app ly the brakes and from I 20mph it 's down to 1Omph down and 15
across as the main parachute deploys . The sights and views o ver
Sal isbury plain can be breathtaking at SOOOft and indeed Sgt Forbes was
heard to shout, 'l can see meh hoose frae here. ' Well done, a try skydiver.
Malcolm will let you see the video for a nominal fee .
What about the remainder of the brave heroes (and heroines - sorry
H eather and Lesley). As they were leaving the plane on their own, the
training was lengthier - a whole day in fact. It covered every facet of
their jump from Aircraft Emergencies , the Exit , canopy control
emergencie , in flight drills and landing . Word on the street from the
instructor was that all did very well during training and they were
released from training ready to do Battle in the Bar in preparation for the
jump the following day. l myself had three skydive that day and was
waiting with interest to see them jump. Well imagine my excitement, nae
joy, when it was announced that they could all jump in half an hour laugh I nearly died. I was obviously the only one to see the humourous
side to thi as by the look on some or the faces they would have preferred
to be somewhere else. Off they marched to the kit tore and later
reappeared resplendent in brand new state of the art parachutes. Each
seamed to be mouthing a Buddhist chant 'Look, Locate, Peel, Punch,
Pull' . So it was down to the Brittan orman Islander - their jump
aircraft. Once all were seated uncomfortably, it was off into the wide blue
yonder and up to 3800ft. Tension onboard mounted as the jumpmaster is
given the call 'Running In' from the pilot - the signal that they arc
approaching the Drop Zone (DZ). From here the jumpmaster gives isual
corrections to the pilot, '5 left, 5 right - Cut!' Then engines are throttled
back and then comes the words no one on board really wants to hear
(especially o I), 'Are you ready to skydive', a numbed noel - ' OK, in
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the door sta ndby Go!' Into free air goes · Pte Kelbi e' counting out the
mandatory de lay (one thousand, two thousand. ' Oh happy day, a succe s,
the canopy has opened and all is very quiet compared to the noise of the
aircraft. ow, release the brakes, locate the DZ and take con tro l of the
canopy. All of our co lleagues did very well on th is course. It is nerve
racki ng, it docs ta ke yo u o ut o f th e co m fort zo ne, but the sense of
achi evement is immense. I asked Capt Bob ' l love this strut ' David on
for his comments prior to lhe jump. ' llelp me,' came the re ply, which I
thi nk re fl ects the level of comm itment required. All in all a thorough ly
exc iting a nd worth while weekend enjoyed be everyone w ho took part.
Indeed, two of the group have gone on to complete j umps at nearby Errol
Ai rfie ld as co ntinu a tio n from th e milita ry system - Well Do ne Rod
Hamilton and Chris Kclbic. If I receive enough names I will organi se
anotlier verti cally challenging weekend oon. Blue kie !

Prior to depl oy in g to Ital y on Ex Tartan Dolomite, the expedition
group had the opportunity to sample the delights of a thoroughly wet and
windy weekend based at Dundonnell, as a preparatory weekend. The plan
was to conquer An Teallach which boasts some of the most rewarding
' scrambling' in Scotland. The reality, however, wa somewhat different
from the Picture Postcard vision . The wind was fierce enough to drive the
con stant rain th rough the toughest o f Goretex garments, and not many
expected s leet in th e m iddle of Jul y. It was cotland after all! The
weekend did not turn out all we t as Sunday was spent climbing and
scrambling over Stac Po lly wh ich is just a grown-up ' play area! The
Exerc ise in Italy was a great ucce s (well, almost) as the following
paragraphs revea l.
EXERCISE TARTA DOLO 1TTE 22 - 31 AUGU T 1999
On 22 August 1999, ten members of 2 (CotD) ig qn (Y) set out for
tlie Italian winter resort of Cortina D' Ampezzo, a village set in the midst
of tlie Eastern Dolomite mountains of northern Italy. The expedition wa
the dream child of W02 (YofS) George Hume, who having climbed in
tlie region three years previou ly went on to convince the OC, Maj Eric
Blyth tl1at the Italian Dolomites was the place to go. Here lay a mountain
environm e nt wh e re extreme exposure and vertically challenging
moments were abundant not to mention the mountain cenery that helped
take your mind off the sheer drops. A ten day expedition was put together
by the YofS, Ex Tartan Dolomite had a very achievable aim, ' taking all
expedition members out of their individual comfort zones and placing
them in a physically and vertically challenging environment ', all this
whilst introducing them to Via Ferrata scrambling. Willi the OC and C pl
Joe Wiggins pass ing their JSMEL ( ) award weeks before we were due
to leave, the quadron Expedition remained elf-supportive in terms of
qualified leaders.
The journey by minibus to tanstead, flight to Venice and hire car to
ortina was eve ntful to ay th1.: lea t. On arrival at Venice airport the
group discovered that seven item of essential gear had been left at
tanstead (bergans containing three of the four expedition tent ). Our
admin day turned into a day of phone call and telex mes age . All !cit
duly arrived at the airport nine hours after our flight had landed . We
arrived in ortina D' Ampezzo late on 23 Augu t and after an 'erect 1he
tents in total darkness compe1ition' the group settled down for well
earned night 's rest in preparation for the week ahead.
.
Day I was a day of expedition admin , with a low cloud ba e Via
Ferrata Michel Albino torblel was chosen a the group's introduction to
Via Ferrata scrambling. The campsite lying conveniently at the foot oftlie
route which take the mo t direct line up to the summit of Punta Fiames
20 I Omtrs.
Day 2 saw tl1e group embark on tlie Ivan Dibona High Le el Walk, tlie
weather was magnificent witl1 breathtaking iews of the surrounding
mountain scenery. This ridge walk took the group pa t old World War 11
remnants, and could be cla ed a a very strenuou battlefield tour ·as
long a you have a go d head for heights'. A II of the exciting section are
at the tart of the ridge. and with the weatlier in the mid 30s the long '~alk
of the ridge was not enjoyed at all, but the scenery made up for tlie pain.
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Day 2 Expedition Kodak moment on the sun terrace of
Rifugio Lorenzi (8000ft) prior to climbing
Via Ferrata Michel Bianchi
Days 3 a nd 4 aw Via Ferrata routes of varying degre of di fticulty
overcome, in preparation for our expedition goal. The ·ummit of Tofana
di Mezzo lie at a height of3244mtrs and can be climbed by a number of
route . The expedition's choice of routes i described as one of the mo t
difficult dolomite Via Ferrata, being long, extremely airy, and demanding
both endurance and a fan1ilinrity with rock climbing. ix members oftlie
Expedition et ofT from Rifgio Pomedes to climb Tofana di Mezzo by Via
Ferrata Guiseppe Olivierie. cla a a Group F a cent. limbing up
vertical \ all , teep comers, expo ed ledge all with nothing more than a
guiding rope to clip onto tlii was truly a te t of all our 'ia ferrata ·kills
which had been built up during the pre iou four day .
Maj Eric Blyth , pl Joe Wiggins and LCpl hris Kelbie made up
tlie first group and led o!T on thi final day whil t W02 ( ofS) George
H ume, LCpl Rod H a milto n and Sgt Daz Comn waited for a ullablc
gap to develop prior to climbing the first section. Le than two hours
into the route and Group 2 were topped in tl1eir track held up behind a
couple of climbers. The 30min wait that followed "a due to one of the
climber falling from thi ection in pectacular free-fall backward
motion. Fortunately her protection held firm and "ith her husband
breaking the fall she e caped badly shaken and brui ·ed. Further up the
climb C pl J oe Wiogins also tested his gear and protection out on another
vertical lab which urrcndcred nothing more tliat the protection in place
as a mean to urmounting thi particular problem. The do pro\ ided a
perfect culmination to a good expedition. The Expedition easil) achie\ed
the aims laid do\ n prior to departure, and with Tofana di \1cno being
ascended by it harde l route all left with an immen ·e foc:lmg of elf
ati faction, and a lot of mountain memorie . Plans arc alread) nfoot to
return next year. All in all a hectic yet rewarding period of po ·t Camp
training which has been a re ·ow1ding uccc for this latc:st chapt~r in tlie
history of2 ( ity of Dundee) ignal quadron (Volunteer;).
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16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRO (216)

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

,.
qn Comd
i\taj ndy Bri tow
R 1
\ 01 (R 1) olin Milne
Po t ummer lca,·e and the quadron 's empha~i is on preparing for
another Ex rci e in Poland. Thi combined with the ongoing upport to
the Brigade HQ and the longer term i ion of operation next year
provide u with ome intere ting time and challenges.
LPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Andy Hi ll
Tp gt
SSgt J a mes Runch man
After a well de erved leave, Alpha Tp were once again ready to tackle
anything the quadron hierarchy could thro\ at them. The first task wa
a deployment to enelager on CA T. A it wa the la t Exercise \ ith the
unit for L pl ' Pork Pie' Petty and ig 'Romeo· Richa rdson, both were
given a uitable farewell! After CA T, A lpha Tp was augmented by two
ignallers from 249; welcome to igs Steve Has ett and Wayne Gi bson
- what ins they've commiued, \ e'll never know! In a quiet week (?)
following CAST. Lt Andy 'Cro s-dres er' Hill organi ed a quadron
Familie Day. The many activitie included a dunk tank with a pillow
fighting pole above it. Most impre i e bout of the day has to go to
J enny Bi la nd for her victory over the QC qn, Maj Andy Bristow. A
elect few from the Troop (were) olunteered to take part in a Beating the
Retreat ceremony in Bergen which proved to be an intere ting event.
Finally, a la t goodbye. In addition to those mentioned above, a farewell
and good luck to LCpl M ick 0 ' eill on his promotion to Mr and civilian
life!
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Adam Corker y
Tp gt
Sgt Dave S loan e
Firstly, welcome to the newcomers to the Troop; S ig Pa m Dunkerly
traight from Blandford and al o to the lucky three on attachment from
249 ig qn , ign allers Lawson, icholl and C pl 'Titch' Meakin (who
only left the quadron two month ago) . On return from leave it wa
straight back into the thick of things with the Brigade CAST Exercise
which for us was not j ust a test of our ability to perform but also a chance
for the new members of the Troop to get an insight into the way the
quadron works. On return from CAST it was straight into a training
week for the quadron LO practice what we had learned from CAST, the
days were long, the work wa hard, the jokes were running out, but we
pulled through a nd gained a lot from the experience. ln the ongoing
Squadron Inter-Troop sports competition Bravo Tp are trailing in· the
points but we are determined to make them up in the nex t few events.
The Troop has also recently started the Rock Rat Climbing club which
got off to great start with venues ranging from an indQPr cl imbing wall to
local crags and cliffs. The Troop now looks forward to Ex Ulan Eagle in
Poland and eventually Koso o in February.
OPERATIO I ES TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt J ason Gray
YofS
W02 (YofS) Keith Parsons
FofS
W02 (FofS) 'Mac' M cC allum
Firstly, congratulations must go out to Ops ES for leading the lnterTroop Competition from the start. This lead is created by the winning of
the basketball, water-polo, Land- Rover push and by com ing a close
second in the football. We were all kept busy on a recent CAST Exercise,
where our newest addition to the tech fami ly, C pl Adi Worsd a ll was
hown the ropes in an Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron. It appears that
he didn't like the ropes that he was shown and decided that the best
cour e of action was to go to bed for the week! Welcome also LO C pl Bas
Park who, unbeknown to him, has been allocated the task of playing
anta Claus at the Families Christmas fu nction. In contrast to these
welcome arrivals, we have had a devastating loss in having to say
goodbye to the greatest living tech, C pl 'Puke' Thomas, who has now
returned to Blandford after only a year an d a ha lf o ut of trai nin g . ..
sprog! Warmest congratu lations go Lo C pl Richie Brown and his wife
Co rinn a, who have just had their first child, and their not Loo distant
po ting to Blandford on his Class I and also to Sgt Jule 'Johnny Bravo'
T horne on passing RS C after putting it ofT fo r so many years. A fina l
thanks mu t go to the Ops 0, C apt 'Squeaky' Gray fo r inviti ng us all to
outh Africa with him . . . OT!
li PPORT T ROOP
QM
Capt (QM) Dave Wilson
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) 'E ric' Udell
A alway , the Quartermaster's department has been busy with the
usual round of non-stop paperwork. The main office has had a bit of a
facelift and 1s noY. on the way to looking omething like it shou ld. In
fact, lg 'Blodwin' Davies on returni ng back from his stint in Canada
Y.as heard saying he didn't recognise the pl ace. No c hange there the n
Bloddcn;!! Congratulations to LC pl 'Robo' Robinson and Karen on the
birth of baby Jo e. Whilst on the subject of a rrivals, we take this
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opportu nity to ay hello and welcome t W02 (RQMS) ·Eric' Udell and
family, to Sig Ros Ardley and family and to Sig Allan 'F renchy '
Wilson. We hope you all enjoy your tours with us. Al present we arc
geari ng up for Ex Ulan Eag le followed by preparations for next years
deployment to Ko o o. We still have time, however, to reflect on good
times pa t. Just the othe r day the QM, Capt Dave Wilson was pa sing on
hi expericn e of reliable cars lo Sig Ard ley and wa heard to say that the
'best ride' he'd had incc arriving in Hohne was ' in the back' of a
Mercedes e tale at which point Cpl Carrick reminded him he was meant
Lo be talking about buying a car! Still, the extra dutie hould keep Cpl
Carrick busy for a while!
Q ADRO
HARlTY EVE T
EXERCI E TABBI GRAT 15 - 20 EPTEMBER 1999
HAMMERSMITH BARRACKS

HEADQUARTERS HERFORD STATION

The team at the start of the TAB
(R-L): Capt Dave Wilson, Sig Andy Barker, LCpl Daz Pickard,
Sig Steve Sharman, Sig Gaz Davies,
LCpl Si Pereira, Sig Steve Homer, Sig Danny Richardson ,
Sig Krissie Strain , Cpl Andy Allen, Sig Stu Hill ,
W02 (RQMS) 'Eric' Udell, Sig Rob Castles

It all started with Mrs Siobhan Peters, the Hohne Station Homestart
co-ordinator writing a begging letter to all of the units based in Hohne for
financial aid. As anyone who has been involved in the non public
finances of an independent signal squadron will know, there is no money
to fund anything apart from adventure training exercise and to keep U1e
PRJ hop stocked - and afloat! So the QM, Ca pt Dave W ilso n, had the
bright idea of 'tabb ing' from Herford to Hohne, calling in at various
barracks, towns and citie to rai e the much needed funds.
A team of 13 soldiers volunteered to take part in the L86km march,
which started at I (UK) Armoured Divis ion HQ and Signal Regiment
who are based at Hammersmith Barracks in Herford on Wednesday 15
September 1999. The march was formally started by the SOinC (A) Brig
Ced r ic Bu rto n OBE ADC and the proceeding were watched by the
hierarchy of both the Divisional Signal Regiment and 207 Sig Sqn. The
march covered the following route: Herford, Vlotho, Rinteln, Hameln,
Hanover, Celle, finishing at Hohne camp on Sunday 19 September 1999
to coincide with the Squadron Families Day. The object of the exercise
was not to break speed marching records but to raise money for two
charities: Homestart, which supports service families that are
experiencing difficulties and SOS Kinderdorf 2000, whicb is a German
based children's charity. During the march, a tota l exceeding OM 9800.was raised and shared equally between the charities and cheques were
pre ented to the representatives of the charities at a reception prior to a
Beating Retreat Parade that the Squadron hosted, which was he ld in
Bregen on Monday 20 September 1999.
The whole event was extremely enjoyab le and was a reso un di ng
success, we would like Lo thank anyone who is reading this a1ticle, that
supported the event in any way for U1eir generosity of sp irit!
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OC
Maj I. Hooper
R M
WO I (RSM) G. Hodgson
Fresh from the Brigade launch at RAF Wattisham in Sepetember, the
Squadron prepared and departed for the inaugural 16 Air A sit Bde
Exercise, Ex Gryphon's Eye. In addition to this , the Squadron
deploym~nt. to Kosovo continue~ providi~g communications support to
I 02 Log1st1c Brigade and their return m ovembcr will bring the
Squadron in Colchester back to full strength. Hello to WOl(R M)
Chris Drew, Sgt Kev Read from Aldershot,
gt Wheeler who was
already a olche ·ter resident, and Sgt Frank Greenwood. A fond
farewell to WOl(R M) Geoff Hodgson to his appointment as Corps
R M, W02(YofS) Mick Proud off to civvyville, SSgt Louise Spate to
RAF Lyneham, and Sgt Aidie Watts off to 21 ig Regt via Split.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jim Lambeth
Tp SSgt
SSgt Chris McKenna
I SA DOUT
The month of eptembcr aw a great deal of change , not only in the
Brigade but at a more personal level within Alpha Tp. Firstly the Troop
said goodbye to Lt Dan A hto n who went off to be educated at
Shrivcn ham. The Troop wi hes him, Avril and the boys the best and
hopes that he doesn't forget his humble beginnings in the Alpha Tp
garages. There were evera l other departures prior to Summer leave
including the unfo rgettable Tony 'Tastic' Taylor who left to join the
ranks of civvy street. The Troop al o aid goodbye to Sig 'OJ' O lejnik
and ig Lavender who were posted to Bulford and Aldershol oa
promotion. We raised a farewell gla s to LCpl 'Gu nny ' WiJl iams who
departed for a new life away from uniform and went traight off to work
in Kenya with a contract communication company. Cp l 'Taff' Reed
returned to Germany and sun ny ennelager with the Commsec
Monitoring team , best wishe to him and Va nessa. Only a matter of
minute ago LCpl 'Chap tick ' C hapman finally left for a career in
London's Dockland . Along with the departures there are hellos. Firstly
to Lt Jim Lambeth who as urned the role of Troop Commander having
arrived from Germany. Also post d in are Cp l 'Stretch ' mith from 14
Sig Regt(EW), LCpl ' 408' W illiams and Sig ' Pid' Downard back from
BATUS, and igs Lawson, Kershaw and Bellamy who returned from a
tour in Northern Ireland with I Royal cots. The Troop also said hello
again to SSgt 'Geoffrey' McKen n a LCpl 'Orangey' W r ight, LCpl
C hamberlain and Sig Crutchley (who' now in C Tp) who all returned
safely from Kosovo.

MY ATIACHME T - by 2ll Knightly Brown
My attachment with 210 ig Sqn began in April of thi year with a
bapti m of fire. I arrived in Radio Sonde Camp, Cyprus at 0500hrs and
by 0700hrs, wa preparing orders for a platoon attack and then presenting
them to 3 PT , my platoon for the next four weeks. Thank you S gt
Fairfie ld for all your help! As Ca p t Rac hel 'Knowledgeable Ops'
Harvey put it, it wa just like final Exercise but with no command
appointment change! ince my return to olchester in May, I have been
part of210 Sig qn and saw the tran ition to 216 ig Sqn in September. I
have had the opportunity to visit Egypt, ypru , TA TA, PTA and
Otterburn . The latter a part of an e cape and evasion exerci e as the
Hunter Force. My knowledge has increased through the help of Lt
'French Maid' Ham ilton who is shortly back from hi hero duties in
Kosovo. There has also been endless advice from the troops, C pl Recd
and LC pl Horton, I have not signed off yet, despite your
encouragement! Advice al o came from all eeing, all knowing QM,
Capt Steve ' Purple Pants ' C la1·ke especially on quadron PT. A I' ve
mentioned PT, I must also mention L t Jim La mbe th and 2L t Toby
Courage, people who go tabbing in their spare time. I mu t include the
e.xcellent horse riding trip to Lark:hill with L pl cadden, Sig P ye ( IT
think of you on PT!) and Sig ' I want to get off now ' W illia ms. I'm sure
my Lime with the unit w ill be of great use to me in the future, and when
I've passed P Coy, I'll be back!
(Good luck young man - you 've been Ii tening to the lad - You will be
back! Ed)
C HA R LI E T ROO P - by 2lt l11111/ey
Charlie Tp has taken its place in 216 Sig qn, and it's mem ber
include Sgt 'Big' Al C omb e, C pl Ted ' Airborne Teddy' Pa ge, C pl
'Spud' Fawcett and ig 'Air' Bour11e. The Troop is commanded by 2L t
Toby 'The Pre s-up King' Courage who i. on hi first tour and is about
to do his jumps course in ovember \ ith Sig Shields and ig C rutchley.
The Troop ha been on Ex Gryphon '. Eye - U1e first 16 Air Ass It Bde
Exercise -where they part icipated in practice jump out of the kyvan at
South erney along with rigging vehicle and equipment on M Ps in
preparation for the commencement of the Brigade Excrc i e where the
Troop jumped a pa11 of the Airborne Battle Group (ABBG) with the I st
Battalion the Parachute Regiment to set up signal a part of the test of
the new Brigade's capabilities.
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Geronimooooooo ............. .
K T ROOP - by Cpl mith
K Tp is still defending the empire again l evil lyrann and continue to
provide communica t ion lo HQ (UK) 1 Eon Op Agricola. The
co-location of the HQ with 19 Mech Bde freed up a number of personnel,
o on 16 eptember 1999. 15 war dodgers left the Troop and headed back
to olche ter. A few ha e len since, leaving a hardcore element of 16
youn g, ill ustrious ' arrior and g t Owe n who can recall ''hen POL
points were haystack-.
A number of incident have occurred recently, fc,, of,,hich ha\e been
of a dangerou nature other than pl · ommon ense of a p tato · F'ernie
trying to frazzle himself on a 16/24 gene and ig Fos te r being allm,ed
behi nd the wheel ofa Landrover. L pl 'I'm going to be a dad' Rusell
had an epic adventure a few week ago. It took him 21 '.!h~ to find hi'
way out of T hcs.aloniki before heading back to Pristina . Whil t dri\ mg
up the motorway he wa acute I) 3\\ are U1at there ''ere a .:nou: lack of
K.FOR vehicle on the road. On reaching the border checkpoint, L pl
Ru ssell jumped out, poi nted and aid to the guard, ' lu cdonia?' Thi:
guard rep lied ·Macedonia that way, this Bulgaria.'
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Prior to HQ ( K) ' E mo' ing to 19 Bdc ·• location, the HQ had been
sued in the Bottle Top Fa tory, which in it day had also produ ed all of
Ko O\ o ·• du t and had been ill\ oh ed 111 a huge mouse breeding
programme. omd
E \\a keen that e'erybod help~d keep the c~1p
clean including all the talT officer . It ,,a on one of t11e c womblmg
patrol iliat the Tp OC found a ~11 spa~1 r and came up with the ?right
idea that it would prove to be a great gift to gl\'e the per on who did t11e
tupide t thing for the day. Thi ha backfired a he is rard.Y seen no~v
11 iiliout h1 .• panner but t11e following are all worthy of mention for t11e1r
antic :
I . Lt Rob Hamilton - Alis ing a WOTA N briefing to the Brigadier
becau e he co11ldn i lock his own Cl)•pto locke1:
?
ig Chris 81111e1~~ - Re1·ersi11g a vehicle over his Oll'n kit.
ig 'Jack ' Frost - Blowing five light bulbs on the 1ro1 before
3.
omeone pointed 0111 Jhat JJOV bulbs don 't last 100 long wilh
240Vmains
4. Sgt Dm:e 011'en - For hiding the fact that ii l\'a hi birthday
because he was afraid thot the Troop wo11ldfill him in.
5. Sig Shields and LCpl 'Rusty Roof' Wright - for picking up
EurormL'< phones. forge/ling 10 press the pr sle, and gelling all

shirty ll'ith the Whitehall operators when they could11 / hear them
a11d p lll the phone down on them.
The ' panner" of the day has pro idcd much amu sement during its
short life , but seem to have gone into semi-retirement of late. Rumour
has it th at it wn last ecn in the hands of the 21 209 ig qn , aka ' Dr
Evil" (to quote Lt Jeremy Tozc) during a record -breaking fli ght , ab ly
launched by Cp l Scott Dcrnic. Whoops ! The Troop continu es lo deliver
first class comm to the ta ff users and will hand over all their tasks to
209 ig qn come o ember. The Troop per onaliti e are still in good
form and morale is hi gh. Lt Rob Hamilton is still smilin g whil st Sgt
Owen still chunters on about the number of muppets and space monkey
there are out here. pl Scott Dernie remain s a IC Happiness and pl
Smith till threaten to bludgen to death every RL radi o operat or he
ees for constantly breaking his beloved WOTA system. LCpl Ted
O'Donnell and Sig Gordon remain the porn kings of Kosovo, and Sig
Bacon can till be found stealing other units wheel hubs . Finally a big
thank you to Cpl ·Jack ' Russell and his crew on AN 92 from 3D R
1 ho have helped u out on numero us occasions on covering duties and
pro iding extra manpower. Welcome to K Tp, join our infrastructure as
there 's no Troopies here from 3 Di looking after you!

'Trigger' Hunter, has been responsible fo r continua l pressure on the Fo fS ,
W02 (FolS) Lance Marshall, who is los ing his mind ! Meanwhile the
store sideki ck, ig ' Melly' Melville, has been dispatched to the Aldcrshot
museum for AFY 436 spares. LCpl Williams, as the fi rst 43 Det Comd ,
scoffs al all those who mocked him as they too depart for driver tra ining.
Those left in Aldershot commence hectic training for the depl oyment to
MND .(SW) where those refreshing challenges will be greeted with vitality
and vi gour! We ll th e handful that haven't been there before will , th e
re mainder, ' Put tho se AF6848s back in th e drawe r, I te ll yo u!' Bu t
eriously! Many congratulations to Sig ' I'll leave Roses on her pillow '
McDowell on getting his Army Colours. We lcome to 2Lt ' Clearly better
than Mike ' Dickson, Cpl Langan, LCpl 'Firestarter ' Ford (who is also
the Unit Fire NCO), Sig Meecham and LCpl ' Taff' Davies who also
comes olT the promotion board with LCpl 'I lattie ' Attwell! Additional
back slaps to Sig Meecham and LCpl Sharp for pas ing P Coy.

UPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt G. R. Burro~s QGM, BE 1 + B R
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) S. Gorton
Firstly we mu st say a farewell to W02 ' Pie Muncher ' (RQM )
Marshall who is posted as WOI RSM 35 (Ready and waiting) TA Signal
Regiment. A warm welcome to the new RQMS, W02 (RQM ) orton.
A goodbye to Sig ' The Airborne George Clooney' C lon ey who was
lucky enough to be posted to 16 A Asslt Bde. Hello to the two ne\\
blokes traight from the factory Sig ' Flossy Taff' Davies, and ig ' Crash
Test Dummy' Hunt. With the new Brigade forming, the work ha been
endless closing down 216 Parachute ig qn 's account and is uing to I 2
Mechanised Bde. Too busy even to do PT according to 'the big bloke
who is to be obeyed' gt 'Beating stick' Mullen. Commiseration's to
SQMS ' pence ' Cave, as he hasn ' t said a word ince he was ordered to
take his maroon beret and his Pegasu off.

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON
12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
& SIGNAL SQUADRON (228)
SQUAD RO
Sqn Comd
SSM
SQ
ORO HEADQ ARTERS
QC
Maj S. R. Workman
RSM
WOl (RSM) S. Jackson
For those of you that do not recognise the number 228, we should
explain iliat 1 e're the new boys in town! 12 Mechanized Brigade HQ and
ignal quadron (228) came into being on I eptember 1999. Previou ly,
we had been known as 5 Airborne Brigade Headquarter and Signal
Squadron. The birth of the new unit was marked by a parade before the
OinC. The Squadron received its pennant and promptly began removing
all traces of the Pegasus. We are now ilie proud wearers of ilie symbol
you ee above - The Ace of Spades.
12 Mechanized Brigade HQ and Signal Squadron (228) ha been
incred ibly bu y since its inception. As well as re-roling, we are preparing
to deploy to Bosnia on I December 1999. The lads were glad to learn that
ky Televi ion is up and working in Banja Luka, so we will all have to
make do with watching the Millennium celebrations in our COR1MECS.

Lt 'Doris' Day and Capt Gadget Wong before the drop
In early September, we did manage to ' take a break' in the vi llage of
Caythorpe for the annual Arnhem pilgrimage. A beautiful weekend
provided the Squadron with an opponunity to take part in two parachute
de cents on consecutive days; a rare event, which the Old Comrades
greatly appreciated. The quadron's behaviour was impeccable and
congratulations go out to all iliose that took part in and organised the last
Caythorpe reunion to be organised by 2 I 6 Parachute Signal Squadron.
pecial thanks go out to the Officer Commanding, Maj cott Workman,
"ho, 0n the first desce nt of the weekend managed to land on the
ambulance that eventually took him olT the DZ with a broken ankle.
During the past few weeks, we have also had our fair s hare of
entertainment. Bravo Troop was christened ' Barbecue Troop' as it nearly
burnt to the ground as result of some frenzied works ticket cleaning. ot
to be outdone, Alpha Troop earned themselves the nickname 'A name
Troop' aficr an mcidcnt with four vehicle batteries, a cable, a Landrover
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chassi and a Signaller with the IQ of a haddock! The fact that the latter
incident happened in front of the ( by now wide-eyed) Office r
Commanding and warranted an elaborate explanation from Lt Tom Da
only made the audience's laughter all the more enthu iastic.
This month the Squadron ays a fond farewell to Cpl Roughton on his
po ting to 264 (SAS) ignal Squadron. We also extend a warm welcome
to the new 2 1C Capt ' Jimmy ' Hendricks and the new RSM WOl
'Action ' Jackson.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Tom ' Dori ' Day
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dick ' Magpie' Dyer
Septembers re-role of the Squadron, the arrival of six new panzers and
preparation training for the now imminent deployment to Banja Luka,
have ensured a frenzy of activity. It has been a busy period for Alpha Tp,
wiili little time to reflect on the summer's deployment to Kosovo. The
introduction of armour to Arnhem Barracks has been met with
amusement and just a little bit of head scratching, many of the Troop
familiar -Only wiili C-130 and wel l worn in boots as forms of transport.
Warnings have been posted to police, camera, action , as Sigs ' Dangerous'
Armstrong, ' Boff' Walker, Dan Fallows, Chris McGeorge and Andy
'Hi tman-Gurun g' Allen embark on their track li cence course. Special
mentions to LCpl Paul Clancy who is helpirrg out at 16 AA sit Bde for a
month , Cpl ick Jons on his Unit Fire COs course (made necessary by
Barbecue Tp's recent fire-lighting spree) and to Cpl Eddy ' Judas ·
Cochran for abandoning ship and swimming lo the Crypto Cell.
Congratulations to Cpl 'I'm gonna sign olT if I don ' t get promoted '
Clancy for his recent selection for promotion.
The
Troop
welcomes Cpls ick 'Tracer' Ions and Clay ' ick-chit' Austin, LCpls
'Phyli s' Green and ' Tug' Wilson and Sig Phillip ' Choco late' Williams.
Hello also to LCpl Rick Turner who has defected from 'Bongo Troop'
next door, and to Sig 'Ken/Big Daddy' Dodd, recen tly returned from his
attachment in Colchester. Farewell to LCpl ' Crabby' Crabb as he head
for 7 Sig Regt and to LCp l ' Foxy' Fox now situated in orthern Ireland.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Wong
Tp SSgt
gt 'Toyah ' Wilcox
The transition of the Squadron from the Parachute role to armour has
been greeted with mixed emotions by Bravo Tp. Recently several
members ofilie troop, the Aldershot four, led by Cpl 'Spud' Fawcett and
aided by LCpl 'I was in the office' Ford, Sig 'Dime Bar' Dine and ig
'Delbert' McDowe ll conspired to hall the proceedings by burning the
building down, thereby preserving the memory fo rever. The plan was
aborted only after Sig 'AAAAHHHHH !' Dine set himself alight, trapping
LCpl 'The air was on flre' Ford in the MT office and the reali sation that
the stores were empty and none of their personal kit was available lo
'disappear' in flames! Their case continues. Alpha Tp thought that this
was a fantastic idea but thought that ince we had done the building they
would do the vehicles instead. They are awaiting summon ! Meanwhile
the refit proceeds along with some frantic redecorating, so much so that
Cpl 'Lackey' Barker has considered starting a painting bu iness and
Alpha Tp are looking lo ilic new 'BBQ Troop' for interior design ideas (its
all in the labels luvvies!). Much amusement has greeted t11c arrival of t11c
' ew' 43 series vehicles st raight from the 1970'.. All that i. required now
the equipment to fill the hulls, although the new Troop Storeman, LCpl
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HEADQUARTERS
Maj Steve Hunt
W02 (S M) Ewan Hall

COMI GS AND GOINGS
The Squadron welcomes back to the fold from their roulement in
Bosnia LCpl Mick Breydin, LCpl Daz Pond and Sig Lee Pearce. We
also say a hearty hello to SSgt Andy Cannandine from 38 Sig Regt (Y)
heffield, SSgt Julie Strangways MBE our new Barracks Master Chef,
LCpl Kara Hayhurst welcome back Kara! (she lefi 238 in 1995 as Sig
Wright) with hu band Al (Ex Corp ) and baby infant Jamie and Sig
Toby Green fresh from Blandford. Last of all Mr James Beaney who
arrives a the EO ( IT) and works in the ACISG end of the Squadron welcome lo you all!
We say a ad farewell to ilie following people: LCpl Gaz Winders
who has started a new career in Satellite installation, Cpl Debs Walker
who recently gave birth to a 71b PT! William! Good luck Debbie the
Squadron is all the quieter without you! After 22 years service
SSgt Graham Owen has now embarked on what eem to be a fmitfu'!
second career and SSgt Paul Phippard, our ex Master Chef, now
working for Primary Management in Blandford Camp - watch out you
thinnies! Finally many congratu lation to Cpl Steve Hook on hi recent
marriage to Jo .
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt

Ca pt Andy Carroll
Sgt Simon Schofield

EXCHA GE VlSIT OF LT J. WRIGHT ROYAL A TRALIA
SIG ALS
by Cpl of The Gun Store, Viagra and Bar (Bart lo friends)
Once aga in it ' holiday time in the sleepy hollow of Radio Tp. For the
few of us who are left here, all was peaceful and quiet, leaving me plenty
of time to catch up on mundane job : issuing mobile phones, !etching
down the Kings Road and getting ready for the total eclip e of the sun.
When all of a sudden, the si lence was broken by the sound of the le erspotted colonial Au sie 'Good Day Cobblers.' I, in my cnpacity as old git
with good look wa taken back by thi strange looking creature from the
depths of the Australian Outback, dre ed in jeans and an Hawaiian hirt
looking quite the ladies man , but half the weight of crocodile Dw1dee!
With my ball and chain removed, I was tasked to escort Lt Wright
aro und evcral s ights of London which most British citizen who are
eligible to vote would never achieve in a lifetime, unless they 'd slipped
their Member of Parliament a bung. What impres ed me the mo. t, which
was quite amazing. wa that he wa not a Manchester United fan. Back to
the story in hand. The week started by vi iting all ilie departments in the
Squadron and hown the role we have to play in the big che s game come
the final hour.
Tuesday: We vi ited the ational Am1y Museum that of course is free
to serving members in the forces, that evening he visited relatives and
friends (unlucky them) who didn "t get deported to the colonies.
Wednesday: We visited Big Ben (We tminster Tower), and climbed the
300 and odd steps to tJ1c top to be deafened by the I 96 decibel of it
chimes at I I OOhrs, quite a mo ing experience, and belie e you me; 1 mean
moving. We then proceeded to try and infiltrate Parliament, in order to
have a nose around only to be escorted to the front door and told to, 'Bog
offi' If I had studied my programme of e ents, I would have noticed that
on Thursday morning we were due to visit the Pa Ince of We tmin tcr.
Thursday: We arrived to find that: our pa es had not been le11 at t
tephen' Gate. Getting all agitated we did notice that if you were any
nationality that didn't speak Engli h it was easy to gain ace<.: s. We
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eventually gained access and had a good tour by guiding our elves
around The House of Common and Lords. The highlight of the day was
sitting in ilie Prime Minister's seat in The Commons and promptly been
told to tand up (It had to be done). We had such a tight chedule, we
swiftly moved on to the Tower of London to meet the Chief Yeoman
Warder, Mr. John Keohane. (ex-Corps you know!) Who kindly let us
bypass the long tourist queue. l myself was quite amazed how much
knowledge Lt Wright had regarding the Tower especially Traitors Gate
where like deja vu he had been here before some time in the I 800's when
he was a young child, being told he was going on a journey in a large
boat. Thal night we were invited back at 21 OOhrs for the ceremony of the
keys which again was quite a sight to be seen, then invited to ilie mes . It
was a plea ure to escort Lt Wright around London, as the QC Squadron
said on bis de-brief' I don "t know who enjoyed it the most". Personally I
couldn ' t give a Castle Main XXXX, as ilie saying goes, he who iliinks
Australian. drinks Tetley's. ext challenge Lady Speakers chair ha ha!

S MMER CAMP 1999
IN THE LAND OF SUN, SEA AND PASTIE
by Sig 'Mac' McGregor
On a cool bright day, we headed out from our little enclave of sanity in
the nation's capital. To Cornwall we were headed; to ta te the joys of
sailing, urfing and gliding. Perhaps even to sample the local brewer's
fayre?
Our outbow1d journey was interrupted by our arri al at the scene of a
nasty road traffic accident. Without so much as a second 's iliought, ilie
team all swung into action and started treating casualties a well a
controlling the traffic, until the emergency ervices arrived. For ome
45 minute , LCpls Pete Fagg and Lee Lester performed Cardiac/
Pulmanory Resuscitation. Despite their awe ome efforts, it was not
po ible to revive the lady. Our thought go out to her family.
On arrival at Penhale Camp we found the advance party had not only
prepared the camp but al o perfom1ed a detailed recce of ilie centre of
ewquay at night. This proved to ha e been a very worthwhile task for
the conduct of Cpl Steve Hook s stag night. Details of which are of
course of a confidential nature.
Over the next week' e ariously sailed, canoed, glided. surfed, golfed,
mountain biked, scuba dived and windsurfed our elve into a very
relaxed stale. Congratulation go out to Sig Jenny Mills for conning a lift
gt Hadle) for hi
out of the Air Ambulance for a measly ix titche ,
hole in one and the Irish team for winning ilic andcastle competition.
Thanks to the Training Wing and D who managed to tum a military run
camp into a fun event. ee you all next year.
1IKE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Bob icol
Tp gt
SSgt And Cannadine
At last! Mike Tp have c entually got omeone to carry out ilie Troop
SSgt' re ponsibilities on a permanent ba is. A big welcome 1 extended
by all to SSgt Andy Cannadinc who has just completed an arduous tour
with 38th (City of heffield) ignal Regiment (Volunteer ). Thank to
Cpl Poul Bone and gt 'Tw iz' TuizelJ for tanding in.
On a sad note. the Troop ' ould like to say a big thank you and a fond
farewell to S gt Graham Owen who has Jell the army atler compleung
his 22 years, falling on his feet as alway . getting a well paid job with
TL. The Troop wi ·he - him, and his family, every u ess. Thanks go to
gt hris Jacobs for organising Grahom· lea ing do. He would like to
quash any rumours that he is planning a new career on th ufier-dinner
speech circuit.
Mike Tp i at pre ent tretched co ering many ta ks. The ta . k of
making London Di trict' IT equipment millennium compliant ha fallen
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on th \Cl 'G department "nh C pl Dean piers, _Sig Keith Ford and
\Ir Justin Watson coYcring all units" 11h1n 1he 1 2~. The FRT 1 equally
bu .; CO\ Cring it . usual assortmelll oflb1scuits) tasks. The PA Section.
headed by \fr John ke-d and Ir 'Del' Tyrrell, has been keeping busy.
A 'el) demanding job of P~' idi1~g P systems for _the Royal avy·s
·re th al of the ca· eelcbrnt1ons 111 Plymouth 1s their latest conquest.
The) hould be congratulated on a tough job .well don~. l last! A mile
comes to the face of \tr ·Del' Tyrrell havmg been 1nfom1ed thai the
fa·hion police nre out 10 get him. 01 to memion the posing question of
·whe!'t! am I to put thi no\\'?'

WlNDS RFI G - ORP CHAM PIO SHIP
top pres item - the qn managed to retain its Minor Units Team
harnpion Title at the Corps Windsurfing hampionships held in
Portland Harbour in mid- eptember. The team of igs Ben McFaul and
Piers Daw along with Maj Dave Gilchrist brought the trophies home
a<>ain including runner-up novice and heavyweight! Sig Ian light also
c~me along as a ery new windsurfer and intends to pose a real threat
next year by bringing home the Corps Novice title!

241 SIGNAL SQUADRON

qn Comd
Maj (Tfc) Dave Wright
SSM/Ops Offr
W02 (YOFS) Wilf Wedge (Martin)
This has been a very busy period for the Squadron. We are two thirds
of the way through closing the Operator Assistance Centres. Preston and
Shrewsbury closed on 28 May and Brecon closed on 28 August 1999.
The photograph shows Mr Vic King, OC CIS Troop, with staff both old
and current from Shrewsbury OAC on their final day.

The Sqn Comd, Maj Dave Wright, een here posing as Capt Birds
Eye, had shingles on the face we are told and the MO said that he wa
excused shaving for six weeks. A likely story!
Presentation of the Imperial crvice Medal to Mr Des Taylor look
place at the Barracks Brecon. Lt Col (Retd) John Billinghant had the
honour of presenting the medal to Des who had erved for 26 years with
the civil service bcfon.: being medically retired.

Under blue, sunny Welsh skies
the coastal walkers take a breather!
(L-R): Sgt 'Chalky' White, LCpl Pete Fagg , Maj Dave Gilchrist,
Sgt Debbie Gosnell , SSgt Karen and LCpl Sally Patrick
Sig Piers Daw and 'Del Boy' Tyrell working out,
what goes where?

Exercise Mercury Dragon was an adventure training Exercise at Capel
Cu ri g Snowdonia. All the military staff and a number of the civilian
pent three days walking the hills including Snowdon. Mr Paul Walton,
the MET leading hand from Donnington enjoyed it so much he has
already volunteered to take leave for next year's yomp?

Radi o ect compri ing Cpl' Paul Bon e and 'Gordy ' le ' eillie
tra,·elled 10 Bodney at the tart of eptember to provide radio coverage to
the Hou ehold Cavalf) 1oumed Regiment during Ex Try Out - one of
their more njoyable annual ta kings. We now look forward 10 the
ceremonial ea on . and all 1ha1 thi bring . Good luck to Sig Ayesha
luhammad who is off on a six month detachment a a recruiter for the
1inoritie Recruiting Team (E 1ERT). Happy Hunting! Finally,
congratulations to gt Cory Pennicott following his recent marriage to
Charlie, all the best for the future.
0 C RTROOP
Tp Comd
Maj Dave Gilchrist
Tp Sgt
gt Karen Ripley
Life continues at its u ual frenetic pace for the 'engine room' Troop of
238 (London) ig Sqn. COMMCE rationalisation is now public and our
military manning as well as civilian COMMCE 1 Officer grades have
been re' iewed. Yes you have guessed it ' e are funher reducing in
numbers and once the civil service interview board has taken place we
will tart to look something like fit for the new millennium. The main
thrust of the Troop no\ being with the COMMCE s and ADA has
meant of course the demise of the Operator As istance Centres and the 30
staff that diligently manned them. Despite all the upheaval the Troop
made an extra pecial effort to get away on Adventure Training thi year
and whilst only 12 members anended Ex Pembroke Cockney Relief in
mid-Augu t I believe a good; albeit exhausting time was had by all. The
report by LCpl Pete Fagg follows :
Well, we departed on Sunday I 5 August at IOOOhrs heading for 14 Sig
Regt down in deepest wild west Wa les where we all arri ved in Brawdy
safe and sound under the organisation of Sgt 'Cha lky ' White. Upon
arrirnl we set to work on the activities for the week, with the Troop split
into three groups each group rotating around different activi ties each day.
On day one we did a mall coastal walk around Wa les (sorry around the
bay), the weather was fine and Sig ' I've got comms' Tan Slight proved
that he could get ellnet in Wales and was very happy!
On Da) T" o \\ e all split up. Group I did windsurfing under the
command of Maj · urfs Up' Dave Gilchrist (a very wet affair by all
accounts) whilst Group 2 did dinghy sailing under the command of SSgt
i Hadley "ho had come down specially from Sqn Trg Wing to help out.
Another wet affair except that i for Sgt 'I'm not getting my fee wet'
Debbie Gosnell. Group 3 did mountain biking under the command of gt
'Chalky 'My bum hurts' White and his 21C, Sgt Sandra Thompson, this
went well apart from a small problem with Sig Jenny Mills who won't
be borrowing ig Ian lights' bike again in a hurry! Day Th ree we all
s"apped acti\ ities and on Day Fou r we did another shorter coastal path
walk followed by a spot of rock-cl imbing. In the evenin g a number of
ad\en1urous Troop members headed up by the boss went on an overnigh t
anoeing expedition. Thi. entailed paddling around the coastline until
they found a secluded very remote beach, set up camp, built a fire and
had a barbecue. lept under the stars overnight before paddling back the
next morning! Da) 5 we spent sight seeing and had the annual Troop
bo\\lmg competition on the Brawdy Lanes that evening. Sgt ' halky'
\\hite had to relinquish his crown to Maj ' urfs Up' Dave Gilchri t
who managed to just beat gt Fergie Tm goi ng on an expedition'
ndenon! Another barbecue topped off with the local hostelry vi it
completed an excellent week away from work in busy London!
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Mr Des Taylor and Lt Col (Retd) John Billingham

Finally some hellos and goodbyes: Hi to: LCpl heppard ow Cpl)
rrom 259 ig qn. LC pl Leet from 3 Inf Bde, Mr Mark Lupo a the Cl
Respon e Team at 160 (W) Bde Brecon. Bye to: Mrs ue Mc arles who
worked in Brecon COMMCE for 29 years (many of them as the
orsham. Miss Karen Hudson also
Supervisor) moved on to
COMMCEN Brecon who is po 1cd on promotion to C03 to work in a
RAF COMM CE , gt Donna caife a sad lo rrom ADA Donnington to
R , Mrs Pauline Taylor from our Civ Admin office retiring afler 25+
years. Plus all the staff from OAC Preston and Shrewsbury we wi h you
all well in your new careers and Thank You for many years excellent
service.

0600hrs on a remote Welsh beach
in various states of 'arousal'
(L-R): LCpl Pete Fagg, Sig Jenny Mills, Cpl 'Boney' Bone
and just returned from Bosnia, Sig Lee Pearce

CRI CKET - by the Chief Clerk Mr Tel Marsh
Congratulations to the 23
ig Sqn Cricket Team who were crowned
London District Minor Units Champions for the 1999 season against HQ
London District. Afler winning the toss, the team captain, ig Ford, put
HQ Londist in to bat and th en saw the bowlers dcmoli h the batting team
for a paltry 64 run s inside 18 over . W02 (YofS) cit tewa rt wa the
pick of the bow lers, taking three wicket in ide tw o overs of pure
hostil ity, ably supported by some magnificent fielding by the rest of the
team. Requiring 64 run s inside 30 overs, Sig Fo rd and Sgt ' halk¥'
White steered the baning side home lo the hampionship title with111
11 overs. Well done to what was a superb all round performance by the
team afler a long arduous season! A special mention must go to the newly
promoted hief Jerk, Mr Terry Marsh , who c valuable experience
held the team together!

Maj (Tfc) Dave Wright

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON
qn Comd
SSM

Maj John Oakes
W02 (SSM) Gary Smith

HAIL A D FAREWELL
Departures and arrival have certainly picked up again over the last
tew months, with eight new arri als and four departure :
Welcome to the Tech Wksp,
gt Rick Owen posted in from Royal
chool of igna ls, Blandford Sgt Loz 'Jabba ' Moore from I UK Div, Sgt
'Titch' Webb from I5 ig Regt, gt Stu andcrson from 200 ig qn
and gt Stebbing from 280 Sig qn. To the COMM E
gt teve Gill
from 280 Sig Sqn, Cpl Sarah Dyer from 238 ig qn and L pl 1ark
S heath from AF ENT. Fa rewe ll to gt Ray Carter po ted to HQ
LANDCENT, Sgt Dai Rennison to 242 Sig qn and LCpl Sally Patrick
to 238 Sig Sqn. Also we lcome back to Sig Brett Merrick back fro m Op
Tour in Bosnia.

HQ 4 DI F ' D Y - by Cpl ue Neale
25 I Sig qn were once again im ited 10 participate in HQ 4 Di' 's
annual fun day. afler walking away with the trophy la t year our hope
were high to keep our sticky mitt on it again thi year! o on Tue da} 6
July 1999 a merry bunch of Military and CiYilian ·taff united t gether
and were boldl y led in our cop and robbers outfits by our team captam,
LCpl Jules Bateman to face the trong competion.

CO GRATULATIO S
The quadron have seen a few well deserved promotions of laie and
our congratul ations go to the following: heena oldwcll on promotion
to ergeant, Mark Sheath and Julie Bateman both of whom came off
the Corpora l's Board. Well done to one and all. Last but not least,
congratu lations to Sgt Daphne Clash for bei ng elected to represent the
Army in th e Inter Service Triathl on hampionship in August 1999.
Daphne came a credit ab le third place for the Army and seventh overall.
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:\ great dn) "a had b all, not onl did the sun hine all dav and the
baroeeue and beer go down a treat, but the game and enthusia.sm of all
te:im made it :i da to remember. pect.ltors looked on in bemu,ed
mterc t - "hy were ix player on each ••am wearing boxing gloves
trying to pla rugby?. and wa it really necessary for the opposition to
keep rugby ladding pl \i endy Boardman to the ground ev n \ hen he
\\a no where near the ball!!! A for
M Jim Mc aught, how he
explained the whipla h mark all over hi legs to the \ ifc we \ ill ~ever
knO\\ !! Mind you ir, you ha\·e alway been one to say. · o pam no
gain", and m) god that must have hurt!! adl we did not retain the
troph) but \\ho care. th re· always next year!!
L Q
DRON DIG DEEP Ii THEIR POCKET
251 JG
Trying to i-.eep our PRl fund out of the red the e day i a task and a
half for the 21C, apt (Retd) Katie lunnoch. With the Military element
of the quadron d\\ ind ling by the month we have yet to manage to think
of area on\\ hy the chilian element hould contribute. Anyway with the
crie of. 'You have got to stop spending.' ringing in the PRI Committee
ars. they ha\'e at last redeemed themselves with a couple of great fond
rai ing e\ents of late. The first being a car boot sale run by Sgt Daphne
Cla h back in Augu ·t 1999. Most members of the quadron rummaged
through their anic and garages and came up with the mo t ob cure "tern
to ell! But ell they did, remember your junk i always someone else's
gold! The grand total of £1 14 wa raised. This coupled with a quadron
wa h da led by ig Dave Hunter and hi monJy crew, who braved
the not o unny element early in eptember 1999 (actually it was
almo t mon oon weather!). They bad a hard day' graft but always
managed to keep a ·mile on their face even ' hen the donation wa no
more than a couple of quid for washing something the size of a bus!!
Thu another £I 04 wa added Lo the PRI fund with a now very happy 21C
gi\ ing them all a well d served pat on the back.

car

JEA S FOR GE E DAY - by gr G~v11i Warran
The country wide charity Jean · for Gene Day was once again
organised for our quadron by Mr Derck Keen (CO I) Com ms Tp. A Her
last years fantastic effort of raising £869. a lot was riding on hi s pride to
better thi amount!! ·A THOUSAND PO
DS is what I want,' he was
heard to say!, o to cries of 'You'll never do it Derck ' ringing in his car ·
his ight was set on proving us all wrong, and prove us wrong he did .
Once again the day was a resounding success. It was hard work for
himself and hi team to get the day organised, but of cour. c the back
ground work wa done week before with numerous trips around ~II the
hops of Ider hot to entice them into giving their support with generous
donations of prizes, ranging from £50 donation (Rushmoor Taxis) to the
more moderate contributions of£10 voucher (Mother are and M & S),
not forgetting of cour c the 250 sausages donated by Iceland for our
barbecue stand. There wa also a widely popular 'Beanie Bear' donated
and clo ed bids were offered through the Inter et and phone calls, lhe
hi ghest bid wa for £51.
The day arrived and Derek could be seen on his knees on 4 Div lawn
praying that the rain would stay away...... it did. ll was a great turn out by
4 Div and urrounding departments. The demand for the infamous 'bacon
butty' tall was colossal, due to the fact that the AAFI wagon had been
threatened the day before by W02 (YofS) Billy Cardwell not to make an
appearance! The gi rls on the Tombola stall led by Chris McKenzie and
S usan Cameron were exhausted by the end of the day and had made
£147.90. Well all good things mu t come to an end and this brilliant day
ended on a high with Mr Dl!rek Keen announcing that a total of
£1,250.60 had been rai ed and will be pre cnted to the Jean for Genes
charity (medical research into blood disorders uch a sickle cell)
soonest. A big thank you to everyone \ ho upported !hi worthwhile
charity.

RAF BRUGGE 10 MILE ROAD RACE
The Bruggen I 0 Mile Road Race was thi · year held on Saturday 11
cptember. The Squadron e ntered four competitors, Lt Lindsey
Cal~erhead, ~gt 'N~d.' .Kelly, Sig 'Ossy' Osbourne and, in a typical
military fashion, v1s1t111g OCdt Oscar Holloway found himself
vo lunteered to make up the fourth team member. The race proved to be
more gruelling than expected as the weather that day was particularly hot

with temperatures of 31°C. Thus, competitors were generally pre,ented
from achieving good times. '1cvcrthele s gt Kelly was fir t from the
quadron over the finish line with a ume of I .09:30hrs. Lt Calderhead
finished in a creditable seventh po ition in the females with a time of I.
15:00hrs, OCdt Holloway completed the race in I. 14:00hrs and ig
Osbourne in I. l6:00hrs.

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
(FALKLAND ISLANDS)

'Fourplay', was an all Officer affair consi ting of apt Ball, Flt Lt
Dique, Capt Emmerson and a very hung over Lt Tm number 3 spot'
Henderson . Last and definitely no means least were the 'The Stray
Dogs', the El ite Telemechs from Line Section. This stalwart team was
made up of Cpl ' cratchy' Lees, LCpl 'Lethargic Les' Welsh, LCpl 'I
am a PT! you know' Farrow and Sig 'Dreamboy' Lake.

280 (UNITED KINGDOM) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(LAND CENT)

The majority of the Squadron ha now deployed as part of the HQ
LA DCEi T augmentation to KFOR2. Members of the quadron have
now deployed to various locations in Ko ovo and Macedon ia. There also
remain a quadron detachment in Bosnia.

completed the scene. The subsequent lunch in the ergeants' Me
provided a good opportunity for a presentation of the LS&GC medal to
W02 (YofS) Carley and farewell presentation to departing Sgt 'George'
Stebbing.

BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Lindsey Calderhead
Tp Sgt
Sgt Graeme Weavers
It ha been a hectic period for Bravo Tp a member of the Troop
deployed to form part of KFOR2. Firstly we would like to welcome new
Troop OC, Lt Lind ey Calderhead who arrives from Blandford.
Congratulation and farewell go to Sig Jeanette Lloyd who will start her
new po t al 14 ig Regt as Lance Corporal and we wish her all the best
there. We mu t also say farewell to Sgt Ivor Moore who is due to start
his new post in Chicksands in late October.

The SOinC(A) presents Yeoman Carley with his LS&GC Medal
in order to remind the Yeoman he is getting old!

Peroxide blonde Sig 'Ski' attempting to win an Oscar
for his world famous portrayal of 'casualty under trailer'
VISIT OF THE SOinC (A)
Preparations for the forthcoming Kosovo deployment provided the
focus for activitie within the Squadron in September during which Brig
Burton , the OinC (A), paid a visit. Alpha and Bravo Tps' predeploymcnt training involved revision of mine awareness and battlefield
first aid that culminated in a vehicle in a minefield scenario. Fun was had
by the DS m 'modifying' a vehicle damaged two months previously
thanks 10 pl Keith Betts performance during an afternoon of off-road
dri\ ing. During the visit the SOinC (A) was treated to the troops
impressive amateur dramatics, with Oscar nominations for Sig 'Ski'
Smiejko~ski "'ho, very enthusiastically, played the part of a traumatised
CJsualty. Artistic use of fake blood, moke and thunder-flashes together
"1th the help of
gt Tony Barker and Sgt 'George' tebbing
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SQUADRO FIVE-A-SIDE FOOTBALL COM P ETIT IO
Saturday 11 September saw virtually all the Squadron families attend a
Five-A-Side Football Competition and Barbecue prior to the deployment
to Kosovo. The excellent weather provided a good day out on the field in
Francisca Barracks. In total, seven teams entered and, overall, a very high
standard of play was achieved with some closely fought games. The
female team, which included both females of the Squadron and some
wives, proved not to be the wa lkover that people thought they wou ld be.
However, the semi-final contender con isted of two Alpha Tp teams, the
MT and an SHQ team. It was HQ and Alpha Tp though, that lasted
through to the final and after everal near misses and some particularly
competitive tackli ng, Alpha Tp eventually struck victory wi th a golden
goal. During the games there was much competitive spirit displayed
although unfortunately this resulted in S gt 'Vinny' Vincent finishing
the day with a broken leg from which the Squadron wi h him a speedy
recovery. It was an excellent day that was nicely finished off with a
barbecue and a few drinks. 'Thanks must go to the Alpha Tp lads and
la~ses who set it up' (even if they did win in the end!).
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Farewell 219, Welcome 212

Stray Dogs return to the Kennel

The picture hows the outgoing OC and USM and incoming 0 and
USM. From Left to Right: W02 (USM) Mark 'eighbour, Maj Dave
Gaul, Maj Mark Adams and W02 ( M) Dave Rook.

There were two cla se of competitor The Racing nake and the
ormal People, orry I mean the Bimblers. Al 09 I 5hrs, maps in hand,
both classe burst on to the moorland surrounding MPA like a bunch of
blind lemmings desperately hoping lo trip over a checkpoint. The
checkpoints were ome considerable distance apart and thu the key to
succes was to plan your route carefully. Tbe first checkpoint we arrived
at was at Poon Hill Rapier Site. we were the first team to arrive closely
followed by the Fourplay team. Upon the arrival we got our stamp and
were promptly pre ented with a que tionnaire on sport general
knowledge and ..... ... Star Wars!. Our re ident Jedi Ma ter, Chris Lees
finished off the question in quick time and before we kne\\ it we were
half a mile in front. Two Checkpoints later we were on the long road to
!(are Harbour with a hort top at the Rapier ite for an Observation
Te t... .. This con isted of studying 25 object for I minute then wriling
down what we had ob erved. We were quite proud of our 20 out of 25
score until we heard that the View From team got full mark earning
them the Brainy Trophy and the end of the day. By I 500hrs. We were all
tired and poor lethargic Les had bli ters and wa truggling but urged his
friend 'Leave me .... I'll be ok ... .. go on with out me, lad '. We arrived
back at the RRS t\ enty minutes later and on time, ha\ ing completed
eight of the 12 checkpoints we waited for the re,ults which were
announced over a beer in the 'Dog and Badger· a follows;
I. 3rd in the Racing nake cla s - View From.
2. 2nd in the Bimble els s - Stroy Dogs.
3. 7th place in the Bimble class - Fourplay.
lt was a good hard day and e\eryone enjoyed it, Anyone coming to the
Falkland hould join in the next Rockhopper but be prepared for bli ten;.
Finally I would like to thank Capt John on of the ·formal!} known a ·
220 ig qn of RAF Bruggen as if it wa n 't for h m we would not be here
enjoying ourselve and nur ing the bli ters.

OC
Maj M. G. W. Adams
USM
W02 D. Rook
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Signal Regiment (20 Sig qn) returned from
JCUFl in February 1999 , having handed over the Army Element
Roulemenl Squadron to 2 Sig Regt, (219 Sig qn). Amongst the other
proposed deployment for I (UK) Armd Div HQ & ig Regt were troop
to Op Agricola and Op Palentine, o it came as a surpri e for 212 ig qa
to be warned off to relieve 219 ig Sqn. Tn May the Reece element
comp ri sing of Capt Jason Nic hols, SSgt hea n (that' pronounced
ham!) Dewar and S gt Mal Pavier deployed to FL A ub equent
'soggy' Reece by the new OC, Maj Chris Mcintosh and new
M,
W02 Dave Rook encountered the Rugby ocialite of 219 ig qn in the
form of the Maj Dave Gaul, W02 (USM) Mark eighbour, S gt
' balky' Meek, Sgt 'Rocky' Mountain and Sgt Shaua Pargin.
The ad ance party deployed with the OC, Maj Mark ·can I just tell
you I was there two year ago and I am only there for ix week ' Adams
o n 16 August. A ft er sayi ng goodbye to loved one the ever o not
enjoyable flight from Brize orton went without a hitch, (well at lea t the
OC remembered hi pa port thi time!) We were all met by the happy
smiling face of the OC, U M and our 'Mr Contact' from the TA, Sgt
'Fat her of pike' Maso n . Once everyone was ettled in to their
accommodation a welcome party wa held in the J UFI Bar ' harkie '.
Cp l 'Bam Barn' Blakey introduced the newly arrived power section led
by C pl Dave ' I give good haircut , honest!' Turton to the · hackle'.
With the hand-over take-over complete and 219 Sig qn away safely
enjoying their well-de erved R and R here we are. The out detachments
are constantly visited io ensure that the RRB crews at Mount Adam and
Campito plus the · iggy· at the RAF ites of Mount Alice (Cpl Duffy),
Byron (C pl Bartle) and Kent (C pl Franklin) have not gone ·RAF
native '. On the porting front we are aiming to keep up the good work
tarted by 219, with the BFFI Cup Badminton competition being held
recently managing a semi-final place in the plate. Currently standing in
third position out of the 12 unit involved.
THE ROCK HOPPER CHALLE GE - By lCpl Wel h
The Rock Hopper challenge is an event organised by the Re idcnt
Rapier Squadron here in the not so sunny Falkland . The cha llenge is an
orienteering course covering around 20 square miles ituated around the
Mount Pleasant Airfield area. heckpoint were dotted around the
country ide, from Pica ant Peak all the way down to Mare Harbour.
Though only ten teams registered, JCUFI managed to provide three
team , the first team, 'View From' con i ting of W02 ( M) Rook,
S gt Pavier, Sgt Arundel and Sig Sullivan. The second team,
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ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Flt Lt . Cooksley RAF
lpha Tp at has seen a new initiati e of All rms ignallers deployed
with 212 Sig Sqn to the till po l in RADCO and at the Rcbro. ites of
dam and Compito. o far a rc.ounding su ce s in that all cap badge
from the RA, AAC, QRH, LD. RTR and RMP lla\c hown their excellent
trade skills in upport of Ex Purple trike, a li\C firing exercise for the
Roulement Infantry ompany. !though unfortunately at the time of
going to pre s Sgt Baz ·wot no box' La\\ son RA and his ere" of LCpl
Cowley, Tpr Porter and Gnr Bo le arl! till ·tuck on We~;t Falkland·
dependent upon the hinook ·' capability to lift the Rcbro. or not. A Tp
have waved fore, ell to the 212 ig qn outh Georgia crC\\ 111 the _hape
of Sgt 'Billy' Duggan, Cpl Brittain, ig hcidecker and Cpl Collier.
We welcomed back the 219 re'\ of gt Messenger, LCpl Edmon on.
ig Mathews and Sig amson. Many thank for their eflorts and god~
peed back 10 York .
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BRAYOTROOP
Tp omd
\\OR P. Jackson R '
.
Bm o Tp are re pon ible for mnning the !he~tre . OMM E , w1lh
much , aned ·hip to hore and ground to air cir u1t plu the I D
network. \\ith the R ignal opcmtors plil between the three Watches. a
full integration under different sen ice D Os has ensued. It ha not taken
long for~the ne" Am1y Element to be indoctrinated in to the a \
peak
of :-The Galle)· - Kitchen, ' Wet' - Brew. · H.~~ds' - Toi;et .' ·~o t the
Bubble ' - Out of control. ·oeckhead' - Ce1 l111 g :md 'Killick - Full
re\\. Further report s of Watch outing and function are to follow.

HARLI TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Henderson R ignals
Charlie Tp 1s respon ible for a number of support element to the
Comm ' \'Stem "iU1in lhe Falklands. The Falkland Island Trunk y tern
(F IT ) team are led by gt ' Ki!ch' Kitchener with pl le~ry. LCpls
Loates and avage u ually bemg deployed at raU1er unsociable hours
"hen U1e Y O team deem it necessary. The Fa lkland Island Trunk
Exchange . etwork (FITE ) team i another rapidly deployable section
ofC Tp with C pl Bucha nan, Cpl John , and LCpl 'lountford .

PO\ er ection led by Cpl Turton and LCpl 'S lim ' Humph reys arc in
the th ick of the Generator refurbishment plan . Sigs Philips, Sullivn n,
Ragni and Beazley have all been deployed to Mount. Moody to assist .in
the rolling genera tor swap that ha s begun now with the less hostile
weather. Linc secti on is compri cd o f 12 Telcmechs from around the
orp , at pre enl detached from 220 ig qn and 259 Sig Sqn are very
busy tradesmen ' ilh numerous improvement projects around the airfield.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
F lt Lt Di~ue RAF
.
. .
Delta Tp i responsible for lhe Ground Rad io Commumcauons around
lhe irficld. The Aerial Maintenance ection which support the Island in
its exten ive variety of Aerials a nd Antennas for all three Services.
Finally, the IT ection upports over 1200 P s througho~ l the Islands.
Thi include the newly installed WRVS Internet connecuon, numerous
WA S, L
all supported by a combined R S IGNALS and RAF team
of eight per onnel.

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS)
EXERCI E LE 1 fl G LEAP 1999

By SSgt John Greenwood
E, GI EERl 1 'G SQ ADRO

1

As a newly arri,ed taff Sergean t within Joint Service Signal Unit
(Ayios ikolaos) I was not particularly surprised when my OC remarked
to me 'Ahhh ta ff, I may have a little job for you.' So it was that iliree
months later, after a mountain of papel'\vork, humping and dumping,
sweating and cursing. it was at 0700hrs on the morning of 28 June t.999
that J awaited the arrival of 23 participa ting troop at the Lemmmgs
Scout hut, Happy Valley.
After a welcoming brief lhe troops were split into two main syndicates
and di patched Lo their mornings activities , rock-climbing and
water-skiing. It wa at Tunnel Beach U1at Mr Dem etrios, of lhe Military
Training \ ing (M ·rw), provided a morning of hi-speed thrills on water
ski and a banana boat. After a couple of hours under th e expert
in trucl ion of Mr Demctrios a few hardy souls finally ma tered it and
were even po ing one handed as they screamed around the bay. Each
session of water- kiing finished with an hour of mayhem on the banana
boat. gt teve Robinson appeared to be going fo r o me kind of
falling-off record and spent more time treading water U1an accually riding
on lhe boat. eedless Lo say this proved to be an extremely e njoyable
acti\ ity and many a story was told over a beer lhat night.

,_.,="'..,,..........,,..........,......,..,

The other yndicate, at lhi lime wa negotiating the tricky climbs of
the local crags. Happy Valley has two or lhrcc interesting rocky outcrops
which, with the benefit o f a couple of hundi:ed metre of exposure to the
ea behind them , are certain ly capable of inducing a little bit of disco leg.
gt (SJ) icky P ea rce and Sg t Ca rl E lliot who were instructin g,
managed to gain maximum traini ng benefit from th e mos t innocuous
looking rock faces. LCpl John Ba rber wa one of the few people who
managed to tackle the secon d route th at in c luded a sma ll overhang.
Allegedly lhe belayer provided a liule bit of ass istance bui this was never
proven and LCpl Barber still holds the 'Spiderman' trophy fo r lhe week.
In the afternoon the first yndicate donned lheir buoyancy aids once
agai n in order to sample the delights of sea canoeing. Sgt Pearce by now
had quickly removed her rock-climbing hat and was joined by C pl Rick
Watson of GEE Fli ght, RAF Akrotiri in order lo instruct in this next
activity. The first group were hampered by rough water and forced to
remain in the s mall harbour. T hroughout the week other groups were
ble sed with more favo urable conditions and achieved greater success out
o n the open waler. Officer Commanding, Eng in eering Sq uadron,
JS U(AN) Sqn Ldr Ian V irkwood wi ll not , however, be ru sh ing to
transfer to tl1e Roya l avy for a life on the ocean wave! The fo llowing
afternoon, after a re peat of the morning's acti vities we all boarded our
transport and headed off to the Akrotiri peninsu la in order to enjoy a try
dive, courtesy of the RAF Akrotiri Sub Aqua C lub . Cpl Da ve F let,
greeted us a we arrived and the first group were briefed and squeezed
into wetsuit - ' What do you mean this is a large?!' For those of us who
were experiencing diving for the first time lhe experience was absolutely
marvellous. Once you become used to the fact that unlike e lephant ea ls,
human beings do not become creatures of grace and e legance underwater,
the 12-1 S minutes spe nt following one of th e experienced instructors
around a marked route was superb. The route encompasse a s ubmerged
he licopter, speedboat, thousands of fi h - including moray eels - and even
a fire engine!
The next morning was time for change- ro un d and after a brief
introduction to archery, under the ausp ices of Lt Col (Retd) John Drew,
with varying degrees of success being attai ned, Group I c limbed onto the
coach as Gro up 2 c limbed off. T he re. l of the week fo llowed s uit in
similar fas hion. Many younger personnel were introduced, some for the
first time, to some of the activities that are avai lab le on island and even
'The Old and Bold ' joined in with equa l enthus iasm. The Exerc ise was
declared a success. Huge sighs of relief all round for the instructors - Safe
and worthwhile adventurous trai ning had been achieved and hopefully a
precedent set for future camps. The problems of adventure training at unit
level on is land, whilst difficult are certain ly not insurmoun table and the
end results certainly justified the hard work.

608 SIGNAL TROOP
Tp omd
Maj (QM) G. L. Hegarty
Tp SSgt
S gt J. M. Hamill
There is something to be said for professional anonymity - it allows
much to be achieved without th e additional effort of being een to
achieve it. However, there is a limit to the number of time one can
patiently answer the question, 'Who are they?' when the name 608 Signal
Troop is mentioned. Hence, o n a bright pring morning in 1998. this
sma ll band of quiet adventurers announced their presence to the world
from the hallowed pages of this very publication. We explained who we
were, what we did and introduced the individual members of the Troop to
the interested reader. For a time there was some, slight, acknowledgement
from the rest of the Corps, but all too soon the artic le was forgotten and
the questions returned. With the Millennium approaching, we felt it a
good time to remind the outside world of ou r existence and to inform the
curious among t you of all that has happened within this tiny unit.
It has been a very busy eighteen months within the Troop. We are
tasked directly from QMG Andover and they certainly haven't forgotten
who we arc. La l year saw heavy involvement in the MAPP project,
with the Troop serving as an inte11T1ediary between lhe contractor and the
rest of the Corps. Thi involvement finally over, we were plunged into
the arduous struggle of the ERV modification programme, which has not
yet released us from its demanding grip. This year has seen the Troop
contributing, in common with many units, to the deployment in Kosovo preparing and dispatching Troop assets out to theatre. All this against a
background of our continuou ta k of preparing and maintaining a war
maintenance reserve for the Ptarmigan fleet. The new millennium
promi es to be just a demanding and with the exciting developments
within the Corps as a whole, things here are anything but tediou .
This time ha also seen a great many change in personnel - an unusual
occurrence within th e Troop - including a complete change in the
Troop's management team. Maj Don Holmes was promoted and posted
late last year to 37 ig Regt and S gt Pete Farrington left lhe Army at
the same time upon completion of22 years colour service. We wish them
and their families all the be l in the future. The current OC of the Troop
i Maj Gerry Hega1·ty who joined us at the beginning of the year from
Northern Ire land. Hi trong leader hip and vast wealth of experience
have been of great benefit to the Troop during thi testing lime. However,
some of the more sedentary members of the unit were dismayed and
confused at the amoun t of running that we uddenly seemed lo be doing
and we were even more aston ished to find ourselves completing the
Tewkesbu ry half marathon thi s s ummer. Joining the OC on the 608
management team we welcomed SSgt Jim · o questions asked' Hamill
who has proved a superb 'Mr. Fixit' du ring hi time here. Sad ly he has
been hort-toured and we wi ll lose him in the new year. We must al o ay
goodbye to Sgt ci t 'Ca rtman· S hrimpton who fi nally pa ed his
RSJCC this year a nd leaves u for the bright lights of 11 Sig Regt.
The work hop ide of the Troop continues to be headed up by gt eil
'Scrapyard c ha llenge' Parkinson intent on proving that , given lhc right
tools, you can motori c anyt hing. In this endeavor, he is aided by our
extreme ly long servi ng ED, LCpl 'Taff ' Gippo' Thomas and our other
tec hnici an, Cpl Lee 'Chatline ' Thompson . In the s tore , Cpl Bill
'Comfy Cha ir ' E dwards, maintain an air of determined calm, despite
the inherent stres of the job and the astonish ing amount of cafleine in his
blood tream. When la t we wrote, we welcomed LCpl 'Manic street
preacher ' Efans to the UR store. Unfortunately. we have now lost hi
terling com muni cation ski lls lo civvy street and welcome in his place.

LCpl Bob ' ocial Secretary' Pater on . While he has adapted \cry well
to this unique unit, we are be\v ildered by the amount of pot plant one
desk can take and slightly concerned that we no longer need to answer
the telephone . Completing the Troop personnel is our attached RLC
vehicle specialist, L pl Andy · o Commitment' Guild who e
an noyingly cheerful disposition belies the uphill wugglc of maintaining
120 plus vehicles. The social and sporting life of the Troop continue out
of all proportion to its si7e, and a most succe · ·ful su mmer camp in
August provided a perfect release from the pre sures of work. This year
also saw the Troop obtain its very own shady 'vatcring hole, and a great
deal of time and effort ha\e gone into making ·The Bodgit and carper· a
wonderful focal point for lhe majority of our soc ial functions. The unit
continue lo play a full ro le wi thin the RL C depot an d recently
contributed to the D DC Ashchurch Open Day by providing a delicious
barbecue for the unsuspecting public.
Jn our last contribution, we issued a cha ll enge to the rest of the
C orps. We believed we could field a fairly strong golf team and were
keen to test our mettle against a ny that might stnnd agai n t u . To
our lasting disappointment, not one reply did we receive. Therefore,
at the risk of eemin g confrontational, 608 Signal Troop reissue the
challenge of a go lf match, at any reasonabl e venue and against any
ca liber of tea m , in th e hope that so meo ne will finall y accept.
In order U1al we may finally lay to rest the ghost of anonymity lhat has
haunted the Troop in the past, let us be absolutely specific on this point.
60
ignal Troop is an independent signal unit located within the D DA
vehicle depot at A hchurch. This is a mall village to the eas t of
Tewkesbury, itself a charming Gloucestershire town. north of
Cheltenham, ju t off the MS. To allay any fu rther confusion, one of the
first things that the QC did upon arrival, wa to ensure that the Troop
it elf was more than adequately ign-po ted (in Corp colours) from the
depot gate to the door of his office. (Whether thi has more to do '" ilh
hi RD background or lhe nightmare he had finding lhe place on hi first
day, has yet to be dete11T1ined.) In any ca e. that i who\\ e are. and where
we are and we can only hope that ne,·er again mu t we an wer the
question - 'Who on Earth are 608 Signal Troop?'

ROYAL SIGNALS MAINTENANCE TEAM
SUPPORT BATTALION
HEADQUARTERS ACE RAPID REACTION CORPS

Tp omd
gt (FofS) 1artin 'A rry ' Arundel
Tp Admin CO
Sgt Chris 'Kidney Punch ' White
Tp tores C O
Sgt Lee ' Wot trade?' Harris
Tp Wksps
0
gt imon ' Dodgy eam · King
Who are they you may be asking yourself .. well we are a small troop
consis tin g of a t present I J Tele Technicians ( ys) of variou rank ..
Although we are onl y half a mile from 16 ig Regt we are nothing to do
with any of the ignals Regiments and work from within the RR . \ e
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have only been around for six ear>. and ha' ing a Staff 'crgcant (Fol. ) m
charge we are not' ery high profile.
We are 'run ' by the four
CO' listed abo' c. FofS 'All}. ,\ru ndel
has only ju t arrived at the unit along" ith his w1fc all). l"hc) arri,cd
just before we deployed to Ko. ovo but this mt:ant "c had tu sa) goodb}t:
gt (FofS) Bill '\Vhert: art: m~ glas. cs' John,on and
to the old Fors,
his wife Janet. To tart" ith \\e have pl Paul 'During th.: \\ar' Ba rr
who ha , I should mention, been in the Arn1) longer than light\\Ctghts (m
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fa the g t hi full Corporal in 1980!) He ha been with the Troop since it
formed! ext we ha\'e pl Paul ' \ indup King' Dr dale who has au
amazing kna k of conjuring practical joke and witty lillle windups. Cpl
·Burpee · Boyle and pl Chri ·Knees to cheek· Healey both see
them eh·e a budding PTI' . Then ' e have the Troop causer, Cpl
Derick Daniel Joseph ·Yeecha!' ostello who i always good to have a
laugh '' ith and
pl Dean 'du-eeau • hodan who i always good to
laugh at! ot forgetting LCpl 1ike '40 a day Dawson, Cpl Gavin
· nake ter· McArthur and LCpl Rosslyn ·Ba ketball Queen· Beattie.
1ost of the Troop are out in Ko o o at the moment and those that
areu 't have nearly all been out there apart from pl Paul Barr who
cannot be levered away from hi tore and mainly hi computer! Cpl
Healey finally got out to Ko ovo after being sent his white feather signed
by the re t of the Troop!

gt Simon King who was at the Plaslika (Yugo) factory, Pristina and
pl Paul Drysdale who was at KFOR Main. Pristina have both just
returned to JHQ (\ here we are based). After topping ofT at Skopje to
have a McDonalds or three and send one upcounlly which I believe stank
out the WRY when they opened the box and the smell of MeDonalds was
around for quite a while. There was a sma ll Del of four of us al the
Plaslika (Yugo) factory, which dwindled slowly down lo one man ( gt
King), and his Leathennan, nol even a vehicle or tores. Whilst there wen:
still three of us LCpl Dean Chodan gratefu lly accepted a present from the
local and tarted howing it ofT until he got told to put it down and slowly
walk away. It was a loaded and extended Rus ian 64mm anti tank weapon,
which he' as cry chufTed with!!! Luckily we work fairly close with the
Royal Engineers (Another none RLC cap badge in a RLC unit) and U1ey
controlled the ituation and cordoned the area ofT. Thanks Dean.

HAMPSHIRE & ISLE OF WIGHT
ARMY CADET FORCE
A NUAL CAMP 1999
D~spite some ver):' poor weather conditions throughout, Signals
training featured prominently at the 1999 Annual Camp of the Hampshire
& Isle.of Wight _Army Cadet Force held in August at Knook Camp, near
Warm111ster, Wiltshire. Two Cadet 1gnaller courses were held on
successive weeks when at the end of the courses, 22 and 14 cadets
respectively were awarded their 'crossed nags ' badges.

CITY OF EDINBURGH
UNIVERSITY OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
TARTA

. The.Course organisers, Maj Mike Vokes - County Signals Officer, and
his assistant, 2Lt Mark Davies, received much valuable as istancc in the
running and testing of the courses from COs from at the Royal School
of Signals.
During the fir t week, line training wa pro ided by Sgt Croxon and
Cpl Bradley of the Line and Systems Group and le ting arrangement
were arranged by pis Parker and Vanadel of Radex. During the second
we~k, Cpl Bradley returned with his line training road- ho\\, which was
again much appreciated by the Cadets. Sgt Render from sponsor unit,
249 AMF (L) Sig, qn, vi ited Knook to adjudicate for the tests. During
the first week a visit to the camp was made by Col John Ewbank and
Maj Andy Bowering. of HQ Royal Signals, when the basic course was
inspected, as wa advanced HF training being organised by S gt Adrian
Ben on of Hampshire & Isle of Wight ACF. Trained cadets used the PRC
320 sets to gain further HF experience operating on the ACF/CCl7
ational Radio et.

A ' OISE

by 2L1 Bermi11gham. R Signals Cadetship
F

, FROLIC
D FONDUE IN THE FRE CH LP
The CEUOTC rock climbing/hill walking expedition of 1999 was held
from 12 to 26 Augu L in the Yanoi e ational Park. Ten Officer Cadets
were cho en to participate, from a healthy response within the unit, plus
three in tructors and myself. Our able rock climbing in tructors came in
the form of 1aj Fergus Mur r ay (MIA) and W02 Andy Evans
(J RC!). hill walking was conducted by myself(a lowly UEL) whilst 2Lt
Hart had the be t of both worlds being JSMEL( ) and RL(T).
A far as expedition planning went, I had organised participants,
instructors, food, accommodation (albeit tented), travel, kit but I forgot
the big one - I hadn't booked the weather. Fortunately we only lost a day
and a half to torrential downpour, with one ensuite swimming pool cum
tent. With devili h cunning we made the most of our oggy situation by
transfonning our ehicles into lounge/classroom with adjoining kitchen.
As we no~ fully appreciate, the climate of Augu 1 in the Alp works
from one extreme to the other, so when the weather was fine even our
token ginger managed to tum a hint of golden.
On to the agenda. The fir t four days were spent near
otre-Dame-du-Pre, a tiny village with roads to match. Rocher du Glaisy
was the name of the climbing site which bad 14 separate crags of varying
grades which was perfect for our needs. Tbe majority of the Officer
Cadecs had minimal previous experience but with in three days were
competently leading Grade 4's and top roping Grade S's. The following
six days were spent at Pralognan-la-Vanoise, the capital of the region,
which held the Olympic Curling competition in 1992 and still has not
forgotten it! Here a multi-pitch and hill walking rotation was organised.
The multi-pitch routes at Falaise de la Fraiche were not as easy to
identify as they might have been, an open mind was necessary when
attempting to interpret the guide book. For the instructors it was a bit like
and pick and mix, they were never quite sure what they would be
climbing next. Tbe walking routes were, in contrast, very well marked
and afforded fantastic views of the surrounding area including that of
Mont Blanc. Each walk covered approximately I 7krn with about l 200m
of ascent, including ascents of Petit Mont Blanc (2677m) and Le Petit
Marchel (2568m).
By the end of the expedition most people had been bitten by the
Alpine bug and on the final day were seen raiding the multitude of
climbing shops in search of kit. A very big thank you is to be extended to
the instructors Maj Murray, W 02 Eva ns and 2Lt Hart whose agility
and style on the rock face gave us something lo aspire to, even if not
emulate at the time.

63 (SAS}
Signal Squadron
(Volunteers}
The
quadron is a R. Signals TA Unit providing
communications support to 21 and 23 SAS (V) Regiments. We can
offer interested individuals, leaving the Regu lar Anny, the chance
to continue using the many skills acquired during their service,
whilst at the same time maintaining their links with the Corps.
You will be expected to train for a minimum of 27 days a year,
this includes a 15-day camp and a number of selected weekends.
You can also volunteer to parachute, should you wish. You will
have .an unrivalled opportunity to travel abroad, (last year we
exercised in eight different countries). lf you are interested and
live in the outh East or London area then telephone 0800 163925
for further details.
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Cdt Cpl Samantha Breer from 4 Troop, Hythe

OCdt 'Bits' Moriarty enjoying his pleasant afternoon stroll

SITUATIONS
VACANT!!
THE
ROYAL
SIGNALS
MOTORCYCLE
DISPLAY
TEAM

Are recruiting new riders to fill
vacancies which occur in the team.
Two week selection courses will
take place at Blandford.
No previous experience is
necessary - all you need is guts,
determination, fitness a nd ...
a sense of humour.

Application forms are kept in your Orderly Room/Sqn Office.
Get one.
Apply now and get on the next selection course.
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ROUNDERS
LEYBURN GIRL I ARMY CHAM PIO ROU DERS TEAM .. .
BUT ONLY JUST!
LCpl Tracey Mills (26) is a member of the rmy's champion.hipwinning Rounder team! Tracey, who is serving with Headquarter I
Signal Brigade, plays for the Rhine Area upport Unit who beat
Winchester Ga rrison in the finals, held at Wincl1e ter in early eptcmber.
he made it to the finals just in time - she returned from a two month tour
or duty in Kosovo on the unday before the champion hips! In fact, he
was officially on her po t-Ko ovo leave when she wa playing for her
unit learn! 'The team did well even to gel here,' aid Tracey. ·But once
we got here, we played really, really well and l think we've surprLed !I
few people, including ourselve with our succc s!' In her three year
Anny career, Tracey has ccn service in orthem Ireland, U1e Falklands,
Macedonia and Kosovo. Whil t he wa in Macedonia, she helped build
the refugee camp and she was there when the fir t Kosovo refugee
poured over the border. In a matter of day , LCpl Tracey 1ill had
moved from the horror of Ko ovo to being a member of the rmy
Rounder champion hip team. he's not short of ariety in her lite!
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LCpl Tracey Mills
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NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The 'laster of Signals
Chairman: Major General A. Yeoman CB
Vice Chairmen: Brig C. T. Garton Area I; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3:
Brig K. H. Olds Area 4; Brig P. J. E\'3ns CBE Area 5: Lt ol J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson BE Scotland
Genera l ecretary and Trea urer: Col A. R. Carter 1BE
Welfare ecr tary: Mrs J. Cornick

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr. P. J. Cuckow (Membership & Records)

A ociation Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum Dor et DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System 737 2090 or 01258 48
2090. \ elfare Secretary Telephone: Military System 737 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for Tire Wire should be audressed to the Editor and :my queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm
The Association commimicares with its branches and individual members through the pages of The Wire, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast ofA sociation evenrs.
.
.
.
. .
.
Branch Secretaries are asked ro check rhar their Branch members receive sufficient copies of The Wire. Assocrar1011 HQ can arrange for copies to be
deli1·ered in bulk ro Branch Secre1arie for further di rribwio11 if rhi is com'e11ie11t: it helps us sm•e 011 postage.
Dares of Branch ei•enrs can always be published in The Wire and should be submitted to. the Edi.tor. We also welcome ter!ers, req1~esrs to contact o_ld
comrades and mmormcemenrs of births. marriages and deaths. We /rope rhar each Branch will co111rtbure a short accounr of its acuv1t1es, preferably wah
phorograplLf, at least once a year.

THE REMARKABLE STORY OF
SIGNALMAN OH
By Edward Hughes

I first heard about thi story when my duties took me to Germany in
the late Autumn of 1959. I was there on special service with the 6th
Infantry Brigade under the command of the famous Brigadier, Brig
Michael Carver, later to become Field Mar hall Lord Carver, Chief of
Imperial General taff. My connection was with Brigade Intelligence,
and I became involved in the translation of an amazing document
concerning a mysterious character with the odd name of Gin Oh, who
had apparently disappeared somewhere in Europe. I recall that a few days
after I commenced work on the document., the man named Gin Oh was
seen somewhere in Turkey, so my involvement was terminated swiftly,
and with an air of ecrecy. The document was returned post haste from
whence it came and I was never told why a translation was required.
After many years, and some research, I have discovered that Gin Oh
was a young Malaysian Chinese, born in Penang, who had done less than
brilliantly at chool - a mortal sin in the eyes of most Chinese parents and had decided that his best chance in life was to run away and join the
British Army. o doubt influenced by the presence of thousands of
Briti h troops in hi homeland (Penang was a British settlement until
1957, when along with another territory, Malacca, it was ceded to the
newly formed Malaysian Federation). Gin Oh became so obsessed with
the idea of becoming a British soldier that he had packed his few
belongings and set off to hitch-hike from Penang, in Northern Ma laysia,
to Catterick Camp in Yorkshire, where he had heard that the Royal Corps
of Signals were looking for recruits. l be lieve it was his parents who
alerted the authorities to his disappearance, but with the then paranoia
about Communism which was rife throughout the whole of society, and
the military in particular, an errant Chinese man on the loose and making
hr way to England wa an obvious cause for concern. (I remember that at
the time of my very brief involvement in the affair, no lesser personage
than the Under ecretary of tate for Defence, Mr John Profumo was to
be een at Brigade I IQ, indeed, I saw him myself on the front step ).
Gin Oh had read in his newspaper that a cenain man wanted someone
to travel to Europe with him , so he left his job and went to meet the
would-be traveller. They set off together, on route first to India, but Gin
Ob's ne\\ friend was arrested as a smuggler after on ly three days of their
JOurney. From then on, the young Chinese rnan was on his own. With
very little money and no idea which way to go, he managed to make his

way to Madras, then Delhi, and on to Karachi, capital of Pakistan. The
misery and deprivation he suffered along the way can only be imagined
by us who were not there. Unable to find work in the capital and with
very little money left, he eventually managed to gel visas for Persia (now
Iran) , Greece and Turkey. Along with a new friend he had met in
Karachi , our intrepid would-be oldier muggled himself on a train to
Quetta. They were oon thrown off the train, but managed to hitch a ride
on another train to Zahidan (Iran), a most unplea ant journey cooped up
in a good van in the stifling heat. Gin Oh then met a Pakistani who
advised him to travel to Teheran, via Meshed. He managed to swap his
jacket for a ride on a bus to Me hed, and then again smuggled himself
aboard a train bound for Teheran . Discovered during that train-ride by a
ticket inspector he feared he would be cnt off in the middle of nowhere.
But this time the God were smiling and the kindly ticket collector staked
him for a meal , one of the very few he was to eat during his amazing trip.
On to Tabriz, Mount Ararat., Khoi and Banzangan, where he had trouble
with the police because his papers were not in order to get him into the
next country, Turkey. With the help ofa young German tourist on his way
round the world and a ten year old Greek urchin who stole him onto a
bus, he made his way to Thessaloniki. He now went in desperation to the
British Embassy because he was near starving. Mi take! The British were
all set to send him home when he e caped and set ofT for Athens. Then
came an arrest, but a kindly policeman gave him some money for food
and he was off again, slipping away whi le no one was looking.
Aller many more weeks of hunger and misery. a sympathetic foreigner
gave him ten pounds and he made hi s way through Switzerland and
France where an English doctor took pity on him and paid for hi s
aeroplane fare to England. Once in London he made his way, ragged and
forlorn, to the army HQ in Whitehall and after many months of hunger,
heat, cold and other miseries, like being eaten alive by mosquitoes, Gin
Ob was sent to Catterick Camp where he joined the Royal Signals. I have
now lost touch with the story and have no idea what has happened to him
since, but if any ex-Royal ignals men can shed any light on the mailer I
would be very pleased to hear from you. You can contact me clo Keith
Hind, 36 Doncre t Road , Donwcll , Washington, TYNE & Wear, NE37
JED, Tel: 01914171398.

Assoc1at1on HQ would close without the support of its Branches.
Please support the Association by supporting your Local Branch.
Don't be put off by believing that you have to attend every meeting
- the Branch will be pleased to hear from you no matter how many
or ho" few meetings you can attend. If lack of transport is a
problem, perhaps the Hon. Secretary of your local Branch can help.

If responding to any advertisements
in The Wire please mention that you
saw it in your Corps magazine
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On behalf of everyone at Association Headquarters, may I wi sh all Life
Members, Associate Members, and their families, all the very best for a
Merry Christmas and a Happy, Safe ew Year. May I also take thi s
opportunity to thank all Branch committee members for their hard work
during 1999. Association Headquarters could not function without the
valuable contribution from Branches and their continued support is
gratefully acknowledged and appreciated. If you do not belong to your
local Branch, why not gel in contact with them? I am sure that a warm
\Velcome awaits you there - and you never know, a Branch member might
just live near to you and you never even knew it. Contact the Association
HQ for the details of the relevant Branch Hon Secretary. If you do belong
to a Branch, perhaps you could volunteer to serve on the committee.
Branch ews - Colin Bell has been elected to succeed Ernie Cowan
as Hon Secretary of the Spennymoor Branch. Colin can be contact at:
I 3b Thorn gate, Barnard Castle, Co. Durham, DL 12 SPY, Tel: 01833-690
397. Our thanks go to Ernie for hi hard work whilst in office. Wilf
curr, Hon ecretary of the West London Branch has a new telephone
number; 01932-457 521. Col Cliff Walters informs me that over 200
attended the Association of Harrogate Apprentices' inaugural Reunion at
Harrogate in October. Ill health has forced Brian Podmore to stand down
a secretary of the Shropshire Branch. Branch Chairman, John Wall
MBE will hold office until a volunteer is found to succeed Brian.
Anyone living in the Shropshire area, who would like details of the
Branch's activities, should contact John on 01743-350 606. Brian
Overland is holding the Peterborough reins whilst Bob Rowland
recovers from his unfortunate accident. We wi h Bob a speedy recovery
and return to office. Brig R. H. Borthwick ha contacted A sn HQ to ay
that the' orth Africa & Italy L of C Signals Reunion Club' recently held
its last Reunion and ha now 'closed for bu iness'.
Branch Secretaries - A special thank you to those of you who send in
their Branch newsletter . We do enjoy reading them and quite often we
glean u eful information about members from them. Keep up the good
work. Thanks also go to all those Branch members and Standard Bearers
who, over the past year, represented the Corps at the funerals of our
former members.
Annual Genera l Meeting - The next AGM of the RSA will be held in
Chelsea Barracks, Che lsea Bridge Road, London starting at I 030hrs on
Saturday 8 April, 2000. eare t underground station is loane quare.
All Life Members of the Association are cordially invited to attend. To
assist catering needs, those who intend attending are asked to give their
name and vehicle details (if applicable) to As n HQ - Branch ecretarie
are asked to consolidate returns from their members. Any points for the
agenda mu t reach As n HQ by I March 2000. All Branch Secretaries
should, by now, have received the calling notice for the AGM/Branch
Reps Meeting- if not let Assn HQ know.
REU IO 1 2000 - I your name on A sn HQ's mailing Ii t for details
of the Annual Reunion to be held at Blandford on 24/25 June 2000? Ring
01258-482090 to find out. We hope to issue the instruction in March and
they will be sent to those who have asked for their names to go on the
mailing list - it should not be a urned that attendance at this yea r's
Reunion will mean the details being automatically sent.
1999 Reunion Video - Thanks for their patience go to all tho e
individuals and Branches who ordered a copy of the 1999 Reunion video.
Having een the production proce s, I can now well understand just hO\
much time and effort goes into making a 20 minute tape. Copie are still
available from Association HQ.
Junior Leaders, Denbury - Rumour control says that there might be a
Reunion in 2000 for tho e who were Junior Leaders at Denbury. Other
than that, I know nothing - if anyone has any further details, I would
appreciate receiving them. Don't forget, my ' Register of Postings' ha
quite a list of those who were Junior Leaders.
Cenotaph Parade - Mrs Jacqueline Wood is researching the
significance of the Festival of Remembrance ceremonie . in particular the
Cenotaph Parade. he wou ld like to hear from anyone who attend the
enotaph Parade, who would be willing to share their experience of thi
special day. She promise to reply to anyone who takes the trouble to get
in touch. Jacqueline i at: 5 Fore t Hou es, Dun op Bridge, Clitheroe,
Lanes, BB7 3AZ, Tel: 01200 448 671. Michael Aim able ha already
contacted Mrs Wood with his experiences on the subject. Thank you
Michael for again volunteering to act as 'right marker' on Horse Guards
Parade.
Life Members - Amongst tho e Life Member , from whom we have
recently heard for the first time in many, many years i Mr G. H.
Salmon, who served 1930 - 1946. Gordon would be pleased to hear
anyone who served with him in 'F Boys oy' in 1930-34. 'Relay through
Assn HQ'. We have al o had the first contact since 1959 with (C pl)
Michael J. Butler, who was admitted to the Royal tar & Garter Home,
Richmond in October.
ew Life Members - A warm welcome is extended to tho e new Life
Members of the Association listed be low, we hope thal !ho e shown
under 'RHQ Branch' will contact their local branch for details. To those
recently discharged from the Corps, we wish every ucccs in their
econd career and trust that they will stay in touch with their As ociation.

Rank
LCpl
Sig
Sig
LCpl
Lt Col

Name
J.C. Block
C. A. Jones
P. H. Lawrence
C. D. Yowle
Ian Turner
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Branch

ervice

Bristol
Bri tol
Bristol
Bri tol
RHQ

1952-54
1953-58
1944-47
1955-57
1962-97

LCpl
LC pl
Maj
Sgt
LC pl
Maj
ig
Cpl
W02
Cpl
WOI
LCpl
WOI
Cpl
WOI
Cpl
W02
Cpl
SS gt
LC pl
LC pl
Cpl
Cpl
gt
SS gt
SS gt
Sgt
LC pl
Cpl
Sig
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sig
Sig
LCpl
Sig
Maj
Sig
Sig
W02
W02
WOI
W02
Cpl
gt
Sig

Bert Fry
Ronald Moore
John tu art
hris Cole
Lee Lyon
John Botterill
Richard Templeman
Keith Loney
Mike Duffin
R.E.D. 'Taff' Webb
Martin Drake
Charlie Eastwood
David Taylor
imon Haynes
Stcvenn Pellant
Tony Caban
hane Overton
Reg Rider
Douglas McDonald
Ken Davenport
Ron Foulkes
Reg Rider
John Watkinson
Roy Emblen
Dave Haley
Sally Oldridge
Ken Barker
Dennis Cooper
Roger Phelps
Paul McGee
Terry Murrell
Martyn Radzimicrski
Colin Roberts
ydney Holmes
Sarah Mitchell
B. R. Faulkner
Ernest Callaghan
Roger Pickard
Clive Wardle
Kerrie Haines
tephen Johnson
David Murray
David Richards
Geoff Robinson
Mark mith
Mike Toes
Gwyn Phillips

outh London
RHQ
RHQ
RllQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
East Kent
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Spennymoor
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Wet London
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ(Canada)
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
In-pensioner, Chelsea
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
RHQ
Brighton
RHQ
Bristol
Langeleben
Poole
RHQ
RHQ
R.HQ
RHQ
R.HQ
R.HQ
RHQ
RHQ
West Wales

1943-47
1952-54
1965-99
1984-99
1990-99
1986-date
1991-99
1954-56
1967-90
1979-94
1977-99
1976-99
1968-92
1983-99
1974-99
1993-99
1975-99
1950-52
1970-92
1949-51
1950-53
1950-52
1946-49
1977-99
1976-99
1982-99
1976-99
1952-66
1953-55
1993-99
1976-99
1984-99
1985-99
1942-46
1992-99
1942-45
1957-59
1955-85
1960-62
1994-99
1977-99
1977-99
1976-99
1972-99
19 7-99
1984-99
1959-61

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
The day dawned warm and unny and no doubt we were not the only
one relieved and delighted by the very agreeable turn the weather had
taken. It wa the occa ion of our visit in Augu t to the final rehearsal of
the Sovereign's Parade at the R.MA Sandhurst, very kindly arranged for
u by Co l Paddy Verdon OBE at Academy HQ. Friend came from East
Kent, Reading and West London Branche lo enjoy the parade and
afterward , the picnic in the cricket pavilion that had kindly been put at
our di po al.
In cptcmber we visited the tale partment at Wind or Ca tie.
gain we had the pica ure of the company of Member· of the West
London and Reading Branche and the Aldershot Branch of the WRAC
A ociation. The vi it was ably organised for u by Carole Thoma who
had arranged for the party to be conducted by one of the 'vlilitary
Knights. It was all ery impre sive and the occasion wa not dimini. hed
by the downpour which accompanied our exit from the Castle to an
establishment by the river for a good pub lunch.

EAST KENT BRANCH
WED E DAY4A G T, VI JTTO . . DH RT
Ea t Kent (and in particular todmarsh Road) have had very little rain
over the past five week but the threat of heaY) thunderstorn1 comrng
from tl1e We t, \\ hilst being needed here, merely rncrcased the fear that
the weather might be o bad at andhurst for the overeign · Parade that
it would be cancelled and what would our 25 mt:mbers do then. ha\ ing
truvelled by bu all the way there? o the fact t11at the bus "as twenty
five minute late in arri ing at the tart Point was a minor inconvenience.
though the Ballantynes at Rough ommon feared the \\Orst and the
gallant Chairman's party standing forlornly on the roundabout at Junction
2 , on the M26 were on the brink of a heart attack. However, all aboard,
we ailed on in brilliant sun hine to andhurst, calling in at amsbury's
for a well needed cuppa or for tho e thnt had forgone brcaUa ·t, a
welcome nack. It o happened tliat the tour operator (I Ion cc) had been
an incumbent at the R I
in year· gone by and wa able to gi\e a
commen tary on life a he had een it (nothing much change at R 1 S).
\i alking a ro s the lawn · a Concorde 11ew o~cr. we "ere.: . oon in our
eat overlooking the Old ollegc Parade ground and rt seemed that "1th
the presence of the A ldershot Bran h, mo t of the :pcctator.; "ere from
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the Corp-. Just before 11 OOhrs the 800 or o Officer Cadet (about a third
ladie~) dres ed in Blue · with "hite glm·e and be~ts, march_e~ ?n to the
tirrine. music of the resident band. The)' were Ill two 01\ 1s1ons, the
enior-and Junior. di tingui hed by the fo 1er carrying word and the
latter nflcs. The Colours marched on and th Comma ndant took his place
on the alutmg dai . The djutant on hi grey took ~ommand and ~he
parade "ent through the in ·pection, the march pa, l, m slow and quick
time with some intricate manoeuvre at each comer. There then came the
pre entations a L &G to the Yeoman of ignals at the ignal Wing.
andhurst and the Queen' Medal to a R. 1gnals Cad.et. . . .
.
The Junior Oh i ion presented Ann as the en1or D1v1 ion mward
turned and lo\\ marched up the tep and through the ma ive doors of
Old College to the trains of Old Lang yne and a the volume decrea ed
10 a whi per the
djutant on his horse followed them up the tep and
into the oilegc before the doors closed behind them. The Parade
marched off and we all \\alked back acros the lawn to the Cricket
Pavilion were we. along \\ ith members of ~he Aldersh?t Branch, pread
our picnic on the table and benches provided. Then 1l was back to the
bus and home. LL was probably one of the large t for~al army ~ru-ade
that you ,, ill ever see anywhere these day and earned out wuh tl~e
preci ion and pride that the RMA 1 renowned for, not o nl y Ill this
cow1t!)' but overseas from where many cadets come. Those that dtd not
anend, really did mi s an occa ion.

UNDA 12 EPTE 1BE R
early seventy member brought their tables and cha irs to Antrium
Lodge for the barbecue and Photo Competition. The bar and barbecue
were provided by the Tanners of Wingham and judged to be the bes~ :yet.
Da v id and h e il a Gea r y had planned the Photo Compet1t1on
meticulou ly and there were about one hundred entrie all anonymously
posted on the atrium glass doors under four categories -Faraway Places,
The Younger Generation, Fur & Feather, and a Pleasant Vie\ . There was
also a display of early photographs of the Len Committee members, which
members had to equate to the present day. At I 300hrs the entries closed
and everyone then voted for what they considered to be the be t. The
Geary' , greatly helped by El.iza beth Woodrow worked out the winners.
J immy H a nd \\as the only one to get the Committee members right
(insight or inside knowledge) winning an antique but working camera. By
a troke of genius, he il a Gea r y won a £I 5 token with the best
photograph. The rame table organised by Ma r ion and V in ce nt de R ose
groaned under the weight of prizes and look over £100 from generous
members. It was so nice to see so many of our older members such as
Robin and Irene Hood, Ted and J oa n Carn, Eileen Woodcock, .Joh n
R aymond and others who have recovered from recent hospital sojourns
such as Pa mela Ha nd and Dennis M ur phy.
EWS O F MEM BER
We congratulate C ha rles and G ladys Ba ker upon their recent Golden
Wedding and Rob in and Irene Hood for their Diamond Wedding. Bob
M itc hell was back from Italy for a week or two in August. He is now
livmg with his daughter who runs her own Ballet School there but he
hopes to be back with the Branch for the Remembrance Day Parade in
ovember. Trevo r Alliso n has just come back from an international
conference on the 'Y' Services operating during the Cold War in Berlin.
There were representatives from the C IA, KGB and our own intel ligence
er,ice and the conference took place at Teusdeisberg. He ha , as can be
imagined, a ho t of good storie and will be first on our list of speakers
for future e'ents. Mike and Jo Ba r rett have been on a cruise round the
Baltic (without meeting a container hip) but did by chance meet up with
\ 1aj Gen Ian Yeo ma n (Chairman RSA) and Ba rbara on the same
cruise.

. H

MEMBER
We are delighted to welcome Mr and M rs K eith and Va lerie Loney
of Se,enoaks Keith served as a ational Serviceman from 1954-56
Y.hich ''as extended by the ueL Operation where he served with GHQ
M ELF ha\ ing been wnh 2 Wireless in yprus.
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VALE
It is with great adnc s that we report the death of Col John Fnrncis
kno' n to nearly everyone in the Corps. I le died on 9 September_a tler a
long illne s. Col John erved from 1944 to 1978 and then as Regimental
ecretary until 1987. Living in Maidstone he joim:d thi Branch and
became the Chairman until he and Jean moved to Dorset.

GLASGOW BRANCH
The photo hows Ewing Duthie presenting id oco with a bottle of
cotch whisky. Jt has a specially printed label with id's name on it. on
the occa ion of id's retirement. The photo was taken when the Glasgow
Branch attended the 1999 Reunion at Blandford. gt L. Younger and
WOI R M . tonier are watching the presentation.

member of the mess. The RSA Members wish to thank the Regiment for
inviting them for the visit, and we appreciate the time and effort it takes
to cater for us old 'uns, to find interesting things to occupy us during our
vi it, whilst keeping a busy chedulc on Exercise. The journey home was
the reverse or the journey to Inverness, the sun shone all the way and it
was a fitting end to a worthwhile journey.
The members have an invitation from the city of Glasgow Royal Naval
Association, to attend the dedication service of their Branch Standard, in
Glasgow cathedral on Sunday 24 October, with a civic reception
afterwards hosted by the Rt Hon The Lord Provost Alex Mosson and
Glasgow City Council in the city chambers. Arrangements are already in
hand for the annual St Andrew 's dinner/dance on 27 November. The
Burns Supper was also mentioned al our last meeting in August, for
January 2000, and we haven't even had Halloween, Guy Fawkes ight or
hri tma yet! But, I uppose it's good for the committee, that Branch
Members take a forward interest, as long as the events arranged, are well
supported.

GUERNSEY BRANCH

A total of 26 member , family and friend were on the coach on
Sunday I 5 Augu t, to accept the invitation to see _the Central Band, and
the Massed Pipe and Drums of the Roya_! Bnt1sh Legion, ~cotland,
beating the retreat on the esplanade of Edmburgh Castle. Pnor to the
event the party had a meal at the Royal British Hotel on Prince's . treet
Edinburgh, where they were joined by the Branch's Honorary President,
Maj Gen A. A.G. Anderson CB and hi wife, Margaret. Jvana Muir
the Branch Secretary, sold raffle ticket during the journey. The draw
being made at the Hotel. Annice McWaters was pleased to have won the
teddy bear as she recently become a grandmother, her husband Eric, the
Branch Treasurer, is now a grandad. Congratu lation to you both. Though
it wa cold the rain held off. The platforms erected for the tattoo are
pretty high up and the cold wind required everyon~ to have windproof
clothing. It was quite a spectacle to see the bands m all their different
tartans and the standard bearers with the different Branch Standards, with
the lone piper high up on the castle ramparts, playing the evening hymn,
at the end of the how. The salute was taken by Maj Gen Strudwick
CBE, General Officer Commanding the army in Scotland and Governor
of Edinburgh Castle.
Our next venture was an invitation from 32 ( coltish) ig Regt (V), to
visit the Regiment at their Annual Camp in ameron Barracks Inverness,
on Tuesday 14 September. Originally ten members were going but two
dropped out at the last minute due Lo illness. o in pouring rain, four car
left Glasgow on the Monday for the long journey, topping al Pitlochry
for a cup of tea and a sandwich. The billet was very comfortable and we
were welcomed into the barracks by SM Karen Swan and later by
WO l RSM Angela Hillborn. Then a meal and later the WO 's and Sgt's
Mess, for a little liquid refreshment. Next day the sun shone out of a
cloudless sky, which allowed us to attend outdoor demonstrations, where
we were shown the latest equipment in use in the field. Then we were
allowed to fire the weapons in the tatic indoor la er simulator ran~e.
Incidentally, the female COs and so ldiers acquitted them elves with
excellent scores. The members also used the shortened version of the
rifle, to fire and try to hit moving human targets out in the open: The
target soldiers were kitted out with equipment which, when we hit the
target, triggered a sound on their equipment telling them they bad been
hit and fall down to allow referees to count casua lties. We then had a go
at driving a 4-ton truck, with a trailer attached to the front by a metal pole
to be manoeuvred into a space marked with cones, without knocking the
cones over. I understand that the members all managed the ta k,
especially Monty Bryden in our section, who had previous experience of
driv ing these vehicles, and did it with aplomb. It was no easy ta sk
climbing into the vehicle for the older members. Later we were taken on
a trip to Fort George. This was very intere ting to those of us wh_o h~d
never seen it before. Bobby G illc hrist, who did hi . recruit trainmg Lil
World War II there, did not have fond memories of it, and told vivid tales
of his experiences. This scribe was fortunate in being able to purchase
from the museum, a Lledo model van, (which had been e pecially
commissioned) by the Queens Own Highlanders, to add to my collection .
On the Tue day evening we were invited to an informal evening in the
WOs and SgtS Mess, where we met member of the Regiment from the
other areas and those attached to the uni1s. 11 was a very e njoyable
evening, made so, by the hospitality of WO l RSM A ngela Hillborn and
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Our last contribution appeared in print in the June ed ition and sadly we
have to start this update of our activities with the news of the death of
three Branch Members. Our Founding Chairman, Capt John Rudkin
passed away on 17 June 1999. His funeral Service, followed by private
cremation, at the Ca tel Pari h Church on 24 June 1999 was very well
supported by Branch members led by Chairman, Mike Brock and his
wife ue. John's coffin, draped with the Corps Flag, was accompanied
by Da ve Bichard bearing our tandard escorted in turn by Tom
Remfrey. The faultless playing of the Last Post, which would have met
with John's wholehearted approval, proved a fitting finale. Capt Tom
Frel!man pas ed away on 23 Augu t 1999. His funeral Service at the
Vale Parish Church on 27 Augu l was well attended by Branch Members
led by Mike and Sue Brock. The Branch tandard was carried by Dave
Bichard and escorted by Tom Remfrey and was lowered during a fine
rendering of the Last Post which brought an end to the Service. We
received a report, subsequently _confirmed by his married daughter, that
Mr Bert Green had pa sed away in July 1999. The loss of three of our
members, in so short a space of time and in uch a small Branch, has
been felt keenly by all of us.
In April we-paid a formal visit to Guernsey Telecoms which had been
arranged by our Vice Chairman, Alec Forty, who at one time during his
working life, had been the head of that particular organisation. Perhaps it
wa hi influence but we were regally received and escorted through the
variou departments. It proved to be a real eye-opener and, for tho e not
computer literate, a chance to access the World Wide Web for the first
time. The Royal Signals site wa accessed without difficulty and the
whole evening was voted a great ucce . On 6 May we held our annual
Liberation Day Diru1er at t Margaret's Lodge Hotel. We were delighted
to have the company of Maj Gen Alan Yeoman and Barbara who tbi
year joined u in a private capacity. It was a pleasant opportunity to
renew old friendships and lo establish new ones. Once again we are
ind ebted to Dave Bichard and Kathy who made all the nece sary
arrangements for what proved to be the usual success. So popular wa the
Bowl evening held last year that a repeat vi it wa rapidly proposed,
carried and arranged for Friday J 0 eptember. Once again the
organisation, coaching and overall upervi ion was ably carried out by
Alvaro Salazar and his wife Betty who ensured the evening went with a
swing. A supper break was taken halfway through the evening, followed
by a small knockout team competition with the winning pair being
pre ented with a bottle of wine apiece. Mode ty prevents me revealing
the name of the winner (for the econd year in uccession) having been
partnered with a charming lady gue t a a safeguard against the same
team winning. I understand that I am to be barred from playing next year!
Thank you Alvaro and Betty for another fun evening. A Pub Lunch, held
at La Favorita Hotel on unda y 3 October, was well upportecl and
thoroughly enjoyed. A very regular gue t at Branch function . Mr Ernie
Hobbs, was missing having been admitted to hospital the night before.
We wish him a speedy recovery and look forward to eeing him back
with his partner ere long. Thank you again Dave and Kathy Bicha r d for
another well organised functiol).
In summary a quiet but enjoyable social period but with much of the
glo dulled by our sad losse in the latter half of the year. On a more
rea suring note we are pleased to report that ic Ji nks, who recently had

to attend hospital treatment in the UK, is back at \\ ork and maintaining
good progre s. We are now looking ahead to our Committee Dmner at the
end of November and our annual Christmas Dinner on 9 December. More
about those functions in the ew Year. Finally, the Chairman, Comm1ttt-c
and Members of the Guernsey Branch wish you all a very Happy
Christmas and the best of Good Health and Prosperity to sec you through
the first year of the new Millennium.

SHEFFIELD BRANCH
Ron Simmons
A

EVE TFUL YEAR
The AGM, a nece ary evil, passed without controversy no one \\ants
a job so the current team are in post until we become incapable, it seems.
fn April the Branch members were able to visit RAF Fylingdales for a
superb audio/vi ual presentation given by Sqn Ldr (Rtd) hris an ell,
followed by a tour of the facility. For those who have not crossed
Fylingdales Moor recently, the 'Golf Balls' have gone but not before
some organisation wanted to have them preserved a a national
monument. Their replacement is not so imposing, looking like a cross
between an Egyptian pyramid and a shipwreck. There are warning signs
to beware of the rabbit holes, I don't know what size the bunnie grow Lo,
but after 35 years of high levels of electromagnetic radiation they may be
big enough to drag the unwary underground. This was followed by
upper al the Fox and Rabbit. ' I'll tell you when it's clo ing time,' say
the landlord, ' ever you mind.' Arrival back in Sheffield around 2am!
The Annual Dinner as held in May in the WOs & Sgt · Mc s of 38 (City
of Sheffield) ig Regt TA, to whom we are continuously grateful for the
use of their facilities. June and the Annual Reunion always a problem
with more bids than places available. This a perennial problem in
Sheffield and we now recognise that a system needs to be agreed
democratically of cour e. 'Pigs might fly!'
fn September we were, after two or more years of planning. able to
visit the Tower of London, courtesy of Yeoman Gaoler Tom Trent, to
whom we are mo t grateful. (What a strange hobby - collecting
dominoe ). Thi was followed on Sunday morning with a visit to the
Royal Hospital Chelsea, where together with the London Branche we
took part in the annual Governor's parade and service m the Chapel,
followed by refreshment and a curry lunch. A remarkable event took
place during lunch, I was approached by an In Pensioner who asked,
'Was one of yo ur members wearing a ierra Leone Independence
Medal?' l replied that if there wa it would be Harry lercer, we would
go and find him. On finding Harry be looked up and said, ' Good Lord
it' 'Taffy' Griffith .' It transpired that they had not met ince 1961 in
ierra Leone where they u ed to run the camp cinema, largely for their
mutual benefit I gather. Let' hope we can organise a return vi it oon to
Chelsea. In October we hold our annual pie night. 'De perate Dan Cow
Pie' with mushy peas and mint sauce. 'Save some for the Chairman thi
year!· The year ends with the Chri tmas ocial of cour e, and then it's
the Millennium. How do we keep going.? Idea for next year on a
postcard please.

Sheffield Branch member Harry Mercer
with In Pensioner John 'Taffy' Griffiths

NOW STOCKS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
STABLE BELTS
BADGES OF RANK SLIDES
EMBROIDERED BERET BADGES
Telephone: 01258 482248
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SOUTHAMPTO

BRANCH

Our programme of events ha · cont inued through the summer. On 4
ugu t about twent) members of the Branch attended the rehearsal of the
Pa mg Out Parade at R.1\.1
andhurst. For those of you who have not
" itne, cd th i e\ ent, it is a mo l impre ·i e spectacle. carried out with all
th profe · ional i m that " e till expect and receive fro m today's anny.
.\tour monthly evening meet ing on 19 ugu l our Chai rman, George
Packer, pre ented a cheque on beha lf of the members to \ ayne and
La u ra Broadhurst \\ ho " ere to be marri e d o n 4 cp te mb er at
Rownh am par ish c hurch. Ou r programme of after lun ch peaker
continued when Col Andrew Carter, Regimenta l ecretary, pa id a isit
on 7 eptember. About thirty members and partners heard him talk about
The s ociation and it s Relationship with the Regul ar Army and the
Bene' olent Fund. Thi pro ed to be an interesting and enjoyab le e ent a
Col ar ter ha· the ability to be both infonnative and humourou . It was
reliably reported that not one mo.;mber of the audience went to sleep!!

Mrs Debbie Carter, Col Andrew Carter
and Brig Johnny Clinch (Branch President)
relaxing before the event

hoot, ' hen he rca li ed it was a woman, because of thi s he did not shoot,
bu t reported the matter to the MPs. T hey in turn arre ted the woman
( frs O 'Grady) and on searchi ng her home, fo und further evi dence of
her activities. She was charged and brought to trial at Wi nchester Crown
ourt. In Reg ' own word ' I was sal in court and the Judge pul on his
black cap and sentenced her Lo deatJ1 ' Reg was chief wi tness in the ca c.
Later Reg wa tran sferred to the Portsmouth/Southampton Area, where
he wa kept very busy. Again in Reg ' words, 'Command appeared quite
pica ed with my acti v ities and reco mm end ed me for a med a l, and
ub equently I went to Buckingham Palace with my wife Lo receive the
medal fro m King George VI. '

WEST LONDON BRANCH
On a fine unny unday in eptember when we paraded fo r morn ing
service al the Roya l Ho pital Che! ea we were joined by the Sheffield
Bra nch who were on a visit to Londo n. Thei r tandard Bearer was
afforded th e pr i ilege of pa rad ing h i Branc h land a rd a nd their
ecre tary, Ro n S im mons co mm e nted o n our large turn ou t, forty
marchers led by C ol J oh n Evers field, with non marchers wa iting in the
wing . The parade and gath eri ng included Members of East London ,
orth London and Reading Branches and 31 l Signa ls Association . Aller
the parade ' e retired for drink wi th the ln Pensioners, fo ll owed by
se en ty five of the Corps fam ily enjoying a very good curry lunch.
A few weeks after ou r Che! ea attendance we held an ' In Pensioner
Evening' in Hounslow Barrack al which ome oftJ1 e In-Pensioners were
our guests fo r a ocial evening with a lot of singi ng, danc ing for the most
nimble, and a buffet supper. The enclo ed photogra ph taken at the Parade
at the Roya l Ho pita! Chelsea has been ent me by Maj Ron Miller,
Chairman of the We t London Branch wi th the request that l pa s it to
The Wire .

and anyone being late will be placed on a charge ! We' re gett ing know n
by the stalT there now, and the Assistant Manager has told me to ring up a
few day· be fore hand and he' ll get a tab le organised in the big dining
room fo r u ·, so th at we don ' t have to sit in the cafeteria first before
mov ing into the larger room later on. Has he, perhaps, had complaints
fro m other customers that the ex-so ldiers are monopolising the tab les and
cove rin g them with pho tog raphs and ma ps? I' m s till wa il in g fo r
Members to send me amusing anecdotes about thei r servi ce. Don't tell
me there aren' t any, because if you'd been at the last meeting you 'd still
be laughing al some of the stories told there. Come on, lads, share those
tales with the rest of us . Don ' t worry if you ' re not an author; just jot
down the re levant facts, with dates, places, and personnel I' ll knock it
into shape so that we can all have a good laugh at it. I refuse to put into
writin g, though, the time that I ran a three ton truck into the back of
another one in the middle of miles and mi le of desert, ' ... nu ff said! '
Don ' t forget the date of the next meeti ng - Thursday, 13 April, 2000.
That's nex t century, in case you don ' t know, and some of you chaps
who ' ve never attended one of our get togethers, please try to come. I
promise you ' ll enjoy it.

31st SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATION
We are still very active, gelling out and about. Regimental Camp
Vi s ito r 's Day on 22 July saw As soc iat ion me mbers roughing it at
e cliffe Camp, Fo lk tone. Our Chairman, C ol Donald Crawford, was
heard to mutter that it was, ' ...tougher in his day.' Our thanks go to WO I
(RSM) Joh n G ibson for his route-card and map, which prevented some
members go ing th rough the Channel Tunnel. Sunday I August saw us
havi ng lun ch on the Mid-Hanis Watercress Line, steam ra il way. Good
weather, good food , good wine and good company made it all worth
while. Sunday 5 September aw us support ing the We t London Branch
al th e Gove rnor 's Parade, at the Royal Hospita l Chelsea. The Roya l
Signa ls contingent was led th is year by Col Joh n Eversfield .

On 16 eptember ome of u paid our second visit to the White Hart al
Cadnam to enjoy thei r exce llent food and to pl ay a few game of skin le .
Prize were awarded for the lady and gentleman with the highe t core
and al o to the player' ilh the lowest score. Everyone pre ent agreed that
the evening was a great uccess and would look forward to the next time.
The social activity at the Branch has increased con iderably during recent
month and there have been a number of well attended and successful
occa ions to record. Unfortunately, our Social ecretary has had to stand
down due to variou pressures but hopes to remain an active member of
the Branch.

TORBAY BRANCH
On 23 August 1999, the Branch had the honour of representing the
R A at the celebratio n at Exmouth , o f the I OOth b irthd ay of M r
Regin a ld Ra nd a ll BEM . The Branch he ld a small parade in R eg's
honour. who in tum inspected the group. Reg was then presented with a
gift on behalf of A sociat ion Headquarters. Our photo shows Reg in the
centre with (left to right) Tom Evans, John Goodman, 'orman West,
Jack Livesey, O ssie 0 bourne, Bernie Goodm a n, Hu gh Ca uldweU
and the Deputy Mayor, Ron fudge.

Reg became of military age in 1917 , where upon he jo ined th e
Infantry. After training he was sent to Mesopotamia, having been there
some time he was transferred to India ( Lucknow, Benares and Cawnpore)
with his Regiment. He decided to leave the Anny in 1923 and returned to
England .
• oon after hi s return he joined the TA and as he was interested in
Technology, he jomed the 5th Ack Ack Divis ion Signals and shortly
before the Battle of Britain, was posted to the Isle of Wight, where he
was pul in command of a section which was operating at the RDF Station
at Ventnor. During this time the section was attacked several times and
y,a finally put out of action by Stukkas. Reg had a lucky escape whilst
sheltering in his slit trench when a bomb landed next LO him but having a
delayed action, tt exploded the next day.
During his time on the island, his section lost all commun ications and
upon invt!.tigation it was found to be sabotage. In Reg's words, ' I cou ld
not tolerate this and laid in wait with a round up the spout of my rifle. '
E\entually he observed a person attempting to cut wires and was about to
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(L-R) : Ron Simmons - Secretary Sheffield RSA,
Sgt Maj Peter Brain - Royal Hospital ,
Alan Foot - Secretary Reading RSA,
Dusty Miller - Chairman West London RSA
Col John Eversfield in counting mode

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY
ASSOCIATION
A quiet summer period for the Associati on gave our Chai nn an-George
Key, and Secretary-Andrew Bridges, the opportunity lo catch up on their
stamp co llections. Can we also put the record straight, it was Col Ted
ca rl ett, (not Tim), who led the Assoc iati on contin ge nt at thi year's
Cavalry Memori al Parade at Hyde Park.
It is with great regret that we report the death of Des Hall. There is a
history of Des 's career to be fo und in the 'LAST POST', he will be sadly
missed.
The Association Band is st ill getting itself together aller the upheaval
of the move fro m Acton to the TA Centre, Flayes Bridge, Southa ll . They
are always on the lookout for good military band musicians. If you know
of one send them along. Rehearsa ls take place most Sunday morning .
The Band Sergeant Major is Bob Lowe and he can be contacted on 01 81
904 6 188. By the time you read this we will have had our Annual Dinner
and paraded at St Paul 's Cathedral, but more about that another time.

12th, 15th & 18th AIR FORMATION
SIGNAL REGIMENT'S ASSOCIATION
We had another enjoyable meeting at the Delaware Pavi lion in Bexhill
on Thursday 7 October, despite a reduct ion in numbers. Five Members
attended , and five more sent apologies for absence. Tony Ranger, who is
unable to travel far, very kind ly sent a genero us donation, as did Paul and
Toby Stickley who, unfortunately, had to attend a fa mily funera l. Aller
deductions fo r local expenses I am able to forward a cheque of £30 to
Dennis Egan for Assoc iation expenses on behalf of our Branch. The
ex penses book was signed by th e senior ex-N 0 , Bill Smith , who,
incidenta lly, made his first appearance at one of our meetings and sa id he
thoroughly enjoyed himself.
Have you all got your 2000 diaries handy? Make a note for 13 April
for our next get-together at the Delaware Pavil ion in Bexh ill at 11 OOhrs
THE WIRE , DECEMBER 1999

Afterwards we had a chance io share a pint or two with members of
the She ffi eld Branch, who were vi iti ng London. Our thank to Dave
T homas (PSAO) for all his help with our Cheese and Wine Party on 9
October. On 17 December we wi ll be back on the Watercres Line having
Chri stma Lunch with the Reading Branch.
Your starter for ten, on 15 April 2000 our Annual Dinner is somewhere
in the London area? A small c lue - it will not be at the Duke of York '
HQ beca use Mercury Ho use wi ll be in the hand s of th e property
deve lopers. Our ecretary, Henry Holma n, has been seen pull ing his hair
out in frustration ! Our trip into Europe next year, organi ed by Dusty
' Plan B' Miller wi ll be lo Brussels on 26-28 May 2000. The visit will
include th e V2 Rocket site at La Capo le. lt should be intere tin g,
because we were very good at gett ing rockets?! T here are many other
goodie in next year's ocial Calendar, but more about those in future
issues.
T he Co mm ittee wi sh all erving and ex-members of 31 ign als, a
Merry Christmas and a Happy ew Year.

REUNIONS
CALLING
ALL EX 1960S 16 SIGNAL REGIME T
including
HQ BAOR SIGNAL TROOP
If the above applies Lo you then why nol join the 60s l 6ers, a
thrivi ng reunion club with 208 contacts to date. Reunions are held
ann ually, fo r deta ils contact Chris Bartlett:
45 Whilehou e Road, Leigh on ea, Essex, SS9 SSR
E-mai l: chris60s l6er@tesco. net
Tel: 01 702 524620

THE GENTLEMEN OF BEVERLEY,
CATTERICK GARRISON 19 AUGUST 1999
Thursday 19 August 1999 dawned with typical Catterick weather, rain
with a bl ustery wind for the First Reunion o f the Gentlemen of Beverley
1950 to 1954. T he rendezvous was at the Dalesman Famili e Club on
Loo Road in Catterick Garrison. Th is was with the kind permi sion of
the Army Welfare Services and M rs Boardma n the Commun ity Worker
who is also lhe Ma nagere s of the Club, to whom we offer our thanks and
be t wishe . Thanks must also be ex pressed to M r S ta n Per kin s who
arra nged the ven ue a nd th e buffet lun ch. With o ut hi s in valuabl e
assistance the author would have had to make everal trip to Catterick,
'Thanks tan.'
Some twenty-one Ex Boys attended with their wives and partners,
with fi ve invited gue t inc luding Maj Gen Archi e Birtwistlc, Brig
Graeha m Jackso n and Maj Edinger who was a very unhappy Troop
Office r in the far off days of the fifl:ie . After 49 years meeting each other
agai n was a little strange, our mind were still set in the SO 's and
remembering each other as lads of 15 to 17 year old. Mo t of u looked a
lot different from those days, being greyer/balder and somewhat stouter
in girth but many mannerisms were still recognised from tho e far off
days. Much catching up was done about who had been where and what
we had been and what we were doing now. Many tall stories were re-told
of Beverley and what had happened ince we had left. The lamp was
swung a time or t\vo. Lucki ly steel helmets were not needed too often,
although there was quite a lot of Blanco, and chalk dust in the air after
lurid tales were recounted of' ncle Bob Humphries '.
A raffle wa organised by Ray Toyne and his good lady and £47 was
raised and together with the profit from the catering bill a total sum of
one hundred and s ix pounds wa donated to the Ex Be erlcy Boys
A sociation to assist the ecretary defray expenses accrued organising
the 50th Anniversary Reunion at Beverley next year. The winning tickets
were drawn by Mrs Ma rgaret Bishop and Mrs Cawthorn e the wife of a
guest. Thi wa accompanied by loud and pro longed shouts of fiddle
(needless to say this wa out ide the jurisdiction of the author). The
fe tivities started to clo e down about I 600hrs due to most of us wanting
to beat the rush hour on the A I but the consensu was everyone had
enjoyed themselves and were looking forward to the next Reunion at
Beverley.
The year 2000 marks the formation of 6 Boy Training Regiment
Royal Corps of Signal and it i hoped to hold a longer e\"ent O\ er two or
three days. There are at pre ent 91 members of the Beverley Ex Boy
A ociat ion. 0 CO 1E 0 LADS let" try and recruit many more by
use of the bush telegraph, E et, j ungle drums and any other form of
comm unication to e tabli h contact with as many Ex Boy a possible,
after all there were over three thou and of u ' ho went through the gates
at Beverley and lived lo te ll the ta le of how we sun ived . We a re
suppo ed to be communicators remember?
Harry Bishop
The cribe. . ...
27 Dent View, Egremont. Cumbria, A22 2ET
Tel: (01946) 822839

19th SIGNAL REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION
In a break with establ ished tradition the As ociation's eventh annual
luncheon was he ld al the orth tafford Hotel, toke-on-Trent, on
eptember 9th. This attracted some 52 members, a nu mber from Scotland
and the orth of Eng land who had not attended an Association Luncheon
before - re ultin g in a brisk sale of regimental ties! Aller C ol C olin
G ilbert, the As ociation President had given a short addrc of welcome,
Mr Geo1·ge Brew, the Chairman, sought members opinion for holding
tJ1e ann ual luncheon on alternate years in the London area and in a venue
in ' T he orth ' . Th i sugge tion met with almo t universa l app roval.
After lu nch the ' Yorkshire Chapter ' treated us to a lide show britiging
back memories of the Singapore of old. For this we were joined by the
lad ies who had returned from their visit to the factory hop . For many of
them thi wa a new view of the place where their husband had spent
their formative years.
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THE 1960s 16 SIGNAL REGIMENT REUNION CLUB
60'S 16ERS 1999 REUNION

BEVERLEY BOYS REUNION
aturday 25 eptembcr 1999
Dal'id.lames-Bailey (22569039)

Jackie Hurley 1Y!por1s

Frida) 3rd cptember - The 1999 Annuai Reunion ' a' at the Lore!
, !ayor Tr-loar olkge in hon, Hamp hire for the second year running,
gi' ing Krefeld a reprieve from the onslaught of ex-16 Signal Regiment
members. Her the u ual, la t minute 'short cut' I arrived at the College
to the trains of· RE 1E' Harper in full voice entertaining the troop . (no
change starting the party early then)! He ' a a sisting tl1e entertainer,
Peter Brennan a professional . inger/guitarist, hired for the evening. it
"as a late but good tart to tbe week-end.
aturday 4th - More members began arriving and the final total over
the weekend was 52, not bad and increases with new face each year there are now 209 contacts on the Ii t. Bridget Wilson (nee mith) who
had kept her one and only photo from 16 ignal Regiment. finally had the
name of all tho e on it within minute of passing it round. Jim Brooks
and Barrie Clerehugh came from Germany but only after watching their
first boat sail into the unset. (At lea t we think that's what Jim aid, sti ll
more cotti 'h than the Whisky), Ray 'Ginge' and Pat Lyons (nee Orri )
made their mammoth journey from outh Africa, fitting the reunion into
their bu y chedule. - Hope the video turned out OK, mine didn't.
\ in ton 'Rocky' Rock another new face thi year, who spends ix
month - in the UK and six month in Barbado each year, now has lots of
people \\anting to vi it him -wonder which part of the year? 'ick and
Denise 1 icholas (nee Macrae). discovered ick had worked with Chris
Cottam for a while but never actually came aero s each other. By the
way 'ick, John Farrell aid he will share his L & GC with you - for a
fee!
The weather was uperb for the whole weekend and so with Pete
Weedon placed on duty to welcome arrivals during Saturday - Frank and
Mrs Webber, Tom and Ro e Bean, Lorraine Ward (nee Laurie Torrie)
and many others - the rest of the party set off for town or new watering
boles. Tom Thornton whose sen e of humour ha not dimini hed held
court at the White Hart and oon had everyone crying into their beer.
Tom was a Funeral Director at some stage in his 16 Sigs after-life and the
pictures conjured up by him were hilarious. ln the evening, the now usual
crarnble for photo's occurred, ome muttered about valuable drinking
time lo t ! Perhap with so ma ny anend ing, we shou ld go for group
photograph only. After the photo-call, we were as embled away from t11e
dining room and told the Master of ignal had arrived to say a few
words. Shock, horror, yet more drinking time lost! When on centre tage
steps Tom Thornton who proceeded to treat us to half-an-hour of great

entertainment. We weren't quite su re if he ' d adapted hi s jokes to
personalitic or if the storie were really true. ome tales had been heard
in the pub that afternoon but were till hilarious second time around
'
although you forgot lo re-tell the one about the knotted string Tom !
As we sat down for our evening meal, a disturbance look place a a
policeman chased a thiel'round the dining room. All in a weekend's work
for Ian Radford (the policeman in shorts and na hing helmet) and
' RE 4E' Harper (A pirate with one leg and a parrot!) What will they
come with next year, their double act is fast becoming a feature at
reunions. Who needs paid entertainment when, as To m T horn ton had
earlier noted, while mo t units had at least one 'c haracter ', 16 Sigs
seemed to be full of them. Thee ening went very well with a 60's disco,
60' quiz (devised by Lorrnine Ward and John Farrell) lots of laughter
and swallowing of the grape ju ice . Elizabeth Gibb (nee Evans) and
Ann e Ferrier Fossett along with a few others rekindled memories of
dancing round their handbag (though weren't the original bags Anny
i sue?) I couldn't afford a 'civvy' one after paying for John F' beer).
und ay 5th - Recovery rate after a good night i a little slower the e
days but the AGM finally took place prior to everyone making their way
home. The sad note to thi year's reunion, wa to hear of the death of Bill
ehofield earlier in the year and Dick Burt who lost hi battle with
cancer just the week before our reunion ' eekend. Dic k and Audrey
Grainge (nee Branbrook) along with ' REME' Harper attended Dick
Burt's funeral to represent the reunion group. The taff at the ollege
had once again made our weekend successful and so to show our
gratitude, a collection wa taken and placed in a beer-mug, meanwhile
any ubscriptions being paid were al o collected in a beer-mug. Evelyn
Radford (nee Bertie) stepped in to present beer mug of money to the
staff - luckily it was reali ed fairly quickly that the staff had disappeared
with the · ubs. Evelyn denied she wa confused due to a han gover!
Thanks to Rick")' Gordon and his family for yet another great week-end
and of course to Chris Bartlett for all the organisation, a hard ta k but
much appreciated. Chris i hoping - dependant on commitments, for both
7 and 16 ignal Regiments - to hold the next reunion in Krefeld and is
looking at around September 2000. Keep a space in your busy schedules
for a confinnation of the date, a the attendance builds there may be some
limit on numbers. Have a good year, keep in touch and let's look forward
to our fifth reunion , but it will be the fir t of many in the new
millennium.

Down the curving stairway into the ballroom of the Victory Services
lub in London they came, some on their own and others with their
ladies. but without exception all showed a mix of expression, ranging
from bewilderment lo curiosity at the sight that was unfolding before
their eyes. Gathered together for the first time, in many case for 49
yea rs, were 67 'boys' from what was known as 6th (Boys) Training
Regiment, Royal ignals, which for some five years was based fir t in
Richmond, Yorkshire as o. l Boys election Squadron and then at it
proper home in Victoria Barrack at Beverley in East Yorkshire, where it
stayed until mid-1955.
They came from all over - as far north as Blythe in orthumberland to
Southampton, from the Channel Island and Germany. Australia even
sent over one of its adopted sons in the form of Pete Harris although it is
still uncertain whether they did so out of compassion or whether they
were trying to tell him omething! His determination to be there is
worthy of a mention alone. What an inspiring sight and what an
incredible experience to again sec and speak to friends and colleague
only recently remembered fondly through the medium of photographs
and other pieces of memorabilia. In many ca es recognition came easily
and overshadowed the fact that we had all 'aged little ' - because or
cour e we had aged together. It mattered not that some had little or no
hair, or that others didn't seem to be as tall a we remembered them.
Tony Hull wa the person responsible for this spectacle and for the
next six hours the ballroom hummed with the hubbub of voices recalline.
and recounting experiences and memories of times held special to afi
those present. There wa much laughter and it is quite possible that

perhap the odd tear wasn 'L far away either, but one th mg shone out
above all els~ and that was the sheer joy and delight of all those present at
meetmg agam those others who had shared the two and a half years at
Beverley - and survived to tell the talc! They were good year , tough
mmd you, but as someone put it. 'We wen: good at what \\C did', and the
orps was the richer for the many good eniors, Warrant Offi ers and
Officer that came off the 'production line'.
Certainly 'Col' Keddic would have been proud of the day had he been
there, and it says a lot of the esteem in which that gentleman was held
that he is still remembered with such affection by all "ho served in the
Regiment.
' It would be unfair not to mention the part played by the Victory
Services Club. The lunch was excellent and we were all very impressed
with the military precision with which the Function Manager controlled
his Staff.
ext year is the 50th Anniversary of the formation of the 'boys· unit
and it is fitting that if possible the venue should be in Beverley. To those
of you who were unable, for whatever reason, to be '' ith us on aturday
25 September we extend a heartfelt wi h that you may be with us at that
meeting. We look forward Lo seeing you then and finally, none of the
foregoing would have been possible without Tony Hull and his
supportive wife, Beryl. The writer i well aware of the effort they have
put into getting the day organised, a indeed they have done with
everything cl e connected with the Beverley Ex-Boys Association, and
on behalf of us all we ask you both to accept our incere thank for your
tireless endeavours on our behalf.

KOREA - THE FORGOTTEN WAR
THE PERSONAL REMINISCENCE OF REG BRIGGS OF PETERBOROUGH RSA
AND OF HIS PERSONAL REUNION AT
THE KOREAN VETERANS ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL REUNION
LONDON, JULY 1999
Back Row (L-R): John Farrell, Chris Bartlett, Jeff Shergold, Barrie Clerehugh , Bill Higgs, Tom Thornton, Lorraine Ward (nee Laurie Torrie ),

Sandy Hanna, Noreen Dixon (nee Byrne), Joh n 'Taff' Powell, Winston Rock
Centre Row (L-R) : Anne Ferrier (nee Fossett) , Jackie Farrell (nee Hurley) , Jim Brooks, Chris Cottam, Judy Cottam (nee Watson) ,

. Tom Wa.tts, Alex Leitch, Pete Weedon , Linda Leitch, Nick & Denise Nicholas (nee Macrae) , Dick & Audrey Grainge (nee Branbrook) ,
Mick & Chns Sheldon (nee Burton), Jan & Evelyn Radford (nee Bertie) , John Turvey, Shirley Beillingham (nee Mackin), Rose & Tom Bean,
Pat & Ray Lyons (nee Orris), Val Gordon (nee Thompson)
Seated (L-R): Gordon 'REME'. & Sue Harper (nee Gallantree) , Bill & Carol Birch (nee Liz Morris) , Pat & Ian Cameron, Eve & Frank Webber,
Pauline Jones, John Hamer, Bridget & Syd Wilson (nee Smith ), Ray Gilks , Ricky Gordon
Seated on the grass: Trev Davies
The following also attended: John Dixon, Elizabeth Gibb (nee Evans), Celia Knill , Pete & Brenda Hughes

JUNIOR LEADERS ROYAL SIGNALS - DENBURY, NEWTON ABBOT
Fl AL REUNION IN NEWTO

ABBOT ON 29/30 SEPTEMBER 2000

All on the mailing list will receive details early in 2000, all other enquiries to:
Sam Ward - Egwood, 56 Seymour Road, ewton Abbot, DEVO , TQ12 2PV Tel: 01626 352101
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'The Korean War i one of the most importanl and drama lie conjlic1s of
the twentielh centUIJ'. United Nations troops suffered 142,000 casualties
to restore the independence of South Korea after the Communist invasion
ofJune 1950. ' Mtix Hastings: The Korean War
I joined the Royal ignals as a boy oldier aged 16 ~ and did my trade
training at Harrogate and Cattcrick to become an OWL (Operator
Wireless and Linc). My first overseas po ting wa to be in . Africa.
everal months later in Tripoli one morning, the CO a keel for volunteers
to go to Benghazi where we would join the _ th Field Regiment RE. We
wou ld then go to a country ealkd Korea where a war had broken out. If I
remember correctly the entire Troop volunteered. We would be known as
A Troop. I, like a lot more hard ly knew where Korea wa . joined
Royal ignals to . ee as much of the world us possible and this was my
chance to ee the Far East.
We sailed from Tobruk many months later in the troopship Empire
Orll'ell. There were other Royal ignals personnel already on board who
soon joined up with u . One, a Radio Mechanic 1 ho became a very good
friend, was called Peter Clay. Other names I remember were Orabblc,
Tilley and a Reservi t called Reg Minton. I had a great re pect for the e
Reservists who had served in the 1939/45 War and I learned a 1 t from
them. Bonds were formed of th e type that were ne er really broken.
Arriving in Korea we waited for the equipment to arrive then start d the
move up to po itions orth of the capital, eoul.
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(L-R):Colin Clay and Reg Briggs
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,\s, cl) young oldicrs we ·a" the first sig~1s of war-knock~d out Ru sian
tanks. refugee and burnt-out towns and \Jl!a.gc . Korea "a !hen a 'ery
poor and rural ~ountf). We had ewrol pos1t1on bcfoi:? the_lme became
~tall and we were in po ition ju t ou th of th~ lmJm River. e eral
month later in Janm1l) 19 1 Peter, a I knew him. wa po ted to take
charge of the Radio 1e hani s up at 2 Brigade and _I though~ I would
ne\'er ec him again. I did kno\\ that Peter wa planmng to tram for the
priesthood on returning to .UK. I pent <'lmost two yea~s in Korea ~efore
returning to the UK m Apnl 1953. I had lo t contact w1th Peter unul, out
of the blue, on the morning of Tu day V1ay 1999, my w1fc 'lar~aret
l?ll\C me the mail containing information about tl!e Korean h1temat1onal
Reunion in London and a my teriou letter bearmg annd1a!1 tamps. I
began to read it. I am not one to how emotion but I had tears 111 my eye .
It ~1 a a Jetter from Peter Clay. now ~ailed Coli n, and he w~ now the
Rev Ca no n Colin Peter la and 1::. Chaplam at the Umver 1ty of
a katchewan in a ·katoon and had been in Canada for O\'er 40 years.
0

(L-R): Margaret Briggs, Reg Briggs, Rev Cannon Colin Clay, Pat
Clay and in the background can be seen some Korean Veterans

Ile "as asking if I was the amc Reg Briggs he had known in the
Jmjin valley omc 47 years a&o! He had seen m_y 1~ai~e ~nd photo~ra ph i~
a copy or The Wire sen t to him by a Terry W1lkms.? Ex Royal S1gna_lsl
Colin wa planning to attend the lntemat1onal Reunion and woukl arnve
in England on the following Friday. He would s.tay_ 111. orfolk, n ot far
from my home in Peterborough. It was a ~on~crtul feeling knowmg that
someone you knew all those year ago rn d1 mcult circumstances was
alive and well and coming to England!
eedless to say we met on Peterborough station and repaired to an old
Engli ·h pub with our respective wives .for an enjoyable lunch. It did not
eem 47 years smcc l had la t een Cohn. We cou ld chat to each other as
if it had only been yesterday that we last met. Did l remember 'Bed
Check harlie ·, an old Chine c piston engine aircraft that used to come
over the Jines machine gunning and dropping small bombs at about
IOoclock? Did I? Memories came nooding back. Crossing the Han River,
the bridge blown and only a narrow track la~d , the Yanks wanti.ng to pu~h
the truck over the side, just because the engme had stopped, with me still
inside! Getting stuck in a mmeficld with the Radio Vehicle. Out with the
Colonel one night forward of the Leicester , pitch black. 'Wan here! '
Two hours later, a shadow, hoot? o! The O' back. limbing KamakSan over 2000fl, with the new radio 62 el. It took 15 poncr to get the
equipment to the top. I was 'Tail end Charlie', a bur l of gunfire behind
me almost caused a change of underwear. Having ct up the 62 talion I
can remember landing almost on top of the mountarn lookmg at the
cloud beJo, . a reall beautiful sigh t, ery still, Korea, The Land of the
Morning aim, then the 25 pounders opened up!
.
The first casua lty in RHQ was a young apper shot, some did not
return home. Many years later I rcvi ited the area and the young apper'
gra e. The Korean people treated us like heroes: Remember the very cold
winters a bi cuit tin with a die cl and water dnp, get 1t wrong and there
was quite a bang and a few Al Joi on look-a-likes. An American Field
Ho pital, new razors, toothpaste, toothbrush. great. R and R leave m
Japan, Ebisu Leave Camp, a bath, clean clothes, beer hall down the
Ginza.

INAUGURAL MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION OF HARROGATE APPRENTICES
by Col (Reid) CliJl Wailers, Chairman

The A ociarion of Harrogate Apprentice (AOHA) recently reformed
after a gap of about 30 years. The ina~gural meeting took place at the
Anny Foundation College (AFC), m Umacke Barracks, ~arrogate on 8-9
October by kind penni sion of the CO, Lt Col Ian Smith MB_E PARA.
Member hip of the AOHA ha now _reached_over 300 and, rncludrng
wives and guests, over 200 met on this occasion. The '~eek~nd reumon
commenced on Friday evening with a very social evcnmg m the WOs
and ergcants Mess. It was ever thus in the ergeants Mess!
The brunt of our hard work at the Harrogate end had been done by
Brya n 1altby (57B) and Terry Cawthorn (54A). 1aj Mic k Davis,
currently erving al the AFC, gave us tremendou upport m puttmg
together an exceTient programme. Those attending ranged from the early
day of 1947/ when the chool was opened to the comparative
newcomers, like myself, who did not arrive on the scene until the 1990's.
The ecretary, Dougie Dicka on (54A), was on ~and to ensure th~t
e\'cryone received the correct coloured badge accordmg to the decade m
which you commenced at the College. Chris Lo_ngmore was chcckmg
his nominal roll to ensure that both subs and reumon fees had been paid.
Ala n La ffe r ty (60C) was looking for mo.re new tories for the
ew letter. It was 'ery noticeable and encouragmg to see so many tics of
appers, Gunners and the occasional Infantry unit. We hope not to see
them too ofien becau c it was decided at the AGM that the AOHA tie
hould be resurrected - to be actioned by the Chainnan! The morning
church ervice wa attended by over 150. One piece of nostalgia was the
repeating of The Apprentices· Prayer that was introduced in 1949 ~nd has
been used on many occasions since then. Our tour of the AFC, which was
conducted by six very bright Anny Students (ASs), inc luded firing on the
indoor Skill at Anns Trainer (SAT). Most people found no problems Lil
getting into the prone position but returning to the vertical was
occasionally problematic! It was also noted that there was a d1sunct waste
of ·ammunition'. We visited the education facilirie only to find that not
much ha changed except that SUMS is now called Application of
umbers and English is Communication Skills.

Our reunion ended with an excellent lunch in the crgeants Mess by
kind permi ion of WO I (R M) l. Hindley. We all departed having
di cu sed and reminisced with many old friends. After all, that's what it's
all about. Anyone wi hing to join AOHA shou ld contact Douglas
Dickaso n, 25 Cherry Waye, Eyethome, Dover, KE T CTl5 4BY. We are
also on Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/ mu eum. Our next
reunion are Blandford 24-25 June 2000, and Harrogate 13-14 October
2000.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS
FofS Bill Badger (Royal Australian Signals - Lt Col Ret 'd)
FofS Art Blick (Royal Canadian Signals - Capt TMO Ret'd)
FofS George Cook (Royal Signals - SSgt Ret 'd)
Al l of whom graduated from the FofS course Class of 53, and who have
recently made contact with each other via the internet, as follows:
bill.bodgcr@bigpond.com.au - Bill Bodger in Australia
ve3ahu king.igs.nct
- Art Blick in Ontario
cancomm@aol.com
- George Cook in Cali fornia
We are hoping to contact other FofS from the same class - some of whom
are: Weeks, Causer, Cordey, Tetlow, Harvey, Hudson and the course
Instructor, Capt David Gamons-Williams etc ... etc .... '
Hilary Cumming of Keymer Cottage, Buckland l Mary, Chard, omerset
TA20 3M, writes ..... .
'Can anyone help me in my quest to find relatives/descendants of the
following men who died on 22 November 1945, when their plane, a
Liberator K.H 126, crashed at White's Fann, Buckland St Mary, killing all
27 men on board. They were en route back to India after leave. The crew,
an RAF pilot and four Polish airn1cn also perished in the crash. Signalmen :
1431 1867 R. Anderson, 14902515 R. Anderson, 14216739 J. Attwood,
14438298 B. Benjamin, 14621486 A. Birch, 14645020 J. Brcwis,
14366015 W. Charlton, 14957077 A. Clark 2368080 L. Currey,
14646238 H. Donovan, 14622999 L. Downs, 14939236 L. Dyer,
14916092 P. Fairburn, 14945626 M. Farranee, 14394239 F. Gent,
14913071 O. Willia ms, 14948895 R. E. C. Williams, 1117 Capt H. M. Z.
Buck. 7914 Lt I. A. Byles, I0780 Lt E. C. Quick 13494 Maj H. ta in ton,
23922783 Dvr B. Fox. 'The local Parish Council have agreed a permanent
mark of respect will be placed at the site and the RBL will list the names
near their memorial in the Church of St Mary The Virgin, Buckland t
Mary. Five of the victims were buried at Yeovil.' Mrs Cumming is seeking
relatives/descendants in regard to attendance at a service of dedication in
the summer of2000. She can be contacted on 01460-234460.
Chris Edkins i seeking the pre ent whereabouts of Ken Metca lfe. Ken
was a Sergeant in Boys Coy, Catterick in 1943/44 and went on lo reach
Major. Anyone who can help is asked to call Chris on 01597-810360.
Mar ga ret Harrison is trying to find Cpl Gordon 'Jock' Hanson.
Gordon was the be t friend of her late husband Cpl rthur Harrison
when they served together at 16 Signal Regiment during the 1960' . Any
information in the first in lance contact Ronald Sm it h on
ronald@alansmith26.freeserve.co.uk or contact Ch ris Ba rtlett by snail
mail: 45 Whitehouse Road, Leigh on ea, Essex, S9 5SR. Tel: 01702
524620.
Doug Belishaw would like to hear from anybody who served with him at the
following units: 11 Sig Regt, 24 Sig Regt, 13 ig Rcgt, 653 Sig Tp in Ty Cres,
North Wales, 45 AYT in hoeburyness and 7 Sig Regt. Doug Served from
1966 to 1986. He was a keen cross-country rnnner and athlete. He married
WRAC Eliza beth 'isbet, from HQ Southern Command, alisbury. Contact
Doug at 13 Great Hall Close, Radcliffe, Manchester, M26 4DA.
Stewa rt Hedley Barker of 3 Clifton Terrace, outh hields, Tyne &
Wear, NE33 4LD. Tel: 0191 454 7727 served, 1946-49 HQ I malia, 2nd
Egypt Command Signal Regiment. He ' as a De patch Rider and i
seeking old mates. If you know Stewar t please contact him.
Mr Brian Spragg would like to hear from anyone who remembers hi
late father; Cpl C harles Alber t Wa lter Spragg. C harles enli ted in
1939 and served in the I th (County of London) Royal ig na l
Regiment and with the Gurkhas. He erved in Egypt and Lebanon and
was part of the BEF at Dunkirk. Anyone who can help is asked to
contact Brian at: 15 Cherry Clo e, Morden, SURREY, M4 4HA.
Anyone who can he lp with the current whereabouts of Kev in Stevens
(244 .. . ) or Sgt R. L. 'Bob' W ither sto ne, is asked to contact M rs
Wright at 32 t Andrews Cre cent, Rokerby, Rugby, Warks V22 5PH.

Brian Ma ltby, Alan Lafferty, Do ugie Dickason , Maj Mick Davis,
Chris Longmore , Terry Cawthorne and Cliff Walters
on a typical windswept day at Uniacke Ba rracks

Adrian trcather is trying to contact anyone who remember.; working
with his father Herbert Anselm treather, a civilian who worked with
the Corps and the Anny Air Corps in Middle Wallop from 1950 to 1972.
Herbert spent many years at Southern Command, Wiltshire and at
Aldershot. The only name that Adrian can remember, of the many people
that worked with his father is Capt Catchpole. He realises that mo t of the
people that worked with his father will now have retired and he is not sure
whether he worked for the Post Office or a MOD Office of
Communications. Adrian is writing a history of his family and would like
to find out al what and with whom hi father worked during those years.
Unfortunately as his father passed away last year he can no longer a k
him. One of the few clues he has is that his father was in charge of the
modernisation of the anny switchboard communications and he can also
remember that he used to travel to and from work in a ignals orp '\llini
or similar vehicle. Until he purchased his own car in about 1967/68, but he
still tended to use an army car for work. In 1972 Herbert emigrated to
Au tralia and did no more work in communications. If anyone can help
please contact Adria n at either Giietli 1269, CH-9428, Walzenhauscn AR,
SWITZERLA Dor Email: adrian.streather@rheintalflug.com
Shaun Wood is seeking the present whereabouts of his former pal, Paul
Howarth, with whom he served in I Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt in the
late 1980s. Anyone who can help is asked to contact ha un at: Zurn
Brnchdeich 35, 28197 Bremen, GERMA Y.
From: Mrs J. Vickers
56 Queens Drive
Wafton
LIVERPOOL
L4 6SH
Dear Sir,
I obtained your address from Mr Horlin gton, from Walton-on- azc.
I am writing on behalf of my brother Matthew Kelly who is blind. He is
ex-Post Office and was called up in 1941 and sent to the Middle East.
His number wa 2378685 and he was with 4 Wing 'I' Coy 3rd AFS
MEF in 1944. He wa in Greece and whi lst there mo l of the men were
taken prisoner in Kifissia. Luckily for him and a few others, they were
on another airfield to the South of Kifissia. He has asked me many times
to try and find out what happened to the men taken by the Communists.
By the way he met a young lady from Athens and they married in the
Cathedralin 1946, sadly she died about 15 years ago. His addrc s was: 4
Wing 'C'Y'-Coy AF CMF when be was called up he wa at Ossen
Yorks, and most of the others were from Scotland.
I have written so many letters. and still hope omeonc can help to
solve thi problem, people are very kind and suggest sending letters to so
and o. hould anybody be able lo help please write to the above
addrcs . With best wishes ........... .

From: J . W. hillito
Holme Lea, High Catton Y04 I I EL
Dear ir,
A recent visit to the Royal Corp of Signals Mu eum at Blandford
Camp. which r greatly enjoyed and admired. has encouraged me to the
point of endeavouring to locate the present whereabout of a war-time
friend who ervcd with the Royal Corp of Signals.
Al the relative time he was a Signalman erving with the Royal Corps
of Signals and I wa erving with the Royal Air Force. Hi name is
William ictor mith and he was stationed at Uxbridge during the
period part 1943/1944. He hailed from the Kennington. Brixton area and
beyond that I have little to work on.
There may well be a reader of your excellent magazine and journal
who may have erved at Uxbridge or el cwhere along ide William
Victor Smith or even be aware of hi , or any of hi relative , pre ent
whereabout . I wou ld be very appreciative of any help and information
wh ich you or you r readers can give.
Yours truly .. ... .

Royal Signals Museum Trading Company
Royal Signals Museum, Blandford, Dorset DT11 8RH Tel : 01258 482 248 Fax: 01258 482 084

Royal Signals Museum Trading Company

Quality Gifts for all the Family

Royal Signals Museum, Blandford , Dorset DT11 8RH Tel : 01258 482 248 Fax: 01258 482 084
Ladies Jewellery
Clothing & Leisure Wear
Cross Stitch Designs

Quality Gi~s for all the Family
A Selection of Ch ildrens
Gifts and Toys
Childrens Camouflage Uniform
Bodywarmer - Trousers - T-Shirt
Reggie Bears
Pens - Pencils & Stationery
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Handcrafted Burns Crystal
Nightcap Set - Whisky Dram
Wine Goblets - Decanter
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CORRESPONDENCE
From: George E. E)'non
11 Rhind treet
Bodmin
CORN\! LL PL31 '.!EL
Dear ir.
On receipt of my copy of The WIR E, October 1999 and on turning to
page 493, I wa urpri ed to see photocopies of the photographs I had
. ubmitted t the ·Morning Calm· had been ent in by Reg Briggs.
Firstly, throul!h your magazine, may I please thank Reg for submitting
the photo , on my behalf. for inclu ion . I rang Re 0 to tell him that I had
no" been able to rccognLe tho e in the photos. Mc - rear left, Jack
Ta) tor, Toby eymour, Gabriel, Dallimore and front Pat Johan.
I nm till in contact with Pat Johan and Toby Seymour but ha e not
yet contacted the others. I thought, perhap , through the auspice of THE
WIRE contact might be made with the others. I have checked the BKVA
membership roll and they are not recorded. Here' hoping that they are
members ofa Brm1ch of the R A.
Dallimore and Gabriel were from th e South Wales area. Jack, I
believe. came from the Midlands area. hould l hear from any of them I
" iII let you kno''.
Thanking you once again .......... .
From: J. 0. Fisher
63 Woodpark Drive
Knare borough
. YORK HG5 9DL
Tel: 01423 6 427
Dear ir,
A RATHER UNUS AL REUNIO ?
I noted th e reunion of fi e Roya l ignal Officers who wer e
commi sioned from the Royal Military Academy andhurst on 12 Jul y
1949. A ome\ hat similar reun ion took place at the United Oxford and
Cambridge University Club in Pall Mall, London on Monday 11 October
1999. On 30 July 1949, thirteen of Course 230 o ftl1e
OTW (National
en ice Officer Training Wing) were commis ioned into Roya l Signals at
Catterick with Emergency Commis ions. Two of them (Richard Muir
and John Cunningham) had the idea of a reunion and, thanks to their
hard work. all but two of the thirteen were traced. They also managed to
trace Richard Rahilly who was the Cour e Officer for Course 230.
Finding a mutually convenient date for a meeting proved to be virtually
impo sible and we had to accept l l October as the best compromise but
still Richard Rahilly and igel Sylvester were unable to attend. Bob
Briggs and Dennis Oakley have not been traced and, sad ly, tliree (John
Billi.son, Norman Short and Tim Woodgate) are believed to have died.
The remaining even were able to attend the excellent lunch arranged by
Richard Muir and 10 enjoy an exchange o f memories. Those present
were: Ken Chenneour, Roy Clifford, John Clifton, Tom Cunningham,
John Fisher, Richard Muir and Robert Scaddon.

Richard had arranged a poster-size blow-up of a picture taken during
an escape and evasion exercise - unfortunately, most of us had changed
too much for the picture to be of any great help but the name badges
upplied proved a great help! It is hoped to arrange a repeat meeting in
Jul y 2000 - probably in the Catterick Area.
Your:. faithfully .....
From: Dennis Wilson
35 Caistor Drive
HARTLEPOOL
T 25 2QG
Do.:ar Sir,
Th.: folio" ing is submitted for publication in The WIRE, if considered
uitablc. I fully agree with the contents of the letter by Keith Hind
hcado.:d ·11appy 'ev. Millennium ' in the October edition of The WIRE.
Jn 1arch this year I had a letter published in my local newspaper
v.hich also stated that the next Millennium will begin on I January 2001.
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I also , ent a copy o f my letter to T he Millennium Co mm ission . An
extract from tl1e Commission's repl y to me is a fo ll ows:
... when ii es1ablished the Mille11ni11111 Commission !he Government
of the day was quite clear Iha! the lhird Millennium commenced on
I Janumy 2001, ond the !hen Secrelw:v of State fo r !he National
Herilage made a public sto/emenl 10 thal effect. The year 2000 will
see the close of !he second Mille1111i11111 and 1he year 200 I !he slart
of !he lhird.
In January 199 l an earli e r letter of min e publi s hed in th e same
new paper concluded, ' When will tl1e media decide the end of the 20th
enlury has arrived? Will it be, a I suggest, on 3 I December, 1999 at
midnight or at the correct time of midnight on 3 1 December, 200 I?
Yours incerely .... ...

DONATIONS
Col P. Whitemore ............... .................. ........... ....... ....... .... .... ...... .... .£35.00
RSA Winchester ... ................ .... .. .. ..... ..... .. ..... ...... ............. ..... ...... .. £350.00
R A Peterborough ..... .. ...... ..... ......... ....... ................. .... .... .......... ...£ 100.00
Certa Cito Lodge ......... ....... ............... .... ...... ... ... ............ ....... ...........£20.00
Glossop & District OCA .... .. ............ .. ...... .. ..... ... .... ............... .. ........ £25.00
Mr C. J . Court ........ ........... ... .. ......... .. ............................... .. .. .. ... ... ...£35.00
Mr L. H. Ladbrooke .... .... ........... ........ ....... ......... .... .. ............ .. ........... £5.00
Mr James Cumming .... ............. .................. ...................... ....... .. ... ... £20.00
Maj (Retd) David C happell ....... ........ .............. ........ ... .. ........... ....... £50.00
Maj Gen P. . C. Baldwin CBE
in memory of Col J. A. D. Francis ..... .. .. .. .. ........ ... .. ........ .............. £25.00
3 Div ig Reunion in memory of Mr J. Roy ... ..... ..... ... .... .... .. .... .... ..£ I 0.00
Mr M. L. P. Brock in memory of Capt John Rudk in ............ .. ..... ....£20.00
Mrs Dalziel in memory of Ted Dalziel... ...... ................. ... ....... ... ......£50.00
Collection made at the funeral of Rudolf Franz Josef Petschi .....£270.02
RSA Glasgow in memory of Bob Bell .... .... .... ....... ...... .. .......... ... .....£20.00

LAST POST
Aldridge - Lt Col G. Aldridge OBE
Served 1930/49
Anderson - Capt K. Anderson
erved 1950/73
Baker - Sig 1. A. Baker
Served
Balch - W02 R. A. Balch
Served 1972/86
Barratt-WO! W.Barrett
erved 1937/??
Bennett - SSgt A. C. Bennett
Served l 942/45
Served 1942/75
Bound - Col C. 0 . Bound QBE
Bowkett - Cpl M. J. Bowkett
Served 1959/77
Served 1957/75
Bull - W02 C. S. J. Bull
Burkitt - Sgt K. . Burkitt
Served 1956/64
Butt - SSgt K. W. Butt
Served 1938/62
Clarkson - Brig F. L. Clarkso n MBE
Served 1939/76
Dalziel - SSgt E. F. Dalziel
Served
Dawson - W02 J. R. Dawson
Served 1941/67
Dihbs - LCpl T. Dibbs
Served 1956/66
Dunham - Cpl C. W. Dunham
Served 1937/41
Francis - Col J. A. D. Francis
Served 1944/78
Gaskell - Lt Col W. Gaskell
Served 1939/63
Harris - Dvr J. Harris
erved 1939/45
H9lton - Maj H. W. Holton
erved 1939/65
Hooper - Sgt A. Hooper
Served 1933/45
Jamieson - SSgt E. J. Jamieson
Served 1942/46
Lawrie - Sig R. G. G. Lawrie
Served 1943/49
Lodge - Cpl W. Lodge
Served 1939/46
Manson - W02 R.H. Manson
Served 1955/68
Matassa - W02 F. Matassa
Served 1940/46
McCombie - W. . Mccombie
Served 1938/??
McCormick - Sig W. T. McCormick
Served 1935/46
McKenzie - D. McKenzie
erved 1940/46
Mitchell - Dvr A. W. Mitchell
erved 1939/46
Moat - WOJ D. Moat
Served 1956/84
Morgan - Ca pt J. I. Morgan
Served 1942/47
Quick - Dvr R. J. Quick
crved 1939/46
Roy - J. Roy
Served
Rozier - Sgt D. G. Rozier
Served 1952/74
earle - LCpl E. Searle
Served 1939147
Smith - Cpl G. E. Smith
erved 1941 /46
Smith - Cpl S. B. Smith
Served 1940/46
Staniforth - Sig E. Staniforth
Served 1946/48
Stubbs - LCpl T. J. Stubbs
Served
Taylor - Sgt A. Taylor
Served
Thompson - Col P. Thompson QBE TD Served
Wainwright- Lt Col F. Wainwright
Served 1939/74
Served 1942146
Wilkinson - Cpl A. J. Wilkinson
Wright - Maj R. M. Wright
erved 1946/83

Died 18108/99
Died Circa 95
Died
Died
Died04/07/99
Died Oct ' 99
Died 22/1 0/99
Died 98/99
Died
Died 12/ 10/99
Died 02/J l/99
Died 0 1/ 11 /99
Died 07109199
Died Jan '99
Died
Died 15109199
Died 11 /09199
Died
Died
Died 02/ 10/99
Died 13/05/99
Died l 999
Di ed Sept '99
Died Sept '98
Died 05/03/98
Died 16/04/99
Died 24/08/99
Died 25/ 10199
Died I 0/08/99
Died 17/07199
Died April 98
Died 03109199
Died Oct '97
Died April 99
Died 1999
Died Sept '99
Died Dec ' 98
Died Nov '98
Died
Died 05109199
Died 1999
Died 24/10/99
Died 31107/99
Died 13/ 12/98
Died 17/09/99

Aldridge - TA Col George Aldridge OBE, was awarded a military QBE
for hi s painsta king work breaking Japanese codes during the Burma
Campaign of the Second World War. He joined the army at Woolwich
and was commissioned into the Royal Signa ls in J930. I le served in
Northern Ire land, on India 's Northwest Frontier and was in the
sub-continent at the outbreak of the econd World War. He was
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invo lved in th e deve lopment o f signallin g systems and worked on
interce ptin g and dec iph erin g Japanese codes, durin g the Japanese
adva nce throu g h Burm a toward s India. He al so saw se rv ice in
Pa lestine and England and was sent to Belsen Concentration Camp
oon a fter the German surrender. The s ights he saw there horrified
him. George worked in the War Office until 1949, when he felt that he
should put his Christian beliefs into practice. Wherever he travelled , he
attached him se lf to Anglican churc he s and li ved the life of a
charismatic Chri stian, a term he preferred to Evange lical. In 1974 he
moved to Edinburgh, before moving to Peebles a year ago. In 1981 he
and hi s wife heard about a young diabetic Romanian g irl, whose health
was at grave ri sk, under the conditions at that time. They made sure
that she was supplied with insulin and were particularly proud when
she became a senior doctor looking after diabetic patients. George
A ldridge learned Romanian, undertook a correspondence course in
gardening (with the Horticultural Society), studied science with the
Open University and loved walking in the countryside. A tall, quiet
man who loved God and wanted to share this with others. He is
survived by C laris and two children from an earlier marriage.
Barratt - William 'Bi ll ' Barratt who died on 4 July 1999, aged 85 years,
served in the Royal Signa ls for a period of22 years (1937- 1959). Born
in ewcastlc-under-Lyme, the youngest of a large family, he left school
to work in the potteries as a tile-maker. Like many of his peers, the
I 930's recession hit hard and he found himself out of work and faced
with the choice of unemployment benefit or military service. The latter
offered him the greater challenge, as well as greater immediate benefits,
plus, for Bill in particular, the opportunity to see the world .
This, indeed, wa the case and Bill travelled far and wide over the
next few year but without foreseeing a World War or the four years he
subsequently had to endure as a prisoner of war under the Japanese in
Malaya. Although he survived the cruelty, abuse and harsh liv ing
conditio~s wh ich saw the demise of many of his compatriots, he
emerged 111 1945 never to be the same person again. During his time of
internment, BiU maintained a diary, vividly portraying the difficulties,
heartache and tragedy which look place as a matter of course in the
mines in which he was forced to labour. Those diaries now provide a
truly humbling insight into what he, and his fe llow captives, endured at
the time and serve to remind us all of mans inhumanity to man as well
as explaining why Bill became the man he did in his later years.
De pile Bill 's suffering he continued to serve in the Royal Signals after
the War .with his army service finally ending in 1959. He retired fro m
Catterick, holding the rank of WO 1 and subsequently relocated to
Bristol and took a position in the Civil Service before finally retiring in
1978. His health diminished gradually after that, with the War and his
captivity under the Japanese coming back to haunt him in later years.
. Th roughout Bill 's life, he remained a keen sportsman, willing to try
h1 hand at any event but he particularly enjoyed swimming and
footba ll hav ing once had tria l as a goalkeeper with toke City after
leaving school. A decent and dign ified man to the last, he married
Gladys in 1949, by whom he is survived, together with hi s daughter
Jean , son Alan and two grand ons, Dafydd and WilJiam.
Atkinson - Brig A. L. 'Flags' Atkinson QBE who died on 16 August
1999, in the uffield Ho pital aged 87, served th e Corps with
distinction for 30 years and was a Military Knight of Windsor from
1977 until his death when he was the Senior Knight. He was educated
at Chorilon High choo l and Manchester Uni versity where he obtained
his B c. He joined the Royal Signals in 1935 as a university entrant.
He spent two year with 3 Di visional Signals in Bulford before being
acce pted fo r secon dment to the King's African Rifle . For a few
months in 1940 he commanded 12 (African) Divisional Signals, later
reverting lo Second in Co mmand. During l 941-42 he continued to
serve in African formations including 21 (EA) Brigade ignals and 11
(EA) Division. In 1942 he left Africa for India to become 2IC of 10
Indian Di vis iona l ignal . After attending the Staff College in Quetta,
in 1943 he commanded 19 Indian Divisional Signals in Burma before
returning to England in earl y 1945 lo join 47 Divi ional ignals. In
1946 he wa po ted to Prague a GS02 Liaison and 18 months later he
returned to the Far Ea l to become DAQMG HQ Orth Malaya ub
District where operations were in progress. lo 1949 he returned to the
UK to become Brigade Major of the Signal Training Centre. In 195 I
he held the pri ze command of I Commonwealth Divisional ignal in
Korea . It was his task to rai e the headquarters elements and I
Squadron in UK and, on arrival, to absorb the signal troops which had
previo usly been in action. In hi Corp hi tory, Gen alder
comments:
'The situation facing !he Commander, Royal Signals was in some
respec1 no/ unlike 1ha1 on the Wes/em Front in 1915. He had lo
take special meas11res, not only 10 prolect the lines againsl enemy
fire and the approaching winier condilions, bu! above oil 10 tidy
11p ballalion areas. Here a !angle of derelicl cables was rapidly
making order~y mainlenance impossible. Even/ua//y ofter order
had been res1ored 1he division mainlained between 3,000 and
4,000 Min cable miles'.
Afler a year in Korea he returned to England to become the
Commandant of the Signals Wing, chool of Infantry. He attended the
Joint Services tafT College in 1953 which led to hi appointment as
G 01 Inter-Service Planning Team. He was then for a short t.ime a
GSO I in the ignals Directorate before moving again to the Far Ea t
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f~r yet a no~er c~mmand appointment thi time with the Hong Kong
Signal . Regiment 111 1956. In 1958 he became GSO I ignals Division
at Alli ed Land Forces Central Europe and thence , following his
promotion to Colonel, to the Chairmanship of the European Frequency
Agency. In 1961 -62 he was the Chairman of the Communications
El~ctr~nic~ Committee NATO, i.n Washington DC. On promotion 10
Bngad1er 111 1962 he assumed his last appointment as C O outhem
Command. He retired from the Army in 1964. In ovember 1977
' Flags' was appointed as a Military Knight of Windsor where he was
to spend the rest of his life. He undoubtedly became one of the
characters of the Windsor scene. He regularly attended chapel and was
not unknown to ' tell off any cleric who chose to deviate from the strict
rubrics of the 1662 Book of Common Prayer. Jn his addres during the
interment of ' Flags' ashes in St George's Chapel, Canon John White
commented:
'// was a sense of order and of discipline, which was a chief mark
of Brig Alkinson life amongsl us here al !his College. He wa an
ordered man, he believed in order, and sticking lo !he rules of !he
Mililary Knights, and also lo !hose, now slighlly old fashioned,
rules of co11rtesy which oiled the mililary sociely in which he had
lived 0111 so many of his days. Nearly, despile himself 'Flags '
engendered amongsl us no! simply respect, no/ simply quite
j11slifled admiration for his achie vemenls in !he pas/ and his
courage in the present, but essentially a re ponse of love. '

s

Francis - Col John Francis who died on 11 eptember 1999 ' as a most
popular and capable officer who made a major contribution lo the
Corp both as a erving officer and a Regimental ccretary. John
Francis was born on 2 June 1926. He followed both hi grandfather
and father by serving in the Indian Army. Following hi s
commissioning al Mhow in December 1945 he pent three years with
2nd lndiwi Airborne ignals in Karachi, Lahore and LucknO\\ . After
Indian Independence in 1947 he joined 235 Briti h Independent
Brigade which was involved in trying to keep the peace between the
Hindus and Moslcms in the Punjab. During this period. John attended
a Regular Commis ion Board in Madra . The train journey back to
his Brigade in Karachi took nearly a month due to the chao and
fighting. John left Karachi in April 194 on the Empire Fowey, the
last troop hip to leave Paki tan.
In the 1950 John erved a Adjutant to 3 Training Regiment in
Catterick which expanded to a strength of 2500 at the tart of the
Korean war. He increased hi experience as an adjutant with 2 1 orth
Midland Signal Regiment TA in Derby. Thi wa the beginning of a
long and happy association with the TA . Following tl1i he was po ted
to the Commonwealth Brigade ignal in Korea only to be recalled
after a few month to attend the Staff College, Camberley at the early
age of29, the youngest of his year. On graduation he was po ted to the
Intelligence raff in Hong Kong a a Major, at 31 the youngest 111 the
Corp . He thoroughly enjoyed the glamour and bright light after ·ears
of the au terity and rationing of post-war Britain. In the 1960· John
completed a number of po ting in the UK and Germany, of particular
note was the command of the lain Di vi ional quadron of 4th
Divi ional ignal Regiment in Herford . In 1964 John spent a year at
the U Arn1y ta ff ollege in Fort Lea en worth, Kan ·a'. He found
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this a plea am ~abbatical from regimental duty and an opportw1ity to
make many friend among t the 'a llic. ·. Unl ike the pres ures of
amberlcy, the social life at Leavenworth wa ver demandi ng and
great fun, and there " as not mu h time. nor fortunately the need for
much studying.
In 1967 John wa posted to command 3
igna l Regiment TA in
heffield "hich included many of his friend s from his ti me a a TA
adjutant. Thi ''a a time of a major reorganisation of the TA and he
wa faced '' ith the challenge of recruitin g and training ome 400
'\'olunteer • to add to the less than 200 core of experienced TA
oldier . High Command was far a' ay and he sei zed tlte chance to
C\erci ·e hi regiment all over the K. John was a excellent 0. He
lo\'ed the job and wa able to imbue high morale and entJ1u ia m into
all he commanded. In 1981 John felt very honoured when he wa
appointed Honorary olonel to his Regiment. John pent two and a
half 'ear in Brus el a G 01 UK MILR EP, ATO before being
promoted olonel in 1973 . He was then sent to Wa hington to be
Liaison Officer to the U Army for communication , electronic and
computer . He then returned to Bru sels whe re he held tw o
appointment before taking early reti rement in May 197 having
erved tJ1e Corp for 33 years.
In the ame month he look up the appoi ntm ent of Reg imenta l
ecretary Royal ignals. At that time Her Ro. al Highness , The
Princess Royal first became Colonel-in-Chief of the Corps. John
made the detailed arrangements for over 50 Royal •visits. and ah ays
accompanied The Prince s and tJ1e Master of ignals en uring that
HRH and the Corps enjoyed the e pecial occa ion to the full. At
Regimental Headquarters he introduced computers to all activities. At
the behe t of the Corp Commirtee. he integrated the formerly separate
parts of RHQ into one body, and in the process became General
ecretary of the A sociation and Secretary of the In titution in addition
to hi role a Regimental ecretary. He wa in trumental in finding the
new and la t location for RHQ in London in Regency treet having
been evicted from the Duke of York' HQ. When he re igned in 1987
he was presented with the il ver Medal of the Royal Signal
Institution, the Corp ' highest award for crvices to HRH and the
Corps: an unusual di tinction for a retired officer. John was never a
great port man , but following hi early experience in the air with
Airborne Forces he became a glider pilot and later obtained a private
(power) flying licence in the USA where he enjoyed exploring the Mid
West in light aircraft. In the early 1990s John moved from Kent to
Tolpuddle in Dorset to hi last home. He became very active in the
local community and spent much of his time on DIY. He retained his
links with the Corps as a very active and well respected President of
the Dorset Branch of the Royal ignals Association. On 1 May 1948,
on bis return from lndia, he married Jean , his fiancee of three years.
John was a great family man who look great pride in the success of
their two on , Andrew and Julian and great pleasure from their
grandchildren.
John ' funeral took place at the church of St John the Evangelist on
17 September. The large number of members of the Corps who
attended was a ju t recognition of the esteem in which he was held and
a fining tribute co a man who erved the Corps with energy and zeal in
various capacities for over 54 years. He, was a true gentleman.

Dalziel - gt Edward Francis 'Ted' Dalziel Born 17 October 1910, died
8 Sepkmber 1999. Ted joined the TA (Cardi fl) at the age of 18 and the
Royal Signals in eptember 1939. He achieved the rank of Sergeant
and remained a non-commissioned officer through his own choice. He
served in the 61 Medium Regiment RA and is listed under the OR Roll
m the 'History of the 61 Medium Regiment, RA' published in 1950.
He also served in the 52 Divisional Royal Signals. He was a member
of the British Expeditionary Force and saw to the evacuation of his
ectton from Dunkirk on a small fishing boat 'The Lord Gray'. lie
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later became a member of The Dunkirk Veterans' Association. He
participated in football and was an exce ll ent ath lete, winning muny
trophies and medal during hi years with the army. He continued with
the TA after the war and served on the benevolent and ocial
committees based at Park trect. CardifT. He was made an I lonour
Member of the RSA in 1972. The Association provided an I lonour
guard a l his funeral bearing co lour from the RSA and the Dunkirk
Veterans· As ociation all of \ hich added great ly to the dignity of the
occa ion and was deeply appreciated by his family.
Butt gt K. W. Butt Ken was born 16 June, 1922. Sadly he passed
away 2 ovember, 1999. aged 77 years. He enlist ed in I 938 and
erved in Burma, Mauritius, Egypt and France. A Iler servi ng 24 years
he wa demobbed in Catt erick. He leaves behind hi wife Queenie,
five ons, six daughters 29 Grandchildren and 47 Great Grandchildren.

Freeman - Capt Tom Freeman was born on I June 1921 in York. He
joined Royal Signals on 16 April 1941 and trai ned as a Lineman. He
was posted to N. Africa in December 1941 but the troopship was
diverted , via Capetown, to Singapore. However, after the ship was
bombed by the Japanese they eventually landed in Java and umatra
and from there he was evacuated to Australia in February l 943. He
then went on to Indi a and Ceylon. Tom was commissioned in lndia in
1943 while serv in g in a SIGI T unit. He was posted to Burma in
December 1943 from whence he was repatriated as ' time expired'
(over 3yrs 8mths). The war was still on and Tom joined I Independent
Admin. Coy ( 1IAC) as Adjutant and was in Minden, Germany at the
time of the German surrender. He undertook Air Mobility training
before his discharge in December, 1946, where he was still serving as
Captain and Adjutant of I IAC. His decorations included: 1939/45 Star,
Pacific Star w/clasp ' Burma ', The Defence Medal and the General
Service Medal. Following his Army ervice Tom took up employment
as a civilian teacher and joined first ly the W. Yorkshire Rcgt TA in
1954 and subsequently the Army Cadet Corps in Tadcaster. He married
Carolyn on 2 December, 1972 and the family moved to Guernsey in
1983. Following work in the Probation Service, Tom was sworn in as a
pecial Constable and reta ined hi s links with Royal Signals by
becoming a staunch member of the loca l Branch of the Association. At
various times Tom held ollice as Vice Chainnan, Committee Member
and Wire Correspondent and hi s interest in the Corps never wa ivered.
It was whilst on holiday in France in August, 1986 that Tom, paying a
visit to the camp toilet at night, fell into a ditch and broke hi s back. He
was air evacuated to Odstock but had been paralysed from the neck
down s ince then . He was particularly pleased to rece ive a visit at
home, last year, from the Association Chairman, Maj Gen Alan
Yeoman. Tom was an uncomplaining example to all of us of how to
cope with adversity and he will be sadly missed by fr iends and
colleagues throughout tlie island and beyond. We extend our sincere
condolences to Carolyn, Lucy and imon.
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Hall - W02 (RQM ) Desmond John Hall, MBE. Des Hall died on 13
June, 1999. He was 76 years of age. Des first saw Military Service
when in May 1938 at the age of 15, he joined the 4th Battalion of the
Queen's Regiment at the Barracks in Mitcham Road, Croydon . He
joined as a Drummer Boy under the command of his father who was
the Drum Major. I le wa mobilised for the duration of the Munich
Crisis. In August 1939 he wa again mobilised and posted to
Avonmouth where his true age was discovered, and being too young
for active service, he was sent home! Des waited a few months and
then, putting up his age again , he went to the Recruiting Office in
Poplar Walk, Croydon and this time volunteered for service with the
BufTs (The Roya l East Kent Regiment). There wa a spot of bother
when, having en listed, his undeclared previous service was discovered
but it would appear all was forgiven!
In 1943 the Young Soldiers Battalion in which he was serving
disbanded and Des was posted to the Roya l Signals. In July of th at
year he embarked from Liverpool for the Far East where he was to
pend the next three years serving in India, Burma and lndone ia. He
returned from Bombay in September 1946. His wartime enli stment
ended in October 1948 when in the rank of ergeant he transferred to
the Territorial Arn1y. He erved with the Roya l Signals TA in London
firstly in C lapham with 2 Corps Signal Regi ment TA and then at
Fulham House with 47 ignal Regiment (London) TA. In 1961, at the
Reorgan isation, he went to 47 S ignal Regiment (Midd lesex Yeomanry)
TA where he was promoted W02 (RQMS) in 1962 servi ng in that
capacity through the subsequent re-organisati on and the formation of
the TAVRA , with 31 (Greater London) Signal Regiment (V) until his
retirement in 1972. His long and valued service was recogni sed both in
1962 with the presentation of a Certificate of Merit by Field Marshal
Earl Alexander of Tunis a nd in 1971, he was inve ted with the
Insi gnia of a Member of the Order of the British Empire by Her
Majesty the Queen.
Immedi ate ly after hi reti re ment from the Roya l ignals, Des
promptly joi ned the Sea Cadet Corp . He served as a Lieutenant,
Communication Officer. As a Marksman, Des was a first cla shot
and won many trophies, being, at different time , Champion Shot in
both London Di triet and Eastern Command. He also held the Royal
Signals 50 Yea rs Badge in con ideration of fifty years active
membership of the Corp . In civilian life Des worked for the majority
of his civilian career with the accountants Ernst and Young where he
was Office ervices Manager. He wa also a hard working member of
many organisations and associations allied to the various aspects of his
long and distinguished military career, all represented at his Funeral
Service at Worth Crematorium.
To his three sons, grand children, great grandchild, brother and all
other members of hi family we ofTer our sincerest condolence .
Hooper - Sgt Arthur Hooper - It i with deep regret that we inform you
of the death of Arthur Hooper, ex-Sergeant of the Corp . He died on
13 May 1999 at the age of 82 years. Arthur was a founder member of
the Chesterfield Branch of the As ociation. He will be sadly missed by
hi s widow Muriel and his sons Paul and John, along with our
Member . At his funeral on 21 May, members from the Local Branch
of the Royal Brit is h Legion, Fellowship of ervice and other
Regimental Service As ocia ti on formed a Guard of Honour at the
chapel and were led into the ervice by our Branch tandard and
tandard Bearer.
Arthur joined the TA in 1933 at Chesterfield and trained a an
Operator Wireles and Line with o. 2 Company of tJ1e 46th orth
Midland Division, Royal Corp of ignals. 1939 saw him mobilised
just before the outbreak of WWI! and moved to Bakewell in
Derby hire. From there he drove to Mons Barracks in Aldersbot, with
a Roll s Royce prev iou ly owned by Sarah Butt from Bakewell.
Whil st he was with the 236 Section, Royal Corps of ignal they
joined 60th Field Regi ment Royal Artillery and he embarked for
France with the British Expeditionary Force. Later he look part in the
evacuation from Dunkirk on the L ER cro Channel Ferry, _,I May
1940.
it wa then off to the Middle Ea t. ia outh Africa on Operation in
Iraq, Syria and then Egypt. He then cros ed the wire into Libya, with
the 7th Armoured Brigade, as a part of Operation Crusader in the
ovember. He fought at the airfield at idi Rezegh where . everal
members of 236 ection were wounded, one fatal and others missing.
Then he was taken out of the Line at Chri tma 1941 and it wa onto
India where he landed in Bombay and then travelled on to Poona. Here
he took pa1t in the Jungle Training for tJ1e 2nd hindit Expedi tion at
Ranchi. It was whilst here that he wa promoted to Sergeant at the
Main Signal Office for the Rear Headquarters of the Wyngate
Expedition.
Fina ll y it was back to the UK and on a Pickford draft to join the
52nd Lowland Division in Germany, after the surrender, before being
demobbed on 21 December 1945. Arthur rejoined the ignals TA in
the mid 1950s and served for severa l years in hesterfield.
Jamieson gt Edward John Jamieson. It is with regret that the
Glasgow Branch announce the death of 22569295 (AER) S gt
Edward .John Jamieson a life member of the RSA - although E ddie
had not yet become a member of the Branch, due to circumstances of
family illne and distance to travel. he wa well known to some of the
members. Eddie died suddenly in hospital afler a short illness, in his
80tJ1 year. Eddie as he was known, was deferred for call up in 1940,
due to hi work with the GPO ng ineering ection, installing the
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Defence Teleprinter Network in vanous parts of the country. I le \~as
then called up in 1942 and served from 1942 to 1946 wi th London
District Signals, o. 8 Multi-Channel Carrier Section. o. 2 War
Office Signals. and wa for a time stationed in the underground
labyrinth of Whitehall. and the caves in the Cliffs of Dover. On the
Normandy landings he was attached to a section aboard a cable hip,
laying a submarine cable aero s the English Channel to Utah Beach,
and relays to Dieppe. He finished his service in the rank of
2386759(13) Corporal.
Whilst serving in Dieppe shortly after the ormandy invasion, he
met a French girl Paulette whom he married in France in 1946. After
demobilisation in 1946, Edd ie and hi s bri de returned to Scotland,
eventually ettl ing down in Beith in Ayr hire. He had returned to hi
employment with the GPO Telephones, where he had tarted in 1934
as a Youth in Training (Engineer Apprentice). He worked in Pitt treet
Glasgow and in Glasgow 'F' Repeater talion also in George quare
Glasgow with th e Circuit Provision Group. In 1952 Eddie joined the
50 L of C Regt (S R) where he was given a new number, 22569295.
This unit was changed to 82nd Signal Regt (AER) where he served as
a StafT Sergeant, until 1967 when the Regi ment was disbanded at the
re-organisation of the TVAR. Eddie's decorations include the 1939/45
Star, France and Germany Star, the Defence Medal , the War Medal
1939/45 and the AER Efficiency Medal. He also held the ormandy
Medal, Frontline Medal, ormandy 50th Anniver ary Medal and a
Medal for Faithful Service.
A service of Thanksgiving was held in Beith High Church, Bei th,
Ayrshire and the minister the Rev Fiona Ross al o held a short service
at the gra ve ide in Dairy Cemetery. There was a large turn out of
Eddie's friends at the church and at the graveside. The Royal Briti h
Legion Scotland tandard and the RBLS Union Standard Bearers,
e corted the coffin in and out of the church and to the graveside. The
Standards were lowered in salute at the cemetery. The RBLS members
laid a wreath of poppies, as a tribute to one of their most energetic
workers, whose hard work for the RBL local branch will be adly
missed. The Royal ignals As ociation Glasgow Branch Chairman,
Bill Taylor, with three colleagues were als~ present, representing the
RSA who laid a wreath of poppies with the Corps badge centrepiece,
as a tribute to a life member of the R A. The sincere condolences of
the Glasgow Branch members, especially tho e members who kne"'
him personally, are offered to Eddie 's ' idow Paulette, son Robert.
twin daughter Moniq ue and Francoise, their families and the ten
grandchi ldren.
Rudkin - Captain John Barry Rudkin pas ed away peacefully on 17
June 1999 at ummerland Hou e ur ing Home in Guern e}. John
served in the Corp between 1943/1947 and during that time he led a
mi litary mission to Hungary. He suffered head injuries when he was
thrown from hi motorcycle while leading his men and wa
ubsequently cared for by the Rus ian . He underwent exten ive head
surgery and sub equently uffered a mental breakdown but fought his
way back to good health. At the end of the war he returned to the
Wirral where he had been born, completed his training as an
accountant and worked in the UK before moving to Jersey and
partnership in an accountancy firm. ome 23 year ago John met
Anita and moved to Guern ey to as ist her in running her hotel. John
' as a gifted and cultured man who taught him elf mu ic and
ub equently ga e lesson · to others, built his first organ him elf and
took flying les on at the age of 52. He erved a French liai on officer
for the Guern ey Chamber of Commerce and served on the committee
of Le Corclc Francai de Guern ey. John wa a talented public peaker
and in Jersey had a isted the local tele\ision stafT to improve their
performance. In Guernsey he became a reader for the audio new for
the blind and at the time of hi death was serving on the committee of
the local In titute of Directors and as a non tale member of the
Electricity Board. John was the founding Chairman of the Guernsey
Branch of the Royal Signals - ociation and remained in tJ1at po t for
19 years before ill health prompted him to stand down. He was proud
to have be.:n m arded Honour Membership of the As ociation and the
certificate wa presented to him, together with a carriage clock to mark
his years as our chairman, at our Dinner in May 1997. John continued
his intere t in the local Branch of the Association to the very end and
ah ay enjoyed 'i it from Branch members and the news which tJ1ey
brought. John wa , in e ery ense, the epitome of an Officer and a
Gentleman of the old chool and he will be adly mi ed by h1
colleagues and comrade and not lea t by i loving partner, nita and
her family, to whom we offer our mo t incere condolences.
tringer - 1aj (Tfe) (Retd) . 'Paddy' tringcr one of the orp
longest serving Traffic Officers pas ·ed away in March 1999 afler a
bra e battle against can er. He wa a true · ignaller · who gave nearly
41 years of his life to the Corps. I-le wa a fine Regimental ·oldier, an
c ·cellcnt Operator, Yeoman and Traffic Officer. In addition he wa
also a gentleman and great character" ho wa fond of playing pracllcal
jokes on hi contemporarie . ·Paddy · wa born in Bel fa . t in 1931 and
joined Boys Training Company in eptcmbcr 1945 just three month.
after his I 4th birthday. At the end of 194 • "hen Boy Training
ompany do ed, 'Paddy' was sent to Harrogate. HO\~evcr. he c. caped
early in 1949 back to atterick, to fini h hi - training a a Kc t>oard
Operator at 4 Training Regiment. Like most 'fa Bo)s· his fir.-t adult
po ting wu to War Oflice ignal Regiment. It was there dunng an .\I
PT cour e at King ton that he met Phyllis the future Mrs Stringer.
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Afkr that he rose tcadily in ran!.. as he '' cnt to Singapore. Catterick.
Verden A lier and bacl.. lo mgapore. He returned to Bland ford for
umb.!r 3 Yeoman of 'ie.nals Course in 1962. On qualifying he was
posted to \ lalta \\here a,.-the Pre idcnt of the \ Os and gt 1e ·s he
"a' respon ible for hosting Bobby 1ool'e and member of the
England football team fre·h from their triumph in the World Cup. In
1966 he mo\'cd hack to Glouce tcr staying there until Robinswood
Barracks closed. t this time, September 1969, 'Paddy' "a
commissioned as a Captain (Traffic) and po ted to the 3rd DiYision at
Bui ford. 1972 aw him off to 22 Regt at Lipp tadt \\ ith a further mo e
m HAPE in Belgium. Hi next moYe came in 197 lo 7 Regimem at
Herford \\here he wa the Manager of a ,·cry uccessful 7 Regiment
occer team. For\\ hat turned out to be his la l posting 'Paddy' moved
to HQ D
at Rudloe Manor in 19 I \\here he tayed umil retirement
m \farch 1986.
On retirement 'Paddy' and Phyllis mo,ed into the Gorsley Post
O!Iicc and store . Ro s on Wye. where they quickly ettled into the
community. ' Paddy' became a member of the Parish ouncil and also
Chainnan of the Lea and Di tricl Branch of the Royal Briti h Legion.
During this period there was an auempted armed robbery at the Po t
Office and 'Paddy' wa awarded a Certificate of Valour, for
re ourceful and courageous conduct, for hi part m foi ling the robbery
attempt. During retirement he ha been an enthu ia tic member of the
254 'fa Boys· club re-union . Probably what be t sums up 'Paddy' the
man i a quote from a letter from the Group Captain commanding at
HQDC .
'011~r

died in 1989. something he ncYcr got over and he talked of her ofien.
In 1995 \: yn died after a \cry tOng and d.::termined fight against
cancer. Ian ha li\'cd in Australia for a number of years. Syd wa ,·ery
eus to talk to and made friends easily. He wa a lovely man and we
mis. him. We offer our condolence to his son Ian.
1cCombic - William McCombic died on 24 August aged 78 years. Bill
joined the regular army in about 1937/38. fie enlist<.:d in the Royal
ignals. He sened in orth Africa as a dispatch rider, was wounded,
served in Italy and Crete and later he served with I Airbourne Division
ignal tationed in Caythorpe, Lincoln hire where he met and married
a local girl. On discharge he worked for a local builder. J le moved to
London where he was a driYer on London Transport. He leave l\\O
ons 10 mourn his lo .

a11 Jrishma11 would think oforganising a Turkey Dinner in a
Greek restaurant underneath an a11cient Roman cit~'. '

I was the CO boy IC 'Paddy's recruit barrack roo1n and wel l
remember that hi ambition then wa to finish hi Man· ervice as a
ergeant. Meeting him nearly 35 years on as a Maj (Trafiic Officer)
how - that he far exceeded his initial ambition on joining the Army.
An excellent example to all pre ent and future apprentice . ·Paddy·
leave hi widow PhylJis a daughter and three on , ix grand children
and one great grand on. At this difficu lt time we offer PhyUis, who
upported 'Paddy' and the Corps for nearly forty year , our mo t
sincere condolence .
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243 SIGNAL SQUADRON
U TROOP EWS - by Cpl Jim Gray
.
ArriYals - A big I liya to gt Marriosn Zaar fresh from 38 1g Regt
(V). Is it me or are all U Tp taffys upposed to have Dutch spouses!!
How B'zaar.
.
Departures - Fond farewells to gt 'Taff' Burd~e on promotion to.7
ig Regt (watch out for his wicked laugh), Cpl 'Pmky', Floyd .we will
miss the 'crippler' and Cpl Amanda Robertson to C1v Div (Don t worry
Amanda, your call up papers will be in the p~st). Soon to dep~rt ?n their
re-trade courses arc Cpl Jim Gl'cy and LCpl Taff - the druid Gibbard,
radios? - that'll be the box wi th knobs on lads!
ignificant Events - Ex Bruno Warrior 1999, this y7ar b~OUf!ht to you
by 238 Sig Sqn, with the colourru l team lead by ~apt , Don t tick me off
I'm Ginger' Carrol, ab ly assisted by SSgt SI lnn1t Had.Icy and S~t
'Scoffs' Schofield. This year's theme wa · based around the battle sho~,
with some varied and interesting shoots c~:mducted at ~yde & Lyde m
Kent (wot no Sennybridge?) we surely missed the horizontal ram! wet
bogs, wet kit etc. The shooting revolved around a. fire team. compelltton.
The winners this year bcmg Cpl Rob Love (a~am) and his !ea1i:i. Best
overall shot of the week went to Cpl Jim 'The dirty sneaky smper Gray
afier a very tense 'shoot ofT' on the final day, he wa chufTed to AAFI
breaks when SSgt Hadley magiced a trophy from his mock. U Tp
personnel , ould like to thank 238 Sig Sqn for a Pukka Camp!
Cappiche!?

The day itself began with the SSM giving an i.mpromptu inte_rviC\\
with the local radio station (fame at last). On their arrival the v1sJtors
were is ucd with coveralls and helmets and afier a round of photographs
they set ofT to get involved in a erie of ac!ivitics which. ranged from a
ride in a BV206 supplied by 249 (AMFL) Sig _qn to haYmg a !un shoot
on the SAT. The SSM undecided on what to give our guests for lunch,
presented them all with a 'death pack' from the co?khouse '~~ich the)' all
enjoyed. The day culminated in the SM pre enlmg the v1s1tors \\Ith a
framed group photograph as a reminder of their visit.
OCI C VISIT TO 2 ( C) SIG AL BRIGADE
On Friday 2 July 1999 the OC, 1aj An dy Wa lker. and tw? members of
our Installation and upport Troop (l&S Tp) (formally our 1gn~ls Works
Services Troop), Mr Steve Ladd and !\'.Ir Bob Hastings.both Ma1~tenance
Electricians Telephone (MET's) were given the opportumt~ to briel Lt Gen
J. F. Dcverell who was vi iting HQ 2 Sig Bde, on certam aspect of the
work carried out by I&S Tp. The General was &iv?n a .briefi~g on tl~e
workings of the K660 Trenching machine and an ms1ght mto Fibre Optic
splicing. The team almo t had to put the trcnchmg machme towo~k for
real, when a nearby gas pipe was ruptured. by contractors workmg Il1 the
area fortunately their ervices were not required!

MENCAP VISIT-by W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' Morrow
On Wednesday 18 August 1999 the unit played host lo a number of
young people from the local ME CAP orga.nisation: The day ~vas put
together by W02 (SSM) 'Paddy' 1orrow with the aim of p~ov1dmg_ an
OppOrtUnity Of 8 fun day OUt for a woup Of young people Wilh learmng
difficulties and to present a cheque tor the um of£1 161. l I to.ME CA_P.
Our thank go to 238, 241 and 251 Signal quadrons for their .eff?rts m
assisting in the raffiing of large cuddly toys. ' h1ch ra1 ed a 1g111ficant
amount of the money presented on the day.

Mr Bob Hastings explains the workings of the K660 Trencher
to Gen Deverell

DUNKIRK TO THE SOMME
CYCLE RIDE 2000

WaimHight - It is with deep regret that we inform you of the death of
Lt Col F. . Wain wri ght on Saturday 31 July 1999 aged 80. He
ened "ith the Royal Signals from the 15 July 1939 until his
retirement on 10 May 1974 aged 55. He then served at UKLF Wilton
for the next ten years as a Retired Officer. Ile enjoyed good health for
the next fifieen years of his reti rement unti l February 1999 when he
was diagno ed as having terminal liver cancer and passed away at the
end of July this year. His is sadly missed by all his famiiy, friends and
former colleagues.
\\hitfield - ig ydn ey Whitfield it is with great sadness that the
ewcastle and Di trict Branch announce the death of Syd Whi tfield
\\ho died suddenly on 5 June 1999 although he had been fighting
various health problems for the last two years. yd who was born in
1919 in Saltburn by the Sea, lived for some time in the Lake District,
which he never lost his love of, he then moved to Middlesbrough. He
joined the Royal Signals in 1939 and served unti I 1946 seeing action in
• orth Africa, Egypt, The Sudan, Abysinnia and India when he joined
the Indian Signals. He was awarded the Africa Star, Defence Medal,
European Medal and later the Territorial Long Service Medal. Syd had
a great (and sometimes wicked ) sense of hu mour and said he survived
the war by not being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Afi.er the
war he spent some time in Germany before returning to England and
qualifying a an Electrical Engineer, working at BICC in ewcastle
until his rcurement in 1980. He then became a very active member of
the Royal Signals Association, British Legion and the Fellowship of
Senicc~. ntil he became less mobile in later years, yd regularly
attended the Cattcrick Re-unions and represented the ewea tie
Branch at the Branch Reps meeting in London in April each year. In
Cktob.!r last Year )'d presented a new Standard to the Branch. Syd
mamed Bert)' Dea n In 1947, had two children, Ian and Wyn. Betty
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FRIE D OF\ R YIE !fORIAL will be staging a spon ored
cycle ride in orthern France from Dunkirk to the omme

jlJPIPrnrnr.r~rrccrn~

27 June - I July 2000
The purpose of the 150 MJ LE ri?e "ill be to commemorate tho e
lo tin onhern France during tl11s M1llenmum, an? to ra1 e much
needed funds to help the restoration of War Memorials.
.
We a k that you pay an initial re_gistration tee of~ 150. and raise a
minimum amount of ponsorsh1p. In return, .we II pro' 1dc hotel
accommodation for four night . food. erv1ce support. and of
course moral upport. For further details. contact:
qn Ld r Dave yers
RAF Halton
Tel: 9-237 6901 or 01296 6254705

This book which contains captioned photographs of some
800 Apprentice Tradesmen who joined the Royal Corps of
Signals between the years of 1942 and 1948, together with a
short history of the Boys since 1920 has been compi led by

LT COL 0 . P. HERRING
It will be of interest to all those and the families of
persons who entered the Service at that time. Family
historians will be interested to see just what their ancestors
looked like at the age of 14 years.
This record is unique in that it covers a period, when the
country was under threat of invasion and it is conceivable
that these Boys could well have had to fight for the ir
country should this have happened.

Or\\ rite 'call:
Friend of Wa r Icmori:ils
4 Lower Bclgraw treet
LO DON \v1w OLA
Tel: (020) 7259 0403
Fax: (020) 72-9 0296
Charity Registration

umbcr-10622-5 ... President Winston . Churchill

The visi tors get to grips with a BV206

It is available from the author at:
5 Fishers Close, Blandford, Dorset DT I I 7EL
price: £7.70 incl. P&P
Overseas: £ 10
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